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Announcements and News
News about Datacom CICS Services, Ideal, IPC, and Datacom Server; conferences; and community events.

Broadcom Enables Hybrid Storage Options for Mainframe Data with Availability of CA 1™ Flexible Storage™ Solution
Datacom has tested and certified all options available to the CA 1™ Flexible Storage™ Solution, starting with,
but not limited to, basic backups and restores of Datacom Database Areas. The certification process included
backups and restores—with compression, encryption, and with both compression and encryption and both storing
in the cloud and not in the cloud—using theCA 1™ Flexible Storage™ Solution.
Datacom's testing of the CA 1™ Flexible Storage™ Solution demonstrated no degradation either in performance or
CPU utilization. In many cases, specifically when backing up to the cloud, performance improved when dealing
with large volumes of data.
More information regarding the CA 1™ Flexible Storage™ solution can be found here.
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Level Set PTFs for 15.1.01 are Now Available
The Datacom Team is pleased to announce the release of Level Set PTFs for the Datacom product family. A
Level Set PTF helps you identify your current level of maintenance and features that have been installed. The
Level Set PTF includes a requisite list of all published PTFs in the release stream and supersedes previous Level
Set PTFs, ensuring that your product is current with maintenance. You can download the Level Set PTFs from
Broadcom Support just like any other PTF.

NOTE
The Level Set PTF may not include all available maintenance. Additional maintenance may have been
published after the Level Set PTF is published. This maintenance would be included in the next Level
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Set PTF. We recommend that you use CARS to implement a preventive maintenance strategy at your
site. For more information about CARS, see CARS.

This is the first collection of level sets for the Datacom product family. Future Level Sets will be smaller.
For more information, see the full announcement on CADRE and review the New Features entries for Datacom
CICS Services, Ideal, and IPC. A Level Set for Datacom Server is postponed to a future date.

New Training! z/OSMF - Introduction, Process, and Impact to Existing Customers 200
Are you responsible for installing, maintaining, configuring, and deploying Broadcom Mainframe products? Check
out the latest training from Broadcom Mainframe Education.

Install Products Using z/OSMF is now available for Datacom CICS, Ideal, and IPC
As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in
a common way according to industry best practices. After the configuration is complete, you can execute the
product and easily provision new software instances for use on other systems throughout your environment. See
Install Products Using z/OSMF for more information.

Mainframe Digital Badge Program
Broadcom is pleased to announce the availability of the Datacom Multi-User Facility digital badge. Digital badges
let you showcase your credentials and skills in Broadcom Mainframe products, solutions, and programs. Click the
following link to learn more about how to get your Datacom digital badge.

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: April, June, and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Prague, Czech Republic (April 18-20), in Plano,
Texas (June 13-15), and virtually on October 3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who will share the latest
technical education and product demos and respond to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational
events are a great way to network with peers and experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of
Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook,
this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means that CSM will
not function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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View Mainframe Technical Exchange 2022 Sessions
Broadcom's 2022 Mainframe Technical Exchange was held Oct 4-6, 2022. On-demand technical education
content is available to our customers through February 28th, 2023. To view the on-demand content, see the
Mainframe Technical Exchange site.
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Release Notes
This release notes article explains the key features and details for Datacom Tools 15.1.

The Datacom solution contains the following Datacom Tools components:

Datacom CICS Services

Datacom CICS Services make it possible for application programs that run under CICS/TS to communicate with Datacom/
DB. The main purpose of Datacom CICS Services is to provide the interface between CICS/TS and the Datacom/DB
MUF. This applies to both user application programs and the online components of Broadcom products such as Sysview,
Dataquery for Datacom, and Datadictionary. Application programs and User Requirements Tables (URTs) using Datacom
CICS Services can reside above or below the 16 MB (megabyte) line. Details about using your applications with Datacom
CICS Services are provided in Linking Application Programs.

Ideal

Ideal for Datacom is an application development system that provides an interactive environment for the development,
maintenance, and execution of complete, integrated applications. An Ideal application consists of the resources
(dataviews, panels, report definitions, programs, and subprograms) that perform a wide variety of online database and
business applications.

IPC

IPC enables product-to-product communication and collaboration.IPC consists of the following components:
Virtual Library System (VLS) -

A library access method that stores panels, message members, control blocks, and user programs.
Virtual Processing Environment (VPE) -

Allows your products to run independent of the environment.
Session Control Facility (SCF) -

A task dispatcher that provides various high-level services that process menus and PF keys, and handle
commands.

Print Sub-System (PSS) -
A set of routines that provides system and network printing services for various products.

Panel Management Services (PMS) -
A set of services that acquires, sends, receives, manages, and processes panels that were built using PDF and
the fields that are contained in the panels.

Panel Definition Facility (PDF) -
A facility that builds the user panels and applications that PMS manages and process at run-time.

Editor Kernel (EDK) -
A text editing facility.

Datacom Server

Datacom Server provides web applications and other distributed applications with open access to Datacom/DB data by
providing standard database connectivity. This connectivity enables web services, service-oriented architecture (SOA)
tools, and other distributed programs to use Datacom/DB as the database repository.

Continuous Delivery
The Continuous Delivery model provides product features and fixes to you faster.
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We are pleased to present you with the Generally Available (GA) Continuous Delivery (CD) release of Datacom Tools.
We enhance this version using the CD model, which provides new features and product fixes to you faster with easier
deployment.

In the CD release model:

• Enhancements are delivered in the maintenance service stream as feature PTFs. New product features and fixes are
no longer bundled together.

• Enhancements are delivered disabled where possible to give you more control over when and how the features
are implemented. With new features disabled, you control when to make the new features available for use in your
environment. Explicit action is required to enable the feature.

• Product validation programs are available so that you can influence feature design and test new features and
capabilities before they are made generally available (GA). For more information about these programs, go to https://
validate.broadcom.com or contact your product manager.

• Individual product fixes are provided when needed, separate from product features. You can apply product fixes
without enabling new features, which limits exposure to more features being applied in a production environment.
These changes can limit SMP/E dependencies that were forced previously by bundling features and fixes together.

After ongoing testing with other Broadcom mainframe products, the new features and product fixes are added into
the Broadcom Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS), with the aim to enhance product quality and the integrity of
your environment. CARS is an important part of a good preventive maintenance philosophy that lets you develop and
implement a proactive maintenance strategy in which you apply preventive maintenance on a regular schedule.

IMPORTANT
Use the Create Service Order online interface or SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to acquire product
maintenance. The online interface makes it easy to order a maintenance package from Broadcom Support. The
batch interface uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command and can reduce hours of maintenance time
to just minutes. You can acquire maintenance on-demand or can schedule an SMP/E job to run regularly, which
eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through the Broadcom
Support Portal.

New Features for Datacom CICS Services
The new features in this Datacom CICS Services release offer you increased flexibility and efficiency. We release features
using PTFs for simple installation.

TIP
Use this link to view the PTF numbers for each new feature in this article. The PTFs are updated
programmatically so you always have access to the current New Feature PTFs.

This release provides the following new features and enhancements for Datacom CICS Services:

DBUT Support of Wider Screens for Dynamic Terminals (LU08227)

This enhancement provides wider screens for dynamic terminals that can accommodate them and additional navigational
operators (% and ?) that are commonly used in other mainframe products.

See Display Utility (DBUT)—Examine CICS Region Online for more information.

Level Set PTF for Datacom CICS Services 15.1.01 (LU08322)

The Level Set PTF for Datacom CICS Services 15.1.01 is now available. Use the Level Set PTF to identify your current
level of maintenance and features that have been installed. Level Sets provide an easy method to receive and apply
all maintenance and feature PTFs up to a specific modification level. This is the first Datacom CICS Services PTF and
includes all 15.1 maintenance up to the modification level.
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Trace Facility with OPERID and USERID (LU05013)

You can now specify OPERID and USERID in the Trace Facility. For more information, see TRACE= Using the Trace
Facility.

Install Products Using z/OSMF

As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in a common
way according to industry best practices. After the configuration is complete, you can execute the product and easily
provision new software instances for use on other systems throughout your environment. For more information, see Install
Products Using z/OSMF.

Updated DBOC TASK with OPID and USERID Fields (PTF SO09170)

DBOC TASK screen now displays OPID and USERID information using the PF11/23 key and displays the time of day.

For more information, see Customizing Datacom CICS Services.

Updated DBOC Screens with SYSID and APPID Fields (PTF SO08211)

The following DBOC screens now have SYSID and APPLID information:

• INQ=CODES--Displaying Request Totals by Return Code
• INQ=STATS--Displaying System Statistics
• INQ=USERS--Displaying Concurrent Users
• TASK--Displaying Active Tasks
• INQ=TRACE--Displaying the Trace Table

Updated DBOC INQ=PTF Screen with APPLID and JOBNM Fields (PTF SO07887)
CICS APPLID=

The CICS APPLID where the DBOC PTF ran.
CICS JOBNM=

The CICS job name where DBOCPTF ran.

For more information, see INQ=PTF-Displaying Software Maintenance Levels.

Updated DBOC INQ=GENOPTS and DBOC GENOPTS screens APPLID and JOBNM Fields
(PTF SO07749 and SO08039)
CICS APPLID=

The CICS APPLID of where the DBOC GENOPTS ran.
CICS JOBNM=

The CICS job name of where DBOC GENOPTS ran.

For more information, see the following topics:

• INQ=GENOPTS--Displaying System Generation Options
• Changing Generation Options Online (DBOC GENOPTS)

Support for CTS 5.5

Support for CTS 5.5 in Datacom CICS Services is now available so that you can upgrade CICS when appropriate.
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z/OS CICS Transaction Server 3.2 and 4.1 and CICS Transaction Server CICSplex SM 3.2 and 4.1 No longer
Supported

For more information, see Customizing Datacom CICS Services.

Updated DBEC and DBEX Screens with Release Information

Release information is now provided on the DBEC and DBEX screen examples. For more information, see DBEC DBEX
Monitoring Remote System Resources with Enhanced Commands and DBEC Controlling Remote System Resources with
Enhanced Commands.

Updated DBOC INQ=TRACE Screen with OPID and USERID Fields

DBOC INQ=TRACE now has the ability of shift right/left to display more fields for Operator-ID (OPID) and User-ID
(USERID). The display example has been updated to reflect this change as well. (Valid for 15.1 and 15.0)

For more information, see DBOC INQ=TRACE

z13 and z14 Capabilities

Datacom CICS Services (DBC) has been enhanced to take advantage of some of the z13 and z14 capabilities for data
pipelining for performance.

More Reports for DBOC INQ=PTF

DBOC or DBEC STARTUP currently generates the information for the command DBOC INQ=GENOPTS automatically.
You can now get a report for the DBOC  INQ=PTF that displays the PTF level of every Datacom CICS Services module.

Modules DCCOCPR and DBCVTPR at Different Maintenance Levels

Datacom CICS Services (DBC) has been enhanced to allow the two modules DCCOCPR and DBCVTPR to be at different
maintenance levels as long as they are compatible to run together. This enhancement reduces the number of DBCVPTR
macro assemblies that are needed and preserves the integrity of the system. This enhancement is also available in 15.0.

Enhancements to Existing Features

The following enhancements to existing features were implemented with this release:

TWOPHASE=

The DBOC INQ=GENOPTS and DBOC GENOPTS screens have changes as a result of dropping SVCID and SUBID
because they are no longer relevant or useful. Those two fields were removed and the vacated space was used to
externalize the new TWOPHASE= parameter.

SYSID Mask Value for DBEC DBEX

The DBEC (or DBEX for monitoring only) enhanced commands allow you to monitor and control:

• Multi-User Facilities (MUFs)
• User Requirements Tables (URTs)
• Datacom Tables (TBLs)
• Initiating/terminating Datacom CICS Services across multiple CICSs in an MRO environment and the CICSplex

This SYSID option of the command allows DBEC/DBEX to be used for remotely connected systems and to the local
system. Besides a specific remote connection or all remote connections including the local system, there is also a
question mark mask value (?). This value can be used in any position of the 4-character SYSID value to identify a set
or range of remotely connected systems. The identified remotely connected systems might include the local system
depending on the mask value.
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For examples of the DBEC/DBEX command to use the SYSID(xxxx) option with the question mark mask value, see
DBEC/DBEX Monitoring Remote System Resources with Enhanced Commands.

CICSplex Support for DBEC

The DBEC (or DBEX for monitoring only) enhanced commands allow you to monitor and control:

• Multi-User Facilities (MUFs)
• User Requirements Tables (URTs)
• Datacom Tables (TBLs)

You can also initiate/terminate Datacom CICS Services across multiple CICSs in an MRO environment.

These commands were extended further to qualify the CICS regions to those that are active in the CICSplex and,
optionally, are in a specific CICS System Group. When CICSPLEX= is not coded in the DBCVTPR, you can use the PLEX
and SCOPE options with SYSID to use the CICSplex capability of DBEC/DBEX.

You can code the CICSPLEX=plexname parameter of the DBCVTPR to specify the CICSplex to which this CICS belongs.
This value should match the CICSPLEX name in the EYUPARM of the CICS startup. This CICSplex name is used as
the default CONTEXT and SCOPE for DBEC/DBEX to CONNECT to CPSM to further qualify the SYSID option of the
command to active CICS regions in the CICSplex in the order of the MRO connections in the CSD. When this parameter
is coded with the CICSplex name, DBEC/DBEC always qualifies the SYSID option with active CICS regions in the
CICSplex. When CICSPLEX= is not coded in the DBCVTPR, DBEC/DBEX with the SYSID option operates on all MRO
connections in the CSD unless the PLEX and SCOPE options of the DBEC/DBEX are also specified in the command.

PLEX and SCOPE are two more limiters of the DBEC/DBEX INQuire/PERform command that support the CICSplex
option. They can also be specified with the SYSID option. The SCOPE option is used to specify a CICS System Group
in the CICSplex. When the CICSPLEX= parameter of the DBCVTPR is coded, this group name overrides the CICSplex
name for the SCOPE option of the CPSM CONNECT to specify a specific set of CICS regions as defined in the CICSplex.
PLEX and SCOPE together can be used to override the DBCVTPR CICSPLEX= parameter when it is not coded or is
coded with a value that does not match the CICSplex to which the CICS belongs. They cannot be used to further refine
the SYSID option for any CICSPLEX and optional CICS System Group that is not valid in the CICSplex for this instance of
the CICS region in which the DBEC/DBEX command is being executed.

The DBOC INQ=GENOPTS screen includes the CICSPLEX= parameter of the DBCVTPR.

For examples of command format to use PLEX and SCOPE in the DBEC/DBEX command, see DBEC/DBEX Monitoring
and Controlling Remote System Resources section.

JAVA Interface to Datacom

You can code an interface to the Datacom database (Multi-user) from a Java application program running under CICS in
the following ways:

• Code the Java application programs according to the RAAT standards (Record At A Time). The application can
LOCATE, READ, UPDATE, and perform a host of other RAAT commands to communicate with the Multi-user.

• Code the Java application programs using the JDBC interface. The SQL statements in JDBC would allow for SELECT,
JOIN, INSERT, DELETE, UPDATE, and so forth, to manipulate rows, columns, and tables in the Multi-user.

Sample Java programs for the RAAT interface (DCCJCPR) and the JDBC interface (DCJDBPR) are provided in this
version of Datacom CICS Services. The source code for both sample programs is provided as a part of the standard
delivery for this product.

The requirements for the Java RAAT interface are:

• Activation of the Datacom CICS Services
• Activation/running of the correct version of the Multi-user
• Establishment of the connection between the two
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Only after a successful connection should the Java RAAT interface attempt to communicate with the Multi-user. Or, the
application should be coded to detect the lack of connection using return codes to create proper error messages for the
user.

The requirement for the JDBC interface would be for the customer to have both Multi-user and Datacom Server up and
running. As the JDBC sample program demonstrates, the connection object in the application program would be pointing
to a DATACOM Server running in the z/OS environment (URL address).

After the connection is made, every JDBC request would be dynamically interpreted by the Datacom Server and passed
along to the Multi-user. Then the response is returned to the JDBC application through the Datacom Server.

Java programs that are run in a Java Virtual Machine or JVM and every JVM must have a profile so that CICS would have
the characteristics of the JVM that a Java program would run in. The CICS SIT table parameters must reflect the JVM
profile directory (JVMPROFILEDIR) and USSHOME directory for that CICS. Also, the CICS startup JCL must include the
SDFJAUTH library in the STEPLIB for that CICS release level. The JVM profile must also have correct directories for the
CICS_HOME and JAVA_HOME and the CLASSPATH of the Java or JDBC application programs.

For details about how to code the two types of Java/JDBC interfaces, see the supplied sample programs. For more
information about using Java in CICS, see the IBM RedBooks and documentation.

Messages

The following messages are new, changed, or removed in this version:

New Messages

DC00244W - CPSM component of DBEC failed to load - CICSPLEX in DBCVTPR is ignored

DC01017E - xxxx OPERAND FORMAT INVALID

DC01018E - CONNECT to the CICSPLEX failed - Response = 1028, Reason = 1294

DC01019E - LINK to CICSPLEX component failed - DCCEXPR not available

Changed Messages

DC00392E - GSVCCSFX HAS NO CSD ENTRY OR IS NOT IN LIBRARY

Removed Messages

DC02002E - NUMBER OF USERS NOT SPECIFIED

New Features for Ideal
The new features in this Ideal release offer you increased flexibility and efficiency. We release features using PTFs for
simple installation.

TIP
Use this link to view the PTF numbers for each new feature in this article. The PTFs are updated
programmatically so you always have access to the current New Feature PTFs.

This release provides the following new features and enhancements for Ideal:

Level Set PTF for Ideal 15.1.01 (LU08347)

The Level Set PTF for Ideal 15.1.01 is now available. Use the Level Set PTF to identify your current level of maintenance
and features that have been installed. Level Sets provide an easy method to receive and apply all maintenance and
feature PTFs up to a specific modification level. This is the first Ideal PTF and includes all 15.1 maintenance up to the
modification level.
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Reinitialize Program Working Data based on Field Type with RESET Statement (LU07623)

With this enhancement, Ideal application programmers can now use the RESET statement to reinitialize working data for a
program to blanks, zeros, or nulls as appropriate based on field type. RESET removes the need to reinitialize the work area
after every call of an IDEAL sub-program and uses less overhead than RELEASE PROGRAM.

For more information, see RESET Statement.

Online Transaction Management (LU03950)

The Online Transaction Management feature lets you maintain all user-defined transactions individually online, without an
outage in CICS. The ability to maintain CICS tables in this way is limited to Ideal transactions only. SC00TRAN is still used
to look up SCFD, SCFS, SAST, NETT (or their MRO equivalents), and product transition transactions. A single memory
table is built from VLS at the startup for all other transactions.

Transactions are managed through lists and groups. Each CICS region uses one LIST that contains one or more
transaction GROUPs. Lists and groups are stored as VLS members in the IDDAT library. Maintenance can be done at the
group level or the transaction level.

For more information, see Online Transaction Management Overview.

Install Products Using z/OSMF

As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in a common
way according to industry best practices. After the configuration is complete, you can execute the product and easily
provision new software instances for use on other systems throughout your environment. For more information, see Install
Products Using z/OSMF.

Document Creation Facility

A combination of new editors, compiler enhancements, and run-time extensions that produces XML documents as easily
as reports were in prior releases. You can use Documents:

• Online to provide responses to Web Service requests
• In batch to produce static content (XML or HTML) that is loaded into a web server later

An elaborate construction logic is not required to build the structure and markup of the result. Rather, documents are
declaratively defined and then filled by a simple PRODUCE verb. The result is higher efficiency, eliminating numerous
string manipulations from the application logic.

PARSE Verb

New for this release, the PARSE verb allows a string to be broken into separate fields according to various rules. The
string can be broken:

• Positionally - breaking the string at delimiter characters, and assigning the intervening characters to the fields in
sequence

• By name - interpreting HTTP “name=value&…” syntax, and assigning the values to the like-named fields

The PARSE verb can be extended in future releases to more forms of markup (for example, XML), using the same basic
program structures. Therefore it is easier to transition between different forms of markup for the same information set.

Enhancements to Existing Features

Enhancements to existing features include:
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• DISPLAY DOCUMENT Command -- Allows you to display the document name.
• DISPLAY SESSION OPTIONS -- Added EDITOR.
• DOCUMENT Command -- Provides functions to manipulate documents in the Document Menu.
• EDIT DOCUMENT -- Allows you to edit an existing document definition.
• PRINT SESSION OPTIONS -- Changed format to include OPTIONS and options.
• SET DOCUMENT Command -- Establishes default document formatting options.
• SET EDIT Command -- Format change.
• Edit Options -- Format change for SET SITE Commands.
• Document Definition Facility Options -- Contains new options for SET SITE commands.
• UPPERCASE and LOWERCASE Commands -- Translates a line or range of lines to upper or lower case characters.

The commands only apply to programs (procedure definition) and data member.
• Defining Program Resources -- Contains DOC as one of the valid entries for TYPE.
• Debugging Web Applications -- New topic about how debugging web applications.
• Defining program resources/Displaying program resource indexes.
• How to Read a compilation listing.
• Compile Cross Reference (Batch).

Problem Determination

The @I$DIALMASK Initiating a DIAL Trace includes information about getting a DIAL trace for a web transaction.

Programming

PARSE ENDPARSE -- A new statement that is used for parsing an alphanumeric literal/variable WITH a general template
or INTO an alpha-group variable. $List of Reserved Words -- The $ Reserved Words table was updated to reflect any $
function changes.$EXTRACT Function -- A new function that returns requested parts of a given URL address and can
read a URL from a web interface.$TRANSLATE Function -- This function includes new options and descriptions.$VERIFY
Function -- This function includes more information about NUMeric, UCAlpha, and LCAlpha.

AMODE Enhancement DOC HOLD

For more information, see Creating a New Program Definition.

Amode (Non-Ideal subprograms only)

Amode in non-Ideal subprograms indicates whether the subprogram runs in 24-bit mode or 31-bit mode. For a program
running in 24-bit mode or of unknown mode, the parameter data is copied below the line to make it accessible. Declaring
that a program runs in 31-bit mode avoids that overhead, where applicable, and also reduces 24-bit storage requirements.

The PROGRAM Format was changed to add AMODE. For more information, see External Source Format.[NEW-COPY-
ON-CALL x] [AMODE nn] [UPDATE-DB x] [UPDATE-DB2 x]Messages added:

• IDADPHDP12
• IDSTPGMI35

New Features for IPC
The new features in this release of IPC offer you increased flexibility and efficiency. We release features using PTFs for
simple installation.

TIP
Use this link to view the PTF numbers for each new feature in this article. The PTFs are updated
programmatically so you always have access to the current New Feature PTFs.
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This release provides the following new features and enhancements for IPC:

Level Set PTF for IPC 15.1.01 (LU08360)

The Level Set PTF for IPC 15.1.01 is now available. Use the Level Set PTF to identify your current level of maintenance
and features that have been installed. Level Sets provide an easy method to receive and apply all maintenance and
feature PTFs up to a specific modification level. This is the first IPC PTF and includes all 15.1 maintenance up to the
modification level.

Install Products Using z/OSMF

As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in a common
way according to industry best practices. After the configuration is complete, you can execute the product and easily
provision new software instances for use on other systems throughout your environment. For more information, see Install
Products Using z/OSMF.

SCF Transaction Table Processing

SCF Transaction Table processing is enhanced to separate user-maintained transactions from the SC00TRAN assembled
module to facilitate 24x7 operations for Ideal application environments. For more information, see SCF User-Maintained
Transactions Table (SCUMTRAN) in Ideal.

New Features for Datacom Server
The new features in this Datacom Server release offer you increased flexibility and efficiency. We release features using
PTFs for simple installation.

TIP
Use this link to view the PTF numbers for each new feature in this article. The PTFs are updated
programmatically so you always have access to the current New Feature PTFs.

This release provides the following new features and enhancements for Datacom Server 15.0:

Datacom Server Using LOGON=NO with Secured MUF (PTF LU04086) z/OS

This PTF addresses the behavior of Datacom Server started with LOGON=NO and connected to an externally secured
Datacom Multi-User Facility (MUF).

A new message for this option is:

DSV00155E - LOGON=NO not permitted with secured MUF. Datacom Server terminating

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) with JDBC Type 4 Connections (PTF LU01401, LU01481, and LU01619)

Datacom Server PTFs LU01401 (Windows), LU01481 (Linux/Unix) or LU01619 (USS)

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) provides security and data encryption between the client and server to prevent unauthorized
access. SSL is provided for JDBC Type 4 connections with the Datacom Server JDBC driver. SSL enablement for the
Datacom Server mainframe address space is performed using Application Transparent Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS)
which is a component of the IBM z/OS Communications Server product.

Java 1.8 Compliance and JDBC Network Timeout (PTF LU00326, LU00327, and LU00231)

Datacom Server PTFs LU00326 (Windows), LU00327 (Linux/Unix) or LU00231 (z/OS and USS) deliver the following
features:
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• Java 1.8 compliance level for the Server JDBC driver, cadcjdbc.jar. You must ensure that your JDBC applications are
running with Java 1.8 JVM or higher.

• Implementation of the JDBC Connection.setNetworkTimeout and Connection.getNetworkTimeout methods in the
Datacom JDBC driver, cadcjdbc.jar. This feature is supported for JDBC Type 4 connections only.

New Server Input Parameter and Option (PTF SO16056)

The following parameter and option were added for the Input Parameters:

• TRACEDIAG= is a new parameter that opens the DIAGTRAC output file and enables the memory diagnostic trace.
• TRACEON= where C starts the Trace Facility and writes all trace output including TCPTRACE output to SYSPRINT.

For more information, see Input Parameters.

New Server Messages for Debugging and Error Analysis (PTF SO16056)

The following messages were added:

• DSV00147I - SVCBSPR TCB tttttttt THID thththththth
DSV00147I - tttttttt= TCB address: thththth= thread-id
DSV00147I - tttttttt-tid-tcpmain= THID: thththththth
DSV00147I - tttttttt-tcp-master= THID: thththththth
DSV00147I - tttttttt-tid-0000= THID: thththththth
DSV00147I - tttttttt-tid-0002= THID: thththththth
DSV00147I - tttttttt-tid-0003= THID: thththththth

• DSV00153W - MNW(line): pthread_or pthread_join Unexpected error
DSV00153W - MNW(line): pthread_create(,,tcp_master,) Unexpected error: nn xxxxx
DSV00153W - MNW(line): pthread_join() Unexpected error: nn xxxxx

For more information, see Datacom Messages.

New Server Message DSV00149I

A new message for Datacom Server was added.

For more information see, DSV00149I in Datacom Messages.

Release Comparison
This table compares the new or updated features in Release 15.1 and Version 15.0 of Datacom.

Feature Release 15.1 Version 15.0

DAC_CONTENT_AND yes no
DAC_CONTENT_OR yes no
REPORT TYPE=EVENT yes no
INSERT (scalar function) yes no
CXXMAINT ALTER OPTION2=HIST00 nn yes no
S_NO_STRUCTURE yes no
X_DXX_MEMORY_GUARD yes no
DATASCAN_OPTION=COUNT_SET_RECORDS yes no
DATASCAN_OPTION=RESET_TSN yes no
DATASCAN_OPTION=SET_DATAHU yes no
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Feature Release 15.1 Version 15.0

DATASCAN_OPTION=SIZE_AREA yes no
DATASCAN_OPTION=VERIFY_SPACE (and VERIFY_SPACE_INDEX_ERR) yes no
DEFRAG (Defragment Index) yes no
MASSADD yes no
MUF_BUF_USE yes no
OLREORG (Reorganize a Database Online) yes no
REFGROUP Report yes no
REPLACE yes no
REPORT AREA=IXX TYPE=G yes no
VERINDEX yes no
DATA_ACCESS_CAPTURE yes no
DAC_PATH (formerly DAC_PATH_NO) yes no
DAC_ TABLE yes no
STATUS_DAC yes no
Online Table Move (TM24) yes no
Online Block Size Alter, IO_STYLE_NEWER, (BA24) yes no
Modern Content Blocks for I/O yes no
DYNAMIC_EXTEND_FLEX yes no
DYNAMIC_EXTEND_RETRY yes no
SQL Return Codes Quick Reference yes no
SQL Nested Table Expressions (NTE) yes no
Datacom/DB Return Codes Quick Reference yes no
XMLAGG yes no
XMLTEXT yes no
DBUTLTY REPORT AREA=RXX,LOGPRINT=DATACHR or DATAHEX yes no
WRITE_PENDS_LOG_STABLE yes no
X_DATA_MEMORY_GUARD_YES yes no
1000 ALTER Transaction yes no
DBUTLTY RECOVERY RECBASE DBID=one base or a range of bases yes no
Portfolio Simplification for Datacom yes no
STATUS_OLD name/number command yes no
STATUS_JOB name/number command yes no
SYSIN_ASTERISK_PRINT yes/no yes no
COVERED yes no
VIRTUAL yes no
X_COVERED_MAX_SIZE yes no
COMM OPTION=CONSOLE yes no
COMM OPTION=STATUS yes no
SPILL_EXCLUDE_BASE yes no
CXXMAINT OPTION=DELETEOP,TABLE=ttt yes no
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Feature Release 15.1 Version 15.0

CXXMAINT OPTION=DELETEOP,TABLE=IXX yes no
Data Area Space Estimation Report (Device) yes no
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL yes no
DBUTLTY New Features (8 enhancements) yes no
MUF Startup and Console Options (27 enhancements) yes no
Message New Option DD@MSG yes no
New SQL DDL Statements (CREATE/ALTER/DROP DATABASE and AREA) yes no
New MUF SYSPRINT messages for "Best Practices"  (31) yes no
Enhanced MUF Startup SYSIN Error Messages (4) yes no
Faster Restart Processing (parallelism) yes no
64-Bit Memory Used for MUF Data Buffers yes no
Enhanced 14.0 Upgrade Facilities to 15.0 and 15.1 including no-outage option yes yes
Ideal Output as an XML Document yes yes
Adding/Deleting an Index on Open Table yes yes
Enhanced zIIP Exploitation (MUF Dispatching Enhancement) yes yes
Enhanced zIIP Exploitation (from typically 50%+ to as much as 90%) yes yes
Enhanced zIIP Exploitation (typically about 50% improvement over 12.0) yes yes
Extending Virtual Database Areas yes yes
Extending Temporary Table Manager (TTM) yes yes
DBUTLTY INIT All Areas in a Database yes yes
Log Area Enhancements yes yes
URI Reuse yes yes
Simplification of Datacom Program Call (PC) Routines yes yes
SQL Source Cache yes yes
Dynamic System Table Versioning Enhancement yes yes
DBUTLTY REPORT TYPE=DATASP Enhancement yes yes
RAAT Long Keys yes yes
OPEN/CLOSE Processing Improvement yes yes
INDEX Key Usage Enhancement yes yes
SQL Plan Versioning yes yes
Online Fast Compress yes yes
Change Data Capture (CDC) support for EXCEPTION_FOR_JOBNAME yes yes
Change Data Capture Plus (CDC Plus) yes yes
Fast ADDIT yes yes
High Used Mark yes yes
Online Area Move for CXX and FXX Areas yes yes
Online Area Move for Data and Index Areas yes yes
Index QUEUE Performance Improvement yes yes
Additional DBC Performance enhancements yes yes
Customize Code Pages for JDBC Type 4 Connections yes yes
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Feature Release 15.1 Version 15.0

Automatic CXX Information Updates yes yes
Index Queue Processing Updates (3 enhancements) yes yes
SQL Processing Updates (5 enhancements) yes yes
SYNCPOINT Processing Improvements yes yes
Enhanced Messages Around Enqueued Resources yes yes
Data Encryption yes yes
SIMPLIFY Feature yes yes
Replacement of Prior Datacom SVC with Datacom Program Call Routine yes yes
Large Page Support for Buffers yes yes
DBUTLTY COMM OPTION=STATUS yes yes
Health Checks (3) yes yes
XCF_FROM Startup Option and Console-Like Command yes yes
64-bit Memory Exploitation - DXX Buffers yes yes
MUF Additional Buffer Pools yes yes
New and Updated Dynamic System Tables yes yes
CXXCLONE yes yes
External Security for DBUTLTY Functions yes yes
Datadictionary Structure Definition Comparator (DDSDCLM) yes yes

Release Compatibility and Support
Release compatibility and support information lets you see all of the tools Broadcom offers to assist in the product
lifecycle.

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support online:

• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• Datacom CADRE User Community

Portfolio Simplification for Ideal
Ideal does its own LMP checks, so the only feature covered by Portfolio Simplification is VSAM support. No separate
check is made for VSAM. Review features/ capabilities for Ideal for z/OS and for z/VSE.
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z/OS Platform

Ideal for z/OS includes the following feature and capability.

Component Description

Option for VSAM Allows Ideal programmers to access data that is stored on VSAM
data sets as part of their Ideal transactions.

z/VSE Platform

Ideal for z/VSE includes the following feature and capability.

Component Description

Option for VSAM Allows Ideal programmers to access data that is stored on VSAM
data sets as part of their Ideal transactions.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This list defines the acronyms and product names, in long and short form, that appear in this documentation.

The following Broadcom products are referenced throughout this site:
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• ACF2
• APCDDS Automated Report Balancing
• Auditor
• AutoScope
• CA 7
• CARS
• Chorus Software Manager
• Common Components and Services
• Common Services for z/OS
• Datacom/AD
• Datacom/DB
• Datacom CICS Services
• Datacom Datadictionary
• Datacom Db2 Transparency
• Datacom DL1 Transparency
• Datacom Fast Restore
• Datacom IMS/DC Services
• Datacom Presspack
• Datacom Server
• Datacom SQL
• Datacom STAR
• Datacom TOTAL Transparency
• Datacom VSAM Transparency
• Dataquery
• Disk Backup and Restore
• eMail
• Ideal for Datacom
• IMS Tools
• IPC
• Jobtrac
• Librarian
• LMP
• MetaCOBOL+
• Optimizer/II
• Scheduler
• SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
• Sort
• SYSVIEW
• Top Secret
• Workload Automation Restart Option for z/OS Schedulers

Product Accessibility Features
Broadcom is committed to making sure that all customers, regardless of ability, can successfully use its products and
supporting documentation to accomplish vital business tasks.

Depending on your emulator, you can use the following accessibility features with Datacom.
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• Display
• Sound
• Keyboard

Display

To increase visibility on your computer display, you can adjust the following options:

• Font style, color, and size of items

Defines font color, size, and other visual combinations.

• Screen resolution

Defines the pixel count to enlarge objects on the screen.

• Cursor width and blink rate

Defines the cursor width or blink rate, which makes the cursor easier to find or minimize its blinking.

• Icon size

Defines the size of icons. You can make icons larger for visibility or smaller for increased screen space.

• High contrast schemes

Defines color combinations. You can select colors that are easier to see.

Sound

Use sound as a visual alternative or to make computer sounds easier to hear or distinguish by adjusting the following
options:

• Volume

Sets the computer sound up or down.

• Text-to-Speech

Sets the computer's hear command options and text read aloud.

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments:

• Repeat Rate

Defines how quickly a character repeats when a key is struck.

• Tones

Defines tones when pressing certain keys.

• Sticky Keys

Defines the modifier key, such as Shift, Ctrl, Alt, or the Windows Logo key, for shortcut key combinations. Sticky keys
remain active until another key is pressed.

Mouse

You can use the following options to make your mouse faster and easier to use:

• Click Speed

Defines how fast to click the mouse button to make a selection.
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• Click Lock

Sets the mouse to highlight or drag without holding down the mouse button.

• Reverse Action

Sets the reverse function controlled by the left and right mouse keys.

• Blink Rate

Defines how fast the cursor blinks or if it blinks at all.

• Pointer Options

Let you do the following:

• – Hide the pointer while typing
– Show the location of the pointer
– Set the speed that the pointer moves on the screen
– Choose the pointer's size and color for increased visibility
– Move the pointer to a default location in a dialog box

Custom Controls

Describe any custom controls here.

Keyboard Shortcuts

The following table lists the keyboard shortcuts:

Keyboard Description

Ctrl+X Cut

Ctrl+C Copy

Ctrl+K Find Next

Ctrl+F Find and Replace

Ctrl+V Paste

Ctrl+S Save

Ctrl+Shift+S Save All

Ctrl+D Delete Line

Ctrl+Right Next Word

Ctrl+Down Scroll Line Down

End Line End

Third-Party License Agreements for Datacom Server

JNA v.3.0.0

This product includes Lesser General Public License (LGPL) software. The software is distributed in accordance with the
following license agreement:

JNA v.3.0.0
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This product is distributed with JNA v.3.0.0 (the LGPL Software), the use of which is governed by the

 following terms: 

The LGPL Software is open source software that is used with this CA software program (the CA Product). The

 LGPL Software is not owned by CA, Inc. (CA). Use, copying, distribution and modification of the LGPL Software

 are governed by the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1. A copy of the LGPL license can be

 found in the same directory on the installation disk on which the LGPL Software is distributed. Additionally,

 a copy of the LGPL license can be found at http://www.opensource.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.php or write to the

 Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA. CA makes the source

 code for the LGPL Software available at http://opensrcd.ca.com, and includes a copy of the source code on

 the same disk as the executable code. Use of the CA Product is governed solely by the CA end user license

 agreement (EULA), not by the LGPL license. You cannot use, copy, modify or redistribute any CA Product code

 except as may be expressly set forth in the EULA. The LGPL Software is provided AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OR

 CONDITION OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Further details of the disclaimer of warranty with

 respect to the LGPL Software can be found in the LGPL license itself. To the full extent permitted under

 applicable law, CA disclaims all warranties and liability arising from or related to any use of the LGPL

 Software.
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Getting Started
The Datacom Tools suite includes Datacom CICS Services, Datacom Server, Inter-Product Components, and Ideal for
Datacom. Find programming documentation and JCL examples.

Datacom CICS Services

Datacom CICS Services makes it possible for application programs that run under CICS/TS to communicate with
Datacom/DB. The main purpose of Datacom CICS Services is to provide the interface between CICS/TS and the
Datacom/DB MUF. This applies to both user application programs and the online components of such Broadcom products
as Sysview, Dataquery, and Datacom Datadictionary. Application programs and User Requirements Tables (URTs) using
Datacom CICS Services can reside above or below the 16 MB (megabyte) line. Details about using your applications with
Datacom CICS Services are provided in Linking Application Programs.

The audience of Datacom CICS Services documentation includes Database Administrators, systems programmers, and
application programmers who have a working knowledge of both Datacom/DB and IBM CICS/TS. For CICS/TS releases
supported by Datacom CICS Services and compatible with other Datacom product releases, see Requirements for Ideal
for Datacom.

Datacom Server

Datacom Server, also known as the Server, allows workstation-based applications to use the Datacom/DB database
management system (DBMS). Datacom Server implements industry-standard Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)
and the Datacom/DB proprietary interface.

The Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) and Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) industry standard interfaces allow
Datacom/DB access without any special programming by using generic tool set applications. You can use these interfaces
by coding specialized programs to the API standards.

In a z/OS environment, Datacom Server provides JDBC access to Datacom/DB data using the Server JDBC Driver and
the Java virtual machine (JVM) provided by UNIX System Services (USS).

In Windows, UNIX/Linux and USS environments, Datacom Server provides JDBC access to Datacom/DB data using
the Server JDBC Driver and JVM using a pure Java TCP/IP connection directly with the mainframe Datacom Server
component through a JDBC Type 4 connection.

Inter-Product Components

Inter-Product Components (IPC) enable product-to-product communication and collaboration. IPC comprises of the
following components:
Virtual Library System (VLS)

A library access method that stores panels, message members, control blocks, and user programs.
Virtual Processing Environment (VPE)

Allows your products to run independent of the environment.
Session Control Facility (SCF)

A task dispatcher that provides a variety of high-level services that process menus and PF keys, and handle
commands.

Print Sub-System (PSS)
A set of routines that provides system and network printing services for a variety of products.
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Panel Management Services (PMS)
A set of services that acquires, sends, receives, manages, and processes panels built using PDF and the fields
contained in the panels.

Panel Definition Facility (PDF)
A facility that builds the user panels and applications that PMS manages and processes at run-time.

Editor Kernel (EDK)
A text editing facility.

The following products use components in IPC:

• Ideal for Datacom
• Datacom Datadictionary
• Dataquery
• Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL+

WARNING
A previous version of VPE had been delivered with Common Components and Services. To ensure that the
correct code is accessed, concatenate the IPC library before the Common Components and Services target load
library in your batch and CICS JCL.

Ideal for Datacom

Ideal for Datacom is an application development system that provides an interactive environment for the development,
maintenance, and execution of complete, integrated applications. An Ideal for Datacom application consists of the
resources (dataviews, panels, report definitions, programs, and subprograms) required to perform a wide variety of online
database and business applications.

The Ideal for Datacom environment is the same in any operating system. Therefore, you can work in a familiar
environment regardless of the operating system or platform on which Ideal for Datacom is running.

An Ideal for Datacom application is developed by defining a series of components using the following:

• Special-purpose, fill-in-the-blank panels that display online and are processed interactively for program, dataview,
report, and panel definitions, and for DB2 plan definitions

• A structured, high-level language for the application procedure

Ideal for Datacom runs in both batch and online environments under the z/OS and VSE operating systems. Ideal for
Datacom is an "Interactive Development Environment for an Application Lifecycle." Most commands are executed online.
Although some can also be issued from batch, all editing must be done online. A few commands, such as CREATE
MODULE, can only be issued in batch.

Ideal for Datacom can access data stored in a Datacom/DB, a DB2 database, a sequential file, or a VSAM file. Your Ideal
for Datacom environment can include Datacom/DB, DB2, or both (a dual database environment). The Ideal for Datacom
application model is stored and maintained in Datadictionary. For DB2 only sites, the Datadictionary is maintained in
Datacom/AD.

Get Started with Ideal
An overview of features and basic use of the product.

This section describes the user interface elements of Ideal for Datacom, defaults and abbreviations, users and systems,
and managing entities and versions.

Entities and Version Management
Ideal for Datacom uses a number of special terms to describe the organization of the data the application developer uses
during the creation of an application.
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The following sections explain these terms, and their relationship to Ideal for Datacom.

Entity

An entity is a set of rules that governs the data structures that Ideal for Datacom uses.

Entity Type An entity type is the classification of an entity according to its function. Ideal for Datacom uses the following
entity types:

• System entities
• User entities
• Dataview entities
• Program entities
• Panel entities
• Report entities
• Document entities

Entity Occurrence An entity occurrence is a uniquely identified instance of a particular entity type.

Definition

In Ideal for Datacom, each entity occurrence has a corresponding definition. The following types of definitions correspond
to the entity types:

• System
• User
• Dataview
• Program
• Panel
• Report
• Document

Authorization and Library entities are predefined and do not require any editing in Ideal for Datacom.

NOTE
In the remainder of this document, the Ideal for Datacom term definition is used in place of the term entity
occurrence.

Name

Each definition must have a name to distinguish it from other definitions of the same type. The application developer
assigns a name to a definition when the definition is created.

Version

For All Entity Types Except Modeled and SQL Dataviews

Each named definition of a given type can exist in one or more forms, called versions. A number assigned by Ideal for
Datacom identifies each named definition. There can be as many as 999 versions with the same name. Ideal for Datacom
assigns numbers to versions sequentially as they are created, starting with number 1. The application developer cannot
modify version numbers.

For Datacom/DB Dataviews and Sequential File Dataviews Modeled in the Dictionary

Ideal for Datacom assigns numbers to test versions separately from production and history versions. Test versions are
identified as T1 through T999. Production and history versions are identified as 1 through 999.

For SQL Dataviews
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Only one version is assigned; version 1 in production status. Ideal for Datacom generally does not display this version
number or status or require that you specify it.

Editing a definition has no effect on the version number. No matter how many changes you make, the version number
remains the same. You can only create new versions with the same name by using the DUPLICATE...NEXT VERSION
command. This command makes a copy of an existing version. Ideal for Datacom assigns each new version of a definition
the next higher number than the highest previously assigned number.

Each definition is uniquely identified by the combination of its type, name, and version number. You can always reference
it by this combination.

There are two cases when you can reference a particular definition without using the version number:

• You can reference the production status version of a definition by replacing the version number with the term PROD
(since there can be only one production version at a time).
For any type of definition except for an SQL dataview definition, you can reference the most recently created version of
a definition by replacing the version number with the term LAST.

• The version clause is optional when specifying PROD or LAST. For example, if the production version of a report
definition named SALARIES is version 5, you can reference it as REPORT SALARIES VERSION 5 or as REPORT
SALARIES VERSION PROD. If there are seven versions of a program named UPDATE (numbered 1 through 7), you
can reference the most recently created version as PROGRAM UPDATE VERSION 7 or as PROGRAM UPDATE
VERSION LAST.

Status

Each version is assigned to a category that is based on the stage it reached in the production process. This category is
called the status of the version. A version can be in test status, production status, or history status. Except for SQL and
modeled dataview entity types, you can change the status of a version with the MARK STATUS command.

The following sections explain the rules that apply to each type of status.

Status: Test
For all entity types except modeled and SQL dataview

When a version is created in Ideal for Datacom by either the CREATE or DUPLICATE command, the version is
in test status. You can modify a version as long as it remains in test status. There can be many versions in test
status at one time. If a dataview is edited, you must recatalog it before you can use it in a compilation.

For Datacom dataviews and sequential file dataviews modeled in the dictionary
Test versions are created and maintained in the dictionary. There can be up to 999 test versions at one time.

For SQL
Only one version is assigned; version 1 in production status.

Status: Production

When a version is created, edited, and tested, and is ready to use in an application, it is marked to production and
becomes the production version. Only one version of a definition can be in production status at a time.

A production application must consist of components that are also in production status. This protects its integrity.
Production applications run faster because Ideal for Datacom does not need to verify at run time that all program
components exist and are compiled. To convert programs to load module format, the application must be in production
status.

For all entity types except modeled and SQL dataviews
You cannot edit or delete the production version. If a production version of a program is compiled, a compilation
listing is produced; a new program object is not created.
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For SQL dataviews
There can be only one version of a definition at a time -- version 1 in production status. The Ideal for Datacom
CATALOG command creates SQL dataviews. You cannot delete them if they are resources of production
programs. You cannot edit them.

History
History versions of a definition are former production versions of that definition.

For all entity types except modeled and SQL dataviews
Marking a test version to production automatically retires the existing production version, if any, to history status.

For Datacom CBS dataviews and modeled sequential file dataviews
The maximum number of history status versions that can be saved is recorded in the dictionary (as the ENTY-
HIST-VER attribute of the FILE entity in the DATA-DICT database). When this number is exceeded, the oldest
history versions are automatically deleted. You can modify the installed default of three history versions.

MARK STATUS Considerations

The MARK STATUS command changes the status of a definition from test to production or from production to history. The
effects of these changes are entirely different.

A definition is marked from test to production when no further testing is necessary and the definition is ready for use in a
production application. Production and History versions are subject to the following rules:

• For all definitions except for SQL dataviews: There can be only one production version of a definition at a time. You
cannot edit or delete that version.

• You cannot delete definitions for SQL dataviews if they are resources of production programs.
• You cannot mark a production version of a definition that is named as a resource of a production program to history

without first replacing it with a new production version.
• You can mark the production version of a definition that is not named as a resource of a production program directly to

history.
• Marking another test version to production automatically retires any existing production version to history status. For

example, if in the following list of versions, the fifth version's status is marked to production, the status of the fourth
version automatically changes to history:

Version    Status

    1      HISTORY

    2      TEST

    3      HISTORY

    4      PRODUCTION

    5      TEST

NOTE
Marking version 2 to production also marks version 4 to history.

If a subprogram or unmodeled dataview in production status is listed in the resource fill-in of a program in production
status and a new version of the subprogram or dataview becomes the production version, the resource fill-in of the
calling program is automatically changed to reflect the new production version. However, to provide an audit trail, the
history version of the subprogram is still included in the program-to-program relationship for the calling program. You
should consider this relationship when you execute the source transport utility. If you do not want to transport history
versions, include the command SET EXPORT RESOURCE HISTORY NO in the transport command member.

How to Modify or Delete a Production Version

Because you cannot modify or delete a version that is in production status directly, you must use the following procedures
to modify or delete the production version of a definition.
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NOTE
You can delete SQL dataviews and unmodeled sequential file dataviews directly, even though they are in
production status. You cannot duplicate them using the NEXT VERSION option.

To Modify a Product Version

1. Make a duplicate copy of the production version by entering the command:

DUPLICATE definition-type definition-name [NEXT VER]

This next version of the definition is in test status.
2. Make the changes to the new version using the EDIT command.
3. Make the new version the current production version as follows:

MARK STATUS definition-type definition-name TO PROD

This statement also marks the current production version to history.

To Delete a Production Version

1. Retire the production version to history as follows:

MARK STATUS definition-type definition-name TO HIST

2. Delete the history version using the DELETE command:

DELETE definition-type definition-name version nnn

The status of a version usually is marked from production to history just before it is deleted. If you replace a production
occurrence with a new production version, it is not necessary to first mark the current production version to history.

How to Set a Default Version

The version of a program, panel, document, or report that is used when you do not specify a version clause in a command
or when the version entry is omitted in a prompter is determined as follows:

• The Ideal for Datacom Administrator might have a default established for the site for which version is selected, either
by using the SET SITE VERSION command or by accepting the installed default version of 001.

• You can use the SET VERSION command to override the site default to establish which version is selected for your
commands and prompters during the session. This command affects only your current session. No other users and
no subsequent sessions are affected. To establish a default version that lasts across sessions, you can enter the SET
VERSION command in a SIGNON member.

NOTE
Some commands (such as DELETE) require a version clause.

For Datacom Native Access Dataviews and Sequential and VSAM File Dataviews

A SET [SITE] DATAVIEW VERSION command, which usually sets PROD as the default, determines the default version
of a dataview used as a program resource. The SET [SITE] VERSION command, which usually sets LAST as the default,
specifies the default version of a dataview specified by commands such as EDIT, DISPLAY, and PRINT.

For SQL Dataviews

Only one version is assigned; version 1 in production status. You cannot set the default version.

Users and Systems
There are many kinds of Ideal users. Anyone who uses Ideal, from the administrator who defines Ideal systems and
users, to the data-entry person who runs the production version of a completed application, is an Ideal user.
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Each type of user has a different set of needs and responsibilities. Each user is defined on the basis of these needs and
responsibilities. The administrator (or a user with Ideal administrator authorization) must define a user in Ideal.

Users

When you define a user, you establish the user's privileges. User privileges define the general type of privilege a user has
to perform activities that affect the global environment where Ideal functions. You must define at least one privilege for a
user.

Some privileges imply other privileges. The following chart illustrates how a privilege implies lesser privileges.

Implied Privileges

Specified Privilege Ideal for Datacom
Admin

PRINT Admin DVW Admin Ideal for Datacom User

Ideal for Datacom
Administrator

X X X X

PRINT Administrator X X

DVW Administrator X X

Ideal for Datacom User X

The following list provides an explanation of the terms in the preceding table:

IDEAL Administrator
The highest authorization given to a user of Ideal for Datacom. An Ideal for Datacom administrator can perform
any command or service, including all services governed by all other privileges. This authorization is the only one
that does not restrict the user to any specified system.

PRINT Administrator
Authorizes control over the print environment. This can allow the use of privileged commands that manage
outputs.

DVW Administrator
Authorizes the use of functions such as executing the CATALOG dataview command.

IDEAL User
Authorizes the user to sign on to Ideal for Datacom and to use those commands that require the minimum
privilege for a user of Ideal for Datacom. Generally, an Ideal for Datacom user can execute only those commands
that affect the current session.

Systems

A system is a collection of applications with their associated developers and users, as defined by an Ideal for Datacom
Administrator. The system definition provides the name and description of the system, and identifies the files that the
system uses for storing definitions and object code.

The Ideal for Datacom Administrator or a user with the proper authorization establishes a user's activity (authorization) in
a system on the User Definition fill-in. System authorizations must be established for each system the user is allowed to
access.
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One system authorization may imply other authorizations. The following chart illustrates how the assignment of an
authorization in a system extends to commands and services governed by a lesser authorization.

Implied Authorizations

Specified
Authorization

CONTROL UPDATE UPD-PNL UPD-RPT READ RUN-PROD

CONTROL X X X X X

UPDATE X X X X

UPD-PNL X X

UPD-RPT X X

READ X

RUN-PROD X

An Administrator defines specific functions that are included in each authorization, for each site. An Administrator can
assign different authorizations to all Ideal for Datacom commands and to all options in commands. You can display the
authorization levels in effect with the DISPLAY AUTHORIZATION OPTIONS (D ATZ OPT) command. The commands
definitions are:

CONTROL
Authorizes the user to create, establish, and edit program resources; delete, mark status, and update
identification fill-ins; and otherwise control all program, panel, document, and report definitions in a specific
system.

UPDATE
Authorizes the user to update all the program, panel, and report definitions (except a program resource fill-in and
any identification fill-ins) or display all the program, panel, document, and report definitions in a specific system.

READ
Authorizes the user to display and print the report, panel, document, and program definitions in a specific system.

UPDATE-PNL (UPDATE PANEL)
Authorizes the user to update panel definitions in a system.

UPDATE-RPT (UPDATE REPORT)
Authorizes to update report and document definitions in a system.

RUN-PROD (RUN PRODUCTION)
Authorizes the user to run production programs in a system.

NOTE
You receive an error message if you try to execute a command or option for which you are not authorized.

A user is automatically associated with an Ideal for Datacom system when signon occurs. If the user is authorized to use
more than one system, the first system (alphabetically by collating sequence) is selected as the current system at signon
(unless the user established a different system as the default current system in signon procedure).

Users can only display, edit, run, and so on, programs, panels, documents, and reports in the current system. Dataviews,
users, and members do not belong to a system.

Naming Conventions in Systems

Names of programs, panels, documents, and reports only need to be unique in a system. For each system, a name must
only be unique in entity type. For example, there can be a report definition and a program definition, both of which are
named EX1, but two different report definitions or two different program definitions in the same system cannot be named
EX1.
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Defaults and Abbreviations
Learn how Ideal for Datacom uses defaults and abbreviations. Learn about defaults that can be changed for a site or
for an individual session. Ideal for Datacom standard abbreviation practices are described, as well as exceptions and
alternatives.

Defaults in Ideal for Datacom

When this document refers to defaults, usually no actual default value is mentioned. Defaults that Ideal for Datacom uses
are established in several ways, and are often specific to the site, or even to the individual user.

Ideal for Datacom is delivered with default values for all options. You can change some of these defaults.

Defaults that cannot be changed

Some defaults are for certain choices in Ideal for Datacom commands and fill-ins, and cannot be changed. This type of
default is underlined in the command syntax examples.

An example of this type of default is the following command, which defaults to the procedure component of the program
definition.

              [IDENTIFICATION]

              [RESOURCES     ]

EDIT PGM name [PARAMETER     ]

              [WORK          ]

              [PROCEDURE     ]

Defaults that can be changed for the entire site

You can establish defaults for the entire site. You can change some site defaults only during installation, and can reset
them later only by rerunning installation jobs. An example of a default in this category is a default library name.

You can reset other site defaults by using either the SET SITE commands or the fill-ins that are provided for setting
certain session control and print options. Any default that is reset with either a SET SITE command or a site options fill-in
becomes a new site default. The default remains in effect unless it is reset with another SET SITE command or fill-in.

Defaults that can be set for an individual session

Finally, each Ideal for Datacom user can set most of the defaults that can be set for the site for an individual session,
using SET commands or session options fill-ins.

A default set with a SET command or session options fill-in is changed only for the user who issued the command. The
default remains in effect only for the current session. The user has the option of storing SET commands in a member
called SIGNON. Storing SET commands in the SIGNON member executes the commands automatically each time the
user signs on, and works as if that user's default settings were changed permanently.

For references to defaults in this document, see whatever default is in effect for any given option. The actual default for
any given option, for any given user, in any given session, at any given site, depends on what choices for setting defaults
were made.

You can display or print the default option settings for the current session using the following commands:

DISPLAY SESSION OPTIONS

PRINT SESSION OPTIONS

NOTE
See How to Set Session Options.
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Use of Abbreviations in Ideal for Datacom Commands

The following list provides an explanation of how abbreviations are used:
Standard

The standard abbreviation for a command is the first three characters of the word. Abbreviations are not shown in
the syntax illustrations.

Exceptions
There are several exceptions to the standard first three-character abbreviation. These exceptions are
abbreviations for command words whose first three characters are not unique and, therefore, would conflict with
an abbreviation for another command. Other abbreviations (or no abbreviation at all) are used. For a complete list
of these abbreviations, see Ideal for Datacom Commands.

Alternates
Ideal for Datacom also accepts alternate abbreviations.

The Ideal for Datacom User Interface
This topic explains how to start an Ideal for Datacom session, how to end a session, what you find on an Ideal for
Datacom panel, how to interact with Ideal for Datacom, and how to get help. This topic also describes the Ideal for
Datacom Main Menu and the Utility Functions menu.

Ideal for Datacom operates online using any 327x-compatible emulator or web browser under CICS in a z/OS or VSE
environment. Ideal for Datacom in batch also operates under z/OS or VSE.

Main Menu

The Main Menu offers a selection of Ideal for Datacom major facilities and functions. The Main Menu is the first panel to
appear after sign on unless you established an alternative through the signon member described in Sign On and Off. To
select a facility of function, tab to the selection field and enter the number of the option you want.

You can get to the same functions and facilities by specifying a command equivalent to the menu selection in the
command area. The options listed in the menu are identical to the command syntax.

When you enter the option number, Ideal for Datacom takes you to a menu, fill-in, or, in some cases, directly to the
function (as when you select option 11 for OFF).

NOTE
The PLAN option is for DB2 sites only.

The commands equivalent to each menu selection follow.

PROGRAM
-How to define and maintain program definitions.

DATAVIEW
-How to define, display, and print dataview definitions for tables, sequential files, VSAM files, and DB2 tables.

PANEL
-The panel definition facility, PDF.

REPORT
-The report definition facility, RDF.

PLAN (DB2 Only)
-The DB2 Plan definition facility.

PROCESS, DISPLAY, and PRINT
-The PROCESS, DISPLAY, and PRINT functions are described in the Ideal for Datacom Commands.
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ADMINISTRATION
-The functions of an Ideal for Datacom administrator.

HELP
-The Ideal for Datacomhelp facility.

OFF
-The command to end an Ideal for Datacom session.

In this example, option 4 of the Main Menu was selected. This displays the Report Maintenance Menu.

=>

=>

=>

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

  IDEAL: REPORT MAINTENANCE    RPT                       SYS: DOC       MENU  

  Enter desired option number ===> 4    There are   8  options in this menu:

  

   1. EDIT/DISPLAY         - Display or edit a report definition

   2. CREATE               - Create a report definition

   3. PRINT                - Print a report definition

   4. DELETE               - Delete a report definition

   5. MARK STATUS          - Mark report status to production or history

   6. DUPLICATE            - Duplicate report to next version or new name

   7. DISPLAY INDEX        - Display index of report names in system

   8. PRODUCE              - Produce a report facsimile

You can select from eight choices. If you select option 5 of the Report Maintenance Menu, this prompter appears.

=>                                                                             

=>                                                                             

=>                                                                             

                                                                               

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: MARK STATUS           RPT                             SYS: $ID  PROMPTER

                                                                               

MARK STATUS  RPT  __________________   VERSION  ____  TO ____                  

             (1)        (2)                   (3)      (4)                     

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(1) PGM = Program    (2) Name    (3) nnn = Ver. #   (4) PROD = Production      

    PNL = Panel                      PROD               HIST = History         

    RPT = Report                                                               

    SYS = System                                                               

    USR = User                                                                 

    DVW = Dataview (unmodelled)            

The Mark Status prompter contains the proper syntax for the MARK STATUS command. It shows you how to fill in variable
information. The Return key (PF2/14) returns you to the Report Maintenance Menu. Pressing Return (PF2/14) again
returns you to the Main Menu.

NOTE
The "RPT" has been filled in for you because you came from the Report Menu.

The same processes could occur by using commands in the command area instead of the menu-driven method.
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The Clear key always takes you out of the current facility and back to the Main Menu. For more information about
transactions in Ideal for Datacom, see the section Transactions later in this chapter.

Administrative Functions

This is an overview of the functions required to maintain Ideal for Datacom. You can categorize these functions as Ideal
for Datacom administration, print administration, and dataview administration.

Some of the functions typically performed by the different administrators are illustrated in the Ideal for Datacom
Administration Maintenance Menu. To access this menu, enter the number for the Administration option on the Main Menu
or enter the command ADMINISTRATION.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: ADMINISTRATION MAINT                             SYS: DOC       MENU

Enter desired option number ===>      There are 6 options in this menu:

 1. USER                 - Define and maintain user definitions

 2. SYSTEM               - Define and maintain system definitions

 3. DDOL                 - Enter DATADICTIONARY Online (for DD Maint.)

 4. DATAQUERY            - Transfer to Dataquery

 5. CATALOG DATAVIEW     - Catalog dataviews

 6. UTILITY              - Miscellaneous utilities

NOTE
These functions are only available to users with the appropriate authorization. All other users receive an error
message. Options shown here that do not apply to your environment do not display on your screen.

Selecting an option displays a fill-in panel. When a fill-in is completed, press the Enter key or a PF key to apply the
modified data. Pressing the Enter key applies the data, but leaves the current fill-in displayed. To continue, enter the
appropriate command or press the appropriate PF key. Pressing the Clear key returns the session to the Ideal for
Datacom Main Menu without applying the modified data (except in certain cases with RUN). Pressing a PA key also
ignores modified data. The PA1 key issues a RESHOW. The PA2 key displays current PF/PA key assignments.

Getting Help

To display help panels for Ideal for Datacom commands, statements, fill-ins, and prompters, enter the HELP command
or press the PF1/13 key. The HELP command with no options describes the current panel or fill-in. The command HELP
displays a list of available commands and statements. HELP NEW describes the new features for the current release. For
more information about syntax, see HELP Command.

Ideal for Datacom also provides facilities for users to define their own help panels.

The help facility described in this section applies to the display of both Ideal for Datacom help panels and user-defined
help panels.

Function Key Assignments for Help
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The following table shows the Function key assignments in effect while using the help facility.

Assignment PF Key Description

HELP (PF1/13) Displays a panel (which can be the first
in a series of help panels) that provides
information on how to complete the current
function. (If more than one help panel
exists, an indication of this is included as
part of the help panel information.)
Note: If a help panel does not exist for the
current panel or if the help panel was not
properly defined or specified, messages
result.

RETURN (PF2/14) Returns to the original panel where you
requested help and ends the help activity.
You can issue this command from the first
or subsequent help panels.

PRINT PANEL (PF3/15) Generates a hardcopy printout of the
current help panel.

(PF4/16)

(PF5/17)

(PF6/18)

SCROLL BACKWARD (PF7/19) Used with truncated help panels (help
panels that are too long to fit in the
available region) to display the previous
frame of the current help panel.

SCROLL FORWARD (PF8/20) Used with truncated help panels (help
panels that are too long to fit in the
available region) to display the next frame
of the current help panel.

(PF9/21)

HELP PREVIOUS (PF10/22) Used when more than one help panel is
defined. PF10/22 displays the preceding
help panel. No associated Ideal for
Datacom command exists for PF10/22.

HELP NEXT (PF11/23) Used when more than one help panel is
defined. PF11/23 displays the next help
panel. If another help panel does not exist,
PF11/23 returns to the original panel. No
associated Ideal for Datacom command
exists for PF11/23.

(PF12/24)

Panel Types
Panels in Ideal provide options, prompts to assist with command entry, data entry fields, and information display. Find
descriptions of menu panels, prompter panels, fill-in panels, and display panels.
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Ideal Panels

Once you successfully sign on to Ideal for Datacom, all displayed panels follow the same basic organization. A typical
Ideal for Datacom panel layout is shown as follows. Screens in each of the following sections contain examples of actual
Ideal for Datacom panels.

=> command area

=>

=>

 message line

-----------------------------------------------------------------(separator)

IDEAL    aaaaaaa    bbb    ccccccc  nnn   dddd   SYS:  eee  ffff (status line)

                                display area

                                                                 (region)

The areas on the Ideal for Datacom panel include:

command area
Defines top lines of the panel, each of which begins with a command-line indicator symbol (=>). You can use from
0 to 5 command lines. You can change this number with a SET command, as described in How to Set Session
Options. The previous panel shows three command lines.
You can enter any valid Ideal for Datacom command in the command area. You can issue multiple commands at
one time either by:

• Entering one command on each command line, or
• Entering two or more commands on each command line that the command delimiter symbol separates.

For example, to delete a DEMO1 program definition, set the new field symbol of the panel to a not sign (Ø) and
display an EMP1 panel definition, enter:
=> DELETE PROGRAM DEMO1 VER 1

=> SET PANEL NEWSYM Ø

=> DISPLAY PANEL EMP1

Enter these three commands one at a time or issue them together as shown. Ideal for Datacom processes
commands in their order of entry. If there is an error in the command or as a result of the command,Ideal for
Datacom stops. If an error occurs, Ideal for Datacom displays a message and continues to display the commands
not yet processed. Only the command in question must be corrected.

Use of Delimiters
Enter multiple commands on the same command line separated by a command delimiter. For example, you can
enter the previously shown commands by using the semicolon (";") as the command delimiter:
DEL PROG DEMO1 VER 1;SET PAN NEWSYM Ø;DISP PAN EMP1

message line
Defines an area where messages and warnings display.

separator line (optional)
Separates the command and message area from the display area. The separator can be any special character,
null, or a grid set by the SET COMMAND SEPARATOR command (see Setting Options). In the previous panel, a
hyphen (-) is used.

status line
Describes the contents of the display area. This line consists of:
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product identification
- An area containing the product name. The previous panel shows IDEAL as the product.

aaaaaa
- The current activity. The current activity might be abbreviated.

bbb
- An abbreviation of the last requested entity type. Ideal for Datacom lets you work on or use various
types of entities: programs, documents, reports, panels, dataviews, or systems. Entity types are
abbreviated in the status line as follows:
DOC

Document definition
DVW

Dataview definition
MEM

Member
MOD

Module
PGM

Program definition
PKG

Package definition (DB2 only)
PLA

Plan definition (DB2 only)
PNL

Panel definition
RPT

Report definition
SYS

System definition
USR

User definition
ccccccc

- The name of the last requested entity occurrence. An entity occurrence is a particular instance of an
entity type, such as a particular program or a particular dataview.

nnn
- The version number of the entity that is displayed currently, which is shown when applicable.

dddd
- The status of the entity currently displayed:
PROD

Production-status
HIST

History-status
TEST

Test-status
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SYS: eee
Displays the current system abbreviation; for example, SYS: $ID in the following panel.

ffff
Defines the type of Ideal for Datacom panel that is presented currently in the display area. The five panel types
are listed as follows:
MENU

- A panel that offers a series of options for user selection.
PROMPTER

- A panel that requests information in the proper Ideal for Datacom command syntax for a specific
function. Prompters assist users unfamiliar with the Ideal for Datacom command language or unsure of
the proper syntax.
The Ideal for Datacom command syntax for a function that a prompter performs is identical to the
presentation of the text on the prompter. The prompter panel familiarizes the user with the command
language and prompts the user.

FILL-IN
- A panel that requires you to enter data. Fill-in panels have no command equivalents.

DISPLAY
- A panel that provides user-requested or system information or any panel that the DISPLAY command
displays. Display panels require no response.

HELP
- A panel that provides information to assist you in understanding the current panel.

display area
Defines an area that displays all panels, applications, and data. The display area in the panel in the section titled
Prompter Panels contains the display index prompter.

region
Defines an area that includes the status line and display area. A region is where an Ideal for Datacom facility or
service is performed. You can have more than one region on a panel.

Menu Panels

Menu panels display options. You can select the options by tabbing to the selection field and entering the option number
that you want. Ideal for Datacom provides menus for frequently used facilities, such as report maintenance, edit, display,
and administration. A sample menu panel follows.

=>

=>

=>

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: MAIN MENU                                      SYS: $ID       MENU 

 Enter desired option number ===>       There are 11 options in this menu:

 1. PROGRAM              Define and maintain programs

 2. DATAVIEW             Display dataview definitions

 3. PANEL                Panel Definition Facility

 4. REPORT               Report Definition Facility

 5. DOCUMENT             Document Definition Facility

 6. PROCESS              Compile, Run, Submit, Debug

 7. DISPLAY              Display Entities
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 8. PRINT                Print Entities

 9. ADMINISTRATION       Administration functions

10. HELP                 Overview of HELP facilities

11. OFF                  End IDEAL Session

You can select an option from a menu by:

• Tabbing to the selection field (indicated by the arrow ===>)
• Typing the number of the option you want
• Pressing the Enter key

When you select an option from a menu, another menu or a prompter usually displays unless you can accomplish the
function without further input. For example, selecting the option OFF from the Main Menu brings you out of Ideal for
Datacom directly. However, selecting option 4, REPORT, displays the Report Maintenance Menu.

Prompter Panels

A prompter panel displays when you enter a command without all the necessary information. Display of the prompter
panel could occur when you select an item from a menu or when you enter a command without required operands. The
prompter panel prompts you for the missing information.

The following panel shows a sample prompter panel.

=>                                                                             

                                                                               

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: MARK STATUS           RPT                             SYS: $ID  PROMPTER

                                                                               

MARK STATUS  RPT  __________________   VERSION  ____  TO ____                  

             (1)        (2)                   (3)      (4)                     

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(1) DOC = Document   (2) Name    (3) nnn = Ver. #   (4) PROD = Production      

    PGM = Program                    PROD               HIST = History         

    PNL = Panel                                                                

    RPT = Report                                                               

    SYS = System                                                               

    USR = User                                                                 

    DVW = Dataview (unmodelled)   

Any data that was supplied in the command is inserted in the prompter. The fields are numbered as a key to the help
information displayed in the lower half of the panel. When the fields are filled in, the command has the same syntax as if
you entered the full syntax on the command line. In this way, you can start using Ideal for Datacom without knowing the
full syntax for commands, learning the syntax by using the prompters.

Use the Tab key to move from field to field. To execute the command when you complete the prompter, press the Enter
key. To return to the menu without completing the prompter, press the PF2 (Return) key.

Fill-in Panels

Fill-in panels are panels where you can enter data. The panel can look like a form, with fields to fill in (like the Panel
Parameters panel) or it can look like a blank editing area (like the Procedure Definition panel).

=>

=>

=>
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-----------------------------------------------------------PARTIALLY SHOWN

 

IDEAL: PANEL PARAMETERS      PNL TEST (001) TEST         SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

 

 Input  fill character  L        (S=space, L=lowval, Z=zeros, U=_,other=itself)

 Output fill character  U        (S=space, L=lowval, U=_, other=itself)

 Non-display character  ?        (S=space, other=as specified)

 Error fill character   *        (as specified)

 Case translation       U        (U=upper, M=mixed)

 Required               N        (Y=yes, N=no)

 Error handling         N        (N=none, *=fill w/errorfill, H=high intensity,)

                                 (B=both: H if illegal value & * if rqd missing)

 

 Edit-rule error proc   C        (C=clarify command, A=application)

 Process appl on scroll Y        (Y=yes, N=no)

 Hardware insert        N        (Y=yes, N=no)

 Allow eof              N        (Y=yes, N=no)

 Help panel name     ________    Version ___

 Prefix panel name   ________    Version ___

 Suffix panel name   ________    Version ___

=>

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CATHTEST (001) TEST     SYS: $ID   FILL-IN

 Command........1........2........3........4........5........6........7..

 ====== ============================== T O P ===============================

 ......

 ......

 ......

 ......

 ......

 ......

 ......

 ================================== B O T T O M ============================

If you already entered data on a fill-in panel in this or any other session, the information displays as it was last entered
when you display the panel.

When you complete a fill-in, press the Enter key or a PF key to apply the modified data. Pressing the Enter key applies the
data, but leaves the current fill-in displayed. To continue, enter the appropriate command or press the appropriate function
key. Press the:

PF2 (RETURN)
Return the session to the Ideal for Datacom Main Menu without applying the modified data (except in certain
cases with RUN).

PA1 or PA2
Ignore modified data.

PA1
Redisplay the panel with all fields blanked out (RESHOW).

PA2
Display current function key assignments.
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Display Panels

A display panel displays information only. Other than scrolling commands and execution line commands, you cannot enter
data on a display panel. Some display panels look just like their equivalent fill-in panel, such as the DISPLAY DATAVIEW
panel. Others, like the following Display Index panel, have no equivalent fill-in.

 =>

 

 IDEAL: DISPLAY INDEX         PNL                         SYS: $ID   DISPLAY

 

 Command Name    Ver S Run-Sta Description                Created  Updated

 ====== ============================== T O P ===============================

 000001 CCFERR   001 T PRIVATE Common subpgm for errors   09/25/93 09/25/93

 000002 CDSPA01  001 T PRIVATE Site Path Definition       10/06/94 10/06/94

 000003 CDSPI01  001 T PRIVATE Site Path Index            10/06/94 10/06/94

 000004 CDSST01  001 T PRIVATE State Target Index         10/06/94 10/09/94

 000005 CDSTI01  001 T PRIVATE Site Target Index          10/06/94 10/09/94

 000006 CWWOD01  001 T PRIVATE Work Order Detail          09/29/94 09/29/94

 000007 MARILYN  001 T PRIVATE Test panel for marilyn     10/13/94 10/13/94

 000008 MAR2     001 T PRIVATE                            10/13/94 10/13/94

 000009 MASKA    001 T PRIVATE Help Template #1           05/05/94 07/09/94

 000010 MASKB    001 T PRIVATE Help Template #2           05/05/94 07/09/94

 000011 MASKC    001 T PRIVATE Help Template #3           05/05/94 07/09/94

 ====== =========================== B O T T O M ============================

You can scroll through a display panel using PF keys or line commands. You can also enter execution line commands in
the Sequence number or Command field.

Sign On and Off
Ideal for Datacom provides different ways of signing on and off. Find sign-on and sign-off considerations and information
about selecting a system, using a sign-on member, altering the sign-on password, and signing off.

Sign On to Ideal for Datacom

To sign on to Ideal for Datacom using an online teleprocessing monitor, follow these steps:

1. Sign on to CICS using the appropriate ID and password.
2. When successfully signed on, type IDEA or IDLX and press the Enter key.
3. If you type IDEA, the Ideal for Datacom sign-on panel displays, as follows. If you type IDLX, the signon panel is

bypassed. The release number displays on the signon panel.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

|||||||||                                                              ||||||||

|||||||||    Welcome to IDEAL 11.0. HELP NEW shows new features        ||||||||

|||||||||                                                              ||||||||

|||||||||    USER-ID      >                 <     DATE    09/22/06     ||||||||

|||||||||    PASSWORD     >              <        TIME    16.25.56     ||||||||

|||||||||                                                              ||||||||

|||||||||    ENTER: SIGN ON     PA2 OR CLEAR: OFF                      ||||||||

|||||||||                                                              ||||||||

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

|||||||||        |||||      |||||||         ||||||||   ||||||||  ||||TM||||||||
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|||||||||        |||||       ||||||         |||||||     |||||||  ||||||||||||||

||||||||||||  ||||||||  |||   |||||  |||||||||||||   |   ||||||  ||||||||||||||

||| CA- ||||  ||||||||  ||||  |||||      ||||||||   |||   |||||  ||||||||||||||

||||||||||||  ||||||||  |||   |||||  ||||||||||||         |||||  ||||||||||||||

|||||||||        |||||       ||||||         |||||  |||||  |||||        ||||||||

|||||||||        |||||      |||||||         |||||  |||||  |||||        | r11 ||

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

                                                                               

                                                                               

       CA-Ideal (TM) is a product of CA, Inc. Copyright (C) 2006 CA.           

       Use of this system by unauthorized persons is strictly prohibited.  

If your site uses an external security system to control access to Ideal for Datacom, the USER-ID and PASSWORD
fields are protected on the signon panel. The USER-ID field contains the security ID you used to log on to the
teleprocessing monitor.

4. If your site uses an external security system, press the Enter key to complete the signon process. (To abandon the
sign-on, press the PA2 key or the Clear key.)
If your site uses only Ideal for Datacom internal security facilities, take one of the following actions:
– If the correct user identification (USER-ID) displays, type the correct password, if necessary, and press the Enter

key.
– If the displayed information is not correct, enter the correct Ideal for Datacom user ID and password. If necessary,

you can use the BackTab key to move the cursor to the USER-ID field.

NOTE
To change your Ideal for Datacom password for subsequent sign-on, use the ALTER SIGNON PASSWORD
command after you complete the signon process.

5. When you successfully complete the signon process, the Ideal for Datacom Main Menu displays.

Under CICS:

The default user ID displayed on the signon panel is the OPID (operator ID) of your CICS account or the user ID an
external security package provided.

Sign on Considerations

The system verifies the following credentials while the user is logged on:

User Verification and Authorization Profile
At signon, Ideal for Datacom verifies that the user is defined. Privileges that are associated with a user in the user
definition take effect immediately upon signing on. These privileges control the user's access to Ideal for Datacom
facilities. Authorizations with a user only with respect to a particular Ideal for Datacom system.

Sign on Member
Often a user establishes the same environment at every sign-on. Instead of issuing the same SET commands
every session to create the environment, you can put these commands into a signon member that executes
automatically upon sign-on. See Using a Sign on Member.

Current System
When a user signs onto Ideal for Datacom, that user is automatically associated with an Ideal for Datacom
system. See Selecting a System.

Selecting a System

A system is a collection of application programs and the developers and users that are associated with it (as the Ideal for
Datacom Administrator assigned). You can only display, edit, run, and so on, programs, panels, documents, and reports in
the current system.
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If you are associated with only one system, that system becomes the active or current system upon sign-on. If you are
authorized to use more than one system, the first system (alphabetically) is selected as the current system at sign-on. To
select a different system at any time during the session, enter the SELECT SYSTEM command.

NOTE
You can only select a system that was assigned to you and for which you have at least one authorization.

You can also include the SELECT SYSTEM command as part of your signon procedure.

Using a Sign-on Member

To establish a set of Ideal for Datacom commands to execute automatically when you sign onto Ideal for Datacom (a
signon procedure), you must first create a member that is called SIGNON. The SIGNON member executes automatically
at each sign-on.

A common use for a SIGNON member is to contain commands that establish the appropriate environment, such as
SET commands. Used this way, the specified options in the SET commands act as defaults across sessions. If you do
not enter SET commands in the command lines or if no SET commands are included in the signon procedure, then the
installation defaults are used.

An example of a SIGNON member used to form a profile with SET commands follows:

SELECT SYSTEM TST

SET OUTPUT DESTINATION SYSTEM PRN

SET REPORT WIDTH 80

SET COMMAND LINES 2

The SET commands in the SIGNON member establish the options in effect for the current and subsequent sessions. You
can override these commands during the session by entering the same SET commands with different options.

Altering the Sign-on Password

The ALTER SIGNON PASSWORD command changes the password that is required during sign-on for subsequent Ideal
for Datacom sessions. You can also change this password on the User Definition fill-in. The ALTER SIGNON PASSWORD
command lets you change your own password without editing the User Definition fill-in. However, the new password is
reflected in the User Definition fill-in. You can use the ALTER SIGNON PASSWORD command to change a user definition
in PROD status.

NOTE
If your site uses external security to control access to Ideal for Datacom, the Ideal for Datacom password is not
verified during sign-on.

How to Sign Off

To sign off from an Ideal for Datacom session, enter the OFF command.

The sign-off panel appears as shown. The system supplies all information on this panel. This panel does not require input
from the user. The release number is shown at the bottom right. Any user messages display in the blank line at the top of
the panel.

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

|||||||||                                                              ||||||||

|||||||||               IDEAL HAS BEEN SIGNED OFF                      ||||||||

|||||||||                                                              ||||||||

|||||||||                                         DATE    09/22/06     ||||||||

|||||||||                                         TIME    16.28.58     ||||||||
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|||||||||                                                              ||||||||

|||||||||                                                              ||||||||

|||||||||                                                              ||||||||

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

|||||||||        |||||      |||||||         ||||||||   ||||||||  ||||TM||||||||

|||||||||        |||||       ||||||         |||||||     |||||||  ||||||||||||||

||||||||||||  ||||||||  |||   |||||  |||||||||||||   |   ||||||  ||||||||||||||

||| CA- ||||  ||||||||  ||||  |||||      ||||||||   |||   |||||  ||||||||||||||

||||||||||||  ||||||||  |||   |||||  ||||||||||||         |||||  ||||||||||||||

|||||||||        |||||       ||||||         |||||  |||||  |||||        ||||||||

|||||||||        |||||      |||||||         |||||  |||||  |||||        | r11 ||

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

• In split panel mode, OFF eliminates the last region.
• Any asynchronous tasks, such as COMPILEs or PRINTs, started during the Ideal for Datacom task must be completed

before you can log off. If a subtask is still executing when you enter the Ideal for Datacom OFF command, the OFF
command redisplays with a message explaining that the subtask is still executing. To continue executing the subtask,
erase the OFF command before selecting any other Ideal for Datacom activities. To cancel the subtask and sign off,
press the Enter key to reenter the OFF command. Canceling the subtask causes an abend.

To sign off from an Ideal for Datacom session and to request a new Ideal for Datacom sign-on panel, enter OFFON.

NOTE

• Defining and Maintaining Ideal for Datacom Users
• Data Members
• SELECT SYSTEM Command
• Setting Defaults
• ALTER SIGNON Command
• OFF Command
• OFFON Command

Interact with Ideal
This section explains basic key assignments, the sequence in which Ideal for Datacom processes information, panel size,
how to display information, transactions in Ideal for Datacom, and command abbreviations.

PF/PA, Clear, and Enter Keys

Program Function (PF) keys are equivalent to certain Ideal for Datacom commands. Program Access (PA) keys are keys
that perform display functions. The standard Ideal for Datacom PF/PA layout (and other significant terminal keys that take
effect after sign on is complete) follows. Commands shown in bold are assignments consistent throughout all facilities of
Ideal for Datacom.

This layout applies during the development of applications. While an application is running, the application can determine
PF key assignment.

Using Commands or Menus

Commands entered in the command area let you reach all facilities and functions available through Ideal for Datacom by
menus and prompters.

The following graphic shows an example of the relationship between commands and menu-driven services. Using the
menu-driven approach, the Main Menu and its associated menus and prompters provide the delete service. Following
the route illustrated in the diagram, the Main Menu selection of option 1 takes you to the Program Maintenance Menu.
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Then option 4 of the Program Maintenance Menu takes you to the delete prompter, which, once completed and entered,
provides the delete service.

Alternatively, you can reach the same service directly through an equivalent command, DELETE PROGRAM DEMO1. In
addition, the command PROGRAM bypasses the Main Menu to display the Program Maintenance Menu. The DELETE
command bypasses the Main Menu and the Program Maintenance Menu to display the delete prompter.

The options listed in the menus and prompters are identical to the command syntax. The relationship of menus, prompters
and commands is shown next:
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Figure 1: Menus Prompters and Commands

Sequence of Operation

Ideal for Datacom processes information entered on a panel in the following order:

1. PF1/13 (Help) or PF3/15 (Print Panel) (Can be disabled for specific user panels.)
2. Entries in the display area
3. Commands in order of entry
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4. Other PF keys or Enter key

For example, assume that you are in the program definition facility making entries on the working data fill-in and want to
edit the end of the procedure component. The panel appears as follows with the new data displayed on the Working Data
fill-in and the EDIT PGM command on the command line (the Enter key was not pressed).

EDIT PGM DEMO1 PROCEDURE

=>

=>

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

  IDEAL: WORKING DATA DEFN.    PGM DEMO1 (001) TEST      SYS: $ID    DISPLAY

  Level Field Name         T I Ch/Dg Occur Value/Comments/Clauses    Command

  ----- -----------------  - - ----- ----- ------------------------ ------

  ===== ====== TOP ======  = = ===== ===== ======================== ======

  1     KOUNTER            N       5                                000100

  1     EXIST              F               TRUE                     000200

  ===== ==== BOTTOM =====  = = ===== ===== ======================== ======

When you press the Scroll Bottom key (PF11/23) to scroll to the bottom of the component, this sequence of operation is
followed:

1. Working data information is saved.
2. The procedure component of program DEMO1 displays for editing.
3. The PF key brings you to the bottom of the DEMO1 procedure component.

The result is as follows:

=>

=>

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION   PGM DEMO1  (001) TEST    SYS: $ID    DISPLAY

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..Command

      MOVE EMPLOYEE.CITY-ADDRESS TO                                      001609

                   RLSDIS.CITY-ADDRESS(KOUNTER)                          001610

      MOVE EMPLOYEE.STATE-ADDRESS TO                                     001611

                   RLSDIS.STATE-ADDRESS(KOUNTER)                         001612

      MOVE EMPLOYEE.SOCIAL-SECURITY TO                                   001613

                   RLSDIS.SOCIAL-SECURITY(KOUNTER)                       001616

      SET EXIST EQ TRUE                                                  001617

   WHEN NONE                                                             001618

      SET EXIST EQ FALSE                                                 001619

      MOVE 'NUMBER DOES NOT EXIST, PLEASE TRY ANOTHER'                   001620

           TO RLSASK.MSG                                                 001621

   ENDFOR                                                                001622

   MOVE $COUNT(FOR5) TO RLSDIS.COUNT                                     001623

   TRANSMIT RLSDIS                                                       001624

   QUIT                                                                  001625

 ENDPROC                                                                 001626

=============================B O T T O M================================ ======
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Viewing Oversized Panel

Ideal for Datacom facilities use two different methods of displaying information.

Specific Size Panels

Some of the Ideal for Datacom facilities, such as the report parameters fill-in, are panels of a specific number of lines.
If such a panel does not fit completely in the current region size, a portion of the panel displays and the message
PARTIALLY SHOWN appears in the separator line. You can display the remainder of the panel by scrolling forward
(PF8/20). However, any entries made in the panel before scrolling are processed before the scroll. You can also redisplay
the beginning information by scrolling backward (PF7/19).

=>

=>

=>

------------------------------------------------------------PARTIALLY SHOWN

 

 IDEAL: RPT PARAMETERS        RPT SAMRPT (001) TEST       SYS: $ID   DISPLAY

     Lines per page on printout           060  (1 thru 250)

     Report width                         080  (40 thru 230)

     Spacing between lines                1    (1 thru 3)

     Spacing between columns              02   (0 thru 66 OR A=Automatic)

     Spacing after page and column hdgs   1    (0 thru 9)

     Summaries only                       N    (Y=Yes,N=No)

     Column headings desired              Y    (Y=Yes,N=No)

     Column headings indication           N    (U=Underscore,N=None,D=Dashes)

     Control break heading                N    (Y=Yes,N=No)

     Control break footing                Y    (Y=Yes,N=No)

     Group continuation at top of page    Y    (Y=Yes,N=No)

     Annotated count in control footings  N    (Y=Yes,N=No)

     Report final summary title           N    (Y=Yes,N=No)

     Spacing before summary               2    (1 thru 9 = Lines,P=New Page)

Scrolling Information through a Window

Other facilities of Ideal for Datacom, the editors for example, use Ideal for Datacom panels that open a window to a file
of data. These panels, such as the procedure component of a program definition or the report detail definition, have no
specific size. These panels adjust to fill whatever size region they occupy by altering the size of the window (display area
of the panel). You can see all the information in a file by moving the window forward (SCROLL FORWARD) or backward
(SCROLL BACKWARD). Top and bottom indicators mark the beginning and end of the file of data.

For example, when a working data definition fill-in panel in the Panel Definition Facility (PDF) is first displayed, the panel
expands to fill the available region size. When you press the Enter key, the panel redisplays showing only the number of
lines you entered. For example, if you did not enter any data before pressing the Enter key, the panel is compressed to
display no lines between the TOP and BOTTOM indicator lines.

In the following example, the panel is compressed to display six lines.

=>

=>

=>

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL:  WORKING DATA DEFN.     PGM SAMPGM (001) TEST     SYS:DOC    DISPLAY

Level FIELD NAME          T I Ch/Dg Occur Value/Comments/Dep on/Copy    Command

------------------------- - - ----- ----------------------------------- -------
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===== =====  TOP   ====== = = ===== =================================== =======

1     SAVE-AREA                                                         000100

 2    NAME                X      20                                     000200

 2    NUMBER              X       5                                     000300

 2    ADDRESS             X      20                                     000400

 2    CITY                X      20                                     000500

 2    STATE               X       2                                     000600

===== ===== BOTTOM ====== = = ========================================= ======

Viewing Panels Wider Than the Region

Ideal for Datacom also lets you view panels that are wider than the region size. You can display these panels, which can
be outputs or wide panel layouts, by moving the window left (SCROLL LEFT) or right (SCROLL RIGHT). Off-panel data
is indicated on the separator line by <<< on the left or >>> on the right. For example, in the following panel, the separator
line ends with the characters >>>, indicating that more data is available off the right edge of the panel.

=>

=>

=>

---------------------------------------------------------------------------->>>

IDEAL: PANEL LAYOUT      PNL WIDEPNL   (001) TEST                       FILL-IN

Start: ^      End: ;      New:       Delete: *      Repeat: @                 

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

=================================== T O P =====================================

                                                 Employee Detail Panel         

                                 Enter complete data, including payroll inf

 

When the separator line on a panel is a scale line, the scale line on the panel is extended to include the entire panel width
and is scrolled horizontally with the panel. For example, a panel 132 columns wide has a scale line showing 132 positions
with 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13 representing columns 90, 100, 110, 120, and 130, respectively.

NOTE
The actual column position of a column represented by a two-digit number is under the right-most digit. For
example, column 130 is represented on the scale line as column 13, and is actually the column under the 3 in
the number 13.

Transactions

A transaction is the period of time between pressing Enter, Clear, PA or PF keys, and the system responding with another
panel.

After you enter information in the display area, press a PF key or the Enter key to save that information. However,
pressing Clear, PA1 (Reshow), or PA2 (Display PF/PA Key Assignments) does not save any information you entered on
that panel.

For example, you just entered information in one of the fill-in panels of the Report Definition Facility and typed OFF in the
command area pressing the Enter key automatically saves the information already typed in the fill-in-without the need for
any special command -- before Ideal for Datacom is terminated with the OFF command.
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Use of Abbreviations in Ideal for Datacom Commands

The standard abbreviation for a command is the first three characters of the word. Ideal for Datacom also accepts
alternate abbreviations and the standard three-character abbreviations. Abbreviations are not shown in the syntax
illustrations.

There are a number of exceptions to the standard first three-character abbreviation. These exceptions are abbreviations
for command words whose first three characters are not unique and, therefore, would conflict with an abbreviation for
another command. Other abbreviations (or no abbreviation at all) are used.

SPLIT Panel Mode
Ideal for Datacom can divide the panel into multiple regions. This is called split panel mode. You can see and use up to
three independent regions concurrently when in split panel mode. Find information about the SPLIT, REFORMAT, and
COMBINE commands used during the split panel process.

SPLIT Command

Enter the SPLIT command in one of three ways:

• Cursor positioned in the command area,
• Cursor positioned in the display area,
• Line specification.

The SPLIT command without arguments divides the last or only region of the display area. Each region must contain a
minimum of nine lines. The lines for all regions plus the command area must add up to your available panel size.

Cursor in Command Area

SPLIT with the cursor positioned in the command area divides the regions evenly. The minimum region size is nine lines.
If there is not enough room on the panel for another region, the SPLIT is not applied and an error message is issued. The
current contents of the display area appear in the first region. All current option settings for the first region are retained for
the second region. If the content for the second region is not specified with a command, the Main Menu appears in the
second region.

When there is more than one region, you can prefix commands with a region number and a space. The commands apply
by default to region 1 if you do not specify a prefix. You can only execute the RUN command in the first (or only) region.
You can also enter commands on multiple lines or delimited on a single line. For example:

SPLIT

2 EDIT PROGRAM SAMPGM; 1 DISPLAY DATAVIEW EMPLOYEE

To obtain a display of a dataview that is called EMPLOYEE in one region and to edit a program definition that is called
SAMPGM in a second region when only one region exists, enter:

SPLIT

1 DISPLAY DATAVIEW EMPLOYEE

2 EDIT PROGRAM SAMPGM

Assuming that the cursor was left in the command area, the panel splits into two regions as follows:

=>

=>

=>

IDEAL: DISPLAY DATAVIEW      DVW EMPLOYEE (001) PROD    SYS: DOC   DISPLAY
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Seq   Level Field name           T I Ch/Dg Occur K Value/Redef/Dep on Command

----- ----- -------------------- - - ----- ----- - ------------------- ------

===== ===== ======== T O P ===== = = ===== ===== = =================   ======

    1 1     EMPLOYEE                                                   000002

    2  2    NUMBER               U Z     5       K                     000003

    3  2    NAME                 X      24                             000004

    4  2    STREET-ADDRESS       X      24                             000005

===== ===== =====B O T T O M==== = = ===== ===== = =================   ======

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM SAMPGM (001) TEST     SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..Command

  ================================ T O P ==============================  ======

   <<PRGDEMO1>> PROCEDURE                                                000100

        FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                                000200

            WHERE STATE-ADDRESS = 'TX'                                   000300

            PRODUCE SAMRPT                                               000400

        ENDFOR                                                           000500

The following examples produce the same results. The only difference is on what line in the command area the
commands are placed.

SPLIT

2 EDIT PROGRAM SAMPGM

1 DISPLAY DATAVIEW EMPLOYEE

 

SPLIT

1 DISPLAY DATAVIEW EMPLOYEE; 2 EDIT PROGRAM SAMPGM

 

SPLIT

2 EDIT PROGRAM SAMPGM ; 1 DISPLAY DATAVIEW EMPLOYEE

Cursor in Display Area

You can also use the cursor position to control where splitting occurs. For example, the cursor positioned at some point in
the display area splits the panel into regions at that point.

SPLIT

1 DISPLAY DATAVIEW EMPLOYEE

2 EDIT PROGRAM SAMPGM

If you positioned the cursor on the twentieth line of the panel, the panel is divided into regions at line 20, assuming enough
lines remain to accommodate a second region.

With Specified Line

You can also enter SPLIT with explicit control of region sizes.

For example, the following command formats 20 lines in the first region and the remainder in a second region.

SPLIT 20

The following command formats 20 lines in the first region and a minimum of 10 lines in the second region.

SPLIT 20 10
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If the number of lines that is specified is greater than the number of lines available, the SPLIT command is ignored and a
message is issued.

Splitting the Second Region

The SPLIT command always applies to the last region displayed. If there are already two regions, then the SPLIT applies
to the second region. The cursor in the display area marks the point where splitting occurs. Specifying SPLIT with the
cursor positioned in the command area divides the regions evenly. SPLIT with line numbers can divide the second region
unevenly.

For example, assume that there are two regions and you entered the following commands to split the second region:

SPLIT

2 EDIT PROGRAM SAMPGM

3 EDIT PROGRAM SAMPGM PARAMETERS

Assuming you left the cursor in the command area, the second region is split and the following panel appears.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: DISPLAY DATAVIEW          DVW EMPLOYEE (001) PROD    SYS: DOC   DISPLAY

 Seq Level Field name        T I Ch/Dg Occur K Value/Redef/Dep on       Command

 ================================= T O P ==============================  ======

 CATALOGED 01/18/95 15:29      DATACOM/DB UPD=NO  DBID=001               000001

   1 1     EMPLOYEE                                                      000002

   2  2     NUMBER              U Z     5       K                        000003

   3  2     NAME                X      24                                000004

   4  2     STREET-ADDRESS      X      24                                000005

   5  2     CITY-ADDRESS        X      15                                000006

   6  2     STATE-ADDRESS       X       2                                000007

   7  2     ZIP-CODE-LOC        X       5       K                        000008

   8  2     SOCIAL-SECURITY     N P     9                                000009

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM SAMPGM (001) TEST          SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7.Command

 ================================= T O P =============================== ======

 <<PRGDEMO1>> PROCEDURE                                                  000100

      FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                                  000200

          WHERE STATE-ADDRESS = 'TX'                                     000300

          PRODUCE SAMRPT                                                 000400

      ENDFOR                                                             000500

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: PARAMETER DEFINITION  PGM SAMPGM (001) TEST          SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

 Level Field name           T I Ch/Dg Occur  U M   Comments/Dep on/Copy Command

 ----- ---------------      - - ----- -----  - -  -------------------    ------

 ===== ======= TOP =======  = = ===== =====  = =  ====================   ======

 1     STATE-ADDRESS        X       2        I D  :STATE CODE            000100

 ===== ===== BOTTOM ======  = = ===== =====  = =  ====================   ======

You can also split a second region with the SPLIT command as follows:
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SPLIT 15

This command splits the second region and leaves 15 lines in the second region and the remainder in the newly formed
third region.

The following command splits the second region and leaves 10 lines in the second region and a minimum of 9 in the
newly formed third region.

SPLIT 10 9

If the number of lines that is specified in a SPLIT command is greater than the number of lines available, the SPLIT
command is ignored and a message is issued.

Application of Data and PF Keys

You can enter data in one, two, or three regions in the same transaction.

The commands the PF keys represent apply to the region that contains the cursor at the time you press the PF key. If the
cursor is in the command area, the PF key applies to region 1.

Scrolling in Split Screen

If you leave the cursor in the command area and no region number precedes the command, scrolling commands entered
in the command area apply to region 1. Scrolling by PF key applies to the region containing the cursor. You must prefix
scrolling commands for regions 2 and 3 with a region number.

Reformatting Regions

The REFORMAT command changes the distribution of the current number of lines in each region that is affected by the
reformat (regions 1, 2, and possibly 3).

For two regions, one amount is specified because the remainder of the panel appears for the second region. For example,
the following command formats 15 lines in the first region and the remainder of the panel for the second region.

REFORMAT 15

For three regions, the first two amounts are specified. The third region occupies the remainder of the panel. For example,
the following command formats 10 lines in each of the first and second regions. The third region occupies the remainder
of the panel.

REFORMAT 10 10

NOTE
If the number of lines specified is greater than the number of lines available, reformatting is ignored and a
message is issued.

Combining Regions

The COMBINE command eliminates the last region when in split panel.

This combines regions from the bottom up. If there are three regions, the second and third regions combine restoring
region 2. Region 2 now occupies the space that is occupied by regions 2 and 3 before the COMBINE. (The size of region
1 remains unchanged.) If you issue another COMBINE command, the first and second regions combine, leaving the first
region restored.
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Each step requires a COMBINE command. For example, to combine three regions, specify two separate COMBINE
commands.

The OFF command performs the same function.

Reading Railroad Syntax Diagrams
Syntax diagrams are used to illustrate the format of statements and some basic language elements. Read syntax
diagrams from left to right and top to bottom.

The following terminology, symbols, and concepts are used in syntax diagrams:

• Keywords appear in uppercase letters, for example, COMMAND or PARM. Enter these words exactly as shown.
• Variables appear in italicized lowercase letters, for example, variable.
• Required keywords and variables appear on a main line.
• Optional keywords and variables appear below a main line.
• Default keywords and variables appear above a main line.
• Double arrowheads pointing to the right indicate the beginning of a statement.
• Double arrowheads pointing to each other indicate the end of a statement.
• Single arrowheads pointing to the right indicate a portion of a statement, or that the statement continues in another

diagram.
• Punctuation marks or arithmetic symbols that are shown with a keyword or variable must be entered as part of the

statement or command. Punctuation marks and arithmetic symbols can include the following:

, comma > greater than symbol
. period <- less than symbol
( open parenthesis = equal sign
) close parenthesis ¬ not sign
+ addition - subtraction
* multiplication / division

The following is a diagram of a statement without parameters:

Statement Without Parameters

►►─ COMMAND ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

For this statement, you must write the following:

COMMAND

Required parameters appear on the same horizontal line, the main path of the diagram, as the command or statement.
The parameters must be separated by one or more blanks.

Statement with Required Parameters

►►─ COMMAND ─ PARM1 ─ PARM2 ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

You must write the following:

COMMAND PARM1 PARM2
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Delimiters, such as parentheses, around parameters or clauses must be included.

Delimiters Around Parameters

►►─ COMMAND ─ (PARM1) ─ PARM2='variable' ─────────────────────────────────────►◄

If the word variable is a valid entry, you must write the following:

COMMAND (PARM1) PARM2='variable'

When you see a vertical list of parameters as shown in the following example, you must choose one of the parameters.
This indicates that one entry is required, and only one of the displayed parameters is allowed in the statement.

Choice of Required Parameters

►►─ COMMAND ─┬─ PARM1 ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

             ├─ PARM2 ─┤

             └─ PARM3 ─┘

You can choose one of the parameters from the vertical list, such as in the following examples:

COMMAND PARM1

COMMAND PARM2

COMMAND PARM3

When a required parameter in a syntax diagram has a default value, the default value appears with a left-facing arrow,
and it indicates the value for the parameter if the command is not specified. If you specify the command, you must code
the parameter and specify one of the displayed values.

Default Value for a Required Parameter

►►─ COMMAND ─ PARM1= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─ PARM2 ─────────────────────────────────────►◄

                      └─ NO ────┘

If you specify the command, you must write one of the following:

COMMAND PARM1=NO PARM2

COMMAND PARM1=YES PARM2

A single optional parameter appears below the horizontal line that marks the main path.

Optional Parameter

►►─ COMMAND ─┬─────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

             └─ PARAMETER ─┘

You can choose (or not) to use the optional parameter, as shown in the following examples:

COMMAND

COMMAND PARAMETER

If you have a choice of more than one optional parameter, the parameters appear in a vertical list below the main path.

Choice of Optional Parameters
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►►─ COMMAND ─┬─────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

             ├─ PARM1 ─┤

             └─ PARM2 ─┘

You can choose any of the parameters from the vertical list, or you can write the statement without an optional parameter,
such as in the following examples:

COMMAND

COMMAND PARM1

COMMAND PARM2

In some statements, you can specify a single parameter more than once. A repeat symbol indicates that you can specify
multiple parameters.

Repeatable Variable Parameter

             ┌────────────┐

►►─ COMMAND ─▼─ variable ─┴───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

In the preceding diagram, the word variable is in lowercase italics, indicating that it is a value you supply, but it is also on
the main path, which means that you are required to specify at least one entry. The repeat symbol indicates that you can
specify a parameter more than once. Assume that you have three values named VALUEX, VALUEY, and VALUEZ for the
variable. The following are some of the statements you might write:

COMMAND VALUEX

COMMAND VALUEX VALUEY

COMMAND VALUEX VALUEX VALUEZ

If the repeat symbol contains punctuation such as a comma, you must separate multiple parameters with the punctuation.
The following diagram includes the repeat symbol, a comma, and parentheses.

Separator with Repeatable Variable and Delimiter

                 ┌─ , ────────┐

►►─ COMMAND ─ ( ─▼─ variable ─┴─ ) ───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

In the preceding diagram, the word variable is in lowercase italics, indicating that it is a value you supply. It is also on the
main path, which means that you must specify at least one entry. The repeat symbol indicates that you can specify more
than one variable and that you must separate the entries with commas. The parentheses indicate that the group of entries
must be enclosed within parentheses. Assume that you have three values named VALUEA, VALUEB, and VALUEC for
the variable. The following are some of the statements you can write:

COMMAND (VALUEC)

COMMAND (VALUEB,VALUEC)

COMMAND (VALUEB,VALUEA)

COMMAND (VALUEA,VALUEB,VALUEC)

The following diagram shows a list of parameters with the repeat symbol:

Optional Repeatable Parameters

             ┌─────────────┐ ┌─────────────┐ ┌─────────────┐
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►►─ COMMAND ─▼─┬─────────┬─┴─▼─┬─────────┬─┴─▼─┬─────────┬─┴──────────────────►◄

               └─ PARM1 ─┘     └─ PARM2 ─┘     └─ PARM3 ─┘

The following are some of the statements you can write:

COMMAND PARM1

COMMAND PARM1 PARM2 PARM3

COMMAND PARM1 PARM1 PARM3

The placement of YES in the following diagram indicates that it is the default value for the parameter. If you do not include
the parameter when you write the statement, the result is the same as if you had actually specified the parameter with the
default value.

Default Value for a Parameter

►►─ COMMAND ─┬──────────────────────┬─ PARM2 ─────────────────────────────────►◄

             └─ PARM1= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘

                        └─ NO ────┘

For this command, COMMAND PARM2 is the equivalent of COMMAND PARM1=YES PARM2.

In some syntax diagrams, a set of several parameters is represented by a single reference.

Variables Representing Several Parameters

►►─ COMMAND ─┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

             ├─ PARM1 ─────────────┤

             └─┤ parameter-block ├─┘

Expansion of parameter-block

├──┬─────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ PARM2 ─────────────┤

   └─ PARM3 ─┬─────────┬─┘

             ├─ PARM4 ─┤

             └─ PARM5 ─┘

The parameter-block can be displayed in a separate syntax diagram.

Choices you can make from this syntax diagram therefore include, but are not limited to, the following:

COMMAND PARM1

COMMAND PARM3

COMMAND PARM3 PARM4

NOTE
Before you can specify PARM4 or PARM5 in this command, you must specify PARM3.

JCL Example Notation
Learn about Job Control Language (JCL) notation used throughout the Datacom Tools documentation. Learn about the
use of uppercase and lowercase letters and symbols in the JCL notation.
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This documentation uses the following JCL notation.

Notation Description

UPPERCASE Identifies commands, keywords, and keyword values which must
be coded exactly as shown.

symbols Symbols, such as commas, equal signs, and slashes, must be
coded exactly as shown.

Do not type the following when they appear in the JCL examples. They are provided to clarify the JCL syntax.

Notation Description

lowercase Identifies a value or values that you must supply.
. . . Indicates the omission of one or more keywords or parameters

that you must code according to the specific installation at your
site.
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Installing
Review the steps to acquire, install, deploy, and configure your product.

Standard SMP/E installation and maintenance best practices are used to install and maintain Broadcom mainframe z/OS
products. The installation process includes all the tasks that are typically performed by a systems programmer to acquire
the products and make them ready for use in a production environment.

You can install Broadcom mainframe product software using IBM z/OSMF, CSM, or native SMP/E batch processing.

NOTE
z/OSMF installation is not available for every product.

z/OSMF and CSM are intuitive web-based tools that automate and simplify many installation activities on z/OS systems.
These applications also make obtaining and applying corrective, preventive, and recommended maintenance easier.

The following graphic provides a high-level overview of the installation process for Broadcom mainframe products:
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These steps are described in the following procedure:

1. Prepare for the installation by reviewing best practices and verifying that the software, hardware, security, and other
installation requirements have been met.

2. Acquire the product software using one of the following methods:
– From Broadcom Support, download a z/OSMF (filename.zOSMF.pax.Z) or classic SMP/E JCL (filename.pax.Z)

package. Only one can be selected.
NOTE
If a z/OSMF package is not available, select the SMP/E JCL package. A z/OSMF package is not available
for all products.

– From CSM, select a classic SMP/E JCL package from the product list. You cannot acquire a z/OSMF portable
software instance from CSM.

3. Perform an SMP/E installation to install the product software using one of the following methods:
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– If you downloaded a z/OSMF package from Broadcom Support, install using z/OSMF Deployments.
– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from Broadcom Support, use either of the following options:

• Install using native SMP/E JCL
• Install using CSM

– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from CSM, start the installation process from the SMP/E
Environments tab in CSM.

4. Install maintenance using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or CSM.
NOTE
Use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance. This service lets you acquire
maintenance on demand and to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed. The SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more
productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. Migrate existing CSIs to z/OSMF and use z/
OSMF Software Update to manage software updates.

5. Finalize the installation:
– Configure your product.
– Deploy your product.
For these tasks, use the methods that your product supports and in the preferred sequence per your site.

README for Datacom CICS Services 15.1
This document records the known problems with the z/OS media for Datacom CICS Services Version 15.1 Complete
Release at the GA code level.

RI93543 *README: STATUS OF VERSION 15.1 - Datacom CICS Services

New items are covered in this document as those items are discovered.

This release is delivered as the "Complete Release/Version" for Datacom Tools Products 15.1 for z/OS. All new features
and maintenance items that are introduced during the Incremental Release program have been incorporated into this
"complete" release/version. See the Release Notes for a list of new features.

z/OS New Install/Upgrade

The CSD group definitions for Datacom CICS Services Version 15.1 must be installed. The CSD group definitions for
Datacom CICS Services Version 15.1 supersede all previous releases of Datacom CICS Services CSD group definitions.

Sites upgrading may have to reset various options, since the upgrade process resets options to default values. Review
your DBCVTPR parameters to modify values in B1CUS01 before the upgrade.

All published APARs for Datacom CICS Services should be applied after the SMP/E installation and before executing the
configuration steps.

Refer to Broadcom Support to download 15.1 solutions.

z/OS Maintenance

Customers using an Incremental Release should regularly apply all currently published maintenance for Datacom CICS
Services 15.1.

Periodically run the SMP/E command REPORT ERRSYSMODS to determine if any applied fixes may have recently been
found to be in error. If that should occur, locate the correcting PTF and apply it.

New Functions, Features, and Facilities

For the latest information and updates, see Datacom CICS Services New and Enhanced Features for 15.1 under Release
Notes for 15.1.
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Special Action Required for Version 15.1

Before you install Datacom CICS Services Version 15.1, you must be at the most current maintenance for Datacom/DB.

If your CICS Transaction Server environment is part of a CICSplex and you want to install this feature of the product that
requires the CICS/TS CICSplex SM Libraries, then follow instructions in the DCCSEDIT to optionally install the CICSplex
function of DBEC in Datacom CICS Services.

NOTE

If you are not planning on installing the CICSplex option of the code, comment out:

• FMID CAB1F15 from DCC20RCB (SMP/E Receive)
• DCC30APB (SMP/E Apply)
• DCC40ACB (SMP/E Accept)

Related z/OS Products' Support for Datacom CICS Services Version 15.1

• Datacom/DB version 15.0 (and higher) with the current maintenance is supported.
• Supported CICS releases are CICS Transaction Server 4.1 and higher releases that IBM currently supports.
• Supported z/OS releases are z/OS 2.1 and higher releases that IBM currently supports.

Datacom CICS Services 15.1 z/OS Documentation Updates

The complete set of Datacom Tools Products documentation is available at https://techdocs.broadcom.com. For additional
information, see the Datacom/Ideal, IPC Maintenance Grid for z/OS.

README for Ideal 15.1
RI88864 - * Ideal COMPLETERELEASE 15.1 z/OS README

This document records the known problems with the z/OS media for Ideal for Datacom Version 15.1 Complete Release at
the GA code level.

This document is updated as any additional items are discovered.

This release is delivered as the "Complete Release/Version" for Datacom Core Products 15.1 for z/OS. All new features
and maintenance items that are introduced during the Incremental Release program have been incorporated into this
"complete" release/version. See the Release Notes for a list of new features.

z/OS New Install/Upgrade

Sites that are upgrading may have to reset various options since the upgrade process resets options to default values.
Use the Ideal command PRINT SESSION OPTIONS to save a list of option values before the upgrade. Optionally, create
a MEMBER to EXECUTE after the completed upgrade containing the commands to reset site options.

All published APARs for Ideal 15.1 should be applied after the SMP/E installation and before executing the configuration
steps. Refer to Broadcom Support to download 15.1 solutions.

z/OS Maintenance

Refer to Special Action Required.

Customers using an Incremental Release should regularly apply all currently published maintenance for Ideal 15.1.

Periodically run the SMP/E command REPORT ERRSYSMODS to see if any fixes applied may have recently been found
to be in error. If that should occur, locate the correcting PTF and apply it.
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New Functions, Features, and Facilities

Incremental Releases do not deliver new functionality at the outset. New functionality is developed and published
incrementally through PTFs.

INC00 - No new functionality

Special Action Required for 15.1

Datacom Datadictionary must be up to version 15.0 or higher to provide the DOCUMENT entity new for Ideal 15.0. Sites
using Datacom/AD with the Ideal Option for Db2 should refer to the instructions regarding upgrading from Datacom/AD
14.0 to 15.0. The instructions are in the installation documentation for Ideal 15.1.

Default module @ISTEXIT is no longer provided in CAILLOAD after Release 14.0. The sample Source Transport Utility
STEXIT is provided in CAILSAMP. If your site uses a customized Source Transport EXIT for Librarian, the @ISTEXIT
module can be copied into your 15.1 custom load library, and the module executes successfully with Ideal 15.1.

Sites using customized PMS tables (PMTBLS, PMSTRUC, PMSTRND, PMSTRNDK) should review tables currently in
use. These PMS table modules may be copied to your Ideal/IPC CUSLIB for the current release.

Re-assembly is not required for this release of Ideal or IPC.

For documentation, refer to Customizing the Panel Management Component.

Related z/OS Products Support for Ideal 15.1

• IPC 15.1 is recommended for execution with Ideal 15.1. Ideal 15.1 requires IPC 15.0 or higher.
• Ideal 15.1 requires Datacom/DB 15.0 or higher.
• This requires the successful completion of the Datacom 14.0 to 15.0/15.1 Core Products upgrade, specifically including

the Datadictionary upgrade portion that adds the new DOCUMENT entity-type.
• Supported CICS releases are CICS Transaction Server 3.2 and higher releases that IBM currently supports.
• Ideal is supported for releases of z/OS that are supported by IBM.

Ideal 15.1 z/OS Documentation Updates

The complete set of Datacom Tools Products documentation is available in online at:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com

You can also find the documentation by web browser search using the phrase "Datacom Tools 15.1". Certain content
is reserved to Datacom customers only. To access this private content, simply sign in using your Broadcom Support
credentials.

For additional information, see the Datacom/Ideal, IPC Maintenance Grid for z/OS.

README for IPC 15.1
Find information about IPC. Learn about z/OS new installations and upgrades, z/OS maintenance, new functions and
features, and related z/OS products support.

RI88866 - *IPC Complete RELEASE 15.1 Z/OS README

This document records the known problems with the z/OS media for IPC Version 15.1 Complete Release at the GA code
level.

New items are added to this document as they are discovered.

This release is delivered as the "Complete Release/Version" for Datacom Tools Products 15.1 for z/OS. All new features
and maintenance that were introduced during the Incremental Release program have been incorporated into this
"complete" release/version. See the Release Notes for a list of the new features.
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z/OS New Install/Upgrade

Sites that are upgrading may have to reset various options since the upgrade process resets PSS and SCF options to
default values. Use the PRINT SCREEN command to save the following displays:
SET COMMAND SITE (SCF#OPTIONS)

SET OUT SITE (PSS#OPTIONS)

ADRPNL members SCF#OPTIONS and PSS#OPTIONS are restored to default values by the upgrade. Since 15.1 has
release-dependent changes, the prior release members cannot be used in your 15.1 ADRPNL. The PSS Destination
Table must be rebuilt after ADROUT is initialized. Ideal sites should maintain a MEMBER with the DEFINE OUT
DESTINATION commands to be executed after the upgrade.

CICS definitions have not changed for 15.1. CAVQSAMP member VQ15CSD uses the same GROUP and PROFILE
names as IPC 15.0.

All published solutions for IPC 15.1 should be applied after the SMP/E installation and before executing the configuration
steps. Refer to Broadcom Support to download 15.1 solutions.

IPC 15.1 includes the seven InterProduct Components (EDK, PDF, PMS, PSS, SCF, VLS, and VPE). The seven
InterProduct Components are under a single FMID, CAVQF10, and FMID CAVQF15 for CICS-specific IPC 15.1 modules.
IPC 15.1 also provides FMID CAVQF16 for the MQ Transport Service component.

When installing using CSM, choose IPC 15.1 BASE install option to include only the first 2 FMIDs. Installing manually,
only FMIDs CAVQF10 and CAVQF15 should be selected if MQTS is not required.

z/OS Maintenance

Refer to Special Action Required.

Customers using an Incremental Release should regularly apply all currently published maintenance for IPC 15.1.

Periodically run the SMP/E command REPORT ERRSYSMODS to see if any fixes applied may have recently been found to be
in error.

If that should occur, locate the correcting PTF and apply it.

New Functions, Features, and Facilities

For the latest information and updates, see IPC New and Enhanced Features for 15.1 under Release Notes for 15.1.

Special Action Required for 15.1

None as of 14 March 2016

Related z/OS Products Support for IPC 15.1

• IPC is supported for releases of z/OS that are supported by IBM.
• Supported CICS releases are CICS Transaction Server 3.2 and higher releases that IBM currently supports.
• IPC 15.1 has been tested with Datacom/DB 15.0 and 15.1.
• IPC 15.1 has been tested with Ideal 15.0 and 15.1.

IPC 15.1 z/OS Documentation Updates

Documentation is available online for "Datacom Tools": https://techdocs.broadcom.com

For additional information, see the Datacom/Ideal, IPC Maintenance Grid for z/OS.
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README for Datacom Server 15.0
This informational solution contains the latest information regarding the z/OS (including USS), Windows, and Unix/Linux
installation materials for Datacom Server Version 15.0.

RI67322 - * Datacom Server VERSION 15.0 Z/OS README

As more items are discovered, they will be added to this list.

Mainframe Server component -- z/OS Install/Upgrade/Maintenance

All published PTFs should be applied to your Datacom Server Version 15.0 environment after ACCEPTing the base
product installation.

Software Requirements and Compatibility

• Datacom/DB Version 14.0 or Datacom/DB Version 15.0.

The Server 15.0 Mainframe component is incompatible with Datacom/DB Version 12.0 or below.

• All z/OS versions supported by IBM
• SMP/E Release 1.8.1 or later, as supported by IBM
• For ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF, the Server Mainframe component must be set up to communicate with the

external security package.
• Datacom Server Unix System Services (USS) component: - IBM USS with a Hierarchical File System (HFS) or a z/OS

Distributed File Service zSeries File System (zFS) must be available.

- Java Runtime Environment 6 (JRE6) or later. Server Version 15.0 is incompatible with earlier JREs.

- The Datacom Server JDBC driver client, cadcjdbc.jar, is compliant with the JDBC 4.0 specification.

• Common Components and Services 14.0 or above. The Common Components and Services components that are
used by Server Version 15.0 are:

• LMP (required)
• CAIRIM (required)
• CAISSF (required if security validation is utilized, otherwise, CAISSF is optional).
• CAICCI (optional) If you intend to use CCI as a communication protocol, it must be installed and configured.

If you are upgrading from a prior version that required CAICCI, check the Server Mainframe (SVDBSPR) startup options
and the Server Communication Utility (SVCOMPR) commands for enhancements that allow TCP/IP as an alternative
communication protocol. See Using Datacom Server Version 15.0 for more information.

Windows Client component -- PC Install/Upgrade/Maintenance

Software Requirements and Compatibility:

Microsoft Supported Windows 32-Bit and 64-Bit Platforms.

• ODBC with 64-bit Windows:
If you plan to use a 32-bit ODBC application, you must install the 32-bit (x86) Datacom Server Windows client
software. Likewise, if you plan to use a 64-bit ODBC application, you must install the 64-bit (x64) Datacom Server
client. All the code in a single process must be of the same bitness.

• JDBC with 64-bit Windows
By nature, there is no bitness that is associated with Java bytecode. A JAR file can run with either a 32-bit or 64-
bit JVM. The same is true for the Server JDBC driver, cadjdbc.jar. However, because the Server JDBC Driver (in
Windows) uses native libraries (DLLs), you must match the bitness of the Datacom
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Server client to the bitness of the JVM on which the JAR file runs. In other words, if you are using a 32-bit JVM
you must install the 32-bit Datacom Server client software. If you are using a 64-bit JVM, install the 64-bit client
software.

• CAICCI/PC (optional)
If you intend to use CAICCI, you must install and configure the Common Components and Services for Windows
(CAICCI-PC).
If you intend to use a 64-bit ODBC application, you must install the 64-bit version of CAICCI-PC. Likewise, if you intend
to use a 32-bit ODBC application, you must install the 32-bit version of CAICCI-PC.
Regarding JDBC, CAICCI/PC is considered native code. The previous discussion about the bitness of the client
software must match the bitness of the JVM is also true for CAICCI/PC. A 32-bit JVM requires a 32-bit CAICCI/PC,
while a 64-bit JVM requires a 64-bit CAICCI/PC.

• Windows MDAC (Microsoft Data Access Components) at release and service pack level appropriate for your Windows
platform, including x64.

• Java Runtime Environment 6 (JRE6) or later. (required)

• JDBC 4.0 (optional)
If you plan to use the new and enhanced JDBC ClientInfo methods, you must use JDBC 4.0/4.1 API and must run with
a JDBC 4.0/4.1 compatible JVM. See the Datacom Server Release Notes Version 15.0 for more information.

Compatibility and Compliance:

• ODBC 3.8 - The Datacom Server ODBC driver conforms to the ODBC 3.8 specification and is downward compatible
with earlier ODBC specifications that are supported by Microsoft.

• JDBC 4.0 - The Datacom Server JDBC driver conforms to the JDBC 4.0 specification and requires a Java 1.6 or later
JVM.

The Datacom Server 15.0 Installer for Windows

All updates to the Datacom Server 15.0 Windows client software are packaged as InstallShield minor upgrade packages.

To perform a new install or upgrade, download the latest fix from Datacom Server Maintenance Solutions and execute the
package.

The highest numbered PTF should always be chosen over previous versions.

If you already know the PTF number, that solution can be downloaded from

support.broadcom.com DOWNLOAD MANAGEMENT "Download by Solution ID".

UNIX/Linux client component -- Distributed Install/Upgrade/Maintenance

• No high APAR number for DBSRV client base code.

• Software Requirements:

• JRE 6 or later (required)

• JDBC 4.0 (required)

• Datacom Server Proxy (optional)

The Server Proxy is no longer required. Applications running on Unix or Linux may connect to the Server Version
15.0 Mainframe directly through the JDBC Type 4 Driver. However, if you choose to use the proxy, it must be a Server
15.0 proxy. Also, the proxy must be deployed on USS or Windows and you must connect using a Server 15.0 JDBC client.

If you are using a phased client upgrade approach as discussed in Section II.6, you can continue.

Special Action Required for Datacom Server Version 15.0:

(None, as of 10/03/2014)
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Datacom Server 15.0 UNIX/Linux

Download the latest Linux fix from Datacom Server Maintenance Solutions Linux PTFs provide the JAR file with all prior
maintenance to the JAR file. Therefore, the highest numbered PTF should always be chosen over previous versions.

Documentation

Datacom Server documentation is available here and in Datacom Tools - 15.1.

For more information, see the Datacom/Ideal, IPC Maintenance Grid for z/OS.

Prepare for Installation
Review this topic to prepare to install, configure, and deploy your Broadcom product software.

To prepare for an installation or upgrade, we recommend that your team use our Installation Checklist or Upgrade
Checklist. Upon completion of the installation, use the Day 1 Task Checklist under Getting Started. Doing so can help you
start using the product and can help you get acclimated to the customer documentation as well.

To install your product, we recommend that you understand:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• Your organization IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• z/OS UNIX System Services

Consult with the following personnel, as required:

• Security Administrator for access
• Storage Administrator for DASD allocations
• Systems Programmer for z/OS and VTAM definitions

TIP
If you plan to use z/OSMF to install or configure your product, review the installation best practices, which
include comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM.

You can install this release of your product and can continue to use an older release in another SMP/E environment. If you
plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When you install the product into an existing SMP/E environment, the new installation deletes previous releases in that
environment. We recommend that you install into a new CSI.

• If you acquired your product using SMP/E JCL, select different target and distribution zones for your new release from
where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current release.

NOTE
CSM installs a product into a new SMP/E environment by default. You can select an existing SMP/E
environment from your working set.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.

Review Installation Best Practices
Before you begin the installation process, review these installation best practices.

Manage Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We categorize this
maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software packaging system. With
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each Security or Integrity Fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include more details and
context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score, the CVSS Vector String, the affected
components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource offers self-service information and an email
subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

Business Value:

This maintenance lets you quickly identify and apply security or integrity maintenance. The proactive notifications let you
address security issues immediately.

More information:

Maintain Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom Security Advisories Portal

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval for Product Maintenance

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to eliminate the need to download maintenance manually. This service uses
the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom mainframe product maintenance. This service enables
you to acquire maintenance on demand or to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed.

If you are an existing CSM customer, you can also use this service to download maintenance and dramatically reduce the
time that is required to download PTFs.

Business Value:

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system
programmers more productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually from the Broadcom Support
portal

• Automates delivery of Broadcom maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Recommended and Preventive service

More information:

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

Implement a Proactive Preventive Maintenance Strategy

Use CARS to implement a proactive preventive maintenance strategy. CARS is patterned after the IBM preventive
maintenance model, Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU). With CARS, you can install preventive maintenance for
most Broadcom z/OS based products consistently on a schedule that you select (monthly, quarterly, annually). You
can follow the same schedule that you use to apply IBM maintenance, or you can implement a schedule for Broadcom
products only.

Business Value:

Keeping your products current with maintenance helps your team remain productive and minimizes errors while safely
protecting your systems. If you do not install preventive maintenance regularly, you risk encountering known problems for
which we have published and tested fixes. Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid
unscheduled downtime and assists you in proactively maintaining your software.

More information:

Recommended Service for z/OS
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Sign up for Hiper Notifications

Sign up for HIPER notifications for all Broadcom products on the Broadcom Support website so that you receive
notification of potential problems for your products as soon as possible. Subscribe to HIPER and other product
notifications like security advisories within the Broadcom Support portal. Sign in and select Subscriptions under MY
ACCOUNT. Select the alerts that you want and Submit.

Business Value:

Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid unscheduled downtime and assists you in
proactively maintaining your software.

Apply IBM Maintenance

Apply IBM maintenance for z/OSMF, SMP/E, and other components and products that are used during the software
installation process using the following FIXCAT:
IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService

Obtain the latest IBM HOLDDATA and run the SMP/E REPORT MISSINGFIX command to determine whether any
required PTFs are missing:
SET BDY(GLOBAL),

REPORT MISSINGFIX ZONES(ZOS24)

  FIXCATA(IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService).

Business Value:

Missing APARs can affect the operation or performance of your product.

Review z/OSMF Training Videos

The following training is offered to help you and your team learn z/OSMF basics. We recommend that all members of your
installation team review these videos before they use z/OSMF:

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Review IBM's z/OSMF Tutorials
• ServerPac Installation with z/OSMF: Tutorial 1 - Gain Access
• z/OSMF Management Facility
• z/OSMF Training - Introduction, Process, and Impact to Existing Customers 200

Business Value:

You and your team receive training so you can work efficiently in the IBM z/OSMF interface.

Requirements for Datacom CICS Services
Before installing Datacom CICS Services, review the hardware, software, DASD, and storage requirements. Find
information about Multi-User Faciliity (MUF) environments, SMP/E installation, SAMPJCL, data sets, and libraries.

Hardware Requirements

• The Datacom product line requires an IBM mainframe that fully supports the z/OS operating system.
• If you are using System Managed Storage (SMS), do not mix device types in a storage class that Datacom uses.
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Software Requirements

• This release of Datacom CICS Services is compatible with Datacom/DB Versions 14.0 and 15.0. You can run with
Datacom/DB 14.0 or 15.0 libraries with MUFs at either 14.0 or 15.0 or both in a Multi-MUF environment. If you are
upgrading from Datacom/DB 14.0 MUFs to 15.0 MUFs, you are not required to upgrade the 14.0 libraries in CICS
until all MUF upgrades are complete and no fall back is required before updating CICS with the 15.0 libraries. In this
process, the SID modules must match the release of the MUF. Therefore, plan how to handle bringing in appropriate
level SID modules into the DHRPL as MUFs are upgraded.

• If you are running with Datacom/DB 14.0, the following DB PTFs must be applied: RO60055, RO59664, RO56734,
RO56818, and RO46364. Review RI67375, section 2 for the list of required PTFs to be applied to your Datacom/DB
Version 14.0 environments to support Version 15.0 MUFs. We recommend that you apply all published Datacom/DB
15.0 PTFs.

• Read RI67398 before installing Version 15.0. This informational solution contains the latest information regarding the
Datacom CICS Services z/OS installation materials such as:
– z/OS new install/upgrade
– z/OS maintenance
– New functions, features, or facilities
– Required special action
– Related z/OS product support for Datacom CICS Services 15.0
– z/OS documentation updates

• The default MUF or first MUF in a Multi-MUF environment, is the only MUF that supports SQL. For the default MUF, or
first MUF in a Multi-MUF environment, SID and custom libraries should be concatenated ahead of the other Datacom/
DB install libraries in the DFHRPL (the load library concatenation for loading modules in CICS).

• Datacom CICS Services requires CICS Transaction Server Release 3.2, 4.1, 4.2, 5.1, or later as supported by IBM.
• The IBM SMP/E Release 1.8 or later as supported by IBM must be installed on your system before you attempt to

install or maintain this product.
• This version of Datacom CICS Services is compatible with Version 13.9 of SYSVIEW. If you are assembling your

DBCVTPR with SYSV=YES:
– Include the SYSVIEW libraries in the STEPLIB of the CICS
– Include the SYSVIEW libraries in your CICS DFHRPL
– Include the SYSVIEW definitions in your CSD
– You must be current on SYSVIEW maintenance before attempting to use it with Datacom CICS Services 15.0

• Before you install Datacom CICS Services, first install all required Common Components and Services with all current
maintenance applied.
All Broadcom products require License Management Program (LMP), part of Common Components and Services.
For more information, see Introduction to the Common Components and Services.

The following Common Components and Services are used with your product:

• CAIRIM
• LMP

NOTE
If other Broadcom products are installed at your site, some of these services are already installed.

DASD Requirements

The following tables indicate the estimated blocks of DASD space that Datacom CICS Services requires. Each data set,
library, or database name is preceded by its high-level qualifier (such as CAI.HLQ or CAI.THLQ).

Headings

The column heading Volume on the following charts refers to the VOLSER from the installation worksheet. The heading
TRKS refers to the number of tracks used with DASD type 3390.
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SAMPJCL Library Allocation

The SAMPJCL data set contains only the JCL needed for the SMP/E installation. For more information, see Installing Your
Product Using Pax ESD.

The CAB1SAMP target library contains the necessary JCL to perform DBCVTPR assemblies, install the Datacom CICS
Services15.0 CSD entries, and optionally create Datacom CICS Services data sets. After the SMP/E installation, copy the
necessary jobs to the newly created INSTJCL library using the provided B1CUS00 job so they can be edited for use.

NOTE
Before you submit each step, review the JCL for any DD statements that need to be added or removed to
properly reflect the environment at your site.

Library Name TRKS

SAMPJCL 11

CICS Output Files

Optionally, the following files can be defined as SYSOUT in the CSD and in the CICS.

Name Volume BLKSZ LRECL TRKS

DBOCPRT DASD02 140 136 10

DBAUXTA DASD02 3120 80 15

DBAUXTB DASD02 3120 80 15

SMP/E CSI and Data Sets

These CSI and data sets are required only if you are creating a new SMP/E environment.

Name PDSE TRKS

CSI

CSI.DATA 225

CSI.INDEX 2

SMPSCDS 120

SMPMTS 75

SMPPTS X 75

SMPPTS1 X 75

SMPSTS 75

SMPLTS X 75

SMPLOG 75

SMPLOGA 75

Distribution AAB1xxx Libraries

Name PDSE TRKS

AAB1MOD0 X 30

AAB1MAC X 79

AAB1SAMP X 26
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AAB1XML X 20

Target Libraries

Name PDSE TRKS

CAB1LOAD X 42

CAB1LPA 10

CAB1MAC X 79

CAB1SAMP X 26

CAB1XML X 20

Custom Libraries

Name PDSE BLKSZ LRECL TRKS

CUSMAC X DASD02 3120 80 11

CUSLIB X DASD02 6144 0 30

INSTJCL X DASD01 3120 80 100

Storage Requirements

Ensure that you have the following storage available:

• If you install the product with Pax ESD, 8.5 cylinders for the downloaded files
• For installation and setup:

– Installation = 80 cylinders (Datacom CICS Services uses 5 cylinders)
– SMP/E temporary libraries = 15 cylinders

Requirements for Datacom Server
Review the following requirements prior to installing Datacom Server:

Hardware Requirements

The hardware requirements for the mainframe portion of the Datacom Server are as follows:

• Requires an IBM or compatible mainframe computer.
• Is distributed by electronic delivery through CSM, from the Broadcom Support Online.

Software Requirements

The software requirements for Datacom Server are as follows:

• Datacom/DB Version 14.0 or Version 15.x with the SQL Option must be installed.
The Multi-User Facility that supports a Datacom Server must be active for the Datacom Server to run and must contain
the following SYSIN statement in its startup job:

            DATACOM     DTCMSRVR    
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• A version of z/OS as supported by IBM.
• SMP/E Release 1.8.1 or later must be installed prior to installation.
• If you are installing the UNIX System Services (USS) component, you must have IBM USS installed.
• If you are installing the USS component, you must have at least JRE 6 installed on USS. Datacom Server 15.x is

incompatible with any previous Java Runtime Environments.
• The Common Components and Services components that are used by this product are the following:

– CAICCI is required on the mainframe if implementing CCI communication. However, CAICCI (CCIPCSSL) is
optional on a client except when using CCI communication.

– CAIENF (required)
– CAIRIM (required), and its subcomponent LMP
– CAISSF (required if security validation will be utilized, otherwise, CAISSF is optional)
If you are installing the component for USS, the CAICCI component is optional.

• When running with ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF, the server must be set up to communicate with the external
security package.

Common Components and Services

Common Components and Services is a group of system services that protect your investment in products by helping you
manage your data center more efficiently. Each service provided by Common Components and Services offers individual
benefits. The following components are used with this product:

• CAICCI lets Datacom/DB products work together across platforms.
• CAIENF, CAIRIM, and LMP assist you in getting your products running and keeping them running.
• CAISSF enables your products to offer standardized security interfaces.

CAICCI

CAICCI, CAI Common Communications Interface, enables Broadcom products to communicate with one another. This
facility provides a layer that isolates application software from the specifics of the communications environment. Some of
the features include:

• Single point of control
• Multiple platform support
• Performance optimization
• Peer-to-peer (program-to-program) communication
• Parallel conversations
• Dynamic installation configuration
• Ease of customization
• Error handling

CAIENF

The CAI Event Notification Facility (CAIENF) is an operating system interface service that offers a simple and flexible
approach for Broadcom products to obtain data from z/OS. By centralizing operating system interfaces within CAIENF,
many features that were formerly available within a single product can be shared across the entire product line. CAIENF
features include the following:
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• Dynamic installation and reconfiguration
• True recovery from system or individual power outages
• High performance asynchronous processing
• Single interface between Broadcom products and operating system data
• Built-in diagnostic aids
• Ease of customization
• Exploitation of relational database technology

CAIRIM

The CAI Resource Initialization Manager (CAIRIM) is the common driver for a collection of dynamic initialization routines
that eliminate the need for user SVCs, SMF exits, subsystems, and other installation requirements commonly encountered
when installing system software. CAIRIM features include the following:

• Obtaining SMF data
• Verification of proper software installation
• Installation of z/OS interfaces
• Automatic startup of Broadcom and other vendor products
• Proper timing and order of initialization

LMP

The License Management Program (LMP) provides a standardized and automated approach to the tracking of licensed
software. It uses common real-time enforcement software to validate user configuration. LMP reports on activities related
to the license, usage, and financials of your Broadcom products. LMP features include the following:

• Common key data set that can be shared among many CPUs
• Check digits detects errors in transcribing key information
• Execution keys you can enter without affecting any Broadcom product already running
• No special maintenance requirements

CAISSF

The CAI Standard Security Facility (CAISSF) allows Broadcom products to offer standardized security interfaces without
regard to the particular needs of underlying access control software. CAISSF offers user authentication and resource
access validation facilities, and can interface with Broadcom security products (ACF2 or Top Secret) or compatible
non-Broadcom security products.

For Broadcom security products, CAISSF features include the following:

• A single security mechanism
• Isolation of Broadcom products from Broadcom or vendor mechanisms

For non-Broadcom security products, CAISSF features include the following:

• Resource class translation
• Access level translation
• Selective logging of requests
• Request type control
• Message support for failed access

LMP Tracks Licensed Software

Datacom Server requires LMP to initialize correctly. LMP provides a standardized and automated approach to the tracking
of licensed software.
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NOTE
The DATACOM startup option specifies the licensed Broadcom products that will execute with this Multi-User
Facility. These features will be verified as licensed for execution by LMP.

Key Certificate

Examine the LMP Key Certificate you received with your product installation package. The certificate contains the
following information:

Product Name
Specifies the trademarked or registered name of the product licensed for the designated site and CPUs.

Supplement
Specifies the reference number (in the format nnnnnn - nnn) of your license for the particular product. This format
differs slightly inside and outside of North America, and in some cases may not be provided at all.

Expiration Date
Specifies the date (month dd, yyyy, as in July 10, 2007) your license for this product expires.

Technical Contact
Specifies the name of the technical contact at your site who is responsible for the installation and maintenance of
the designated product. Broadcom addresses all LMP correspondence to this person.

MIS Director
Specifies the name of the Director of MIS or the person who performs that function at the site. If the title, but not
the name of the person, is indicated on the Certificate, supply the actual name when correcting and verifying the
Certificate.

CPU Location
Specifies the address of the building where the CPU is installed.

Execution Key
Specifies an encrypted code required by LMP for product initialization. During installation, it is referred to as the
LMP Code.

Product Code
Specifies the two-character code that corresponds to this particular product.

CPU ID
Identifies the specific CPU for which installation of your product is valid.

 

How the LMP Execution Key is Defined

The LMP execution key, provided on the Key Certificate, must be added to the CAIRIM parameters to ensure proper
initialization of all Broadcom products. To define a LMP execution key to the CAIRIM parameters, modify member KEYS in
the OPTLIB data set. Parameter structure for member KEYS appears following:

PROD(pp) DATE(ddmmmyy) CPU(tttt-mmmm/ssssss) LMPCODE(kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk)

pp
Specifies the two-character product code. For any given LMP product, this code agrees with the product code
already in use by the CAIRIM initialization parameters for earlier genlevels of the product.

ddmmmyy
Specifies the LMP licensing agreement expiration date.
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tttt-mmmm
Specifies the CPU type and model (for example, 3090-600) on which the LMP product will run. If the CPU type,
model, or both require less than four characters, blank spaces are inserted for the unused characters.

ssssss
Specifies the serial number of the CPU on which the LMP product will run.

kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
Specifies the execution key needed to run the LMP product. The LMP execution key is provided on the Key
Certificate shipped with each LMP product.

In this example of a control card for the LMP execution software parameter, the execution key value is invalid and
provided as an example only.

PROD(YT) DATE(15JAN07) CPU(3090-600 /370623) LMPCODE(52H2K06130Z7RZD6)

NOTE
For a description of the procedure for defining the LMP execution key to the CAIRIM parameters, see the
Common Components and Services Getting Started documentation.

 

Storage Requirements

Datacom Server operates on any processor and with any DASD device supported by your operating system and your
current release of Datacom/DB. The following tables indicate the estimated blocks of DASD space Datacom Server
requires. Each data set, library, or database name is preceded by its high-level qualifier (such as CAI.HLQ or CAI.SHLQ).

Library Allocation

The library allocation for Datacom Server is displayed in the following table:

LIBRARY NAME TRKS
SAMPJCL 11

Headings

The VOLUME column heading on the following tables refers to the VOLSER from the installation worksheet. The TRKS
heading refers to the number of tracks used with DASD type 3390.

SMP/E CSI and Data Sets

The SMP/E CSI and data sets for Datacom Server are displayed in the following table. These are required only if you are
creating a new SMP/E environment.

Data Sets  TRKS
SMPCSI.CSI VS KSDS  
SMPCSI.CSI.DATA  225
SMPCSI.CSI.INDEX  2
SMPLTS  75
SMPMTS  75
SMPPTS  75
SMPSCDS  120
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SMPSTS  75
SMPPTS1  75
SMPLOG  75
SMPLOGA  75

Base Distribution Libraries

The base distribution libraries for Datacom Server are displayed in the following table.

Base Distribution Libraries TRKS
AAYTHFS 245
AAYTMAC 18
AAYTMOD0 58
AAYTXML 20

Target Libraries

The target libraries for Datacom Server are displayed in the following table:

Target Libraries TRKS
CAYTLOAD 49
CAYTLPA 10
CAYTMAC 23
CAYTXML 20

Installation Tape Contents

The contents of the installation tape are displayed in the following table:

File Data Set Name Description
1 CAI.INSTALL Unused
2 CAI.IE21.CLIST Unused
3 CAI.IE21.ISPMLIB Unused
4 CAI.IE21.ISPPLIB Unused
5 CAI.IE21.ISPSLIB Unused
6 CAI.IE21.ISPTLIB Unused
7 CAI.IE21.LOADLIB Unused
8 CAI.IE21.PIMLIB Unused
9 CAI.SAMPJCL Sample JCL PDS
10-31  Unused
32 SMPMCS SMP/E Modification Control Statements
33 CYTB000.F1 Relfile 1
34 CYTB000.F2 Relfile2
35 CYTB010.F1 Relfile for USS components
36 CYTB020.F1 Relfile for CAECIS
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Requirements for IPC
Before installing IPC, review the hardware, software, DASD, and Common Components and Services requirements. Find
information about SMP/E versions, disk space, libraries, and datasets.

Hardware Requirements

IPC requires an IBM mainframe that fully supports the z/OS operating system.

Software Requirements

IBM SMP/E Version 3 Release 4 or later is required.

CICS is not required. However, if you are running CICS, IPC supports the releases of CICS Transaction Server that IBM
supports.

DASD Requirements

Disk space requirements depend on your mix of components. The following table indicates the estimated blocks of DASD
space required. The column heading VOLUME refers to the VOLSER given in the Installation Worksheet. The column
heading TRKS refers to the estimated number of tracks used with 3390 type DASD.

SMP/E CSI and Data Sets

Name TRKS

SMPCSI.CSI

SMPCSI.CSI.DATA 225

SMPCSI.CSI.INDEX 2

SMPLTS 75

SMPSCDS 120

SMPMTS 75

SMPPTS 75

SMPSTS 75

SMPLOG 75

SMPLOGA 75

SAMPJCL 5

SMPPTS 75

Total 877

Target Libraries

Name TRKS

CAVQLOAD 123

CAVQMAC 26

CAVQSRC 20

CAVQXML 20

CAVQLPA 10
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CAVQDATV 58

CAVQSAMP 44

Total 301

Custom User Libraries

Name VOLUME TRKS

CUSPROC DASD02 30

CUSLIB DASD02 100

CUSMAC DASD02 30

INSTJCL DASD02 100

Total 260

Distribution Libraries

Name TRKS

AAVQMOD0 92

AAVQMAC 26

AAVQSRC 20

AAVQDATV 58

AAVQSAMP 44

AAVQXML 20

Total 260

Online Data Sets

Name VOLUME TRKS

ADRLIB DASD04 63

ADRPNL DASD04 163

ADROUT DASD04 85

ADRTRC DASD04 48

Total 359

Common Components and Services Requirements

The following Common Components and Services are used with your product:

• CAIRIM
• CAICCI

NOTE
If other Broadcom products are installed at your site, some of these services are already installed.

Reading Requirements
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Before you start this installation, read the cover letter and any Product Information Packets (PIPs) delivered with the
installation media. For more information about the steps, the required procedures for installing, customizing, and
demonstrating IPC in the z/OS environment, see Configuring IPC.

Requirements for Ideal for Datacom
Before installing Ideal for Datacom, review the hardware, software, DASD, and Common Components and Services
requirements. Find information about Multi-User Facility (MUF) environments, SMP/E installation, SAMPJCL, data sets,
and libraries.

Hardware Requirements

Ideal for Datacom requires an IBM or compatible mainframe computer.

If you are installing from tape, a tape drive capable of reading a 3480 cartridge is required.

Software Requirements

See the following software requirements for a z/OS environment:

• IBM z/OS operating system with UNIX System Services (USS) is required.
• IBM SMP/E at the releases that IBM supports is required.
• IBM CICS Transaction Server at the releases that IBM supports is required.
• Common Components and Services is required. Common Components and Services must be installed before Ideal for

Datacom is installed.
• IPC Version 15.0 is required. IPC must be installed before Ideal for Datacom is installed.
• Datacom/DB Version 15.0 or higher is required for Ideal for Datacom. The Datacom/DB Multi-User Facility must be

active.
– This requires the successful completion of the Datacom 14.0 to 15.0/15,1 Core Products upgrade, specifically

including the Datadictionary upgrade portion that adds the new DOCUMENT entity-type.
• For Ideal for Datacom for DB2 sites that use Datacom/AD for the dictionary, Datacom/AD must be at Version 15.0. For

more information, see the article about Ideal Option for DB2 and Datacom/AD 14.0 to Datacom/AD 15.0 Upgrade.
• Datacom CICS Services is required. Ideal for Db2 users have this already installed as part of their Datacom/AD

system.
• Ideal for Db2 requires IBM DB2 at a release that IBM currently supports.

DASD Requirements

SMP/E CSI and Data Sets

The following tracks are needed for both new and upgrade installations:

Name 3390 TRKS

SMPCSI.CSI

SMPCSI.CSI.DATA 225

SMPCSI.CSI.INDEX 2

SMPLTS 75

SMPSCDS 120

SMPMTS 75

SMPPTS 75
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SMPSTS 75

SMPLOG 75

SMPLOGA 75

SAMPJCL 11

SMPPTS1 75

Total 883

Target Libraries

The following tracks are needed for both new and upgrade installations.

Name 3390 Tracks

CAILLOAD 236

CAILMAC 51

CAILLPA 10

CAILSAMP 117

CAILXML 20

CAILDATV 190

Total 624

Custom Libraries

The following tracks are needed for both new and upgrade installations.

Name Volume 3390 Tracks

CUSPROC DASD02 30

CUSLIB DASD02 30

CUSMAC DASD02 30

Total 90

Distribution Libraries

The following tracks are needed for both new and upgrade installations.

Name 3390 Tracks

AAILMAC 51

AAILMOD0 203

AAILXML 20

AAILSAMP 117

AAILDATV 190

Total 581

VLS Data Sets

The following tracks are needed for both new and upgrade installations.
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NOTE
If you are upgrading, you may already have these tracks.

Name Volume 3390 Tracks

IDDAT DASD04 26

IDDVW DASD04 50

ID$IDSRC DASD04 58

ID$IDPNL DASD04 25

ID$IDOBJ DASD04 67

Total 226

DB2 Only Data Sets

The following tracks are needed for both new and upgrade installations.

Name Volume 3390 Tracks

ILDB2.DBRM DASD03 3

Total 3

Introduction to Common Components and Services

To help you understand all that the Common Components and Services offer, this section briefly describes each service
that Ideal for Datacom uses.

Common Components and Services is a group of system services that protect your investment in products by helping you
manage your data center more efficiently. Each of the Common Components and Services offers individual benefits. The
following Common Components and Services components are used with and benefit the Ideal for Datacom product:

• LMP and CAIRIM assists you in getting your Broadcom products running and in keeping them running.
• CAISSF enables your Broadcom products to offer standardized security interfaces.

The remaining pages of this chapter describe these services in more detail.

LMP

The License Management Program (LMP) provides a standardized and automated approach to the tracking of licensed
software. LMP uses common real-time enforcement software to validate the user configuration. LMP reports on activities
that are related to the license, usage, and financials of your Broadcom products. The routines which accomplish this are
integrated into the Broadcom z/OS dynamic service code, S910 (CAIRIM). LMP features include:

• Common key data set which can be shared among many CPUs
• “Check digits” used to detect errors in transcribing key information
• Execution keys that you can enter without affecting any Broadcom products already running
• No special maintenance requirements

CAIRIM

CAI Resource Initialization Manager (CAIRIM) is the common driver for a collection of dynamic initialization routines that
eliminate the need for user SVCs, SMF exits, subsystems, and other installation requirements sites commonly encounter
when installing systems software. These routines are grouped under the Broadcom dynamic service code, S910. CAIRIM
features include:
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• Obtaining SMF data
• Verifying proper software installation
• Installing z/OS interfaces
• Automatically starting up Broadcom and other vendor products
• Ensuring proper timing and order of initialization

CAISSF

The CAI Standard Security Facility (CAISSF) allows Broadcom products to offer standardized security interfaces without
regard to the particular needs of underlying access control software. CAISSF offers user authentication and resource
access validation facilities. CAISSF can interface with Broadcom external security products or compatible security
products that are not from Broadcom. CAISSF is a subservice that Broadcom service code, S910 (CAIRIM), contains.

For Broadcom security products, CAISSF features include:

• A single security mechanism
• Isolation of Broadcom products from Broadcom or vendor mechanisms

For security products that are not from Broadcom, CAISSF features include:

• Resource class translation
• Access level translation
• Selective logging of requests
• Request type control
• Message support for failed access

Using LMP

Ideal requires LMP to initialize correctly. LMP also provides a standardized and automated approach to the tracking of
licensed software.

Examine the LMP Key Certificate that you received with your product installation package. The Key Certificate contains
the following information.

Defining KEYS

Proper initialization of any Broadcom product requires the addition of the LMP execution key that the Key Certificate to
the CAIRIM parameters provides. To define a LMP execution key to the CAIRIM parameters, modify member KEYS in the
OPTLIB data set. This is the parameter structure of member KEYS:

PROD(pp) DATE(ddmmmyy) CPU(tttt-mmmm/ssssss) LMPCODE(kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk)

pp
Specifies the two-character product code. For any given LMP product, this code agrees with the product code
already in use by the CAIRIM initialization parameters for earlier genlevels of the product.

ddmmmyy
Specifies the LMP licensing agreement expiration date.

tttt-mmmm
Specifies the CPU type and model (for example, 3090&@@endash.600) on which the LMP product runs. If the
CPU type, model, or both require fewer than four characters, blank spaces are inserted for the unused characters.

ssssss
Specifies the serial number of the CPU on which the LMP product runs.

kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
Specifies the execution key that is needed to run the LMP product. This LMP execution key is provided on the
Key Certificate that shipped with each LMP product.
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Example

In this example, the LMP execution key value is invalid and provided as an example only.

PROD(IL) DATE(15JAN06) CPU(3090-600 /370623) LMPCODE(52H2K06130Z7RZD6)

For more information about the procedure for defining the LMP execution key to the CAIRIM parameters, see the
Common Components and Services Installation and Maintenance documentation.

Common Components and Services Requirements

The following Common Components and Services are used with your product:

• CAIRIM
• CAICCI
• LMP

NOTE
If other Broadcom products are installed at your site, some of these services are already installed.

LMP Key Requirements

The License Management Program (LMP) tracks licensed software in a standardized and automated way. LMP uses
common real-time enforcement software to validate the user configuration. LMP reports on activities that are related to the
license, usage, and financials of Broadcom products.

Your product is licensed with an LMP key. You acquire the LMP key with one of the following methods:

• From your product media
• With Pax ESD
• From Broadcom Support

NOTE
For more information about LMP keys, see the Common Components and Services documentation.

Security Requirements

To complete the tasks that are described in this documentation, you need sufficient security privileges.

For example:

For the DB2 option, you need BINDADD authority to create the installation and development plans. If you have a new
installation, not an upgrade, then you also need DBCREATE authority to create the dictionary extension tables.

USS Space Requirements
Ensure that you have sufficient free space in the USS file system that you are using for Pax ESD to hold the directory that
the pax command and its contents create. You need approximately 3.5 times the pax file size in free space.

If you do not have sufficient free space, you receive error message EDC5133I.

Common Components and Services Requirements
Common Components and Services is a group of system services that protect your software investment by helping to
manage your data center more efficiently.

Each of the Common Components and Services offers individual benefits. The following Common Components and
Services components are used with and benefit the Datacom products.
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LMP Key Requirements

The License Management Program (LMP) tracks licensed software in a standardized and automated way. LMP uses
common real-time enforcement software to validate the user configuration. LMP reports on activities that are related to the
license, usage, and financials of Broadcom products.

Your product is licensed with an LMP key. You acquire the LMP key with one of the following methods:

• From your product media
• With Pax ESD
• From Broadcom Support

NOTE
For more information about LMP keys, see the Common Components and Services documentation.

LMP

LMP provides a standardized and automated approach to the tracking of licensed software. LMP uses common real-time
enforcement software to validate the user configuration. LMP reports on activities that are related to the license, usage,
and financials of your Broadcom products. LMP features include:

• Common key data set which can be shared among many CPUs
• "check digits" used to detect errors in transcribing key information
• Execution keys that you can enter without affecting any Broadcom product already running
• No special maintenance requirements

Defining KEYS

The LMP execution key that the Key Certificate provides must be added to the CAIRIM parameters to ensure proper
initialization of all Broadcom products.

To define a LMP execution key to the CAIRIM parameters, modify member KEYS in the OPTLIB data set. The following
code is the parameter structure for member KEYS:

 PROD(pp) DATE(ddmmmyy) CPU(tttt-mmmm/ssssss) LMPCODE(kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk)

 

Parameter Description

pp (Required) The two-character product code. For any given LMP
product, this code agrees with the product code already in use by
the CAIRIM initialization parameters for earlier genlevels of the
product.

ddmmmyy (Required) The LMP licensing agreement expiration date.

tttt-mmmm (Required) The CPU type and model (for example, 3090 - 600)
on which the LMP product runs. If the CPU type, model, or both
require less than four characters, blank spaces substitute for any
unused characters.

ssssss (Required) The serial number of the CPU on which the LMP
product runs.

kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk (Required) The execution key that is required to run the LMP
product. This LMP execution key is provided on the Key Certificate
that ships with each LMP product.

Example
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In the following example, the LMP execution key value is invalid and is provided here as an example only.

 PROD(BD) DATE(15APR2013) CPU(3090-600 /370623) LMPCODE(52H206130Z7RZD6)

 

NOTE
For a full description of the procedure for defining the LMP execution key, see the Common Components and
Services documentation.

Install Products Using z/OSMF
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing, maintaining, and configuring mainframe
products on your systems. z/OSMF lets you perform these tasks for Broadcom mainframe products and mainframe
products from other vendors. z/OSMF lets you manage software on your z/OS systems through a browser at any time,
from any location. By streamlining some traditional tasks and automating others, z/OSMF can simplify some areas of
system management and also reduce the level of expertise that is required for managing system activities. Experienced
users can view, define, and update policies that affect system behavior, monitor system performance, and manage z/OS
software.

As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in a common
way according to industry best practices. After configuration is complete, you can execute the product and easily provision
new software instances for use on other systems throughout your environment.

Use the following topics to guide you through the installation process using z/OSMF:

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Provides information about z/OSMF general configuration and security requirements.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Provides the steps to acquire the product software from Broadcom Support and register the portable software
instance in z/OSMF.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Provides the steps to install (deploy) the portable software instance to an LPAR using z/OSMF Deployments. This
step creates the SMP/E environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps to prepare the software
instance for SMP/E operations. This step also:

• Customizes the data set names that are defined to SMP/E.
• Mounts required USS files if necessary.
• Performs workflow execution to customize the deployed runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS

system.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Provides the steps to import the Broadcom product information file so that z/OSMF has access to the latest
product release information. For a list of products using z/OSMF, see Mainframe Products using z/OSMF in the
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

TIP
See our installation best practices article for a list of comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM.

When these tasks are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance. You can also configure software
instances using z/OSMF workflows.
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Address z/OSMF Requirements
Before installing Broadcom mainframe products using z/OSMF, address installation and security requirements. Systems
programmers and security administrators can complete the tasks in parallel.

Task Role

Apply required maintenance for Common Components and Services for z/OS (CCS)
Version 15.0 (SO12499)
The CCS PTF installs load module stubs for select IBM products into your installed CCS
library hlq.CAW0CALL. If you are prompted during installation for the data set name of a
load library for an IBM product that is not installed, specify your installed hlq.CAW0CALL
data set name.

Systems programmer

Configure z/OSMF
The IBM z/OS Management Facility Configuration Guide is your primary source of
information about how to configure z/OSMF. You can open the IBM documentation in a
separate browser tab for reference while you install products using z/OSMF Deployments.
To prevent configuration errors and to enable z/OSMF Software Update for maintenance,
apply all z/OSMF related maintenance before you begin the installation process.

Systems programmer, security
administrator, domain administrator

Configure z/OSMF security for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable to
authorize users and resources. To prevent SSL handshake failures when importing
product information to z/OSMF, make sure that you have added the Digicert Intermediate
CA certificate to the z/OSMF keyring. For information, see the DATACOM™ TOOLS 15.1
document "Import Product Information into z/OSMF."

Security administrator

Confirm that the installer has read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS.
Write access is also required to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are
used for the installation process. To deploy a product that has USS components, the
installer's user ID must have access to the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV
class, access to the BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or
UID(0). For UNIXPRIV, read access is required to SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN,
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

Security administrator

Address the following USS requirements:
• Create a USS directory to receive the z/OSMF pax file and to perform the unpack

steps.
• Confirm that you have write authority to the USS directories that are used for the z/

OSMF pax installation process.
• Confirm that you have available USS file space.
To download and unpack the pax file, you need free space that is approximately 3.5
times the pax file size in the file system that contains the pax directories. For example, to
download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in
the file system hosting your pax directory. If you do not have sufficient free space, error
messages like EZA1490I Error writing to data set or EZA2606W File I/O error 133 can
occur.

Systems programmer, security
administrator

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to receive and download maintenance on
a regular cadence or build custom maintenance packages (order PTFs, APARs, critical,
recommended, all, or just HOLDDATA). This step is our recommended best practice when
installing maintenance and is required to use z/OSMF Software Update. For configuration
details, see the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation under
Mainframe Software/Traditional Management.

Systems programmer, security
administrator

The following libraries are required when executing the workflow in the z/OSMF deployment for Datacom/IPC:

• IPC Ver 15.1 CAVQLOAD library
• CICS - SDFHLOAD library
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The following libraries are required when executing the workflow in the z/OSMF deployment for Ideal for Datacom:

• MVSSYS.WASMQ.VerNo.SCSQDEFS (MQ routines)
• CICS - SDFHLOAD library

After these requirements have been addressed, review the DATACOM™ TOOLS 15.1 document "Acquire a z/OSMF
Portable Software Instance" or Configure a Software Instance Using z/OSMF Workflows.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Learn how to acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance (PSWI) for your product from Broadcom
Support and then add the portable software instance to z/OSMF. The product SMP/E environments are pre-built at
Broadcom, backed up, and made available for download as a PSWI.

The PSWI includes the SMP/E CSI data sets, all associated SMP/E-managed target and distribution libraries, non-SMP/E-
managed data sets, and metadata that is required to describe the PSWI.

The following diagram illustrates the acquisition process:

1. Review the installation best practices and address all requirements.
2. Complete one of the following tasks to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance:

– Download the PSWI to the z/OSMF host from the Broadcom download server.
Before you use this option, complete the one-time security configuration tasks to use the RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK (RFN) process through GIMGTPKG and SMP/E. See Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery.

– Download the PSWI to your laptop and FTP it to a USS directory on the mainframe or download it to z/OS.
3. Register the portable software instance in z/OSMF.

Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery

Perform the following one-time security configuration steps to instruct the SMP/E RECEIVE command and the
GIMGTPKG service routine to download the PSWI using HTTPS. GIMGTPKG performs the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK TRANSFERONLY command functions. SMP/E supports secure and encrypted download operations
using HTTPS (HTTP over SSL, Secure Sockets Layer). The default z/OS Java truststore manages the certificates.

NOTE
If your site has already configured the server certificate to acquire solutions and process maintenance requests
through https://downloads.broadcom.com, skip this task. Go to order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

1. Download the certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/certs/digi-inter-new/digicert_intermediate_2031.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
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2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the
following commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the External Security Manager (ESM) database:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH yourcertname DSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) -

  LABEL(yourlabelname) USAGE(CERTAUTH) TRUST

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname)-

DCDSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) TRUST

– For IBM RACF, specify:
RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) + 

WITHLABEL(‘yourlabelname’) TRUST

The ESM database now includes the certificate.
4. Grant UPDATE access to the IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) to the user ID submitting the FTP JCL:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD( DIGICERT.LISTRING UID(userid) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW)

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS PER(userid) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(UPDATE)

– For IBM RACF, specify:
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userid) ACCESS(UPDATE)

The user that submits the FTP JCL can use a virtual CERTAUTH keyring to authenticate the FTP server. The
certificate does not need to be added to the keyring of the FTP user.

The one-time security configuration is complete. You are now ready to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance

You can order the z/OSMF portable software instance from the Broadcom Support and download the PSWI using GIMZIP
to z/OSMF or download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host as a single pax file. You can download directly to the mainframe
or you can download to your workstation and then transfer the pax file to the mainframe. A file transfer utility, such as FTP,
is required to transfer data to the mainframe.

Use the following procedure to create a service order from the Broadcom Support site for a product-specific PSWI:

1. Go to Broadcom Support and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My Downloads.
2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.

The My Downloads page appears.
3. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.

The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.
4. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.

A list by release, service pack, and language appears.
5. Use the hypertext link to select a release.

The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the product-specific software packages that you can select
to download.
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If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows more software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

6. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. View the file information for the product that you want by selecting the right arrow key (>) or by selecting Expand

All.
b. Select the checkbox under Download for the PSWI (productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z) and other files that you

want to include in the product download.
c. Select one of the following download methods:

• If your product is RFN-enabled, a GIMZIP download option is available. Select GIMZIP to acquire the product
package from the Broadcom download server directly to your z/OSMF host system using z/OSMF Software
Management. Go to Step 7.

• Select HTTPS Download or Secure FTP Download to download the files from the Broadcom download server.
Secure FTP Download is the preferred method. Go to Step 8.
To select a download method from the Download Manager, select Download Selected. This option lets you
download multiple files at one time.

For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see Download Methods
and Locations.

7. If you selected GIMZIP, the GIMZIP text changes to Order is Placed. An email is sent to the order creator.
Complete the following steps to generate the required SERVER XML to download the PSWI from the FTP download
server to your mainframe using the GIMGTPKG service routine. GIMGTPKG transports the GIMZIP packages from a
remote FTP server to a local host.
a. Use the link in the email to access the order details (site ID, order number, and product release) on the Download

History page in the Download Manager on Broadcom Support.
b. Select GIMZIP to access the service order details (SERVER XML) in a text file. For example:

<SERVER 

   host=”ftpserver.broadcom.com”

   user=”joesmith”

   pw=”password”

 > 

 <PACKAGE

    file=”/order/product/GIMPAF.XML”

    hash=”01234567890123456078901234567890”

    id=”BROADCOM”

 > 

 </PACKAGE> 

</SERVER>

The SERVER XML contains the required information for the download server to receive the network package.
c. Copy the SERVER XML to your clipboard and change the id tag to name the subdirectory in the SMPNTS

directory. Use this copy to register the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From Download Server option.
Go to Register the Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

8. If you selected Secure FTP in Step 6, the Secure FTP Download Instructions pop-up appears.
a. Copy the host URL (downloads.broadcom.com) and paste it into a browser.
b. Log in using one of the following options:

• Broadcom Support Portal username and password
• Secure Access Token

To use this option, select Generate Access Credentials, specify your email address and password, and select
Generate. Before you close the window, copy and save the generated FTP credential details (username and
password) into a text file.
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c. Copy the path for the zip file located in Order Location. This file identifies the order to be downloaded. For
example, /12345678.zip.

d. Use the following sample JCL with an added JOB card to download the z/OSMF pax file using FTP:
 //GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,REGION=0K

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //OUTPUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //INPUT    DD *

 downloads.broadcom.com

 supportportalemail or generatedUsername 

 supportportalpassword or generatedPassword

 Binary

 get orderlocation + ‘yourUSSpaxDirectory’ (rep

 quit

 /*

 //*

e. Execute JCL to unpack the installation file and restore the individual pax files. Sample JCL follows:
//USSBATCH EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDPARM  DD *

//* Be sure that there are no line numbers on the input lines.

sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/;

pax –rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

/*

//*

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

• Add a JOB statement.
• Update the USS directory (yourUSSpaxdirectory) with the path name where you want to copy the pax file.
• Update productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z with the name of the pax file that you want to copy to the mainframe.
• Submit the customized JCL.

USSBATCH can take several minutes to execute. A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code
indicates a problem.
You can also use OMVS to unpax the z/OSMF pax file. For example:
$ cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory

$ pax -rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

After successful execution, the individual pax files are restored and ready for use. You are now ready to register
the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From z/OSMF System option.

Go to Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF

After you acquire and download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host system, log in to z/OSMF to register the product
software and define the PSWI to z/OSMF as shown in the following procedure. When you complete these steps, the PSWI
is registered in z/OSMF and ready for installation (deployment).

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select your user ID in the top or bottom right-hand corner to switch between
the Desktop Interface and Classic Interface.

2. Complete one of the following steps to display the Software Management page:
a. In the Desktop Interface, select Software Management.
b. In the Classic Interface, select Software, Software Management.
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3. Select Portable Software Instances to define your PSWI to z/OSMF.
4. Select Add from the Actions menu and select From Download Server (GIMZIP download) or From z/OSMF System

(HTTPS or Secure FTP download) as applicable.
For detailed steps, see Tutorial 2 - Add a PSWI from IBM.
Use the default CLIENT XML or if needed, specify the CLIENT XML attributes that you use in other SMP/E jobs to
download software products or PTFs from the Broadcom download servers. For example:
<CLIENT  downloadmethod="https"

         downloadkeyring="javatruststore"

         javahome="/usr/lpp/java/J8.0"

         >

</CLIENT>

NOTE
For more information about specifying the CLIENT XML tag, see Content of CLIENT data set in the IBM
documentation.

downloadmethod
Specifies the network protocol for downloading the files from a remote server. HTTPS is the only supported
option. When you specify https, certificates are required to perform the SSL handshake with the HTTPS server to
encrypt the network activity. The location of the certificates is defined using the downloadkeyring attribute.

downloadkeyring
Identifies the location of the certificates that are required to perform SSL operations with the HTTPS server
where the files to be downloaded reside. Specify the name for an external security manager (ESM) keyring or the
keyword javatruststore.
The name of the keyring can specify a real or a virtual keyring.
To indicate that all CA certificates that are defined in the ESM can be used to perform SSL operations, specify
“*AUTH*/*” for the CERTAUTH virtual keyring userid/keyring value.

javahome
Specifies the location of the Java runtime to be used by SMP/E.

The PSWI exists on your z/OS system and is defined to z/OSMF. The product software is ready for installation. Go to
Install Product Software using z/OSMF Deployments.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF Deployments.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing product software in your z/OS environment. After
the portable software instance or software instance is registered in z/OSMF, you can use z/OSMF Deployments to
install the product software and create the product data sets (global, CSI, target libraries, and distribution libraries) for
the new software instance. The deployment jobs create a copy of the source product data sets to create the product
target runtime environment. Creating a copy of the SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean and it
also isolates the product runtime environment for maintenance activities. You can also perform z/OSMF workflows to
customize the SMP/E data sets, mount UNIX System Services (USS) files if necessary, and configure the new software
instance on the target system.

To install Broadcom mainframe products using z/OSMF and make the product software available for use on a system
by users and other programs, define a new deployment. This step defines the SMP/E environment name and the prefix
of the CSI data set in z/OSMF. You also specify data set allocation parameters for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries,
and distribution libraries. To define a new deployment, complete the deployment checklist (specify the USS path, DSN,
VOLSERs), and submit the deployment jobs through the z/OSMF user interface. When the deployment is complete, you
have a source and target copy of the software.

NOTE
For more information about these tasks, see Deploying software in the IBM documentation.
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Subsequent maintenance activities for the product update the SMP/E environment without affecting your active product
runtime environments. You decide when to redeploy the maintenance-updated SMP/E target data sets to each of the
product runtime environments.

Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements in Prepare
for Installation.

NOTE
The installer requires read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS. Write access is also required to the
USS directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product that has USS components, the
installer's user ID must have access to the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For UNIXPRIV, read access is required to
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN, SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

1. Display the Deployments table in z/OSMF (Software Management, Deployments).
2. Define a new deployment by selecting New from the Actions menu.

The deployment checklist displays. You can also modify, view, copy, cancel, or remove existing deployments.
3. Complete the deployment checklist items as described in Defining new deployments in the IBM documentation.

As you complete the deployment checklist, be sure to make the following selections:
a. Specify the properties for this deployment (name, description, and optional category).
b. Select the software to deploy.

For this step, select the Portable Software Instance button and select your package.
c. Select the objective for this deployment to indicate where and how you want to install the selected portable

software instance.
For this step, indicate that you want to create a software instance and specify the global zone CSI and the system
where the target software instance will reside.

d. Check for missing SYSMODs and view missing SYSMOD reports.
For this step, deselect the following report options:
• Requisite SYSMODs and Fix Categories reports
• Regressed SYSMODs and HOLDDATA Delta reports

e. Configure this deployment to define the target software instance.
• For DLIBs, specify Yes to copy the distribution zones and libraries that are associated with the source software.

You can customize the names and the storage class or volumes of the new data sets.
• For Model, indicate The source software to use as a model. z/OSMF uses the data sets, volumes, mount

points, catalogs, and SMP/E zones that are associated with the model to specify default values for the target
software instance.

• For SMP/E Zones, the DLIB and TLIB names do not typically need to be changed.
• For Data sets, change the target data set name prefix to the one that you want to use for your deployment.

Specify a volume or storage class to identify where to create the target data sets.
• For Catalogs, no action is required assuming that your target data set prefix is defined in a user catalog.
• For Volumes and Storage Classes, no action is required. A summary is presented of the target data sets to be

created and how much space is required.
• For Mount Points, review the mount points for the UNIX file system data sets that are included in the target

software instance. When specifying a new target mount point, retain the static path extension in the path name
to prevent failures in the configuration workflow. For example, targetpathname.

NOTE
If your product does not include USS directories, ignore this instruction.

f. Define the job settings to generate JCL to install the software and view the deployment summary. For this step,
update the JOB statement as needed.
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NOTE
If the target system for the deployment is in a JES Multi-Access Spool (MAS) and the mount point is only
accessible from the target system, add a System Affinity (SYSAFF) to the job card to ensure execution
on the system where the zFS resides.

g. Submit the deployment jobs in sequential order, wait for each job to complete, and then select Refresh to register
job completion in z/OSMF.
A return code of zero is expected.
When all deployment jobs have executed successfully, you have unzipped and renamed the product data sets, and
updated the CSI data sets. The product data sets have also been successfully copied and the properties for the
target software instance have been specified.

h. Execute workflows if any exist for the software being deployed. Most products have at least one of the following
workflows:

Post SMP/E Workflow
Updates the CSI with site-specific external data sets, relinks load modules, and optionally mounts USS
directories.

NOTE
If prompted for the data set name of a load library for an IBM product that is not installed, specify your
installed Common Components and Services for z/OS CCS_hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.

The following libraries are required when executing the workflow in the z/OSMF deployment:

For IPC:

• IPC 15.1 CAVQLOAD library
• CICS - SDFHLOAD library

For Ideal:

• MVSSYS.WASMQ.VerNo.SCSQDEFS (MQ routines)
• CICS - SDFHLOAD library

Base installation Workflow
Configures a new software instance for your product software.

Upgrade Workflow
Updates an existing software instance for your product to a new product release.

NOTE
For a list of products with workflows to complete post-install configuration, see Mainframe Products using
z/OSMF for Software Management in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

i. Specify a name and description for the new target software instance.

The deployment process is complete. The new software instance is defined to z/OSMF. You are now ready to Import
Product Information into z/OSMF before you install product maintenance.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Learn how to import a product information file into z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining a current repository of acquired product packages
that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. z/OSMF lets you view a consolidated list of the products and
maintenance packages that are included in each software instance or portable software instance.

You can import product information for the  Broadcom mainframe products that you have installed on z/OS into z/
OSMF. After you retrieve the product information, use z/OSMF Software Management to obtain a list of products that
are contained in your software instances. This information helps you to determine which products are nearing or have
reached end of service (EOS) or end of life (EOL) support. This information is useful when planning future installations
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and upgrades. You can also use this information to identify software instances that will be affected by changes to a
product.

The product information file for Broadcom mainframe products is stored on the following FTP directory:

https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

You can load the contents of the Broadcom product information file into z/OSMF from:

• The Broadcom FTP directory directly
• Your local workstation
• A z/OS data set or UNIX file

After you load the file, retrieve the product information in z/OSMF from the Products view in the Software Management
task.

If you create software instances or portable software instances in z/OSMF, import the product information file again so that
you have current information to display for your installed products.

Broadcom recommends that you repeat the load procedure on a regular schedule or at least monthly to ensure that
you have current Broadcom product information available in z/OSMF. This process ensures that you have access to all
product packages as they become available.

Enable Secure Downloads

To prevent SSL handshake failures when importing product information into z/OSMF, confirm that you added the Digicert
Intermediate certificate authority (CA) certificate to the z/OSMF keyring.

Use the following procedure to enable secure downloads:

NOTE
This procedure assumes that you have configured z/OSMF security for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF to
authorize users and resources.

1. Download the certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/certs/digi-inter-new/digicert_intermediate_2031.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following FTP commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the existing z/OSMF IZUSVR keyring.

For ACF2, specify SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH.yourcertname DSN('your.zos.dataset.name') -

  LABEL(yourlabeldescription)

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.yourDigicertCAcertname) KEYRING(IZUSVR.keyr01)

 RINGNAME(IZUKeyring.IZUDFLT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For Top Secret, specify TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourDigicertCAcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname) - 

DCDSN('your.zos.dataset.name') TRUST

            

TSS ADD(IZUSVR) KEYRING(zosmfringname) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,yourDigicertCAcertname) -

USAGE(CERTAUTH)
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For IBM RACF, specify RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD('your.zos.dataset.name') WITHLABEL('yourlabelname') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(IZUSVR) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('your_digicertCA_label') +

RING(keyringname) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The certificate is now connected. To verify, review the messages for each command.

You can now load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF.

Load the Product Information File into z/OSMF

Use the following procedure to load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF:

1. Select the following link to download the product information file from the Broadcom FTP directory to your workstation
or to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

NOTE
To load the product information file into z/OSMF directly, go to Step 2.

Complete either of the following steps:

• Use your Web Browser or an FTP client to download to your local workstation. Upload the file with binary in the
FTP JCL so that the file is not converted to the EBCDIC character set.

• Use FTP to download the file directly to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe. Sample JCL follows that
you can customize and execute:
//FTPSTEP   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM=’(EXIT=08’

//SYSTCPD   DD DSN=your_TCPIP_data_set_name,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//OUTPUT    DD SYSOUT=*

//INPUT     DD *

ftp.broadcom.com 21

anonymous email_address

cd /pub/MSPSaccount/JSON/

dir

asc

locsite LR=80 REC=FB BLOCKSI=0

locsite PRI=20 SEC=10 CY

get BroadcomProdInfo.txt ‘zos_data_set’ (REPLACE

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

1. Add a JOB statement per your site standards to the beginning of the JCL.
2. Specify the TCP/IP stack (your_TCPIP_data_set_name) for an external network.
3. Specify your valid email address (email_address).
4. Specify the z/OS data set name (zos_data_set) where you want to save the product information file. If the

specified data set does not exist, it is created during the download process.
5. Submit for execution.

A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code indicates a problem.

The product information file is now available to load into z/OSMF.
2. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and go to the Software Management dashboard.
3. Select Products.

The Products table list displays.
4. Select Retrieve End of Service information from the Actions menu or select the Retrieve End of Service

information button if available. The Select Product Information File page displays.
5. Complete one of the following steps:
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– To load the file into z/OSMF directly from the Broadcom FTP directory:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Copy the Broadcom product information file URL, paste it into the URL field, specify a description, and select
OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

– To load the file from your local workstation, select the option to Select a file that resides on your local
workstation, enter your file name, a description, and select Retrieve. The contents of the file are loaded into z/
OSMF.

– To load the file from a z/OS data set or UNIX file that the z/OSMF host can access:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Select Primary z/OSMF system, specify the z/OS data set name in the Data set or UNIX file field, specify a
description, and select OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

Use the Software Management dashboard in z/OSMF to view your product information.

Install Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. With this option,
you acquire a product pax file and the latest product updates from Broadcom Support and then install, maintain,
deploy, and configure the products on your systems. Batch jobs are provided to create the SMP/E environment. A basic
understanding of UNIX System Services (USS) is required.

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

You perform the following tasks to install a product with a pax file:
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When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

UNIX System Services Environment

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into z/OS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a dedicated file system for this process. The amount of space that you need
for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. Complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent downloads.
Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation requires write authority to the USS directories that are used
for the native SMP/E JCL installation process. In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also
need free space approximately 3.5 times the pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For
example, to download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file
system hosting your pax directory.

Allocate and Mount a File System
The product installation process requires a USS directory to receive the pax file and to perform the unpack steps. We
recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product acquisition and create the directory
in this file system.
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You can use the zSeries File System (zFS) or hierarchical file system (HFS) for product downloads.

This procedure describes how to perform the following tasks:

• Allocate a zFS or an HFS.
• Create a mount point in an existing maintenance USS directory of your choice.
• Mount the file system on the newly created mount point.

NOTE
You must have either SUPERUSER authority, or the required SAF profile setting to allow you to issue the
USS mount command for the file system.

• Optionally, permit write access to anyone in the same group as the person who created the directory.

WARNING
USS commands are case-sensitive.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate the file system by customizing one of the following samples to your site requirements:
– On a zFS, use the following sample:

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(your_zFS_data_set_name) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3,3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate your_zFS_data_set_name -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

– On an HFS, use the following sample:

//ALCHFS EXEC PGM=IEFBR14 

//CAPAX  DD   DSN=yourHFS_data_set_name,

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=3390,

//            DSNTYPE=HFS,SPACE=(CYL,(primary,secondary,1))

The file system is allocated.

NOTE
Ensure that the zFS or HFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for
USS file systems. If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings not
allowing for the allocation. On an HFS, try using the ISPF 3.2 Data Set Utility to allocate your HFS data set.
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2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create a /CA/CAPAX directory in an existing
directory, /u/maint. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:

cd /u/maint/

mkdir CA

cd CA

mkdir CAPAX

NOTE
This document refers to this structure as yourUSSpaxdirectory.

The mount point is created.
3. Mount the file system by customizing one of the following samples to your site requirements:

– On a zFS, use the following sample:

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name')

      MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory')

      TYPE(ZFS)  MODE(RDWR)

      PARM(AGGRGROW)

– On an HFS, use the following sample:

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_HFS_data_set_name') 

      MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory') 

      TYPE(HFS)  MODE(RDWR)

The file system is mounted.
4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can use the chmod command to let other users access the

Pax ESD directory and its files. For example, to allow write access to the Pax ESD directory for other users in your
USS group, from the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following command:

chmod -R 775 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted.

NOTE
For more information about the chmod command, see the IBM z/OS UNIX System Services User Guide
(SA22-7802).

Acquire the Product Pax Files
To begin the Broadcom product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.

WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax ESD process requires write authority to the
UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for the Pax ESD process. Also, you must have available
USS file space before you start these procedures.

Use one of the following methods:

• Download the product pax file from https://www.broadcom.com/support to your PC, and then upload it to your USS file
system.
If you download a zip file, you must unzip it before uploading to your USS file system.

• Download the pax files from https://www.broadcom.com/support directly to your USS file system.

This section includes the following information:
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• A sample batch job to download a product pax file from the Broadcom Support Online FTP server directly to a USS
directory on your z/OS system

• Sample commands to upload a pax file from your PC to a USS directory on your z/OS system

WARNING
The FTP procedures vary due to local firewall and other security settings. Consult your local network
administrators to determine the appropriate FTP procedure to use at your site.

Ensure that sufficient free space is available in the USS file system that you are using to hold the product pax file. If you
do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:

 EZA1490I Error writing to data set

 EZA2606W File I/O error 133

 

When the download finishes, the pax file size in your USS directory matches the value in the Size column for the
corresponding pax file on the Broadcom Products Download window.

Download Files to a PC Using Pax ESD

You can download product installation files from https://www.broadcom.com/support to your PC.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to Broadcom Support, and click Download Center.
The Download Center web page appears.

2. Under Download Center, select Products from the first drop-down list, and specify the product, release, and gen level
(if applicable), and click Go.
The Broadcom Product Download window appears.

3. Download an entire Broadcom product software package or individual pax files to your PC. If you download a zip file,
you must unzip it before continuing.

NOTE
For traditional installation downloads, see the Traditional ESD User Guide. For information about download
methods, see the Download Methods and Locations article. Go to https://www.broadcom.com/support, log in,
and click Download Center. Links to these resources appear under the Download Help heading.

Download Using Batch JCL

You download a pax file from https://www.broadcom.com/support by running batch JCL on the mainframe. Use the sample
JCL attached to the PDF file as CAtoMainframe.txt to perform the download.

WARNING
The PDF version of this documentation includes sample JCL jobs that you can copy directly to the mainframe.
To access these jobs, click the paper clip icon at the left of the PDF reader. A window displaying attachments
opens. Double-click a file to view a sample JCL. We recommend that you use the latest version of Adobe
Reader for viewing PDF files.

NOTE
We recommend that you follow the preferred download method as described on https://www.broadcom.com/
support. This JCL procedure is our preferred download method for users who do not use CSM. We also include
the procedure to download to the mainframe through a PC in the next section.

Follow these steps:

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourTCPIP.PROFILE.dataset with the name of the TCP/IP profile data set for your system. Consult your local

network administrators, if necessary.
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The job points to your profile.
3. Replace YourEmailAddress with your email address.

The job points to your email address.
4. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for Pax ESD downloads.

The job points to your USS directory.
5. Locate the product component to download on the Broadcom Support Product Download window.

You have identified the product component to download.
6. Click Download for the applicable file.

NOTE
For multiple downloads, add files to a cart.

The Download Method window opens.
7. Click FTP Request.

The Review Download Requests window displays any files that you have requested to download

NOTE
We send you an email when the file is ready to download or a link appears in this window when the file is
available.

8. Select one of the following methods:
Preferred FTP

Uses Broadcom worldwide content delivery network (CDN). If you cannot download using this method, review
the security restrictions for servers that company employees can download from that are outside your corporate
network.
Host Name: ftp://ftpdownloads.broadcom.com

Alternate FTP
Uses the original download servers that are based on Long Island, New York.
Host Name: ftp://scftpd.broadcom.com for product files and download cart files and ftp://ftp.ca.com for individual
solution files.

Both methods display the host, user name, password, and FTP location, which you then can copy into the sample
JCL.

NOTE
The following links provide details regarding FTP: the FTP Help document link in the Review Download
Requests window and the Learn More link available in the Download Methods window.

9. Submit the job.

WARNING
If your FTP commands are incorrect, it is possible for this job to fail and still return a zero condition code.
Read the messages in the job DDNAME SYSPRINT to verify the FTP succeeded.

After you run the JCL job, the pax file resides in the mainframe USS directory that you supplied.

Example CAtoMainframe.txt, JCL

The following text appears in the attached CAtoMainframe.txt JCL file:

 //GETPAX   JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'FTP GET PAX ESD PACKAGE',

 //          MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

 //*********************************************************************

 //* This sample job can be used to download a pax file directly from  *

 //* CA Support Online to a USS directory on your z/OS system.         *

 //*                                                                   *

 //* When editing the JCL ensure that you do not have sequence numbers *
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 //* turned on.                                                        *

 //*                                                                   *

 //* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

 //* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

 //* 2. The SYSTCPD and SYSFTPD JCL DD statements in this JCL may be   *

 //*    optional at your site. Remove the statements that are not      *

 //*    required. For the required statements, update the data set     *

 //*    names with the correct site-specific data set names.           *

 //* 3. Replace "Host" based on the type of download method.           *

 //* 4. Replace "YourEmailAddress" with your email address.            *

 //* 5. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

 //*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *

 //* 6. Replace "FTP Location" with the complete path                  *

 //*    and name of the pax file obtained from the FTP location        *

 //*    of the product download page.                                  *

 //*********************************************************************

 //GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM='(EXIT TIMEOUT 120',REGION=0M

 //SYSTCPD  DD   DSN=yourTCPIP.PROFILE.dataset,DISP=SHR

 //SYSFTPD  DD   DSN=yourFTP.DATA.dataset,DISP=SHR

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

 //OUTPUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

 //INPUT    DD   *

  Host 

 anonymous YourEmailAddress 

 lcd yourUSSpaxdirectory 

 binary

 get FTP_location 

 quit

 /*

 

Download Files to Mainframe through a PC

You download the product installation files to your PC and transfer them to your USS system.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the product file to your PC using the Pax ESD. If you downloaded a zip file, first unzip the file to use the
product pax files.
The pax file resides on your PC.

NOTE
Do not change the format of the pax.Z.

2. Open a Windows command prompt.
The command prompt appears.

3. Customize and enter the following FTP commands:
 FTP mainframe userid password 

 bin

 lcd C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile 

 cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

 put paxfile.pax.Z

 quit

 exit
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mainframe
Specifies the z/OS system IP address or DNS name.

userid
Specifies your z/OS user ID.

password
Specifies your z/OS password.

C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile
Specifies the location of the pax file on your PC.

NOTE
If you specify a location that has blanks or special characters in the path name, enclose that value in
double quotation marks.

yourUSSpaxdirectory
Specifies the name of the USS directory that you use for Pax ESD downloads.

paxfile.pax.Z
Specifies the name of the pax file to upload.

The pax file is transferred to the mainframe.

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File
Learn about creating a product directory from the pax file when installing products using SMP/E Job Control Language
(JCL). Find steps for creating a directory in the USS directory and for submitting the job. An example JCL file is also
provided.

The pax command performs the following actions:

• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

Set the current working directory to the directory containing the pax file and create a directory in your USS directory by
entering the following command:

pax -rvf pax-filename 

Use the sample JCL that is attached to the PDF file as Unpackage.txt to extract the product pax file into a product
installation directory.

WARNING
The PDF version of this guide includes sample JCL jobs that you can copy directly to the mainframe. To access
these jobs, click the paper clip icon at the left of the PDF reader. A window opens displaying attachments.
Double-click a file to view a sample JCL. Use the latest version of Adobe Reader for viewing PDF files.

Follow these steps:

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for product downloads.

The job points to your specific directory.
3. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file.

The job points to your specific pax file.
4. Submit the job.

The job creates the product directory.
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NOTE
If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, uncomment and use the second form of UNPAXDIR instead.
This sample job uses an X in column 72 to continue the PARM= parameters to a second line.

Example JCL File, Unpackage.txt, to Customize
The following text appears in the attached Unpackage.txt JCL file:

//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX ESD PACKAGE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.             *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Copy Installation Files to z/OS Data Sets
Use this procedure to invoke the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create the SAMPJCL z/OS data set.

The file UNZIPJCL in the product directory contains a sample job to extract the installation package. You edit and submit
the UNZIPJCL job to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

1. Locate and read the product readme file or installation notes, if applicable, which resides in the product-specific
directory that the pax command created. This file contains the product-specific details that you require to complete the
installation procedure.
You have identified the product-specific installation details.

2. Use ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL to edit the UNZIPJCL sample job. You can perform this step in one of the following
ways:

Use ISPF EDIT Specify the full path name of the UNZIPJCL file.
Use TSO ISHELL Navigate to the UNZIPJCL file and use the E line command to edit the file.

The job is edited.
3. Change the SMPDIR DD PATH to the product-specific directory created by the pax command.

Your view is of the product-specific directory.
4. If ICSF is not active, perform the following steps:

a. Change the SMPJHOME DD PATH to your Java runtime directory. This directory varies from system to system.
b. Perform one of the following steps:
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• Change the SMPCPATH DD PATH to your SMP/E Java application classes directory, typically /usr/lpp/smp/
classes/.

• Change HASH=YES to HASH=NO on the GIMUNZIP parameter.
One of the following outcomes occurs: ICSF is active or you are using Java.

5. Change yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for z/OS SAMPJCL data set.  We suggest that you use a unique
HLQ for each expanded pax file to identify uniquely the package.

6. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job completes with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and
IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable. The SAMPJCL data set is created with the HLQ that you specified in the
UNZIP job. You use this data set to perform the product installation.

Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a Pax Installation

The following table shows product-specific high-level qualifier value to use instead of the <hlq> variable in the following
procedure:

Product Name <hlq> value
Datacom CICS Services DCC
Datacom Server AYT
IPC IPC
Ideal™ for Datacom IDL

The following steps describe the process to install products using native SMP/E JCL:

1. Download external HOLDDATA.
2. Allocate product data sets and SMP/E data sets.
3. Create an SMP/E environment.
4. Receive base functions and HOLDDATA.
5. Download and RECEIVE PTFs.
6. Run an SMP/E APPLY CHECK operation.
7. Apply base functions using SELECT GROUPEXTEND.
8. Run an SMP/E ACCEPT CHECK operation.
9. Accept base functions using SELECT GROUPEXTEND.
10. Configure the product according to your site requirements.

NOTE
Steps 1 through 3 of this process are documented in detail in this topic. Steps 4 through 9 are documented
in Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation. If applicable to your product, Step 10 is documented in the
section describing how to complete product configuration.

The members that are used in this procedure prepare the data sets, initialize the zones, and create the DDDEFs for your
product.

Establishing a zSeries File System (zFS) may be required as part of the product installation or required as a feature of the
product.

For information about the members, see the comments in the JCL.

Follow these steps:

1. Customize the macro <hlq>SEDIT with your site-specific information and then copy the macro to your SYSPROC
location. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command. Each time you edit an installation
member, type <hlq>SEDIT on the command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults with your specifications.
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The macro is ready to customize the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL members.

NOTE
Set the DASD HLQ to the same value specified for yourHLQ within the JCL that is used to unzip the pax file.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the <hlq>SEDIT macro each time you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
<hlq>AREAD member, and submit the <hlq>EDALL member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member <hlq>1HOLD in an edit session and execute the <hlq>SEDIT macro from the command
line.
<hlq>1HOLD is customized.

3. Submit <hlq>1HOLD.
This job downloads the error and FIXCAT HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support.

4. Open the SAMPJCL member <hlq>2ALL in an edit session and execute the <hlq>SEDIT macro from the command
line.
<hlq>2ALL is customized.

5. Submit <hlq>2ALL.
This job produces the following results:
– The target and distribution data sets for your product are created.
– Unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone are created.

6. Complete the following steps only if your product requires a USS file system or if you want to install a feature of the
product that requires a USS file system:

IMPORTANT
If the following members do not exist in SAMPJCL, this step does not apply to your product. Go to Step 7.

NOTE
You can customize the supplied HFS JCL to zFS, if your site requires it.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member AY2ALLU in an edit session and execute the <hlq>SEDIT macro from the command
line.
AY2ALLU is customized.

b. Submit AY2ALLU.
This job allocates your HFS or zFS data sets.

c. Open the SAMPJCL member AY3MKD in an edit session and execute the <hlq>SEDIT macro from the command
line.
AY3MKD is customized.

d. Submit AY3MKD.
This job creates all directories and mounts the file system.

7. Open the SAMPJCL member <hlq>3CSI in an edit session and execute the <hlq>SEDIT macro from the command
line.
<hlq>3CSI is customized.

8. Submit <hlq>3CSI.
This job produces the following results:
– The CSI data set is defined.
– The SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets are allocated.
– The global, target, and distribution zones are initialized.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

9. Complete the following steps to add the DDDEFs that are required for the file system to your SMP/E environment:
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IMPORTANT
If the following member does not exist in SAMPJCL, this step does not apply to your product. Go to Run the
Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member AY23CSIU in an edit session and execute the <hlq>SEDIT macro from the command
line.
AY23CSIU is customized.

b. Submit AY23CSIU.
This job customizes the CSI by adding the DDDEFs associated with the directory.

You are now ready run the installation jobs that are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Go to Run
the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

Edit Macro for the Datacom Server Installation Job
The ISREDIT member is an edit macro used to customize the installation jobs for this software. Update this macro with
valid values for all the variables below.

This macro can be executed two ways:

• To update each member individually:
a. Copy the macro to your SYSPROC location.
b. Edit the copied macro and provide valid values for all the following variables.
c. Edit the member you wish to update in EDIT mode.
d. Type the name of this macro on the command line and press ENTER.

• To update all members:
a. Update this macro in the current library to include valid values for all the following variables.
b. Edit the DSREDALL REXX exec and follow the directions there.

Update the following:

JOBCARD1
Enter job card information.

JOBCARD2
Enter job card information.

JOBCARD3
Enter job card information.

JOBCARD4
Enter job card information.

VOLINFO
Edit the SMS VOLINFO statement. If you do not use SMS, comment out the SMS VOLINFO statement and
uncomment the statement using VOL=SER, then edit that statement. This information is used when creating the
product and SMP/E datasets.

CSIVOLINF
Edit the SMS CSIVOLINF statement. If you do not use SMS, comment out the SMS CSIVOLINF statement and
uncomment the statement using VOL=SER, then edit that statement. This information is used when creating the
CSI VSAM dataset.

GLOBALHLQ
Enter SMP/E High level qualifier for your GLOBAL.ZONE.

CAIT0HLQ
Enter SMP/E High level qualifier for your CAIT0 TARGET ZONE.
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PRODHLQ
Enter product data set high level qualifier.

DASDHLQ
Required if installing from DASD. Enter the high level qualifier that was specified when the UNZIPJCL job was
run.

SAMPHLQ
Enter high level qualifier used for the SAMPJCL data set.

TAPEUNIT
Enter the appropriate tape generic device-type or symbolic group name.

DISKUNIT
Enter the disk unit name.

SMPETEMP
Enter the SMP/E Temp File prefix.

ZNCAIT0
Enter Target Zone or default to CAIT0.

ZNCAID0
Enter Distribution Zone or default to CAID0.

MACLIB
MACLIB

CAIIPS
CAILIB from IPC.

CSSLIB
IBM LINKAGE ASSIST LIBRARY

SCEELKED
LANGUAGE ENVIRONMENT SCEELKED

TCPIP
IBM TCP/IP LINK LIBRARY

Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation
The following table shows the product-specific high-level qualifier value to use instead of the <hlq> variable in the
following procedure:

Product Name <hlq>value

Datacom CICS Services DCC
Datacom Server AYT
IPC IPC
Ideal IDL

Submit and run these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed
successfully.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the <hlq>SEDIT macro each time you open a new SAMPJCL
member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the <hlq>AREAD
member, and submit the <hlq>EDALL member.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open the SAMPJCL member <hlq>4RECD in an edit session, and execute the <hlq>SEDIT macro from the command
line.
<hlq>4RECD is customized.

2. Submit <hlq>4RECD to receive SMP/E base functions and error HOLDDATA.
Your product is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. (Datacom CICS Services and IPC only) If an FMID was placed in error, download and receive PTFs from Broadcom
Support.

NOTE
For IPC, there is an optional FMID for the MQ Transport Service component, CAVQF16. Most sites do not
require the MQ Transport Service component. If your site does not have this component, delete CAVQF16
from the following SMP/e jobs:

- IPC4RECD

- IPC5APP

- IPC6ACC

- IPC8APYP

- IPC9ACCP
4. Open the SAMPJCL member <hlq>5APP in an edit session, and execute the <hlq>SEDIT macro from the command

line.
<hlq>5APP is customized.

5. Submit <hlq>5APP to apply SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. If you find unresolved hold errors, we
recommend that you note these errors and verify that resolving PTFs are applied before implementing products in
production. Update the JCL to BYPASS the unresolved hold error IDs. After successful completion, rerun APPLY with
the CHECK option removed.
Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.

6. Open the SAMPJCL member <hlq>6ACC in an edit session, and execute the <hlq>SEDIT macro from the command
line.
<hlq>6ACC is customized.

7. Submit <hlq>6ACC to accept SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun
APPLY with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

Clean Up the USS Directory
This procedure is optional. If you decide to perform this procedure, do so after you complete the installation process and
when you do not need the installation files. When this procedure is done, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom mainframe product, remove files from your USS directory and delete unnecessary z/OS data sets. You can
delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets. These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the

UNZIPJCL job.

NOTE
Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
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Your view is of the applicable USS directory.
2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:

rm paxfile

paxfile Specifies the name of the product pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific-directory

product-specific-
directory

Specifies the product-specific directory that you created previously using the pax command or sample
JCL.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

When you are done with this step, you are ready to install maintenance.

Install Products Using CSM
Review the following high-level process for installing product software using CSM.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire, install, and deploy your mainframe product software on z/OS systems using
CSM. CSM simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS systems. You can use
CSM to manage your product software in a common way according to industry best practices. You can also obtain and
apply corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-based interface lets you install and maintain your products
faster and with less chance of error.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.

If you do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For
installation and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.

WARNING
To install a product using CSM, you must modify the SYSPRINT size. The default allocation of 30 cylinders is
insufficient to complete the installation. Increase the allocation parameters of the SYSPRINT data set to at least
120 cylinders.

Use the following topics to guide you through the product installation process using CSM:

• Acquire Your Products Using CSM
• Install Your Products Using CSM

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.
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Acquire Your Product Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining an up-to-date repository of acquired product
packages that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. CSM provides a product list that lets you display
the list of licensed product installation and maintenance packages and to download these packages. Also, you can update
the product list to add external product packages that you acquired outside of CSM so that they are ready for installation
using CSM.

The following diagram shows the product acquisition process:

1. Configure CSM.
2. Download the product package from Broadcom Support or add an external product package:

– Download from Broadcom Support:
a. Update the product list.
b. Download product packages.

– Add external product package:
a. Add external product installation packages.
b. Add external product maintenance packages.

After you complete this process, the product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Configure CSM

Before you start acquiring product packages, configure a Broadcom Support Online account, a CSM account, and the
required download settings. If you have previously configured these settings, update the product list.

1. Start your Web browser, and enter the CSM access URL, which you can get from your system administrator.
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NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and log in.
The initial page appears. You are prompted to perform configuration.

3. Configure the following settings:
– Proxies that CSM uses to communicate with Broadcom Support Online.

If proxies are not used, the following port numbers are used: HTTPS Port Number 443 and FTP Port Number 21.

WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition
page.

– The USS path to the temporary directory for downloaded software packages
If you do not specify the directory, default settings are used that you can change later.

NOTE
These settings are also available on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Select Next.
You are prompted to define your Broadcom Support account.

4. Select New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on Broadcom Support.

5. Specify the credentials, select OK, and then Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings. These settings are available on the User Settings page.

6. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then select Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task.

7. Select the Settings tab, and review other settings, as needed.
You have configured CSM to acquire products.

Update the Product List

The product list displays a list of downloadable licensed product packages. To see the current list of available product
packages for download, update the Available Products tree.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. (Optional) Update the product list only with packages that belong to specific site IDs.

a. Select the Edit button in the Filter section and associate one or more site IDs to a filter in the Edit Filter window.
b. Select the filter in the Filter section.
c. Right-click the Products link at the top of the product tree and select Update Product List.

4. Select the Update Product List link in the Actions section on the left side.
Updating of the product list with all products for all site IDs starts.

NOTE
If you updated the product list only for a selected filter, skip this step.

5. Confirm the update.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details. Select Close to close the
task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The product list is updated.
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Download Product Packages

You can download product installation and maintenance packages from the updated product catalog so they are ready for
installation.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product name on the Available Products tree.

The product releases are listed in the Releases table on the right.
4. Download product packages by selecting one of the following options:

– To download product packages for all product releases, right-click the product name in the list, and select Update
Product.

– To download packages only for specific releases, select one or more releases in the Releases table on the right
and select the Update Product Releases link.

5. View the downloaded packages using either of the following options:
– To display the downloaded maintenance packages, select the product release icon

in the product list.
– To display the downloaded base installation package, select the product gen level icon

below the product release in the product list.

The product packages are downloaded and ready for installation.

Add External Product Installation Packages

Sometimes you have product installation packages that you downloaded outside of CSM. For example, you do not
have an HTTP or an FTP access in your mainframe environment, or the required packages are not available from the
Broadcom Support website. You can use CSM to install these external packages according to your organization policy. If
you are using this installation option, first add the external packages to the CSM software catalog.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the Add Product link in the Actions section.
4. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and select OK.

The product is added to the product list.
5. Select the gen level of the product that you want to download on the product tree.

The Base Install Packages section appears on the right.
6. Select the Add External Package button.
7. Specify one of the following package types and package details, and select OK.
UNIX File

Adds an installation package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a product package that is not published on Broadcom Support. For example, a beta version of a product.
Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, package name, and the user name and password to access the FTP
location.

8. Refresh the page to see the added product package.
The product installation package is now listed in the product list and is available for installation with CSM.
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Add External Product Maintenance Packages

Sometimes you have maintenance packages, for example, unpublished maintenance or a program temporary fix (PTF),
that you downloaded outside of CSM. You can use CSM to install these external maintenance packages per your
organization policy. For this installation option, first add the packages to the CSM software catalog.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom products have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises
several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all the
nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is
marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product release for which the maintenance applies.

The maintenance packages for the release are listed.
4. Select the Add External Maintenance button.

You are prompted to specify the package.
5. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with a logical record length of 80 and with a record
format of fixed blocks.

UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it. Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, maintenance package name, and the user name
and password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution from Broadcom Support.

6. Refresh the page to see the added maintenance package.
The product maintenance package is now listed in the product catalog and is available for installation with CSM.

You completed the acquisition process. The product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Install Your Product Using CSM
This topic describes how to install your Broadcom mainframe products using CSM.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products in your z/OS environment using CSM. This step
of the installation process creates or updates the SMP/E environment (global, target, and distribution zones).

The following diagram shows the major steps to install your product using CSM.
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1. (Optional) Configure base installation settings.
2. (Optional) Configure a working set of SMP/E environments.
3. Initiate product installation and review product information.
4. Select an installation type.
5. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
6. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

– Create an SMP/E environment:
a. Set up the global zone.
b. Create a target zone.
c. Create a distribution zone.

– Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:
a. Update the global zone.
b. Set up the target zone: Either create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
c. Set up the distribution zone: Either create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation.
Doing so means that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.
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7. Review the installation summary and start the installation.

Configure Base Installation Settings

You can configure base installation settings on the System Settings, Software Installation page.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the SIS Base Install - File System section, select the file system type that is used when installing a product that
allocates file systems. If you select Product Specific File System, the file system that is used for installing a product
is defined according to the product metadata. Otherwise, the product metadata is overwritten.

3. In the Execute Checks During Base Installation section, configure the following settings by selecting or clearing
corresponding checkboxes:

Execute Apply Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Apply step are satisfied before the Apply step executes. If the Apply Check
step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Apply Check
Suspends the base installation process after Apply Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable the
Execute Apply Check During Base Installation checkbox.

Execute Accept Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Accept step are satisfied before the Accept step executes. If the Accept
Check step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Accept Check
Suspends the base installation process after Accept Check is completed and generates pending installation
actions for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable
the Execute Accept Check During Base Installation checkbox.

4. Select Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on
the Tasks tab.

The base installation settings are configured.

NOTE
If you configure the base installation settings to execute checks during base installation, CSM creates a pending
installation for the SMP/E environment. For more information about the pending installation, see the CSM online
help.

Configure a Working Set of SMP/E Environments

If you plan to install a product in an existing SMP/E environment, add this SMP/E environment to your working set. A
working set is a selected group of SMP/E environments with which you want to work. Although you can have only one
working set, you can have as many SMP/E environments in it as you need.

CSM does not have a default working set.

If you do not have the SMP/E environment in your working set, you can only create a new SMP/E environment during
product installation. In this case, exit the installation wizard, configure your working set and then restart the wizard.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environments that you want to include in a working set.
An information text area under the list of SMP/E environments displays the number of environments you selected.
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2. Select Use as Working Set.
3. Select OK.

The working set is configured.
The new working set replaces a previously defined working set.

You can display only those SMP/E environments that are in your working set by selecting Show Working Set Only.

Initiate Product Installation

You can install a downloaded product from the Products tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the
installation. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other utilities that are required to install
the product.

1. Select the Products tab.
2. Perform one of the following steps:

– If the package was acquired using CSM:
From the product list on the left side, select the required product gen level (the innermost level in the product list
under the release level of a product; for example, SP0 or 0110). Locate the product package that you want to install,
select Actions to the right of the package, and select Install.

– If the package was acquired outside of CSM:
In the Actions section in the left pane, select the Install External Package link. Enter the location of the package.
Select OK.

The Introduction step of the wizard appears where you can Review Product Information.

Review Product Information

Review the information about the product that you are installing.

1. On the Introduction step, review the information about the installation.
If the product license agreement appears, review it. If you agree, accept it. If you do not accept the license agreement,
you cannot proceed with the installation.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to select the type of installation.
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

Select an Installation Type

When you install a product, you select an installation type. There can be one or more installation types, according to the
product.

When you select the custom installation type, you are prompted to select the features that you want to install. If your
selected features require installation of other features, the installation wizard includes the required features to the
installation process. If your selected features are mutually exclusive, the installation wizard excludes any features
conflicting with the features you selected last from the installation process. For example, you select feature 1 and select
feature 2 that is mutually exclusive with feature 1. The wizard automatically excludes feature 1.

1. On the Features step, select the type of installation, and select Next.
2. (Optional) If you select the custom installation type, select the features to install, and select Next.

A summary of the features to install appears, with prerequisites.
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Review Installation Prerequisites

Some products require an installation of other products first.

Review the summary of installation prerequisites to verify that all prerequisites are satisfied on the Prerequisites step.

• If no prerequisites exist, select Next.
You are prompted to select an SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If all prerequisites exist and are satisfied, you are prompted to locate the installed prerequisites.
Install the product to the same SMP/E environment and the target zone where the product prerequisites are installed.
a. From the SMP/E environment drop-down list, select an SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites. This

drop-down list represents all CSM-managed SMP/E environments where the prerequisites are installed.
A list of target zones for the selected SMP/E environment where the prerequisites are installed is populated.

b. From the target zone drop-down list, select a target zone within the selected SMP/E environment where the
prerequisites are installed.

c. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If prerequisites are not satisfied, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Install the prerequisites or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM where the

prerequisites are installed. Restart the installation.
– Open CSM in another browser window and install the prerequisites, or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM

where the prerequisites are installed. When done, select Refresh on the Prerequisites step of the wizard. Then,
select the SMP/E environment and a target zone where the prerequisites are installed. Select Next to continue the
product installation.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

Select an SMP/E Environment

You select the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product in. You can create an SMP/E environment, or
you can select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set. You can configure your working set from the SMP/E
Environments tab.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears. You are
prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification message disappears
and the SMP/E environment becomes available or can select Cancel to select another SMP/E environment.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 1, take one of the following steps:
– Select Create a New SMP/E Environment to create an SMP/E environment.
– Select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set.

• If no existing SMP/E environment appears, exit the wizard, configure your working set, and restart the wizard.
• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites that

you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot select another SMP/E
environment. You cannot create a SMP/E environment.

NOTE
When you install a product in an existing SMP/E environment where HOLDDATA is received, the
product installation may fail.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to complete one of the following tasks:
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• Create an SMP/E environment
• Review parameters of an existing SMP/E environment.

Create an SMP/E Environment

You can create an SMP/E environment while you are installing a product. During the process, you are asked to specify the
following information:

• The SMP/E environment name and the prefix of the CSI data set in CSM
• Data set allocation parameters

You can specify data set allocation parameters collectively for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries, and distribution
libraries that are allocated during product installation. You allocate data sets using one of the following methods:

• Allocate data sets using SMS parameters.
• Allocate cataloged data sets using UNIT and optionally VOLSER.
• Allocate uncataloged data sets using UNIT and VOLSER.

If you allocate uncataloged data sets, specify a VOLSER. Based on the value that you enter, CSM performs the following
validations to ensure integrity of the installation:

• The value of VOLSER must specify a mounted volume.
• You must have ALTER permissions for the data sets with the entered high-level qualifier (HLQ) on the volume that

VOLSER defines.
• To test allocation, CSM temporarily allocates one of the uncataloged data sets that are allocated during the installation.

a. The data set is allocated with one track for both primary and secondary space.
b. CSM verifies that the data set has been allocated on the specified volume.
c. The data set is deleted.
If the data set allocation fails or the data set cannot be found on the specified volume, you cannot proceed with the
product installation wizard.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
SMP/E Environment Name

Defines the SMP/E environment name.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.
Catalog

Defines the name of the SMP/E CSI catalog.
Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all SMP/E data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ). The low-level qualifiers cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating SMP/E data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this SMP/E environment is using SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment appear.

Review Parameters of an Existing SMP/E Environment

When you use an existing SMP/E environment to install your product, you review the SMP/E environment parameters.
If applicable, you also specify parameters for any new data sets to be allocated while installing a product. During the
process, you are asked to review allocation parameters for new data sets, which you can customize for each data set. The
existing data sets remain intact.

The Software Installation Service (SIS) determines which data sets exist and which must be allocated for the installation
using an existing SMP/E environment. If the SIS determines that new data sets must be allocated, you are prompted to
specify the data set allocation parameters. The data set allocation parameters are prepopulated with the values from the
existing data set that was found first.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review the current SMP/E environment parameters and allocation
parameters for data sets that must be added to the SMP/E environment. Update the information as applicable.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment, if any,
appear.

Set Up SMP/E Environment Parameters

When creating an SMP/E environment for your product installation, you specify SMP/E environment parameters.
When using an existing SMP/E environment for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its SMP/E
environment parameters.

You can assign different prefixes to each newly allocated data set during the installation process.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 3, specify whether to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management
Class, Data Class) or Unit parameters for allocating work DDDEFs for the SMP/E environment. Complete the
appropriate fields.
The allocation parameters that you specify for work DDDEFs are applied only to new work DDDEFs that are created
during the installation. The existing work DDDEFs, if any, remain intact.

NOTE
The settings for allocating work DDDEFs are globally defined on the System Settings, Software
Installation tab. You must have the appropriate access rights to be able to modify these settings.

2. Review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the high-level qualifier of the data set
name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

3. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

4. Select Next.
You are prompted to select a target zone to use.
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Select a Target Zone

You select a target zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. You create a target zone or
select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment (if you use an existing SMP/E environment).

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 1, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Create a New Target Zone to create a target zone.
– Select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment.

This option is available only if you selected to use an existing SMP/E environment.

WARNING

• If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the target zone of the SMP/E environment with the installed
prerequisites that you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot
select another target zone. You cannot create a target zone.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to create a target zone or use an existing target zone.

Create a Target Zone

You can create a target zone in a new or an existing SMP/E environment where you install your product. The target zone
parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set
allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for a new target zone.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the target zone SMP/E parameters as applicable.
Target Zone Name

Defines the name for the target zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set will be created for the target zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the target zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the Create
New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating target zone data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this target zone uses SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or data set
parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the target zone appears.

Use an Existing Target Zone

When using an existing target zone for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review the current target zone parameters and allocation parameters for data
sets that must be added. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the target zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new data
sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Target Zone Parameters

When creating a target zone in the SMP/E environment for your product installation, specify target zone parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the
high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If more parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the distribution zone.

Confirm a Distribution Zone

You must confirm a distribution zone of the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. Depending on
whether you created a target zone or you selected an existing target zone, create a distribution zone or select an existing
distribution zone in the SMP/E environment.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 1, review the selected option for the distribution zone.
– If you are using an existing target zone, the related distribution zone is automatically selected. You cannot select

other distribution zones or cannot create one.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

– If you are creating a target zone, you can create a distribution zone or you can select an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the
new target zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to
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this distribution zone. You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this
distribution zone using CSM.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to set up the distribution zone.

Create a Distribution Zone

You can create a distribution zone that is related to the newly created target zone. The distribution zone parameters are
prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for the new distribution zone.

You can also specify the same SMP/E environment data set as the one that you specified for the target zone. In that case,
the target and distribution zones share the SMP/E environment data set. The SMP/E environment data set is allocated
using the parameters that you have defined when specifying the target zone.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
Distribution Zone Name

Defines the name for the distribution zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set is created for the distribution zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected
the Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation.
Product packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.

SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog). Complete the applicable fields.

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the distribution zone appears.
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Use an Existing Distribution Zone

You can use an existing distribution zone that is related to the existing target zone you selected, or with a new target zone.
The distribution zone parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can
change data set allocation parameters.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the new target
zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to this distribution zone.
You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this distribution zone using CSM.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review the current distribution zone parameters and allocation parameters
for data sets that you want to add. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the distribution zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new
data sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Distribution Zone Parameters

When creating a distribution zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product, specify distribution
zone parameters.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to
change the high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You see a summary of the installation task.

Start the Installation

After you complete setting up the SMP/E environment and its zones, you are ready to start the installation.

To start the installation, review the summary on the Summary step, and select Install.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, Select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on the
Tasks tab.

You completed the product installation. You can now start maintaining the installed products.

Install Maintenance
After you have successfully installed any Broadcom mainframe product software, check for important product
maintenance that may have been released after the product installation package was prepared. The product releases are
built and maintained using standardized SMP/E packaging and installation procedures. These procedures include error
and FIXCAT HOLDDATA, new product features, and product interoperability validation. PTFs that pass interoperability test
criteria are released monthly and designated as CARS.

You can install the following types of maintenance:
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• Corrective maintenance that fixes an issue.
• Preventive maintenance to avoid problems that others have reported or to provide a compatibility fix for hardware and

software.
• FIXCAT maintenance to support a particular hardware device, software release, or new product function.

WARNING
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or
CSM. However, before you do so, we recommend that you obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

See Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance for a list of solutions that have been published within the last year. From
this page, you can search solutions for all Broadcom mainframe products by product name, date, or keyword. You can
also search for new product features or by a CARS level (CARSID). You can also find HIPER or PE PTFs and security
or integrity PTFs. Once you have your list, you can download in Excel or CSV format. To download PTFs automatically
without having to search regularly on the portal, use SMP/E Receive Order. To create a service order request online from
Broadcom Support, Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

For a comprehensive collection of articles that are dedicated to all mainframe maintenance concepts and procedures, see
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.

Maintain Products Using z/OSMF Software Update
As a systems programmer, you are responsible for keeping your systems current with product maintenance to ensure
optimal system usage. To do so, use IBM z/OSMF Software Update. Software Update provides an easy to follow wizard
that guides systems programmers of all levels through the maintenance process. z/OSMF Software Update offers a
modern approach to software maintenance and provides the following features:

Corrective Service Installs a software update to fix an issue.
Preventive Service Installs vendor-recommended software updates.

FIXCAT Installs software updates (Fix Categories) that provide a new function to a system.

NOTE
We are not adding new features to CSM. We recommend that you use z/OSMF Software Update to apply
maintenance to z/OS software.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following software requirements before you use Software Update:

• Configure z/OSMF as described in the IBM documentation and address the z/OSMF security requirements for ACF2,
Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable.

• Apply all z/OSMF Software Update-related maintenance from IBM.
• Register your SMP/E environments (CSIs) in z/OSMF Software Management. For more information, see Software

Management task in the IBM documentation.
TIP
A migration tool is provided to help you register existing CSM and non-CSM CSIs as new software instances
in z/OSMF. For more information about the migration tool, see Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF.

• Download and receive maintenance, HOLDDATA, and CARS maintenance for your products. As a best practice, we
recommend that you do so on a daily or weekly basis and that you automate this process using SMP/E Receive Order
(see Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval). You can also perform these tasks manually from Broadcom Support
or Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

NOTE
You can only apply maintenance for SYSMODs that are already received in the GLOBAL zone of the CSI.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN statements for CARS maintenance are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS maintenance,
download all YEARLY ASSIGN files, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.
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Use Software Update

Log in to your instance of z/OSMF and click the Software Update icon on the desktop. If the Software Update icon does
not appear on the desktop, open the App Center in the bottom-left corner.

You can now maintain software instances, using the z/OSMF Software Update functionality. For more information about
how to use Software Update, see Software Update in the IBM documentation.

Maintain Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a System Programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. You can download, receive, apply, and accept maintenance manually.

The following table shows product-specific high-level qualifier value to use instead of the <hlq> variable in the following
procedure:

Product Name <hlq> value
Datacom CICS Services DCC
Datacom Server AYT
IPC IPC
Ideal for Datacom IDL

Download and Receive Maintenance

Maintenance and HOLDDATA is available at Broadcom Support. After you complete the maintenance process, the
product is ready to deploy.

Use this procedure during product installation and for ongoing preventive maintenance in non-installation use cases
according to your maintenance strategy.

Follow these steps:

1. Select your download option:
Download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

This option uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom Mainframe product
maintenance over the Internet, by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom
server. This service eliminates the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom
Support. The orders are fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria,
all PTFs and their requisites are downloaded automatically and received to your system.
To use this download option, see Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. After your PTFs are downloaded
and received, you are ready to Apply and Accept Maintenance (go to Step 15).

Download maintenance manually from Broadcom Support
With this option, you manually select PTFs and build a package for all applicable PTFs and requisites. You then
use the CAUNZIP utility to unpackage and receive the files. This utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/OS
without the need for an intermediate platform, such as a Microsoft Windows workstation. The utility resides in
yourCCSHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP). To use this download option, you must be running Common Components
and Services Version 15.0. Review the CAUNZIP requirements and then go to Step 2.

2. Log in to Broadcom Support and select Mainframe Software.
3. Enter the PTF Solution ID or complete either of the following steps to search from the product page:

– Enter the product name to display the product page. Select the SUPPORT tab, and then select Download.
– Select Product Downloads, enter the product name or select the product from the list.
Your product entry opens at the Product Download tab.

4. Select Solution Download.
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5. Select the applicable software release.
A list of published solutions is displayed.

6. Select ADD ALL TO CART or locate the solution or solutions you want in the list and select Cart, HTTP, or FTP
(recommended).

TIP
For more information about download methods and locations, see Downloading Products.

7. Run the CAUNZIP utility.
CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT data set contains the summary report. The
summary report:
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

8. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file.
9. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set.
10. Specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement.
11. Submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.
12. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the <hlq>SEDIT macro, which you customized in the

installation steps.
13. Open the SAMPJCL member <hlq>7RECH in an edit session and execute the <hlq>SEDIT macro from the command

line.
NOTE
Update <hlq>7RECH SAMPJCL to download the HOLDDATA file.

<hlq>7RECH is customized.
14. Submit <hlq>7RECH.

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.
15. Apply and accept corrective maintenance.
16. (Optional) Apply and accept Recommended Service (CARS) maintenance.

Apply and Accept Maintenance

After downloading and receiving your maintenance package, use this procedure to apply and optionally accept corrective
maintenance.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the SAMPJCL member <hlq>8APYP in an edit session and execute the <hlq>SEDIT macro from the command
line.
<hlq>8APYP is customized.

2. Submit <hlq>8APYP.
The PTFs are applied.

3. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member <hlq>9ACCP in an edit session and execute the <hlq>SEDIT macro from the
command line.
<hlq>9ACCP is customized.

4. (Optional) Submit <hlq>9ACCP.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Corrective maintenance is complete. You can now optionally apply CARS maintenance.
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Apply Recommended Service (CARS) Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply CARS maintenance as a part of managing preventive maintenance.

NOTE
For more information about CARS maintenance, see Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS) in the Mainframe
Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

Follow these steps (for CICS, IPC and IDEAL):

1. Download the ASSIGN statements:
a. Determine which ASSIGN statements to download.

• The yearly CARS ASSIGN statements are stored in the following file:
ftp.broadcom.com/pub/ASSIGN/YEARLY/YEARyyyy.TXT

• The monthly CARS ASSIGN statements are stored in the following file:
ftp.broadcom.com/pub/ASSIGN/CARyymm.TXT

b. Open the SAMPJCL member <hlq>7CARS in an edit session, update <hlq>7CARS SAMPJCL to download
ASSIGN statements from Broadcom Support, and execute the <hlq>SEDIT macro from the command line.
<hlq>7CARS is customized.

2. Submit <hlq>7CARS.
The job downloads the CARS ASSIGN statements.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member <hlq>7RECP in an edit session, manually add the data set that contains the ASSIGN
statements to the SMPPTFIN DD, and execute the <hlq>SEDIT macro from the command line.
<hlq>7RECP is customized.

4. Submit <hlq>7RECP.
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file and CARS ASSIGN statements.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member <hlq>8APYP in an edit session and execute the <hlq>SEDIT macro from the command
line.
<hlq>8APYP is customized.

6. Submit <hlq>8APYP.
The PTFs are applied.

7. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member <hlq>9ACCP in an edit session and execute the <hlq>SEDIT macro from the
command line.
<hlq>9ACCP is customized.

8. (Optional) Submit <hlq>9ACCP to accept PTFs with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun ACCEPT
with the CHECK option removed.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Maintain Products Using CSM
Use the procedures in this topic to receive, apply, and accept maintenance for your products using CSM.

CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list of licensed product maintenance packages and to download these
packages. You can also manage external maintenance packages that were acquired outside of CSM so that they can be
applied using  CSM.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
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Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.If you
do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation
and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
During your initial product installation, apply all product maintenance. Otherwise, you may have to repeat the
deployment and configuration processes.

The following diagram shows the maintenance process using CSM:

Use the following procedure to maintain products using CSM:

1. (Optional) Configure automatic HOLDDATA download.
2. (Optional) Configure CSM to reject unneeded maintenance.
3. Download product maintenance packages.

– (Optional) Configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates.
4. (Optional) Manage maintenance downloaded outside of CSM. As part of this management, you can also view the

aggregated package details.
5. Receive maintenance.
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6. (Optional) Reject maintenance.
7. Apply maintenance.

a. Consider whether you require a product USERMOD.
b. Review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA.
c. Apply CARS maintenance.
d. (Optional) Apply FIXCAT maintenance.

8. (Optional) Restore maintenance.
9. Accept maintenance.

– (Optional) Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode.

After you complete this process, the maintenance packages for your products are accepted.

You have deployed and configured a product across your enterprise. Now you are applying maintenance to this product.
Create a deployment and a configuration for this product to get this maintenance to your target systems.

Configure Automatic HOLDDATA Download

You can configure CSM to download automatically the available HOLDDATA that it uses for each maintenance installation.
You then have current information about what maintenance packages are marked as PE (PTF in Error).

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the HOLDDATA Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and select Apply:
Owner of Update Task

Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.
Recurrence

Specifies how often the task recurs.
Update Software Catalog Every number of Days

or Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading HOLDDATA to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value the Recurrence field.
Example: Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For example, on
Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then occurs on the third
day, Thursday, at 7.00 am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update occurs on the same day
at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 11.00. The first
update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00 am.

System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CSM application
server time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is
not defined, the CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.
Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available HOLDDATA to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic HOLDDATA download is configured.
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Configure CSM to Reject Unneeded Maintenance from the SMP/E Environment

During the regular, FIXCAT, or CARS maintenance wizard execution, CSM may receive maintenance. Some maintenance
packages may not be directly associated with the maintenance that you want to apply.

You can configure CSM to reject the maintenance that was received but not applied during the wizard execution.

• If you exit the wizard before the maintenance installation started, CSM rejects the maintenance that has been received
during the wizard execution. The SMP/E environment is restored to the state that it had before you started the wizard.

• If you navigated through the wizard steps, started the maintenance installation task, and the task completed
successfully, CSM rejects the received but not applied maintenance that is not directly associated with the
maintenance that you have applied.

This process ensures that your SMP/E environments do not contain unneeded received maintenance.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings on the left side.
2. In the Maintenance Installation section, select the Reject Received Maintenance checkbox.
3. Select Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM is configured to reject unneeded maintenance.

Download Product Maintenance Packages

You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Products tab. You can download:

• All maintenance packages for a product
• Only maintenance packages that have been released from the time the product release was updated last

NOTE
The information for HIPERs and new maintenance on the Software Status tab is based on the current
information in your software catalog. Update the product list on a daily or weekly basis to keep it current.

WARNING

You can also download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This option uses the IBM
SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom mainframe product maintenance over the Internet,
by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates
the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled
based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are
downloaded automatically and received to your system.

To use this download option, complete the procedures to configure the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval as
described in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation. After you set up this service, you
can use CSM to apply and accept your maintenance.

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of Broadcom Support on the Software
Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access Broadcom Support.

2. Select the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance in the product list on the left side.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section on the right side.
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3. For the product release for which you want to download maintenance, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of
the release. Complete one of the following steps:
a. Select Update Product Release to download all maintenance packages for the product release.
b. Select Get Latest Maintenance to download only maintenance packages that have been released from the time

the product release was updated last.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.

Configure CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates

You can configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates (downloading and receiving maintenance) for
products that are installed in an SMP/E environment.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded Outside of CSM

Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product. You can add information about these
maintenance packages to CSM from the Products tab.

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom mainframe products still have older
aggregated maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that
comprises several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts
all the nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package
is marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by 1 with each added aggregated package.

If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested package
is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
2. Select the Add External Maintenance button.
3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.
UNIX File

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it.

FTP Host Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or
provide your FTP server host.

FTP Port Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.
FTP Path Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash

(/). Enter only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/
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Maintenance Name Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

User Name Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.
Password Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution on Broadcom Support.

NOTE
To add several data sets or UNIX file packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Select OK.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database. To see the added package, refresh
the page.

View Aggregated Package Details

You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

NOTE
Aggregated maintenance packages were discontinued December 31, 2013. However, some Broadcom
mainframe products have aggregated maintenance packages that were released before this date.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you want to
view.

2. Select the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Select the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages that the aggregated package contains appears.

Receive Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can receive the maintenance to the global zone of an SMP/E
environment where the related products are installed. Once received, maintenance packages can be applied.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment where you want to receive maintenance
packages.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to receive, and select the Receive link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the receiving, and select Next.
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5. Review and adjust the receive list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Receive.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone.

Reject Maintenance

You can reject a received maintenance package. Information about the maintenance package is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to reject maintenance.
2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria

defined.
3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to reject, and select the Reject link. You can filter out only received

packages.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the rejection, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the rejected list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Reject.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are rejected. Information about the maintenance packages is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

Apply Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that required file systems are mounted and that you have specified the
correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the zFS
file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /broadcom/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /broadcom/abc/CA.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.
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While you work with an SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes,
the lock releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and select the Apply link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
5. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Product
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Unresolved HOLDDATA Processing

When you apply maintenance, review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA for the applied maintenance and its
prerequisites. The maintenance wizard displays all unresolved HOLDDATA and lets you review the HOLDDATA and
details about the HELD maintenance. You can then bypass the HOLDDATA or exclude the HELD maintenance. CSM
determines unresolved HOLDDATA by running SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK.

In the maintenance wizard, you can perform the following actions:

• Select HOLDDATA (HOLDDATA TYPE, REASON, or maintenance) to bypass it.
• Leave HOLDDATA unselected to exclude it. If you do not select a HOLDDATA entry checkbox, CSM excludes the

HELD maintenance from the processing.

If you exclude at least one HELD maintenance package, CSM runs an appropriate SMP/E APPLY GROUP/
GROUPEXTEND CHECK command to verify the processing. CSM verifies whether other maintenance requires the
excluded maintenance. If so, CSM also excludes it from processing.
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If the SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK command discovers further unresolved HOLDDATA, you are
notified about all unresolved HOLDDATA again. Select what HOLDDATA to bypass and what HELD maintenance to
exclude.

This iterative process repeats until all HOLDDATA is resolved or bypassed. You can then proceed to the next step.

A list of maintenance packages that are excluded during the processing of unresolved HOLDDATA is displayed in the
Summary step.

Apply CARS Maintenance

CSM lets you track and apply CARS maintenance for your products.

CARS is a set of maintenance packages that are installed and tested regularly on the Broadcom Mainframe Software
Division development, test, and production systems. Install CARS maintenance to keep your products current. Broadcom
releases CARS maintenance regularly. The release date determines the CARS maintenance level.

To learn about new CARS maintenance that is available, download the files that are listed for published CARS
maintenance. You can configure CSM to download these files automatically, or add CARS files manually. You can filter
this maintenance in the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance section based on information that is in the files. You can
also select the packages that are applicable within a CARS level.

You can apply particular CARS maintenance packages. You can update all products in an SMP/E environment.

A CARS file can list a maintenance package that the HOLDDATA marked as PE (PTF in Error). The CARS file can also
reflect a corrective maintenance package for this PE that is not listed in this CARS file. This situation can occur if a
maintenance package is found in error after the CARS file is published. The CARS processing continues as expected, and
the maintenance package that is marked as PE is not applied. However, the CARS level for the product is not updated to
the current level until you apply the corrective maintenance package to the SMP/E environment.

Configure Automatic CARS File Download

You can configure CSM to download available CARS files automatically. After download, the files are stored in a USS
directory under the software catalog.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the CARS Setting section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up field values and select Apply.

NOTE
To download available CARS files to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic CARS file download is configured.

Add a CARS File

If you cannot automatically download available CARS files, add them to the software catalog manually. Use the Add
CARS File link. The files that were added manually are stored in the same USS directory as other files.

1. Download the CARS file using FTP from the Broadcom file server directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads

b. Log in to ftp.broadcom.com as follows:
user name: anonymous
password: your-email-address
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c. Change to the following directory:
/pub/ASSIGNS

d. Change your download mode to ASCII.
e. Download the CARS file. These files appear in the format:

CARyymm.TXT

2. In the CSM web-based interface, select the Products tab, and select the Add CARS File link in the Actions section on
the left side.

3. Specify the USS path to the CARS file you want to add, and select OK.
Information about the CARS file is saved in the CSM Software Catalog USS database.

Apply CARS Maintenance to an SMP/E Environment

You can upgrade products that are installed in an SMP/E environment to a specific CARS level. During processing, CSM
verifies that maintenance packages that are associated with the selected CARS level can be applied to the products, and
then applies the packages.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to upgrade the CARS level for.

Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Upgrade CARS Level.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the CARS maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

CSM lets you select and apply maintenance for your products according to FIXCAT.

FIXCAT (fix category) associates a maintenance package to one or more categories of PTFs (for example, installation,
function, z/OS version, or communication).

FIXCAT data is provided in the same file as error HOLDDATA. Error HOLDDATA contains FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements
that assign a maintenance package to a category. Select a category, and CSM determines and applies associated
maintenance packages to the selected products installed in an SMP/E environment.

Masking Maintenance Categories
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When you select maintenance categories in the wizard, you can use masking.

Use an asterisk (*), or a percent sign (%), or both to specify naming masks. An asterisk substitutes for any number of
symbols. A percent sign substitutes for one symbol.

For example:
System.z/OS.*

Selects all the categories whose names start with System.z/OS.
System.z/OS.%%

Selects all the categories under System.z/OS whose last segment consists of two symbols.

Apply Maintenance by FIXCAT Category

You can select and apply maintenance for your products based on FIXCAT using CSM.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply FIXCAT

maintenance. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Update Using Fix
Categories.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the FIXCAT maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Restore Maintenance

You can restore (back out) an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package).

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to restore
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to restore, and select the Restore link. You can filter out only applied
packages.
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NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the restoring, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the maintenance

is restored from. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm the
selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and select Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance
restoring process.

7. Review the summary, and select Restore.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are restored.

Accept Maintenance

After maintenance has been applied, you can accept the maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment. You cannot accept USERMODs.

Use this procedure to accept the maintenance in GROUP mode.

WARNING
Before you start, update the HOLDDATA in your software catalog. To do so, select Update HOLDDATA in the
Actions section on the Software Catalog page. You can also set up the automatic HOLDDATA download as
described previously in this article.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to accept
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept, and select the Accept link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the accept list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the

maintenance is accepted. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm
the selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and select Next.
7. Perform one of the following actions to address prerequisites:
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– If no prerequisites exist, select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them, and Select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears. The

prerequisites are accepted as part of the process.
– If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Acquire the

prerequisite and restart the process.
8. Review HOLDDATA entries, if they exist. Select Export Table to open all HOLDDATA information for all selected

maintenance in a separate browser window. Selecting Export Table is similar to running the LIST SYSMODS
HOLDDATA command within your SMP/E environment.

9. Select Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.

10. Review the work DDDEF allocation parameters, and edit them, if necessary, to verify that sufficient space is allocated
for them during the maintenance acceptance:

NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance processing only.

1. Select Override for a DDDEF to edit its allocation parameters.
A pop-up window opens.

2. Make the necessary changes, and select OK to confirm.
The pop-up window closes, and the DDDEF entry is selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters
have been overridden.

You can also:

• Update allocation parameters for the DDDEFs automatically by select Resolve Overrides.
CSM provides values for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages being
accepted. All DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

NOTE
To edit the allocation parameters for a DDDEF after automatically updating them with the Resolve
Overrides button, select Override. Make the necessary changes. Select OK to confirm and return to the
wizard.

• Cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF by clearing its checkbox.
11. (Optional) Select View SMP/E Work DDDEFs to review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the

selected SMP/E environment zones. Select Close to return to the wizard.

NOTE
Sometimes, the allocation parameters differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the
Resolve Overrides button.

Select Next.
12. Review the summary, and select Accept.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are accepted.

Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for accepting maintenance.

When you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:
Accept Check

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
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Accept
Accepts the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.

Accept Check and Accept
Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
accepts it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.

How Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode Works

Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Apply all maintenance packages that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Accept check mode.

– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not applied) maintenance
packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and
accepted.

3. Run the maintenance in Accept mode. Specify the maintenance packages that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA
that you want to bypass, if any exist.
The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

You can run the maintenance in Accept mode in the same CSM session after Accept check mode is completed. The
values that you entered for Accept check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

Accept Maintenance with the GROUPEXTEND Option Enabled

You can accept maintenance (except USERMODs) with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment holding the maintenance packages that you
want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode.

2. Select Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that
you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode, and select the Accept
GROUPEXTEND link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment that is being used by another user, a notification message appears. You
are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification message
disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another SMP/E
environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
The packages that you want to accept are listed.
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NOTE
Select a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The
zones indicate where the maintenance package is received, applied, or accepted. Select Close to return to
the wizard.

5. Review the packages, and select Next.

WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. Run the maintenance
in Accept check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and select Next.
The installation options appear.

7. Specify installation options as follows, and select Next:
a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:

NOAPARS
Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.

NOUSERMODS
Exclude USERMODs that resolve error reason ID.

c. (Optional) Enter maintenance packages that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter
several packages, separate them by a comma.

The Bypass HOLDDATA step of the wizard appears.
8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.

You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.
9. Select Next.
10. Review the summary, and select Accept GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in
the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and accepted.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the
task output. Review if there are missing (not accepted) maintenance packages or HOLDDATA that must
be resolved or bypassed.

You completed maintaining products with CSM.

HOLDDATA
HOLDDATA (ERROR) is generated when a problem is found with an existing PTF that is no longer suitable for installation.
We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions.

We support system and external HOLDDATA. When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA.
We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system
and external HOLDDATA.

System HOLDDATA
System HOLDDATA indicates data that is an in-stream part of the SYSMOD, informing you of special conditions. The
following reasons are used with SYSTEM HOLDDATA for your product.
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Action
Indicates that you must perform special processing before or after you apply this SYSMOD.

AO
Affects automated operations. It changes the message identifier or the displacement of a field inside the
message.

DB2BIND
Indicates that DBRMs have changed and packages must be rebound.

DDDEF
Indicates that data sets and DDDEFs are being added or modified.

DELETE
Deletes the SYSMOD load module. You cannot reverse this type of SYSMOD with the SMP/E RESTORE
command.

DEP
Indicates a dependency for this SYSMOD that you must externally verify.

DOC
Indicates a documentation change with this SYSMOD.

DOWNLD
Indicates that some or all the elements that this SYSMOD delivers are to be downloaded to a workstation.

DYNACT
Describes the steps to dynamically activate this fix without performing an IPL.

EC
Indicates that this SYSMOD requires a hardware engineering change. An EC hold SYSMOD usually does not
affect the product unless the EC is present on the hardware device.

ENH
Introduces a small programming enhancement. The hold contains the instructions to implement the enhancement.
If no action is required to implement the enhancement, give a summary of the enhancement.

EXIT
Indicates that changes delivered by this SYSMOD require reassembly of user exits.

EXRF
Indicates that the SYSMOD must be installed in both the Active and Alternate Extended Recovery Facility
Systems.

IPL
Indicates that an IPL is required for this SYSMOD to take effect. This option is used only when there is no
alternative for dynamic activation.

MSGSKEL
Indicates that the SYSMOD contains internationalized message versions that must be run through the message
compiler for each language.

MULTSYS
Apply this SYSMOD to multiple systems for pre-conditioning, coexistence, or exploitation.

RESTART
Indicates that after applying this SYSMOD, the site must perform a special restart as opposed to a routine restart.

SQLBIND
Indicates that a bind is required for a database system other than DB2.
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External HOLDDATA

External HOLDDATA is not part of the PTF. The HOLDDATA resides in a separate file and contains both error and FIXCAT
HOLDDATA. The error HOLDDATA is used for SYSMODs that have been distributed and later are discovered to cause
problems. The FIXCAT HOLDDATA helps identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware device,
software, or function.

Download the external HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support to a DASD file, and allocate the file to the SMPHOLD
DD statement. To take care of the external HOLDDATA, receive it into your SMP/E environment. SMP/E receives the
HOLDDATA from Broadcom-supplied jobs.

You can find JCL to download the external HOLDDATA in your SAMPJCL member. Open <hlq>7RECH in an edit session
and execute the <hlq>SEDIT macro on the command line. Then, submit the JCL.

Error HOLDDATA

If a SYSMOD has unresolved error HOLDDATA, SMP/E does not install it unless you add a bypass to your APPLY
command. You can bypass error HOLDDATA in situations that are not applicable to you. Error HOLDDATA that is not
applicable to you can include a problem that happens only with a hardware device that you do not have or in a product
feature that you do not use.

When Broadcom publishes a SYSMOD that resolves the error HOLDDATA, the resolving SYSMOD supersedes the error
HOLDDATA. This action lets you apply the original SYSMOD with the fixing SYSMOD.

The only manual task is running a REPORT ERRSYSMODS. This report identifies the following:

• Any held SYSMODs already applied to your system
• Any resolving SYSMODs that are in RECEIVE status

SMP/E identifies the SYSMOD to apply to correct the situation.

FIXCAT HOLDDATA

Broadcom provides FIXCAT HOLDDATA to help identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware
device, software, or function. Fix categories are supplied as SMP/E FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements. Each FIXCAT
HOLDDATA statement associates an APAR and its related fixing PTF to one or more fix categories.

Parameters for Post-Installation Jobs for Datacom CICS Services
Parameters that are required for the configuration and post-install job procedures for Datacom CICS Services. You can
print this worksheet or the CAB1SAMP member @B1WKSHT to record your site values when installing the product.

Parameter Description Default Value Your Value

1. What accounting information
is required in the JCL JOB
statement?

JOB-ACCT

2. What is the programmer name
for the JCL JOB statement?

PGMR

3. What are the parameters to go
on the first continuation of the
JCL JOB statement?

JOBCARD2

4. What are the parameters to go
on the second continuation of
the JCL JOB statement?

JOBCARD3

5. What are the parameters to go
on the third continuation of the
JCL JOB statement?

JOBCARD4
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Parameter Description Default Value Your Value

6. What high-level qualifier is
used to prefix the Datacom
CICS Services SMP/E Target
libraries?

CAI.THLQ

7. What high-level qualifier is
used to prefix the CUSTOM
Target libraries used for custom
assemblies/links (for example,
DBCVTPR)?

CAI.CHLQ

8. What high-level qualifier is used
to prefix the new Datacom CICS
Services data sets?

CAI.HLQ

9. What is the data set name of
the Distribution Macro Library
for the Datacom/DB Database
macros that are used in the
Datacom CICS Services
DBCVTPR assemblies?

CAI.DHLQ.AABDMAC

10. What is the unit name of the
device for temporary work
DSNs?

SYSDA

11. What DASD volume serial name
is used for the Datacom CICS
Services INSTJCL Library? (" "
for managed DSNs)

VOL=SER=DASD01

12. What DASD type for the volume
used for the INSTJCL Library?
(for example, "SYSDA", "3380",
"3390")

B1UNI1

13. What DASD volume serial name
is used for the Datacom CICS
Services LOG and AUXTRACE
files and the custom library data
sets?
(" " for managed DSNs)

VOL=SER=DASD02

14. What DASD type is the volume
for the Datacom CICS Services
transient data sets and the
custom library data sets?
(for example, "SYSDA", "3380",
"3390")

B1UNI2

15. What is the data set name of the
CICS Load Library?

CICS.SDFHLOAD

16. What is the data set name of the
CICS CSD?

CICS.DFHCSD

17. What is the name of the group
list for CICS?

CICSGRPL

18. What is the name of the linkage
editor module for link editing?

IEWL

19. What is the name of the
Assembler module?

ASMA90
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Parameter Description Default Value Your Value

20. What is the name of the utility
program for copying PDS data
sets?

IEBCOPY

21. What is the name of the utility
program for allocating data
sets?

IEFBR14

22. What is the name of the SMP/E
distribution zone?

IEBUPDTE

Parameters for Post-Installation Jobs for Ideal for Datacom
Print the following worksheet (or print the SAMPJCL PDS member @ILWKSHT) and fill in the values for the parameters
that are used during installation of Ideal for Datacom.

Parameter Description Default Value Your Value

1. What high-level qualifier is used
to prefix the other SMP/E and
distribution library data sets?

PRODHLQ

2. What high-level qualifier is
used to prefix the CUSTOM
libraries for custom assembly/
link-edits (for example, IDOPTS,
IDSYSF)?

CAI.CHLQ

3. What high-level qualifier is used
to prefix the Ideal for Datacom
VLS libraries IDDVW, IDDAT,
source, object, panel, and the
trace file ADRTRC?

CAI.HLQ

4. What high-level qualifier is used
to prefix the existing Ideal for
Datacom custom data sets?

CAI.PCHLQ

5. What high-level qualifier is used
to prefix the existing Ideal for
Datacom target libraries?

CAI.PTHLQ
&ILPTHLQ=' '

6. What high-level qualifier is
used to prefix the existing IPC
data sets for upgrade installs?

CAI.PHLQ

7. What high-level qualifier is used
for the Target Library for the IPC
product?

CAI.IHLQ

8. What high-level qualifier is
used to prefix the IPC custom
libraries?

CAI.ICHLQ

9. What high-level qualifier is used
to prefix the VLS data sets?

CAI.VHLQ

10. What high-level qualifier is used
to prefix the Datacom/DB target
data sets?

CAI.DHLQ
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Parameter Description Default Value Your Value

11. What high-level qualifier is
used to prefix the Datacom/DB
custom data sets?

CAI.DCHLQ

12. What is the unit name of the
device for temporary work dsns?

SYSDA

13. What DASD volume serial name
is to be used for the Ideal for
Datacom Backups and VLS
files?

VOL=SER=DASD02,

14. What DASD type is the ILVOL2
volume (for example, 'SYSDA,
3390, 3390, 9345')?

3390

15. What DASD volume serial name
is to be used for the Ideal for
Datacom Backups and VLS
files?

VOL=SER=DASD04,

16. What DASD type is the ILVOL4
volume (for example, 'SYSDA,
3390, 3390, 9345')?

3390

17. (Conditional) What DASD
volume serial name is to be
used for the Ideal for Db2
DBRM files?

VOL=SER=DASD05,

18. (Conditional) What DASD type
is the ILVOL5 volume? (for
example, 'SYSDA, 3390, 3390,
9345')

3390

19. (Conditional) What is the data
set name of the Ideal for Db2 of
the DBRM macro library?

CAI.ILDB2.DBRM

20. (Conditional) What is the high-
level qualifier for the IBM DB2
target libraries?

DB2.DSN

21. (Conditional) What is the name
of the DB2 subsystem to be
used?

XXXX

22. (Conditional) What is the
name of the Ideal for Datacom
development plan for DB2?

IDP150DV

23. What is the data set name of
the Target Load Library for the
Common Components and
Services programs?
Maximum Length: 44
characters.

CAI.CACCS.CAILOAD

24. What is the data set name of the
CICS CSD for RDO?

CICS.DFHCSD

25. What is the group list for CICS? CICSGRPL
26. What is the data set name of the

CICS Macro Library?
CICS.SDFHMAC
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Parameter Description Default Value Your Value

27. What is the data set name of the
CICS Load Library?

CICS.SDFHLOAD

28. What is the suffix to use for
CICS table assemblies for Ideal
for Datacom?

.ILSFX.

29. What is the name of the
assembler program?

ASMA90

30. What is the name of the utility
program for copying PDS data
sets?

IEBCOPY

31. What is the name of the utility
program for allocating data
sets?

IEFBR14

32. What is the name of the Linkage
Editor module for link editing?
Maximum Length: 8 characters.

IEWL

33. What is the name of the
utility used for updating PDS
members?
Maximum Length: 8 characters.

IEBUPDTE

34. What is the name of the utility
used for copying data sets?

IEBGENER

Parameters for Post-Installation Jobs for IPC
The following parameters are required for all the post-SMP/E job (custom, new, and upgrade) procedures for IPC.

Parameter Description Default Value Your Value

1. Job accounting information for
card one.

JOBACCT

2. Programmer information for card
one.

JOB-PGMR

3. Job card information for card
two.

JOBCARD2

4. Job card information for card
three.

JOBCARD3

5. Job card information for card
four.

JOBCARD4

6. The high-level qualifier for the
SMP/E target and distribution
data sets.

PRODHLQ

7. The high-level qualifier for the
Custom libraries.

CAI.CHLQ

8. The high-level qualifier for the
IPC data sets.

CAI.HLQ

9. The high-level qualifier for the
previous version IPC data sets.

CAI.PHLQ
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Parameter Description Default Value Your Value

10. The unit name for the temporary
data sets.

SYSDA

11. What DASD volume serial name
is used for the IPC INSTJHCL
data set.

DASD01

12. What DASD type is the
VQVOL1 volume? For example,
"SYSDA,3390,3390"

3390

13. What DASD volume serial name
is used for the IPC custom
Libraries.

DASD02

14. What DASD type is the
VQVOL2 volume? For example,
"SYSDA,3380,3390"

3390

15. What DASD volume serial name
is used for the new IPC VLS
files?

DASD04

16. What DASD type is the
VQVOL4 volume? For example,
"SYSDA,3380,3390"

3390

17. What is the data set name of the
CICS CSD?

CICS.DFHCSD

18. What is the group list name for
CICS?

CICSGRPL

19. What is the data set name
for the CICS/TS target macro
library?

CICS.SDFHMAC

20. What is the data set name for
the CICS/TS target load library?

CICS.SDFHLOAD

21. What is the suffix used for the
CICS/TS table assemblies?

VQSFX

22. What is the name of the
Assembler module?

ASMA90

23. What is the name of the utility
program used to copy data
sets?

IEBCOPY

24. What is the name of the Linkage
Editor module for link-editing?

IEWL

SMP/E Installation Worksheet for IPC
The following parameters are required for the SMP/E installation job procedures for IPC.

Parameter Description Default Value Your Value

1. Job accounting information for
card one.

JOBACCT

2. Programmer information for card
one.

JOB-PGMR
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Parameter Description Default Value Your Value

3. Job card information for card
two.

JOBCARD2

4. Job card information for card
three.

JOBCARD3

5. Job card information for card
four.

JOBCARD4

6. Volume information for the
product and SMP/E target and
distribution data sets. Use
either the VOL=SER or the
SMS VOLINFO statement when
editing the ISREDIT macro.

VOLINFO

7. Volume information for the CSI
VSAM data set. Use either
the VOL=SER or the SMS
CSIVOLINFO statement when
editing the ISREDIT macro.

CSIVOLINF

8. High-level qualifier for the
GLOBAL ZONE.

GLOBALHLQ

9. SMP/E High-level qualifier for
the CAIT0 TARGET ZONE.

CAIT0HLQ

10. Product data set high-level
qualifier.

PRODHLQ

11. (Required if installing from
DASD) High-level qualifier
for the data sets that were
unzipped.

DASDHLQ

12. High-level qualifier that is used
for the SAMPJCL data set.

SAMPHLQ

13. SMS Output data class. DCLAS
14. SMS Output storage class. SCLAS
15. SMS Output management class. MCLAS
16. Generic device type or symbolic

group name for the magnetic
tape.

TAPEUNIT

17. Disk unit name DISKUNIT
18. High-level qualifier for SMP/E

temporary files.
SMPETEMP

19. Data set fixed block size. TGTBLKSZ
20. Target Zone name. ZNCAIT0
21. Distribution Zone name. ZNCAID0
22. The IBM CICS/TS target load

library.
SDFHLOAD

Customize Datacom CICS Services
Before operating CICS Services, be sure that your system meets the CICS system requirements. Find information for
Datacom/DB requirements, CICS tables, authorization and security, and other product dependencies.
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Review Datacom CICS Services generation options (see Specifying Generation Options (DBCVTPR)). The specifications
for these options may require adjustment to meet the needs of your system.

Datacom/DB Requirements

To operate CICS Services Version 15.1, you must be using Datacom/DB Version 14.0 or 15.0. In a multi-MUF
environment, Datacom/DB libraries can be at 14.0 or 15.0 and can support multi-MUF facilities at Version 14.0 and 15.0.
In a mixed version multi-MUF environment with multiple users at 14.0 and 15.0, the version of the SID modules must
match the version of the multi-user.

In a z/OS CICS/TS environment, CICS Services does not support the CCI interface from CICS to Datacom/DB. Therefore,
if you supply the DBSYSID macro CCI parameters CCIAPPL= and CCISYS= in a DBSIDPR module assembly for CICS
Services, they are ignored.

CICS System Requirements

To operate CICS Services, your system must meet the following requirements:

• IBM supported releases of CICS Transaction Server:
– z/OS: CICS Transaction Server 4.2, 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, or later as supported by IBM
– z/OS: CICS Transaction Server CICSPlex SM 4.2, 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, or later as supported by IBM
– z/VSE: CICS Transaction Server 1.1.1 or later as supported by IBM

• Record size of at least 136 bytes on the DBOC Message Log destination. (The default Message Log destination is
DBOC.)

• Availability of Full Function Basic Mapping Support (BMS) and temporary storage support.
• For DBOC or DBEC full screen output on 3270 M3/M4/M5 terminals, define the terminal with an alternate screen size.

CICS Table Requirements

Requirements for the CICS tables follow:

Update the indicated tables with the copybooks that are provided in the downloaded library. For more information about
copybooks for CICS table assemblies, see the Customization and Post-Installation Steps for Datacom CICS Services
section.

NOTE

• If the B115CSD member that is selected for your environment does not include the DBCSID SIDNAME=
modules that are added to the DBCVTPR macro (Specifying Generation Options (DBCVTPR)) using the
DBCSID macro (Specifying DBCSID Macros), modify the B115CSD selected for your environment so that it
does include those names. For more information about DBSIDPR, see Datacom Core.

• Starting from CTS 5.5, assembled PLTs are no longer processed by CICS. Instead, CICS reads the source
of PLTs. Therefore, the source does not need to be changed. You must ensure that the source code of any
required PLTs is available to CICS at run time. To achieve this, you can:
– Place the source in a parmlib member that is part of the IPL parmlib concatenation, or
– Add a DD card that specifies the PLT source location into the CICS JCL.
The DD statement should be of the form:
//DFHTABLE DD DSN=pds name,DISP=SHR  

Verify that CICS has READ access to data sets in PARMLIB or DFHTABLE concatenations. For more
information and details, see the CTS 5.5 documentation.

• (Optional) Execute the Program List Table (PLT) both at CICS startup and at CICS shutdown. At CICS startup, place
the PLT B115PLTA entry into your PLTPI for the third stage of initialization, that is, after DFHDELIM.

• (Optional) At CICS shutdown, place the PLT B115PLTB entry into your PLTSD for the first (quiesce) stage, that is,
before DFHDELIM.
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In a z/VSE environment, a shutdown PLT entry for DCCOCPR is required.
WARNING
Define other Broadcom products that are using Datacom after DCCOCPR in the PLTPI table. Define other
Broadcom products that are using Datacom before DCCOCPR in the PLTSD table.

Authorization and Security

You grant and restrict access (through CICS SIGNON or through an authorization product such as Top Secret or ACF2) to
the following CICS Services transactions:

DBIC
Provides a series of inquiry commands for monitoring the status of system resources. For details about DBIC
functions, see DBOC/DBIC Monitoring Local Resources with Operational Commands.

DBOC
Provides all facilities of DBIC plus the ability to control and alter system resources and generation options. For
more information about DBOC functions, see Changing Generation Options Online (DBOC GENOPTS).

DBEX
Provides an inquiry function for monitoring the status of system resources on a pageable display in a single
CICS or in an MRO and CICSPlex SM environment. For details about DBEX, see DBEC/DBEX Monitoring Local
Resources with Enhanced Commands and DBEC/DBEX Monitoring and Controlling Remote System Resources.

DBEC
Provides all facilities of DBEX plus the ability to alter system resources on a pageable display in a single CICS
or in an MRO and CICSPlex SM environment. For details about DBEC functions, see Monitoring and Controlling
Local System Resources and DBEC/DBEX Monitoring and Controlling Remote System Resources.

DBTX
Provides facilities for issuing Datacom/DB read-only requests for examining command syntax and simulating
program logic. For details about DBTX functions, see Test Facility (DBTS/DBTX).

DBTS
Provides the same facilities as DBTX, but DBTS users are not restricted to read-only Datacom/DB access. DBTS
users can update the databases. For details about DBTS functions, see Test Facility (DBTS/DBTX).

DBUG
Provides facilities for intercepting Datacom/DB requests issued by an executing application program, allowing
examination of its processing. For details about DBUG functions, see Debugging Facility (DBUG).

DBUT
Provides facilities for examining whatever is stored in the CICS region. This utility gives the user online access
to any CICS program. Tightly limit the number of authorized users for this transaction. For details about DBUT
functions, see Display Utility (DBUT)—Examine CICS Region Online.

DBRC
Internal only transaction (used with DBEC and DBEX).

DBKC
Internal only transaction that is used with DBOC and DBEC for EOJ_OK feature; must have the same security
credentials as DBOC and DBEC.

DBFS
Internal only transaction used with DBUG for remote terminal interception.

Carefully review the needs of potential CICS Services users at your site. Be sure that you authorize users for the
transaction or transactions appropriate for their needs.
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NOTE
Use the DBCVTPR parameters, DBEC=, DBOC=, DBTS=, DBUG= to change transaction IDs for any CICS
Services transaction except DBUT. For more information, see Specifying Generation Options (DBCVTPR).

These transaction IDs can also be changed online through the DBOC GENOPTS transaction for the life of the CICS
region cycle. Verify that the new transaction IDs are defined to CICS. For more information, see Changing Generation
Options Online (DBOC GENOPTS). Before using either of these facilities to change the transaction IDs, establish user
authorizations for the new transaction ID names.

Additional Security

You can use the DBCVTPR macro to establish a list of master operators who can control access to CICS Services. Only
those operators are allowed to start up or shut down CICS Services and change the characteristics of the environment.
See MSTOPR=.

If CICS Services are started during CICS initialization PLT time then all operations are available when CICS begins
control.

As a master operator, if you want to stop using CICS Services, issue either the DBOC SHUTDOWN or DBEC PERFORM,
SHUTDOWN command. After CICS Services has been stopped, only a master operator can restart it again.

Other Product Dependencies

If the following products are used at your site, they must be at the following release levels:

• Datacom VSAM Transparency] must be at r2.2 or later for z/OS and r2.1 or later for z/VSE to support CICS/TS.
• Datacom DL1 Transparency must be at Version 12.0 or later to support Datacom/DB 12.0 and later and CICS/TS 4.2

or later.
• SYSVIEW must be at Version 13.9 or later to support CICS Services 15.0 or later.

Specify Generation Options (DBCVTPR)
The DBCVTPR macro specifies all system generation options for Datacom CICS Services. To tailor Datacom CICS
Services to your site or change any of the options, modify the parameters of the DBCVTPR macro and reassemble. For
the customization step to reassemble the required DBCVTPR, see Customization and Post-Installation Steps for Datacom
CICS Services.

Most of the DBCVTPR parameter specifications can be modified through the DBOC transaction. Modifications that are
made through DBOC are in effect only until the end of the current CICS cycle. For more information, see Changing
Generation Options Online (DBOC GENOPTS).

NOTE
When you change one or more options in the DBCVTPR and reassemble/relink the module, the only way the
options take effect is to load a new copy of DBCVTPR when Datacom CICS Services is shut down. As long as
Datacom CICS Services is running, the system does not allow a new copy of the DBCVTPR to be loaded into
the CICS region.

The following alphabetical list of DBCVTPR parameters provides valid entries and default values. When specifying
multiple operands for a parameter, separate the operands with commas and enclose the entire string within parentheses.

AUTHID=

Only use this parameter when you want to establish a system-level authorization identifier, or when you want to disable
(by specifying DEFAULT) dynamic plan selection. For more information about dynamic plan selection, see the information
about the PLANSWI= parameter in PLANSWI= and in Controlling Dynamic Plan Selection.

Specifying AUTHID=DEFAULT indicates that there is no system-level AUTHID defined. It also indicates not to reference
the Dynamic Plan Selection Table (DCTABPR). If you specify DEFAULT, the incoming AUTHID is left intact in all cases.
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If you specify AUTHID=authid, Datacom CICS Services does not perform dynamic plan selection but uses this authid
value for all requests. Therefore, the specified authid value becomes the system-level AUTHID.

Valid Entries:
DEFAULT, or a 1-character to 18-character authorization identifier to be used as the system-level AUTHID.

NOTE
The AUTHID= and PLANSWI= parameters are mutually exclusive.

Default Value:
DEFAULT

AUTOn=

(Optional) Specifies delayed opening of URT until a Datacom/DB application requiring its use begins processing.

When the parameter list exceeds assembler macro operand length, use the continuation parameter AUTOn=, for
example:

AUTO=(urt1,urt2,urt3),

AUTO1=(urt4,urt5,urt6),

 .

 .

 .

AUTO9=urtn

You can use DBOC AUTO= to add URTs to this list for the current CICS cycle. For details, see the section AUTO= Setting
URTs for Automatic Opening.

Valid Entries:
4-digit URT IDs. (Valid IDs are numbers which do not exceed the MAXURTS= specification and are greater
than zero.) IDs can be listed individually, with or without leading zeros, or with an inclusive range, for example,
AUTO=(9,004,10,13-25).

Default Value:
All URTs not specified here or in the DEFER= parameter list are opened at Datacom CICS Services startup.

NOTE
The SQL URT is not eligible for AUTO= specification. It must be opened at PLT startup time, or else by explicitly
using the DBOC OPEN=nnnn command.

AUXTRCE=

(Optional) Specifies if the Auxiliary Trace Facility is on or off and the primary (aaaa) and secondary (bbbb) destinations
for the file to which internal DB request trace entries are written if the Auxiliary Trace Facility is turned on. Users defined
as master operators (see MSTOPR=) can use the DBOC GENOPTS command to modify the status and the primary
destination for the current CICS session.

NOTE
For AUXTRCE=ON to take effect, TRACE=ON must also be specified. To reference the data set,
AUXTRCE=ON requires DBAUXTA and DBAUXTB DD (in z/OS) or DLBL (in z/VSE) statements in the CICS
startup JCL. This data set cannot be shared across CICS regions. The data set has to be a sequential data set.

Valid Entries:
(ON, aaaa, bbbb)
(OFF, aaaa, bbbb)
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Default Value:
(OFF, DCAX, DCBX)

CICSPLEX=

(Optional) When specified, extends DBEC to do inquiry and perform functions on a specific remote CICS, a range
of CICS, or all CICSes that are active in a CICSplex and connected using CICS ISC/MRO or MRO/XCF. For more
information about using the PLEX and SCOPE qualifiers with DBEC commands to identify CICSes that are defined and
active in a CICSplex, see the section DBEC/DBEX Monitoring Remote System Resources with Enhanced Commands.

Valid Entries:

plexname

Specifies the name of the CICSplex to which this region belongs. That is the name of the CICSplex specified in the
CICSPLEX() EYUPARM of the CICS startup. This is the CONTEXT and SCOPE to which the API thread to CPSM
connects in DBEC commands with SYSID. Use the PLEX and SCOPE parameters with the DBEC command to override
this value. This is useful if this instance of the CICS region can be brought up in a different CICSplex.

Default Value:

blanks

The CICSplex name defaults to blanks. When this parameter is not coded, DBEC runs as it does in Datacom CICS
Services 14.0 with the SYSID qualifier. As the default, this CICS region is not managed by a CICSPlex system manager
and does not have CPSM agent code in the CICS startup.

CICSTRA=

(Optional) You can use this parameter to place trace information in the trace table.

Valid Entries:
YES specifies that you want to place trace information in the trace table.
NO specifies that you do not want to place trace information in the trace table.

Default Value:
YES

DATE=

(Optional) Specifies the date when you compiled the vector table (DBCVTPR). If you do not specify a date, the system
date is used. This field is not edited and is eight characters in length.

Valid Entries:
Suggested is a date in the format mm/dd/yy. However, the value could be in the format as shown in the following
example: 01JAN12

Default Value:
System date

DBEC=

(Optional) If you are already using the transaction IDs DBEC, DBEX, or DBRC for another application, use this
parameter to specify alternate transaction IDs for Datacom CICS Services enhanced inquiry and control functions. These
transactions must be defined in the CICS System Definition data set (CSD). For details about modifying this parameter for
the current CICS session, see Changing Generation Options Online (DBOC GENOPTS).
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Valid Entries:
(aaaa,bbbb,cccc) Three valid transaction IDs, where aaaa is the replacement ID for DBEC, bbbb replaces DBEX,
and cccc replaces DBRC. Specify all IDs even if only one is being replaced.

Default Value:
(DBEC, DBEX, DBRC)

DBOC=

(Optional) If you are already using the transaction IDs DBOC, DBIC, or DBKC for another application, use this parameter
to specify alternate transaction IDs for Datacom CICS Services inquiry and control functions. These transactions must
be defined in the CICS System Definition data set (CSD). For details on modifying this parameter for the current CICS
session, see Changing Generation Options Online (DBOC GENOPTS).

Valid Entries:
(aaaa,bbbb,cccc) Three valid transaction IDs, where aaaa is the replacement ID for DBOC, bbbb replaces DBIC,
and cccc replaces DBKC. Specify both IDs even if only one is being replaced.

Default Value:
(DBOC, DBIC, DBKC)

DBTS=

(Optional) If you are already using the transaction IDs DBTS or DBTX for another application, use this parameter to
specify alternate transaction IDs for Datacom CICS Services Test Facility. These transactions must be defined in the CICS
System Definition data set (CSD). For details about modifying this parameter for the current CICS session, see Changing
Generation Options Online (DBOC GENOPTS).

Valid Entries:
(aaaa,bbbb) Two valid transaction IDs, where aaaa is the replacement ID for DBTS, and bbbb replaces DBTX.
Specify both IDs even if only one is being replaced.

Default Value:
(DBTS, DBTX)

DBUG=

(Optional) If you are already using the transaction IDs DBUG or DBFS for another application, use this parameter to
specify an alternate transaction ID for the Debugging Facility. These transactions must be defined in the CICS System
Definition data set (CSD). For details about modifying this parameter for the current CICS session, see Changing
Generation Options Online (DBOC GENOPTS).

Valid Entries:
(aaaa,bbbb) Two valid transaction IDs, where aaaa is the replacement ID for DBUG and bbbb replaces DBFS.
Specify both IDs even if only one is being replaced.

Default Value:
(DBUG, DBFS)

DEFERn=

(Optional) Specifies delayed opening of URT until requested by the DBOC OPEN= command.

When the parameter list exceeds assembler macro operand length, use the continuation parameter DEFERn=, for
example:

DEFER=(urt1,urt2,urt3),

DEFER1=(urt1,urt2,urt3),
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 .

 .

 .

DEFER9=urtn

You can use DBOC DEFER= to add URTs to this list for the current CICS cycle. For details, see the section DEFER=
Setting URTs for Deferred Opening.

Valid Entries:
4-digit URT IDs. (Valid IDs are numbers which do not exceed the MAXURTS= specification and are greater
than zero.) IDs can be listed individually, with or without leading zeros, or with an inclusive range, for example,
DEFER=(9,004,10,13-25).

Default Value:
All URTs not specified here or in the AUTO= parameter list are opened at Datacom CICS Services startup.

DELIM=

(Optional) Specifies the delimiting character to be used to string together two or more DBOC commands within a single
input statement. When used, this character indicates the end of one command, including its operands, and the beginning
of another command. For details about modifying this parameter for the current CICS session, see Changing Generation
Options Online (DBOC GENOPTS). You can also change this specification using the DBOC DELIM= command; see the
section DELIM= Changing the Delimiter Character.

NOTE
If you choose to specify the single quote character (') or the ampersand (&, which is the default delimiter
character) as the value for DELIM=, because of Assembler restrictions you must enter the value twice, for
example, DELIM=&& or DELIM=''.

Any special (not alphanumeric) character may be used as the command delimiter except the following: question mark (?),
equal sign (=), period (.), and comma (,).

Valid Entries:
Valid entries include, but are not limited to, the following:

• ¬
• #
• $
• ¢
• {
• }
• \
• &
• %
• *
• @
• ~
• '
• "
• :
• ;
• >
• <
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Default Value:
&

NOTE
Because of Assembler restrictions, the default is actually defined in the macro as two ampersands (&&).

DFLTUSR=

(Required) Specifies a default user ID for a task that does not have a terminal or printer attached to it. If you do not sign
on to the terminal, that is, if there is no user ID information for that task, Datacom CICS Services passes the default user
ID specified with DFLTUSR= to the MUF.

Valid Entries:
A valid user ID

Default Value:
CA##DCOM

NOTE
If external security is in use, you have to define CA##DCOM to external security.

Also, see the information regarding security implications in the note in the USERID= information.

DYNPPT=

(Optional) Use DYNPPT=YES if you want to use the program AUTOINSTALL function (PGAIPGM=ACTIVE in DFHSIT)
for URTs.

NOTE
By using the program AUTOINSTALL function, you prolong the initialization process during PLT.

With Datacom CICS Services, take care in assigning URT numbers when using this feature. Using MAXURTS=9999
with DYNPPT=YES significantly lengthens the startup process due to the need for CICS to auto-install all of the modules
from DBURT000 to DBUR9999. This is an unnecessary overhead if there are large gaps of unused URT numbers in the
maximum range.

If there are known to be large ranges of URT numbers to be skipped, using SKIPLOAD can significantly reduce the
startup process when using DYNPPT.

Valid Entries:
YES or NO

Default Value:
NO

EOJ_OK

(Optional) Use EOJ_OK=DISCONNECT or IMMEDIATE to participate with Datacom Multi-User in support of a request
to EOJ MUF. Datacom CICS Services is notified that a MUF EOJ has been requested if EOJ_OK=NO is not specified
or the default is taken when there is activity in the CICS region. Depending on the specified value, Datacom CICS
Services issues and performs an orderly DISCONNECT (EOJ_OK=DISCONNECT) or an IMMEDIATE disconnect
(EOJ_OK=IMMEDIATE) of the Multi-User. For more information about the DISCONNECT and IMMEDIATE commands,
see the section Connecting and Disconnecting MUFs.

NOTE
If you specify other than EOJ_OK=NO, evaluate the Datacom/DB startup parameter X_EOJ_OK_S_DELAY for
setting the correct time interval for your environment. Datacom/DB MUF uses this value to wait before severing
the connection with Datacom CICS Services when there is no activity. Releases of Datacom/DB earlier than
Version 14.0 do not support this feature.
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Valid Entries
DISCONNECT, IMMEDIATE, or NO

Default Value
NO

NOTE
The value that is specified in the EOJ_OK= parameter of the DBCVTPR becomes the default for any DBCSID
macros that are coded with the DBCVTPR macro.

JOBNAME=

(Optional. For multiple CICS environments.) Specifies whether the CICS job name is to overlay the message number in
console responses to DBOC commands.

Valid Entries:
YES, NO

Default Value:
NO

INTLTRA=

(Optional) Specifies whether to use an internal trace, a diagnostic tool that generates trace entries for each CICS task
connected to a MUF and each database request. Internal traces are generally used by Broadcom Support to research a
reported problem. The results are found in the core dump in case of an ABEND that generates a dump. You can choose
INTLTRA=YES, but there is some slight performance degradation associated with its resource allocation and usage.

Valid Entries:
YES, NO

Default Value:
NO

LOG=

(Optional) Specifies whether responses to DBIC/DBOC commands are written to the Message Log file. The second
operand specifies if inquiry command responses are written to the Message Log file. Use the DBCVTPR MSGLOG=
parameter, to assign a destination ID for the Message Log file. For details about modifying this parameter for the current
CICS session through DBOC GENOPTS, see the section Changing Generation Options Online (DBOC GENOPTS), or
through DBOC LOG=, see the section LOG= Resetting the Log Option for Operational Commands. If NO is specified for
the first operand, then the second operand is automatically set to NO in the assembly.

Valid Entries:
(YES,YES) (YES,NO) (NO,NO)

Default Value:
(YES,NO)

MAXURTS=

(Required) Specifies the maximum number of URTs that can be defined for use. Datacom CICS Services creates URT
module names with the value assigned to PREFIX= suffixed by a 4-digit number starting with 0001 and ending with a
number equal to the specified MAXURTS= value. For more information, see the description of the PREFIX= parameter.

For details about modifying this parameter for the current CICS session, see Changing Generation Options Online (DBOC
GENOPTS).
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Valid Entries:
1 - 9999

Default Value:
(No default)

MSGLOG=

(Optional) Specifies the destination ID for logging DBOC and DBIC messages. This destination ID must be defined in
the CICS Destination Control Table (DCT). (MSGLOG=DBOC requires a DBOCPRT DD (DLBL for z/VSE) statement
in the CICS startup JCL to reference the data set; this data set is not shareable across CICS regions.) For z/OS, the
Message Log can be either SYSOUT or a sequential data set with a record size of 131. For z/VSE, the Message Log must
be a sequential data set. After CICS is shut down, z/VSE prints the Message Log file. For details about modifying this
parameter for the current CICS session, see Changing Generation Options Online (DBOC GENOPTS).

Valid Entries:
4-character destination ID

Default Value:
DBOC

MSTOPR=

(Optional) Identifies up to 50 operators who are authorized for DBOC as "master operators." Only master operators can
start up and shut down Datacom CICS Services or modify DBCVTPR options online during a CICS session.

For details about modifying this parameter for the current CICS session, see Changing Generation Options Online (DBOC
GENOPTS). If you accept the default, MSTOPR=***, any user authorized for DBOC is able to use the DBOC GENOPTS
transaction.

Valid Entries:
1 to 50 3-character operator IDs (xxx,xxx,...,xxx)
*** (no master operator security enforced)

NOTE
Only the first 10 of these 50 can later be modified online through DBOC GENOPTS.

Default Value:
***

OPENAPI=

YES specifies that Datacom CICS Services starts the execution of request processing and OPEN/CLOSE processes on
an OPEN TCB. In this case, it is the L8 TCB since Datacom CICS Services programs run with EXECKEY=CICS.

NO specifies that the Datacom CICS Services programs are enabled as API(CICSSAPI). Specifically, the Datacom CICS
Services programs (request processing) run on the same TCB as the calling program. Therefore, it is either a QR TCB or
an OPEN TCB, whichever the application program is running.

QR specifies that you want the CICS transactions to run on the QR (quasi reentrant)TCB only.

IMPORTANT
Take caution in setting the proper value. Monitor the system performance and measure it to adjust the value
appropriately.

The MAXOPENTCBS system initialization parameter controls the number of open TCBs permitted for this purpose. Take
special care to evaluate the increase in that value for more OPEN TCBs needed by Datacom CICS Services. In the CICS
Transaction Server releases before CTS 5.1, you could set the SIT option parameter. In CTS 5.1, CICS sets it to the sum
total of double the MXT value and the number 32 and you cannot set it in this release.
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Valid Entries:
YES, NO, QR

Default Value:
NO

PLANSWI=

YES specifies you want to perform dynamic plan selection.

NO specifies you do not want to perform dynamic plan selection.

NOTE
The AUTHID= and PLANSWI= parameters are mutually exclusive.

Valid Entries:
YES, NO

Default Value:
NO

PREFIX=

(Optional) Specifies the prefix to be used for URT names. Datacom CICS Services creates URT module names with the
value assigned to PREFIX= suffixed by a 3-digit number starting with 001 and ending with a number equal to the specified
MAXURTS= value.

NOTE
Because, beginning in r11, the maximum valid value for MAXURTS= became 9999, the PREFIX= parameter
has been updated as follows. For User Requirements Table numbers above 999, the fifth character of the 5-
character prefix is translated to 1 (one) for URTs in the range 1000-1999, translated to 2 (two) for URTs in the
range 2000-2999, and so on for deriving the load name of a User Requirements Table.

Sites that have previously defined a prefix with 1 through 9 as the last character of the 5-character prefix should modify
their specification for the PREFIX= parameter and the appropriate URT load module names prior to upgrading.

For details about modifying this parameter for the current CICS session, see the section Changing Generation Options
Online (DBOC GENOPTS). You can also use the DBOC PREFIX= command to modify this specification for the current
CICS session; see the section PREFIX= Changing the URT Prefix.

Valid Entries:
5-character prefix

Default Value:
DBURT

REQTHD=

(Optional) First operand specifies the threshold number of Datacom/DB requests to allow in any unit of work. If this
number is exceeded, Datacom CICS Services causes the task to abend with a code of DC18.

Additional operands identify the transactions to exempt from the specified request threshold, if any. Up to 10 exception
transaction IDs (or groups of IDs) can be specified to bypass interruption of high-volume tasks. Use the wildcard character
(?) to specify a transaction ID group. For example:

REQTHD=(5000,DDOL,DQ??,SCF?,DB??)

Specifies a threshold of 5000 requests; exempting DDOL Datadictionary and the group of transaction IDs beginning with
the characters DQ (Dataquery), SCF (Ideal), and DB (Datacom/DB).
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For details about modifying this parameter for the current CICS session, see Changing Generation Options Online (DBOC
GENOPTS).

Valid Entries:
First operand: 0 - 99999
Additional operands (Optional): 1 to 20 four-character transaction IDs, separated by commas.

Default Value:
(0, DBOC) where the zero means no limit.

SCROLL=

(Optional) Specifies the method used to control the DBOC and DBIC display paging. For details about modifying this
parameter for the current CICS session, see Changing Generation Options Online (DBOC GENOPTS).

If (AUTO,sss) is specified, Datacom CICS Services waits sss seconds and automatically pages to the next set of lines
when the DBOC command generates more lines than can be displayed on a single screen.

If MANUAL is specified, a full display remains on the screen until you press Enter to page forward or Clear to end the
process. If the CSD RTIMOUT= parameter is specified for the DBOC and DBIC transaction and Enter or Clear is not
pressed before the specified RTIMOUT= elapsed time, the transaction is terminated by CICS.

Valid Entries:
MANUAL
(AUTO, sss) -- where sss is seconds

Default Value:
(AUTO, 10)

SKIPURT=

(Optional) Specifies whether Datacom CICS Services is to skip certain URTs when searching for a URT to satisfy a
request from Datacom/DB, where the URTs to skip are those that are closed and those that are unopened but not
marked for AUTO-open. For an explanation of the logic used by Datacom CICS Services when selecting a URT to use
in satisfying a request, see Using the Standard URT Selection Logic and the flowchart in Category 4: All Other User
Commands. For details about modifying this parameter for the current CICS session, see Changing Generation Options
Online (DBOC GENOPTS). Specifying SKIPURT=YES has the same effect as deleting URTs which have been closed.

Specify SKIPURT=YES to limit the search to URTs in the following status and "when to open" categories.

Status When

OPENED any

UNOPENED AUTO

Accept the default, SKIPURT=NO to skip no URT during the search

Valid Entries:
YES, NO

Default Value:
NO

SKPSYNC=

(Optional) Specifies that NO transactions, ALL transactions, or a list of up to 50 transaction IDs are bypassed for
SYNCPOINT or SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK processing when the application issues a LOGCP, COMIT, LOGCR, ROLBK, or
LOGTB. This only applies to a CICS environment accessing a single MUF.
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NOTE
This parameter allows you to specify transactions that do not follow IBM CICS SYNCPOINT standards
for application-issued Datacom/DB (DB) log commands. When a user application issues one of these log
commands, DBC calls DB directly without issuing a CICS SYNCPOINT as DBC normally does, which does not
follow CICS standard protocol.

Valid Entries:
NO - Specifies that Datacom CICS Services will issue a SYNCPOINT instead of a user DB log command.
ALL - Specifies that Datacom CICS Services will issue the user DB log command, as is, without issuing a CICS
SYNCPOINT.
1 to 50 - 4-character transaction IDS in the format (xxxx,xxxx,...,xxxx)

Default Value:
NO

NOTE
With Solution LU03158 applied, YES is no longer valid, and the default has been changed to NO. Prior to
LU03158, YES was treated as NO. In order to keep the default effect the same, the default was modified to be
NO. Exception list processing is unchanged.

SYSV=

(Optional) (z/OS only) Specifies if the release of SYSVIEW compatible with this release of Datacom CICS Services is
supported in this Datacom CICS Services environment. SYSVIEW can run in the CICS environment without SYSV=YES,
but SYSVIEW cannot run in the Datacom CICS Services environment without SYSV=YES. If SYSV=YES, the DC00400I
message is produced at startup. For details about modifying this parameter for the current CICS session, see Changing
Generation Options Online (DBOC GENOPTS).

Valid Entries:
YES, NO

Default Value:
NO

NOTE
The SYSV= parameter used to specify SYSVIEW should only be specified as YES in z/OS environments. In z/
VSE environments, SYSV= should be allowed to default to NO. If SYSV=YES, be sure to have the Version of
SYSVIEW installed that supports Datacom CICS Services Version 15.0.

TRACE=

(Optional) The first operand specifies whether the Trace Facility is to be activated automatically when Datacom CICS
Services is initiated (ON) or activated only upon request (OFF). The second operand specifies the maximum number of
entries to be held at one time in the Datacom/DB Trace Table. For details about modifying this parameter for the current
CICS session, see Changing Generation Options Online (DBOC GENOPTS).

NOTE
OPEN and CLOSE commands are traced regardless of ON/OFF status.

Valid Entries:
(ON, nnnn) or (OFF, nnnn)
where nnnn is a number between 1 and 9999,
inclusive.

Default Value:
(ON, 1000)
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TWOPHASE=

With TWOPHASE=YES specified, two-phase commit processing is performed. Two-phase commit processing is a
mandatory function in an environment that uses multiple resource managers, that is, multiple MUFs or combinations of
MUF, the IBM DB2 product, the IBM IMS product, and other resource managers that participate in CICS SYNCPOINT/
ROLLBACK processing.

Valid Entries:
YES, NO

Default Value:
YES

USERID=

Indicates the format of the USER identification that is passed to Datacom/DB with each request.

USERID=NO
When external security is used, specifying USERID=NO forces Datacom/DB to use the 3-byte operator ID (CICS
OPERID) instead of the 8-byte user ID (CICS USERID). In a RACF environment, USERID=NO means that
Datacom/DB uses the 3-byte operator ID, not the group ID, to secure the database. In Datacom CICS Services
r2.5 and before, if USERID=NO and external security was in use, Datacom/DB used an 8-byte user ID to secure
the database.

USERID=YES
Specifying USERID=YES forces Datacom/DB to use the 8-byte CICS USERID.

Beginning with r11, security integrity has been enhanced so that the same USERID/OPERID is used for the entire
duration of the transaction/task. This secures data from transactions where users sign off in the middle of transactions,
that is, it prevents such transactions from getting a USERID/OPERID that has more security rights than the original user.

The USERID and OPERID are obtained from the EXEC CICS ASSIGN command. It is possible to have other OPERID/
USERIDs that need to be secured.

Valid Entries:
YES, NO

Default Value:
NO

USERS=

(Optional) Specifies the maximum number of concurrent CICS users of the database (users with transactions physically
waiting on Datacom/DB read events and transactions having exclusive control, that is, adds, writes, and reads for update).
For the maximum number of concurrent Datacom/DB users, see the section on the TASKS MUF startup option in the
Datacom Core documentation.

For details about modifying this parameter for the current CICS session, see Changing Generation Options Online (DBOC
GENOPTS).

You can use the DBIC/DBOC INQ=USERS display to evaluate the impact of the value specified for this parameter. For
instructions on using DBIC/DBOC INQ=USERS, see the section INQ=USERS--Displaying Concurrent Users.

NOTE
The USERS= parameter of the first DBCSID macro (USERS=) overrides the USERS= parameter specified in
the DBCVTPR macro.

Valid Entries:
4 - 255
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Default Value:
4

Example DBCVTPR Specifications
The following examples illustrate requirements for typical sites: Example 1

 DBCVTPR USERS=4,MAXURTS=15,AUTO=(2,3),TWOPHASE=YES

USERS=4
Specifies in this example a MUF environment in which up to four concurrent requests can be serviced.

MAXURTS=15
Specifies in this example that the highest number assigned to any URT is 0015.

AUTO=(2,3)
Specifies in this example, URTs 0002 and 0003 are opened automatically when first required.

TWOPHASE=YES
Specifies that two-phase commit processing be performed.

Example 2

 DBCVTPR MAXURTS=1,PREFIX=AFILE,USERS=2,TWOPHASE=YES,EOJ_OK=DISCONNECT,CICSPLEX=YOURPLEX

MAXURTS=1
Specifies in this example a MUF environment with a single URT.

PREFIX=AFILE
Specifies that the single URT in this example is named AFILE001.

USERS=2
Specifies in this example, the system can service up to two requests concurrently.

TWOPHASE=YES
Specifies that two-phase commit processing be performed.

EOJ_OK=DISCONNECT
Specifies when Datacom CICS Services is actively processing requests and notified by MUF that an EOJ has
been requested, the Datacom CICS Services issues a DISCONNECT for the MUF connection. This action allows
an orderly end for transaction with exclusive control.

CICSPLEX=YOURPLEX
Specifies when a DBEC command is issued with the SYSID qualifier such as DBEC I,MUF(1),SYSID(*), it
displays the default MUF for all CICSes that are active and connected in the CICSplex named YOURPLEX. It is
assumed that this CICS belongs to YOURPLEX unless that is overridden in the DBEC command.

Example 3

 DBCVTPR MAXURTS=20,DEFER=(1,2),TWOPHASE=YES,EOJ_OK=IMMEDIATE

MAXURTS=20
Specifies in this example that in this MUF environment the highest numbered URT is 0020 (MAXURTS=20).

DEFER=(1,2)
Specifies that in this example URTs 0001 and 0002 are to remain unopened unless they are opened by the user.

TWOPHASE=YES
Specifies that two-phase commit processing be performed.

EOJ_OK=IMMEDIATE
Specifies that when Datacom CICS Services is actively processing requests and is notified by MUF that an EOJ
has been requested, the Datacom CICS Services issues a IMMEDIATE disconnect from the MUF regardless of
the state of current transactions.
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Example 4

     DBCVTPR MAXURTS=200,AUTO=(21-100),DEFER=(101-200),                 X

                SKIPURT=YES,TRACE=(ON,500),AUXTRCE=(OFF,CLUA,CLUB),     X

                USERS=15,REQTHD=(60000,DB??,AP??),SCROLL=MANUAL,        X

                MSTOPR=(DRK,DBY),MSGLOG=DBLT,LOG=(YES,NO),              X

                SYSV=YES,DBTS=(TEST,DBTX),TWOPHASE=YES, OPENAPI=(YES)

MAXURTS=200
Specifies in this example a MUF environment in which there are 200 possible URTs. The first 20 URTs (001 --
020) are opened at startup.

AUTO=(21-100)
Specifies in this example that the next 80 URTs (021 -- 100) are opened when a task requiring them executes.

DEFER=(101-200)
Specifies in this example that the remaining URTs (101 -- 200) are opened only when explicitly opened with a
DBOC OPEN= command.

SKIPURT=YES
Specifies in this example that URTs that are closed and those that are unopened but not marked for AUTO-open
are to be skipped when searching for a URT to satisfy a request from Datacom/DB.

TRACE=(ON,500)
Specifies in this example that the Trace Facility is running from Datacom CICS Services startup with up to 500
entries maintained in the Trace Table.

AUXTRCE=(OFF,CLUA,CLUB)
Specifies in this example that the auxiliary trace is off at startup, and the name of the primary and secondary
destinations are CLUA and CLUB.

USERS=15
Specifies in this example that 15 is the maximum number of allowed concurrent CICS users of the database.

REQTHD=(60000,DB??,AP??)
Specifies in this example that any transaction can issue 60,000 Datacom/DB requests before Datacom CICS
Services forces it to abend with a DC18 abend code. However, any transaction beginning with a prefix of DB or
AP is never forced to abend because of too many Datacom/DB requests.

SCROLL=MANUAL
Specifies in this example that the MANUAL method is to be used to control the DBOC and DBIC display paging.

MSTOPR=(DRK,DBY)
Specifies in this example that the master operators are DRK and DBY.

MSGLOG=DBLT
Specifies in this example that DBLT is the destination ID for logging DBOC and DBIC messages. DBOC
commands (but not DBOC responses) are to be logged to the file DBLTPRT.

LOG=(YES,NO)
Specifies in this example that responses to DBIC/DBOC commands are to be written to the Message Log file
(CSMT), but inquiry command responses are not to be written to the Message Log file.

SYSV=YES
Specifies in this example that the release of SYSVIEW that is compatible with this release of Datacom CICS
Services is supported (in z/OS only) in this Datacom CICS Services environment.

DBTS=(TEST,DBTX)
Specifies in this example that TEST is the alternate transaction ID for the Datacom CICS Services Test Facility as
the replacement ID for DBTS (but DBTX is not replaced).
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TWOPHASE=YES
Specifies that two-phase commit processing be performed.

OPENAPI=YES
Specifies that Datacom CICS Services TRUEs start execution on OPEN TCBs. In this case, it is L8 because they
run with EXECKEY=CICS.

Sample Assembly JCL for DBCVTPR (z/OS)

The following example shows sample z/OS JCL for assembling and linking DBCVTPR. Modify the JCL as required to
meet your site standards.

 //DBCVTPR JOB (acct info),'job desc',CLASS=X,MSGCLASS=X

 //PROCLIB  DD DSN=SYS1.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

 //*******************************************************************

 //*                                                                 *

 //* ASSEMBLE AND LINKEDIT -- DBCVTPR CICS SERVICES OPTIONS          *

 //*                                                                 *

 //*******************************************************************

 //STEP1   EXEC HLASMCL,

 //  PARM.C='OBJECT,NODECK',

 //  PARM.L='MAP,LET,LIST'

 //C.SYSLIB   DD DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR

 //           DD DSN=CAI.THLQ.CAB1MAC,DISP=SHR

 //           DD DSN=CAI.DHLQ.CABDMAC,DISP=SHR

 //           DD DSN=CICS.SDFHMAC,DISP=SHR

 //C.SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //C.SYSIN    DD DSN=CAI.CHLQ.CUSMAC(DBCVTPR),DISP=SHR

 //L.SYSLMOD  DD DSN=CAI.CHLQ.CUSLIB,DISP=SHR

 //L.SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //L.SYSIN    DD *

     NAME DBCVTPR(R)

 /*

 //

NOTE

• The previous PROC invokes the ASMA90 program.
• With the previous reference to SYSLMOD, see the product installation procedures to determine the correct

custom load library (CUSLIB) data set to contain DBCVTPR. This data set must be included in your CICS
DFHRPL library concatenation ahead of the Datacom CICS Services target load library.

• Caution! Linking the DBCVTPR module with RENT results in an ABEND during startup if CICS is set up with
(read-only memory) RDSA and this storage option is supported by the hardware.

Sample Assembly JCL for DBCVTPR (z/VSE)

The following example shows sample z/VSE JCL for assembling and linking DBCVTPR. Modify the JCL as required to
meet your site standards.

 * $$ JOB JNM=jobname,CLASS=0,PDEST=(*,username),LDEST=(*,username)

 * $$ LST CLASS=A

 * $$ PUN CLASS=A

 // JOB Job Statement Information
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 // LIBDEF SOURCE,SEARCH=(BASE.DBC150,BASE.DBBASE,PRD1.BASE)

 // LIBDEF PHASE,CATALOG=users.DBC150

 // OPTION LIST,ALIGN,CATAL

       PHASE DBCVTPR,*

 // EXEC ASMA90,SIZE=ASMA90

        DBCVTPR AUXTRCE=(OFF,DCAX,DCBX),                                X

                DATE=02/02/13,                                          X

                DELIM=;,                                                X

                JOBNAME=YES,                                            X

                LOG=(YES,YES),                                          X

                MAXURTS=030,                                            X

                MSGLOG=DBOC,                                            X

                MSTOPR=(***),                                           X

                PREFIX=DBURT,                                           X

                REQTHD=(10000,AAAA,BBBB,CCCC,DDDD,EEEE),                X

                SCROLL=MANUAL,                                          X

                TRACE=(ON,1000),                                        X

                USERS=4,                                                X

                USERID=YES

          END

 /*

 // EXEC LNKEDT,PARM=MSHP

 /&

 * $$ EOJ

Specifying DBCSID Macros
(z/OS only) Each occurrence of a DBCSID macro defines one connection of Datacom CICS Services to a given Datacom/
DB Multi-User Facility (MUF). This association is established by giving the DBCSID macro parameter SIDNAME=
the same load module name as specified in a global User Requirements Table (URT) by the SIDNAME= parameter
in the Datacom/DB URT Start macro (DBURSTR). For information on the DBURSTR macro, see the Datacom Core
documentation. For more information about global URTs, see Coding the URT Macros.

Restriction

In general, batch global URTs (multiple MUF interface URTs) have many DBURSTR SIDNAME= parameters, while online
global URTs are restricted to one and only one DBURSTR SIDNAME= parameter per URT.

Global URT SIDNAME= parameters can only be defined in a DBURSTR macro once per URT. A single URT may not
cause a connection to more than one MUF.

NOTE
Although this is a restriction, it is not a limitation, because online environments use more than one URT.

The sub-identifier ID (SID) load module name, that can now be specified in the DBCSID macro parameter SIDNAME=,
was known in prior releases by a single load module named DBSIDPR, assembled by the Datacom/DB DBSYSID macro.
For information about DBSYSID, see the Datacom Core documentation.

Place the DBCSID macros immediately after the DBCVTPR macro with its DBCVTPR parameters (see Specifying
Generation Options (DBCVTPR)). In Datacom CICS Services, you can specify a maximum of 99 DBCSID macros in a
single assembly of the DBCVTPR macro, but we recommend you specify only the minimum number of DBCSID macros
required. A DBCSID macro is only required if connecting to two or more Datacom/DB MUFs. If no DBCSID macro is
supplied, Datacom CICS Services loads DBSIDPR as the SID module, as in previous releases. Therefore, if you are only
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connecting to one MUF, no DBCSID macro is needed. However, if you are connecting to two MUFs, two DBCSID macros
are required, while three DBCSID macros are required to connect to three MUFs, and so on.

The first DBCSID macro defines the connection to the default MUF. This is important because, except for Ideal and
Datacom VSAM Transparency, the default MUF must be used for Datacom system tables. The system tables include
database 1000, the Datacom Datadictionary databases (DataDict and DDD), the Dataquery database, the FAT-TAT
database, and all SQL requests. Therefore:

• All of the following must run on the default MUF identified in the first DBCSID macro:
– SQL
– Datacom/DB Datadictionary Online (DDOL)
– Dataquery (DQRY)
– Datacom DL1 Transparency
– Datacom TOTAL Transparency

• All non-converted (non-global) URTs use the default MUF connection.
• All Dataquery security and Datacom Datadictionary security is done in the default MUF.

NOTE
Actual Dataquery (DQRY) DQL user data requests can go to other MUFs, based upon URT specifications.

Any SQL executed in CICS must only go against the default MUF.

The use of the multiple MUFs feature requires a default Datacom/DB MUF that must be at Datacom/DB Version 14.0 or
later. The MUF with the most recent version must be listed first in the DFHRPL (the load library concatenation for loading
modules in CICS). For example, if you are connecting to both Datacom/DB 15.0 and 14.0, the 15.0 libraries must be first
in the concatenation. For custom libraries, the default MUF custom libraries must be first in the concatenation.

Only the URTs that need new functions, such as DBID switching or going against a DBCSID MUF that is not the default,
need to be reassembled with global URT macros. Datacom CICS Services selects the given MUF based upon the current
URT selection criteria. Only a global URT with a SIDNAME= specified in the Datacom/DB DBURSTR macro can support
requests going to the non-default DBCSID MUF. Because of security issues, make certain that you have done careful site
planning when deciding what your site requires.

NOTE
To support multiple MUFs, Datacom CICS Services also supports the use of the DBIDUSER= and DBIDMUF=
parameters of the Datacom/DB global URT Entry macro (DBURTBL). See the information about DBURTBL in
the Datacom Core documentation.

DBCSID Macro Parameters

Following are the DBCSID macro parameters you can specify.

CONNECT=

(Required) Specifies how Datacom CICS Services is to connect to a given MUF. The three choices are as follows:

PLT
Specifies that a connection to a given MUF be attempted when Datacom CICS Services starts up.

AUTO
Specifies that a connection to a given MUF be attempted when the first URT that needs this connection opens.

DEFER
Specifies that a connection to a given MUF should be delayed until a CONNECT is manually issued for that given
MUF.

Valid Entries:
PLT, AUTO, DEFER
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Default Value:
(No default)

EOJ_OK=

(Optional) Use EOJ_OK=DISCONNECT or IMMEDIATE if you want to participate with Datacom Multi-User in support of a
request to EOJ MUF. Datacom CICS Services is notified that a MUF EOJ has been requested when EOJ_OK is specified
with DISCONNECT or IMMEDIATE and there is activity in the CICS region. Depending on the value specified, Datacom
CICS Services issues and performs an orderly DISCONNECT (EOJ_OK=DISCONNECT) or an IMMEDIATE disconnect
(EOJ_OK=IMMEDIATE) of the Multi-User. For more information, see Connecting and Disconnecting MUFs.

NOTE
If you specify other than EOJ_OK=NO, evaluate the Datacom/DB startup parameter X_EOJ_OK_S_DELAY
for setting the correct time interval for your environment. The Datacom/DB MUF uses this value to wait before
severing the connection with Datacom CICS Services when there is no activity. Releases of Datacom/DB earlier
than Version 14.0 do not support this feature.

Valid Entries
DISCONNECT, IMMEDIATE, or NO

Default Value:
NO

NOTE
The value specified in the EOJ_OK= parameter of the DBCVTPR becomes the default for any DBCSID macros
that are coded with the DBCVTPR macro. When EOJ_OK= is specified in the DBCSID macro, it overrides the
default taken or specified in the DBCVTPR macro.

SIDNAME=

(Required) Specifies the sub-identifier ID (SID) load module name. This load module name is the output from a DBSYSID
assembly that contains the needed information (SVC, SUBID, and so on) about the given MUF. For information about
DBSYSID and the DBURSTR macro SIDNAME= parameter, see the Datacom Core documentation..

Valid Entries:
Valid load module name (output from a DBSYSID assembly)

Default Value:
(No default)

USERS=

(Required) Specifies the number of threads or MUF tasks requested by this CICS from the MUF to which it is connected,
based upon the sub-identifier ID (SID) load module name specified in the SIDNAME= parameter.

NOTE
The USERS= parameter of the first DBCSID macro overrides the USERS= parameter specified in the
DBCVTPR macro. For more information, see USERS=.

Valid Entries:
2 -- 255

Default Value:
No default

Sample Assembly JCL for DBCVTPR with DBCSID Macros (z/OS)

The following example shows sample z/OS JCL for assembling and linking DBCVTPR that includes DBCSID macros for
defining MUF connections. Modify the JCL as required to meet your site standards.
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WARNING
Linking the DBCVTPR module with RENT results in an ABEND during startup if CICS is set up with RDSA
(read-only memory) and this storage option is supported by the hardware.

 //DBCVTPR JOB (acct info),'job desc',CLASS=X,MSGCLASS=X

 //PROCLIB  DD DSN=SYS1.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

 //*******************************************************************

 //*                                                                 *

 //* ASSEMBLE AND LINKEDIT -- DBCVTPR CICS SERVICES OPTIONS          *

 //*                                                                 *

 //*******************************************************************

 //STEP1   EXEC HLASMCL,

 //  PARM.C='OBJECT,NODECK',

 //  PARM.L='MAP,LET,LIST'

 //C.SYSLIB   DD DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR

 //           DD DSN=CAI.THLQ.CAB1MAC,DISP=SHR

 //           DD DSN=CAI.DHLQ.CABDMAC,DISP=SHR

 //           DD DSN=CICS.SDFHMAC,DISP=SHR

 //C.SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //C.SYSIN    DD *

          DBCVTPR USERS=6,MULTUSE=YES,MSTOPR=***,              X

                 PREFIX=DBURT,MAXURTS=500,SCROLL=MANUAL,       X

                 TWOPHASE=NO,AUTO=(001,002,003,010)

          DBCSID  SIDNAME=DBSIDPR,USERS=3,CONNECT=PLT,         X

                 EOJ_OK=DISCONNECT

          DBCSID  SIDNAME=PRODMU1,USERS=3,CONNECT=AUTO

          DBCSID  SIDNAME=PRODMUF,USERS=4,CONNECT=DEFER

          END

 //L.SYSLMOD  DD DSN=CAI.CHLQ.CUSLIB,DISP=SHR

 //L.SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //L.SYSIN    DD *

     NAME DBCVTPR(R)

 /*

 //

NOTE

1. The previous PROC invokes the ASMA90 program.
2. With previous reference to SYSLMOD, see the product installation procedures to determine the correct

custom load library (CUSLIB) data set to contain DBCVTPR. This data set must also be included in your
CICS DFHRPL library concatenation ahead of the Datacom CICS Services target load library.

3. When placing the DBCVTPR, carefully place the Datacom/DB custom load libraries containing the DBCSID
DBSIDPR=named modules so that the first of those in the concatenation is the default MUF as specified by
the first DBCSID macro.

Using the SKIPLOAD Macro
The SKIPLOAD macro allows you to avoid the unnecessary attempted loads of non-existent URTs during startup and
initialization only. It is especially useful when using DBCVTPR DYNPPT=YES for AUTO installation and when most of the
MAXURT range is skipped.
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For example, your standard might require having URT 1-20, 4900-4999 and 9900-9999. In this case, only 220 URTs are
loaded. In the previous release, there would have been at least 9999 look ups. In this example, two SKIPLOAD macros
could reduce the lookup/loads from 9999 to 220, significantly increasing startup performance.

This page contains the following topics:

SKIPLOAD Parameters

The SKIPLOAD macro has two parameters.

• SKIP_LOAD_FROM
• SKIP_LOAD_TO

The values for these parameters are only valid for URT ranges. There can be multiple SKIPLOAD macro occurrences.
They are assembled with the DBCVTPR macro and DBCSID macros. The SKIPLOAD macros must be together. They
must immediately follow the last DBCSID macro or immediately after the DBCVTPR macro if no DBCSID macros are
specified. The combined assembly is linked as DBCVTPR.

SKIP_LOAD_FROM

The first URT number in the range to be skipped .

Valid values:
1 to 9998

Default:
No default.

SKIP_LOAD_TO

The last URT number in the range to be skipped.

Valid values:
2 to 9999

Default;
No default.

WARNING
Warning: Leave some empty slots (entries) for Dataquery Online DQL mode to generate dynamic URTs.

Example of the SKIPLOAD Macro

    DBCVTPR   AUTO=1-19,MAXURT=3000,...             

    DBCSID       SIDNAME=DBSIDPR,USER=10,CTYPE=PLT     

    SKIPLOAD  SKIP_LOAD_FROM=100,SKIP_LOAD_TO=900   

    SKIPLOAD  SKIP_LOAD_FROM=2100,SKIP_LOAD_TO=2900 

    END        

Sample Assembly JCL for DBCVTPR with SKIPLOAD Macros (z/OS)

The following example shows sample z/OS JCL for assembling and linking DBCVTR that includes SKIPLOAD macros
for URTs that you want to skip for loading at STARTUP Services time. Modify the JCL as required to meet your site
standards.

 //DBCVTPR JOB (acct info),'job desc',CLASS=X,MSGCLASS=X
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 //PROCLIB  DD DSN=SYS1,PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

 //*******************************************************************

 //*                                                                 *

 //* ASSEMBLE AND LINKEDIT -- DBCVTPR CICS SERVICES OPTIONS          *

 //*                                                                 *

 //*******************************************************************

 //STEP1   EXEC HLASMCL,

 //  PARM.C='OBJECT,NODECK',

 //  PARM.L='MAP,LET,LIST'

 //C.SYSLIB   DD DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR

 //           DD DSN=CAI.THLQ.CAB1MAC,DISP=SHR

 //           DD DSN=CAI.DHLQ.CABDMAC,DISP=SHR

 //           DD DSN=CICS.SDFHMAC,DISP=SHR

 //C.SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //C.SYSIN    DD   *     

          DBCVTPR USERS=6,MULTUSE=YES,MSTOPR=***,                   X

                 PREFIX=DBURT,MAXURTS=5000,SCROLL=MANUAL,       X

                 TWOPHASE=YES,AUTO=(001,002,003,010)

          SKIPLOAD SKIP_LOAD_FROM=11,SKIP_LOAD_TO=19    

          SKIPLOAD SKIP_LOAD_FROM=500,SKIP_LOAD_TO=510 

          SKIPLOAD SKIP_LOAD_FROM=600,SKIP_LOAD_TO=4000

          END

 //L.SYSLMOD  DD DSN=CAI.CHLQ.CUSLIB,DISP=SHR

 //L.SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //L.SYSIN    DD *

     NAME DBCVTPR(R)

 /*

 //

NOTE
The previous PROC invokes the ASMA90 program. With previous reference to SYSLMOD, see the product
installation procedures to determine the correct custom load library (CUSLIB) data set to contain DBCVTPR.
This data set must also be included in your CICS DFHRPL library concatenation ahead of the Datacom CICS
Services target library.

Sample Assembly JCL for DBCVTPR with SKIPLOAD Macros z/VSE

The following example shows sample z/VSE JCL for assembling and linking DBCVTPR. Modify the JCL as required to
meet your site standards.

 * $$ JOB JNM=jobname,CLASS=0,PDEST=(*,username),LDEST=(*,username)

 * $$ LST CLASS=A

 * $$ PUN CLASS=A

 // JOB Job Statement Information

 // LIBDEF SOURCE,SEARCH=(BASE.DBC150,BASE.DBBASE,PRD1.BASE)

 // LIBDEF PHASE,CATALOG=users.DBC150

 // OPTION LIST,ALIGN,CATAL

       PHASE DBCVTPR,*

 // EXEC ASMA90,SIZE=ASMA90

        DBCVTPR AUXTRCE=(OFF,DCAX,DCBX),                                X

                DATE=02/02/13,                                          X

                DELIM=;,                                                X

                JOBNAME=YES,                                            X
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                LOG=(YES,YES),                                          X

                MAXURTS=300,                                            X

                MSGLOG=DBOC,                                            X

                MSTOPR=(***),                                           X

                PREFIX=DBURT,                                           X

                REQTHD=(10000,AAAA,BBBB,CCCC,DDDD,EEEE),                X

                SCROLL=MANUAL,                                          X

                TRACE=(ON,1000),                                        X

                USERS=4,                                                X

                USERID=YES

        SKIPLOAD SKIP_LOAD_FROM=11,SKIP_LOAD_TO=19    

    SKIPLOAD SKIP_LOAD_FROM=100,SKIP_LOAD_TO=199    

        END

 /*

 // EXEC LNKEDT,PARM=MSHP

 /&

 * $$ EOJ

Changing Generation Options Online (DBOC GENOPTS)
The DBOC transaction allows the master operators to change several Datacom CICS Services system generation options
that are specified in the DBCVTPR macro. Modifications that are made through DBOC remain in effect only for the life
of the CICS cycle. For details about making permanent changes to these options, see Specifying Generation Options
(DBCVTPR).

This page contains the following topics:

DBOC GENOPTS Command

Use the DBOC GENOPTS command to view and modify system generation options for the current CICS session.

Note: The DBOC GENOPTS and DBOC INQ=GENOPTS only applies to the default MUF for Multi-User-specific fields,
that is, the first MUF defined by the DBCSID macro in the DBCVTPR module. The use of the multiple MUFs feature
requires a default Datacom/DB MUF that must be at Datacom/DB Version 14.0 or later. The MUF with the most recent
version must be listed first in the DFHRPL (the load library concatenation for loading modules in CICS). For example, if
you are connecting to both Datacom/DB 15.0 and 14.0, the 15.0 libraries must be first in the concatenation. For custom
libraries, the default MUF custom libraries must be first in the concatenation.

Also, consider that if the MUF JOBNAME is filled on this screen, it does not necessarily indicate that CICS is still
connected to the default MUF. It only indicates that at some point in the past it had been connected. To get MUF
Connection information, use the DBEC transaction.

DBOC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Operational commands to control system resources. Leave a
space between the transaction ID and the command.

GENOPTS
(Required) Specifies that Datacom CICS Services display the current system generation option values for
modification.

DBOC GENOPTS Example:

CA Datacom CICS Services Version: 15.1       CICS APPLID = U11ICDQD      

COPYRIGHT (C) 1988-2017 CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 11/13/18              

OP SYS= Z/OS    2.03     CICS LEVEL= TS 5.3     DB RELS  = 15.1          
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TWOPHASE= YES            CICS JOBNM= QA@#CGR3   MUF JOBNM= DSNZMUF#      

NUMBER OF USERS   = 100              URT PPT NAME PREFIX = DBURT         

NUMBER OF URTS    = 9999             SKIP CLOSED URTS    = YES           

MESSAGE FILE ID   = DBOC             LOG DBOC RESPONSES  =(  YES NO  )   

DB TRACE FACILITY =( ON  , 1000 )    AUXILIARY DB TRACE  = OFF           

COMMAND DELIMITER = &                AUXILIARY TRACE FILE= DCAX          

USERID            = YES              SUPPORT CA-SYSVIEW  = YES           

PGMNAME(TASK,RQST)= TASK             FLOWTRACE ( YES,NO )= NO            

DBOC RESPONSE SCROLL= MANUAL (IF AUTO, SECONDS TO VIEW=    )             

TRANS IDS (DBOC= DBOC DBIC DBKC   DBEC= DBEC DBEX DBRC                   

           DBTS= DBTS DBTX        DBUG= DBUG DBFS      )                 

MAX REQUEST= 00000  EXEMPTS= DBOC XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX

                    EXEMPTS= XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX

                    EXEMPTS= YYYY YYYY                                    

OPERATOR IDS= ***                                                        

                                                                                                              

                                 

Changing Displayed Values

To change any of the displayed options during the current CICS cycle:

1. Overtype the value that is displayed on the screen.
2. Press Enter after you have made all of your changes.
3. Press Clear to clear the display and complete the transaction.

Field Descriptions

Datacom CICS Services displays the following fields (that are not modifiable) at the top of the screen:

CICS APPLID=
The CICS APPLID where the DBOC GENOPTS ran.

OP SYS=
The operating system in use.

CICS LEVEL=
The release level of CICS in use on this system.

DB RELS=
The release level of Datacom/DB in use on this system.
(Datacom CICS Services does not display a value in this field if no MUF has been connected.)
Note: For the DBOC commands GENOPTS and INQ=GENOPTS, the value that is displayed for DB RELS= is
fetched from the release level of program DBINRPR, which is loaded into the CICS address space. Be aware, that
for the DBEC transaction, the value that is displayed for DB RELS= is fetched instead from the MUF.

TWOPHASE=
Specifies whether a two-phase commit is needed between multiple MUFs. YES is the default. Select NO in the
DBCVTPR source when a one-phase commit is sufficient between multiples MUFs.

CICS JOBNM=
The CICS job name where DBOC GENOPTS ran.

MUF JOBNM=
The job name for the default MUF.
(Datacom CICS Services does not display a value in this field if no MUF has been connected.)
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The following table describes each of the modifiable fields and indicates the corresponding parameter in the DBCVTPR
macro.

A "Y" in the "Disconnect MUF" column indicates that before modifying this field you must disconnect the MUF with a
DBEC P,DISCONNECT,MUF(nn) command. This closes all URTs. To reconnect the MUF, after completing the DBOC
transaction, issue a DBEC P,CONNECT,MUF(nn) command. This reopens all URTs (not specified with the AUTO= or
DEFER= parameter in DBCVTPR), by internally issuing a DBOC RESTART=??? command. For more information, see
Connecting and Disconnecting MUFs.

Field Description Disconnect MUF DBCVTPRParameter
NUMBER OF USERS The maximum number of

concurrent CICS users of the
default MUF. These are users
with transactions physically
waiting on a read event or with
requests with exclusive control;
that is to say adds, writes,
and reads for update. The
maximum USERS= value for
asynchronous tasks should be
less than the value assigned in
the TASKS MUF startup option
in Datacom/DB.

You can specify any integer
from 2 through 255, inclusive.

Making changes to this value
causes Datacom CICS Services
to reset to zero the usage
statistics that are displayed
in response to a DBIC/DBOC
INQ=USERS command.
For more information, see
INQ=USERS--Displaying
Concurrent Users.

Y USERS=

URT PPT
NAME PREFIX

The prefix to use for URT
names. The DBOC PREFIX=
command also changes the
URT prefix specification;
see PREFIX= Changing
the URT Prefix. Specify any
alphanumeric five-character
prefix. However, the last
character of the prefix should
not be numeric 1-9 but can be
0. For example, a non-unique
specification would occur if you
used a prefix of DBUR2. Then
DBUR2002 could be either a 2
or 2002. However, DBUR0 is
allowed.

Y PREFIX=
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NUMBER OF URTS The maximum number of URTs
that can be defined for use by
Datacom CICS Services. You
can specify any integer greater
than or equal to 1, or less than
or equal to 9999.

If you change this value,
Datacom CICS Services resets
any URT which has been
specified with a DBOC AUTO=
or DBOC DEFER= command to
its initial status (as defined in the
DBCVTPR macro). If the new
number of URTs is greater than
the specification in DBCVTPR,
Datacom CICS Services assigns
these additional URTs deferred
status.

Y MAXURTS=

SKIP CLOSED URTS Specifies how to handle closed
or unopened URTs.

YES
When searching for
a URT to satisfy a
Datacom/DB request,
Datacom CICS
Services ignores
closed URTs and
unopened URTs
marked for deferred
open.

NO
When searching for
a URT to satisfy a
Datacom/DB request,
Datacom CICS
Services does not
ignore closed URTs.
For an explanation
of the Datacom
CICS Services
URT selection
process, see Using
the Standard URT
Selection Logic
and the flowchart in
Category 4: All Other
User Commands.

SKIPURT=
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MESSAGE FILE ID The destination for logging
DBOC/DBIC messages. The
ID which you specify must be
defined in the CICS Destination
Control Table (DCT).
For z/OS, the Message Log
can be either SYSOUT or
a sequential data set with a
record size of 131. For z/VSE,
the Message Log must be a
sequential data set. After CICS
is shut down, z/VSE prints the
Message Log file.

MSGLOG=

LOG DBOC
RESPONSES

First Field (log)

The specification for this
parameter can also be changed
through the DBOC LOG=
command; see LOG= Resetting
the Log Option for Operational
Commands.

YES
Indicates that
Datacom CICS
Services write DBOC
and DBIC command
responses to the
Message Log file.

NO
Indicates that
Datacom CICS
Services not write
DBOC and DBIC
command responses
to the Message Log
file.

Second Field (inq)

YES
Indicates inquiry
command responses
are written to the
Message Log file.

NO
Indicates inquiry
command responses
are not written to the
Message Log file.

LOG=
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DB TRACE
FACILITY

First Field

ON
Initiates Trace
Facility.

OFF
Terminates Trace
Facility.

Second Field

The maximum number of entries
to be held at one time in the
Datacom/DB Online Trace
Table. You can specify an
integer from 100 through 9999,
inclusive.

If you change this value,
Datacom CICS Services purges
all previous Trace Table entries.

Y TRACE=

AUXILIARY
DB TRACE

Specifies the current condition
of the Auxiliary Trace Facility,
ON or OFF. Valid entries to the
field are ON or OFF.
The current setting can be
set by the DBOC AUX=xxx
command; see AUX= Resetting
the Auxiliary Trace Options.

AUXTRCE=

COMMAND
DELIMITER

Specifies the character to be
used as a command delimiter
The command delimiter
character can also be changed
through the DBOC DELIM=
command; see DELIM=
Changing the Delimiter
Character.

DELIM=

AUXILIARY
TRACE FILE

Specifies the current destination
for the Auxiliary Trace Facility.
The field is display only.
The current destination can be
switched to the secondary or
reset to the primary through the
DBOC AUX=SWI command;
see AUX= Resetting the
Auxiliary Trace Options.

AUXTRCE=

USERID If USERID=YES, the 8-byte
USERID from external security
is used. If USERID=NO, the 3-
byte CICS OPERID is used. You
can specify YES or NO. The
default is NO.

Y USERID=
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SUPPORT
CA-SYSVIEW

Specifies whether to support
SYSVIEW.

YES
SYSVIEW CICS
performance monitor
supported.

NO
SYSVIEW CICS
performance monitor
not supported.

The SYSV= parameter that
is used to specify SYSVIEW
should only be specified as YES
in z/OS environments. In z/VSE
environments, SYSV= should be
allowed to default to NO.

SYSV=

PGMNAME Indicates when the program
name of the application is
refreshed. The information
is reported on the DBOC
INQ=TRACE screen.

RQST
indicates that the
system obtains the
application program
name initiating the
request every time
a request is made
within a task.

TA
SK indicates that the
system obtains the
program name only
once per task.

PGMNAME(TASK,RQST)=

FLOWTRACE Indicates whether the logic flow
trace is turned on or not.

YES
indicates the
logic flow trace is
activated.

NO
indicates the
logic flow trace is
deactivated.

FLOWTRACE=
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DBOC The transaction IDs used to
initiate the Datacom CICS
Services control and inquiry
functions. The first transaction
that is displayed can invoke the
functions that are documented
for the DBOC transaction
(inquiry and control). The
second transaction that is
displayed can invoke the
functions that are documented
for the DBIC transaction (inquiry
only). The third transaction
that is displayed is the internal
transaction that is used for
supporting EOJ_OK.

DBOC=

DBEC The transaction IDs used to
initiate the Datacom CICS
Services enhanced control
and inquiry functions. The first
transaction that is displayed can
invoke the update functions.
The second transaction that is
displayed can invoke the inquiry
only functions documented for
the DBEX transaction. The third
transaction that is displayed is
the internal transaction that is
used for MRO and CICSplex
inquiries and control commands.

DBEC=

DBTS Specifies the transaction IDs
used to initiate the Test Facility
in update and read-only mode.
The first transaction displayed
cab invoke the functions that
are documented for the DBTS
transaction (update mode).
The second transaction that
is displayed can invoke the
functions that are documented
for DBTX (read-only mode).

DBTS=

DBUG Specifies the transaction ID
used to initiate the Debugging
Facility. The first transaction
that is displayed can invoke
the debugging facility that is
documented for the DBUG
transaction. The second
transaction that is displayed is
the internal transaction that is
used when debugging a remote
terminal.

DBUG=
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DBOC RESPONSE
SCROLL

Indicates the scrolling method
for the display of DBIC/DBOC
responses.

AUTO
Datacom
CICS Services
automatically pages
forward after a
specified time period.

MANUAL
You must press Enter
to scroll forward.

SCROLL=

IF AUTO, SECONDS
TO VIEW

Indicates the time period (in
seconds) for display of DBIC/
DBOC responses before
Datacom CICS Services
automatically scrolls forward.

MAX REQUEST The maximum number of
Datacom/DB requests permitted
in any unit of work. If this
number is exceeded by any
task, the task abends with
abend code DC18. To allow all
transactions to issue unlimited
requests, enter a zero.

REQTHD=

EXEMPTS A list of up to ten transaction
IDs which are exempt from the
previous limit. Each of the ten
transaction IDs can contain
wildcard characters (?).

REQTHD=

OPERATOR IDs 10 user IDs with authorization
to initiate the DBOC GENOPTS
transaction and to perform
startup after Datacom CICS
Services shutdown has been
specified. Only the first ten of
the 50 IDs are allowed to be
changed because the changes
exist only during the CICS cycle.
The value that is displayed as
'***' indicates that all user IDs
are authorized.

MSTOPR=

DBOC INQ=GENOPTS Command
DBOC

(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Operational commands to control system resources. Leave a
space between the transaction ID and the command.

INQ=GENOPTS
(Required) Specifies that Datacom CICS Services display the current system generation option values.

DBOC INQ=GENOPTS                                                       DELIM &
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 CA Datacom CICS Services Version: 15.1                 CICS APPLID=U11ICDQD  

 COPYRIGHT (C) 1988-2017 CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.     11/13/18              

 OPSYS=Z/OS    2.03            CICS LEVEL=TS 5.3        DB RELS=15.1          

 TWOPHASE=YES                  CICS JOBNM=QA@#CGR3      MUF JOBNM=DSNZMF#1    

 MAXURTS=9999                  PREFIX=DBURT             DYNPPT=NO             

 USERS=100                     SKIPURT=YES              LOG=(YES,NO )         

 SYSVIEW=YES                   PLANSWI=NO               USERID=YES            

 TRACE=(ON , 1000)             AUXTRACE=OFF             AUXTRACE LOG=DCAX     

 DELIM=&                       MSGLOG=DBOC              SCROLL=(MANUAL SEC   )

 OPENAPI=YES                   EOJ_OK=NO                CICSPLEX=             

 DBEC=DBEC DBEX DBRC           DBOC=DBOC DBIC DBKC      DBUG=DBUG DBFS        

 FLOWTRACE=NO                  PGMNAME=TASK             DBTS=DBTS DBTX        

 REQTHD=00000 EXEMPT TRANS=DBOC                                               

 OPERID=***                                                                   

 SKPSYNC=YES                                                                  

                                                                              

DC00380I  TRANSACTION COMPLETED. 

In addition to the modifiable fields displayed on the DBOC GENOPTS screen, the following fields are displayed on the
GENOPTS inquiry that are not modifiable online.

DYNPPT=

• YES specifies that you want to use the program AUTOINSTALL function (PGAIPGM=ACTIVE in DFHSIT) for
the URTs.

• NO specifies that you do not want to AUTOINSTALL URTs but want them defined in the CSD.

EOJ_OK=

• NO (default) specifies that Datacom CICS Services is not participating in the support of a request to EOJ MUF.
• DISCONNECT specifies when MUF has notified Datacom CICS Services with a return from an active request

that a MUF EOJ was issued, Datacom CICS Services issues a DISCONNECT from the MUF 
• IMMEDIATE specifies when MUF has notified Datacom CICS Services with a return from an active request

that a MUF EOJ was issued, Datacom CICS Services issues an IMMEDIATE disconnect from the MUF.
The displayed value is what has been specified for the default MUF. This value is the default for any DBCSID
macros that are coded in the DBCVTPR macro when not overridden. Releases of Datacom/DB earlier than
Version 14.0 do not support this feature.

OPENAPI=

• YES specifies that Datacom CICS Services starts the execution of request processing and the OPEN/CLOSE
processes on an OPEN TCB. In this case, it is the L8 TCB because Datacom CICS Services programs run
with EXECKEY=CICS.

• NO specifies that Datacom CICS Services is enabled as API(CICSSAPI). Therefore, the Datacom CICS
Services programs run on the same TCB as the calling program runs and that could mean a QR TCB or an
OPEN TCB.

PLANSWI=

• YES specifies that dynamic plan selection is used.
• NO specifies that dynamic plan selection is not used.

SKPSYNC=
(Optional) Specifies whether Datacom CICS Services issues a CICS SYNCPOINT when only one MUF in the
environment has received a DB log command.
NO specifies that Datacom CICS Servicesissues a CICS SYNCPOINT instead of a user a DB log command.
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YES (default) specifies that Datacom CICS Services issues the user DB log command as is. without a CICS
SYNCPOINT whenever appropriate.

Maintaining MRO/ISC Environment
Datacom CICS Services allows processing from a central facility to control multiple resources effectively. The design of
the multiple CICS environment can be complex or simple. This section applies to a CICSPlex SM environment since MRO
connections are required in CICSPlex SM system managed CICS regions. If you use MRO/ISC or MRO/XCF, verify that
you have done the following:

• Your CICS SIT parameters are defined to support ISC
• Each CICS has a unique SYSID
• Your connections and sessions are properly defined in your CSD

This page contains the following topics:

MRO/ISC Route Processing

The simplest MRO/ISC and MRO/XCF processing can be the use of the CRTE route transaction. In this case, you route
all processing input to a particular AOR CICS. Issue a new CRTE transaction when connection to other AORs is required
and issue multiple Datacom CICS Services control transactions. CRTE is an excellent tool to use in debugging problems if
they are encountered in an MRO configured environment or in specific cases.

MRO/ISC Transaction Routing

This MRO/ISC and MRO/XCF setup is where each transaction is defined to the TOR as a remote transaction. You enter
the desired transaction and through internal CICS definitions it is routed to the defined AOR CICS.

A transaction that is defined in the TOR can be defined as the same transaction in the AOR. This method requires the
user to remember which transaction is associated to which AOR CICS. Also, this method requires a separate DBCVTPR
macro be defined in each AOR CICS to allow processing to proceed. For example, the following table illustrates a TOR
connected to three AORs defined as SYSA, SYSB and SYSC with transactions DBC1, DBC2, and DBC3 being DBOC in
each AOR CICS respectively. The following table graphically shows that when DBC2 is entered in the TOR it is routed to
AOR CICS name SYSB and runs transaction DBC2 in that AOR.

AOR Local TOR AOR CICS DBCVTPR AOR
AOR1
(SYSA)

TRansaction : DBC1
REMOTEName : DBC1
REMOTESystem : SYSA

 
DBC1

DBOC=(DBC1,DBI1)

AOR2
(SYSB)

TRansaction : DBC2
REMOTEName : DBC2
REMOTESystem : SYSB

 
DBC2

DBOC=(DBC2,DBI2)

AOR3
(SYSC)

TRansaction : DBC3
REMOTEName : DBC3
REMOTESystem : SYSC

 
DBC3

DBOC=(DBC3,DBI3)

A transaction that is defined in the TOR can be defined as another transaction in the AOR. If DBOC is not renamed in
the AORs, it is not necessary to supply the DBOC parameter in the DBCVTPR macro for the AORs. In the TOR, each
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transaction definition that routes a DBOC to an AOR must have a remote name of DBOC, as illustrated in the following
table.

AOR Local TOR AOR CICS DBCVTPR AOR
AOR1
(SYSA)

TRansaction : DBC1
REMOTEName : DBOC
REMOTESystem : SYSA

 
DBOC

DBOC=(DBOC,DBIC)

AOR2
(SYSB)

TRansaction : DBC2
REMOTEName : DBOC
REMOTESystem : SYSB

 
DBOC

DBOC=(DBOC,DBIC)

AOR3
(SYSC)

TRansaction : DBC3
REMOTEName : DBOC
REMOTESystem : SYSC

 
DBOC

DBOC=(DBOC,DBIC)

DBC1 would then route a DBOC to AOR SYSA, and DBC2 would route a DBOC to AOR SYSB, and so on.

MRO/ISC Enhanced Control

This MRO/ISC and MRO/XCF setup is where the Datacom CICS Services enhanced control transaction is implemented.
The user enters the DBEC or DBEX transaction and it runs within the TOR CICS with connections to the other AORs
through the internal transaction DBRC. To set up this type of MRO process:

• Define only transaction DBEC and DBEX to run in the TOR.
• The DBRC internal transaction is defined only in the AOR, together with Datacom CICS Services.
• When other control functions are needed, define the other DBOC, DBTS, and DBUG transaction IDs by one of the

previous two methods.

Restrictions

DBEC does not support executing any command that involves a version of Datacom CICS Services other than the current
version. Therefore, Version 15.0 DBEC does not support connecting to a CICS executing Version 14.0 or less. Also,
DBEC has inherent transaction affinities so must be routed to the same AOR during the pseudo-conversation.

Utilizing Resources Effectively
Learn how to effectively use resources with Datacom CICS Services. Find information about allocating threads, setting
priority, open transaction environments (OTE), and migration issues.

We recommend the following procedures for the most effective use of your resources:

• Turn off the Auxiliary Trace function when not in use. For details, see the Auxiliary Trace Facility section.
• Use the CICS SYNCPOINT to free resources as soon as possible. For details, see the Using CICS SYNCPOINT

section.
• Read a record once before requesting it with intent to update.
• Specify RES=YES in the CICS System Definition data set (CSD) for the most frequently used User Requirements

Tables (URTs).
• Allocate enough threads that users need not wait an inordinate amount of time for a free thread. For details, see

Allocating Threads.
• Adjust priority specifications both in the operating system and in Datacom/DB. For details, see Setting Priority in the

Operating System and Datacom Tools - Source.
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Allocating Threads

During installation, you specified a value for the USERS= parameter in the DBCVTPR. Datacom CICS Services uses
this value for the number of threads allocated to service all requests. Since any number of non-update tasks can share
threads, thread use and need is mainly determined by the number of concurrent update requests. When a task issues an
update request, the thread it is using is held for this task until:

• The task is finished, or
• The program issues a CICS SYNCPOINT or SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK command, or
• The program issues a Datacom/DB COMIT or ROLBK command, or
• Datacom/DB determines that there are no longer any resources that need to be held for this task.

We recommend that the application program issue CICS SYNCPOINTs to synchronize update processing between
Datacom/DB and non Datacom/DB resources such as VSAM or DL/I. Also see the section Updating Techniques,
SYNCPOINT, and Logging. For programs that issue Datacom/DB commands for LOG type that do commits or rollbacks,
these commands are forced to perform CICS SYNCPOINT or CICS SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK.

In estimating thread allocation, consider the number of update tasks operating concurrently a large percentage of the
time. Allocate one thread per concurrent update task. For example, if an average of 6 update tasks and 20 read-only tasks
operate concurrently 80 percent of the time, allocate 6 threads to the 6 update tasks and, for example, 3 or 4 threads for
the 20 read-only tasks, making a total or 9 or 10.

Periodically, analyze thread utilization to verify that the percentage waiting for a thread is not too high. If it is, allocate more
threads. Datacom CICS Services produces a thread utilization report automatically and writes it to the Message Log file
(DBOC) at CICS shutdown. Use the DBOC INQ=USERS transaction to view this report online during the CICS session. For
details, see the INQ=USERS--Displaying Concurrent Users section.

Automatic shutdown of Datacom CICS Services is delayed when HELD TRANS or RESERVE TRANS is not 000.
RESERVE TRANS are due to transactions needing resources before completing. For example, needed resources include
such things as terminal response time, enqueues, delays, and waiting on I/Os.

Issue DBOC INQ=STATS to display the current number of held transactions. For details, see the INQ=STATS--Displaying
System Statistics section. A HELD TRANS value greater than zero indicates the number of requests held waiting for a
free thread. HELD TRANS values greater than zero are likely to occur when the number of CICS tasks allowed to be
started is larger than the number of concurrent users permitted, that is to say when the AMXT= value is greater than the
USERS= value.

To limit the amount of time shutdown can take:

1. Increase the value of the USERS= parameter to increase the number of Task Control Blocks generated by the
DBCVTPR macro, and

2. Increase the value specified in the MUF startup option TASKS in Datacom/DB to specify more tasks.

To support additional batch tasks in a MUF environment, the MUF startup option TASKS may specify a value larger than
the value specified by the DBCVTPR macro. The TASKS value, however, may not be less than the value specified by the
DBCVTPR macro.

Setting Priority in the Operating System and Datacom/DB

The performance of your system can be affected by setting an appropriate priority in both the operating system and in
Datacom/DB.

Datacom/DB MUF versus Datacom CICS Services

If there are many CICS activities involving Datacom/DB, assign the Datacom/DB MUF a higher priority than Datacom
CICS Services within your operating system. However, if you have few CICS activities involving Datacom/DB, assign the
same operating system priority to both the MUF and Datacom CICS Services.

Task Priority in CICS
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You can assign priority to specific transactions within CICS by using parameters in the TCT, CSD, or Sign-on table. We
recommend assigning a priority of 254 for the DBOC and DBUT transactions in the CSD (255 is the highest priority).

Task Priority in Datacom/DB

Transactions which use the Datacom/DB MUF, are assigned a priority within the MUF. This priority is specified in the URT
used with the transaction. A low priority task, which has a resource under exclusive control, could block other users from
accessing that resource indefinitely.

Open Transaction Environment (OTE)

You can increase your system performance if your applications are programmed as Threadsafe to operate concurrently in
an Open Transaction Environment (OTE) as defined by IBM.

Verify that your programs or modules have the following Threadsafe characteristics:

• The modules must be designated as re-entrant (RENT). Typically RENT modules do not modify anything in the
program storage and can be loaded into read only memory.

• The modules either do not modify shared resources or they serialize the use of shared resources by using a
serialization technique such as ENQ/DEQ or CS/CDS/CSG and so forth.

• All modules that modify a shared resource must use the same serialization technique.

Perform the following tests to verify that your programs are running concurrently:

• The first test is to take a look at the level one and level two IBM tracing and examine the TCB switching that occurs in
a transaction from initiation through termination.
The examination should answer the following questions:

1. Where did the application commence execution when called by the TRUE?
2. Where did the DBNTRY TRUE commence execution when called by the application program?
3. Was there any TCB switching involved in the course of running a transaction for example, QR to L8 to L9 and back

and forth?
4. Was there a lot of TCB switching because of non-Threadsafe CICS commands or between program calls and

returns (because of their Concurrency value in CICS tables)?
5. Was there supposed to be DB2 calls in the mix and were there any calls made to DB2?
6. Was TCB switching involved when calling DB2 attachment facility and returning from DB2 to the application or just

calling DBNTRY, or both or neither?

NOTE
If there are no DB2 calls but the site has DB2 applications mixed with DATACOM calls, select a
transaction that has both calls, and examine the TCB switching for DB2 and DATACOM calls in the same
manner.

• The second test is to benchmark a fixed number of transactions. For example, run 100,000 or even 500,000
transactions in both environments separately, and then compare the processing time of the two test cases.
The test environments must be similar in both cases in order for the comparison to be valid. It is best to run each test
multiple times and use the average for comparisons.
Define the application and Datacom as API(CICSAPI) and benchmark it in one set of tests as a base of your
measurement. If the application can only run with EXECKEY=USER, then it is probably better to define both the
application and the Datacom TRUE as API(CICSAPI). If the application can run with EXECKEY=CICS, then it might be
worthwhile to benchmark both with API(OPENAPI) as well and conduct another test with those values in place.
For more information about selecting CICSAPI or OPENAPI, see Migration Issues.
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Migration Issues

A Quasi Reentrant (QR) TCB in CICS along with the dispatcher allow for tasks to be executed in a serialized manner. A
QR TCB protects the shared resources from being overridden by concurrently running tasks. If the system is very much
QR TCB bound, such as too much demand on the QR TCB, some of the work can be offloaded to L8 or L9 for processing.

For migration purposes, select the option of either OPENAPI=YES or OPENAPI=NO, and then assemble the macro
DBCVTPR. This allows request processing and OPEN/CLOSE processes with API(OPENAPI) or API(CICSAPI)
respectively.

This choice is important to be made correctly. If the application is not Threadsafe then it begins execution on a QR TCB
and will switch from QR to L8 with OPENAPI=YES. On the way back to CICS it will switch back to QR, and therefore this
TCB switching introduces unnecessary overhead.

To determine whether to use the CICSAPI or the OPENAPI, answer two questions at the outset:

• Are the application programs written to Threadsafe standards?
• Do the application programs run with the EXECKEY CICS or USER?

Selecting CICSAPI

A CICSAPI program commences execution on a QR TCB. However, programs commence execution on L9 if
EXECKEY=USER and OPENAPI. Datacom CICS Services runs with EXECKEY=CICS, so it commences execution on L8 if
defined as API(OPENAPI). Therefore, to avoid switching back and forth from L8 to L9, it is best to define Datacom CICS
Services with OPENAPI=NO and the application as API(CICSAPI).

If the customer application is not Threadsafe or the application runs with the EXECKEY=USER even though it might be
Threadsafe, define Datacom CICS Services with OPENAPI=NO as API(CICSAPI) since the user application cannot
run on the L8 TCB. In this case, Datacom CICS Services runs on the same TCB as the application and there is no
unnecessary TCB switching.

If you are using third-party vendor software to interface with Datacom, get confirmation from the third-party vendor or
request a Threadsafe version of the product and install it.

The decision of where to run each process or program must be an elaborate decision, thoroughly tested for TCB
switching, and verified for efficiency, since many factors are involved in the efficiency of the overall request processing
system.

Selecting OPENAPI

To potentially make your transaction processing more efficient, you can commence execution of Datacom CICS Services
on an OPENAPI TCB such as L8 or L9. This can be especially effective if there are DB2 calls mixed with the Datacom
calls in the application.

An OPENAPI program commences execution on an OPEN TCB, either L8 if EXECKEY=CICS or L9 if EXECKEY=USER.

If the application is fully Threadsafe and can be defined as an API(OPENAPI), then the user may prefer to define Datacom
CICS Services with OPENAPI=YES as API(OPENAPI) as well. The EXECKEY of the application and the EXECKEY of
Datacom CICS Services must be the same for maximum efficiency.

If the EXECKEY for the two programs are not the same, the control toggles between L8 and L9 which is not the best
scenario.

If the customer application uses DB2 calls mixed with Datacom calls, then it makes sense to define Datacom CICS
Services as OPENAPI=YES so the Datacom calls run on L8 along with the DB2 calls that must run on L8. Unnecessary
TCB switching is avoided if the application is Threadsafe.

The MAXOPENTCBS system initialization parameter controls the number of open TCBs permitted for this purpose.
Therefore, set the necessary value. The factors that determine this value include the total number of USERS defined
in the DBCVTPR macro for all connections in addition to the OTE TCB requirements for other applications that may be
running in the same CICS region. Measure the system performance to determine the optimum number. This option is no
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longer available in CTS 5.1 and is set automatically based on the MXT plus a constant value (2 * MXT +32). For more
information, see the IBM CICS System Definition Guide.

Online User Requirements Tables
Each batch application must be linked or dynamically loaded to a User Requirement Table (URT) before it is executed. An
online application, however, is not linked to any particular URT. Rather, a URT is selected by Datacom CICS Services to
satisfy each request.

In an online CICS environment, if you have the SQL option of Datacom/DB you do not need to code more than one URT
for SQL. If you elect to have more than one, only the first SQL URT opened is ever used as the SQL URT as long as that
URT remains open.

This page contains the following topics:

Planning the User Environment

Determining Scope of URTs

Every CICS program requesting Datacom/DB service requires at least one URT defined in the CICS region. For a task to
execute, the URT needed for each request must be open or eligible to be opened. During normal operation, all URTs may
remain open. During recovery and reload, however, the processing on the databases being recovered or reloaded must
be quiesced by closing the URTs which declared them open for access or update.

NOTE
For more information, see the Datacom Core documentation.

The contents of URTs can be based on the applications that use them, as in batch. However, for CICS they need not be,
since Datacom CICS Services makes a URT selection for each request rather than for each application. For example,
if a batch program reads data from three databases, the URT you link to that program must define the required tables
from each of the three databases. If an online application reads the same three databases, you could define Datacom/
DB tables for each of these databases in different URTs and Datacom CICS Services would select the appropriate one as
needed.

NOTE
You may alter the DCCTFPR exit to control URT selection with a prefix.

Determining Number of URTs to Define

Generally, you define multiple URTs. The amount of time it takes to open and load a URT increases with the quantity of
Datacom/DB tables within the URT and by the number of URTs to be loaded. This processing time can be included in
CICS initialization by:

• Using the default PLT method to open a URT at STARTUP as described in the information regarding the AUTOn=
parameter and the DEFERn= parameter of the DBCVTPR macro, or

• Defining the URT to be opened when required by using the AUTO= parameter; see AUTO= Setting URTs for Automatic
Opening.

NOTE
Review the connection type defined for the associate MUF when defining the open type for URTs.

Defining SQL URTs

Datacom CICS Services opens only one URT. If all your programs use SQL, define only one URT containing no Datacom/
DB tables.

Procedure for Preparing URTs
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Your responsibilities include the following:

1. Define the URTs required by your CICS applications as described in Coding the URT Macros.
2. Assemble and link each URT separately.

NOTE
URT cannot be assembled/linked as RENT.

3. Link edit URTs into the CICS library, specifying the 8-byte module name as DBURTnnn if PREFIx=DBURT. For the
URTs greater than 999 and PREFIX=DBURT, then the 8-byte name would be DBURnnnn. DBURT is the default value
for the DBCVTPR PREFIX= parameter. You provide the name for a given URT in the JCL used for assembling and link
editing. The name is a combination of the selected prefix name and a sequential number. For information about what
happens with the prefix when a higher number than 999 is used, and to highlight that aspect of the following examples,
see PREFIX= and Assembling and Linking Each URT.

4. Use the DFHCSDUP batch utility or the online CEDA transaction to define each new URT in the CICS CSD data set:

DEFINE PROGRAM(DBURTnnn)GROUP(B115GRP)LANGUAGE(ASSEM)RESIDENT(YES)CEDF(NO)

Or, in the case of a URT number greater than 999:

DEFINE PROGRAM(DBURnnnn)GROUP(B115GRP)LANGUAGE(ASSEM)RESIDENT(YES)CEDF(NO)

5. Define the MAXURTS= value in DBCVTPR to accommodate the number of URTs you desire.

URT Selection

Before accessing Datacom/DB, Datacom CICS Services passes control to the URT selection module (DCCTFPR). This
module determines which URT Datacom CICS Services uses when processing a request. Your company may write a
prefix Datacom CICS Services URT Selection Exit for specific security, or accounting purposes.

Details on the standard URT selection logic are described in URT Selection (DCCTFPR). A simplified explanation of URT
selection processing for a non-SQL request follows:

1. Examines the Request Area to determine the name of the Datacom/DB table to be accessed and the DBID in which
the table resides.

2. Searches available URTs (URTs) in ascending order by number and selects the first one it encounters which is eligible
for processing the request. The following criteria determines eligibility:
– If the Request Area contains only a DBID, the first URT within the list having the same DBID is used.
– If the Request Area contains both a table name and a DBID, eligibility is based on how SYNONYM= is coded in

the URT. If SYNONYM=NO, the URT must list a matching table name. If SYNONYM=YES, the URT must list a
matching table name and DBID.

NOTE
If, within one URT, the same TBLNAM= is specified twice for different DBIDs and has SYNONYM=NO for
the first in the list but SYNONYM=YES for the second in the list, Datacom/DB finds a match on the first
entry and does not look for the second entry. If two URTs have the same TBLNAM= specified for different
DBIDs and the lower numbered URT specifies SYNONYM=NO and the higher numbered URT specifies
SYNONYM=YES, Datacom CICS Services selects the lower numbered URT without regard to DBID.

Coding the URT Macros

The CICS region in which an online application is executing must have at least one URT available which can satisfy each
request to Datacom/DB.

Online URT Macros

An online URT begins with a DBURSTR Start macro, includes one or more DBURTBL Entry macros (if not an SQL URT)
and ends with a DBUREND End macro. The SQL URT must have at least one DBURTBL, and that one can have the
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bypass open option (BYPOPEN=YES in the DBURTBL macro) in it. The SQL URT is also composed of the DBURSTR
and DBUREND macros. For non-SQL URTs, the Start macro passes its parameters to each included Entry macro.

Global URTs

Beginning with Datacom CICS Services r11, support was added for global URTs. A global URT is a URT from Datacom/
DB r10 or higher that either has multiple MUFs support or DBID remapping support, that is to say, either the DBURSTR
macro uses the SIDNAME= parameter or the DBURTBL macro uses the DBIDMUF= parameter.

In a multiple MUF environment, it is necessary to code the SIDNAME= parameter on the DBURSTR macro in order for the
URT to request service from a MUF other than the default or first MUF defined by a DBCSID macro. Any URT can only
reference one MUF.

Also beginning with Datacom CICS Services r11, support has been added for DBID remapping. If you want to use this
feature, you must code the DBIDUSER= in the DBURTBL macro to match the DBID specified in the request and also
code the DBIDMUF= parameter of the DBURTBL macro to specify the DBID that is actually passed to the MUF in the
request. Following is an example:

        TITLE 'GLOBAL URT'

        PRINT GEN

        DBURSTR SIDNAME=DBSIDPR

        DBURTBL DBIDUSER=1,DBIDMUF=100,TBLNAM=PAY

        DBUREND SYSTEM=OS

        END

NOTE
For more information about defining URTs, see the Datacom Core documentation.

Assembling and Linking Each URT

After coding an online URT, assemble and link it to produce a load module.

URT Naming Conventions

Use the following naming conventions for your URTs:

• The 5-character prefix you code in the PREFIX= parameter (default is DBURT) in the System Options Table
(DBCVTPR), plus

• A 3-digit numeric suffix starting with 001 and ending with a number up to 999, and then
• The first 4 characters of the 5-character prefix you code in the PREFIX= parameter, plus
• A 4-digit numeric suffix starting with 1000 and ending with a number equal to the specified MAXURTS= value.

The 3-digit or 4-digit numeric identifier can be any number, but generally it is associated with a database ID.

NOTE
Because Datacom/DB supports 4-digit database IDs and Datacom CICS Services now supports up to 9999
URTs, you can only have a one-to-one relationship between the 3-digit or 4-digit numeric identifier suffix and a
database ID if the database ID is less than 1000. Therefore, PREFIX=DBUR2 (or 3, 4, ...) is invalid since there
would be no distinction between URT 2nnn and nnn. For example, DBUR2005: is it URT5 or URT 2005.

z/OS JCL Example

The JOB, SYSLIB and SYSLMOD statements are for example only. Code these statements according to site standards.

 //jobname  JOB    Job Statement Information

 //*-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 //*            ASSEMBLE/LINK ONLINE USER REQUIREMENTS TABLE           *
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 //*-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 //ASM     EXEC PGM=ASMA90,PARM='NODECK,LOAD'

 //SYSLIB    DD DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR

 //          DD DSN=CAI.DHLQ.CABDMAC,DISP=SHR

 //SYSUT1    DD DSN=&.&SYSUT1.,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(8800,(1200,100))

 //SYSUT2    DD DSN=&.&SYSUT2.,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(8800,(1200,50))

 //SYSUT3    DD DSN=&.&SYSUT3.,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(8800,(1200,50))

 //SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPUNCH  DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSLIN    DD DSN=&.&OBJSET.,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(80,(200,50)),

 //             DISP=(MOD,PASS)

 //SYSIN     DD *

     .

     .

     .

     .

     .

     .

 /*

 //*

 //LKED  EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='XREF,LET,LIST,NCAL',COND=(8,LT,ASM)

 //SYSLIN    DD DSN=&.&OBJSET.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

 //          DD DDNAME=SYSIN

 //SYSUT1    DD DSN=&.&SYSUT1.,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1024,(50,20))

 //SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSLMOD   DD DSN=CAI.CHLQ.CUSLIB,DISP=SHR

 //SYSIN     DD *

  NAME DBURT025(R)

 /*

 //

• Insert the URT definitions in the continuation area of the JCL. For more information, see Coding the URT Macros.
• The load module name for the URT in this example is DBURT025. Use the naming conventions for your URTs as

described in the coding of the DBCVTPR PREFIX= macro parameter. DBURT is the default 5-character prefix for the
PREFIX= parameter in the System Options Table (DBCVTPR).

z/VSE JCL Example

The JOB statement, power statements, and EXTENT statements in the following JCL are for example only. Code these
statements according to site standards.

 * $$ JOB JNM=jobname,CLASS=n

 * $$ LST CLASS=n

 // JOB ASMBLNK

 // DLBL    BASE,'customer.designated.db.install.library'

 // EXTENT  SYS009,volser

 // ASSGN   SYS009,DISK.,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

 // DLBL    CUSLIB,'customer.designated.local.library'

 // EXTENT  SYS009,volser

 // LIBDEF  *,SEARCH=BASE.DBBASE

 // LIBDEF  *,CATALOG=CUSLIB.sublib

 // OPTION CATAL

   PHASE DBURT025,*
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 // EXEC ASSEMBLY

     .

     .

     .

     .

     .

     .

 // EXEC LNKEDT

 /&

 * $$ EOJ

• Each URT must be link edited with a 5-character prefix and a unique number between 001 and 999 or a 4-character
prefix and a unique number between 1000 and the MAXURTS= value in the System Options Table (DBCVTPR).

• Insert the URT definitions in the continuation area of the JCL. For more information, see Coding the URT Macros.

Using Exit Programs
You can create exit programs for use with Datacom CICS Services, allowing you to perform security, accounting, or other
tasks tailored to your site's needs before and/or after each user Datacom/DB request issued by Datacom CICS Services.
The following are the exit modules:

DCCTFPR
Receives control from Datacom CICS Services to make User Requirements Table (URT) selection to use in
satisfying a Datacom/DB request.

DCCTXPR
Receives control from Datacom CICS Services before and after Datacom CICS Services accesses Datacom/DB.

NOTE
Regarding previous DCCTFPR, Datacom CICS Services uses the Broadcom-supplied module, DCCTFPR, for
each request. To make use of this exit, you must modify or replace the supplied module.

These exits must be coded, linked, and defined as reentrant and threadsafe.

This page contains the following topics:

URT Selection (DCCTFPR)

Before accessing Datacom/DB, Datacom CICS Services passes control to the URT (URT) selection module (DCCTFPR).
This module contains logic to determine which URT Datacom CICS Services should use when processing a request. Use
this standard selection, unless you require site-specific security, accounting, or a pre-Datacom/DB access exit. You can
modify the standard URT selection by prefixing DCCTFPR with an exit routine or you may replace DCCTFPR with your
own URT selection logic. Replacement and suffix exits are no longer allowed.

NOTE
If you currently have a suffix exit or a replacement exit, contact Broadcom Support to aid you in writing a prefix
exit or eliminating the user exit completely. There are methods available in the pre-exit to accomplish the suffix
condition.

Prefix exits are the most common type of exit. They are used primarily to alter the DBID prior to finding a valid URT based
on USERID or application/transaction/terminal. The suffix exits are used to modify which URT is used after it was selected
based on USERID or application/transaction/terminal. These are no longer supported. However, most of the functions can
be accomplished in prefix exits using global URTs.
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Using the Standard URT Selection Logic

The Datacom CICS Services URT selection module determines the proper URT against which to process each request.
This selection is based on the logic described following and diagrammed in Category 4: All Other User Commands.
DCCTFPR returns the number of the selected URT in register 15. If it does not find a valid URT to satisfy the current
request, DCCTFPR places a negative value in register 15.

The basic logic of the search relies on the naming scheme of the URTs. The 5-character prefix is ignored and the 4-digit
number is assumed to start at 0001 and end at the MAXURT count. This number is the URT identification. This number
determines the order of any hashing synonym strings.

SQL Requests

If you have multiple URTs defined for use with SQL requests, you may have only one open at a time. Datacom CICS
Services uses this open SQL URT to satisfy any SQL request to Datacom/DB. If there is no SQL URT open, the
requesting application receives a 36 return code (192 internal return code). Datacom CICS Services does not open an
AUTO URT for an SQL request.

Datacom CICS Services does not support a global (or non-global) URT for the SQL URT. That is to say, the SQL URT
must point to the default MUF.

Multiple URT Mode

The URT selection module examines one or more of the following Request Area fields beginning with the Command
name.

Command Table Name - - DBID

Based on the command, the URT selection module selects one of the following categories appropriate for the Datacom/
DB command requiring service.

Category 0 DBID Commands

The LOGDR and LOGDW commands use a Datacom/DB database ID, and are therefore processed on the DBID instead
of the table name.

Category 1 Special Commands

Command - - - -
INQIN
NOOPS
TEST

    

These commands can use any URT. Therefore, DCCTFPR selects the first OPEN or AUTO URT.

DCCTFPR places the results of URT selection in register 15. If there is no OPEN or AUTO URT, DCCTFPR places a
negative value in register 15.

Category 2 LOG Commands

URT selection for log commands (except for LOGDW and LOGDR), that is, LOGxx, COMIT, ROLBK, and so on, are being
handled outside of DCCTFPR in Datacom CICS Services.
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Category 3 LOCxx Commands

DCCTFPR checks the Request Area for a table name.

Class A: Request Area Table Name Is Blank

Command Table Name - - -
LOCxx blank    

Datacom CICS Services selects the first URT it encounters with one of the following statuses: OPEN or UNOPENED
AUTO. DCCTFPR returns the selected URT number to DCCTPPR. If there is no OPEN or UNOPENED AUTO URT,
DCCTFPR then the application receives a RC 05(001).

Class B: Request Area Table Name Specifies Database ID

Command Table Name - - -
LOCxx DBID

(generic)
   

DCCTFPR performs a hashing search using the specified DBID and uses either the first URT containing a matching DBID
if SKIPURTS=NO or the first open URT containing a matching DBID if SKIPURTS=YES. If DCCTFPR does not find a
hashing entry for the DBID. A return code 05(001) is returned to the application.

Class C: Request Area Table Name Specifies Datacom/DB Table

Command Table Name - - DBID
LOCxx DB table

name
  DBID (if

SYNONYM= YES)

DCCTFPR selects a URT as described in category 3.

Category 4 All Other User Commands

DCCTFPR performs a hashing search to determine whether a hashing entry exists for the table named in the Request
Area.

Class A: No Hashing Entry

DCCTFPR returns to DCCTPPR and a return code 05(001) is given to the application.

Class B: Hashing Entry Found

If it finds an entry, DCCTFPR checks to see if the system generation options specify skipping closed URTs (see
SKIPURT=).

• If SKIPURT=YES and the URT is closed, DCCTFPR looks for the next hashing entry (if any) and repeats the
procedure from the beginning for this class.

• If the URT is open or if SKIPURT=NO, DCCTFPR compares the table name in the hashing entry to the table name in
the Request Area.

• Case 1:
Table Names Do Not Match
DCCTFPR looks for another hashing table entry and repeats the logic from the beginning of this section.

• Case 2:
Table Names Match
DCCTFPR checks whether SYNONYM=YES is specified in the URT DBURTBL macro for that table.
SYNONYM Not Specified or SYNONYM=NO
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If the URT does not specify SYNONYM or specifies SYNONYM=NO, DCCTFPR moves the DBID to the Request Area
and returns the URT's ID to DCCTPPR.
SYNONYM=YES Specified
If the URT does specify SYNONYM=YES, DCCTFPR compares the DBID specified in the Request Area to the DBID in
the URT as follows:
– If the DBIDs match, DCCTFPR returns this URT's ID for additional processing.
– If the DBIDs do not match, DCCTFPR checks for another hashing table entry and repeats the logic from the

beginning of this section.

Writing Your Own URT Selection Module

Due to the additional complexity and integrity issues, this function is no longer supported in Datacom CICS Services
Version 15.0. If your site needs this function, call Sustaining Engineering to help create a prefix exit instead.

Modifying the Standard Selection Module

You can prefix (a suffix is not allowed) DCCTFPR with a user exit routine for security, accounting, or other purposes. You
can add a prefix exit module to the standard selection module to place either the character representation of the database
ID or the table name in the Request Area, but do not modify Register zero (R0).

Verify that these exits are RENT.

Prefix Exit Routines

Use the guidelines shown on the following pages when writing a prefix to DCCTFPR.

NOTE
The following is a display of sample member DCCTFAA in the library.

*ASM XOPTS(CICS,FE,SPIE,OP,NOPROLOG,NOEPILOG)

DCCTFAA  AMODE 31

DCCTFAA  RMODE ANY

         TITLE 'DCCTFAA   URT SELECTION ROUTINE - PREFIX '

         WXTRN  DCCTFPR

         COPY   CIDCTC30

***********************************************************************

*      COPYBOOKS ARE CIDCTF30 CIDCTG30 CIDCTC30                       *

*        CIDCTC30 HAS ADDITION INFORMATION ON REGISTERS CONVENTION    *

*          AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS ON WRITING DCCTRPR USER EXITS     *

*        CIDCTF30 CONTAIN THE BELOW FIELDS IN EXTENDED EIS            *

*        CIDCTG30 IS PRIMARY FOR WRITING A DCCTFPR                    *

*             REPLACEMENT MODULE AND THEREFORE IS COMMENTED OUT IN    *

*             THIS VERSION; BUT IT IS IN THE MACLIB FOR REFERENCE     *

*   NEXT 4 LINES ALREADY EXIT IN COPYBOOK CIDCTF30 -  DO NOT ADD THEM *

*** USEREXIT  DS CL80       USE ANY STORAGE IN USEREXIT BYTES 9-80    *

***          ORG USEREXIT                                             *

*** SAVREG    DS  F         REG 11 MUST BE STORED  IN USEREXIT 1-4    *

*** ACCEADDR  DS  A        ADDRS OF ACEE IS PASSED IN USEREXIT 5-8    *

***********************************************************************     

       PRINT  OFF          DON'T PRINT MACROS

         DBCVTPR TYPE=DSECT,PGMID=DCCTFPR

         DFHUEXIT TYPE=RM

         DFHEISTG

         COPY CIDCTF30                          MODIFED 7/7/12
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*        COPY CIDCTG30                          MODIFED 7/7/12

         PRINT GEN

         DFHEIEND

         COPY  DFHEIBLK

DFHEIPLR EQU   R13

DFHEIBR  EQU   R14

DCCTFAA  CSECT

         USING NTLSLOT,R4

         STM   R14,R12,12(R11)

         ST    R11,SAVREG       R13 POINTS TO THIS AREA

         USING DCCTFAA,R11

         LR    R11,R15

         B     OVERHEAD           NO.

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*   ADDRESSIBILITY TO DFHEISTG IS ALREADY SET IN REG 13               *

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

         DC    48X'00' THE NAME DCCTFPR MUST BE 64 BYTE OFF OF ENTRY

         SPACE 3

      DCSTAMP PGMID=DCCTFPR,RELSLVL=3.0.0

OVERHEAD DS    0H

*

*

*         INSERT USER CODE HERE    BETWEEN OVERHEAD AND CALLCTF

*

*

CALLCTF  DS    0H

         L     R15,V(DCCTFPR)

         L     R11,SAVREG         ADDRESS OF SAVE AREA

         L     R14,12(,R11)

         LM    R0,R12,20(R11)     RELOAD REGISTERS

         BR    R15

         LTORG

         END   DCCTFAA

 

Include your prefix CSECT before the Broadcom-provided DCCTFPR module when link editing the new DCCTFPR
module.

Sample Link Edit (z/OS)

 // LKED EXEC PGM=HEWL

 // . . .

 // . . .

    ENTRY DCCTFAA

    INCLUDE DFHEAI              (from CICS library)

    INCLUDE DCCTFAA

    INCLUDE DCCTFPR

    NAME (DCCTFPR)

 /*

Sample Link Edit (VSE)

 //OPTION CATAL
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   PHASE DCCTFPR,*

   INCLUDE DFHEAI               (from CICS library)

 // EXEC ASSEMBLY

         COPY DCCTFAA.A         (User Code)

 /*

   INCLUDE DCCTFPR              (User's Updated Version)

   ENTRY DCCTFAA

 // EXEC LNKEDT

Datacom/DB Access Exit (DCCTXPR)

Control is passed from Datacom CICS Services to an exit module (DCCTXPR) before and after Datacom CICS Services
accesses Datacom/DB. (This exit is intended for use by "monitor-type" applications; most exit-related code should be
placed in the standard DCCTFPR exit.)

Broadcom provides a source copy in the Source Library created during the installation of this product. Add your code
between the label D10000 and the BR 14 instruction. To determine if you are receiving control before or after Datacom/DB
access, examine the contents of register 0.

User-Written Exit Criteria

The module containing your exit program must be named DCCTXPR. The exit module must adhere to the following
guidelines:

• Entry point is the CSECT load name.
• Upon entry, the following registers are available.

Verify that these exits are RENT.

• Register 0
The low-order (that is to say, rightmost) byte indicates whether the exit has occurred before or after calling Datacom/
DB, as follows:
– 'F1' -- Exit prior to calling Datacom/DB
– 'F2' -- Exit after return from Datacom/DB

• Register 1
Zero in the high-order bit indicates that the DBNTRY entry point is in use. Otherwise, the Datacom entry point is in
use. The remainder of this register contains the address of the PARMLIST (contents described following) passed to
Datacom/DB:
– A (Request Area)
– A (Work Area)
– An (Element List)
– A (Request Qualification Area)
Note: For address of UID area, subtract 4 from register 1.

• Registers 2 -- 8
Zeros.

• Register 9
Address of the URT Datacom CICS Services used with Datacom/DB access.

• Register 10
Zeros.

• Register 11
Address of Register Save Area (18 fullwords).

• Register 13
EIS (80-byte Work Area available for DCCTXPR use).

• Register 14
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Return Address.
• Register 15

Start of USER Module.
• Upon entry, save registers in area addressed by register 11 (R11).
• Upon exit, restore registers from Register Save Area.
• User may issue any CICS command.

NOTE
Threadsafe CICS commands should be considered as advantageous when considering making changes or
adding code.

These exits must be coded, linked, and defined as reentrant and threadsafe.

Controlling Dynamic Plan Selection
Datacom CICS Services provides the capability to dynamically select plans when running an application program in the
CICS environment. Plan selection starts at the beginning of each logical-unit-of-work (LUW) and is controlled by values
specified in the Dynamic Plan Selection Table.

You create the table by specifying parameter values to the Datacom CICS Services DCPLAN macro and then assembling
the macro specifications. The table must be named DCTABPR for which a sample is delivered to you. For more
information, see Sample JCL for Dynamic Plan Selection Table Assembly.

Dynamic plan selection is implemented by replacing the AUTHID value associated with the plan. The substitution value is
provided in the Dynamic Plan Selection Table. For example, if transaction ABCD is set (based on precompile values) to
access plan PROD01.PLAN1 (AUTHID=PROD01,PLAN=PLAN1), and there exists an entry in the Dynamic Plan Selection
Table for transaction ABCD, if the FROM AUTHID clause specifies PROD01, the AUTHID value is changed to reflect the
value specified in the TO AUTHID clause.

Datacom CICS Services builds two sets of index tables after completing the Dynamic Plan Selection Table. The first index
table built is for a transaction without a wildcard character specified. The second index table built is for a transaction with a
wildcard character specified. Datacom CICS Services first uses a binary search to look for a match in the first index table.
If the transaction ID is not found in the first index table, Datacom CICS Services uses a sequential search to scan the
second index table. If the transaction ID or authorization ID is not defined in the Dynamic Plan Selection Table, Datacom
CICS Services leaves the original authorization ID intact.

See also the descriptions of the DBCVTPR parameters AUTHID= and PLANSWI=. The DBCVTPR AUTHID= parameter
allows you to specify a system-level AUTHID. The DBCVTPR PLANSWI= parameter controls whether dynamic plan
selection facilities are invoked.

DCPLAN Macro Parameters

Here are the DCPLAN macro parameters. For example JCL that shows the parameters in use, see Sample JCL for
Dynamic Plan Selection Table Assembly.

AUTHID=(xxxxxxxx,yyyyyyyy,R,xxxxxxxx,yyyyyyyy,R...)
Use this parameter to specify the AUTHID substitution value.
xxxxxxxx

represents the old, or from AUTHID.
yyyyyyyy

represents the new, or to AUTHID.
Both the from and the to AUTHID must be specified. The values specified must be complete, that is to
say, wildcard characters are not allowed.
Specify R to denote the end of a replacement pair (R is required).
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Valid Entries:
A valid AUTHID, not to exceed 18 alphanumeric characters.

Default Value:
(No default)

PLNEXIT=
Use this parameter to indicate whether a plan selection "exit" is to be invoked.
NO specifies no plan selection exit.
YES indicates the system-level plan selection exit is to be used.
Use PLNEXIT=xxxxxxxx with the TYPE=INIT parameter to define a system-level plan selection exit. To specify a
unique plan selection exit for this set, specify PLNEXIT=xxxxxxxx with the other TYPE=ENTRY specifications. For
more information about writing plan selection exit routines, see Dynamic Plan Selection Exit Routines.
Valid Entries:

NO, YES, or the name (up to 8 alphanumeric characters) of the plan selection exit to be used.
Default Value:

NO
TYPE=

INIT must be specified first (and only once) to set up initialization values for the table. The only other parameter
that may be specified together with TYPE=INIT is PLNEXIT=name (if applicable). In this case, PLNEXIT=name
specifies the system-level plan selection exit name.
END must be specified last (and only once) to complete generation of the Dynamic Plan Selection Table. No other
parameters can be specified with TYPE=END.
ENTRY creates the entries in the Dynamic Plan Selection Table. Specify TYPE=ENTRY as many times as
needed to define the criteria for your Dynamic Plan Selection Table.
Valid Entries:

INIT, END, ENTRY
Default Value:

(No default)
TXID=xxxx

Defines the transaction identifier for which a switch in an AUTHID value may occur. The transaction ID can be
specified as a unique value (that is to say, all four characters specified), or wildcard characters may be used to
limit the number of entries that may be required to exist in the table. The following wildcard characters may be
used:
?

A question mark means allow any character in this position to be accepted in selection determination.
*

An asterisk means ignore any characters in this and subsequent positions and use only the characters
before the * (asterisk) in selection determination.

For example, D?Y? would include any transaction with D in the first position and Y in the third position of the
transaction ID in the selection determination, while DB* would include any transaction beginning with DB in the
selection determination.
Valid Entries:

Any combination of up to 4 alphanumeric characters, which may include the wildcard characters ? or * (a
question mark or an asterisk).

Default Value:
(No default)
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Sample JCL for Dynamic Plan Selection Table Assembly

The JOB, SYSLIB, and SYSLMOD statements in this JCL are for example only. Code these statements according to site
standards.

z/OS Example JCL

//jobname  JOB   Job Statement Information

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------*

//*            ASSEMBLE/LINK DYNAMIC PLAN SELECTION TABLE             *

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------*

//ASM     EXEC PGM=ASMA90,PARM='NODECK,LOAD'

//SYSLIB    DD DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR

//          DD DSN=CAI.THLQ.CAB1MAC,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1    DD DSN=&.&SYSUT1.,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(8800,(1200,100))

//SYSUT2    DD DSN=&.&SYSUT2.,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(8800,(1200,50))

//SYSUT3    DD DSN=&.&SYSUT3.,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(8800,(1200,50))

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPUNCH  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSGO     DD DSN=&.&OBJSET.,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(80,(200,50)),

//             DISP=(MOD,PASS)

//SYSIN     DD *

         DCPLAN TYPE=INIT,PLNEXIT=DCPLNPR

         DCPLAN TYPE=ENTRY,TXID=DBCC,                                  X

               AUTHID=(YU3,YU4,R,YU,YU1,R)

         DCPLAN TYPE=ENTRY,TXID=(0001,0002,0003,0004,0005,0006,0007),  X

               AUTHID=(AAAAAA,HURL101,R)

         DCPLAN TYPE=ENTRY,TXID=10*,PLNEXIT=DCPLN10,                   X

               AUTHID=(YU$DA,HURLO,R)

         DCPLAN TYPE=ENTRY,TXID=(2001,?0?2,2*),PLNEXIT=NO,             X

               AUTHID=(YU$D301,HURL301,R,YU$D302,HURL302,R)

         DCPLAN TYPE=ENTRY,TXID=(3003,3004,3005),PLNEXIT=YES,          X

               AUTHID=(YU$D401,HURL401,R,YU$D402,HURL402,R)

         DCPLAN TYPE=ENTRY,TXID=(4003,4004,4005),PLNEXIT=YES,          X

               AUTHID=(YU$D401,HURL401,R,YU$D402,HURL402,R)

         DCPLAN TYPE=ENTRY,TXID=(5003,5004,5005),PLNEXIT=YES,          X

               AUTHID=(YU$D401,HURL401,R,YU$D402,HURL402,R)

         DCPLAN TYPE=ENTRY,TXID=(6003,6004,6005),PLNEXIT=YES,          X

               AUTHID=(YU$D401,HURL401,R,YU$D402,HURL402,R)

         DCPLAN TYPE=ENTRY,TXID=(7003,7004,7005),PLNEXIT=YES,          X

               AUTHID=(YU$D401,HURL401,R,YU$D402,HURL402,R)

         DCPLAN TYPE=ENTRY,TXID=(8003,8004,8005),PLNEXIT=YES,          X

               AUTHID=(YU$D401,HURL401,R,YU$D402,HURL402,R)

         DCPLAN TYPE=END

         END

/*

//*

//LKED  EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='XREF,LET,LIST,NCAL',COND=(8,LT,ASM)

//SYSLIN    DD DSN=&.&OBJSET.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//          DD DDNAME=SYSIN

//SYSUT1    DD DSN=&.&SYSUT1.,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1024,(50,20))

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSLMOD   DD DSN=CAI.CHLQ.CUSLIB,DISP=SHR
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//SYSIN     DD *

 NAME DCTABPR(R)

/*

//

z/VSE Example JCL

* $$ JOB   JNM=ASSEMBLE,CLASS=A

* $$ LST   CLASS=A

// JOB     ASSEMBLE

// DLBL    BASE,'customer.designated.DBC.install.library',99/365

// EXTENT  SYS009,vvvvvv

// ASSGN   SYS009,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// LIBDEF  *,SEARCH=BASE.DBC150

// LIBDEF  *,CATALOG=users.DBC150

// OPTION  CATAL,NODECK,XREF,LIST

   PHASE   DCTABPR,*

// EXEC ASSEMBLY

         PRINT GEN

         DCPLAN TYPE=INIT,PLNEXIT=DCPLNPR

         DCPLAN TYPE=ENTRY,TXID=DBCC,                                  X

               AUTHID=(YU3,YU4,R,YU,YU1,R)

         DCPLAN TYPE=ENTRY,TXID=(0001,0002,0003,0004,0005,0006,0007),  X

               AUTHID=(AAAAAA,HURL101,R)

         DCPLAN TYPE=ENTRY,TXID=10*,PLNEXIT=DCPLN10,                   X

               AUTHID=(YU$DA,HURLO,R)

         DCPLAN TYPE=ENTRY,TXID=(2001,?0?2,2*),PLNEXIT=NO,             X

               AUTHID=(YU$D301,HURL301,R,YU$D302,HURL302,R)

         DCPLAN TYPE=ENTRY,TXID=(3003,3004,3005),PLNEXIT=YES,          X

               AUTHID=(YU$D401,HURL401,R,YU$D402,HURL402,R)

         DCPLAN TYPE=ENTRY,TXID=(4003,4004,4005),PLNEXIT=YES,          X

               AUTHID=(YU$D401,HURL401,R,YU$D402,HURL402,R)

         DCPLAN TYPE=ENTRY,TXID=(5003,5004,5005),PLNEXIT=YES,          X

               AUTHID=(YU$D401,HURL401,R,YU$D402,HURL402,R)

         DCPLAN TYPE=ENTRY,TXID=(6003,6004,6005),PLNEXIT=YES,          X

               AUTHID=(YU$D401,HURL401,R,YU$D402,HURL402,R)

         DCPLAN TYPE=ENTRY,TXID=(7003,7004,7005),PLNEXIT=YES,          X

               AUTHID=(YU$D401,HURL401,R,YU$D402,HURL402,R)

         DCPLAN TYPE=ENTRY,TXID=(8003,8004,8005),PLNEXIT=YES,          X

               AUTHID=(YU$D401,HURL401,R,YU$D402,HURL402,R)

         DCPLAN TYPE=END

         END

/*

// EXEC LNKEDT,PARM='MSHP'

/*

/&

* $$ EOJ

Dynamic Plan Selection Exit Routines

CICS transactions can dynamically select a plan for execution by using a dynamic plan selection exit routine. By
specifying PLNEXIT= with the TYPE=INIT statement, the same exit program can be specified for all Dynamic Plan
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Selection Table (DCTABPR) entries. Link edit the exit program into the Datacom CICS Services library that contains
custom modules and is concatenated in the CICS startup JCL.

NOTE
To use this optional feature you must first assemble and link edit this exit. This program must be made Resident.

Specifying the Routine

To use a dynamic plan selection exit routine, specify the exit program's name in the Dynamic Plan Selection Table
(DCTABPR). The three-step process is:

1. Code an exit program (Sample Exit Program). A sample is delivered to you.
2. Define the exit program to CICS by either using resource definition online (RDO) or by updating and reassembling the

CICS System Definition data set (CSD).
3. Use the plan exit parameters you have chosen to update and reassemble the Dynamic Plan Selection Table

(DCTABPR).

The exit program changes the plan that is to be allocated by changing the AUTHID value associated with the plan.

Coding the Plan Selection Exit Program

By using a plan selection exit program, the AUTHID value associated with the plan can be dynamically modified prior to
command execution. The exit program is a user-written, command-level program. If each exit program is defined in the
CICS tables, you can have a separate exit program for one or more Dynamic Plan Selection Table (DCTABPR) entries.
For an example you can use when coding your own exit program, see Sample Exit Program. Requirements are as follows:

1. Must be a command-level program adhering to normal CICS conventions.
2. Must be written in a language supported by CICS, for example Assembler, COBOL, PL/I (and other CICS-supported

languages).
3. Must establish addressability and update the parameter list (if necessary) -- standard CICS command-level

conventions are used to establish addressability to the parameter list (DFHCOMMAREA).
4. Can change the authorization identifier (AUTHID) value associated with the plan as passed in the exit parameter list.
5. Must not contain any SQL statements.
6. Must be terminated by an EXEC CICS RETURN command.

Exit Parameter List

A parameter list is passed to the exit program in DFHCOMMAREA when Datacom CICS Services links to the exit
program. The following table shows the contents of the parameter list.

Name 'Hex' Offset Data Type and Length Description

CSPLAN 0 character
8 bytes

Plan name of the first SQL
statement on entry to the exit
program.

CSAUTHID 7 character
18 bytes

Current authorization ID that is
invoked at execution time. This
field is to be modified by the exit
program to establish the use of
a new plan (AUTHID plan).

CSUSER 19 character
4 bytes

User area reserved for the exit
program's use. This field is
preserved between calls to the
exit program.

The CSUSER area function and use are intentionally general in nature. For example, CSUSER can be used to address a
special user table or a CICS GETMAIN area. Each DCPLAN entry (with PLNEXIT=YES) has a unique CSUSER area.
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DCTABPR Changes

Consider the following with regard to DCTABPR's PLNEXIT= parameter when you implement a dynamic plan selection
routine:

• When you have DCPLAN TYPE=INIT:
PLNEXIT=xxx

Specifies the name of a system-level dynamic plan exit program.
• When you have DCPLAN TYPE=ENTRY:
PLNEXIT=xxx

Specifies a plan exit at the transaction level.
PLNEXIT=YES

Specifies to use the system-level plan exit.

Design Consideration for Dynamic Plan Selection

For transactions designed without CICS SYNCPOINTs, dynamic plan selection is only available once (at first SQL call)
during the life of the transaction. For transactions designed with CICS SYNCPOINTs, the exit is invoked for each new
logical-unit-of-work (LUW).

Sample Exit Program

Following is a sample plan selection exit program that you can use as a model to design your own plan selection exit
routine(s).

*ASM XOPTS(NOEIPLOG,NOPROLOG)

    TITLE     'DCPLNPR - SAMPLE DYNAMIC PLAN EXIT'

***********************************************************************

* MODULE NAME=  DCPLNPR                                               *

*                                                                     *

* DESCRIPTIVE NAME=SAMPLE DYNAMIC PLAN EXIT                           *

*                                                                     *

* FUNCTION=                                                           *

*    SAMPLE USER EXIT PROGRAM USED TO DYNAMICALLY MODIFY              *

*    AUTHORIZATION ID                                                 *

*                                                                     *

* NOTES=                                                              *

*    RESTRICTIONS=  NONE                                              *

*    DISPATCHING =  RUNS UNDER CICS DISPATCHER                        *

*                                                                     *

*    REGISTER CONVENTIONS=                                            *

*         R2 =  PLANPARM           COMMAREA  (PARAMETER LIST)         *

*         R3 =  CODEREG            BASE REGISTER                      *

*         R11 = EIBREG             REGISTER TO ADDRESS THE EIB        *

*         R13 = DATAREG            DYNAMIC STORAGE REGISTER           *

*                                                                     *

* MODULE TYPE=  CICS/VS                                               *

*                                                                     *

*    PROCESSOR=   ASSEMBLER F                                         *

*                                                                     *

*    ATTRIBUTES= RE-ENTRANT                                           *

*                                                                     *

* INPUT=                                                              *
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*  SYMBOLIC LABEL/NAME= DFHEICAP  (COMMONAREA)                        *

*  DESCRIPTION= DYNAMIC PLAN PARAMETER LIST                           *

*                                                                     *

* OUTPUT=                                                             *

*  SYMBOLIC LABEL/NAME= PLANPARM                                      *

*  DESCRIPTION= DYNAMIC PLAN PARAMETER LIST                           *

*                                                                     *

*    CONTROL BLOCKS=                                                  *

*        EIB          CICS COMMAND LEVEL INTERFACE BLOCK              *

*                                                                     *

* MACROS=                                                             *

*   DFHREGS - STANDARD CICS/VS REGISTER EQUATES  (R0-RF)              *

*   EXEC CICS COMMANDS - FOR CICS SERVICES                            *

*                                                                     *

***********************************************************************

        EJECT

***********************************************************************

*        REGISTER EQUATES                                             *

***********************************************************************

         DFHREGS

         EJECT

***********************************************************************

*        DYNAMIC STORAGE                                              *

***********************************************************************

         DFHEISTG

         DFHEIEND

         EJECT

***********************************************************************

*        COMMAREA DSECT                                               *

***********************************************************************

PLANPARM DSECT

CSPLAN   DS    CL8                     PLAN NAME

CSAUTHID DS    CL18                    AUTHID

CSUSER   DS    A                       A(USER INFORMATION BLOCK)

         EJECT

         PRINT GEN

DCPLNPR  DFHEIENT

         L     R2,DFHEICAP         GET A(COMMAREA)

         USING PLANPARM,R2         SETUP ADDRESSABILITY

*          .

*          .

*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*

*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*

*                                                                     *

*    INSERT CODE TO UPDATE THE AUTHID (CSAUTHID) AND/OR               *

*    SPECIAL USER FIELD (CSUSER).                                     *

*                                                                     *

*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*

         MVC   CSAUTHID,AUTHID

         LA    R15,USERINFO

         ST    R15,CSUSER

         EXEC  CICS RETURN

USER_INFO  DC  CL32'USER INFORMATION'
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AUTH_ID  DC    CL18'TEST'

         END

CICS Trace Table Entries
When an application program abends, a CICS transaction dump is produced. This dump contains Trace Table entries
which may aid you in determining the source of the abend. Datacom CICS Services issues a USER TRACE entry for each
user entering or exiting Datacom CICS Services.

An abend between the issue of the USER 186 TRACE and the USER 188 TRACE indicates a Datacom CICS Services
problem unless the CICS ABCODE is USER. Also, these entries can be written to the CICS Auxiliary File (even if there is
no dump involved) when (or while) the CICS AUXTRACE is set ON.

NOTE
Make sure that both the SIT parameter value USERTR=ON and the DBCVTPR parameter CICSTRA=YES are
specified, or the USER 186/188 TRACE entries are suppressed.

This topic contains the following topics:

USER 186/188 TRACE Entry Layout

The layout for the USER 186/188 TRACE entries follows:

Columns Function Description
Bytes 1-4 Trace type 186. For USER 186 before call to Datacom/

DB, or
188. For USER 188 after call to Datacom/
DB.

Bytes 5-22 Request Area First 18 bytes of the Request Area
(command-5, table-3, keyname-5, return
code-2, internal return code-1B, DBID-2B).
Internal Return Code and DBID can only be
seen in a Level 2 trace entry and are valid
only on USER 188.

Bytes 23,24 URT# The URT number in binary valid only on
U188 and can only be seen in a Level 2
trace entry.

Bytes 37-47 Monitor Datacom/DB monitor info (TRANID-4,
TERMID-4, OPID-3).

Bytes 49-56 MUFNAME This is only valid on U188 entry and is the
Datacom/DB job name.

Bytes 65-68 TASKID TASKID-4P can only be seen in Level 2
trace entry.

Example Report

Examples of the USER 186/188 TRACE entries are shown in the following sample report. The example shows one
Datacom/DB request call to the Datacom CICS Services from the start of the request to the return of the request in
Level 1 tracing. The bottom part of the example is the Level 2 tracing for the USER 186 and the USER 188 for this same
request.

CICS/ESA  -  AUXILIARY TRACE FROM 08/01/04  -  TIME OF FIRST ENTRY ON THIS PAGE 17:23:40.8023346879          

          PAGE 000015
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00030 QR    AP 2520 ERM   ENTRY ASSEMBLER-APPLICATION-CALL-TO-TRUE(DBNTRY  )                                 

             =043236=

00030 QR    SM 0C01 SMMG  ENTRY GETMAIN               710,YES,00,TASK                                        

             =043236=

00030 QR    SM 0C02 SMMG  EXIT  GETMAIN/OK            13200A78                                               

             =043237=

00030 QR    AP 00E1 EIP   ENTRY ASSIGN                                           

 0004,13200A88 ...h,08000208 ....        =043238=

00030 QR    AP 00E1 EIP   EXIT  ASSIGN                OK                         

 00F4,00000000 ....,00000208 ....        =043239=

00030 QR    AP 00E1 EIP   ENTRY ASKTIME-ABSTIME                                  

 0004,13200A88 ...h,08004A02 ..¢.        =043240=

00030 QR    AP 00E1 EIP   EXIT  ASKTIME-ABSTIME       OK                         

 00F4,00000000 ....,00004A02 ..¢.        =043241=

00030 QR    AP 00E1 EIP   ENTRY ENTER-TRACENUM                                   

 0004,13200A88 ...h,08004802 ....        =043242=

00030 QR    AP 00BA USER  EVENT APPLICATION-PROGRAM-ENTRY DCCTPPR

 186.REDLEPMFSTZIP .......0.8OZ.....DBACC0018OZ.DSL2MU10 =043243=

00030 QR    AP 00E1 EIP   EXIT  ENTER-TRACENUM        OK                         

 00F4,00000000 ....,00004802 ....        =043244=

00030 QR    SM 0C01 SMMG  ENTRY GETMAIN               765,YES,00,TASK                                        

             =043245=

00030 QR    SM 0C02 SMMG  EXIT  GETMAIN/OK            13201198                                               

             =043246=

00030 QR    AP 00E1 EIP   ENTRY WAIT-EVENT                                       

 0004,132011A8 ...y,08001202 ....        =043247=

00030 QR    SM 0401 SMSR  ENTRY INQUIRE_ACCESS        13E5D5C0,1                                             

             =043248=

00030 QR    SM 0402 SMSR  EXIT  INQUIRE_ACCESS/OK     ESDSA,CICS                                             

             =043249=

00030 QR    DS 0004 DSSR  ENTRY WAIT_OLDW             EKCWAIT,13E5D5C0,NO,MISC,SINGLE                        

             =043250=

00030 QR    DS 0005 DSSR  EXIT  WAIT_OLDW/OK                                                                 

             =043251=

00030 QR    AP 00E1 EIP   EXIT  WAIT-EVENT            OK                         

 00F4,00000000 ....,00001202 ....        =043252=

00030 QR    SM 0D01 SMMF  ENTRY FREEMAIN              13201198                                               

             =043253=

00030 QR    SM 0D02 SMMF  EXIT  FREEMAIN/OK           USER storage at 13201198                               

             =043254=

00030 QR    AP 00E1 EIP   ENTRY ASKTIME-ABSTIME                                  

 0004,13200A88 ...h,08004A02 ..¢.        =043255=

00030 QR    AP 00E1 EIP   EXIT  ASKTIME-ABSTIME       OK                         

 00F4,00000000 ....,00004A02 ..¢.        =043256=

00030 QR    AP 00E1 EIP   ENTRY ENTER-TRACENUM                                   

 0004,13200A88 ...h,08004802 ....        =043257=

00030 QR    AP 00BC USER  EVENT APPLICATION-PROGRAM-ENTRY DCCTRPR

 188.REDLEPMFSTZIP ........8OZ.....DBACC0018OZ.DSL2MU10  =043258=

00030 QR    AP 00E1 EIP   EXIT  ENTER-TRACENUM        OK                         

 00F4,00000000 ....,00004802 ....        =043259=

00030 QR    SM 0D01 SMMF  ENTRY FREEMAIN              13200A78                                               

             =043260=
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00030 QR    SM 0D02 SMMF  EXIT  FREEMAIN/OK           USER storage at 13200A78                               

             =043261=

00030 QR    AP 2521 ERM   EXIT  ASSEMBLER-APPLICATION-CALL-TO-TRUE(DBNTRY  )                                 

             =043262=

 

 

 

 

AP 00BA USER  EVENT - APPLICATION-PROGRAM-ENTRY - DCCTPPR  -  186.REDLEPMFSTZIP

  .......0.8OZ.....DBACC0018OZ.DSL2MU10

 

              TASK-00030 KE_NUM-002E TCB-QR   /007D0510 RET-80083028 TIME-12:03:16.6882200317

 INTERVAL-00.0000006875      =043243=

                1-0000  E4E2C5D9 404040                                                           *USER

                2-0000  F1F8F600 D9C5C4D3 C5D7D4C6 E2E3E9C9  D7404000 00010000 0048F000 F8D6E900 

 *186.REDLEPMFSTZIP  .......0.8OZ.

                  0020  00000000 C4C2C1C3 C3F0F0F1 F8D6E900  C4E2D3F2 D4E4F1F0 40404040 40404040 

 *....DBACC0018OZ.DSL2MU10

                  0040  0000030C 1320023F 00000000 D5950000  0104232F 0120316F BBB1435B 62ADB002 

 *............Nn.........?...$....

                  0060  00330190 5796680C                                                         *.....o..

                3-0000  C4C3C3E3 D7D7D940                                                         *DCCTPPR

 

AP 00BC USER  EVENT - APPLICATION-PROGRAM-ENTRY - DCCTRPR  -  188.REDLEPMFSTZIP 

  ........8OZ.....DBACC0018OZ.DSL2MU10

 

              TASK-00030 KE_NUM-002E TCB-QR   /007D0510 RET-80083028 TIME-12:03:16.6882915161

 INTERVAL-00.0000004843      =043258=

                1-0000  E4E2C5D9 404040                                                           *USER

                2-0000  F1F8F800 D9C5C4D3 C5D7D4C6 E2E3E9C9  D7404040 00010001 01480000 F8D6E900 

 *188.REDLEPMFSTZIP   ........8OZ.

                  0020  00000000 C4C2C1C3 C3F0F0F1 F8D6E900  C4E2D3F2 D4E4F1F0 40404040 40404040 

 *....DBACC0018OZ.DSL2MU10

                  0040  0000030C 1320023F 00000000 D5950000  0104232F 0120316F BBB1435B 62B1E142 

 *............Nn.........?...$....

                  0060  00330190 5796680C                                                         *.....o..

                3-0000  C4C3C3E3 D9D7D940                                                         *DCCTRPR

Customization and Post-Installation Steps for Datacom CICS Services
Consider whether you are doing the full installation with the CICSPlex or without CICSPlex. If you have CPSM libraries,
we recommend that you do a full installation with the CICSPlex component.

To execute sample jobs, they must be executed in sequential order by name and number. Review, edit, execute, and
complete each installation step before proceeding to the next step.

WARNING
Verify that you have adequate backups of your SMP/E and Datacom environments before beginning the
installation. If there is a problem at any point, these backups are available for use.

Follow these steps:

1. Installation Phase
Perform the SMP/E jobs as outlined:
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– Installing Your Product Using CSM
– Installing Your Product from Pax-Enhanced ESD

2. Customization Phase
Before performing either a new install or an upgrade, execute the members that have names that start with B1CUS.
For more information, see Post-Installation JCL Parameters.

3. Post-Installation Phase
Make any product modifications necessary for your specific site.

This page contains the following topics:

INSTJCL Member Names

The INSTJCL member names can be easily identified during any installation. These names are constructed as follows:

1. Members that are copied to the INSTJCL begin with the letters B1. The third through fifth characters identify the type
of installation job:
CUS indicates a customization job with CICS-specific generation, assemblies, link-edits, and more.

2. The remainder of each name indicates the number of the step and can include a suffix.
Jobs with suffixes are conditional and are executed only if you are installing the indicated product option.
Run these jobs after the job member without a suffix is complete. A job member name with no suffix after the number
indicates that the step is for the base product installations.
Each installation step, including the base product and any product options, must be complete before you begin the
next step.
The product option assigns the suffixes to the installation step numbers and are the last value in the member name.
X indicates an optional job

Customization Steps

Complete the following jobs in this section after performing the SMP/E installation steps. You can run these jobs multiple
times for as many CICS as needed.

Step Description Purpose
0 Retrieve B1CUS00 from CAB1SAMP,

perform changes as directed, and submit
the JCL.

Copies the sample JCL from the target
library into the INSTJCL library

1 Retrieve B1CUS01 from INSTJCL, perform
changes as directed, and submit the JCL.

Performs Datacom CICS Services product
custom assemblies and links

2X (Conditional.) Retrieve B1CUS02X from
INSTJCL, perform changes as directed,
and submit the JCL.

Allocates Datacom CICS Services DBOC
log and auxiliary trace data sets. This job
is optional if you are using SYSOUT for the
data sets or if this is an upgrade.

Copy the JCL from Target to INSTJCL Library

To begin Step 0, copy the JCL from the target library to the INSTJCL library. After this step is complete, you can perform
any mass edits to the JCL using the $DCB1EDT macro.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve the member B1CUS00 from your CAB1SAMP library.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block) but DO NOT SAVE this member in the CAB1SAMP

library.
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
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4. Review the output for successful completion which is indicated with a condition code of 00. If you receive any other
code, correct your changes and resubmit the JCL.

CICS Customization Steps

To begin Step 1, prepare the source for the Datacom CICS Services customized assembly of the DBCVTPR. This step
creates the CUSMAC and CUSLIB libraries, adds the DBCVTPR source to the CUSMAC, and assembles/links the
DBCVTPR into the CUSLIB.

NOTE
Although installations complete successfully with the default values provided, new installations, and upgrades
might need to modify these values. When upgrading, carry the previous release DBCVTPR parameter values
forward to the new version provided with this installation. Review your DBCVTPR parameter, or the default
parameters if this is a new installation, before running this step and make the appropriate changes to the
DBCVTPR parameters. When upgrading, see the Release Notes for any changes in the DBCVTPR macro
parameters that might affect or interest you.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member B1CUS01 from your INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block).
3. Make changes to the DBCVTPR parameters as needed.
4. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
5. Review the output for successful completion which is indicated with a condition code of 00. If you receive any other

code, correct your changes and resubmit the JCL.

Review, edit, execute, and complete this step before continuing.

NOTE
 In a multiple MUF environment where there is more than one CICS, carefully plan the placement of the
Datacom CICS Services CUSLIB (DBC.CUSLIB) containing the DBCVTPR module and the Datacom/DB
CUSLIB (DB.CUSLIB) containing the DBSIDPR modules in the DFHRPL library concatenation.

Example

For a DBCVTPR module that includes DBCSID statements, each CICS could have a common default DBCVTPR (the one
in DBC.CUSLIB). If a different default MUF is needed, the DBCVTPR should be in a library that only CICS uses.

Because Datacom installs provide two libraries for user compiled modules, such as the DBCVTPR and DBSIDPR
modules (DBC.CUSLIB and DB.CUSLIB), the special MUF-related DBCVTPR module can be placed in the DB.CUSLIB of
the default MUF for that CICS region. In such cases, you are required to specify the DB.CUSLIB of the default MUF as the
one used in the CICS region.

This example allows, if needed, each CICS to point to a different default MUF. If a DBCVTPR module is not in the
DB.CUSLIB, it uses the default DBCVTPR module in DBC.CUSLIB.

In this example, the DB.CUSLIB must be placed in front of the DBC.CUSLIB and DBC.CAILIB to ensure that the correct
DBCVTPR is used. The named DBCSIDs need to be available in all CICS regions. To avoid duplication, place them in the
DBC.CUSLIB common library for all CICS regions running Datacom CICS Services. This is merely an example as there
are other ways for placing a DBCVTPR and associated DBCSID=named DBSIDPR modules for a multi-MUF environment
such as a DBC.CUSLIB for each CICS region containing its specific DBCVTPR.

Allocate DBOC Log File, Auxiliary Trace Data Sets

(Optional) This step allocates the DBOC log file data set and the auxiliary trace data sets, and adds the DCFILE copybook
to the CUSMAC library.
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NOTE
None of these data sets can be shared across CICS regions.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member B1CUS02X from your INSTJCL PDS.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block).
3. Make the necessary changes for any data set that is to be SYSOUT (see the instruction block).
4. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
5. Review the output for successful completion.

Post-Installation Steps and Considerations

Perform the following steps after completing the previous installation tasks.

1. Modify CICS
2. Check the README file
3. Verify installation

Step 1. Modify CICS

Activate Datacom CICS Services in MUF if you have not already done so by adding the following line to the Multi-User
Startup input:

DATACOM  CICSSVCS        CA-DATACOM/CICS SERVICES

Verify that the Datacom/DB CUSLIB (or multiple CUSLIBs for a Multi-MUF environment) and the CABDLOAD library have
been added to the CICS DFHRPL. If you are running Multi-MUF with mixed releases of MUFs when upgrading Datacom/
DB from 14.0 to 15.0, you can run using the 14.0 CABDLOAD until there is no need of fall back to 14.0 MUFs. Once all
the MUF instances (or a single-MUF environment) connected to this CICS are securely upgraded to 15.0, then upgrade
the CABDLOAD and CUSLIB to Datacom/DB 15.0.

Include a DD statement for the Datacom CICS Services load library (CUSLIB) and the Target load library (CAB1LOAD) in
the DFHRPL concatenation of the CICS startup JCL. If this is an upgrade of Datacom CICS Services, replace the previous
release libraries with the Version 14.0 libraries.

CICS requires the addition of DD statements for the Datacom CICS Services files. The Datacom CICS Services
installation creates these statements for you. Fetch the DCFILE member from the Custom macro library (CUSMAC) and
insert it into the CICS startup JCL. If this is an upgrade of Datacom CICS Services, you do not have to create new DBOC
log and auxiliary trace files. You can continue using the files already being used in your Datacom CICS Services.

The Datacom CICS Services installation also produces all source members for the CICS CSD modification. These source
members in the CAB1SAMP library contain all of the required entries. For those sites installing Datacom CICS Services
Version 15.0 and replacing a previous release of Datacom CICS Services, replace CSD definitions from the previous
release with the CSD definitions for Datacom CICS Services Version 15.0.

NOTE
If there are no changes for Version 15.0 in the CSD transient data definitions for the log and auxiliary trace data
sets, you do not need to replace those transient data definitions and auxiliary trace data sets.

The CICS PLT entries that are needed for automatic CICS Services startup and shutdown during CICS PLT processing
are produced as part of the installation. Include them at the appropriate place in your CICS DFHPLTxx program
assemblies. If this is an upgrade of Datacom CICS Services, it is not necessary to reassemble your PLT programs.
Continue using your existing PLT programs.
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WARNING
Warning! Be sure that the CICS Services 15.0 CSD group is added after any Datacom/DB CSD group in your
CICS GRPLIST.

The following JCL member in the INSTJCL library can be used to define the product to the CICS CSD.

B1CICS
Read the instructions that are contained within the B1CICS and B1CUS installation members pertaining to options
in defining the Datacom Services CSD entries and allocating the transient data data sets.
This job defines the programs, transactions, and files CICS Transaction Server 3.2, 4.1, 4.2, 5.1, or later as
supported by IBM.

15.0 Copybook for CICS Table
Assemblies

15.0 Copybook for CICS RDO CICS CSD Group Name

B115PLTA B115CSD B115GRP
 B115CSD4 *b B115GRP
 B115CSD5 *b B115GRP
B115PLTB B115CSD1 *a B115GRP
 B115CSD2 *a B115GRP
 B115CSD3 B115GRP
 B115CSDT B115TOR

* Notes:

1. a. In Version 15.0, these definitions of the Transient Data Queues for the DDNAMEs DBOCPRT, DBAUXTA, and
DBAUXTB send the output to SYSOUT by default. To use this default, no change to the B1CUS02X job is
necessary. Make the following changes to B1CUS02X for new files allocated by job B1CUS02X according to your
preference:
• Delete the DD statement for CAB1SAMP member B115CSD1.
• Uncomment the DD statement for CAB1SAMP member B115CSD2
• Uncomment the DD statement for CAB1SAMP member B115CSD3 if you want DBOCPRT to be sent to

SYSOUT and DBAUXTA and DBAUXTB to be sent to allocated data sets. Delete the commented DD for
B115CSD2.

b. Make the following changes to B1CICS to define the program, transactions, and map sets required for DBC 15.0
only for CICS/TX 4.2 and later:
In CICS Transaction Server 4.2, the REQUIRED program definition value was introduced for the CONCURRENCY
parameter. In CICS Services 15.0, programs are defined as THREADSAFE in member B115CSD. Datacom CICS
Services 15.0 with CICS Transaction Server 4.2 and later can be defined as REQUIRED for performance by
optionally using member B115CSD4. Version 15.0 also contains an additional set of definitions for CICS/TS 4.2
and later with the programs defined as THREADSAFE and the Java definitions are set as REQUIRED. To use
the B115CSD4 or B115CSD5 CSD definition member for only CICS Transaction Server 4.2 and later, make the
following changes to B1CICS to optionally use the preferred CONCURRENCY for program definitions.
• Delete the DD statement for CAB1SAMP member B115CSD.
• Uncomment the DD statement for CAB1SAMP member B115CSD4 if you want to define the programs with

CONCURRENCY(REQUIRED).
• Uncomment the DD statement for CAB1SAMP member B115CSD5 if you want to define the

programs with CONCURRENCY(THREADSAFE) except for the Java definitions which must be
CONCURRENCY(REQUIRED). Delete the commented DD for B115CSD4.
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Step 2. Check the README File

Review the README file to confirm if any additional tasks are required after the install, upgrade, or maintenance
procedure.

Step 3. Verify Installation

After completing the Datacom CICS Services installation and post-installation steps, perform the following steps. Verify
that the Multi-User is connected or automatically connects and that the DBURT 001 Human Resource database is open or
automatically opens.

1. Bring up CICS once all the installation, configuration, customization, and post-installation steps have been performed
successfully.

2. Issue a DBOC STARTUP or DBEC P,STARTUP (if PLT did not start Datacom CICS Services).
3. Issue the CICS transaction DBAC.

NOTE
If URT 1 for DBAC is defined as DEFER OPEN, you must open it before issuing DBAC.

A successful installation is demonstrated by the resulting screens of data from the Human Resource sample database.

Additionally, you can issue a DBEC command or any verification script provided by any other Datacom component that
uses CICS. If you are not sure whether Datacom CICS Services has not been started, we recommend that you do any
DBEC inquiry command before proceeding with any verification method such as DBAC.

Fall Back Steps

Perform the following steps to fall back from Datacom CICS Services Version 15.0 to Datacom CICS Services Version
14.0.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify the CICS CSD to restore the B114GRP and B114TOR groups into your CICS CSD GRPLIST and remove the
B115GRP and B115TOR groups from your GRPLIST. The Datacom CICS Services Version 14.0 CSD definitions are
located in the Version 14.0 CAB1LOAD if you need to re-install them.

2. In the CICS DFHRPL, replace the Datacom CICS Services Version 15.0 CAB1LOAD load library and the
DBC.CUSLIB load library containing the Version 15.0 DBCVTPR load module. Use Version 14.0 CAB1LOADand
DBC.CUSLIB containing the Version 14.0 DBCVTPR load module.

NOTE
Since Datacom/DB 14.0 and 15.0 libraries are compatible with both Datacom/DB 14.0 and 15.0 MUFs
in Datacom CICS Services 14.0 and 15.0, there is no need to modify the Datacom/DB libraries and
configuration in the CICS.

3. COLD or INITIAL START your CICS.

NOTE
If you have multiple CICS regions for fallback and use DBEC in MRO mode, cease using the SYSID qualifier
with DBEC commands until all connected CICS have successfully gone through the fallback process.

Fall Forward Steps

Perform the following steps when you are ready to fall forward to the previously installed Datacom CICS Services Version
15.0 from the fallback to Datacom CICS Services Version 14.0.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify the CICS CSD to restore the B115GRP and B115TOR groups into your CICS CSD GRPLIST and remove the
B114GRP and B114TOR groups from your GRPLIST. The Datacom CICS Services Version 15.0 CSD definitions are
located in the CAB1SAMP if you need to re-install them.
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2. In the CICS DFHRPL, replace the Datacom CICS Services Version 14.0 CAB1LOAD load library and the
DBC.CUSLIB load library containing the Version 14.0 DBCVTPR load module. Use the Version 15.0 CAB1LOAD load
library and DBC.CUSLIB containing the Version 15.0 DBCVTPR load module that was assembled previously during
configuration.

NOTE
Since Datacom/DB 14.0 and 15.0 libraries are compatible with both Datacom/DB 14.0 and 15.0 MUFs
in Datacom CICS Services 14.0 and 15.0, there is no need to modify the Datacom/DB libraries and
configuration in the CICS.

3. COLD or INITIAL START your CICS.

NOTE
If you have multiple CICS regions that you need to fall forward and use DBEC in MRO mode, cease using the
SYSID qualifier with DBEC commands until all connected CICS have gone through the fall forward process
successfully.

Activate Datacom CICS Services for Auditor z/OS Support

For Datacom CICS Services to be fully auditable by Auditor, it is necessary to have a specific load module available in
the LPA. The CAIXCYT$ module is provided in the CAB1LPA library for this purpose. If you are using the Datacom CICS
Services CAIXCYT$ module, it must reside in the currently active LPA. You can do this in one of two ways:

1. APF authorize the CAB1LPA library and add it to the LPA.
2. Copy the CAIXCYT$ module into an APF Authorized library already in the LPA.

See the Auditor documentation for more information about using the product.

Customization and Post-Installation Steps for Ideal for Datacom
Learn about the minimum configuration tasks for Ideal. Find guidelines on new installations, customizations, and
verification and information for Ideal for Db2. Find INSTJCL member names.

This section describes the minimum configuration tasks that are required before Ideal for Datacom can be started,
customized, and used in your environment.

Execute sample jobs in sequential order by name and number. Review, edit, execute, and complete each installation step
before proceeding to the next step.

Follow these guidelines when installing:

1. New Installation Phase
If you are installing Ideal for Datacom for the first time, execute members whose names start with ILNEW. After all
ILNEW jobs execute successfully, proceed to the customization phase to complete the installation.

2. Customization Phase
To complete the customization of Ideal for Datacom, execute the members that have names that start with ILCUS.
After all ILNEW jobs execute successfully and you have entered your customizations, the Ideal product environment is
ready for use.

3. Ideal for Db2 Installation Phase
If you are installing the Ideal for Db2, execute members whose names start with IOINS and all previously mentioned
jobs. After all IOINS jobs execute successfully, the Ideal for Db2 environment is complete.

4. Verification Phase
Execute the members whose names start with ILVER. After all ILVER jobs execute successfully, the Ideal for Datacom
components are successfully installed and verified. If you are upgrading from an earlier release, apply any additional
table entries or option table changes now.
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INSTJCL Member Names

The INSTJCL member names can be easily identified during any installation. These names are constructed as follows:

• The first two characters relate to the component being installed:
Each name begins with IL to identify Ideal for Datacom - the base product.
Each name begins with IO to identify Ideal for Db2 - applicable only if you have this option.

• The next characters identify the type of installation step:
CUS Indicates a customization job that is performed for all new or upgrade installations.
INS Indicates a new or upgrade installation step that is performed Ideal for Db2.

NEW Indicates a step for new installations of the Ideal for Datacom environment.
VER Indicates an installation verification step.

• The remainder of each name indicates the number of the step and can include a suffix.
If the suffix is X, the step is optional for the overall installation. This step may not be necessary. Read the step
description to determine whether to include it in your Ideal for Datacom installation. If this step is required, run these
jobs after the same job number without the X suffix.

Performing the New Installation Phase
This section describes the procedures required for all new installations. Perform these steps after completing the steps
required by all installations. For this phase of the installation, you run the INSTJCL PDS members whose names start
with ILNEW.

Perform the following steps for new installations:

Step Description Purpose
1 Retrieve ILNEW01 from your INSTJCL

PDS, perform changes as directed, and
submit the JCL.

Allocate the IDDAT, IDDVW, ID$IDSRC, ID
$IDPNL and ID$IDOBJ VLS files.

2 Retrieve ILNEW02 from your INSTJCL
PDS, perform changes as directed, and
submit the JCL.

Format the IDDAT, IDDVW, ID$IDSRC, ID
$IDPNL and ID$IDOBJ VLS files.

3 Retrieve ILNEW03 from your INSTJCL
PDS, perform changes as directed, and
submit the JCL.

Add default Dictionary entities for Ideal.

This page contains the following topics:

Step 1. Allocate the Ideal VLS Files

This step allocates the IDDAT, IDDVW, ID$IDSRC, ID$IDPNL, and ID$IDOBJ VLS files.

1. Retrieve member ILNEW01 from your INSTJCL PDS.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block).
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion.

Be sure you review, edit, execute, and complete this step before continuing.

Step 2. Format the Ideal VLS Files

This step formats the IDDAT, IDDVW, ID$IDSRC, ID$IDPNL, and ID$IDOBJ VLS files.

1. Retrieve member ILNEW02 from your INSTJCL PDS.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block).
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3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion.

Be sure you review, edit, execute, and complete this step before continuing.

Step 3. Add Ideal Entities to the Datadictionary

WARNING
The Datacom Multi-User Facility must be running for this step to be successful.

This step adds Ideal for Datacom entities to the Datacom/DB or Datacom/AD Dictionary component. This step initializes
the Datacom Datadictionary for Ideal for Datacom using the @IUTINST utility.

1. Retrieve member ILNEW03 from your INSTJCL PDS.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block).
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion.

Be sure you review, edit, execute, and complete this step before continuing.

IUTINST Utility--Datadictionary Initialization
Perform the utility for Datacom Datadictionary initialization (@IUTINST)as part of the installation of Ideal for Datacom (job
ILNEW03) to:

• Add the entity occurrences that Ideal for Datacom requires to the Datadictionary 
• Establish the necessary relationship occurrences among them 

After the initialization is performed successfully, Ideal for Datacom is functional.

Execute this utility only during an original installation (INST=NEW). Never include it as part of an upgrade
(INST=UPGRADE).

The control cards that are used in the execution of the utility can be in any of the following formats:

• INIT
• INIT REPEAT

WARNING
Any use of the REPEAT parameter sanctions the destruction of existing entity occurrences with names that
correspond to names of occurrences the utility is adding.

Use the optional REPEAT parameter as follows:

• If the utility aborts due to some abnormal condition, use the REPEAT parameter to restart the utility. Using this
parameter prevents loss of activities that were already performed.

• The INIT function of the utility consists of two phases. The first phase inspects the host dictionary for names of existing
entity occurrences that are the same as names that the utility is adding. If you specified the REPEAT parameter, the
new entity occurrence deletes and replaces the the new original entity occurrence. No message is issued.

• During the execution of the utility, log messages are created that provide information regarding activities that are
performed during the execution. If no REPEAT parameter is used and the utility aborts, use the log messages. These
messages help determine which step the utility has aborted, and whether the cause was a duplicate entity occurrence
name. You can then restart the utility using the REPEAT parameter with the parameter INIT.

The following entity occurrences are added to the Datadictionary during the initialization:
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• Three LIBRARY entity occurrences: Source, Object, and Panel named $ISRCLIB, $IOBJLIB, and $IPNLLIB,
respectively

• SYSTEM entity occurrences $IDEAL, alias (SHORT-SYSTEM-ID) $ID
• RELATIONSHIP occurrences between the system $IDEAL and each of the three LIBRARY occurrences; The library

names that are placed in the intersection data are:
– ID$IDSRC
– ID$IDOBJ
– ID$IDPNL

• Four AUTHORIZATION entity occurrences
– $$ID-DVW
– $$ID-USE
– $$ID-ADM
– $$PR-ADM

• PERSON entity occurrence $IDEAL, alias (USER ID) $ID
• RELATIONSHIP occurrence (PER-SYS-ACCESS) between the PERSON entity occurrence named $IDEAL and the

SYSTEM entity occurrence named $IDEAL.
RELATIONSHIP occurrence (PER-ATZ-AUTH) between the PERSON entity occurrence $IDEAL and the four
AUTHORIZATION entity occurrences.

Performing the Customization Steps for All Installations
Follow the steps for customizing Ideal for Datacom. Learn about the INSTJCL library, custom modules, JCL copybooks
and the CUSPROC library, and VLS files.

For information about CSM and SMP/E installations, see (as appropriate) Install Products Using CSM and Install Products
Using SMP/E JCL.

Perform the jobs in this section before performing the steps in either the upgrade or new install sections. You can run
these jobs multiple times for as many Ideal for Datacom environments as needed.

Step 1. Copy the JCL from Target to INSTJCL Library

This step creates the INSTJCL library and copies the new and upgrade JCL from the target library to the INSTJCL library.
After this step is complete, you can perform any mass edits to the JCL using the $EDITINP macro.

1. Retrieve member ILCUS00 from your CAILSAMP library.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block).
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion.

Review, edit, execute, and complete this step before continuing.

Step 2. Assemble/Link-edit Custom Modules

This step assembles/link-edits the Ideal options block(@IIDOPTS), the system file table (@IIDSYSF), web interface
modules, and the @IADFLGS module.

1. Retrieve member ILCUS01 from your INSTJCL PDS.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block).
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion.

Review, edit, execute, and complete this step before continuing.
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NOTE
This job sets default values for all options. If you modified the corresponding source in prior releases, review
the settings. Normally you can use the source from the prior release but you should pay attention to any new
parameters introduced with the new release. In particular, uncomment any lines that include user sections of the
tables, and copy forward the content from the previous release.

Step 3. Add the JCL Copybooks to the CUSPROC Library

This step adds the Ideal JCL copybooks to the CUSPROC library.

1. Retrieve member ILCUS02 from your INSTJCL PDS.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block).
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion.

Review, edit, execute, and complete this step before continuing.

Step 4. Populate ADRLIB, ADRPNL, and IDDAT

This step copies the ADRLIB and ADRPNL VLS files and adds the updated members for the new release. These libraries
exist, even for a new installation, as they are created during the installation of the prerequisite IPC.

1. Retrieve member ILCUS03 from your INSTJCL PDS.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block).
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion.

Review, edit, execute, and complete this step before continuing.

Performing the Ideal for Datacom Option for Db2 Installation Phase
This section describes the procedures required to install the Ideal for Db2. Perform these steps after completing the
required steps for all installations. If this is a new installation, perform the new installation phase before this phase.

NOTE
For DB2 option installations, retrieve the IOINSnn jobs from the CAILSAMP PDS. Manually save them into the
INSTJCL PDS.

Step Description Purpose
1 Retrieve IOINS01 from your INSTJCL PDS,

perform changes as directed, and submit
the JCL.

Copy the Ideal for Datacom DBRMs from
the target macro library to the DBRM library
and bind the Ideal for Datacom installation
plan.

2 Retrieve IOINS02 from your INSTJCL PDS,
perform changes as directed, and submit
the JCL.

Reassemble/link @IIDOPTS to include the
DB2 option parameters and add the proc
IDPLAN to the custom proclib.

3X (Optional) Retrieve IOINS03X from your
INSTJCL PDS, perform changes as
directed, and submit the JCL.

Create the DB2 tables that Ideal for Db2
uses.

4 Retrieve IOINS04 from your INSTJCL PDS,
perform changes as directed, and submit
the JCL.

Execute the bind of the development plan
that Ideal for Datacom uses.

This page contains the following topics:
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Step 1. Copy DBRMs and Bind Plans

The DB2 subsystem must be available for this step. BINDADD authority is required.

This step copies the Ideal for Datacom DBRMs from the target macro library to the DBRM library. Then it binds the Ideal
for Datacom installation plan.

1. Retrieve member IOINS01 from your INSTJCL PDS.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block).
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion.

Review, edit, execute, and complete this step before continuing.

Step 2. Prepare Custom Assemblies

This step reassembles @IIDOPTS (the Ideal for Datacom options block) to include the DB2 option parameters. It adds
procedure IDPLAN to the custom procedures library (CAI.CHLQ.CUSPROC).

1. Retrieve member IOINS02 from your INSTJCL PDS.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block).
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion.

Review, edit, execute, and complete this step before continuing.

Step 3X. Create DB2 Tables for Ideal for Datacom Development (Optional)

This step is required for new installations only.

The DB2 subsystem must be available for this step and the submitter of the job must have DBCREATE authority.

This step creates the DB2 tablespaces that Ideal for Datacom uses.

1. Retrieve member IOINS03X from your INSTJCL PDS.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block).
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion.

Review, edit, execute, and complete this step before continuing. For more information about the utility that creates the
DB2 tables, see DDDCULM Utility—Create the DB2 Tables.

Step 4. Bind the Ideal for Datacom Development Plan

The DB2 subsystem must be available for this step. Requires BINDADD authority.

This step executes the bind of the development plan used by Ideal for Datacom.

1. Retrieve member IOINS04 from your INSTJCL PDS.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block).
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion.

Review, edit, execute, and complete this step before continuing.
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DDDCULM Utility--Create the DB2 Tables
You must run the utility (DDDCULM) for creating the DB2 tables as part of the installation of Ideal for Datacom Option for
DB2 (job IOINS03X). The utility creates the database (default name DD), and the appropriate tablespaces, tables, and
indexes in the DB2 catalog.

Execute this utility only during an original installation of the Ideal for Datacom Option for DB2.

The following control statements are in job IOINS03X:

-COM comment statement

-SQL

 CREATE ...  (or other SQL statement)

-APR database.tablespace

-APA database.tablespace

-APT database.tablespace

-COM
Specifies that this is a comment and is generated solely for documentation purposes.

-SQL
Introduces the following SQL statements. It has no operands. In job IOINS03X, -SQL control statements are
generated to create the DB2 database, tablespaces, and indexes. You can modify the parameters in the SQL
CREATE statements to suit your needs.

-APA, -APR, and -APT
Creates the plan resource/authorization tables for DB2 plans in either a DB2 only site or a site with both Datacom/
DB and DB2. They should be followed by the database name and the tablespace name.

In addition, -SQL control statements to perform GRANT statements on the tables defined are also generated.

NOTE
You can change the database name and tablespace names, storage group names, and the buffer pool names,
but the table names, index names, and authorization ID (SYSADR) must remain intact.

A DDUX abend can occur if any unexpected error is encountered. It is accompanied by one of the following error
messages:

+DDUX CAF ERROR RC=nnnnnnnn REASON=xxxxxxxx SUBSYSTEM id=sss

An error was returned by DB2 Call Attach Facility (CAF) while attempting to connect to the specified DB2 subsystem
name. Check that the specified subsystem name is correct and active. See the DB2 messages and codes for explanations
on REASON code.

+DDUX INPUT CARD ERROR

An invalid control statement is detected.

+DDUX PARM ERROR SUBSYSTEM id=sss

An invalid parameter is detected for the last processed control statement.

+DDUX SQLERROR SQLCODE=nnnn

An SQL error was encountered during the execution of the last SQL statement shown. See the DB2 messages and codes
on SQLCODE.
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Performing the Post-Installation Phase
Learn about configurable settings for the post-installation phase in Ideal for Datacom. Information includes CICS
modifications, CICS resource definitions, options for Db2 users, web interface, and TCPIP.

The following sections describe the required configurable settings for post-installation phase.

CICS Modifications

Include a DD statement for the Ideal for Datacom target load library (CAI.IHLQ.CAILLOAD) and the Ideal for Datacom
custom load library (CAI.CHLQ.CUSLIB) in the DFHRPL concatenation of the CICS startup JCL.

CICS requires the addition of DD statements for the Ideal for Datacom files. The Ideal for Datacom installation creates
these statements for you. Fetch the IDLFILES member from the custom procedure library (CHLQ.CUSPROC) and insert
the files into the CICS startup JCL.

CICS Resource Definitions

The Ideal for Datacom installation provides a SAMPJCL member ILCICS that can be used to install the CICS definitions
into a CICS group list.

The Ideal for Datacom installation also produces all source members for CICS table modification. These source members
contain all the entries for all the Ideal for Datacom options you are installing or upgrading.

For those sites using an existing CICS that does not already reference a Datacom/DB Multi-User Facility (MUF), install
Datacom CICS Services, as specified in Software Requirements.

Find source members for each Ideal for Datacom component in the target macro library (CAI.SHLQ.CAILSAMP) for all
CICS tables and CSD definitions. Use these members to update your CICS using site-standard jobs instead of using
the ILCICS job in your SAMPJCL. In addition to updating your CSD for transactions and programs, retrieve the CICS
copybook for preparing the File Control Table (FCT). Review all members to ensure that they meet the requirements of
your site.

The following table lists the library members:

Component Copybook for CICS Table Assemblies Copybook for CICS RDO

Ideal for Datacom/base IL15FCT, IL15PLT IL15CSD

Ideal for Datacom for Datacom I415CSD

Ideal for Db2 IO15CSD

Ideal for VSAM F415CSD

Ideal for Datacom Option for Db2 Users Only

Add the Db2 load library that contains module DSNHDECP to the DFHRPL concatenation. This module contains the Db2
default values for your site that is necessary to parse embedded SQL statements correctly during compilation.

Define the Ideal for Datacom development plan (the default is IDP150DV) in the RCT to access Db2. Member IO15CSD
contains the required DB2TRAN and DB2ENTRY definitions.

Special Considerations for CICS

CICS system initialization parameter PGAIPGM must specify PGAIPGM=ACTIVE to enable program AUTOINSTALL.
The default SIT has PGAIPGM=INACTIVE. This command lets CICS add PPT entries dynamically for the Ideal for
Datacom application load modules. For more information, see Customization and Post-Installation Steps for Datacom
CICS Services.
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CICS Resident Programs

The installation process defines only one Ideal for Datacom program to CICS as RES=YES. @IADTREX is required to
remain CICS resident. For a list of IPC programs that are required to be CICS resident, see Tuning the IPC System.

User-Replaceable Modules for Web Interface

Ideal for Datacom supplies several User-Replaceable Modules for use with the Web Interface that requires assembly/
link into a DFHRPL library. This process depends on the release of CICS Transaction Server in use, so no sample job
is provided. Review the sample source members IDLWBADX, IDLWBAD2, IDLWBAD3, and IDLWCONV and install the
appropriate ones. The CICS Command Level assembler source code is provided in the CAILSAMP file.

IDLWBADX is a basic analyzer that uses no converter and supports only a 32-KB response.

IDLWBAD2 uses the converter IDLWCONV to support response documents exceeding 32 KB. The Ideal for Datacom Web
Interface verification requires IDLWBAD2 and IDLWCONV.

IDLWBAD3 is the development version of IDLWBAD2 analyzer with extra support for the debugger and DIAL trace.

RDO object TCPIPSERVICE is used to define the handling of a port. Each of which can have its own analyzer URM (User
Replaceable Module), and thus different processing.

TCpipservice    : HTTPNSSL  

Group           : IDLWEB    

Description     : CICS Web  

Urm             : IDLWBADX  

Portnumber      : 00080     

Certificate     :           

STatus          : Open      

SSl             : No        

Authenticate    : No        

                         

TRansaction     : CWXN      

Backlog         : 00005     

TSqprefix       :           

Ipaddress       :           

SOcketclose     : No    

WARNING
The Ideal for Datacom analyzer cannot be used to run the IBM sample program that is used to verify the CICS
Web Interface. For more information about the CICS Web Interface, refer to IBM documentation.

Confirm That Your Web Browser Can Talk to CICS Using TCP/IP

To confirm that communication between your web browser and CICS is established:

• Confirm your port number, by issuing the following command in CICS:

CEMT INQUIRE TCPIPSERVICE

 Tcpips(IBMHTTP ) Bac( 00005 ) Con(0000) Por(03082)                  

    Ope Tra(CWXN) Urm( DFHWBADX ) Ipa(10.202.66.4   )        Tim   

• Check your CICS startup. The CICS SIT startup parameters should include TCPIP=YES (or equivalent). The CICS
startup messages should include the following information:

+DFHWB0109I APPLID Web domain initialization has started.

.
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.

.

+DFHWB0110I APPLID Web domain initialization has ended.

 

• Confirm that the DFHWEB group list has been included in your CICS startup list. Use CEMT INQUIRE
PROGRAM(DFH$WB1A) to verify the IBM sample program definition.

• To execute the IBM Web Interface verification program, type in the following URL in your web browser, Port is the port
number using analyzer (Urm) DFHWBADX:

http://server.domain.com:port/CICS/CWBA/DFH$WB1A

You should get the following response:

DFH$WB1A on system APPLID successfully invoked through the CICS Web Interface.

Verifying Ideal for Datacom Installation
Find the procedures that are required for verifying the Ideal for Datacom installation. Perform the following steps after
completing the required steps for all installations.

Import Asynchronous and Web Verification Programs

This step imports the source of the verification programs into the VLS libraries and compiles the programs.

• Retrieve member ILVER01 from your INSTJCL PDS.
• Make the required global changes (see the instruction block).
• Submit the JCL to complete this step.
• Review the output for a successful completion.

Review, edit, execute, and complete this step before continuing.

Import Datacom/DB Access Verification Program

NOTE
Run this step only if you use the Datacom/DB.

This step catalogs the dataview in Ideal for Datacom and imports the source of the verification program into the VLS
libraries.

• Retrieve member ILVER02 from your INSTJCL PDS.
• Make the required global changes (see the instruction block).
• Submit the JCL to complete this step.
• Review the output for a successful completion.

Review, edit, execute, and complete this step before continuing.

Online Verification Process

After you complete the Ideal for Datacom installation steps, run the following verification script to ensure that Ideal for
Datacom is properly installed.

1. Sign on to CICS, and enter transaction IDEA.
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– If you are upgrading, sign on with previously defined userids and if external security is in effect using SC00OPTS.
Your security host-id must also exist as an Ideal for Datacom userid.

– If you have a new installation, sign on to Ideal for Datacom as user $IDEAL (no password).
2. Enter the following command:

@I$INTERNAL STATUS

This command shows you the release levels of your products. Verify that Ideal for Datacom shows a release level of
Version 15.1. If your site has the Db2 option, verify the Db2 subsystem name.
Verify that you have the correct Ideal for Datacom product options (DB, DBSQL, DB2, and VSAM) turned on (Y for yes
and N for no).

NOTE
DBSQL indicates DATACOM, ANSI, or FIPS, instead of Y.

3. Follow the conversion process that is documented in Convert to Online Transaction Management.
NOTE
For new installations, this process will create a LIST with one group. The group will be empty since new
installations have no transactions in assembled tables to convert.

4. Verify the Datacom/DB access (if used) by compiling and running the sample program that is imported with SAMPJCL
job ILVER02. This program assumes the Datacom/DB verification database 10 is implemented.
– Enter the following commands:

SELECT SYSTEM $ID

            COMPILE SCROLL VERSION 1

– When you receive the message that the compilation has completed successfully, enter the command:

RUN SCROLL V 1

5. Verify access to Datacom/DB using SQL (if available) as follows:
– Create a dataview for the System Table DIR_ELEMENT by entering the command:

CATALOG DB DATAVIEW  SYSADM.DIR_ELEMENT

– The resulting dataview on the screen displays. Now enter the following commands:

CREATE REPORT DBSQLIVP USING DVW SYSADM.DIR_ELEMENT

DETAIL

A filled-in report detail screen displays. To fit all the reported fields on a single line, enter a "D" in the margin of the
line for DIR_ELEMENT.SECURITY_CODE. That field is deleted from the report.

– Enter the following commands to create a program that reads the table and writes the report.

CREATE PROGRAM DBSQLIVP

RESOURCES

– Add the resources DVW SYSADM.DIR_ELEMENT and RPT DBSQLIVP. Then, enter the command PROC to edit
the procedure of the program. Enter either a blank line or a comment (start the line with the character ":") and press
enter. You can now enter FF in the margin to add a FOR FIRST template to the program.

– Modify the template code to match the following code:

FOR THE FIRST 50 DIR_ELEMENT

    NO UPDATE   

    PRODUCE DBSQLIVP    

    WHEN NONE   
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    LIST 'No rows found in table'   

ENDFOR

– Enter the commands

COMPILE DBSQLIVP @I$SYNC 

            RUN DBSQLIVP

6. To verify an asynchronous execution, run the sample program that job ILVER01 imported and compiled.
– Enter the commands:

SELECT SYSTEM $ID

DISPLAY PROGRAM ASYNCVER    

– Read the comments in the ASYNCVER Procedure Definition. The $IDEAL user must be given authority to run this
program asynchronously. Duplicate the user definition, or re-create it if it is missing, and add CONTROL authority in
the system $ID. (Administrative privileges are ignored for an asynchronous run.)

– Enter the following command:
DISPLAY INDEX LIST

• Find the LIST where the first four characters match the CICS SYSID (see the @I$INTERNAL STATUS screen) of
the region. Use the EDI line command on that line.

• Make an entry for SAMPIVP as in the following example screen:

          IDEAL: DISPLAY LIST        LST CHR1LIST  

                                           

Command Group Name Comments                

======  ========   ========== T O P =======

000100  CHR1TERM   SC00TRAN

......  SAMPIVP    IVPs                    

......      

          

NOTE
LISTs only exist when Online Transaction Management is used. If you receive an error saying
"Requested INDEX not found", go back to Step 3 to create the LIST.

– Issue the following command:
INSTALL GROUP SAMPIVP

– Exit Ideal for Datacom by entering the OFF command, and test the program by entering the following CICS
transaction:

CECI START TRANSID('IDAV')

– Sign back onto Ideal for Datacom as user $IDEAL and enter the following command:

DISPLAY OUTPUT STATUS

– Use the command DISPLAY OUTPUT ALL STATUS if signing onto Ideal for Datacom with a userid other than
$IDEAL. The asynchronous execution produces a LIST output for program ASYNCVER.

7. Execute the sample program that job ILVER01 imports to verify the web interface installation. Display the program
WEBVERFY and review the comments.
– Check the TCPIPService definition in CICS using CEMT:

Cemt inq tcpips

STATUS:  RESULTS - OVERTYPE TO MODIFY                                  Tcpips(HTTPNSSL) Bac( 00005 )

 Con(0000) Por(07080)              
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    Ope Tra(CWXN) Urm( IDLWBAD2 ) Ipa(141.202.65.11  )

– You must have the analyzer code that is shown as "Urm" installed. Note the IP address (Ipa) and Port (Por) values
shown. Enter these values in a web browser as follows:
http://ipaddress:port/IDWV

A simple web page confirming the execution is produced.
8. If you have the DB2 Option, verify it as follows:

– Online in Ideal for Datacom, enter the following commands to create a dataview for DB2 table SYSIBM.LUNAMES
and to create a program to read the table:

CAT DB2 DVW SYSIBM.LUNAMES

CRE PGM DB2IVP 

RES

– Enter DVW SYSIBM.LUNAMES in the RESource Definition.
– Enter PROC to edit the PROCedure Definition. Enter comment character ":" and hit enter to get one line with

a margin. In the margin, enter the template command FF and hit enter to display FOR FIRST code. Modify the
generated template code to look like the following example:

FOR THE FIRST 50 LUNAMES                        

       NO UPDATE                                 

     LIST LUNAMES.LUNAME         

  WHEN NONE                                      

     LIST 'NO ROWS IN DB2 TABLE' 

            ENDFOR

– COMpile DB2IVP and RUN DB2IVP to produce RUNLIST output.

Customizing Ideal for Datacom
Customize Ideal for Datacom for your site. Find information here about transaction tables, load module tables, panel
management system non-display translate table, and IPWC transaction.

Transaction Tables

Review IPC installation job VQCUS01 to ensure that Ideal for Datacom transactions are included in the assembly for
module SC00TRAN.

Use Ideal for Datacom online command DISPLAY PCT to verify that transactions are properly defined to both CICS and
Ideal for Datacom.

Load Module Tables

The Ideal for Datacom program CICSWEB, required for the Web Interface, is provided in load MODULE format in the
Ideal for Datacom CAILIB. Ideal for Datacom job ILCUS01 also assembles the AMT (Application Module Table) containing
an entry for program CICSWEB plus the assembly and link of module @ILMTLIST containing TABLEID=WEB. This
@ILMTLIST module with the WEB entry is required to run the web interface verification program.

Modify the LMLIST source in Ideal for Datacom CUSMAC to include other TABLEID entries. Reassemble and link as
needed.

Panel Management System Non-Display Translate Table

When you edit a member or program in Ideal for Datacom, any characters that might not be displayable are removed and
replaced by spaces. Removal or replacement of characters is problematic for web applications that need more characters.
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Apply the following zap to your Panel Management System (PMS) translate tables so that the Ideal for Datacom
MEMBER and PDL editors can use the left and right square bracket characters. JavaScript requires these characters for
subscript notation, and occupy different locations in national code pages. Verify that values are x'6F' unless previously
modified by your site. The offsets given here are for the US. Review these offsets if you are in another country.

NAME PMSTRND PMSTRND

VER 00AD ..

VER 00BD ..

VER 00BA ..

VER 00BB ..

REP 00AD AD

REP 00BD BD

REP 00BA BA

REP 00BB BB

For more information about the PMS translate tables used by Ideal for Datacom, see Customizing the Panel Management
System Component.

IPWC Transaction

The transaction ID "IPWC" is treated as a special case by Ideal for Datacom to support IpServer from Data21.
SC00WBTD uses the four-character transaction ID following the "?" in the URL when transaction IPWC is executed.
When any other transaction ID is executed, that specific transaction is used.

Activating Ideal for Auditor Support
Review a description of the load module CAIXBT9$ module that is required for Ideal to be fully auditable by exam. The
CAIXBT9$ module is provided in the CAILLPA library for this purpose.

If you are using the Ideal CAIXBT9$ module, it must reside in the currently active LPA. You can meet this requirement in
one of two ways:

1. APF authorize the CAILLPA library and add it to the LPA.
2. Copy the CAIXBT9$ module into an APF Authorized library already in the LPA.

For more information about using the product, see Auditor for z/OS.

Upgrading Ideal from 14.0 to 15.x
Learn about the required steps for upgrade installations of Ideal. Find information about reviewing and resetting options,
copying and updating data sets, and post-installation CICS modifications.

WARNING

These required steps are for upgrade installations only. Complete the steps that are required by all installations
before performing these upgrade steps.

Run the INSTJCL PDS members whose names start with ILCUS for this phase of installation. Choose to run members
ILCUS01 and ILCUS02 to create new User Customized libraries and have the assemblies going against the Version 15.x
macros, but it is not necessary. Most clients continue to run with their current User Customized libraries. The only member
that you are required to execute is ILCUS03.
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Review the following list before attempting an upgrade installation for Ideal for Datacom.

Step Description Purpose

1 Review and reset options Restores and resets various options for ADRPNL
members to default values during the installation process

2 Retrieve ILCUS03 from INSTJCL, perform changes as
directed, and submit the JCL

Copy/Update the ADRPNL, ADRLIB, and IDDAT VLS
Libraries

3 Post-installation Modifies CICS

Review and Reset Options

Use the Ideal command PRINT SESSION OPTIONS to:

• Save a list of option values before the upgrade
• Optionally, create a MEMBER to EXECUTE in Ideal after the completed upgrade that contains the command to reset

SITE options for each Ideal environment

Copy/Update the ADRPNL, ADRLIB, and IDDAT Data Sets

Allocate, copy, and update the Ideal for Datacom VLS files ADRPNL, ADRLIB, and IDDAT data sets.

NOTE
Because ADRLIB contains user jobcards and other site-specific members, allocate the ADRLIB for this release
with the same SPACE requirements as your previous version ADRLIB.

1. Retrieve member ILCUS03 from your INSTJCL PDS.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block) or use $DCILEDT.
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion.

Post-Installation

Modify CICS after installing Ideal for Datacom. Include a DD statement in the DFHRPL concatenation of the CICS Startup
JCL for the following libraries:

• Ideal Custom Load Library (CUSLIB)
• Ideal Target Load Library (CAILLOAD)

Customization and Postinstallation Steps for IPC
To execute sample jobs properly, they must be executed in sequential order by name and number. Review, edit, execute,
and complete each installation step before proceeding to the next step.

Follow these guidelines when installing:

SMP/E Installation Phase
Perform the SMP/E jobs as outlined in Installing Your Product Using CSM or Installing Your Product from Pax-
ESD.

Customization Phase
Before performing either a new installation or an upgrade, execute the members that have names that start with
VQCUS.
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New Installation Phase
If you are installing IPC for the first time, execute members whose names start with VQNEW. After all VQNEW
jobs have executed successfully, the IPC product environment is ready for use.

Upgrade Installation Phase
If you are performing an upgrade installation, execute members whose name start with VQUPG. When the
VQUPG jobs have executed successfully, the upgrade is complete and the IPC product environment is ready for
use.

Post-installation Phase
Set up your CICS environment and execute the steps in the installation verification script. When all steps are
completed, the IPC components are successfully installed.

Contents

Customize New Installation or Upgrade Installation Jobs

Perform the jobs in this section before performing the steps in either the upgrade or new install sections. You can run
these jobs multiple times for as many IPC environments as needed.

The following list summarizes the steps that are explained in this section.

Step Description Purpose
1 Enter and submit the VQCUS00. From

CAVQSAMP, perform changes as directed
and submit the JCL.

Copy the sample JCL from the target library
into the INSTJCL library.

2 Retrieve VQCUS01 from INSTJCL, perform
changes as directed, and submit the JCL.

Perform IPC custom assemblies.

3 Retrieve VQCUS02 from INSTJCL, Perform
changes as directed, and submit the JCL.

Add the JCL library members.

Step 1. Copy the JCL from Target to INSTJCL Library

This step creates the INSTJCL library and copies the new and upgrade JCL from the target library to the INSTJCL library.
After you complete this step, you can perform any mass edits to the JCL using the $DCOMEDT macro.

1. Retrieve member VQCUS00 from your CAVQSAMP library.
2. Make all required global changes that are shown in the instruction block of the member or use $DCVQEDT.

WARNING
Do not save this member in the CAVQSAMP library.

3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion.

Step 2. Prepare Product Custom Assemblies

The custom assemblies, SC00TRAN and SC00OPTS, are required for the Session Control Facility (SCF) and are
prepared using this step.

1. Retrieve member VQCUS01 from your INSTJCL PDS.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block) or use $DCVQEDT.
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion.

For instructions to modify the SCF options in this step for your site, see How to Set SCF Site and Session Options.
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Step 3. Add JCL Library Members

This step executes IEBUPDTE to add the customized JCL library members to the CUSPROC library for IPC.

1. Retrieve member VQCUS02 from your INSTJCL PDS.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block) or use $DCVQEDT.
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion.

Be sure to review, edit, run, and complete this step before you continue your installation.

NOTE
Note regarding PSSUTIL cataloged in VQCUS02:

To use the Ideal for Datacom PRINT command to direct output to DESTINATION SYSTEM LOCAL:

Catalog a PSS (Print SubSystem) procedure to execute program SCPSUTIL with the corresponding IPC 15.0 ADRPNL
and ADROUT files. The PSS procedure name is specified in Ideal for Datacom from the SET OUT SITE screen. The Ideal
for Datacom JOBCARD must specify the PROCLIB where the PSS procedure has been cataloged.

New Installation Phase

NOTE
If you are upgrading, see the Upgrade Installation Phase section to continue your installation.

The procedures required for a new installation only are detailed in this section. Perform these steps after completing the
required steps for all installations. Run the INSTJCL PDS members whose names start with VQNEW for this phase of the
installation.

The following list summarizes the steps that are involved in the IPC installation process for a new installation only.

Step Description Purpose
1 Retrieve VQNEW01 from INSTJCL,

perform changes as directed, and submit
the JCL.

Allocate, format, and initialize new IPC
ADRPNL and ADRLIB for VLS.

Step 1. Allocate/Format/Load IPC Libraries and Files

Allocate, format, and initialize the IPC VLS files ADRPNL and ADRLIB and the data sets ADROUT and ADRTRC.

1. Retrieve member VQNEW01 from your INSTJCL PDS.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block) or use $DCVQEDT.
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion.

Be sure you review, edit, run, and complete this step before continuing.

Upgrade Installation Phase

NOTE
If you are not upgrading, skip this section.

The required steps for upgrade installations only are covered in this section. Perform these steps after completing the
steps required by all installations.

Run the INSTJCL PDS members whose names start with VQUPG for this phase of installation.
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The following list summarizes the steps involved in the IPC installation process for an upgrade installation only. Review
this list before attempting an installation with this product.

Step Description Purpose
1 Retrieve VQUPG01 from INSTJCL, perform

changes as directed, and submit the JCL.
Format and initialize the ADRPNL, ADRLIB,
ADROUT, and ADRTRC.

Step 1. Format/Initialize the ADRPNL, ADRLIB, ADROUT, and ADRTRC data sets

Allocate, format, and initialize the IPC VLS files ADRPNL and ADRLIB and the data sets ADROUT and ADRTRC.

NOTE
Because ADRLIB contains user jobcards and other site-specific members, allocate the ADRLIB for this release
with the same SPACE requirements as your previous version ADRLIB.

1. Retrieve member VQUPG01 from your INSTJCL PDS.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block) or use $DCVQEDT.
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion.

Post-Installation Steps

Perform the following steps after you have installed IPC.

Step 1. CICS Modifications

Include a DD statement for the IPC Custom Load Library (CUSLIB) and the IPC Target Load Library (CAVQLOAD) in the
DFHRPL concatenation of the CICS Startup JCL.

WARNING
To ensure that the correct code is accessed, concatenate the IPC CAVQLOAD before the Common Components
and Services target load library in the DFHRPL of the CICS startup JCL.

CICS requires the addition of DD statements for the IPC files. The IPC installation creates these statements for you. Fetch
the IPCFILE member from the Custom Macro Library (CUSMAC) and insert it into the CICS startup JCL.

The IPC installation also produces all source members for CICS table modification. These source members are in the
CAVQSAMP library and contain all the CICS table entries required.

For those sites using an existing CICS that already uses an earlier release of IPC, replace the CICS groups for the earlier
version. Using the chart that is provided in the following CICS Source Copybooks, replace all references to the previous
copybooks. Then reassemble and relink your CICS table DFHFCTxx and add the new CICS groups to your DFHCSD.

Although it is included for illustration only, use the VQCICS JCL member in the INSTJCL library to define programs,
transactions, and files for CICS Transaction Services.

CICS Source Copybooks

The source copybooks for each IPC component are in the target sample library (CAVQSAMP) for all CICS tables and
CSD definitions. Using these copybooks, you can update your CICS using site-standard jobs instead of running the
installation jobs. To update your CSD for transactions and programs and to prepare the File Control Table (FCT), retrieve
the CICS copybooks. Verify these copybooks to verify that they meet your site requirements.
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The following list identifies the library members by component:

Component RDO Entries MRO RDO Entries FCT
 VQ15CSD VQ15CSDT VQ15FCT

Step 2. Perform Verification

After completing the steps to install or upgrade IPC, perform the following to verify that IPC is installed properly.

NOTE
Press the Clear key to return to the main menu.

1. Sign on to CICS.
2. From native CICS, enter:

IPCV

Press Enter to access the IPC sign-on screen. No password is needed for sign-on.
If IPC is installed properly, the IPC Main Menu appears.

3. Enter the following command to exit from IPC and return to CICS.

OFF

Activate IPC for Auditor z/OS Support

For IPC to be fully auditable by Auditor, it is necessary to have a specific load module available in the LPA. The
CAIXBW5$ module is provided in the CAVQLPA library for this purpose. If you are using the IPC CAIXBW5$ module, it
must reside in the currently active LPA. You can do this in one of two ways:

1. APF authorize the CAVQLPA library and add it to the LPA.
2. Copy the CAIXBW5$ module into an APF Authorized library already in the LPA.

See the Auditor documentation for more information about using the product.

Configure Datacom Server
To configure the Datacom Server, perform the following steps:

• Implement and Configure the ODBC Driver
• Implement and Configure the JDBC Driver
• Add a SYSIN Statement to the Multi-User Facility Startup Job

NOTE
For the latest informational solutions, see README for Datacom Server for 15.0.

This topic contains the following information:

ODBC Driver

The Datacom Server ODBC Driver is dependent upon the Microsoft ODBC Driver Manager and ODBC Administrator. This
software provided by Microsoft establishes the interface between the ODBC Driver and application and the administration
utilities needed to configure ODBC Drivers. The Datacom Server ODBC Driver also provides a configuration dialog that is
used to configure the specific Datacom access parameters.
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ODBC Driver Manager

The ODBC Driver Manager is software that is responsible for managing communication between applications and ODBC
drivers. This software resolves the following common problems:

• Determining which ODBC Driver to load based upon common information contained in a data source
• Loading and unloading drivers
• Evoking ODBC Driver functions

JDBC Interface

The JDBC interface allows Java applications to access different databases without specifically targeting any particular
DBMS. A set of classes called a JDBC driver is used to link an application to a specific DBMS. The JDBC interface was
developed by Sun Microsystems based on ODBC 2.5, and, like ODBC, is consistent with the X/OPEN Call Level Interface
(CLI). The javadoc generated from the JDBC driver source code contains additional information about a particular
implementation of JDBC.

The Datacom JDBC Driver consists of a set of classes that link a Java application to the Datacom/DB DBMS. The HTML
format javadoc is installed with Datacom Server on a Windows platform.

JDBC Driver

The Datacom Server JDBC Driver implements the JDBC API and requires that your Java programs conform to the JDBC
specification. The JDBC Driver also requires a JRE (Java Runtime Environment) which includes a Java virtual machine
(JVM) and a JDBC Driver Manager.

Datacom Server JDBC Driver provides the following interfaces to all JDBC Driver types as noted in the JDBC API:

JDBC-ODBC Bridge
jdbc:odbc:xxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxx specifies a Datacom/DB ODBC datasource.
Native-API Partly Java Driver

Calls the Datacom native interface directly when the JVM (Java Virtual Machine) is installed on the same platform.
JDBC - Net Pure Java Driver

Datacom JDBC driver translates JDBC calls into Datacom specific requests that are processed by a proxy server
running on windows or USS.

Native - Protocol Pure Java Driver
Datacom Server converts JDBC calls directly into requests transmitted to a Datacom Server main frame reqion
using Java with TCP/IP protocol.

The Datacom Server JDBC driver has the following capabilities:

• Calls the native interface directly when the JVM and JDBC Driver Manager are installed on the same platform.
• Uses JDBC indirectly when web-based applications run in browsers, through technologies such as Java Servlets or

Java Server Pages (JSP), that appear as the application to the JDBC driver.
• Uses TCP/IP (z/OS only) by coding the appropriate option on the driver connection option or through a data source

definition.
• Supports batch processing under JDBC, which allows using the addBatch method in preparedstatement and statement

objects.

JDBC Conformance

Datacom Server conforms to the JDBC 4.0 specification that is included in the Java 1.6 (or later). Unless otherwise noted,
all descriptions of JDBC in this document refer to JDBC 1.6.
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API Conformance

JDBC does not define conformance levels in the same sense that ODBC does. A JDBC driver must implement all
methods defined in the specification. However, the driver can return an exception, or a 0 or null value, to indicate that it
cannot do what the method requires. The JDBC driver implements some methods to satisfy the JDBC specification. These
methods are fully documented in the javadoc.

SQL Conformance

A JDBC driver must support ANSI SQL-92 Entry Level to be JDBC compliant. This is consistent with ODBC 3.0. With
a few exceptions, Datacom conforms to the ANSI SQL-92 entry level standard. The ODBC and JDBC drivers pass
most SQL statements to the Datacom SQL engine essentially unchanged, other than converting escape sequences into
Datacom equivalents.

NOTE
For more information about SQL conformance, see the Microsoft ODBC Programmer Reference Guide.

Related Publications

The following documentation from the Microsoft Open Database Connectivity Software Development Kit should be
available if you plan to develop applications using Open Database Connectivity (ODBC).

Programmer's Reference
Explains the ODBC interface, describes its features and explains how it is used by applications.

SDK Guide
Acts as a guide to the Software Development Kit. Describes ODBC, the contents of the kit, hardware and software
requirements, and installation of the kit.

The following documentation should be available if you plan to develop applications using Java Database Connectivity
(JDBC). JDBC documentation should be available from Sun Microsystems.

JDBC 4.0 Specification
Specifies the JDBC API, which is a Java application-programming interface to SQL databases.

JDBC Technology Guide: Getting Started
Acts as a guide to JDBC.

JDBC API 4.0 Documentation
Explains the JDBC interface, describes its features and explains how it is used by applications.

Implement and Configure the ODBC Driver

ODBC Architecture with CAICCI and TCP/IP

Datacom Server ODBC Driver is an ODBC 3.8 compliant driver. This driver implements the ODBC API and requires that
your programs conform to the ODBC specification. It also requires that the Microsoft ODBC Driver Manager software is
installed and operational. ODBC data sources must be defined to provide information about the Datacom Server. CAICCI-
PC is not required. Through ODBC data source settings, you can choose to use CCI or native TCP/IP data transmission.

In a z/OS environment, Datacom Server supports native TCP/IP data transmission between workstations and host
mainframes. CAICCI is required on the host mainframe. Through mainframe server startup parameters, you can choose to
allow a CAICCI only transmission or CAICCI and TCP/IP transmission.
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The following describes each of the ODBC architecture components:

Application (Workstation)
SQL-based workstation applications using the Microsoft ODBC interface running under Microsoft Windows can
access data in a Datacom/DB database. An application issues a connect request to the Microsoft ODBC Driver
Manager for a specific driver, such as Datacom Server.

Microsoft ODBC Driver Manager (Workstation)
The Microsoft ODBC Driver Manager resides on the workstation or web server. Any number of workstation
applications can connect to the ODBC Driver Manager and the ODBC Driver Manager can connect to any number
of drivers. The ODBC Driver Manager forwards an application's connect request to the appropriate driver, based
on the identifiers in the connect call. Microsoft provides the Microsoft ODBC Driver Manager.

Datacom Server ODBC Driver (Workstation)
The Datacom Server driver is a 32/64-bit thread-safe ODBC 3.8 compliant driver. Drivers, connected to ODBC,
interpret calls from the Microsoft ODBC Driver Manager and make calls to Datacom/DB.

Datacom Server Proprietary Interface (Workstation)
The cadcdb32.dll/cadcdb64.dll module provides the Datacom/DB proprietary interface, data mapping, data
translation, and data communication services. It also supplies the CAICCI or native TCP/IP interface (z/OS only).
A CCI request is sent through CAICCI to the Datacom Server on the mainframe. A TCP/IP request is sent through
the data stream directly to the mainframe server.

CAICCI and TCP/IP (Workstation and Mainframe)
CAICCI isolates Datacom Server from the communication protocol used between the workstation and
mainframe. It is the communication protocol traditionally used with Datacom Server. When using this method of
communication, Datacom Server can use only those protocols supported by CAICCI.
CAICCI is required on the host mainframe and is used for communication between Mainframe Server regions and
the Server SVCOMPR utility. TCP/IP is the basic communication language or protocol of the Internet. Datacom
Server supports native TCP/IP data transmission between workstations and z/OS host mainframes. It does not
require CAICCI-PC. Through mainframe server startup parameters, you can choose to allow both CAICCI and
TCP/IP, CAICCI only, or TCP only.

Datacom Server Mainframe Server (Mainframe)
The Datacom Server Mainframe Server component executes in its own address space and connects to a specific
Multi-User Facility (MUF). It processes connect requests from client applications, handles data transmission
requests to and from client applications, and translates data between MUF and client applications.
In a z/OS environment, the Mainframe Server component provides support for native TCP/IP data transmission
between workstations and host mainframes. Through startup parameters you can choose to allow native TCP/IP
transmissions.

Multi-User Facility (Mainframe)
A MUF provides the ability to access any Datacom/DB database concurrently from multiple regions. Each server
communicates with only one MUF, but a system can have multiple MUFs accessed by multiple servers or multiple
servers accessing the same MUF.

This page contains the following topics:

Configure the ODBC Driver

Configure Your ODBC Client
Learn how to configure and customize your ODBC client after you install Datacom Server. Learn how to test your
connection and set client options. Find information about defining behavior, auto commit, and masking for tables and
views.

After you install Datacom Server, you must complete several tasks to customize it for your site.
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Configure Your ODBC Client

Use the Microsoft ODBC Administrator to configure access to Datacom/DB. You must have Administrator access rights
to create or modify any ODBC data source, including the default ODBC data source for Datacom. If you do not have
Administrator access rights, the data source can be viewed as read-only.

To configure access to Datacom/DB

1. Open the Data Sources (ODBC) applet under Control Panel/Administrator Tools.
The ODBC Data Source Administrator window opens and displays the User DSN tab. Click the System DSN tab.

NOTE
This dialog can vary according to the version of ODBC or Windows that is installed on the workstation or
application server. Use the Help that is provided by the ODBC Administrator.

2. Click Add to create a new ODBC data source for use with Datacom Server.
The Create New Data Source window appears.
To edit the default Datacom data source that is defined during installation, double-click the Datacom entry in the
System DSN tab and proceed with item 4.

3. Double-click Datacom/DB in the list of installed drivers.
The Datacom/DB ODBC Setup window appears.

4. Complete the following fields in the DataSource Options section on the DataSource tab:
Data Source

Provides a standardized data source name or lets you specify a name.
Description

Provides a standardized description or lets you describe the new data source.
Server

Provides server names from the drop-down list in the Server field, which contains all the Datacom/Server ODBC
defined data sources that are defined to the ODBC Driver Manager. If the appropriate server name is not shown
on the drop-down list, over type the value to add a new entry. The new entry must match the SERVERNAME=
startup option in the Datacom Server mainframe region.

5. Select CCI or TCP/IP (z/OS only) in the Connection Options section to specify the protocol to use with this workstation.
If the PROTOCOL parameter in the mainframe region startup options is set to CCI, you must select CCI. However, you
must have CAICCI-PC installed on the client.
If the PROTOCOL parameter in the mainframe region startup options is set to TCP, you must select TCP/IP.
If the PROTOCOL parameter in the mainframe region startup options is set to BOTH, you can choose CCI or TCP/IP.

6. Complete the following fields in the Connection Options section on the DataSource tab:
Application

Specifies the application name that is provided in the APPLID= startup option in the mainframe component. If CCI
is selected as the communication protocol, Application name and Server name are required. If TCP/IP is selected,
Application name is ignored.

System
Specifies the CAICCI System ID of the mainframe environment in the System field to which the workstation is to
connect when the data source is selected. This is the SYSID name that is specified in the CAICCI startup JCL.

NOTE
If TCP/IP is selected as the desired communications protocol, the System is ignored.

Host Name
Specifies the IP address or DNS host name of the mainframe system to which you are connecting. Host name
may be specified for the CCI communication protocol. If specified, it overrides the Host name that is specified in
the CCI Configuration dialog.
If TCP/IP is selected as the communication protocol, then the Host Name, Port number, and Server attributes are
required.
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Port Number
Specifies the port number of the connection that is used to communicate with the mainframe component.
You can specify Port Number for a CCI connection. If specified, the port number in the ODBC data source
overrides the port number that is specified in the CCI Configuration dialog allowing you to switch mainframe
regions without changing the CCI configuration.
Port Number is required If TCP/IP is selected as the communication protocol, it must match the TCPIP_PORT
specified in the Server mainframe component startup parameters.

Test Your Connection

You can verify and test your connection with the Test button on the Datacom/DB ODBC Setup DataSource tab. Clicking
the Test button opens the Datacom Server Connect Test Dialog and confirms that the system parameters are set correctly.

To test your connection

1. Click the Test button.
The Datacom Server Connect Test Dialog window appears.

2. Complete the following fields:
User ID

Requires a valid user identification if LOGON=YES is specified on the Mainframe Server.
Password

Requires a valid password if LOGON=YES is specified on the mainframe.
3. Click Connect.

A Connection Message appears. Take action based on the Connection Message that you receive.

Set the ODBC Client Options

Optionally, you can edit cursor behavior, how tables are accessed, change auto commit, define table caching, limit the
listed tables, and modify statement processing options of the server from the Options tab on the Datacom/DB ODBC
Setup window.

Define the Behavior

You can change the access mode, the transaction level, and the cursor behavior when you select the Behaviors button.

WARNING
Value comparisons in SQL such as greater than and less than are passed to the mainframe and are executed
there using EBCDIC collating sequence.

To define behavior when accessing data

1. Select the Behaviors button on the Options tab of the Datacom/DB ODBC Setup window.
The Cursor Behavior and Access Mode dialog appears.

2. Select READ ONLY or READ/WRITE from the drop-down list in the Access Mode field.
3. Select CLOSE AND DELETE CURSORS, CLOSE CURSORS, or CLOSE AND PRESERVE CURSORS from the

drop-down menu in the Commit Behavior field.
NOTE
Specifying CLOSE or PRESERVE cursors can adversely affect performance by reducing the amount of
blocked data that can be transmitted.

4. Select CLOSE AND DELETE CURSORS, CLOSE CURSORS, or CLOSE AND PRESERVE CURSORS from the
drop-down menu in the RollBack Behavior field.

5. Click OK to finish.
The Datacom/DB ODBC Setup screen appears.
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Define Auto Commit

You can set auto commit for the ODBC data source and perform table/view list caching when you choose the
Miscellaneous button.

To define auto commit

1. Select the Misc button on the Options tab of the Datacom/DB ODBC Setup window.
The Miscellaneous dialog appears.

2. Select the Auto Commit box to enable the auto commit mode for the data source.
NOTE
In auto commit mode, every database update is a transaction that is committed when performed. In manual
commit mode, applications must explicitly complete transactions by calling SQLEndTran to commit or
rollback. The default is auto commit.

3. Select the Table Caching box to specify whether the server is to perform table/view list caching.
NOTE
With caching enabled, a table/view selection list from the mainframe dataset is stored locally on the PC for
the duration of the connection. This allows the server to redisplay the table/view selection list quickly since it
does not have to retrieve the list from the mainframe.

4. Click OK.
The Datacom/DB ODBC Setup window appears.

Define Masking for Tables and Views

You can specify masking to limit the lists of tables and views that are presented for user selection. Datacom Server
lets you limit the tables and views the server returns in response to the SQLTables function because when accessing
mainframe Datacom/DB, these lists can be long. Datacom Server has a 300-column limit in a table that it can handle in a
single result set, UPDATE, or SELECT request.

NOTE
When an application issues the SQLTables function to obtain a Table list, the application can specify a table
mask. This application mask overrides the mask that is provided in this dialog except when it is a single wildcard
character. Use string search patterns to provide flexibility.

To define table and view masking

1. Select the Masking button on the Options tab of the Datacom/DB ODBC Setup window.
The Table Masking dialog appears.

2. Enter the Authid or table name to limit the tables and views to those associated with a specific SQL AUTHID.
NOTE
Listed tables and views are also limited to those associated with a group of AUTHIDs when wildcard
characters are used.

3. Enter a specific table or view name to limit the listed tables and views further.
NOTE
Use wildcard characters to limit the listed tables and views to a subset of the tables and views that are
associated with the specified AUTHID.

4. Click OK.
The Datacom/DB ODBC Setup window appears.

Wildcard Character Considerations

When specifying the AUTHID or table name in the Table Masking fields that includes a percent or underscore character,
precede the percent or underscore with a backslash (\) character. For example: To specify the table ACCT.DEPT_01, code
ACCT in the Authid field and DEPT_01 in the Table field AUTHID and table or view name.
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%
Specifies a sequence of any number of characters (including zero).

_
Specifies a single character.

Reduce the Number of Database Calls

The statement processing options were implemented to gain performance in web-based applications that typically return
a small amount of data. This is accomplished by reducing the number of database calls that are needed to complete
processing in certain circumstances. These options can be modified by the server.

NOTE
The statement processing options can cause certain features to fail and should be turned on and tested with
applications on a case-by-case basis. The failures can occur when statements are related in a non-serial
method. The Combine Comit flag can result in invalid cursor status -135 return codes. Turning on these options
can also negate cursor behavior other than CLOSE and DELETE.

To reduce the number of database calls

1. Select the Statements button on the Options tab of the Datacom/DB ODBC Setup window.
The Statements window appears.

2. Check the following boxes to modify the statement processing options as needed.
Prepare

Defers the SQL prepare statement until the SQL execute is issued.
Execute

Combines all open database calls up to SQL execute.
Close

Combines the close processing with the fetch processing.
Commit

Combines the close and commit processing with the fetch processing.
Faster Execute

Turns on Defer Prepare, Defer Execute, Combine Close, and Combine Commit.
3. Click OK to finish.

The Datacom/DB ODBC Setup window appears.

Specify the Log Options

The Log Options tab displays the attributes that are associated with the log for all data sources. It also contains the name
of the file, the PROCESS ID, and the type of trace that is appended to the data set name. For example, if the log file name
were set to a value of “winxp.log” in the Log File Name field and the Client Trace check box for ODBC were selected. The
actual file name would be “winxp.xxxxxxxx.odbc.log, where xxxxxxxx is the process ID.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Log Options tab on the Datacom/DB ODBC Setup screen.
The Log Options dialog appears.

2. Check the box next to the type of Trace that you want.
The types of traces available include:

ODBC
Traces all of the similar in format ODBC API calls to the Microsoft ODBC trace in format layout.
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WDBSQLE
Shows the operations of steps necessary to format and prepare a request from the code in CADCDB32 or
CADCDB64 as each step in the process to prepare an ODBC or JDBC request to be shipped to the mainframe
server.

CCI-TCP/IP
Traces only the CCI or TCP/IP interface calls. It does not provide CCI tracing but rather the information that is
used to build CCI and TCP/IP requests.

JDBC
Traces only the JDBC API calls. If a more robust trace is desired for JDBC, there are trace facility options that are
embedded in JDBC code that allow for more tracing. This is only valid if NOJIN=false is set. Otherwise this option
is ignored.

Network Statistics
Provides statistics for each round trip to the mainframe.

Network Timing Trace
Provides timing for each round trip to the mainframe.

3. Click OK to finish and return to the previous screen.

Specify the Translation Options

Datacom Server provides a way to translate between ASCII and EBCDIC using US English code pages. The behavior
can be changed using conversion tables for other languages. There are some Country Extended Code Pages to convert
single-byte character set or double-byte character set.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the International tab on the Datacom/DB ODBC Setup window.
Enter the full path and file name of an ASCII to EBCDIC code page translation table to use for ACSII to EBCDIC data
conversions.

NOTE
If you leave this field blank, Datacom Server performs data conversions with an internal default ASCII to
EBCDIC translation table. Use the Translation Table Editor to create a custom translation table to meet your
requirements.

2. Click the drop-down menu in the DBCS Translation field.
The types of double-byte character translations available on your system appear. Japanese and Korean are currently
supported.

NOTE
If this field is left blank, Datacom Server does not translate double-byte characters.

3. Click OK to finish.
The Datacom/DB ODBC Setup window appears.

Configure the JDBC Proxy on a Windows Platform

You can use the JDBC Proxy tab to enter configuration parameters from the Datacom/DB ODBC Setup window. The first
section relates to the local machine. The Log and Trace Options section relates to the type of trace information provided
by the JDBC Proxy server.

NOTE
The settings are used only if util.nojni=false is coded in the cadatacom.properties file.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the Port number on the local machine that is to be used as the listener port for the JDBC Proxy.
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2. In the Wait Timeout box, enter the number of seconds the JDBC Proxy waits for a request from the JDBC driver on the
workstation.

NOTE
When the value is exceeded, the JDBC Proxy considers the connection to have failed. The default setting, 0,
causes the JDBC Proxy to wait indefinitely.

3. In the Reply Timeout box, enter the number of seconds the JDBC Proxy waits for a response from Datacom Server.

NOTE
When this value is exceeded, the JDBC Proxy considers the connection to have failed. The default setting, 0,
causes the JDBC Proxy to wait indefinitely.

To select log and trace options

1. Select the Trace Internal Calls box to enable tracing of the internal Java methods used by the JDBC Proxy. The
debugging information that is produced by this setting is written to the JDBC log file provided in the Log Options tab.

NOTE
Only internal method calls made by the Java Proxy are traced. Use the Log Options tab to enable tracing of
native method calls.

2. Select the Snap Native Buffers box to enable the display of the data buffers sent and received by the JDBC Proxy in
the Datacom Server log file.

3. Click OK to finish.
The Datacom/DB ODBC Setup window appears.

Verify Version Information

To verify the file version of the Datacom Server ODBC client DLLs, click the About tab on the ODBC Administrator
Datacom/DB ODBC Setup panel. To view its file description, select a file. A support technician may request this
information for debugging purposes.

ODBC Connection Options
ODBC provides an application with three ways to connect to a data source. Each of the three connection methods uses
the configured options of the data source and interacts with the user differently.

• SQLBrowseConnect
• SQLDriverConnect
• SQLConnect

The ODBC applications determine what method of connection is used. The connection method is not determined by
the server or the user, but can be manipulated depending on how the application is designed. The strategies you use to
provide options for each connection method determine the degree of control you exert over the workstation users.

The ODBC connection methods require some planning by the database administrator. Connection depends on the
following information:

• Which ODBC function the application uses to connect.
• How the application presents that function's features to the workstation users.
• How the data source configuration options are filled in.

This page contains the following topics:

Connection Strings

Your application may require ODBC Connection strings to connect to a data source. Specify the data source name
that tells the driver which ODBC.INI section to use for the default connection information. Optionally, you can specify
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attribute=value pairs in the connection string to override the default values stored in the data source in ODBC.INI. These
values are not written to ODBC.INI.

Specify either long or short names in the connection string. The connection string has the following format:

DSN=data_source_name;attribute=value;attribute=value;...

DSN=
Identifies the ODBC DSN (Data Source Name) to use for the connection to the Server Mainframe region. The
data source is configured in the ODBC Data Source Administrator.

The following attributes are read from the ODBC data source that is specified in the DSN= attribute. If coded in the
connection string, the following attributes override the attributes in the ODBC data source.

SERVER=
Identifies the SERVERNAME= startup option of the Server Mainframe region to which the connection should be
made.

SYSID=
Identifies the CAICCI SYSID of the host system. SYSID= is required when using a CCI connection. It is ignored
when using a TCPIP connection.

APPLID=
Identifies the APPLID= startup option of the Server Mainframe region to which the connection should be made.
APPLID= is required when using a CCI connection. It is ignored when using a TCPIP connection.

UID=
Specifies your user ID.

PWD=
Specifies your password.

TABLECACHE=Y/N
If TABLECACHE=Y, the table list that is retrieved from the mainframe is cached on the client machine. On
subsequent calls for a table list, the list is retrieved from the client machine rather than the mainframe.

HOSTNAME=
Identifies the host LPAR where the Server Mainframe region resides. If you are using a CCI connection, this
option also overrides the host name that is provided in the CCI Server Identification Name file in the CAICCI PC
properties panel.

HOSTPORT=
Identifies the TCPIP listener port for the connection. If you are using a CCI connection, the value should
match the port number that is provided in the CCI Server Identification Port field in the CAICCI-PC properties
(default=1202). If you are using a TCPIP connection, the value should match the TCPIP_PORT= startup option in
the Server Mainframe region.

TABLLISTMASK=
Specifies a mask for the list of tables and views that are presented for user selection.

TRANSTABLE=
Specifies the name of an ASCII to EBCDIC translation table.

TCP_CCI_SW=
Defaults to C for CCI, and must be set to T for a TCP/IP connection (z/OS only).

AUTOCOMMIT=Y/N
Specifies if it is auto commit or manual commit mode.
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Y
Enables an auto commit mode for the connection. In an auto commit mode, every database update is a
transaction that is committed when performed. This is the default.

N
Specifies manual commit mode where the application must explicitly complete transactions by calling
SQLEndTran to commit or rollback.

NEWPW=
(Optional) Allows you to change programmatically the password for the user ID specified in the UID= parameter.
VERPW= must be coded along with this parameter. NEWPW= is ignored if LOGON=NO is specified in the
mainframe option startup parameters.

VERPW=
(Optional) Allows you to verify programmatically the new password provided is NEWPW=. VERPW= is ignored if
LOGON=NO and if NEWPW= is ignored. Required if NEWPW= is coded.

Example: Connection String for Datacom/DB

DSN=Datacom Server;SERVER=MUF1_SERVER; 

SYSID=CCISYSID;APPLID=MUF1_SERVER;UID=USER1; 

PWD=PASSWORD;TABLECACHE=N;HOSTNAME=;HOSTPORT=;

TABLLISTMASK=;TRANSTABLE=;AUTOCOMMIT=;TCP_CCI_SW=;NEWPW=;VERPW=;

SQLBrowseConnect Selective Server Specification

SQLBrowseConnect is the only form of connection that allows the workstation user to select from a list of currently
available servers. The driver does not consult the data source configuration options in the SQLBrowseConnect form of
connection. Only the data source name is necessary when configuring the data source and only one data source must be
configured for Datacom/DB access.

When an application uses this connection method, the user must supply a data source name, unless the application
already knows one. If the connection string does not include a data source name, you must choose one from the data
sources installed on the workstation. If the connection string omits an option, the ODBC Driver prompts you for the
options with the Connection window, which is similar to the ODBC Administrator window. Values specified in the ODBC
Administrator window when the data source was installed are displayed as default values in the Connection window.

SQLBrowseConnect Advantages and Disadvantages

The advantage of the SQLBrowseConnect connection is that the list of available servers is provided at connection time,
which allows the Server Administrator to change the names of servers without having to inform workstation users of the
change. The user is configured with a single data source identifying any single member of the server group.

The disadvantage of the SQLBrowseConnect connection is that the application must include additional programming to
collect the CAICCI IDs, the server name, user ID, and password from the workstation user instead of relying on the ODBC
Driver to use any values installed for that data source as defaults. However, the SQLBrowseConnect form of connection
allows the application to store the results of a connection process and automatically reconnect to that same server by
using SQLDriverConnect.

SQLDriverConnect Selective Option Specification

An application using the SQLDriverConnect form of connection must build a connection string that specifies values for the
Data Source Name and for the eight data source options required by Datacom/DB. The required options are as follows:
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• SERVER (Server Name)
• UID (User Identification)
• PWD (Password)
• SYSID (System Identification)
• APPLID (Application Identification)
• HOSTNAME (Host Name)
• HOSTPORT (Host Port Connection)
• TCP_CCI_SW (CCI or TCP Connection)

The string created by SQLDriverConnect can be constructed by the application to match an earlier connection established
with the SQLBrowseConnect.

If the connection string does not include a data source name, the user is asked to choose one from those installed on the
workstation. If the connection string omits an option, the ODBC driver asks the user for the options with a window called
the Connection window, which is similar to the ODBC Setup window. Values specified in the Setup window when the data
source was installed are displayed as default values in the Connection window.

The Connection window is bypassed only if all options are specified during data source configuration, or are provided by
the application in the connection string. However, the application can specifically request the ODBC Driver to display the
Connection window.

SQLDriverConnect Advantages and Disadvantages

The advantage of the SQLDriverConnect method of connection is that the data source configuration options are used.
Once the data source is configured, the workstation user does not reenter the data source options again. Options left
blank when configuring the data source are collected from the user at each connection attempt, which can be appropriate
for user ID, password, and server name. You can connect to any server in the server group (identified by CAICCI system
and application IDs). It is also possible to connect to any server by overriding the configured CAICCI IDs and the server
name.

The disadvantage of the SQLDriverConnect method of connection is that the user cannot get a list of available servers.
Only the server name configured for the data source is available unless the user overrides it with a server name published
by the server administrator.

SQLConnect Automatic Option Specification

With the SQLConnect connection, the application relies on all driver-specific data source options being or having been
specified when the data source is installed. The application only asks for a user ID and password. The server name,
CAICCI IDs, and so forth, must have been configured for that data source for the connection to succeed.

SQLConnect Advantages and Disadvantages

The advantage of the SQLConnect approach is that the workstation user does not have to deal with the Datacom/DB
options, such as server name, except when following the server administrator's instructions while configuring a data
source. One data source equals one server.

A disadvantage of the SQLConnect approach is that a different data source must be configured for each server to which
the user connects. Since the user only selects a data source name, the names chosen for the data source and server
must be similar. In contrast, the other connection approaches lets the user use a single data source to access one or more
servers. In this case the data source equates to all Datacom/DB servers, instead of a single server.

Another disadvantage is the requirement that configuration changes on the mainframe must be reflected in configuration
changes to the configured data sources at the workstation.
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Default Data Source Name

Whenever the workstation user or an application must choose a data source name, and the name is left blank, the
Microsoft ODBC Driver Manager uses a data source named Default. To use the default, tell the workstation user to
configure a data source named Default that specifies the data source options necessary for that user and tell the user to
always leave the data source name blank when asked for a data source.

ODBC Batch Processing
As an application programmer or end-user, you can use an ODBC application as an interface to execute an SQL query.
You can execute a SQL query to run one time, combine multiple SQL queries as one single query and execute it once.
You can also have multiple queries where the ODBC explicit batch processing driver sends data for multiple queries that
are executed one after the other.

This topic contains the following topics:

Execute a Single Query

Perform the following steps if you are writing a custom ODBC application to run a single query.

1. Use the SQLExecDirect function to execute an SQL query that you intend to run once. You can also allocate a static
query if necessary.

SQLCHAR xQuery[ ] =

(INSERT INTO TAB2 VALUES(99,'ZzZ;INSERT INTO TAB1 VALUES922,39,11);");

2. Do a SQLAllocHandle, SQLDriverConnect or SQLConnect.
3. Use SQLAllocStmt to allocate a statement.
4. Execute the query using SQLExecDirect(hStmt, sQuery, strlen(sQuery)), where hStmt is the statement handle.

Execute a SQL Query More than Once

Perform the following steps to execute an SQL query more than once:

1. Use SQLPrepare and SQLExecute to execute an SQL query more than once.

SQLCHAR sQuery[ ] = 

("UPDATE TAB2 SET COL2='xyz' where COL1=?;INSERT INTO TAB1 VALUES(?,?,1););

2. Do a SQLAllocHandle, SQLDriveConnect or SQLConnect.
3. Use SQLAllocStmt to allocate a statement.
4. Prepare the query by calling SQLPrepare(hStmt, sQuery, strlen((sQuery))
5. Call SQLBindParameter for each parameter with the count starting from 1 as if this query is one single query.

SQLBindParameter (hstmt, 1, SQL_PARAM_INPUT, SQL_C_LONG, SQL_INTEGER, 0, 0, &sCOL1, 0, &cbCOL1);

SQLBindParameter (hstmt, 2, SQL_PARAM_INPUT, SQL_C_LONG, SQL_INTEGER, 0, 0, &sCOL2, 0, &cbCOL2);

SQLBindParameter (hstmt, 3, SQL_PARAM_INPUT, SQL_C_LONG, SQL_INTEGER, 0, 0, &sCOL3, 0, &cbCOL3);

6. Execute the query by calling SQLExecute(hStmt ),where hStmt is the statement handle.

Log on to the Mainframe
The type of connection call that is made to the Datacom/DB ODBC Driver (SQLDriverConnect) or the omission of required
information to the connection call determines how the Datacom/DB Logon dialog displays. The ODBC Driver tries to
connect using the values provided. The ODBC Driver asks the user for the options with the Datacom/DB Logon window.
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Connection Dialog

When you run an application that uses Datacom Server to access mainframe Datacom/DB, a Connection dialog can
appear, requesting sign on information.

Note: If you are unsure of the information needed, contact the ODBC administrator for values to specify in this window.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the user ID of the workstation user who is attempting to connect on the Datacom/DB Logon window.
2. Enter the password, if any, of the workstation user who is attempting to connect.
3. Enter a new password if needed.
4. Reenter the newly created password to verify it.
5. Enter the name of the Datacom Server to which you want to connect as it is specified in the SERVERNAME=

parameter of the mainframe server component startup JCL.
6. Enter the CAICCI services for the z/OS system ID of the mainframe environment to which the workstation is to connect

when the data source is selected.
7. Enter the application identification as it is shown in the mainframe server component startup JCL. This is the APPLID=

parameter of the server startup JCL.
8. For z/OS only, enter the name and TCP/IP number for the Host system for your connection.

The Port field designates the port number that is specified on the Datacom Server startup options on the mainframe
if native TCP/IP (z/OS only) is used. The default for TCP/IP is 5465. If CCI is used, the port number is the number
specified in the CCI mainframe startup task. This number is usually 1202.

Implement and Configure the JDBC Driver
The dsv JDBC driver is a JDBC 4.0 compliant driver with the following characteristics:

JDBC Architecture in a Windows Environment

The Datacom Server JDBC driver is a JDBC 4.0 compliant driver with the following characteristics:

• It implements the JDBC API which requires that your Java programs conform to the JDBC specification.
• It requires a Java virtual machine (JVM) and a JDBC Driver Manager.
• It can operate as a Type 1, Type 2, Type 3, or Type 4 JDBC driver, depending on the type of connection used.

Datacom Server supports both 32- and 64-bit applications, although as with any JVM, only a 32-bit application is
supported in a 32-bit JVM and only a 64-bit application is supported by a 64-bit JVM.

The following flowchart shows the relationship of Datacom Server to applications that use JDBC to access Datacom/DB
mainframe data.
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The following information describes each of the JDBC architecture components:

Application (Windows)
Java SQL based applications using the JDBC interface and running under a Java virtual machine supporting
JDBC 4.0, can access data in a Datacom/DB database using a 32- or 64-bit application. An application can be
either a stand-alone Java application using JDBC or a web-based application that uses some type of web server.
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An application issues a DriverManager.getConnection or uses a JDBC DataSource interface to connect to the
JDBC Driver Manager for a specific driver, such as the Server JDBC driver.

JDBC Driver Manager (Windows)
The JDBC Driver Manager is part of the Java virtual machine. Applications connect to the JDBC Driver Manager
and the JDBC Driver Manager can connect to any number of drivers. The JDBC Driver Manager forwards an
application's connection request to the appropriate driver based on the Uniform Resource Locator (URL) specified
in the connection request.

Datacom Server JDBC Driver (Windows)
The Datacom Server JDBC driver is a JDBC 4.0 compliant driver with some exceptions. The JAVA classes that
constitute the Server JDBC driver reside in the cadcjdbc.jar file.
Drivers that are connected by the JDBC Driver Manager interpret calls from the application and the JDBC Driver
Manager, and make calls to the requested DBMS. The Server JDBC DataSource classes can be used to produce
Connection objects that participate in connection pooling, and in subsequent release distributed transactions.

Datacom Server JDBC Type 4 Driver
In a z/OS environment, Datacom Server provides a JDBC Type 4 driver. The Type 4 driver allows direct
connection to the Mainframe Server component address space with pure Java connections using TCP/IP. The
Type 4 driver connection method is invoked by a connection URL as //host:port/. The host is the IP address or
DNS name of the host machine where the Mainframe Server component resides. The port is the port number that
is specified in the Mainframe Server component startup parameter TCPIP_PORT=.

Datacom Server Proprietary Interface (Windows)
The cadcdb32.dll/cadcdb64.dll modules provide the Datacom/DB proprietary interface, data mapping, data
translation, and data communication services for Type 1, Type 2 and Type 3 driver connections. It also supplies
the CAICCI or native TCP/IP interface (z/OS only). A CAICCI request is sent through CAICCI-PC and CAICCI to
the Mainframe Server component on the host mainframe.
A native TCP/IP request from a Type 4 driver connection is sent through the data stream directly to the Mainframe
Server component. A Type 4 driver connection bypasses the cadcdb32.dll/cadcdb64.dll modules and connects
directly to the Mainframe Server component using TCP/IP (z/OS only).

Datacom Server JDBC Proxy
The Datacom Server JDBC Proxy is an optional background process that provides a TCP/IP interface for Type
3 driver connections. The Proxy can run under either a Windows server or under USS (z/OS only). The Proxy
is invoked if specified by the connection URL as //host:port/. The host is the DNS name or IP address of the
Windows machine where the Proxy resides. The port is the listener port that is assigned to the Proxy.

CAICCI and TCP/IP (Windows and Mainframe)
CAICCI isolates Datacom Server from the communication protocol that is used between the workstation and
mainframe. It is the communication protocol that is traditionally used with Datacom Server. CAICCI-PC is optional.
Through JDBC Data Source Properties or the connection URL, you can choose the type of connection for the
application.
CAICCI is required on the host mainframe and is used for communication between Mainframe Server regions and
the Server SVCOMPR utility.
TCP/IP is the basic communication language or protocol of the Internet. Datacom Server supports native TCP/
IP data transmission between workstations and z/OS host mainframes. It does not require CAICCI-PC. Through
mainframe server startup parameters, you can choose to allow both CAICCI and TCP/IP, CAICCI only, or TCP
only.

Datacom Server Mainframe Server Component (Mainframe)
The Datacom Server Mainframe Server component executes in its own address space and connects to a specific
MUF. It processes connect requests from client applications, handles data transmission requests to and from
client applications, and translates data between MUF and client applications.
In a z/OS environment, the Mainframe Server component provides support for native TCP/IP data transmission
between workstations and host mainframes. You can allow native TCP/IP transmissions through startup
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parameters. If a JDBC Type 4 driver is desired, TCP/IP must be allowed in the Mainframe Server startup
parameters.

Multi-User Facility (Mainframe)
A MUF provides the ability to access any Datacom/DB database concurrently from multiple regions. Each server
communicates with only one MUF, but a system can have multiple MUFs accessed by multiple servers or multiple
servers accessing the same MUF.

This page contains the following topics:

JDBC Architecture in a UNIX System Services Environment

The Datacom Server JDBC driver is a JDBC 4.0 compliant driver with some exceptions. The JDBC driver implements the
JDBC API and requires that your Java programs conform to the JDBC specification. The driver requires a Java virtual
machine (JVM) and a JDBC Driver Manager. The Server JDBC driver can operate as a Type 1, Type 2, Type 3, or Type 4
JDBC driver, depending on the type of connection used

The following flowchart shows the JDBC architecture in a UNIX System Services (USS) environment and the relationship
of Datacom Server to USS applications that use JDBC to access Datacom/DB mainframe data from a USS environment.
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The following information describes each of the JDBC architecture components when used in a USS environment:
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Application (USS)
Java SQL based applications using the JDBC interface and running under a Java virtual machine (JVM)
supporting JDBC 4.0, can access data in a Datacom/DB database running as either a 32-bit application or a 64-bit
application. An application can be either a stand-alone Java application using JDBC or a web based application
that uses some type of web or application server. An application issues a DriverManager.getConnection method
or uses the JDBC DataSource interface to connect to the JDBC Driver Manager for a specific driver, such as the
Server JDBC driver.

JDBC Driver Manager (USS)
The JDBC Driver Manager is part of the USS Java virtual machine (JVM). Applications connect to the JDBC
Driver Manager and the JDBC Driver Manager can connect to any number of drivers. The JDBC Driver Manager
forwards an application's connection request to the appropriate driver based on the Uniform Resource Locator
(URL) specified in the connection request.

Datacom Server JDBC Driver (USS)
The Datacom Server JDBC driver is a JDBC 4.0 compliant driver with some exceptions. The Java classes that
constitute the Server JDBC driver reside in the cadcjdbc.jar file.
Drivers that are connected by the JDBC Driver Manager interpret calls from the application and the JDBC Driver
Manager, and make calls to the requested DBMS. The Server JDBC DataSource classes can be used to produce
Connection objects that participate in connection pooling, and in subsequent release distributed transactions.

Datacom Server JDBC - Type 4 Driver
The Datacom Server provides the use of a Type 4 driver. The Type 4 driver allows direct connection to the server
address space using pure Java connections using TCP/IP to the mainframe server. This connection method
is invoked by a connection URL as //host:port/ where host is the IP address of DNS name of the host machine
where the Mainframe Server component resides, and the port number is the port specified in the Mainframe
Server startup parameter TCPIP_PORT=.

Datacom Server Proprietary Interface (USS)
The Proprietary Interface (libcadcdb32.so or libcadcdb64.so) provides the Datacom/DB interface, data mapping,
data translation, and data communication services for Type2 or Type 3 driver connections. It also supplies the
CAICCI or native TCP/IP interface (z/OS only). This is the traditional method of connecting a JDBC application to
the Mainframe Server component.
A CCI request through a Type 2 or Type 3 driver connection is sent through CAICCI-PC and CAICCI to the
Mainframe Server on the host mainframe.
A native TCP/IP request from a Type 4 driver connection (z/OS only) bypasses the Proprietary Interface and is
sent directly to the Mainframe Server.

Datacom Server JDBC Proxy (USS or Windows)
The Datacom Server JDBC Proxy is an optional background process that provides a TCP/IP interface (z/OS only)
for Type 3 driver connections. The JDBC Proxy can run under a Windows server or under USS (z/OS only). The
Proxy is invoked if specified by the connection URL as //host:port/ where host is the IP address of DNS name of
the host mainframe where the Proxy resides, and port is the listener port assigned to the Proxy.

CAICCI and TCP/IP (USS and Mainframe)
CAICCI isolates Datacom Server from the communication protocol used between USS and the Datacom
Mainframe Server component. CAICCI in USS is optional. Through JDBC Data Source Properties or the
connection URL, you may choose the type of connection for the application.
CAICCI is required on the host mainframe and is used for communication between Mainframe Server regions and
the Server SVCOMPR utility.
In a z/OS environment, the Mainframe Server provides support for native TCP/IP data transmission between
workstations and host mainframes. Through startup parameters you can choose to allow native TCP/IP
transmissions. If a JDBC Type 4 driver is desired, TCP/IP must be allowed in the Mainframe Server startup
parameters.
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Datacom Server Mainframe Server Component (Mainframe)
Datacom Server Mainframe Server component executes in its own address space and connects to a specific
MUF. It processes connect requests from client applications, handles data transmission requests to and from
client applications, and translates data between MUF and client applications.
In a z/OS USS environment, the Mainframe Server component provides support for native TCP/IP data
transmission between workstations and host mainframes. Through startup parameters you can choose to allow
native TCP/IP transmissions

Multi-User Facility (Mainframe)
A MUF provides the ability to access any Datacom/DB database concurrently from multiple regions. Each server
communicates with only one MUF, but a system can have multiple MUFs accessed by multiple servers or multiple
servers accessing the same MUF.

JDBC Architecture in a UNIX/Linux Environment

Datacom Server JDBC driver is a JDBC 4.0 compliant driver with some exceptions. The JDBC driver implements the
JDBC API and requires that your Java programs conform to the JDBC specification. This driver requires a Java virtual
machine (JVM) and a JDBC Driver Manager. In a UNIX or Linux environment, the Server JDBC driver can operate as a
Type 3, or Type 4 JDBC driver, depending on the type of connection used.

The following flowchart shows the JDBC architecture in a UNIX/Linux environment and the relationship of Datacom Server
to UNIX/Linux applications that use JDBC to access Datacom/DB mainframe data from a UNIX/Linux environment.
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The following information describes each of the JDBC architecture components when used in a UNIX or Linux
environment:

Application (UNIX/Linux)
Java SQL based applications using the JDBC interface and running under a Java virtual machine supporting
JDBC 4.0, can access data in a Datacom/DB database. An application issues a DriverManager.getConnection or
Datasource connection request to the JDBC Driver Manager for a specific driver, such as Datacom Server.

JDBC Driver Manager (UNIX/Linux)
The JDBC Driver Manager is part of the USS Java virtual machine (JVM). The applications can connect to the
JDBC Driver Manager and the JDBC Driver Manager can connect to any number of drivers. The JDBC Driver
Manager forwards an application's connection request to the appropriate driver based on the Uniform Resource
Locator (URL) specified in the connection request.

Datacom Server JDBC Driver (UNIX/Linux)
The Datacom Server JDBC driver is a JDBC 4.0 compliant driver with some exceptions. The JAVA classes that
constitute the Server JDBC driver reside in the cadcjdbc.jar file.
Drivers connected by the JDBC Driver Manager interpret calls from the application and the JDBC Driver
Manager and make calls to the requested DBMS. The Server JDBC DataSource classes can be used to produce
Connection objects that participate in connection pooling, and in subsequent release distributed transactions.

Datacom Server JDBC - Type 4 Driver
The Datacom Server provides the use of a Type 4 driver, which allows direct connection to the server address
space using pure java connections using TCP/IP to the mainframe server. This connection method is invoked
by a connection URL as //host:port/ where host is the IP address of DNS name of the host machine where the
Mainframe Server component resides, and the port is the port number specified in the Mainframe Server startup
parameter TCPIP_PORT=.

CAICCI and TCP/IP (USS/Windows and Mainframe)
CAICCI isolates Datacom Server from the communication protocol used between the Server JDBC Proxy and
Mainframe Server component. CAICCI in USS and CAICCI-PC in Windows is optional. Through JDBC Data
Source Properties or the connection URL, you can choose the type of connection for the application.
CAICCI is required on the host mainframe and is used for communication between Mainframe Server regions and
the Server SVCOMPR utility.
In a z/OS environment, the Mainframe Server provides support for native TCP/IP data transmission between
workstations and host mainframes. Through startup parameters, you can allow native TCP/IP transmissions. If a
JDBC Type 4 driver is desired, TCP/IP must be allowed in the Mainframe Server startup parameters.

Datacom Server Proprietary Interface (USS or Windows)
No Datacom Server Proprietary Interface is available for UNIX or Linux. Traditionally, the connection method
from a UNIX/Linux based application is through a Type 3 driver which requires a Datacom Server Proxy. The
Proxy can reside on USS or Windows and the Proprietary Interface resides with it. Another option would be to
use a Type 4 driver to connect directly to Datacom Server. A Type 4 driver connection only requires that the jar
file (cadcjdbc.jar) be included in the application CLASSPATH and the proper connect string be specified. The
connect string must include a URL that contains //jdbc:datacom//xxxxxxx:ppppp. The xxxxxxxx is the host name
or number. The ppppp is the port number that is specified in the Datacom Server mainframe startup parameter
TCPIP_PORT=.
The libcadcdb32.so/libcadcdb64.so modules (USS) or the cadcdb32.dll/cadcdb64.dll modules (Windows) provide
the Datacom/DB Proprietary Interface, data mapping, data translation, and data communication services for Type
3 driver connections. It also supplies the CAICCI or native TCP/IP interface (z/OS only). This traditional method
connects a JDBC application from UNIX or Linux to the Mainframe Server component.

Datacom Server JDBC Proxy (USS or Windows)
No Datacom Server JDBC Proxy is available for UNIX or Linux. Traditionally, a UNIX or Linux based application
connects as a Type 3 driver connection through a JDBC Proxy running on either USS or Windows. In prior
releases of Datacom Server, this was the only way in which a UNIX or Linux based application could access
Datacom/DB data.
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The Datacom Server JDBC Proxy is an optional background process that provides a TCP/IP interface (z/OS only)
for Type 3 driver connections. The Proxy can run under a Windows server or under USS (z/OS only). The Proxy
is invoked if specified by the connection URL as //host:port/ where host is the IP address of DNS name of the host
mainframe where the Proxy resides, and port is the listener port assigned to the Proxy.

Datacom Server Mainframe Server Component (Mainframe)
The Datacom Server Mainframe Server component executes in its own address space and connects to a specific
MUF. It processes connect requests from client applications, handles data transmission requests to and from
client applications, and translates data between MUF and client applications.
In a z/OS environment, the Mainframe Server component provides support for native TCP/IP data transmission
between workstations and host mainframes. Through startup parameters, you can allow native TCP/IP
transmissions. If a JDBC Type 4 driver is desired, TCP/IP must be allowed in the Mainframe Server startup
parameters.

Multi-User Facility (Mainframe)
A MUF provides the ability to access any Datacom/DB database concurrently from multiple regions. Each server
communicates with only one MUF, but a system can have multiple MUFs accessed by multiple servers or multiple
servers accessing the same MUF.

JDBC Proxy
The Datacom Server JDBC Proxy is a background process that provides a TCP/IP interface Java-based applications. The
JDBC Proxy is invoked if specified by the connection URL as //proxy:port/ and provides the ability for Datacom Server to
function as a Type 3 JDBC driver.

The JDBC Proxy has the following capabilities:

• Runs as a background process.
• Acts as an intermediary between the Datacom Server JDBC driver and the Datacom Server mainframe server.
• Invokes the Proprietary Interface on behalf of the Datacom Server JDBC driver on platforms where the Proprietary

interface is not supported.
• Supports JDBC applets when used with a web server.
• Runs standalone JDBC applications.

The Datacom Server JDBC Proxy is optional. It can be deployed on Windows or USS. If used, it provides Type 3 Driver
functionality for applications or application servers that do not run on Windows or USS, such as Linux or UNIX.

The Datacom Server JDBC driver also provides Type 4 driver functionality which bypasses the JDBC Proxy.

Data Type Mapping
Data type mapping provides a way to identify which data types are supported by the driver and database. Java
applications use the DatabaseMetaData.getTypeInfo method to return detailed information about the mapping of JDBC
and Datacom data types.

 This page contains the following topics:

Datacom to JDBC Data Type Mapping

The following chart shows how Datacom data types map to JDBC data types when data is returned in a result.

Datacom Data Type JDBC Data Type

SMALLINT SMALLINT

INTEGER INTEGER
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LONGINT BIGINT

REAL REAL

FLOAT REAL (Precision < 25)

FLOAT FLOAT (Precision > 24)

DOUBLE PRECISION DOUBLE

DECIMAL DECIMAL

UNSIGNED DECIMAL DECIMAL

NUMERIC NUMERIC

UNSIGNED NUMERIC NUMERIC

CHAR CHAR

GRAPHIC CHAR (DBCS must be enabled)

VARCHAR VARCHAR

VARGRAPHIC VARCHAR (DBCS must be enabled)

BINARY BINARY

DATE DATE

TIME TIME

TIMESTAMP TIMESTAMP

 

JDBC to Datacom Data Type Mapping

The following chart shows how JDBC data types map to Datacom data types when a parameter value is set.

JDBC Data Type Datacom Data Type

BIT SMALLINT

TINYINT SMALLINT

SMALLINT SMALLINT

INTEGER INTEGER

BIGINT LONGINT

REAL REAL

FLOAT DOUBLE PRECISION

DOUBLE DOUBLE PRECISION

DECIMAL DECIMAL

NUMERIC NUMERIC

CHAR CHAR

VARCHAR VARCHAR

LONGVARCHAR VARCHAR

BINARY BINARY

VARBINARY BINARY
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LONGVARBINARY BINARY

DATE DATE

TIME TIME

TIMESTAMP TIMESTAMP

Java Properties File
The Datacom Server JDBC Driver uses a standard Java property file for configuration information about all platforms. A
Java properties file is a text file where each property consists of a key name and value, separated by the equal sign (=).
Comments can be included by prefacing them with a pound sign or number sign (#) character.

A sample properties file is installed in the product installation directory. This sample contains all of the options that can
be coded with their default value, where appropriate. If there is no default, the line has a comment character prefacing it
denoting a comment.

NOTE
N ote: On all platforms, including USS, the properties file contains ASCII data. You must use an ASCII editor to
edit or update this file. For USS, the TSO Edit Entry Panel allows editing of z/OS UNIX (HFS) files in the "Other
Partitioned, Sequential or VSAM Data Set, or z/OS UNIX file:" field. Be sure to select the "Edit ASCII data"
option when the file is opened

The properties file can include both JDBC driver and JDBC Proxy options. This allows Java options to be specified in a
consistent format on all platforms, including those where the Proprietary interface is not implemented. Because the native
methods do not use Java properties files, options that they use must be specified in the registry.

The default name of the properties file is cadatacom.properties. You can override this name by specifying a system
property, ca.datacom.properties=filename. The Java class loader loads the file using the same rules for loading classes,
so the properties file must be located in a directory included in the CLASSPATH. If more than one properties file exists, the
first one found in the CLASSPATH directory list is loaded. A sample cadatacom.properties file is installed in the product
installation directory/folder.

This page contains the following topics:

Properties Files

Although there is no requirement for the key value pairs to be in any specific order, the sample cadatacom.properties file
contains the following four areas:

• Global Options
• Proxy Options
• Trace Options
• Utility Options

Global Options

The following global options can be specified in the properties file:

ApplicationID=<application_name>
Specifies the application used in the startup JCL. This must match the APPLID= for the server running on the
mainframe.

ConnectType=CCI|TCP
Specifies the type of connection to be made to the mainframe server. TCP is valid only if PROTOCOL=BOTH or
PROTOCOL=TCP is specified on the mainframe server region to which you are connecting. CCI is valid only if
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CAICCI is present. However, the default is ConnectType=CCI. Therefore, ConnectType is required for TCP/IP
connection types (z/OS only).

FetchRows=
This option is not available in this release.

HostName=<hostname>
Specifies the host name or the IP address for the mainframe where the mainframe server region resides.
HostName is required if ConnectType=TCP.
HostName is optional if ConnectType=CCI. If the application is running under Windows, HostName overrides
the CCI Server Identification Name/IP Address provided in the CAICCI-PC Properties dialog. If the application is
running under USS, HostName defaults to the mainframe system on which the application executes

HostPort=<hostport>
Specifies the host port number.
HostPort is required if ConnectType=TCP and must match the TCPIP_PORT specification in the mainframe
server region startup parameters.
HostPort is optional if ConnectType=CCI. If the application is running under Windows, HostPort overrides the CCI
Server Identification Port number provided in the CAICCI-PC Properties dialog. If the application is running under
USS, HostPort is ignored and the connection is directed to the mainframe server region by the ApplicationID
parameter

LogTimeout=<nnn>
Specifies the number of seconds to wait until a time out occurs on a logon attempt.

Option.CloseCommit=0|1
Specifies that a COMMIT will occur on each CLOSE CURSOR.

Option.CommitBehavior=1|2
Specifies whether the ResultSet object is to be kept open or is to be closed after the transaction in which it was
created is committed. Specify 1 to keep open or specify 2 to close.

ServerName=<server_name>
Identifies the server name that is used in the startup JCL for the mainframe server with which it communicates. It
must match the SERVERNAME= value in the mainframe server startup parameters.

SystemID=<system_id>
Specifies the CAICCI SYSID provided in the CAICCI startup JCL.
If ConnectType=CCI, SystemID must match the CAICCI SYSID of the mainframe system where the mainframe
server region resides.
If ConnectType=TCP, SystemID is a token that uniquely identifies the mainframe system where the mainframe
server region resides. Since CAICCI is required in the mainframe system, we recommend that you use the
CAICCI SYSID because it uniquely identifies the mainframe system.

DBCSTransTable=JAPAN_IBM_TO_SHIFTED_JIS | KOREAN_IBM_TO_SHIFTED_JIS
Defines the type of DBCS translation to be performed.

DBCSTransPath=<full path name>
Specifies the path where the DBCS translate tables reside. The tables are delivered in the product installation
folder on Windows platforms and are used by both ODBC and JDBC driver.  Follow Windows path format
standard where folder separators are double back slashes, as in C:\\Program Files\\CA\\CA-DatacomServer.
The translation file names are: 

• JPNIBMTO.SIS and JPNSISTO.IBM  -  JAPAN_IBM_TO_SHIFTED_JIS – Katakana and Kanji
• KRNIBMTO.PC and KRNPCTO.IBM  -  KOREAN_IBM_TO_SHIFTED_JIS - Hangul

NOTE
For more details on these options, see the installed javadoc for the ca.datacom.io.TraceObject package.
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Proxy Options

The JDBC Proxy options can be specified in the cadatacom.properties file and are prefixed with Proxy. Valid JDBC Proxy
options are as follows:

• Backlog
• Host
• LogLevel
• LogTrace
• Port
• ReplyTimeOut
• Snap
• SocketTimeOut
• Trace
• WaitTimeOut

The Proxy option values are only valid for the Datacom Proxy. The following is an example of the cadatacom.properties
file entries:

util.nojni=false (causes the values to be read from the registry)

Proxy.Port

Proxy.WaitTimeOut

Proxy.ReplyTimeout

Proxy.Backlog=<integer_value>
Specifies the maximum length of the listener queue. When this length is exceeded, new connections are refused.
This is not the maximum number of client connections that can be supported.
Default: 50

Proxy.Host=<hostname>
(Optional) Specifies the DNS name or IP address the JDBC will bind to when it listens for client connection
requests. This can be used to force the JDBC Proxy to listen for connection requests on a specific TCP/IP
protocol stack on a multi-homed host (a machine with multiple TCP/IP stacks).
Default: Listen on all available stacks

Proxy.LogLevel=<integer_value>
Specifies the level of log messages sent to the system log or console. Valid options are as follows:
0 - Disable messages
4 - Error messages
6 - Warning messages
8 - Information messages, including start and stop events
10 - Verbose information messages, including client start and stop events
12 - Debugging messages, not including general trace output
Default: 8

Proxy.LogTrace=<integer_value>
Specifies the level of log messages sent to the trace file. Options are identical to options for LogLevel.
Default: 8

Proxy.Port=CA Portal
Specifies the IP listener port for the JDBC Proxy.
Default: 3709

Proxy.ReplyTimeOut=<integer_value>
Specifies the number of seconds that the JDBC Proxy waits for a response from the Datacom system. The default
causes the JDBC Proxy to wait indefinitely.
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Default: 0
Proxy.Snap=true|false

Enables display of data buffers, sent and received, in the log file. The log file is specified in the Trace.File property
Proxy.SocketTimeOut=<integer_value>

Specifies the number of seconds the JDBC Proxy waits, or blocks, when reading data from a socket. While a
socket is being read, the thread is blocked, and is not able to recognize an event that stops the thread. When this
interval expires, the thread checks if the JDBC Proxy is still running and if it is, issues another read on the socket
continuing until the wait or reply timeout has expired. A high value reduces JDBC Proxy overhead, while a low
value allows the server to respond to shutdown events more quickly. Setting this to 0 causes the thread to block
forever and is not recommended.
Default: 60 seconds

Proxy.Trace=true|false
Enables tracing of internal function calls. Output is written to the log file specified in the Trace.File property.
Default: false

Proxy.WaitTimeOut=<integer_value>
Specifies the number of seconds that the JDBC Proxy waits for a request from the JDBC driver before assuming
the connection has been terminated. The default causes the JDBC server to wait indefinitely.
Default: 0

Trace Options

The JDBC driver trace options can be specified in the properties file. Valid JDBC driver trace options are as follows:

excludes=<string>
Specifies a set of comma separated fully qualified class names to exclude from a trace. For information about how
to use this option, contact Broadcom Support.

includes=<string>
Specifies a comma separated list of fully qualified class names that will produce only trace messages from the
classes included. For information about how to use this option, contact Broadcom Support.

snap=false|true
Enables display of data buffers sent and received in the log file. The location and name of the log file is specified
in the Trace.File option.
Default: false

snap.bytes=false|true
Displays the contents of a buffer that has been converted from Unicode and shows the contents as native
representation.
Default: false

snap.native=false|true
Traces all class invocations that are used for native input and output.
Default: false

snap.object=false|true
Writes all objects that are invoked to the trace file that is specified.
Default: false

trace=0|1|2|3
Specifies that a low level trace option is to be set and a CCI/TCP WDB, or a CCI/TCP and WDB trace is to be
invoked.
Default: 0
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trace.file=<string>
Specifies the name of the file where active trace entries are to be written. The file name, if qualified, must conform
to naming conventions for the platform on which the trace is being invoked. For example, if a trace is being
invoked on a Windows platform and the file is to be directed to a specific folder location, you must use double
backward slashes between each folder in the path. The name would be trace.file=c:\\traces\\jdbctrace.log. For
UNIX or USS, the folder name would be trace.file=/u/users/trace/jdbctrace.log.

trace.life=false|true
Traces when an object is created and finalized.
Default: false

trace.native=false|true
Traces when native data is read or written.
Default: false

trace.product=<string>
Sets a product name in the trace file. This is useful when the trace output is mixed with data from other
applications.
Default: No default

NOTE
For more information about these options, see installed javadoc for the
ca.datacom.jdbc.DatacomConnectOptions class.

Utility Options

util.nojni=false|true

Specifies if the Java Native Interface option is used to open a log file. If false and Datacom JDBC is running in a Windows
environment, an attempt is made to use the Java Native Interface option to open a log file using the information found
under the JDBC Proxy tab of the Datacom/DB ODBC Setup dialog under the ODBC Driver Manager. The listening port
and WaitTimeOut and ReplyTimeOut can be specified and turn on trace and snap of the native buffers. Some of the
options that are allowed in the Proxy Options sections cannot be specified in the dialog. If these options need to be
specified, use the appropriate key value pair in the property file.

Timeouts for Your System
A JDBC application can set the Timeout for specific connection or statement objects using the methods specified by the
JDBC API. The methods for setting timeouts are as follows:

• DriverManager
• JDBC driver with the JDBC Proxy method

This topic contains the following information:

DriverManager Connection Method

A JDBC application can use the DriverManager.setLoginTimeout method to set the server servername timeout for JDBC
connections established using the DriverManager. A java.util.Properties object including the applid, serverName, and
systemId properties must be provided to get the connection.

The DataSource.setLoginTimeout method can also be used to set the server servername timeout for all connections
established using a specific DataSource. The DatacomDataSource object must include the serverName, systemId
and ApplicationID properties. These properties are exposed by the Datacom DataSource.setServerName, Datacom
DataSource.setSystemidName, and Datacom DataSource.setApplidName methods. Application servers typically use
reflection to discover the properties of a DataSource implementation class and provide administrative tools to maintain
them.
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The JDBC driver treats the timeout as if it were specified using the DRIVER keyword with ODBC. On Windows, the
DRIVER keyword overrides the default CAICCI-PC Timeout. This sets the default value used with CAICCI/ENF on z/OS
and UNIX.

The Statement.setQueryTimeout method can be used by a JDBC application to set the Timeout for all SQL requests
made using a specific Statement object. This overrides the default timeout no matter how it was set.

JDBC Driver with the JDBC Proxy Method

When the JDBC driver is used with the JDBC Proxy, the Timeout specified using one of the JDBC methods is incremented
slightly and used as the timeout value for socket requests from the JDBC driver to the JDBC Proxy.

If the connection is made using a data source defined in the registry, the value of the server servername section
WaitTimeOut is used as the default for CAICCI/ENF. In this case, the loginTimeout is used only for the socket connection
from the JDBC driver to the JDBC Proxy, and should be set at least as high as the WaitTimeOut setting.

The original queryTimeout value is passed to the JDBC Proxy and overrides the default for CAICCI/ENF no matter how it
was set.

When an intermediate JDBC Proxy is used, as might be done to support applets from a web server running on UNIX,
the Timeout for socket requests from the intermediate server to the server where the native SQL client runs should be
specified on the intermediate server.

You can define the ReplyTimeout option in the cadatacom.properties file on all platforms. The intermediate server Timeout
is used only for the socket connection between the two JDBC Proxys, and should be longer than the Timeout set in the
server servername section on the destination JDBC Proxy.

Idle Timeouts for JDBC Proxy

The interval that the JDBC Proxy waits for a request from the JDBC driver can be specified. When this interval is
exceeded the JDBC Proxy assumes that an error has occurred, releases the SQL session with Datacom Server, and
closes the socket connection with the JDBC driver. If the application attempts to use the connection after this, the JDBC
driver returns an SQL exception indicating that a communications error has occurred.

The WaitTimeOut option can be specified in the cadatacom.properties file on all platforms. The idle timeout for the
JDBC Proxy should be longer than the timeout set for the application server and shorter than the timeouts set for the
CASERVER task.

Other Timeouts for JDBC Proxy

When the JDBC Proxy does socket I/O, the thread is blocked and cannot check for events such as server shutdown. You
can specify the internal timeout interval that the JDBC Proxy uses when reading from a socket or waiting for a connection
request. When this interval is exceeded, the JDBC Proxy checks for shutdown and other events, then resumes reading
from the socket unless an idle or timeout has expired.

This timeout is set by the SocketTimeOut value in the Proxy section of the registry on Windows. It can also be specified in
the cadatacom.properties file on all platforms. The default setting of 60 seconds is generally acceptable.

DriverManager
The JDBC DriverManager class is the traditional management layer of JDBC used to keep track of the available drivers. It
is used to establish a connection between a JDBC application and the appropriate driver, in this case, the Datacom Server
JDBC driver.

The DriverManager.getConnection method establishes a connection to Datacom/DB. Before calling the
DriverManager.getConnection method, the Datacom Server JDBC driver class must be loaded by calling the method
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Class.forName. The name of the Datacom Server JDBC driver is "ca.datacom.jdbc.DatacomJdbcDriver". The following
code loads the class ca.datacom.jdbc.DatacomJdbcDriver:

Class.forName("ca.datacom.jdbc.DatacomJdbcDriver");

The following topics are discussed on this page:

JDBC URL Format for a DriverManager Connection

A URL is used to locate a resource on the Internet; it can be thought of as an address. A URL always begins with a
protocol followed by a colon, such as http: or ftp: and the rest of the string is defined by the protocol. In keeping with the
Internet orientation of Java, JDBC URLs are used to identify databases. The JDBC specification defines conventions for
the format of JDBC URLs. Each JDBC driver defines the actual format of the URLs that it recognizes. The general format
of a JDBC URL is as follows:

jdbc:<subprotocol>:<subname>

Protocol in a JDBC URL is always jdbc. The <subprotocol> and <subname> variables are defined by the JDBC driver.
The subprotocol for the Datacom JDBC driver is datacom. The subname for the Datacom JDBC driver defines the type of
connection and the connection parameters

The Datacom JDBC driver recognizes three URLs with <subprotocol> datacom. The subname for the Datacom JDBC
driver defines the type of connection and the connection parameters.

The Datacom Server JDBC driver URL general syntax is as follows:

jdbc:datacom:/<subname>
Specifies the format used to make a Type 2 JDBC driver connection. The Datacom JDBC driver calls the
Proprietary Interface directly. It does not use the proxy. This connection can be made from Windows or USS
environments, only. The <subname> consists of keyword/value pairs for the connection properties, as shown in
the following example.
jdbc:datacom:/ServerName=,SystemID=,ApplicationID=,UserID=,Password=,

NewPassword=,HostName=,HostPort=,ConnectType=,TransTable=

jdbc:datacom://<proxyname>:<proxyport>/<subsubname>
Specifies the format used to make a Type 3 JDBC driver connection. The Datacom JDBC driver calls the JDBC
Proxy which in turn invokes the Proprietary Interface to communicate with the Datacom Server mainframe region .
This is typically used when a Java applet or application is deployed on a platform where the Proprietary Interface
is not supported, such as Linux or UNIX.
<proxyname>

Specifies the IP address or DNS name of the Windows box or USS LPAR where JDBC Proxy is deployed.
<proxyport>

Specifies the IP port that was specified as the JDBC Proxy listener.
<subsubname>

Consists of the keyword or value pairs for the connection properties as shown in the following:
jdbc:datacom://<proxyname>:<proxyport>/ServerName=,SystemID=,ApplicationID=,

UserID=,Password=,NewPassword=,HostName=,HostPort=,ConnectType=,TransTable=

jdbc:datacom://<hostname>:<hostport>/<subsubname>
Specifies the format used to make a Type 4 JDBC driver connection (z/OS only). The Datacom JDBC driver
calls the Datacom Server mainframe component directly using its TCP/IP listener port. The Type 4 JDBC driver
connection requires the native TCP/IP interface. For a Type 4 JDBC connection ServerName must be specified as
it is validated in Connection processing. PROTOCOL=BOTH must be specified in the Datacom Server mainframe
component startup parameters.
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<hostname>
Specifies the IP address or DNS name of the LPAR where Datacom Server mainframe component
resides.

<hostport>
Specifies the IP listener port of the Datacom Server mainframe component startup parameter,
TCPIP_PORT=.

<subsubname>
Consists of the keyword or value pairs for the connection properties as shown in the following:

jdbc:datacom://<hostname>:<hostport>/ServerName=,UserID=,Password=,NewPassword=,TransTable=

jdbc:datacom:ssl://<hostname>:<hostport>/<subsubname>
Specifies the format used to provide a direct connection from the driver to the database for a Datacom Server
JDBC driver Type 4 connection with SSL enabled.
<hostname>

Specifies the IP address or DNS name of the LPAR where Datacom Server mainframe component
resides.

<hostport>
Specifies the IP listener port of the Datacom Server mainframe component startup parameter,
TCPIP_PORT=.

<subsubname>
Consists of the keyword or value pairs for the connection properties as shown in the following:

jdbc:datacom:ssl//<hostname>:<hostport>/ServerName=ABCXYZ,ConnectType=TCP,ApplicationID=ABCXYZ

For the previous URL samples, the properties are the same as those seen in the cadatacom.properties file.

DriverPropertyInfo

Specific JDBC DriverPropertyInfo objects are analogous to the connection attributes used by the ODBC
SQLDriverConnect and SQLBrowseConnect functions. For the JDBC driver, they are used to specify user ID, password,
and optional accounting information. They can also be used to specify physical connection information, allowing an
application to connect to a Datacom database without requiring the definition of an ODBC style data source. Datacom
Server supports the following driver properties:

ApplicationID
Specifies the application identification. Enter the same applid as it is written in the Datacom Server startup JCL.
This is the APPLID= parameter in the Datacom Server startup JCL.

Exclude
(Optional) Specifies the trace detail flag. Enter ca.datacom package class names.

HostName
(Optional) Specifies the IP address or DNS name of the LPAR where the Datacom Server mainframe component
resides.
Default: None
Maximum Length: 63 characters

HostPort
(Optional) Specifies the host port. Enter the host port of theDatacom Server Java Server with which this
connection should be established.

Include
(Optional) Specifies the trace detail flag. Enter ca.datacom package class names.

LogTimeout
(Optional) Specifies the time in seconds to elapse before a time out occurs.
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Default: 0
NewPassword

(Optional) Specifies a new Password must be entered. Enter a new password. It is the responsibility of the
application to force the user to validate, and reenter the password.

Password
(Optional) Specifies the password. Enter a valid password.

ServerName
Specifies the server name. Enter the same server name as it is written in the startup JCL. This is the
SERVERNAME= parameter in the server startup JCL.

SnapJdbc
(Optional) Specifies the trace detail flag. Enter Y or N.

SnapNative
(Optional) Specifies the trace detail flag. Enter Y or N.

SnapObject
(Optional) Specifies the trace detail flag. Enter Y or N.

SnapBytes
(Optional) Specifies the trace detail flag. Enter Y or N.

SystemID
Specifies the system identification. Enter the CAICCI System ID of the mainframe environment to which the
workstation is to connect when the data source is selected. This is the SYSID name specified in the CAICCI
startup JCL.

Trace
(Optional) Specifies the trace level. Enter 0, 1, 2, or 3.

TraceLife
(Optional) Specifies the trace detail flag. Enter Y or N.

TraceNative
(Optional) Specifies the trace detail flag. Enter Y or N.

UserID
(Optional) Specifies the user identification. Enter a valid User ID.

TransTable
(Optional) Specifies the translation table used for the EBCDIC to ASCII translation.

DBCSTransTable=JAPAN_IBM_TO_SHIFTED_JIS | KOREAN_IBM_TO_SHIFTED_JIS
Defines the type of DBCS translation to be performed.

DBCSTransPath=<full path name>
Specifies the path where the DBCS translate tables reside. The tables are delivered in the product installation
folder on Windows platforms and are used by both ODBC and JDBC driver. Follow Windows path format standard
where folder separators are double back slashes, as in C:\\Program Files\\CA\\CA-DatacomServer.
The translation file names are:

• JPNIBMTO.SIS and JPNSISTO.IBM  -  JAPAN_IBM_TO_SHIFTED_JIS – Katakana and Kanji
• KRNIBMTO.PC and KRNPCTO.IBM  -  KOREAN_IBM_TO_SHIFTED_JIS - Hangul

JDBC Driver Types
Learn about the three types of JDBC connections, JDBC Type 2, JDBC Type 3, and JDBC Type 4. Find descriptions of
each and Datacom Server JDBC driver URL connections. Recommendations for choosing JDBC driver types are also
provided.
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In this section, we discuss the three types of JDBC drivers and how to make connections with each.

JDBC Type 2

A JDBC Type 2 driver is known as a JDBC Native API driver. The Datacom Server native API is provided on Windows and
USS. It is installed using SMP/E on USS and using a Windows installer on Windows. Since the CCI client is available on
both Windows and USS, the application can use either communication protocol - CCI or TCP.

The Datacom Server Type 2 driver connection URL is:
jdbc:datacom:/ServerName=<SERVERNAME>,ApplicationID=<APPLID>,ConnectType=<TCP/CCI>,SystemID=<CCI

 SYSID>,HostName=<TCPIP_HOST>,HostPort=<TCPIP_PORT or CCI Port>

UserID= and Password= can also be coded.

ServerName=, ApplicationID=, ConnectType=, HostName=, HostPort= and SystemID= are required.

SystemID is ignored when ConnectType=TCP but must be coded in the URL.

UserID= and Password= can also be coded.

NOTE
There is no //<host>:<port> which denotes a "proxy-type" connection which is Type 3 and Type 4 in Datacom
Server terms.

JDBC Type 3

A JDBC Type 3 driver uses a network or middleware tier. For Datacom Server, the middle tier is a Datacom Server Proxy
that can be deployed on USS or Windows. It is a process that runs stand-alone and separate from the Server MF address
space. It is called a process because in zOS it runs under USS rather than a zOS address space or region. Same goes
for Windows processes. Since the CCI client is available on USS and Windows, CCI can be used as the communication
protocol.

The Datacom Server Type 3 driver connection URL is:
jdbc:datacom://<proxy_name or ip address>:<proxy_port>/ServerName=<SERVERNAME>,ApplicationID=

 <APPLID>,ConnectType=<TCP/CCI>,SystemID=<CCI SYSID>,HostName=<TCPIP_HOST>,HostPort=<TCPIP_PORT or CCI Port>

UserID= and Password= can also be coded.

ServerName=, ApplicationID=, ConnectType=, HostName=, HostPort= and SystemID= are required.

SystemID is ignored when ConnectType=TCP but still must be coded in the URL.

NOTE
The proxy_name and proxy_port refer to the DNS name or IP address of the Proxy and it's listener port. Since
the Proxy is separate from the Server MF instance, it is different from HostName and HostPort. HostName and
HostPort refer to the LPAR of the Server and CCI regions (these are separate address spaces). HostPort is the
Server listener port if ConnectType=TCP. Or, the CCI listener port (1202, by default) if ConnectType=CCI.

JDBC Type 4

A JDBC Type 4 driver is a direct connection to a DBMS. For Datacom, the Type 4 driver is a direct connection to the
Datacom Server MF address space and uses TCP as the communication protocol. In other words, Datacom Server MF
uses TCP to communicate directly to the JDBC application. This is especially useful for applications that are deployed on
Linux, Unix, or some other non-Windows platform. The CCI client is not supported in Linux-type platforms. Therefore, the
only way to connect to Datacom Server directly from a Linux-type platform is through a Type 4 connection. The Datacom
Server Type 4 connection is TCP only.

The Datacom Server Type 4 driver connection URL is:
jdbc:datacom://<hostname or ip address>:<TCPIP_PORT>/ServerName=<SERVERNAME>
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A UserID= and Password= can also be coded in the URL. All other parameters are ignored or not used.

NOTE
The port number is the TCPIP_PORT listener port which is coded in the Server MF startup options.

Recommendations for Choosing Your JDBC Driver Type

Non-Windows Platforms

A JDBC application that is targeted for non-Windows or Linux-type platforms can use a JDBC Type 3 or JDBC Type
4 connection. If the Linux platform resides behind a corporate firewall and there is no need for encryption, the Type 4
connection is recommended. It is simpler requiring only the cadcjdbc.jar file on the Linux-type client and a single address
space (Datacom Server) on the mainframe side.

If the application requires encryption, then a Type 3 connection and CCI is required. You must install CAIENF (required
for CCI) and CAICCI on the mainframe side. A Type 3 connection also requires a Datacom Server Proxy on USS or
Windows. Therefore, Datacom Server and CCI must be installed and deployed on Windows or USS. In other words, it
adds a level of difficulty and more administrative tasks but is certainly as viable an option as Type 2 or Type 4.

If the application is targeted to run on zOS platforms under USS, a Type 2 connection using CACCI on USS is probably
the most efficient way to connect. Type 4 using TCP is also an option, but CCI is more efficient and faster but does require
CAIENF, CACCI, and so on.

Windows Platform

An application that is targeted to run on Windows can use a Type 2, Type 3, or Type 4 connection.

DataSource Connection Parameters
The DataSource connection attributes are typically defined within an application server (for example WebSphere or
Tomcat). They can also be defined on a setup screen or through an XML or Java property file.

This page contains the following topics:

DatacomDataSource

The DatacomDataSource class implements the JDBC DataSource interface, and is used with an application server
provided by the Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) naming service to establish a connection to a Datacom
database.

DataSource properties conform to the JavaBeans naming conventions and are implicitly defined by public setter and
getter methods. For example, the description property, which is required for all DataSource implementations, is set
using the setDescription(String) method. The application server can use the java.lang.reflection methods to discover
DataSource properties and provide an interface to set them, or can simply require that they are defined in some
configuration file.

DataSource properties are used to specify the connection parameters. These properties are the equivalent of the
DriverPropertyInfo attributes described in the previous section, and can be used to completely define the parameters
needed to connect to a database. Like a URL, a DataSource object can also reference an ODBC style data source name,
where the connection parameters are defined in the registry on Windows, the configuration file on z/OS or UNIX, or even
in the properties file.

ApplicationID
Specifies the application identification. Enter the same applid that is found in the startup JCL for the server
application running on the mainframe.

ConnectType
Specifies the type of connection. Enter CCI for CAICCI or TCP for native TCP/IP connection (z/OS only).
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DataSourceName
Specifies the logical data source name. Container provided DataSource implementations use this to name the
ConnectionPoolDataSource object. The DataSource implementation does not use this internally.

description
Specifies the data source description. This property is required of all DataSource implementations.

HostName
Specifies the host name. Enter the host name or IP address for the host on which the mainframe server resides.

HostPort
Specifies the port number for the host. Enter the CCI port number specified in the mainframe CCI address space
if connecting through CCI.
Enter the TCP/IP port number (z/OS only) specified in the mainframe server startup if connecting through TCP/IP
or the default (5465) TCP/IP port number.

networkProtocol
Specifies TCP or CCI.

• TCP indicates that the connection is through the JDBC Proxy, and must be used when the JDBC driver is not
running on Windows or the mainframe.

• CCI indicates that the connection is through CAICCI, either CAICCI-PC on Windows or ENF on a mainframe.

password
Specifies the default user ID password. The application can override this when the connection is established. The
getter method does not return the value.

PortNumber
Specifies the TCP/IP port number (z/OS only) of the JDBC Proxy or CCITCP address space, depending on the
value of networkProtocol.

serverName
Specifies the TCP/IP server name (z/OS only). When networkProtocol is TCP, it refers to the machine where the
JDBC Proxy is running, which can be on any platform. When networkProtocol is CCI, it refers to the mainframe
where the CCITCP address space is running.

System ID
Specifies the system identification. Enter the CAICCI system ID of the mainframe environment to which the
workstation is to connect. This is the SYSID name specified in the CAICCI startup JCL.

user
Specifies the default user ID to sign on to Datacom. The application can override this when the connection is
established.

DatacomConnectionPoolDataSource

The DatacomConnectionPoolDataSource class implements the JDBC ConnectionPoolDataSource interface, and is used
with an application server that provides container managed connection pooling to establish a pooled connection to a
Datacom database.

An application server typically provides visible DataSource implementation that references a ConnectionPoolDataSource
and is exposed to the application as a standard DataSource. Connection pooling is transparent to the application.

The DatacomConnectionPoolDataSource is used by the application server connection pool manager to administer the
pool of connections for a particular data source.

initialPoolSize
Specifies the number of connections that the pool manager should initially allocate.

maxIdleTime
Specifies the interval in seconds that a pooled connection can be idle before it is closed.
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maxPoolSize
Specifies the maximum number of connections that the pool manager should allocate.

MaxStatements
Specifies the maximum statement pool size not used.

minPoolSize
Specifies the minimum number of available connections that the pool manager should maintain.

propertyCycle
Specifies the interval in seconds that the pool manager should wait before enforcing these policies.

NOTE
For more information about deploying and using DataSource and ConnectionPoolDataSource objects to
connect to a database, see JDBC 4.0 Specification, available at www.oracle.com. Detailed information for these
interfaces is also included in the JSDK javadoc.

Detailed information about the Datacom Server implementation methods is included in the installed javadoc that can be
optionally selected when custom installation is chosen.

JDBC Connection Options Summary

There are several ways to define Datacom Server connection information. Commonly used options are as follows:

• When using the JDBC driver with a Servlet, EJB, or other application running an application server, all information
can be defined in a DatacomDataSource, or more likely, a DatacomConnectionPoolDataSource object, and accessed
using the container's JNDI implementation. It is not necessary to define an ODBC style data source.

• When using the JDBC driver in a stand-alone Java application on Windows or z/OS, a JNDI implementation is
generally not available, and it is usually convenient to reference an ODBC style data source in a Datacom URL,
accessed using the DriverManager. The ODBC style data source is defined in the registry on Windows and the
configuration file on the mainframe.

• When using the JDBC driver in an applet or stand-alone application that connects using the JDBC Proxy, it is usually
most convenient to reference an ODBC style data source defined on the machine where the JDBC Proxy invokes the
native client interface.

Configure Secure Sockets on Client
Secure Socket Layer (SSL) is a protocol providing security and data encryption over a network. The communication
between client and server is protected to avoid unauthorized access to data and eavesdropping. Transport Layer Security
(TLS) is the latest version of SSL.

NOTE
You can use secured (SSL) sockets if you are using JDBC Type 4 connections with the Datacom Server JDBC
driver.

The following diagram shows how the SSL works for a JDBC type 4 connection:
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SSL Configuration

The Client Keystore and Import Server Certificate on the client side must be set up before you can set Java properties.

Client Keystore

Use the keytool utility to create a KeyStore on the client-side.  This utility is a part of Java SDK installation that is used to
maintain KeyStores and TrustStores.

• KeyStore consists of a database of private key and associated public key certificate, which is identified by an alias for
each entry.

• TrustStore consists of the certificates that are trusted by the client.

Import Server Certificate

Use the keytool importcert command to import the public certificate of the server to the keyStore of the client. A trusted
Certificate Authority (CA) signs the public key of the server. If the public certificate of the CA is not already in the
trustStore of the client, you must import each of the certificate files received from CA to the keyStore of the client.

JDBC Type 4 Connection

Datacom Server JDBC driver type 4 connection provides a direct connection from the driver to the database. Provide
the locations of trustStore and keyStore along with their respective passwords either in a command line or inside JDBC
application as shown in the following examples.

• Set Java properties using command line:
java -Djavax.net.ssl.trustStore=clientTrustStore -

Djavax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword=password -Djavax.net.ssl.keyStore=clientKeyStore -

Djavax.net.ssl.keyStorePassword=password <ApplicationName>

• Set Java properties inside a JDBC application:
System.setProperty(“javax.net.ssl.trustStore”,”clientTrustStore”);  

System.setProperty(“javax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword”,”password”);  

System.setProperty(“javax.net.ssl.keyStore”,”clientKeyStore”);  

System.setProperty(“javax.net.ssl.keyStorePassword”,”password”);

SSL Using Connection URL

Use the following URL to enable SSL for Type 4 connection using a connection URL:

jdbc:datacom:ssl://hostname:port/ServerName=ABCXYZ,ConnectType=TCP,ApplicationId=ABCXYZ

SSL Using Data Source
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Create a DatacomDataSource object to enable SSL for Type 4 JDBC connection.

DatacomDataSource ds = new DatacomDataSource(); 

     ds.setProxyName(“hostname”); 

     ds.setPortNumber(“1234”); 

     ds.setApplidName(“ABCXYZ”); 

     ds.setServerName(“ABCXYZ”); 

     ds.setNetworkProtocol(“TCP); 

     ds.setSslFlag(true);

Sample Keytool Commands

The following steps provide the commands to help you generate a keystore, import a certificate, and list the entries in a
keystore.

1. Use the following keytool command to generate a keystore on the client machine with private and public key pair.
keytool -genkeypair -keypass clientTest -keystore clientTest.jks -

storepass clientTest -validity 180 -v -dname "CN=Datacom,  

OU=DatacomServer, O=Broadcom, L=Plano, ST=TX, C=US" -alias clientTest 

2. Use the following keytool command to import the certificate of the trusted server to the keystore of the client. The
certificate that is used in the sample is of the type X.509.
keytool -importcert -keystore clientTest.jks -storepass clientTest -

 alias serverCert -file "trustServer.crt" –noprompt

3. Use the following keytool command to list the entries in a keystore
keytool -list -keystore clientTest.jks -storepass clientTest

Obtaining SSL Connection Debug Information

To obtain debug information of the SSL connection, set the Java System property “javax.net.debug=all”.

The Java exceptions related to SSL are provided in the following examples:

• java.security.InvalidAlgorithmParameterException: the trustAnchors parameter must be non-empty
TrustStore file is either empty or not found.

• javax.net.ssl.SSLHandshakeException: sun.security.validator.ValidatorException: PKIX path building failed:
sun.security.provider.certpath.SunCertPathBuilderException: unable to find valid certification path to requested target.
The self-signed certificate of the server or the certificate of the trusted CA is not available in the truststore of the client.

• javax.net.ssl.SSLException: Unrecognized SSL message, plaintext connection?
The exception is thrown when the connection URL for Type 3 has SSL in it, but the proxy server does not accept SSL
messages. The proxy server bitness is 64-bit.

• javax.net.ssl.SSLException: Unsupported or unrecognized SSL message
This exception is thrown for type 3 connection using 32-bit Windows Proxy.

SSL for Datacom Server on the Mainframe

The SSL enablement for the Datacom Server mainframe address space is performed using Application Transparent,
Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS) which is a component of the IBM z/OS Communications Server product. It is
configured using the “Policy Agent” (PAGENT). PAGENT policies identify which traffic on the mainframe TCP/IP stack
should be secured using SSL. Use PAGENT “Policy Rules” to secure the Datacom Server listener port specified by the
TCPIP_HOST startup option in Datacom Server (SVDBSPR).

Digital certificates on the mainframe are configured and stored in the External Security Manager (ESM). Use the
commands of your security system - RACF, Top Secret (TSS) or ACF2 - to manage the keyring and digital certificates
for the server or mainframe host according to the PAGENT policy rules. Export your mainframe server certificate from
the ESM and import it into the keystore that is defined for the Datacom Server JDBC driver as discussed in the previous
section.
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Configure Secure Sockets with AT-TLS on Mainframe
The Application Transparent Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS) component of the z/OS Communications Server product
for IBM performs the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) enablement on the mainframe. Encryption and decryption is based
on policies that are configured in the Policy Agent (PAGENT). PAGENT policies identify which traffic on the mainframe
TCP/IP stack should be secured using SSL.

AT-TLS

AT-TLS provides a secure session on behalf of an application so that no application code changes are necessary. The
application, in this case, Datacom Server, sends unencrypted data as usual while AT-TLS provides encryption at the TCP
transport layer.

PAGENT Policies

PAGENT policies identify which traffic on the mainframe TCP/IP stack should be secured using SSL.

Key Rings and Digital Certificates

On the mainframe side, the database where digital certificates are stored is called a keyring. External Security Manager
(ESM) commands are used to generate, import, and export certificates from the keyring. These commands differ slightly
depending on the specific ESM. The concepts are generally the same regardless of whether it is RACF, Top Secret, or
ACF2.

AT-TLS Configuration in PROFILE.TCPIP

AT-TLS is controlled by the TCPCONFIG statement TTLS/NOTTLS parameter in PROFILE.TCPIP. To negotiate secure
connections, policies that are configured in the Policy Agent provide the required information to the stack. When AT-TLS is
enabled and a new connection is opened, the TCP layer searches for a matching AT-TLS policy in the Policy Agent. If no
policy is found, the connection proceeds without AT-TLS involvement and is not secured.

TCPCONFIG TTLS

Sample PAGENT Policy for Datacom Server

A PAGENT policy is required for the Datacom Server listener port which is defined as TCPIP_HOST= in the Server startup
options.

The PAGENT policy for Datacom Server where the listener port is 5465 (TCPIP_PORT=5465) is shown in the following
sample.

TTLSRule                          DTCMSRV~1                                    

{                                                                               

  LocalAddr                       ALL                  

  RemoteAddr                      ALL                                        

  LocalPortRangeRef               portR1                                        

  RemotePortRangeRef              portR2                                        

  Direction                       Inbound                                       

  Priority                        255                                           

  TTLSGroupActionRef              enableGrpAct~ZM2D                             

  TTLSEnvironmentActionRef        eAct1~DTCMSRV                                

}                                                                               

TTLSGroupAction                   enableGrpAct~ZM2D                             

{                                                                               

  TTLSEnabled                     On

  Trace                           0                                     

##Trace                           255                                     

}                                                                                                            
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TTLSEnvironmentAction             eAct1~DTCMSRV                                

{                                                                               

  HandshakeRole                   Server                                        

  EnvironmentUserInstance         4                                             

  TTLSKeyringParmsRef             keyR1                                         

  TTLSCipherParmsRef              cipher1~AT-TLS__Silver                        

  TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParmsRef eAdv1~DTCMSRV                                

  Trace                           0

##Trace                           15                                            

}                                                                               

TTLSEnvironmentAdvancedParms      eAdv1~DTCMSRV                                

{                                                                               

  HandshakeTimeout                30                                            

  CertificateLabel                DTCMCERT                                     

  ClientAuthType                  PassThru                                      

}                                                                               

TTLSKeyringParms                  keyR1                                         

{                                                                               

  Keyring                         DTCMRING                                      

}                                                                               

TTLSCipherParms                   cipher1~AT-TLS__Silver                        

{                                                                               

  V3CipherSuites                  TLS_RSA_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA                      

  V3CipherSuites                  TLS_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA                 

  V3CipherSuites                  TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA                  

} 

## This is the Datacom Server listener port as coded in the TCPIP_PORT start up option                        

                                                                                  

PortRange                         portR1                                        

{                                                                               

  Port                            5465                                          

}                                                                               

PortRange                         portR2                                        

{                                                                               

  Port                            1024-65535                                    

}

Sample ESM Commands for Digital Certificates

Examples are provided for ACF2, RACF, and Top Secret Security (TSS).

ACF2

Create a signer certificate: 

GENCERT CERTAUTH +

  SU(CN='DTCMSRV-CA-CERT' +

  T='PROD' +

  OU='DATACOM SERVER' +

  O='Broadcom' +

  L='Plano' +

  ST='Texas' +

  C='US') +

KEYUSAGE(CERTSIGN) + 

EXPIRE(8/13/30) LABEL(CERTAUTH.DTCMCA)
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Create a personal certificate:

GENCERT DTCMSRV +

  SU(CN='DTCMSRV-CA-CERT' +

  T='PROD' +

  OU='DATACOM SERVER' +

  O='Broadcom' +

  L='Plano' +

  ST='Texas' +

  C='US') +

SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH LABEL(CERTAUTH.DTCMCA)) +

KEYUSAGE(HANDSHAKE DATAENCRYPT DOCSIGN) +

EXPIRE(8/13/21) LABEL(DTCMCERT)

Define a KEYRING: 

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(KEYRING)

INSERT DTCMSRV RINGNAME(DTCMRING)

Connect CERTDATA records to a KEYRING

SET LID

CONNECT CERTDATA(DTCMSRV) LABEL(DTCMCA) RINGNAME(DTCMRING) USAGE(CERTAUTH) DEFAULT

CONNECT CERTDATA(DTCMSRV) LABEL(DTCMCERT) RINGNAME(DTCMRING) USAGE(PERSONAL) DEFAULT

RACF

Create a signer certificate: 

RACDCERT CERTAUTH GENCERT +

  SUBJECTSDN(CN('DTCMSRV-CA-CERT') +

          T('PROD') +

          OU('DATACOM SERVER') +

          O('BROADCOM') +

          L('PLANO') +

          SP('TEXAS') +

          C('USA')) +

         KEYUSAGE(CERTSIGN) +

         WITHLABEL('DTCMCA') +

         NOTAFTER(DATE(2025/01/30)) +

         SIZE(1024)

Create a personal certificate:

RACDCERT ID(DTCMSRV) GENCERT +

        SUBJECTSDN(CN('DTCMSRV-SERVER-CERT') +

         T('PROD') +

         OU('DATACOM SERVER') +

         O('BROADCOM') +

         L('PLANO') +

         SP('TEXAS') +

         C('USA')) +

       WITHLABEL('DTCMCERT') SIZE(1024) +

       SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH LABEL('DTCMCA')) +

       KEYUSAGE(HANDSHAKE DATAENCRYPT DOCSIGN) +

       NOTAFTER(DATE(2025/01/30))

Create a Keyring:

    RACDCERT ADDRING(DTCMRING) ID(DTCMSRV)
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Connect the CA Certificate: 

    RACDCERT ID(DTCMSRV) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('DTCMCA') +

          RING(DTCMRING) +

          USAGE(CERTAUTH)

Connect the Personal Certificate: 

    RACDCERT ID(DTCMSRV) CONNECT(LABEL('DTCMCERT') +

          RING(DTCMRING) +

          USAGE(PERSONAL) DEFAULT)

Export the signer certificate in PKS12DER format:

    RACDCERT CERTAUTH EXPORT(LABEL('DTCMSRVCA')) +

  DSN('ELWLY02.DTCMCA.PKC12DER') +            

        FORMAT(PKCS12DER) +                         

        PASSWORD('dtcmsrv') 

                        

Export the personal certificate in PKCS12DER format:

    RACDCERT ID(DTCMSRV) EXPORT(LABEL('DTCMSRVCERT')) + 

         DSN('ELWLY02.DTCMCERT.PKC12DER') +               

  FORMAT(PKCS12DER) +                              

  PASSWORD('dtcmsrv')

Top Secret Security (TSS)

Create a signer certificate:  

TSS GENCERT(CERTAUTH) +

   DIGICERT(DTCMCA) +

   SUBJECTN('CN="DTCMSRV-CA-CERT" +

    T="PROD" +

    OU="DATACOM SERVER" +

    O="Broadcom" +

    L="Plano" +

    ST="Texas" +

    C="US") +

   KEYUSAGE(CERTSIGN) +

   LABLCERT(DTCMCA) +

   NADATE(DATE(12/31/2030)) +

   SIZE(1024)

Create a personal certificate:

TSS GENCERT(ELWLY02) +

   DIGICERT(DTCMCERT)

   SUBJECTN('CN=" DTCMSRV-SERVER-CERT" +

    T="PROD" +

    OU="DATACOM SERVER" +

    O="Broadcom" +

    L="Plano" +

    ST="Texas" +

    C="US") +

   LABLCERT(DTCMCERT) +

   SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH,DTCMSRV1) +

   KEYUSAGE(HANDSHAKE DATAENCRYPT DOCSIGN) +

   NADATE(DATE(12/31/2030)) 
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   SIZE(1024)

Create DTCMRING Keyring: 

      TSS ADDTO(DTCMSRV) KEYRING(DTCMRING)

  

Add CA Certificate DTCMRING:

      TSS ADDTO(DTCMSRV) KEYRING(DTCMRING) +

          RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,DTCMCA) 

   

Add Personal Certificate to DTCMRING:

      TSS ADDTO(DTCMSRV) KEYRING(DTCMRING) +

   RINGDATA(DTCMSRV,DTCMCERT)

Export signer certificate:

TSS EXPORT(CERTAUTH) +

   DIGICERT(DTCMCA) +

   DCDSN('ELWLY02.DTCMCA.PKC12DER') +

   PASSWORD('dtcmsrv')

Export personal certificate: 

TSS EXPORT(DTCMSRV) +

          DIGICERT(DTCMSTC)) +

          DSN('ELWLY02.DTCMSTC.PKC12DER') +

          PASSWORD('dtcmsrv')

JDBC Proxy Service Wrapper on USS
The JDBC Proxy service wrapper, cadcjsrv or cadcjs64, controls the JDBC Proxy using batch jobs or shell commands.
cadcjsrv is the 32-bit version of the JDBC Proxy service wrapper which spawns a 32-bit version of the JDBC Proxy with a
32-bit JVM. Likewise, cadcjsrv64 is the 64-bit version which spawns a 64-bit version of the JDBC Proxy with a 64-bit JVM.
In the following discussion, cadcjsrv and cadcjs64 can be used interchangeably.

• The BPXBATCH utility is used to invoke cadcjsrvh. For example:

//   BPXBATCH,PARM=’sh cadcjsrv start’

• Shell commands nay also be used to control the JDBC Proxy. The following format is valid when using a shell
command:

cadcjsrv <command> [<cadcjsrv options>] [-jvm] [<java options>]

cadcjs64 <command> [<cadcjsrv options>] [-jvm] [<java options>]

The service wrapper starts the JVM and passes control to the JDBC Proxy entry point.

• You can override the run-time options from the cadatacom.properties file by specifying them on the command line.
• All options that follow -jvm are passed unchanged to the JVM to allow specification of Java tuning and debugging

options.

When started in normal mode with the start option, the JDBC Proxy forks a new process and detaches from the terminal.
All tracing and debugging is written to the log file specified in the cadatacom.properties file. When started with the debug
option, the JDBC Proxy runs in the foreground and stays attached to the terminal. Pressing Enter shuts down the JDBC
Proxy.

Tracing output can be displayed on the terminal, redirected to the standard output, or written to the trace file. Messages to
the system log can also be echoed on the standard output file.
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The following commands are used to control the JDBC Proxy:

cadcjsrv start
Starts the JDBC Proxy as a background process.

cadcjsrv stop
Stops the JDBC Proxy.

cadcjsrv suspend
Suspends the JDBC Proxy.

cadcjsrv resume
Resumes the JDBC Proxy.

cadcjsrv status
Checks the JDBC Proxy status.

cadcjsrv debug
Starts the JDBC Proxy as a foreground process.

cadcjsrv usage
Displays the server usage.

In addition to the control commands, you can code the following options by entering them individually or through the
cadatacom.properties file. Valid options are as follows:

-?
Displays this information.

-b <seconds>
Sets the socket blocking timeout interval.

-d <option> [<option>]...
Sets debug trace options. Valid trace options are as follows:
buffer

Enables the native buffer display.
native

Enables the native trace.
object

Enables the native object display.
snap

Enables the object display.
trace

Enables the debug tracing.
stub

Enables the stub client. This option is intended for internal use.
util

Sends the trace to the utility log. This option is intended for internal use.
-h <addr>

Sets the host listener address or name.
-i <class> [<class>]...

Includes the <class> in trace.
-l <level>

Sets the trace log message level.
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-p CA Portal
Sets the host listener port.

-q <count>
Sets the host listener queue length.

-t <seconds>
Sets the server reply timeout interval.

-v [<level>]
Sets the syslog message level. Defaults to "verbose" if no level is set.

-w <seconds>
Sets the client wait timeout interval.

-x <class> [<class>]...
Excludes the <class> from trace.

JDBC Proxy Messages and Monitoring
The JDBC Proxy sends status messages to the system log or operator console. The messages have a standard format
to facilitate monitoring with Common Components and Services and other system management products. A message
number which conforms to the standard z/OS message format, PPPNNNNS, identifies these messages.

PPP
Designates a product-specific prefix, such as UJS.

NNNN
Designates a message number, such as 0000-9999.

S
Designates the severity level. The following are valid values:

• E (Error)
• W (Warning)
• I (Information)
• D (Debugging)

The destination and level of messages written are controlled by settings in the configuration file. Because the message
text can include additional information, only the message number should be used to identify specific events. Valid
messages sent include the following:

• UJS0001I - Server started
• UJS0002I - Server stopped
• UJS0003D - Server stopping
• UJS0004D - Server waiting for connection
• UJS0005I - Server suspended
• UJS0006I - Server resumed
• UJS0101I - Client thread started
• UJS0102I - Client thread stopped
• UJS0103D - Client thread stopping
• UJS0104I - Client thread to remote server
• UJS0105D - Client thread loaded class
• UJS0200E - General error
• UJS0201E - Socket I/O error
• UJS0202E - Packet protocol error
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JDBC Applications and the Windows Environment
The Datacom Server JDBC driver JAR file is installed with the Windows InstallShield package. You can find it in one of the
following locations:

c:\Program Files\CA\CA-DatacomServer\Java\Classes\cadcjdbc.jar

c:\Program Files (x86)\CA\CA-DatacomServer\Java\Classes\cadcjdbc.jar

This topic contains the following information:

CLASSPATH Environment

The CLASSPATH environment variable must be updated to include this location. The Windows InstallShield package
updates the CLASSPATH during installation.

NOTE
Program Files (x86) is the location of the 32-bit client code on a Windows 64-bit platform.

• The Datacom Server 15.0 JDBC driver is a JDBC 3.0 compliant driver and requires at least a Java 1.8 Java Virtual
Machine (JVM). The Java Runtime Environment (JRE) which includes the JVM must be installed before using the
Datacom Server JDBC driver. For more information regarding JRE installation and configuration go to www.java.com.
Note: The current implementation of the Datacom Server JDBC driver includes the methods that are implemented
in 15.0. Any additional methods introduced in Java 1.8 invoked would result in a "Not Implemented" exception being
thrown. For a list of methods introduced in Java 1.8, please refer to the Java 1.8 documentation.

WARNING
On 64-bit Windows platforms, a 64-bit JVM requires the 64-bit version of Datacom Server client. Likewise,
a 32-bit JVM requires the 32-bit version of Datacom Server client. In a single process, all the code must be
either 64-bit or 32-bit. The Server JDBC driver is written in Java which is platform independent. However, if
a JDBC application uses a Type 2 connection, the Server JDBC driver loads the native DLL’s or proprietary
interface code. In this case, the bitness of the JVM must match the bitness of the Datacom Server native
code.

• The proprietary interface or native DLLs are installed with the Windows install package and can be found in one of the
following locations:
c:\Program Files\CA\CA-DatacomServer

c:\Program Files (x86)\CA\CA-DatacomServer

NOTE
Program Files (x86) is the installation folder for the 32-bit version of the Datacom Server client software on a
64-bit Windows platform.

If you are using a JDBC Type 1 (JDBC-ODBC Bridge) or Type 2 connection, the PATH environment variable must be
updated to include this location. The Windows InstallShield package updates the PATH variable during installation.

• Applications can connect to a database using the JDBC DriverManager class with a URL or using a JNDI server with a
DatacomDataSource object.

• For an applet to use the JDBC driver, the classes must be accessible to web pages accessed from the web server,
and the subdirectory containing cadcjdbc.jar should be defined to the web server. For the Microsoft IIS, define a virtual
directory pointing to this directory.

JDBC Proxy and Windows

The JDBC Proxy is installed as an optional item when the JDBC driver is installed.

The Windows JDBC Proxy service wrapper, cadcjsrv32.exe or cadcjsrv64.exe, are installed in the Server installation
directory.

c:\Program Files\CA\CA-DatacomServer
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c:\Program Files (x86)\CA\CA-DatacomServer

You can start and stop the JDBC Proxy from the CA/Datacom Server submenu under All Programs. Additionally,
cadcjsrv32 or cadcjsrv64 can be invoked from the command line, as follows:

cadcjsrv32 <command> [<cadcjsrv options>] [-jvm] [<java options>]

cadcjsrv64 <command> [<cadcjsrv options>] [-jvm] [<java options>]

The following commands are used to control the JDBC Proxy using the command line interface.

NOTE
For demonstration purposes, cadcjsrv is used in place of cadcjsrv32 and cadcjsrv64 below.

cadcjsrv start
Starts the JDBC Proxy as a background process.

cadcjsrv stop
Stops the JDBC Proxy.

cadcjsrv suspend
Suspends the JDBC Proxy.

cadcjsrv resume
Resumes the JDBC Proxy.

cadcjsrv status
Checks the JDBC Proxy status.

cadcjsrv debug
Starts the JDBC Proxy as a foreground process.

cadcjsrv usage
Displays usage information.

Additionally, you can code the following options using the command line.

?
Displays this information.

-b <seconds>
Sets the socket blocking timeout interval.

-d <option> [<option>]...
Sets debug trace options. Valid trace options are as follows:

buffer
Enables the native buffer display.

native
Enables the native trace.

object
Enables the native object display.

snap
Enables the object display.

trace
Enables the debug tracing.

stub
Enables the stub client. This option is intended for internal use.

util
Sends the trace to the utility log. This option is intended for internal use.
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-h <addr>
Sets the host listener address or name.

-i <class> [<class>]...
Includes the <class> in trace.

-l <level>
Sets the trace log message level.

-p CA Portal
Sets the host listener port.

-q <count>
Sets the host listener queue length.

-t <seconds>
Sets the server reply timeout interval.

-v [<level>]
Sets the syslog message level. Defaults to "verbose" if no level is set.

-w <seconds>
Sets the client wait timeout interval.

-x <class> [<class>]...
Excludes the <class> from trace.

JDBC Proxy Service Wrapper as a Windows Service

The JDBC Proxy is controlled using the cadcjsrv.exe wrapper. This executable is used to start, stop, and check the status
of the JDBC Proxy. With Datacom Server Version 15.0, you can start and stop the JDBC Proxy using a Windows service.
Once installed, the Windows service can be used to control the JDBC Proxy instead of using the cadcjsrv.exe wrapper.
The Windows service is accessed the same way other Windows services are accessed, through the Control Panel ->
Administrative Tools -> Services application.

WARNING
The JDBC Proxy Service wrapper as a Windows Service does not work on Itanium machines, as JNA does not
support Windows on Itanium.

Using the JDBC Proxy Service Windows Service Wrapper

This section describes how to use the Datacom Proxy wrapper when it is installed as a Windows service.

Requirements

• JRE 8 - Java Runtime 8 needs to be installed on the machine.
• jna.jar - provides access to native libraries from Java programs. The jna.jar file is a community-developed class library.

Download the 3.3.x version of JNA and copy it to the Server installation folder, Java\Classes.
• cadcjdbc.jar - contains the Datacom JDBC driver and proxy classes.
• CLASSPATH - the system variable used by the Java programs. The jar file paths need to be appended to this variable.

NOTE
The Datacom Server installer adds these jar entries to the CLASSPATH variable during installation. The Proxy
service wrapper as a Windows service does not work on Itanium machines because JNA doesn’t support
Windows on an Itanium machine.

Installation

ProxyService is a Java program that is in cadcjdbc.jar. Using this Java program, you can install and uninstall one or more
Proxy Service wrappers as Windows services on the same computer. Each Proxy Service wrapper must have a unique
name and a unique port number.
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The following arguments are accepted by the ProxyService program:

-install
Installs the Proxy Service wrapper.

-uninstall
Uninstalls the Proxy Service wrapper.

-name xxxx
(Optional) Assigns a name to the service. The default is DatacomProxyService.

-desc xxxx
(Optional) Writes the service description. The default is “DatacomProxyService Description”.

-port xxxx
(Optional) Changes the port number of the service. The default is 3709.

-help | help | /? | <none>
Prints out the arguments and their usage.

Operation

The Proxy Service wrapper (ProxyService.java) can be invoked from a command prompt.

NOTE
Make sure that cadcjdbc.jar and jna.jar are in the classpath.

NOTE
The following command installs the Proxy Service wrapper with the default name and description:

CMD PROMPT\>java ca.datacom.proxy.proxyservice.ProxyService  -install

The following command installs the Proxy Service wrapper with the name “AProxy”, description “A Proxy Service” and the
JDBC Proxy runs on port 3999:

CMD PROMPT\>java ca.datacom.proxy.proxyservice.ProxyService  -install  -name “AProxy”  -desc “A Proxy Service”

  -port 3999

The following command uninstalls the Proxy Service wrapper that is named “AProxy”.

CMD PROMPT\>java ca.datacom.proxy.proxyservice.ProxyService  -uninstall  -name “AProxy”

NOTE
The order of the arguments is not significant.

Using Windows Service Control Manager (SCM)

Windows SCM can be accessed through the Control Panel -> Administrative Tools -> Services. SCM lists all the services
registered on that computer and shows their status. It also gives access to configure and control the services. If you have
registered a Proxy Service wrapper, you can see it in the list of services displayed by SCM.

Parameters

In the SCM, you can control and configure the listed services. However, for the Proxy Service wrappers, the only
parameter you can change is the port. This overrides all previous parameter values of port whether supplied through the
“cadatacom.properties” file or through the command line when the service was registered.

Events

SCM logs information about all the services and their states. The Proxy Service wrapper logs its events to the default
windows Application log. This log can be viewed through the Event Viewer available in the Control Panel -> Administrative
Tools -> Event Viewer.
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NOTE
Open the Application log to view all the logged messages, and double-click a particular log message to view it.
Note that the log also mentions the proxy name, which is helpful if you have multiple Proxy Service wrappers.

Data Source Definitions on Windows

A JDBC-enabled application can connect to a Datacom/DB database using the DriverManager class with a URL or using
JNDI with a DataSource object. Either technique can reference a data source name similar to an ODBC data source. This
data source name (DSN) is defined in the registry, where it is associated with the dictionary name of the catalog defining
the SQL schema, a node name identifying the Datacom system, and other optional information.

JDBC Proxy Configuration on Windows

Some of the JDBC Proxy settings can be customized with settings in the [Proxy] section through the Datacom/DB ODBC
Setup dialog. The trace file name is entered in “JDBC” entry on the Lop Options. The check box must be selected for
the trace name to have any effect. There are several properties that can be set through the JDBC Proxy tab in the setup
dialog. These properties are: Port, Wait Timeout, Reply Timeout, Trace internal calls and Snap Native Buffers. The ODBC
Setup Dialog will only be used if util.nojni is set to false in the cadatacom.properties file otherwise the values will be used
from the cadatacom.properties file or the options specified in the startup parameters from cadcjsrv.

Properties File Settings on Windows

The settings used by the JDBC driver and JDBC Proxy can be specified in the cadatacom.properties file, which has the
same format on all platforms. This includes many settings in the Options section, and all settings in the Proxy section.
Options used by the native libraries must be specified in the configuration file.

Server and the z/OS Environment
Datacom Server is installed into a subdirectory in the HFS. This subdirectory, which is specified when the product is
installed, is referred to in this document as /datacomdir. The format is as follows:

/datacomdir
Specifies the default location for configuration file and example JDBC scripts.

/datacomdir/bin
Specifies the shell scripts to run the JDBC Proxy and sample Java applications and compiled executable files,
including the JDBC Proxy service wrapper.

/datacomdir/lib
Specifies the Java archive files, including the JDBC driver and JDBC Proxy and shared object libraries used to
implement the native methods and client interfaces.

/datacomdir/samples
Specifies sample Java source code.

This topic contains the following topics:

Specifying Environment Variables in a z/OS Environment

Locations of the executables, DLLs, and Java class files for a z/OS application must be specified to use Datacom Server
in the USS environment. Set the standard UNIX environment variables to specify these locations:

PATH
Specifies the locations of executable files.

LIBPATH
Specifies the locations of DLL files.
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CLASSPATH
Specifies the locations of Java class files.

Optional environment variables specific to Datacom Server include the following:

CA_DATACOM
Specifies the configuration path.

For example, to run a JDBC application that uses the JDBC driver, these variables could be set as follows:

set PATH=$JAVA_HOME/bin:$PATH

export PATH

set LIBPATH=/datacomdir/mvs:$LIBPATH

export LIBPATH

set CLASSPATH=/datacomdir/lib/datacomjdbc.jar:$CLASSPATH

export CLASSPATH

In this case, $JAVA_HOME identifies the directory where Java is installed, and /datacomdir represents the directory
chosen when Datacom Server was installed. It is not necessary to include the /datacomdir/bin directory in the PATH to
run a Java application. It is also not necessary to set the PATH, LIBPATH, and CLASSPATH environment variables when
using the supplied shell scripts to run the JDBC Proxy. These environment variables are automatically set in the shell
scripts installed in the /datacomdir/bin directory, equivalent to the following:

set PATH=$JAVA_HOME/bin:/datacomdir/bin:$PATH

export PATH

set LIBPATH=/datacomdir/lib/mvs:$LIBPATH

export LIBPATH

set CLASSPATH=/datacomdir/lib/datacomjsrv.jar:$CLASSPATH

export CLASSPATH

NOTE
The shell scripts assume that JAVA_HOME has been set, typically in a user profile.

JDBC Proxy on USS

The JDBC Proxy is installed through the System Modification Program Extended (SMPE) and should be installed on the
same machine as the web server. The URL used by the applet identifies the address of the JDBC Proxy.

The USS version of the JDBC Proxy service wrapper, cadcjsrv.exe, is installed in the /datacom/bin/ Java subdirectory.
This version invokes the JVM using the Java command (as provided by the JRE or Java Development Kit (JDK) from
IBM). Configuration settings are maintained in the cadatacom.properties file. Issue the same JDBC Proxy commands to
control the USS version.

Configure Applications to Use Server on USS

JDBC-enabled applications running on z/OS must be able to find the Datacom Server executable files, which include both
Java classes and native DLLs. The PATH, LIBPATH, and CLASSPATH environment variables provide this information.

JDBC-enabled applets and applications running on other platforms need only the JDBC driver. The native DLLs are not
used on the remote system. The JDBC driver, cadcjdbc.jar, can be downloaded from the web server with the applet, or
can be installed in a directory named in the CLASSPATH environment variable on the remote system.

You can specify settings used by the JDBC driver and JDBC Proxy in the cadatacom.properties file, which has the same
format on all platforms. This includes many settings in the Options section, and all settings in the Proxy section. Options
used by the native libraries must be specified in the configuration file.
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For an applet to use the JDBC driver, the classes must be accessible to web pages accessed from the web server. These
classes are installed in a standard Java archive file, cadcjdbc.jar. The subdirectory containing this file should be defined to
the web server. For the IBM HTTP server, an entry similar to the following can be added to the httpd.conf file:

pass /datacomdir /datacomdir/lib

Data Source Definitions on USS

A JDBC-enabled application can connect to a Datacom/DB database using the DriverManager class with a URL or using
JNDI with a DatacomDataSource object. Either technique can reference a data source name similar to an ODBC data
source. This DSN is defined within the web server (for example, WebSphere), or in the application server environment.

NOTE
You can also specify this information using DriverPropertyInfo objects or in the DatacomDataSource.

Configure the JDBC Proxy on USS

The JDBC Proxy on USS can be customized with the same settings that are located in the cadatacom.properties file
[Proxy] options.

Properties File on USS

The cadatacom.properties file is used to specify settings used by the JDBC driver and JDBC Proxy that have the same
format on all platforms. This includes many settings in the Options section, and all settings in the Proxy section.

NOTE
The cadatacom.properties file on USS is expected to be an ASCII formatted file and will not be read if it is not in
ASCII format.

Server Installation UNIX
The Datacom Server client on UNIX requires a Java virtual machine (JVM). The UNIX distribution kernel version should
be 2.2.14 or later.

The JDBC driver can be used with UNIX versions on the Intel x86 and IBM S/390 platforms. It uses the
cadatacom.properties file for run-time options and the log and trace facility. You must use either the JDBC Proxy or a Type
4 driver connection on UNIX to run a JDBC application on the same machine.

This page contains the following topics:

Java Virtual Machine

A Java virtual machine (VM) is an interpreter that executes Java programs that are stored on a disk as class files.
Datacom Server conforms to the JDBC 4.0 specification and requires a Java 1.6 compliant virtual machine.

Java virtual machines are available as free downloads from Oracle and IBM, and other sources. Some JDBC 2.0
extensions require downloading additional Java libraries when used with Java 1.2 or 1.3, also available from Oracle.
Java 1.4 is required to use new features defined in JDBC 4.0, and includes all features defined in the JDBC 2.1 and 2.0
extensions.

The Oracle Java Plug-In is required to use the JDBC driver with applets running in Internet Explorer. The Java Plug-In is
installed with the Oracle JRE.

NOTE
Additional information about JDBC and Java is available from Oracle.
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JDBC Driver Installation on UNIX

Since UNIX systems communicate with the Datacom Server mainframe server through a proxy server or a Type 4 driver
connection, the only file that is needed for either a Driver or a datasource connection is cadcjdbc.jar. These files can be
copied from either the Windows environment or the USS environment. To verify that the jar file is installed correctly, one or
more of the Java samples can be copied as well. If cadcjdbc.jar is copied from a Windows system and it was installed, the
default install location cadcjdbc.jar is located in “C:\Program Files\CA\DatacomServer\Java\Classes”. If the cadcjdbc.jar
file is copied from USS, it is located in “/datacomdir/lib” where /datacomdir is the subdirectory that was specified when the
product was installed.

Follow these steps:

1. Create an installation directory in the file system. In this documentation, the installation directory is referred to as /
cadcdir.
Applications are commonly installed in “/opt” or “/usr/local” subdirectories. For example:
/opt/CA/cadcdir

Copy the cadcjdbc.jar file from either the Windows or USS directory noted above, into the directory in item 1.
2. Add an entry to the classpath environmental variable. The location of cadcjdbc.jar and sample Java files should be

set in the classpath to ensure that Java can locate the appropriate class/.jar files. The classpath can be set either as a
startup environmental variable or it can be set at execute time. The variable for UNIX is typically CLASSPATH.
For example, to run a JDBC application that uses the JDBC driver, this variable could be set as follows:

set CLASSPATH=/$CA_DATACOM/lib/cadcjdbc.jar:$CLASSPATH

export CLASSPATH

Data Source Definitions on UNIX Platforms

When the JDBC driver is used on UNIX, it must communicate with a Datacom system through a JDBC Proxy running on
Windows or z/OS. There is no need to define data sources in the properties file. A URL used by a JDBC application on
UNIX should specify the name of a data source defined on the machine where this JDBC Proxy is running.

Properties File on Other Platforms

All options can be specified in the properties file. The default file name for the property file is cadatacom.properties. On
UNIX, the properties file is equivalent to a configuration file.

Sample Programs and IVPs
The sample members are usage examples of different products and functions for the Datacom/DB product family. To use
any of these applications to verify the JDBC driver installation on any Java compatible platform, complete the following
steps:

1. Log in to Support, http://support.broadcom.com.
2. Go to Use and Disclosure of Sample Members
3. Click ACCEPT to accept the terms and conditions of this agreement as presented.

Completing these steps brings you to the "Sample Programs, JCL, data, Procedures,..." list of categories and links to the
samples.

Configure an ODBC data source in the ODBC Data Source Administrator. Then use the Test button on the Datacom/DB
ODBC Setup panel to verify that the ODBC driver (Windows only) is properly installed and configured.
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Add a SYSIN Statement to the Multi-User Facility Startup Job
The Datacom/DB Multi-User Facility (MUF) requires a SYSIN statement in its startup job to identify each of the Datacom
products and options operating with it. If a product or option is omitted from the list in the startup SYSIN, the MUF
does not permit the omitted product or option access to Datacom/DB. DBMUFPR is a job stream function produced
at installation that initializes the MUF. To modify your MUF startup options, add the appropriate SYSIN data in this job
stream.

If you are installing Datacom Server for the first time, add the following statement to the SYSIN in your MUF startup job:

DATACOM              DTCMSRVR

Note: For detailed information about the MUF startup options, see Datacom Core.

Post-Installation Steps for Datacom Server for 15.0
After you install Datacom Server, verify the installation, install UNIX, and activate Datacom Server for Auditor z/OS
support. Review details for each post-installation step.

Verify the Installation

Verification validates successful installation.

1. Create the startup JCL. You can use the CAYTMAC member YT15STRT as an example. Also review the section Start
Up Datacom Server.

2. Run the setup program at a workstation.

NOTE
When the demonstration starts, Datacom Server expects the MUF (with which it communicates) and CAICCI
to be active. If they are not active, the Datacom Server startup job does not complete successfully.

3. Connect to the mainframe.

If the connection fails, verify that the workstation entries were entered correctly. If the workstation entries are correct,
reinstall the product. If further problems occur, contact Broadcom Support.

Install the UNIX System Services

The CAIENF component of Common Components and Services must be installed before to the USS installation. The
LIBPATH in UNIX System Services should contain the directory to the libcci.so module.

1. Set up the LIBPATH to include the directory of the installed modules after the SMP/E component for Datacom Server
has been installed.

2. Point the USS CLASSPATH to the directory that includes the cadcjdbc.jar such as:

/u/users/datacom/dbsrv/cadcjdbdc.jar

3. Place the file in the CLASSPATH definition before executing it to verify the installation. The Java test program,
ListPersonnel class, is provided to verify the installation. This program expects the following syntax at execution:

java ListPersonnel -s servername -a applid -i sysid -u authid

-n userid -p password 

The servername, applid, and sysid are required runtime parameters. The authid is optional unless the default authid
has been changed from the default value of SYSUSR. The following parameters are passed to the application through
the command line:
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-s servername
Specifies the SVDBSPR, SERVERNAME= parameter value

-a applid
Specifies the SVDBSPR, APPLID= parameter value

-i sysid
Specifies the CAICCI Startup JCL SYSID= parameter value

-u authid
Specifies the authid to use

-n userid
Specifies the user ID to pass on the connection

-p password
Specifies the password to pass on the connection

Activate Datacom Server for Auditor z/OS Support

For Datacom Server to be fully auditable by Auditor, a specific load module must be available in the LPA. The CAIXLDB
$ module is provided in the CAYTLPA library for this purpose. If you are using the Datacom Server CAIXLDB$ module, it
must reside in the currently active LPA. You can meet this requirement in one of two ways:

• APF authorize the CAYTLPA library and add it to the LPA.
• Copy the CAIXLDB$ module into an APF Authorized library already in the LPA.

For more information about using the product, see Auditor for z/OS.

Ideal Option for DB2 and Datacom/AD 14.0 to 15.0 Upgrade
Learn about . Learn about steps to complete before beginning the upgrade process. Learn about the recommended order
for upgrading the Ideal for Datacom option for DB2.

Product: Ideal for Datacom Option for DB2

Version: 15.0

OS: z/OS

Ideal for Datacom 15.0 requires Datacom 15.0 with datadictionary that is fully upgraded to 15.0 to provide the new
DOCUMENT entity for use in Ideal for Datacom. The new CAAXLOAD can bring up the 15.0 MUF. Complete the steps in
the Datacom/AD 15.0 documentation for Performing an Active MUF Upgrade to update the datadictionary.

Like version 14.0, Datacom/AD 15.0, does not include CICS modules. The Datacom CICS Services component and IPC
CICS modules are not included on the Datacom/AD 15.0 installation. Install both components, Datacom CICS Services
and IPC, with load libraries concatenated before the CAAXLOAD. Datacom/AD 15.0 can execute with version 14.0 or 15.0
of IPC.

Before Beginning the Upgrade Process

1. Back up your complete Ideal for Datacom environment using VLSUTIL for all VLS files.
2. Use Datacom DBUTLTY to back up the datadictionary and CXX.
3. Complete the SMP/E install process using the Readme for Datacom/AD 15.0 solution RI88629 documentation.
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Recommended Order for Upgrading Your Ideal for Datacom Option for DB2 Environment

1. Upgrade Datacom/AD to 15.0 and follow instructions for Performing an Active MUF Upgrade to upgrade the
datadictionary and Dynamic Systems Tables, preserving all Ideal for Datacom entities. See the README for Datacom/
AD solution RI88629.

2. Upgrade IPC to 15.0 and concatenate the load library ahead of Datacom/AD 15.0 to verify the environment. Ideal
for Datacom 14.0 can function with some minor discrepancies with IPC 15.0. However, Ideal for Datacom 15.0 is
recommended to execute with IPC 15.0. See the README for IPC solution RI64942.

NOTE
Until IPC is upgraded, IPC 14.0 libraries can be concatenated before the Datacom/AD 15.0 libraries and
function with Ideal for Datacom 14.0.

3. Upgrade Ideal for Datacom to 15.0 for complete compatibility with IPC 15.0. See the Readme for Datacom IDEAL
solution RI65881.

4. Upgrade Datacom CICS Services to DBC 15.0. There are no specific upgrade processes. Therefore, DBC 15.0 can
be installed and the load library can be concatenated ahead of your Datacom/AD load library. This action verifies the
environment before or after the Datacom/AD upgrade process. See the Readme for Datacom CICS Services solution
RI67398.

Ideal Option for DB2 and Datacom/AD 14.0 to 15.1 Upgrade
Upgrade instructions for Ideal Option for DB2 and Datacom/AD 14.0 to 15.1. View product, versions, operating system,
prerequisite steps, order for upgrade steps.

Product:

Ideal™ for Datacom Option for DB2

Versions:

15.0, 15.1

OS:

z/OS

Ideal for Datacom 15.0 requires Datacom 15.0 with Datadictionary fully upgraded to 15.0 to provide the new DOCUMENT
entity for use in Ideal for Datacom. The new CAAXLOAD can bring up the 15.1 MUF. Complete the steps in the Datacom/
AD 15.1 documentation for performing an active MUF upgrade to update the Datadictionary. Datacom/AD 15.1, does
not include CICS modules. The Datacom CICS Services component and IPC CICS modules are not included on the
Datacom/AD 15.1 installation. Install both components, Datacom CICS Services and IPC, with load libraries concatenated
before the CAAXLOAD.

Before Beginning the Upgrade Process

1. Back up your complete Ideal for Datacom environment using VLSUTIL for all VLS files.
2. Use Datacom DBUTLTY to back up the Datadictionary and CXX.
3. Complete the SMP/E install process using the Readme for Datacom/AD 15.1 documentation.

Recommended Order for Upgrading Your Ideal™ for Datacom Option for DB2 Environment

1. Upgrade Datacom/AD to 15.1 using the Performing a 14.0  to 15.1 Active MUF Upgrade documentation.
2. Upgrade IPC to 15.1 and concatenate the load library ahead of Datacom/AD 15.1 using the README for IPC 15.1

documentation.
3. Upgrade Ideal™ for Datacom to 15.1 using the Readme for Ideal 15.1 documentation.
4. Upgrade Datacom CICS Services to 15.1 using the Readme for Datacom CICS Services 15.1 documentation.
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Ideal Option for DB2 and Datacom/AD 15.0 to 15.1 Upgrade
Ideal option for DB2 and Datacom/AD 15.0 to 15.1 upgrade instructions. Review product, versions, operating system,
prerequisite steps, and recommended order for upgrade steps.

Product:

Ideal™ for Datacom Option for DB2

Versions:

15.0, 15.1

OS:

z/OS

Ideal™ for Datacom 15.0 requires Datacom 15.0 with Datadictionary fully upgraded to 15.0 to provide the new
DOCUMENT entity for use in Ideal™ for Datacom. The new CAAXLOAD can bring up the 15.1 MUF. Upgrading from
Datacom/AD 15.0 with Datadictionary 15.0 only requires the SMP/E installation. Datacom/AD 15.1, does not include
CICS modules. The Datacom CICS Services component and IPC CICS modules are not included on the Datacom/AD
15.1 installation. Install both components, Datacom CICS Services and IPC, with load libraries concatenated before the
CAAXLOAD.

Before Beginning the Upgrade Process

1. Back up your complete Ideal™ for Datacom environment using VLSUTIL for all VLS files.
2. Use Datacom DBUTLTY to back up the Datadictionary and CXX.
3. Verify that the Datadictionary is 15.0 by checking for message DB00915I in the MUF job to confirm DBID 2 and 15 are

“ DEFINITION VERSION 15.0”.
4. Complete the SMP/E install process using the Readme for Datacom/AD 15.1 documentation.

Recommended Order for Upgrading Your Ideal™ for Datacom Option for DB2 Environment

1. Upgrade Datacom/AD to 15.1. Upgrade from Datacom/AD 15.0 requires the SMPE installation only. Replace the
Datacom/AD 15.0 CAAXLOAD with the Datacom/AD 15.1 CAAXLOAD.

2. Upgrade IPC to 15.1 and concatenate the load library ahead of Datacom/AD 15.1 using the Readme for IPC 15.1
documentation.

3. Upgrade Ideal™ for Datacom to 15.1 using the Readme for Ideal 15.1 documentation.
4. Upgrade Datacom CICS Services to 15.1 using the Readme for Datacom CICS Services 15.1 documentation.
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Administrating
As a database or system administrator, you can customize and maintain operations on Datacom components or systems.

Administrating Datacom CICS Services
This section describes the tasks for administrating Datacom CICS Services. This section includes information such as
commands, recovery and restart procedures, and monitoring and controlling resources.

Initiating Services
The first invocation of the DCCOCPR program initiates Datacom CICS Services. Accomplish this first invocation in either
of the following ways:

• Automatically by execution of the PLT entry when CICS is brought up
• Manually by issuing DBOC STARTUP or DBEC PERFORM,STARTUP while in a CICS session

This topic contains the following information:

Initiation Steps

Whether initiation is automatic or manual, it consists of the following steps:

1. Loading of DBCVTPR, which contains a list of all programs and User Requirements Tables (URTs) accessible to
Datacom CICS Services.
a. Formatting internal control blocks for Load List, Trace entries, user tables, and MUF system blocks (MSBs).
b. Verifying that DBCVTPR contains the core mark for the current release.

2. Loading of DBINRPR through a CICS LOAD. CICS System Definition data set (CSD) entries are provided for
DBINRPR, DBSIDPR, DBDUMPR, DBSGMPR, and DBXCIPR for z/OS and DBINRPR, DBSIDPR, DBDMPPR, and
DBSGMPR for z/VSE.

NOTE
Required for z/OS sites. Use this method, because it conserves resources and does not require an
authorized library.

3. Loading Datacom CICS Services modules.
a. Verifying that all modules are from a valid release level, and verifying URTs are valid online Datacom/DB URTs.
b. Activating any other Broadcom product which is specified for support.

4. Allocating storage for the number of threads that are specified by the USERS= parameter of the DBCVTPR assembly.
5. Creating the hashing table for URT search requirements.
6. Connecting to the MUF specified by the DBSIDPR default module or to multiple MUFs specified by SIDNAME= and

CONNECT=PLT.
7. Opening of URTs not specified as operands of the DEFER= or AUTO= parameters of the DBCVTPR assembly.
8. Generating one message per MUF to indicate whether Datacom CICS Services was able to connect to that MUF.
9. Writing a message to the console stating that the Datacom CICS Services is started, to identify the operator or PLT.

Automatic Initiation

We recommend that you include the PLT entry contained on the installation tape so that Datacom CICS Services is
initiated automatically. If you prefer to manually control when Datacom CICS Services is initiated, do not include the
PLT entry during installation. If you omit the PLT entry, an information message is issued on the first use of the DBOC
transaction. It is necessary when Datacom CICS Services is not automatically started that the first command is either a
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DBOC STARTUP or a DBEC P,STARTUP command to verify a complete startup. Otherwise, a partial startup is done and
your system state is unpredictable.

DBOC or DBEC STARTUP currently generate the information for the command "DBOC INQ=GENOPTS" automatically.
This change generates an additional report for the "DBOC INQ PTF" to display the PTF level of every Datacom CICS
Services module as well.

Only a master operator is authorized to issue a DBOC/DBEC command that initiates Datacom CICS Services. All other
operators or other inquire operands receive a message stating that Datacom CICS Services is not started. For more
information, see MSTOPR=.

Manual Initiation

To manually initiate Datacom CICS Services, invoke the STARTUP command in the following format:

DBOC STARTUP

Or

DBEC PERFORM,STARTUP

DBOC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Operational commands to control system resources. Leave a
space between the transaction ID and the command.

DBEC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Enhanced commands to control MUFs/URTs and startup/
shutdown. Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.

P, PER, PERform
(Required) Command that Datacom CICS Services perform the specified action. (PER and P are valid
abbreviations.)

STARTup
(Required) Initiates Datacom CICS Services, when entered by a user who is designated as master operator in
DBCVTPR.

NOTE
A return code of 36 is passed to an application program which issues a Datacom/DB request before the
initialization of Datacom CICS Services.

Shutting Down Services
Shut down Datacom CICS Services automatically or manually. Review manual shutdown requirements, DBOC or DBEC
transactions, formats, descriptions, and results. Review requirements, instructions, and results for automatic shutdown.

We recommend including the PLT entry that is contained on the release tape during the installation of Datacom CICS
Services. Therefore, Datacom CICS Services is shut down automatically under normal conditions.

NOTE
Before shutting down Datacom CICS Services manually or automatically, z/VSE systems using the Datacom/
DB Multi-Guest Sharing option or non-shared VAE configuration must close all User Requirements Tables
(URTs). If any URTs are open when Datacom CICS Services shuts down in a z/VSE system with one of these
configurations, CICS abends.
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Manual Shutdown

During a Datacom CICS Services session, use the SHUTDOWN command in a DBOC or DBEC transaction under the
following circumstances:

• You did not include the PLT entry during installation.
• An emergency requires immediate shutdown of Datacom CICS Services.
• CICS is to terminate through CSMT or CEMT transactions with immediate shutdown.

Invoke the SHUTDOWN command using one of the following formats:

DBOC SHUTDOWN

DBEC PERFORM,SHUTDOWN

DBOC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Operational commands to control system resources. Leave a
space between the transaction ID and the command.

DBEC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Enhanced commands to control MUFs/URTs and startup/
shutdown. Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.

P, PER, PERform,
(Required) Command that Datacom CICS Services perform the specified action. (PER and P are valid
abbreviations.)

SHUTdown
(Required) Shuts down Datacom CICS Services

Issuing the SHUTDOWN command has the following results:

• If update requests are in progress, they are allowed to finish. Therefore, the URT status is changed from OPEN to
CLOSING and the MUF connection is changed from CONNECTED to DISCONNECTING. When current tasks are
complete, the URT is closed and the MUF is disconnected.

• Shutdown statistics are printed in the Message Log file (DBOC).
• All CICS resources that Datacom CICS Services uses are released.
• A message stating that the Datacom CICS Services has been shut down is written to the console identifying the

operator.

NOTE
To reinitiate Datacom CICS Services after DBOC SHUTDOWN is issued, the master operator (in DBCVTPR)
can enter the DBOC STARTUP command or the DBEC PERFORM,STARTUP command.

Automatic Shutdown

Datacom CICS Services is designed to shut down automatically through execution of the PLT entry when CICS is brought
down (first quiesce stage). Automatic, non-immediate shutdown consists of two phases. During the first phase, no new
transactions are accepted, but the following current operations are processed to completion:

• Applications that are specified in the DFHXLT Table
• Active conversational transactions
• Datacom/DB  requests having or waiting for exclusive control

When all active transactions have been processed, the second phase of the automatic shutdown is invoked. The second
phase consists of the following steps:

1. All opened URTs are closed.
2. All connected MUFs are disconnected.
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3. Statistics, like those resulting from the following commands, are written to the Message Log file (DBOC) and reset:
– DBOC INQ=STATS
– DBOC INQ=CODES
– DBOC INQ=USERS

4. All CICS resources that Datacom CICS Services uses are released.

Recovery and Restart Procedures
Learn how to perform a recovery and restart if CICS and the Multi-User Facility abend. Learn about resynchronization,
user and system actions, and emergency restart considerations for Datacom CICS Services when operating with more
than one MUF.

When CICS and the MUF go down, use the following recovery and restart procedures:

1. Run the COMM STATUS function of the Datacom/DB  Utility (DBUTLTY) to release all threads that are not in doubt.
NOTE
For more information, see the DBUTLTY Reference.

2. Bring up the MUF.
3. Warm start CICS.

Before the re-synchronization process for resolving the in-doubt status can start, make certain the following steps are
complete:

1. Enable the MUF.
2. Complete a warm start of CICS.
3. Start up Datacom CICS Services if DCCOCPR is not in the PLT, DBEC P,STARTUP, or DBOC STARTUP.
4. Connect Datacom CICS Services to the MUF (or MUFs). If the connect type is not PLT, DBEC I,MUF(??), issue C for

connect.

If DCCOCPR is not in the CICS PLT or if the DBCSID does not have CONNECT=PLT, Step 3. or Step 4. may have to be
done manually with DBOC STARTUP and possibly a DBEC P,CONNECT.

CICS Abend

User Action

When CICS abends, use the following procedures to synchronize all the updates to Datacom/DB, VSAM, and any other
file access.

1. Execute the COMM OPTION=STATUS function of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) to notify the MUF that CICS has
abended. The MUF then frees the threads that are used by CICS and accomplishes the transaction backout for the in-
flight task in CICS. This must be the batch execution and not from the console to be effective.

2. Bring up CICS by running Emergency Restart.

System Action

During the emergency restart process, CICS automatically accomplishes the transaction backout process for all the tasks
in-flight when the abend occurred.

XRF

Datacom CICS Services runs in a XRF environment but does not reestablish CONNECT-MUF conditions from the
previous CICS.
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CICS Emergency Restart Environmental Considerations

If your site connects to only one MUF and no other resources, emergency restart considerations have not changed
compared to the previous release, and you therefore do not need the information in this section. When there is only one
resource (not records) being updated, a single-phase commit is involved but no two-phase commits.

If your site has Datacom/DB transactions that also update other resources, such as the VSAM and Db2 products of IBM,
or if more than one MUF is involved in the same transaction, this section contains important information.

We recommend that you always do a WARM START of CICS in a production environment, even if no more CICS
production work is to be done then. The only WARM START exception to this might be if Datacom/DB is the only updating
resource and it is using only one MUF, that is, it is not using VSAM, DB2, or DL/I, and so on.

NOTE
In an XRF environment, the CICS APPLID must be the same as the original CICS for the connection process to
work.

Because Datacom CICS Services only runs in a CICS Transaction Server, Datacom CICS Services fully exploits the
CICS two-phase commit protocol, including INDOUBTWAIT for both z/VSE and z/OS. It is a Best Practice to always
use WARMSTART. For those sites already using the CICS WARM START recovery option, Datacom CICS Services
works without requiring any additional steps to re-synchronize Datacom/DB with CICS. There can be more steps that are
required for those sites that choose to continue using the CICS COLD START recovery option.

If CICS or Datacom/DB abends while transactions are in two-phase commit, those records that were updated may exist
in an in-doubt state. Such records are no longer available for updating by batch or online until the same CICS APPLID
and Datacom/DB have reconnected with each other and all in-doubt states have been resolved. That is to say, records
in an in-doubt state remain in that state and cannot be updated until the associated CICS APPLID is reconnected. In
previous releases, when a CICS abend occurred records were either committed or backed out almost at once. For further
information, see messages DC00501I, DC00502E, DC00503I, and DC00504I, including the example in DC00504I.

It is important to understand and test the ramifications of the previously discussed information before placing Datacom
CICS Services into a production environment. To summarize, the changes of which you should be aware are as follows:

• There is greater integrity or a higher degree of integrity and more automation for CICS and Datacom/DB MUF restarts
from system abends.

• Substantial delays can occur on subsequent updates while records are in an in-doubt state.
• CICS must be restarted and connected to Datacom/DB to clear in-doubt conditions, if it was the CICS that abended.
• If the Datacom/DB MUF abended but CICS remained running, only the Datacom/DB MUF must be restarted and

reconnected to CICS to eliminate in-doubt states.
• Only those transactions in the middle of a two-phase commit when the system abend occurs are affected. Here the

term system abend can mean that CICS abended, or the MUF abended, or both abended. The term middle as used
here is a complex term that must be considered for each MUF involved between its Phase 1 request (LOGPR) and its
Phase 2 request (COMIT). For the same task, the two-phase commit may be at different phases for different MUFs
involved. Only those MUFs for a given task that are between LOGPR and COMIT are in-doubt, while there can be
other MUFs records for this same task that would not be in-doubt from the system abend.

• When CICS and Datacom/DB are reconnecting and in-doubt status conditions are being resolved, message
DC00501I, DC00502E, DC00503I, or DC00504I is generated to inform you about what actions were taken by
Datacom/DB for each in-doubt MUF/unit of work.

• A CICS COLD START does not clear an in-doubt condition in Datacom/DB.
CICS COLD START requires a manual recovery. All CICS in-doubt log records are lost and therefore automated
recovery is impossible. A manual recovery is often dangerous and time consuming. During this time, those in-doubt
records cannot be updated by any task or job.
Datacom/DB has provided a way to manually resolve those in-doubt states. Sites must interrogate all other updateable
resources (other Datacom and non Datacom) to determine if those other resources were committed, backed out, or
mixed. This interrogation must take place on each task in question.
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For example, a CICS abends while a given task containing Db2, VSAM, and Datacom/DB was in a SYNCPOINT. CICS
was then cold started. The DB2 records then might be committed while the VSAM records were not, and MUF records
are in-doubt. A decision, then, must be made for both the VSAM and MUF records.
CICS COLD STARTs are therefore not recommended for production CICS systems.

• The following steps explain manually re-synchronizing Datacom/DB for a cold start. Remember that these steps should
only be done after the interrogation phase has been completed. Datacom CICS Services provides a message to warn
the site that a cold start has been done and what units of work must be researched from the perspective of Datacom/
DB.
– The Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) COMM STATUS function must be run. The site has to decide on an individual

case by case basis whether this unit of work is to be committed or backed out. The site must run a COMM
REQCOMIT or a COMM REQROLBK  for each cold-started sequence number after determining whether it was
committed in CICS or backed out in CICS. For more information, see the DBUTLTY Reference page.

– COMM REQCOMIT and COMM REQROLBK can only be run after CICS has been brought up and reconnected to
Datacom/DB.

NOTE

• In z/OS environments, the term log records means "MVS LOGGER records for CICS."
• In VSE environments means, the term log records "records in the CICS journal files."

MUF ABEND

When the MUF abends but CICS regions do not abend, Datacom CICS Services detects the abend and performs the
following steps:

Datacom CICS Services Action

1. The Datacom/DB interface sends a Datacom/DB return code 86 to the request once it detects that the MUF has
abended.

2. Datacom CICS Services closes all open User Requirements Tables (URTs) and marks them for reopening. Datacom
CICS Services is typically restarted automatically when end users run reconnection transactions. If CICS transactions
continue flowing to Datacom/DB, no action is required by anyone. Transactions continuing to flow automatically cause
reconnections to MUF. If no work is flowing, no automatic processing is possible. Work generated in the CICS region
or a manual connection using DBEC I,MUF(??) again makes automatic processing possible.

3. Datacom CICS Services frees all the resources.
4. After Datacom CICS Services has freed all resources for any Datacom/DB request from the application program,

Datacom CICS Services attempts to reconnect to the MUF. If the reconnect fails, Datacom CICS Services passes
return code 36 back to the application program.

User Action

Follow this procedure to return all URTs to their original status, that is, the status they had before the MUF abend.

1. Do not issue DBOC OPEN/CLOSE commands or use DBEC to perform any OPEN/CLOSE after return code 86 is issued
until you see the message DC00187I in the CICS JES job log for z/OS or the console log for VSE. If an OPEN/CLOSE
is issued, the process to restore the originally opened status of the URTs cannot be accomplished automatically by
Datacom CICS Services (to restore the URT environment manually, you have to issue the DBOC OPEN or RESTART
command after the MUF has been enabled).

2. After the MUF has been enabled, Datacom CICS Services can be restarted. This restart of Datacom CICS Services
is usually restarted automatically by the end users running transactions that drive this work of reconnection. Typically,
there is no action that is needed as long as CICS transactions are still flowing to Datacom/DB. This drives the
connection back to MUF automatically. If no work is flowing, then no automatic processing is possible until work is
generated in the CICS region or a manual connection is made using the DBEC I,MUF(??) connection.

System Action
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The first Datacom/DB request following the MUF startup establishes communication between the MUF and Datacom
CICS Services. Upon first request from a CICS application program, Datacom CICS Services automatically allocates
needed resources and reopens all the URTs which were open when the MUF abended. No operator action is required to
handle a URT that was open when the MUF abended.

Display Utility (DBUT)—Examine CICS Region Online
Learn how to examine online information in your CICS region with the Display Utility (DBUT) in Datacom CICS Services.
Find examples of the DBUT display format, DBUT command syntax, and DBUT usage example.

The Display Utility (DBUT) enables you to examine online whatever is stored in your CICS region. This utility gives you the
ability to display any CICS program or CICS storage beginning at a specified address. We recommend that you implement
tight security measures for access to the DBUT transaction.

DBUT Display Format

Issuing a DBUT transaction results in a display similar to the following screen:

 (1)                                                             (2)
DBUT=13F67A0                                                 ADDRESS=013F67A0
 
ADDRESS  OFFSET  -------  DATA IN HEX FORMAT ------- -CHARACTER FORMAT- ADDRESS
                 +0       +4       +8       +C         0   4   8   C
 
013F67A0  +0000  30001854 47F0C238 58404074 12444780 *.....0B..  .....* 013F67A0
013F67B0  +0010  C2421994 4780C26A 47F0C22E 18455840 *B..m..B..0B.... * 013F67B0
013F67C0  +0020  40DC1244 4780C258 19944780 C26A47F0 * .....B..m..B..0* 013F67C0
013F67D0  +0030  C24458F0 CF9A055F 41F00008 41000008 *B..0.....0......* 013F67D0
013F67E0  +0040  47F0CEFE 182A185B 1F11BF17 B02DB20A *.0.....$........* 013F67E0
013F67F0  +0050  00005010 606C4330 6060B20A 300018A4 *..&.-%..--.....u* 013F67F0
013F6800  +0060  58300010 58F03148 58F0F008 05EF4700 *.....0...00.....* 013F6800
013F6810  +0070  000012FF 4770C258 18B518A2 18911FFF *......B....s.j..* 013F6810
013F6820  +0080  BFF79019 19BF4770 C2589110 900E47E0 *.7......B.j.....* 013F6820
013F6830  +0090  C2589101 900E4780 C2E841E0 00101829 *B.j.....BY......* 013F6830
013F6840  +00A0  1B2E5820 2008BF2F 20404780 C2E85820 *......... ..BY..* 013F6840
013F6850  +00B0  20305820 201441E0 20149120 E0084710 *..........j.....* 013F6850
013F6860  +00C0  C2F658F0 9020BFF8 CF6D12FF 4780C258 *B6.0...8......B.* 013F6860
013F6870  +00D0  58F0CF9A 055F43B0 6060B20A B00058B0 *.0......--......* 013F6870
013F6880  +00E0  60249120 606147E0 C314BFB8 CF6D5850 *-.j.-/..C......&* 013F6880
013F6890  +00F0  CF960DE5 55F0CF7A 4780CEFE 12FF4770 *.o.V.0.:........* 013F6890
013F68A0  +0100  CE1AD207 D148C00D D207D150 C015D207 *..K.J...K.J&..K.* 013F68A0
013F68B0  +0110  D158C01D 58300010 59B03008 4780C378 *J.............C.* 013F68B0
013F68C0  +0120  58F00224 58F0F150 58F0F0EC 59B0F00C *.0...01&.00...0.* 013F68C0
 (3)      (4)              (5)                         (6)               (7)

The DBUT display has the following areas:
(1)

Command entry field.
(2)

Starting address of displayed storage.

NOTE
The remainder of the display is filled with lines that contain the following fields.

(3) and (7)
Starting address of this line of the displayed storage
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(4)
Offset of this line of displayed storage

(5)
16 bytes of data in hexadecimal format

(6)
The same 16 bytes of data in character format

For dynamic terminals with screen width of 140 or more will appears as follows:

   
DBUT=13F67A0                                                ADDRESS=013F67A0              
                                            
                                                                                          
                                             
 ADDRESS  OFFSET                  ------  DATA IN HEX FORMAT ------                       
           -CHARACTER FORMAT-         ADDRESS
                  +0       +4       +8       +C        +10      +14      +18      +1C     
   0   4   8   C   10  14  18  1C            
                                                                                          
                                             
 013F67A0  +0000  A25DA728 00845880 00105850 811458F0  50140DEF 98E31010 58F00380 5810F00C
  *s)x..d.....&a..0&...qT...0....0.* 013F67A0
 013F67C0  +0020  41101008 5010B0DC 183150B0 300050C0  300450A0 3008D700 30101010 96403010
  *....&.....&...&...&...P.....o ..* 013F67C0
 013F67E0  +0040  17114310 B11CA708 001F41E0 B15058F0  B0BCE50E E000F000 A7780001 B24A0007
  *......x......&.0..V...0.x....¢..* 013F67E0
 013F6800  +0060  8C000030 4210B11C A708000F 41E0B170  58F0B154 E50EE000 F0001711 4310B11C
  *........x........0..V...0.......* 013F6800
 013F6820  +0080  A7580003 180541E0 B0C458F0 B158E50E  E000F000 17114310 B11C1805 41E0B0C8
  *x........D.0..V...0............H* 013F6820
 013F6840  +00A0  58F0B15C E50EE000 F0001711 4310B11C  180541E0 B0CC58F0 B160E50E E000F000
  *.0.*V...0..............0.-V...0.* 013F6840
 013F6860  +00C0  17114310 B11C1805 41E0B0D0 58F0B164  E50EE000 F0001711 4310B11C 180541E0
  *.............0..V...0...........* 013F6860
 013F6880  +00E0  B0D458F0 B168E50E E000F000 5840B0DC  94BF4010 DC0FB170 A2A91827 947FB221
  *.M.0..V...0.. ..m. .....sz..m"..* 013F6880
 013F68A0  +0100  1837A748 00104163 B16FD200 B2206000  9540B220 A7740007 9680B221 1E37A7F4
  *..x......?K...-.n ..x...o.....x4* 013F68A0
 013F68C0  +0120  003A95C1 B220A744 000695C9 B220A7D4  003195D1 B220A744 000695D9 B220A7D4
  *..nA..x...nI..xM..nJ..x...nR..xM* 013F68C0
 013F68E0  +0140  002995E2 B220A744 000695E9 B220A7D4  002195F0 B220A744 000695F9 B220A7D4
  *..nS..x...nZ..xM..n0..x...n9..xM* 013F68E0
 013F6900  +0160  0019954B B220A784 0015956D B220A784  0011957C B220A784 000D957B B220A784
  *..n...xd..n...xd..n@..xd..n#..xd* 013F6900
 013F6920  +0180  0009955B B220A784 00051829 A7F40003  1E371934 A7240009 1927A774 00069180
  *..n$..xd....x4......x.....x...j.* 013F6920
 013F6940  +01A0  B221A784 FFB21934 A7240016 1927A774  00134183 B16FD200 B2208000 9540B220
  *..xd....x.....x....c.?K.....n ..* 013F6940
 013F6960  +01C0  A7840003 18291E37 1934A724 00051927  A784FFF1 1232A784 003E1829 BF3FB0CC
  *xd........x.....xd.1..xd........* 013F6960
 013F6980  +01E0  A784000C 1937A784 0009A73E 0002A784  00051935 A7740003 18271242 A7840031
  *xd....xd..x...xd....x.......xd..* 013F6980
 013F69A0  +0200  1935A774 00085840 02249106 4073A784  002E1839 BF2FB0D0 A7840009 A72E0002
  *..x.... ..j. .xd........xd..x...* 013F69A0
 013F69C0  +0220  A7840005 1925A774 00031837 1223A784  00241839 5820B0C4 A72E0002 A7840005
  *xd....x.......xd.......Dx...xd..* 013F69C0
 013F69E0  +0240  1925A774 00031837 1223A774 0020A7F4  001AA758 03205050 B0B8A7F4 0018A7E8
  *..x.......x...x4..x...&&..x4..xY* 013F69E0
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 013F6A00  +0260  030250E0 B0B8A7F4 0012A718 03235010  B0B8A7F4 000CA728 03035020 B0B8A7F4
  *..&...x4..x...&...x4..x...&...x4* 013F6A00
 013F6A20  +0280  0006A758 03225050 B0B8BFEF B0B8A774  02A3A7E5 067FD70F B228B228 58400010
  *..x...&&......x..txV."P...... ..* 013F6A20
 013F6A40  +02A0  5860408C 58306174 41503014 1825BF6F  5000A774 00051827 A7F40003 18291242
  *.- .../..&.....?&.x.....x4......* 013F6A40
 013F6A60  +02C0  A774005D 947FB238 58405000 1224A784  00564070 B11AA748 00149180 B238A774
  *x..)m"... &...xd.. ...x...j...x.* 013F6A60
 013F6A80  +02E0  003F4880 B11AA586 00005020 B0A05860  B0A01848 89400003 A74AFFF8 58E4600C
  *......vf..&....-....i ..x¢.8.U-.* 013F6A80
 013F6AA0  +0300  50E0B110 58F46010 50F0B10C 126FA784  00175060 B09C1846 D20FB12D 6008D50F
  *&....4-.&0...?xd..&-....K...-.N.* 013F6AA0
 013F6AC0  +0320  B12DB170 A774000C 9680B238 5840B09C  D20FB12D 4018D20F B228B12D 1E874080
  *....x...o.... ..K... .K......g .* 013F6AC0
 013F6AE0  +0340  B11AA748 00144880 B11AA586 00001984  A7240006 9180B238 A784FFCB 9180B238
  *..x.......vf...dx...j...xd..j...* 013F6AE0
 013F6B00  +0360  A7740006 18455820 20081842 9180B238  A7740005 1222A774 FFAED20F B180B228
  *x...........j...x.....x...K.....* 013F6B00
 013F6B20  +0380  D70FB11D B11DD50F B180B11D A7840056  5820B184 4830B18A A5360000 89300003
  *P.....N.....xd.....d....v...i...* 013F6B20
 013F6B40  +03A0  A73AFFF8 5863200C 5060B104 58832010  5080B108 18281838 5080B0D8 5820B0D8
  *x..8....&-...c..&.......&..Q...Q* 013F6B40
 013F6B60  +03C0  18621832 91406028 A7740005 1837A7F4  00031839 18431937 A7740008 A7580721
  *....j -.x.....x4........x...x...* 013F6B60
 013F6B80  +03E0  5050B0B8 A7F4005B 18365850 601C4840  6022A546 00008940 0003A74A FFF85884
  *&&..x4.$...&-.. -.v...i ..x¢.8.d* 013F6B80
 013F6BA0  +0400  500C58E4 501050E0 B0E05080 3024D20F  B1806018 5840B0DC 96204010 94BF3028
  *&..U&.&...&...K...-.. ..o. .m...* 013F6BA0
 013F6BC0  +0420  5860021C 50603044 58200224 50203048  96104010 A7F40033 41503030 18299500
  *.-..&-......&...o. .x4...&....n.* 013F6BC0
 013F6BE0  +0440  3060A774 00031827 18321927 A7740017  5800500C 18191732 4330500B 89300008
  *.-x.........x.....&.......&.i...* 013F6BE0
 013F6C00  +0460  5E30A1F9 58500010 586052AC 58406004  58F052A8 0DEFA7F4 000D5800 500C1819
  *;..9.&...-... -..0.y..x4....&...* 013F6C00
 013F6C20  +0480  17FF43F0 500B89F0 00085EF0 A1F90A78  18211831 18415020 B0D8BF0F B0B8A774
  *...0&.i0..;0.9........&..Q....x.* 013F6C20
 013F6C40  +04A0  018FD70F B11DB11D D50FB180 B11DA774  00F95860 001058F0 608C5820 F1744180
  *..P.....N.....x..9.-...0-...1...* 013F6C40
 013F6C60  +04C0  20145070 B100947F B1E84070 B1185090  B0F85840 80001834 17665060 B0F41234
  *..&...m".Y ...&..8. ......&-.4..* 013F6C60
 013F6C80  +04E0  A7840045 4070B118 A7480014 4840B118  1853A546 00005050 B0B01864 89600003
  *xd.. ...x.... ....v...&&....i-..* 013F6C80
 013F6CA0  +0500  A76AFFF8 18E558F6 500C50F0 B0F85806  50105000 B0FC1200 A7740004 9680B1E8
  *x..8.V.6&.&0.8..&.&.....x...o..Y* 013F6CA0
 013F6CC0  +0520  9180B1E8 A714000E 1E474040 B118A768  00144840 B118A546 00001946 A7D4FFDD
  *j..Yx.....  ..x.... ..v.....xM..* 013F6CC0
 013F6CE0  +0540  9180B1E8 A774000C 18675E60 B1005060  B1005030 B0F45830 50081843 9180B1E8
  *j..Yx.....;-..&-..&..4..&...j..Y* 013F6CE0
 013F6D00  +0560  A7740005 1233A774 FFBF9180 B1E8A774  006A5830 B0F45030 B0B44150 20501839
  *x.....x...j..Yx......4&....&.&..* 013F6D00
 013F6D20  +0580  95002060 A7740003 18371823 1937A774  00175800 500C1819 17334330 500B8930
  *n..-x.........x.....&.......&.i.* 013F6D20
 013F6D40  +05A0  00085E30 A1F95850 00105860 52AC5840  600458F0 52A80DEF A7F4000D 5800500C
  *..;..9.&...-... -..0.y..x4....&.* 013F6D40
 013F6D60  +05C0  181917FF 43F0500B 89F00008 5EF0A1F9  0A781821 18315010 B0A41852 5030B0A0
  *.....0&.i0..;0.9......&..u..&...* 013F6D60
 013F6D80  +05E0  18035050 B0ACA718 00AC18F9 0E0E5840  B0ACD207 40008004 BF2F8000 A7740005
  *..&&..x....9... ..K. .......x...* 013F6D80
 013F6DA0  +0600  1837A7F4 00031839 18431937 A774000A  5830B0A0 50203008 50308000 A7F4000C
  *..x4........x.......&...&...x4..* 013F6DA0
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 013F6DC0  +0620  5830B0A0 5840B0B4 58804008 50803008  50304008 5860B0A4 5060B0A4 18354070
  *..... .... .&...&. ..-.u&-.u.. .* 013F6DC0
 013F6DE0  +0640  B118BF6F B0F8A774 00055070 B0F81867  18434850 B118A556 00001825 89200003
  *...?.8x...&..8.....&..v.....i...* 013F6DE0
 013F6E00  +0660  A72AFFF8 5062400C 5880B0D8 50824010  D70FB1D8 B1D85060 B1E45840 B1004040
  *x..8&. ....Q&b .P..Q.Q&-.U. ..  * 013F6E00
 013F6E20  +0680  B1DA5030 B1DC4050 B1E2D20F B12DB1D8  D20FB200 B12D9202 B200D20F B180B200
  *..&... &.SK....QK.....k...K.....* 013F6E20
 013F6E40  +06A0  5860B0DC 96086010 5850B0D8 1805A718  004C18F9 0E0ED207 5000A241 D20F5008
  *.-..o.-..&.Q..x..<.9..K.&.s.K.&.* 013F6E40
 013F6E60  +06C0  B1705860 B0C45060 502C5860 B0C85060  50305860 B0D05060 50345860 B0D45060
  *...-.D&-&..-.H&-&..-..&-&..-.M&-* 013F6E60     
        

DBUT Command Syntax

To use the Display Utility, issue the following transaction:

►►─ DBUT ─ location ─┬─────────────┬─┬──────────┬─┬────────────────────┬──────►◄

                     └─ operation ─┘ └─ scroll ─┘ └─┬─────────┬─ scan ─┘

                                                    └─ range ─┘

NOTE
The DBUT command is not available from the console.

Multiple operations can be specified.

DBUT
(Required) Specify DBUT as the transaction ID

location
(Required) Specify one of the following options to indicate the starting location for the display operation:
=address (or address)

Identifies the storage location for the start of the display. Specify the address in hexadecimal. Code a
space or the equal sign (=) immediately following the transaction ID (DBUT=address; DBUT address).

M=module
Identifies the location from the entry point address (EPA) of the named CICS program module. Include a
blank space between DBUT and M=module.

L=module
Identifies the location from the load point address (LPA) of the named CICS program module. Include a
blank space between DBUT and L=module.

NOTE
Although VSE environments can use either M=module or L=module, we recommend using
L=module in VSE environments.

The named module must be defined in the CICS System Definition data set (CSD). Valid entries include
application programs and Datacom CICS Services modules.

operation
(Optional) Specify one or more of the following operations to indicate the display location relative to the starting
location. If you specify more than one operation, the Display Utility performs the operations serially. Therefore,
the Display Utility starts at the specified starting location. Then, it performs the first operation to arrive at a new
location which it uses as a starting location for the second operation.
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+xxxxxxxx
Display the data xxxxxxxx bytes following the starting location. Specify xxxxxxxx as a hexadecimal
value.

-xxxxxxxx
Display the data xxxxxxxx bytes preceding the starting location. Specify xxxxxxxx as a hexadecimal
value.

-> or =>
% or ?

Display the contents at the location pointed to by the address indicated in the specified location.
Use -> or % to indicate that the fullword pointed to is treated as a 24-bit address. Only the three low-order
bytes in the fullword is used.
Use => or ? if the fullword pointed to is treated as a 31-bit address. All 4 bytes are considered as making
up the address.

scroll
(Optional) Specify one of the following options to indicate the amount and direction to scroll from the display
location. The xxx can be specified as 1, 2, or 3 digits in each of the following options:
Pxxx+

Indicates that the next display should be xxx pages forward. A page is 256 bytes (16 lines).
Pxxx-

Indicates that the next display should be xxx pages backward.
Hxxx+

Indicates that the next display should be xxx half-pages forward. A half-page is 128 bytes (8 lines).
Hxxx-

Indicates that the next display should be xxx half-pages backward.
Lxxx+

Indicates that the next display should be xxx lines forward.
Lxxx-

Indicates that the next display should be xxx lines backward.
If you specify a scroll operand, the Display Utility scrolls the indicated amount and direction each time you press
Enter.

range
(Valid only if used with a scan operand.) Specify either H=xxxxxxxx or H=nnK to limit the search to xxxxxxxx
bytes or nn KB (kilobytes) following the current location. Specify xxxxxxxx as a hexadecimal value or nn as a
decimal value.

NOTE
If you specify both the range operand and the scan operand, you must specify the range value before
you specify the scan value.

scan
(Optional) To scan for the first occurrence of a given target following the current location, enter one of the
following:
=C'target'

where target is a character representation of the scan target.
=X'target'

where target is the hexadecimal representation of the scan target. This must be in full byte, that is, the
target must be an even number of characters (for example, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10...).
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DBUT Usage Example: Displaying Data at an Address
To display the contents of storage beginning at the address EB20, issue the following transaction:

DBUT=EB20

Datacom CICS Services responds with the following display:

 DBUT=EB20                                                   ADDRESS=0000EB20
 
 ADDRESS  OFFSET  -------  DATA IN HEX FORMAT ------- -CHARACTER FORMAT- ADDRESS
                 +0       +4       +8       +C         0   4   8   C
 
 0000EB20  +0000 BAE6E7B0 3AE6E900 00000080 00000000 *.WX..WZ.........* 0000EB20
 0000EB30  +0010 BAE6E7B0 3AE6E900 00000080 00000000 *.WX..WZ.........* 0000EB30
 0000EB40  +0020 BAE6E7B0 3AE6E900 00000080 00000000 *.WX..WZ.........* 0000EB40
 0000EB50  +0030 BAE6E7B0 3AE6E900 00000080 00000000 *.WX..WZ.........* 0000EB50
 0000EB60  +0040 BAE6E7B0 3AE6E900 00000080 00000000 *.WX..WZ.........* 0000EB60
 0000EB70  +0050 BAE6E7B0 3AE6E900 00000080 00000000 *.WX..WZ.........* 0000EB70
 0000EB80  +0060 BAE6E7B0 3AE6E900 00000080 00000000 *.WX..WZ.........* 0000EB80
 0000EB90  +0070 BAE6E7B0 3AE6E900 00000080 00000000 *.WX..WZ.........* 0000EB90
 0000EBA0  +0080 BAE6E7B0 3AE6E900 00000080 00000000 *.WX..WZ.........* 0000EBA0
 0000EBB0  +0090 BAE6E7B0 3AE6E900 00000080 00000000 *.WX..WZ.........* 0000EBB0
 0000EBC0  +00A0 BAE6E7B0 3AE6E900 00000080 00000000 *.WX..WZ.........* 0000EBC0
 0000EBD0  +00B0 BAE6E7B0 3AE6E900 00000080 00000000 *.WX..WZ.........* 0000EBD0
 0000EBE0  +00C0 BAE6E7B0 3AE6E900 00000080 00000000 *.WX..WZ.........* 0000EBE0
 0000EBF0  +00D0 BAE6E7B0 3AE6E900 00000080 00000000 *.WX..WZ.........* 0000EBF0
 0000EC00  +00E0 BAE6E7B0 3AE6E900 00000080 00000000 *.WX..WZ.........* 0000EC00
 0000EC10  +00F0 BAE6E7B0 3AE6E900 00000080 00000000 *.WX..WZ.........* 0000EC10
 0000EC20  +0100 C4C6C8C5 D4404040 0000001E 00400000 *DFHEM   ..... ..* 0000EC20
 0000EC30  +0110 3C21F000 80000000 C0000000 00000000 *..0.............* 0000EC30
        0000EC40  +0120 00000000 00000000 C7C1E3C5 C8C5C1C4 *........GATEHEAD*
 0000EC40

DBUT Usage Example: Scrolling Through a Module
To display the contents of the module DCCUTPR at a positive offset of 3C (hexadecimal) from its beginning,
issue the following transaction:

DBUT M=DCCUTPR+3C

Datacom CICS Services responds with the following display:

DBUT M=DCCUTPR+3C                                           ADDRESS=3BFF7664
 
ADDRESS  OFFSET  -------  DATA IN HEX FORMAT ------- -CHARACTER FORMAT- ADDRESS
                +0       +4       +8       +C        0   4   8   C
 
3BFF7664  +003C 100058F0 A62805EF 50D01004 18F1BF1F *...0w...&....1..* 3BFF7664
3BFF7674  +004C D0184780 A058D207 F05C1000 18DF58B0 *......K.0*......* 3BFF7674
3BFF7684  +005C D05C41A0 A00047F0 A1100000 CA7BD4C9 *.*.....0.....#MI* 3BFF7684
3BFF7694  +006C C4CA0100 004800A8 00000068 C4C3C3E4 *D......y....DCCU* 3BFF7694
3BFF76A4  +007C E3D7D940 40C3C1C2 F1C6F0F0 4040A1D9 *TPR  CAB1F00  .R* 3BFF76A4
3BFF76B4  +008C D4C9C44D D9C5E2C5 D9E5C55D A140F2F0 *MID(RESERVE). 20* 3BFF76B4
3BFF76C4  +009C F1F3F0F5 F3F040F1 F64BF3F1 40000000 *130530 16.31 ...* 3BFF76C4
3BFF76D4  +00AC 00000000 C3C140C4 81A38183 9694AF40 *....CA Datacom. * 3BFF76D4
3BFF76E4  +00BC C3C9C3E2 40E28599 A5898385 40D9F1F5 *CICS Service R15* 3BFF76E4
3BFF76F4  +00CC 4BF04040 406040C3 D6D7E8D9 C9C7C8E3 *.0   - COPYRIGHT* 3BFF76F4
3BFF7704  +00DC 404DC35D 40F1F9F8 F860F2F0 F1F340C3 * (C) 1988-2013 C* 3BFF7704
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3BFF7714  +00EC C14B4040 40C1D3D3 40D9C9C7 C8E3E240 *A.   ALL RIGHTS * 3BFF7714
3BFF7724  +00FC D9C5E2C5 D9E5C5C4 4B404040 40404040 *RESERVED.       * 3BFF7724
3BFF7734  +010C 40404040 918093D3 4710A12E 4110D068 *    j.lL........* 3BFF7734
3BFF7744  +011C 41E0A68C 50E01000 96801000 58F0A62C *..w.&...o....0w.* 3BFF7744
3BFF7754  +012C 0DEF9200 D1B0D703 D358D358 D203D354 *..k.J.P.L.L.K.L.* 3BFF7754
3BFF7764  +013C A63090BD D184D70A D235D235 4110D068 *w...JdP.K.K.....* 3BFF7764
3BFF7774  +014C 41E0A693 1BFF1B00 90E01000 1BEE90E0 *..wl............* 3BFF7774
3BFF7784  +015C 100C90E0 101841F0 D22C90EF 10249680 *.......0K.....o.* 3BFF7784

To scroll forward one page in the module, add p1+ to the end of the command displayed in the command field,
as shown in the following:

DBUT M=DCCUTPR+3C p1+                                       ADDRESS=3BFF7664
 
ADDRESS  OFFSET  -------  DATA IN HEX FORMAT ------- -CHARACTER FORMAT- ADDRESS
                +0       +4       +8       +C        0   4   8   C
 
3BFF7664  +003C 100058F0 A62805EF 50D01004 18F1BF1F *...0w...&....1..* 3BFF7664
3BFF7674  +004C D0184780 A058D207 F05C1000 18DF58B0 *......K.0*......* 3BFF7674

When you press Enter, Datacom CICS Services displays the next page of the module and changes the p1+
on the command line to p2+.

DBUT M=DCCUTPR+3C P2+                                       ADDRESS=3BFF7664
 
ADDRESS  OFFSET  -------  DATA IN HEX FORMAT ------- -CHARACTER
FORMAT- ADDRESS
                +0       +4       +8       +C        0   4   8   C
 
3BFF7794  +016C 102858F0 A62C0DEF 95C5D22C 4780A198 *...0w...nEK....q* 3BFF7794
3BFF77A4  +017C 58200010 58220000 58220004 582200D0 *................* 3BFF77A4
3BFF77B4  +018C 58220014 58220008 47F0A1A4 58200014 *.........0.u....* 3BFF77B4
3BFF77C4  +019C 582200B4 58220008 5020D180 4110D068 *........&.J.....* 3BFF77C4
3BFF77D4  +01AC 41E0A658 41F0D19C 4100D1A0 90E01000 *..w..0J...J.....* 3BFF77D4
3BFF77E4  +01BC 41E0D1A2 50E0100C 9680100C 58F0A62C *..Js&...o....0w.* 3BFF77E4
3BFF77F4  +01CC 0DEF4110 D06841E0 A6A01BFF 1B0090E0 *........w.......* 3BFF77F4
3BFF7804  +01DC 10001BEE 90E0100C 90E01018 41E0D236 *..............K.* 3BFF7804
3BFF7814  +01EC 41F0D235 4100D1B1 90E01024 9680102C *.0K...J.....o...* 3BFF7814
3BFF7824  +01FC 58F0A62C 0DEF4800 D1A24C00 D1A05000 *.0w.....Js<.J.&.* 3BFF7824
3BFF7834  +020C D1A44110 D06841E0 A6AD41F0 D1701B00 *Ju......w..0J...* 3BFF7834
3BFF7844  +021C 90E01000 41E0A6B6 41F0D1A4 90EF100C *......w..0Ju....* 3BFF7844
3BFF7854  +022C 96801010 58F0A62C 0DEF5860 D1705060 *o....0w....-J.&-* 3BFF7854
3BFF7864  +023C D1A81806 5A00D1A4 4B00D1A2 5000D1AC *Jy..!.Ju..Js&.J.* 3BFF7864
3BFF7874  +024C 4800D1A2 1E001E06 5000D194 4110D068 *..Js....&.Jm....* 3BFF7874
3BFF7884  +025C 41E0A66E 50E01000 96801000 58F0A62C *..w>&...o....0w.* 3BFF7884
3BFF7894  +026C 0DEFD201 D24CA684 4110D068 41E0A6B7 *..K.K<wd......w.* 3BFF7894
3BFF78A4  +027C 41F60000 4100D24C 90E01000 96801008 *.6....K<....o...* 3BFF78A4
3BFF78B4  +028C 58F0A62C 0DEF9511 60004770 A2BA48F0 *.0w...n.-...s..0* 3BFF78B4

If you press Enter again, Datacom CICS Services displays the next page of the module and changes the p2+
on the command line to p3+.

NOTE
A useful tip, if you plan on scrolling start with "P00+" (a P, two zeros, and a plus sign).

DBUT M=DCCUTPR+3C P3+                                       ADDRESS=3BFF7664
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ADDRESS  OFFSET  -------  DATA IN HEX FORMAT ------- -CHARACTER
FORMAT- ADDRESS
                +0       +4       +8       +C        0   4   8   C
 
3BFF78C4  +029C D24C06F0 44F0A2B4 1AF606F0 06F0D202 *K<.0.0s..6.0.0K.* 3BFF78C4
3BFF78D4  +02AC F0009383 47F0A2BA D2006000 6003D203 *0.lc.0s.K.-.-.K.* 3BFF78D4
3BFF78E4  +02BC D35C913C D507603C A6204770 A2F4D207 *L*j.N.-.w...s4K.* 3BFF78E4
3BFF78F4  +02CC D1B86044 DD076044 92504770 A2F4DC07 *J.-...-.k&..s4..* 3BFF78F4
3BFF7904  +02DC D1B89289 F247D35C D1B89540 604C4770 *J.ki2.L*J.n -<..* 3BFF7904
3BFF7914  +02EC A2F4F384 1044D228 92006050 18164A60 *s43d..K.k.-&..¢-* 3BFF7914
3BFF7924  +02FC D1A248F0 D24C41F0 F0010610 06F012FF *Js.0K<.00....0..* 3BFF7924
3BFF7934  +030C 4780A318 41101001 47F0A32A 5810A634 *..t......0t...w.* 3BFF7934
3BFF7944  +031C 58E0D194 D225E000 100047F0 A5C2D503 *..JmK......0vBN.* 3BFF7944
3BFF7954  +032C B0081000 4770A308 41101005 DDFF1000 *......t.........* 3BFF7954
3BFF7964  +033C 91505010 D3505010 D3745850 D1805050 *j&&.L&&.L..&J.&&* 3BFF7964
3BFF7974  +034C D2289200 D19FD501 1000A686 4770A364 *K.k.J.N...wf..t.* 3BFF7974
3BFF7984  +035C 92D3D19F 92D41000 9824A638 44004008 *kLJ.kM..q.w... .* 3BFF7984
3BFF7994  +036C 4770A3E2 95D3D19F 4770A37C 92D31000 *..tSnLJ...t@kL..* 3BFF7994
3BFF79A4  +037C 9500401E 4770A38C 95004021 4780A3CC *n. ...t.n. ...t.* 3BFF79A4
3BFF79B4  +038C 45E0909E 12114770 A3A85810 A64458E0 *........ty..w...* 3BFF79B4
3BFF79C4  +039C D194D22B E0001000 47F0A5C2 D202D23A *JmK......0vBK.K.* 3BFF79C4
3BFF79D4  +03AC A6C6DC02 D23A1018 95004021 4780A3C8 *wF..K...n. ...tH* 3BFF79D4
        3BFF79E4  +03BC D202D23D A6C9DC02 D23D1190 5810D350 *K.K.wI..K.....L&*
 3BFF79E4

DBUT Usage Example: Displaying a Module
To display the contents of the module DBCVTPR from its beginning, enter the following command:

DBUT M=DBCVTPR

Or, if you plan on scrolling, start with "P00+" (a P, two zeros, and a plus sign) as follows:

DBUT M=DBCVTPR P00+

Datacom CICS Services responds with the following display:

DBUT M=DBCVTPR                                              ADDRESS=0006F000
 
ADDRESS  OFFSET  -------  DATA IN HEX FORMAT ------- -CHARACTER FORMAT- ADDRESS
                +0       +4       +8       +C        0   4   8   C
 
0006F000  +0000 05700670 067058E0 700C0000 0006F00C *..............0.* 0006F000
0006F010  +0010 C4C2C3E5 E3D7D940 F1F54BF0 40404040 *DBCVTPR 15.0    * 0006F010
0006F020  +0020 4040C396 97A89989 8788A340 B440F2F0 *  Copyright . 20* 0006F020
0006F030  +0030 F1F340C3 C14B40C1 93934099 898788A3 *13 CA. All right* 0006F030
0006F040  +0040 A2409985 A28599A5 85844B40 F0F561F2 *s reserved. 05/2* 0006F040
0006F050  +0050 F461F1F3 40404040 40404040 40400000 *4/13          ..* 0006F050
0006F060  +0060 00000000 0000B000 4880B900 44600100 *.............-..* 0006F060
0006F070  +0070 0000000A 00060100 00000000 00000000 *................* 0006F070
0006F080  +0080 0006F080 C4C5C6C1 E4D3E340 40404040 *..0.DEFAULT     * 0006F080
0006F090  +0090 40404040 40400000 0006F07C 000000C3 *      ....0@...C* 0006F090
0006F0A0  +00A0 E7C4E240 C3C17B7B C4C3D6D4 C1F3F1C9 *XDS CA##DCOMA31I* 0006F0A0
0006F0B0  +00B0 C3E7C4E2 00002101 00000000 3C0ED000 *CXDS............* 0006F0B0
0006F0C0  +00C0 3C0ED000 0006F358 3CE00000 02FAF080 *......3.......0.* 0006F0C0
0006F0D0  +00D0 40404040 40404040 00000000 00000000 *        ........* 0006F0D0
0006F0E0  +00E0 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *................* 0006F0E0
0006F0F0  +00F0 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *................* 0006F0F0
0006F100  +0100 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *................* 0006F100
0006F110  +0110 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *................* 0006F110
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0006F120  +0120 3C0C9000 3C0C9000 3B5ED000 3B5F8000 *.........;......* 0006F120

To move the display location forward 248 bytes, add the operation +248 to the displayed command as shown
in the following.

DBUT M=DBCVTPR+248                                          ADDRESS=0006F000

 

ADDRESS  OFFSET  -------  DATA IN HEX FORMAT ------- -CHARACTER

FORMAT- ADDRESS

                +0       +4       +8       +C        0   4   8   C

 

0006F000  +0000 05700670 067058E0 700C0000 0006F00C *..............0.* 0006F000

0006F010  +0010 C4C2C3E5 E3D7D940 F1F54BF0 40404040 *DBCVTPR 15.0    * 0006F010

After you press Enter with the +248 operation added to the command, the following screen appears. This
location contains an address of 2066A690, shown in bold-faced type in the following.

DBUT M=DBCVTPR+248                                          ADDRESS=0006F248
 
ADDRESS  OFFSET  -------  DATA IN HEX FORMAT ------- -CHARACTER FORMAT- ADDRESS
                +0       +4       +8       +C        0   4   8   C
 
0006F248  +0248 3C0E1580 00000040 3C0E9C40 CB7789ED *....... ... ..i.* 0006F248
0006F258  +0258 0006FC40 0000021C 000701C4 3C0DCCD0 *... .......D....* 0006F258

To display the data at the address pointed to by this new location, add the operation => to the displayed
command and press Enter.

DBUT M=DBCVTPR+248=>                                        ADDRESS=3C0E1580
 
ADDRESS  OFFSET  -------  DATA IN HEX FORMAT ------- -CHARACTER
FORMAT- ADDRESS
                +0       +4       +8       +C        0   4   8   C
 
3C0E1580  +0000 3C0E1598 C4C2C4E5 D4F54040 C4C2E4D9 *...qDBDVM5  DBUR* 3C0E1580
3C0E1590  +0010 E3F0F0F1 48404000 000C1000 000C1000 *T001.  .........* 3C0E1590

To move the display location forward 18 bytes, add the operation +18 to the displayed command and press
Enter.

DBUT M=DBCVTPR+248=>+18                                     ADDRESS=3C0E1598
 
ADDRESS  OFFSET  -------  DATA IN HEX FORMAT ------- -CHARACTER FORMAT- ADDRESS
                +0       +4       +8       +C        0   4   8   C
 
3C0E1598  +0018 000C1000 000C1000 08040000 00800001 *................* 3C0E1598
3C0E15A8  +0028 F0F10100 00000000 00000000 3C0E15B0 *01..............* 3C0E15A8

To display the data at the address pointed to by this new location, add the operation -> to the displayed
command and press Enter.

DBUT M=DBCVTPR+248=>+18->                                   ADDRESS=000C1000
 
ADDRESS  OFFSET  -------  DATA IN HEX FORMAT ------- -CHARACTER
FORMAT- ADDRESS
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                +0       +4       +8       +C        0   4   8   C
 
000C1000  +0000 00000090 000000C8 A00A0788 00000000 *.......H...h....* 000C1000
000C1010  +0010 00010000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *................* 000C1010

To page forward two pages, add the scroll operand P02+ to the displayed command and press Enter.
Datacom CICS Services responds with the following display:

DBUT M=DBCVTPR+248=>+18->P03+                               ADDRESS=000C1000
 
ADDRESS  OFFSET  -------  DATA IN HEX FORMAT ------- -CHARACTER
FORMAT- ADDRESS
                +0       +4       +8       +C        0   4   8   C
 
000C1260  +0260 D7D5D3F0 F0F22400 02000000 00000000 *PNL002..........* 000C1260
000C1270  +0270 D9D7E3F0 F0F22400 02000000 00000000 *RPT002..........* 000C1270
000C1280  +0280 E2E3D7F0 F0F22400 02000000 00000000 *STP002..........* 000C1280
000C1290  +0290 E2E8E2F0 F0F22400 02000000 00000000 *SYS002..........* 000C1290
000C12A0  +02A0 C8E2C4F0 F0F22400 02000000 00000000 *HSD002..........* 000C12A0
000C12B0  +02B0 C6C3D5F0 F0F22400 02000000 00000000 *FCN002..........* 000C12B0
000C12C0  +02C0 D7D3D5F0 F0F22400 02000000 00000000 *PLN002..........* 000C12C0
000C12D0  +02D0 D7D9C3F0 F0F22400 02000000 00000000 *PRC002..........* 000C12D0
000C12E0  +02E0 E2E3D4F0 F0F22400 02000000 00000000 *STM002..........* 000C12E0
000C12F0  +02F0 E3D9C7F0 F0F22400 02000000 00000000 *TRG002..........* 000C12F0
000C1300  +0300 D7D9E3F0 F0F22400 42000000 00000000 *PRT002..........* 000C1300
000C1310  +0310 C4C4C4F0 F1F52400 92000000 00000000 *DDD015..k.......* 000C1310
000C1320  +0320 C3D5C4F0 F1F52400 02000000 00000000 *CND015..........* 000C1320
000C1330  +0330 C3D5D6F0 F1F52400 02000000 00000000 *CNO015..........* 000C1330
000C1340  +0340 C3D5E2F0 F1F52400 02000000 00000000 *CNS015..........* 000C1340
000C1350  +0350 D4E2C7F0 F1F52400 42000000 00000000 *MSG015..........* 000C1350
000C1360  +0360 FFFFFFFF FFFFFFFF FFFFFFFF FFFFFFFF *................* 000C1360
000C1370  +0370 FFFFFFFF FFFFFFFF FFFFFFFF FFFFFFFF *................* 000C1370
000C1380  +0380 C4C2E4D9 E3C2D340 F0F861F1 F161F1F0 *DBURTBL 08/11/10* 000C1380

Pressing Enter again causes the Display Utility to scroll forward another page:

DBUT M=DBCVTPR+248=>+18->P04+                               ADDRESS=000C1000
 
ADDRESS  OFFSET  -------  DATA IN HEX FORMAT ------- -CHARACTER
FORMAT- ADDRESS
                +0       +4       +8       +C        0   4   8   C
 
000C1390  +0390 F1F24BF1 F2404040 D5D660E4 E2C5D960 *12.12   NO-USER-* 000C1390
        000C13A0  +03A0 C9D5C6D6 40404040 40404040 40404040 *INFO            *
 000C13A0

DBUT Usage Example: Scanning for a Literal
As an example, to scan the first two KB (kilobytes) of the Datacom CICS Services Communication Vector
Table for the first occurrence of the literal 'CICS LEVEL', issue the following transaction:

DBUT M=DBCVTPR H=2K =C'CICS LEVEL'

Datacom CICS Services responds with the following display:

DBUT M=DBCVTPR H=2K =C'CICS LEVEL'                          ADDRESS=0006F176   
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ADDRESS  OFFSET  -------  DATA IN HEX FORMAT ------- -CHARACTER FORMAT- ADDRESS
                +0       +4       +8       +C        0   4   8   C             
                                                                               
0006F176  +0176 C3C9C3E2 40D3C5E5 C5D37EE3 E240F54B *CICS LEVEL=TS 5.* 0006F176
0006F186  +0186 F140C4C2 40D9C5D3 E27EF1F4 4BF04040 *1 DB RELS=14.0  * 0006F186
0006F196  +0196 40404040 40E4E2C5 D9E27EF0 F0F64040 *     USERS=006  * 0006F196
0006F1A6  +01A6 40404040 404040D4 C1E7E4D9 E3E27EF0 *       MAXURTS=0* 0006F1A6
0006F1B6  +01B6 F5F4F040 40404040 40D7D9C5 C6C9E77E *540      PREFIX=* 0006F1B6
0006F1C6  +01C6 C4C2E4D9 E3404040 404040D4 C1E7D9C5 *DBURT      MAXRE* 0006F1C6
0006F1D6  +01D6 C37EF3F2 F7F2F040 40404040 00000006 *C=32720     ....* 0006F1D6
0006F1E6  +01E6 F1E80000 0000020F 01A00003 04A80000 *1Y...........y..* 0006F1E6
0006F1F6  +01F6 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *................* 0006F1F6
0006F206  +0206 0000003C 00000000 00000000 00000000 *................* 0006F206
0006F216  +0216 00003FDC 7E103FDD B6903FDC 86D00001 *....=.......f...* 0006F216
0006F226  +0226 38803C0C B0003C0C F0003C0C C6000000 *........0...F...* 0006F226
0006F236  +0236 40000007 12603C0E 14000000 00403C0E * ....-....... ..* 0006F236
0006F246  +0246 15403C0E 15800000 00403C0E 9C40CB77 *. ....... ... ..* 0006F246
0006F256  +0256 89ED0006 FC400000 021C0007 01C43C0D *i.... .......D..* 0006F256
0006F266  +0266 CCD03C0D 40003C0D C0000000 00004040 *.... .........  * 0006F266
0006F276  +0276 40404040 4040020C 00005040 4040C4C3 *      ....&   DC* 0006F276
0006F286  +0286 C1E7C4C3 C2E7C4C2 D6C30000 00000000 *AXDCBXDBOC......* 0006F286
        0006F296  +0296 0000C4C2 D6C3C4C2 C9C3C4C2 D2C3C4C2 *..DBOCDBICDBKCDB*
 0006F296

Using the DBAS Transaction to Test Multiple Environment Control Commands
The Datacom/DB Assembler Started (DBAS) transaction code is used to start multiple DBOC transactions. DBAS is a QA
type transaction that can be used to test multiple opens, closes, and connection type requests in a true multi-tasking OTE
environment.

DBAS can start up to 14 DBOC type transactions in one execution. Since these are DBOC type transactions, the input
can be numeric or ? can be used as a wild card.

The following DBOC function types can be generated:

• Open
• Close
• Load
• Delete
• Restart
• Connect
• Disconnect
• Disconnect immediate.

No screen output or messages are produced.

Input Format

The following input format allows up to 14 DBOC tasks to be started with one DBAS command:

• Columns 1-5 must be “DBAS “ (note the trailing space).
• Columns 6-10 must be the 4-byte DBCVTPR DBOC= value followed by a blank. (Usually “DBOC “)
• Columns 11-80 are for commands to start DBOC tasks. Each command uses five columns. All five columns must be

filled in or blank.

Once a blank is encountered, no more input is accepted. The byte command field is in one of the following formats:
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• For URTs, use a single byte for the command and 4 bytes for the URT number or generics. Use the following options
for these commands:
O for open
C for close
D for delete
L for load
R for restart

• For MUFs, use 3 bytes as the command and 2 bytes for the MUF number or generics. Use the following options for
these commands:
CON for connect
DIS for disconnect
IMM for disconnect immediate.

One DBAS command can include a mix of both format type fields.

Example:

The following command starts three transactions to create a connection of MUFs 10-19, to open URT 1, and to delete
URT 100-199:

DBAS DBOC CON1?O0001D01??

CON1?
Starts a DBOC CONNECT=1? connecting MUFs 10-19 if available. CON is for the CONNECT command

O0001
Starts a DBOC OPEN=0001 transaction. O is for open

D01??
Starts a DBOC DELETE=1?? transaction. D is for delete

These transactions are processed in CICS in no specific order. The DBAS transaction produces no messages of any kind.

URT Connections Table
The following three tables show the relationships of the URTs to DBCSID types. They also show the behavior of the
OPENs/CLOSEs and CONNECTs/DISCONNECTs.

Table 1

For this table, assume that all URTs are UNOPENED, and all CONNECTIONs are MUFs and UNCONNECTED. Also
assume that the transaction is not a DBOC/DBEC OPEN URT. An application request (implicit OPEN) then drives the
OPENs/CONNECTs in the following manner:

 PLT CONNECT AUTO CONNECT DEFER CONNECT

PLT URT Drive a CONNECT
Drive an OPEN URT

Drive a CONNECT
Drive an OPEN URT

Would not CONNECT
Would not OPEN URT

AUTO URT Drive a CONNECT
Drive an OPEN URT

Drive a CONNECT
Drive an OPEN URT

Would not CONNECT
Would not OPEN URT

DEFER URT Would not CONNECT
Would not OPEN URT

Would not CONNECT
Would not OPEN URT

Would not CONNECT
Would not OPEN URT

NOTE
All implicit CONNECTs drive OPENs for all PLT URTs for that specific CONNECTION.
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Table 2

For the following table, assume that all URTs are UNOPENED and, all MUFs are UNCONNECTED. If the transaction is
then an explicit OPEN URT (DBOC/DBEC), it drives the OPENs/CONNECTs in the following manner:

 PLT CONNECT AUTO CONNECT DEFER CONNECT

PLT URT Drive a CONNECT
Drive an OPEN URT

Drive a CONNECT
Drive an OPEN URT

Would not CONNECT
Would not OPEN URT

AUTO URT Drive a CONNECT
Drive an OPEN URT

Drive a CONNECT
Drive an OPEN URT

Would not CONNECT
Would not OPEN URT

DEFER URT Drive a CONNECT
Drive an OPEN URT

Drive a CONNECT
Drive an OPEN URT

Would not CONNECT
Would not OPEN URT

NOTE
All explicit CONNECTs (DBEC/DBOC) do not drive OPENs for any PLT URTs for that specific CONNECTION.

Table 3

Table 3

For the following table, assume that the DBOC STARTUP has already run, all PLT-type CONNECTIONs are
CONNECTED, and all PLT-type URTs are OPENED. The following table then displays the status after a successful
STARTUP. It also indicates the actions required to OPEN the URTs that are still UNOPENED:

 PLT CONNECT AUTO CONNECT DEFER CONNECT

PLT URT Already CONNECTED
Already OPENED URT

Already CONNECTED
Already OPENED URT

Would not CONNECT
Explicit OPEN would not OPEN
Implicit OPEN would not OPEN
Requires explicit CONNECT
followed by an implicit or explicit
OPEN URT

AUTO URT Already CONNECTED
Would not OPEN URT
Requires implicit or explicit
OPEN URT

Would not CONNECT
Would not OPEN URT
Requires implicit or explicit
OPEN URT

Would not CONNECT
Explicit OPEN would not OPEN
Implicit OPEN would not OPEN
Requires explicit CONNECT
followed by an implicit or explicit
OPEN URT

DEFER URT Already CONNECTED
Requires explicit OPEN URT

Would not CONNECT
Would not OPEN URT
Requires explicit CONNECT
followed by an implicit or explicit
OPEN URT

Would not CONNECT
Explicit OPEN would not OPEN
Implicit OPEN would not OPEN
Requires explicit CONNECT
followed by explicit OPEN URT

Operational Commands
Operational commands allow you to monitor and control system resources in a non-MRO environment. Issue a
transaction ID, such as DBOC or DBIC, from a terminal to invoke the immediate processing of one or more operational
commands. You can also delay processing for a determined length of time.

Each operational command is logged to the Message Log file with the time of day it was invoked. Included in the log is
the request, comments, and response. If the command is issued from a terminal, the terminal ID and Operator ID are
logged too. Transactions that are invoked internally or from the PLT (at startup or termination) are identified in the log. The
default Message Log destination is DBOCPRT, the CICS message log, where Datacom CICS Services log entries are
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intermingled with CICS messages. In DBCVTPR, you can specify an alternate destination for Datacom CICS Services log
entries. For more information, see Specifying Generation Options (DBCVTPR).

This page contains the following topics:

Device Support

Both IBM 3270 and non 3270 type devices are supported by operational commands. The line size for 3270s is 80
characters. The line size for non-3270 type devices is 72 characters.

Issuing a Single Operational Command

All operational commands can be issued with a single transaction ID. The default is DBOC. Operational commands
that are used for monitoring system resources can be issued with a secondary transaction ID. The default is DBIC. The
secondary ID is used to extend the availability of the monitoring function to users who would typically not be authorized
for control functions. Use the following procedure to issue an operational command from a terminal. You can invoke some
operational commands from an application program.

1. Press Clear to bring up a blank screen.
2. Enter a transaction ID, a space, a command containing no embedded spaces as follows, and press Enter.

Operational Command Syntax

►►─ transaction-ID ─ command ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

transaction-ID

Used for invoking Datacom CICS Services functions to monitor and control resources in a non-MRO environment. The
transaction-ID is defined in the CICS System Definition data set (CSD). Default transaction IDs follow:

DBOC
Precedes an operational command to perform an action or make an inquiry.

DBIC
Precedes an operational command to make an inquiry.

NOTE
To substitute other transaction IDs for DBOC or DBIC, see the Specifying Generation Options (DBCVTPR)
page about coding the DBOC= parameter in the System Options Table (DBCVTPR) or overriding the specified
DBOC= value from the DBOC GENOPTS display.

Keywords for operational commands to perform an action follow. For more information, see DBOC: Controlling Resources
with Operational Commands.

AUTO= DISABLE= RESET=
AUX= DUMP= RESTART=
CLOSE= ENABLE= SHUTDOWN
DEBUG= LOAD= STARTUP
DEFER= LOG= TRACEOFF
DELETE= OPEN= TRACEON
DELIM= PREFIX= TRACE[,DELETE],keyword=
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Keywords for operational commands to invoke a formatted display follow. For more information, see DBOC/DBIC:
Monitoring Resources with Operational Commands.

TASK INQ= INQ=TRACE,TERMID=
TRACE TASK= INQ=TRACE,TRANSID=

Example

DBIC INQ=OPENED

Operational Command Results

When an inquiry request made with an operational command is serviced, Datacom CICS Services displays a formatted
screen with the requested data.

When a request to perform an action made with an operational command is serviced, Datacom CICS Services displays
one or more messages on the results of the action. When the request is complete, the final message says:

DC00380I TRANSACTION COMPLETED

If a problem is encountered, Datacom CICS Services displays an error message. 

Paging the Display

Some operational commands generate more lines of output than can be displayed on your terminal. The paging
option, either automatic or manual, is specified in the DBCVTPR macro documented in the Specifying Generation
Options (DBCVTPR) page. These paging modes apply to the displays resulting from all operational commands, except
INQ=TRACE. For details about paging an INQ=TRACE display, see INQ=TRACE: Displaying the Trace Table. If automatic
paging is defined for your system, the display pages forward after the specified period of time has elapsed. If manual
paging is defined for your system, use the following keys to control your display:

Enter
Page forward (continue processing)

Clear
Terminate processing at current display

NOTE
Paging backward is not supported.

Issuing Multiple Operational Commands

You can enter several operational commands at once using the following format. The only limitation to the number of
commands which can be strung together is that the command string does not exceed 80 characters.

Multiple Operational Commands Syntax

              ┌─ & ───────────┐

►►─┬─ DBOC ─┬─▼─┬───────────┬─┴───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DBIC ─┘   └─ command ─┘

In this example, the ampersand (&). symbol connects the commands to execute serially. You can specify a different
delimiter for permanent use with the DELIM= parameter of the DBCVTPR macro. You can change the delimiter character
for the current CICS session with the command described in DELIM=: Changing the Delimiter Character. Datacom CICS
Services displays the delimiter character in use on the first line of every Inquiry panel. 
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For more information about DBCVTPR, see Specifying Generation Options (DBCVTPR).

Example:

DBOC CLOSE=001&INQ=002.

Delaying Operational Command Execution

To delay invoking any operational command for up to approximately 99 hours, issue the TIME command. The results
of the delayed command appear in the Message Log File (DBOCPRT) rather than on a terminal. Once an operational
command is issued with the TIME command, there is no way to suppress its execution should certain unforeseen events
make backout advisable. Specify the time of day the command is to execute with the name of the command to execute as
follows:

Multiple operational Commands Syntax

►►─ DBOC ─ TIME=hhmm/command ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

DBOC
Transaction ID, which is always followed by a space and the operational command to execute.

TIME=hhmm
Command specifying the specific time of day, on a 24-hour clock, in hours (hh) and minutes (mm) at which the
following command is issued. The time specified is measured relative to midnight before the current time and may
therefore be before the current time. TIME can be either in the future or the past relative to the time at which the
DBOC TIME command is executed.
Valid Entries:

a valid hhmm specification up to 9959

NOTE
Always enter a four-digit specification for hhmm. For any specification of less than four digits, results are
unpredictable.

/
The slash is a separator following hhmm and preceding the command to execute at the specified time of day.

command
A command or a series of commands that are to be delayed.
Valid Entries:

Any operational command.

Example of Delaying Execution of a Command

To delay execution of a command to close URTs 1-999 at 2:00 PM (1400), issue the following command:

DBOC TIME=1400/CLOSE=???

Further Considerations for TIME= Specifications

NOTE

• If you specify a command to execute anytime within the previous six hours, it starts immediately.
• If you specify a time with an hour component greater than 23, you are specifying a time on a day following the current

one. For example, TIME=2500 means 1:00 AM on the day following the current one (25 hours - 24 hours = 1 hour past
midnight "tomorrow"). Similarly, TIME=4900 means 1:00 AM on the day following the day after tomorrow.
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Enhanced Commands
Enhanced commands allow you to monitor and control Multi-User Facilities (MUFs), User Requirements Tables (URTs),
and Datacom Tables (TBLs) across multiple CICSs in a MRO/ISC environment and in a CICSPLEX.

You can issue all enhanced commands with a single transaction ID (the default is DBEC). You can issue enhanced
commands that are used for monitoring MUFs and URTs in read-only mode with a secondary transaction ID (the default is
DBEX). The purpose of the secondary ID is to extend the availability of the monitoring function to users who are typically
not authorized for control functions.

Advantages of the enhanced command over the corresponding operational command are as follows:

• Page backwards through the display
• Perform specific functions with line commands
• Issue any DBEC PERFORM command from the console

NOTE
When DBEC/DBEX commands are issued and invalid input is encountered with valid input and the input
commands have no conflicted meaning, the command that is processed is from the valid input. The invalid input
is ignored.

Note: The screen examples are not limited to either local or remote commands. They can be with or without the PLEX,
SCOPE, and SYSID parameters.

This page contains the following topics:

Device Support

Only IBM 3270 type devices are supported by enhanced commands. The number of displayed columns is 80 characters.
The number of displayed rows is 24.

Issuing an Enhanced Command

Use the following guidelines to issue an enhanced command from the command line:

1. Press Clear.
2. Depending on your objective, enter one of the following:

– INQuire
– PERform

Enhanced Command Syntax (INQuire)

To make an inquiry on the specified MUFs, URTs, or on the Datacom/DB tables within specified URTs for the local system
or across CICS systems, enter an enhanced command in the following format. The command can include:

• A CICS System ID entry (SYSid) to apply the inquiry to a remote CICS system 
• A SYSid mask value for a set of CICS regions 
• Or (*) to extend it to all systems in the MRO environment or the CICSPLEX 

If not specified, the command applies to the local system only. The command can also include a MUF SID name
(SIDname) to apply to and limit the URT or TBL inquiry by MUF.

NOTE
The values for level-limit/action, SYSID, and SIDname parameters can be entered in any order. If PLEX and
SCOPE parameters are specified with the SYSID option, they must be entered before SYSID. For example:

DBEC I,MUF(?),PLEX(xxxxxxxx),SCOPE(yyyyyyyy),SYSID(*)
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►►─ transaction-ID ─ INQuire,level-limit ─┬─────────────────────┬─────────────►◄

                                          └┬ ,SYSid(aaaa) ─────┬┘

                                           ├─ PLEX(xxxxxxxx)───┤

                                           └─ SCOPE(yyyyyyyy) ─┘

►►─┬─┬─ ,URT(nnnn) ─┬─┬─ AUTO ────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─┬────────────────►◄

   │ └─ ,TBL(nnnn) ─┘ ├─ CLOSE ───┤ └─ ,SIDname(xxxxxxxx) ─┘ │

   │                  ├─ CLOSING ─┤                          │

   │                  ├─ DEFer ───┤                          │

   │                  ├─ DYN ─────┤                          │

   │                  ├─ NOCSD ───┤                          │

   │                  ├─ OPEN ────┤                          │

   │                  ├─ OPENING ─┤                          │

   │                  ├─ PLT ─────┤                          │

   │                  └─ SQL ─────┘                          │

   └─┬ ,MUF(nn)    ────────┬─┬─ CONnect ───────┬─────────────┘

     ├  MSIDname(*)        ┤ ├─ CONNECTING ────┤

     └─ MSIDname(xxxxxxx*) ┘ ├─ DISconnect ────┤

                             ├─ DISCONNECTING ─┤

                             ├─ UNConnected ───┤

                             └─ STATS ─────────┘

NOTE
AUTO, DEFER, and PLT are valid with all objects (MUF, MSIDname, URT, and TBL). NOCSD is not valid with a
MUF (or MSIDname) or TBL command.

transaction-ID
Specifies the transaction ID defined in the CICS System Definition file (CSD), for invoking Datacom CICS
Services functions to monitor and control resources in the local environment or in an MRO environment or
CICSPLEX. Default transaction IDs are:

DBEC
Precedes an enhanced command to perform an action or make an inquiry.

DBEX
Precedes an enhanced command to make an inquiry, which invokes a formatted display.

INQuire
Indicates that the command is an inquiry. (INQ and I are valid abbreviations.)

,level-limit
Specifies whether the display is at the MUF-level, URT-level, or Table-level, and the MUFs or URTs to display.

NOTE
The MUF(nn) parameter and the MSIDname(xxxxxxxx) parameter should not both be used to qualify the
MUF. If both are specified, then the MUF object is used and MSIDname is ignored.

MUF(nn)
Specifies the display is at the MUF-level and show all matching MUFs.
MSIDname(*) or MSIDname(x*) can be used in place of MUF(??)

MSIDname(xxxxxxxx)
Specifies the display is at the MUF level and show all matching MUFs.

URT(nnnn)
Specifies the display is at the URT-level and show all matching URTs.

TBL(nnnn)
Specifies the display is at the Table-level and shows all table information for matching URTs.
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The limit specifies how to limit the display in URTs, tables, or MUFs. Specify limits to the display of URTs or tables
for the following categories:

AUTO OPEN

CLOSE OPENING

CLOSING PLT

DEFER SQL

DYN UNOPENED

NOCSD (not valid with TBL)  

Limits to the display of MUFs can be specified for the following categories:

CONnect CONNECTING

DISconnect DISCONNECTING

UNConnected STATS

Note: CONNECT provides additional capability when it is issued from a CICS session, an operator MVS console, OPS/
MVS, or other tools which are capable of routing a command to CICS. It checks for the connection status to start the
connection process when there is none. It also double checks the connection status by sending an INQMU request to
the MUF even if the status is ALREADY CONNECTED. If the return code is normal, then the ALREADY CONNECTED
message is returned to the DBOCPRT file. Otherwise, a DISCONNECT IMMEDIATE command is issued followed by a
CONNECT command to try to reconnect to the recycled MUF if one is already enabled.

,SIDname(xxxxxxxx)
(Optional) Specify one specific SID name to which the URT or TBL inquiry applies by MUF. Alternately, specify
any number of leading characters of SID names followed by an asterisk (*) to specify a range of SID names to
which the URT or TBL inquiry applies by MUFs. If not specified, the command applies to all MUFs. (Omit for
commands with MUF(nn) or MSIDNAME(xxxxxxxx).) This option is only available with URT(nnnn) and TBL(nnnn)
commands. (SID is a valid abbreviation.)

,SYSid(aaaa)
(Optional; not used for the local system) Specify one 4-character remote CICS system ID to which the inquiry
applies or * to specify all systems in the MRO environment. Use a question mark (?) for any position of the 4-
character value to specify a mask to limit the inquiry to SYSID ranges. (SYS is a valid abbreviation.) For using
SYSID in the CICSPLEX, see the PLEX and SCOPE options and the CICSPLEX= parameter of DBCVTPR.
,PLEX(data-value)

(Optional; only used with SYSID) Identifies the CICSPLEX context for the function that is issued with this
DBEC request. The PLEX value must be the 1- to 8- character name of the CICSPLEX to which this CICS
region belongs. If the PLEX option is not specified, the default for the DBEC command is the CICSPLEX
specified in the DBCVTPR. The PLEX value must match the CICSPLEX parameter that is specified in the
EYUPARM member of the CICS startup. This parameter has no meaning unless the SYSID parameter
is also specified in the command. When it is specified in the command with SYSID, it must precede the
SYSID option in the command string.

NOTE
NOTE: To use the CICSPLEX-aware feature of DBEC with SYSID, either code DBCVTPR with
the CICSPLEX= parameter or specify the PLEX and SCOPE parameters in the command. If
DBEC is CICSPLEX-aware, SYSID behaves differently. If it is not, then SYSID operates on only
the MRO connections. If it is, then SYSID operates on only the MRO connections for active
CICS regions in the CICSPLEX as identified by a CICSRGN CICSPlex SM resource table
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occurrence. PLEX (a CICSPLEX name) and SCOPE (a CICSPLEX or system group name), can
override the DBCVTPR value for the CICSPLEX connections.

,SCOPE(data-value)
(Optional; only used with SYSID) Identifies the scope for the function that is issued with this DBEC
request. The SCOPE option qualifies the PLEX option or DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter. The scope
can be:

• The 1- to -8 character name of the CICSplex itself. This is the default as specified in the CICSPLEX
parameter of the DBCVTPR.

• A valid 1- to -8 character name of a CICSPlex System Group in the CICSplex to which this CICS
belongs.

Always use the SCOPE option in the command when the PLEX option is used in the command to
override the DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter. Use the SCOPE option to make the DBEC command
CICSplex-aware when CICSPLEX is not coded in the DBCVTPR. This parameter has no meaning unless
the SYSID parameter is also specified in the command. When it is specified in the command with SYSID,
it must precede the SYSID option in the command string.

NOTE
SCOPE further qualifies the DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter or PLEX option. If either of those
two are not specified, SCOPE is ignored in the command.

Important! For previous release compatibility: If neither PLEX or SCOPE is specified in the DBEC
command and CICSPLEX= is not specified in the DBCVTPR then the command does not use the
CPSM API. DBEC works as before with SYSID. The DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter could not be
specified and still use the DBEC CICSPLEX feature by specifying the PLEX and SCOPE qualifiers in the
command.

,STATS
(Optional; only used with MUF inquiries) Requests a scrollable display of MUF-level statistics for requested MUFs.

Enhanced Command Syntax (PERform)

Enter an enhanced command in the following format:

• To perform the requested action on the specified MUFs and URTs and display the results
• To perform STARTup or SHUTdown

►►─ transaction-ID ─ PERform,level-limit/action ─┬─────────────────────┬──────►◄

                                                 └┬ ,SYSid(aaaa) ─────┬┘

                                                  ├─ PLEX(xxxxxxxx) ──┤

                                                  └─ SCOPE(yyyyyyyy) ─┘

►►─┬┬ ,MUF(nn) ───────────┬─┬─ CONnect ────┬───────────────────┬──────────────►◄

   ││  MSIDname(*) ───────┤ ├─ DISconnect ─┤                   │

   │└─ MSIDname(xxxxxxxx) ┘ └─ IMMediate ──┘                   │

   ├─┬─ STARTup ──┬────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   │ └─ SHUTdown ─┘                                            │

   └─ ,URT(nnnn) ─┬─ AUTO ────┬─┬──────────────────────┬───────┘

                  ├─ DEFer ───┤ └─ ,SIDname(xxxxxxxx) ─┘

                  ├─ CLOSE ───┤

                  ├─ NEWcopy ─┤

                  ├─ OPEN ────┤

                  └─ REStart──┘
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NOTE
The values for level-limit/action, SYSID, and SIDname parameters can be entered in any order. If PLEX and
SCOPE parameters are specified with the SYSID option, they must be entered before SYSID. For example:

DBEC I,MUF(?),PLEX(xxxxxxxx),SCOPE(yyyyyyyy),SYSID(*)

transaction-ID
Specifies the transaction ID defined in the CICS System Definition File (CSD) for invoking Datacom CICS
Services functions to monitor and control resources in the local environment or in an MRO environment or
CICSPLEX.
To perform an action, DBEC is the default transaction ID that precedes an enhanced command.

PERform
Indicates the enhanced command is to perform an action. PER and P are valid abbreviations.

NOTE
You can issue any DBEC PERFORM command from the console.

,action
The command must include one of the following actions:

• For URTs: AUTO, DEFer, CLOSE, NEWcopy, OPEN, or REStart (DEF, NEW, and RES are valid
abbreviations.)

• For Systems: STARTup or SHUTdown (START and SHUT are valid abbreviations.)
• For MUFs: CONnect, DISconnect, or IMMediate (CON, DIS, and IMM are valid abbreviations.)

,level-limit/action
Specifies whether the action is at the MUF-level or URT-level for actions other than STARTUP or SHUTDOWN.

NOTE
The MUF(nn) parameter and the MSIDname(xxxxxxxx) parameter should not both be used to qualify the
MUF. If both are specified, then the MUF object is used and the MSIDname is ignored.

MUF(nn)
(Optional) Identifies the MUFs on which the action is performed. This number corresponds to the relative number
of the DBCSID macro that is appended to the DBCVTPR macro assembly.

NOTE
Omit this parameter for system actions STARTup and SHUTdown, and for URT actions AUTO, DEFer,
CLOSE, NEWcopy, OPEN, and REStart. Also, omit this parameter if the MSIDNAME(xxxxxxxx) is used
to qualify the MUF.

MSIDname(xxxxxxxx)
(Optional) Identifies the MUFs on which the action is performed. This value corresponds to the SIDNAME
parameter of the DBCSID macro that is appended to the DBCVTPR macro assembly. The xxxxxxxx can be * for
all MUFs or it can be qualified with a value that begins with a default for all matching MUFs.

NOTE
Omit this parameter for system actions STARTup and SHUTdown, and for URT actions AUTO, DEFer,
CLOSE, NEWcopy, OPEN, and REStart. Also, omit this parameter if the MUF(nn) is used to qualify the
MUF.

URT(nnnn)
(Optional) Identifies the URT on which the action is performed. Omit for actions STARTup and SHUTdown, and for
MUF actions CONnect, DISconnect, and IMMediate.

,SIDname(xxxxxxxx)
(Optional; only used with URT) Specify one MUF SID name on which to perform the URT action. To specify a
range of MUFs, specify a generic SID name that is composed of any number of leading characters of SID names
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followed by an asterisk (*). If not specified, the command applies to all MUFs. (Omit for commands with MUF(nn)
or MSIDname(xxxxxxxx).) This option is only available with URT(nnnn) commands.

NOTE
SID is a valid abbreviation.

,SYSid(aaaa)
(Optional; not used for the local system) Specify one 4-character remote CICS system ID on which to perform the
action. Or, use an * (asterisk) to specify all systems in the MRO environment or CICSPLEX. If not specified, the
command applies to the local system only. Use a question mark (?) for any position of the 4-character value to
specify a mask to limit the inquiry to SYSID ranges. For more information about using SYSID in the CICSPLEX,
see the PLEX and SCOPE options and the CICSPLEX= parameter of DBCVTPR.

NOTE
SID is a valid abbreviation.

PLEX(data-value)
(Optional; only used with SYSID) Identifies the CICSPLEX context for the function that is issued with this DBEC
request. The PLEX value must be the 1- to 8- character name of the CICSPLEX to which this CICS region
belongs. If the PLEX option is not specified, the default for the DBEC command is the CICSPLEX specified in the
DBCVTPR. The PLEX value must match the CICSPLEX parameter that is specified in the EYUPARM member of
the CICS startup. This parameter has no meaning unless the SYSID parameter is also specified in the command.
When it is specified in the command with SYSID, it must precede the SYSID option in the command string.

NOTE
NOTE: To use the CICSPLEX-aware feature of DBEC with SYSID, either DBCVTPR should be
coded with the CICSPLEX= parameter or the PLEX and SCOPE parameters must be specified in the
command. If DBEC is CICSPLEX-aware, SYSID behaves differently. If it is not, then SYSID operates
on all MRO connections. If it is, then SYSID operates on only the MRO connections for active CICS
regions in the CICSPLEX to which the CICS belongs as identified by CICSRGN CICSPlex SM resource
table occurrences. PLEX (a CICSPLEX name) and SCOPE (a CICSPLEX or system group name), can
override the DBCVTPR value for the CICSPLEX connections.

SCOPE(data-value)
(Optional; only used with SYSID) Identifies the scope for the function that is issued with this DBEC request. The
SCOPE option qualifies the PLEX option or DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter. The scope can be:

• The 1- to -8 character name of the CICSPLEX itself. This option is the default as specified in the CICSPLEX
parameter of the DBCVTPR.

• A valid 1- to -8 character name of a CICSPLEX System Group in the CICSPLEX to which this CICS belongs.

The SCOPE option should always be used in the command when the PLEX option is used in the command
to override the DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter or to make the DBEC command CICSPLEX-aware when
CICSPLEX is not coded in the DBCVTPR. This parameter has no meaning unless the SYSID parameter is also
specified in the command. When it is specified in the command with SYSID, it must precede the SYSID option in
the command string.

NOTE
SCOPE further qualifies the DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter or PLEX option. If either of those two are
not specified, SCOPE is ignored in the command.

Important! For previous release compatibility, if neither PLEX or SCOPE are specified in the DBEC command and
CICSPLEX= parameter is not specified in the DBCVTPR then the command does not use the CPSM API. DBEC
works as before with SYSID. The DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter could not be specified and still use the DBEC
CICSPLEX feature by specifying the PLEX and SCOPE qualifiers in the command.

If the command, as entered, contains an error, the Datacom CICS Services displays the following help panel with the
appropriate error message.
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      SYSID = CWDS       CA Datacom CICS Services        APPLID = A11ICZDS     

DBEC I,MUF(?),SYSID(CZ??)                                                      

DC01008E - SPECIFIED SYSID NOT DEFINED TO CICS                                 

                FUNCTION          ACTION/LIMITER            MUF                

                |                 |                         |                  

  FORMAT:  DBEC AAAAAAA,BBBBBBBBB,CCCCCCCCCCCCC,DDDDDDDDDDD,EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE->

                        |                       |          ,PLEX(plexname)->   

                        OBJECT                  SYSTEM     ,SCOPE(sysgroup)    

                                                                               

FUNCTIONS: INQUIRE,INQ,I   OBJECTS: MUF(2)   URT(4)     TBL(0210) <= SPECIFIC  

           PERFORM,PER,P            MUF(1?)  URT(001?)  TBL(01??) <= RANGE     

                                    MUF(??)  URT(????)  TBL(????) <= ALL       

                                    MSID(DBSIDPR)                 <= SPECIFIC  

                                    MSIDNAME(DBSID*)              <= RANGE     

                                    MSID(*)                       <= ALL       

ACTION : OPEN    CLOSE  NEWCOPY   RESTART  DEFER  AUTO  STARTUP  SHUTDOWN      

         CONNECT DISCONNECT IMMEDIATE                                          

LIMITER: OPEN CLOSE UNOPENED OPENING CLOSING  DEFER  AUTO  NOCSD  SQL  DYN  PLT

         CONNECT CONNECTING DISCONNECT DISCONNECTING UNCONNECTED STATS         

                                                                               

SYSTEM :            <= BLANK-LOCAL CICS    MUF (URT OR TBL ONLY): <= BLANK-ALL 

        SYSID(AAAA) <= SPECIFIC CICS            SIDNAME(XXXXXXXX) <= SPECIFIC  

        SYSID(*)    <= ALL CICS SYSTEMS         SIDNAME(XXXX*)    <= RANGE     

        SYSID(CI?S) <= RANGE CICS SYSTEMS

 

1. If the help panel appears, enter the complete command on the command line with the displayed syntax and valid
values.
– All enhanced commands can be invoked with the DBEC transaction ID.
– Only those enhanced commands which include the INQUIRE function can be invoked with the DBEX transaction

ID. DBEX cannot be used to invoke a command to perform an action.
– There is no OBJECT when the Perform ACTION is STARTUP or SHUTDOWN.
– The values for OBJECT, ACTION/LIMITER, and SYSID can be entered in any order. However, PLEX and SCOPE

must be entered ahead of SYSID in the command.
– For INQUIRE commands, the LIMITER-level value is supplied in the position described for ACTION/

LIMITER(CCCCCCCCCCCCC).
– The PLEX and SCOPE qualifiers are allowed with the DBEC command to further qualify the SYSID parameter

for any function. The two qualifiers are used to establish the CONNECT thread to the CICSPlex SM environment
to which the CICS belongs. Once the CONNECT to the CICSPLEX is successful, the active CICSRGN resource
is browsed in the order of the MRO connections that are defined in the CSD to identify the active CICs in the
CICSPLEX that satisfy the SYSID value (and the optional CICS System Group in the SCOPE option) for the DBEC
request.

NOTE
PLEX and SCOPE are limited because the DBEC command can only be issued in an LMAS CICS region
and is not allowed to be issued in a CMAS region.

– It is important to follow the syntax diagram when entering your inquiry or perform action. Otherwise, your requested
results may not yield the inquiry display or perform action that you intended to be executed. Invalid options may be
ignored when enough valid options have been specified to carry out a command.

2. When you press Enter, an Inquiry display appears. The INQ,TBL(nnnn) command invokes the Table-level Inquiry
display. Any URT PERform command or INQ,URT(nnnn) command invokes the URT-level Inquiry display. Any MUF
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PERform command or INQ,MUF(nn) or INQ,MSIDname(xxxxxxxx) (without the STATS option) command invokes the
MUF-level Inquiry display. A MUF inquiry command with the STATS option invokes the MUF-level statistics display.

NOTE
The status of any MUF displayed in this manner is current as of the time of the last request processed by
that MUF. For example, if the last request processed by a MUF was 90 seconds ago, a DBEC I,MUF (or
MSIDname(xxxxxxxx)) or DBEX I,MUF (or MSIDname(xxxxxxxx)) request displays the status of that MUF as
it was 90 seconds ago.

Inquiry Display
There are different types of inquiries that you can make. This page presents inquiry displays and a summary of the
function keys for the following:

MUF-Level Inquiry Display

If you specify all CICS systems with the SYSID(*) option, the browse begins with MUFs in the local CICS system, followed
by those in other CICS systems. The system order is that defined within the MRO connection table and optionally are
active CICS regions in the CICSPLEX or CICS System Group in the CICSPLEX. The MUFs within each CICS system
appear in ascending numerical order according to the DBCSID macros appended to the DBCVTPR macro assembly.

      SYSID = CZDS       CA Datacom CICS Services        APPLID = A31ICZDS     

DBEC I,MUF(??),SYSID(*)                                                        

A SYS MUF    STATUS    W E USERS SIDNAME    JOB    LVL MUFN/SUB   CONDITIONS   

  *LOC 01 CONNECTED    A D 003   DBDVM5   DBDVM5   150 DBDVMUF5                

  *LOC 02 CONNECTED    A D 006   DBDVMS   DBDVMS   140 DBDVMS1                 

  *LOC 03 CONNECTED    A D 006   DBDVMT   DBDVMT   140 DBDVMT1                 

  *LOC 04 CONNECTED    D D 003   PRODMU2  DSL2MU12 150 DSL2MU12                

  *LOC 05 CONNECTED    A D 006   DBDVMR   DBDVMR   140 DBDVMR1                 

  *LOC 06 UNCONNECTED  A D 006   MUFW                  MUFW1                   

  *LOC 07 UNCONNECTED  D D 003   MUF1                  MUF11                   

  *LOC 08 UNCONNECTED  D D 003   MUF6                  MUF61                   

  *LOC 09 UNCONNECTED  D D 003   MUF7                  MUF71                   

  CBR2      LINK TO SYSTEM IS OUT OF SERVICE                                   

  CBR3      LINK TO SYSTEM IS OUT OF SERVICE                                   

  CCR2      LINK TO SYSTEM IS OUT OF SERVICE                                   

  CCR3      LINK TO SYSTEM IS OUT OF SERVICE                                   

  CIDS      LINK TO SYSTEM IS OUT OF SERVICE                                   

  CVDS      LINK TO SYSTEM IS OUT OF SERVICE                                   

  CWDS 01 CONNECTED    A D 003   DBDVM5   DBDVM5   150 DBDVMUF5                

  CWDS 02 UNCONNECTED  A D 003   DBDVMW                DBDVMW                  

  CWDS 03 CONNECTED    A D 003   DBDVMR   DBDVMR   150 DBDVMR1                 

  CWDS 04 UNCONNECTED  D D 003   QA14                  MUF#1                   

                                                                               

                      PF1: REFRESH                 PF7: BACKWARD   PF8: FORWARD

URT-Level Inquiry Display

If you specify all CICS systems with the SYSID(*) option, the browse begins with URTs in the local CICS system, followed
by those in other CICS systems. The system order is that defined within the MRO connection table and optionally are
active CICS regions in the CICSPLEX or CICS System Group in the CICSPLEX. The URTs within each CICS system
appear in ascending numerical order.
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      SYSID = CXDS       CA Datacom CICS Services        APPLID = A31ICDQ2     

DBEC I,URT(?)                                                                  

A SYS  URT  TYP STATUS   W REL CBSIO  PR U MIN SEC   CONDITIONS     SIDNAME MUF

  *LOC 0001 STD OPEN     P 100 000000 07 Y 000 000 ACT=000 RES=000  MUF1     01

  *LOC 0002 STD OPEN     P 100 000000 07 Y 000 000 ACT=000 RES=000  MUF1     01

  *LOC 0003 STD UNOPENED A 100 000000 07 N 000 000                  MUF1     01

  *LOC 0004                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  *LOC 0005                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  *LOC 0006                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  *LOC 0007                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  *LOC 0008                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  *LOC 0009                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

                  PF1: REFRESH   PF3: RETURN/END   PF7: BACKWARD   PF8: FORWARD

Table-Level Inquiry Display

If you issue an Inquiry request at the table level with a SYSID limiter for all CICS systems, a set of CICS systems, or a
remote system, the scrollable display includes all tables within all URTs for the system or systems specified. The tables
within each URT are listed in the order that is defined in that URT.

                      CA Datacom CICS Services  APPLID = A31ICDQ2

 DBEC I,TBL(?)

   SYS  URT  TYP STATUS   TABLE DBID   UPD   BYP   SYN   AUT   DBIDM SIDNAME MUF

   *LOC 0001 STD OPEN      PAY 00001   YES   NO    YES   YES         MUF1     01

                           PMF 00001   YES   NO    YES   YES

                           POH 00001   YES   NO    YES   YES

                           POL 00001   YES   NO    YES   YES

                           PNC 00001   YES   NO    YES   YES

                           PNM 00001   YES   NO    YES   YES

   *LOC 0002 STD OPEN      BAS 00002   YES   NO    YES   YES         MUF1     01

                           ARA 00002   YES   NO    YES   YES

                           FIL 00002   YES   NO    YES   YES

                           AGR 00002   YES   NO    YES   YES

                           FLD 00002   YES   NO    YES   YES

                           KEY 00002   YES   NO    YES   YES

                           ELM 00002   YES   NO    YES   YES

                           PCV 00002   YES   NO    YES   YES

                           ALS 00002   YES   NO    YES   YES

                           KWC 00002   YES   NO    YES   YES

                           REL 00002   YES   NO    YES   YES

                           TXT 00002   YES   NO    YES   YES

                           ATZ 00002   YES   NO    YES   YES

                           DVW 00002   YES   NO    YES   YES

                           JOB 00002   YES   NO    YES   YES

                           LIB 00002   YES   NO    YES   YES
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                          PF3: RETURN          PF7:BACKWARD      PF8: FORWARD

Function Key Summary

The following table describes function key usage from a DBEC/DBEX scrollable Inquiry display.

Key Function

PF1 Refreshes the screen with current data for the command on
the command line except for the screens that are displayed
from the "e," "t," and "u" commands from the I,MUF(nn) or
I,MSID(xxxxxxxx) screen. In those cases, the screen is refreshed
with current data for that display.

PF3 From the Table-level display, returns to the URT-level display if
you got to the Table-level display by entering an S in column A
when you were viewing the URT-level display. From the URT-level
display, returns to the MUF-level display if you got to the URT-
level display by entering an S in column A when you were viewing
the MUF-level display. If you used a DBEC transaction to inquire
at the Table-level or URT-level, such as DBEC INQ,TBL(001), the
PF3 key terminates the transaction and gives you a blank screen.
If you used a DBEC transaction to inquire at the MUF-level, such
as DBEC I,MUF(01) or DBEC I,MSIDname(xxxxxxxx), the PF3
key refreshes the screen with current data for the command on the
command line.

PF7 Pages backward a full-screen at a time to beginning of scroll.

PF8 Pages forward a full-screen at a time to the end of the scroll.

PF10 From the second display of MUF active tasks data that you
reached by scrolling right, returns to the first display of MUF active
tasks with refreshed data.

PF11 From the first display of MUF active tasks data that you reached
by typing a T in the action field of the MUF-level display, scrolls
right to the second display of MUF active tasks data.

Clear Clears the screen and terminates the DBEC/DBEX display.

Enter Accepts any valid entry into an enterable field and refreshes and
redisplays the current panel. For entries in column A or from the
command line, accepts command and refreshes and displays
appropriate panel.

Options After Issuing Enhanced Command
In Datacom CICS Services, after you issue an enhanced command (Inquiry, MUF, MUF STATS, URT, TBL), multiple
actions/inquiries/displays are available. Review options for each command type.

Options After Issuing Enhanced Inquiry Command

If you are authorized to use DBEX, but not DBEC, the following options are available after you display the Inquiry panel:

• Scroll through the display of MUFs, TBLs, or URTs. Press PF8 to scroll forward and PF7 to scroll backward.
• Change the display from MUF-level to URT-level to Table-level or the reverse as follows:
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– From the MUF-level display, enter S in Column A to invoke the URT-level display for a specific MUF.
– From the MUF-level display, enter E in Column A to invoke the MUF-level error codes display for a specific MUF.
– From the MUF-level display, enter T in Column A to invoke the active task display for a specific MUF.
– From the MUF-level display, enter U in Column A to invoke the task usage summary for a specific MUF.
– From the URT-level display, enter S in Column A to invoke the Table-level display beginning with a specific URT.
– From the Table-level display, press PF3 to invoke the URT-level display. PF 3 returns to the URT-level display when

the S line command is used on the URT-level display to get to the TBL-level display. Otherwise, PF3 returns to
CICS and ends the DBEC transaction.

– From the URT-level display, press PF3 to invoke the MUF-level display. PF 3 returns to the MUF-level display when
the S line command is used on the MUF-level display to get to the URT-level display. Otherwise, PF3 returns to
CICS and ends the DBEC transaction.

• Issue another DBEX INQ command from the command line and press Enter.
• Terminate the DBEX display by pressing Clear.

Options After Issuing Enhanced MUF Command

After performing any requested MUF action or inquiry, Datacom CICS Services displays a scrollable inquiry panel that
begins with the first MUF defined in the DBCVTPR macro assembly (or the only default MUF defined by the DBSIDPR
module); for example, MUF(1). The following options are available:

• Scroll through the display of MUFs. Press PF8 to scroll forward and PF7 to scroll backward.
• Enter the code corresponding to the action in Column A to perform one of the following actions/inquiries for any

displayed MUF:
C

Perform CONnect to MUF, if you are authorized to use DBEC.
D

Perform DISconnect from MUF, if you are authorized to use DBEC.
E

Display return code summary for MUF.
I

Perform disconnect IMMediate from MUF, if you are authorized to use DBEC.
T

Display task summary for MUF.
U

Display task usage summary for MUF.

If you are authorized to use DBEC, revise the corresponding value on the MUF-level display to override the USERS option
invoked by the DBCVTPR or DBCSID parameter values. Then press Enter.

NOTE
Before entering the MUF USERS override, verify that the MUF is disconnected or unconnected. (If you use the
"d" or "i" line command on a DBEC I,MUF(nn) or DBEC I,MSIDname(xxxxxxxx) screen to disconnect the MUF,
press the PF1 function key to refresh the screen before implementing the override.)

• Invoke the URT-level display for a specific MUF by entering S in Column A.
• If you are authorized to use DBEC, override a URT option invoked by one of the following DBURSTR parameter values

by revising the corresponding value on the URT-level display and pressing Enter .
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– CBSIO=
– PRTY=
– TIMEMIN=
– TIMESEC=
– TXNUNDO=

• Invoke the Table-level display beginning with a specific URT by entering S in Column A.
• If you are authorized to use DBEC, override a URT option invoked by one of the following DBURTBL parameter values

by revising the corresponding value on the Table-level display and pressing Enter.
– AUTODXC=
– BYOPEN=
– SYNONYM=
– UPDATE=

• Return to URT-level display by pressing PF3.
• Return to MUF-level display by pressing PF3.
• Refresh the current display by pressing PF1.
• Issue a command from the command line.
• Terminate the DBEC display by pressing Clear.

Options After Issuing Enhanced MUF STATS Command

After performing a requested MUF statistics inquiry (DBEC I, MUF(??), STATS), Datacom CICS Services displays a
scrollable inquiry panel beginning with the first MUF defined in the DBCVTPR macro assembly (or the single default MUF
defined by the DBSIDPR module); for example, MUF(01). See the following options:

• Scroll through the display of MUF statistics. Press PF8 to scroll forward and PF7 to scroll backward.
• Perform the following action for any displayed MUF by entering the code corresponding to the action in Column A.
R

Perform reset of the statistics counter for MUF, if you are authorized to use DBEC.

Options After Issuing Enhanced URT Command

After performing any requested URT action or inquiry with authority, Datacom CICS Services displays a scrollable inquiry
panel beginning with the first URT, for example, DBURT001. See the following options:

• Scroll through the display of URTs. Press PF8 to scroll forward and PF7 to scroll backward.
• If you are authorized to use DBEC, perform one of the following actions for any displayed URT by entering the code

corresponding to the action in Column A:
A

Set URT to AUTO open.
C

Perform CLOSE on URT.
D

Set URT to DEFer open.
N

Perform CICS NEWcopy on URT module. (Close URT first.)
O

Perform OPEN on URT.
R

Perform REStart on UR
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NOTE
Before entering any of the URT overrides described on this page, verify that the URT has been closed or is
unopened. If you use the "c" line command on a DBEC I,URT(nnnn) screen to close the URT, press the PF1
function key to refresh the screen before implementing any overrides.

• If you are authorized to use DBEC, override a URT option invoked by one of the following DBURSTR parameter values
by revising the corresponding value on the URT-level display and pressing Enter.
– CBSIO=
– PRTY=
– TIMEMIN=
– TIMESEC=
– TXNUNDO=

• Invoke the Table-level display beginning with a specific URT by entering S in Column A.
• If you are authorized to use DBEC, override a URT option invoked by one of the following DBURTBL parameter values

by revising the corresponding value on the Table-level display and pressing Enter.
– AUTODXC=
– BYOPEN=
– SYNONYM=
– UPDATE=

• Return to URT-level display by pressing PF3.
• Refresh the current display by pressing PF1.
• Issue a command from the command line.
• Terminate the DBEC display by pressing Clear.

NOTE
If you make an entry on the command line simultaneously with a line entry, Datacom CICS Services ignores the
line entry and executes the command-line entry.

Options After Issuing Enhanced TBL Command

After performing any requested TBL inquiry with authority, Datacom CICS Services displays a scrollable inquiry panel of
tables in URTs beginning with the first URT; for example, DBURT001. See the following options:

• Scroll through the display of tables in URTs. Press PF8 to scroll forward and PF7 to scroll backward.
• Revise the corresponding value on the Table-level display and press Enter to override a URT option invoked by one of

the following DBURTBL parameter values. You must be authorized to use DBEC.
– AUTODXC=
– BYOPEN=
– SYNONYM=
– UPDATE=

NOTE
Before entering any of the URT overrides described on this page, verify that the URT has been closed or is
unopened.

Monitoring and Controlling Local System Resources
Learn about monitoring and controlling local system resources with Datacom CICS Services. Learn about URT-level and
table-level inquiry commands. Find information about DBOC/DBIC and DBEC/DBEX transactions.

Use operational or enhanced commands to monitor local system resources:
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• To perform an inquiry on URTs for the local system, use either the enhanced command or the corresponding
operational command.

• To perform an inquiry on MUFs for the local system, use the enhanced command.
• To perform an action on URTs for the local system or to initiate or terminate the local system, use an enhanced

command or the corresponding operational command.
• To perform an action on MUFs for the local system, use an enhanced command.

The following tables summarize command options for displaying and taking action on URTs, TBLs, and MUFs in the local
CICS system.

URT-Level Inquiry Command Options

Objective Command Options
Display all URTs. DBEX INQ,URT(????)

DBIC INQ=????
Display URTs within a specified numeric range, for example10 --
19.

DBIC INQ=1?
DBEX INQ,URT(1?)

Display all URTs of a specified type. DBEX INQ,SQL,URT(????)
DBIC INQ=SQL
DBEX INQ,DYN,URT(????)
DBIC INQ=DYN

Display all URTs of a specified status. DBEX INQ,OPENED,URT(????)
DBIC INQ=OPENED
DBEX INQ,CLOSED,URT(????)
DBIC INQ=CLOSED
DBIC INQ=FAIL
(Alternative:) None
DBEX INQ,CLOSING,URT(????)
(Alternative:) None
DBEX INQ,UNOPENED,URT(????)

Display all URTs of a specified time for opening. DBEX INQ,AUTO,URT(????)
DBIC INQ=AUTO
DBEX INQ,DEFER,URT(????)
DBIC INQ=DEFER
DBEX INQ,PLT,URT(????)
DBIC INQ=PLT

Display all URTs with no CSD entry. DBEX INQ,NOCSD,URT(????)
(Alternative:) None

Display all URTs for a specified MUF. DBEX INQ,URT(????),SIDNAME(DBSIDPR)
(Alternative:) None

These commands can be further limited in a multiple MUF environment by adding the SIDNAME(xxxxxxxx) parameter to
the input commands.

Table-Level Inquiry Command Options

Objective Command Options
Display all tables for all URTs. DBEX INQ,TBL(????)

DBIC INQ=????.???
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Display all tables for URT 10. DBEX INQ,TBL(10)
DBIC INQ=10.???

Limit display by table name, where display includes an entry for
the designated table and any synonyms for each URT where
referenced.

DBIC INQ=????.PMF
(Alternative:) None

Limit display to a specified table in a specified URT. DBIC INQ=58.PMF
(Alternative:) None

Limit display to tables in a specified database, for example
DBID=25.

DBIC INQ=????.???.025
(Alternative:) None

Display all tables for all URTs for a specified MUF. DBEX INQ,TBL(????),SIDNAME(DBSIDPR)
(Alternative:) None

These commands can be further limited in a multiple MUF environment by adding the SIDNAME(xxxxxxxx) parameter to
the input commands.

Initiating or Terminating Datacom CICS Services

Objective Command Options
Initiate Datacom CICS Services. DBEC P,STARTUP

DBOC STARTUP
Terminate Datacom CICS Services. DBEC P,SHUTDOWN

DBOC SHUTDOWN

Opening or Closing URTs

Objective Command Options
Open one URT, for example 123. DBEC P,OPEN,URT(123)

DBOC OPEN=123
Open multiple URTs, for example 110 -- 119. DBEC P,OPEN,URT(11?)

DBOC OPEN=11?
Open all local URTs. DBEC P,OPEN,URT(????)

DBOC OPEN=????
Close one URT, for example 123. DBEC P,CLOSE,URT(123)

DBOC CLOSE=123
Close all local URTs. DBEC P,CLOSE,URT(????)

DBOC CLOSE=????
Close all local URTs for a range of MUFs. DBEC P,CLOSE,URT(????),SIDNAME(DBSID*)

(Alternative:) None

These commands can be further limited in a multiple MUF environment by adding the SIDNAME(xxxxxxxx) parameter to
the input commands.

These DBEC perform functions can also be implemented by using line commands on the URT-level inquiry.

Setting or Resetting When to Open

Objective Command Options
Set one URT for automatic opening, for example 123. DBEC P,AUTO,URT(123)

DBOC AUTO=123
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Set for automatic opening URTs with a suffix equal to or greater
than the specified suffix, for example 110 -- 119.

DBEC P,AUTO,URT(11?)
DBOC AUTO=11?

Set all local URTs for automatic opening. DBEC P,AUTO,URT(????)
DBOC AUTO=????

Set for deferred opening one URT, for example 123. DBEC P,DEFER,URT(123)
DBOC DEFER=123

Set for deferred opening all local URTs. DBEC P,DEFER,URT(????)
DBOC DEFER=????

Reset to original STATUS for one URT, for example 123. DBEC P,RESTART,URT(123)
DBOC RESTART=123

Reset to original STATUS for multiple URTs, for example 110 --
119.

DBEC P,RESTART,URT(11?)
DBOC RESTART=11?

Reset to original STATUS for all local URTs. DBEC P,RESTART,URT(????)
DBOC RESTART=????

Reset to original STATUS for all local URTs for a range of MUFs. DBEC P,RESTART,URT(????),SIDNAME(DBSID*)
(Alternative:) None

These commands can be further limited in a multiple MUF environment by adding the SIDNAME(xxxxxxxx) parameter to
the input commands.

These DBEC perform functions can also be implemented by using line commands on the URT-level inquiry.

NOTE
For the RESTART examples, "Reset to original STATUS" means to reset the URT STATUS to OPEN or
UNOPENED from CLOSED. If TYPE is AUTO, the STATUS becomes UNOPENED. If TYPE is PLT, Datacom
CICS Services tries to OPEN the URT and, if successful, the STATUS changes to OPEN. If TYPE is DEFER,
RESTART has no impact on the STATUS of URTs.

Creating a New Copy of a URT

Objective Command Options
Create a copy of a URT, for example 123. DBEC P,CLOSE,URT(123)

DBEC P,NEWCOPY,URT(123)
DBEC P,OPEN,URT(123)
DBOC CLOSE=123
DBOC DELETE=123
. . . use CEMT to newcopy
DBOC OPEN=123

Create a copy of all URTs for a specific MUF. DBEC P,CLOSE,URT(????),SIDNAME(DBSIDPR)
DBEC P,NEWCOPY,URT(????),SIDNAME(DBSIDPR)
DBEC P,OPEN,URT(????),SIDNAME(DBSIDPR)
(Alternative:) None

These commands can be further limited in a multiple MUF environment by adding the SIDNAME(xxxxxxxx) parameter to
the input commands.

These DBEC perform functions can also be implemented by using line commands on the URT-level inquiry.

NOTE
A P,NEWCOPY command results in a URT inquiry display, once the perform has been completed. In the
resulting display, however, be aware that any URTs in OPEN status were not part of the NEWCOPY. The
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DBOCPRT file contains errors for the NEWCOPY commands that failed. You can also use the N line command
from a URT inquiry display to see specific messages.

Overriding URT Attributes (DBURSTR)

Objective Command Options
Change maximum I/O for set processing. DBEC I,URT(nnnn)

Overtype the value displayed in Column CBSIO with a value
between 0 and 524287 to establish a new CBSIO= interrupt value.

Change job priority for requests processed through this URT. DBEC I,URT(nnnn)
Overtype the value displayed in Column PRTY with a value
between 1 and 15 to establish a new priority level, where 1 is the
lowest and 15 is the highest.

Change the maximum amount of time a program using this URT
is to wait for a record held under exclusive control by another
request.

DBEC I,URT(nnnn)
Overtype the value displayed in Column MIN or Column SEC to
change the TIMEMIN= or TIMESEC= value, respectively. Enter a
value between 1 and 120 to change the elapsed time specification
in minutes or seconds.

Changing the transaction backout option from off to on, or vice
versa.

DBEC I,URT(nnnn)
Overtype the value displayed in Column UNDO to change the
TXNUNDO= specification. YES indicates that transaction backout
is dynamically invoked for any program using this URT when an
abend occurs. No transaction backout is indicated by a NO.

Close the URTs first. Each of the display commands may be limited to a specific MUF or range of MUFs with the addition
of the SIDNAME parameter to the command.

These commands can be further limited in a multiple MUF environment by adding the SIDNAME(xxxxxxxx) parameter to
the input commands.

There are no operational commands to override the URT attributes.

Overriding Table Attributes (DBURTBL)

Objective Command Options
Changing whether exclusive control is dropped for this table when
a RDUxx command is issued from the same Request Area.

DBEC I,TBL(nnnn)
Overtype displayed option (YES or NO) with its alternative in
Column AUTODXC for each table requiring a change.

Changing whether this table is bypassed from the opening when
the URT is opened.

DBOC DISABLE=urt.table.dbid
DBOC ENABLE=urt.table.dbid
DBEC I,TBL(nnnn)
Overtype displayed option (YES or NO) with its alternative in
Column BYPOPEN for each table requiring a change.

Changing specification for whether this table name is duplicated in
either this URT or another URT.

DBEC I,TBL(nnnn)
Overtype displayed option (YES or NO) with its alternative in
Column SYNONYM for each table requiring a change. With YES,
all requests for this table must include the DBID in the Request
Area.

Changing specification of whether updates are to be permitted for
this table when accessed through this URT.

DBEC I,TBL(nnnn)
Overtype displayed option (YES or NO) with its alternative in
Column UPDATE for each table requiring a change.
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Close the URTs first. Each of the display commands can be limited to a specific MUF or range of MUFs with the addition
of the SIDNAME parameter to the command.

These commands can be further limited in a multiple MUF environment by adding the SIDNAME(xxxxxxxx) parameter to
the input commands.

Except for BYOPEN, there are no operational commands to override the Table-level attributes.

MUF-Level Inquiry Command Options

Objective Command Options
Display all MUFs. DBEX INQ,MUF(??)

DBEX INQ,MSIDname(*)
Display MUFs within a specified numeric range. For example, 1 --
9 or a specified SIDNAME (not to be confused with the SIDNAME
qualifier for URTs or TBLs) range in the DBCSID macro appended
to the DBCVTPR macro.

DBEX INQ,MUF(?)
DBEX INQ,MSIDname(x*)

Display statistics for all MUFs. DBEX INQ,STATS,MUF(??)
DBEX INQ,STATS,MSIDname(*)

Display all MUFs of a specified status. DBEX INQ,CONNECTED,MUF(??)
DBEX INQ,CONNECTED,MSIDname(xxxxxxxx*)
DBEX INQ,DISCONNECTED,MUF(??)
DBEX INQ,DISCONNECTED,MSIDname(*)
DBEX INQ,CONNECTING,MUF(??)
DBEX INQ,CONNECTING,MSIDname(*)
DBEX INQ,DISCONNECTING,MUF(??)
DBEX INQ,DISCONNECTING,MSIDname(*)
DBEX INQ,UNCONNECTED,MUF(??)
DBEX INQ,UNCONNECTED,MSIDname(*)

Display all MUFs of a specified time for connecting. DBEX INQ,AUTO,MUF(??)
DBEX INQ,AUTO,MSIDname(*)
DBEX INQ,DEFER,MUF(??)
DBEX INQ,DEFER,MSIDname(*)
DBEX INQ,PLT,MUF(??)
DBEX INQ,PLT,MSIDname(*)

Connecting or Disconnecting MUFs

Objective Command Options
Connect one MUF, for example 1 or the MUF whose SIDNAME is
DBSIDPR in the DBCSID macro.

DBEC P,CONNECT,MUF(1)
DBEC P,CONNECT,MSID(DBSIDPR)

Connect multiple MUFs, for example 1 -- 9 or multiple MUFs of a
range whose SIDNAMEs in the DBCSID macro begin with D.

DBEC P,CONNECT,MUF(?)
DBEC P,CONNECT,MSID(D*)

Connect all local MUFs. DBEC P,CONNECT,MUF(??)
DBEC P,CONNECT,MSIDNAME(*)

Disconnect one MUF, for example 1 or the MUF whose SIDNAME
is MUF1 in the SIDNAME parameter of the DBCSID macro
appended to the DBCVTPR.

DBEC P,DISCONNECT,MUF(1)
DBEC P,DISCONNECT,MSID(MUF1)

Disconnect all local MUFs. DBEC P,DISCONNECT,MUF(??)
DBEC P,DISCONNECT,MSID(*)
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Immediately disconnect one MUF regardless of open URTs or
active tasks, for example 2 or the MUF whose SIDNAME is MUF2
in the DBCSID macro of the DBCVTPR.

DBEC P,IMMEDIATE,MUF(2)
DBEC P,IMMEDIATE,MSID(MUF2)

Resetting MUFs Statistics

Objective Command Options
Reset statistics for any MUF. DBEC I,MUF(??),STATS

DBEC I,MSID(*),STATS

Type R in the Action column of the line corresponding to the number of the MUF to reset the statistics for that MUF.
Statistics for multiple MUFs can be reset simultaneously on this display.

Overriding MUF USERS Attribute (DBCSID)

Objective Command Options
Change the number of USERS allocated for a MUF. DBEC I,MUF(??)

DBEC I,MSID(*)

• For a MUF that is unconnected or disconnected, overtype the value displayed in column USERS with a value between
1 and 255 to establish a new USERS= tasks value.

• For a MUF that is connected:
a. Type a D in the Action column to disconnect the MUF,
b. Overtype the value displayed in column USERS with a valid value.
c. Type a C in the Action column to connect and establish the MUF with the new USERS value. Multiple MUFs can be

processed simultaneously on this display.

DBOC/DBIC Monitoring Local Resources with Operational Commands
You determine which URTs Datacom CICS Services display on the URT Inquiry panel by your command entry. The URT
Inquiry panel entries can be for specified URTs, regardless of their:

• Attributes 
• Limited based on URT type 
• URT status
• Method by which opening occurs

Certain inquiries display values accrued by counters. Use the RESET command to reset to zero those counters
associated with systems statistics, concurrent users, and total requests.

An alternative to the operational commands for inquiry is the enhanced commands for inquiry described in DBEC/DBEX:
Monitoring Local Resources with Enhanced Commands. The inquiry commands described in this section invoke a display
similar to that of the enhanced commands for inquiry. However, they do not include the release level of the macro used to
generate the URT and the value specified for the URT parameter CBSIO=. The operational commands result in a display
that can only be paged forward. The enhanced command results in a display that can be paged forward and backward.

INQ=urt/INQ=limiter--Displaying URT Information

Learn how to use display URT information in Datacom CICS Services using the INQ=urt/INQ=limiter transaction. Find the
transaction format, parameters, and an example.

Invoke the following transaction to display information on one or more specified URTs.
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                         ┌─ , ───┐

►►─┬─ DBOC ─┬─ INQuire= ─▼─ urt ─┴────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DBIC ─┘

DBOC/DBIC
(Required) Specify a transaction ID valid with Operational commands used to monitor system resources. Select
the transaction ID for which you are authorized. Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.

INQuire=
(Required) Command specifying a status display. You may shorten this command to INQ=.

urt
(Required) Specify one or more URTs by the 4-digit suffix, with or without leading zeros, where the range of valid
values is 0001 to the active MAXURTS= value. Use the wildcard symbol (?) to accept any valid value between 0
and 9 for any (or all) of the digits. To specify a series, separate the identifiers with commas.

Example Description
1 URT 0001
?,20 URTs 0001 through 0009, and 0020
?,1?,2?,30 URTs 0001 through 0030
?? URTs 0001 through 0099
1??,20?,21? URTs 0100 through 0219
???? All valid URTs

This page contains the following topics:

Limit Display to URTs of Specified Type

Invoke the following transaction to display information about all URTs of the specified URT type (SQL or DYN).

►►─┬─ DBOC ─┬─ INQuire= ─┬─ SQL ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DBIC ─┘            └─ DYN ─┘

DBOC/DBIC
(Required) Specify a transaction ID valid with Operational commands used to monitor system resources. Select
the transaction ID for which you are authorized. Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.

INQuire=
(Required) Command specifying a status display. You may shorten this command to INQ=.

SQL
Type of URT available to programs issuing SQL commands, that is to say one defined with DBSQL=YES in the
DBUREND macro.

DYN
Type of URT created dynamically by a Broadcom product. (Only those URT numbers up to the MAXURT= value
which have no CSD entries are available for dynamic creation by Broadcom products.)

Limit Display to URTs of Specified Status

Invoke the following transaction to display information about all URTs of either the specified URT status (OPENED or
CLOSED) or all which show OPEN FAILED or CLOSE FAILED in the message area.
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►►─┬─ DBOC ─┬─ INQuire= ─┬─ OPENED ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DBIC ─┘            ├─ CLOSED ─┤

                         └─ FAIL ───┘

DBOC/DBIC
(Required) Specify a transaction ID valid with Operational commands used to monitor system resources. Select
the transaction ID for which you are authorized. Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.

INQuire=
(Required) Command specifying a status display. You may shorten this command to INQ=.

OPENED
Status is OPENED.

CLOSED
Status is CLOSED.

FAIL
Status is that the last attempt to open or close failed.

Limit Display to URTs Having Specified Time for Opening

Invoke the following transaction to display information about all URTs having the specified time for opening (AUTO,
DEFER, PLT).

►►─┬─ DBOC ─┬─ INQuire= ─┬─ AUTO ──┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DBIC ─┘            ├─ DEFER ─┤

                         └─ PLT ───┘

DBOC/DBIC
(Required) Specify a transaction ID valid with Operational commands used to monitor system resources. Select
the transaction ID for which you are authorized. Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.

INQuire=
(Required) Command specifying a status display. You may shorten this command to INQ=.

AUTO
To be opened automatically when an application program requiring its use begins processing, that is to say
either defined through AUTO[n]= in the Datacom CICS Services Generation Options Table (DBCVTPR) or added
through the DBOC AUTO= command.

DEFER
To be opened only when requested through the DBOC OPEN= command, that is to say either defined through
DEFER[n]= in the Datacom CICS Services Generation Options Table (DBCVTPR) or added through the DBOC
DEFER= command.

PLT
To be opened at CICS startup.

Command Examples

Command Result

DBIC INQ=9?,10?,110 Invokes the URT Inquiry display for URTs with suffixes in the
range 0090 to 0110, that is to say the field labeled (1) on the
following display example would contain only numbers between
0090 and 0110.
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DBOC INQ=SQL Invokes the URT Inquiry display for URTs of the SQL type. Only
those entries with SQL in the Type field would appear. (See the
field labeled (2) on the following display example.)

DBOC INQ=OPENED Invokes the URT Inquiry display for open URTs. Only those entries
with OPENED in the status field would appear. (See the field
labeled (3) on the following display example.)

DBOC INQ=PLT Invokes the URT Inquiry display for URTs that are not defined
with AUTO= or DEFER=. Only those entries with a blank in the
"when to open" field would appear. (See the field labeled (4) on
the following display example.)

Display Example DBIC INQ=????

The following example illustrates the most comprehensive URT Inquiry display. You can limit the display to specified
entries in the fields labeled 1 -- 5 (see Field Descriptions). Compare this display example with Display Example: DBEC
I,URT(??).

NOTE
For descriptions of the fields shown in these examples, see the Field Descriptions topic following Display
Example: DBOC INQ=FAIL.

DBIC INQ=????                                                          DELIM &

 

    (1)  (2)      (3)    (4)         (5)               (6)    (7)     (8)

URT 0001(STD UNOPENED AUTO )                       PRTY=07 TXNUD

URT 0002(STD UNOPENED AUTO )                       PRTY=07 TXNUD

URT 0003(STD UNOPENED AUTO )                       PRTY=07 TXNUD=NO             

URT 0004-0009                INVALID, DISABLED, NOT LINK EDITED OR SKIPLOAD     

URT 0010(STD UNOPENED AUTO )                       PRTY=07 TXNUD                

URT 0011-0013                HAVE NO CSD ENTRIES                                

URT 0014(STD UNOPENED DEFER)                       PRTY=07 TXNUD                

URT 0015                     HAS NO CSD ENTRY                                   

URT 0016(STD UNOPENED      ) OPEN  FAILED RC02 052 PRTY=07 TXNUD=NO             

URT 0017-0019                HAVE NO CSD ENTRIES                                

URT 0020(SQL OPEN          ) ACTIVE=000 RESRVD=000 PRTY=07 TXNUD                

URT 0021-0024                HAVE NO CSD ENTRIES                                

URT 0025(STD UNOPENED DEFER)                       PRTY=07 TXNUD                

URT 0026-0034                HAVE NO CSD ENTRIES                                

URT 0035(STD UNOPENED DEFER)                       PRTY=08 TXNUD                

URT 0036                     INVALID, DISABLED, NOT LINK EDITED OR SKIPLOAD     

URT 0037(STD UNOPENED DEFER)                       PRTY=07 TXNUD                

URT 0038-0050                HAVE NO CSD ENTRIES                                

URT 0051-0052                INVALID, DISABLED, NOT LINK EDITED OR SKIPLOAD     

URT 0053-0100                HAVE NO CSD ENTRIES                                

                                           ENTER = NEXT PAGE   CLEAR = END TRANS

Display Example DBIC INQ=1,2,3,7

The following example illustrates a limited URT Inquiry display, where the limitation is on the URT number.

DBIC INQ=1,2,3,7                                                       DELIM &
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     (1)  (2) (3)    (4)         (5)                 (6)     (7)     (8)

URT 0001(STD UNOPENED AUTO )                       PRTY=07 TXNUD

URT 0002(STD UNOPENED AUTO )                       PRTY=07 TXNUD

URT 0003(STD UNOPENED AUTO )                       PRTY=07 TXNUD=NO           

URT 0004-0009                INVALID, DISABLED, NOT LINK EDITED OR SKIPLOAD   

DC00380I  TRANSACTION COMPLETED.

Display Example DBIC INQ=SQL

The following example illustrates a limited URT Inquiry display, where the limitation is on the URT type.

DBIC INQ=SQL                                                           DELIM &

 

    (1)  (2) (3)      (4)         (5)                   (6)    (7)    (8)

URT 0020(SQL OPEN          ) ACTIVE=000 RESRVD=000 PRTY=07 TXNUD

DC00380I  TRANSACTION COMPLETED.

Display Example DBIC INQ=OPENED

The following example illustrates a limited URT Inquiry display, where the limitation is on the URT status.

DBIC INQ=OPENED                                                        DELIM &

 

      (1)  (2) (3)     (4)          (5)                 (6)     (7)     (8)

URT 0014(STD OPEN          ) ACTIVE=000 RESRVD=000 PRTY=07 TXNUD

URT 0020(SQL OPEN          ) ACTIVE=000 RESRVD=000 PRTY=07 TXNUD

URT 0037(STD OPEN          ) ACTIVE=000 RESRVD=000 PRTY=07 TXNUD

URT 0067(STD OPEN          ) ACTIVE=000 RESRVD=000 PRTY=07 TXNUD

URT 0101(STD OPEN          ) ACTIVE=000 RESRVD=000 PRTY=07 TXNUD

DC00380I  TRANSACTION COMPLETED.

Display Example DBOC INQ=AUTO

The following example illustrates a limited URT Inquiry display, where the limitation is on the URT "when to open"
specification.

 DBOC INQ=AUTO                                                         DELIM ;

 

      (1)  (2)  (3)      (4)             (5)           (6)     (7)     (8)

 URT 0001(STD OPEN     AUTO ) ACTIVE=000 RESRVD=001 PRTY=07 TXNUD

 URT 0002(STD UNOPENED AUTO ) CLOSE FAILED RC02 052 PRTY=07 TXNUD

 URT 0010(STD CLOSED   AUTO )                       PRTY=07 TXNUD=NO

 URT 0101(STD UNOPENED AUTO )                       PRTY=07 TXNUD

 DC00380I  TRANSACTION COMPLETED.

Display Example DBOC INQ=FAIL

The following example illustrates a limited URT Inquiry display, where the limitation is on the URTs with a failure on the
last open or close.
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 DBOC INQ=FAIL                                                         DELIM &

 

      (1)  (2)     (3)    (4)            (5)             (6)      (7)      (8)

 URT 0060(STD UNOPENED      ) CLOSE FAILED RC25 020 PRTY=07 TXNUD=NO

 URT 0061(STD UNOPENED      ) CLOSE FAILED RC25 020 PRTY=07 TXNUD

 URT 0062(STD UNOPENED      ) CLOSE FAILED RC25 020 PRTY=07 TXNUD

 URT 0063(STD UNOPENED      ) CLOSE FAILED RC25 020 PRTY=07 TXNUD

 URT 0064(STD UNOPENED      ) CLOSE FAILED RC25 020 PRTY=07 TXNUD

 URT 0065(STD UNOPENED      ) CLOSE FAILED RC25 020 PRTY=07 TXNUD

 URT 0066(STD UNOPENED      ) CLOSE FAILED RC25 020 PRTY=07 TXNUD

 URT 0068(STD UNOPENED      ) CLOSE FAILED RC25 020 PRTY=07 TXNUD

 URT 0069(STD UNOPENED      ) CLOSE FAILED RC25 020 PRTY=07 TXNUD

 URT 0070(STD UNOPENED      ) CLOSE FAILED RC25 020 PRTY=07 TXNUD

 URT 0072(STD UNOPENED      ) CLOSE FAILED RC25 020 PRTY=07 TXNUD

 URT 0100(STD UNOPENED      ) CLOSE FAILED RC02 052 PRTY=07 TXNUD=NO

 DC00380I  TRANSACTION COMPLETED.

Field Descriptions

The URT Inquiry panel displays one row of information per URT, where URTs are listed in ascending order by URT-suffix.
Information includes URT characteristics such as type, status, and when to open, pertinent messages such as the number
of active tasks for an open URT, and how the URT is defined in its DBURSTR macro.

Field URT Characteristic Value Description

URT URT Identifier that this is a URT.

(1) Number 0001-nnnn 4-digit suffix of the URT
name. For details about
the 4-digit suffix, see
the descriptions of the
DBCVTPR macro parameters
MAXURTS= and PREFIX= in
Specifying Generation Options
(DBCVTPR).

(2) Type STD URT assembled for applications
issuing Datacom/DB
commands.

(2) Type SQL URT assembled for applications
issuing SQL statements.

(2) Type DYN URT dynamically built by
another Broadcom product,
such as Dataquery.

(3) Status UNOPENED Not yet opened through a DBOC
OPEN= transaction or invoked
by an application request.

(3) Status CLOSED Closed by Datacom CICS
Services.
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(3) Status CLOSING Specified with a Datacom CICS
Services CLOSE command,
but not yet closed pending
completion transaction having
exclusive control.

(3) Status OPENED Opened by Datacom CICS
Services.

(4) When to Open Blank This URT has not been
specified for delayed opening. It
is opened during Datacom CICS
Services startup when the PLT
is processed.

(4) When to Open AUTO URT is defined with the
AUTO= parameter. It is opened
automatically when initially
required by an application
request.

(4) When to Open DEFER URT is defined with the
DEFER= parameter. Its opening
is deferred until opened through
the DBOC OPEN= command.

(5) Message ACTIVE= Number of active tasks using
this URT.

(5) Message RESRVD= Number of tasks which have
read a record for update using
this URT.

(5) Message INVALID, DISABLED, NOT
LINK EDITED, OR SKIPLOAD

Reasons are the following:
The corresponding load module
is not a valid online URT.
Its CSD entry has been
disabled.
Its load module is not in the load
library.
The URT has been specified
in a SKIPLOAD macro in the
DBCVTPR as not be loaded at
STARTUP.

(5) Message OPEN FAILED RCnn The last open failed for this
URT. The reason for this failure
is indicated by Datacom/DB
return code nn.

(5) Message CLOSE FAILED RCnn The last close failed for this
URT. The reason for this failure
is indicated by Datacom/DB
return code nn.

(5) Message HAS NO CSD ENTRY
HAVE NO CSD ENTRIES

No entry for this URT in the
CSD.
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(6) Job priority PRTY=nn Priority level for requests
processed using this URT,
where nn is between 01 and 15.
01 is low, 07 is the default.

(7) Transaction backout TXNUD TXNUNDO=YES is specified in
the DBURSTR macro defining
this URT. Transaction backout
is enabled for all update
transactions against all tables
declared in this URT.

(7) Transaction backout TXNUD=NO Transaction backout is not
operational for tasks using this
URT.

(8) Wait time for held record ECWAIT= ECWAIT= value from 0001
and 7200 indicates exclusive
control wait time (in seconds)
as specified in the TIMEMIN=
or TIMESEC= DBURSTR
parameters. ECWAIT=0000 (or
no value) means there is no limit
on the time a task may wait for
a record held under exclusive
control.

Interpreting Displayed Data

Use the following guidelines to interpret the display. URT characteristics are labeled by fields as they were on the report.
See the information about online URTs in Coding the URT Macros.

(1)
The range of numbers which can appear as URT suffixes is limited by the MAXURTS= value specified in the
System Option Table (DBCVTPR).

(2)
The origin of the Type characteristic is the DBUREND macro parameter DBSQL= in the URT definition. If
DBSQL=YES, SQL appears. If DBSQL=NO and you defined a URT with the displayed number, STD appears. If
DBSQL is NO and you have not defined a URT with a number within the range 0001-nnnn, that URT number is
eligible for use by a Broadcom product for dynamic generation. If so used, DYN appears. If not so used, HAVE
NO CSD ENTRIES appears in the Usage/Reason Not Used field.

NOTE
For more information about the DBSQL= parameter, see the topic about defining a URT, see Defining
the User Environment.

(3)
The only Status characteristic controlled by a definition is UNOPENED. Only a URT defined with AUTO= or
DEFER= can exist in UNOPENED status. Once a URT is open, it remains open until Datacom CICS Services is
shut down unless explicitly closed through a DBOC or DBEC CLOSE= command.

(4)
Except for URTs specified for delayed opening, Datacom CICS Services opens all URTs at system startup. In the
DBCVTPR macro, two lists of URTs may be identified for delayed opening with AUTO= and DEFER= respectively,
those to open automatically when required by an application for its processing and those to defer opening until
requested by a DBOC or DBEC OPEN= command.
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To add to the list of URTs which open automatically, see AUTO= Setting URTs for Automatic Opening. To add
to the list of URTs which only open when a DBOC OPEN= command is issued, see DEFER= Setting URTs
for Deferred Opening. To return URTs to their original automatic open or deferred open state (as specified in
DBCVTPR), see RESTART= Returning URTs to Initial Status.

(5)
If the table is open, its current usage can be determined by examining the ACTIVE= and RESRVD= data.
The presence of an OPEN FAILED or CLOSE FAILED entry indicates a processing failure. Take the action
suggested in the for the displayed Datacom/DB return code.
If INVALID, recompile the module to create a valid online URT.
If NOT LINK EDITED, either remove this URT name from the CICS System Definition data set (CSD) or link edit
the assembled URT macros to produce a load module which resides in the searched load library.
INVALID, DISABLED, NOT LINK EDITED, or SKIPLOAD and HAVE NO CSD ENTRIES (or HAS NO CSD
ENTRY) appear when the following conditions apply:

• you have disabled a CSD entry
• the load module is not in the DFHRPL
• the URT has been specified in a SKIPLOAD macro in the DBCVTPR as not to be loaded
• no entry in the CICS System Definition data set (CSD) for these or this URT is not within the MAXURTS=

range

This message is for information only.
Example:
DBOC INQ=FAIL                                                         DELIM &

 

       1   2       3      4             5               6       7        8

 URT 0014(STD UNOPENED AUTO )                       PRTY=07 TXNUD=NO

 URT 0015          HAS NO CSD ENTRY   

 URT 0016(STD UNOPENED AUTO )                       PRTY=07 TXNUD=NO

 URT 0017-0019     HAVE NO CSD ENTRIES

(6) (7) (8)
The DBURSTR macro parameters PRTY=, TXNUNDO=, and TIMEMIN= or TIMESEC= can be changed by
altering values and reassembling and relinking the URT. A low priority task (PRTY=1) which has a resource
under exclusive control could tie up that resource indefinitely, the avoidance of which is a good reason to specify
TIMEMIN= or TIMESEC= in DBURSTR rather than accepting the default of zero. If the default is used for this
URT, no entry appears for ECWAIT=. A low priority task with transaction backout specified (TXNUNDO=YES), can
force checkpointing in the Log Area(s).

NOTE

For more information, see Defining the User Environment.

INQ=urt.table--Displaying Table-Level Options for URTs

Invoke the following transaction to display how AUTODXC=, BYPOPEN=, SYNONYM=, and UPDATE= parameters are
defined by DBURTBL macros for requested tables defined to requested URTs.

                         ┌─ , ─────────────────────┐

►►─┬─ DBOC ─┬─ INQuire= ─▼─ urt.table ─┬─────────┬─┴──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DBIC ─┘                          └─ .dbid ─┘

DBOC/DBIC
(Required) Specify a transaction ID valid with Operational commands used to monitor system resources. Select
the transaction ID for which you are authorized. Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.
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INQuire=
(Required) Command specifying a status display. You can shorten this command to INQ=.

urt.table
(Required) Indicates the tables and the URTs on which the inquiry is based, where the specified URT-table
combination exists. Specify a URT with the 1- to 4-digit number that follows its prefix or substitute the wildcard
symbol (?) for one or more of the digits to extend the request to any URT which contains any digit in that position.
Specify a table with its 1- to 3-character table name, or substitute the wildcard symbol (?) for one or more of the
characters to extend the request to a table containing any valid character in that position of its name.
Examples of these options follow:

• To invoke the display of a specific table in a specific URT, specify a 1- to 4-digit URT number followed by a
period followed by a 1- to 3-character Datacom/DB table name. For example:

DBIC INQ=1.PMF

• To invoke the display of any URT containing a specific table, substitute ???? for the URT number. For
example:

DBIC INQ=????.PMF

• To invoke the display of a specific URT with all the tables it contains, substitute ??? for the table name. For
example:

DBIC INQ=1.???

• To invoke the display of multiple URT-table combinations, separate the URT-table combinations with commas.
For example:

DBIC INQ=1.???,5.???,6.???,7.???

• To invoke the display of each URT with all of its tables, use the following command. For example:

DBIC INQ=????.???

.dbid
(Optional) Used with a table name to limit the command action to that table within the specified database. Use a
period as a separator between table name and the 5-digit database ID (table.dbid). To apply the named command
to the listed tables in database IDs within a known range, use the wildcard symbol (?). To apply the named
command to the listed tables in all databases, either omit the database ID from the operand or specify ????? for
the dbid.

Example Description
00123 Database 00123
000?? Databases 00000 through 00099
0005? Databases 00050 through 00059
???5? All databases with 5 as the fourth digit
????? All databases

Command Examples

Command Result
DBOC INQUIRE=????.??? Displays the status of all URTs and the status of all tables in each

URT.
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DBOC INQUIRE=????.???.00014 Displays the status of only URTs which list tables in database ID
14, with table information about only tables residing in DBID=14.

DBIC INQ=1.???,5.???,6.???,7.??? Displays the status of all tables in URTs 0001, 0005, 0006, and
0007 and also the status of the four specified URTs.

Display Example DBOC INQ=1.???,10.???

When inquiries are made at the table level, the display includes the number and status of each URT, similar to the URT
status inquiry display. In addition, the table names and database IDs are displayed for each URT.

 DBOC INQ=1.???,10.???                                                 DELIM &

       (1) (2)           (3)        (4)       (5)       (6)     (7)  (8)

 URT 0001(STD OPEN     AUTO ) ACTIVE=000 RESRVD=000 PRTY=07 TXNUD

     0001 TABLE:PAY  DBID:00001  UPDATE      SYNONYM

     0001 TABLE:PMF  DBID:00001  UPDATE      SYNONYM

     0001 TABLE:POH  DBID:00001  UPDATE      SYNONYM

     0001 TABLE:POL  DBID:00001  UPDATE      SYNONYM

     0001 TABLE:PNC  DBID:00001  UPDATE      SYNONYM

     0001 TABLE:PNM  DBID:00001  UPDATE      SYNONYM

 URT 0010(STD CLOSED   AUTO )                       PRTY=07 TXNUD=NO

     0010 TABLE:ACT  DBID:00010  UPDATE      SYNONYM

     0010 TABLE:CUS  DBID:00010  UPDATE      SYNONYM

     0010 TABLE:DTL  DBID:00010  UPDATE      SYNONYM

     0010 TABLE:ORD  DBID:00010  UPDATE      SYNONYM

     0010 TABLE:ITM  DBID:00010  UPDATE      SYNONYM

     0010 TABLE:NUM  DBID:00010  UPDATE      SYNONYM

     0010 TABLE:RCP  DBID:00010  UPDATE      SYNONYM

     0010 TABLE:SAL  DBID:00010  UPDATE      SYNONYM

     0010 TABLE:SHP  DBID:00010  UPDATE      SYNONYM

 DC00380I  TRANSACTION COMPLETED.

Field Descriptions

When you specify a table, Datacom CICS Services displays both the status of the URT listing the specified table (as
described in ) and the status of the table itself, using the following status designators:

Field Value Description
(1) nnnn URT suffix specified or allowed by the

entered command
(2) TABLE: aaa Value aaa is a Datacom/DB table defined in

the corresponding URT, as allowed by the
entered command. Table names appear in
the order entered in the URT.

(3) DBID: nnnnn Value nnnnn is the Datacom/DB database
ID for the corresponding table, as allowed
by the entered command.

(4) UPDATE Indicates that this URT permits applications
to update the named table.

UPDATE=NO Indicates that update of the named table is
not permitted using this URT.
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(5) SYNONYM SYNONYM=YES is specified in the
DBURTBL macro for this URT. All requests
for this table must include the DBID in the
Request Area.

(6) BYPOPEN Indicates that this table has been disabled
either because BYPOPEN=YES was
coded in its URT definition, a DBOC
DISABLE=urt.tbl command has been
processed, or the BYPOPEN value has
been overridden on the DBEC I,TBL(nnnn)
display. When the URT is opened, the
designated table is bypassed from the
opening. Any attempt to access this table,
using this URT, results in a Datacom/DB
return code of 05.
Note: A blank in this field indicates that
either BYPOPEN=NO (the default) was
used in the corresponding URT definition
for this table, that the table was enabled
through the DBOC ENABLE= transaction
(see ENABLE= Enabling Opening for
Previously Bypassed Table), or that the
table was enabled by overriding the
BYOPEN value on the DBEC I,TBL(nnnn)
display (see Overriding DBURTBL
Parameter Values).

(7) AUTODXC=NO For this table, AUTODXC=NO was coded
in the corresponding URT. Exclusive control
for this table is not automatically dropped
when a second command is issued from
the same Request Area.
A blank in this field indicates
AUTODXC=YES.

(8) ECWAIT= Wait time for held record. An ECWAIT=
value between 0001 and 7200 indicates
exclusive control wait time (in seconds) as
specified in the TIMEMIN= or TIMESEC=
DBURSTR parameters. ECWAIT=0000 (or
no value) means there is no limit on the
time a task may wait for a record held under
exclusive control.

INQ=AUX—Displaying Status of Auxiliary Trace

Learn how to display the status of the Auxiliary Trace in Datacom CICS Services with the INQ=AUX transaction. Find the
transaction format, parameters, and an example.

To display the status of the Auxiliary Trace, issue the following transaction:

►►─┬─ DBOC ─┬─ INQuire=AUX ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DBIC ─┘

DBOC/DBIC
(Required) Specify a transaction ID valid with Operational commands used to monitor system resources. Select
the transaction ID for which you are authorized. Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.
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INQuire=
(Required) Command specifying a status display. You may shorten this command to INQ=.

AUX
(Required) Specifies that Datacom CICS Services is to display the status of the Auxiliary Trace.

Display Example: DBIC INQ=AUX

 DBIC INQ=AUX                                                          DELIM &
 
 
 DC00373I  CICS SERVICES AUXTRACE FACILITY IS aaa DESTID=bbbb
 DC00380I  TRANSACTION COMPLETED.

Field Descriptions The displayed message provides the following two pieces of information:
aaa

Auxiliary Trace Facility status. (You specify the status with the AUXTRCE= parameter when you code the
DBCVTPR macro.)
ON

Indicates that Auxiliary Trace is active
OFF

Indicates that Auxiliary Trace is not active
bbbb

The primary or the secondary destination data set for the file receiving the Auxiliary Trace entries. The data set
name that is displayed is the primary destination, unless a DBOC AUX=SWI command has switched destinations
to the secondary data set. (You specify the primary and secondary data sets when you code the AUXTRCE=
parameter for the DBCVTPR macro.)

INQ=CODES--Displaying Request Totals by Return Code

Each request made to Datacom CICS Services is tallied by return code. When a request is successfully serviced, the
return code is blank. Datacom CICS Services tallies blank return codes as 00. A report showing the result of all requests
issued since CICS startup (or since the last time the statistics were reset) is written automatically as part of CICS
shutdown. This report enables you to monitor the frequency with which error conditions prevent successful servicing of
requests and to determine the source of the errors.

As part of the procedure for solving an immediate application program problem, you may view this report online while
CICS is in session. To produce this report in its current status, issue the following transaction:

NOTE
In a multiple MUFs environment, the CODES inquiry displays return code totals for all MUFs defined in the
DBCVTPR module.

►►─┬─ DBOC ─┬─ INQuire=CODES ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DBIC ─┘

DBOC/DBIC
(Required) Specify a transaction ID valid with Operational commands used to monitor system resources. Select
the transaction ID for which you are authorized. Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.

INQuire=
(Required) Command specifying a status display. You may shorten this command to INQ=.
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CODES
(Required) Specifies that Datacom CICS Services is to display total Datacom/DB requests by return code
received. In a multi-MUF environment, this is the total of all requests by return code for all MUFs.

NOTE
For a description of error conditions producing non-blank return codes, access the Messages page.

Return code counters are automatically reset to zero as part of CICS shutdown. Counters also can be manually reset
while CICS is in session. If the return code counters are not reset periodically at sites generating a large volume of
requests, the online report may not display all totals. Totals exceeding six digits are displayed with a leading plus sign (+)
to indicate an overflow. For instructions on resetting return code counters, see RESET= Resetting Statistic Counters.

Display Example DBIC INQ=CODES

The Database Return Code Summary is formatted as a grid for 2-digit Datacom/DB return codes, with high-order digits on
the vertical axis and low-order digits on the horizontal axis.

DBOC INQ=CODES                                                         DELIM &

                                                                             

     SYSID = CGR3    CA Datacom CICS Services = 15.1    APPLID = U11ICDQD    

                                                                              

     MUF NAME (MUF#1   )     MUF SIDNAME (DBSIDPR )     MUF JOB (DSNZMUF#)   

                                                                             

                        DATABASE RETURN CODE SUMMARY                          

                              LOW ORDER DIGITS       (PERIODS=NONE)          

              0      1      2      3      4      5      6      7      8      9

     -0-  26232  .....  .....      1  .....      1  .....  .....  .....  .....

HIGH -1-  .....  .....  .....  .....      2  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....

     -2-  .....  .....      1  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....

ORDER-3-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....   1206  .....  .....  .....

     -4-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....

DIGIT-5-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....

     -6-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....

     -7-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....

     -8-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....

     -9-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....

DC00235W  STATISTICS INCOMPLETE DUE TO RESET.

DC00380I  TRANSACTION COMPLETED.      

NOTE
The total number of requests for all error codes do not match the total number of requests from DBOC
INQ=STATS or DBOC INQ=USERS, because Datacom CICS Services either detected a condition that resulted
in a return code 05 or 36, or one of the following was used: URTIN or URTGN. Datacom CICS Services does
not pass to Datacom/DB requests associated with a return code 05, return code 36, or a URTIN or URTGN
command, so those requests are not added into the "TOTAL NUMBER OF REQUESTS" in DBOC INQ=STATS
or DBOC INQ=USERS.

Interpret the displayed data as follows: Of the requests made to Datacom/DB since the counter was reset, 26232 were
successfully serviced and 1211 received a non-blank return code. The five non-blank return codes issued were 03, 05, 14,
22 and 36. The distribution of requests by code displayed on the Database Return Code Summary panel follows:

Return Number
Code Requests

00 26232
03 1
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05 1
14 2
22 1
36 1206

Return codes 01, 02, 04, 06-13, 15-21, 23-35, 37-99 were not returned to any transaction during this period. The
respective fields are displayed with periods (....).

INQ=GENOPTS—Displaying System Generation Options

Learn how to display system generation outputs in Datacom CICS Services with the DBOC/DBIC INQ=GENOPTS
transaction. Find the transaction syntax and parameter defintions. Find a display example and field definitions.

To examine the values assigned to the parameters of the DBCVTPR macro, invoke the following transaction:

►►─┬─ DBOC ─┬─ INQuire=GENOPTS ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DBIC ─┘

DBOC/DBIC
(Required) Specify a transaction ID valid with Operational commands used to monitor system resources. Select
the transaction ID for which you are authorized. Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.

INQuire=
(Required) Command specifying a status display. You can shorten this command to INQ=.

GENOPTS
(Required) Specifies that Datacom CICS Services display the DBCVTPR generation options.

Display Examples
z/OS Example: DBOC INQ=GENOPTS
DBOC INQ=GENOPTS                                                       DELIM &

                                                                             

 CA Datacom CICS Services Version: 15.1.00              CICS APPLID=U11DBC56  

 COPYRIGHT (C) 1988-2017 CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.     10/03/22              

 OPSYS=Z/OS    2.05            CICS LEVEL=TS 5.6        DB RELS=15.1          

 TWOPHASE=YES                  CICS JOBNM=DBCICS56      MUF JOBNM=DBCMUFY    

 MAXURTS=0500                  PREFIX=DBURT             DYNPPT=NO            

 USERS=050                     SKIPURT=NO               LOG=(YES,YES)        

 SYSVIEW=NO                    PLANSWI=NO               USERID=YES            

 TRACE=(ON , 1000)             AUXTRACE=OFF             AUXTRACE LOG=DCAX    

 DELIM=&                       MSGLOG=DBOC              SCROLL=(MANUAL SEC   )

 OPENAPI=QR                    EOJ_OK=NO                CICSPLEX=            

 DBEC=DBEC DBEX DBRC           DBOC=DBOC DBIC DBKC      DBUG=DBUG DBFS        

 FLOWTRACE=YES                 PGMNAME=RQST             DBTS=DBTS DBTX        

 REQTHD=00000 EXEMPT TRANS=DBOC                                              

 OPERID=***                                                                  

 SKPSYNC=NO                                                                  

                                                                             

DC00380I  TRANSACTION COMPLETED.

Field descriptions are as follows:
CA Datacom CICS Services Version: 15.1.00

Where:
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• 15 is the Version number
• 1 is the Release vumber
• 00 is the Level Set value

AUXTRACE=
Indicates whether Datacom CICS Services Auxiliary Trace Facility is initiated.

AUXTRACE LOG=
Indicates the destination for data from the Auxiliary Trace Facility.

CICS APPLID=
The CICS APPLID where the DBOC GENOPTS ran.

CICS LEVEL=
Specifies the release level of CICS in use on this system.

CICS JOBNM=
The CICS job name where DBOC GENOPTS ran.

CICSPLEX=
Specifies the CICSPLEX name to use in the DBEC when the SYSID option is used for monitoring and controlling
remote resources. This parameter is not modifiable in DBOC GENOPTS because the CICSPLEX that the CICS
belongs to cannot be changed without recycling the region.

NOTE
If the DBCVTPR macro CICSPLEX name is not the CICSPLEX to which this CICS is attached, then the
DBEC PLEX option and SCOPE option must specify the correct CICSPLEX name for CICSPLEX aware
qualified commands to function properly.

DB RELS=
The release level of Datacom/DB in use on this system.
(Datacom CICS Services does not display a value in this field if no MUF has been connected.)

NOTE
The value that is displayed for DB RELS= is fetched from the release level of program DBINRPR,
which is loaded into the CICS address space. Be aware, that for the DBEC transaction, the value that is
displayed for DB RELS= is fetched instead from the MUF.

DBEC=
Displays the transaction IDs used to initiate the Datacom CICS Services enhanced functions.

• The first displayed transaction is used to invoke the functions that are documented for the DBEC transaction
(inquiry and operational control).

• The second displayed transaction is used to invoke the functions that are documented for the DBEX
transaction (inquiry only).

• The third displayed transaction is an internal transaction that is used on a remote system to perform
associated functions.

DBOC=
Displays two transaction IDs used to initiate the Datacom CICS Services operational functions.

• The first transaction ID is valid with commands to monitor and control system resources. (Default is DBOC)
• The second transaction ID is valid only with commands to monitor system resources. (Default is DBIC)
• The third transaction ID is for internal use to support EOJ_OK

DBTS=
Displays the transaction IDs used to initiate the Test Facility in update and read-only mode. The first displayed
transaction is used to invoke the functions that are documented for the DBTS transaction (update mode). The
second displayed transaction is used to invoke the functions that are documented for DBTX (read-only mode).
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DBUG=
Displays the transaction IDs used to initiate the Debugging Facility. The first displayed transaction is used to
invoke the functions that are documented for the DBUG transaction. The second displayed transaction is internal
ID used when debugging a remote terminal.

DELIM=
The current command delimiter specification. For an explanation of the command delimiter, see Issuing Multiple
Operational Commands.

DYNPPT=
YES specifies that you want to use the program AUTOINSTALL function (PGAIPGM=ACTIVE in DFHSIT) for the
URTs. NO specifies that you do not want to autoinstall URTs, but instead want them to be defined in the CSD.

EOJ_OK=
This value represents Datacom CICS Services participation in an EOJ being issued for the default MUF. A value
of NO indicates that Datacom CICS Services does not participate in the EOJ of MUF. Therefore, that MUF cannot
EOJ until the MUF is disconnected in Datacom CICS Services. The value of DISCONNECT or IMMEDIATE
determines the Datacom CICS Services action when notified of a MUF EOJ. MUF severs the connection if these
two values are specified and there is no request activity within a specific time interval in CICS for this MUF. The
MUF startup option of X_EOJ_OK_S_DELAY determines this interval.

EXEMPT TRANS=
A list of up to ten transaction IDs which are exempt from the previously shown limit.

FLOWTRACE=
Indicates whether the logic flow trace is turned on or not.

• YES indicates the logic flow trace is activated.
• NO indicates the logic flow trace is deactivated.

LOG=
Has two fields:
First Field (log)
YES

Indicates that Datacom CICS Services should write DBOC, DBIC, and internal DBKC command
responses to the Message Log file.

NO
Indicates that Datacom CICS Services should not write DBOC, DBIC, and internal DBKC command
responses to the Message Log file.

NOTE
The specification for this parameter can also be changed through the DBOC LOG= command. For more
information, see LOG= Resetting the Log Option for Operational Commands.

Second Field (inq)
YES

Indicates that inquiry command responses are written to the Message Log file.
NO

Indicates that inquiry command responses are not written to the Message Log file.
MAXURTS=

The maximum number of URTs that can be defined for use by Datacom CICS Services.
MSGLOG=

The destination for the logging of DBOC/DBIC messages.
MUF JOBNM=

The job name for this MUF.
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(Datacom CICS Services does not display a value in this field if no MUF has been connected.)

OPENAPI=
YES specifies that Datacom CICS Services TRUEs are enabled as API(OPENAPI) and start the execution on an
OPEN TCB. In this case, it is the L8 TCB because Datacom CICS Services programs run with EXECKEY=CICS.
NO specifies that Datacom CICS Services TRUEs are enabled as API(CICSAPI). The Datacom CICS Services
programs run on the same TCB as the calling program runs, and that could mean a QR TCB or an OPEN TCB.
Valid Entries:
YES, NO
Default Value:
No

OPERID=
Allows ten user IDs with authorization to initiate operational commands for controlling Datacom CICS Services
such as STARTUP/SHUTDOWN and resources such as URTs and MUFs.

OPSYS=
Specifies the operating system in use.

PGMNAME=
Indicates when the program name of the application is refreshed. The information is reported on the DBOC
INQ=TRACE screen.

• RQST indicates that the system obtains the application program name initiating the request every time a
request is made within a task.

• TASK indicates that the system obtains the program name only once per task.

PLANSWI=
Specifies the plan selection.
YES

Indicates that dynamic plan selection is used.
NO

Indicates that dynamic plan selection is not used.
PREFIX=

The prefix that is used for URT names.
REQTHD=

The maximum number of Datacom/DB requests permitted in any unit of work. If any task (not found on the
exempt list) issues more than this number of Datacom/DB requests, it abends with abend code DC18.
If 00000 is displayed in this field, there is no limit on the number of Datacom/DB requests that can be issued in
any single unit of work.

SCROLL=
Indicates the scrolling method for the display of DBOC/DBIC responses (except INQ=TRACE).
AUTO

Datacom CICS Services automatically pages forward after the displayed number of seconds.
MANUAL

Press Enter to scroll forward.
SKIPURT=

Indicates whether Datacom CICS Services is to ignore closed URTs when searching for a URT to satisfy a
Datacom/DB request.
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SKPSYNC=
Specifies whether Transaction IDs participate in SYNCPOINT or SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK when the application
issues a LOGCP, COMIT, LOGCR, ROLBK, or LOGTB. This only applies to a CICS environment accessing a
single MUF. The choices are:

• None
• All
• A list of up to 50
• YES

All transactions will not participate in standard SYNCPOINT protocol.
• (xxxx,xxxx,…..)

List of specific transactions that will not participate in standard SYNCPOINT protocol.
• NO

All transactions participate in standard SYNCPOINT protocol.

NOTE
This parameter allows that all or up to 50 transactions will not follow IBM SYNCPOINT standards
for application-issued Datacom/DB log commands. When a user application issues one of these log
commands, Datacom CICS Services calls DB directly without issuing a CICS SYNPOINT as it normally
does which does not follow CICS standard protocol. Data in DB can be out-of-sync with data managed
by other Resource Managers for these transactions. Recovery most likely requires manual intervention.

SYSVIEW=
Indicates whether SYSVIEW is supported.

NOTE
In z/OS environments, only use the SYSV= parameter to specify SYSVIEW as YES in z/OS
environments. In z/VSE environments, SYSV= is allowed to default to NO.

TRACE=
Indicates whether the Trace Facility is initiated and the maximum number of entries that are held at one time in
the Datacom/DB Online Trace Table.

TWOPHASE=YES
Specifies whether a two-phase commit is needed between multiple MUFs. YES is the default. Select NO in the
DBCVTPR source when a one-phase commit is sufficient between multiples MUFs.

USERID=
Indicates the format of the USER identification that is passed to Datacom/DB with each request.
When external security is used, specifying USERID=NO forces Datacom/DB to use the 3-byte operator ID (CICS
OPERID) instead of the 8-byte user ID (CICS USERID).
In a RACF environment, USERID=NO means that Datacom/DB uses the 3-byte operator ID, not the group ID, to
secure the database.
To force Datacom/DB to use the 8-byte CICS USERID, specify USERID=YES.

USERS=
The maximum number of concurrent CICS users of the database. Specifically, users with transactions physically
waiting on a read event or with requests with exclusive control, such as adds, writes, and reads for update.

NOTE
In a multiple MUF environment, this field shows the value that is associated with the default MUF. This
MUF is the first MUF defined by a DBCSID macro in the DBCVTPR module.
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INQ=PTF--Displaying Software Maintenance Levels

To display the Datacom CICS Services software maintenance levels in use on your system, issue the following
transaction:

►►─┬─ DBOC ─┬─ INQuire=PTF ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DBIC ─┘

DBOC/DBIC
(Required) Specify a transaction ID valid with Operational commands used to monitor system resources. Select
the transaction ID for which you are authorized. Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.

INQuire=
(Required) Command specifying a status display. You can shorten this command to INQ=.

PTF
(Required) Specifies that Datacom CICS Services is to display its software maintenance levels.

Display Example DBOC INQ=PTF

DBOC INQ=PTF                                                           DELIM &  

                                                                                

 

 CICS JOBNAME=QA@#CGR3    CICS APPLID=U11ICDQD

 CA Datacom CICS Services Version: 15.1

 COPYRIGHT (C) 1988-2017 CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 11/13/18

MODULE     DATE   VERSION APAR/PTF

DBCVTPR  11/13/18 15.1    RO95620

DBCSVPR  02/06/17 15.1    RESERVE

DBCSRPR  02/06/17 15.1    RESERVE

DCCTPPR  12/04/18 15.1    SO06557

DCCTRPR  02/06/17 15.1    RESERVE

DCCTFPR  08/09/17 15.1    RO97469

DCCTXPR AVAILABLE

DCCV1PR  02/06/17 15.1    RESERVE

DCCOCPR  03/29/19 15.1    ST07862

DCCO1PR  03/20/19 15.1    ST07749

DCCO2PR  03/19/19 15.1    ST07749

DCCO3PR  02/06/17 15.1    RESERVE

DCCO4PR  04/08/19 15.1    RESERVE

DCCECPR  10/12/18 15.1    SO05900

DCCETPR  04/14/17 15.1    RO95620

DCCFPPR  02/06/17 15.1    RESERVE

                                        ENTER = NEXT PAGE CLEAR = END TRANS

                                                                             

Field Descriptions

CICS JOBNAME
The CICS job name of where DBOC PTF ran.

CICS APPLID
The CICS APPLID of where the DBOC PTF ran.
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MODULE
Datacom CICS Services modules installed with the version indicated on the first line that is the version of the
DBCVTPR.

DATE
One of the following:

• For DBCVTPR, the System Generation Options Table, the date it was last assembled.
• For DCCTXPR, the Datacom/DB Access Exit, whether it is available.
• For modules other than DBCVTPR and DCCTXPR, the version date in the coremark.

VERSION

• For modules other than DCCTXPR, DBSGMPR, and DBINRPR, the version reflects the version as indicated
on the first line.

• For module DCCTXPR, this field is blank.
• For DBSGMPR and DBINRPR, the version reflected is the version of the Datacom/DB interface that is used for

communication with the Multi-User.

APAR/PTF
The test APAR or published PTF level of the corresponding module. If the field specifies RESERVE, it is the base
level of the module.

NOTE
The date in the second line of the header is your current date for entering this command.

INQ=STATS—Displaying System Statistics

Learn how to display system statistics in Datacom CICS Services using the INQ=STATS transaction. Find the transaction
format, parameters, and an example.

Use the following transaction to display Datacom CICS Services system statistics:

NOTE
In a multiple MUF environment, the statistics that are displayed represent totals for all MUFs defined in the
DBCVTPR module.

►►─┬─ DBOC ─┬─ INQuire=STATS ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DBIC ─┘

DBOC/DBIC
(Required) Specify a transaction ID valid with Operational commands used to monitor system resources. Select
the transaction ID for which you are authorized. Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.

INQuire=
(Required) Command specifying a status display. You may shorten this command to INQ=.

STATS
(Required) Specifies that Datacom CICS Services is to display system statistics. In a multi-MUF environment, the
statistics displayed are the totals for all MUFs.

For instructions about resetting the statistic counters to zero, see RESET= Resetting Statistic Counters.

Display Example DBOC INQ=STATS

DBOC INQ=STATS                                                         DELIM &
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SYSID = CGR3      CA Datacom CICS Services = 15.1     APPLID = U11ICDQD      

                                                                             

DC00400I  SYSVIEW INITIALIZATION PROCESS SUCCESSFUL                          

CURRENT:   ACTIVE TRANS=000       RESERVING TRANS=000    HELD TRANS=000      

TOTALS:    REQUESTS=000000211     HELD=000000000                             

           REQUEST WITHOUT I/O WAIT =000000184                                

           REQUEST WITH    I/O WAIT =000000027                               

BACKOUTS:  PGM REQUESTED=0000000  DUE TO ABEND=0000000                       

DATABASE START I/O'S=000000030   AVERAGE SIO'S PER REQUEST=0000.1421         

SPAWNED TRANCODE:NONE      PGMID:NONE      DB CMD:NONE     COUNT=000000      

ABENDS  :  DC01S=000000    DC02S=000000    DC03S=000000    DC05S=000000      

           DC06S=000000    DC07S=000000    DC16S=000000    DC18S=000000      

           DC19S=000000    DCD1S=000000    DCD2S=000000    DCD3S=000000      

DC00380I  TRANSACTION COMPLETED.                                              

Field Descriptions
CURRENT:

The following fields:
ACTIVE TRANS

Indicates the total of tasks currently waiting for Datacom/DB I/O to complete.
RESERVING TRANS

Indicates the number of tasks which have acquired exclusive control by issuing update requests to
Datacom/DB.

HELD TRANS
Indicates the number of tasks waiting for access to Datacom/DB. If HELD TRANS is not zero (000), the
maximum number of concurrent users has been reached. The maximum number of concurrent users is
defined in the DBCVTPR macro.

TOTALS:
The following fields:
REQUESTS

Total number of Datacom/DB requests issued since Datacom CICS Services initiation or since a DBOC
RESET=STATS transaction was issued.

HELD
Total number of requests which had to wait for Datacom/DB access since the initiation of Datacom CICS
Services or since a DBOC RESET=STATS transaction was issued.

REQUEST WITHOUT I/O WAIT
Total number of requests receiving Datacom/DB service without an I/O wait. This number includes DBOC/
DBEC OPEN and DBOC/DBEC CLOSE commands.

REQUEST WITH I/O WAIT
Total number of requests receiving Datacom/DB service after an I/O wait.

BACKOUTS:
The following fields:
PGM REQUESTED

Total number of Datacom/DB LOGTB requests issued by application programs.
DUE TO ABEND

Total number of LOGTB requests automatically issued by Datacom CICS Services.
DATABASE START I/O'S

Total number of start I/Os issued by Datacom/DB.
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AVERAGE SIO'S PER REQUEST
Average number of start I/Os issued by Datacom/DB per request.

SPAWNED TRANCODE:
(z/OS Multiple MUF environment only) The last transaction that required spawning at the time of the DBOC
INQ=STATS. This field could be changing all the time depending upon transaction activity. The following are
spawned transactions:
PGMID:

(z/OS Multiple MUF environment only) The program ID associated with the SPAWNED TRANCODE.
This indicates the application that needs modifying to adhere to the CICS SYNCPOINT/SYNCPOINT
ROLLBACK protocol.

DB CMD:
(z/OS Multiple MUF environment only) The log command executed in the application specified (shown
previously) that did not adhere to the CICS SYNCPOINT/SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK protocol.

COUNT=
(z/OS Multiple MUF environment only) The number of tasks specified by the SPAWNED TRANCODE and
PGMID (shown previously) that have been spawned due to a log command specified by the DB CMD.
The SPAWNED TRANCODE and its associated program (PGMID) and COUNT fields (both are for z/
OS multiple MUF environments only) contain important information for users. The goal is to have the
SPAWNED TRANCODE field showing NONE and the COUNT field showing 000000. Any transaction
(SPAWNED TRANCODE) that has spawned is a candidate for application (PGMID) rewrite because
spawning cannot have two-phase commit protocol. Only Datacom/DB log commands(DB CMD) issued by
a user are candidates for spawning. A spawn only occurs if a given transaction (SPAWNED TRANCODE)
and program (PGMID) has a request of an update type on two or more Datacom/DB MUFs when the user
issued the log command (DB CMD). Therefore, it is a z/OS only option because z/VSE does not support a
multiple MUF environment. This condition occurs for one or two reasons:

• Datacom CICS Services determined that there were non-Datacom/DB updateable resource managers
(including, for example, Datacom DB2 Transparency, Datacom VSAM Transparency, and so on)
involved in this transaction. It could issue a CICS SYNCPOINT/SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK on behalf of
the log command.

• Datacom CICS Services could not determine if there were other resource managers involved in which
case, a SYNCPOINT/SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK is issued for the default MUF which is MUF(1) in a
multi-MUF environment that synchronizes all MUFs involved in the transaction.

Rewrite applications (PGMID) to take advantage of standard two-phase commit protocol for integrity
purposes. For more information, see Special Logging Commands (DB CMD) Considerations.

ABENDS
Total number of abends per Datacom CICS Services ABEND codes. For an explanation about each ABEND code,
go to the Messages page and enter your code.

NOTE
In z/OS, the DC00400I is displayed if SYSV=YES is specified in the DBCVTPR and
SYSVIEW is present and has started successfully.

INQ=TRACE--Displaying the Trace Table

If the Datacom CICS Services Trace facility is active, Datacom CICS Services posts each Datacom/DB request to an
internal table. The Trace Table provides history data for at least 100 events (or for the number of events that are specified
for the DBCVTPR TRACE= parameter).

When the Trace Table is full, Datacom CICS Services begins writing over the recorded events, from the top. The events
that are traced are limited to those events that are established on the Trace Criteria List. For details on establishing trace
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criteria, see TRACE= Using the Trace Facility. Invoke one of the following transactions to display the trace data in the
Trace Table.

►►─┬─ DBOC ─┬─ INQuire=TRACE ─┬─ ,TERMID=nnnn ──┬─────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DBIC ─┘                 └─ ,TRANSID=aaaa ─┘

NOTE
The DBOC INQ=TRACE command is not available from the console.

DBOC/DBIC
(Required) Specify a transaction ID valid with Operational commands used to monitor system resources. Select
the transaction ID for which you are authorized. Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.

INQuire=
(Required) Command specifying a status display. You may shorten this command to INQ=.

TRACE
(Required) Specifies that Datacom CICS Services is to display the Datacom/DB Trace Table. When INQ=TRACE
is specified without any other operand, Datacom CICS Services displays all the traces in the Datacom/DB Trace
Table.

,TERMID=nnnn
Specifies a 4-character terminal ID, limiting the display to Trace Table entries for requests originating from the
specified terminal.

,TRANSID=aaaa
Specifies a 4-character CICS transaction ID, limiting the display to Trace Table entries for requests originated by
the named transaction.

When you issue this inquiry, the Trace Table that appears includes the most recent entries. Use the following keys to page
the display:

PF7 or PF19
Page Backward to view earlier entries

PF8 or PF20
Page Forward to view more recent entries

To view the Trace Criteria that are used in generating the displayed Trace Table, use the DBOC/DBIC TRACE command
(see TRACE: Displaying Trace Criteria List).

NOTE
DBOC INQ=TRACE has the ability of shift right/left to display the additional fields of Operator-ID (OPID) and User-
ID (USERID).

• Use PF11/23 to shift the TRACE screen to the right and display OPID and USERID replacing the TERMID
and PROGRAM NAME in that sequence.

• Use PF10/22 to shift left and restore the screen to its original status.

Display Example DBOC INQ=TRACE
TRACE TABLE INQUIRE

                                                                             

SYSID = CGR3      CA Datacom CICS Services = 15.1     APPLID = U11ICDQD         

 

SEQ   TIME   TASK TERM TRAN PROGRAM  TCB TCB CMMD  TBL  KEY  RTN    URT DBID MUF

NR   HHMMSS    ID   ID   ID NAME     NAM  ID       NAM  NAME CODE    ID       ID

                                                                                

0190 110402    59 E023 DBAC DCCACPR  L8  002 REDNX PMF STZIP       0001 00001 01

0191 110402    59 E023 DBAC DCCACPR  L8  002 REDKY PAY EMPNO       0001 00001 01
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0192 110402    59 E023 DBAC DCCACPR  L8  002 REDNX PMF STZIP       0001 00001 01

0193 110402    59 E023 DBAC DCCACPR  L8  002 REDKY PAY EMPNO       0001 00001 01

0194 110402    59 E023 DBAC DCCACPR  L8  002 REDNX PMF STZIP       0001 00001 01

0195 110402    59 E023 DBAC DCCACPR  L8  002 REDKY PAY EMPNO       0001 00001 01

0196 110402    59 E023 DBAC DCCACPR  L8  002 REDNX PMF STZIP       0001 00001 01

0197 110402    59 E023 DBAC DCCACPR  L8  002 REDKY PAY EMPNO       0001 00001 01

0198 110402    59 E023 DBAC DCCACPR  L8  002 REDNX PMF STZIP       0001 00001 01

0199 110402    59 E023 DBAC DCCACPR  L8  002 REDKY PAY EMPNO       0001 00001 01

0200 110402    59 E023 DBAC DCCACPR  L8  002 REDNX PMF STZIP       0001 00001 01

0201 110402    59 E023 DBAC DCCACPR  L8  002 REDKY PAY EMPNO       0001 00001 01

0202 110402    59 E023 DBAC DCCACPR  L8  002 REDNX PMF STZIP       0001 00001 01

0203 110402    59 E023 DBAC DCCACPR  L8  002 REDKY PAY EMPNO       0001 00001 01

0204 110402    59 E023 DBAC DCCACPR  L8  002 REDNX PMF STZIP       0001 00001 01

0205 110402    59 E023 DBAC DCCACPR  L8  002 REDKY PAY EMPNO       0001 00001 01

0206 110402    59 E023 DBAC DCCACPR  L8  002 REDNX PMF STZIP       0001 00001 01

0207 110402    59 E023 DBAC DCCACPR  L8  002 REDKY PAY EMPNO       0001 00001 01

0208 110402    59 E023 DBAC DCCACPR  L8  002 REDNX PMF STZIP       0001 00001 01

0209 110402    59 E023 DBAC DCCACPR  L8  002 REDKY PAY EMPNO       0001 00001 01

 

PF7/PF19=UP PF8/PF20=DOWN PF11/PF23=RIGHT **** MORE ****

The following example shows how the screen looks after pressing the PF11 key (shift right).

TRACE TABLE INQUIRE

                                                                                

SYSID = CGR3      CA Datacom CICS Services = 15.1     APPLID = U11ICDQD         

 

SEQ   TIME   TASK OPID TRAN  USERID  TCB TCB CMMD  TBL  KEY  RTN    URT DBID MUF

NR   HHMMSS    ID        ID          NAM  ID       NAM  NAME CODE    ID       ID

                                                                               

0190 110402    59      DBAC CA##DCOM L8  002 REDNX PMF STZIP       0001 00001 01

0191 110402    59      DBAC CA##DCOM L8  002 REDKY PAY EMPNO       0001 00001 01

0192 110402    59      DBAC CA##DCOM L8  002 REDNX PMF STZIP       0001 00001 01

0193 110402    59      DBAC CA##DCOM L8  002 REDKY PAY EMPNO       0001 00001 01

0194 110402    59      DBAC CA##DCOM L8  002 REDNX PMF STZIP       0001 00001 01

0195 110402    59      DBAC CA##DCOM L8  002 REDKY PAY EMPNO       0001 00001 01

0196 110402    59      DBAC CA##DCOM L8  002 REDNX PMF STZIP       0001 00001 01

0197 110402    59      DBAC CA##DCOM L8  002 REDKY PAY EMPNO       0001 00001 01

0198 110402    59      DBAC CA##DCOM L8  002 REDNX PMF STZIP       0001 00001 01

0199 110402    59      DBAC CA##DCOM L8  002 REDKY PAY EMPNO       0001 00001 01

0200 110402    59      DBAC CA##DCOM L8  002 REDNX PMF STZIP       0001 00001 01

0201 110402    59      DBAC CA##DCOM L8  002 REDKY PAY EMPNO       0001 00001 01

0202 110402    59      DBAC CA##DCOM L8  002 REDNX PMF STZIP       0001 00001 01

0203 110402    59      DBAC CA##DCOM L8  002 REDKY PAY EMPNO       0001 00001 01

0204 110402    59      DBAC CA##DCOM L8  002 REDNX PMF STZIP       0001 00001 01

0205 110402    59      DBAC CA##DCOM L8  002 REDKY PAY EMPNO       0001 00001 01

0206 110402    59      DBAC CA##DCOM L8  002 REDNX PMF STZIP       0001 00001 01

0207 110402    59      DBAC CA##DCOM L8  002 REDKY PAY EMPNO       0001 00001 01

0208 110402    59      DBAC CA##DCOM L8  002 REDNX PMF STZIP       0001 00001 01

0209 110402    59      DBAC CA##DCOM L8  002 REDKY PAY EMPNO       0001 00001 01

                                                                               

PF7/PF19=UP  PF8/PF20=DOWN   PF10/PF22=LEFT               ****   MORE    **** 
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NOTE
Routing of the output messages for the DBOC INQ=TRACE command to the JES log is not supported and, if
used, has unpredictable results.

Field Descriptions
SEQ NR

The number of the trace entry within the Trace Table. SEQ NR indicates where within the Trace Table that the
display is positioned.

TIME HHMMSS
The time of day to the tenth of a second at which each event occurred.

TASK ID
The CICS task number.

TERM ID
The ID of the terminal which initiated the listed command or ???? if no terminal was attached to the issue of the
command.

TRAN ID
The CICS transaction ID associated with the listed task.

PROGRAM NAME
The name of the program which issued the listed command.

TCB NAM
Task Control Block name in which the transaction was run. The Task Control Block name can be the QR TCB of
CICS when OPENAPI=NO is specified in the DBCVTPR or, if running with OPENAPI=YES, the open TCB NAME
where the transaction was run.

TCB ID
Task Control Block sequence number which identifies the Datacom thread that was used by the current event.

CMMD
The command being traced.

TBL NAM
The name of the Datacom/DB table accessed by the current event, if any.

KEY NAME
The name of the key for the listed Datacom/DB table.

RTN CODE
Interpret the return code xx.yy as follows:
xx

Datacom/DB external return code (decimal), return code 0 (zero) if value is blank.
yy

Datacom/DB internal return code (hexadecimal), "40" is a blank internal return code.
URT ID

The number of the URT accessed by the current event.
DBID

The ID of the database accessed by the current event, consisting of five numbers nnnnn, where nnnnn can be
00001 through 05000. This field is blank for commands other than actual Datacom/DB data requests such as
locates, reads, and maintenance requests as opposed to such commands as opens, closes, and log commands.

MUF ID
The ID of the MUF accessed by the current event, consisting of two numbers nn, where nn can be 01 through 99.
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INQ=USERS--Displaying Concurrent Users

Invoke the following transaction to assess the impact of the value assigned to the USERS= parameter. The value
specifies the maximum number of users whose requests can be concurrently serviced. Specify a value for the USERS=
parameter in DBCVTPR or through the operational command, GENOPTS.

In a multiple MUF environment, displays the USERS for the default MUF followed by the USERS for each MUF defined in
the order of the DBCSID macros in the DBCVTPR module.

►►─┬─ DBOC ─┬─ INQuire=USERS ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DBIC ─┘

DBOC/DBIC
(Required) Specify a transaction ID valid with Operational commands used to monitor system resources. Select
the transaction ID for which you are authorized. Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.

INQuire=
(Required) Command specifying a status display. You can shorten this command to INQ=.

USERS
(Required) Specifies that Datacom CICS Services is to display concurrent users.

For instructions on resetting the usage statistics to zero, see RESET= Resetting Statistic Counters.

Display Example DBOC INQ=USERS

DBOC INQ=USERS                                                         DELIM &  

                                                                                

SYSID = CGR3      CA Datacom CICS Services = 15.1     APPLID = U11ICDQD 

                                                                              

       SIDNAME    MUFNAME            CONCURRENT USERS FOR DEFAULT MUF           

       DBDVMW     DBDVMW             20%       40%       60%       80%      100%

USERS  FREQUENCY  PERCENTAGE +--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 

 001   00000000107  100.00   ************************************************** 

DC00265I  INSUFFICIENT USAGE TO GRAPH.  (DBDVMS           )                     

                                                                                

       SIDNAME    MUFNAME            CONCURRENT USERS FOR NON DEFAULT MUF       

       DBDVMR     DBDVMR             20%       40%       60%       80%      100%

USERS  FREQUENCY  PERCENTAGE +--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 

 001   00000000756  100.00   ************************************************** 

 002   00000000748  098.94   ************************************************** 

 003   00000000736  097.35   *************************************************  

 004   00000000710  093.91   ***********************************************    

 005   00000000664  087.83   ********************************************       

 006   00000000579  076.58   ***************************************            

 007   00000000494  065.34   *********************************                  

 008   00000000416  055.02   ****************************                       

 009   00000000388  051.32   **************************                         

 010   00000000349  046.16   ***********************                            

                                          ENTER = NEXT PAGE   CLEAR = END TRANS

DBOC INQ=USERS                                                         DELIM & 

                                                                               

 011** 00000000320  042.32   *********************                             

 012** 00000000290  038.35   *******************                               
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 013** 00000000279  036.90   *******************                               

 014** 00000000264  034.92   ******************                                

 015** 00000000253  033.46   *****************                                 

 016** 00000000249  032.93   *****************                                 

 017** 00000000239  031.61   ****************                                  

 018** 00000000234  030.95   ****************                                  

 019** 00000000215  028.43   **************                                    

 020** 00000000211  027.91   **************                                    

 021** 00000000202  026.71   **************                                    

 022** 00000000188  024.86   *************                                     

DC00265I  INSUFFICIENT USAGE TO GRAPH.  (DBDVM5   DBDVMUF5)                    

DC00265I  INSUFFICIENT USAGE TO GRAPH.  (PRODMU2  DSL2MU14)                    

DC00265I  INSUFFICIENT USAGE TO GRAPH.  (DBDVMT           )                    

DC00265I  INSUFFICIENT USAGE TO GRAPH.  (MUF#     MUF#1   )                    

DC00265I  INSUFFICIENT USAGE TO GRAPH.  (MUFK             )                    

DC00265I  INSUFFICIENT USAGE TO GRAPH.  (MUFP     QAMUFP  )                    

DC00265I  INSUFFICIENT USAGE TO GRAPH.  (MUF1     MUF11   )                    

DC00265I  INSUFFICIENT USAGE TO GRAPH.  (MUF6     MUF6    )                    

DC00265I  INSUFFICIENT USAGE TO GRAPH.  (MUF7     MUF71   )                    

                                          ENTER = NEXT PAGE   CLEAR = END TRANS

DBOC INQ=USERS                                                         DELIM &

                                                                              

DC00265I  INSUFFICIENT USAGE TO GRAPH.  (MUFW     MUFW1   )                   

DC00380I  TRANSACTION COMPLETED.

Field Descriptions

USERS
A sequence number for a user invoking reserving transactions or physically waiting on a read event, where
asterisks following the sequence number carry the following meaning:

• The highest number without an asterisk identifies the value assigned to the USERS= parameter, for example,
10 in the display example.

• The 12 extra USERS (011**022**) beyond the allocated USERS represent how many more USERS you could
allocate to have better distribution of TCB usage.

FREQUENCY
The values shown under the FREQUENCY heading denote the total number of requests at the time a request
arrives for service. Datacom CICS Services requires n threads (for USERS: nnn) to service the request without
waiting for thread availability. For example, for USERS 006 of the default MUF in the example, this means 579
requests were counted at a time when there were six concurrent users issuing requests.

PERCENTAGE
Indicates the percentage of time that concurrent requests are being issued by the number listed in the USERS
column. That is, 6 users are attempting requests concurrently about 76 percent of the time. In the display
example, USERS 006 percentage data 76.58 was computed by dividing 579 (frequency of USERS: 006) by 756
(frequency of USERS: 001, which was serviced 100 percent of the time).

CONCURRENT USERS
Users concurrently invoking reserving transactions or physically waiting on a read event.

NOTE
After statistics are captured over a longer period of time, the graphical display under "Concurrent Users"
becomes more meaningful.
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TASK--Displaying Active Tasks

Use the following transaction to view a "snapshot" of the Task Control Blocks (TCBs), displaying the status of all
active Datacom/DB tasks in the current CICS environment.

NOTE
 In a multiple MUF environment, this display only shows the TASKS for the default MUF, that is, the first MUF
defined by the first DBCSID macro in the DBCVTPR module.

        ►►─┬─ DBOC ─┬─ TASK ─┬──────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

           └─ DBIC ─┘        └─ =xxxxx ─┘

DBOC/DBIC
(Required) Specify a transaction ID valid with Operational commands used to monitor system resources. Select
the transaction ID for which you are authorized. Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.

TASK
(Required) Specifies that Datacom CICS Services display the status of active Datacom/DB tasks. If entered
without a task number, DBOC/DBIC TASK causes Datacom CICS Services to display the status for all
active Datacom/DB tasks.

=xxxxx
(Optional) Limits the display to the identified task. Replace xxxxx with the CICS Task number.

Display Example DBOC TASK
DBOC TASK                                                              DELIM & 

                                                                               

     SYSID = CHR2    CA Datacom CICS Services = 15.1    APPLID = U31ICDQC      

                                                                               

     TCB               TERM   REQ    TRAN                                      

TCB# TIME  TASK#  REQS  ID    TIME    ID   PROGRAM   OFFSET  COMMAND TABLE  BASE

   2 12.36 00125  0001 E010   12.36  DBTS  DCUTSPR   000DCC   RDUKG   PAY  00001

      ** EXCLUSIVE CONTROL  **  URTS       : 0001,XXXX,XXXX,XXXX,XXXX          

      TASK STATUS : EXCLUSIVE CONTROL.                                         

                                                                                

    ***** TOTAL NUMBER OF TCBS ALLOCATED  :  100 ***** TIME OF DAY: 13:58 *****   

                                                                               

                             PF11/PF23=RIGHT      

 The following example shows the OPID and USERID values on the screen after pressing the PF11/PF23 key (shift
right).  

DBOC TASK                                                              DELIM & 

                                                                               

     SYSID = CHR2    CA Datacom CICS Services = 15.1    APPLID = U31ICDQC      

                                                                                

     TCB                      REQ    TRAN                                      

TCB# TIME  TASK#  REQS  OPID  TIME    ID   USERID    OFFSET  COMMAND TABLE  BASE

   2 12.36 00125  0001  8OZ   12.36  DBTS  BEHKA01   000DCC   RDUKG   PAY  00001

      ** EXCLUSIVE CONTROL  **  URTS       : 0001,XXXX,XXXX,XXXX,XXXX          

      TASK STATUS : EXCLUSIVE CONTROL.                                         

                                                                                

    ***** TOTAL NUMBER OF TCBS ALLOCATED  :  100 ***** TIME OF DAY: 13:58 *****   

                                                                               

                             PF10/PF22=LEFT    
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 Field Descriptions 

TCB#
Sequence number of the Task Control Block (TCB).

TCB TIME
Time of day when the task first used this Task Control Block.

TASK#
CICS Task number.

REQS
Number of Datacom/DB requests issued by the referenced task using the referenced TCB.

TERM ID
Terminal ID used by this task.

REQ TIME
Time of day when the task last issued a Datacom/DB request.

TRAN ID
Transaction ID of this task.

PROGRAM
Name of this task's application program.

USERID
The 1 to 8-character user name.

OFFSET
Offset of the application program's return address (in hexadecimal).

OPID
The 1 to 3-character CICS operator ID of the user.

COMMAND
The last Datacom/DB command used by this task.

TABLE
The last Datacom/DB table used by this task.

BASE
The last database used by this task.

TASK STATUS
Report indicates one of the following statuses:
ABENDING

The task has an abend condition or the MUF detected an abnormal condition.
AWAITING DB RESPONSE

A request passed control to the MUF and has not yet returned control to Datacom CICS Services.
AWAITING OPEN/CLOSE

The task is first in the queue, but is being held until the OPEN or CLOSE in progress concludes
processing.

DB GONE
The MUF region is not in operation.

COMMIT FAIL
The task is terminating, but Datacom CICS Services final cleanup for the task has failed.

COMMIT IN PROCESS
The task is terminating and Datacom CICS Services is performing final task cleanup.
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DTB IN PROCESS
The task ended abnormally and is terminating with dynamic transaction backout.

DWE IN PROCESS
The task is terminating.

ENQUEUED OPEN/CLOSE
The task is being held until the OPEN or CLOSE in progress concludes processing.

EXCLUSIVE CONTROL
The task has acquired exclusive control by reading a record for update and the TCB is dedicated to this
task until it finishes.

NORMAL TERMINATION
The task has finished terminating and all requests have completed.

SYNCPOINT IN PROCESS
The task is currently in CICS SYNCPOINT processing.

TOTAL NUMBER OF TCBS ALLOCATED
Number of Task Control Blocks allocated. One thread contains one TCB.

TIME OF DAY
The current time.

TRACE--Displaying Trace Criteria List

Learn how to display the Trace Criteria List with the DBOC/DBIC TRACE transaction in Datacom CICS Services. Use the
transaction to determine the status before issuing other trace commands. Find the command format, an example, and
field descriptions.

The Trace Criteria List contains the following information:

• Whether the trace is on or off
• The number of entries in the Trace Table
• The Boolean relationship currently in effect for the listed criteria
• Trace criteria currently established, if any

Invoking this transaction enables you to examine the status before issuing other Trace commands or viewing the Trace
Table with a DBOC/DBIC INQuire=TRACE. Invoke the following transaction to display the Datacom/DB Trace Criteria List.

►►─┬─ DBOC ─┬─ TRACE ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DBIC ─┘

DBOC/DBIC
(Required) Specify a transaction ID valid with Operational commands used to monitor system resources. Select
the transaction ID for which you are authorized. Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.

TRACE
Specifies that Datacom CICS Services display the Trace Criteria List.

For details on viewing the trace data resulting from the displayed Trace Criteria List, see INQ=TRACE: Displaying the
Trace Table. For details on modifying the displayed Trace Criteria and on initiating and terminating the Trace Facility, see
TRACE= Using the Trace Facility.

Display Example DBIC TRACE

 DBIC TRACE                                                            DELIM &
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 DB TRACE IS ON,  NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN TRACE TABLE      100

 TRACE LIST RELATIONSHIP IS BOOLEAN QUALIFIER "OR"

 

      TRANS ID    LIST ==>

 

      TERMINAL ID LIST ==>

 

      COMMAND     LIST ==> SELFR

 

      DB TABLE    LIST ==> POH

 

      DB ID       LIST ==> 00001

 

      RC BYPASS   LIST ==>

 

 

 DC00380I  TRANSACTION COMPLETED.

Field Descriptions
DB TRACE IS

One of the following options:
ON

The Trace Facility is active. To deactivate, issue DBOC TRACEOFF.
OFF

The Trace Facility is inactive. To activate, issue DBOC TRACEON.
NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN TRACE TABLE

Number from 100 through 9999, indicating the maximum number of entries that the Trace Table is to hold, which
is defined by TRACE= in DBCVTPR or through DBOC GENOPTS.

TRACE LIST RELATIONSHIP IS BOOLEAN QUALIFIER "OR"
Where "x" is one of the following options:
OR

The trace extends to events which meet any of the Trace Criteria.
AND

The trace is limited to events that meet all Trace Criteria.
TRANS ID LIST

A list of transaction IDs. The Trace Facility only views tasks that are associated with transactions that are included
in this list.

TERMINAL ID LIST
A list of terminal IDs. The Trace Facility only views tasks that are initiated at terminals that are included in this list.

COMMAND LIST
A list of Datacom/DB commands. The Trace Facility only views tasks issuing Datacom/DB commands that are
included in this list.

DB TABLE LIST
A list of Datacom/DB tables. The Trace Facility only views tasks accessing Datacom/DB tables that are included
in this list.
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DB ID LIST
A list of Datacom/DB database IDs. The Trace Facility only views tasks accessing Datacom/DB databases with
IDs included in this list.

RC BYPASS LIST
A list of Datacom/DB return codes. The Trace Facility only views tasks not receiving Datacom/DB return codes
that are included in this list.

NOTE
Datacom CICS Services displays 00 to represent a return code of blanks.

If all of these fields are blank, the Trace Facility traces all Datacom/DB requests.

DBEC/DBEX Monitoring Local Resources with Enhanced Commands
Learn how to monitor local resources with enhanced inquiry commands DBEC/DBEX in Datacom CICS Services. Learn
about displaying MUF processing options and DBEC/DBEX operands and parameters. Find command examples.

Displaying MUF-Level Processing Options

Requests for information about MUF or MSIDname resources are issued with the DBEC or the DBEX transaction followed
by the INQuire operand. The options enable you to invoke a display of all MUFs or selected MUFs by criteria or generic
number (MUF) or MUFNAME (MSIDname). If you issue the command with the DBEX transaction ID, you cannot update
any information on the resulting scrollable display. One of the only allowable entries in the Action field is an S. Entering S
toggles to the URT-level display to show all the URTs for the MUF of the selected entry. The other allowable entries are E
to display the return code summary, T to display active tasks, and U to display the task usage summary. If you issue the
command with DBEC, you can alter certain fields on the panel.

The following example shows a MUF definition that is appended to the DBCVTPR macro. Only code this definition to
access multiple MUFs, since the basic DBCVTPR parameters define a single MUF. A MUF definition is made with a
DBCSID macro, each entry appended to the DBCVTPR macro defining a particular Datacom/DB MUF. The MUF (or
MSIDname)-level display reflects the order of the DBCSID macros. The values for the bold-faced parameters in this
example are displayed on the MUF-level inquiry.

DBCSID SIDNAME=DBSIDPR,USERS=3,CONNECT=PLT,EOJ_OK=DISCONNECT 

Invoke the following transaction to display the status of Datacom/DB MUFs.

NOTE
The status of any MUF displayed in this manner is current as of the time of the last request processed by that
MUF. For example, if the last request processed by a MUF was 90 seconds ago, a DBEC I,MUF (or DBEX
I,MUF ) or DBEC I,MSIDname (or DBEX I,MSIDname ) request displays the status of that MUF as it was 90
seconds ago.

►►─┬─ DBEC ─┬┬─ INQuire,MUF(nn) ───────────┬┬──────────┬─┬────────────┬────────►◄

   └─ DBEX ─┘└─ INQuire,MSIDname(xxxxxxxx) ┘└─ ,STATS ─┘ └─ ,limiter ─┘

DBEC/DBEX
(Required) Specify a transaction ID valid with Enhanced commands used to monitor MUFs. Select the transaction
ID for which you are authorized. Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.

INQuire
(Required) Requests a scrollable display of MUFs. (INQ and I are valid abbreviations.)
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,MUF(nn)
(Required) Specifies the inquiry is to invoke the MUF-level display. The value within the parentheses identifies
the number of the MUF relative to the order of the DBCSID macros that are appended to the DBCVTPR macro, if
multiple MUFs are defined. MSIDname(xxxxxxxx) is ignored if it is also specified as a MUF qualifier.
nn

Specifies that you want to display only the MUF with the specific two-digit number nn.
Alternately, instead of using the nn number to specify only a specific MUF, you can use the wildcard
symbol ? (a question mark) to accept any digit from 0 through 9 for one (or both) of the two digits of the
number.

See Command Examples.
,MSIDname(xxxxxxxx)

(Required) Specifies the inquiry is to invoke the MUF-level display. If multiple MUFs are defined, the value within
the parentheses identifies the MUFs identified by the SIDNAME specified in the DBCSID macros. The DBCSID
macros are appended to the DBCVTPR macro, . The MUFs that meet the qualification of your request are
presented in the order that they are defined in the DBCSID macros of the DBCVTPR. If the MSIDname(xxxxxxxx)
qualifier is specified with the MUF(nn) qualifier, then this parameter is ignored.
xxxxxxxx

Specifies that you want to display only the MUF with the SIDNAME specified as defined for the DBSIDPR
module name xxxxxxxx for this MUF.
Alternately, instead of using the xxxxxxxx name to specify only a specific MUF, you can use the wildcard
symbol * (asterisk) to accept SIDNAMEs that begin with a specific value. The asterisk represents any
trailing characters in the SIDNAME.

See Command Examples.

NOTE
Choose either MUF(nn) or MSIDname(xxxxxxxx). If they are both specified, the MSIDname(xxxxxxxx)
parameter is ignored and the qualification is assumed by MUF(nn). Use the one to qualify the MUF
inquiry in the manner that meets your needs.

,STATS
(Optional) Requests a scrollable display of MUF-level statistics for requested MUFs.

,limiter
(Optional) Limits the inquiry to MUFs of the designated status, how defined for opening, or to request the MUF-
level statistics display. The following values are used for designating limiters of each type:
Status

DISconnect
MUFs explicitly disconnected through a DBEC command. (DIS is a valid abbreviation.

DISCONNECTING
MUFs with a disconnect in progress, where disconnect is invoked at the completion of the current
read or update.

CONnect
MUFs that are currently connected. (CON is a valid abbreviation.)

CONNECTING
MUFs with a connect in progress.

UNConnected
MUFs defined as AUTO or DEFer that have not been connected by a program call, PLT, or a
DBEC transaction. (UNC is a valid abbreviation.)
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When
AUTO

MUFs defined to be connected when required by a program or a URT open.
DEFer

MUFs defined to be connected only by an explicit DBEC command. (DEF is a valid abbreviation.)
PLT

MUFs opened at Datacom CICS Services startup and not defined for AUTO or DEFer.
Command Examples
Each of the following commands displays scrollable MUF-level data for the specified remote system in read-
only format. MUF information is presented in ascending numerical order by MUF number. Differences are
presented in the "Result" column.

DBEX I,MUF(1)
DBEX I,MSID(DBSIDPR)

Displays MUF number 1 (defined by the first DBSIDPR found in the DFHRPL library concatenation or as defined
by the first DBCSID in the DBCVTPR. The first MUF is the default MUF to associate all non-global URTs).

DBEX INQ,MUF(2?)
Displays MUFs numbers 20 through 29.

DBEX INQ,MSIDNAME(DB*)
Displays all MUFs with SIDNAMEs beginning with DB in the DBCSID macros in the DBCVTPR in order of the
DBCSID macros.

DBEX INQ,MUF(??)
DBEX INQ,MSID(*)

Displays all MUFs.
DBEX I,MUF(1?),DISCONNECT

Limits display to MUFs that are in disconnected status and have a number from 10 and 19.
DBEX I,MSIDNAME(M*),DISCONNECT

Limits display to MUFs that are in disconnected status and have a SIDNAME beginning with M defined by the
DBCSID macro in the DBCVTPR in the order of the DBCSID macros that are defined in the DBCVTPR.

DBEX I,MUF(??),CONNECTING
DBEX I,MSIDNAME(*),CONNECTING

Limits display to MUFs in connecting status.
DBEX I,MUF(??),STATS
DBEX I,MSID(*),STATS

Displays statistics for all MUFs.
DBEX I,MUF(2?),PLT

Limits display to all MUFs 20 through 29 that are connected at PLT time.
DBEX I,MSID(DB*),PLT

Limits display to all MUFs that are connected at PLT time with SIDNAMEs beginning with DB in the DBCSID
macros in the DBCVTPR in order of the DBCSID macros.

Display Example DBEC I,MUF(0?) and DBEC I,MSID(D*)

Find example screens and field descriptions for monitoring and controlling local resources with the DBEC/DBEX in Datacom
CICS Services.
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Display Example DBEC I,MUF(0?)

      SYSID = CXDS       CA Datacom CICS Services        APPLID = A11ICXDS     
DBEX I,MUF(0?)                                                                 
A SYS MUF    STATUS    W E USERS SIDNAME    JOB    LVL MUFN/SUB   CONDITIONS   
  *LOC 01 CONNECTED    A N 006   DBDVMW   DBDVMW   140 DBDVMW                  
  *LOC 02 CONNECTED    A N 020   DBDVM5   DBDVM5   150 DBDVMUF5                
  *LOC 03 CONNECTED    A N 020   PRODMU2  DSL2MU14 140 DSL2MU14                
  *LOC 04 UNCONNECTED  A N 020   DBDVMR                DBDVMR   CONN RC=68.001 
  *LOC 05 UNCONNECTED  A N 006   DBDVMS                DBDVMS1                 
  *LOC 06 UNCONNECTED  A N 006   DBDVMT                DBDVMT1
 
 
  
 
                       PF1: REFRESH                 PF7: BACKWARD   PF8: FORWARD

Display Example DBEC I,MSID(D*)

      SYSID = CZDS       CA Datacom CICS Services        APPLID = A31ICZDS     
DBEC I,MSID(D*)                                                                
A SYS MUF    STATUS    W E USERS SIDNAME    JOB    LVL MUFN/SUB   CONDITIONS   
  *LOC 01 CONNECTED    A N 020   DBDVM5   DBDVM5   150 DBDVMUF5                
  *LOC 02 CONNECTED    A N 006   DBDVMS   DBDVMS   140 DBDVMS1                 
  *LOC 03 CONNECTED    A N 006   DBDVMT   DBDVMT   140 DBDVMT1                 
  *LOC 05 CONNECTED    A N 020   DBDVMR   DBDVMR   140 DBDVMR

                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               

                                                                               
                      PF1: REFRESH                 PF7: BACKWARD   PF8: FORWARD

Field Descriptions

When DBEX is used, the only valid entries in Column A are an E, S, T, and U. In the following field descriptions, a reference
to MUF(nn) can be replaced with MSIDname(xxxxxxxx).

A
Action to perform when DBEC transaction used:
C

Perform CONNECT on MUF. (Same as DBEC P,CONNECT,MUF(nn) .)
D

Perform DISCONNECT on MUF. (Same as DBEC P,DISCONNECT,MUF(nn) .)
E

Select and invoke return code summary display for that MUF.
I

Perform IMMEDIATE disconnect from MUF regardless of active tasks running against that MUF. (Same as
DBEC P,IMMEDIATE,MUF(nn) .)
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S
Select and browse display at the URT level.

T
Select and invoke active tasks display for that MUF.

U
Select and invoke the task usage summary for that MUF.

Chg: Y (updatable when the panel is invoked through a DBEC transaction)
SYS

Identifies the CICS system to which this display line refers. *LOC means local CICS or TOR.
MUF

Identifies the sequence number of the MUF relative to the position of the associated DBCSID macro that is
appended to the DBCVTPR macro.

STATUS
Indicates the CONNECT status of the MUF at the time that the last DB request was issued:
UNCONNECTED

Not yet connected by a program call, PLT, or a DBEC transaction.
DISCONNECTED

Explicitly disconnected with a DBEC P,DISCONNECT .
DISCONNECTING

Disconnect requested by DBEC P,DISCONNECT command, but not yet disconnected pending completion
of a read in progress or a transaction having exclusive control.

CONNECTED
Connected by Datacom CICS Services but no transaction to disconnect it has been issued. If a MUF
has been canceled or abended (ABEND) and if no DB request has been made, the status can still show
CONNECTED when it really is not.

CONNECTING
Connect requested by DBEC P,CONNECT command, but not yet connected pending completion by
Datacom/DB.

W
(WHEN) Indicates when Datacom CICS Services connects the MUF:
P

(PLT) specifies the MUF is connected by Datacom CICS Services at startup time.
A

(AUTO) specifies the MUF is automatically connected by Datacom CICS Services when an application
request or a User Requirements Table open needs this MUF.

D
(DEFER) Specifies the MUF can only be connected with an explicit DBEC command.

E
The E (EOJ_OK) value represents Datacom CICS Services participation in an EOJ being issued for the MUF.
N

(NO) A value of NO indicates that Datacom CICS Services does not participate in the EOJ of MUF. A
value of NO means that MUF cannot EOJ until the MUF is disconnected in Datacom CICS Services.

D
(DISCONNECT) Use of DISCONNECT indicates that Datacom CICS Services is to participate with
Datacom Multi-User in support of a request to EOJ MUF. Datacom CICS Services is notified that a MUF
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EOJ was requested when there is activity in the system. Datacom CICS Services issues and performs an
orderly DISCONNECT from the Multi-User.

I
(IMMEDIATE) Use of IMMEDIATE indicates that Datacom CICS Services is to participate with Datacom
Multi-User in support of a request to EOJ MUF. Datacom CICS Services is notified that a MUF EOJ
was requested when there is activity in the system. Datacom CICS Services issues and performs an
IMMEDIATE disconnect from the Multi-User.

The value of DISCONNECT or IMMEDIATE determines the Datacom CICS Services action when notified of a
MUF EOJ. If either of these two values is specified and there is no request activity within a specific time interval in
CICS for this MUF, MUF severs the connection. The MUF startup option of X_EOJ_OK_S_DELAY determines this
interval.

USERS
The value specified in the corresponding MUF DBCSID macro in the DBCVTPR generation for the number of
tasks to allocate for Datacom/DB threads. Specify a number from 002 through 255. If there are no DBCSID
macros that are coded with the DBCVTPR, the number is the USERS= value that is specified in the DBCVTPR
macro. In this case, this value can also be changed by using the DBOC GENOPTS command.
Before you update this value, verify that the MUF has been disconnected. If you use the d or i line command
on a DBEC I,MUF(nn) screen to disconnect the MUF, press the PF1 function key to refresh the screen before
implementing any overrides.
Chg: Y (updatable when the panel is invoked through a DBEC transaction)

SIDNAME
Specified value in the relative DBCSID macro of the DBCVTPR generation for the name of the DBSIDPR macro-
generated module to load and use for this MUF.

JOB
The job name of the connected MUF.

LVL
The release level of the connected MUF.

MUFN/SUB
Displays the MUF name if the SIDNAME module is assembled with a name that is specified by MUFNAME= that
matches the MUF name that is specified in the MUF startup option. Otherwise, this field displays the number of
the SVC and SVC sub-ID that are associated with this MUF as defined in the SIDNAME module.

CONDITIONS
CONN RC=xx.yyy

The last connect request for this MUF failed as indicated by Datacom/DB return code xx(yyy).
DISC RC=xx.yyy

The last disconnect request for this MUF failed as indicated by Datacom/DB return code xx(yyy).
INVALID ACTION

An invalid action line command was issued in column A.

Display Example DBEC I,MUF(??)

Find example screens and field descriptions for monitoring and controlling local resources with the DBEC/DBEX in Datacom
CICS Services.

When you key an E in the action field of the first MUF row of the MUF-level display, the return code summary for that MUF
displays.

      SYSID = CZDS       CA Datacom CICS Services        APPLID = A31ICZDS     
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DBEC I,MUF(??)                                                                 
           MUF( 01 )    DATABASE RETURN CODE SUMMARY       MSIDNAME( DBDVM5   )
                              LOW ORDER DIGITS       (PERIODS=NONE)            
               0      1      2      3      4      5      6      7      8      9
      -0-     47  .....      2  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....
      -1-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....
      -2-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....
      -3-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....
      -4-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....      2  .....  .....  .....
      -5-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....
      -6-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....
      -7-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....
      -8-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....
      -9-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....
                                                                               
                                                                               
          PF1: REFRESH   PF3: RETURN

MUF(01) DATABASE RETURN CODE SUMMARY MSIDNAME(DBDVMS)
The MUF and MSIDNAME values reflect the MUF from which this inquiry was selected on the MUF display
screen.

From the previously shown screen:

• PF3 returns you to the MUF-level display where you can select another display
• PF1 refreshes the current display

From the MUF-level display, you can then key a T in the action field of a MUF row. The resulting display is the active task
summary for that MUF.

      SYSID = CZDS       CA Datacom CICS Services        APPLID = A11ICZDS     
DBEC I,MUF(?)                                                                  
A SYS MUF TCB TRAN TERM RTIME TASK  W A D E F U S B N PROGRAM  OFFSET COMMD TBL
  *LOC 01 002 DBTS U013 01:13 00177       Y           DCUTSPR  0009E4 RDULE ACC
  *LOC 01 003 NXXU ???? 01:13 00181 Y     Y           B4XXNTVU 000668 RDUKY ACC
                                                                               
                                                                                         
  
                                                                               
                                                                               
        PF1: REFRESH   PF3: RETURN   PF7: BACKWARD   PF8: FORWARD   PF11: RIGHT

Field Descriptions

A
Specifies that there is no available action.

SYS
Identifies the CICS system to which this display line refers. *LOC means local CICS or TOR.

MUF
Identifies the ID of the MUF accessed by the current event, consisting of two numbers nn, where nn can be 01
through 99.

TCB
The Task Control Block sequence number that identifies the thread that is used by the current event.

TRAN
The CICS transaction ID associated with the listed task.
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TERM
The ID of the terminal that initiated the listed command, or ???? if no terminal was attached to the command that
was issued.

RTIME
Time of day when the task last issued a Datacom/DB request.

TASK
CICS task number.

W
A WAITING DB RESPONSE - A request passed control to the MUF and has not yet returned control to Datacom
CICS Services.

A
ABENDING - The task has an abend condition or the MUF detected an abnormal condition.

D
COMMIT IN PROCESS - The task is terminating and Datacom CICS Services is performing final task cleanup.

E
EXCLUSIVE CONTROL - The task has acquired exclusive control by reading a record for update and the TCB is
dedicated to this task until it finishes.

F
COMMIT FAIL - The task is terminating, but Datacom CICS Services final cleanup for the task has failed.

U
DWE IN PROCESS - The task is terminating.

S
SYNCPOINT IN PROCESS - The task is currently in CICS SYNCPOINT processing.

B
DTB IN PROCESS - The task ended abnormally and is terminating with dynamic transaction backout.

N
NORMAL TERMINATION - The task has finished terminating, and all requests have completed.

PROGRAM
Name of the application program of this task.

OFFSET
Offset of the return address (in hexadecimal) of the application program.

COMMD
The last Datacom/DB command used by this task.

TBL
The last Datacom/DB table used by this task.

From this screen:

• PF1 refreshes the active task data
• PF3 returns to the MUF display
• PF11 displays the second screen of active task data

URTs with Exclusive Control Display

      SYSID = CZDS       CA Datacom CICS Services        APPLID = A11ICZDS     

DBEC I,MUF(?)                                                                  

A SYS MUF TCB DBID  TIME  REQS  URT1 URT2 URT3 URT4 URT5 URT6 URT7 URT8 URT9   
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  *LOC 01 002 00350 01:13 00001 0340                                           

  *LOC 01 003 00350 01:13 00001                                                

                                                                               

                                                             

         PF1: REFRESH   PF3: RETURN   PF7: BACKWARD   PF8: FORWARD   PF10: LEFT

Field Descriptions

A
Specifies that there is no available action.

SYS
Identifies the CICS system to which this display line refers. *LOC means local CICS or TOR.

MUF
Identifies the ID of the MUF accessed by the current event, consisting of two numbers nn, where nn can be 01
through 99.

TCB
The Task Control Block sequence number that identifies the thread that is used by the current event.

DBID
The last database used by this task.

TIME
Time of day when the task first used this Task Control Block.

REQS
Number of Datacom/DB requests issued by the referenced task using the referenced TCB.

URT1-URT9
First through ninth URT used for exclusive control in this task.

From this screen:

• PF1 refreshes the data of this screen
• PF10 returns to the first screen of active task data
• PF3 returns you to the MUF-level display where you can select another display.

Task Usage Summary Display

From the MUF-level display, you can then key a U in the action field of a MUF row. The resulting display is the task usage
summary for that MUF.

      SYSID = CZDS       CA Datacom CICS Services        APPLID = A11ICZDS     

DBEC I,MUF(?)                                                                  

                            CONCURRENT USERS FOR MUF( 01 ) MSIDNAME( DBDVM5   )

                                    20%       40%       60%       80%      100%

USERS   FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE +--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+

 001   00000000707  100.00   **************************************************

 002   00000000697  098.58   **************************************************

 003   00000000696  098.44   ************************************************* 

 004   00000000693  098.01   ************************************************* 

 005   00000000687  097.17   ************************************************* 

 006   00000000685  096.88   ************************************************* 

 007   00000000680  096.18   ************************************************  

 008   00000000673  095.19   ************************************************  

 009   00000000668  094.48   ***********************************************   
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 010   00000000666  094.20   ***********************************************   

 011   00000000658  093.06   ***********************************************   

 012   00000000653  092.36   **********************************************    

 013   00000000644  091.08   **********************************************    

 014   00000000635  089.81   *********************************************     

 015   00000000633  089.53   *********************************************     

 016   00000000627  088.68   *********************************************     

 017   00000000621  087.83   ********************************************      

                                                                               

                      PF1: REFRESH   PF3: RETURN   PF7: BACKWARD   PF8: FORWARD

      SYSID = CZDS       CA Datacom CICS Services        APPLID = A11ICZDS     

DBEC I,MUF(?)                                                                  

                            CONCURRENT USERS FOR MUF( 01 ) MSIDNAME( DBDVM5   )

                                    20%       40%       60%       80%      100%

USERS   FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE +--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+

 018   00000000613  086.70   ********************************************      

 019   00000000606  085.71   *******************************************       

 020   00000000604  085.43   *******************************************       

 021** 00000000592  083.73   ******************************************        

 022** 00000000585  082.74   ******************************************        

 023** 00000000579  081.89   *****************************************         

 024** 00000000568  080.33   ****************************************          

 025** 00000000562  079.49   ****************************************          

 026** 00000000555  078.50   ****************************************          

 027** 00000000544  076.94   ***************************************           

 028** 00000000542  076.66   ***************************************           

 029** 00000000537  075.95   **************************************            

 030** 00000000525  074.25   *************************************             

 031** 00000000521  073.69   *************************************             

 032** 00000000516  072.98   *************************************             

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                      PF1: REFRESH   PF3: RETURN   PF7: BACKWARD   PF8: FORWARD

Field Descriptions

USERS
Specifies a sequence number for a user invoking reserving transactions or physically waiting on a read event.
Asterisks following the sequence number carry the following meaning:

• The highest number without an asterisk identifies the value that is assigned to the USERS= parameter, for
example, 3 in the display example.

• The 12 extra USERS (021**-032**) beyond the allocated USERS represent how many more USERS that you
could allocate to have better distribution of TCB usage.

FREQUENCY
The values under the FREQUENCY heading denote the total number of requests at the time that a request
arrives for service. Datacom CICS Services requires n threads (for USERS: nnn) to service the request without
waiting for thread availability. For example, for USERS 006 in the example, means that 685 requests were
counted at a time when there were six concurrent users issuing requests.
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PERCENTAGE
Indicates the percentage of time that concurrent requests are issued by the number that is listed in the USERS
column. That is, 6 users are attempting requests concurrently about 97 percent of the time. In the display
example, USERS 006 percentage data 96.88 was computed by dividing 685 (frequency of USERS: 006) by 707
(frequency of USERS: 001, which was serviced 100 percent of the time).

CONCURRENT USERS FOR MUF(nn) MISDNAME(xxxxxxxxx)
Users concurrently invoking reserving transactions or physically waiting on a read event. The MUF and
MSIDNAME values reflect the MUF from which this inquiry was selected on the MUF display screen.

NOTE
After statistics are captured over a longer time period, the graphical display under "Concurrent Users"
becomes more meaningful.

Display Example DBEC I,MUF(??),STATS

Find example screens and field descriptions for monitoring and controlling local resources with the DBEC/DBEX in Datacom
CICS Services.

 
      SYSID = CZDS       CA Datacom CICS Services        APPLID = A31ICZDS     
DBEC I,MUF(??),STATS                                                           
A SYS MUF ACT EXC HLD  REQUESTS   HELD   WITH I/O  W/O I/O  START I/O  AVG/REQ 
  *LOC 01 000 000 018 000051390 0005745 000014116 000037276 000019091 000.37149
  *LOC 02 000 000 000 000000003 0000000 000000000 000000003 000000000 000.00000
  *LOC 03 000 000 000 000000003 0000000 000000000 000000003 000000000 000.00000
  *LOC 04 000 000 000 000000005 0000000 000000000 000000005 000000000 000.00000
  *LOC 05 000 000 000 000000003 0000000 000000000 000000003 000000000 000.00000
  *LOC 06 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000
  *LOC 07 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000
  *LOC 08 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000
  *LOC 09 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                      PF1: REFRESH                 PF7: BACKWARD   PF8: FORWARD

Field Descriptions
A

Indicates that there is no available action in read-only mode (DBEX).
SYS

Identifies the CICS system to which this display line refers. *LOC means local CICS or TOR.
MUF

Identifies the sequence number of the MUF relative to the position of the associated DBCSID macro that is
appended to the DBCVTPR macro.

ACT
Indicates the total of tasks currently waiting for Datacom/DB I/O to complete.

EXC
Indicates the current number of tasks which have acquired exclusive control by issuing update requests to
Datacom/DB.
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HLD
Indicates the current number of tasks waiting for access to Datacom/DB. If HLD is not zero (000), the maximum
number of concurrent users has been reached. The maximum number of concurrent users is defined in the
DBCVTPR macro. For more information about this macro, see Datacom Core.

REQUESTS
Indicates the total number of Datacom/DB requests issued since Datacom CICS Services initiation, or since a
DBOC RESET=STATS transaction was issued.

HELD
Indicates the total number of requests which had to wait for Datacom/DB access since the initiation of Datacom
CICS Services or since a DBOC RESET=STATS transaction was issued.

WITH I/O
Indicates the total number of requests receiving Datacom/DB service after an I/O wait.

W/O I/O
Indicates the total number of requests receiving Datacom/DB. service without an I/O wait.

START I/O
Indicates the total number of start I/Os issued by Datacom/DB.

AVG/REQ
Indicates the average number of start I/Os issued by Datacom/DB per request.

Displaying URT-Level Processing Options

Requests for information on URT resources are issued with the DBEC or the DBEX transaction followed by the INQUIRE
operand. The options enable you to invoke a display of all URTs or selected URTs by number or criteria.

If you issue the command with the DBEX transaction ID, you cannot update any information on the resulting scrollable
display. The only allowable entry in the Action field is an S, which toggles to the Table-level display beginning with the
URT for the row containing your entry. If you issue the command with DBEC, you can alter certain fields on the panel.

The following is an example of a URT. A URT begins with a DBURSTR macro, contains one or more DBURTBL
macros, each defining a particular Datacom/DB table, and ends with a DBUREND macro. The values for the bold-faced
parameters in this example are displayed on the URT-level inquiry.

 URT    TITLE 'ONLINE URT FOR REQUESTS USING MULTI-USER FACILITY'   

 DBURSTR    MULTUSE=YES,WRITE=NO,   

                CBSIO=0,PRTY=7,TXNUNDO=YES,TIMEMIN=5,TIMESEC=0

 DBURTBL    TBLNAME=PAY,DBID=004,   

            AUTODXC=YES,BYPOPEN=NO,SYNONYM=YES,UPDATE=YES   

 DBUREND    DBSQL=YES,USRINFO=CAICICS   

 END

Invoke the following transaction to display the status of Datacom/DB URTs.

►►─┬─ DBEC ─┬─ INQuire,URT(nnnn) ─┬────────────┬──┬──────────────────────┬─────►

   └─ DBEX ─┘                     └─ ,limiter ─┘  └─ ,SIDname(xxxxxxxx) ─┘ 

DBEC/DBEX
(Required) Specifies a transaction ID valid with Enhanced commands used to monitor URTs. Select the
transaction ID for which you are authorized. Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.
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INQuire,
(Required) Requests a scrollable display of URTs. (INQ and I are valid abbreviations.)

,URT(nnnn)
(Required) Specifies the inquiry is to invoke the URT-level display. The value within the parentheses identifies the
suffix of the URT.
nnnn

Specifies that you want to display only the URT with the specific 4-digit suffix nnnn.
Alternately, instead of using the nnnn suffix to specify only a specific URT, you can use the wildcard
symbol ? (a question mark) to accept any digit 0-9 for any (or all) of the four digits of the suffix.

See Command Examples.
,limiter

(Optional) Limits the inquiry to URTs of designated type, status, how defined for opening or those with no CICS
System Definition data set (CSD) entry. The following are the values for designating limiters of each type:

• Type
– DYN

URTs dynamically built by a Broadcom product.
– SQL

URTs for applications issuing SQL statements.
• Status

– CLOSE
URTs explicitly closed through a DBOC/DBEC command.

– CLOSING
URTs with a close in progress, where close is invoked at the completion of the current read or update.

– OPEN
URTs which are currently open.

– OPENING
URTs with an open in progress, where open status is set at the completion of the current open in MUF.

– UNOpened
URTs defined as AUTO or DEFER which have not been opened by a program call or a DBOC/DBEC
transaction. (UNO is a valid abbreviation.)

• When
– AUTO

URTs defined to be opened when required by a program.
– DEFer

URTs defined to be opened only by an explicit DBOC/DBEC command. (DEF is a valid abbreviation.)
– PLT

URTs opened at Datacom CICS Services startup, that is to say those not defined for AUTO or DEFER.
• Condition

– NOCSD
URTs have no CICS System Definition data set (CSD) entry. Such URTs are available for dynamic creation
by a Broadcom product.

Command Examples

Each of the following commands displays scrollable URT-level data in read-only format, where URT information is
presented in ascending numerical order by URT suffix. Differences are presented in the result column.

Command Result
DBEX I,URT(12) Displays URT 0012.
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DBEX INQ,URT(2?) Displays URTs 0020 through 0029.
DBEX INQ,URT(????) Displays all URTs.
DBEX I,URT(2?),CLOSE Limits display to URTs that are in closed status and have a suffix

between 0020 and 0029.
DBEX I,URT(????),CLOSING Limits displays to URTs in closing status, that is to say those with

CLOSING in the STATUS column.
DBEX I,URT(2?),DYN Limits display to dynamically built (that is to say with DYN in the

TYP column) URTs 0020 through 0029.
DBEX I,URT(????),NOCSD Limits display to URTs that have no entry in the CICS System

Definition data set (CSD).
DBEX I,URT(2?),PLT Limits display to URTs 0020 through 0029 that are opened at PLT

time.
DBEX I,URT(????),SQL Limits display to URTs defined for SQL applications, that is to say

those with SQL in the TYP column.
DBEX I,URT(????),SIDNAME(DBSIDPR) Limits display to URTs that access the MUF connection defined

by the SID module name of DBSIDPR for that MUF. In a single
MUF environment, this would be all URTs. In a multiple MUF
environment, this would be the MUF connection defined with the
DBCSID macro parameter SIDNAME= (specified with a value of
DBSIDPR) appended to the DBCVTPR.

Display Example DBEC I,URT(??)

      SYSID = CVDS       CA Datacom CICS Services        APPLID = A31ICVDS     

DBEC I,URT(??)                                                                 

A SYS  URT  TYP STATUS   W REL CBSIO  PR U MIN SEC   CONDITIONS     SIDNAME MUF

  *LOC 0001 STD OPEN     A 100 000000 07 Y 000 000 ACT=000 RES=000  DBDVM5   01

  *LOC 0002 STD OPEN     P 100 000000 07 Y 000 000 ACT=000 RES=000  DBDVM5   01

  *LOC 0003 STD UNOPENED A 100 000000 07 N 000 000                  DBDVM5   01

  *LOC 0004                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  *LOC 0005                                        NO LOAD MODULE              

  *LOC 0006                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  *LOC 0007                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  *LOC 0008                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  *LOC 0009                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  *LOC 0010 STD UNOPENED A 100 000000 07 Y 000 000                  DBDVM5   01

  *LOC 0011                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  *LOC 0012                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  *LOC 0013                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  *LOC 0014 STD UNOPENED A  90 000000 07 Y 000 000                  DBDVM5   01

  *LOC 0015                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  *LOC 0016 STD UNOPENED A 100 000000 07 N 000 000                  DBDVM5   01

  *LOC 0017                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  *LOC 0018                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  *LOC 0019                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

                                                                               

                  PF1: REFRESH   PF3: RETURN/END   PF7: BACKWARD   PF8: FORWARD

Field Descriptions
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A
The only valid entry in Column A is S, which selects the URT to display at the Table-level. Action to perform with
DBEX:
S

Select and begin browse display at table level.
SYS

Identifies the CICS system to which this display line refers. *LOC means local CICS or TOR.
URT

Identifies sequence number of the URT.
TYP

Indicates the type of URT:
STD

URT for applications issuing Datacom/DB commands.
SQL

URT for applications issuing SQL statements.
DYN

URT dynamically built by another Broadcom product.
STATUS

Indicates the OPEN status of the URT:
UNOPENED

Not yet opened by a program call or a DBEC or DBOC transaction.
CLOSED

Explicitly closed with a DBEC or DBOC CLOSE=.
CLOSING

Close requested by DBEC or DBOC CLOSE= command, but not yet closed pending completion of a read
in progress or a transaction having exclusive control.

OPEN
Opened by Datacom CICS Services but no transaction to close it has been issued.

OPENING
Open is in progress by Datacom CICS Services.

W
(WHEN) Indicates when Datacom CICS Services opens the URT:
P

(PLT) Specifies the URT is opened by Datacom CICS Services at startup time.
A

(AUTO) Specifies the URT is automatically opened by Datacom CICS Services when an application
request needs this URT.

D
(DEFER) Specifies the URT can only be opened with an explicit DBEC or DBOC command.

REL
If the URT was assembled with a release of the macros at Datacom/DB r10 or earlier, REL indicates the Datacom/
DB release level of the macro used to generate the URT. Beginning with Datacom/DB r11 and for all following
releases, the value for REL is a URT compatibility indicator and displays as 100

CBSIO
The value specified in URT generation for I/O limit interrupt for all SELxx commands except SELPR.
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PR
Indicates the priority level for requests processed using this URT, where nn is between 01 and 15; 01 is low, 07 is
the default (specified with PRTY= in the DBURSTR macro used in generating this URT).

U
The TXNUNDO= value in DBURSTR macro generating this URT, where:
Y

(YES) Indicates transaction backout is dynamically invoked for update requests issued by a program
using this URT when an abend occurs.

N
(NO) Indicates transaction backout is not operational.

MIN*
The TIMEMIN= value in the DBURSTR macro generating this URT, where the number between 1 and 120 is the
limit in minutes to wait for a record held under exclusive control by another request (alternative to TIMESEC=).
Leading or trailing blanks are not allowed. When entering values into this field that are shorter than the field
length, the remainder of the field can be cleared by using the EOF key at the end of the entered value.
MIN=0 with SEC=0 means unlimited wait time; MIN=0 with SEC=1 means no wait time.

SEC*
The TIMESEC= value in the DBURSTR macro generating this URT, where the number between 1 and 120 is the
limit in seconds to wait for a record held under exclusive control by another request (alternative to TIMEMIN=).
Leading and trailing blanks are not allowed. When entering values into this field that are shorter than the field
length, the remainder of the field can be cleared by using the EOF key at the end of the entered value.
MIN=0 with SEC=0 means unlimited wait time; MIN=0 with SEC=1 means no wait time.

*If you alter either the MIN or SEC field, the value you specify is converted (if necessary) to seconds before
storing in the URT. When redisplayed, if the value in seconds is greater than 60 and is evenly divisible by 60 (that
is to say, the remainder is zero), the value is displayed in the MIN field; otherwise, it is shown in the SEC field.

CONDITIONS
The following can appear:
ACT=xxx RES=xxx

Value for ACTIVE is the total number of tasks using this URT. Value for RES is the number that currently
have a record locked, deleted, added or updated.

NO CSD ENTRY
The CICS System Definition data set (CSD) does not contain an entry for this URT.

NO LOAD MODULE
The URT module is not in the library.

CSD DISABLED
The entry for this URT in the CICS System Definition data set (CSD) has been disabled.

OPEN RC=xx.yyy
The last open request for this URT failed for the reason indicated by Datacom/DB return code xx and the
internal return code yyy.

CLOS RC=xx.yyy
The last close request for this URT failed for the reason indicated by Datacom/DB return code xx and the
internal return code yyy.

UNKNOWN MUF
The global URT module has been determined to require a MUF that has not been defined by a DBCSID
macro in the DBCVTPR module.
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A global URT, beginning with r10, is a Datacom/DB URT that either has multiple MUF support or DBID
remapping support, that is to say, either the DBURSTR macro uses the SIDNAME= parameter or the
DBURTBL macro uses the DBIDMUF= parameter.

URT DELETED
The URT module has been deleted by the user.

URT DELETED/SKIPPED
The user has deleted the URT module or this URT was not loaded because it was specified in a
SKIPLOAD range.

SIDNAME
The value specified in the relative DBCSID macro of the DBCVTPR generation for the name of the DBSIDPR
macro generated module to be loaded and used for this MUF.

MUF
Number of the MUF that contains the tables for this URT. In a single MUF environment, this number is always
one.

Displaying Table-Level Processing Options

To display options for Datacom/DB tables accessible through URTs from a CICS system, issue an Enhanced INQuire
command.

If you issue the INQ command with the DBEX transaction ID, or its substitute, you are not able to update any fields on
the scrollable display. If you issue the command with DBEC, or its substitute, you may make entries in certain fields to
override table options specified in the URT definition.

The following is an example of a URT definition. A URT begins with a DBURSTR macro, contains one or more DBURTBL
macros, each defining a particular Datacom/DB table, and ends with a DBUREND macro. The values for the bold-faced
parameters in this example are displayed on the Table-level inquiry.

URT     TITLE 'ONLINE URT FOR REQUESTS USING MULTI-USER FACILITY'

DBURSTR     MULTUSE=YES,WRITE=NO,

            CBSIO=0,PRTY=7,TXNUNDO=YES,TIMEMIN=5,TIMESEC=0

DBURTBL     TBLNAME=PAY,DBID=004,

            AUTODXC=YES,BYPOPEN=NO,SYNONYM=YES,UPDATE=YES

DBUREND     DBSQL=YES,USRINFO=CAICICS

END

Invoke the following transaction to display how TBLNAM=, DBID= (or alternately DBIDUSER= and DBIDMUF=),
AUTODXC=, BYPOPEN=, SYNONYM=, and UPDATE= parameters are defined by DBURTBL macros for all tables within
specified URT.

►►─┬─ DBEC ─┬─ INQ,TBL(nnnn) ─┬──────────────────────┬─┬────────────┬─────────►◄

   └─ DBEX ─┘                 └─ ,SIDname(xxxxxxxx) ─┘ └─ ,limiter ─┘

DBEC/DBEX
(Required) Specify a transaction ID valid with Enhanced commands used to monitor URTs. Select the transaction
ID for which you are authorized. Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.

INQ
(Required) Specifies that Datacom CICS Services is to perform an Inquiry.
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,TBL(nnnn)
(Required) TBL specifies the inquiry is to invoke the Table-level display. The value within the parentheses
identifies the suffix of the URT.
nnnn

Specifies that you want to display only the URT with the specific 4-digit suffix nnnn.
Alternately, instead of using the nnnn suffix to specify only a specific URT, you can use the wildcard
symbol ? (a question mark) to accept any digit 0 -- 9 for any (or all) of the four digits of the suffix.

See Command Examples.
,SIDname(xxxxxxxx)

(Optional) Specify one specific SID name to which the URT inquiry applies by MUF (see Specifying DBCSID
Macros and the DBURSTR macro SIDNAME= parameter in Datacom Core) or any number of leading characters
of SID names, followed by an asterisk (*) to specify a range of SID names to which the URT inquiry applies by
MUFs. Omitting the SIDNAME(xxxxxxxx) limiter results in the command being applied to all MUFs in the remote
systems. (SID is a valid abbreviation.)

,limiter
(Optional) Limits the inquiry to URTs of designated type, status, how defined for opening, or those with no CICS
System Definition data set (CSD) entry. The following are values for designating limiters of each type:
Type

DYN
URTs dynamically built by a Broadcom product.
SQL
URTs for applications issuing SQL statements.

Status
CLOSE
URTs explicitly closed through a DBOC CLOSE= command, a PERform,URT(nnnn),CLOSE, or an entry
of C in the Action column of a DBEC INQ,URT(nnnn) display.
CLOSING
URTs with a close in progress, where close is invoked at the completion of the current read or update.
OPEN
URTs that are currently open.
OPENING
Open is in progress by Datacom CICS Services.
UNOpened
URTs defined as AUTO or DEFER that have not been opened by a program call or a DBOC/DBEC
transaction. (UNO is a valid abbreviation.)

When
AUTO
URTs defined to be opened when required by a program.
DEFer
URTs defined to be opened only by an explicit DBOC/DBEC command. (DEF is a valid abbreviation.)
PLT
URTs opened at Datacom CICS Services startup, that is to say those not defined for AUTO or DEFer.

Condition
NOCSD
URTs that have no CICS System Definition data set (CSD) entry. Such URTs are available for dynamic
creation by a Broadcom product.
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Command Examples

Each of the following commands displays scrollable Table-level data in read-only format, where URT information is
presented in ascending numerical order by URT suffix and table information is presented in the order tables are defined to
the URT. Details are presented in the "Result" column.

Command Result
DBEX I,TBL(12) Displays tables for URT 0012.
DBEX INQ,TBL(2?) Displays tables for URTs 0020 through 0029.
DBEX INQUIRE,TBL(????) Displays tables for all URTs in the system.
DBEX I,TBL(?),AUTO Displays tables for URTs 0000 through 0009 defined for automatic

opening.
DBEX I,TBL(2?),CLOSE Displays tables for URTs 0020 through 0029 that are in closed

status, that is to say with CLOSED in the STATUS column.
DBEX I,TBL(????),CLOSING Displays tables for all URTs in closing status, that is to say with

CLOSING in the STATUS column.
DBEX I,TBL(2?),DYN Displays tables for dynamically built (that is to say with DYN in the

TYP column) URTs 0020 through 0029.
DBEX I,TBL(??),PLT Displays tables for URTs 0000 through 0099 that are opened at

PLT time.
DBEX I,TBL(????),SIDNAME(DBSIDPR) Displays tables for URTs that access the MUF connection defined

by the SID module name of DBSIDPR for that MUF. In a single
MUF environment, this would be all URTs. In a multiple MUF
environment, this would be the MUF connection defined with the
SIDNAME=DBSIDPR parameter of the DBCSID macro appended
to the DBCVTPR.

Display Example DBEC I,TBL(10)

When inquiries are made at the table level, the display includes the number and status of each URT, similar to the URT
status inquiry display. In addition, the table names and database IDs are displayed for each URT.

      SYSID = CVDS       CA Datacom CICS Services        APPLID = A31ICVDS     

DBEC I,TBL(10)                                                                 

  SYS  URT  TYP STATUS  TABLE DBID  UPD   BYP   SYN   AUT     DBIDM SIDNAME MUF

  *LOC 0010 STD UNOPENED  ACT 00010 YES   NO    YES   YES           DBDVM5   01

                          CUS 00010 YES   NO    YES   YES                      

                          DTL 00010 YES   NO    YES   YES                      

                          ORD 00010 YES   NO    YES   YES                      

                          ITM 00010 YES   NO    YES   YES                      

                          NUM 00010 YES   NO    YES   YES                      

                          RCP 00010 YES   NO    YES   YES                      

                          SAL 00010 YES   NO    YES   YES                      

                          SHP 00010 YES   NO    YES   YES

 

 

 

  

                          PF3: RETURN          PF7: BACKWARD     PF8: FORWARD

Field Descriptions
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When you specify TBL rather than URT in the command format, Datacom CICS Services presents a scrollable display
containing 13 columns of data. The first four columns and the last two columns repeat the SYS, URT, TYP, STATUS,
SIDNAME, and MUF data that is displayed on the corresponding URT-level inquiry. Data appears in these fields only once
per URT. The remaining seven columns display information on the tables making up the URT definition.

• SYS
Identifies the CICS system to which this display line refers. *LOC means local CICS or TOR.

• URT
Identifies the sequence number of the URT.

• TYP
Indicates the type of URT.

STD
URT for applications issuing Datacom/DB commands.

SQL
URT for applications issuing SQL statements.

DYN
URT dynamically built by another Broadcom product.

• STATUS
Indicates the OPEN status of the URT with the following values:

UNOPENED
Not yet opened by a program call or a DBEC or DBOC transaction.

CLOSED
Explicitly closed with a DBEC or DBOC CLOSE=.

CLOSING
Close requested by DBEC or DBOC CLOSE= command, but not yet closed pending completion of a read in
progress or a transaction having exclusive control.

OPEN
Opened by Datacom CICS Services but no transaction to close it has been issued.

OPENING
Open is in progress by Datacom CICS Services.

• TABLE
Name of the Datacom/DB table with the URT.

• DBID
Number of the database that contains the table.

• UPD
Allows the table to be updated.

YES
Indicates that this URT permits applications to update the named table.

NO
Indicates that update of the named table is not permitted using this URT.

• BYP
Allows the table to be bypassed.

YES
Specifies that when the URT is opened, the designated table is bypassed (and therefore not opened) during the
opening. Any attempt to access this table, using this URT, results in a Datacom/DB return code of 05.
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NO
Specifies that when the URT is opened, the designated table is opened during the opening.

• SYN
Specifies SYNONYM= in the DBURTBL macro

YES
Indicates that SYNONYM=YES is specified in the DBURTBL macro for this URT.

NO
Indicates that SYNONYM=NO is specified in the DBURTBL macro for this URT.

• AUT
Specifies whether exclusive control for the table is automatically dropped.

NO
Indicates that Datacom/DB does not automatically drop exclusive control for this table when a second command
is issued from the same Request Area.

YES
Indicates that Datacom/DB automatically drops exclusive control for this table when a second command is issued
from the same Request Area.

• DBIDM
For a global URT using DBID remapping, this is the number of the database that contains the table to be accessed in
the MUF and overrides the DBID specified in the request.

• SIDNAME
The value specified in the relative DBCSID macro of the DBCVTPR generation for the name of the DBSIDPR macro
generated module to be loaded and used for this MUF.

• MUF
Number of the MUF that contains the tables for this URT. In a single MUF environment, this number is always one.

DBOC Controlling Local Resources with Operational Commands
Use operational commands in Datacom CICS Services to control local resources.

For example, you can:

• Delay opening of URTs at the startup of Datacom CICS Services
• Write traced requests to a sequential data set
• Open, close, or restart a URT
• Produce dumps
• Initiate and terminate services

Find the following information for the operational commands:

• Command descriptions
• Syntax diagrams
• Parameter definitions
• Examples

AUTO= Setting URTs for Automatic Opening

Except for URTs specified for delayed opening, Datacom CICS Services opens all URTs at Datacom CICS Services
startup. In the DBCVTPR macro, you can identify two lists of URTs for delayed opening:
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• A list of URTs each of which is only opened by Datacom CICS Services when a Datacom/DB application requiring its
use begins processing. (AUTO= parameter)

• A list of URTs each of which is only opened when requested by a DBOC/DBEC OPEN= command. (DEFER=
parameter)

You can issue a command to add URTs to the AUTO= and DEFER= URT lists which were specified in the DBCVTPR
macro. Modifications made through a DBOC transaction remain in effect only for the life of the CICS cycle. For details on
modifying the list of URTs to remain closed until a DBOC/DBEC OPEN= command is issued, see DEFER= Setting URTs
for Deferred Opening.

Any URTs which you specify for automatic opening using this command are returned to their initial status (as defined in
DBCVTPR) if the DBOC GENOPTS transaction is used to change the maximum number of URTs.

To add to the list of URTs which open automatically when needed, issue the following transaction:

                  ┌─ , ───┐

►►─ DBOC ─ AUTO= ─▼─ urt ─┴───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

DBOC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Operational commands to control system resources. Leave a
space between the transaction ID and the command.

AUTO=
(Required) Specifies that Datacom CICS Services is not to open the named URT until a Datacom/DB application
requiring it begins processing.

urt
(Required) Specify one or more URTs by the four-digit suffix, with or without leading zeros, where the range
of valid values is 0001 to the active MAXURTS= value. Use the wildcard symbol (?) to accept any valid value
between 0 and 9 for any (or all) of the digits. To specify a series, separate the identifiers with commas.

Example Description
1 URT 0001
?,20 URTs 0001 through 0009, and 0020
?,1?,2?,30 URTs 0001 through 0030
?? URTs 0001 through 0099
1??,20?,21? URTs 100 through 219
???? All valid URTs

The total number of URTs specified cannot exceed the value specified for the MAXURTS= parameter of the DBCVTPR
macro.

NOTE
A URT defined with SQL=YES is not eligible for AUTO opening.

In a multiple MUF environment, where connections to MUFs are defined using DBCSID macros appended to the
DBCVTPR definition, AUTO URTs should refer to a MUF connection that is defined as AUTO or PLT. If an AUTO URT
refers to a MUF connection that is of a DEFER type, the manual connection command must be issued for all requests to
successfully perform an AUTO open.

NOTE

• Specifying Generation Options (DBCVTPR)
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AUX= Resetting the Auxiliary Trace Options

The Trace Facility provides history data for the last user controlled number of events. When it is necessary to trace
numerous DB request events, Datacom CICS Services provides the capability to write the traced request to a sequential
data set. The Auxiliary file destination is defined with the AUXTRCE= parameter of the DBCVTPR. To conserve
resources, use this facility sparingly. To turn on or off this facility for the current CICS session, issue the following
transaction.

►►─ DBOC ─ AUX= ─┬─ ON ──┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                 ├─ OFF ─┤

                 └─ SWI ─┘

DBOC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Operational commands to control system resources. Leave a
space between the transaction ID and the command.

AUX=
(Required) Specifies to set the Auxiliary Trace Facility.

OFF
Specifies not to write Datacom/DB requests to an Auxiliary Data Set.

ON
Specifies that Datacom/DB requests being traced are written to the Auxiliary Trace Data Set.

SWI
Specifies that the current output data set being referenced for the Auxiliary Trace be changed to the secondary
data set.

CLOSE= Closing URTs

Close one or more Datacom User Requirements Tables (URTs) using the CLOSE= Command. Use the DBOC, CLOSE=,
and URT commands in a transaction to close a URT. The CLOSE= Command changes the status of the URT to “Closed”
if the status is “Unopened” or “Opened” and issues a Datacom/DB CLOSE command.

The CLOSE command closes one or more URTs. To open a closed URT, use the OPEN= command. To return a URT to
its status at system startup, use the RESTART= command.

Use the following transaction to close one or more specified URTs.

                    ┌─ , ───┐

►►─ DBOC ─ CLOSE= ─▼─ urt ─┴──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

DBOC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Operational commands to control system resources. Leave a
space between the transaction ID and the command.

CLOSE=
(Required) Changes the status of the URT to Closed if its status is Unopened or Opened and issues a Datacom/
DB CLOSE command. If the URT is being used for update, its status is changed to Closing and new users are not
allowed access to it. When the active task has terminated, Datacom CICS Services issues a CLOSE internally.
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urt
(Required) Specify one or more URTs by the four-digit suffix, with or without leading zeros, where the range
of valid values is 0001 to the active MAXURTS= value. Use the wildcard symbol (?) to accept any valid value
between 0 and 9 for any (or all) of the digits. To specify a series, separate the identifiers with commas.

Example Description
1 URT 0001
?,20 URTs 0001 through 0009, and 0020
?,1?,2?,30 URTs 0001 through 0030
?? URTs 0001 through 0099
1??,20?,21? URTs 100 through 219
???? All valid URTs

Display Example DBOC CLOSE=??

The specification ?? closes URTs 0001 through 0010. This limitation is set by the MAXURTS= parameter value of 10.

 DBOC CLOSE=??                                                          DELIM &

 

DC00173I  URT 0001 WILL NOT BE AUTOMATICALLY OPENED.

DC00173I  URT 0002 WILL NOT BE AUTOMATICALLY OPENED.

DC00202I  URT 0003-0009 HAVE NO CSD ENTRIES

DC00173I  URT 0010 WILL NOT BE AUTOMATICALLY OPENED.

DC00380I  TRANSACTION COMPLETED.

 

If a URT has been closed with a DBOC CLOSE= command, it can only be opened by issuing a DBOC/DBEC OPEN=
command, even if it was listed on the AUTO= parameter in the DBCVTPR macro. You can return it to its initial status by
issuing a DBOC RESTART= command.

For example, the previous sample display states that URT 0002 is not automatically opened.

1. If we were to issue a DBOC INQ=0002, Datacom CICS Services would respond:
 DBOC INQ=0002                                                          DELIM &

 

URT 0002(STD CLOSED   AUTO )                       PRTY=07 TXNUD

DC00380I  TRANSACTION COMPLETED.

 

The CLOSED,AUTO status means that this URT is listed for automatic opening in DBCVTPR, but it has been closed
with a DBOC/DBEC CLOSE= command. In this status, Datacom CICS Services does not open this URT unless a
DBOC/DBEC OPEN= command is issued.

2. To return it to its initial status, we could issue a DBOC RESTART=0002.
3. If we then issued another DBOC INQ=0002 command, Datacom CICS Services would respond:

 DBOC INQ=0002                                                          DELIM &

 

URT 0002(STD UNOPENED AUTO )                       PRTY=07 TXNUD

DC00380I  TRANSACTION COMPLETED.

 

The UNOPENED,AUTO status indicates that Datacom CICS Services opens this URT when a program requires it.
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DEBUG= Controlling the DBUG Environment

Learn how the DEBUG= transaction in Datacom CICS Services provides more control over the DBUG environment. List or
release terminals under DBUG control. Find the command format, descriptions of parameters, and display examples.

The DEBUG= transaction allows you to have more control over the DBUG environment.

You can use the following transactions to list or release any or all terminals currently under DBUG control.

►►─ DBOC ─ DEBUG= ─┬─ LIST ─────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄

                   └─ KILL ─┬─────────┬─┘

                            └─ =xxxx ─┘

DBOC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Operational commands to control system resources. Leave a
space between the transaction ID and the command.

DEBUG=
(Required) Specifies the DEBUG function invoked.

LIST
Provides a list showing all terminals currently under DBUG control. The list is in the form:
DEBUG ON TERMINAL "xxxx" DISPLAY ON "yyyy"

xxxx
Identifies a terminal under DBUG control (the intercepted terminal)

yyyy
Identifies the terminal that initiated that control (the initiating terminal)

NOTE
You must be a master operator to use KILL. One or more master operators can be defined through the
MSTOPR= parameter in the DBCVTPR macro. If no master operators are specified, all users are eligible
to invoke master operator-type functions. Specifications for master operators can be altered for the
current CICS session through the screen that is displayed when you issue the DBOC GENOPTS command.

KILL
Removes DBUG from the system, meaning that it releases DBUG control from all terminals currently in intercept
mode.

=xxxx
(Optional) KILL=xxxx removes DBUG control from a specific intercepted terminal (not an initiating terminal). You
can invoke DBOC DEBUG=LIST first to determine the terminal IDs. To cancel monitor mode, specify KILL=****.
For monitor mode or remote mode DBUG: If the terminal that initiated the DBUG is in "lost session" status and
DBUG is active at an intercepted terminal, perform the following steps to free the intercepted terminal:

1. Use DBOC DEBUG=KILL=xxxx to terminate the DBUG session on the intercepted terminal, where xxxx is the
intercepted terminal ID.

2. You can use CEMT to purge the task which is active at the intercepted terminal.

Examples
Display Example DBOC DEBUG=LIST

 DBOC DEBUG=LIST                                                       DELIM ;
 
 DC03249I  DEBUG ON TERMINAL "8077" DISPLAY ON "8077"
 DC03249I  DEBUG ON TERMINAL "****" DISPLAY ON "8015"
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 DC03249I  DEBUG ON TERMINAL "8078" DISPLAY ON "X030"
 DC00380I  TRANSACTION COMPLETED.

Display Example DBOC DEBUG=KILL=xxxx

 DBOC DEBUG=KILL=****                                                  DELIM ;
 
 DC03247I  DEBUG ON TERMINAL "****" IS REMOVED
 DC00380I  TRANSACTION COMPLETED.

Display Example DBOC DEBUG=KILL

 DBOC DEBUG=KILL                                                       DELIM ;
 
 DC03247I  DEBUG ON TERMINAL "8077" IS REMOVED
 DC03247I  DEBUG ON TERMINAL "8078" IS REMOVED
 DC00380I  TRANSACTION COMPLETED.

DEFER= Setting URTs for Deferred Opening

Except for URTs specified for delayed opening, Datacom CICS Services opens all URTs at Datacom CICS Services
startup. In the DBCVTPR macro, you can identify two lists of URTs for delayed opening:

• A list of URTs each of which is only opened by Datacom CICS Services when a Datacom/DB application requiring its
use begins processing. (AUTO= parameter)

• A list of URTs each of which is only opened when requested by a DBEC or DBOC OPEN= Opening URTs command.
(DEFER= parameter)

You can issue a DBOC transaction to add URTs to the AUTO= and DEFER= URT lists that were specified in the
DBCVTPR macro. Modifications made through a DBOC transaction remain in effect only for the life of the CICS cycle. For
details about modifying the list of URTs which open automatically, see AUTO= Setting URTs for Automatic Opening.

Any URTs that you specify for deferred opening using this command are returned to their initial status (as defined in
DBCVTPR) if the DBOC GENOPTS transaction is used to change the maximum number of URTs.

To add to the list of URTs which only open when a DBEC or DBOC OPEN= command is issued, use the following
transaction:

                   ┌─ , ───┐

►►─ DBOC ─ DEFER= ─▼─ urt ─┴──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

DBOC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Operational commands to control system resources. Leave a
space between the transaction ID and the command.

DEFER=
(Required) Specifies that Datacom CICS Services is not to open the named URT until a user issues a DBEC or
DBOC OPEN= transaction naming the URT.
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urt
(Required) Specify one or more URTs by the four-digit suffix, with or without leading zeros, where the range
of valid values is 0001 to the active MAXURTS= value. Use the wildcard symbol (?) to accept any valid value
between 0 and 9 for any (or all) of the digits. To specify a series, separate the identifiers with commas.

Example Description
1 URT 0001
?,20 URTs 0001 through 0009, and 0020
?,1?,2?,30 URTs 0001 through 0030
?? URTs 0001 through 0099
1??,20?,21? URTs 100 through 219
???? All valid URTs

The total number of URTs specified cannot exceed the value specified for the MAXURTS= parameter of the
DBCVTPR macro.

NOTE

• Specifying Generation Options (DBCVTPR)

DELETE= Deleting Modules and URTs

Datacom CICS Services uses the Delete= Command with the Transaction ID to remove modules and Datacom User
Requirements Tables (URTs). Interchange modname for the module name or urt for a URT after the DELETE= Command.
A deleted module or URT can be reloaded using the DBOC LOAD= Transaction.

Any module or URT having an entry in the CICS System Definition data set (CSD) can be deleted through a DBOC
transaction. A deleted module or URT can be reloaded using the DBOC LOAD= transaction

NOTE
An exception to a NEWCOPY of any Datacom CICS Services modules is that a NEWCOPY of DBCVTPR can
only be done when Datacom CICS Services is in a shutdown status. It cannot be deleted when Datacom CICS
Services is active.

Use the following transactions to delete a module or URT.

                      ┌─ , ───┐

►►─ DBOC ─ DELETE= ─┬─▼─ urt ─┴─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                    └─ modname ─┘

Be attentive to the following warning:

WARNING
WARNING! Do not use the clear screen function key to interrupt this DELETE process once it has been initiated.

DBOC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Operational commands to control system resources. Leave a
space between the transaction ID and the command.

DELETE=
(Required) Deletes the designated module or URT.
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NOTE
When multiple operands for DELETE= include DCCOCPR, this module name must be specified last in
the series.

urt
Specify one or more URTs by the four-digit suffix, with or without leading zeros, where the range of valid values is
0001 to the active MAXURTS= value. Use the wildcard symbol (?) to accept any valid value from 0 through 9 for
any (or all) of the digits. To specify a series, separate the identifiers with commas.

Example Description
1 URT 0001
?,20 URTs 0001 through 0009, and 0020
?,1?,2?,30 URTs 0001 through 0030
?? URTs 0001 through 0099
1??,20?,21? URTs 100 through 219
???? All valid URTs

modname
Designates the name of the module on which Datacom CICS Services is to act. Only use in preparation for doing
a NEWCOPY of a module. DELETE=???????? specifies delete all Datacom CICS Services modules and URTs.
The only modules available to be deleted (or loaded) with DBOC are the following: DBCSVPR, DCCTPPR,
DCCTRPR, DCCTFPR, DCCTXPR, DCCV1PR, DCCOCPR, DCCO1PR, DCCO2PR, DCCO3PR, DCCO4PR,
DCCECPR, DCCETPR, DCCFPPR, and DBSGMPR. Other modules, except DBCVTPR, can be newcopied
without the DBOC DELETE= command (or the DBOC LOAD= command).

Command Examples

Command Result

DBOC DELETE=1 URT 0001 is deleted.

DBOC DELETE=10,?
DBOC DELETE=?,10

URTs 0001 through 0010 are deleted.

DBOC DELETE=DCCTPPR,DCCOCPR The modules, DCCTPPR and DCCOCPR, are deleted.

DELIM= Changing the Delimiter Character

The command delimiter character is used to enter multiple Operational commands with a single transaction ID. For
details about using the delimiter character, see Issuing Multiple Operational Commands. The default delimiter character
is the ampersand (&). A different delimiter character may have been specified for your system in the DBCVTPR macro.
Datacom CICS Services displays DELIM c, where c is the delimiter character, in the upper right corner of every response
to an Operational command.

You can temporarily change the command delimiter character using the following transaction:

►►─ DBOC ─ DELIM=c ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

DBOC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Operational commands to control system resources. Leave a
space between the transaction ID and the command.
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DELIM=
(Required) Indicates to modify the delimiter character.

c
(Required) Represents the new delimiter character. Any special (not alphanumeric) character can be used as the
command delimiter except the following:

? = . ,

Valid values include, but are not necessarily limited to, the following:

¬ # $ ¢ \ ‡
¤ & % * @ Ä
' " : ; > <

Once you have issued the previous transaction, the newly specified delimiter remains in effect for all Datacom CICS
Services users until Datacom CICS Services is terminated or somebody changes it again.

NOTE

• Specifying Generation Options (DBCVTPR)

DISABLE= Bypassing Table Opening

When a URT is opened, every table listed in it is opened unless it has BYPOPEN=YES specified in its DBURTBL macro.
For more information, see Datacom Core. The DISABLE= command suppresses the opening of a specified table listed
in a URT when that URT is opened. The ENABLE= command resets a table so that Datacom/DB opens it when the URT
naming it is opened. When a request references a disabled table contained in an open URT, it receives a Datacom/DB
return code of 05.

The URT containing the tables to disable must be closed when this transaction is issued. Before issuing this command,
verify that the URT is closed or invoke the transaction to close it. For more information, see CLOSE=: Closing URTs.

This page contains the following topics:

Use the following format to disable the opening of a table:

►►─ DBOC ─ DISABLE= ─┬────────┬─ table ─┬─────────┬───────────────────────────►◄

                     └─ urt. ─┘         └─ .dbid ─┘

DBOC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Operational commands to control system resources. Leave a
space between the transaction ID and the command.

DISABLE=
(Required) Indicates to bypass the tables from opening when the URT is opened.

urt.
(Required) Identifies by number one or more URTs. Separate from the table name with a period (urt.table). To
specify acceptance of any value, 1 -- 9, in one or more places within the URT name, use the wildcard symbol (?).
To specify multiple URTs individually, separate members within the series with commas.

Example Description
1 URT 0001
?,20 URTs 0001 through 0009, and 0020
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?? URTs 0001 through 0099
1? URTs with 001 as the first three digits
?1?? URTs with 1 as the second digit
???? All URTs

table
(Required) Identifies the table or tables to which the command applies. Use the wildcard symbol (?) in the first,
second, or third place of the three-character table name to accept any valid character in that place. This form of
DISABLE requires that it is qualified first by the URT field, either a specific URT number or a wildcard set of URTs.
Use a period as a separator between URT number and the table name (urt.table).

Example Description
010.POH Table POH in URT 10
?.??? All tables in URTs 1 through 9
0?1?.A?? All tables beginning with A in all URTs in the range of 0010

through 0919 whose next to last digit is 1. For example: 10-19,
110-119, 210-219, and so on

????.??1 All tables with names ending with 1

.dbid
(Optional) Used with a table name to limit the command action to that table within the specified database.
Use a period as a separator between table name and the five-digit database ID (urt.table.dbid). To apply the
named command to the listed tables in database IDs within a known range, use the wildcard symbol (?). To
apply the named command to the listed tables in all databases, either omit the database ID from the operand or
specify ????? for the dbid. To use the dbid option requires that both urt and table fields be present prior to the
DBID field.

Example Description
????.???.00123 Database 00123
????.???.000?? Databases 00000 through 00099
????.???.0005? Databases 00050 through 00059
????.???.???5? All databases with 5 as the fourth digit
????.???.????? All databases

Command Examples

Command Result

DBOC DISABLE=?.AAA Tables named AAA which are listed in URTs 0001 through 0009
are bypassed when the listed URT is opened.

DBOC DISABLE=2.AAA.1 Table AAA in database 0001 is bypassed when URT 0002 is
opened.

DBOC DISABLE=1.??A When URT 0001 is opened, all tables having an A in the third
position of their table name are bypassed.
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Display Example DBOC DISABLE=?.P??

The DBOC DISABLE=?.P?? transaction limits the disabling action to tables having names beginning with P that are listed
in a URT numbered 1 through 9. Since the command does not specify a database ID, the command is applied to all tables
in all databases which meet the table name criteria.

DBOC DISABLE=?.P??                                                     DELIM &

 

DC00158I  URT 0001  TABLE:PAY DBID:00001          NOW BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0001  TABLE:PMF DBID:00001          NOW BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0001  TABLE:POH DBID:00001          NOW BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0001  TABLE:POL DBID:00001          NOW BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0001  TABLE:PNC DBID:00001          NOW BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0001  TABLE:PNM DBID:00001          NOW BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:PCV DBID:00002          NOW BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:PER DBID:00002          NOW BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:PGM DBID:00002          NOW BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:PNL DBID:00002          NOW BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:PLN DBID:00002          NOW BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:PRC DBID:00002          NOW BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:PRT DBID:00002          NOW BYPASSED

DC00380I  TRANSACTION COMPLETED.

DUMP= Producing Dumps

Reviewing dumps often aids in debugging a problem. Use this transaction to dump a Datacom CICS Services module, a
URT, or a control table into a CICS dump data set with the following transaction:

                    ┌──,────┐

►►─ DBOC ─ DUMP= ─┬─▼─ urt ─┴─────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                  ├─ modname ─────┤

                  └─ control-tbl ─┘

NOTE
The DBOC DUMP= command is not available from the console.

DBOC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Operational commands to control system resources. Leave a
space between the transaction ID and the command.

DUMP=
(Required) Specifies to produce a dump.

urt
Specify one or more URTs by the four-digit suffix, with or without leading zeros, where the range of valid values is
0001 to the active MAXURTS= value. Use the wildcard symbol (?) to accept any valid value between 0 and 9 for
any (or all) of the digits. To specify a series, separate the identifiers with commas.

Example Description
1 URT 0001
?,20 URTs 0001 through 0009, and 0020
?,1?,2?,30 URTs 0001 through 0030
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?? URTs 0001 through 0099
1??,20?,21? URTs 100 through 219
???? All valid URTs

modname
Designates the name of the module on which Datacom CICS Services is to act. Valid entries include: ????????
(all Datacom CICS Services modules plus the Datacom/DB modules DBSGMPR and DBINRPR, URTs, TCBs,
DEBUG criteria, and the trace table) and the Datacom CICS Services modules

NOTE
If you use the command DBOC DUMP=????????, it is important to understand that your dump dataset
in CICS/TS is defined in a way that can handle all the dumps that are produced, with the appropriate
formatting required by CICS/TS. The code modules are approximately 32K. The TCBS could be 17M
at the maximum USERS of 255. URT modules could be significant with the increase to 9999 modules,
depending on the tables defined. DEBUG can be approximated at around 600 bytes. TRACE (80 bytes
each) is user-defined.

control-tbl
Designates the name of the control table on which Datacom CICS Services is to act. Valid entries:
TCBS

Internal TCB storage
DBUG

Debugging intercept criteria storage
TRACE

Internal trace entries

Display Example DBOC DUMP=????????

DBOC DUMP=????????                                                     DELIM &

 

DC00210I  COMPONENT DBCSVPR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF SVPR                  

DC00210I  COMPONENT DBCSRPR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF SRPR                  

DC00210I  COMPONENT DCCTPPR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF TPPR                  

DC00210I  COMPONENT DCCTRPR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF TRPR                  

DC00210I  COMPONENT DCCTFPR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF TFPR                  

DC00210I  COMPONENT DCCTXPR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF TXPR                  

DC00210I  COMPONENT DCBRAPR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF RAPR                  

DC00210I  COMPONENT DCCOCPR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF OCPR                  

DC00210I  COMPONENT DCCO1PR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF O1PR                  

DC00210I  COMPONENT DCCO2PR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF O2PR                  

DC00210I  COMPONENT DCCO3PR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF O3PR                  

DC00210I  COMPONENT DCCO4PR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF O4PR                  

DC00210I  COMPONENT DCCECPR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF ECPR                  

DC00210I  COMPONENT DCCETPR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF ETPR                  

DC00210I  COMPONENT DCCFPPR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF FPPR                  

DC00210I  COMPONENT DBSGMPR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF GMPR                  

DC00210I  COMPONENT DBURT001 STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF T001                  

DC00210I  COMPONENT DBURT002 STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF T002                  

DC00210I  COMPONENT DBURT003 STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF T003                  

DC00206W  COMPONENT DBURT004 NOT FOUND OR DISABLED

                                          ENTER = NEXT PAGE   CLEAR = END TRANS

DBOC DUMP=????????                                                     DELIM &
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DC00206W  COMPONENT DBURT530 NOT FOUND OR DISABLED                             

DC00206W  COMPONENT DBURT531 NOT FOUND OR DISABLED                             

DC00206W  COMPONENT DBURT532 NOT FOUND OR DISABLED                             

DC00206W  COMPONENT DBURT533 NOT FOUND OR DISABLED                             

DC00206W  COMPONENT DBURT534 NOT FOUND OR DISABLED                             

DC00206W  COMPONENT DBURT535 NOT FOUND OR DISABLED                             

DC00206W  COMPONENT DBURT536 NOT FOUND OR DISABLED                             

DC00206W  COMPONENT DBURT537 NOT FOUND OR DISABLED                             

DC00206W  COMPONENT DBURT538 NOT FOUND OR DISABLED                             

DC00206W  COMPONENT DBURT539 NOT FOUND OR DISABLED                             

DC00210I  COMPONENT DBURT540 STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF T540                  

DC00210I  TCBS               STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF TCBS                  

DC00210I  COMPONENT DBCVTPR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF VTPR                  

DC00210I  COMPONENT DCCERPR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF ERPR                  

DC00210I  COMPONENT DCCELPR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF ELPR                  

DC00210I  COMPONENT DCCEXPR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF EXPR                  

DC00210I  COMPONENT DCUTSPR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF TSPR                  

DC00210I  COMPONENT DCUT1PR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF T1PR                  

DC00210I  COMPONENT DCUT2PR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF T2PR                  

DC00210I  COMPONENT DCUT3PR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF T3PR                  

DC00210I  COMPONENT DCCUTPR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF UTPR                  

                                          ENTER = NEXT PAGE   CLEAR = END TRANS

DBOC DUMP=????????                                                     DELIM &

 

DC00210I  COMPONENT DCCFBPR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF FBPR

DC00210I  COMPONENT DCCFCPR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF FCPR

DC00210I  COMPONENT DCCFSPR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF FSPR

DC00210I  COMPONENT DCCFRPR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF FRPR

DC00210I  COMPONENT DCCFTPR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF FTPR

DC00210I  COMPONENT DCCFQPR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF FQPR

DC00210I  COMPONENT DBINRPR  STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF NRPR

USER NOT DEFINED IN DEBUG TABLE                              

DC00210I  TRACE              STORAGE DUMPED WITH CODE OF TRAC

DC00380I  TRANSACTION COMPLETED.

ENABLE= Enabling Opening for Previously Bypassed Table

When a URT is opened, every table listed in it is opened unless it has BYPOPEN=YES specified in its DBURTBL macro.
For more information, see Datacom Core. The DISABLE= command suppresses the opening of a specified table listed
in a URT when that URT is opened. The ENABLE= command resets a table so that Datacom/DB opens it when the URT
naming it is opened. The ENABLE= command can specify any bypassed table by specification of BYPOPEN=YES in
DBURTBL or by issuing a DBOC DISABLE= command.

This page contains the following topics:

The URT containing the tables to enable must be closed when this transaction is issued. Verify that the URT is closed or
invoke the transaction to close it before issuing this command. For more information, see CLOSE= Closing URTs.

►►─ DBOC ─ ENABLE= ─┬────────┬─ table ─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────►◄

                    └─ urt. ─┘         └─ .dbid ─┘
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DBOC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Operational commands to control system resources. Leave a
space between the transaction ID and the command.

ENABLE=
(Required) Indicates to open the tables when the URT is opened.

urt
Identifies by number one or more URTs. Separate from the table name with a period (urt.table). To specify
acceptance of any value, 1 -- 9, in one or more places within the URT name, use the wildcard symbol (?). To
specify multiple URTs individually, separate members within the series with commas.

Example Description
1 URT 0001
?,20 URTs 0001 through 0009, and 0020
?? URTs 0001 through 0099
1? URTs with 001 as the first three digits
?1? URTs with 0 as the first digit and 1 as the third digit
???? All URTs

table
(Required) Identifies the table or tables to which the command applies. Use the wildcard symbol (?) in the first,
second, or third place of the three-character table name to accept any valid character in that place.

Example Description
POH Table POH
??? All tables
A?? All tables with beginning with A
??1 All tables with names ending with 1

.dbid
(Optional) Used with a table name to limit the command action to that table within the specified database. Use
a period as a separator between table name and the five-digit database ID (table.dbid). To apply the named
command to the listed tables in database IDs within a known range, use the wildcard symbol (?). To apply
the named command to the listed tables in all databases, either omit the database ID from the operand or
specify ????? for the dbid.

Example Description
00123 Database 00123
000?? Databases 00000 through 00099
0005? Databases 00050 through 00059
???5? All databases with 5 as the fourth digit
????? All databases
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Command Examples

Command Result

DBOC ENABLE=?.AAA Enable previously disabled tables named AAA which are listed in
URTs 0001 through 0009 when the listing URTs are opened.

DBOC ENABLE=2.AAA.1 Enable table AAA in database 0001 when URT 0002 is opened.

DBOC ENABLE=1.??A When URT 0001 is opened, enable all previously disabled tables
having an A in the third position of their table name.

Display Example DBOC ENABLE=?.???

DBOC ENABLE=?.???                                                      DELIM &

 

DC00158I  URT 0001  TABLE:PAY DBID:00001          NO LONGER BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0001  TABLE:PMF DBID:00001          NO LONGER BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0001  TABLE:POH DBID:00001          NO LONGER BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0001  TABLE:POL DBID:00001          NO LONGER BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0001  TABLE:PNC DBID:00001          NO LONGER BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0001  TABLE:PNM DBID:00001          NO LONGER BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:BAS DBID:00002          NO LONGER BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:ARA DBID:00002          NO LONGER BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:FIL DBID:00002          NO LONGER BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:AGR DBID:00002          NO LONGER BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:FLD DBID:00002          NO LONGER BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:KEY DBID:00002          NO LONGER BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:ELM DBID:00002          NO LONGER BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:PCV DBID:00002          NO LONGER BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:ALS DBID:00002          NO LONGER BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:KWC DBID:00002          NO LONGER BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:REL DBID:00002          NO LONGER BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:TXT DBID:00002          NO LONGER BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:ATZ DBID:00002          NO LONGER BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:DVW DBID:00002          NO LONGER BYPASSED

                                          ENTER = NEXT PAGE   CLEAR = END TRANS

DBOC ENABLE=?.???                                                      DELIM &

 

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:JOB DBID:00002          NOT BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:LIB DBID:00002          NOT BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:MEM DBID:00002          NOT BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:MOD DBID:00002          NOT BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:NOD DBID:00002          NOT BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:PER DBID:00002          NO LONGER BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:PGM DBID:00002          NO LONGER BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:PNL DBID:00002          NO LONGER BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:RPT DBID:00002          NOT BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:STP DBID:00002          NOT BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:SYS DBID:00002          NOT BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:HSD DBID:00002          NOT BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:PLN DBID:00002          NO LONGER BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:PRC DBID:00002          NO LONGER BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:STM DBID:00002          NOT BYPASSED
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DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:TRG DBID:00002          NOT BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:PRT DBID:00002          NO LONGER BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:DDD DBID:00015          NOT BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:CNO DBID:00015          NOT BYPASSED

DC00158I  URT 0002  TABLE:MSG DBID:00015          NOT BYPASSED

DC00380I  TRANSACTION COMPLETED.

LOAD= Loading Modules and URTs

Typically, you do not need to explicitly load the Datacom CICS Services modules and URTs required for operation. URTs
are implicitly loaded when opened. Datacom CICS Services modules are loaded automatically the first time DCCOCPR
is executed. DCCOCPR is executed when DBOC STARTUP is issued or at CICS startup, if it is listed in the Program List
Table (PLT).

Use the LOAD command under the following conditions:

• As part of the procedure for replacing a loaded Datacom CICS Services module with a new copy after maintenance
has been applied. For the complete procedure, see Replacing a Module or URT with a New Copy. For an alternative
using the Enhanced command, see Replacing a URT with a New Copy.

• To make a new URT available for processing while Datacom CICS Services is active, an explicit load is required if
the new URT is defined for opening during startup. (To be loaded, the URT must have an entry in the CICS System
Definition data set (CSD).)

• To make available a URT that was defined to the CICS System Definition data set (CSD) since Datacom CICS
Services startup.

NOTE
You do not need to explicitly load a URT you are replacing with a new copy. For that procedure, see Replacing a
Module or URT with a New Copy.

A loaded module or URT can be deleted using the DBOC DELETE= transaction. For more information, see DELETE=
Deleting Modules and URTs.

Use the following transaction to load a module or URT.

                    ┌──,────┐

►►─ DBOC ─ LOAD= ─┬─▼─ urt ─┴─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                  └─ modname ─┘

WARNING
WARNING Do not use the clear screen function key to interrupt this LOAD process once it has been initiated.

LOAD=
(Required) Loads the designated module or URT.

urt
Specify one or more URTs using up to four values which specify URT numbers from 0001 through the
MAXURTS= value. Use the wildcard symbol (?) to accept any valid value from 0 through 9 for any (or all) of the
digits. To specify a series, separate the identifiers with commas.

Example Description
1 URT 0001
?,20 URTs 0001 through 0009, and 0020
?,1?,2?,30 URTs 0001 through 0030
?? URTs 0001 through 0099
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1??,20?,21? URTs 100 through 219
???? All valid URTs

modname
Designates the name of the module on which Datacom CICS Services is to act. LOAD=???????? indicates LOAD
all modules and all URTs.
The only modules available to be loaded (or deleted) with DBOC are the following: DBCSVPR, DCCTPPR,
DCCTRPR, DCCTFPR, DCCTXPR, DCCV1PR, DCCOCPR, DCCO1PR, DCCO2PR, DCCO3PR, DCCO4PR,
DCCECPR, DCCETPR, DCCFPPR, and DBSGMPR. Other modules, except DBCVTPR, can be newcopied
without the DBOC LOAD= command (or the DBOC DELETE= command).

Command Examples

Command Result

DBOC LOAD=10 URT 0010 is loaded.

DBOC LOAD=???????? All Datacom CICS Services modules and all URTs which can be
loaded are loaded.

DBOC LOAD=DCCTPPR,DCCOCPR The modules, DCCTPPR and DCCOCPR, are loaded.

LOG= Resetting the Log Option for Operational Commands

Datacom CICS Services provides the capability of writing the responses to Operational commands to the Message
Log. The Message Log destination is defined with the MSGLOG= parameter of the DBCVTPR or through the DBOC
GENOPTS transaction.

The default Message Log destination is DBOCPRT, the separate log for DBOC/DBIC messages. If MSGLOG=CSMT is
specified, the Datacom CICS Services log entries are intermingled with CICS messages.

Logging of Operational commands can be specified for your system in the DBCVTPR macro. To change this specification
for the current CICS session, issue the following transaction.

►►─ DBOC ─ LOG= ─┬─ YES ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                 └─ NO ──┘

DBOC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Operational commands to control system resources. Leave a
space between the transaction ID and the command.

LOG=
(Required) Specifies to set the logging of Operational commands.

YES
Specifies that responses to Operational commands are written to the Message Log.

NO
Specifies that responses to Operational commands are not written to the Message Log.

NOTE
If LOG=YES is typed correctly, YES is in effect. If the LOG=NO or anything other than YES is typed,
LOG=NO is in effect.

NOTE

• Specifying Generation Options (DBCVTPR)
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OPEN= Opening URTs

In Datacom CICS Services, the DBOC OPEN command opens one or more URTs. To close an open URT, use the
CLOSE= command. Review command syntax, definitions and uses of command components, and examples.

Use the following command to open a URT:

                  ┌─ , ───┐

►►─ DBOC ─ OPEN= ─▼─ urt ─┴───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

DBOC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Operational commands to control system resources. Leave a
space between the transaction ID and the command.

OPEN=
(Required) Opens the specified URT if its status is Unopened, Closed, or Closing.

urt
(Required) Specify one or more URTs by the four-digit suffix, with or without leading zeros, where the range
of valid values is 0001 to the active MAXURTS= value. Use the wildcard symbol (?) to accept any valid value
between 0 and 9 for any (or all) of the digits. To specify a series, separate the identifiers with commas.

Example Description
1 URT 0001
?,20 URTs 0001 through 0009, and 0020
?,1?,2?,30 URTs 0001 through 0030
?? URTs 0001 through 0099
1??,20?,21? URTs 100 through 219
???? All valid URTs

Display Example DBOC OPEN=??

DBOC OPEN=??                                                           DELIM &

 

DC00171I  URT 0001 NOW OPENED

DC00177E  URT 0002 OPEN ERROR,  RC=02 052

DC00202I  URT 0003-0009 HAVE NO CSD ENTRIES

DC00171I  URT 0010 NOW OPENED

DC00202I  URT 0011-0013 HAVE NO CSD ENTRIES

DC00175I  URT 0014 ALREADY OPENED.

DC00202I  URT 0015-0019 HAVE NO CSD ENTRIES

DC00175I  URT 0020 ALREADY OPENED.

DC00202I  URT 0021-0036 HAVE NO CSD ENTRIES

DC00175I  URT 0037 ALREADY OPENED.

DC00202I  URT 0038-0050 HAVE NO CSD ENTRIES

DC00202I  URT 0052-0059 HAVE NO CSD ENTRIES

DC00177E  URT 0060 OPEN ERROR,  RC=25 020

DC00177E  URT 0061 OPEN ERROR,  RC=25 020

DC00177E  URT 0062 OPEN ERROR,  RC=25 020

DC00177E  URT 0063 OPEN ERROR,  RC=25 020

DC00177E  URT 0064 OPEN ERROR,  RC=25 020

DC00177E  URT 0065 OPEN ERROR,  RC=25 020
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DC00177E  URT 0066 OPEN ERROR,  RC=25 020

DC00175I  URT 0067 ALREADY OPENED.

                                          ENTER = NEXT PAGE   CLEAR = END TRANS

PREFIX= Changing the URT Prefix

Invoke the PREFIX command to change the prefix of all URTs from the default prefix, DBURT, to another five-character
prefix. A different default URT prefix can be defined for your site in the DBCVTPR macro. You can display the current
URT prefix with the DBOC/DBIC INQ=GENOPTS command described in INQ=GENOPTS: Displaying System Generation
Options.

This command enables you to switch from one set of URTs to another. The change is only valid for the duration of the
current CICS cycle.

NOTE
Changing the prefix does not affect specifications for opening URTs.

Follow these steps to change the URT prefix:

1. Close all URTs with the DBOC CLOSE=???? or DBEC P,CLOSE,URT(????) transaction.
2. Invoke the following command, where xxxxx is the new five-character prefix.

    ►►─ DBOC ─ PREFIX=xxxxx ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

DBOC

(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Operational commands to control system resources. Leave a space
between the transaction ID and the command.

PREFIX=
(Required) Specifies a new URT prefix.

xxxxx
(Required) A five-character alphanumeric URT prefix.
When looking for a URT, Datacom CICS Services forms the module name by appending the URT number to
this five-character prefix for URTs 1 -- 999. For URTs 1000 -- 9999, the URT number is appended to the first four
characters of the prefix.

Verify that the resulting modules have enabled CICS System Definition data set (CSD) entries.

The URT prefix specification can also be changed using the DBOC GENOPTS command. 

RESET= Resetting Statistic Counters

Datacom CICS Services accumulates statistics that can be viewed through several DBOC/DBIC INQuire= command
options. To display the current accumulations and to reset the counters which are used in accumulating these statistics,
issue the following transaction:

►►─ DBOC ─ RESET= ─┬─ CODES ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                   ├─ STATS ─┤

                   └─ USERS ─┘

DBOC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Operational commands to control system resources. Leave a
space between the transaction ID and the command.
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RESET=
(Required) Indicates that statistic counters are to be reset.

CODES
Specifies resetting the counters that are used to tally the number of Datacom/DB requests by Datacom/DB return
code received. For more information about displaying the statistics accumulated with these counters, without
resetting them, see INQ=CODES: Displaying Request Totals by Return Code. In a Multi-MUF environment, this
resets the return code counters for all MUFs.

STATS
Specifies resetting the counters that are used to tally the system statistics described on INQ=STATS: Displaying
System Statistics for details on displaying the statistics without resetting them.

NOTE
This command only resets the statistics for the default MUF, the first MUF, in a Multi-MUF environment.
To reset the statistics for other than the default MUF, use the DBEC statistics display and the R line
command.

USERS
Specifies resetting the counters used to tally statistics about the number of users serviced by Datacom/DB and
waiting for service. For details about displaying the statistics accumulated with these counters, without resetting
them, see INQ=USERS: Displaying Concurrent Users. In a Multi-MUF environment, this resets the USER
counters for all MUFs in the order of the DBCSID macros defined in the DBCVTPR.

This page contains the following topics:

Display Example DBOC RESET=CODES

 DBOC RESET=CODES                                                      DELIM &

 

 

                         DATABASE RETURN CODE SUMMARY

                               LOW ORDER DIGITS       (PERIODS=NONE)

               0      1      2      3      4      5      6      7      8      9

      -0-   3655  .....  .....      1  .....      1  .....  .....  .....  .....

 HIGH -1-  .....  .....  .....  .....      2  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....

      -2-  .....  .....      1  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....

 ORDER-3-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....     12  .....  .....  .....

      -4-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....

 DIGIT-5-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....

      -6-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....

      -7-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....

      -8-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....

      -9-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....

 DC00275I  STATISTICS NOW RESET

 DC00380I  TRANSACTION COMPLETED.

A description of the statistics displayed on the previous screen is in the Display Example: DBIC INQ=CODES explanation
of the DBOC/DBIC INQ=CODES command.

Display Example DBOC RESET=STATS

DBOC RESET=STATS                                                       DELIM &
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DC00400I  SYSVIEW INITIALIZATION PROCESS SUCCESSFUL                           

CURRENT:   ACTIVE TRANS=000       RESERVING TRANS=002    HELD TRANS=000       

TOTALS:    REQUESTS=000001411     HELD=000000084                              

           REQUEST WITHOUT I/O WAIT =000000845                                

           REQUEST WITH    I/O WAIT =000000565                                

BACKOUTS:  PGM REQUESTED=0000000  DUE TO ABEND=0000000                        

DATABASE START I/O'S=000000566   AVERAGE SIO'S PER REQUEST=0000.4011          

SPAWNED TRANCODE:NONE      PGMID:NONE      DB CMD:NONE     COUNT=000000       

ABENDS  :  DC01S=000000    DC02S=000000    DC03S=000000    DC05S=000000       

           DC06S=000000    DC07S=000000    DC16S=000000    DC18S=000000       

           DC19S=000000    DCD1S=000000    DCD2S=000000    DCD3S=000000       

DC00275I  STATISTICS NOW RESET                                                

DC00380I  TRANSACTION COMPLETED.

Field Descriptions for the statistics displayed on the previous screen are in the DBOC/DBIC INQ=STATS command.

Display Example DBOC RESET=USERS

DBOC RESET=USERS                                                       DELIM &  

                                                                                

                                                                                

       SIDNAME    MUFNAME            CONCURRENT USERS FOR DEFAULT MUF           

       DBDVM5     DBDVMUF5           20%       40%       60%       80%      100%

USERS  FREQUENCY  PERCENTAGE +--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 

 001   00000000707  100.00   ************************************************** 

 002   00000000697  098.58   ************************************************** 

 003   00000000696  098.44   *************************************************  

 004   00000000693  098.01   *************************************************  

 005   00000000687  097.17   *************************************************  

 006   00000000685  096.88   *************************************************  

 007   00000000680  096.18   ************************************************   

 008   00000000673  095.19   ************************************************   

 009   00000000668  094.48   ***********************************************    

 010   00000000666  094.20   ***********************************************    

 011   00000000658  093.06   ***********************************************    

 012   00000000653  092.36   **********************************************     

 013   00000000644  091.08   **********************************************     

 014   00000000635  089.81   *********************************************      

 015   00000000633  089.53   *********************************************      

 016   00000000627  088.68   *********************************************      

                                          ENTER = NEXT PAGE   CLEAR = END TRANS

DBOC RESET=USERS                                                       DELIM & 

                                                                               

 017   00000000621  087.83   ********************************************      

 018   00000000613  086.70   ********************************************      

 019   00000000606  085.71   *******************************************       

 020   00000000604  085.43   *******************************************       

 021** 00000000592  083.73   ******************************************        

 022** 00000000585  082.74   ******************************************        

 023** 00000000579  081.89   *****************************************         

 024** 00000000568  080.33   ****************************************          

 025** 00000000562  079.49   ****************************************          

 026** 00000000555  078.50   ****************************************          
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 027** 00000000544  076.94   ***************************************           

 028** 00000000542  076.66   ***************************************           

 029** 00000000537  075.95   **************************************            

 030** 00000000525  074.25   *************************************             

 031** 00000000521  073.69   *************************************             

 032** 00000000516  072.98   *************************************             

DC00260I  CONCURRENT USER COUNTERS NOW RESET                                   

DC00265I  INSUFFICIENT USAGE TO GRAPH.  (DBDVMS   DBDVMS1 )                    

DC00265I  INSUFFICIENT USAGE TO GRAPH.  (DBDVMT   DBDVMT1 )                    

                                                                               

       SIDNAME    MUFNAME            CONCURRENT USERS FOR NON DEFAULT MUF      

                                          ENTER = NEXT PAGE   CLEAR = END TRANS

DBOC RESET=USERS                                                       DELIM &  

                                                                                

       PRODMU2    DSL2MU12           20%       40%       60%       80%      100%

USERS  FREQUENCY  PERCENTAGE +--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 

 001   00000000402  100.00   ************************************************** 

 002   00000000397  098.75   ************************************************** 

 003   00000000394  098.00   *************************************************  

 004   00000000391  097.26   *************************************************  

 005   00000000389  096.76   *************************************************  

 006   00000000384  095.52   ************************************************   

 007   00000000381  094.77   ************************************************   

 008   00000000379  094.27   ***********************************************    

 009   00000000375  093.28   ***********************************************    

 010   00000000372  092.53   ***********************************************    

 011   00000000362  090.04   *********************************************      

 012   00000000355  088.30   ********************************************       

 013   00000000353  087.81   ********************************************       

 014   00000000347  086.31   *******************************************        

 015   00000000344  085.57   *******************************************        

 016   00000000328  081.59   *****************************************          

 017   00000000278  069.15   ***********************************                

 018   00000000033  008.20   ****                                               

 019   00000000005  001.24   *                                                  

                                          ENTER = NEXT PAGE   CLEAR = END TRANS

DBOC RESET=USERS                                                       DELIM &  

                                                                                

 020   00000000003  000.74   *                                                  

 021** 00000000003  000.74   *                                                  

 022** 00000000003  000.74   *                                                  

 023** 00000000003  000.74   *                                                  

 024** 00000000003  000.74   *                                                  

 025** 00000000003  000.74   *                                                  

 026** 00000000003  000.74   *                                                  

 027** 00000000003  000.74   *                                                  

 028** 00000000003  000.74   *                                                  

 029** 00000000003  000.74   *                                                  

 030** 00000000003  000.74   *                                                  

 031** 00000000003  000.74   *                                                  

 032** 00000000003  000.74   *                                                  

DC00260I  CONCURRENT USER COUNTERS NOW RESET                                    
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       SIDNAME    MUFNAME            CONCURRENT USERS FOR NON DEFAULT MUF       

       DBDVMR     DBDVMR             20%       40%       60%       80%      100%

USERS  FREQUENCY  PERCENTAGE +--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 

 001   00000000302  100.00   ************************************************** 

 002   00000000298  098.67   ************************************************** 

 003   00000000292  096.68   *************************************************  

                                          ENTER = NEXT PAGE   CLEAR = END TRANS

DBOC RESET=USERS                                                       DELIM &  

                                                                                

 004   00000000222  073.50   *************************************              

 005   00000000099  032.78   *****************                                  

 006   00000000029  009.60   *****                                              

 007   00000000003  000.99   *                                                  

 008   00000000003  000.99   *                                                  

 009   00000000003  000.99   *                                                  

 010   00000000003  000.99   *                                                  

 011   00000000003  000.99   *                                                  

 012   00000000003  000.99   *                                                  

 013   00000000003  000.99   *                                                  

 014   00000000003  000.99   *                                                  

 015   00000000003  000.99   *                                                  

 016   00000000003  000.99   *                                                  

 017   00000000003  000.99   *                                                  

 018   00000000003  000.99   *                                                  

 019   00000000003  000.99   *                                                  

 020   00000000003  000.99   *                                                  

 021** 00000000003  000.99   *                                                  

 022** 00000000003  000.99   *                                                  

 023** 00000000003  000.99   *                                                  

 024** 00000000003  000.99   *                                                  

                                          ENTER = NEXT PAGE   CLEAR = END TRANS

DBOC RESET=USERS                                                       DELIM &

                                                                              

 025** 00000000003  000.99   *                                                

 026** 00000000003  000.99   *                                                

 027** 00000000003  000.99   *                                                

 028** 00000000003  000.99   *                                                

 029** 00000000003  000.99   *                                                

 030** 00000000003  000.99   *                                                

 031** 00000000003  000.99   *                                                

 032** 00000000003  000.99   *                                                

DC00260I  CONCURRENT USER COUNTERS NOW RESET                                  

DC00265I  INSUFFICIENT USAGE TO GRAPH.  (MUFW     MUFW1   )                   

DC00265I  INSUFFICIENT USAGE TO GRAPH.  (MUF1     MUF11   )                   

DC00265I  INSUFFICIENT USAGE TO GRAPH.  (MUF6     MUF6    )                   

DC00265I  INSUFFICIENT USAGE TO GRAPH.  (MUF7     MUF71   )                   

DC00380I  TRANSACTION COMPLETED.

A description of the statistics and chart displayed on the previous screen is located in the explanation of the DBOC/DBIC
INQ=USERS command. For more information, see Display Example: DBIC INQ=USERS.
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RESTART= Returning URTs to Initial Status

The RESTART= command changes the STATUS of any "closed" URT to "unopened," if the TYPE is AUTO. If the TYPE
is PLT, RESTART= opens the URT, and the STATUS is changed to "opened". If TYPE is DEFER, RESTART= causes no
changes to STATUS.

If a URT has been closed with a DBOC/DBEC CLOSE= command, it can be opened only by issuing a DBOC/DBEC
OPEN= command. If a URT listed on the AUTO= parameter in the DBCVTPR macro has been closed, you can return
it to its initial status by issuing a DBOC RESTART= command. For more information, see the Display Example: DBOC
CLOSE=??.

Use the following command to return a URT to its initial status.

►►─ DBOC ─ RESTART=urt ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

DBOC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Operational commands to control system resources. Leave a
space between the transaction ID and the command.

RESTART=
(Required) Does the following, depending on TYPE:

• If TYPE is AUTO, restores the specified closed URTs to their unopened status.
• If TYPE is PLT, opens closed URTs.
• If TYPE is DEFER, has no impact.

Any closed URTs not specified for deferred or automatic open are opened. Any closed URT having the automatic
open option is opened the first time a Datacom/DB request is made to it. The RESTART command does not close
any URTs which are open when it is issued.

urt
(Required) Specify one or more URTs by the four-digit suffix, with or without leading zeros, where the range
of valid values is 0001 to the active MAXURTS= value. Use the wildcard symbol (?) to accept any valid value
between 0 and 9 for any (or all) of the digits. To specify a series, separate the identifiers with commas.

Example Description
1 URT 0001
?,20 URTs 0001 through 0009, and 0020
?,1?,2?,30 URTs 0001 through 0030
?? URTs 0001 through 0099
1??,20?,21? URTs 100 through 219
???? All valid URTs

Display Example DBOC RESTART=????

DBOC RESTART=????                                                      DELIM &

DC00172I  URT 0001 WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY OPENED.

DC00172I  URT 0002 WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY OPENED.

DC00202I  URT 0003-0009 HAVE NO CSD ENTRIES

DC00172I  URT 0010 WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY OPENED.

DC00202I  URT 0011-0013 HAVE NO CSD ENTRIES

DC00175I  URT 0014 ALREADY OPENED.
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DC00202I  URT 0015-0019 HAVE NO CSD ENTRIES

DC00175I  URT 0020 ALREADY OPENED.

DC00202I  URT 0021-0036 HAVE NO CSD ENTRIES

DC00175I  URT 0037 ALREADY OPENED.

DC00202I  URT 0038-0050 HAVE NO CSD ENTRIES

DC00202I  URT 0052-0059 HAVE NO CSD ENTRIES

DC00177E  URT 0060 OPEN ERROR,  RC=25 020

DC00177E  URT 0061 OPEN ERROR,  RC=25 020

DC00177E  URT 0062 OPEN ERROR,  RC=25 020

DC00177E  URT 0063 OPEN ERROR,  RC=25 020

DC00177E  URT 0064 OPEN ERROR,  RC=25 020

DC00177E  URT 0065 OPEN ERROR,  RC=25 020

DC00177E  URT 0066 OPEN ERROR,  RC=25 020

DC00175I  URT 0067 ALREADY OPENED.

                                          ENTER = NEXT PAGE   CLEAR = END TRANS

STARTUP and SHUTDOWN-Initiating and Terminating Services

Learn how to initiate and terminate service in Datacom CICS Services with the DBOC STARTUP command and the DBOC
SHUTDOWN command. Find example code and displays.

Datacom CICS Services can be initiated and terminated either automatically or manually.

NOTE

• Initiating Services
• Shutting Down Services

Initiating Datacom CICS Services

To initiate Datacom CICS Services manually, issue the DBOC STARTUP command or the DBEC P,STARTUP command.
This function does initialization and resource allocation, establishes the MUF connections as required, and opens User
Requirements Tables properly. For more information, see the URT Connections Table. Alternatively, Datacom CICS
Services can be initialized automatically by putting the DCCOCPR program in the CICS PLT startup deck.

WARNING
If any other commands are issued before the system is properly initialized as previously described, the result
that is produced is a partial STARTUP. The result does not yield complete MUF connections and URT opens that
you might be expecting. Partial STARTUP, as available in the previous releases, is no longer supported. Issuing
any DBOC operational transaction before the automatic or manual startup causes a partial startup and therefore
causes an undesirable state.

If you inadvertently issue a command causing a partial STARTUP, we recommend that you issue a DBOC SHUTDOWN
followed by a DBOC STARTUP to perform a full initialization of Datacom CICS Services.

►►─ DBOC ─ STARTUP ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

DBOC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Operational commands to control system resources. Leave a
space between the transaction ID and the command.

STARTUP
(Required) Specifies initiation of Datacom CICS Services.
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If Datacom CICS Services has already been started during PLT processing, issuing DBOC STARTUP has no effect. If
Datacom CICS Services is not active due to the processing of a DBOC SHUTDOWN command, only the master operators can
reinitiate Datacom CICS Services by issuing a DBOC STARTUP command.

NOTE
One or more master operators can be defined through the MSTOPR= parameter in the DBCVTPR macro. If
undefined, all users are eligible to invoke master operator-type functions. Specifications for master operator can
be altered for the current CICS session through the screen that is displayed when you issue the DBOC GENOPTS
command.

For more information about initiating Datacom CICS Services and the DBOC GENOPTS command, see Changing
Generation Options Online (DBOC GENOPTS).

Display Example DBOC STARTUP

DBOC STARTUP                                                           DELIM &

                                                                             

 CA Datacom CICS Services Version: 15.1.00              CICS APPLID=U11DBC56  

 COPYRIGHT (C) 1988-2017 CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.     10/03/22              

 OPSYS=Z/OS    2.05            CICS LEVEL=TS 5.6        DB RELS=15.1          

 TWOPHASE=YES                  CICS JOBNM=DBCICS56      MUF JOBNM=            

 MAXURTS=0500                  PREFIX=DBURT             DYNPPT=NO            

 USERS=050                     SKIPURT=NO               LOG=(YES,YES)        

 SYSVIEW=NO                    PLANSWI=NO               USERID=YES            

 TRACE=(ON , 1000)             AUXTRACE=OFF             AUXTRACE LOG=DCAX    

 DELIM=&                       MSGLOG=DBOC              SCROLL=(MANUAL SEC   )

 OPENAPI=QR                    EOJ_OK=NO                CICSPLEX=            

 DBEC=DBEC DBEX DBRC           DBOC=DBOC DBIC DBKC      DBUG=DBUG DBFS        

 FLOWTRACE=YES                 PGMNAME=RQST             DBTS=DBTS DBTX        

 REQTHD=00000 EXEMPT TRANS=DBOC                                              

 OPERID=***                                                                  

 SKPSYNC=NO                                                                  

                                                                             

 CICS JOBNAME=DBCICS56    CICS APPLID=U11DBC56                                

 CA Datacom CICS Services Version: 15.1                                      

 COPYRIGHT (C) 1988-2017 CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.   10/03/22                

MODULE     DATE   VERSION APAR/PTF                                            

DBCVTPR  10/03/22 15.1    SO12215                                            

DBCSVPR  03/04/20 15.1    SO12215                                            

DBCSRPR  03/04/20 15.1    SO12215                                            

DCCTPPR  05/11/22 15.1    LU05013                                            

DCCTRPR  03/31/21 15.1    LU00714                                            

DCCTFPR  03/04/20 15.1    SO12215                                            

DCCTXPR  AVAILABLE                                                            

DCCV1PR  03/04/20 15.1    SO12215                                            

DCCOCPR  10/11/22 15.1    LT07680                                            

DCCO1PR  08/16/22 15.1    LU07019                                            

DCCO2PR  10/06/22 15.1    RESERVE                                            

DCCO3PR  03/04/20 15.1    SO12215                                            

DCCO4PR  08/16/22 15.1    LU07019                                            

DCCECPR  03/04/20 15.1    SO12215                                            

DCCETPR  03/04/20 15.1    SO12215                                            

DCCFPPR  03/04/20 15.1    SO12215                                            

DBSGMPR  09/26/22 15.1    LT07502                                            
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DCBRAPR  03/04/20 15.1    SO12215                                            

DCCERPR  03/04/20 15.1    SO12215                                            

DCCELPR  03/04/20 15.1    SO12215                                            

DCCEXPR  03/04/20 15.1    SO12216                                            

DCUTSPR  03/04/20 15.1    SO12215                                            

DCUT1PR  03/04/20 15.1    SO12215                                            

DCUT2PR  03/04/20 15.1    SO12215                                            

DCUT3PR  03/04/20 15.1    SO12215                                            

DCCUTPR  08/16/22 15.1    LU07019                                            

DCCFBPR  03/04/20 15.1    SO12215                                            

DCCFCPR  03/04/20 15.1    SO12215                                            

DCCFSPR  03/04/20 15.1    SO12215                                            

DCCFRPR  03/04/20 15.1    SO12215                                            

DCCFTPR  03/04/20 15.1    SO12215                                            

DCCFQPR  03/04/20 15.1    SO12215                                            

DBINRPR  08/02/22 15.1    LT06286                                            

DC00225W  PLT PHASE NOT RUN, OR FAILED TO COMPLETE                            

DC00185I  MUF DBSIDPR  NOW CONNECTED                                          

DC00185I  MUF MUFSID1  NOW CONNECTED  

DC00171I  URT 0020 NOW OPENED                                                

DC00171I  URT 0035 NOW OPENED                                                

DC00171I  URT 0036 NOW OPENED                                                

DC00171I  URT 0037 NOW OPENED                                                

DC00177E  URT 0064 OPEN ERROR,  RC=25 020                                    

DC00171I  URT 0132 NOW OPENED                                                

DC00331I  CA Datacom CICS Services INITIALIZED                                

DC00380I  TRANSACTION COMPLETED.                                

 

Terminating Datacom CICS Services

The DBOC SHUTDOWN command frees all associated Datacom CICS Services storage and modules, including Datacom/DB
modules.

To manually terminate Datacom CICS Services, issue the following transaction:

►►─ DBOC ─ SHUTDOWN ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

DBOC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Operational commands to control system resources. Leave a
space between the transaction ID and the command.

SHUTDOWN
Specifies termination of Datacom CICS Services. Once you have issued the DBOC SHUTDOWN command, only
inquiry (DBIC) commands are allowed. Only the master operators can reinitiate Datacom CICS Services once a
DBOC SHUTDOWN has been issued.

NOTE
One or more master operators can be defined through the MSTOPR= parameter in the DBCVTPR macro.
If undefined, all users are eligible to invoke master operator-type functions. Specifications for master
operator can be altered for the current CICS session through the screen that is displayed when you
issue the DBOC GENOPTS command.

The DBOC SHUTDOWN command generates the same displays of statistics as issuing the commands:
DBOC INQ=STATS, INQ=USERS, INQ=CODES
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For a description of these displays, see INQ=STATS—Displaying System Statistics, INQ=USERS--Displaying Concurrent
Users, and INQ=CODES--Displaying Request Totals by Return Code.

Display Example DBOC SHUTDOWN

DBOC SHUTDOWN                                                          DELIM & 

                                                                               

DC00169I  URT 0001 NOW CLOSED                                                  

DC00169I  URT 0002 NOW CLOSED                                                  

DC00169I  URT 0102 NOW CLOSED                                                  

DC00169I  URT 0201 NOW CLOSED                                                  

DC00169I  URT 0340 NOW CLOSED                                                  

DC00169I  URT 0341 NOW CLOSED                                                  

DC00169I  URT 0354 NOW CLOSED                                                  

DC00169I  URT 0400 NOW CLOSED                                                  

DC00169I  URT 0501 NOW CLOSED                                                  

DC00178I  MUF DBDVMW   NOW DISCONNECTED                                        

DC00178I  MUF DBDVM5   NOW DISCONNECTED                                        

DC00178I  MUF PRODMU2  NOW DISCONNECTED                                        

                                                                               

DC00400I  SYSVIEW INITIALIZATION PROCESS SUCCESSFUL                            

CURRENT:   ACTIVE TRANS=000       RESERVING TRANS=000    HELD TRANS=000        

TOTALS:    REQUESTS=000000329     HELD=000000000                               

           REQUEST WITHOUT I/O WAIT =000000277                                 

           REQUEST WITH    I/O WAIT =000000052                                 

BACKOUTS:  PGM REQUESTED=0000000  DUE TO ABEND=0000000                         

DATABASE START I/O'S=000000064   AVERAGE SIO'S PER REQUEST=0000.1945           

                                                             ENTER = NEXT PAGE

DBOC SHUTDOWN                                                          DELIM &  

                                                                                

SPAWNED TRANCODE:NONE      PGMID:NONE      DB CMD:NONE     COUNT=000000         

ABENDS  :  DC01S=000000    DC02S=000000    DC03S=000000    DC05S=000000         

           DC06S=000000    DC07S=000000    DC16S=000000    DC18S=000000         

           DC19S=000000    DCD1S=000000    DCD2S=000000    DCD3S=000000         

DC00275I  STATISTICS NOW RESET                                                  

                                                                                

       SIDNAME    MUFNAME            CONCURRENT USERS FOR DEFAULT MUF           

       DBDVMW     DBDVMW             20%       40%       60%       80%      100%

USERS  FREQUENCY  PERCENTAGE +--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 

 001   00000000308  100.00   ************************************************** 

 002   00000000083  026.94   **************                                     

 003   00000000068  022.07   ***********                                        

 004   00000000060  019.48   **********                                         

 005   00000000049  015.90   ********                                           

DC00260I  CONCURRENT USER COUNTERS NOW RESET                                    

                                                                                

       SIDNAME    MUFNAME            CONCURRENT USERS FOR NON DEFAULT MUF       

       DBDVM5     DBDVMUF5           20%       40%       60%       80%      100%

USERS  FREQUENCY  PERCENTAGE +--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 

 001   00000000009  100.00   ************************************************** 

DC00260I  CONCURRENT USER COUNTERS NOW RESET                                    

                                                              ENTER = NEXT PAGE

DBOC SHUTDOWN                                                          DELIM &  
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       SIDNAME    MUFNAME            CONCURRENT USERS FOR NON DEFAULT MUF       

       PRODMU2    DSL2MU14           20%       40%       60%       80%      100%

USERS  FREQUENCY  PERCENTAGE +--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 

 001   00000000011  100.00   ************************************************** 

DC00260I  CONCURRENT USER COUNTERS NOW RESET                                    

                                                                                

       SIDNAME    MUFNAME            CONCURRENT USERS FOR NON DEFAULT MUF       

       DBDVMR     DBDVMR             20%       40%       60%       80%      100%

USERS  FREQUENCY  PERCENTAGE +--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 

 001   00000000001  100.00   ************************************************** 

DC00260I  CONCURRENT USER COUNTERS NOW RESET                                    

DC00265I  INSUFFICIENT USAGE TO GRAPH.  (DBDVMS   DBDVMS1 )                     

DC00265I  INSUFFICIENT USAGE TO GRAPH.  (DBDVMT   DBDVMT1 )                     

                                                                                

                        DATABASE RETURN CODE SUMMARY                            

                              LOW ORDER DIGITS       (PERIODS=NONE)             

              0      1      2      3      4      5      6      7      8      9  

     -0-    325  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  

HIGH -1-  .....  .....  .....  .....      2  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  

     -2-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....      1  .....  .....  .....  .....  

                                                              ENTER = NEXT PAGE

DBOC SHUTDOWN                                                          DELIM & 

                                                                               

ORDER-3-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  ..... 

     -4-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  ..... 

DIGIT-5-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  ..... 

     -6-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....      1  ..... 

     -7-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  ..... 

     -8-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  ..... 

     -9-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  ..... 

DC00275I  STATISTICS NOW RESET                                                 

DC00403I  SYSVIEW TERMINATION PROCESS SUCCESSFUL                               

DC00330I  CA Datacom CICS Services SHUTDOWN                                    

DC00380I  TRANSACTION COMPLETED.

TRACE= Using the Trace Facility

The Datacom/DB Trace Facility enables you to monitor all or selected events in your CICS Datacom environment. Learn
how to add trace criteria, delete trace criteria, establish trace criteria relationships, and initiate and terminate the trace
facility.

The same type of information you can view by issuing a DBOC/DBIC TASK transaction is collected on the Datacom/DB
Trace Table. The difference is that the former displays only the tasks active at the moment that you request the report.
The Trace Facility provides history data for the last 100 events. The number of events for which data is maintained in the
Datacom/DB Trace Table can be modified in the TRACE= parameter of the DBCVTPR macro.

The procedure for using the Trace Facility includes the following steps:

1. Display list of current trace criteria. Use either a DBIC or a DBOC transaction as described in TRACE: Displaying
Trace Criteria List.

2. Establish or revise the trace criteria as described in Adding/Deleting Trace Criteria.
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3. Establish the trace list relationships with Boolean qualifiers AND or OR as described in Establishing Trace Criteria
Relationship.

4. If the Datacom/DB Trace Facility is not automatically started at Datacom CICS Services startup, turn it on as described
in Initiating/Terminating the Trace Facility (TRACEON/TRACEOFF).

5. Display the Trace Table. Use either a DBIC or a DBOC transaction as described in INQ=TRACE: Displaying the Trace
Table.

6. Turn off the Trace Facility as described on Initiating/Terminating the Trace Facility (TRACEON/TRACEOFF).

Adding/Deleting Trace Criteria

You can display the current trace criteria using a DBOC/DBIC TRACE command. If you have not specified any trace
criteria, the Trace Facility traces all Datacom/DB requests. For more information, see TRACE: Displaying Trace Criteria
List.

To modify the current trace criteria, issue one or more of the following transactions:

                                              ┌─ , ───────┐ 

►►─ DBOC ─ TRACE, ─┬───────────┬─┬─ COMMAND= ─▼─ command ─┴─┬─────────────────►◄

                   └─ DELETE, ─┘ │         ┌─ , ────┐       │

                                 ├─ DBID= ─▼─ dbid ─┴───────┤

                                 │             ┌─ , ──┐     │

                                 ├─ RCBYPASS= ─▼─ rc ─┴─────┤

                                 │          ┌─ , ─────┐     │

                                 ├─ TABLE= ─▼─ table ─┴─────┤

                                 │           ┌─ , ──────┐   │

                                 ├─ TERMID= ─▼─ termid ─┴───┤

                                 │            ┌─ , ───────┐ │

                                 ├─ TRANSID= ─▼─ transid ─┴─┤

                                 │            ┌─ , ─────┐   │

                                 ├─ OPERID= ─▼─ operid ─┴───┤

                                 │            ┌─ , ─────┐   │

                                 └─ USERID= ─▼─ userid ─┴───┘        

      

DBOC
(Required) Specifies the transaction ID used with Operational commands to control system resources. Leave a
space between the transaction ID and the command.

TRACE,
(Required) Specifies modification of the existing trace criteria. If specified without the DELETE parameter, TRACE
specifies that the following trace criteria are to be added to the existing trace criteria.

DELETE,
(Optional) Specifies that the following trace criteria are to be deleted from the existing trace criteria.

COMMAND=command1,command2 . . . ,commandn
Adds or deletes one or more named Datacom/DB commands. The Trace Facility only views tasks that are issuing
Datacom/DB commands that the Trace Criteria list includes.

NOTE
OPEN and CLOSE commands are always traced when the Trace Facility is active. Adding or deleting
these commands in the Trace Criteria list has no effect.

DBID=dbid1,dbid2 . . . ,dbidn
Adds or deletes one or more named database IDs. The Trace Facility only views tasks accessing Datacom/DB
databases that the Trace Criteria list includes.
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RCBYPASS=rc1,rc2 . . . ,rcn
Adds or deletes one or more named Datacom/DB return codes. The Trace Facility only views tasks that are not
returning Datacom/DB return codes that the Trace Criteria list includes.

NOTE
To specify a return code of blanks, enter RCBYPASS=00. Datacom CICS Services translates 00 into
blanks.

TABLE=table1,table2 . . . ,tablebn
Adds or deletes one or more named Datacom/DB tables. The Trace Facility only views tasks that are accessing
Datacom/DB tables that the Trace Criteria list includes.

TERMID=termid1,termid2 . . . ,termidn
Adds or deletes one or more named terminal IDs. The Trace Facility only views tasks that are initiated at terminals
that the Trace Criteria list includes.

TRANSID=transid1,transid2 . . . ,transidn
Adds or deletes one or more named transaction IDs. The Trace Facility only views tasks that are associated with
transactions that the Trace Criteria list includes.

OPERID=operid1,operid2...,operidn
Adds or deletes one or more operator IDs. The Trace Facility only views tasks that are associated with operator
IDs that the Trace Criteria list includes.
Format: OPERID=xxx, three characters maximum

USERID=userid1,userid2...,useridn
Adds or deletes one or more user IDs. The Trace Facility only views tasks that are associated with the user ID
that the Trace Criteria list includes.
Format: USERID=xxxxxxxx, eight characters maximum

Command Examples Adding Trace Criteria

Command Result

DBOC TRACE,COMMAND=REDKY,SELFR Adds the Datacom/DB commands REDKY and SELFR to the
Trace Criteria list.

DBOC TRACE,DBID=1,180 Adds databases 1 and 180 to the Trace Criteria list.

DBOC TRACE,RCBYPASS=00 Since Datacom CICS Services translates 00 to blanks, the Trace
Facility is not to trace successful requests.

DBOC TRACE,TABLE=PAY Adds the Datacom/DB table, PAY, to the Trace Criteria list.

DBOC TRACE,TERMID=6617 Adds terminal 6617 to the Trace Criteria List.

DBOC TRACE,TRANSID=DQRY Adds the DQRY transaction to the Trace Criteria List.

DBOC TRACE,OPERID=DBC Adds the DBC operator ID to the Trace Criteria List.

DBOC TRACE,USERID=DBCUSER Adds the DBCUSER user ID to the Trace Criteria List.

Display Example DBOC TRACE,RCBYPASS=00

 DBOC TRACE,RCBYPASS=00                                                DELIM &

 

 DB TRACE IS ON,  NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN TRACE TABLE      100

 TRACE LIST RELATIONSHIP IS BOOLEAN QUALIFIER "OR "

 

      TRANS ID    LIST ==>
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      TERMINAL ID LIST ==>

 

      COMMAND     LIST ==>  SELFR

 

      DB TABLE    LIST ==>  POH

 

      DB ID       LIST ==>  00001

 

      RC BYPASS   LIST ==>  00

 

      OPERID      LIST ==>  DBC

 

      USERID      LIST ==>  DBCUSER

        

 DC00380I  TRANSACTION COMPLETED.

Command Examples Deleting Trace Criteria

Command Result

DBOC TRACE,DELETE,COMMAND=REDKY,SELFR Deletes the Datacom/DB commands, REDKY and SELFR, from
the Trace Criteria list.

DBOC TRACE,DELETE,DBID=1,180 Deletes databases 1 and 180 from the Trace Criteria list.

DBOC TRACE,DELETE,RCBYPASS=00 Since Datacom CICS Services translates 00 to blanks, the Trace
Facility traces successful requests.

DBOC TRACE,DELETE,TABLE=PAY Deletes the Datacom/DB table, PAY, from the Trace Criteria list.

DBOC TRACE,DELETE,TERMID=6617 Deletes terminal 6617 from the Trace Criteria List.

DBOC TRACE,DELETE,TRANSID=DQRY Deletes the DQRY transaction from the Trace Criteria List.

DBOC TRACE,DELETE,OPERID=DBC Deletes the DBC operator ID from the Trace Criteria List.

DBOC TRACE,DELETE,USERID=DBCUSER Deletes the DBCUSER user ID from the Trace Criteria List.

Establishing Trace Criteria Relationship

You can specify that Datacom CICS Services produce a trace for each request which matches either one of the trace
criteria or all trace criteria. You specify this trace by establishing a trace list relationship with the Boolean qualifier AND or
OR.

Use the following transaction to establish a trace relationship:

►►─ DBOC ─ TRACE,SETR= ─┬─ OR ◄ ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                        └─ AND ──┘

DBOC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Operational commands to control system resources. Leave a
space between the transaction ID and the command.

TRACE,
(Required) Specifies modification of the existing trace criteria.

SETR=
(Required) Indicates that the trace list relationship is set. AND specifies that Datacom CICS Services only
produces a trace when a request meets all currently established trace criteria. OR specifies that Datacom CICS
Services produces a trace when a request meets any one of the currently established trace criteria.
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Valid Entries:
AND, OR

Default Value:
OR

Display Example DBOC TRACE,SETR=AND

 DBOC TRACE,SETR=AND                                                   DELIM &

 

 DB TRACE IS ON,  NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN TRACE TABLE      100

 TRACE LIST RELATIONSHIP IS BOOLEAN QUALIFIER "AND"

 

      TRANS ID    LIST ==>

 

      TERMINAL ID LIST ==>

 

      COMMAND     LIST ==>  SELFR

 

      DB TABLE    LIST ==>  POH

 

      DB ID       LIST ==>  00001

 

      RC BYPASS   LIST ==>  00

 

 

 DC00380I  TRANSACTION COMPLETED.

Initiating/Terminating the Trace Facility (TRACEON/TRACEOFF)

You can use the DBCVTPR TRACE= parameter or the DBOC GENOPTS command to automatically activate the
Datacom/DB Trace Facility when Datacom CICS Services is initiated.

You can also initiate and terminate the Trace Facility manually by invoking the following DBOC transactions:

►►─ DBOC ─┬─ TRACEON ──┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

          └─ TRACEOFF ─┘

DBOC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Operational commands to control system resources. Leave a
space between the transaction ID and the command.

TRACEON
Initiates the Trace Facility.

TRACEOFF
Terminates the Trace Facility.

Conserve system resources by terminating the Trace Facility when you do not need to trace anything.

Replacing a Module or URT with a New Copy

To implement any changes you make to a module or URT, use the procedures described in this section to enable a new
copy. A new copy of DBCVTPR cannot be enabled without shutting down Datacom CICS Services.
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The CICS startup PLT contains an entry directing the system to load all modules and URTs needed for execution of
Datacom CICS Services and mark them as being in use. A new copy of a module or URT cannot be used until the loaded
version is deleted. A URT cannot be deleted until it is closed. A module cannot be deleted until all URTs are closed and
all MUFs are disconnected. Because the process of enabling a new copy of a URT must be preceded by closing the URT
and deleting the URT to be replaced, the process of enabling a new copy of a module must be preceded by closing all
URTs, disconnecting all MUFs, and deleting the module to be replaced.

Use the steps described in the following chart to replace an existing module or URT with a new copy:

Module URT
1. Disconnect all MUFs.
DBEC P,DISCONNECT(??)
Follow by pressing the CLEAR key.

Close the URT to be replaced.
DBOC CLOSE=urt

2. Delete the module to be replaced.
DBOC DELETE=modname

Delete the URT to be replaced.
DBOC DELETE=urt

3. Produce a new copy of the deleted module.
CEMT S PROG(modname) NEWCOPY

Produce a new copy of the URT.
CEMT S PROG(DBURTurt) NEWCOPY
or
CEMT S PROG(DBURnurt) NEWCOPY

4. Load new copy of the module and restore initial status of all the
MUFs.
DBOC LOAD=modname
DBEC P,CONNECT(??)
If there are MUFs that you do not want connected because they
were previously disconnected, you should instead do the following
after the LOAD:
DBEC I,MUF(??)
and then use the C line command to selectively connect the MUFs
that you want reconnected.

Load and open the new copy of the URT. (URT is implicitly loaded
prior to opening.)
DBOC OPEN=urt

Command Examples

The following replaces DCCTPPR with a new copy:

DBEC P,MUF(??),DISCONNECT followed by the CLEAR key

DBOC DELETE=DCCTPPR

CEMT S PROG(DCCTPPR) NEWCOPY

DBOC LOAD=DCCTPPR

DBEC P,MUF(??),CONNECT

If there are MUFs that you do not want connected because they were previously disconnected, you should instead do the
following after the LOAD:

DBEC I,MUF(??)

Then use the C line command to selectively connect the MUFs that you want reconnected.

The following replaces URT 1 with a new copy.
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DBOC CLOSE=1

DBOC DELETE=1

CEMT S PROG(DBURT001) NEWCOPY

DBOC OPEN=1

DBEC Controlling Local Resources with Enhanced Commands
DBEC and DBEX commands provide you with a means of maintaining resources for MUFs, URT, or TBL and initiating/
terminating services. For more information, see URT Connections Table. Each DBEC or DBEX command provides
pageable input displays. Each DBEC PERFORM command can be issued from the console.

Task Perform Command Action After Command
Connecting MUFs:
Disconnecting MUFs:

Connecting and Disconnecting MUFs Updating MUF-Level Processing Options

Resetting MUF Statistics None Resetting MUF Statistics
Opening URTs:
Closing URTs:

Opening and Closing URTs Updating URT-Level Processing Options

Naming URTs for automatic opening:
Naming URTs for deferred opening:
Resetting URTs to original status.

Changing/Restoring Open Options for URTs Updating URT-Level Processing Options

Replacing a URT with an updated version: Replacing a URT with a New Copy Updating URT-Level Processing Options
Changing maximum I/O for set processing
established by CBSIO= parameter:
Changing job priority for requests
processed through this URT:
Changing the maximum amount of time
a program using this URT is to wait for
a record held under exclusive control by
another request:
Changing the transaction backout option
from off to on or on to off:

None. Overriding DBURSTR Parameter Values

Changing whether exclusive control is
dropped for this table when an RDUxx
command is issued from the same Request
Area:
Changing whether this table is bypassed
from the opening when the URT is opened:
Changing specification for whether this
table name is duplicated in either this URT
or another URT:
Changing specification of whether updates
are permitted for this table when accessed
through this URT

None Updating Table-Level Processing Options

Initiating Services Initiating/Terminating Services Initiating Datacom CICS Services
Terminating Services Initiating/Terminating Services Terminating Datacom CICS Services
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Updating MUF-Level Processing Options

Requests for information on MUF resources are issued with the DBEC or the DBEX transaction followed by the INQUIRE
operand. The options enable you to invoke a display of all MUFs or a limited set of MUFs, or to invoke a display of
statistics for all or a limited set of MUFs. The MSIDname object can be used instead of MUF for any of the MUF-level
commands.

If you issue the command with the DBEX transaction ID, you cannot update any information on the resulting scrollable
display. One of the allowable entries is an S in the Action field which toggles to the URT-level to display all the URTs for
the row containing your selected MUF. The only other allowable entries are E to display the return code summary, T to
display the active task summary, and U to display the task usage summary. If you issue the command with DBEC, you
can alter certain fields on the panel. (Any alterations that are made take effect immediately and are valid only during the
life of the CICS session.)

The following example is a DBCSID macro. A DBCSID macro is appended to the DBCVTPR macro. Each DBCSID macro
defines a connection to a particular Datacom/DB MUF. The values for the bold-faced parameters in this example are
displayed on the MUF-level inquiry.

To add or delete MUFs, or to change the connection type of the MUFs, or to change the SIDNAMEs, use the DBCSID
macros that are appended to the DBCVTPR macro. Assemble and link DBCVTPR and NEWCOPY command to place it
into the CICS region. This NEWCOPY request only takes effect if the Datacom CICS Services is shut down.

DBCSID SIDNAME=DBSIDPR,USERS=3,CONNECT=PLT,EOJ_OK=DISCONNECT

Invoke the following inquiry to display the status of Datacom/DB MUFs or to display the statistics for MUFs.

NOTE
The status of any MUF displayed in this manner is current as of the time of the last request processed by that
MUF. For example, if the last request processed by a MUF was 90 seconds ago, a DBEC I,MUF (or DBEX
I,MUF), or DBEC I,MSIDname (or DBEX I,MSIDname) request displays the status of that MUF as it was 90
seconds ago.

►►─┬─ DBEC ─┬─ INQuire,MUF(nn) ─┬──────────┬─┬────────────┬───────────────────►◄

   └─ DBEX ─┘                   └─ ,STATS ─┘ └─ ,limiter ─┘

(Required) Specify a transaction ID valid with Enhanced commands used to monitor MUFs. Select the transaction ID for
which you are authorized. Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.

INQuire,
(Required) Requests a scrollable display of MUFs (INQ and I are valid abbreviations).

MUF(nn)
(Required) Specifies the inquiry is to invoke the MUF-level display. The value within the parentheses identifies
the number of the MUF relative to the order of the DBCSID macros that are appended to the DBCVTPR macro, if
multiple MUFs are defined. If MSIDname(xxxxx) is specified with this qualification, then the MSIDname(xxxxxxxx)
is ignored.
nn

Specifies that you want to display only the MUF with the specific two-digit number nn.
Alternately, instead of using the nn number to specify only a specific MUF, you can use the wildcard
symbol ? (question mark) to accept any digit 0 through 9 for one (or both) of the two digits of the number.

MSIDname(xxxxxxxx)
(Required) Specifies the inquiry is to invoke the MUF-level display. The value within the parentheses identifies
the name of the MUF specified in the DBCSID macros that are appended to the DBCVTPR macro, if multiple
MUFs are defined. If MUF(nn) is specified with this qualification then this parameter is ignored and the displayed
is based on the MUF(nn) qualification.
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xxxxxxxx
Specifies that only the MUF with the specific SIDNAME in the DBCSID macro coded with the DBCVTPR
is displayed.
You can also use the wildcard symbol * (an asterisk) to display all MUFs or characters that succeeded by
the asterisk to display all MUFs beginning with a range of SIDNAMEs by beginning values as specified in
the DBCSID macros appended to the DBCVTPR macro.

,STATS
(Optional) Specifies a MUF-level statistic display as opposed to a MUF-level display. From this display, a line
command is available to reset the statistics for a selected MUF when the DBEC transaction ID is used.

,limiter
(Optional) Limits the inquiry to MUFs of designated status, or how defined for opening. A limiter can be specified
with the STATS option to invoke the MUF-level statistics display that is further limited by this option. The following
values are for designating limiters of each type:

• Status
• DISconnect

MUFs explicitly disconnected through a DBEC command. (DIS is a valid abbreviation.)
• DISCONNECTING

MUFs with a disconnect in progress, where the status is set to disconnect at the completion of the current read
or update and URT closes.

• CONnect
MUFs that are currently connected. CON is a valid abbreviation.

• CONNECTING
MUFs with a connect in progress, where URT opens are invoked at the completion of the current connect.

• UNConnected
MUFs defined as AUTO or DEFER that are not connected by a program call or a DBEC transaction. UNC is a
valid abbreviation.

• When
• AUTO

MUFs defined to be connected when they are required by a program.
• DEFer

MUFs defined to be connected only by an explicit DBEC command. (DEF is a valid abbreviation.)
• PLT

MUFs connected at Datacom CICS Services startup, such as MUFs not defined for AUTO or DEFER.

This page contains the following topics:

Display Example DBEC I,MUF(0?)

      SYSID = CXDS       CA Datacom CICS Services        APPLID = A31ICXDS  

DBEC I,MUF(0?)                                                              

A SYS MUF    STATUS    W E USERS SIDNAME    JOB    LVL MUFN/SUB   CONDITIONS

  *LOC 01 CONNECTED    A N 006   DBDVMW   DBDVMW   140 DBDVMW               

  *LOC 02 CONNECTED    A N 020   DBDVM5   DBDVM5   150 DBDVMUF5             

  *LOC 03 CONNECTED    A N 020   PRODMU2  DSL2MU14 140 DSL2MU14              

  *LOC 04 UNCONNECTED  A N 020   DBDVMR                DBDVMR   CONN RC=68.001

  *LOC 05 UNCONNECTED  A N 006   DBDVMS                DBDVMS1              

  *LOC 06 UNCONNECTED  A N 006   DBDVMT                DBDVMT1              
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                     PF1: REFRESH                 PF7: BACKWARD   PF8: FORWARD

Alternate Display Example: DBEC I,MSIDNAME(DB*)

      SYSID = CXDS       CA Datacom CICS Services        APPLID = A31ICXDS     

DBEC I,MSID(D*)                                                                

A SYS MUF    STATUS    W E USERS SIDNAME    JOB    LVL MUFN/SUB   CONDITIONS   

  *LOC 01 CONNECTED    A N 006   DBDVMW   DBDVMW   140 DBDVMW                  

  *LOC 02 CONNECTED    A N 020   DBDVM5   DBDVM5   150 DBDVMUF5                

  *LOC 04 UNCONNECTED  A N 020   DBDVMR                DBDVMR   CONN RC=68.001 

  *LOC 05 UNCONNECTED  A N 006   DBDVMS                DBDVMS1                 

  *LOC 06 UNCONNECTED  A N 006   DBDVMT                DBDVMT1                 

                                                                               

                                                                       

                                                                               

                      PF1: REFRESH                 PF7: BACKWARD   PF8: FORWARD

Field Descriptions

All fields marked with a Y in the Chg column are updatable when the panel is invoked through a DBEC transaction. When
DBEX is used, the only valid entries are an E, S, T, and U in Column A.

Column Chg Description

A Y Action to perform when DBEC transaction
used:

C
Perform CONNECT on
MUF. (Same as DBEC
P,CONNECT,MUF(nn) or DBEC
P,CONNECT,MSIDname(xxxxxxxx).)

D
Perform DISCONNECT
on MUF. (Same as DBEC
P,DISCONNECT,MUF(nn)
or DBEC
P,DISCONNECT,MSIDname(xxxxxxxx).)

E
Select and invoke return code
summary display for that MUF.
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  I
Perform IMMEDIATE
disconnect from MUF
regardless of active tasks
running against that
MUF. (Same as DBEC
P,IMMEDIATE,MUF(nn)
or DBEC
P,IMMEDIATE,MSIDname(xxxxxxxx).)

S
Select and browse display at
URT level.

T
Select and invoke active tasks
display for that MUF.

U
Select and invoke task usage
summary for that MUF.

SYS  Identifies the CICS system to which this
display line refers. *LOC means local CICS
or TOR.

MUF  Identifies the sequence number of the MUF
relative to the position of the associated
DBCSID macro appended to the DBCVTPR
macro.
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STATUS  Indicates the CONNECT status of the MUF:

UNCONNECTED
Not yet connected by a
program call, PLT, or a DBEC
transaction.

DISCONNECTED
Explicitly disconnected with a
DBEC P,DISCONNECT.

DISCONNECTING
Disconnect requested by DBEC
P,DISCONNECT command,
but not yet disconnected
pending completion of a read in
progress or a transaction having
exclusive control.

CONNECTED
Connected by Datacom CICS
Services but no transaction to
disconnect it has been issued.

CONNECTING
Connect requested by DBEC
P,CONNECT command, but
not yet connected pending
completion by Datacom/DB.

W  (WHEN) Indicates when Datacom CICS
Services connects the MUF:

P
(PLT) Specifies the MUF is
connected by Datacom CICS
Services at startup time.

A
(AUTO) Specifies the MUF is
automatically connected by
Datacom CICS Services when
an application request or a
User Requirements Table open
needs this MUF.

D
(DEFER) Specifies the MUF
can only be connected with an
explicit DBEC command.
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E  The E (EOJ_OK) indicates whether
Datacom CICS Services participates in
recognizing that an EOJ was requested
for this MUF. If so, then the value indicates
whether Datacom CICS Services will
DISCONNECT or disconnect IMMEDIATE
this MUF. This value is specified in the
DBCVTPR or in the DBCSID macro of the
DBCVTPR.

N
Datacom CICS Services does
not recognize a MUF EOJ. MUF
waits until a DISCONNECT for
the MUF has been performed in
Datacom CICS Services.

D
When a MUF EOJ is requested
and a request return indicates
this to Datacom CICS Services,
the DISCONNECT is issued
internally.

I
When a MUF EOJ is requested
and a request return indicates
this to Datacom CICS Services
then an IMMEDIATE is issued
internally.

Note: If the value is D or I and there
is no activity in CICS, MUF severs the
connection with CICS at the time the
interval has been reached as specified in
the X_EOJ_OK_S_DELAY MUF startup
parameter. For more information, see the
Datacom/DB documentation for EOJ_OK
support

USERS Y The value specified in the corresponding
MUF DBCSID macro in the DBCVTPR
generation for the number of tasks to
allocate for Datacom/DB threads. Specify
a number between 001 and 255. If there
are no DBCSID macros coded with the
DBCVTPR, this is the USERS= value
specified in the DBCVTPR macro. In this
case, this value can also be changed
by making use of the DBOC GENOPTS
command.
Before updating this value, verify that the
MUF has been disconnected. If you use the
d or i line command on a DBEC I,MUF(nn)
or DBEC I,MSIDname(xxxxxxxx) screen
to disconnect the MUF, press the PF1
function key to refresh the screen before
implementing any overrides.
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SIDNAME  The value specified in the relative DBCSID
macro of the DBCVTPR generation for the
name of the DBSIDPR macro generated
module to be loaded and used for this MUF.

JOB  The job name of the connected MUF.

LVL  The release level of the connected MUF.

MUFN/SUB  This field displays the MUF name if the
SIDNAME module is assembled with
a name specified by MUFNAME= that
matches the MUF name specified in the
MUF startup option. Otherwise, this field
displays the number of the SVC and SVC
sub-ID associated with this MUF as defined
in the SIDNAME module.

CONDITIONS  CONN RC=xx.yyy
The last connect request for this MUF failed
for the reason indicated by Datacom/DB
return code xx(yyy).
DISC RC=xx.yyy
The last disconnect request for this MUF
failed for the reason indicated by Datacom/
DB return code xx(yyy).

Overriding DBCSID Parameter Values

MUFs must first be disconnected. (If you use the d or i line command on a DBEC I,MUF(nn) or DBEC
I,MSIDname(xxxxxxxx) screen to disconnect the MUF, press the PF1 function key to refresh the screen before
implementing any overrides.)

To change any of the displayed options for the duration of the current CICS cycle:

1. Tab to the option to revise.
2. Overtype the value to override with the new value.
3. When you have made all of your changes, press Enter.
4. To exit, press Clear.

You define online multiple MUFs for CICS programs using the DBCSID macro that is appended to the DBCVTPR module
generation. The DBCSID macro is composed of three parameters, one of which you can override by updating the
scrollable display invoked with DBEC for the MUF-Level MUF inquiry.

Use the following guidelines to change the current setting for any of these parameter values associated with any MUF.

USERS
Change options for USERS= follow:

• Increase the maximum number of MUF tasks, up to 255 for connecting threads to this MUF.
• Decrease the maximum number of MUF tasks, where the lowest valid value is 1.

Resetting MUF Statistics

After performing a requested MUF statistics inquiry (DBEC I, MUF(??),STATS), Datacom CICS Services displays a
scrollable inquiry panel beginning with the first MUF defined in the DBCVTPR macro assembly (or the one and only
default MUF defined by the DBSIDPR module). An example would be MUF(01). Your options are as follows:
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• Scroll through the display of MUF statistics. press PF8 to scroll forward and PF7 to scroll backward.
• Perform the following action for any displayed MUF by entering the code corresponding to the action in Column A.
R

Perform reset of the statistics counter for MUF if you are authorized to use DBEC.

Display Example DBEC I,MUF(?),STATS

      SYSID = CZDS       CA Datacom CICS Services        APPLID = A31ICZDS     

DBEC I,MUF(??),STATS                                                           

A SYS MUF ACT EXC HLD  REQUESTS   HELD   WITH I/O  W/O I/O  START I/O  AVG/REQ 

  *LOC 01 000 000 018 000051390 0005745 000014116 000037276 000019091 000.37149

  *LOC 02 000 000 000 000000003 0000000 000000000 000000003 000000000 000.00000

  *LOC 03 000 000 000 000000003 0000000 000000000 000000003 000000000 000.00000

  *LOC 04 000 000 000 000000005 0000000 000000000 000000005 000000000 000.00000

  *LOC 05 000 000 000 000000003 0000000 000000000 000000003 000000000 000.00000

  *LOC 06 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

  *LOC 07 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

  *LOC 08 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

  *LOC 09 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

 

 

  

 

                       PF1 :REFRESH                 PF7: BACKWARD   PF8: FORWARD

Alternate Display Example: DBEC I,MSID(*),STATS

      SYSID = CZDS       CA Datacom CICS Services        APPLID = A11ICZDS     

DBEC I,MSID(*),STATS                                                           

A SYS MUF ACT EXC HLD  REQUESTS   HELD   WITH I/O  W/O I/O  START I/O  AVG/REQ 

  *LOC 01 000 000 000 000035008 0005052 000009766 000025242 000009779 000.27933

  *LOC 02 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

  *LOC 03 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

  *LOC 04 000 000 000 000020006 0002734 000009362 000010644 000009362 000.46795

  *LOC 05 000 000 000 000015005 0000000 000011546 000003459 000011644 000.77600

  *LOC 06 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

  *LOC 07 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

  *LOC 08 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

  *LOC 09 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                      PF1: REFRESH                 PF7: BACKWARD   PF8: FORWARD
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Field Descriptions

Column Chg Description

A Y Action to perform when DBEC transaction
used:
R
Perform RESET on MUF statistics. This
resets the selected MUF statistics to zero
from the STATS display. This option is
only available from display with the STATS
limiter.

SYS  Identifies the CICS system to which this
display line refers. *LOC means local CICS
or TOR.

MUF  Identifies the sequence number of the MUF
relative to the position of the associated
DBCSID macro appended to the DBCVTPR
macro.

ACT  Indicates the total of tasks currently waiting
for Datacom/DB I/O to complete.

EXC  Indicates the current number of tasks which
have acquired exclusive control by issuing
update requests to Datacom/DB.

HLD  Indicates the current number of tasks
waiting for access to Datacom/DB. If this
is not zero (000), the maximum number
of concurrent users has been reached.
The maximum number of concurrent users
is defined in the DBCVTPR macro as
described in Datacom Core.

REQUESTS  Indicates the total number of Datacom/
DB requests issued since Datacom CICS
Services initiation.
or
Since a DBOC RESET=STATS transaction
was issued for the default MUF or an R line
command was issued on the MUF statistic
display.

HELD  Indicates the total number of requests
which had to wait for Datacom/DB access
since the initiation of Datacom CICS
Services.
or
Since a DBOC RESET=STATS transaction
was issued for the default MUF or an R line
command was issued on the MUF statistic
display.

WITH I/O  Indicates the total number of requests
receiving Datacom/DB service after an I/O
wait.
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W/O I/O  Indicates the total number of requests
receiving Datacom/DB service without an I/
O wait.

START I/O  Indicates the total number of start I/Os
issued by Datacom/DB.

AVG/REQ  Indicates the average number of start I/Os
issued by Datacom/DB per request.

Updating URT-Level Processing Options

Requests for information on URT resources are issued with the DBEC or the DBEX transaction followed by the INQUIRE
operand. The options enable you to invoke a display of all URTs or a limited set of URTs.

You cannot update any information on the resulting scrollable display if you issue the command with the DBEX transaction
ID. An S in the Action field is the only allowable entry which toggles to the Table-level display beginning with the URT
for the row containing your entry. You can alter certain fields on the panel if you issue the command with DBEC. Any
alterations made take effect immediately and are valid only during the life of the CICS session.

The following URT example begins with a DBURSTR macro. It contains one or more DBURTBL macros, each defining
a particular Datacom/DB table, and ends with a DBUREND macro. The values for the bold-faced parameters in this
example are displayed on the URT-level inquiry.

URT            TITLE 'ONLINE URT FOR REQUESTS USING MULTI-USER FACILITY'

DBURSTR        MULTUSE=YES,WRITE=NO,

               CBSIO=0,PRTY=7,TXNUNDO=YES,TIMEMIN=5,TIMESEC=0

DBURTBL        TBLNAME=PAY,DBID=004,

               AUTODXC=YES,BYPOPEN=NO,SYNONYM=YES,UPDATE=YES

DBUREND        DBSQL=YES,USRINFO=CAICICS

END

Invoke the inquiry as shown following to display the status of Datacom/DB URTs.

►►─┬─ DBEC ─┬─ INQuire,URT(nnnn) ─┬──────────────────────┬────────────────────►

   └─ DBEX ─┘                     └─ ,SIDname(xxxxxxxx) ─┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,limiter ─┘

DBEC/DBEX
(Required) Specify a transaction ID valid with Enhanced commands used to monitor URTs. Select the transaction
ID for which you are authorized. Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.

INQuire,
(Required) Requests a scrollable display of URTs. INQ and I are valid abbreviations.

URT(nnnn)
(Required) URT specifies the inquiry is to invoke the URT-level display. The value within the parentheses
identifies the suffix of the URT.
nnnn

Specifies that you want to display only the URT with the specific 4-digit suffix nnnn.
To specify only a specific URT, you can use the wildcard symbol ? (a question mark) to accept any digit 0
-- 9 for any (or all) of the four digits of the suffix.
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,SIDname(xxxxxxxx)
(Optional) Limits the inquiry to a specific MUF by the SID name associated with that MUF. For more information,
see Start Macro (DBURSTR)
and the DBCSID macro SIDNAME= parameter in Specifying DBCSID Macros) Additionally, it limits the inquiry
to a range of MUFs by specifying any number of leading characters of the SID name, followed by an asterisk (*).
Omitting the SIDname(xxxxxxxx) limiter results in URTs in all MUFs being displayed. (SID is a valid abbreviation.)

,limiter
(Optional) Limits the inquiry to URTs of designated type, status, how defined for opening or those with no CSD
entry. The following values are for designating limiters of each type:

• Type
• DYN

URTs dynamically built by a Broadcom product.
• SQL

URTs for applications issuing SQL statements.
• Status
• CLOSE

URTs explicitly closed through a DBOC/DBEC command.
• CLOSING

URTs with a close in progress, where close is invoked at the completion of the current read or update.
• OPEN

URTs which are currently open.
• OPENING

Open requested by DBEC or DBOC OPEN= command, or a request requires an AUTO open but request has
not completed in Datacom/DB.

• UNOpened
URTs defined as AUTO or DEFER which have not been opened by a program call or a DBOC/DBEC
transaction. (UNO is a valid abbreviation.)

• When
• AUTO

URTs defined to be opened when required by a program.
• DEFer

URTs defined to be opened only by an explicit DBOC/DBEC command. (DEF is a valid abbreviation.)
• PLT

URTs opened at Datacom CICS Services startup, that is to say those not defined for AUTO or DEFER.

Condition
NOCSD

URTs have no CICS System Definition data set (CSD) entry. Such URTs are available for dynamic
creation by a Broadcom product.

This page contains the following topics:

Display Example DBEC I,URT(??)

      SYSID = CVDS       CA Datacom CICS Services        APPLID = A31ICVDS     

DBEC I,URT(??)                                                                 

A SYS  URT  TYP STATUS   W REL CBSIO  PR U MIN SEC   CONDITIONS     SIDNAME MUF

  *LOC 0001 STD OPEN     A 100 000000 07 Y 000 000 ACT=000 RES=000  DBDVM5   01

  *LOC 0002 STD OPEN     P 100 000000 07 Y 000 000 ACT=000 RES=000  DBDVM5   01

  *LOC 0003 STD UNOPENED A 100 000000 07 N 000 000                  DBDVM5   01

  *LOC 0004                                        NO CSD ENTRY                
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  *LOC 0005                                        NO LOAD MODULE              

  *LOC 0006                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  *LOC 0007                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  *LOC 0008                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  *LOC 0009                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  *LOC 0010 STD UNOPENED A 100 000000 07 Y 000 000                  DBDVM5   01

  *LOC 0011                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  *LOC 0012                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  *LOC 0013                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  *LOC 0014 STD UNOPENED A  90 000000 07 Y 000 000                  DBDVM5   01

  *LOC 0015                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  *LOC 0016 STD UNOPENED A 100 000000 07 N 000 000                  DBDVM5   01

  *LOC 0017                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  *LOC 0018                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  *LOC 0019                                        NO CSD ENTRY

 

                       PF1: REFRESH   PF3: RETURN   PF7: BACKWARD   PF8: FORWARD

Field Descriptions

All fields marked with a Y in the Chg column are updatable when the panel is invoked through a DBEC transaction. When
DBEX is used, the only valid entry is an S in Column A.

Column Chg Description

A Y Action to perform when DBEC transaction
used:
A
Sets URT to AUTO open. (Same as DBEC
P,AUTO,URT(nnnn).)
C
Performs CLOSE on URT. (Same as DBEC
P,CLOSE,URT(nnnn).)
D
Sets URT to DEFER open. (Same as
DBEC P,DEFER,URT(nnnn).)
N
Performs CICS newcopy on URT module.
(Same as DBEC P,NEWCOPY,URT(nnnn))
(URT must first be closed.)
O
Performs OPEN on URT. (Same as DBEC
P,OPEN,URT(nnnn).)
R
Performs RESTART on URT. This resets
the URT to its original STATUS. (Same as
DBEC P,RESTART,URT(nnnn).)
Action to perform with either DBEC or
DBEX transaction.
S
Selects and begin browse display at table
level.
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SYS Identifies the CICS system to which this
display line refers. *LOC means local CICS
or TOR.

URT Identifies the number of the URT.

TYP Indicates the type of URT:

STD

URT for applications issuing Datacom/DB
commands.

SQL

URT for applications issuing SQL
statements.

DYN

URT dynamically built by another
Broadcom product.

STATUS Indicates the OPEN status of the URT:

UNOPENED

Not yet opened by a program call or a
DBEC or DBOC transaction.

CLOSED

Explicitly closed with a DBEC or DBOC
CLOSE=.

CLOSING

Close requested by DBEC or DBOC
CLOSE= command, but not yet closed
pending completion of a read in progress or
a transaction having exclusive control.

OPEN

Opened by Datacom CICS Services but no
transaction to close it has been issued.

OPENING

Open requested by DBEC or DBOC
OPEN= command, or a request requires an
AUTO open but request has not completed
in Datacom/DB.
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W (WHEN) Indicates when Datacom CICS
Services opens the URT:

P

(PLT) Specifies the URT is opened by
Datacom CICS Services at startup time.

A

(AUTO) Specifies the URT is automatically
opened by Datacom CICS Services when
an application request needs this URT.

D

(DEFER) Specifies the URT can only be
opened with an explicit DBEC or DBOC
command.

REL If the URT was assembled with a release of
the macros at Datacom/DB r10 or earlier,
REL indicates the Datacom/DB release
level of the macro used to generate the
URT. Beginning with Datacom/DB r11 and
for all following releases, the value for
REL is a URT compatibility indicator and
displays as 100.

CBSIO Y The value specified in URT generation for
I/O limit interrupt for all SELxx commands
except SELPR. *

PR Y (PRTY) Indicates the priority level for
requests processed using this URT, where
nn is between 01 and 15. 01 is low, 07
is the default. (Specified with PRTY= in
the DBURSTR macro that was used in
generating this URT.) *

U Y (UND) The TXNUNDO= value in the
DBURSTR macro generating this URT,
where: *
Y
(YES) Indicates transaction backout is
dynamically invoked for update requests
issued by a program using this URT when
an abend occurs.
N
(NO) Indicates transaction backout is not
operational.

MIN ** Y The TIMEMIN= value in the DBURSTR
macro generating this URT, where the
number from 1 through 120 is the limit in
minutes to wait for a record held under
exclusive control by another request
(alternative to TIMESEC=). *

MIN=0 with SEC=0 means unlimited wait
time. MIN=0 with SEC=1 means no wait
time.
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SEC ** Y The TIMESEC= value in the DBURSTR
macro generating this URT, where the
number between 1 and 120 is the limit in
seconds to wait for a record held under
exclusive control by another request
(alternative to TIMEMIN=). *
MIN=0 with SEC=0 means unlimited wait
time. MIN=0 with SEC=1 means no wait
time.

* Verify that the URT has been closed before updating this value. If you use the c line command on a DBEC
I,URT(nnn) screen to close the URT, press the PF1 function key to refresh the screen before implementing any
overrides.

** If you alter either the MIN or SEC field, the value you specify is converted (if necessary) to seconds before
storing in the URT. When redisplayed, if the value in seconds is greater than 60 and is evenly divisible by 60 (that
is to say, the remainder is zero), the value is displayed in the MIN field. Otherwise, it is shown in the SEC field.

Column Chg Description

CONDITIONS ACT=xxx RES=xxx
The ACT (ACTIVE) value is the total
number of tasks using this URT. The RES
value is the number of tasks that have read
a record for update.
NO CSD ENTRY
The CICS System Definition data set (CSD)
does not contain an entry for this URT.
NO LOAD MODULE
The URT module is not in the library.
CSD DISABLED

The entry for this URT in the CICS System
Definition data set (CSD) has been
disabled.

URT DELETED/SKIPPED

The user has deleted the URT module or
this URT was not loaded because it was
specified in a SKIPLOAD range.

UNKNOWN MUF

The global URT specifies a SID name, but
there is no such SID name defined in any
DBCSID macro of the DBCVTPR.

OPEN RC=xx.yyy

The last open request for this URT failed for
the reason indicated by Datacom/DB return
code xx and internal return code yyy.

CLOS RC=xx.yyy

The last close request for this URT failed
for the reason indicated by Datacom/DB
return code xx and internal return code yyy.
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SIDNAME The value specified in the relative DBCSID
macro of the DBCVTPR generation for the
name of the DBSIDPR macro generated
module to be loaded and used for this MUF.

MUF The number of the MUF with which this
URT is associated, relative to the number
of the DBCSID macro appended to the
DBCVTPR.

Overriding DBURSTR Parameter Values

Note: URTs must first be closed. If the c line command on a DBEC I,URT(nnnn) screen is used to close the URT, press
the PF1 function key to refresh the screen before implementing any overrides.

To change any of the displayed options for the duration of the current CICS cycle:

1. Tab to the option to revise.
2. Over-type the value to override with the new value.
3. When you have made all of your changes, press Enter.
4. To exit, press Clear.

You define online URTs for CICS programs using three macros: the Start macro (DBURSTR), the Entry macro
(DBURTBL), and the End macro (DBUREND). The Start macro is composed of 12 parameters, four of which you can
override by updating the scrollable display invoked with DBEC for the URT-Level URT inquiry.

Use the following guidelines to change the current setting for any of these parameter values associated with any URT.

CBSIO
Change options for CBSIO= follow:

• Increase the maximum number of I/Os to permit before interruption, up to 524287 (or 0, for unlimited I/Os) for
all Compound Boolean Selection SELxx commands (except SELPR) to speed program execution.

• Decrease the maximum number of I/Os to permit before interruption, where the lowest valid value is 1 (0
means no limit) if your program is taking too much system resources.

PR
(PRTY) Change options for PRTY= follow:

• Increase the priority level, up to 15, with which Datacom/DB processes requests using this URT
• Decrease the priority level, to a minimum of 1, to lower the priority with which requests using this URT are

processed.

U
(UND) Change options for TXNUNDO= follow:

• Change from N (NO) to Y (YES) to invoke transaction backout for update requests when an abend occurs.
(Recommended value)

• Change from Y (YES) to N (NO) to not back out updates in progress when an abend occurs.

MIN or SEC
Change options for TIMEMIN= or TIMESEC= follow:

• Increase the maximum amount of time a program using this URT is to wait for a record held under exclusive
control by another request from the current value up to 120, where TIMEMIN= specifies time in minutes and
TIMESEC= specifies time in seconds.
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NOTE
TIMEMIN=0,TIMESEC=0 specifies unlimited wait time.

• Decrease the maximum wait time. The lowest valid value is TIMEMIN=0,TIMESEC=1 which specifies no wait
time.

Updating Table-Level Processing Options

To display options for Datacom/DB tables accessible through URTs from a specified CICS system, or all CICS systems,
issue the DBEC or DBEX transaction followed by the INQUIRE command.

If you issue the INQ command with the DBEX transaction ID, you are not able to update any fields on the scrollable
display. If you issue the command with DBEC, you can make entries in certain fields to override table options specified in
the URT definition. (Any alterations made take effect immediately and are valid only during the life of the CICS session.)

The following is an example of a URT definition. A URT begins with a DBURSTR macro, contains one or more DBURTBL
macros, each defining a particular Datacom/DB table, and ends with a DBUREND macro. The values for the bold-faced
parameters in this example are displayed on the Table-level inquiry.

URT            TITLE 'ONLINE URT FOR REQUESTS USING MULTI-USER FACILITY'

DBURSTR        MULTUSE=YES,WRITE=NO,

               CBSIO=0,PRTY=7,TXNUNDO=YES,TIMEMIN=5,TIMESEC=0

DBURTBL        TBLNAME=PAY,DBID=004,

               AUTODXC=YES,BYPOPEN=NO,SYNONYM=YES,UPDATE=YES

DBUREND        DBSQL=YES,USRINFO=CAICICS

END

Invoke the inquiry transaction sample as shown following to display information at the Table-level to change the previously
highlighted values.

►►─┬─ DBEC ─┬─ INQuire,TBL(nnnn) ─┬────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─────►◄

   └─ DBEX ─┘                     └─ ,limiter ─┘ └─ ,SIDname(xxxxxxxx) ─┘

DBEC/DBEX
(Required) Specify a transaction ID valid with Enhanced commands used to monitor URTs. Select the transaction
ID for which you are authorized. Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.

INQuire,
(Required) Specifies that Datacom CICS Services is to perform an Inquiry. (INQ and I are valid abbreviations.)

TBL(nnnn)
(Required) TBL specifies the inquiry is to invoke the Table-level display. The value within the parentheses
identifies the suffix of the URT.
nnnn

Specifies that you want to display only the URT with the specific 4-digit suffix nnnn.
Alternately, instead of using the nnnn suffix to specify only a specific URT, you can use the wildcard
symbol ? (a question mark) to accept any digit 0 through 9 for any (or all) of the four digits of the suffix.

,limiter
(Optional) Limits the inquiry to URTs of designated type, status, how they are defined for opening, or those with no
CICS System Definition data set (CSD) entry. The following are the values for designating limiters of each type:

• Type
• DYN
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URTs dynamically built by a Broadcom product.
• SQL

URTs for applications issuing SQL statements.
• Status
• CLOSE

URTs explicitly closed through a DBOC CLOSE= command, a DBEC PERform,URT(nnnn),CLOSE, or an entry
of C in the Action column of a DBEC INQ,URT(nnnn) display.

• CLOSING
URTs with a close in progress, where close is invoked at the completion of the current read or update.

• OPEN
URTs which are currently open.

• OPENING
Open requested by DBEC or DBOC OPEN= command, or a request requires an AUTO open but request has
not completed in Datacom/DB.

• UNOpened
URTs defined as AUTO or DEFER which have not been opened by a program call or a DBOC/DBEC
transaction. (UNO is a valid abbreviation.)

• When
• AUTO

URTs defined to be opened when required by a program.
• DEFer

URTs defined to be opened only by an explicit DBOC/DBEC command. (DEF is a valid abbreviation.)
• PLT

URTs opened at Datacom CICS Services startup, that is to say those not defined for AUTO or DEFER.
• Condition
• NOCSD

URTs have no CICS System Definition data set (CSD) entry. Such URTs are available for dynamic creation by
a Broadcom product.

,SIDname(xxxxxxxx)
(Optional) Limits the inquiry to a specific MUF by the SID name associated with that MUF (see Specifying
DBCSID Macros and the DBURSTR macro SIDNAME= parameter in Datacom Core) or limits the inquiry to a
range of MUFs by specifying any number of leading characters of the SID name, followed by an asterisk (*).
Omitting the SIDname(xxxxxxxx) limiter results in URTs in all MUFs being displayed. (SID is a valid abbreviation.)

This page contains the following topics:

Display Example DBEC I,TBL(10),SIDNAME(DBSIDPR)

When inquiries are made at the table level, the display includes the number and status of each URT, similar to the URT
status inquiry display. In addition, the table names and database IDs are displayed for each URT.

       SYSID = CVDS       CA Datacom CICS Services  APPLID = A31ICXDS

 DBEC I,TBL(10)

   SYS  URT  TYP STATUS  TABLE DBID  UPD   BYP   SYN   AUT     DBIDM SIDNAME MUF

   *LOC 0010 STD UNOPENED  ACT 00010 YES   NO    YES   YES           DBSIDPR  01

                           CUS 00010 YES   NO    YES   YES

                           DTL 00010 YES   NO    YES   YES

                           ORD 00010 YES   NO    YES   YES

                           ITM 00010 YES   NO    YES   YES

                           NUM 00010 YES   NO    YES   YES

                           RCP 00010 YES   NO    YES   YES
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                           SAL 00010 YES   NO    YES   YES

                           SHP 00010 YES   NO    YES   YES

 

 

 

 

 

                          PF3: RETURN          PF7: BACKWARD     PF8: FORWARD

Field Descriptions

When you specify TBL rather than URT in the command format, Datacom CICS Services presents a scrollable display
containing 13 columns of data. The first four columns and the last two columns repeat the SYS, URT, TYP, STATUS,
SIDNAME, and MUF data which is displayed on the corresponding URT-Level inquiry. Data appears in these fields only
once per URT. The remaining seven columns display information on the tables making up the URT definition. Any field
marked with a Y in the Chg column is updatable when the STATUS displayed is UNOPENED or CLOSED.

Column Chg Description

SYS  Identifies the CICS system to which this
display line refers. *LOC means local CICS
or TOR.

URT  Identifies the sequence number of the URT.

TYP  Indicates the type of URT.
STD
URT for applications issuing Datacom/DB
commands.
SQL
URT for applications issuing SQL
statements.
DYN
URT dynamically built by another
Broadcom product.

STATUS  Indicates the OPEN status of the URT with
the following values:
UNOPENED
Not yet opened by a program call or a
DBEC or DBOC transaction.
CLOSED
Explicitly closed with a DBEC or DBOC
CLOSE=.
CLOSING
Close requested by DBEC or DBOC
CLOSE= command, but not yet closed
pending completion of a read in progress or
a transaction having exclusive control.
OPEN
Opened by Datacom CICS Services but no
transaction to close it has been issued.
OPENING
Open requested by DBEC or DBOC
OPEN= command, or a request requires an
AUTO open but request has not completed
in Datacom/DB.
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TABLE  Name of the Datacom/DB table with the
URT.

DBID  Number of the DATABASE which contains
the table.

UPD Y YES
Indicates that this URT permits applications
to update the named table.
NO
Indicates that update of the named table is
not permitted using this URT.

BYP Y YES
When the URT is opened, the designated
table is bypassed from the opening. Any
attempt to access this table, using this URT,
results in a Datacom/DB return code of 05.
NO
When the URT is opened, the designated
table is opened during the opening.

SYN Y YES
Indicates that SYNONYM=YES is specified
in the DBURTBL macro for this URT.
NO
Indicates that SYNONYM=NO is specified
in the DBURTBL macro for this URT.

AUT Y NO
Indicates that Datacom/DB does not
automatically drop exclusive control for this
table when a second command is issued
from the same Request Area.
YES
Indicates that Datacom/DB automatically
drops exclusive control for this table when a
second command is issued from the same
Request Area.

DBIDM  This global URT is using DBID remapping
for this table. This is the DBID that is
passed to the MUF in the request.

SIDNAME  The value specified in the relative DBCSID
macro of the DBCVTPR generation for the
name of the DBSIDPR macro generated
module to be loaded and used for this Multi-
User Facility.

MUF  The number of the MUF with which this
URT is associated, relative to the number
of the DBCSID macro appended to the
DBCVTPR.

Overriding DBURTBL Parameter Values

Note: URTs must first be closed.
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You define online URTs for CICS programs using three macros: the Start macro (DBURSTR), the Entry macro
(DBURTBL), and the End macro (DBUREND). Of the Entry macro (DBURTBL) parameters, you can override the following
four by updating the scrollable display invoked with DBEC for the Table-level URT inquiry.

Use the following guidelines to change the current setting for any of these parameter values associated with any table
within any URT.

AUT
Change options for AUTODXC= follow:

• Change from YES to NO to indicate that RDUxx commands are no longer to automatically drop secondary
exclusive control. That the program is to release the record if it is not updated or deleted after having been
read with update intent.

• Change from NO to YES to allow consecutive RDUxx commands to execute without an intervening update,
delete, or release.

BYP
Change options for BYPOPEN= follow:

• Change from NO to YES to disable access to this table through this URT as of the next time this URT is
opened.

• Change from YES to NO if the corresponding table is no longer to be bypassed during open and close
processing.

SYN
Change options for SYNONYM= follow:

• Change from NO to YES if Datacom CICS Services should now evaluate the database ID specified in the
Request Area together with the table name when searching for a URT to service a request for this table and
if Datacom/DB should evaluate the DBID when searching for a macro within this URT containing processing
specifications. Before specifying YES, verify that all requests to this table, issued by online programs, specify
the database ID in the Request Area. Make this change under either of the following conditions:
– The table name is now duplicated in another URT (online only).
– The table name is now duplicated in this URT (same as batch).

• Change from YES to NO if there are no duplicate names for this table in this URT or any other URT and
Datacom/DB is not to evaluate the DBID when selecting a URT to process a request to this table, but rather, is
to use the database ID specified in the first available URT containing this table name.

UPD
Change options for UPDATE= follow:

• Change from NO to YES if this table can be updated and its records held under exclusive control when
accessed through this URT. UPDATE=YES is required if a program issues Compound Boolean Selection
commands (SELxx), unless a DBID is specified in the CBS MUF startup option.

• Change from YES to NO to limit access of the corresponding table to read-only.

Replacing a URT with a New Copy

Learn how to replace a User Requirement Table (URT) with a new copy in Datacom CICS Services. Find the command
format, parameter definitions, and a command and result example.

Invoke the following transaction to perform the NEWCOPY function for a specified URT.

►►─ DBEC ─ PERform,NEWcopy,URT(nnnn) ─┬──────────────────────┬────────────────►◄

                                      └─ ,SIDname(xxxxxxxx) ─┘
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DBEC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Enhanced commands to control URTs and startup/shutdown.
Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.

PERform,
(Required) The command that requests Datacom CICS Services perform the specified action on the specified
URT in the specified CICS system. PER and P are valid abbreviations.

NEWcopy,
(Required) Action is a CICS newcopy on the URT module. The URT must be closed before issuing the
NEWCOPY request. You must open the URT once the NEWCOPY request is complete. (If you use the c line
command on a DBEC I,URT(nnnn) screen to close the URT, press the PF1 function key to refresh the screen
before implementing any overrides.) (NEW is a valid abbreviation.)

NOTE
A P,NEWCOPY command results in a URT inquiry display, once the PERForm has been completed.
However, in the resulting display, any URTs in OPEN status were not part of the NEWCOPY. The
DBOCPRT file contains errors for the NEWCOPY commands that failed. You can also use the N line
command from a URT inquiry display to see specific messages.

URT(nnnn)
(Required) Identifies (with the four-digit suffix nnnn) the URT on which to perform the action.
nnnn

Specifies that you want to perform the action only on the URT with the specific four-digit suffix nnnn.
Alternately, instead of using the nnnn suffix to specify only a specific URT, you can use the wildcard
symbol ? (a question mark) to accept any digit 0 through 9 for any (or all) of the four digits of the suffix. If
wildcard symbols are used, only those URTs that are not open are processed.

,SIDname(xxxxxxxx)
(Optional) Limits the inquiry to a specific MUF by the SID name associated with that MUF (see the Specifying
DBCSID Macros and the DBURSTR macro SIDNAME= parameter in Datacom Core) or limits the inquiry to a
range of MUFs by specifying any number of leading characters of the SID name, followed by an asterisk (*).
Omitting the SIDNAME(xxxxxxxx) limiter results in URTs in all MUFs having new copies made. (SID is a valid
abbreviation.) See the following command example.

Command Example

Command Result

DBEC P,NEWCOPY,URT(123) Datacom CICS Services replaces URT 123 with a
new copy. The URT must be closed before issuing this
request.

Connecting and Disconnecting MUFs

This section discusses connecting and disconnecting MUFs. For more information, see URT Connections Table.

Invoke the following transaction to connect or disconnect MUFs.

►►─ DBEC ─ PERform, ─┬─ CONnect ────┬─ ,MUF(nn) ──────────────────────────────►◄

                     ├─ DISconnect ─┤

                     └─ IMMediate ──┘

DBEC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Enhanced commands to control MUFs. Leave a space between
the transaction ID and the command.
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PERform,
(Required) The command that requests Datacom CICS Services perform the specified action on the specified
MUFs in the specified CICS system. PER and P are valid abbreviations.

CONnect
Connect specified MUFs. CON is a valid abbreviation.

DISconnect
Disconnect specified MUFs. DIS is a valid abbreviation.

IMMediate
Immediately disconnect specified MUFs without regard for active tasks. See the command examples on the
following page.
Be aware that a disconnect IMMEDIATE puts the MUF into a state in Datacom CICS Services such that the MUF
automatically reconnects, as if the MUF had abended. For example, in that state the MUF allows transactions to
be backed out, if the appropriate return code handling is programmed, and to reconnect when a request requiring
that MUF is made. You would typically only use this command when a MUF is hung. In situations where it is
desired to terminate the connection to the MUF quickly, we recommend that you consider sending an EOJ to the
MUF before issuing an IMMEDIATE disconnect. (IMM is a valid abbreviation.)

,MUF(nn)
(Required) Identifies (with the 2-digit number nn) the MUF, relative to the position of the associated DBCSID
macro in the DBCVTPR generation, on which to perform the action.
nn

Specifies that you want to perform the action only on the MUF with the specific 2-digit number nn.
Alternately, instead of using the nn number to specify only a specific MUF, you can use the wildcard
symbol ? (a question mark) to accept any digit 0 through 9 for one (or both) of the 2 digits of the number.

,MSIDname(xxxxxxxx)
(Required) Identifies (with the up to 8-characters) the SIDNAME as specified in the DBCSID macro appended to
the DBCVTPR.
xxxxxxxx

Specifies that you want to perform the action only on the MUF with the specific SIDNAME.
Alternately, you can use the wildcard symbol * (an asterisk) to specify all MUFs or you can specify a
range of MUFs by using a prefix value followed by the asterisk.

Command Examples

Command Result

DBEC P,CONNECT,MUF(1)
DBEC P,CONNECT,MSID(DBSIDPR)

Connects MUF 01.
Connects the MUF with SIDNAME DBSIDPR (or the default MUF
if no DBCSID macros were appended to the DBCVTPR)

DBEC P,DISCONNECT,MUF(2?)
DBEC P,DISCONNECT,MSIDNAME(D*)

Disconnects all MUFs with numbers 20 through 29, then returns
the MUF-level display of MUFs 20 through 29 or all MUFs with
SIDNAMEs beginning with D. If the MUF is connected but the
disconnect has not yet completed, it is put into DISCONNECTING
status.

DBEC P,CONNECT,MUF(??)
DBEC P,CONNECT,MSIDNAME(*)

Connects all MUFs, then returns the MUF-level display of MUFs,
beginning with MUF 01.
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DBEC P,IMMEDIATE,MUF(10)
DBEC P,IMMEDIATE,MSIDNAME(MUF10)

Immediately disconnects MUF 10 or the MUF with the
SIDNANE of MUF10 regardless of active tasks, puts the MUF in
DISCONNECTED status, then returns the MUF-level display of
MUF 10 or MUF10 as the SIDNAME.

DBEC P,CONNECT,MUF(1?)
DBEC P,CONNECT,MSID(MUF1*)

Connects the MUFs 10 through 19 or all MUFs beginning with
MUF1* as the SIDNAME and displays the result of each MUF
CONNECT.

DBEC PER,DISCONNECT,MUF(??)
DBEC PER,DISCONNECT,MSIDNAME(*)

Disconnects all MUFs, then returns the MUF-level display
beginning with MUF 01.

Opening and Closing URTs

Learn about opening and closing User Requirement Tables (URTs) in Datacom CICS Services. The transaction format is
described and command examples are provided. Open and close URTs in single and multiple Multi-User Facility (MUF)
environments.

Invoke the following transaction to open or close URTs.

►►─ DBEC ─ PERform, ─┬─ OPEN ──┬─ ,URT(nnnn) ─┬──────────────────────┬────────►◄

                     └─ CLOSE ─┘              └─ ,SIDname(xxxxxxxx) ─┘

Where
DBEC

(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Enhanced commands to control URTs and startup/shutdown.
Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.

PERform,
(Required) The command that requests Datacom CICS Services perform the specified action on the specified
URTs in the specified CICS system. PER and P are valid abbreviations.

OPEN
Open specified URTs

CLOSE
Close specified URTs

,URT(nnnn)
(Required) Identifies (with the four-digit suffix nnnn) the URT on which to perform the action.
nnnn

Specifies that you want to perform the action only on the URT with the specific four-digit suffix nnnn.
Alternately, instead of using the nnnn suffix to specify only a specific URT, you can use the wildcard
symbol ? (a question mark) to accept any digit 0 through 9 for any (or all) of the four digits of the suffix. If
wildcard symbols are used, only those URTs that are not open are processed.

,SIDname(xxxxxxxx)
(Optional) Limits the inquiry to a specific MUF by the SID name associated with that MUF (see the Specifying
DBCSID Macros section and the DBURSTR macro SIDNAME= parameter in Datacom Core) or limits the inquiry
to a range of MUFs by specifying any number of leading characters of the SID name, followed by an asterisk (*).
Omitting the SIDname(xxxxxxxx) limiter results in URTs in all MUFs being displayed. SID is a valid abbreviation.
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Command Examples

Command Result

DBEC P,OPEN,URT(10) Opens URT 0010.

DBEC P,CLOSE,URT(12?) Closes all URTs with suffixes 120 through 129 then
returns the URT-level display of URTs 120 through
129. If the URTs are active, they are put into CLOSING
status.

DBEC P,OPEN,URT(????) Opens all URTs then returns the URT-level display of
URTs, beginning with URT 0001.

DBEC P,CLOSE,URT(10) Closes URT 10 then returns the URT-level display of
URT 0010.

DBEC P,OPEN,URT(12?) Opens the URTs 120 through 129 and displays the
result of each URT OPEN.

DBEC PER,CLOSE,URT(????) Closes all URTs then returns the URT-level display
beginning with URT 0001.

DBEC
P,OPEN,URT(????),SIDNAME(DBSIDPR)

Opens all URTs that access the MUF connection
defined by the SID module name of DBSIDPR for that
MUF. In a single MUF environment, this would be all
URTs. In a multiple MUF environment, this would be
the MUF connection that is defined with the DBCSID
macro parameter SIDNAME= (specified with a value of
DBSIDPR) appended to the DBCVTPR. The display
then returns the URT-level display of URTs, beginning
either with the first URT defined to access that MUF in a
multiple MUF environment or with URT 0001 in a single
MUF environment.

Changing/Restoring Open Options for URTs

In Datacom CICS Services, issue the Enhanced command to modify current when-t- open specifications on URTs. Find
command format, option descriptions, and command examples.

 ►►─ DBEC ─ PERform, ─┬─ AUTO ────┬─ ,URT(nnnn) ─┬──────────────────────┬──────►◄

                     ├─ DEFer ───┤              └─ ,SIDname(xxxxxxxx) ─┘

                     └─ REStart ─┘

 

DBEC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Enhanced commands to control URTs and startup/shutdown.
Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.

PERform,
(Required) Command that Datacom CICS Services perform the specified action on the specified URT in the
specified CICS system. PER and P are valid abbreviations.

AUTO
Set specified URTs to be opened automatically when first required by an executing application.

NOTE
Do not use AUTO when the URT is defined with SQL=YES.
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DEFer
Set specified URTs for deferred opening, where opening is deferred until explicitly opened by a DBEC or DBOC
OPEN= command. DEF is a valid abbreviation.

REStart
Reset specified URTs to their original STATUS. (RES is a valid abbreviation.)
Resetting specified URTs to their original STATUS means to reset the URT STATUS to OPEN or UNOPENED
from CLOSED. If TYPE is AUTO, the STATUS becomes UNOPENED. If TYPE is PLT, Datacom CICS Services
tries to OPEN the URT and, if successful, the STATUS changes to OPEN. If TYPE is DEFER, RESTART has no
impact on the STATUS of URTs.

,URT(nnnn)
(Required) Identifies (with the four-digit suffix nnnn) the URT on which to perform the action.
nnnn

Specifies that you want to perform the action only on the URT with the specific four-digit suffix nnnn.
Alternately, instead of using the nnnn suffix to specify only a specific URT, you can use the wildcard
symbol ? (a question mark) to accept any digit 0 through 9 for any (or all) of the four digits of the suffix. If
wildcard symbols are used, only URTs that are not open are processed.

,SIDname(xxxxxxxx)
(Optional) Limits the inquiry to a specific MUF by the SID name that is associated with that MUF or limits the
inquiry to a range of MUFs by specifying a number of leading characters of the SID name, followed by an
asterisk (*). Omitting the SIDname(xxxxxxxx) limiter results in URTs in all MUFs being displayed. SID is a valid
abbreviation. For more information, see the Specifying DBCSID Macros section and the DBURSTR macro
SIDNAME= parameter in the  Datacom/DB Database and System Administration documentation.

Command Examples

Command Result

DBEC P,AUTO,URT(10) Sets for automatic opening URT 0010. Displays URT 0010.

DBEC P,DEFER,URT(12?) Sets for deferred opening those URTs with suffixes 120 through
129 then returns the URT-level display of URTs 120 through 129.

DBEC P,RESTART,URT(????) Resets all URTs to their original STATUS then returns the URT-
level display of URTs beginning with URT 0001.

DBEC P,RESTART,URT(12?) Resets URTs 120 through 129 to their original STATUS then
returns the URT-level display of URTs, beginning with URT 0120.

DBEC P,RESTART,URT(????),SIDNAME(DBSIDPR) Resets to their original STATUS all URTs that access the MUF
connection defined by the SID module name of DBSIDPR for that
MUF. In a single MUF environment, this is all URTs. In a multiple
MUF environment, this is the MUF connection that is defined
with the DBCSID macro parameter SIDNAME= (specified with
a value of DBSIDPR) appended to the DBCVTPR. The display
then returns the URT-level display of URTs, beginning either
with the first URT defined to access that MUF in a multiple MUF
environment or with URT 0001 in a single MUF environment.

Initiating/Terminating Services

Initiating and terminating Datacom CICS Services for the local system can be accomplished by using the enhanced
command DBEC as described in the following sections.
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Initiating Datacom CICS Services

We recommend that Datacom CICS Services be initiated by using CICS PLT startup in the CICS system. Use the
appropriate DBEC P,STARTup command to manually initiate Datacom CICS Services for the local system if the startup is
not automatic (that is to say PLT) or if Datacom CICS Services is currently shut down as a result of issuing the SHUTdown
command.

When the DBEC command for startup is issued, Datacom CICS Services does the following:

1. Connects all MUFs defined with PLT in the DBCSID macros (or connects the single MUF when there are no DBCSID
macros appended to DBCVTPR)

2. Opens all URTs not defined with AUTO= or DEFER= in DBCVTPR (which then causes connects of any associated
MUFs defined with AUTO in the DBCSID macros)

3. Displays the URT-level panel with the initialization message for the remote system
4. Writes DBOC STARTUP messages to the DBOC message log

You can then enter the command to display the updatable MUF-level or URT-level panel, beginning with the first MUF or
URT in the remote system. When the panel is displayed, you can enter a command from the command line or an action
code on any displayed row.

Invoke the following transaction to perform Datacom CICS Services startup processing in the local CICS system.

►►─ DBEC ─ PERform,STARTup────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

DBEC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Enhanced commands to control MUFs or URTs and startup or
shutdown. Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.

PERform,
(Required) Command that Datacom CICS Services perform the specified action. PER and P are valid
abbreviations.

STARTup
Action is to initiate Datacom CICS Services. START is a valid abbreviation.

Command Example

Command Result
DBEC P,STARTUP Initiates Datacom CICS Services in the local CICS system.
DBEC PER,START Initiates Datacom CICS Services in the local CICS system.

Display Example

       SYSID = CXDS       CA Datacom CICS Services        APPLID = A31ICXDS     

 DBEC P,STARTUP                                                                 

 A SYS  URT  TYP STATUS   W REL CBSIO  PR U MIN SEC   CONDITIONS     SIDNAME MUF

   *LOC 0001 DC00331I  CA Datacom CICS Services INITIALIZED                   01
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                   PF1: REFRESH   PF3: RETURN/END   PF7: BACKWARD   PF8: FORWARD

Terminating Datacom CICS Services

The termination of Datacom CICS Services is automatically invoked (if a CICS PLT entry is used) when CICS is recycled.
To shut down Datacom CICS Services in the CICS system while CICS is running, you must issue a command.

During shutdown, Datacom CICS Services disconnects all connected MUFs and closes all open URTs in the local system
and displays statistics on the Message Log.

Issue the following transaction to shut down Datacom CICS Services in the specified local CICS system.

►►─ DBEC ─ PERform,SHUTdown───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

DBEC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Enhanced commands to control MUFs or URTs and startup or
shutdown. Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.

PERform,
(Required) Command that Datacom CICS Services perform the specified action. PER and P are valid
abbreviations.

SHUTdown,
Action is to terminate Datacom CICS Services. SHUT is a valid abbreviation.

Command Example

Command Result
DBEC PERFORM,SHUTDOWN Terminates Datacom CICS Services in the local CICS system.
DBEC PER,SHUT Terminates Datacom CICS Services in the local system.

Display Example

       SYSID = CXDS       CA Datacom CICS Services        APPLID = A31ICYDS     

 DBEC P,SHUT                                                                    

 A SYS  URT  TYP STATUS   W REL CBSIO  PR U MIN SEC   CONDITIONS     SIDNAME MUF

   *LOC 0010 DC00330I  CA Datacom CICS Services SHUTDOWN                      01
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DBEC/DBEX Monitoring and Controlling Remote System Resources
Learn about monitoring and controlling remote system resources using DBEC/DBEX in Datacom CICS Services. You can
monitor and control resources in CICS and Multi-Region Environments (MROs).

When the SYSID option is used in the DBEC/DBEX enhanced command, the command can operate:

• On a specific remote CICS system
• On the local and all remotely connected CICS systems
• On a set of all CICS systems as qualified by the mask values in the SYSID option.

Also, the active remote CICS regions to be operated on can be limited to those in a CICSPLEX or a CICS System Group
in a CICSplex when the CICSPLEX= parameter is specified in the DBCVTPR or the PLEX and SCOPE parameters are
specified in the command with the CICSPLEX name. With the CICSPLEX= parameter that is specified in the DBCVTPR or
the PLEX option of the command, the SCOPE option in the command can specify a CICS System Group.

In an MRO environment and optionally in the CICSPLEX, requests to display information in read-only mode for MUFs,
URTs, and Tables (TBLs) within URTs in a remote CICS system or set of connected CICS systems can be issued as
follows:

• With the DBEC transaction ID
• With the DBEX transaction ID
• With their substitute IDs

In an MRO environment and optionally in the CICSPLEX, requests to control MUF and URT resources, display
information in update mode for MUFs, URTs, and Tables (TBLs) within URTs or to initiate/terminate CICS Services in a
remote CICS system or a set of connected CICS systems can be issued as follows:

• With the DBEC transaction ID
• With its substitute ID

NOTE
To further refine the remote systems to active CICS regions in a CICSPLEX, the DBCVTPR must be coded with
the CICSPLEX= parameter naming the CICSplex to which the CICS belongs. Optionally, the command must
include the PLEX and SCOPE options. The SCOPE option can further refine the set of active CICS regions to a
CICS System Group in the CICSplex. If entered, the PLEX and SCOPE options must be placed in the command
ahead of the SYSID option.
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Issuing Requests with DBEC/DBEX

You can issue requests with either transaction ID for the following purposes:

• Display the status of MUFs and their processing options and statistics.
• Display the status of URTs and their processing options.
• Display processing options for database tables defined within the URTs.

In an MRO environment and optionally in the CICSPLEX, the DBEC transaction can issue requests to perform an action
on a remote CICS system that is defined in the CICS Connection table and optionally defined and active in a CICSPLEX.
To use the CICSPLEX option, the CICSPLEX= parameter of the DBCVTPR must be coded with the CICSPLEX name or
the PLEX and SCOPE options must be used in the command. The PERFORM commands can be issued from the console to
control remote resources. You can issue requests with this transaction to accomplish any of the following tasks:

• Initiate or terminate Datacom CICS Services for a remote CICS system.
• Connect and disconnect MUFs in any attached system.
• Open and close URTs in any attached system.
• Set or reset when to open specifications for any URTs in any attached system.
• Move a new copy of a specified URT into any remote system.
• Override processing options established by the following DBCSID parameters in any remote MUF definition:

– USERS= (Maximum threads for task processing)
• Reset statistics in any remote MUF definition.
• Override processing options established by the following DBURSTR parameters in any remote URT definition:

– CBSIO= (Maximum I/O for set processing -- CBS commands)
– PRTY= (Request priority)
– TIMEMIN= or TIMESEC= (Maximum wait time for a held record)
– TXNUNDO= (Transaction backout)

• Override processing options established by the following DBURTBL parameters in any remote URT definition:
– AUTODXC= (Automatic dropping of exclusive control with subsequent read for update commands)
– BYPOPEN= (Bypass opening table)
– SYNONYM= (Table name is duplicated in this or another URT)
– UPDATE= (Table is updatable)

The following considerations are relevant to the available functions used in monitoring and controlling resources in remote
MRO regions and optionally active in a CICSPLEX or CICS System Group in the CICSPLEX.

• Using SYSID(aaaa) to reference a single remote CICS system requires that the referenced system has installed the
Datacom CICS Services DBRC transaction that is required for communication.

• Using SYSID(*) to reference the local and all attached CICS systems (as defined in the CICS connections table)
requires that all of the attached CICS AOR regions have the DBRC transaction that is installed so that communication
can take place.

• Using SYSID(xxxx) to reference a set of attached CICS systems by specifying the "?" mask character in any of the
four positions of the SYSID value requires that all remote systems have the DBRC transaction that is installed for
proper communication.

NOTE
The DBRC transaction is defined in the Datacom CICS Services CSD definitions to process the request in a
remote system.

In all cases, if a referenced AOR region does not have the Datacom CICS Services DBRC transaction that is installed, the
DBEC/DBEX transaction that is issued from the TOR region receives the following message for that remote system: CICS
SERVICE NOT INSTALLED

If the remote DBRC transaction abends, the transaction abends with an AZI6 or ATNI abend code from CICS.

To use DBEC INQ,SYSID(*) in an MRO environment, define the following resources:
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• For CICS AOR regions without Datacom CICS Services
a. Define the DBRC transaction.
b. Define the DCCERPR program.

• For CICS AOR regions with Datacom CICS Services installed, the necessary definitions for needed transactions and
programs should be in place by having installed Datacom CICS Services CSD definitions.
– Define the DBRC transaction.
– Define the DCCERPR and DCCETPR programs.

The following topics provide detailed information about monitoring and controlling remote system resources in an MRO
environment and optionally in a CICSPLEX using a DBEC or DBEX transaction ID:

• DBEC Controlling Remote System Resources with Enhanced Commands
• DBEC/DBEX Monitoring Remote System Resources with Enhanced Commands

DBEC Controlling Remote System Resources with Enhanced Commands
DBEC commands let you maintain MUFs and URT resources for any attached CICS system in an MRO environment and
optionally active in a CICSPLEX. Each DBEC command provides pageable input displays. The PERFORM commands
can be issued from the console for controlling remote resources.

Task PERForm Command Action After INQuire Command

Connect MUFs Connect and Disconnect Multi-User
Facilities

Update MUF-Level Processing Options

Disconnect MUFs Connect and Disconnect Multi-User
Facilities

Update MUF-Level Processing Options

Open URTs Open and Close URTs Update URT-Level Processing Options
Close URTs Open and Close URTs Update URT-Level Processing Options
Name URTs for automatic opening Change/Restore Open Options for URTs Update URT-Level Processing Options
Name URTs for deferred opening Change/Restore Open Options for URTs Update URT-Level Processing Options
Reset URTs to original status Change/Restore Open Options for URTs Update URT-Level Processing Options
Replace a URT with an updated version
The URT must first be closed.

Replace a URT with a New Copy Update URT-Level Processing Options

Change maximum I/O for set processing
established by CBSIO= parameter
Change job priority for requests processed
through this URT.
Change the maximum amount of time a
program using this URT is to wait for a
record held under exclusive control by
another request.
Change the transaction backout option from
off to on or on to off.
The URT must first be closed for all of
these.

None Override DBURSTR Parameter Values
in Update URT-Level Processing Options
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Task PERForm Command Action After INQuire Command

Change whether exclusive control is
dropped for this table when a RDUxx
command is issued from the same Request
Area.
Change specification for whether this table
name is duplicated in this URT or another
URT.
Change whether this table is bypassed from
the opening when the URT is opened.
Change specification for whether this table
name is duplicated in this URT or another
URT>.

None Override DBURTBL Parameter Values
in Update Table-Level Processing Options

Override DBCSID parameter values. None Override DBCSID Parameter Values
in Update MUF-Level Processing Options

Reset MUF Statistics Reset MUF Statistics
Initiate Services STARTUP (Initiate Services) STARTUP (Initiate Services)
Terminate Services SHUTDOWN (Terminate Services) SHUTDOWN (Terminate Services)

DBEC Remote Resource Control: Update MUF-Level Processing Options

In an MRO environment and optionally in a CICSPLEX environment, maintain MUF-level processing options for remote
systems using the DBEC command with the SYSID option.

Requests for information on MUF resources are issued with the DBEC transaction followed by the INQUIRE operand. The
options let you invoke a display of all MUFs or a limited set of MUFs for:

• a remote CICS system
• a set of CICS stems
• all connected CICS systems

A specific SYSID must be a remote CICS. Using the all (*) option includes the local system. A SYSID with mask (?)
values can include the local system. MUF information is presented in ascending numerical order by the MUF number.
The order of CICS systems begins with the local system, if applicable, followed by systems in the order defined in the
connections table in the CSD. If the CICSPLEX-aware feature is used, the systems are limited to active CICS regions in
the CICSPLEX or CICSPLEX System group if the SCOPE option specifies a group name.

You can alter fields on the panel. Alterations take effect immediately and are valid only during the life of the CICS Services
cycle.

Refer to the following example of a DBCSID macro. DBCSID macros are appended to the DBCVTPR macro, each
defining a particular Datacom/DB MUF. The values for the bold-faced parameters in this example are displayed on the
MUF-level inquiry.

 DBCSID SIDNAME=DBSIDPR,USERS=3,CONNECT=PLT,EOJ_OK=DISCONNECT

Invoke the inquiry as shown in the following example to display the status of Datacom/DB MUFs or to display the statistics
for MUFs.

NOTE
The status of any MUF displayed in this manner is current as of the time of the last request processed by
that MUF. For example, if the last request processed by a MUF was 90 seconds ago, a DBEC I,MUF request
displays the status of that MUF as of 90 seconds ago.
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►►─── DBEC ─── INQuire,MUF(nn) ┬ SYSID ───────────┬─┬──────────┬─────────►                    

           ├─ PLEX(xxxxxxxx) ─┤ └─ ,STATS ─┘                                └─ SCOPE(yyyyyyyy)

 ┘►──┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄   └─ ,limiter ─┘ 

NOTE
When PLEX and SCOPE parameters are specified with the SYSID option, they must be entered before SYSID.
For example:
 DBEC I,MUF(?),PLEX(xxxxxxxx),SCOPE(yyyyyyyy),SYSID(*) 

DBEC
(Required) Specify the DBEC transaction ID with Enhanced commands to update MUFs. You must be authorized
as a master operator to use the DBEC command. DBEX cannot be used to perform actions on a MUF or update
MUF resources. Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.

INQuire,
(Required) Requests a scrollable display of MUFs (INQ and I are valid abbreviations) for the remote CICS system
or a set or all CICS systems, in the order in which the connections are defined to this CICS. This command is
further qualified to active regions in a CICSPLEX when DBCVTPR is coded with the CICSPLEX parameter, or the
PLEX and SCOPE options are specified in the command.

MUF(nn)
(Required) Specifies the inquiry is to invoke the MUF-level display. The value in parentheses is the number of the
MUF relative to the order of the DBCSID macros that are appended to the DBCVTPR macro, if multiple MUFs are
defined.
nn

Specifies that you want to display only the MUF with the specific 2-digit number nn.
Alternately, instead of using the nn number to specify only a specific MUF, use the wildcard symbol ? (a
question mark) to accept any digit 0 through 9 for one (or both) of the two digits of the number.

MSIDname(xxxxxxxx)
(Required) Specifies the inquiry is to invoke the MUF-level display. The value in parentheses identifies the
name of the MUF specified in the DBCSID macros that are appended to the DBCVTPR macro, if multiple MUFs
are defined. Do not use the MSIDNAME(xxxxxxxx) qualifier with the MUF(nn) qualifier. If you do, the MUF(nn)
qualifier takes precedence and the MSIDNAME(xxxxxxxx) qualifier is ignored.
xxxxxxxx

Specifies that only the MUF with the specific SIDNAME in the DBCSID macro that is coded with the
DBCVTPR is displayed.
Alternately, use the wildcard symbol * (an asterisk) to display all MUFs or characters that are succeeded
by the asterisk to display all MUFs beginning with a range of SIDNAMEs by beginning values, as
specified in the DBCSID macros appended to the DBCVTPR macro.

,STATS
(Optional) Specifies a MUF-level statistics display, as opposed to a MUF-level display, for the remote CICS
system, set of CICS systems, or all remote CICS systems. From this display, a line command is available to
reset the statistics for a selected MUF when the DBEC transaction ID is used and the user is allowed to perform
updates.

,limiter
(Optional) Limits the inquiry to MUFs of designated status, or of specific definition for opening. A limiter can be
specified with the STATS option to invoke the MUF-level statistics display that is further limited by this option. The
following list describes the values for designating limiters of each type:

• Status
• DISconnect

MUFs explicitly disconnected through a DBEC command. (DIS is a valid abbreviation.)
• DISCONNECTING
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MUFs with a disconnect in progress, where the status is set to be disconnected at the completion of the
current read or update, and the URT closes.

• CONnect
MUFs that are currently connected. (CON is a valid abbreviation.)

• CONNECTING
MUFs with a connect in progress, where URT opens are invoked at the completion of the current connect.

• UNConnected
MUFs defined as AUTO or DEFER that have not been connected by a program call or a DBEC transaction.
(UNC is a valid abbreviation.)

• When
• AUTO

MUFs defined to be connected when required by a program.
• DEFer

MUFs defined to be connected only by an explicit DBEC command. (DEF is a valid abbreviation.)
• PLT

MUFs connected at Datacom CICS Services startup (not defined for AUTO or DEFER)

SYSid(aaaa)
(Required) For an MRO environment and optionally in a CICSplex environment, the value in parentheses
specifies whether the inquiry display is for a single remote CICS system, a set of CICS systems, or for all CICS
systems. The following values are valid:
aaaa

Four-character CICS identifier for a single remote CICS system, as defined in the CICS connection table
and optionally active in the CICSPLEX

xxxx
Use a question mark (?) for any position of the four-character value to specify a mask to limit the inquiry
display for update to a set of SYSIDs that can include the local CICS system and any remote systems.

*
All attached CICS systems, beginning with the local system (SYS is a valid abbreviation.)

PLEX(data-value)
Identifies the CICSPLEX context for the function that is issued with this DBEC request. The PLEX value
must be the 1- to 8-character name of the CICSPLEX to which this CICS region belongs. If the PLEX
option is not specified, the default for the DBEC command is the CICSPLEX specified in the DBCVTPR.
The PLEX value must match the CICSPLEX parameter that is specified in the EYUPARM member of
the CICS startup. This parameter has no meaning unless the SYSID parameter is also specified in the
command. When it is specified in the command with SYSID, it must precede the SYSID option in the
command string.

NOTE
To use the CICSPLEX-aware feature of DBEC with SYSID, code DBCVTPR with the
CICSPLEX= parameter, or specify the PLEX and SCOPE parameters in the command. SYSID
behaves differently if DBEC is CICSPLEX-aware. If it is not, SYSID operates on all MRO
connections. If DBEC is CICSPLEX-aware, SYSID operates on only the MRO connections for
active CICS regions in the CICSPLEX as identified by a CICSRGN CICSPlex SM resource table
occurrence. PLEX (a CICSPLEX name) and SCOPE (a CICSPLEX or system group name), can
override the DBCVTPR value for the CICSPlex SM connections.

SCOPE(data-value)
(Optional; only used with SYSID) Identifies the scope for the function that is issued with this DBEC
request. The SCOPE option qualifies the PLEX option or DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter. The scope
can be one of the following values:
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• The 1- to 8-character name of the CICSPLEX itself (the default as specified in the CICSPLEX
parameter of the DBCVTPR)

• A valid 1- to 8-character name of a CICSPLEX System Group in the CICSPLEX to which this CICS
belongs.

Always use the SCOPE option in the command when the PLEX option is used in the command to
override the DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter or to make the DBEC command CICSPLEX-aware when
CICSPLEX is not coded in the DBCVTPR. Unless the SYSID parameter is also specified in the command,
this parameter has no meaning. When it is specified in the command with SYSID, it must precede the
SYSID option in the command string.

NOTE
SCOPE further qualifies the DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter or PLEX option. If either option is
not specified, SCOPE is ignored in the command.

Important for previous release compatibility! If neither PLEX nor SCOPE is specified in the DBEC
command and CICSPLEX= parameter is not specified in the DBCVTPR, the command does not use
the CPSM API. DBEC works as before with SYSID. The DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter can be
unspecified and still use the DBEC CICSPLEX feature by specifying the PLEX and SCOPE qualifiers in
the command.

Display Example DBEC I,MUF(0?),SYSID(CVDS)
       SYSID = CYDS       CA Datacom CICS Services = 15.1      APPLID = A31ICYDS

DBEC I,MUF(0?),SYSID(CVDS)                                                     

A SYS MUF    STATUS    W E USERS SIDNAME    JOB    LVL MUFN/SUB   CONDITIONS     CVDS 01 CONNECTED    A D 020 

  DBDVM5   DBDVM5   150 DBDVMUF5                  CVDS 02 UNCONNECTED  A D 006   DBDVMS                DBDVMS1

                  CVDS 03 UNCONNECTED  A D 006   DBDVMT                DBDVMT1                 

  CVDS 04 CONNECTED    A D 020   PRODMU2  DSL2MU14 140 DSL2MU12                

  CVDS 05 CONNECTED    A D 020   DBDVMR   DBDVMR   140 DBDVMR                  

  CVDS 06 UNCONNECTED  A D 006   MUFW                  MUFW1                   

  CVDS 07 UNCONNECTED  D D 003   MUF1                  MUF11                   

  CVDS 08 UNCONNECTED  D D 003   MUF6                  MUF6                    

  CVDS 09 UNCONNECTED  D D 003   MUF7                  MUF71

 

 

 

 

                       PF1: REFRESH                 PF7: BACKWARD   PF8: FORWARD
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Field Descriptions

All fields that are marked with a Y in the Chg column are updatable when the panel is invoked through a DBEC
transaction.

Column Chg Description

A Y Action to perform when the DBEC
transaction used:

C
Perform CONNECT on
MUF (same as DBEC
P,CONNECT,MUF(nn))

D
Perform DISCONNECT
on MUF (same as DBEC
P,DISCONNECT,MUF(nn))

E
Select and invoke return code
summary display for that MUF.

I
Perform IMMEDIATE
disconnect from MUF
regardless of active tasks
running against that
MUF (same as DBEC
P,IMMEDIATE,MUF(nn)).

R
Perform RESET on MUF
statistics to reset the selected
MUF statistics to zero from the
STATS display. This option is
only available from the display
with the STATS limiter.

T
Select and invoke active tasks
display for that MUF.

U
Select and invoke task usage
summary for that MUF.

S
Select and begin browse
display at the URT-level.

SYS Identifies the CICS system to which this
display line refers
*LOC means local CICS or TOR.
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Column Chg Description

MUF Identifies the sequence number of the MUF
relative to the position of the associated
DBCSID macro appended to the DBCVTPR
macro for that remote CICS system

STATUS Indicates the CONNECT status of the MUF
on that remote CICS system:

UNCONNECTED
Not yet connected by a program
call, PLT, or a DBEC transaction

DISCONNECTED
Explicitly disconnected with a
DBEC P,DISCONNECT

DISCONNECTING
Disconnect requested by DBEC
P,DISCONNECT command,
but not yet disconnected
pending completion of a read
in progress, URT closes, or a
transaction having exclusive
control

CONNECTED
Connected by Datacom CICS
Services and no transaction to
disconnect it has been issued.

CONNECTING
Connect requested by DBEC
P,CONNECT command, but
not yet connected pending
completion of the request in
progress in the MUF

W (WHEN) Indicates when Datacom CICS
Services opens the URT:

P
(PLT) Specifies the URT is
opened by Datacom CICS
Services at startup time

A
(AUTO) Specifies the URT
is automatically opened by
Datacom CICS Services when
an application request needs
this URT

D
(DEFER) Specifies the URT can
only be opened with an explicit
DBEC or DBOC command
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Column Chg Description

E (EOJ OK) indicates whether Datacom
CICS Services participates in recognizing
that an EOJ was requested for this
MUF. If so, the value indicates whether
Datacom CICS Services DISCONNECTs
or disconnects IMMEDIATE this MUF. This
value is specified in the DBCVTPR or in the
DBCSID macro of the DBCVTPR.

N
Datacom CICS Services does
not recognize a MUF EOJ. MUF
waits until a DISCONNECT
for the MUF is performed in
Datacom CICS Services.

D
When a MUF EOJ has been
requested and a request return
indicates this to Datacom CICS
Services, a DISCONNECT is
issued internally by Datacom
CICS Services.

I
When a MUF EOJ has been
requested and a request return
indicates this to Datacom CICS
Services, then an IMMEDIATE
is issued internally by Datacom
CICS Services.

If the value is D or I and there is no activity
in CICS, MUF severs the connection with
CICS when the interval has been reached,
as specified in the X_EOJ_OK_S_DELAY
startup parameter. For more information,
see the Datacom/DB documentation for
EOJ_OK support.

USERS Y The value specified in the corresponding
MUF DBCSID macro in the DBCVTPR
generation for the number of tasks to
allocate for Datacom/DB threads. Specify
a number from 001 through 255. If no
DBCSID macros are coded with the
DBCVTPR, this is the USERS= value that
is specified in the DBCVTPR macro. In this
case, this value can also be changed with
the DBOC GENOPTS command.

Before updating this value, verify that the
MUF has been disconnected. If you use the
D or I line command on a DBEC I,MUF(nn)
screen to disconnect the MUF, press the
PF1 function key to refresh the screen
before implementing any overrides.
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Column Chg Description

SIDNAME The name of the Datacom/DB DBSIDPR
module associated with the MUF, as
specified in the DBCSID macro or, in
a single MUF environment, the name
DBSIDPR

JOB The job name of the Datacom/DB of the
connected MUF

LVL The Datacom/DB release level of the
connected MUF

MUFN/SUB This field displays the MUF name if the
SIDNAME module is assembled with a
name that is specified by MUFNAME= that
matches the MUF name that is specified in
the MUF startup option. Otherwise, this field
displays the number of the SVC and SVC
sub-ID that are associated with this MUF as
defined in the SIDNAME module.

CONDITIONS CONN RC=xx.yyy

The last connect request for this MUF failed
for the reason that is indicated by Datacom/
DB return code xx(yyy).

DISC RC=xx.yyy

The last disconnect request for this MUF
failed for the reason that is indicated by
Datacom/DB return code xx(yyy).

Override DBCSID Parameter Values

You define online multiple MUFs for CICS programs using the DBCSID macro that is appended to the DBCVTPR module
generation. The DBCSID macro is composed of three parameters, one of which you can override by updating the
scrollable display that is invoked with DBEC for the MUF-level MUF inquiry.

NOTE
MUFs must first be disconnected or be in unconnected status. (If the status is CONNECTED, you must use
the "d" or "i" line command on a DBEC I,MUF(nn) screen to disconnect the MUF. You can also issue the DBEC
P,MUF(nn),DISCONNECT command to change the processing options.)

To change any of the displayed options during the current CICS cycle:

1. Tab to the option to revise.
2. Overtype the value to override with the new value.
3. When you have made all of your changes, press Enter.
4. To exit, press Clear.

Use the following guidelines to change the current setting for any of the following parameter values associated with any
MUF.

USERS
Change options for USERS= follow:
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• Increase the maximum number of MUF tasks, up to 255 for connecting threads to this MUF.
• Decrease the maximum number of MUF tasks, where the lowest valid value is 1.

DBEC Remote Resource Control: Reset MUF Statistics

If you are authorized to use the DBEC enhanced command in Datacom CICS Services, you can perform a reset of the
statistics counter for the MUF(s). Review field descriptions and examples.

After performing a requested MUF statistics inquiry (DBEC I, MUF(??),STATS), Datacom CICS Services displays a
scrollable inquiry panel beginning with the first MUF defined in the DBCVTPR macro assembly or the first MUF in the
DBCVTPR that is qualified by the value that is specified in the command. For a single default MUF defined by the
DBSIDPR module, an example would be MUF(01).

In an MRO environment and optionally in a CICSPLEX environment, an MUF statistics display with the SYSID option
enables you to invoke a display of one MUF, all MUFs, or a limited set of MUFs for a remote CICS system, a set of CICS
systems, or all connected CICS systems. MUF statistics information is presented in ascending numerical order by MUF
number. The order of CICS systems begins with the local system, if applicable, and then the systems in the order defined
in the connections table in the CSD. If the CICSPLEX-aware feature is used, the systems are limited to active CICS
regions in the CICSPLEX or CICSPLEX System group if the SCOPE option specifies a group name.

Your options are:

• Scroll through the display of MUF statistics. Press PF8 to scroll forward and PF7 to scroll backward.
• Perform the following action for any displayed MUF by entering the code corresponding to the action in Column A.
R

Perform reset of the statistics counter for MUF if you are authorized to use DBEC.

Display Example DBEC I,MUF(??),STATS,SYSID(CVDS)
       SYSID = CYDS       CA Datacom CICS Services = 15.1     APPLID = A31ICYDS     

DBEC I,MUF(??),STATS,SYSID(CVDS)                                               

A SYS MUF ACT EXC HLD  REQUESTS   HELD   WITH I/O  W/O I/O  START I/O  AVG/REQ 

  CVDS 01 000 000 000 000007009 0000987 000001873 000005135 000001873 000.26722

  CVDS 02 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

  CVDS 03 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

  CVDS 04 000 000 000 000004005 0000033 000001982 000002023 000001982 000.49488

  CVDS 05 000 000 000 000003005 0000000 000002617 000000388 000002623 000.87287

  CVDS 06 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

  CVDS 07 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

  CVDS 08 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

  CVDS 09 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                      PF1: REFRESH                 PF7: BACKWARD   PF8: FORWARD
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Alternate Display Example DBEC I,MSID(*),STATS,SYSID(CVDS)
       SYSID = CYDS       CA Datacom CICS Services = 15.1     APPLID = A31ICYDS     

DBEC I,MSID(*),STATS,SYSID(CVDS)                                               

A SYS MUF ACT EXC HLD  REQUESTS   HELD   WITH I/O  W/O I/O  START I/O  AVG/REQ 

  CVDS 01 000 000 000 000007009 0000987 000001873 000005135 000001873 000.26722

  CVDS 02 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

  CVDS 03 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

  CVDS 04 000 000 000 000004005 0000033 000001982 000002023 000001982 000.49488

  CVDS 05 000 000 000 000003005 0000000 000002617 000000388 000002623 000.87287

  CVDS 06 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

  CVDS 07 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

  CVDS 08 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

  CVDS 09 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                      PF1: REFRESH                 PF7: BACKWARD   PF8: FORWARD

Field Descriptions

Column Chg Description

A Y Action to perform when the DBEC
transaction used:
R
Perform RESET on MUF statistics to
reset the selected MUF statistics to zero
from the STATS display. This option is only
available from a display with the STATS
limiter.

SYS Identifies the CICS system to which this
display line refers. *LOC means local CICS
or TOR

MUF Identifies the sequence number of the MUF
relative to the position of the associated
DBCSID macro that is appended to the
DBCVTPR macro

ACT Indicates the total of tasks currently waiting
for Datacom/DB I/O to complete

EXC Indicates the current number of tasks which
have acquired exclusive control by issuing
update requests to Datacom/DB.
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HLD Indicates the current number of tasks
waiting for access to Datacom/DB. If this
is not zero (000), the maximum number of
concurrent users has been reached. The
maximum number of concurrent users is
defined in the DBCVTPR macro.

REQUESTS Indicates the total number of Datacom/
DB requests issued since Datacom CICS
Services or since a DBOC RESET=STATS
transaction was issued

HELD Indicates the total number of Datacom/DB
requests that had to wait for Datacom/DB
access since the initiation of Datacom CICS
Services or since a DBOC RESET=STATS
transaction was issued

WITH I/O Indicates the total number of requests
receiving Datacom/DB service after an I/O
wait

W/O I/O Indicates the total number of requests
receiving Datacom/DB service without an I/
O wait

START I/O Indicates the total number of start I/Os
issued by Datacom/DB

AVG/REQ Indicates the average number of start I/Os
issued by Datacom/DB per request.

DBEC Remote Resource Control: Update URT-Level Processing Options

In Datacom CICS Services, request URT resource information with the DBEC transaction followed by the INQUIRE
operand. View and maintain URT-level processing options with the SYSID parameter for a remote system, a set of remote
systems, or all remote systems.

The CICSPLEX-aware option of DBEC can limit the SYSID specification to systems that are active in the CICSPLEX.

NOTE
Alterations take effect immediately. Alterations are valid only during the life of the CICS region cycle or until a
newcopy of the URT is done while it is not open.

URT Example

A URT begins with a DBURSTR macro, contains one or more DBURTBL macros, each defining a table, and ends with
a DBUREND macro.

The values for the bold-faced parameters in this example are displayed in the URT-level inquiry.

 URT            TITLE 'ONLINE URT FOR REQUESTS USING MULTI-USER FACILITY'

 DBURSTR        MULTUSE=YES,WRITE=NO,

  CBSIO=0,PRTY=7,TXNUNDO=YES,TIMEMIN=5,TIMESEC=0 

 DBURTBL        TBLNAME=PAY,DBID=004,

                AUTODXC=YES,BYPOPEN=NO,SYNONYM=YES,UPDATE=YES

 DBUREND        DBSQL=YES,USRINFO=CAICICS

 END
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To display the status of Datacom/DB URTs, invoke the following inquiry.

 ►►─┬─ DBEC ─┬─ INQuire,URT(nnnn) ─┬──────────────────────┬────────────────────►

   └─ DBEX ─┘                     └─ ,SIDname(xxxxxxxx) ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────┬─ ┬ ,SYSid(aaaa) ────┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,limiter ─┘  ├─ PLEX(xxxxxxxx) ─┤ 

                   └─ SCOPE(yyyyyyyy) ┘

NOTE
If PLEX and SCOPE parameters are specified with the SYSID option, they must be entered before SYSID. For
example:

 DBEC I,MUF(?),PLEX(xxxxxxxx),SCOPE(yyyyyyyy),SYS(*)

Display Example DBEC I,URT(00??),SYSID(CVDS)
       SYSID = CYDS       CA Datacom CICS Services = 15.1      APPLID = A31ICYDS     

DBEC I,URT(00??),SYSID(CVDS)                                                   

A SYS  URT  TYP STATUS   W REL CBSIO  PR U MIN SEC   CONDITIONS     SIDNAME MUF

  CVDS 0001 STD UNOPENED A 100 000000 07 Y 000 000                  DBDVM5   01

  CVDS 0002 STD CLOSED   P 100 000000 07 Y 000 000 CLOS RC=86.015   DBDVM5   01

  CVDS 0003 STD UNOPENED A 100 000000 07 N 000 000                  DBDVM5   01

  CVDS 0004                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  CVDS 0005                                        NO LOAD MODULE              

  CVDS 0006                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  CVDS 0007                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  CVDS 0008                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  CVDS 0009                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  CVDS 0010 STD UNOPENED A 100 000000 07 Y 000 000                  DBDVM5   01

  CVDS 0011                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  CVDS 0012                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  CVDS 0013                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  CVDS 0014 STD UNOPENED A  90 000000 07 Y 000 000                  DBDVM5   01

  CVDS 0015                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  CVDS 0016 STD UNOPENED A 100 000000 07 N 000 000                  DBDVM5   01

  CVDS 0017                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  CVDS 0018                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

  CVDS 0019                                        NO CSD ENTRY                

 

                  PF1: REFRESH   PF3: RETURN/END   PF7: BACKWARD   PF8: FORWARD

Field Descriptions

Field Descriptions
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All fields that are marked with a Y in the Chg column are updatable when the panel is invoked through a DBEC
transaction.

Column Chg Description

A Y Action to perform when the DBEC
transaction is used:
A
Set URT to AUTO open. (Same as DBEC
P,AUTO,URT(nnnn))
C
Perform CLOSE on URT. (Same as DBEC
P,CLOSE,URT(nnnn))
D
Set URT to DEFER open. (Same as DBEC
P,DEFER,URT(nnnn))
N
Perform CICS newcopy on the
URT module. (Same as DBEC
P,NEWCOPY,URT(nnnn)). (URT must first
be closed.)
O
Perform OPEN on URT. (Same as DBEC
P,OPEN,URT(nnnn))
R
Perform RESTART on URT to reset the
URT to its original STATUS. (Same as
DBEC P,RESTART,URT(nnnn))
Action to perform with either DBEC or
DBEX transaction.
S
Select and begin browse display at table
level.

SYS Identifies the CICS system to which this
display line refers. *LOC means local CICS
or TOR.

URT Identifies sequence number of the URT.

TYP Indicates the type of URT (URT):
STD
URT for applications issuing Datacom/DB
commands.
SQL
URT for applications issuing SQL
statements.
DYN
URT dynamically built by another
Broadcom product.
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Column Chg Description

STATUS Indicates the OPEN status of the URT:
UNOPENED
Not yet opened by a program call or a
DBEC or DBOC transaction.
CLOSED
Explicitly closed with a DBEC or DBOC
CLOSE=.
CLOSING
Close requested by DBEC or DBOC
CLOSE= command, but not yet closed
pending completion of a read in progress or
a transaction having exclusive control.
OPEN
Opened by Datacom CICS Services but no
transaction to close it has been issued.
OPENING
Open requested by DBEC or DBOC
OPEN= command, but not yet opened
pending completion of the Datacom/DB
request.

W (WHEN) Indicates when Datacom CICS
Services opens the URT:
P
(PLT) Specifies that the URT is opened by
Datacom CICS Services at startup.
A
(AUTO) Specifies the URT is automatically
opened by Datacom CICS Services when
an application request needs this URT.
D
(DEFER) Specifies the URT can only be
opened with an explicit DBEC or DBOC
command.

REL If the URT was assembled with a release of
the macros at Datacom/DB r10 or earlier,
REL indicates the Datacom/DB release
level of the macro that is used to generate
the URT. Beginning with Datacom/DB r11
and for all following releases, the value for
REL is a URT compatibility indicator that
displays as 100.

CBSIO Y The value specified in URT generation for
I/O limit interrupt for all SELxx commands
except SELPR.

PR Y Priority level for requests that are
processed using this URT, where nn is
between 01 and 1.5. 01 is low, 07 is the
default. (Specified with PRTY= in the
DBURSTR macro that is used in generating
this URT.)
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Column Chg Description

U Y Value for TXNUNDO= in the DBURSTR
macro generating this URT, where:
YES
Transaction backout is dynamically invoked
for update requests that are issued by a
program using this URT when an abend
occurs.
NO
Transaction backout is not operational.

MIN Y Value for TIMEMIN= in the DBURSTR
macro generating this URT, where the
number from 1 through 120 is the limit in
minutes to wait for a record held under
exclusive control by another request
(alternative to TIMESEC=).
MIN=0 with SEC=0 means unlimited wait
time. MIN=0 with SEC=1 means no wait
time.

SEC Y Value for TIMESEC= in the DBURSTR
macro generating this URT, where the
number from 1 through 120 is the limit in
seconds to wait for a record held under
exclusive control by another request
(alternative to TIMEMIN=).
MIN=0 with SEC=0 means unlimited wait
time. MIN=0 with SEC=1 means no wait
time.
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Column Chg Description

CONDITIONS ACT=xxx,RES=xxx
Value for ACTIVE is the total number of
tasks using this URT. Value for RES is
the number which have read a record for
update.
NO CSD ENTRY
The CICS System Definition data set (CSD)
does not contain an entry for this URT.
NO LOAD MODULE
The URT module is not in the library.
CSD DISABLED
The entry for this URT in the CICS System
Definition has been disabled.
OPEN RC=xx.yyy
The last open request for this URT failed for
the reason that is indicated by Datacom/DB
return code xx and internal return code yyy.
CLOS RC=xx.yyy
The last close request for this URT failed
for the reason that is indicated by Datacom/
DB return code xx and internal return code
yyy.
UNKNOWN MUF
The global URT module has been
determined to require a MUF that has not
been defined by a DBCSID macro in the
DBCVTPR module.
URT DELETED/SKIPPED
The URT module has been deleted by the
user, or the URT has been specified in a
SKIPLOAD range of the DBCVTPR for that
remote CICS system.

SIDNAME Value that is specified in the relative
DBCSID macro of the DBCVTPR
generation for the name of the DBSIDPR
macro-generated module to be loaded and
used for this MUF

MUF Number of the MUF that contains the tables
for this URT. In a single MUF environment.
This number is always one.

Override DBURSTR Parameter Values

The Start macro is composed of twelve parameters, four of which you can override by updating the scrollable display that
is invoked with DBEC for the URT-level URT inquiry.

NOTE
To change DBURSTR parameter values, a URT must be in closed or unopened status. If appropriate URT(s) are
open, close them before starting the following steps.

To change any displayed options during the current CICS cycle:

1. Tab to the option to revise.
2. Overtype the value to override with the new value.
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3. When you have made all of your changes, press Enter.
4. To exit, press Clear. To refresh the URT display, press PF1. You can also open the URTs that were modified by typing

the O line command for those URTs.

Use the following guidelines to change the current setting for any of the following parameter values associated with any
URT.

CBSIO
Change options for CBSIO= follow:

• To speed program execution, increase the maximum number of I/Os to permit before interruption, up to
524287 (or 0, for unlimited I/Os) for all Compound Boolean Selection SELxx commands (except SELPR) .

• if your program is using too many system resources, decrease the maximum number of I/Os to permit before
interruption, where the lowest valid value is 1 (0 means no limit).

PR
Change options for PRTY= follow:

• Increase the priority level, up to 15, with which Datacom/DB processes requests using this URT.
• Decrease the priority level, to a minimum of 1, to lower the priority with which requests using this URT are

processed.

U
Change options for TXNUNDO= follow:

• Change from N (NO) to Y (YES) to invoke transaction backout for update requests when an abend occurs.
(Recommended value.)

• Change from Y (YES) to N (NO) to not back out updates in progress when an abend occurs.

MIN or SEC
Change options for TIMEMIN= or TIMESEC= follow:

• Increase the maximum amount of time a program using this URT is to wait for a record that is held under
exclusive control by another request from the current value up to 120.
– TIMEMIN= specifies time in minutes
– TIMESEC= specifies time in seconds

NOTE
TIMEMIN=0,TIMESEC=0 specifies unlimited wait time.

• Decrease the maximum wait time. The lowest valid value is TIMEMIN=0,TIMESEC=1 which specifies no wait
time.

DBEC Remote Resource Control: Update Table-level Processing Options

To display options for Datacom/DB tables accessible through URTs from a specified Datacom CICS Services system, a
set of CICS systems, or all CICS systems, and optionally active in a CICSPLEX, issue the DBEC transaction followed by
the INQUIRE command.

With DBEC, if you are authorized to make updates, you can make entries in certain fields to override table options that are
specified in the URT definition.

NOTE
Alterations take effect immediately. Alterations are valid only during the life of the Datacom CICS Services cycle
or until a newcopy is done on the URT while it is closed.
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URT Definition Example

You define online URTs for Datacom CICS Services programs using three macros: the Start macro (DBURSTR), one
or more Entry (DBURTBL macros, each defining a particular Datacom/DB table, and the End macro (DBUREND). The
values for the bold-faced parameters in this example are displayed in the table-level inquiry.

 URT            TITLE 'ONLINE URT FOR REQUESTS USING MULTI-USER FACILITY'

 DBURSTR        MULTUSE=YES,WRITE=NO,

                CBSIO=0,PRTY=7,TXNUNDO=YES,TIMEMIN=5,TIMESEC=0

 DBURTBL        TBLNAME=PAY,DBID=004

AUTODXC=YES,BYPOPEN=NO,SYNONYM=YES,UPDATE=YES 

 DBUREND        DBSQL=YES,USRINFO=CAICICS

 END

Invoke the following inquiry transaction sample to display information at the table level to change the previously
highlighted values.

 ►►─┬─ DBEC ─┬─ INQ,TBL(nnn) ─┬────────────┬─ ┬ ,SYSid(aaaa) ────┬─────────────►

   └─ DBEX ─┘                └─ ,limiter ─┘  ├─ PLEX(xxxxxxxx) ─┤ 

                                             └─ SCOPE(yyyyyyyy) ┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,SIDname(xxxxxxxx) ─┘

NOTE
When PLEX and SCOPE parameters are specified with the SYSID option, they must be entered before SYSID.
For example:

 DBEC I,MUF(?),PLEX(xxxxxxxx),SCOPE(yyyyyyyy),SYS(*) 

For more information, see Displaying Table-Level Processing Options.

Display Example DBEC I,TBL(10), SYSID(CVDS)

When inquiries are made at the table level, the display includes the number and status of each URT, similar to the URT
status inquiry display. In addition, the table names and database IDs are displayed for each URT.

       SYSID = CYDS       CA Datacom CICS Services = 15.1       APPLID = A31ICYDS     

DBEC I,TBL(10),SYSID(CVDS)                                                     

  SYS  URT  TYP STATUS  TABLE DBID  UPD   BYP   SYN   AUT     DBIDM SIDNAME MUF

  CVDS 0010 STD UNOPENED  ACT 00010 YES   NO    YES   YES           DBDVM5   01

                          CUS 00010 YES   NO    YES   YES                      

                          DTL 00010 YES   NO    YES   YES                      

                          ORD 00010 YES   NO    YES   YES                      

                          ITM 00010 YES   NO    YES   YES                      

                          NUM 00010 YES   NO    YES   YES                      

                          RCP 00010 YES   NO    YES   YES                      

                          SAL 00010 YES   NO    YES   YES                      

                          SHP 00010 YES   NO    YES   YES                      
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                         PF3: RETURN/END   PF7: BACKWARD     PF8: FORWARD      

Field Descriptions

When you specify TBL rather than URT in the command format, Datacom CICS Services presents a scrollable display
containing 13 columns of data. The first four columns and the last two columns repeat the SYS, URT, TYP, STATUS,
SIDNAME, and MUF data that is displayed on the corresponding URT-level inquiry. Data appears in these fields only once
per URT. The remaining seven columns display information on the tables making up the URT definition. Any field that is
marked with a Y in the Chg column is updatable when the STATUS displayed is UNOPENED or CLOSED.

Column Chg Description

SYS Identifies the CICS system to which this
display line refers. *LOC means local CICS
or TOR.

URT Identifies the sequence number of the URT

TYP Indicates the type of URT
STD
URT for applications issuing Datacom/DB
commands
SQL
URT for applications issuing SQL
statements
DYN
URT dynamically built by another
Broadcom product

STATUS Indicates the OPEN status of the URT with
the following values:
UNOPENED
Not yet opened by a program call or a
DBEC or DBOC transaction
CLOSED
Explicitly closed with a DBEC or DBOC
CLOSE=
CLOSING
Close requested by DBEC or DBOC
CLOSE= command, but not yet closed
pending completion of a read in progress or
a transaction having exclusive control
OPEN
Opened by Datacom CICS Services but no
transaction to close it has been issued
OPENING
Open requested by DBEC or DBOC
OPEN= command, but not yet opened
pending completion of the Datacom/DB
request
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Column Chg Description

TABLE Name of the Datacom/DB table with the
URT

DBID Number of the DATABASE which contains
the table.

UPD Y YES
This URT permits applications to update the
named table.
NO
Update of the named table is not permitted
using this URT.

BYP Y YES
When the URT is opened, the designated
table is bypassed from the opening. Any
attempt to access this table, in this URT,
results in a Datacom/DB return code of 05.
NO
When the URT is opened, the designated
table is opened during the opening.

SYN Y YES
Indicates that SYNONYM=YES is specified
in the DBURTBL macro for this URT
NO
Indicates that SYNONYM=NO is specified
in the DBURTBL macro for this URT

AUT Y NO
Datacom/DB does not automatically drop
exclusive control for this table when a
second command is issued from the same
Request Area.
YES
Datacom/DB automatically drops exclusive
control for this table when a second
command is issued from the same Request
Area.

DBIDM For a global URT using DBID remapping,
this is the number of the database that
contains the table to be accessed in the
MUF. It overrides the DBID specified in the
request.

SIDNAME This is the value that is specified in the
relative DBCSID macro of the DBCVTPR
generation for the name of the DBSIDPR
macro-generated module to be loaded and
used for this MUF.

MUF This is the number of the MUF that contains
the tables for this URT. In a single MUF
environment, this number is always one.
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Override DBURTBL Parameter Values

When defining URTs for Datacom CICS Services programs, you can override Entry macro (DBURTBL) parameters using
a DBEC enhanced command.

Of the Entry macro (DBURTBL) parameters, you can override the following four parameters by updating the scrollable
display that is invoked with DBEC for the table-level URT inquiry.

Use the following guidelines to change the current setting for any of the following parameter values associated with any
table within any URT.

AUTODXC
Change options for AUTODXC= follow:

• Change from YES to NO to indicate that RDUxx commands are no longer to automatically drop secondary
exclusive control and that the program is to release the record if it is not updated or deleted after having been
read with update intent.

• Change from NO to YES to allow consecutive RDUxx commands to execute without an intervening update,
delete, or release.

BYP
Change options for BYPOPEN= follow:

• Change from NO to YES to disable access to this table through this URT as of the next time this URT is
opened.

• Change from YES to NO if the corresponding table is no longer to be bypassed during open and close
processing.

SYN
Change options for SYNONYM= follow:

• Change from NO to YES if Datacom CICS Services should now evaluate the database ID specified in the
Request Area together with the table name when searching for a URT to service a request for this table and
if Datacom/DB should evaluate the DBID when searching for a macro within this URT containing processing
specifications. Before specifying YES, verify that all requests to this table that are issued by online programs
specify the database ID in the Request Area. Make this change under either of the following conditions:
– The table name is now duplicated in another URT (online only).
– The table name is now duplicated in this URT (same as batch).

• Change from YES to NO if there are no duplicate names for this table in this URT or any other URT and
Datacom/DB is not to evaluate the DBID when selecting a URT to process a request to this table, but rather, is
to use the database ID specified in the first available URT containing this table name.

UPD
Change options for UPDATE= follow:

• Change from NO to YES if this table can be updated and its records that are held under exclusive control
when accessed through this URT. UPDATE=YES is required if a program issues Compound Boolean Selection
commands (SELxx), unless a DBID is specified in the CBS MUF startup option.

• Change from YES to NO to limit access of the corresponding table to read-only.

DBEC Remote Resource Control: Replace a URT with a New Copy

Invoke a DBEC enhanced command transaction to perform the NEWCOPY function for a specified URT in a specific
remote CICS system, a set of CICS systems, or all remote CICS systems and optionally active in the CICSPLEX.

Review the following syntax:

 ►►─ DBEC ─ PERform,NEWcopy,URT(nnnn),SYSid(aaaa) ───────┬─────────────────────►
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                                     ├─ PLEX(xxxxxxxx) ─┤ 

                                     └─ SCOPE(yyyyyyyy) ┘ 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,SIDname(xxxxxxxx) ─┘

NOTE
When PLEX and SCOPE parameters are specified with the SYSID option, they must be entered before SYSID.
For example:
 DBEC I,MUF(?),PLEX(xxxxxxxx),SCOPE(yyyyyyyy),SYS(*) 

DBEC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with enhanced commands to control URTs. Leave a space between
the transaction ID and the command.

PERform,
(Required) The command that requests Datacom CICS Services perform the specified action on the specified
URT in the specified CICS system(s). PER and P are valid abbreviations.

NEWcopy,
(Required) Action is a CICS new copy on the URT module. The URT must be closed before issuing the
NEWCOPY request. The user is responsible for opening the URT once the NEWCOPY request is complete. NEW
is a valid abbreviation.

NOTE
A P,NEWCOPY command results in a URT inquiry display, once the perform is complete. In the resulting
display, however, any URTs in OPEN status were not part of the NEWCOPY. The DBOCPRT file
contains errors for the NEWCOPY commands that failed. You can also use the N line command from a
URT inquiry display to see specific messages.

URT(nnnn)
(Required) Identifies (with the four-digit suffix nnnn) the URT on which to perform the action.
nnnn

Specifies that you want to perform the action only on the URT with the specific four-digit suffix nnnn.
Alternately, instead of using the nnnn suffix to specify a specific URT, you can use the wildcard question
mark (?) symbol to accept any digit 0 through 9 for any or all four digits of the suffix. If wildcard symbols
are used, only those URTs that are not open are processed.

,SIDname(xxxxxxxx)
(Optional) Limits the inquiry to a specific MUF by the SID name that is associated with that MUF or limits the
inquiry to a range of MUFs by specifying any number of leading characters of the SID name, followed by an
asterisk (*). Omitting the SIDname(xxxxxxxx) limiter results in URTs in all MUFs being displayed. For more
information, see Specifying DBCSID Macros and the DBURSTR macro SIDNAME= parameter in the  Datacom/
DB Database and System Administration documentation.

,SYSID(aaaa)
(Required) For an MRO environment and optionally in a CICSPLEX environment, the value in parentheses
determines whether the inquiry displayed is for a single remote CICS system, a set of CICS systems, or for all
CICS systems. The following values are valid:
aaaa

Four-character CICS identifier for a single remote CICS system, as defined in the CICS connection table
and optionally active in the CICSPLEX

xxxx
Use a question mark (?) for any position of the four-character value to specify a mask to limit the inquiry
display for an update to a set of SYSIDs that can include the local CICS system and any remote systems.
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*
All attached CICS systems, beginning with the local system
(SYS is a valid abbreviation.)

,PLEX(data-value)
Identifies the CICSPLEX context for the function that is issued with this DBEC request. The PLEX value
must be the 1- to 8-character name of the CICSPLEX to which this CICS region belongs. If the PLEX
option is not specified, the default for the DBEC command is the CICSPLEX specified in the DBCVTPR.
The PLEX value must match the CICSPLEX parameter that is specified in the EYUPARM member of
the CICS startup. This parameter has no meaning unless the SYSID parameter is also specified in the
command. When it is specified in the command with SYSID, it must precede the SYSID option in the
command string.

NOTE
To use the CICSPLEX-aware feature of DBEC with SYSID, DBCVTPR should be coded with
the CICSPLEX= parameter. or the PLEX and SCOPE parameters must be specified in the
command. SYSID behaves differently depending on whether DBEC is CICSPLEX-aware. If it is
not, SYSID operates on all MRO connections. If DBEC is CICSPLEX-aware, SYSID operates
on only the MRO connections for active CICS regions in the CICSPLE; that is, for active CICS
regions in the CICSPLEX as identified by a CICSRGN CICSPlex SM resource table occurrence.
PLEX (a CICSPLEX name) and SCOPE (a CICSPLEX or system group name), can override the
DBCVTPR value for the CICSPLEX connections.

,SCOPE(data-value)
Identifies the scope for the function that is issued with this DBEC request. The SCOPE option qualifies
the PLEX option or DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter. The scope can be:

• The 1- to 8-character name of the CICSPLEX (the default as specified in the CICSPLEX parameter of
the DBCVTPR)

• A valid 1- to 8-character name of a CICSPLEX System Group in the CICSPLEX to which this CICS
belongs

The SCOPE option should always be used in the command when the PLEX option is used in the
command to override the DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter or to make the DBEC command CICSPLEX-
aware when CICSPLEX is not coded in the DBCVTPR. This parameter has no meaning unless the
SYSID parameter is also specified in the command. When it is specified in the command with SYSID, it
must precede the SYSID option in the command string.

NOTE
SCOPE further qualifies the DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter or PLEX option. If either option
is not specified, SCOPE is ignored in the command.

WARNING
Important! For previous release compatibility, if neither PLEX nor SCOPE is specified in the
DBEC command and CICSPLEX= is not specified in the DBCVTPR, the command does not
use the CPSM API. DBEC works as before on all MRO connections. The DBCVTPR CICSPLEX
parameter can be unspecified and still use the DBEC CICSPLEX feature by specifying the
PLEX and SCOPE qualifiers in the command.
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Command Example

Command Result

DBEC P,NEWCOPY,URT(123),SYSID(aaaa) Datacom CICS Services replaces URT 0123 in the remote system
aaaa with a new copy. The URT must be closed before issuing
this request.

DBEC
P,NEWCOPY,URT(????),SYSID(aaaa),SIDNAME(DBSIDPR)

Datacom CICS Services replaces all URTs in the remote system
aaaa that access the MUF connection that is defined by the SID
module name of DBSIDPR for that MUF with a new copy. The
URTs must be closed before issuing this request. In a single
MUF environment in the remote CICS, this is all URTs. In a
multiple MUFs environment in the remote CICS, this is the MUF
connection that is defined with the DBCSID macro SIDNAME=
parameter (specified with a value of DBSIDPR) appended to the
DBCVTPR. The display then returns the URT-level display of
URTs, beginning with the first URT defined to access that MUF in
a multiple MUF environment, or with URT 0001 in a single MUF
environment in the remote CICS.

DBEC Remote Resource Control: Connect and Disconnect Multi-User Facilities

Use the DBEC enhanced command to connect and disconnect multi-user facilities in Datacom CICS Services. Review
command syntax, component descriptions, and examples.

Invoke the following transaction to connect or disconnect MUFs.

 ►►─ DBEC ─ PERform, ─┬─ CONnect ────┬─ ,MUF(nn),SYSid(aaaa) ───────┬──────────►◄

                     ├─ DISconnect ─┤           ├─ PLEX(xxxxxxxx) ─┤ 

                     └─ IMMediate ──┘           └─ SCOPE(yyyyyyyy) ┘ 

NOTE
When PLEX and SCOPE parameters are specified with the SYSID option, they must be entered before SYSID.
For example:

 DBEC I,MUF(?),PLEX(xxxxxxxx),SCOPE(yyyyyyyy),SYS(*)

DBEC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with enhanced commands to control MUFs. Leave a space between
the transaction ID and the command.

PERform,
(Required) The command that requests Datacom CICS Services perform the specified action on the specified
MUFs in the specified CICS system. PER and P are valid abbreviations.

CONnect
Connect specified MUFs. CON is a valid abbreviation.

DISconnect
Disconnect specified MUFs. (DIS is a valid abbreviation.)

IMMediate
Immediately disconnect specified MUFs without regard for active tasks. See the command examples.
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A disconnect IMMEDIATE puts the MUF into a state in Datacom CICS Services such that the MUF automatically
reconnects, as if the MUF has abended. For example, in that state, the MUF allows transactions to be backed
out, if the appropriate return code handling is programmed, and to reconnect when a request requiring that MUF
is made. You typically use this command only when a MUF is hung. In situations where it is desired to terminate
the connection to the MUF quickly, best practice is to consider sending an EOJ to the MUF before issuing an
IMMEDIATE disconnect. IMM is a valid abbreviation.

,MUF(nn)
(Required) Identifies (with the 2-digit number nn) the MUF, relative to the position of the associated DBCSID
macro in the DBCVTPR generation, on which to perform the action.
nn

Specifies that you want to perform the action only on the MUF with the specific 2-digit number nn.
Alternately, instead of using the nn number to specify a specific MUF, you can use the wildcard symbol ?
(a question mark) to accept any digit 0 through 9 for one or both of the 2 digits of the number.

,MSIDname(xxxxxxxx)
(Required) Specifies the inquiry is to invoke the MUF-level display. The value in parentheses identifies the
MUFs identified by the SIDNAME specified in the DBCSID macros that are appended to the DBCVTPR macro,
if multiple MUFs are defined. The MUFs that meet the qualification of your request are presented in the order in
which they are defined in the DBCSID macros of the DBCVTPR. The MSIDNAME(xxxxxxxx) qualifier should not
be used with the MUF(nn) qualifier. If it is used with the MUF(nn) qualifier, the MUF(nn) qualifier takes precedence
and the MSIDNAME(xxxxxxxx) qualifier is ignored.
xxxxxxxx

Specifies that you want to display only the MUF with the SIDNAME specified as defined for the DBSIDPR
module name xxxxxxxx for this MUF
Alternately, instead of using the xxxxxxxx name to specify only a specific MUF, you can use the wildcard
symbol * (asterisk) to accept SIDNAMEs that begin with a specific value. The asterisk represents any
trailing characters in the SIDNAME.

For more information, see Command Examples.

NOTE
MUF(nn) and MSIDname(xxxxxxxx) should not both be used. Use the one that meets your needs
to qualify the MUF inquiry. If both qualifiers are specified, then MUF(nn) takes precedence and
MSIDNAME(xxxxxxxx) is ignored.

,SYSID(aaaa)
(Required) For an MRO environment and optionally in a CICSPLEX environment, the value in parentheses
determines whether the inquiry displayed is for a single remote CICS system, a set of CICS systems, or for all
CICS systems. The following values are valid:
aaaa

Four-character CICS identifier for a single remote CICS system, as defined in the CICS connection table
and optionally active in the CICSPLEX.

xxxx
Use a question mark (?) for any position of the four-character value to specify a mask to limit the inquiry
display for an update to a set of SYSIDs that can include the local CICS system and any remote systems.

*
All attached CICS systems, beginning with the local system.
(SYS is a valid abbreviation.)

,PLEX(data-value)
Identifies the CICSPLEX context for the function that is issued with this DBEC request. The PLEX value
must be the 1- to 8-character name of the CICSPLEX to which this CICS region belongs. If the PLEX
option is not specified, the default for the DBEC command is the CICSPLEX specified in the DBCVTPR.
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The PLEX value must match the CICSPLEX parameter that is specified in the EYUPARM member of
the CICS startup. This parameter has no meaning unless the SYSID parameter is also specified in the
command. When it is specified in the command with SYSID, it must precede the SYSID option in the
command string.

NOTE
To use the CICSPLEX-aware feature of DBEC with SYSID, DBCVTPR should be coded with
the CICSPLEX= parameter, or the PLEX and SCOPE parameters must be specified in the
command. SYSID behaves differently depending on whether DBEC is CICSPLEX-aware. If it
is not, then SYSID operates on all MRO connections. If DBEC is CICSPLEX-aware, SYSID
operates on only the MRO connections for active CICS regions in the CICSPLEX; that is, for
active CICS regions in the CICSPLEX as identified by a CICSRGN CICSPlex SM resource table
occurrence. PLEX (a CICSPLEX name) and SCOPE (a CICSPLEX or system group name), can
override the DBCVTPR value for the CICSPLEX connections.

,SCOPE(data-value)
Identifies the scope for the function that is issued with this DBEC request. The SCOPE option qualifies
the PLEX option or DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter. The scope can be:

• The 1- to -8 character name of the CICSPLEX itself (the default as specified in the CICSPLEX
parameter of the DBCVTPR)

• A valid 1- to -8 character name of a CICSPLEX System Group in the CICSPLEX to which this CICS
belongs

The SCOPE option should always be used in the command when the PLEX option is used in the
command to override the DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter or to make the DBEC command CICSPLEX-
aware when CICSPLEX is not coded in the DBCVTPR. This parameter has no meaning unless the
SYSID parameter is also specified in the command. When it is specified in the command with SYSID, it
must precede the SYSID option in the command string.

NOTE
SCOPE further qualifies the DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter or PLEX option. If either option
is not specified, SCOPE is ignored in the command.

WARNING
Important! For previous release compatibility, if neither PLEX nor SCOPE is specified in the
DBEC command and CICSPLEX= is not specified in the DBCVTPR. the command does not
use the CPSM API. DBEC works as before on all MRO connections. The DBCVTPR CICSPLEX
parameter can be unspecified and still use the DBEC CICSPLEX feature by specifying the
PLEX and SCOPE qualifiers in the command.

Command Examples

Command Result

DBEC P,CONNECT,MUF(1),SYSID(SYSA) Connects MUF 01 in CICS system SYSA. Displays only MUF 01
in SYSA.

DBEC P,DISCONNECT,MUF(2?),SYSID(SYSA) Disconnects all MUFs with numbers 20 through 29 in CICS
system SYSA, then returns the MUF-level display of MUFs 20
through 29 in SYSA.

DBEC P,CONNECT,MUF(??),SYSID(SYSA) Connects all MUFs in CICS system SYSA, then returns the MUF-
level display of MUFs, beginning with MUF 01 in SYSA.

DBEC P,IMMEDIATE,MUF(1),SYSID(SYSA) Immediately disconnects MUF 1 in CICS system SYSA regardless
of active tasks, puts the MUF in DISCONNECTED status, then
returns the MUF-level display of MUF 1 in SYSA.
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DBEC P,CONNECT,MUF(1?),SYSID(SYSA) Connects the MUFs 10 through 19 in all CICS systems in SYSA
and displays the result of each MUF CONNECT for MUF numbers
10 through 19 in all systems.

DBEC PER,DISCONNECT,MUF(??),SYSID(*) Disconnects all MUFs in all CICS systems, then returns the
MUF-level display beginning with MUF 01 in the local system
and including all MUFs in all CICS systems. Remote systems
are displayed in the order in which they are defined to the CICS
Connections table.

DBEC Remote Resource Control: Open and Close URTs

To open or close URTs in a specified remote Datacom CICS Services system, invoke the following DBEC enhanced
command transaction. Review command syntax, components, and examples.

Review the following command syntax:

 ►►─ DBEC ─ PERform, ─┬─ OPEN ──┬─ ,URT(nnnn),SYSid(aaaa) ───────┬─────────────►

                     └─ CLOSE ─┘             ├─ PLEX(xxxxxxxx) ─┤ 

                                             └─ SCOPE(yyyyyyyy) ┘ 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,SIDname(xxxxxxxx) ─┘

NOTE
When PLEX or SCOPE parameters are specified with the SYSID option, they must be entered before SYSID.
For example:

 DBEC I,MUF(?),PLEX(xxxxxxxx),SCOPE(yyyyyyyy),SYS(*)

DBEC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with enhanced commands to control URTs and startup/shutdown.
Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.

PERform,
(Required) The command that requests Datacom CICS Services perform the specified action on the specified
URTs in the specified CICS system. PER and P are valid abbreviations.

OPEN
Open specified URTs

CLOSE
Close specified URTs

,URT(nnnn)
(Required) Identifies (with the 4-digit suffix nnnn) the URT on which to perform the action.
nnnn

Specifies that you want to perform the action only on the URT with the specific 4-digit suffix nnnn.
Alternately, instead of using the nnnn suffix to specify only a specific URT, you can use the wildcard
symbol ? (a question mark) to accept any digit 0 through 9 for any (or all) of the four digits of the suffix. If
wildcard symbols are used, only those URTs that are not open are processed.

,SIDname(xxxxxxxx)
(Optional) Limits the inquiry to a specific MUF by the SID name associated with that MUF (see Specifying
DBCSID Macros and the DBURSTR macro SIDNAME= parameter in the  Datacom/DB Database and System
Administration documentation) or limits the inquiry to a range of MUFs by specifying any number of leading
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characters of the SID name, followed by an asterisk (*). Omitting the SIDname(xxxxxxxx) limiter results in URTs in
all MUFs being displayed. (SID is a valid abbreviation.)

,SYSID(aaaa)
(Required) For an MRO environment and optionally in a CICSPLEX environment, the value in parentheses
determines whether the inquiry displayed is for a single remote CICS system, a set of CICS systems, or for all
CICS systems. The following values are valid:
aaaa

Four-character CICS identifier for a single remote CICS system, as defined in the CICS connection table
and optionally active in the CICSPLEX

xxxx
Use a question mark (?) for any position of the four-character value to specify a mask to limit the inquiry
display for an update to a set of SYSIDs that can include the local CICS system and any remote systems.

*
All attached CICS systems, beginning with the local system.
(SYS is a valid abbreviation.)

,PLEX(data-value)
Identifies the CICSPLEX context for the function that is issued with this DBEC request. The PLEX value
must be the 1- to 8-character name of the CICSPLEX to which this CICS region belongs. If the PLEX
option is not specified, the default for the DBEC command is the CICSPLEX specified in the DBCVTPR.
The PLEX value must match the CICSPLEX parameter that is specified in the EYUPARM member of
the CICS startup. This parameter has no meaning unless the SYSID parameter is also specified in the
command. When it is specified in the command with SYSID, it must precede the SYSID option in the
command string.

NOTE
To use the CICSPLEX-aware feature of DBEC with SYSID, DBCVTPR should be coded with
the CICSPLEX= parameter or the PLEX and SCOPE parameters must be specified in the
command. SYSID behaves differently depending on whether DBEC is CICSPLEX-aware. If it
is not, then SYSID operates on all MRO connections. If DBEC is CICSPLEX-aware, SYSID
operates on only the MRO connections for active CICS regions in the CICSPLEX; that is, for
active CICS regions in the CICSPLEX as identified by a CICSRGN CICSPlex SM resource table
occurrence. PLEX (a CICSPLEX name) and SCOPE (a CICSPLEX or system group name), can
override the DBCVTPR value for the CICSPLEX connections.

,SCOPE(data-value)
Identifies the scope for the function that is issued with this DBEC request. The SCOPE option qualifies
the PLEX option or DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter. The scope can be:

• The 1- to 8-character name of the CICSPLEX itself (the default as specified in the CICSPLEX
parameter of the DBCVTPR)

• A valid 1- to 8-character name of a CICSPLEX System Group in the CICSPLEX to which this CICS
belongs

The SCOPE option should always be used in the command when the PLEX option is used in the
command to override the DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter or to make the DBEC command CICSPLEX-
aware when CICSPLEX is not coded in the DBCVTPR. This parameter has no meaning unless the
SYSID parameter is also specified in the command. When it is specified in the command with SYSID, it
must precede the SYSID option in the command string.

NOTE
SCOPE further qualifies the DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter or PLEX option. If either option is
not specified, SCOPE is ignored in the command.
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WARNING
Important! For previous release compatibility, if neither PLEX nor SCOPE are specified in the
DBEC command and CICSPLEX= is not specified in the DBCVTPR, the command does not
use the CPSM API. DBEC works as before on all MRO connections. The DBCVTPR CICSPLEX
parameter can be unspecified and still use the DBEC CICSPLEX feature by specifying the
PLEX and SCOPE qualifiers in the command.

Command Examples

Command Result

DBEC P,OPEN,URT(10),SYSID(SYSA) Opens URT 0010 in the CICS system SYSA. Displays only URT
0010 in SYSA.

DBEC P,CLOSE,URT(12?),SYSID(SYSA) Closes all URTs with suffixes 0120 through 0129 in CICS system
SYSA, then returns the URT-level display of URTs 0120 through
0129 in SYSA. If URT is active, it is put into CLOSING status.

DBEC P,OPEN,URT(????),SYSID(SYSA) Opens all URTs in system SYSA, then returns the URT-level
display of URTs in SYSA only, beginning with URT 0001.

DBEC P,CLOSE,URT(10),SYSID(*) Closes URT 0010 in each attached system, then returns the URT-
level display for each URT 0010 found.

DBEC P,OPEN,URT(12?),SYSID(*) Opens the URTs 0120 through 0129 in each attached system and
displays the result of each URT OPEN.

DBEC PER,CLOSE,URT(????),SYSID(*) Closes all URTs in all attached systems, beginning with the
local system, then returns the URT-level display beginning with
URT 0001 in the local system and including all URTs in all CICS
systems. Remote systems are displayed in the order that they are
defined to the CICS Connection table.

DBEC P,OPEN,URT(????),SIDNAME(DBSIDPR),SYSID(SYSA) Opens all URTs in remote system SYSA that access the MUF
connection defined by the SID module name of DBSIDPR for that
MUF. In a single MUF environment, this is all URTs. In a multiple
MUF environment, this is the MUF connection that is defined
with the DBCSID macro SIDNAME= parameter (specified with
a value of DBSIDPR) appended to the DBCVTPR. The display
then returns the URT-level display of URTs in the remote system
SYSA, beginning with the first URT defined to access that MUF in
a multiple MUF environment, or with URT 0001 in a single MUF
environment.

DBEC Remote Resource Control: Change/Restore Open Options for URTs

Issue the DBEC enhanced command to modify current when to open specifications on URTs in a specified remote
Datacom CICS Services system. Review command syntax, component descriptions, and examples.

 ►►─ DBEC ─ PERform, ─┬─ AUTO ────┬─ ,URT(nnnn),SYSid(aaaa) ──────┬────────────►

                     ├─ DEFer ───┤            ├─ PLEX(xxxxxxxx) ─┤ 

                     └─ REStart ─┘            └─ SCOPE(yyyyyyyy) ┘ 

 

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,SIDname(xxxxxxxx) ─┘
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NOTE
When PLEX and SCOPE parameters are specified with the SYSID option, they must be entered before SYSID.
For example:

 DBEC I,MUF(?),PLEX(xxxxxxxx),SCOPE(yyyyyyyy),SYS(*)

DBEC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with enhanced commands to control URTs. Leave a space between
the transaction ID and the command.

PERform,
(Required) The command that requests Datacom CICS Services perform the specified action on the specified
URT in the specified CICS system. (PER and P are valid abbreviations.)

AUTO
Set specified URTs to be opened automatically when first required by an executing application.

DEFer
Set specified URTs for deferred opening, where opening is deferred until explicitly opened by a DBEC or DBOC
OPEN= command. (DEF is a valid abbreviation.)

REStart
Reset specified URTs to their original STATUS. (RES is a valid abbreviation.)
Resetting specified URTs to their original STATUS means to reset the URT STATUS to OPEN or UNOPENED
from CLOSED. If TYPE is AUTO, the STATUS becomes UNOPENED. If TYPE is PLT, Datacom CICS Services
tries to OPEN the URT and, if successful, the STATUS changes to OPEN. If TYPE is DEFER, RESTART has no
impact on the STATUS of URTs.

,URT(nnnn)
(Required) Identifies (with the 4-digit suffix nnnn) the URT on which to perform the action.
nnnn

Specifies that you want to perform the action only on the URT with the specific 4-digit suffix nnnn.
Alternately, instead of using the nnnn suffix to specify only a specific URT, you can use the wildcard
symbol ? (a question mark) to accept any digit 0 through 9 for any (or all) of the four digits of the suffix. If
wildcard symbols are used, only those URTs that are not open are processed.

,SIDname(xxxxxxxx)
(Optional) Limits the inquiry to a specific MUF by the SID name associated with that MUF (see Specifying
DBCSID Macros and the DBURSTR macro SIDNAME= parameter in the  Datacom/DB Database and System
Administration documentation) or limits the inquiry to a range of MUFs by specifying any number of leading
characters of the SID name, followed by an asterisk (*). Omitting the SIDname(xxxxxxxx) limiter results in URTs in
all MUFs being displayed. (SID is a valid abbreviation.)

,SYSID(aaaa)
(Required) For an MRO environment and optionally in a CICSPLEX environment, the value in parentheses
determines whether the inquiry displayed is for a single remote CICS system, a set of CICS systems, or for all
CICS systems. The following values are valid:
aaaa

Four-character CICS identifier for a single remote CICS system, as defined in the CICS connection table
and optionally active in the CICSPLEX.

xxxx
Use a question mark (?) for any position of the four-character value to specify a mask to limit the inquiry
display for an update to a set of SYSIDs that can include the local CICS system and any remote systems.

*
All attached CICS systems, beginning with the local system.
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(SYS is a valid abbreviation.)
,PLEX(data-value)

Identifies the CICSPLEX context for the function that is issued with this DBEC request. The PLEX value
must be the 1- to 8-character name of the CICSPLEX to which this CICS region belongs. If the PLEX
option is not specified, the default for the DBEC command is the CICSPLEX specified in the DBCVTPR.
The PLEX value must match the CICSPLEX parameter that is specified in the EYUPARM member of
the CICS startup. This parameter has no meaning unless the SYSID parameter is also specified in the
command. When it is specified in the command with SYSID, it must precede the SYSID option in the
command string.

NOTE
To use the CICSPLEX-aware feature of DBEC with SYSID, DBCVTPR should be coded with
the CICSPLEX= parameter or the PLEX and SCOPE parameters must be specified in the
command. SYSID behaves differently depending on whether DBEC is CICSPLEX-aware. If it
is not, then SYSID operates on all MRO connections. If DBEC is CICSPLEX-aware, SYSID
operates on only the MRO connections for active CICS regions in the CICSPLEX; that is, for
active CICS regions in the CICSPLEX as identified by a CICSRGN CICSPlex SM resource table
occurrence. PLEX (a CICSPLEX name) and SCOPE (a CICSPLEX or system group name), can
override the DBCVTPR value for the CICSPLEX connections.

,SCOPE(data-value)
Identifies the scope for the function that is issued with this DBEC request. The SCOPE option qualifies
the PLEX option or DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter. The scope can be:

• The 1- to -8 character name of the CICSPLEX (the default as specified in the CICSPLEX parameter of
the DBCVTPR)

• A valid 1- to 8-character name of a CICSPLEX System Group in the CICSPLEX to which this CICS
belongs

The SCOPE option should always be used in the command when the PLEX option is used in the
command to override the DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter or to make the DBEC command CICSPLEX-
aware when CICSPLEX is not coded in the DBCVTPR. This parameter has no meaning unless the
SYSID parameter is also specified in the command. When it is specified in the command with SYSID, it
must precede the SYSID option in the command string.

NOTE
SCOPE further qualifies the DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter or PLEX option. If either option
is not specified, SCOPE is ignored in the command.

WARNING
Important! For previous release compatibility, if neither PLEX nor SCOPE is specified in the
DBEC command and CICSPLEX= is not specified in the DBCVTPR, the command does not
use the CPSM API. DBEC works as before on all MRO connections. The DBCVTPR CICSPLEX
parameter can be unspecified and still use the DBEC CICSPLEX feature by specifying the
PLEX and SCOPE qualifiers in the command.

Command Examples

Command Result

DBEC P,AUTO,URT(10),SYSID(SYSA) Sets for automatic opening URT 0010 in the CICS system SYSA.
Displays URT 0010 in SYSA.

DBEC P,DEFER,URT(12?),SYSID(SYSA) Sets for deferred opening URTs with suffixes 0120 through 0129
in CICS system SYSA, then returns the URT-level display of URTs
0120 through 0129 in SYSA.
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Command Result

DBEC P,RESTART,URT(????),SYSID(SYSA) Resets to their original STATUS all URTs in system SYSA, then
returns the URT-level display of URTs in SYSA only, beginning
with URT 0001.

DBEC P,AUTO,URT(10),SYSID(*) Sets for automatic opening URT 0010 in each attached system,
then returns the URT-level display for each URT 0010 found.

DBEC P,RESTART,URT(12?),SYSID(*) Resets URTs 0120 through 0129 to their original STATUS in all
attached systems, beginning with 0120 in the first system, then
returns the URT-level display of URTs 0120 through 0129 in all
attached systems.

DBEC
P,RESTART,URT(????),SIDNAME(DBSIDPR),SYSID(SYSA)

Resets to their original STATUS all URTs in remote system SYSA
that access the MUF connection defined by the SID module name
of DBSIDPR for that MUF. In a single MUF environment, this is all
URTs. In a multiple MUF environment, this is the MUF connection
that is defined with the DBCSID macro SIDNAME= parameter
(specified with a value of DBSIDPR) appended to the DBCVTPR.
The display then returns the URT-level display of URTs in the
remote system SYSA, beginning with the first URT defined to
access that MUF in a multiple MUF environment, or with URT
0001 in a single MUF environment.

DBEC Remote Resource Control: STARTUP (Initiate Services)

Use enhanced command DBEC to initiate Datacom CICS Services in an MRO environment, and optionally in a
CICSPLEX, for a remote system, a set of CICS systems, or all connected systems.

Initiate Datacom CICS Services Services

Best practice is to initiate Datacom CICS Services by using CICS PLT startup in each CICS system in which it is used.
Use the appropriate DBEC P,STARTup command to initiate Datacom CICS Services for a remote system or systems,
which can be limited to systems active in the CICSPLEX, if the startup is not automatic (PLT) or if Datacom CICS Services
is shut down as a result of issuing the SHUTdown command.

When the DBEC command for startup is issued, Datacom CICS Services performs the following steps:

1. Connects all MUFs defined with PLT in the DBCSID macros (or connects the single MUF when no DBCSID macros
are appended to DBCVTPR)

2. Opens all URTs not defined with AUTO= or DEFER= in DBCVTPR (causes connects of any associated MUFs defined
with AUTO in the DBCSID macros)

3. Displays one line of the URT-level panel with the initialization message for the remote system(s) qualified by the
SYSID and optional CICSPLEX options

You can then enter the command to display the updatable MUF-level or URT-level panel, beginning with the first MUF
or URT in the remote system(s), and following with the local system as qualified by the SYSID option. The display
can be further qualified to active CICS regions in a CICSPLEX or CICSPLEX system group. When the panel is open, you
can enter a command from the command line or an action code in any row.

Invoke the following transaction to perform Datacom CICS Services startup processing in the specified remote CICS
system, a set of CICS systems, or all connected CICS systems, including the local system. This command can be issued
from the console.

 ►►─ DBEC ─ PERform,STARTup,SYSid(aaaa) ───────┬───────────────────────────────►◄

                           ├─ PLEX(xxxxxxxx) ─┤ 
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                           └─ SCOPE(yyyyyyyy) ┘ 

NOTE
When PLEX and SCOPE parameters are specified with the SYSID option, they must be entered before SYSID.
For example:
 DBEC PER I,MUF(?),PLEX(xxxxxxxx),SCOPE(yyyyyyyy),SYS(*)

DBEC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Enhanced commands to perform startup or shutdown. Leave a
space between the transaction ID and the command.

PERform,
(Required) Command that Datacom CICS Services perform the specified action. (PER and P are valid
abbreviations.)

STARTup
Action is to initiate Datacom CICS Services. (START is a valid abbreviation.)

,SYSID(aaaa)
(Required) For an MRO environment and optionally in a CICSPLEX environment, the value in parentheses
determines whether the inquiry displayed is for a single remote CICS system, a set of CICS systems, or for all
CICS systems. The following values are valid:
aaaa

Four-character CICS identifier for a single remote CICS system, as defined in the CICS connection table
and optionally active in the CICSPLEX

xxxx
Use a question mark (?) for any position of the four-character value to specify a mask to limit the inquiry
display for an update to a set of SYSIDs that can include the local CICS system and any remote systems.

*
All attached CICS systems, beginning with the local system
(SYS is a valid abbreviation.)

,PLEX(data-value)
Identifies the CICSPLEX context for the function that is issued with this DBEC request. The PLEX value
must be the 1- to 8-character name of the CICSPLEX to which this CICS region belongs. If the PLEX
option is not specified, the default for the DBEC command is the CICSPLEX specified in the DBCVTPR.
The PLEX value must match the CICSPLEX parameter that is specified in the EYUPARM member of
the CICS startup. This parameter has no meaning unless the SYSID parameter is also specified in the
command. When it is specified in the command with SYSID, it must precede the SYSID option in the
command string.

NOTE
To use the CICSPLEX-aware feature of DBEC with SYSID, DBCVTPR should be coded with
the CICSPLEX= parameter, or the PLEX and SCOPE parameters must be specified in the
command. SYSID behaves differently depending on whether DBEC is CICSPLEX-aware. If it is
not, SYSID operates on all MRO connections. If DBEC is CICSPLEX-aware, SYSID operates
on only the MRO connections for active CICS regions in the CICSPLEX; that is, for active CICS
regions in the CICSPLEX as identified by a CICSRGN CICSPlex SM resource table occurrence.
PLEX (a CICSPLEX name) and SCOPE (a CICSPLEX or system group name) can override the
DBCVTPR value for the CICSPLEX connections.

,SCOPE(data-value)
Identifies the scope for the function that is issued with this DBEC request. The SCOPE option qualifies
the PLEX option or DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter. The scope can be one of the following options:
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• The 1- to 8-character name of the CICSPLEX (the default as specified in the CICSPLEX parameter of
the DBCVTPR)

• A valid 1- to 8-character name of a CICSPLEX System Group in the CICSPLEX to which this CICS
belongs

The SCOPE option should always be used in the command when the PLEX option is used in the
command to override the DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter or to make the DBEC command CICSPLEX-
aware when CICSPLEX is not coded in the DBCVTPR. This parameter has no meaning unless the
SYSID parameter is also specified in the command. When it is specified in the command with SYSID, it
must precede the SYSID option in the command string.

NOTE
SCOPE further qualifies the DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter or PLEX option. If either option is
not specified, SCOPE is ignored in the command.

WARNING
Important! For previous release compatibility, if neither PLEX nor SCOPE is specified in the
DBEC command and CICSPLEX= is not specified in the DBCVTPR, the command does not
use the CPSM API. DBEC works as before on all MRO connections. The DBCVTPR CICSPLEX
parameter can be unspecified and still use the DBEC CICSPLEX feature by specifying the
PLEX and SCOPE qualifiers in the command.

Command Example

Command Result

DBEC P,STARTUP,SYSID(aaaa) Initiates Datacom CICS Services in the specified remote CICS
system

DBEC P,STARTUP,SYSID(*) Initiates Datacom CICS Services in all CICS systems that are
identified in the CICS Connection table, beginning with the local
system

DBEC Remote Resource Control: SHUTDOWN (Terminate Services)

Use enhanced command DBEC to terminate Datacom CICS Services in an MRO environment, and optionally in a
CICSPLEX, for a remote system, a set of CICS systems, or all connected systems.

Terminate Datacom CICS Services Services

The termination of Datacom CICS Services is automatically invoked (if a CICS PLT entry is used) when CICS is recycled.
To shut down Datacom CICS Services in any CICS system while CICS is running, issue a command.

During shutdown, Datacom CICS Services disconnects all connected MUFs and closes all open URTs in the SYSID and
CICSPLEX specified local and remote system and displays statistics in the Message Log.

Issue the following transaction to shut down Datacom CICS Services in the specified remote CICS system.

 ►►─ DBEC ─ PERform,SHUTdown,SYSid(aaaa) ───────┬──────────────────────────────►◄

                            ├─ PLEX(xxxxxxxx) ─┤ 

                            └─ SCOPE(yyyyyyyy) ┘ 

NOTE
When PLEX and SCOPE parameters are specified with the SYSID option, they must be entered before SYSID.
For example:
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 DBEC I,MUF(?),PLEX(xxxxxxxx),SCOPE(yyyyyyyy),SYS(*)

DBEC
(Required) Specify the transaction ID used with Enhanced commands to perform startup or shutdown. Leave a
space between the transaction ID and the command.

PERform,
(Required) Command that Datacom CICS Services perform the specified action. (PER and P are valid
abbreviations.)

SHUTdown,
Action is to terminate Datacom CICS Services. (SHUT is a valid abbreviation.)

,SYSID(aaaa)
(Required) For an MRO environment and optionally in a CICSPLEX environment, the value in parentheses
determines whether the inquiry displayed is for a single remote CICS system, a set of CICS systems, or for all
CICS systems. The following values are valid:
aaaa

Four-character CICS identifier for a single remote CICS system, as defined in the CICS connection table
and optionally active in the CICSPLEX

xxxx
Use a question mark (?) for any position of the four-character value to specify a mask to limit the inquiry
display for an update to a set of SYSIDs that can include the local CICS system and any remote systems.

*
All attached CICS systems, beginning with the local system
(SYS is a valid abbreviation.)

,PLEX(data-value)
Identifies the CICSPLEX context for the function that is issued with this DBEC request. The PLEX value
must be the 1- to 8-character name of the CICSPLEX to which this CICS region belongs. If the PLEX
option is not specified, the default for the DBEC command is the CICSPLEX specified in the DBCVTPR.
The PLEX value must match the CICSPLEX parameter that is specified in the EYUPARM member of
the CICS startup. This parameter has no meaning unless the SYSID parameter is also specified in the
command. When it is specified in the command with SYSID, it must precede the SYSID option in the
command string.

NOTE
To use the CICSPLEX-aware feature of DBEC with SYSID, DBCVTPR should be coded with
the CICSPLEX= parameter, or the PLEX and SCOPE parameters must be specified in the
command. SYSID behaves differently depending on whether DBEC is CICSPLEX-aware. If it is
not, SYSID operates on all MRO connections. If DBEC is CICSPLEX-aware, SYSID operates
on only the MRO connections for active CICS regions in the CICSPLEX; that is, for active CICS
regions in the CICSPLEX as identified by a CICSRGN CICSPlex SM resource table occurrence.
PLEX (a CICSPLEX name) and SCOPE (a CICSPLEX or system group name), can override the
DBCVTPR value for the CICSPLEX connections.

,SCOPE(data-value)
Identifies the scope for the function that is issued with this DBEC request. The SCOPE option qualifies
the PLEX option or DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter. The scope can be one of the following options:

• The 1- to -8 character name of the CICSPLEX (the default as specified in the CICSPLEX parameter of
the DBCVTPR)

• A valid 1- to 8-character name of a CICSPLEX System Group in the CICSPLEX to which this CICS
belongs
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The SCOPE option should always be used in the command when the PLEX option is used in the
command to override the DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter or to make the DBEC command CICSPLEX-
aware when CICSPLEX is not coded in the DBCVTPR. This parameter has no meaning unless the
SYSID parameter is also specified in the command. When it is specified in the command with SYSID, it
must precede the SYSID option in the command string.

NOTE
SCOPE further qualifies the DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter or PLEX option. If either option is
not specified, SCOPE is ignored in the command.

WARNING
Important! For previous release compatibility, if neither PLEX nor SCOPE is specified in the
DBEC command and CICSPLEX= is not specified in the DBCVTPR, the command does not
use the CPSM API. DBEC works as before on all MRO connections. The DBCVTPR CICSPLEX
parameter can be unspecified and still use the DBEC CICSPLEX feature by specifying the
PLEX and SCOPE qualifiers in the command.

Command Example

Command Result

DBEC P,SHUTDOWN,SYSID(aaaa) Terminates Datacom CICS Services in the specified remote CICS
system

DBEC PER,SHUTDOWN,SYSID(*) Terminates Datacom CICS Services in all CICS systems that are
identified in the CICS Connection table, beginning with the local
system

DBEC/DBEX Monitoring Remote System Resources with Enhanced Commands
Review monitoring MUFs and MUF statistics, User Requirements Tables (URTs), and URT Tables (TBLs).

For details abut using DBEC/DBEX Enhanced commands to review remote system processing, select any of the following
links:

MUF Level

• Display MUF-Level Processing Options
• DBEC/DBEX Enhanced Display Commands: Sample MUF-Level Commands

URT Level

• Display URT-Level Processing Options
• DBEC/DBEX Enhanced Display Commands: Sample URT-Level Commands

Table Level

• Display Table-Level Processing Options
• DBEC/DBEX Enhanced Display Commands: Sample Table-Level Commands and Displays

DBEC/DBEX Remote System Monitoring: Display MUF-Level Processing Options

Use DBEC/DBEX transactions to monitor remote system resources. Review the INQUIRE operand, valid entries, format,
and syntax examples for displaying MUF-level processing options.
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Display MUF-Level Processing Options

Issue requests for information about MUF resources with the DBEC or the DBEX transaction followed by the INQUIRE
operand. The options enable you to invoke a display of all or only certain MUFs.

If you issue the command with the DBEX transaction ID, you cannot update any information on the resulting scrollable
display. The only allowable entries in the Action field are S, E, T, or U, where:

S
Toggles to the URT-level display to display all the URTs for the MUF row containing your entry

E
Toggles to the return code summary display for the MUF row containing your entry

T
Toggles to the active task summary for the MUF

U
Toggles to the task usage summary for the MUF

If you issue the command with DBEC, you can alter certain fields on the MUF display panel or issue a statistics reset,
R line command, on the MUF STATS display. The following additional entries are allowed in the Action field of the MUF
display:

C
Perform CONNECT on MUF (same as DBEC P,CONNECT,MUF(nn)).

D
Perform DISCONNECT on MUF (same as DBEC P,DISCONNECT,MUF(nn)).

I
Perform an IMMEDIATE disconnect from MUF regardless of active tasks running against that MUF (same as
DBEC P,IMMEDIATE,MUS(nn)).

DBCSID Macro Example

In a multiple MUF environment, a DBCSID macro is coded and appended to the DBCVTPR macro, each defining a
particular Datacom/DB MUF connection. The values for the bold-faced parameters in this example are displayed on the
MUF-level inquiry.

DBCSID SIDNAME=DBSIDPR,USERS=3,CONNECT=PLT,EOJ_OK=DISCONNECT

Invoke the following transaction to display the status of Datacom/DB MUFs.

NOTE
The status of any MUF displayed in this manner is current as of the time of the last request processed by that
MUF. For example, if the last request processed by a MUF was 90 seconds ago, a DBEC I,MUF (or DBEX
I,MUF) request displays the status of that MUF as of 90 seconds ago.

►►─┬─ DBEC ─┬─ INQuire,MUF(nn) ──────────┬─┬────────────┬─┬─────────┬───────►

   └─ DBEX ─┘         └MSIDname(xxxxxxxx)┘ └─ ,limiter ─┘ └─ STATS ─┘

►───,SYSid(aaaa) ──────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

    ├─ PLEX(xxxxxxxx) ─┤

    └─ SCOPE(yyyyyyyy) ┘

NOTE
When PLEX and SCOPE parameters are specified with the SYSID option, they must be entered before SYSID.
For example:
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DBEC I,MUF(?),PLEX(xxxxxxxx),SCOPE(yyyyyyyy),SYS(*)

DBEC/DBEX
(Required) Specify a transaction ID valid with Enhanced commands used to monitor MUFs. Select the transaction
ID for which you are authorized. Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.

INQuire
(Required) Requests a scrollable display of MUFs. INQ and I are valid abbreviations

,MUF(nn)
(Required) Specifies that the inquiry is to invoke the MUF-level display. The value in parentheses identifies the
number of the MUF relative to the order of the DBCSID macros that are appended to the DBCVTPR macro, if
multiple MUFs are defined. This option cannot be used with MSIDNAME.
nn

Specifies that you want to display only the MUF with the specific two-digit number nn.
Alternately, instead of using the nn number to specify only a specific MUF, you can use the wildcard
symbol (?) to accept any digit from 0 through 9 for one (or both) of the two digits of the number.

MSIDname(xxxxxxxx)
(Required) Specifies that the inquiry is to invoke the MUF-level display. The value in parentheses identifies the
MUFs identified by the SIDNAME specified in the DBCSID macros that are appended to the DBCVTPR macro, if
MUFs are defined. The MUFs that meet the qualification of your request are presented in the order in which they
are defined in the DBCSID macros of the DBCVTPR. MSIDname(xxxxxxxx) cannot be used with the MUF(nn)
qualifier.
xxxxxxxx

Directs the system to display only the MUF with the SIDNAME specified as defined for the DBSIDPR
module name xxxxxxxx for this MUF
Alternately, instead of using the xxxxxxxx name to specify a specific MUF, you can use the wildcard
symbol * (asterisk) to accept SIDNAMEs that begin with a specific value. The asterisk represents any
trailing characters in the SIDNAME.

NOTE
MUF(nn) and MSIDname(xxxxxxxx) cannot both be used. Use the one that best qualifies the
MUF inquiry that meets your needs.

,limiter
(Optional) Limits the inquiry to URTs of designated type, status, how defined for opening, or URTs with no CICS
System Definition data set (CSD) entry. The following values designate limiters of each type:
Status
DISconnect

MUFs explicitly disconnected through a DBEC command. DIS is a valid abbreviation.
DISCONNECTING

MUFs with a disconnect in progress, where the disconnect status is set at the completion of the current
read or update and/or URT closes

CONnect
MUFs that are currently connected. CON is a valid abbreviation.

CONNECTING
MUFs with a connect in progress, where the connect status is set at the completion of the connect in the
MUF

UNConnected
MUFs defined as AUTO or DEFER that have not been connected by a program call or a DBEC
transaction. UNC is a valid abbreviation.
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When
AUTO

MUFs defined to be connected when required by a program or a URT open
DEFer

MUFs defined to be connected only by an explicit DBEC command. DEF is a valid abbreviation.
PLT

MUFs connected at Datacom CICS Services startup (MUFs not defined for AUTO or DEFER)
Statistics
STATS

MUF statistics display. Such statistics are available for dynamic reset by the R line command with the
DBEC transaction ID.

,SYSid(aaaa)
(Required) For an MRO environment and optionally in a CICSPLEX environment, the value in parentheses
specifies whether the inquiry is for a single remote CICS system, a set of CICS systems, or for all CICS systems.
The following values are valid:
aaaa

Four-character CICS identifier for a single remote CICS system, as defined in the CICS connection table
and optionally active in the CICSPLEX.

xxxx
Use a question mark (?) for any position of the four-character value to specify a mask to limit the inquiry
to a set of SYSIDs that can include the local CICS system and any remote systems.

*
All attached CICS systems, beginning with the local system. SYS is a valid abbreviation.

,PLEX(data-value)
Identifies the CICSPLEX context for the function that is issued with this DBEC request. The PLEX value
must be the 1- to 8-character name of the CICSPLEX to which this CICS region belongs. If the PLEX
option is not specified, the default for the DBEC command is the CICSPLEX specified in the DBCVTPR.
The PLEX value must match the CICSPLEX parameter that is specified in the EYUPARM member of
the CICS startup. Unless the SYSID parameter is also specified in the command, this parameter has
no meaning. When it is specified in the command with SYSID, it must precede the SYSID option in the
command string.

NOTE
To use the CICSPLEX-aware feature of DBEC with SYSID, either code DBCVTPR with
the CICSPLEX= parameter or specify the PLEX and SCOPE parameters in the command.
SYSID behaves differently depending on whether DBEC is CICSPLEX-aware. If it is not,
SYSID operates on all MRO connections. If DBEC is CICSPLEX-aware, SYSID operates
on only the MRO connections for active CICS regions in the CICSPLEX as identified by a
CICSRGN CICSPlex SM resource table occurrence. PLEX (a CICSPLEX name) and SCOPE
(a CICSPLEX or system group name) can override the DBCVTPR value for the CICSPlex SM
connections.

SCOPE(data-value)
Identifies the scope for the function that is issued with this DBEC request. The SCOPE option qualifies
the PLEX option or DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter. The scope can be one of two options:

• The 1- to 8-character name of the CICSPLEX (the default as specified in the CICSPLEX parameter of
the DBCVTPR.

• A valid 1- to -8 character name of a CICSPLEX System Group in the CICSPLEX to which this CICS
belongs.
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Always use the SCOPE option in the command when the PLEX option is used in the command to
override the DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter or to make the DBEC command CICSPLEX-aware when
CICSPLEX is not coded in the DBCVTPR. Unless the SYSID parameter is also specified in the command,
this parameter has no meaning. When it is specified in the command with SYSID, it must precede the
SYSID option in the command string.

NOTE
SCOPE further qualifies the DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter or PLEX option. If neither of
these is specified, SCOPE is ignored in the command.

WARNING
Important for previous release compatibility! If neither PLEX nor SCOPE is specified in the
DBEC command and CICSPLEX= is not specified in the DBCVTPR, the command does not
use the CPSM API. DBEC works as before on all MRO connections. The DBCVTPR CICSPLEX
parameter could be unspecified and still use the DBEC CICSPLEX feature by specifying the
PLEX and SCOPE qualifiers in the command.

For examples of enhanced commands and displays, see DBEC/DBEX Enhanced Display Commands: Sample MUF-Level
Commands and Displays.

DBEC/DBEX Enhanced Display Commands: Sample MUF-Level Commands and Displays

Use enhanced commands, including INQuire, with DBEC/DBEX to monitor remote system MUF-level processing.

Command Examples

Each of the following commands displays scrollable MUF-level data for the specified remote CICS system in read-only
format. A specific SYSID must be a remote CICS. Using the all (*) option includes the local system. A SYSID with mask
(?) values can also include the local system. The table presents MUF information in ascending order by MUF number. The
order of CICS systems begins with the local system, if applicable. The table shows the order of systems as defined in the
connections table in the CSD. If the CICSPLEX-aware feature is used and the SCOPE option specifies a group name,
the systems are limited to active CICS regions in the CICSPLEX or CICS System group in the CICSPLEX. The Result
column shows differences.

Command Result

DBEX I,MUF(12),SYSID(SYSA)
DBEX I,MSIDNAME(DBSIDPR),SYSID(SYSA)

Displays MUF 12 in system SYSA only
Displays the MUF in SYSA that is the default MUF or the MUF
with the SIDNAME of DBSIDPR in the DBCSID macro of the
DBCVTPR

DBEX INQ,MUF(2?),SYSID(*)
DBEX INQ,MSID(DB*),SYSID(*)

Displays MUFs 20 through 29 in the local system and all
connected CICS systems
Displays MUFs with SIDNAMEs beginning with DB as specified
in the DBCSID macros in the DBCVTPR in the local system
and all connected systems. If no DBCSID macros are defined
in the DBCVTPR, displays the default MUF with the SIDNAME
DBSIDPR.
For both commands, the connected CICS systems are limited
to active CICS regions in the CICSPLEX when the CICSPLEX=
parameter is coded with the CICSPLEX name.

DBEX INQ,MUF(??),SYSID(SYSA)
DBEX I,MSID(*),SYSID(SYSA)

Displays all MUFs in the CICS system SYSA
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Command Result

DBEX INQ,MUF(??),SYSID(C??S)
DBEX I,MSID(*),SYSID(C??S)

Displays all MUFs in all systems whose SYSIDs begin with C
and end with S, beginning with local systems if the SYSID fits the
criteria. The qualifying remote systems follow in the order that
is defined in the CICS connections table and optionally active in
the CICSPLEX when the CICSPLEX= parameter is coded in the
DBCVTPR.

DBEX I,MUF(??), SCOPE(DBDVLMAS),
SYSID(*)
DBEX I,MSID(*),SCOPE(DBDVLMAS),
SYSID(????)

Displays all MUFs in all systems, beginning with the local system.
The remote systems follow in the order that is defined in the
CICS connections table and the active area in the CICSPLEX
and members of the DBDVLMAS CICS System Group. The
CICSPLEX= parameter must be coded in the DBCVTPR with the
name of the CICSPLEX to which this system belongs.

DBEX I,MUF(1),PLEX(PLX1),SCOPE(PLX1),
SYSID(*)
DBEX I,MSID(DBSIDPR),PLEX(PLX1),
SCOPE(PLX1),SYSID(*)

Displays the MUF that is the default MUF, the first MUF, or the
MUF with SIDNAME=DBSIDPR in the DBCSID macro, beginning
with the local system and followed by all remote systems in
the order that is defined in the CICS connections table and
optionally active in the PLX1 CICSPLEX to which the local
CICS system must belong. PLEX and SCOPE override the
CICSPLEX value that is coded in the DBCVTPR or make the
DBEC command CICSPLEX-aware when CICSPLEX= is not
coded in the DBCVTPR.

DBEX INQUIRE,MUF(??),SYSID(*)
DBEX INQUIRE,MSIDNAME(*),SYSID(*)

Displays all MUFs in all systems, beginning with the local system.
The remote systems follow in the order that is defined in the CICS
Connection Table and optionally active in the CICSPLEX when the
CICSPLEX parameter is coded in the DBCVTPR.

DBEX I,MUF(2?),DISCONNECT,SYSID(SYSA)
DBEX INQ,MSID(DB*),DISCONNECT,SYSID(SYSA)

Limits display to MUFs in CICS system SYSA that are in
disconnected status and have a number from 20 through 29.
Limits display to MUFs in CICS system SYSA that are in
disconnected status and have SIDNAMEs beginning with DB as
specified in the DBCSID macros in the DBCVTPR. If no DBCSID
macros are defined in the DBCVTPROr, displays the default MUF
with the SIDNAME DBSIDPR.

DBEX I,MUF(??),DISCONNECTING,SYSID(*)
DBEX I,MSID(*),DISCONNECTING,SYSID(*)

Limits display to all MUFs in disconnecting status, that is, MUFs
with DISCONNECTING in the STATUS column. The display
begins with disconnecting MUFs in the local system followed by
disconnecting MUFs in each remote system.

DBEX I,MUF(??),STATS,SYSID(*)
DBEX I, MSIDNAME(*),STATS,SYSID(*)

Displays statistics for all MUFs. The display begins with MUFs in
the local system, followed by MUFs in each remote system. When
CICSPLEX= is coded in the DBCVTPR, the systems are limited to
active CICS regions in the CICSPLEX.

DBEX I,MUF(2?),PLT,SYSID(SYS?)
DBEX I,MSID(DB*),PLT,SYSID(SYS?)

Limits display to MUFs 20 through 29 in the CICS systems whose
SYSIDs begin with SYS, that are connected at PLT time.
Limits display to MUFs in CICS systems whose SYSIDs begin
with SYS, that are connected at PLT time and have SIDNAMEs
beginning with DB, as specified in the DBCSID macros in the
DBCVTPR. If no DBCSID macros are defined in the DBCVTPR,
displays the default MUF with the SIDNAME DBSIDPR.
For both commands, the connected CICS systems are limited
to active CICS regions in the CICSPLEX when the CICSPLEX=
parameter is coded with the CICSPLEX name.
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Display Example DBEX I,MUF(??),SYSID(*)

      SYSID = CYDS       CA Datacom CICS Services = 15.1    APPLID = A31ICYDS     

DBEC I,MUF(??),SYSID(*)                                                        

A SYS MUF    STATUS    W E USERS SIDNAME    JOB    LVL MUFN/SUB   CONDITIONS   

  *LOC      DC00117I CA Datacom CICS Services NOT STARTED                      

  CBR2      LINK TO SYSTEM IS OUT OF SERVICE                                   

  CBR3      LINK TO SYSTEM IS OUT OF SERVICE                                   

  CCR2      LINK TO SYSTEM IS OUT OF SERVICE                                   

  CCR3 01 CONNECTED    P D 006   DBSIDPR  QAMUFD   12  MUFD1                   

  CCR3 02 UNCONNECTED  P D 004   DBDVMW                000 000  CONN RC=13.179 

  CCR3 03 UNCONNECTED  P D 004   DBDVM5                000 000  CONN RC=13.179 

  CCR3 04 UNCONNECTED  D D 004   PRODMUF               000 000                 

  CCR3 05 UNCONNECTED  D D 004   PRODMU2               000 000                 

  CIDS      LINK TO SYSTEM IS OUT OF SERVICE                                   

  CVDS 01 CONNECTED    A D 020   DBDVM5   DBDVM5   150 DBDVMUF5                

  CVDS 02 UNCONNECTED  A D 006   DBDVMS                DBDVMS1                 

  CVDS 03 UNCONNECTED  A D 006   DBDVMT                DBDVMT1                 

  CVDS 04 CONNECTED    A D 020   PRODMU2  DSL2MU14 140 DSL2MU14                

  CVDS 05 CONNECTED    A D 020   DBDVMR   DBDVMR   140 DBDVMR                  

  CVDS 06 UNCONNECTED  A D 006   MUFW                  MUFW1                   

  CVDS 07 UNCONNECTED  D D 003   MUF1                  MUF11                   

  CVDS 08 UNCONNECTED  D D 003   MUF6                  MUF6                    

  CVDS 09 UNCONNECTED  D D 003   MUF7                  MUF71                   

                                                                               

                      PF1: REFRESH                 PF7: BACKWARD   PF8: FORWARD

Field Descriptions

A
Action to perform with DBEX:
E

Select and display the return code summary for that MUF.
S

Select and begin browse display at the URT level.
T

Select and begin browse display of active tasks for that MUF.
U

Select and begin browse display of the concurrent users summary for that MUF.
SYS

Identifies the CICS system to which this display line refers. *LOC means local CICS or TOR.
MUF

MUF sequence number
STATUS

Indicates the CONNECT status of the MUF:
UNCONNECTED

Not yet connected by a program call, PLT, or a DBEC transaction
DISCONNECTED

Explicitly disconnected with a DBEC P,DISCONNECT
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DISCONNECTING
Disconnect requested by DBEC P,DISCONNECT command, but not yet disconnected pending completion
of a read in progress, URT closes, or a transaction having exclusive control

CONNECTED
Connected by Datacom CICS Services but no transaction to disconnect it has been issued.

CONNECTING
Connect requested by DBEC P,CONNECT command, but not yet connected pending completion of the
request in progress in the MUF

W
(WHEN) Indicates when Datacom CICS Services connects the MUF:
P

(PLT) Specifies the MUF is to connect by Datacom CICS Services at startup time
A

(AUTO) Specifies the MUF is automatically connected by Datacom CICS Services when an application
request or URT open needs this MUF

D
(DEFER) Specifies the MUF can only be connected with an explicit DBEC command.

E
The E (EOJ_OK) value represents Datacom CICS Services participation in an EOJ being issued for the MUF.
N

(NO) A value of NO indicates that Datacom CICS Services does not participate in the EOJ of MUF. The
MUF cannot EOJ until the MUF is disconnected in Datacom CICS Services.

D
(DISCONNECT) Use of Disconnect indicates that Datacom CICS Services is to participate with Datacom
Multi-User in support of a request to EOJMUF. Datacom CICS Services is notified that a MUF EOJ was
requested when there is activity in the system. Datacom CICS Services issues and performs an orderly
DISCONNECT from the Multi-User.

I
(IMMEDIATE) Use of IMMEDIATE indicates that Datacom CICS Services is to participate with Datacom
Multi-User in support of a request to EOJMUF. Datacom CICS Services is notified that a MUF EOJ
was requested when there is activity in the system. Datacom CICS Services issues and performs an
IMMEDIATE disconnect from the Multi-User.

The value of DISCONNECT or IMMEDIATE specifies the Datacom CICS Services action when notified of a MUF
EOJ. If either of these two values is specified and there is no request activity within a time interval that is specified
in CICS for this MUF, MUF severs the connection. The MUF startup option of X_EOJ_OK_S_DELAY specifies this
interval.

USERS
Number of tasks that are allocated to this MUF for processing requests

SIDNAME
The SIDNAME specified on the DBCSID macro in the DBCVTPR or the default SIDNAME of DBSIDPR if no
DBCSID macro was specified in the DBCVTPR macro

NOTE
The status of any MUF displayed in this manner is current as of the time of the last request
processed by that MUF. For example, if the last request processed by a MUF was 90 seconds ago,
a DBEC I,MUF (or DBEX I,MUF) request displays the status of that MUF as of 90 seconds ago.

JOB
Identifies the job name of the active MUF.
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LVL
Identifies the release level of the active MUF.

MUFN/SUB
This field displays the MUF name if the SIDNAME module is assembled with a name that is specified by
MUFNAME= that matches the MUF name that is specified in the MUF startup option. Otherwise, this field displays
the number of the SVC and SVC sub-ID that are associated with this MUF, as defined in the SIDNAME module.

CONDITIONS
CONN RC=nn.yyy

The last connect request for this MUF failed for the reason that is indicated by Datacom/DB return code
nn and internal return code yyy.

DISC RC=nn.yyy
The last disconnect request for this MUF failed for the reason that is indicated by Datacom/DB return
code nn and internal return code yyy.

For CICS regions defined in CICS by CONNECTION and SESSION CSD definitions and for CICS regions in the
CICSPLEX or CICS System Group in the CICSPLEX, go to the Messages page and enter your message number for a
description of the messages that are displayed if the inquiry cannot retrieve the requested MUF-level display information.

From this display, if you enter an E in the action field of the first MUF row, the resulting display shows the return code
summary for that MUF.

      SYSID = CYDS       CA Datacom CICS Services = 15.1   APPLID = A31ICYDS

 DBEX I,MUF(??),SYSID(*)

            MUF( 01)     DATABASE RETURN CODE SUMMARY       MSIDNAME( DBSIDPR  )

                               LOW ORDER DIGITS       (PERIODS=NONE)

                0      1      2      3      4      5      6      7      8      9

       -0-      5  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....

       -1-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....

       -2-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....     18  .....  .....  .....  .....

       -3-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....

       -4-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....

       -5-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....

       -6-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....

       -7-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....

       -8-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....

       -9-  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....  .....

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           PF1: REFRESH   PF3: RETURN

From this screen, PF3 returns you to the MUF-level display, where you can choose another display, and PF1 refreshes
the current display. From the MUF-level display, you can then enter a T in the action of a MUF row. The resulting display is
the active task summary for that MUF.

       SYSID = CYDS   CA Datacom CICS Services = 15.1     APPLID = A31ICYDS
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 DBEX I,MUF(??),SYSID(*)

 A SYS MUF TCB TRAN TERM RTIME TASK  W A D E F U S B N PROGRAM  OFFSET COMMD TBL

   CCR3 01   NO TASKS IN USE IN THIS MUF

 

 

 

  

 

         PF1: REFRESH   PF3: RETURN   PF7: BACKWARD   PF8: FORWARD   PF11: RIGHT

Field Descriptions

A
No action is available.

SYS
Identifies the CICS system to which this display line refers. *LOC means local CICS or TOR.

MUF
The ID of the MUF accessed by the current event, consisting of two numbers nn, where nn can be 01 through 99

TCB
The Task Control Block sequence number which identifies the thread that is used by the current event

TRAN
The CICS transaction ID associated with the listed task

TERM
The ID of the terminal that initiated the listed command, or ???? if no terminal was attached to the issue of the
command

RTIME
Time of day when the task last issued a Datacom/DB request

TASK
CICS Task number

W
AWAITING DB RESPONSE -- A request passed control to the MUF and has not yet returned control to Datacom
CICS Services.

A
ABENDING -- The task has an abend condition or the MUF detected an abnormal condition.

D
COMMIT IN PROCESS -- The task is terminating and Datacom CICS Services is performing final task cleanup.

E
EXCLUSIVE CONTROL -- The task has acquired exclusive control by reading a record for update and the TCB is
dedicated to this task until it finishes.

F
COMMIT FAIL -- The task is terminating, but the Datacom CICS Services final cleanup for the task has failed.

U
DWE IN PROCESS -- The task is terminating.

S
SYNCPOINT IN PROCESS -- The task is in CICS SYNCPOINT processing.

B
DTB IN PROCESS -- The task ended abnormally and is terminating with dynamic transaction backout.
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N
NORMAL TERMINATION -- The task has finished terminating, and all requests have completed.

PROGRAM
Name of the application program of this task.

OFFSET
Offset of the return address (in hexadecimal) of the application program.

COMMD
The last Datacom/DB command used by this task.

TBL
The last Datacom/DB table used by this task.

From this screen, PF1 refreshes the active task data, PF3 returns to the MUF display, and PF11 displays the second
screen of active task data.

       SYSID = CYDS   CA Datacom CICS Services = 15.1      APPLID = A31ICYDS

 DBEX I,MUF(??),SYSID(*)

 A SYS MUF TCB DBID  TIME  REQS  URT1 URT2 URT3 URT4 URT5 URT6 URT7 URT8 URT9

   CCR3 01 001 16384 01:62 00001

 

 

  

 

 

          PF1: REFRESH   PF3: RETURN   PF7: BACKWARD   PF8: FORWARD   PF10: LEFT

Field Descriptions

A
No action is available.

SYS
Identifies the CICS system to which this display line refers. *LOC means local CICS or TOR.

MUF
The ID of the MUF being accessed by the current event, consisting of two numbers nn, where nn can be 01
through 99

TCB
The Task Control Block sequence number that identifies the thread being used by the current event

DBID
The last database used by this task

TIME
Time of day when the task first used this Task Control Block

REQS
Number of Datacom/DB requests issued by the referenced task using the referenced TCB

URT1-URT9
First through ninth URT used for exclusive control in this task

From this screen, PF1 refreshes the data of this screen, PF10 returns to the first screen of active task data, and PF3
returns to the MUF-level display where you can choose another display. From the MUF-level display, you can then enter a
U in the action of a MUF row. The resulting display is the task usage summary for that MUF.
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       SYSID = CYDS        CA Datacom CICS Services = 15.1   APPLID = A31ICXDS

 DBEC I,MUF(??),SYSID(*)

                              CONCURRENT USERS FOR MUF( 01 ) MSIDNAME( DBSIDPR )

                                     20%       40%       60%       80%      100%

 USERS   FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE +--------+---------+---------+---------+---------+

  001    00000023    100.00   **************************************************

  002    00000003    013.04   *******

  003    00000003    013.04   *******

  004    00000003    013.04   *******

  005    00000003    013.04   *******

  006    00000003    013.04   *******

  007**  00000003    013.04   *******

  008**  00000003    013.04   *******

  009**  00000003    013.04   *******

  010**  00000003    013.04   *******

  011**  00000003    013.04   *******

  012**  00000003    013.04   *******

  013**  00000003    013.04   *******

  014**  00000003    013.04   *******

  015**  00000003    013.04   *******

  016**  00000003    013.04   *******

  017**  00000003    013.04   *******

 

                       PF1 :REFRESH   PF3: RETURN   PF7: BACKWARD   PF8: FORWARD

Field Descriptions

USERS
A sequence number for a user invoking the reserving of transactions or physically waiting on a read event, where
asterisks after the sequence number have the following meanings:

• The highest number without an asterisk identifies the value that is assigned to the USERS= parameter; for
example, 3 in the display example.

• The 12 extra USERS (021**-032**) beyond the allocated USERS represent how many more USERS that you
could allocate to have better distribution of TCB usage.

FREQUENCY
The values that are shown under the FREQUENCY heading denote the total number of requests when a request
arrives for service. Datacom CICS Services requires n threads (for USERS: nnn) to service the request without
waiting for thread availability. For example, for USERS 006 in the example, three requests were counted when six
concurrent users issued requests.

PERCENTAGE
Indicates the percentage of time that concurrent requests are being issued by the number in the USERS column.
That is, six6 users are attempting requests concurrently about 13 percent of the time. In the display example,
USERS 006 percentage data 13.04 was computed by dividing 3 (frequency of USERS: 006) by 23 (frequency of
USERS: 001, which was serviced 100 percent of the time).

CONCURRENT USERS FOR MUF (nn) MSIDNAME (xxxxxxxx)
Users concurrently invoking reserving transactions or physically waiting on a read event for the selected MUF
indicated by its sequence number in the DBCSID macros of the DBVTPR and the SIDNAME specified in the
respective DBCSID macro

NOTE
After statistics are captured over a longer time, the graphical display under Concurrent Users for
Selected MUF becomes more meaningful.
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Display Example DBEC I,MSID(*),SYSID(*)

      SYSID = CYDS       CA Datacom CICS Services = 15.1     APPLID = A31ICYDS     

DBEC I,MSID(*),SYSID(*)                                                        

A SYS MUF    STATUS    W E USERS SIDNAME    JOB    LVL MUFN/SUB   CONDITIONS   

  *LOC      DC00117I CA Datacom CICS Services NOT STARTED                      

  CBR2      LINK TO SYSTEM IS OUT OF SERVICE                                   

  CBR3      LINK TO SYSTEM IS OUT OF SERVICE                                   

  CCR2      LINK TO SYSTEM IS OUT OF SERVICE                                   

  CCR3 01 CONNECTED    P D 006   DBSIDPR  QAMUFD   140 MUFD1                   

  CCR3 02 UNCONNECTED  P D 004   DBDVMW                000 000  CONN RC=13.179 

  CCR3 03 UNCONNECTED  P D 004   DBDVM5                000 000  CONN RC=13.179 

  CCR3 04 UNCONNECTED  D D 004   PRODMUF               000 000                 

  CCR3 05 UNCONNECTED  D D 004   PRODMU2               000 000                 

  CIDS      LINK TO SYSTEM IS OUT OF SERVICE                                   

  CVDS 01 CONNECTED    A D 020   DBDVM5   DBDVM5   150 DBDVMUF5                

  CVDS 02 UNCONNECTED  A D 006   DBDVMS                DBDVMS1                 

  CVDS 03 UNCONNECTED  A D 006   DBDVMT                DBDVMT1                 

  CVDS 04 CONNECTED    A D 020   PRODMU2  DSL2MU14 140 DSL2MU12                

  CVDS 05 CONNECTED    A D 020   DBDVMR   DBDVMR   140 DBDVMR                  

  CVDS 06 UNCONNECTED  A D 006   MUFW                  MUFW1                   

  CVDS 07 UNCONNECTED  D D 003   MUF1                  MUF11                   

  CVDS 08 UNCONNECTED  D D 003   MUF6                  MUF6                    

  CVDS 09 UNCONNECTED  D D 003   MUF7                  MUF71                   

                                                                               

                      PF1: REFRESH                 PF7: BACKWARD   PF8: FORWARD

Field Descriptions

A
Action to perform with DBEX:
E

Select and display return code summary for that MUF.
S

Select and begin browse display at URT level.
T

Select and begin browse display of active tasks for that MUF.
U

Select and begin browse display of concurrent users summary for that MUF.
SYS

Identifies the CICS system to which this display line refers. *LOC means local CICS or TOR.
MUF

Identifies sequence number of the MUF
STATUS

Indicates the CONNECT status of the MUF:
UNCONNECTED

Not yet connected by a program call, PLT, or a DBEC transaction
DISCONNECTED

Explicitly disconnected with a DBEC P,DISCONNECT
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DISCONNECTING
Disconnect requested by DBEC P,DISCONNECT command, but not yet disconnected pending completion
of a read in progress, URT closes, or a transaction having exclusive control

CONNECTED
Connected by Datacom CICS Services but no transaction to disconnect it has been issued.

CONNECTING
Connect requested by DBEC P,CONNECT command, but not yet connected pending completion of the
request in progress in the MUF

W
(WHEN) Indicates when Datacom CICS Services connects the MUF:
P

(PLT) Specifies the MUF is connected by Datacom CICS Services at startup time.
A

(AUTO) Specifies the MUF is automatically connected by Datacom CICS Services when an application
request or URT open needs this MUF.

D
(DEFER) Specifies the MUF can only be connected with an explicit DBEC command.

E
The E (EOJ_OK) value represents Datacom CICS Services participation in an EOJ being issued for the MUF.
N

(NO) A value of NO indicates that Datacom CICS Services does not participate in the EOJ of MUF. MUF
cannot EOJ until the MUF is disconnected in Datacom CICS Services.

D
(DISCONNECT) Use of Disconnect indicates that Datacom CICS Services is to participate with Datacom
Multi-User in support of a request to EOJMUF. Datacom CICS Services is notified that a MUF EOJ was
requested when there is activity in the system. Datacom CICS Services issues and performs an orderly
DISCONNECT from the Multi-User.

I
(IMMEDIATE) Use of IMMEDIATE indicates that Datacom CICS Services is to participate with Datacom
Multi-User in support of a request to EOJMUF. Datacom CICS Services is notified that a MUF EOJ
was requested when there is activity in the system. Datacom CICS Services issues and performs an
IMMEDIATE disconnect from the Multi-User.

The value of DISCONNECT or IMMEDIATE specifies the Datacom CICS Services action when notified of a MUF
EOJ. If either of these two values is specified and there is no request activity within a specific time interval in
CICS for this MUF, MUF severs the connection. The MUF startup option of X_EOJ_OK_S_DELAY specifies this
interval.

USERS
Number of tasks that are allocated to this MUF for processing requests

SIDNAME
The SIDNAME specified on the DBCSID macro in the DBCVTPR or the default SIDNAME of DBSIDPR if no
DBCSID macro was specified in the DBCVTPR macro

NOTE
The status of any MUF displayed in this manner is current as of the time of the last request processed
by that MUF. For example, if the last request processed by a MUF was 90 seconds ago, a DBEC I,MUF
(or DBEX I,MUF) request displays the status of that MUF as of 90 seconds ago.

JOB
Identifies the job name of the active MUF
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LVL
Identifies the release level of the active MUF

MUFN/SUB
This field displays the MUF name if the SIDNAME module is assembled with a name that is specified by
MUFNAME= that matches the MUF name that is specified in the MUF startup option. Otherwise, this field displays
the number of the SVC and SVC sub-ID that are associated with this MUF as defined in the SIDNAME module.

CONDITIONS
CONN RC=nn.yyy

The last connect request for this MUF failed for the reason that is indicated by Datacom/DB return code
nn and internal return code yyy.

DISC RC=nn.yyy
The last disconnect request for this MUF failed for the reason that is indicated by Datacom/DB return
code nn and internal return code yyy.

For CICS regions that have been defined in CICS by CONNECTION and SESSION CSD definitions and for CICS
regions in the CICSPLEX or CICS System Group in the CICSPLEX, go to the Messages page and enter your message
number for a description of the messages that are displayed if the inquiry cannot retrieve the requested MUF-level display
information.

Display Example DBEC I,MUF(??),STATS,SYSID(*
)

      SYSID = CYDS       CA Datacom CICS Services = 15.1     APPLID = A31ICYDS     

DBEC I,MUF(??),STATS,SYSID(*)                                                  

A SYS MUF ACT EXC HLD  REQUESTS   HELD   WITH I/O  W/O I/O  START I/O  AVG/REQ 

  *LOC      DC00117I CA Datacom CICS Services NOT STARTED                      

  CBR2      LINK TO SYSTEM IS OUT OF SERVICE                                   

  CBR3      LINK TO SYSTEM IS OUT OF SERVICE                                   

  CCR2      LINK TO SYSTEM IS OUT OF SERVICE                                   

  CCR3 01 000 000 000 000000023 0000000 000000000 000000023 000000000 000.00000

  CCR3 02 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

  CCR3 03 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

  CCR3 04 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

  CCR3 05 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

  CIDS      LINK TO SYSTEM IS OUT OF SERVICE                                   

  CVDS 01 000 000 000 000000007 0000000 000000000 000000007 000000000 000.00000

  CVDS 02 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

  CVDS 03 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

  CVDS 04 000 000 000 000000005 0000000 000000000 000000005 000000000 000.00000

  CVDS 05 000 000 000 000000005 0000000 000000000 000000005 000000000 000.00000

  CVDS 06 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

  CVDS 07 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

  CVDS 08 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

  CVDS 09 000 000 000 000000000 0000000 000000000 000000000 000000000 000.00000

                                                                               

                      PF1: REFRESH                 PF7: BACKWARD   PF8: FORWARD

Field Descriptions

A
No action is available in read-only mode (DBEX).
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SYS
Identifies the CICS system to which this display line refers. *LOC means local CICS or TOR.

MUF
Sequence number of the MUF relative to the position of the associated DBCSID macro that is appended to the
DBCVTPR macro

ACT
Number of tasks waiting for Datacom/DB I/O to complete

EXC
Number of tasks that have acquired exclusive control by issuing update requests to Datacom/DB

HLD
Number of tasks waiting for access to Datacom/DB. If HLD is not zero (000), the maximum number of concurrent
users (defined in the DBCVTPR macro) has been reached.

REQUESTS
Number of Datacom/DB requests issued since Datacom CICS Services initiation, or since a DBOC
RESET=STATS transaction was issued for the default MUF or an R line command was issued on the MUF
statistic display.

HELD
Number of requests that had to wait for Datacom/DB access since Datacom CICS Services initiation, or since a
DBOC RESET=STATS transaction was issued for the default MUF or an R line command was issued on the MUF
statistic display

WITH I/O
Number of requests receiving Datacom/DB service after an I/O wait

W/O I/O
Number of requests receiving Datacom/DB service without an I/O wait

START I/O
Number of start I/Os issued by Datacom/DB

AVG/REQ
Average number of start I/Os issued by Datacom/DB per request

DBEC/DBEX Remote Resource Monitoring: Display URT-Level Processing Options

Use DBEC/DBEX transactions to monitor remote system resources. Review the INQUIRE operand, valid entries, format,
and syntax examples for displaying URT-level processing options.

Display URT-Level Processing Options

Issue requests for information about URT resources with the DBEC or the DBEX transaction followed by the INQUIRE
operand. The options enable you to invoke a display of all URTs.

If you issue the command with the DBEX transaction ID, you cannot update any information on the resulting scrollable
display. The only allowable entry in the Action field is S, which toggles to the Table-level display beginning with the URT
for the row containing your entry. If you issue the command with DBEC, you can alter certain fields on the panel.

Review the following example of a URT. A URT begins with a DBURSTR macro, contains one or more DBURTBL macros,
each defining a Datacom/DB table, and ends with a DBUREND macro. The values for the bold-faced parameters in this
example are displayed in the URT-level inquiry.

 URT    TITLE 'ONLINE URT FOR REQUESTS USING MULTI-USER FACILITY'   

 DBURSTR    MULTUSE=YES,WRITE=NO,   
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                CBSIO=0,PRTY=7,TXNUNDO=YES,TIMEMIN=5,TIMESEC=0

 DBURTBL    TBLNAME=PAY,DBID=004,   

            AUTODXC=YES,BYPOPEN=NO,SYNONYM=YES,UPDATE=YES   

 DBUREND    DBSQL=YES,USRINFO=CAICICS   

 END

Invoke the following transaction to display the status of Datacom/DB URTs.

►►─┬─ DBEC ─┬─ INQuire,URT(nnnn) ─┬────────────┬── ,SYSid(aaaa) ──────┬────────►

   └─ DBEX ─┘                     └─ ,limiter ─┘   ├─ PLEX(xxxxxxxx) ─┤

                                                   └─ SCOPE(yyyyyyyy) ┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,SIDname(xxxxxxxx) ─┘

NOTE
When PLEX and SCOPE parameters are specified with the SYSID option, they must be entered before SYSID.
For example:

DBEC I,MUF(?),PLEX(xxxxxxxx),SCOPE(yyyyyyyy),SYS(*)

DBEC/DBEX
(Required) Specify a transaction ID valid with Enhanced commands used to monitor URTs. Select the transaction
ID for which you are authorized. Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.

INQuire,
(Required) Requests a scrollable display of URTs. INQ and I are valid abbreviations.

URT(nnnn)
(Required)

URT
Specifies that the inquiry is to invoke the URT-level display. The value in parentheses identifies the suffix
of the URT

nnnn
Directs the system to display only the URT with the specific four-digit suffix nnnn
Alternately, instead of using the nnnn suffix to specify a single URT, use the wildcard symbol (?) to accept
any digit 0 - 9 for any (or all) of the four digits of the suffix.

,limiter
(Optional) Limits the inquiry to URTs of designated type, status, how defined for opening, or URTs with no CICS
System Definition data set (CSD) entry. The following values are valid for designating limiters of each type:

• Type
– DYN

URTs dynamically built by a Broadcom product
– SQL

URTs for applications issuing SQL statements
• Status

– CLOSE
URTs explicitly closed through a DBOC/DBEC command

– CLOSING
URTs with a close in progress, where close is invoked at the completion of the current read or update

– OPEN
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URTs that are open
– OPENING

URTs with an open in progress, where open status is set at the completion of the current open in MUF
– UNOpened

URTs defined as AUTO or DEFER that have not been opened by a program call or a DBOC/DBEC
transaction. UNO is a valid abbreviation.

• When
– AUTO

URTs defined to open when required by a program
– DEFer

URTs defined to open only by an explicit DBOC/DBEC command. DEF is a valid abbreviation.
– PLT

URTs opened at Datacom CICS Services startup (URTs not defined for AUTO or DEFER)
• Condition

– NOCSD
URTs have no CICS System Definition data set (CSD) entry. Such URTs are available for dynamic creation
by a Broadcom product.

,SYSid(aaaa)
(Required) For an MRO environment, the value in parentheses determines whether the inquiry is for a single
remote CICS system or for all CICS systems. The following values are valid:
aaaa

Four-character CICS identifier for a single remote CICS system, as defined in the CICS connection table
xxxx

Use a question mark (?) for any position of the four-character value to specify a mask to limit the inquiry
to a set of SYSIDs, which can include the local CICS system and any remote systems.

*
All attached CICS systems, beginning with the local system

(SYS is a valid abbreviation.)
PLEX(data-value)

Identifies the CICSPLEX context for the function that is issued with this DBEC request. The PLEX value
must be the 1- to 8-character name of the CICSPLEX to which this CICS region belongs. If the PLEX
option is not specified, the default for the DBEC command is the CICSPLEX specified in the DBCVTPR.
The PLEX value must match the CICSPLEX parameter that is specified in the EYUPARM member of
the CICS startup. This parameter has no meaning unless the SYSID parameter is also specified in the
command. When it is specified in the command with SYSID, it must precede the SYSID option in the
command string.

NOTE
To use the CICSPLEX-aware feature of DBEC with SYSID, either code the DBCVTPR with
the CICSPLEX= parameter or specify the PLEX and SCOPE parameters in the command.
SYSID behaves differently depending on whether DBEC is CICSPLEX-aware. If it is not,
SYSID operates on all MRO connections. If DBEC is CICSPLEX-aware, SYSID operates
on only the MRO connections for active CICS regions in the CICSPLEX as identified by a
CICSRGN CICSPlex SM resource table occurrence. PLEX (a CICSPLEX name) and SCOPE
(a CICSPLEX or system group name) can override the DBCVTPR value for the CICSPlex SM
connections.

SCOPE(data-value)
(Optional; used only with SYSID) Specifies the scope for the function that is issued with this DBEC
request. The SCOPE option qualifies the PLEX option or DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter. The scope
can be one of two options:
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• The 1- to 8-character name of the CICSPLEX (the default specified in the CICSPLEX parameter of the
DBCVTPR)

• A valid 1- to 8-character name of a CICSPLEX System Group in the CICSPLEX to which this CICS
belongs

Always use the SCOPE option in the command when the PLEX option is used in the command to
override the DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter or to make the DBEC command CICSPLEX-aware when
CICSPLEX is not coded in the DBCVTPR. This parameter has no meaning unless the SYSID parameter
is also specified in the command. When it is specified in the command with SYSID, it must precede the
SYSID option in the command string.

NOTE
SCOPE further qualifies the DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter or PLEX option. If neither
of these is specified, SCOPE is ignored in the command.Important! For previous release
compatibility, if neither PLEX nor SCOPE is specified in the DBEC command and the
CICSPLEX= parameter is not specified in the DBCVTPR, the command does not use the
CPSM API. DBEC works as before with SYSID. The DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter could
be unspecified and still use the DBEC CICSPLEX feature by specifying the PLEX and SCOPE
qualifiers in the command.

,SIDname(xxxxxxxx)
(Optional) Specify one SID name to which the URT inquiry applies by MUF (see Specifying DBCSID Macros
and the DBURSTR macro SIDNAME= parameter in Datacom Core) or any number of leading characters of SID
names, followed by an asterisk (*) to specify a range of SID names to which the URT inquiry applies by MUFs.
Omitting the SIDNAME(xxxxxxxx) limiter results in the command being applied to all MUFs in the remote systems.
SID is a valid abbreviation.

If the URT-level display information cannot be retrieved for a remote system, go to the Messages page and enter your
message number for an explanation of the message that appears for that CICS system.

For examples of enhanced commands and displays, see DBEC/DBEX Enhanced Display Commands: Sample URT-Level
Commands and Displays.

DBEC/DBEX Enhanced Display Commands: Sample URT-Level Commands and Displays

Review sample commands and displays for using enhanced commands with DBEC/DBEX to monitor remote system
table-level processing.

Command Examples

Each of the following commands displays scrollable URT-level data in read-only format for one of the following options:

• The specified remote system
• A set of CICS systems
• All CICS systems including the local system
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When a single remote system is specified for a CICSPLEX-aware command, the system should be active in the
CICSPLEX. The following table shows URT information in ascending numerical order by URT suffix. The Result column
shows differences.

Command Result

DBEX I,URT(12),SYSID(SYSA) Displays URT 0012 in system SYSA only

DBEX INQ,URT(2?),SYSID(*) Displays URTs 0020 through 0029 in the local system and
all connected CICS systems or active CICS systems in the
CICSPLEX if the DBCVTPR is coded with the CICSPLEX name

DBEX INQ,URT(?),SCOPE(DBDVLMAS),SYSID(CI??) Displays URTs 0001 through 0009 in all connected CICS systems
whose SYSIDs begin with CI that are active in the CICSPLEX
specified in the DBCVTPR and are also in the CICS System
Group DBDVLMAS. This includes the local system if the SYSID
begins with CI.

DBEX INQ,URT(????),SIDNAME(DBSIDPR),SYSID(SYSA) Displays all URTs in the CICS system SYSA and only URTs that
are associated with the MUF that uses the DBSIDPR module as
defined by the DBCSID macro for connection

DBEX INQUIRE,URT(????),SYSID(*) Displays all URTs in all systems, beginning with the local system,
followed by remote systems in the order in which they are defined
in the CICS Connection Table. When the DBCVTPR is coded with
the CICSPLEX name, the inquiry is limited to active CICS regions
in the CICSPLEX.

DBEX I,URT(2?),CLOSE,SYSID(SYS?) Limits display to URTs in all CICS systems whose SYSIDs begin
with SYS that are in closed status and have a suffix from 0020
through 0029. If the CICSPLEX name is coded in the DBCVTPR,
the display is limited to active CICS regions in the CICSPLEX, as
opposed to all MRO connections.

DBEX I,URT(????),CLOSING,SIDNAME(PROD*),SYSID(*) Limits display to URTs in closing status (URTs with CLOSING in
the STATUS column) and further limits the display to the URTs
associated with any MUF that is defined by the DBCSID macros
for connection with a SID module name that begins with PROD.
The display begins with closing URTs in the local system, followed
by closing URTs in each remote system. If DBCVTPR is coded
with the CICSPLEX name, the display is limited to active CICS
systems in the CICSPLEX.

DBEX I,URT(2?),DYN,SYSID(*) Limits display to dynamically built (with DYN in the TYP column)
URTs 0020 through 0029. The display begins with URTs in the
local system, followed by URTs in connected remote systems.
If DBCVTPR is coded with the CICSPLEX name, the display is
limited to active CICS systems in the CICSPLEX.

DBEX I,URT(????),NOCSD,SYSID(SYSA) Limits display to URTs in SYSA that have no entry in the CICS
System Definition data set (CSD)

DBEX I,URT(2?),PLT,SYSID(CXDS) Limits display to URTs 0020 through 0029 in the CXDS system
that are opened at PLT time
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Command Result

DBEX I,URT(????),SQL,SYSID(*) Limits display to URTs defined for SQL applications (URTs with
SQL in the TYP column). Display begins with all local SQL URTs,
followed by all SQL URTs in each remote system. If DBCVTPR is
coded with the CICSPLEX name, the display is limited to active
CICS systems in the CICSPLEX.

DBEX
I,URT(????),SQL,PLEX(DBDVPLEX)SCOPE(DBDVLMAS),SYS(*)

Limits display to URTs defined for SQL applications (URTs with
SQL in the TYP column). Display begins with all local SQL URTs,
followed by all SQL URTs in each remote system active in the
DBDVPLEX CICSPLEX and belonging to the DBDVLMAS CICS
System Group.

Display Example DBEX I,URT(00??),SYSID(CVDS)

       SYSID = CYDS       CA Datacom CICS Services = 15.1      APPLID = A31ICYDS

 DBEX I,URT(00??),SYSID(CVDS)

 A SYS  URT  TYP STATUS   W REL CBSIO  PR U MIN SEC   CONDITIONS     SIDNAME MUF

   CVDS 0001 STD UNOPENED A 100 000000 07 Y 000 000                  DBDVM5  01

   CVDS 0002 STD OPENED   P 100 000000 07 Y 000 000 ACT=000 RES=000  DBDVM5  01

   CVDS 0003 STD UNOPENED A 100 000000 07 N                          DBDVM5  01

   CVDS 0004                                        NO CSD ENTRY

   CVDS 0005                                        NO LOAD MODULE

   CVDS 0006                                        NO CSD ENTRY

   CVDS 0007                                        NO CSD ENTRY

   CVDS 0008                                        NO CSD ENTRY

   CVDS 0009                                        NO CSD ENTRY

   CVDS 0010 STD UNOPENED A 100 000000 07 Y 000 000                  DBDVM5  01

   CVDS 0011                                        NO CSD ENTRY

   CVDS 0012                                        NO CSD ENTRY

   CVDS 0013                                        NO CSD ENTRY

   CVDS 0014 STD UNOPENED A  90 000000 07 Y 000 000                  DBDVM5  01

   CVDS 0015                                        NO CSD ENTRY

   CVDS 0016 STD UNOPENED A 100 000000 07 N 000 000                  DBDVM5  01

   CVDS 0017                                        NO CSD ENTRY

   CVDS 0018                                        NO CSD ENTRY

   CVDS 0019                                        NO CSD ENTRY

 

                   PF1: REFRESH   PF3: RETURN/END   PF7: BACKWARD   PF8: FORWARD

Field Descriptions

The only valid entry in Column A is S, which selects the URT to display at the Table-level.

A
Action to perform with DBEX:
S

Select and begin browse display at table level.
SYS

CICS system to which this display line refers. *LOC means local CICS or TOR.
URT

URT sequence number
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TYP
Type of URT:
STD

URT for applications issuing Datacom/DB commands
SQL

URT for applications issuing SQL statements
DYN

URT dynamically built by another Broadcom product
STATUS

Indicates the OPEN status of the URT:
UNOPENED

Not yet opened by a program call or a DBEC or DBOC transaction
CLOSED

Explicitly closed with a DBEC or DBOC CLOSE=
CLOSING

Close requested by DBEC or DBOC CLOSE= command, but not yet closed pending completion of a read
in progress or a transaction having exclusive control

OPEN
Opened by Datacom CICS Services but no transaction to close it has been issued.

OPENING
Open requested by DBEC or DBOC OPEN= command, but not yet opened pending completion of the
request in progress in the MUF or a connect to the MUF

W
(WHEN) Indicates when Datacom CICS Services opens the URT:
P

(PLT) Specifies the URT is open by Datacom CICS Services at startup time.
A

(AUTO) Specifies the URT is automatically opened by Datacom CICS Services when an application
request needs this URT.

D
(DEFER) Specifies the URT can only be opened with an explicit DBEC or DBOC command.

REL
If the URT was assembled with a release of the macros at Datacom/DB r10 or earlier, REL indicates the Datacom/
DB release level of the macro that is used to generate the URT. Beginning with Datacom/DB r11 and for all
following releases, the value for REL is a URT compatibility indicator that displays as 100.

CBSIO
Value specified in URT generation for I/O limit interrupt for all SELxx commands except SELPR

PR
Priority level for requests that are processed using this URT, where nn is from 01 through 15; 01 is low, and 07 is
the default (specified with PRTY= in the DBURSTR macro that is used in generating this URT)

U
Value for TXNUNDO= in the DBURSTR macro generating this URT, where:
YES

Indicates that transaction backout is dynamically invoked for update requests that are issued by a
program using this URT when an abend occurs
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NO
Indicates that transaction backout is not operational.

MIN
Value for TIMEMIN= in the DBURSTR macro generating this URT, where the number from 1 through 120 is the
limit in minutes to wait for a record held under exclusive control by another request (alternative to TIMESEC=)

NOTE
MIN=0 with SEC=0 means unlimited wait time; MIN=0 with SEC=1 means no wait time.

SEC
Value for TIMESEC= in the DBURSTR macro generating this URT, where the number from 1 through 120 is the
limit in seconds to wait for a record held under exclusive control by another request (alternative to TIMEMIN=)

NOTE
MIN=0 with SEC=0 means unlimited wait time; MIN=0 with SEC=1 means no wait time.

CONDITIONS
ACT=xxx,RES=xxx
The value for ACT (ACTIVE) is the total number of tasks using this URT. The value for RES is the number of tasks
that have read a record that is held for update.
NO CSD ENTRY

The CICS System Definition data set (CSD) does not contain an entry for this URT.
NO LOAD MODULE

The URT module is not in the library.
CSD DISABLED

The entry for this URT in the CICS System Definition data set (CSD) has been disabled.
URT DELETED/SKIPPED

The user deleted the URT module, or this URT was not loaded because it was specified in a SKIPLOAD
range.

UNKNOWN MUF
This global URT is associated with a MUF that is not defined with a DBCSID macro in the DBCVTPR.

OPEN RC=xx.yyy
The last open request for this URT failed for the reason that is indicated by Datacom/DB return code xx
and internal return code yyy.

CLOS RC=xx.yyy
The last close request for this URT failed for the reason that is indicated by Datacom/DB return code xx
and internal return code yyy.

SIDNAME
The value that is specified in the relative DBCSID macro of the DBCVTPR generation for the name of the
DBSIDPR macro-generated module to be loaded and used for this MUF

MUF
The number of the MUF that contains the tables for this URT. In a single MUF environment, this number is always
one.

DBEC/DBEX Remote Resource Monitoring: Display Table-Level Processing Options

Use enhanced commands, including INQuire, with DBEC/DBEX to monitor remote system table-level processing.
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Display Table-Level Processing Options

To display options for Datacom/DB tables accessible through URTs for systems that are MRO-connected and optionally in
a CICSplex or a CICSplex CICS System Group, issue an Enhanced INQUIRE command from:

• A CICS system
• A set of CICS systems
• All CICS systems

If you issue the INQ command with DBEC or its substitute, you can make entries in certain fields to override table options
that are specified in the URT definition. If you issue the INQ command with the DBEX transaction ID or its substitute, you
cannot update any fields in the scrollable display.

URT Definition Example

A URT begins with a DBURSTR macro, contains one or more DBURTBL macros, each defining a Datacom/DB table, and
ends with a DBUREND macro. The values for the bold-faced parameters in this example are displayed on the Table-level
inquiry.

URT            TITLE 'ONLINE URT FOR REQUESTS USING MULTI-USER FACILITY'

DBURSTR        MULTUSE=YES,WRITE=NO,

               CBSIO=0,PRTY=7,TXNUNDO=YES,TIMEMIN=5,TIMESEC=0

DBURTBL        TBLNAME=PAY,DBID=004,

AUTODXC=YES,BYPOPEN=NO,SYNONYM=YES,UPDATE=YES

DBUREND        DBSQL=YES,USRINFO=CAICICS

END

Invoke the following transaction to display how the DBURTBL macros define the subsequent parameters for all tables in
the specified URT.

• TBLNAM=
• DBID= or DBIDUSER= and DBIDMUF=
• AUTODXC=
• BYPOPEN=
• SYNONYM=
• UPDATE=

Display Table-Level Processing Options

►►─┬─ DBEC ─┬─ INQuire,TBL(nnnn) ─┬────────────┬── ,SYSid(aaaa) ──────┬───────►

   └─ DBEX ─┘                     └─ ,limiter ─┘   ├─ PLEX(xxxxxxxx) ─┤

                                                   └─ SCOPE(yyyyyyyy) ┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,SIDname(xxxxxxxx) ─┘

When PLEX and SCOPE parameters are specified with the SYSID option, they must be entered before SYSID. For
example:

DBEC I,TBL(?),SYS(*),PLEX(xxxxxxxx),SCOPE(yyyyyyyy)

DBEC/DBEX
(Required) Specify a transaction ID valid with Enhanced commands used to monitor URTs. Select the transaction
ID for which you are authorized. Leave a space between the transaction ID and the command.
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INQuire,
(Required) Specifies that Datacom CICS Services is to perform an Inquiry. INQ and I are valid abbreviations.

TBL(nnnn)
(Required)

TBL
Specifies that the inquiry is to invoke the Table-level display. The value in parentheses identifies the suffix
of the URT.

nnnn
Specifies that you want to display only the URT with the specific four-digit suffix nnnn.
Alternately, instead of using the nnnn suffix to specify only a specific URT, you can use the wildcard
symbol (?) to accept any digit 0 through 9 for any (or all) of the four digits of the suffix.

,limiter
(Optional) Limits the inquiry to URTs of designated type, status, how defined for opening, or URTs with no CICS
System Definition data set (CSD) entry. The following values designate the limiters of each type:
Type
DYN

URTs dynamically built by a Broadcom product
SQL

URTs for applications issuing SQL statements
Status
CLOSE

URTs explicitly closed through one of the following methods:

• A DBOC CLOSE= command
• A DBEC PERform,URT(nnnn),CLOSE
• An entry of C in the Action column of a DBEC INQ,URT(nnnn) display

CLOSING
URTs with a close in progress, where close is invoked at the completion of the current read or update

OPEN
URTs that are open

OPENING
URTs with an open in progress, where open status is set at the completion of the current open in the MUF

UNOpened
URTs defined as AUTO or DEFER that have not been opened by a program call or a DBOC/DBEC
transaction. UNO is a valid abbreviation

When
AUTO

URTs defined to be opened when required by a program
DEFer

URTs defined to be opened only by an explicit DBOC/DBEC command. DEF is a valid abbreviation.
PLT

URTs opened at Datacom CICS Services startup (URTs not defined for AUTO or DEFER)
Condition
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NOCSD
URTs have no CICS System Definition data set (CSD) entry. Such URTs are available for dynamic
creation by a Broadcom product.

,SYSid(aaaa)
(Required) For an MRO environment and optionally for a CICSplex environment, the value in parentheses
determines whether the inquiry is for a single remote CICS system, a set of CICS systems, or for all CICS
systems. The following values are valid:
aaaa

Four-character CICS identifier for a single remote CICS system, as defined in the CICS connection table
xxxx

Use a question mark (?) for any position of the four-character value to specify a mask to limit the inquiry
to a set of SYSIDs, which can include the local CICS system and any remote systems.

*
All attached CICS systems, beginning with the local system

(SYS is a valid abbreviation.)
,PLEX(data-value)

Identifies the CICSPLEX context for the function that is issued with this DBEC request. The PLEX value
must be the 1- to 8-character name of the CICSPLEX to which this CICS region belongs. If the PLEX
option is not specified, the default for the DBEC command is the CICSPLEX specified in the DBCVTPR.
The PLEX value must match the CICSPLEX parameter that is specified in the EYUPARM member of
the CICS startup. Unless the SYSID parameter is also specified in the command, this parameter has
no meaning. When it is specified in the command with SYSID, it must precede the SYSID option in the
command string.

NOTE
To use the CICSPLEX-aware feature of DBEC with SYSID, either code the DBCVTPR with
the CICSPLEX= parameter or specify the PLEX and SCOPE parameters in the command.
SYSID behaves differently depending on whether DBEC is CICSPLEX-aware. If it is not,
SYSID operates on all MRO connections. If DBEC is CICSPLEX-aware, SYSID operates
on only the MRO connections for active CICS regions in the CICSPLEX as identified by a
CICSRGN CICSPlex SM resource table occurrence. PLEX (a CICSPLEX name) and SCOPE
(a CICSPLEX or system group name) can override the DBCVTPR value for the CICSPlex SM
connections.

SCOPE(data-value)
Defines the scope of the function that is issued by this DBEC request. The SCOPE option qualifies the
PLEX option or DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter. SCOPE can be one of two options:

• The 1- to 8-character name of the CICSPLEX (the default specified in the CICSPLEX parameter of the
DBCVTPR)

• A valid 1- to 8-character name of a CICSPLEX System Group in the CICSPLEX to which this CICS
belongs

Always use the SCOPE option in the command when the PLEX option is used in the command to
override the DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter or to make the DBEC command CICSPLEX-aware when
CICSPLEX is not coded in the DBCVTPR. Unless the SYSID parameter is also specified in the command,
this parameter has no meaning. When it is specified in the command with SYSID, it must precede the
SYSID option in the command string.

NOTE
SCOPE further qualifies the DBCVTPR CICSPLEX parameter or PLEX option. If neither of
these is specified, SCOPE is ignored in the command.
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WARNING
Important for previous release compatibility! If neither PLEX nor SCOPE is specified in the
DBEC command and CICSPLEX= is not specified in the DBCVTPR, the command does not
use the CPSM API. DBEC works as before on all MRO connections. The DBCVTPR CICSPLEX
parameter could be unspecified and still use the DBEC CICSPLEX feature by specifying the
PLEX and SCOPE qualifiers in the command.

,SIDname(xxxxxxxx)
(Optional) Specify one SID name to which the URT inquiry applies by MUF (see Specifying DBCSID Macros
and the DBURSTR macro SIDNAME= parameter in Datacom Core) or any number of leading characters of SID
names, followed by an asterisk (*) to specify a range of SID names to which the URT inquiry applies by MUFs.
Omitting the SIDNAME(xxxxxxxx) limiter results in the command being applied to all MUFs in the remote systems.
SID is a valid abbreviation.

For examples of enhanced commands and displays, see DBEC/DBEX Enhanced Display Commands: Sample Table-
Level Commands and Displays.

DBEC/DBEX Enhanced Display Commands: Sample Table-Level Commands and Displays

Review sample commands and displays for using enhanced commands with DBEC/DBEX to monitor remote system
table-level processing.

Command Examples

Each of the following commands displays scrollable Table-level data. This data is for the specified remote system only, for
a set of systems, or for all connected CICS systems. These systems are optionally active in a CICSPLEX or CICSPLEX
CICS System Group in read-only format. The table presents URT information in ascending numerical order by URT suffix.
Information is presented in the order in which tables are defined to the URT. The Result column shows details.

Command Result

DBEX I,TBL(12),SYSID(SYSA) Displays tables for URT 0012 in CICS system SYSA

DBEX INQ,TBL(2?),SYSID(SYSA) Displays tables for URTs 0020 through 0029 in CICS system
SYSA

DBEX INQUIRE,TBL(????),SIDNAME(DBSIDPR),SYSID(*) Displays tables for all URTs in all systems that are associated
with the MUF that uses the DBSIDPR module as defined by the
DBCSID macro for connection or the default MUF if not defined by
the DBCSID. The systems are limited to systems that are active
in the CICSPLEX when DBCVTPR is coded with the CICSPLEX
name.

DBEX I,TBL(?),AUTO,SYSID(SYSA) Displays tables for URTs 0001 through 0009 defined for automatic
opening in CICS system SYSA

DBEX I,TBL(2?),CLOSE,SCOPE(DBDVLMAS),SYSID(*) Displays tables for URTs 0020 through 0029 that are in closed
status (CLOSED in the STATUS column) in all connected CICS
systems that are active in the DBDVLMAS CICS System Group in
the CICSPLEX specified in the DBCVTPR

DBEX I,TBL(????),CLOSING,SIDNAME(PROD*),SYSID(SYSA) Displays tables for all URTs in closing status (CLOSING in the
STATUS column) in CICS system SYSA and further limits the
display to the URTs associated with any MUF that is defined by
the DBCSID macros for connection with a SID module name that
begins with PROD
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Command Result

DBEX I,TBL(2?),DYN,SYSID(C???*) Displays tables for dynamically built (DYN in the TYP column)
URTs 0020 through 0029 in all CICS systems whose SYSIDs
begin with C. The display is limited to active regions in the
CICSPLEX if DBCVTPR is coded with the CICSPLEX name.

DBEX I,TBL(??),PLT,SYSID(SYS?) Displays tables for URTs 0001 through 0099 that are opened at
PLT time (PLT in the WHEN column) in CICS systems whose
SYSIDs begin with SYS. When DBCVTPR is coded with the
CICSPLEX name, the systems are limited to systems that are
active in the CICSPLEX.

DBEX
I,TBL(100),PLEX(DBDVPLEX),SCOPE(DBDVLMAS),SYS(*)

Displays tables for URT 0100 in all systems that are active in
CICSPLEX DBDVPLEX and belong to CICS System Group
DBDVLMAS

Display Example DBEC I,TBL(1),SYSID(*)

When inquiries are made at the table level, the display includes the number and status of each URT, similarly to the URT
status inquiry display. Table names and database IDs are also displayed for each URT.

     SYSID = CXDS         CA Datacom CICS Services = 15.1       APPLID = A31ICXDS

 DBEX I,TBL(1),SYSID(*)  

   SYS  URT  TYP STATUS  TABLE DBID  UPD   BYP   SYN   AUT     DBIDM SIDNAME MUF

   *LOC 0001 STD UNOPENED  PAY 00001 YES   NO    YES   YES           DBSIDPR  01

                           PMF 00001 YES   NO    YES   YES

                           POH 00001 YES   NO    YES   YES

                           POL 00001 YES   NO    YES   YES

                           PNC 00001 YES   NO    YES   YES

                           PNM 00001 YES   NO    YES   YES

   CBR2 0001 LINK TO SYSTEM IS OUT OF SERVICE

   CBR3 0001 LINK TO SYSTEM IS OUT OF SERVICE

   CCR2 0001 CICS SERVICE NOT INSTALLED

   CCR3 0001 STD OPEN      PAY 00001 YES   NO    YES   YES           MUFW     01

                           PMF 00001 YES   NO    YES   YES

                           POH 00001 YES   NO    YES   YES

                           POL 00001 YES   NO    YES   YES

                           PNC 00001 YES   NO    YES   YES

   CIDS 0001 STD OPEN      PAY 00001 YES   NO    YES   YES           DBSIDPR  01

                           PMF 00001 YES   NO    YES   YES

                           POH 00001 YES   NO    YES   YES

                           POL 00001 YES   NO    YES   YES

 

                          PF3: RETURN          PF7: BACKWARD     PF8: FORWARD

Field Descriptions

When you specify TBL rather than URT in the command format, Datacom CICS Services presents a scrollable display
containing 13 columns of data. The first four columns and the last two columns repeat the SYS, URT, TYP, STATUS,
SIDNAME, and MUF data that is displayed on the corresponding URT-Level inquiry. Data appears in these fields only
once per URT. The remaining seven columns display information about the tables making up the URT definition.

SYS
Identifies the CICS system to which this display line refers. *LOC means local CICS or TOR.
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URT
URT sequence number

TYP
Type of URT.
STD

URT for applications issuing Datacom/DB commands
SQL

URT for applications issuing SQL statement.
DYN

URT dynamically built by another Broadcom product
STATUS

Indicates the OPEN status of the URT with the following values:
UNOPENED

Not yet opened by a program call or a DBEC or DBOC transaction
CLOSED

Explicitly closed with a DBEC or DBOC CLOSE=
CLOSING

Close requested by DBEC or DBOC CLOSE= command, but not yet closed pending completion of a read
in progress or a transaction having exclusive control

OPEN
Opened by Datacom CICS Services but no transaction to close it has been issued.

OPENING
Open requested by DBEC or DBOC OPEN= command, but not yet opened pending completion of the
request in progress in the MUF or a connect to the MUF

TABLE
Name of the Datacom/DB table in the URT

DBID
Number of the database that contains the table (as seen in the application request)

UPD
Specifies whether table updates are permitted using this URT
YES

This URT permits applications to update the named table.
NO

Update of the named table is not permitted using this URT.
BYP

Specifies whether the designated table is bypassed when the URT is opened.
YES

When the URT is opened, the designated table is bypassed from the opening. Any attempt to access this
table, using this URT, results in a Datacom/DB return code of 05.

NO
When the URT is opened, the designated table is opened during the opening.

SYN
Identifies SYNONYM=.
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YES
Indicates that SYNONYM=YES is specified in the DBURTBL macro for this URT.

NO
Indicates that SYNONYM=NO is specified in the DBURTBL macro for this URT

AUT
Specifies whether exclusive control for a table is automatically dropped.
NO

Datacom/DB does not automatically drop exclusive control for this table when a second command is
issued from the same Request Area.

YES
Datacom/DB automatically drops exclusive control for this table when a second command is issued from
the same Request Area.

DBIDM
For a global URT using DBID remapping, DBIDM is the number of the database that contains the table to be
accessed in the MUF. A value here overrides the DBID specified in the request.

SIDNAME
Name of the Datacom/DB DBSIDPR module associated with the MUF, as specified in the DBCSID macro or, in a
single MUF environment, the name DBSIDPR.

MUF
Number of the MUF that contains the tables for this URT. In a single MUF environment, this number is always
one.

Test Facility (DBTS/DBTX)
Learn how to initiate test facilities in Datacom CICS Services with the DBTS and DBTX transactions. Terminate the test
facilities by returning to the Main Panel.

Use the Test Facility to perform the following tasks:

• Update or add records to the database without writing a program
• Simulate application program logic
• Test the function of various Datacom/DB commands
• Use feedback from the syntax checking feature to learn Datacom/DB syntactical rules

Security for these transactions is established through standard CICS security features.

The DBTS/DBTX transaction runs under its own control. DBTX and DBTS operate under Basic Mapping Support (BMS)
on IBM 3270 type devices with a minimum screen size of 24 lines by 80 columns.

NOTE
The only value that is supported by the DBTS/DBTX transaction for ENTRY is DBNTRY. Although Datacom
CICS Services still supports the DATACOM entry point, the DATACOM entry point is not supported by the DBTS/
DBTX transaction.

Initiating the Test Facility

To initiate the DBTS/DBTX transaction, enter one of the following transaction IDs and press Enter.

►►─┬─ DBTS ─┬─┬─────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DBTX ─┘ └─ ALLOW ─┘
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DBTS
Initiates the Test Facility. Your site may have defined an alternate CICS transaction ID for DBTX and DBTS.

DBTX
Initiates the Test Facility for read-only processing. Your site may have defined an alternate CICS transaction ID for
DBTX and DBTS.

ALLOW
(Optional) Permits entry in Request Area lines on Test Facility panels. If this option is selected and you must enter
data in hexadecimal format, the data must be entered vertically on the second and third lines that are provided for
REQUEST AREA (the first line is for character representation). For example, if you wanted to enter hexadecimal
value '01de' in the first 2 bytes of the REQUEST AREA, you would enter 0d on the second line and 1e on the third
line.
See the example screen in DBTS/DBTX Main Panel.

When the formatted screen appears, you may enter and execute any Datacom/DB command that is permitted by
Datacom CICS Services. Datacom CICS Services does not permit some Datacom/DB commands including GETIT, OPEN,
and CLOSE. If you are using the DBTX transaction, Datacom CICS Services does not allow you to enter commands which
would update the database.

Because DBTS allows you to update records, it runs both in pseudo-conversational and conversational mode. To
conserve resources, your systems programmer can use the RTIMOUT= feature of CICS to time out unattended
conversational terminals.

Terminating the Test Facility

To terminate the Test Facility, return to the Main Panel and press Clear.

DBTS/DBTX Panel Descriptions
Find descriptions of Datacom CICS Services Test Facility DBTS/DBTX panels: Main Panel, Request Area Panel, Key
Value Panel, RQA Selection Section Panel, RQA Order-By and Parameter Section Panel.

DBTS/DBTX Main Panel

The following screen is displayed by either the DBTS or the DBTX transaction:

                       CA Datacom CICS Services REQUEST UTILITY

                      (c) 2011  CA, Inc       

 DB CMD: ?????  TABLE : ??? DBID: 00000      KEYNM: ?????

 ENTRY : DBNTRY AREA  :   CONVRS: N

 REQUEST    ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????

 AREA       00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

 POS 000000 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+

 KEY        ??????????????????????????????????????????????????      PF1=LEFT

 VALUE      00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000      PF2=RIGHT

 POS 000000 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000      PF3=POS

            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....      PF4=REQ AREA

 WORK       ??????????????????????????????????????????????????      PF5=KEY AREA

 AREA       00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000      PF6=RQA SEL

 POS 000000 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000      PF9=RQA O/P

            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....

 ELEMENT

 LIST       444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444

 POS 000000 000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+

 RQA        ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????

 AREA       00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

 POS 000000 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+

        

Function Key Assignments

Use the following keys to perform the described tasks:

PF1
Increments the values of all position fields (POS) so that the five areas are shifted to the left of the current position
by the amount shown.

PF2
Decrements values of position fields (POS) so that the five areas are shifted to the right of the current position by
the amount shown.
If a position is manually entered, this value is used as the starting position for the display when a PF1 or PF2 is
used.

PF3
After making an entry in one of the five POS fields, shifts data in that field to the specified offset.

PF4
Saves the Main panel entries and displays the complete Request Area.

PF5
Saves the Main panel entries and displays the Key area as two 180-byte fields.

PF6
Saves the Main panel entries and displays the RQA area starting with the Selection Section panel.

PF9
Saves the Main panel entries and displays the RQA area starting with the Order-By and Parameter Section panel.

PA1 or PA2
Redisplays the current screen and ignores input.

Clear
Releases all areas and terminates the session.

Enter
Accepts the input, executes the Datacom/DB request, and returns the results.

Field Descriptions

The first two lines of DBTS/DBTX display provide a limited breakdown of the Request Area. The following list describes
the purpose of each field:

DB CMD
Enter the Datacom/DB command to execute, for example, REDKY, ADDIT, or UPDAT. After execution, the
command name you enter here is displayed in the first five positions of the Request Area. With DBTX, you may
not enter commands which update the database.

NOTE
Two non Datacom/DB commands have been added to use for syncpoint testing. Use SYNPT to issue
a CICS SYNCPOINT and SYNRB to issue a CICS SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK. You can also use the
ABEND command to perform a transaction backout.
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TABLE
Enter the Datacom/DB table name to which the command applies. After execution, the table name you enter here
is displayed after the command name in the Request Area.

DBID
Enter the database ID as a numeric value without leading zeros if the specified table name appears in two or
more databases. If you make no entry, Datacom CICS Services displays the ID of the database containing the
table that you specified after the command has executed.

KEYNM
Enter the key name used to access the table. After execution, the key name you enter here is displayed in the
Request Area after the command and table name.

ENTRY
The entry point used to access Datacom/DB, for example, DBNTRY. Once a request has been executed, the entry
point is protected and cannot be altered.

AREA
Identify the area to display by entering an alphabetic character or blank that you previously established as a
shorthand identifier for a set of Datacom/DB arguments that identify the required area.
For example, you might associate A with a set of statements that enable you to retrieve the PMF table in
sequential mode and B with a set of statements that enable you to access the PAY table for random retrieval.
Once the statements are defined, you could enter A in the AREA field to retrieve the PMF table, then enter B
to accomplish random retrieval in the PAY table, then enter A to return to the PMF table to continue the original
operation.
Since areas are saved in CICS temporary storage, they are released when the transaction terminates. We
recommend using auxiliary storage for temporary storage. You can save the Request Area, Element List, and
Work Area, and then create another group. To create another group, enter a single character after AREA and
press Enter. The default identifier for AREA is blank.

CONVRS
(DBTS Only) Enter Y to specify the transaction is conversational. Entry of any Datacom/DB update command
invokes conversational mode.

The remaining lines display the contents of the following areas:

• Request Area
• Key Value Area
• Work Area
• Element List
• Request Qualification Area

The lines displaying the character and hexadecimal values that are found in the Request Area are protected to avoid
any extraneous entry. To obtain access to the hexadecimal portion of the Request Area to enter data, use the ALLOW
operand with the initiating transaction. Some of the displayed fields let you enter values; others are used by Datacom
CICS Services to display information after your requests have been executed.

The Key Value, Work Area, Element List, and Request Qualification Area each contain three fields for data entry. The
first field accepts character values; the second and third fields accept the 2-byte hexadecimal values corresponding to
the previously displayed character values. Enter data by over-typing either the character or the hexadecimal fields. If you
enter data in the character fields, use the ERASE EOF key to clear out the extraneous question marks (?). If you use the
space bar to erase data in the character fields, Datacom CICS Services reads blanks (hexadecimal '40').

If you change both character and hexadecimal data, the transaction honors the hexadecimal input.

Five similar areas fill the remainder of the screen:
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REQUEST AREA
Make no entry. Datacom CICS Services uses the first 15 characters of this field to display the contents of the
following fields: DB CMD, TABLE, DBID, and KEYNM. (If you need to enter data in the Request Area field, see
the description of the DBTS ALLOW parameter.)

KEY VALUE
When the input screen is displayed, you may enter a complete value, a partial value, or no value. Valid values
include whole or partial data that appears in one or more records in the fields that are associated with the Key for
the table. To begin access with the first record in the table, make no entry.
For example, if you enter the LOCKY command for a table that is sorted with the key STZIP (containing state and
zip code fields), your options and results can be summarized as follows:
No entry

Accesses first record in table, with the lowest STZIP value.
Partial value - TX

Accesses the first record which begins with the letters TX.
Total value - TX75243

Accesses the first record which begins with the listed data, if it exists.
WORK AREA

Datacom CICS Services uses this field to return the data from records when you issue any of the Read
commands. For DBTS, when data is displayed, you may overwrite the displayed data after issuing a command to
update.

ELEMENT LIST
Enter the elements to be retrieved from the database or processed by Datacom/DB.
Element security code, if used, must be entered in hex.

RQA AREA
Enter the set-at-a-time selection criteria for SELxx commands.

Position Field

If no entry is made in the Position field of any of the four areas, Datacom CICS Services displays the current starting
position. Alter the position value to indicate the next starting position for the display of the area up to the maximum size of
the area.

Input Errors

When an input error is encountered, the following message is displayed in the upper-right corner of the screen:

** ERROR FIELDS IN NORMAL INTENSITY **

The position of the cursor indicates the first field containing an error.

Forcing a Transaction to Abend

Forcing a transaction to abend, releases any resources that it has under exclusive control and any temporary set which
Datacom/DB built to satisfy its request. To force a transaction abend, enter ABEND in the command field. Datacom CICS
Services responds with a user transaction abend.

DBTS/DBTX Request Area Panel (PF4)

Datacom CICS Services displays the Request Area panel when you press PF4. The Request Area panel provides an
exploded view, containing all fields in the Request Area. You can use this panel to view entries and to modify selected
fields.

  REQUEST AREA
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 DB CMD

 |    TABLE

 |    |  KEYNM                        SECTION

 |    |  |    RTN CDE                 | ENTRY

 |    |  |    | INTRNL                | |                   URI

 |    |  |    | |DBID 00000 FEEDBACK  ? ???                  |  SKP

 CNT 000000

 |    |  |    | ||         |                                 |

 |

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 ?????????????  ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????

 6666600066666440000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

 FFFFF000FFFFF000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

                |  |                     |   |     | |

                |  RECID                 |   |     | I/O CNT 00000

                |  | |   |               |   |     MAX CNT 00000

                |  | BLK RECID           |   SET NUMBER 0000000000

                |  FLID                  SET REC CNT 0000000000

                UPDATE INTENT

 

 

 PF3=RETURN  PF5=KEYS  PF6=RQA-SEL  PF9=RQA-ORD/PRM

        

Function Key Assignments
PF3 Ignores input and returns the Main DBTS/DBTX panel
PF5 Ignores any input and displays the Key Value panel (See DBTS/DBTX Key Value Panel (PF5).)
PF6 Ignores any input and displays the RQA Selection Section panel, if it is appropriate for the current

command. (See DBTS/DBTX RQA Selection Section Panel (PF6).) If the Selection Section panel is not
appropriate for the current command, PF6 displays the Main DBTS/DBTX panel.

PF9 Ignores any input and displays the RQA Order-By and Parameter Section panel, if it is appropriate for the
current command. (See DBTS/DBTX RQA Order-By and Parameter Section Panel (PF9).) If the Order-By
and Parameter Section panel is not appropriate for the current command, PF9 displays the Main DBTS/
DBTX panel.

Clear Returns to the Main DBTS/DBTX panel without modifying the Request Area
Enter Accepts the input and redisplays the Request Area panel data

Field Descriptions

The Request Area panel fields corresponding to Main DBTS/DBTX panel fields include the following fields:

• DB CMD
• DBID
• KEYNM
• TABLE

For explanations of these fields, see DBTS/DBTX Main Panel. If you made an entry in any of these fields on the Main
panel, Datacom CICS Services automatically transfers your entries to the Request Area panel.

Datacom CICS Services uses the following fields to display information passed by Datacom/DB:
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RTN CDE
If Datacom/DB executes the command successfully, it returns blanks to this field. Otherwise, it returns one of the
numeric return codes. To access explanations of these return codes, go to the Messages page.

INTRNL
Many Datacom/DB return codes are followed by a hexadecimal internal return code which clarify their meaning.
To access explanations of these codes, go to the Messages page.

FEEDBACK
Contains the following information:
SECTION

For errors involving Compound Boolean Selection commands, Datacom/DB returns the first Request
Qualification Area section containing an error.

ENTRY
For errors involving Compound Boolean Selection commands, Datacom/DB returns the number of the
entry with the indicated section where it detected the error.

URI
Datacom/DB returns the URI (Unique Record Identifier) of the located record to this field.

RECID FLID BLK RECID
Datacom/DB returns the ID of the located record to this field.

UPDATE INTENT
This is physically the same field as the internal return code field. Datacom/DB Compound Boolean Selection
commands and several other commands use this field to determine whether to hold the retrieved record for
update. After command execution, Datacom/DB uses this field to return an internal error code, if any.

Use the following fields to pass Datacom/DB data in the Request Area. Enter the data as a decimal number. Datacom
CICS Services converts it to hexadecimal and places it in the Request Area.

SKP CNT
(Compound Boolean Selection Commands Only) Enter records for Datacom/DB to skip before returning the
next record when a SELNR command is issued. Use negative values to skip backwards and positive values to
skip forward within the set of records that is built to satisfy a SELFR command.

SET REC CNT
(Compound Boolean Selection Commands Only) When Datacom/DB executes a Compound Boolean
Selection command which requires building a temporary set or which specifies the CNT parameter, Datacom/DB
returns the number of records in the set to this field.

SET NUMBER
(Compound Boolean Selection Commands Only) An ID number that is assigned by Datacom/DB to identify a
temporary set that is built to satisfy a SELFR command.

MAX CNT
(CNTKY and CNTKR Only) Specify a number to limit the number of records that Datacom/DB counts.

I/O CNT
Datacom/DB returns a number indicating the total number of start I/Os issued to satisfy this request.

DBTS/DBTX Key Value Panel (PF5)

Datacom CICS Services displays the Key Value panel when you press PF5. The Key Value panel provides an exploded
view displaying all 360 bytes. You can use this panel to view and modify any existing entry.

   KEY VALUE ONE   ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????

                  000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                  000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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                  1...+....10...+....20...+....30...+....40...+....50...+....60

                  ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????

                  000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                  000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                  61..+....70...+....80...+....90...+....100..+....110..+....120

                  ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????

                  000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                  000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                  121.+....130..+....140..+....150..+....160..+....170..+....180

  KEY VALUE TWO   ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????

                  000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                  000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                  1...+....10...+....20...+....30...+....40...+....50...+....60

                  ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????

                  000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                  000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

                  61..+....70...+....80...+....90...+....100..+....110..+....120

                  ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????

                  000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

  PF3=RETURN      000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

  PF4=RQ AREA     121.+....130..+....140..+....150..+....160..+....170..+....180

 

Function Key Assignments
PF3 Ignores input and returns the Main DBTS/DBTX panel with modification, if any
PF4 Ignores input and displays the Request Area panel (See DBTS/DBTX Request Area Panel (PF4).)

Clear Ignores input and returns to the Main DBTS/DBTX panel
Enter Accepts the input and redisplays the Key Value panel data

Field Descriptions

When two key values are required, input the beginning value in the KEY VALUE ONE area of the panel and the second
value in the KEY VALUE TWO area. (Commands which test a specified key range such as CNTKR, LOCKR, LOCNR,
REDNR, and REDKR, require the second key value area.) After typing your entry in the character portion of each KEY
VALUE area, use the ERASE EOF key to clear out the extraneous question marks (?). If you use the space bar to erase
data in the character fields, Datacom CICS Services reads blanks (hexadecimal '40').

For binary or packed keys, make your entry in the hexadecimal portion of the display. For all other key types, use the
character portion of the display.

DBTS/DBTX RQA Selection Section Panel (PF6)

Datacom CICS Services displays the RQA Selection Section panel when you press PF6. The Selection Section panel and
the Order-By and Parameter Section panel (described beginning on DBTS/DBTX RQA Order-By and Parameter Section
Panel (PF9)) together provide an exploded view, containing all fields in the Request Qualification Area. You can use the
Selection Section panel to view and to modify set selection specifications.

                                   ** NO RQA ESTABLISHED, READY TO INSERT**

S E L E C T I O N   S E C T I O N    TYPE    CNT      LTH

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

RQA POS         OPERATOR    SUBJECT                   OBJECT (ELEMENT TYPE)

ACT  SEQ  LOG RELS TYP SGN  SCOPE ELMNT SC OFFST LTH   TYP   ELMNT SC OFFST LTH

 I             EQ   C   N     E   PO       0000 5       V    ????? ??      ????
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I,D,C          (LITERAL) LTH 5    12345

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

RQA POS         OPERATOR    SUBJECT                   OBJECT (ELEMENT TYPE)

ACT  SEQ  LOG RELS TYP SGN  SCOPE ELMNT SC OFFST LTH   TYP   ELMNT SC OFFST LTH

 ?         ?   ??   ?   ?     ?   ????? ?? ???? ????    ?    ????? ??

I,D,C          (LITERAL) LTH ???? ????????????????????????????????????????????

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

RQA POS         OPERATOR    SUBJECT                   OBJECT (ELEMENT TYPE)

ACT  SEQ  LOG RELS TYP SGN  SCOPE ELMNT SC OFFST LTH   TYP   ELMNT SC OFFST LTH

 ?         ?   ??   ?   ?     ?   ????? ?? ???? ????    ?    ????? ?? ???? ????

I,D,C          (LITERAL) LTH ???? ????????????????????????????????????????????

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

RQA POS         OPERATOR    SUBJECT                   OBJECT (ELEMENT TYPE)

ACT  SEQ  LOG RELS TYP SGN  SCOPE ELMNT SC OFFST LTH   TYP   ELMNT SC OFFST LTH

 ?         ?   ??   ?   ?     ?   ????? ?? ???? ????    ?    ????? ?? ???? ????

I,D,C          (LITERAL) LTH ???? ????????????????????????????????????????????

 

PF3=RETURN  PF4=RQ AREA    PF6=TOP  PF7=BACK  PF8=FORWARD   PF9=ORD/PRM

 

Function Key Assignments
PF3 Accepts input and returns the Main DBTS/DBTX panel with modification, if any
PF4 Ignores input and displays the Request Area panel (See DBTS/DBTX Request Area Panel (PF4).)
PF6 Returns display to the first Selection Section, if more than four Selection Sections exist
PF7 Scrolls display backward to display more Selection Sections, if more than four Selection Sections exist
PF8 Scrolls display forward to display more Selection Sections, if more than four Selection Sections exist
PF9 Saves the Selection Section panel entries. Displays the RQA Order-By and Parameter Section panel. (See

DBTS/DBTX RQA Order-By and Parameter Section Panel (PF9).)
Clear Ignores input and returns to the Main DBTS/DBTX panel
Enter If you have made entries, accepts the input and redisplays the panel

Field Descriptions

The data on the top line of the Selection Section panel is generated by Datacom CICS Services and you cannot modify it.
The following fields are displayed on this line:

TYPE
S indicates that a Request Qualification Area Selection Section is displayed.

CNT
The number of entries in this section.

LTH
If a number is displayed, it indicates the fixed length of each entry. If V is displayed, it indicates variable-length
entries.

The Request Qualification Area Selection Section entries specify a search condition in the form of predicates that are
joined by the logical operators AND or OR, where each predicate is composed of a subject, relational operator, and object.
The subject is a field in a record. The object can be either another field in the same record, or a literal data value.

For each predicate, the Selection Section panel has three groups of fields:

• Operator fields
• Subject fields
• Object fields
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Each predicate group begins with the following three fields:

RQA POS
Displays the position of this predicate within the Request Qualification Area

ACT
Action to be performed on this predicate. Enter one of the following options:
I

Insert
D

Delete
C

Change
SEQ

Displays the order of this predicate within its section of the Request Qualification Area.

The remaining fields on the panel are for the entry of Request Qualification Area Selection Section data. After entering
data in each of these fields, use the ERASE EOF key to clear out the extraneous question marks (?). If you use the space
bar to erase data in the character fields, Datacom CICS Services reads blanks (hexadecimal '40').

Selection Section Operator Fields

LOG
Logical operator specifying relationship between preceding predicate and current predicate:
Blank

required on first predicate
A

AND
O

OR
RELS

Relational operator between subject and object:
GT

Greater than
LT

Less than
GE

Greater than or equal to
LE

Less than or equal to
EQ

Equal to
NE

Not equal to
SP

String present
SA

String absent
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IG
Ignore

TYP
Type of comparison:
C

Character comparison for shortest length of two operands
P or F

Packed decimal (no alignment)
B

Binary comparison (2, 4 or 8 bytes, logical or arithmetic)
Z or N

Zoned comparison
E

Single-precision floating point comparison
D

Double precision floating point comparison
S

Character scan (for SP and SA operators)
SGN

Sign code or skip character:
N or Blank

Logical comparison for numeric fields.
Y

Signed test for numeric comparisons.
P

Positive only (ignore sign for numeric comparisons).
x

(Skip character) Any wildcard character used in string comparisons. Binary zero and space indicate that
no wildcard character is used.

Selection Section Subject Fields

SCOPE
Indicates one of the following scopes:
E

Element
R

Record (used with SP and SA operators only)
ELMNT

5-character Datacom/DB name for the element containing the field to be used as the subject.
SC

Security code (in hexadecimal) for the named element.
OFFST

Offset within element, relative to zero, of the first byte to be used in the subject.
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LTH
Number of bytes to be used in the subject. The minimum length is one and the maximum length is the length of
the element.

NOTE
Blanks in both OFFST and LTH indicate that the entire element is used.

Selection Section Object Fields

The element type object fields and the literal object fields are mutually exclusive. When specifying an element type object,
identify the field to be used as the object in terms of its offset within an element and its length.

TYP
Indicates the type of object specified:
E

Element object -- Fill in only the Element Type following field group.
V

Literal value object -- Fill in only the Literal following field group.

The following field groups contain the following fields:

OBJECT (Element Type) (TYP=E)
This field group contains the following fields.
ELMNT

5-character Datacom/DB name identifying the element that contains the object.
SC

Security code (in hexadecimal) for the named element.
OFFST

Offset within element, relative to zero, of the first byte to be used in the object.
LTH

Number of bytes to be used in the object. The minimum length is one and the maximum length is the
length of the element.

Blanks in both OFFST and LTH indicate that the entire element is used.

OBJECT LITERAL (TYP=V)
This field group contains the following fields.
LTH

Specifies the length of the object, which must be greater than zero and less than or equal to the subject
length.

Second Field
This 45-position field is for entry of the literal value with which the subject is compared. (The literal value
must be of the same data type and precision as the subject.) To specify a literal longer than 45 positions,
use the Main DBTS/DBTX panel to enter data beyond the first 45 positions. To enter packed data, enter
the literal in the hexadecimal portion of the Main DBTS/DBTX panel.

DBTS/DBTX RQA Order-By and Parameter Section Panel (PF9)

Datacom CICS Services displays the Order-By and Parameter Section panel when you press PF9 while either the
DBTS/DBTX Main panel or the Selection Section panel is displayed. The Order-By and Parameter Section panel and
the Selection Section panel (described in the previous section) provide an exploded view containing all fields of the
Request Qualification Area. You can use the Order-By and Parameter Section panel to view and to modify or set order-by
specifications in the Order-By Section and set options in the Parameter Section.
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                                         ** NO RQA ESTABLISHED, READY TO INSERT**

 O R D E R   B Y   S E C T I O N      TYPE    CNT      LTH

 

 ACTION SEQ   RQA     ORDER      ELMNT SEC               DATA  SIGN/

              POS     CODE TYPE  NAME  CDE  OFFSET LTH  TYPE  CODE

   ?                    ?    ?   ????? ??    ???? ????    ?     ?

   ?                    ?    ?   ????? ??    ???? ????    ?     ?

   ?                    ?    ?   ????? ??    ???? ????    ?     ?

   ?                    ?    ?   ????? ??    ???? ????    ?     ?

 

 

                                        ** NO PARAMETER SECTION FOUND IN RQA  **

 P A R A M E T E R   S E C T I O N    TYPE    CNT      LTH

 

  ACTION SEQ   RQA      PARAMETER

               POS      CODE DATA

    ?                    ??? ??????????

    ?                    ??? ??????????

    ?                    ??? ??????????

    ?                    ??? ??????????

 

 

 

 PF3=RETURN  PF4=RQ AREA  PF6=RQA-SEL   PF7=BACK F8=FORWARD PF9=TOP

 

Function Key Assignments
PF3 Ignores input and returns the Main DBTS/DBTX panel
PF4 Ignores input and displays the Request Area panel (See DBTS/DBTX Request Area Panel (PF4).)
PF6 Ignores input and displays the RQA Selection Section panel (See DBTS/DBTX RQA Selection Section

Panel (PF6).)
PF7 Scrolls display backward based on the value in the SEQ field
PF8 Scrolls display forward based on the value in the SEQ field
PF9 Positions display to the top based on the first value in the SEQ field

Clear Returns to the Main DBTS/DBTX panel without saving any Request Area panel entries
Enter If you have made entries, accepts the input and redisplays the Order-By and Parameter Section panel data.

If all displayed sections contain data and you have not entered data, pages the display forward.

Field Descriptions

The data in the top line of the Order-By Section and in the top line of the Parameter Section is generated by Datacom
CICS Services and you cannot modify it. The following fields are displayed on each of these lines:

TYPE
K indicates a Request Qualification Area Order-By Section. P indicates a Request Qualification Area Parameter
Section.

CNT
The number of entries in this section.

LTH
For the Order-By Section, it is always 18. For the Parameter Section, indicates the length of the longest
parameter.
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The remaining fields on this panel are for entry of Request Qualification Area Order-By Section and Parameter Section
Data. After entering data in each field, use the ERASE EOF key to clear out extraneous question marks (?). If you use the
space bar to erase data, Datacom CICS Services reads blanks (hexadecimal '40').

Order-By Section

The Order-By Section specifies the order in which records are to be returned. To indicate an order, specify multiple fields
beginning with the major order field and ending with the minor order field. The total length of all fields which you specify
must be less than or equal to 160 bytes. To input more than four entries, press Enter to page forward.

ACTION
Action to be performed on this line:
I

Insert
D

Delete
C

Change
SEQ

Displays the internal sequence value which specifies the amount PF7 and PF8 scroll the display.
RQA POS

Indicates the location of this section in the Request Qualification Area.
ORDER CODE

Indicates the order direction as follows:
A

Ascending (default)
D

Descending
TYPE

E - Element
ELMNT NAME

5-character Datacom/DB name of the element containing the data to be used in ordering.
SEC CDE

Security code (in hexadecimal) for the specified element.
OFFSET

Offset within specified element, relative to zero, of the first byte to be used in ordering.
LTH

Number of bytes to be used in ordering.
DATA TYPE

Identifies the data type of the element as follows:
C

Character
P

Packed decimal with preferred signs
F

Packed decimal with any valid sign
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B
Binary

Z
Zoned decimal with F high-order nibble

N
Zoned decimal with any high-order nibble

E
Single-precision floating-point

D
Double precision floating-point

SIGN/CODE
Identifies the signed or unsigned characteristic:
Y

Signed
P

Signed, positive numeric values only
N or Blank

Unsigned

Parameter Section

The Parameter Section displays a series of lines, each of which begins with the following two fields:

ACTION
Action to be performed on this line:
I

Insert
D

Delete
C

Change
SEQ

Displays the internal sequence value which specifies the amount PF7 and PF8 scroll the display.

Following the ACTION and SEQ fields on each line are a pair of fields. In the first field of the pair specify a three-character
option code. If the option requires data, enter the required data in the second field.

Code Meaning Data

UPD Indicates record to update or delete. (DBTS
only)

UNQ Specifies the return of one record for each
unique value of the fields that are listed in
the Order-By Section.

CNT Indicates a count of records that are
selected to return.

Enter Y to return the first record after
counting.
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Code Meaning Data

FST Specifies maximum number of records
to be selected when a temporary set is
required.

Number of records to be selected followed
by one of the following codes:

A

Any records meeting the selection criteria
are to be returned.

When ordering is specified, the records are
ordered only within themselves and not
within the entire table.

T

The records that are returned must be a
true representation of the table.

This option is meaningful only if an Order-
By section is also specified. If T is specified,
Datacom/DB orders the entire table before
returning the first record.

INR Specifies interrupting selection when
nnnnnn records have been selected.

nnnnnn

INF Specifies interrupting selection when
nnnnnn records have been rejected.

nnnnnn

IIO Specifies interrupting selection when
nnnnnn start-I/Os have been performed.

nnnnnn

DBTS Example - Simulating Program Logic
The logic of any program can be simulated through the DBTS Transaction. The following is a simple example using
Datacom/DB Compound Boolean Selection commands. Since this example does not update the database, it can be
performed with either DBTS or DBTX.

Problem

Design an application which displays the address of the employees living in a specified state, ordered by their city.

Solution

Our application uses the Select First Record (SELFR) command to build a set from the Personnel Master File (PMF).
The records in this Datacom/DB table contain the Employee Data (EMDTA) element that contains the data we need to
display. We specify set selection criteria to limit the set to those records with the state field equal to the specified state (for
example, TX). We also identify the Order-By field as the city field.

We can use DBTS (or DBTX) to verify that our program logic works and that we have calculated the correct offset and
length to identify the fields used in our set selection and order criteria.

Step 1

Enter the DBTS (or DBTX) transaction ID.

Step 2

Datacom CICS Services responds with the Main DBTS Panel. Fill in the appropriate fields as highlighted in the following:

                      CA Datacom CICS Services REQUEST UTILITY

                      (C) 2011 CA, Inc. 
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 DB CMD: selfr  TABLE : pmf DBID: 00001      KEYNM:

 ENTRY : DBNTRY AREA  :   CONVRS: N

 REQUEST    ?????????????  ?????????????????????????????????????????

 AREA       66666000666664400000000000000000000000000000000000000000

 POS 000000 FFFFF000FFFFF0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+

 KEY        ??????????????????????????????????????????????????      PF1=LEFT

 VALUE      00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000      PF2=RIGHT

 POS 000000 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000      PF3=POS

            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....      PF4=REQ AREA

 WORK       ??????????????????????????????????????????????????      PF5=KEY AREA

 AREA       00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000      PF6=RQA SEL

 POS 000000 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000      PF9=RQA O/P

            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....

 ELEMENT    emdta

 LIST       444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444

 POS 000000 000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+

 RQA        ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????

 AREA       00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

 POS 000000 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+

Step 3

Press PF6 to display the Selection Section Panel and fill in the appropriate fields as highlighted in the following. Use the
ERASE EOF key to eliminate extraneous question marks.

                                        ** NO RQA ESTABLISHED, READY TO INSERT**

 S E L E C T I O N   S E C T I O N    TYPE    CNT      LTH

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 RQA POS         OPERATOR    SUBJECT                   OBJECT     (ELEMENT TYPE)

 ACT  SEQ  LOG RELS TYP SGN  SCOPE ELMNT SC OFFST LTH   TYP   ELMNT SC OFFST LTH

  i             eq   c   n     e   emdta    0068 0002    v    ????? ?? ???? ????

 I,D,C          (LITERAL) LTH 0002 TX

Step 4

Press Enter to record your entries on the Selection Section Panel, then press PF9 to display the Order-By and Parameter
Section Panel. Fill in the appropriate fields on this panel, as highlighted in the following:

                                        ** NO ORDERBY SECTION FOUND IN RQA    **

 O R D E R   B Y   S E C T I O N      TYPE    CNT      LTH

 

 ACTION SEQ   RQA     ORDER      ELMNT SEC               DATA  SIGN/

              POS     CODE TYPE  NAME  CDE  OFFSET LTH  TYPE  CODE

   i                    a    e   emdta       0053 0015    c     n

Step 5

Press Enter to record your entries on the Order-By and Parameter Section Panel, then press PF3 to return to the Main
DBTS panel. Datacom CICS Services transfers the Request Qualification Area information which you entered in the
Selection Section and Order-By Section Panels into the Request Qualification Area of the Main Panel. (The Request
Qualification Area is highlighted in the following.)
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                      CA Datacom CICS Services REQUEST UTILITY

                      (c) 2011   CA, Inc

 DB CMD: SELFR  TABLE : PMF DBID: 00001      KEYNM: ?????

 ENTRY : DBNTRY AREA  :   CONVRS: N

 REQUEST    SELFRPMF?????  ?????????????????????????????????????????

 AREA       ECDCDDDC000004400000000000000000000000000000000000000000

 POS 000000 25369746000000000100000000000000000000000000000000000000

            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+

 KEY        ??????????????????????????????????????????????????      PF1=LEFT

 VALUE      00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000      PF2=RIGHT

 POS 000000 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000      PF3=POS

            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....      PF4=REQ AREA

 WORK       ??????????????????????????????????????????????????      PF5=KEY AREA

 AREA       00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000      PF6=RQA SEL

 POS 000000 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000      PF9=RQA O/P

            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....

 ELEMENT    EMDTA

 LIST       CDCEC4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444

 POS 000000 544310000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+

 RQA        00770002S001    V   ?EQCNEEMDTA?00680002V0002TXK00100018

 AREA       FFFFFFFFEFFF4444E4440CDCDCCDCEC0FFFFFFFFEFFFFEEDFFFFFFFF

 POS 000000 00770002200100005000058355544310006800025000237200100018

            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+

Step 6

Press Enter and Datacom CICS Services executes the SELFR command and displays the data returned by Datacom/DB.
(The returned data is highlighted in the following.)

                      CA Datacom CICS Services REQUEST UTILITY

                      (c) 2011   CA, Inc

 DB CMD: SELFR  TABLE : PMF DBID: 00001      KEYNM:       URT: 0001 RTN CDE:

 ENTRY : DBNTRY AREA  :   CONVRS: N  MUF: 01 RECLN: 00080 SIO: 020  INT CDE:

 REQUEST    SELFRPMF       ??????????S???????H???.?????H???????????&

 AREA       ECDCDDDC44444440000000000E0000000C020400000C000000010105

 POS 000000 25369746000000000102000A0200030008020B100008000108010400

            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+

 KEY        ??????????PMF?DCU???ATLANTA        ???????????????      PF1=LEFT

 VALUE      00A2000000DDC0CCE000CEDCDEC44444444000000000000000      PF2=RIGHT

 POS 000000 00A90001017460434000133153100000000000000000000000      PF3=POS

            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....      PF4=REQ AREA

 WORK       00010BRATTON GEORGE          3600 GASTON AVE            PF5=KEY AREA

 AREA       FFFFFCDCEEDD4CCDDCC4444444444FFFF4CCEEDD4CEC444444      PF6=RQA SEL

 POS 000000 00010291336507569750000000000360007123650155000000      PF9=RQA O/P

            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....

 ELEMENT    EMDTA

 LIST       CDCEC4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444

 POS 000000 544310000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+

 RQA        00380001K00100018   AEEMDTA 00530015CN??????????????????
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 AREA       FFFFFFFFDFFFFFFFF444CCCDCEC4FFFFFFFFCD000000000000000000

 POS 000000 00380001200100018000155443100053001535000000000000000000

            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+

Step 7

Press Enter and Datacom CICS Services executes the SELFR command and displays the data returned by Datacom/DB.
(The returned data is highlighted in the following.)

                      CA Datacom CICS Services REQUEST UTILITY

                      (c) 2011   CA, Inc

 DB CMD: SELFR  TABLE : PMF DBID: 00001      KEYNM:       URT: 0001 RTN CDE:

 ENTRY : DBNTRY AREA  :   CONVRS: N  MUF: 01 RECLN: 00080 SIO: 000  INT CDE:

 REQUEST    SELFRPMF       ??????????S???????????.?????H???????????&

 AREA       ECDCDDDC44444440000000000E00000005020400000C000000010005

 POS 000000 25369746000000000102000A0200030028020B100008000208010000

            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+

 KEY        ??????????PMF?DCU???ATLANTA        ???????????????      PF1=LEFT

 VALUE      00A2000000DDC0CCE000CEDCDEC44444444000000000000000      PF2=RIGHT

 POS 000000 00A90002017460434000133153100000000000000000000000      PF3=POS

            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....      PF4=REQ AREA

 WORK       00010BRATTON GEORGE          3600 GASTON AVE            PF5=KEY AREA

 AREA       FFFFFCDCEEDD4CCDDCC4444444444FFFF4CCEEDD4CEC444444      PF6=RQA SEL

 POS 000000 00010291336507569750000000000360007123650155000000      PF9=RQA O/P

            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....

 ELEMENT    EMDTA

 LIST       CDCEC4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444

 POS 000000 544310000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+

 RQA        00380001K00100018   AEEMDTA 00530015CN??????????????????

 AREA       FFFFFFFFDFFFFFFFF444CCCDCEC4FFFFFFFFCD000000000000000000

 POS 000000 00380001200100018000155443100053001535000000000000000000

            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+

Step 8

Use PF1 and PF2 to scroll through the Work Area and examine the returned data.

Step 9

Change the command in the DB CMD field to SELNR to display the next record in the set, as highlighted in the following:

                      CA Datacom CICS Services REQUEST UTILITY

                      (c) 2011   CA, Inc

 DB CMD: SELNR  TABLE : PMF DBID: 00001      KEYNM:       URT: 0001 RTN CDE:  14

 ENTRY : DBNTRY AREA  :   CONVRS: N  MUF: 01 RECLN: 00000 SIO: 000  INT CDE: 117

 REQUEST    SELNRPMF     14????????A?N?????????????????H????????????

 AREA       ECDDDDDC44444FF70000000C0D00000007050100000C000000000000

 POS 000000 25359746000001450102000105000300586176100008000408000000

Step 10

Press Enter and Datacom CICS Services executes the SELNR command and displays the data returned by Datacom/DB.
The returned data is highlighted in the following.
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                      CA Datacom CICS Services REQUEST UTILITY

                      (c) 2011   CA, Inc

 DB CMD: SELNR  TABLE : PMF DBID: 00001      KEYNM:       URT: 0001 RTN CDE:

 ENTRY : DBNTRY AREA  :   CONVRS: N  MUF: 01 RECLN: 00080 SIO: 000  INT CDE:

 REQUEST    SELNRPMF       ??????????N?????????????????????????????&

 AREA       ECDDDDDC44444440000000000D000000070205000000000000000005

 POS 000000 25359746000000000102000D05000300580203100002000408000000

            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+

 KEY        ??????????PMF?DCU???ATLANTA        ???????????????      PF1=LEFT

 VALUE      00A2000000DDC0CCE000CEDCDEC44444444000000000000000      PF2=RIGHT

 POS 000000 00A90004017460434000133153100000000000000000000000      PF3=POS

            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....      PF4=REQ AREA

 WORK       00013COURTNEY ELIZABETH      4225 STANFORD RD           PF5=KEY AREA

 AREA       FFFFFCDEDEDCE4CDCECCCEC444444FFFF4EECDCDDC4DC44444      PF6=RQA SEL

 POS 000000 00013364935580539912538000000422502315669409400000      PF9=RQA O/P

            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....

 ELEMENT    EMDTA

 LIST       CDCEC4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444

 POS 000000 544310000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+

 RQA        00380001K00100018   AEEMDTA 00530015CN??????????????????

 AREA       FFFFFFFFDFFFFFFFF444CCCDCEC4FFFFFFFFCD000000000000000000

 POS 000000 00380001200100018000155443100053001535000000000000000000

            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+

Step 11

Use PF1 and PF2 to scroll through the Work Area and examine the returned data.

Step 12

Repeat the procedure from Step 10 to view additional records in the set. After reaching the last record, Datacom/DB
places a return code of 14 and an internal code of hexadecimal 75 in the Request Area as highlighted in the following:

                      CA Datacom CICS Services REQUEST UTILITY

                      (c) 2011   CA, Inc

 DB CMD: SELNR  TABLE : PMF DBID: 00001      KEYNM:       URT: 0001 RTN CDE:

 ENTRY : DBNTRY AREA  :   CONVRS: N  MUF: 01 RECLN: 00080 SIO: 000  INT CDE:

 REQUEST    SELNRPMF     14??????????N?????????????????????????????&

 AREA       ECDDDDDC4444FF00000000000D000000070205000000000000000005

 POS 000000 25359746000000000102000D05000300580203100002000408000000

            0....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+

Step 13

When you are done, press Clear to exit DBTS (or DBTX).

Open Transaction Environment
The Open Transaction Environment (OTE) is IBM’s approach to multi-tasking support in a CICS/TS region. This
environment could best be described as employing asymmetric TCBs.

The use of OTE open TCBs can improve performance, reduces costs, and exploits the benefits of OTE processing.
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If you experience poor response times for any of the following reasons, migrating to a Threadsafe environment could be
especially important:

• The CICS QR TCB is CPU constrained.
• Application programs are waiting excessively for the QR TCB.
• The CICS region in general is CPU constrained.

This page contains the following topics:

Terminology

The following terms are important to know when you are working in an OTE:

RENT
Re-enterable modules are modules that do not modify anything in the program storage and can be loaded into
read-only memory.

THREADSAFE programs
For a program to be Threadsafe, it must first be RENT. The program must either not modify the shared resources
or else it must serialize use of the shared resources by using one of the many serialization techniques.

THREADSAFE applications
For an application system to be Threadsafe, all the programs that modify a shared resource must use the same
serialization techniques or the application system may not be Threadsafe.

QR TCB
A Quasi-reentrant TCB also called application TCB is a TCB that has a property of forcing the application
programs to run in a serialized manner. There is only one instance of a QR TCB per CICS and it only allows one
CICS active task to run at any given point in time. This TCB protects the shared resources from being overridden
by concurrently running tasks.

OPEN TCB
OTE introduces the open TCB which applications can use. An open TCB is characterized by the fact it is assigned
to a CICS task for its sole use, and multiple OTE TCBs can run concurrently in CICS. Several modes of open
TCBs support various functions, such as JAVA in CICS, OPENAPI programs, C, and C++ programs.

OPENAPI programs
An OPENAPI program must be Threadsafe. This type of program commences execution on an OPEN TCB.
Depending on the program EXECKEY of CICS or USER, the program would commence execution on L8 or L9.

CICSAPI programs
A CICSAPI program would commence execution on a QR TCB. Calls to an OPENAPI enabled TRUE causes a
switch to an OPEN TCB to execute the TRUE. Depending on whether the program is defined as Threadsafe or
QR, dictates whether the control returns to the application from the TRUE on the OPEN TCB or the QR TCB.

Concurrency

The Open Transaction Environment (OTE) allows concurrency.

Instead of application programs taking turns and running on a single QR TCB, they can run concurrently on many L8s,
L9s, and other TCBs. OTE introduces many new engines (TCBs) to CICS program execution. Each new TCB can run
on one new CPU in parallel (concurrently). As long as the necessary CPU power is present, there is the potential of
increased throughput for a single CICS system.

Non-CICSAPI

A program that is CICSAPI is restricted to use only the CICS API. By definition this is:
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• Command level application programming interface (API)
• System programming interface (SPI)
• Resource manager interface (RMI)
• Exit programming interface (XPI) - for global user exits
• System application architecture (SAA)
• LE callable services

NOTE
An OPENAPI program is not restricted to the CICS API as described previously.

Performance

OTE provides improved performance that is the result of the following two factors.

• Availability of many TCBs to run many CICS tasks concurrently
• Save on the number of switching TCBs while running a task

The higher the percentage of Threadsafe programs running in a CICS/TS environment, the lower the need to switch
back and forth between the QR and Open TCBs. An application not using any of the shared resources is considered to
be Threadsafe even if it uses non-Threadsafe CICS commands. The exception is if it is self-modifying and therefore not
reentrant.

NOTE
Replacing non-Threadsafe commands adds to improved performance.

Migrating to OTE

A user application does not necessarily need to be Threadsafe to install Datacom CICS Services Version 15.0. That
includes selection of the option OPENAPI=YES in the DBCVTPR macro to force the Datacom CICS Services to
commence execution on open TCBs. However, if you want more information about the migration process for an
application to become Threadsafe, consider the following checklist as an initial road map for that effort:

• Make all the programs RENT including replacement of the entire standard embedded macros with LIST and
Executable macros.

• Identify all the shared resources (storage). Sharing a resource between two or more programs makes the application
non-Threadsafe unless the sharing process is serialized.

• Use serialization techniques (ENQ/DEQ, CS/CDS/CSG...) to make programs Threadsafe. Verify that all the programs
sharing a resource use the same serialization technique or the application may not be Threadsafe.

• Define the CONCURRENCY of THREADSAFE (REQUIRED for CICS/TS 4.2 and higher) on the intended programs in
CSD.

• Define the API(OPENAPI) or API(CICSAPI) for every program in CSD as appropriate.

Selecting the Right Options

The following list provides information that can help in selecting the right OTE options for Datacom CICS Services:

• Select the option OPENAPI=YES or NO in DBCVTPR and reassemble the macro. Consider the EXECKEY, the
CONCURRENCY and the API values of the application programs for this selection.

• DBC request processing has CONCURRENCY(THREADSAFE) (or optionally CONCURRENCY(REQUIRED)) and
EXECKEY=CICS. Therefore, DBC request processing starts processing on L8 TCBs if the DBCVTPR parameter is
designated as OPENAPI=YES (or CONCURRENCY (REQUIRED) CSD option is used). If the DBCVTPR parameter is
designated as OPENAPI=NO, execution begins on the same TCB where application is running when it is called except
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if CONCURRENCY(REQUIRED) is used. Give special attention to the DBCVTPR OPENAPI and CSD definitions
selections as to prevent the degradation of performance by excessive TCB switching.

• Initially select applications that contain a mix of other resource managers in addition to Datacom/DB calls to run
in OTE. Measure performance and modify as required to achieve the best throughput. In this case, the option of
OPENAPI=YES should be tried in DBCVTPR for evaluating the overall performance since other resource managers
may also run on L8 TCBs. Fully Threadsafe "application programs" have a better chance of achieving better
performance with Datacom CICS Services in OTE, however that is not a requirement for selecting OPENAPI=YES.
The fact that many open TCBs would be used in the OTE environment and the Datacom CICS Services can run on the
open TCBs can enhance the system performance.

• The MAXOPENTCBS system initialization parameter of CICS/TS 4.2 and earlier controls the number of CICS open
TCBs permitted for this purpose. The necessary value would be set here to achieve maximum performance. We
recommend that MAXOPENTCBS be set to a value at least 20% larger than the CICS MXT value.

Administrating Datacom Server
The Datacom Server administrator is responsible for restarting a mainframe server region after MUF failure, diagnosing
problems, and monitoring workstation connections and Datacom Server URTs.

NOTE
For the latest solutions, see README for Datacom Server for 15.0.

Multi-User Facility Failure

During Datacom Server operation, a MUF failure can cause the Mainframe Server region to automatically terminate. After
the Mainframe Server region is terminated, any request from the workstation receives a communications error. When the
Server mainframe region is terminated by the communication utility, all currently active connections are rolled back and
the connections are terminated.

If no database requests are pending when a MUF terminates, the Mainframe Server region can detect a MUF abend. In
that event, the workstation receives a database error at the next Datacom/DB request. When the MUF is restarted after an
abend, Datacom/DB rolls back all requests that have not been committed.

You can successfully restart the Mainframe Server region only after the MUF has been restarted. Any time the MUF
is terminated or abends and is restarted, you must terminate the Mainframe Server region (if it does not terminate
automatically) and restart it.

Problem Diagnostics with SVCOMPR

The Datacom Server has a built-in diagnostic capability. The server communications utility (SVCOMPR) lets you turn on
a trace facility and produce a dump. This dump, which is written to SYSPRINT or SYSLST, is usable only by Technical
Support.

Administrating Ideal for Datacom
Learn about administration tasks for Ideal for Datacom, including system overview, components, maintaining users and
systems, Datacom/DB, and SQL, among others.

Find information about:
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• Defining and maintaining Ideal for Datacom for users and systems
• Maintaining Virtual Library System (VLS) files
• Managing access to Datacom/DB and  DatacomSQL access
• Preparing DB2 application plans
• Establishing signon processing
• Optimizing storage management
• Customizing Ideal for Datacom
• Establishing multiple environments
• Module format for programs and panels
• SYSADR table declarations for DB2
• Configuring Ideal

System Overview
Find information about Ideal for Datacom internal modules and how components of Ideal for Datacom applications are
stored.

Ideal for Datacom Modules

Ideal for Datacom is comprised of a number of Assembler modules, falling into the following categories:
Compiler Ideal for Datacom has its own compiler used both online and in batch to build object modules of programs,

panels, and reports.
Executor Control the Ideal for Datacom runtime environment.

Online Services These panels and processors create and maintain user and system definitions and to process commands
such as DISPLAY INDEX, CREATE, DELETE, DUPLICATE, MARK, PRINT, DISPLAY, CATALOG
DATAVIEW, and SUBMIT.

Editors There is a separate editor or processor in Ideal for Datacom for each Ideal for Datacom application
component.

Batch Utilities The Ideal for Datacom batch utilities are primarily used for site administration functions.

For a list of individual Ideal for Datacom internal modules as they relate to the Ideal for Datacom Trace Facility, see Dial
Trace Codes.

Application Components, VLS, and the Dictionary Facility

The following chart shows how Ideal for Datacom application components (systems, users, dataviews, data members,
panels, reports, programs, and plans) are recorded in the dictionary facility, stored on a VLS library, or both.

Component Dictionary Source Object Panel *IDDVW IDDAT

SYSTEM X

USER X

DATAVIEW X X

GROUP X

LIST X

MEMBER X

PANEL IDENT X

PANEL LAY/
SUM/ EXD, and
so on

X X
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Component Dictionary Source Object Panel *IDDVW IDDAT

REPORT IDENT X

REPORT PAR/
HEA/DET/COL

X

PROGRAM
IDENT

X

RESOURCE X

PARAMETER X X

WORKING DATA X X

PRODECURE X X

*PLAN X

NOTE
* A DB2 site can define a separate plan library.

How Ideal for Datacom Stores Application Components

Entries in the dictionary facility and VLS members for Ideal for Datacom components are created at various times during
the application development process.

The first Ideal for Datacom entity-occurrences are stored in the dictionary facility when Ideal for Datacom is installed. At
that time, the first Ideal for Datacom system and user are created, the appropriate entity-occurrences are added to the
dictionary facility, the VLS source library, object library, and panel libraries are specified, and the appropriate relationships
are created in the dictionary facility.

When additional users and systems are defined, Ideal for Datacom adds other entries to the dictionary facility.

The database administrator defines modeled dataviews in the dictionary. In Ideal for Datacom, the CATALOG DVW
command reads the dictionary tables and creates an object module in the IDDVW VLS library.

Unmodeled dataviews These are created in Ideal for Datacom adding a source member to IDDVW and data to the dictionary
facility. The CATALOG DVW command accesses the source member and the dictionary tables, and creates
an object module in the IDDVW VLS library. Unmodeled dataviews can be created for sequential files and
VSAM files.

Ideal for Datacom data members are stored in the VLS library IDDAT. They are not modeled in the
dictionary facility.

Panels and reports Panels and reports are modeled in the dictionary facility and stored as VLS members. A dictionary entity-
occurrence is created when the panel or report identification is entered. A single VLS member is added
to the source library when the report parameter, header, detail, and column sections are created. This
member contains all of these report components. A VLS member is added to the panel library for the panel
layout, summary data, extended field definitions, input edit and validation rules, output edit rules, and
facsimile. This member contains all of these panel components.

Programs Programs are also modeled in the dictionary facility. An entity-occurrence is created in the dictionary when
you enter the program identification. Relationship occurrences are added when you enter the program
resource table. Separate VLS members are added to the source library for each program component. That
is, members are added for the program parameter data, working data, and procedure. Each member is
added when the corresponding component is first edited.

Ideal for Datacom VLS Operations

This section describes how various Ideal for Datacom commands affect VLS members.
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CREATE
GRP

Creates a single member on the IDDAT library (type #).
LST

Creates a single member on the IDDAT library (type @).
RPT

Creates a single member on the SOURCE library (type R). This member contains all the components of the report
(parameters, heading, detail, and column).

PNL
Creates a single member on the PANEL library (type U). This member contains all the components of the panel
(parameters, layout, summary, field, and facsimile).

PGM
CREATE PGM does not create any VLS members. See EDIT.

MEM
Creates a single member on the IDDAT library (type Z).

EDIT
GRP

Makes a copy of the GROUP member on the IDDAT library with an edit-indicator of E. At normal end of EDIT, the
E member is deleted.

LST
Makes a copy of the LIST member on the IDDAT library with an edit-indicator of E. At normal end of EDIT, the E
member is deleted.

RPT
Makes a copy of the report member on the source library with an edit-indicator of E. At normal end of EDIT, the E
member is deleted.

PNL
Makes a copy of the panel member on the panel library with an edit-indicator of E. At normal end of EDIT, the E
member is deleted.

PGM
A single program can result in up to three separate source members on the source library: procedure (type
L), working data (type W), and parameter data (type P). Each member is first created when the corresponding
component is first edited. In addition, any time an EDIT is issued for a given component (including when it is first
created), a copy of the member is made on the SOURCE library with an edit-indicator of E. At normal end of EDIT,
the E member is deleted. Deleting all of the lines of a component does not delete the corresponding member.

MEM
Makes a copy of the data member on the IDDAT library with an edit-indicator of E. At normal end of EDIT, the E
member is deleted.

DUPLICATE
GRP

Makes a copy of the GROUP member with the new name. The DUP command internally invokes an EDIT
command for the new GROUP.

LST
Makes a copy of the LIST member with the new name. The DUP command internally invokes an EDIT command
for the new LIST.
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RPT
Makes a copy of the report member with the new name: For the NEXT option, the version number is changed to
one higher than the highest version number. For the NEWNAME option, the report name is changed to the new
report name, and the version is changed to 001. The DUP command internally invokes an EDIT command for the
new report.

PNL
Makes a copy of the panel member with the new name: For the NEXT option, the version number is changed to
one higher than the highest version number. For the NEWNAME option, the panel name is changed to the new
name, and the version is changed to 001. The DUP command internally invokes an EDIT command for the new
panel.

PGM
Makes a copy of any of the three possible program members that exist (work, parameter, procedure), with the
new name: For the NEXT option, the version number is changed to one higher than the highest next version
number. For the NEWNAME option, the program name is changed to the new name, and the version is changed
to 001. The DUP command internally invokes an EDIT command for the new program.

MEM
Makes a copy of the data member with the new name. For a different user, the user ID is changed to the new user
ID. The DUP command internally invokes an EDIT command for the new member.

MARK STATUS

PGM is the only VLS members that the MARK STATUS command affects are program object members. For the program
executable object (type T) and symbol table (type J), the members are renamed so that the version number is changed to
PRD.

This enables the runtime executor to locate the appropriate members in a system that was the target of the Transport
Utility, when no Datadictionary entity-occurrence exists. This is necessary to support the command RUN xxxxxxxx VER
PROD, otherwise, Ideal for Datacom would have no means of determining which of the multiple versions of the object
members were the production versions.

Example

Suppose that in SYS ACC, PGM UPDATE VER 005 is currently in PROD status, VER 006 is in TEST, and that VER 006
is to become the new PROD version. Before the MARK STATUS command, the following members exist in the object
library (if you run a VLSUTIL LIBRARY listing, the member names are shown in strict collating sequence order, instead of
the following order):

ACCUPDATE          PRDJA

ACCUPDATE          PRDTA

ACCUPDATE          PRDTB

ACCUPDATE          005VA

ACCUPDATE          006JA

ACCUPDATE          006TA

ACCUPDATE          006TB

ACCUPDATE          006VA

ACCUPDATE          007JA

ACCUPDATE          007TA

ACCUPDATE          007TB

ACCUPDATE          007VA

 

This program contains working data but no parameter data. We can determine this because there is a type V member
(working data object) but no type Q member (parameter object). Also, the original MARK command for VER 005 changed
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only the names of the type J (symbol table) and T (executable object) members to reflect PRD instead of 005: The type V
member was never changed. (A type Q member would not change either.)

In this example, only two members are shown for each executable object module, A and B. There can be more members
(C, D, E, and so forth), but two is the minimum.

The following is now executed:

 MARK STATUS PGM UPDATE VER 6 TO PROD

 

Ideal for Datacom determines that there is an existing previous PROD version of the program by accessing the
Datadictionary. After the above command is executed, the following members exist on the object library (if you run a
VLSUTIL LIBRARY listing, the member names are shown in strict collating sequence order, instead of the following order):

ACCUPDATE        PRDJA

ACCUPDATE        PRDTA

ACCUPDATE        PRDTB

ACCUPDATE        006VA

ACCUPDATE        007JA

ACCUPDATE        007TA

ACCUPDATE        007TB

ACCUPDATE        007VA

 

All members for the old PROD version 005 were deleted (since Ideal for Datacom determined from the Datadictionary that
version 5 was the previous PROD version). The former 006 members were renamed to PRD since the command directed
Ideal for Datacom to mark version 6 to PROD status. Neither of the type V members (working data object) was affected by
the MARK STATUS command. These members are used only at compilation time.

DELETE
GRP

Group member is deleted.
LST

List member is deleted.
RPT

Report source member is deleted.
PNL

Panel source and object members are deleted.
PGM

All program source and object members are deleted.
MEM

Data member is deleted.

The DELETE command deletes all appropriate VLS members, even if the Datadictionary entity-occurrence, or one or
more of the VLS members themselves, is missing.

Compilation and VLS Object Modules

The following activities happen when the Ideal for Datacom application is compiled for the first time:

1. The program working data, parameter data, and the attributes of each panel are compiled into separate object
modules.

2. These objects, along with any panels and cataloged dataviews, are merged with composite object modules.
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3. The program procedure and report definitions are compiled and merged with the composite object module into an
executable object.

4. The program symbol table is also built at compile time.

Each time a program is recompiled, the program procedure and report definitions are recompiled into the executable
object module. The separate object modules for panel attributes, program working data, and program parameter data only
need to be recompiled if they have changed since the last compile. Any that have not changed will be merged directly into
the executable object when recompiled.

Processing the Field Attribute and Symbol Tables

The maximum number of symbols-such as names and identifiers-in an Ideal for Datacom application depends greatly on
the amount of storage Ideal for Datacom has available for the Field Attribute Table and the Symbol Table.

The Field Attribute Table, referred to here as the FAT, contains an entry for each dataview, dataview field, panel, panel
field, working data field, literal, and FOR construct. Each entry is 20 bytes long and contains information such as the
length, type, displacement, and the offset into the Symbol Table.

The Symbol Table contains an entry for each dataview name, dataview field name, panel name, panel field name, working
data field name, report name, procedure name, and label name. The length of these entries varies according to the length
of the symbol. Each entry contains information, such as the length of the symbol and the address of the symbol in the FAT,
and the literal that identifies the symbol.

During compilation, Ideal for Datacom creates a variety of blocks. None of these blocks can exceed 32 KB. If all the FAT
or Symbol Table entries of a 01 level cannot fit in the remaining space of the current block, a new block is started. No
parent (01 level) is separated from its children. The FAT and Symbol Table can span multiple blocks.

A single data entity occurrence, (which means that a 01 level data item, dataview, or panel), still cannot exceed the 32 KB
limit.

This means that no 01 level can have more than 1,600 fields, or it exceeds the FAT table limit. Also, the maximum that
a 01 level can have is somewhere between 800 and 1,875 fields (depending on the size of the symbols), otherwise it
exceeds the Symbol Table limit. The compilation and execution process is shown in the following illustration.
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Application Load Modules (Phases)

You can convert Ideal for Datacom application programs and panels in Production status from VLS members to z/OS load
modules or to VSE phases. If a program is converted to load module format, load modules are created for the executable
object and the symbol table. For each program, separate load modules are created for the reentrant and non-reentrant
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data, respectively, and for the symbol table. If a panel is converted to load module format, a single load module is created.
The panel load module contains the panel member from the panel library, comprising both reentrant and non-reentrant
data.

Even when VLS members are converted to load modules, the original object members are retained and can be used
again. MODULE entity occurrences in the dictionary facility record which programs or panels were converted to load
modules and which were deleted as load modules. If an entity accessed from Ideal for Datacom is not recorded as a
load module, Ideal for Datacom retrieves it from the VLS library. For more information about VLS Member Formats, see
the Ideal for Datacom Problem Determination documentation. For more information about load module format, see the
“Module Format for Programs and Panels” topic in this documentation.

Execution of Ideal for Datacom Applications in a CICS Environment

At runtime, for a single program, there are always three independent VLS object members (or load modules)-one
reentrant, one non-reentrant, and one for the symbol table. There can be more VLS members depending on the size of
the program.

The distinction between reentrant and non-reentrant is significant because the execution of Ideal for Datacom applications
online takes place in pseudo-conversational mode. At the end of each CICS transaction, some or all of the in-core
resources are written to CICS auxiliary temporary storage or CICS EDSA. Exactly what is written to auxiliary temporary
storage and what remains in core depends on the format of the program or panel.

If programs and panels were converted to load modules, they are controlled by CICS. The Ideal for Datacom program or
panel run status has no effect on load module format.

The program symbol table is loaded only when a runtime error occurs.

In a DB2 environment, execution of programs containing SQL in static mode requires an application plan. The Preparing
DB2 Application Plans section describes how application plans are generated and used at runtime.

In Datacom/DB, SQL access plans are built at compile time.

Execution and the Dictionary Facility

Exactly how the dictionary facility is used at runtime depends on the status of the program.

• If the program is in Test status when the program is run, the program entity-occurrence is retrieved from the dictionary
facility, and the date/time stamps are checked.

• The first time any related programs are called, the entity-occurrences of these programs and of their resources must
also be retrieved from the dictionary facility, their date/time stamps checked, and table entries built.

• If the program is in Production status and the PROD keyword is specified with the RUN command (for example, RUN
MYPROG VER PROD) or specified as the default (by SET VERSION PROD), no dictionary facility access takes place.

• If the program is in Production status but the PROD keyword is not specified with the RUN command or as the
default, the program entity-occurrence needs to be retrieved, but no date/time checking is performed. Since all related
programs and resources must also be in Production status, no further dictionary facility access is needed.

Ideal for Datacom Environment Components
Review Ideal for Datacom environment components: Datacom/DB environment, environment with DB2 Option, Datacom/
DB and Datadictionary components, and Datacom/AD and DB2 Components for Ideal for Db2.

Datacom/DB Environment

Ideal for Datacom with Datacom/DB runs in an online environment or as a batch process. There can be a single region
of each type or multiple CICS regions and multiple batch regions. Each request for Datacom/DB service goes through a
supervisor call (SVC) that passes the request to the MUF. The SVC is used again to pass the results back.
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Environment with DB2 Option

Ideal for Datacom Option for DB2 runs under CICS or as a batch process. There might be a single region of each type or
multiple CICS regions and multiple batch regions. The Datacom dictionary Ideal for Datacom accesses must be allocated
to a single, separate region accessed using a single Multi-User Facility (MUF). The SVC is used again to pass the results
back. The DB2 databases that Ideal for Datacom accesses are allocated to separate DB2 regions accessed using DB2
attach facilities. The tables for the dictionary facility are accessed from the MUF region.

Datacom/DB and Datadictionary Components

Refer to the following list of the Datacom/DB and Datadictionary components:

MUF
Multi-User Facility (MUF) allows access and updates to databases concurrently from multiple regions or partitions.

Datacom/DB
Datacom/DB includes all modules that are installed as the Datacom/DB product. A DB Master List defines the
operating environment to Datacom/DB, including the number of CICS and batch tasks that access the databases.

CBS
Compound Boolean Selection (CBS) is the Datacom/DB access facility that is required for processing Ideal for
Datacom FOR statements for CBS access. CBS analyzes complex database requests and determines the best
search strategy.

DB Tables
Datacom/DB databases that Ideal for Datacom applications access, are allocated to the MUF region.

DD Tables
Datadictionary tables are Datacom/DB databases that are allocated to the MUF region.

SVC
A supervisor call (SVC) routine handles communication between the CICS and batch Ideal for Datacom regions
and MUF.

CICS Service Facility
CICS Service Facility permits Ideal for Datacom applications running under CICS to issue requests to the
database through the SVC.

DSF/DDOL
The Service Facility (DSF) for the Datadictionary component of Datacom/DB is used whenever Ideal for Datacom
accesses the Datadictionary in MUF. DSF is used in a Datacom/DB or mixed Datacom/DB and DB2 environment.
DDOL, the online Datadictionary component of Datacom/DB, is used in CICS. DDOL provides interactive
Datadictionary services, using DSF and the CICS Service Facility.

Datadictionary Considerations for Ideal for Datacom

Site administrators should use the following guidelines when using Datadictionary with Ideal for Datacom:

• Avoid required relationship types.
Best practice is to not define any relationship involving an entity-type that Ideal for Datacom maintains as required.
When Ideal for Datacom attempts to create an entity-occurrence, the required user-specified relationship occurrences
cannot be supplied, since they are unknown to Ideal for Datacom. No further processing is allowed until the
relationship is satisfied. The administrator can model user-defined relationship types between entity-types in the
dictionary, but must make them optional (non-required) when they involve the entity-types SYSTEM, PROGRAM,
PANEL, REPORT, and PERSON.

• Avoid using batch or online Datadictionary to maintain Ideal for Datacom entity-occurrences.
Do not attempt to use Datadictionary (batch or online) to maintain entity-occurrences or relationship occurrences that
Ideal for Datacom maintains; for example, entity-occurrences SYSTEM, PROGRAM, PANEL, REPORT, and PERSON;
and relationship definitions PER-ATZ-AUTH, PER-SYS-ACCESS, SYS-LIB-RESIDE, SYS-PGM-CONTAIN, PGM-
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DVW-USE, PGM-PNL-USE, PGM-RPT-PRODUCE, and PGM-PGM-CALL. The administrator can maintain entity-
occurrences using Datadictionary, of any entity types that model other resources at the site, but the administrator
should never tamper with occurrences that are created by Ideal for Datacom.
Also, the administrator should never tamper with relationship occurrences or with intersection data between
occurrences that are created by Ideal for Datacom, since these often contain Ideal for Datacom control information.
Three exceptions are:
– Occurrences of PERSON and SYSTEM can be initially defined, if necessary, using Datadictionary rather than using

Ideal for Datacom. However, to make such occurrences valid for Ideal for Datacom use, the Ideal for Datacom
administrator must EDIT SYSTEM and USER (PERSON) definitions using Ideal for Datacom commands to enter
additional information that Ideal for Datacom requires.

– The administrator can use Datadictionary directly to maintain text records.
– Dataviews can be related to systems using the SYS-DVW-USE relationship.

• Avoid conflict with Ideal for Datacom internal naming conventions.
When using Datadictionary (batch or online), avoid conflicts with Ideal for Datacom internal naming conventions.
PROGRAM, PANEL, and REPORT entity-occurrences that are created by Ideal for Datacom begin with $I. Therefore,
users are advised not to create any occurrences beginning with a $I.

• Use entity types consistently.
Ideal for Datacom uses the entity types PROGRAM and SYSTEM with specific meanings: A PROGRAM represents
a compilable unit of an application that can run alone or can call or be called by other programs (for example, a
subprogram). A SYSTEM is a collection of related application PROGRAMs and is also related to its USERs, who are
developers, end users, and so on. There is no restriction on the use of these entity-types elsewhere in the dictionary;
however, be sure to consider their special meaning to Ideal for Datacom.
Note: Ideal for Datacom does not use the Datadictionary entity types MEMBER and PLAN.

• No entity-occurrence passwords.
Datadictionary allows any entity-occurrence to be assigned a password. Do not specify entity-occurrence passwords
(four-character PASSWORD attribute) for entity-occurrences that Ideal for Datacom is to access. For example, if
you create PERSON entity-occurrences with Datadictionary and assign them entity-occurrence passwords, Ideal for
Datacom cannot access them. Do not confuse the restrictions against using entity-occurrence passwords with the 12-
character signon password (PASS-WORD attribute of the PERSON entity type) that Ideal for Datacom supports, which
is the same attribute that Ideal for Datacom displays on the USER definition fill-in.

• Do not change LOCK attribute on Ideal for Datacom entity-occurrences.
All entity-occurrences that Ideal for Datacom creates have a LOCK attribute value of 1. Do not change this attribute.

Datacom/AD and DB2 Components for Ideal for Db2

The following DB2 and Datacom/AD components support an Ideal for Datacom Option for DB2 environment:

DB2 Tables
The DB2 databases that Ideal for Datacom applications access are allocated to the DB2 region.

Datacom/AD
A subset of Datacom/DB, providing Datadictionary support in a DB2-only environment.

CICS Attach Facility
The CICS DB2 Attach Facility permits Ideal for Datacom applications running under CICS to issue requests to
DB2.

Call Attach Facility
The DB2 Call Attach Facility permits Ideal for Datacom applications running in batch to issue requests to DB2.

Common Components and Services for Ideal for Datacom
Learn about relevant Common Components and Services for Ideal for Datacom. Find information about the Standard
Security Facility (CAISSF), Top Secret, ACF2, and other external security systems.
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Relevant Common Components and Services are described as follows:

CAISSF
The Standard Security Facility (CAISSF) interfaces with external security systems, such as Top Secret, ACF2,
RACF, and other SAF-compatible products. The SSF interface lets you use any of these security products in both
online and batch environments, independent of the Ideal for Datacom code.
During signon, Ideal for Datacom internal security checks to make sure that the user is authorized to access Ideal
for Datacom. If external security is used, users must sign onto the security system before signing onto Ideal for
Datacom. You can use any Ideal for Datacom signon transaction (standard, express, or transparent) with external
security.

For more information about internal and external security, see Establishing Signon Processing.

IPC Components for Ideal for Datacom
IPC provides functions to Ideal for Datacom, allowing Ideal for Datacom to process requests/provide services
independently of the operating system and teleprocessing monitor. Review descriptions of these functions.

IPC functions provide an interface between Ideal for Datacom and the external environment. These programs allow Ideal
for Datacom to process user requests and to provide the services requested while remaining independent of the operating
system and teleprocessing monitor.

VPE
Virtual Processing Environment acts as a software interface between Ideal for Datacom and the teleprocessing
monitor, operating system, and database. All external services that Ideal for Datacom requires are invoked
through VPE. Other IPCs also use VPE for their external services.
VPE handles requests for services such as memory management, program management, resource management,
I/O services, enqueue/dequeue, dynamic batch job submission, and database accesses. It handles these
requests for service through macro calls and performs the functions according to the rules and syntax of the host
environment.

PDF
Ideal for Datacom Panel Definition Facility processes the Ideal for Datacom commands that are used to define,
print, and test panels interactively.

PSS
Print Subsystem processes, routes, and manages print requests. PSS handles Ideal for Datacom commands for
maintaining the output library, browsing output, and performing other print services.

PMS
Panel Management Services is a set of runtime services for acquiring, sending, receiving, and managing 327x-
type terminal messages. PMS validates date/time stamps and checks input fields for violations of panel edit rules.
PMS supports both Ideal for Datacom product panels and application panels developed using PDF.

SCF
Session Control Facility handles user requests, whether from an online terminal session or from an Ideal for
Datacom batch session. SCF provides Ideal for Datacom signon processing, handles asynchronous compiles and
network printing, and processes commands such as DISPLAY ERROR, SPLIT and COMBINE, SCROLL, and
HELP, RETURN, and CLARIFY.
SCF also acts as a command dispatcher, managing Ideal for Datacom menus, commands, and PF and PA keys,
separating commands and passing commands to the appropriate Ideal for Datacom module for further analysis. In
batch, SCF prints commands as though they were entered in an online environment.

VLS
Virtual Library System uses the basic I/O services of VPE to store, retrieve, and modify data in both online and
batch environments.
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• Two types of VLS library members are as follows:
• Record members: Store source data in source libraries and output in the output library.
• Block data members: Store variable-length data in panel libraries or object libraries.

Any number of VLS libraries can exist, but they cannot be concatenated. Ideal for Datacom requires at least eight
VLS libraries:
ADRLIB

-Ideal for Datacom control information, master JOBCARD, user JOBCARDS, and system messages.
ADRPNL

-Ideal for Datacom and IPC product panels and session options.
ADROUT

-The output library.
IDDAT

-Data member library.
IDDVW

-Dataview object library. For a DB2 site, plan definitions can be included here or in a separate plan library.
User source, object, and panel libraries (defaults are: in z/OS, ID$IDSRC, ID$IDOBJ, and ID$IDPNL; in
VSE, IDL$IDS, IDL$IDO, IDL$IDP).

A site can define additional source, object, and panel libraries.
In addition to being used directly by Ideal for Datacom and IPC, VLS has a batch utility for library maintenance
(VLSUTIL).

EDK
Editor Kernel maps fill-in panels to VLS members, providing editing commands and checkpoint/rollback functions.

Defining and Maintaining Ideal for Datacom Users
The user definition provides multiple levels of security for Ideal for Datacom. It secures access to Ideal for Datacom to
development and production systems in Ideal for Datacom, and to specific activities in each system. The user definition
identifies each Ideal for Datacom user, establishes the user name, grants Ideal for Datacom privileges, assigns the user to
systems, and assigns authorization levels in each system.

This topic contains the following information:

Creating and Maintaining User Definitions

You can define each user individually to Ideal for Datacom or you can define one or more user groups with access to
common systems and appropriate authorizations in those systems. This section explains how to create and maintain the
user definitions.

You can define and maintain user definitions either directly through the commands described in this section or by selecting
options from the User Maintenance Menu. To display the User Maintenance Menu, select option 1 on the Administration
Maintenance Menu or enter the Ideal for Datacom command USER.

=>

=>

=>

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: USER MAINTENANCE      USR                         SYS: DOC      MENU

 Enter desired option number ===>      There are 7 options in this menu:
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 1. EDIT/DISPLAY         - Edit or display a user definition

 2. CREATE               - Create a user definition

 3. PRINT                - Print a user definition

 4. DELETE               - Delete a user definition

 5. MARK STATUS          - Mark user status to production or history

 6. DUPLICATE            - Duplicate user definition to next version

 7. DISPLAY INDEX        - Display index of user definitions

Some of the options on the User Maintenance Menu display fill-in panels for data entry.

When a fill-in is complete, press Enter or a PF key to apply the modified data. Pressing the Enter key applies the data, but
leaves the current fill-in displayed. To continue, enter the appropriate command or press the appropriate PF key. Pressing
the Clear key returns the session to the Ideal for Datacom Main Menu without applying the modified data. Pressing a PA
key also ignores modified data. The PA1 key issues a RESHOW. The PA2 key displays current PF/PA key assignments.

For prompter panels, pressing Enter processes the command completed on the prompter.

Creating an Ideal for Datacom User Definition

To create the first version of a user definition, enter the command CREATE USER. The CREATE USER command
displays a blank user definition fill-in. The User Definition Fill-in is a panel that establishes the user, assigns a user
privilege, enters descriptive information about the user, and establishes the user's authorization level in each assigned
system. If a user is already defined in the dictionary (for Datadictionary or Dataquery, for example), duplicate the user to
the next version and edit the new version to define the user to Ideal for Datacom.

A newly created user definition is assigned a version number of 1. This version of the user definition is in test status. You
can edit it at any subsequent session as long as it remains in test status.

Note:

• Before a user can sign on to Ideal for Datacom, the user definition must be marked to production status.
• When you are using an external security system to control access to Ideal for Datacom, you must be sure that a user

definition exists for the administrator before changing the SC00OPTS table to include the option SECRTY=Y. If a user
definition does not exist, you cannot sign on to Ideal for Datacom to create the remaining user definitions.

To display the User Definition Fill-in, enter the command CREATE USER or select Option 2, CREATE, from the User
Maintenance Menu.

=>

=>

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: USER DEFINITION       USR   (001) TEST               SYS: DOC    FILL-IN

Person name    _______________  IDEAL user id ___

Description    ____________________________________

Full name      ____________________________________________________________

Password       ____________   Re-enter to confirm pswd ____________

Identification _________           Title ____________________

Org. unit      ______              Grade ______

Date created   2/17/06     Last modified ........  at ..:..

IDEAL Privileges:   Mark at least 1 with an “X” to enable IDEAL signon

 ( _ ) IDEAL Administrator - May use any IDEAL facility

 ( _ ) PRINT Administrator - Has control of Print facility

 ( _ ) DVW   Administrator - Catalogs DATAVIEW definitions

 ( _ ) IDEAL User          - May use all non-Administrator facilities
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Assigned      (Indicate at least 1 assigned SYSTEM):

SYSTEM(S)   CONTROL     UPDATE    READ   UPDATE-PNL  UPDATE-RPT  RUN-PROD

  ___        ( _ )      ( _ )     ( _ )    ( _ )       ( _ )      ( _ )

  ___        ( _ )      ( _ )     ( _ )    ( _ )       ( _ )      ( _ )

  ___        ( _ )      ( _ )     ( _ )    ( _ )       ( _ )      ( _ )

  ___        ( _ )      ( _ )     ( _ )    ( _ )       ( _ )      ( _ )

  ___        ( _ )      ( _ )     ( _ )    ( _ )       ( _ )      ( _ )

  ___        ( _ )      ( _ )     ( _ )    ( _ )       ( _ )      ( _ )

  ___        ( _ )      ( _ )     ( _ )    ( _ )       ( _ )      ( _ )

  ___        ( _ )      ( _ )     ( _ )    ( _ )       ( _ )      ( _ )

  ___        ( _ )      ( _ )     ( _ )    ( _ )       ( _ )      ( _ )

  ___        ( _ )      ( _ )     ( _ )    ( _ )       ( _ )      ( _ )

Note: Issue “MARK * PROD” or “MARK USER xxx VER n TO PROD” to enable signon.

The fields on the User Definition Fill-in consist of:

Person name-
One- to 15-character identification of the person (user) being defined. This name must be unique at the site. Ideal
for Datacom initializes Person name to the name entered in the CREATE command, if a name was supplied
there. You cannot change Person name once it is entered and accepted. If you want a new Person name, you
must delete the user definition and create a new one. The Person name can be one to 15 non-blank characters
and can be any combination of letters, digits, or national characters except the first character cannot be a digit.
The Person Name does not have to be the same as the security ID or the monitor op-ID used to logon if the
UIDCHK parameter of the IDOPTSCB macro is set to NO. However, unless a default user ID (DFLTUSR) is
specified to determine the Ideal for Datacom authorizations, you must still define the security ID or op-ID as an
alias for the Person Name in the dictionary facility.

IDEAL User ID-
One- to three-character user identification. You must enter this user ID to make the user valid for Ideal for
Datacom and it must be unique to the site. Once defined in a User Definition Fill-in, you cannot change the Ideal
for Datacom user ID. If you want a new Ideal for Datacom user ID, delete the user definition and create a new
one. The user ID can be one to three non-blank characters and it is any combination of letters and digits. You
can use national characters ($, #, @) but not as the initial characters. The one- to three-character IDEAL User ID
becomes an alias for the PERSON in the Datadictionary facility. For more information, see Occurrence Naming
Standards.

WARNING
Warning! IDEAL SHORT-ID $19 (x'5bf1f9') and $20 (x'5BF2F0') are not valid due to a Datacom
Datadictionary internal use. Therefore, you cannot use those in Ideal for Datacom.

Note: In CICS, the Ideal for Datacom user ID must match the CICS op-ID unless either the UIDCHK parameter of
the IDOPTSCB macro is set to NO or security is enabled (SECRTY=Y in the SC00OPTS table).

Description-
Optional description of the user being defined.

Full name, Identification, Title, Org unit (organization unit), Grade
-Descriptive information or organizational identification of the user. These areas are for documentation only and
are optional.

Password
-One- to 12-character string that the user must specify on the Ideal for Datacom signon screen. The contents of
this field on the user definition panel display or are invisible, depending on the value assigned to the IDOPTSCB
parameter PSWDIS=. (The user can modify this password without editing the user definition fill-in by using the
ALTER SIGNON PASSWORD command.)
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Re-enter to confirm pswd
-A prompt and the field that only appears when the IDOPTSCB parameter PSWDIS=INVISIBLE, verifying the
password field. For more information about customizing the Ideal for Datacom options block using IDOPTSCB,
see Optimizing Storage Management.

Date created
-Initial date of the user definition. The system supplies this date. It is not modifiable.

Last modified at
-Date and time when this user definition was last accessed in edit mode. The system supplies the date. It is not
modifiable. The system also supplies the time in the format hh:mm. It is not modifiable.

IDEAL Privileges
-Each user of Ideal for Datacom is assigned (by marking with an x) one or more levels of privileges that govern
the commands and services available to that user. You must select at least one privilege to make the user
definition valid for signing on to Ideal for Datacom. (To disable an existing Ideal for Datacom user, erase all Ideal
for Datacom privileges and ignore the resulting error message.)
IDEAL Administrator

-Grants the user global authorization to perform any command or service in all systems, including all
services governed by all other privileges.

PRINT Administrator
-Establishes an Ideal for Datacom user with the authorization to control the printing facility (which includes
the ability to define and delete print destinations).

DVW Administrator
-Establishes an Ideal for Datacom user with the authorization to catalog dataviews for Ideal for Datacom.

IDEAL User
-Specifies that the user is authorized to use only commands that affect the current session.

The following table illustrates how the selection of a privilege also implies commands and services governed by
other privileges.

Specified Privilege IDEAL Admin PRINT Admin DVW Admin IDEAL User
IDEAL Administrator X X X X
PRINT Administrator X X
DVW Administrator X X
IDEAL User X

Assigned systems
-Designates which Ideal for Datacom systems this user is authorized to use and the authorization level the user
has for each system. To assign more than the ten systems allowed on the panel, scroll forward using the PF8 key.
A user's access to a system and to the commands that can execute in a system is controlled by the authorization
specified here. The user must be assigned to at least one Ideal for Datacom system to successfully sign on to
Ideal for Datacom.
CONTROL

-Authorizes full control of the specified system, including the creation and deletion of programs, panels,
and reports; editing the identification fill-in for programs, panels, and reports; and editing the resource fill-
in of a program definition. This authorization automatically implies all other levels in the system, except
running production programs (RUN-PROD) that must be selected separately.

UPDATE
-Authorizes the user to update (edit) or read (display, print, and so on) all programs, panels, and reports in
the system (except the identification fill-in and resource fill-in). This authorization automatically implies all
levels in the system except control (CONTROL) and running production programs (RUN-PROD).
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READ
-Authorizes the user to read (display, print, and so on) programs, report definitions, and panel definitions
in the system.

UPDATE-PNL (update panel)
-Authorizes the user to update panel definitions in the system.

UPDATE-RPT (update report)
-Authorizes the user to update report definitions in the system.

RUN-PROD (run production)
-Authorizes the user to run production programs in this system.

The following table illustrates how the assignment of an authorization in a system implies commands and services
governed by a lesser authorization.

Specified
Authorization

CONTROL UPDATE UPD-PNL UPD-RPT READ RUN-PROD

CONTROL X X X X X
UPDATE X X X X
UPD-PNL X X
UPD-RPT X X
READ X
RUN-PROD X

Note: To enable the newly defined user to sign onto Ideal for Datacom, issue the command MARK * PROD or MARK
USER xxx VER n TO PROD after defining the user.

Maintaining User Definitions Online

Use the following Ideal for Datacom commands to display, maintain, copy, and list existing user definitions.

CREATE USER
Displays a fill-in panel that creates a user definition in the dictionary.

EDIT/DISPLAY USER
Displays an existing user definition and makes it the current entity.

PRINT USER
Prints a specific user definition.

DELETE USER
Deletes a user definition that is in history or test status. User definitions in production status must be marked to
history before they can be deleted.
For important information about using the DELETE command to delete user definitions, see the notes following
this table.

MARK STATUS USER
Marks a user definition's status to production or history. A user definition must be in production status before the
user can sign onto Ideal for Datacom.

DUPLICATE USER
Copies an existing user definition to the next version. The new definition becomes the current user definition, and
the user fill-in displays for modification. You can modify the new user definition as long as the status is test. Until it
is modified, the newly created version is identical to the previous version, including the name.
Note: You cannot copy a user definition to a new name with the DUPLICATE USER command.
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DISPLAY/PRINT INDEX
Lists the name and status of each user definition currently in the dictionary. You can request an index for one or all
users, with or without listing the related systems. Margin commands can be used to display, edit, delete, or mark
the status of the displayed user definitions.

Note: Before deleting a user definition, be sure to delete any data members that exist for that user since the DELETE
MEMBER command requires the Person Name or User ID from the user definition. If the user definition is deleted before
the members that belong to that user are deleted, the members become impossible to delete with the Ideal for Datacom
DELETE command.

To determine whether the user has members, use the command:

DISPLAY INDEX MEMBER USER username 

Then enter the DELETE line command for each member displayed and press Enter. (You could use the following
command to delete a member but the DELETE MEMBER command must be repeated for each member.)

DELETE MEMBER memname USER username

Marking a user definition to history and deleting it using this DELETE command also removes the corresponding
PERSON entity occurrence from the dictionary facility. If that user was authorized for any other Broadcom products, those
authorizations are automatically deleted.

To disable a user from Ideal for Datacom without affecting that user's authorizations for other Broadcom products, follow
this procedure:

1. Duplicate the existing production version of the user to NEXT VERSION. This displays the next version of the user
definition for editing.

2. While viewing the user definition fill-in for the new test-status version (in edit mode), erase all Ideal for Datacom
privileges and press Enter.
The following message displays:
 ADUEDP11 - Please enter <i_dcm> privilege(s) 

3. Ignore the preceding message and mark the new version of the user definition to production. The Ideal for Datacom
editor does not allow the update unless there is at least one SYSTEM related to the USER definition. Without any Ideal
for Datacom privileges, signon to Ideal for Datacom with this user ID results in the following error message:
 IDADIDIN05E - USR xxx has no signon authorization for <i_dcm> 

The Datadictionary batch utility, DDUPDATE, also removes Ideal for Datacom authorization (transaction 1003 UNRL).

Creating Ideal for Datacom Users in Batch

The usual method to create Ideal for Datacom users is to use the CREATE USER command. However, adding large
numbers of users this way can be a time-consuming process. Ideal for Datacom users can be created in batch using
Datadictionary (DDUPDATE).

A valid Ideal for Datacom user definition consists of the following Datadictionary entity-occurrences:

• A PERSON entity-occurrence
• An ALIAS for the PERSON entity-occurrence that must match the PERSON userid attribute
• One or more RELATIONSHIP occurrences between the PERSON and the four Ideal AUTHORIZATION profiles and

(optionally) one of the DD AUTHORIZATION profiles:
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– $$ID-ADM IDEAL Administrator
– $$ID-DVW DVW Administrator
– $$PR-ADM PRINT Administrator
– $$ID-USE IDEAL User

• One or more RELATIONSHIP occurrences between the PERSON and the defined Ideal SYSTEM entity-occurrences.
The intersection data (INTER-DATA) of this relationship occurrence must contain the following information:

Pos Contents

1-3 $ID (constant)

4 One byte of bit settings for the authorization

level in the related system, as follows:

1... .... - Control

.1.. .... - Update

..1. .... - Read

...1 .... - Run-Prod

.... 1... - Not Used

.... .1.. - Not Used

.... ..1. - Update-Report

.... ...1 - Update-Panel

Following is a sample set of DDUPDATE transactions to add a new user to Ideal for Datacom:

    -ADD PERSON,long-user-name

    1003 RELT,SYSTEM,system-name(ver),PER-SYS-ACCESS    

    1003 DATA,$IDx  

    1010 ADD $$ID-ADM   

    1010 ADD $$ID-DVW   

    1010 ADD $$PR-ADM   

    1010 ADD $$ID-USE   

    1014 pppppppppppp uuu   

    -END    

    -UPD PERSON,long-user-name(001),PROD    

    -END    

• The -ADD transaction is a header transaction. It adds the PERSON
entity-occurrence for user long-user-name (from 1 to 15 characters).

• The 1003 RELT, SYSTEM transaction relates the user 'long-user-name' to the system 'system-name(ver)'. The new
user can be related to a maximum of 99 SYSTEMs.

• There must be a matching 1003, DATA transaction for each 1003 RELT, SYSTEM transaction. The 1003 DATA
transaction gives the user authorization within the system specified in the corresponding 1003 RELT, SYSTEM
transaction. The authorization bit setting ('x') is determined using the following table:

/--- AUTH IN SYS: TYPE:             HEX   CHAR

|                 ---------------   ---   ----

|                 CTL + RUN-PROD     F3     3

|                 CTL                E3     T

|                 UPD + RUN-PROD     7B     #

|                 UPD                6C     %

|                 READ + RUN-PROD    30      

|                 READ               20      

|                 RUN-PROD           10      

|                                            
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------------------------------------------

• The 1010 ADD transaction assigns the user a privilege title: {IDEAL-ADMIN, DATAVIEW-ADMIN, PRINT-ADMIN,
IDEAL-USER}.
For example, to define an IDEAL-USER, supply only the following transaction:

1010 ADD $$ID-USE

• The 1014 transaction defines a password and the userid for the 'long-user-name'. If a password is not desired, the
1014 transaction must still be included to add the userid. Note that the userid MUST start in column 19.

• The -END transaction marks the conclusion of each transaction group.
• The -UPD transaction marks the 'long-user-name' definition to PROD status.
• The -END transaction marks the conclusion of each transaction group.

When these transactions have been successfully executed, the new Ideal for Datacom user is ready to sign on.

Using Batch to Maintain Ideal for Datacom User Definitions

It is possible to create, as well as update, Ideal users in batch through the Datadictionary utility program DDUPDATE.

Adding Aliases

You may want to add aliases to existing user definitions on a large scale. The following DDUPDATE transactions let you
add an alias to existing users in batch:

+UPD PERSON,person1(PROD,,ovrd)

1103 ADD alias1

+END

+UPD PERSON,person2(PROD,,ovrd)

1103 ADD alias2

+END

Adding Systems

Changes to an existing user's SYSTEM authorization online require duplicating the user to the next version, modifying
the user definition, and then marking the new version to PROD status. You can make the same changes in batch using
DDUPDATE 1003 transactions to relate and unrelate systems to users. The following DDUPDATE transactions let you
add an additional system to an existing user in batch.

+UPD PERSON,person1(PROD,,ovrd)

1003 RELT,SYSTEM,long-system-nme(PROD),PER-SYS-ACCESS

1003 DATA,$IDx

+END

$ID is a constant and x is the authorization. The 1003 DATA statement is the intersection data (INTER-DATA) for this
RELATIONSHIP occurrence and must contain the following information:

• Positions 1 through 3 contain the $ID (constant)
• Position 4 contains a one-byte value with the following bit-settings for the authorization level in the related system:

0x80 = Control
0x40 = Update
0x20 = Read
0x10 = Run-Prod
0x08 = Not Used
0x04 = Not Used
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0x02 = Update-Report
0x01 = Update-Panel

Updating System Authorizations

The following DDUPDATE transactions let you update the system authorization of a production status Ideal for Datacom
user definition in batch.

+UPD PERSON,person1(PROD,,ovrd)

1003 UNRL,SYSTEM,long-system-nme(PROD),PER-SYS-ACCESS

1003 RELT,SYSTEM,long-system-nme(PROD),PER-SYS-ACCESS

1003 DATA,$IDx

+END

Changing Passwords

If you need to change many Ideal for Datacom user passwords, the easiest way in batch is to use a 1014 transaction in
DDUPDATE for each user. You do not need to issue an ALTER SIGNON PASSWORD command to change the Ideal
for Datacom password. When you change your password in DDOL, you are also changing it for Ideal for Datacom
conversely.

In this case, using DDUPDATE is more efficient than using Ideal for Datacom batch. One execution of DDUPDATE with
one 1014 transaction is required for each user, unlike Ideal for Datacom batch, which requires that you set up one batch
job or one batch step for each user that includes the SIGNON and ALTER SIGNON password transactions.

Also, remember that you need a -UPD PERSON transaction header for each user.

Defining and Maintaining Ideal for Datacom Systems
In Ideal for Datacom, a system is a collection of application programs and the developers and users associated with
them. The System Maintenance Menu that follows illustrates the functions provided by Ideal for Datacom for the definition
and maintenance of system definitions. To access this menu, select option 2, CREATE, on the Ideal for Datacom
Administration Maintenance Menu or enter the SYSTEM command.

=>

=>

=>

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: SYSTEM MAINTENANCE    SYS                         SYS: DOC      MENU

 Enter desired option number ===>      There are   7  options in this menu:

 1. EDIT/DISPLAY         - Edit or display a system definition

 2. CREATE               - Create a system definition

 3. PRINT                - Print a system definition

 4. DELETE               - Delete a system definition

 5. MARK STATUS          - Mark system status to production or history

 6. DUPLICATE            - Duplicate system definition to next version

 7. DISPLAY INDEX        - Display index of system definitions

You can define and maintain system definitions either by selecting options from the System Maintenance Menu or by
entering the commands described in this section directly from the command line.

This topic contains the following information:
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Creating an Ideal for Datacom System

To create the first version of a system definition, enter the command CREATE SYSTEM. The CREATE SYSTEM
command displays a blank system definition fill-in. This fill-in establishes the system name, provides identification
information about the system, and provides the file names where the system libraries are stored.

A newly created system definition is assigned a version of 1 and is placed in test status. You can edit the new system
definition at any subsequent session as long as it remains in test status. Once marked to production status, it is not
modifiable.

After the system definition fill-in is presented and you enter a system name, that system becomes the current system
definition.

NOTE
Once created, the system definition is in test status and must be marked to production status before you can
access the system.

To display the System Definition Fill-in, shown in the following illustration, enter the command CREATE SYSTEM or select
option 2, CREATE, from the System Maintenance Menu.

=>

=>

=>

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: SYSTEM DEFN.         SYS   (001) TEST            SYS: DOC    FILL-IN

System name                _______________

System short identifier    ___

Description                ____________________________________

System user                _______________

Date designed              __ __ __

Date implemented           __ __ __

Application identification _______________

Date created 2/21/06   Last modified ........  at ..:..

SYSTEM LIBRARIES:

  TYPE     FILE NAME

  Source   IDXXXSRC

  Object   IDXXXOBJ

  Panels   IDXXXPNL

NOTE
Issue “MARK * PROD” or “MARK SYS xxx VER n PROD” to enable SELECT SYSTEM.

The components of the System Definition Fill-in are as follows:

System name
-One- to 15-character name of the system being defined. Ideal for Datacom initializes System name to the name
entered on the CREATE command if you entered a name. Once defined on the system definition fill-in, you cannot
change the System name. If you want a new System name, delete the system definition and create a new one.

System short identifier
-Three-character system identifier. This three-character identifier becomes an alias for the system in the dictionary
facility.
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The System short identifier must be exactly three non-blank characters. The first character must be a letter or
national character. The other two characters can be letters, digits, or national characters.

NOTE
Once defined on the system definition fill-in, you cannot change this identifier. If you want a new System short
identifier, delete the system definition and create a new one.

Description (Optional)
-Area where you can provide description of the system being defined (documentation only).

System user
-Area where you can identify the users of the system (documentation only).

Date designed
-Area where you can specify the date the system was designed (documentation only).

Date implemented
-Area where you can specify the date the system was implemented (documentation only).

Application identification
-Area where you can further define the system (documentation only).

Date created
-Initial date of the system definition. The system supplies this date. You cannot modify it.

Last modified at
-Date and time when this system definition was last accessed in edit mode. The format of the time value is
hh:mm. The system supplies the date and time. You cannot modify them.

System libraries
-Names of the libraries the system uses for storing source and object modules. Each system can have its own set
of libraries or multiple systems can share one or more libraries.
Type

-Identifies the type of each library in the system as follows:
Source libraries

-Contain the source of program and report definitions.
Object libraries

-Contain the object form of program and panel definitions.
Panel libraries

-Contain panel definitions.
File name

-For each type, an area where you must supply the file name for each library.

When the System Definition Fill-in is presented as a result of the CREATE SYSTEM command or prompter, Ideal for
Datacom provides default file names.

For z/OS, the default names are:

• IDXXXSRC
• IDXXXOBJ
• IDXXXPNL

For VSE, the default names are:

• IDLXXXS
• IDLXXXO
• IDLXXXP
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Replace the XXX in each name with the system short identifier to relate the file names to the system definition by
convention.

Since each file name becomes a DD statement (in z/OS) or a DLBL statement (in VSE), the names must conform to the
rules for formation of ddnames or DLBL names. File names in VSE cannot be longer than seven characters, even though
the fill-in provides eight positions (for compatibility with z/OS.)

The source, object, and panel libraries can be in separate files or any combination can be on the same file. The maximum
size of a VLS library member is 60,900 blocks (regardless of the blocksize.) Consider this when planning libraries.

You can put each Ideal for Datacom system in its own library or you can put any number of systems in the same library, as
shown in the following table.

Library Types Possible Library Names for System INV Possible Library Names for System ACT

IDALLSRC IDALLSRC

Source IDINVSRC IDACTSRC

IDALL IDALL

IDALLOBJ IDALLOBJ

Object IDINVOBJ IDACTOBJ

IDALL IDALL

IDALLPNL IDALLPNL

Panel IDINVPNL IDACTPNL

IDALL IDALL

There are other steps required to allocate, format, and establish new source, object, or panel libraries for an Ideal for
Datacom system.

NOTE
To enable the SELECT SYSTEM command for the newly defined system, issue the command MARK * PROD or
MARK SYS xxx VER n PROD.

Maintaining System Definitions

Use the following Ideal for Datacom commands to display, maintain, print, copy, and list existing systems.

CREATE SYSTEM
Displays a fill-in panel that creates a system definition in the dictionary.

EDIT/DISPLAY SYSTEM
Displays an existing system definition and makes it the current Ideal for Datacom entity.

PRINT SYSTEM
Prints a specific system definition.

DELETE SYSTEM
Deletes a system definition that is in history or test status. Production-status system definitions must be marked to
history status before they can be deleted.

MARK STATUS SYSTEM
Marks a system definition's status to production or history. A system definition must be in production status before
users can select it.

DUPLICATE SYSTEM
Copies an existing system definition to the next version. The new version of the system definition becomes the
current system definition. The system definition fill-in displays for modification. You can modify the new system
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definitions long as the status is test. Until the new definition is modified, the newly created version is identical to
the previous version, including the name.

NOTE
You cannot copy a system definition to a new name with the DUPLICATE SYSTEM command.

DISPLAY INDEX SYSTEM
Lists the name and status of each system definition currently in the dictionary facility. Optionally, the index can
include occurrences of entity-types that are related to a given system).

NOTE
Ignore system names that are prefixed with the characters DD-. They are not available as Ideal for
Datacom systems.

Using Batch to Create Ideal for Datacom System Definitions

You can create systems in batch through the Datadictionary utility program, DDUPDATE.

Preparing and Maintaining VLS Libraries in Ideal for Datacom
Each Ideal for Datacom PROGRAM, PANEL, REPORT, and DATAVIEW entity consists of one or more VLS library
members and an entity-occurrence in the dictionary facility. (MEMBERS consist of a VLS member only, not a dictionary
facility entity-occurrence.) Ideal for Datacom requires that the environment (both VLS members and dictionary facility
entity-occurrences) is valid and consistent. If a discrepancy is found, Ideal for Datacom issues an internal error indication
and terminates the operation.

The VLSUTIL utility manipulates VLS members to regain continuity between the VLS libraries and the dictionary facility.
For more information about VLSUTIL, see VLSUTIL Function Descriptions.

The CREATE SYSTEM command creates a system. The resulting system definition fill-in assigns the VLS libraries. The
three libraries for applications in that system are the program source library, the program object code library, and the panel
library.

Any of the libraries can be shared across systems or in one system. The administrator can use libraries as follows:

• one library for all systems
• one library per system
• three individual libraries per system
• any other combination

This topic contains the following information:

Allocating and Initializing a VLS Library

A VLS file is organized logically as a collection of members. A member name identifies a member. The following
table shows the required name length (NAMELEN) for each Ideal for Datacom VLS file. The block size can be any
size convenient to the device type, except that each file type has a minimum block size. The data is stored in VLS
internal format in fixed-length blocks. Default (installed) and minimum block sizes are shown in the following table. Data
compression and space recovery are automatic.

The three characters in the label name of the VLS source, object, and panel files do not require that they are the SYSTEM
name. Multiple SYSTEMs can use the same set of source, object, and panel VLS files.
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NOTE

In the following table, the xxx refers to the Ideal system.

File Required Namelen Installed Blksize Minimum Blksize
IDxxxSRC 24 1960 960
DxxxPNL 24 4000 4000
IDxxxOBJ 24 4000 4000
IDDAT 24 1960 960
IDDVW 40 4000 4000

The following files that Ideal for Datacom uses are installed with IPC:

File Required Namelen Installed Blksize Minimum Blksize
ADRLIB 24 4000 4000
ADROUT 11 4000 4000
ADRPNL 24 4000 4000

z/OS JCL to Initialize the Library

//INITIAL  EXEC PGM=VLSUTIL

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=CA IPC.LOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//VLSFILE  DD   DSN=library.name,DISP=(,CATLG),

//              UNIT=xxxxx,VOL=SER=xxxxxx,SPACE=(CYL,n),

//              DCB=DSORG=DA

//AUXPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN           DD   *     

FORMAT BLKSIZE=nnnn,NAMELEN=nn

/*

//

Adding VLS Library JCL

z/OS

The name of the DD statement must be the same as the library name entered in the system definition fill-in panel. You
must add this statement to the CICS jobstream and the Ideal for Datacom batch jobstream. A sample JCL statement
follows:

//ddname  DD       DSN=library.name,DISP=SHR

Adding a VLS Library to the CICS FCT

The VLS file name used in the CICS FCT (File Control Table) entry must conform to the following requirements:

• be the same as the name in the DD or DLBL statement
• be the same as the name entered in the system definition fill-in panel

The block size and access method parameters in the FCT must match the block size and access method that is used
when the file is initialized. The block size and record length parameters must be equal, since the record format is F (fixed).
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For sample FCT entries, check the entries that are created during the Ideal for Datacom installation for the default VLS
libraries.

NOTE
You must recycle CICS before you can access a new VLS library online.

Adding a VLS Library to the Ideal for Datacom Batch User File Table

The Virtual Processing Environment (VPE) uses the VPE File Tables for batch to isolate Ideal for Datacom from
differences between operating environments.

z/OS

The following example shows how to add the appropriate entries to the IDUSRFT and reassemble these tables:

IDSYSFT TITLE  'SCF - BATCH FILES FOR IDEAL'

*

*                                                                *

*  FILES USED BY IDEAL SYSTEM BATCH JOBS                         *

*  =====================================                         *

*                                                                *

*  ANY FILE USED BY AN IDEAL BATCH RUN MUST BE IN THIS           *

*  TABLE. THIS INCLUDES CATALOGED PROCEDURES IDLBATCH,           *

*  PSSUTIL, AND IDLXPRT.                                         *

*                                                                *

*                                                                *

*

   .

   .

   .

*

*  IDEAL USER SYSTEM FILES                                       *

*

   .

   .

   .

*

ID$IDSRC ROSFD  DDNAME=ID$IDSRC,ACCMETH=BDAM,RECFM=F,PRODUCT=IGN

ID$IDPNL ROSFD  DDNAME=ID$IDPNL,ACCMETH=BDAM,RECFM=F,PRODUCT=IGN

ID$IDOBJ ROSFD  DDNAME=ID$IDOBJ,ACCMETH=BDAM,RECFM=F,PRODUCT=IGN

   .

   .

   .

*

  END

This procedure makes the new file definitions available to the batch Ideal for Datacom and Datacom/DB MUF
environments.

Backing Up and Restoring a VLS Library

The JCL step to add to the backup jobstream is shown as follows.

z/OS
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//VLSBKUP  EXEC  PGM=VLSUTIL     

//STEPLIB  DD    DSN=CA IPC.LOAD,DISP=SHR     

//SYSPRINT DD    SYSOUT=*     

//AUXPRINT DD    SYSOUT=*     

//VLSFILE  DD    DSN=library.name,DISP=SHR     

//VLSBKUP  DD    DSN=backup.name,UNIT=TAPE,     

//               DISP=(NEW,CATLG),VOL=SER=xxxxxx     

//SYSUDUMP DD    SYSOUT=*     

//SYSIN    DD    *

BACKUP     

/*     

//

The JCL step added to the restore jobstream is shown as follows. The block size must match the block size as specified in
the list of block size values.

//VLSREST  EXEC PGM=VLSUTIL     

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=CA IPC.LOAD,DISP=SHR     

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*     

//AUXPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*     

//VLSFILE  DD  DSN=library.name,DISP=SHR     

//VLSBKUP  DD  DSN=backup.name,UNIT=TAPE,DISP=OLD     

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*     

//SYSIN    DD  *     

FORMAT BLKSIZE=nnnn,NAMELEN=nn     

RESTORE     

LIBRARY     

/*     

//

Routine Ideal for Datacom System BACKUP and RESTORE

Ideal for Datacom maintains information about various entities in both the dictionary and in the various Ideal for Datacom
VLS files. This information is synchronized through internal date and time stamps. Therefore, Ideal for Datacom VLS files
cannot, in general, be treated as independent from the entire Ideal for Datacom system or from the dictionary. You should
schedule routine backups of the entire system.

The job should include the BACKUP function of DBUTLTY for each dictionary file (see the DBUTLTY Reference for a
description and sample JCL), and one VLSUTIL BACKUP step for each of the following IPC and Ideal for Datacom VLS
files:

• ADRLIB
• ADROUT
• ADRPNL
• IDDAT
• IDDVW

z/OS

• IDxxxSRC (one for each separate source file)
• IDxxxPNL (one for each separate panel file)
• IDxxxOBJ (one for each separate object file)

Ideal for Datacom generation includes the installation of a JCL stream to back up all Ideal for Datacom files. Tailor this
JCL to your site standards and add it to your current dictionary backup job.
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The following actions are essential:

• Run the BACKUP function of DBUTLTY and Ideal for Datacom VLSUTIL steps at the same point (preferably as steps
in one job).

• Completely quiesce Ideal for Datacom  (including batch Ideal for Datacom runs) before and during the backup.

Sample Backup JCL

The following sample is JCL for backing up one of the Ideal for Datacom files:

z/OS

//IDDVW         EXEC PGM=VLSUTIL     

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=CA IPC.LOAD,DISP=SHR     

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*     

//AUXPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*     

//VLSBKUP  DD   (backup of IDDVW file)     

//VLSFILE  DD   DSN=index.IDDVW,DISP=SHR     

LIBRARY     

BACKUP

Sample Restore JCL

In some instances, it might be necessary to restore all of Datadictionary, all IPC, and Ideal for Datacom VLS files to
maintain synchronization of the definitions should any one of the components become damaged. (Also refer to the
following section on restoring deleted entities.) You can restore these files by using the output of the previously described
full Ideal for Datacom /DDOL system backup as input to a series of DBUTLTY LOAD steps (one for each dictionary file)
and VLSUTIL RESTORE steps. Completely quiesce Ideal for Datacom and DDOL (including batch Ideal for Datacom
runs) before attempting the full system restore.

See the following sample JCL for restoring an Ideal for Datacom VLS file:

z/OS

//IDDVW          EXEC PGM=VLSUTIL     

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=CA IPC.LOAD,DISP=SHR     

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*     

//AUXPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*     

//VLSBKUP  DD   (backup of IDDVW file)     

//VLSFILE  DD   DSN=index.IDDVW,DISP=SHR     

FORMAT BLKSIZE=4000,NAMELEN=40     

RESTORE

LIBRARY

Increasing Space in a VLS File

NOTE
When you must increase the space in a VLS file, first increase the blocksize of the file up to half-track size,
with LIBFMT=H. If this space is still insufficient, then LIBFMT=F can be used, but it should be used with a large
blocksize since LIBFMT=F is substantially inefficient with smaller blocksizes. If the blocksize of the VLS library
is changed, change the CICS FCT entry that accesses that VLS library.

To expand the size of a VLS file or to move it to a different device or device type, perform the following steps:

1. Ensure that the VLS file is not being accessed:
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In CICS-Shut down CICS, under z/OS, deallocate the data set without shutting down CICS, then reallocate the data
set before you recycle CICS.
You also must quiesce all Ideal for Datacom batch activity.

2. Use the BACKUP function of VLSUTIL to create a backup (sequential) form of the VLS library.
3. Delete the old VLS library and reallocate it (using IEFBR14) with the appropriate characteristics. The VLS file can

be allocated as part of the following RESTORE step. For information regarding VLSUTIL LIBFMT=F option to format
larger data sets, see the IPC implementation documentation.

4. Run VLSUTIL again with the backup (sequential) file as input (VLSBKUP), including the following two control cards:

FORMAT NAMELEN=nn,BLKSIZE=bbbb

RESTORE

5. Restart CICS.

Restoring Deleted Entities
On occasion, a site might find itself in a situation where an entity was accidentally deleted from the Ideal for
Datacom environment. If the Ideal for Datacom program, panel, report, sequential or VSAM dataview, or member exists
in “external format” as a result of a Source Transport Utility EXPORT job, then you can recover the entity (both dictionary
and VLS portions) using the IMPORT function of the Ideal for Datacom Source Transport Utility.  

Otherwise, you can restore the entity if a VLS backup of the source is available. Each entity requires information from both
the Datadictionary and the VLS library.

This page contains the following topics:

Resource Section Considerations

In many cases, you must update the resource section of your newly restored programs. You might find missing resources
or resources that do not reflect the appropriate version.

VLSUTIL Considerations

The Dictionary entity must be present before VLSUTIL SELREST is run. This is because the Ideal for Datacom CREATE
command creates empty VLS members. If the VLS entities already exist during the create process, Ideal for
Datacom reinitializes them (or empty them).

NOTE
For restoring PROGRAM entities, create the Working Data and Parameter sections of the program (if they exist)
before the corresponding members are restored. If they are not, you must edit the sections (that is, overtype a
single character) before you can successfully compile the program. Datadictionary does not know these sections
exist until they are created or edited.

Remember to use the HEX x card to specify a hex delimiter for your member names during VLSUTIL functions.

For example, to restore a program called DRIVER in system $ID, version 1, consisting of a procedure, working data and
parameter data section, use the following VLSUTIL input statements. The H'40s represent blanks to pad the program
name of DRIVER to 15 characters.

HEX /

SELREST $IDDRIVER/404040404040404040/001L

SELREST $IDDRIVER/404040404040404040/001W

SELREST $IDDRIVER/404040404040404040/001P
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See the IPC implentation documentation for more information.

If you need to use the RENAME function of VLSUTIL, you need to RENAME each member using two RENAME functions
because you cannot fit the old and new member name in the 80-character maximum.

For example, to rename a program called EMPLMENU in system $ID, currently in version 22 to version 1:

HEX /

RENAME $IDEMPLMENU/40404040404040/022L,TEMP1

RENAME TEMP1,$IDEMPLMENU/40404040404040/001L

RENAME $IDEMPLMENU/40404040404040/022W,TEMP2

RENAME TEMP2,$IDEMPLMENU/40404040404040/001W

RENAME $IDEMPLMENU/40404040404040/022P,TEMP3

RENAME TEMP3,$IDEMPLMENU/40404040404040/001P

Restore an Entity

To restore an entity

1. Populate the dictionary with information regarding the entity. This can be done using either the CREATE, DUPLICATE,
or the Ideal for Datacom source transport utility. This process adds the information found in the Identification section
and, in the case of programs, in the Resource section.

2. Restore the VLS library members using VLSUTIL.

The following scenarios assist in restoring your Ideal for Datacom entities.

Example 1

Version 18 of program ABC in system $ID was accidentally deleted. Version 19 of the same program exists in $ID. You
want the program in its original version.

You follow Scenario 5 in this example. First export program ABC, version 19, then import using the command SET
IMPORT NEW VERSION 18. Next use VLSUTIL SELREST to restore version 18 of the program to the source library.

Example 2

Version 6 of program TEST in system $ID was accidentally deleted. No other version of the program exists in $ID. You
want the program returned in version 3.

You follow Scenario 3 for this example. Create program TEST VER 1 in system $ID. Fill in the identification and resource
sections. Use source transport to export the program, then import using SET IMPORT NEW VERSION 6. Use VLSUTIL
SELREST to restore version 6 of the program to the VLS library. Use source transport again, exporting version 6, then
import using SET IMPORT NEW VERSION 3. You can then delete version 6 from Ideal for Datacom.

Scenario 1: Restore a Deleted Entity Version 1 with No Versions

An entity in version 1 was deleted and there are no other versions of that entity in the system.

1. Create the entity in Ideal for Datacom, filling in the identification section. If the entity is a program, you must also fill in
the resource
section.

2. Use the VLSUTIL SELREST function to restore all VLS source members for the entity.
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Scenario 2: Restore an Entity Deleted in other than Version 1 with No Other Versions (the original version
number)

An entity in a version other than version 1 was deleted, and there are no other versions of that entity in the system. Plus,
you want the entity returned with the original version number.

1. Create the entity in Ideal for Datacom, filling in the identification section. If the entity is a program, you must also fill in
the resource section.

2. Source transport the entity, first exporting it, then importing it back to the original system using the command SET
IMPORT NEW VERSION x, where x is the version of the program you are going to restore from VLS.

3. Use the VLSUTIL SELREST function to restore all VLS source members for the entity.
4. Delete Version 1 of the entity from Ideal for Datacom.

Scenario 3: Restore an Entity Deleted in other than Version 1 with No Other Versions (other than the original
version number)

An entity in a version other than version 1 was deleted and there are no other versions of that entity in the system. Plus,
you want the entity returned in a version that is different from the original.

Option 1

1. Create the entity in Ideal for Datacom, filling in the identification section. If the entity is a program, you must
also fill in the resource section. If you want the entity returned in a version other than 1, you must either use
source transport to create the correct version or duplicate the entity to the correct version.

2. Use the VLSUTIL SELREST function to restore all VLS source members for the entity.
3. Use the VLSUTIL RENAME function to rename all VLS source members for the entity from the original version

to the new version.
4. Delete any unwanted versions of the entity from Ideal for Datacom.

Option 2

1. Create the entity in Ideal for Datacom, filling in the identification section. If the entity is a program, you must
also fill in the resource section.

2. Source transport the entity, first exporting it, then importing it back to the original system using the command
SET IMPORT NEW VERSION x, where x is the version of the program you are going to restore from VLS.

3. Use the VLSUTIL SELREST function to restore all VLS source members for the entity.
4. Source transport the entity, first exporting it, then importing it back to the original system using the command

SET IMPORT NEW VERSION x, where x is the new version of the entity. Also, make sure that you use the
command SET IMPORT DUPLICATE REPLACE.

5. Delete any unwanted versions of the entity from Ideal for Datacom.

Scenario 4: Restore an Entity with Existing Lower Numbered Versions

An entity was deleted and there are lower numbered versions of the entity on the system. The entity is returned with the
original version number.

Option 1

1. Source transport the entity, first exporting it, then importing it back to the original system using the command
SET IMPORT NEW VERSION x, where x is the version of the program you are going to restore from VLS.

2. Use the VLSUTIL SELREST function to restore all VLS source members for the entity.

Option 2

1. Use the Ideal for Datacom DUPLICATE command to duplicate the entity to the version you are going to
restore.

2. Use the VLSUTIL SELREST function to restore all VLS source members for the entity.
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3. Use the Ideal for Datacom DELETE command to delete unwanted versions of the entity.

Scenario 5: Restore an Entity with Existing Higher Numbered Versions

An entity was deleted and there are higher numbered versions of the entity on the system. The entity is returned with the
original version number.

1. Source transport the entity, first exporting it, then importing it back to the original system using the command SET
IMPORT NEW VERSION x, where x is the version of the program you are going to restore from VLS.

2. Use the VLSUTIL SELREST function to restore all VLS source members for the utility.

What to Do When the Library Is Full
A VLS library has a limit of 60,900 blocks with 2-byte block numbers. If the library becomes full, you must determine
why the library is full before you can correct the problem. The following situations are possible reasons for the library to
become full:

• Library contains orphaned history members for entities that were removed from the dictionary.
• Defined block size for the VLS library is inefficient.
• VLS library contains more than one system, and the total number of entities is too large for the library.
• VLS library contains only one system, and the total number of entities is too large for the library.

This page contains the following topics:

Remove Entities in History Status

VLS members in the source library can be orphaned when the number of history versions for an entity occurrence
exceeds the value of the Datadictionary parameter ENTY-HIST-VERS, which is installed with a default value of 3 for all
entities. When a particular entity occurrence exceeds this value, the oldest history version is deleted from the dictionary.
Because this is a dictionary function, and the dictionary is not tied to the VLS library that Ideal for Datacom uses, the
VLS source member is not deleted. Eventually, this can fill the source library with members that no longer exist in the
dictionary. Delete these orphaned members to free up space in the VLS library.

To delete orphaned VLS source members

1. Run the IDUTILTY utility to determine which members do not have a corresponding dictionary entry. This utility
generates a report of all VLS members that do not have a corresponding dictionary entry. See Library Integrity Utility in
this chapter for more information.

2. Use the Ideal for Datacom DELETE command to delete those source members, on-line or in batch, after you
determine which members do not have a corresponding dictionary entry. The DELETE command deletes the entity
from VLS even when no corresponding entry is found in the dictionary.

You can also use the VLSUTIL DELETE command to delete the VLS source members.

Other Members That Can Be Deleted

If your VLS library is still full, you can consider deleting other history status programs, panels, and reports that are no
longer needed. If you are concerned about losing valuable but inactive versions of entities, you can save history status
entities in external source transport format. This keeps the entities available without filling up your VLS library.

NOTE
History status programs do not have VLS object members. Ideal for Datacom deletes the VLS object when the
program is marked to the history status.
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Choose Appropriate Block Size

The most efficient block size for a VLS library depends on the size of the members that are contained in the library.
Therefore, it is a decision that you must make for each site and for each library.

A larger blocksize provides leverage for the index and is more efficient because it requires less I/O. An exception to this is
if the panel library that contains all block data members that are small, then the blocksize for this library should remain at
the default 4000.

Create New Libraries for Existing Systems

If the VLS library contains more than one Ideal for Datacom system, you can create another set of VLS libraries and
separate the systems across the two sets of VLS libraries.

To migrate your systems with the least impact on your programmers

1. Back up the existing source, panel, and object libraries.
2. Create the set of VLS libraries to contain source, panel, and object code.
3. Decide which systems should be moved to the new set of libraries.
4. Move all members that are associated with the selected systems into the new libraries and delete them from the

existing library. You can use the VLSUTIL SELREST and DELETE cards to do this.
5. Update the Ideal for Datacom system definitions to point to the new libraries.
6. Update the CICS JCL, the batch JCL, the FCT, and IDSYSFT to reflect the new libraries.
7. Recycle CICS.

This method has no impact on the existing programs. You do not need to edit or recompile anything. The programmers
are unaware of the change.

Split One System into Separate Systems

If a VLS library only has one system and that system is full, you can split the system into separate systems. Consider the
following information before splitting the system:

• Check whether there are orphan members that you can delete
• Check whether changing the block size will prove beneficial

If either of the above suggestions does not provide a solution, create new Ideal for Datacom systems. After the new
systems are created, you can move programs as necessary.

To create new systems and migrate the programs into the systems

1. Determine which programs belong together as part of an application. You can identify programs that belong to one
application, and common programs that are called by many applications, by generating a report with the command

DISPLAY INDEX PROGRAM RELATED TO PROGRAM

You can also generate a path report from the dictionary.
2. When you determine which applications you have, you can create the Ideal for Datacom system definitions and the

VLS libraries associated with those new systems. Be sure to add the new VLS libraries to the CICS JCL, batch JCL,
FCT and IDSYSFT.

3. Use the Source Transport Utility to export the programs, reports, and panels from the existing system and import them
into the new Ideal for Datacom systems. Use the SET IMPORT NEW SYSTEM source transport command to change
the system for the imported entities.

4. The entities are imported in test status and you must recompile the programs. You must mark production entities to
production status.

NOTE
The creation and compilation dates are changed to the date of import and recompilation.
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5. In the original system, use the Ideal for Datacom DELETE command to delete the programs, reports, and panels that
were moved to the new system.

Library Integrity Utility
The Library Integrity Utility is a batch utility that reads the index of a VLS library and checks its members against the
dictionary facility to verify the member's consistency. The utility verifies the type of each member against the dictionary
facility to make sure that the type can reside in that library. 

The batch run produces a report identifying any members that do not match. The library Integrity report is directed to
UTLBCK (OS DDname or DOS DLBL) and will go to AUXPRINT if UTLBCK is not in the JCL.

This page contains the following topics:

Verification Considerations

You cannot verify the Ideal for Datacom message library (default name ADRLIB), the Ideal for Datacom panel library
(default name ADRPNL), or the Print Subsystem output library (default name ADROUT). If you specify the above libraries,
the command is rejected. You can verify the Dataview, Plan, and Data Member libraries (IDDVW and IDDAT) and any
user Source, Object, or Panel libraries.

The checks that are made for a member depend on the type code, as shown in the following. list:

Type B-
PLAN. Can only be present on the Plan library as defined through the Ideal for Datacom Options block assembly.
By default, this is IDDVW.

Types D and K-
DATAVIEW object and source. Can only be present on the Dataview library, defined in the Ideal for
Datacom Options block and defaulting to IDDVW. For these types, a matching entity definition on the dictionary
facility is required.

Types T and J-
PROGRAM object required for RUN. For these types, a PROD status system matching the system short id found
in the member name must be present on the dictionary. The object library for the system must be the one being
verified. The program name is checked in the dictionary, although where version is PRD, this is not required
(object-transported programs). Where applicable, the object sequence codes are checked to ensure they are
consecutive.

Type U-
PANEL. This member is required for RUN. The system short ID in the member name must match that of a system
in PROD status in the dictionary. The panel library for the system must be the one being verified. There need not
be a corresponding dictionary entity for a transported panel.

Types A, N, Q and V-
Compiled object components. Used by the Ideal for Datacom incremental compilation process. The system short
ID in the member name must match a system in PROD status on the dictionary. The object library for that system
must be the one being verified. The program or panel must also be defined on the dictionary.

Types L, P, R and W-
Source components. The system short ID in the member name must match a system in PROD status on the
dictionary. The source library for that system must be the one being verified. The program or report must also be
defined on the dictionary.

Type Z-
Data Member. Can only be present on the data library defined in the Ideal for Datacom options block (default
IDDAT). The user short ID in the member name must match that of a user in PROD status on the dictionary.
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Other types are either unrecognized or, as in the case of help members, on the wrong library. (Help members reside on
the message library, which is not eligible for verification.)

If a non-Ideal member is added to a VLS library, it can cause internal errors in the utility. These members can easily be
recognized in a VLSUTIL LIBRARY listing. If you suspect that a library is corrupt, check first using VLSUTIL delete illegally
named members, and then check for consistency with the dictionary, using IDUTILTY.

Utility Syntax

Use the following command in your batch job stream to access the utility:

VERIFY LIBRARY library-name

library-name
Defines the name of the VLS library to verify.

Sample JCL

z/OS

//LIBINTEG EXEC IDLBATCH,PROG=IDUTILTY

//SYSIN        DD     *

VERIFY LIBRARY lib1

VERIFY LIBRARY lib2

/*

VSE

* $$ JOB JNM=LIBINTEG,USER='IDEAL',CLASS=0

* $$ LST CLASS=L,DISP=D

// JOB LIBINTEG

// OPTION LOG

// DLBL CAI,'NNNNNNNN'

// EXTENT ,XXXXXX

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(CAI.IDEAL,CAI.IPC,CAI.DB)

// EXEC PROC=IDLPROC

// EXEC IDUTILTY

VERIFY LIBRARY lib1

VERIFY LIBRARY lib2

...

/*

// EXEC LISTLOG

/*

/&

* $$ EOJ

Native Access to Datacom/DB
Learn about native access to Datacom/DB using Ideal for Datacom. Find considerations for index-only processing and
designing keys, sequential processing, Test and Production data, backout statements, and INCLUDE-NIL-KEY.
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Index-Only Processing

Index-only processing means retrieving data from the permanent index without reading the related record. Index-only is a
decision that CBS makes when it can obtain all of the information it needs from the index. There are several advantages
to using index-only processing:

• Datacom/DB can scan the index without the I/O necessary read the data in the associated rows (records).
• Datacom/DB can perform partial key searches when only a high order portion of the key value is known.

Designing Keys for Index-Only Processing

To gain performance improvements, design the keys so they can be used for index-only processing. To take advantage of
index-only retrieval when all of the data required by an application is not defined in the key, consider adding the additional
columns (fields) as low-order columns of the key, especially if these columns are not updated frequently. The following
rules apply:

• Dataview must consist of an element that equals a key.
• Key must encompass all fields needed for the application.
• Element must contain the key, meaning that all elements in the element list are contained in the key.
• Dataview or FOR construct must be read-only (NO UPDATE).
• All fields in the WHERE and ORDERED BY clauses must reflect the key design.
• Database cannot have multiple keys with the same key ID.

If the key does not include all needed fields, the data record might have to be accessed. You can retrieve data rows
anyway, to build a temporary index and evaluate predicates in the Ideal for Datacom WHERE clause. You can use the
CBS Diagnostic Report ($$$) to determine whether index-only processing was actually done. If no data records were
read, index-only is most likely used.

Sequential Processing

Ideal for Datacom invokes the Datacom/DB GETIT and GSETL commands for optimum batch performance (GETIT and
GSETL are not invoked for on-line processing) in instances where this optional processing method is specified. Better
performance is attributed to optimized record retrieval due to the following conditions:

• Multi-blocked read ahead if traversal is by key.
• Blocked record transfer between Multi-User Facility (MUF) and the Ideal for Datacom batch application.

The following conditions must exist before GETIT and GSETL sequential processing is invoked:

• Traversal must be by a key that is no more than 90 bytes in length.
• All records in the key range must satisfy the WHERE criteria.
• Internal data retrieval order must match the default order or the order explicitly specified in an ORDERED BY clause.

You cannot specify UNIQUE in an ORDERED BY clause. You cannot specify the DESCENDING keyword.
• Record count in a FOR FIRST n statement must be greater than 10.
• WHERE clause must not contain the clauses NOT EQUAL, CONTAINS, or OR.
• Parameters in the active User Requirements Table (URT) required for GETIT are listed on the following page.

Ideal for Datacom can use the multi-block read sequential processing capabilities of Datacom/DB if the data is organized
where the nature key can retrieve records (the key that determines the physical order of the data when the data was
loaded). This type of processing uses the Datacom/DB GSETL and GETIT commands. Processing is restricted to a batch
environment and limited to the prime data area (the area initially written during the LOAD function). The GETIT command
retrieves records sequentially, starting from the record marked by the GSETL command. Multi-block reads greatly reduce
the number of EXCPs required to read a table. The following also impact sequential processing:
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• GETIT and GSETL acquire locks on records by blocks. To release those locks, the entire block must be processed. We
recommend that you use this only with a FOR EACH/ALL construct and that you do not include any QUIT statement in
the FOR construct. This is a problem only if the URT entry for the file specifies UPDATE=YES.

• If an application has substantial add and delete activity, frequently reorganizing the table keeps the data in native key
sequence and maintains efficiency.

• Examine the space management option specified for the data area against the application processing requirements for
the site. Option 0 and Option 2 are the most efficient for GETIT processing. For more information about the data area
space management options, see Datacom Core.

To implement sequential processing of a Datacom/DB database in Ideal for Datacom running under batch, an appropriate
User Requirements Table (URT) is required.

The following DBURTBL macro parameters, required for sequential access, are described in Datacom Core.

• ELMCHG=
• GBMAXR=
• GETBLK=
• SEQBUFS= Number of data buffers the program can use for block read-ahead sequential processing. Specify an even

number of buffers.
• UPDATE=YES Code this only if updates are required, since this causes Datacom/DB to acquire locks on the records.

The following example illustrates the parameter values for a URT for an Ideal for Datacom batch job doing sequential
processing:

TITLE 'URT FOR EMPLOYEE DVW FOR GSETL/GETIT'

DBURSTR

      CSECT=GETITURT,

      TXNUNDO=NO

DBURTBL

      DBID=1,

      SYNONYM=YES,

      ELMCHG=NO,

      SEQBUFS=8,

      GETBLK=12288,

      GBMAXR=160,

      TBLNAM=PMF,

      UPDATE=YES

DBUREND

      USRINFO=IDEAL-BATCH-URT

END

Before issuing the RUN command in Ideal for Datacom batch, the following command is required:

SET RUN URT GETITURT

GETITURT is the value of the CSECT specified in the CSECT= parameter above. It must match the load module name of
the URT.

To verify that GSETL/GETIT commands are used, trace the batch run using the Ideal for Datacom Dial Trace with code
"V" and limit the run of a test program with SET RUN LOOPLIMIT 5 (enough to see several GETIT commands). The first
request to the database is a SELFR command. Datacom/DB sets a flag in the request area that tells Ideal for Datacom
whether GSETL/GETIT commands can be used. If this occurs, dial trace output shows "GETIT MODE ACCEPTED."
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Test and Prod Data in Datadictionary and Ideal for Datacom

It is possible to catalog a test status database structure into the CXX. You can restrict the use of production status in
Datadictionary to those versions that represent the production or "live" implementation of the database. This means that at
any stage in the development of a database structure, the various versions of the database might be alike.

You can catalog the Dataview entities representing the test status databases. You can use multiple versions of a dataview
with the same name, but any given program can reference only one of them. Each dataview can represent a different
DBID and can differ in any other way. Since the names of the dataviews are the same, you can compile a program to use
any of these dataviews just by changing the version column in the program resources table. If the different versions are
incompatible, there can, of course, be errors in some of the compilations.

When a new version of a database structure is copied to production status, the existing dataview entities in Prod are re-
related to the new production elements. This can require the dataview to be recataloged in Ideal for Datacom to pick up
the changes in the underlying database. You should then recompile programs using the dataview. You do not need to
change the program source, even in the Resource Table, because the dataview version is unchanged. If the dataview is
not affected by the database changes, no recompilation is needed.

You can avoid recompiling if the Production dataview and a Test dataview differ only in the DBID being accessed. In
that case, use the Ideal for Datacom ASSIGN or ALTER commands in the program when it is moved between database
versions. For example, you can choose to have a final-test database that is a duplicate of the live database. Programs
tested against that database can have their DVW DBIDs altered to run against the live copy once the tests are complete,
and the programs themselves promoted to production. Alternatively, the programs can be compiled using the Production
dataviews and assigned to use the test DBID for development and final testing.

NOTE
Datadictionary lets you update any Test status entity, regardless of whether it is part of a database definition
that was cataloged into the CXX. You have no guarantee that the definition in Datadictionary corresponds to the
CXX, except for the Production version. Datadictionary uses the ENABLED attribute to flag the usability of the
definition. Ideal for Datacom checks this information when a Dataview is cataloged.

When any change is made to an entity through Datadictionary, Datadictionary automatically disables that entity. Do not
reENABLE until the new information is transferred to the CXX and the new dataview information completed. ENABLE
operates on an entire BAS or DVW structure, so this is a quick and easy process.

Exercise additional care when using the ASSIGN command. For integrity reasons, this should operate at a database level
(ASSIGN DBID) and not table level (ASSIGN DVW) if any updates are performed. Overall, you can compromise database
integrity if you use the ASSIGN DVW to point to the table that is in another copy of the database. In this case, you could
have partial updates in two different occurrences of the same database. For example, Table A is updated in DB001 but
Tables B and C are updated in DB100.

Use ASSIGN DVW for read-only dataviews, for example, allowing a test execution to read live look-up tables that are
essentially static.

BACKOUT Statement Considerations

The following is a list of requirements that must exist to ensure that a table can successfully back out any changes that
were made to the data. These are Datacom/DB requirements.
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• User-coded ERROR PROCEDURE must explicitly code the BACKOUT statement for situations where backing out any
updates is required.

• TXNUNDO URT parameter. If TXNUNDO=YES for a given URT Datacom/DB file and the other requirements for
transaction backout were satisfied, the BACKOUT statement functions as described. If TXNUNDO=NO, the BACKOUT
statement has no effect and no error message is issued.

• Specify the RECOVERY attribute of the TABLE entity-occurrence in the dictionary as Y (yes), indicating that Datacom/
DB recovery facilities are used. You can print a CXX report to verify that this attribute was specified correctly. If so, the
CXX report indicates RECOVER - YES.

• Specify the LOGGING attribute of the TABLE entity-occurrence in the dictionary as Y (yes), indicating that Datacom/
DB logging is used. You can print a CXX report to verify that this attribute was specified correctly. If so, the CXX report
indicates LOGGING - YES.

• Datacom/DB logging must not be turned off. DBUTILTY allows logging to be dynamically turned off and on, using the
CXXMAINT ALTER LOGGING option. (You must specify RECOVERY as Y for this option to be honored.) You can print
a CXX report to verify that logging is currently turned on.

• Datacom/DB master list must specify all options that enable logging and recovery. Ideal for Datacom requires these
capabilities. Ideal for Datacom uses logging and transaction backout internally, and the CHECKPOINT and BACKOUT
commands.

For more information about using the logging facility, see Datacom Core. The log file and how to set up the logging facility
is described in detail, which is required for the CHECKPOINT and BACKOUT.

INCLUDE-NIL-KEY

When defining a key in Datacom/DB, there is a parameter called INCLUDE-NIL-KEY. This nil value is not related to
the null value. In most cases, you should define the INCLUDE-NIL-KEY as YES. When this parameter is set to NO, an
alphanumeric key value of spaces or a numeric key value of binary zeroes is considered nil and is not included in the
index. Although Ideal for Datacom has no control over the processing that takes place when this parameter is used, its
improper use can be the culprit of poor performance in Ideal for Datacom applications.

You might assume that you should use INCLUDE-NIL-KEY=NO whenever keys have a high occurrence of the nil value to
free up index space. In fact, you should limit the use of this parameter to specific situations:

• Use INCLUDE-NIL-KEY when it is not necessary to access records that have an alphanumeric key value of spaces or
a numeric key value of binary zeroes.

• Use two-byte binary key field designated as DAYS-LATE with
INCLUDE-NIL-KEY=NO. This keeps non-delinquent accounts with zero days late (a nil value) from being indexed. If
only a small portion of the table contains delinquent accounts, a considerable savings results by eliminating both the
cost of indexing and storing index entries for non-delinquent accounts.

Be aware of the consequences when choosing to use the INCLUDE-NIL-KEY=NO with Ideal for Datacom. If the range of
the search condition of a WHERE clause specifies the key field that has INCLUDE-NIL-KEY=NO and that range includes
the nil value, then Compound Boolean Selection is forced to do a full file traversal to retrieve the data. You cannot use the
key for access because the key cannot access all possible rows that satisfy the request.

Example

FOR ACCOUNTS   

   WHERE DAYS-LATE LE 0   

   . . .  

ENDFOR

Because the nil value is included in the key range, CBS cannot use this key to access the data records. All records must
be read to return the correct data to the program.
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Adding a non-keyed field to the WHERE causes the construction of a temporary index for the same reason-you cannot
use the key because it does not point to all possible records that could contain the non-key value.

If you define a key as INCLUDE-NIL-KEY=NO, be sure that it reflects the way the data is accessed and that the Ideal for
Datacom programmer is aware of this key and the proper coding techniques.

Maintaining Plans for Datacom SQL Access
Access plans for programs that access Datacom SQL dataviews are generated automatically when you compile the
program. You can set plan options, such as the cursor isolation level, date and time format, and the ordering of table joins,
in the Environment fill-in of the program definition. Or you can allow them to default to site or session DBSQL options.

The plan options are included in the program object and are stored as intersection data in the PGM-PLN-USES
relationship in the dictionary. The plan entity is stored in the PLAN table in the dictionary. You can change these options in
the program object by specifying the ALTER PROGRAM ENVIRONMENT command, but to include those changes in the
plan itself, you must rebind the plan.

You can define multiple plans for a program by defining additional authorization IDs for the program. You can then select
the plan dynamically by assigning the authorization ID at runtime.

NOTE
DB2 plans are generated and maintained differently. For more information, see Preparing DB2 Application
Plans.

This page contains the following topics:

Generating Datacom SQL Access Plans

For Datacom SQL access, a program can run under its own default-plan or under another assigned plan. The default plan
is generated automatically when you compile the program, using the plan options set in either the Environment fill-in of the
program definition or the site and session DBSQL options. You can also create alternate plans for a program by entering
the DEFINE AUTHORIZATION command.

The plan name is composed of the authorization ID and the program name in the following format:

authid-$Ivvvsssprogram      

authid
Authorization ID specified in either the Environment fill-in or the DEFINE AUTHORIZATION command.

$I
Supplied by the system, it indicates that the plan is for an Ideal for Datacom program.

vvv
Version of the program.

sss
System where the program resides.

program
Name of the program.

When the plan is generated, it is stored as an entity in the PLAN table in the dictionary. The plan options are stored
as intersection data in the PGM-PLN-USES relationship in the dictionary. (The program object also includes the plan
options.) To change the plan, you must either recompile the program or rebind the plan. When you create an alternate
plan for the program with the DEFINE AUTHORIZATION command, the plan options are copied from the PGM-PLN-
USES relationship. For more information about creating alternate plans, see MaintainingMaintaining Access Plans for the
Runtime Environment.
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Generating the Default Plan

When you compile a program that accesses a Datacom SQL dataview, the default plan is generated automatically. If any
plans already exist for the program, they are deleted. Deleted plans are listed in the compilation listing. After the existing
plans are deleted, the default plan is regenerated for the program.

NOTE
No matter how many plans existed for a program, only one plan, the default plan, exists for that program after it
is recompiled. If you require alternate plans for the program, you must define those plans again yourself.

If a program has several alternate plans or if an alternate plan has many plan options that differ from the default plan, you
might want to create a member containing all of the commands required to generate the alternate plans for that program.
You can execute this member after the program is recompiled. This protects you from inadvertently leaving out one of the
required plan definitions after recompiling the program.

Setting Plan Options

The programmer can set plan options in the Environment fill-in of the program definition or by changing the session
options with the SET DBSQL command. As the site administrator, you can set DBSQL options for the site using the SET
SITE DBSQL command. However, the session options override the site options and the options set in the Environment fill-
in override both site and session options.

You can also change the plan options for a specified program after it is compiled with the ALTER PROGRAM
ENVIRONMENT command; see Changing the Access Plan. However, to incorporate those changes into the plan, you
must rebind the plan.

You can set the following plan options in the program Environment fill-in. The equivalent SET command that you can use
to set the option for the session or site is shown after each option.

Default Auth-ID
One- to eight-character authorization ID that identifies the program's access plan.
You can also set this option with the following command:
SET [SITE] DBSQL AUTH auth-id

SQL Mode
The mode in which Datacom processes the program. The values can be any of the following:
ANSI86

-SQL must follow ANSI86 standards
Datacom

-SQL must follow Datacom standards
FIPS

-SQL must follow FIPS standards
DB2

-SQL must follow DB2 standards (this supports Datacom Database Transparency Option for DB2)
You can also set this option with the following command:
SET [SITE] DBSQL MODE sqlmode

Cursor Isolation Level
Degree to which a unit of recovery is isolated from the updating operations of other units of recovery. Cursor
stability is required for updates, deletes, or inserts:
U

-No locks are acquired
C

-Cursor stability
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R
-Repeatable read (Datacom Release 8.1 only)

You can also set this option with the following command:
SET [SITE] DBSQL ISOLATION-LEVEL level

Optimization Mode
The mode in which Datacom optimizes table joins:
Preptime

-(Default) Order joins during bind processing
Manual

-Order joins as specified in FROM clauses
Exectime

-Order joins at execution time. (See the Datacom/DB documentation for more information).
You can also set this option with the following command:
SET [SITE] DBSQL OPTMODE optmode

Date Format
Display format for SQL date type items:
DB

-Datacom default. The Datacom site administrator can set it to ISO, USA, EUR, or JIS.
ISO

-International Standards Organization yyyy-mm-dd
USA

-U.S. standard mm/dd/yyyy
EUR

-European standard dd.mm.yyyy
JIS

-Japanese Industrial Standard yyyy-mm-dd
You can also set this option with the following command:
SET [SITE] DBSQL DATE date-format

Time Format
Display format for SQL time type items:
DB

-Datacom default. The Datacom site administrator can set it to ISO, USA, EUR, or JIS.
ISO

-International Standards Organization hh.mm.ss

USA
-U.S. standard hh:mm AM or PM

EUR
-European standard hh.mm.ss

JIS
-Japanese Industrial Standard hh:mm:ss

You can also set this option with the following command:
SET [SITE] DBSQL TIME time-format

CBSIO
I/O limit interrupt value for SQL statements that creates a set.
You can also set this option with the following command:
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SET [SITE] DBSQL CBSIO nnn

Priority
Priority of the SQL requests:
1-15

-The lowest priority is 1 and the highest priority is 15.
You can also set this option with the following command:
SET [SITE] DBSQL PRIORITY nn

Wait Time
Exclusive control wait limit.
1-120

-Number of seconds or minutes
unit

-S for seconds or M for minutes.
You can also set this option with the following command:
SET [SITE] DBSQL WAIT nnn unit

Preptime Optimization Messages
Type of optimization messages Datacom produces during bind processing.
N

-None (default)
D

-Detail
S

-Summary
You can also set this option with the following command:
SET [SITE] DBSQL OPTMSGS PREP type

Exectime Optimization Messages
Type of optimization messages Datacom produces at runtime.
N

-None (default)
D

-Detail
S

-Summary
You can also set this option with the following command:
SET [SITE] DBSQL OPTMSGS EXEC type

DB/SQL Workspace
Amount of workspace available at plan execution time. (Used for error correction.) This value is multiplied by 1024
to determine the number of bytes to allocate.
0

-128-0 to 128 bytes, inclusive.
You cannot set this option with a SET DBSQL command. However, you can change it with the ALTER PROGRAM
ENVIRONMENT command.
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Maintaining Access Plans for the Run-Time Environment

When you are ready to move a program that accesses a Datacom SQL dataview into the production environment, you
might want to change some of the plan options. You can do this without recompiling the program by entering the ALTER
PROGRAM ENVIRONMENT command. You can then rebind the plan with the REBIND command to change the default
plan.

If you want to be able to select a different plan dynamically at runtime, you need to create the alternate plan with the
DEFINE AUTHORIZATION command. You can then enter the ALTER PROGRAM ENVIRONMENT command to change
the plan options the program uses and enter the REBIND command with the new authorization ID to rebind the new plan.

To select the plan at runtime, use the ASSIGN AUTH command before running the program.

The following sections explain each of these commands.

Changing the Access Plan

To change the access plan, you need to perform the following activities.

Changing Plan Options

To change the plan options in the program object without editing and recompiling the program, you can enter the ALTER
PROGRAM ENVIRONMENT command with the appropriate option.

The format of the ALTER PROGRAM ENVIRONMENT command is:

ALTER PROGRAM name [VERSION ver] ENVIRONMENT [option]

You can change all of the options listed in Setting Plan Options with this command, except for the authorization ID and the
SQL mode. You can also specify the CLOSE option on the ALTER PROGRAM ENVIRONMENT command to determine
when to close the plan. Values that you can enter for the CLOSE option follow:

RUN
Closes the plan at the end of the run-unit or CICS job. Broadcom does not recommend it for online programs
since you cannot recompile the program until the plan is closed.

TRAN
Closes the plan after each database transaction.

If you want to change more than one option, you can enter the ALTER PROGRAM ENVIRONMENT command without
specifying any options. This displays a fill-in showing the current options from the program object and the CLOSE option.
The current authorization ID and SQL mode also display, but you cannot change it.

NOTE
Do not execute this command for a program that was the object of a CREATE MODULE command. If you
need to alter the plan options for a program that is executed from a load module, you must enter the ALTER
PROGRAM ENVIRONMENT command before creating the load module. You can rebind the plan after you
create the load module.

NOTE

• ALTER PROGRAM ENVIRONMENT Command (Datacom SQL Access)

 

Rebinding the Plan

If you changed the plan options with the ALTER PROGRAM ENVIRONMENT command, you must rebind the plan to
regenerate the plan using the changed options. If you need to change an alternate plan or regenerate the default plan
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without recompiling (for example, in a production environment where you do not have the program source), you must use
the REBIND command.

The format of the REBIND command is:

       {  *                         }   

REBIND {PROGRAM name [VERSION ver]   }{FOR AUTHORIZATION AUTHORIZATION}  

If you do not specify AUTHORIZATION, the authorization ID of the default plan (stored in the program object) is used.

The REBIND command only affects the plan identified with the specified (or implied default) authorization ID, version, and
program name. If you issue an ALTER PROGRAM ENVIRONMENT command against a program associated with more
than one plan, you must issue the REBIND command for each plan that requires the changed plan options.

NOTE
If the specified program was converted to load module format, the REBIND command uses the load module. To
change plan options without recompiling the program, you must enter the ALTER PROGRAM ENVIRONMENT
command before creating the load module. You can enter the REBIND command after the CREATE MODULE
command to regenerate the plan.

NOTE

• REBIND Command (Datacom SQL Access)

 

Creating an Alternate Plan

To create an alternate plan, use the DEFINE AUTHORIZATION command. The format of the DEFINE AUTHORIZATION
command is:

DEFINE AUTHORIZATION authid FOR PROGRAM name VERSION ver

The DEFINE AUTHORIZATION command creates a new plan using the authorization ID, program name, and version
specified in the command to create the new plan name. You must enter the command from the system that contains the
program object. This system name is used in the new plan name.

The only thing that changes for the new plan is the authorization ID. The SQL statements are extracted from the existing
program object. In the new plan, statements that reference resources defined in the program resource fill-in as QUAL=N
are referenced with the authorization ID specified in the DEFINE AUTHORIZATION command. All other references in the
new plan remain the same as in the original plan.

NOTE
The statement-IDs for each statement must match in every plan associated with the program or a runtime error
occurs. This type of error can happen if the Datacom utility DDTRSLM exports a plan without its associated
program or if a program object is transported without its associated plan.

If a plan already exists with the same name (including the authorization ID), that plan is deleted before the new plan is
created. The new plan then takes the place of the old one.

If you need to change plan options for the new plan, use the ALTER PROGRAM ENVIRONMENT command to change
the program object after creating the new plan. Then enter the REBIND command, specifying the authorization ID of the
new plan on the REBIND command.

NOTE

• DEFINE AUTHORIZATION Command (Datacom SQL Access)
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Selecting an Alternate Plan at Runtime

If a program was defined with more than one plan, you can select the appropriate plan dynamically at runtime by entering
the ASSIGN AUTH command before executing the program.

The format of the ASSIGN AUTH command is:

ASSIGN AUTH authid1 NEW authid2

authid1
-Authorization ID of the default plan.

authid2
-Authorization ID of the alternate plan. This authorization ID is sent with the program name, version, and system
to identify the required plan when the SQLCA is passed to Datacom. As a result, the statements in the alternate
plan execute instead of the statements in the default plan.

NOTE
The plan identified with the specified authorization ID must exist in the current dictionary for the program to run
with that plan.

Preparing DB2 Application Plans
You can optimize the execution of SQL in Ideal for Datacom applications, either embedded SQL or SQL generated
by FOR constructs, by using an application plan that can execute the SQL in static mode. You can execute SQL not
executed as part of an application plan in Ideal for Datacom in dynamic mode. Generally, a program is tested in dynamic
mode and, when it is ready for performance testing or production, it is moved into static mode.

This page contains the following topics:

Program Modes

To run a program in dynamic mode, first compile the program like any other Ideal for Datacom program and then run it.
Ideal for Datacom runs the program under its own default plan, typically IDP151DV.

To run a program in static mode, DB2 requires that you prepare an application plan that defines the program's
authorizations and access paths. You can prepare the application plan from both packages and DBRMs (Database
Request Modules). A package contains SQL statements that were already bound. A DBRM contains SQL statements that
were not bound. If you prepare the plan from DBRMs only, you must rebind the plan when you change any program that
is included in the plan. This can be extremely resource consumptive. If you prepare the plan from packages, you need
only rebind the associated package when you change a program. You do not need to rebind the plan. This minimizes the
impact of the bind since fewer resources are tied up during the bind.

To run in static mode, compile the Ideal for Datacom program like any other Ideal for Datacom program. Then complete
the following steps to prepare the program for execution in static mode and bind a plan.

1. Create a package definition, if appropriate.
Ideal for Datacom provides fill-ins and commands for creating and maintaining package definitions.

2. Generate the package.
A batch command, GENERATE PACKAGE, automatically prepares the program for execution in static mode and
invokes the DB2 BIND command. This procedure includes preparing one Ideal for Datacom SQL module (an
Assembler program containing the SQL for the DB2 precompile) and performing the DB2 precompile, assembly, link-
edit, and bind.

3. Create the application plan definition.
Ideal for Datacom provides fill-ins and commands for creating and maintaining application plan definitions.

4. Generate the application plan.
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A batch command, GENERATE PLAN, automatically prepares any programs included in the plan for execution in
static mode and invokes the DB2 BIND command. This procedure includes preparing one or more Ideal for Datacom
SQL modules (assembler programs containing the SQL for the DB2 precompile) and performing the DB2 precompile,
assembly, link-edit, and bind. If the plan includes packages, they are included only in the bind.

5. Connect the application plan to the application for the CICS environment.
In Ideal for Datacom, you can specify which plan an application uses. This connection must also be made using
DB2TRAN and DB2ENTRY elements in CICS.
Before you run an application, you can specify whether you require all programs to run in static mode or allow
programs to run in dynamic mode. Use the SET RUN SQL command to do this.

PF Key Assignments for the Plan and Package Editors

The following table shows the PF key assignments in effect when defining plans and packages. The following commands
are assignments consistent throughout all facilities of Ideal for Datacom.

HELP (PF1/13)
Displays a panel or series of panels that contain information that explains how to complete the current function.

RETURN (PF2/14)
Returns from a help panel to the plan component display or from the plan to the menu used to select the plan.

PRINT SCREEN (PF3/15)
Generates a hardcopy printout of the current screen contents.

PARAMETER (PF4/16)
Positions to the plan's parameter fill-in.

RESOURCES (PF5/17)
Positions to the plan's resources fill-in.

DBRM (PF6/18)
Positions to the plan's DBRM fill-in.

SCROLL BACKWARD (PF7/19)
Displays the previous frame in the current component.

SCROLL FORWARD (PF8/20)
Displays the next frame in the current component.

FIND (PF9/21)
Finds the next occurrence of an alphanumeric literal previously specified in a full FIND command.

SCROLL TOP (PF10/22)
Positions to the first line of the component.

SCROLL BOTTOM (PF11/23)
Positions to the bottom of the component.

INPUT (PF12/24)
Opens a window of null lines preceding the first line of the component or at the current cursor position. Unused
null lines in the window are deleted when you press the Enter key after INPUT.

Defining Application Plans
Fill-ins and commands for creating and maintaining application plans: Components of an Ideal for Datacom Plan Definition
for Db2; How to Create a New Plan Definition

This page contains the following topics:
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Components of an Ideal for Datacom Plan Definition for DB2

Each application plan definition includes:

• Plan identification fill-in that creates the plan definition and provides it with identification information
• Plan parameters fill-in that specifies DB2 BIND command options
• Plan resources fill-in that specifies the Ideal for Datacom programs that are directly included in the plan
• Package list fill-in for programs that have been bound individually as packages (see later in this section)
• DBRM fill-in that specifies DBRMs for non-Ideal programs

The CREATE PLAN command creates the components of the application plan definition. The EDIT PLAN command
updates the components. You can also use the commands DISPLAY, PRINT, DUPLICATE, and DELETE with plan
definitions.

This section contains explanations of how to complete the fill-ins that construct each component of a plan definition
presented in the Plan Menu.

The Plan Menu describes the functions that Ideal for Datacom provides to define and maintain plan definitions. To access
this menu, select option 5 on the Main Menu or enter the PLAN command as follows:

=>

=>

=>

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PLAN MAINTENANCE      PLA               SYS: DOC       MENU

 Enter desired option number===>      There are   6 options in this menu:

 1. EDIT/DISPLAY       - Edit or display a plan

 2. CREATE             - Create a plan

 3. PRINT              - Print a plan

 4. DELETE             - Delete a plan

 5. DUPLICATE          - Duplicate a plan to new name

 6. DISPLAY INDEX      - Display index of plan names in system

The batch command GENERATE PLAN generates the plan and prepares the program for execution. You can use the
REFRESH PLAN command in the Datacom CICS Services environment after a plan is regenerated to make the plan
available to the CICS environment. For details, see Generating Application Plans.

How to Create a New Plan Definition

To create a plan definition, issue the CREATE PLAN command and complete the plan identification fill-in. Until the plan is
named in the command or in the fill-in, the new definition does not exist.

Identification Fill-in

On the plan identification fill-in screen, enter descriptive information about the plan when you create or modify the plan
definition.

=>

=>

=>

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PLAN IDENTIFICATION   PLA IQPLANA                   SYS: DOC   DISPLA

PLAN IQPLANA                                                                 
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Created:        12/10/04               By MARCHAND                           

Last Modified:  01/21/05 at 13:11      By MARCHAND                           

Short Description:  Static QA                                                

Description:                                                                 

     ________________________________________________________________

     ________________________________________________________________        

     ________________________________________________________________        

     ________________________________________________________________        

The following list provides an explanation of the fields on the preceding screen:

PLAN name
-The one- to seven-character name assigned to the plan definition

Created ... By
-The initial creation date of the plan definition and the user ID of the creator. These fields are blank until the
definition is accessed in edit mode. The system supplies this information. The user cannot modify it.

Last Modified ... at ... By
-The date, time, and user ID of the last edit access. these fields are blank until the definition is accessed in edit
mode. The system supplies this information. The user cannot modify it.

Short Description
-An area where the user can supply a description of the plan definition. This description is limited to 24 characters.

Description
-An area where the user can supply a longer description of the plan definition. This description is limited to five
lines.

Plan Resources Fill-in

To specify the Ideal for Datacom programs that are included in the plan definition, issue the RESOURCE command or
press the PF5/17 key. The PLAN RESOURCES fill-in screen appears.

=>

=>

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PLAN RESOURCES        PLA IQPLANA                     SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

Specify the programs, system, version and type that the Plan includes.

Command   Program    Sys   Type   Comments

-------   --------   ---   ----   -------------------------------------  

======    ========   ===   ===    ======= T O P =======================  

000010    MAINAP     ARI   APP    ______________________________________ 

000011    SQLFET     ARI   APP    ______________________________________ 

000012    REPORT1    ARI   PGM    ______________________________________ 

======    ========   ===   ===    ==== B O T T O M ====================  

The following list provides an explanation of the fields on the preceding screen:
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Program
Identifies the name of an Ideal for Datacom program. Non-Ideal for Datacom programs are specified on the
DBRM fill-in.

Sys (Optional)
Identifies the three-character Ideal for Datacom system ID. (Defaults to the current system.)

Type
Specifies whether the plan includes just the program or the program and all of its Ideal for Datacom subprograms
that issue SQL statements.
PGM

-Includes only the specified program. (Any subprograms that perform DB2 access must be named
separately in the fill-in, be part of a different application plan, be non-Ideal for Datacom, or run dynamic
SQL.)

APP
-Includes all Ideal for Datacom subprograms of the specified program. (DBRMs for non-Ideal
subprograms must be specified on the DBRM fill-in.)

Comments
Information displayed with the plan definition. This information has no effect on the plan generation or on the
resulting plan.

Packlist Fill-in

Issue the PACKLIST command (or PKL) to display the PACKLIST fill-information for the current plan. The packlist fill-in
specifies the Ideal for Datacom packages that are included in the plan definition.

=>                                                                            

=>                                                                            

=>                                                                            

                                                                              

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PLAN PACKLIST         PLA PL#2806                     SYS: $ID   DISPLAY

                                                                              

        Specify the packages and collections that this plan includes.         

                                                                              

Command  I   Package     Collection            Comments                       

-------  -   --------    ------------------    ------------------------------ 

======   =   ========    ==================    ===== T O P ================== 

001400   I   SQL2806     __________________    ______________________________ 

001500   I   PK#2806     PK#COLLECTION         ______________________________ 

001600   _   COB#2806    COBOL#COLLECTION      ______________________________ 

======   =   ========    ==================    === B O T T O M ==============    

      

The following list provides an explanation of the fields on the preceding screen:

I
Enter I for Ideal for Datacom or any other character for a non-Ideal package.

Package
Enter the one- to seven-character name of the Ideal for Datacom package or the one- to eight-character name of
the non-Ideal package/DBRM. To include all packages in a collection, specify “*”.
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Collection
The 1- to 18-character name of the collection. This name is required for a non-Ideal package, but is optional for
Ideal for Datacom. Must be supplied if the package was not already successfully generated.

Comments
Any comments to appear on the plan listing. Data that is entered here does not affect plan generation.

Plan DBRM Fill-in

Issue the DBRM command or press PF6/18 to display the DBRM fill-in for the current plan. This fill-in lets you specify
DBRMs for non-Ideal programs that are included in the plan definition.

=>

=>

=>

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PLAN DBRM             PLA IQPLANA                  SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

Specify the external (non-Ideal) DBRM names that this plan includes.        

Command  DBRM      Comments     

-------  --------  ---------------------------------------------------------

======   ========  =========================================================

000100   BATCH     Optional for batch runs      

======   ========  =========================================================

The following list provides an explanation of the fields on the preceding screen:

DBRM
The name of a DBRM for a non-Ideal for Datacom program included in this plan. Include the name of the DBRM
for every non-Ideal for Datacom subprogram that contains SQL and is included in this plan.

Comments
Information displayed with the plan definition. This information has no effect on the plan generation or on the
resulting plan. You can continue comments longer than 30 characters on the next line by ending the current line
with a continuation character. The comment can be up to 52 characters long.

Parameters Fill-in

Issue the PARAMETERS command or press PF4/16 to display the parameters fill-in for the current plan. This fill-in lets
you set DB2 BIND command options and allows programs in this plan to execute SQL in dynamic mode. The current
settings display as one-character codes that you can change by overtyping.

=>

=>

=>

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PLAN PARAMETERS       PLA IQPLANA                  SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

                        PLAN  PARAMETERS                                     

Dynamic SQL?    Y (Y=Yes, N=No)                                              

Bind Options:                                                                

Name:  IQPLANA

Owner: ________        Qualifier: ________
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Action:    R (R=Replace, A=Add)                                         

Retain:    Y (Y=Yes, N=No)                                              

Validate:  R (R=Run, B=Bind)                                            

Isolation: R (R=Repeatable Read, C=Cursor Stability)                    

Flag:      I (I=InformationalWarningErrorCompletion,                 

              W=WarningErrorCompletion, E=ErrorCompletion,           

              C=Completion only)                                        

Acquire    U (U=Use, A=Allocate)                                        

Release    C (C=Commit, D=Deallocate)                                   

Explain    N (Y=YES, N=NO)                                              

Prepare:   _ (NODefer or Defer)

Cachesize: ____ (0 - 4096)

Currentdata: _  (Yes or No)

Currentserver: ________ (Location name)

Enable/Disable:

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

The following list provides an explanation of the fields on the preceding screen:

Dynamic SQL?
Specifies whether this plan includes any programs executing SQL in dynamic mode. (This setting is an Ideal for
Datacom setting, where all other settings on this fill-in are DB2 BIND command options.)
N

-Application cannot execute SQL in dynamic mode.
Y

-Application can execute SQL in dynamic mode.

NOTE
Setting this option to Y allows dynamic SQL to change and test one program using dynamic SQL as part
of an otherwise static application without having to rebind the plan.

Setting this option to Y includes the DBRM provided with Ideal for Datacom to handle SQL in dynamic mode.
If you specify that the plan includes dynamic SQL in this fill-in, you can override this and require that all programs
be static by using the SET RUN SQL STATIC command.

Name
Specifies name of the plan in the plan identification fill-in screen.

Owner
Specifies authorization ID of the owner of the plan. The owner must have the privileges that are required to
execute the statements contained in the plan.

Qualifier
Specifies the authorization ID, which is the qualifier for all unqualified DB2 objects that are accessed by this plan.
An authorization ID specified at runtime can override this value in an ASSIGN AUTH command.

Action
Specifies whether this application plan is new or whether it replaces an old plan.
R-

Replace old plan
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A-
Add new plan

Retain
Indicates whether those users with authority to bind or execute the existing plan keep that authority over the
replaced plan.
Y

-Retain authority
N

-Do not retain authority
Validate

Indicates when full validity checking is performed.
R

-At runtime
B

-At bind time
Isolation

Specifies the isolation of this application from others.
R

-Repeatable read
C

-Cursor stability
Flag

Indicates the lowest level of messages to show.
I

- Informational, warning, error, and completion
W

-Warning, error, and completion
E

-Error and completion
C

-Completion only
Acquire

Indicates when you want the system to acquire the resources that your program used.
U

-Open table spaces and acquire locks when your application first accesses them.
A

-Acquire them when the application plan is allocated.
Release

Indicates when you want the system to release the resources that your program used.
C

-Release resources at each commit point.
D

-Release them when the application terminates.
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Explain
Indicates whether to include the explain option.
Y

-Include the explain option.
N

-Do not include the explain option.
Prepare

Specifies when the PREPARE for an SQL statement that refers to a remote object takes place.
N

-PREPARE takes place in real time.
D

-PREPARE occurs when the first EXECUTE, OPEN, or DESCRIBE for the statement is issued.
Cachesize

Indicates the size of the authorization cache to acquire for the plan. The authorization cache is used at runtime to
store the names of users who are authorized to run the plan.
0-4096

-Size in bytes for the authorization cache
Currentdata

Specifies the data currency that is required for ambiguous cursors that are opened at remote locations. Data is
considered current if the data in your host structure is identical to the data in the base table.
Y

-Data currency is required for ambiguous cursors.
N

-Data currency is not required for ambiguous cursors.
Currentserver

Specifies a connection to a location before the plan is run. The specified location receives all SQL requests until
the application issues the SQL statement CONNECT TO or CONNECT RESET.

Enable/Disable
These keywords are mutually exclusive. ENABLE lists the system connection types that are enabled to use the
plan. DISABLE lists the connection types that are disabled for the plan. You can use one to three lines to enter the
value for this parameter.

Generating Application Plans
The package definition generates the package and prepares DB2 applications for execution and inclusion in a plan. A
package preparation diagram outlines the process of generating a package. The Job Control Language (JCL) needs the
package generation in the IDPLAN procedure, which you can use for both plan and package generation.

The Generating Application Plans Topic discusses how to generate application plans using the IDPLAN procedure.
Understand the application plan generation reviewing the Preparation Process diagram.

This section describes how the application plan is generated and the IDPLAN procedure.

This page contains the following topics:
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Generate Application Plan

The application plan definition generates the plan and prepares applications for execution. If you recompile a program
that is included directly in the plan, not in a package, and want it to run in static mode, you must regenerate the plan. If the
program is included in a package, you must regenerate the package, but it is not necessary to regenerate the plan.

If you regenerate a plan while CICS is active, use the REFRESH PLAN command to make a new copy of the Ideal for
Datacom Static I/O modules available to CICS.

Issue the GENERATE PLAN command in batch. The JCL needed for plan generation is in the procedure IDPLAN, which
you can use to generate both plans and packages. You must specify the library containing any non-Ideal DBRMs in the
JCL. Following is a sample jobstream:

//name EXEC IDPLAN

//SYSIN DD *

GENERATE PLAN AP3

/*

//

The IDPLAN procedure performs the following steps:

1. Generates Ideal for Datacom Static I/O modules.
2. Precompiles DB2 SQL.
3. Assembles.
4. Link-edits.
5. DB2 BINDs.

If the plan contains any packages, the header information for the package static I/O modules is placed in the first static I/O
module generated for the plan. You can bind the plan, even if packages included in the plan were not bound.

If a plan contains only packages, one static I/O module is created for the plan, but it contains only header information for
the package static I/O modules, and the global COMMIT, ROLLBACK and SET CURRENT USER statements. The BIND
command is generated based on the resources of the plan.

You can transport DB2 applications, package definitions, and plan definitions from the development site to the production
site using the Ideal for Datacom transport utilities. You can transport DBRMs using IBM utilities.

The following diagram illustrates the plan preparation process.
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NOTE
If dynamic SQL is allowed on the plan parameters fill-in, an application or program that would normally run in
static mode runs in dynamic mode in the following circumstances:

• When an application with static SQL is executed, it runs in dynamic mode if its plan was not generated using the
GENERATE command or the Ideal for Datacom Static I/O modules cannot be loaded.

• If a program from an application with a generated plan is recompiled without re-executing the GENERATE command,
that program runs in dynamic mode while the rest of the application runs in static mode.

Plan Generation JCL

The JCL required by the GENERATE PLAN command is included in the IDPLAN procedure. You can modify it for your
site. The statements are grouped by the process they perform such as, precompiler, assembler, link-edit, terminal monitor.
Statements you might need to modify are:

SQLMOD
Data sets where source for the Static I/O modules is placed.

IDUDBRM
Specifies the data set containing all user DBRMs (Ideal for Datacom and non-Ideal).

ADRDBRM
The DSN where the DBRMs Ideal for Datacom supplies are located. These DBRMs include the dynamic SQL
DBRM.

SYSLMOD
The load library containing the Ideal for Datacom SQL load modules.

Ideal for Datacom Static I/O Modules

The Static I/O Modules, created as part of the Ideal for Datacom GENERATE PLAN procedure, are Assembler
subprograms that Ideal for Datacom calls during static execution of SQL. These subprograms, which contain the SQL
statements from the programs specified in the plan resource definition, are passed to the DB2 precompiler.

The GENERATE PLAN command creates up to 10 Static I/O Modules. At one time the DB2 precompiler imposed a limit
on the number of source lines that could be processed, so Ideal provided a facility to limit the number of SQL statements
that would be used to generate each module. When the SQL content of the next program would exceed this maximum,
another module is created. This facility still serves a purpose in limiting the size of the static I/O Static I/O Modules.
To enable this process, use the SET PLAN MAXSQL command. This command sets the maximum number of SQL
statements allowed in each module

NOTE
Since the static I/O module for a package is created during a package generation, not a plan generation, any
MAXSQL value specified for the GENERATE PLAN does not affect the package static I/O module, only the
modules created for the plan.

The name of each Static I/O module is the one- to seven-character plan name, with an eighth character of 0 for the first
module, and 1-9 for the second through tenth modules.

If the plan includes any packages, the first static I/O module contains header information for the static I/O modules
for the packages. If the plan includes only packages, the (single) static I/O module contains only the global COMMIT,
ROLLBACK, and SET CURRENT USER statements.

NOTE
The load library that the GENERATE PLAN procedure uses as SYSLMOD must be available to any CICS
partition DFHRPL or batch STEPLIB where the applications associated with the plan are expected to execute in
static mode.
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Ideal for Datacom Plan Tables

Another output of the GENERATE command are updates to three DB2 tables. The rows in these tables record all
programs participating in the plan and any changes made by the ASSIGN AUTHID command. You can query these tables
using SQL (in the same way that you query other tables) to answer questions such as, "Which plan does program x
participate in?"

The SYSADR Table Declarations for DB2 illustrates the layout of these tables, named SYSADR.APTAB,
SYSADR.APRES, and SYSADR.APAUT, respectively.

Impact Report

The report that the generation process produces has three parts.

• The components of the plan definition and the programs involved in the plan.
• The generated BIND command text, including all DBRMs.
• Error and completion messages.

You can produce this report without actually doing the BIND or updating the plan tables by using the VERIFY option on
the PRINT PLAN command.

The first section of the report shows the plan information entered in the plan definition. It is identical to the information a
PRINT PLAN command produces.

                         IDEAL APPLICATION PLAN/PKG REPORT

          RELEASE:  14         DATE: March 10, 2016     TIME: 15:27:49

                        GENERATE APPLICATION PLAN/PKG DB2PLN

 IDEAL Application Plan/Pkg DB2PLN        March 10, 2016     15:27:49

PLAN:     DB2PLN ________

                   PLAN DB2PLN

                   Created:        11/01/08               By $ID

                   Last Modified:  03/10/09 at 15:01      By $ID

                   Short Description:  uses a package

                   Description:

                    _______________________________________________________

IDEAL Application Plan/Pkg DB2PLN        March 10, 2016     15:27:49

PLAN:     DB2PLN ________

                   Dynamic SQL?    N (Y=Yes, N=No)

                   Bind Options:

                   Owner: WESJO01              Qualifier:

                       Action:    R (R=Replace, A=Add)

                       Retain:    Y (Y=Yes, N=No)

                       Validate:  R (R=Run, B=Bind)

                       Isolation: R (R=Repeatable Read, C=Cursor Stability)

                       Flag:      I (I=InformationalWarningErrorCompletion,

                                     W=WarningErrorCompletion, E=ErrorComple

                                      C=Completion only)

                       Acquire    U (U=Use, A=Allocate)

                       Release    C (C=Commit, D=Deallocate)

                       Explain    N (Y=Yes, N=No)

                       Prepare    N (N=Nodefer, D=Defer)

                       Cachesize:  0512 (0 - 4096)

                       Currentdata:  Y (Y=Yes, N=No)
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                       Currentserver:           (Location Name)

                       Enable/Disable:

 IDEAL Application Plan/Pkg DB2PLN        March 10, 2016     15:27:49

PLAN:     DB2PLN ________

                  ------    --------  ----  ---   ----   -------------------

                  SEQ       PROGRAM   VER   SYS   TYPE   COMMENTS

                  ------    --------  ----  ---   ----   -------------------

                  001200    TABSPACE  0001  $ID   PGM

                 

 PLAN:    DB2PLN

                  ------  -   --------   ---------------   -----------------

                  SEQ     I   PACKAGE    COLLECTION        COMMENTS

                  ------  -   --------   ---------------   -----------------

                  001300  I   DB2PKG                       IDEAL package

 IDEAL Application Plan/Pkg DB2PLN        March 10, 2016     15:27:49

PLAN:     DB2PLN ________

                  ------     --------       -------------------------------

                  SEQ        DBRM                            COMMENTS

                  ------     --------       -------------------------------

                     NO DBRM LINES FOR THIS PLAN

                 

IDEAL Application Plan/Pkg DB2PLN        March 10, 2016     15:27:49

                         Application Plan/Pkg Impact Report

SQL MOD   PROGRAM   SYS  VER   TYPE  LANG    SQL STMTS  STATUS  ERROR IND

--------  --------  ---  ----  ----  ------  ---------  ------  -----------

DB2PLN0   TABSPACE  $ID  001   PROG  IDEAL  0003

Impact Report Abbreviations:

TYPE:   APPL   - Application (program with all its subprograms)

        PROG   - Program without its subprograms

        SPGM   - Subprogram belonging to an above application

Application Plan/Pkg Statistics:

Maximum number of SQL statements in effect: 0200

01     SQL modules are included in this Plan/Pkg

001    Programs are included in this Plan/Pkg

000003 SQL statements are in this Plan/Pkg

IDEAL Application Plan/Pkg DB2PLN        March 10, 2016     15:27:49

                      Authorization ID Assignment Report

       No Authorization ID Assignments are in effect for this Plan/Pkg

The list of programs is shown by Static I/O module name and includes the following:

• Program name
• System ID
• Program version
• Type (application, program, or subprogram)
• Program language
• Number of SQL statements in the program
• Resource status (the first three are warnings; the rest are fatal errors that terminate the process):
DUPLIC

-Program already included in the plan
NOSQL

-Program does not contain any SQL
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EXCLIM
-Number of SQL statements exceeds the maximum

NOTFND
-Program not found (for example, not compiled or not defined to the dictionary)

NOTAVL
-Program not available (busy)

DIFVER
-Program already included with a different version

HIST
-Program in history status

INCREL
-Program compiled with an incompatible (higher) Ideal for Datacom release

NOTE
The second section of the report shows the generated BIND command text. It displays all DB2 BIND options
selected. The MEMBER list includes the system DBRMs that Ideal for Datacom requires, the DBRMs the
plan generation generates, and non-Ideal DBRMs specified in the plan definition. The PKLIST includes all the
packages specified in the plan definition.

IDEAL Application Plan/Pkg DB2PLN        March 10, 2016     15:27:49

                     Application Plan/Pkg BIND command

DSN SYS (D310)

BIND PLAN (DB2PLN) OWNER (WESJO01) MEMBER (DB2PLN0) LIBRARY ('IDLD.DB23-

10.DBRMLIB','IDLD.V2R1.DBRM') PKLIST (JWCOLL.DB2PKG@). AC-

TION (REPLACE) RETAIN VALIDATE (RUN) ISOLATION (RR) FLAG (I) ACQUIRE (USE)

RELEASE (COMMIT) EXPLAIN (NO) CURRENTDATA (YES)

Application Plan Summary Messages:

001201 1-IDADPLAG02I - Plan or Package DB2PLN existed before and has been replaced

001201 1-IDADPLAG05I - Generation successfully executed

End of Plan/Package Generation Report_

NOTE
The preceding summary message shows that Ideal for Datacom's generation process is complete. It does not
show the status of the DB2 BIND.

Defining Packages
A package is an SQL object that contains a set of SQL statements that were bound and are available for processing.
Before an application statically run as a Package, that Package must be bound into a Plan. To define a package for an
Ideal for Datacom program or application, you must first create the package definition and then generate the package.
This section explains how to use Ideal for Datacom fill-ins to create the package definition.

This page contains the following topics:

Components of a Package Definition

Each package definition includes the following:
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• A package identification fill-in that creates the entry in the dictionary for the package and provides the dictionary with
identification information

• A package parameter fill-in that specifies DB2 BIND command options
• A package resource fill-in that specifies the Ideal for Datacom programs included in the package

You cannot include non-Ideal DBRMs in Ideal for Datacom packages. Therefore, there is no DBRM fill-in for packages.

The CREATE PACKAGE command creates package definitions. The EDIT PACKAGE command can update them. You
can also use the commands DISPLAY, PRINT, DUPLICATE, and DELETE with package definitions.

The functions Ideal for Datacom provides to define and maintain package definitions are presented in the Plan
Maintenance menu. To access this menu, select option 5 on the Main Menu or enter the PLAN command.

Creating a Package Definition

To create a new package definition, issue the CREATE PACKAGE command and complete the package identification
fill-in. An entry for the package definition is added to the dictionary as soon as the package is named, either in the
command or in the fill-in. The editors are the same as are used for Plans, but will perform their validation based on editing
a Package.

Note that the name used for a Package must be the same as is used for the Module associated with the program. This
common identity is used to load the correct I/O module when the application is run.

Identification Fill-in

The package identification fill-in enters descriptive information about the package when the package definition is created
or when it is modified.

=>

=>

=>

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PACKAGE IDENTIFICATION   PAC RATEPKG               SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

PACKAGE RATEPKG                                                             

Created:        09/02/04               By MARCH                              

Last Modified:  10/10/04 at 13:11      By MARCH                              

Short Description:  Rate Table Package                                       

Description:                                                                 

     Package for the Rate Table program set, a subset of the Health___       

     Benefits application.____________________________________________

     _________________________________________________________________

     _________________________________________________________________

     _________________________________________________________________  

The following list provides an explanation of the fields on the preceding screen:

PACKAGE name
Specifies the one- to seven-character name assigned to the package definition.
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Created ... By
Specifies the initial creation date of the package definition and the user ID of the creator. This is blank when
Identification fill-in is first displayed during package creation. The system supplies the information. It displays if
you return to this fill-in. The user cannot modify it.

Last Modified ... at ... By
Specifies the date, time, and user ID of the last edit access. This is blank when the Identification fill-in is first
displayed during package creation. The system supplies this information. The user cannot modify it.

Short Description
Displays an area where the user can supply a description of the package definition.
Limit: 24 characters

Description
Displays an area where the user can supply a longer description of the package definition.
Limit: 5 lines

Package Resources Fill-in

To specify the Ideal for Datacom program that is included in the package definition, issue the RESOURCE command or
press the PF5/17 key. This displays the package resources fill-in.

=>

=>

=>

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PACKAGE RESOURCES        PAC RATEPKG               SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

Specify the programs, system, version and type that the Package includes.   

Command   Program   Ver   Sys   Type   Comments

-------   --------  ----  ---   ----   -------------------------------------

======    ========  ====  ===   ===    ======= T O P =======================

000010    LSTRATES  0001  HBE   PGM    ______________________________________

======    ========  ====  ===   ===    ==== B O T T O M ====================

The following list provides an explanation of the fields on the preceding screen:

Program
Specifies the name of an Ideal for Datacom program. (You cannot specify non-Ideal programs for an Ideal for
Datacom package.)

Ver (Optional)
The one- to three-digit version number or PROD. If you specify PROD, a version number is not substituted.
Default: 1

Sys (Optional)
The three-character Ideal for Datacom system ID. Defaults to the current system.

Type
Not applicable to packages.
Default: PGM

Comments
Information displayed with the package definition. It has no effect on the package generation or on the resulting
package.
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Package Parameters Fill-in

Issue the PARAMETERS command or press PF4/16 to display the package parameters fill-in. This fill-in lets you set DB2
BIND options for the package and specify whether programs in this package can execute SQL in dynamic mode. The
current settings display as one-character codes that you can change by overtyping.

=>

=>

=>

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PACKAGE PARAMETERS       PAC RATEPKG               SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

Bind Options:                                                                

Collection id: ___________________________

Name:  RATEPKG         Location:  ________

Owner: ________        Qualifier: ________

Action:    R (R=Replace, A=Add) 

Retain:    Y (Y=Yes, N=No)                                              

Validate:  R (R=Run, B=Bind)                                            

Isolation: R (R=Repeatable Read, C=Cursor Stability)                    

Flag:      I (I=InformationalWarningErrorCompletion,                 

              W=WarningErrorCompletion, E=ErrorCompletion,           

              C=Completion only)                                        

Acquire:   U (U=Use, A=Allocate)                                        

Release:   C (C=Commit, D=Deallocate)                                   

Explain:   N (Y=Yes, N=No)                                              

Prepare:   _ (N=NODefer, D=Defer)

Currentdata: _ (Y=Yes, N=No)

SQLError:    _ (N=NoPackage or C=Continue)

Enable/Disable:

________________________________________________________________________________

The following list provides an explanation of the fields on the preceding screen:

Collection ID
Identifies the collection where the package belongs. This name is used as the high-order qualifier of the package
name.

Name
Specifies the name of the package supplied from the Identification fill-in.

Location
Specifies the location of the DBMS where the package is bound.

Owner
Specifies the authorization ID of the package owner.

Qualifier
Specifies the authorization ID that qualifies any unqualified SQL objects accessed in this package. An
authorization ID specified in an ASSIGN AUTH command can override this value at runtime.

Action
Specifies whether this application package is new or replaces an old package.
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R
-Replace old package

A
-Add new package

Retain
Indicates whether those users with authority to bind or execute the existing package keep that authority over the
replaced package.
Y

-Retain authority
N

-Do not retain authority
Validate

Indicates when full validity checking is performed.
R

-At runtime
B

-At bind time
Isolation

Specifies the isolation of this application from others.
R

-Repeatable read
C

-Cursor stability
Flag

Indicates the level of messages to show.
I

- Informational, warning, error, and completion
W

- Warning, error, and completion
E

-Error and completion
C

- Completion only
Acquire

Indicates when you want the system to acquire the resources your program uses.
U

-Open table spaces and acquire locks when your application first accesses them
A

-Acquire them when the application package is allocated
Release

Indicates when you want the system to release the resources your program used.
C

-Release resources at each commit point
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D
-Release them when the application terminates

Explain
Indicates whether to include the explain option.
Y

-Include the explain option
N

-Do not include the explain option
Currentdata

Specifies the data currency required for ambiguous cursors opened at remote locations. Data is considered
current if the data in your host structure is identical to the data in the base table.
Y

-Data currency is required for ambiguous cursors
N

-Data currency is not required for ambiguous cursors
SQLError

Indicates whether you want to continue the package bind if SQL errors are detected during the package
generation.
N

-Do not bind the package if SQL errors are detected
C

-Continue with the bind regardless of any SQL errors detected
Enable/Disable

These keywords are mutually exclusive. ENABLE lists the system connection types that are enabled to use the
package. DISABLE lists the connection types that are disabled for the package. You can use one to three lines to
enter the value for this parameter.

Generating Packages
Learn about generating packages with the GENERATE PACKAGE command in Ideal for Datacom. Find information about
package generation JCL, static I/O modules, plan tables, and the impact report.

Generate Package

The package definition generates the package and prepares applications for inclusion in a plan. When the plan is
generated, the application is ready for execution in static mode. If you recompile a program and want it to run in static
mode, you must regenerate the package, but you do not need to regenerate the plan. The package preparation process is
illustrated in the following diagram:
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NOTE

When an application with static SQL is executed, the application or a program in the application runs in dynamic
mode if dynamic SQL was allowed on the plan parameters fill-in. One of the following is true:

• The package was not generated or the Ideal for Datacom static I/O module cannot be loaded.
• A program in the application was recompiled without regenerating the package, resulting in a mismatch

between the program and the I/O module.
• In either case, the affected program only runs in dynamic mode while the rest of the application runs in static

mode.
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If you regenerate a package while CICS is active, use the REFRESH PACKAGE command to make a new copy of the
Ideal for Datacom static I/O module available to CICS.

You can transport DB2 applications and package definitions from the development site to the production site using the
Ideal for Datacom transport utilities.

Issue the GENERATE PACKAGE command in batch, as shown in the following sample jobstream. The JCL needed for
package generation is in the procedure IDPLAN, which you can use for both plan and package generation.

 //name EXEC IDPLAN

 //SYSIN DD *

 PERSON ...

 .

 .

 .

 GENERATE PACKAGE AP3

 OFF

 /*

 //

 

The IDPLAN procedure performs the following steps:

1. Generation of Ideal for Datacom static I/O module

2. DB2 precompile

3. Assembly

4. Link-edit

5. DB2 BIND

NOTE
If you specify COPY in the package parameter fill-in, the static I/O module for the original package is relinked
with the name of the new package. Because the original static I/O module was already precompiled and
assembled, steps 1 through 3 are not performed before the link edit, but the BIND is still performed as the last
step.

Package Generation JCL

The JCL that the GENERATE PACKAGE command requires is included in the IDPLAN procedure. You can modify it
for your site. The statements are grouped by the process that they perform (precompiler, assembler, link-edit, terminal
monitor). Statements that may require modification are:

SQLMOD
Data set where source for the static I/O module is placed.

IDUDBRM
Specifies the data set to contain the DBRM that the precompiler produces.

SYSLMOD
Load library containing the Ideal for Datacom static I/O module.

Ideal for Datacom Static I/O Modules

A static I/O module is created as part of the Ideal for Datacom GENERATE PACKAGE procedure. Ideal for Datacom
calls this static I/O module in an assembler subprogram during static execution of SQL. This subprogram, which contains
the SQL statements from the programs that are specified in the package resource definition, is passed to the DB2
precompiler.
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The GENERATE PACKAGE command creates only one SQL module. The name of the static I/O module is the one- to
seven-character package name, with an eighth character of @.

NOTE
The load library that the GENERATE PACKAGE procedure uses as SYSLMOD must be available to any CICS
partition, DFHRPL, or batch STEPLIB, where the applications that are associated with the package are expected
to execute in static mode.

Ideal for Datacom Plan Tables

The GENERATE PACKAGE command also updates three DB2 plan tables. The rows in these tables record all programs
participating in the package and any changes by the ASSIGN AUTHID command. You can query these tables using SQL
(in the same way that you query other tables) to answer questions such as, “Which package does program x participate
in?”

SYSADR Table Declarations for DB2 illustrates the layout of these tables, named SYSADR.APTAB, SYSADR.APRES,
and SYSADR.APAUT, respectively.

Impact Report

The report that is produced by the generation process has three parts:

• The components of the package definition and the programs that are involved in the package.
• The generated BIND command text, including the DBRM.
• Error and completion messages.

You can produce this report without actually doing the BIND or updating the plan tables by using the VERIFY option on
the PRINT PACKAGE command.

The first section of the report shows the package information that is entered in the package definition. It is identical to the
information produced by a PRINT PACKAGE command.

  

IDEAL APPLICATION PLAN/PKG REPORT

          RELEASE:  11         DATE: March 9, 2006      TIME: 17:11:00

                        GENERATE APPLICATION PLAN/PKG DB2PKG

 IDEAL Application Plan/Pkg DB2PKG        March 9, 2006      17:11:00

          DB2PKG ________                  VERSION:  __   STATUS: PROD

                   PKG  DB2PKG

                   Created:        09/29/04               By $ID

                   Last Modified:  11/01/04 at 09:29      By $ID

                   Short Description:  test

                   Description:

                        ________________________________________________________

                        ________________________________________________________

 IDEAL Application Plan/Pkg DB2PKG        March 9, 2006      17:11:00

          DB2PKG ________                  VERSION:  __   STATUS: PROD

              Collection Id: COLLID

              Bind Options:

              Owner: TESTID        Qualifier:               Location: _____

                   Action:    R (R=Replace, A=Add)  Replver: ______________

                   Retain:    Y (Y=Yes, N=No)

                   Validate:  R (R=Run, B=Bind)

                   Isolation: C (R=Repeatable Read, C=Cursor Stability)

                   Flag:      I (I=InformationalWarningErrorCompletion,

                                 W=WarningErrorCompletion, E=ErrorCompletion
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                                 C=Completion only)

                   Acquire    U (U=Use, A=Allocate)

                   Release    C (C=Commit, D=Deallocate)

                   Explain    N (Y=Yes, N=No)

                   Prepare    N (N=Nodefer, D=Defer)

                   Currentdata:  Y (Y=Yes, N=No)

                   SQLerror:     N (N=NoPackage, C=Continue)

                   Enable/Disable:

                   DISABLE (IMS,BATCH,DLIBATCH)

 IDEAL Application Plan/Pkg DB2PKG        March 9, 2006      17:11:00

          DB2PKG ________                  VERSION:  __   STATUS: PROD

                  ------    --------  ----  ---   ----   -------------------

                  SEQ       PROGRAM   VER   SYS   TYPE   COMMENTS

                  ------    --------  ----  ---   ----   -------------------

                  001200    TABSPACE  0001  $ID   PGM

DEAL Application Plan/Pkg DB2PKG        March 9, 2006      17:11:00

                         Application Plan/Pkg Impact Report

 

SQL MOD   PROGRAM   SYS  VER   TYPE  LANG    SQL STMTS  STATUS  ERROR IND

--------  --------  ---  ----  ----  ------  ---------  ------  -----------

Impact Report Abbreviations:

TYPE:   APPL   - Application (program with all its subprograms)

        PROG   - Program without its subprograms

        SPGM   - Subprogram belonging to an above application

Application Plan/Pkg Statistics:

01     SQL modules are included in this Plan/Pkg

001    Programs are included in this Plan/Pkg

000003 SQL statements are in this Plan/Pkg

IDEAL Application Plan/Pkg DB2PKG        March 9, 2006      17:11:00

                      Authorization ID Assignment Report

       No Authorization ID Assignments are in effect for this Plan/Pkg

 

The list of programs is shown under the static I/O module name and includes:

• Program name
• System ID
• Program version
• Type (application, program, or subprogram)
• Program language
• Number of SQL statements in the program
• Resource status (the first three are warnings; the subsequent warnings are fatal errors that terminate the process):
DUPLIC

-Program already included in the package
NOSQL

-Program does not contain any SQL
EXCLIM

-Number of SQL statements exceeds the maximum
NOTFND

-Program not found (for example, not compiled or not defined to the dictionary)
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NOTAVL
-Program not available (busy)

DIFVER
-Program already included with a different version

HIST
-Program in history status

INCREL
-Program compiled with an incompatible (higher) Ideal for Datacom release

The second section of the report shows the generated BIND command text. It displays all DB2 BIND options selected.
The MEMBER list includes the DBRM generated by package generation.

  

IDEAL Application Plan/Pkg DB2PKG        March 9, 2006      17:11:00

                     Application Plan/Pkg BIND command

DSN SYS (DEVL)

BIND PACKAGE (COLLID) OWNER (TESTID) MEMBER (DB2PKG@) LIBRARY ('IDLD.D-

B2.DBRMLIB') ACTION (REPLACE) VALIDATE (RUN) ISOLATION (CS) FLAG (I)-

RELEASE (COMMIT) EXPLAIN (NO) CURRENTDATA (YES) DISABLE (IMS,BATCH,DLI-

BATCH)

 

 

End of Application Plan/Pkg Generation Report

 

NOTE
The summary message shows that Ideal for Datacom's package generation process is complete. It does not
show the status of the DB2 BIND.

Connecting Plans to Applications
This section describes how to specify the application plans to use when executing SQL in Ideal for Datacom applications,
and how to make plans known to the CICS attach facility or to the IBM Call Attach Facility in batch.

This topic contains the following information:

Dynamic Mode

To run in dynamic mode only, your application can run under the default transaction-ID SCFD. As part of the Ideal for
Datacom installation, Ideal for Datacom provides a CICS RCT table entry for this transaction-ID with its associated plan
name. Ideal for Datacom's installed default plan name is IDP140DV.

The SCFD entry, or a copy with a different name, is needed to run in dynamic mode. Ideal for Datacom uses it to support
the development environment.

Static Mode

To run an Ideal for Datacom application in static mode, you can select the application plans in the following ways:

• Under CICS, run the application under a CICS transaction-ID associated with the plan. This means that the plan must
include all SQL to run under that transaction. To change plans, you must change transactions.

• Or, run under any transaction-ID associated with the RCT exit program that Ideal for Datacom provides, and set the
initial plan in Ideal for Datacom. You can set the plan for an entire run or change plans between or in transactions.
In batch, set the plan in Ideal for Datacom. You can set the plan for an entire run or change plans during the run.
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Associating Plans Directly with Transaction-IDs in CICS

You can associate a plan name directly with one or more transaction-IDs in the RCT, using the DB2TRAN and
DB2ENTRY resources. To run using that plan, you must run under a transaction-ID associated with the plan. To select the
plan in Ideal for Datacom, you must assign an Ideal for Datacom account-ID that is the same as the CICS transaction-ID
and change transactions. It is also necessary to inform Ideal for Datacom which plan to use through the SET RUN PLAN
command.

You can assign the Ideal for Datacom account-ID in any of the following ways:

• At the terminal by entering the SET ENVIRONMENT ACCOUNT-ID command before running the application. Press
Enter, to start a new transaction before the change takes place.

• In PDL using the SET $ACCOUNT-ID statement followed by a TRANSMIT statement. The change in transaction-ID
takes place after the TRANSMIT starts a new transaction. You cannot execute any static SQL using the plan before
these statements are executed.

• Using transparent signon to enter Ideal for Datacom with a transaction-ID you defined in the CICS PCT and a signon
member that contains a SET ENVIRONMENT ACCOUNT-ID command to specify the transaction-ID you run under.
The signon member might contain:

SET ENV ACCOUNT-ID PAY

SET RUN PLAN PAYPLAN

SET RUN SQL STATIC

RUN COM-DUE

In this example, you must define transaction-ID PAY to CICS, using the plan name PAYPLAN. Changing to transaction-ID
PAY does not take place until a TRANSMIT is executed in the COM-DUE program. If any SQL statements in this program
are to be static and they are executed before the first transmit, they must be part of a plan associated with the previous
transaction-ID.

For example, if you sign on under transaction-ID EMP using the sample member, the SQL statements in program COM-
DUE executed before the TRANSMIT must be part of the plan for EMP. Thus, both transaction-IDs, EMP and PAY, must
be defined as using the same plan.

An entry can associate multiple transaction-IDs with the one plan or you can have multiple entries each specifying a
transaction-ID with its own plan.

But you cannot associate the same transaction-ID to different plans.
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For details on RDO for DB2 requirements, see the appropriate DB2 administration documentation.

Specifying Plans Independently of Transaction-IDs in CICS

Ideal for Datacom gives you the option to switch plans in a CICS transaction. You must specify the exit that Ideal for
Datacom supplies in the entry for the transaction.

You then have several ways to select plans in Ideal for Datacom. They are described next in reverse order of precedence;
that is, the plan specified by each method overrides the plans specified by the methods described before it.

Specifying Plans as Session Options

The following Ideal for Datacom command specifies a plan name for a session or run:

SET RUN PLAN plan-name 

This name is used unless it is superseded by a new plan name specified in an Ideal for Datacom application or an Ideal
for Datacom plan name exit program (see the Specifying Plans with an Ideal for Datacom Plan Name Exit topic). You can
include the command in your jobstream or signon member or issue it at the terminal before running an application. The
following command resumes using the installed default, IDP140DV:

SET RUN PLAN DEFAULT

Specifying Plans in an Application

In an Ideal for Datacom application, you can set a new plan name in place of the default plan name. The PDL function
$PLAN sets a plan name or returns the plan name most recently set in the application.

If a plan name was not set in the application, the function returns the name set for the session. If a name was not set for
the session, the function returns IDP140DV. It does not return a value set in a plan name exit (described next).

You can use $PLAN with a SET statement to set a new Ideal for Datacom plan name for the application, for example:

SET $PLAN = 'INVPLAN'

NOTE
You can execute the SET $PLAN statement only before the first SQL statement in a logical unit of work. That is,
executing SET $PLAN at any point except before the first SQL statement at the beginning of a CICS transaction
or following a database Commit causes a runtime error.
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The first SQL statement can be embedded SQL, SQL generated by a FOR construct for a DB2 dataview, or SQL in a
non-Ideal subprogram. A Commit can be a CHECKPOINT, a BACKOUT statement, or an SQL COMMIT or ROLLBACK
statement.

The new plan takes effect when the exit is called at the next SQL statement. For more information, see $PLAN Function.

The following procedure saves the plan name that was selected in a previous procedure in a Working Data field
SAV-PLAN. It sets GETPLAN as the plan name to use with the FOR construct that follows it, commits its database
modifications, and resets the plan name before returning.

<<GET>> PROCEDURE

             SET SAV-PLAN = $PLAN

             SET $PLAN = GETPLAN

             FOR EACH DB2-DVW

                ...

             ENDFOR

             CHECKPOINT

             SET $PLAN = SAV-PLAN

ENDPROC

Specifying Plans with an Ideal for Datacom Plan Name Exit

In addition to the exit required for plan switching, Ideal for Datacom lets you specify a plan name exit program. Ideal for
Datacom passes parameters to the plan name exit, including the current installed default plan name, the session default,
or the name set in the application. The exit can modify it, pass it on unchanged, or ignore it and select a new plan name.

The use of a plan name exit is optional. To use one, enter the following command in your signon member, jobstream, or at
the terminal:

SET [SITE] ENVIRONMENT DB2PLAN-EXIT exit-name

You can also use the command to disable the exit:

SET [SITE] ENVIRONMENT DB2PLAN-EXIT NONE

If the plan name exit is enabled, Ideal for Datacom calls it before the first SQL statement in a logical unit of work. That is,
it is called before the first SQL statement at the beginning of each CICS transaction and before the first SQL statement
following each database commit.

NOTE
The first SQL statement can be embedded SQL or SQL generated by a FOR construct for a DB2 dataview or
in a non-Ideal subprogram. A Commit can be a CHECKPOINT or BACKOUT statement, or an SQL COMMIT or
ROLLBACK statement.

Specifying IADRCTX as the PLANEXIT

Ideal for Datacom delivers an exit program, @IADRCTX. To allow the application to change plans in a transaction, you
must specify this name in the DB2ENTRY for the transaction.

DB2ENTRY (name) ... PLANEXITNAME(@IADRCTX) ...

These entries are DB2 requirements described in the appropriate database administration documentation.
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DB2ENTRY PLANEXIT Versus Plan Name Exit

In summary, two types of exits are involved in plan switching in Ideal for Datacom.

Ideal for Datacom supplies the Planexit named @IADRCTX for use in the CICS environment. You cannot modify it. The
CICS attach facility calls it when the first SQL statement is executed in a logical unit of work. The DB2ENTRY for this
transaction-ID specifies PLNEXITNAME=@IADRCTX.

The plan name exit is available under CICS. The user supplies it as needed. (You can use the sample exits described
in previous pages.) Ideal for Datacom calls it at the point when Ideal for Datacom is about to call the CICS attach facility
with the first SQL statement in a logical unit of work. This exit can also modify the plan name to use. Under CICS, Ideal for
Datacom stores its plan name in a CICS temporary storage record for later access by the exit. (The exit in turn provides
the plan name to the DB2 attach facility.)

When you use a plan name exit to modify the plan name or select a new plan name, the new value is not available to the
$PLAN function. This means that the plan DB2 uses might not be the same as the plan the $PLAN function returned. The
plan that DB2 actually uses can display in an Error Procedure as the value of the function $ERROR-DB2-PLAN.

If an application calls a non-Ideal subprogram that executes SQL statements and if that SQL might be the first in a logical
unit of work, then you must specify Y (yes) for the Update DB2? field on the non-Ideal program IDE panel, even if the SQL
in the subprogram does not actually update DB2.

If an application calls a non-Ideal subprogram that is identified as containing SQL, Ideal for Datacom assumes that the
SQL is executed. Therefore, if the call is detected in a new logical unit of work before the first SQL statement in Ideal for
Datacom, it is assumed to be the first SQL request in the new logical unit of work. The Ideal for Datacom plan name exit,
if enabled, is invoked before calling the non-Ideal subprogram. The non-Ideal subprogram is identified in the plan name
exit's parameter list as PLAN-SUB-PROGRAM.

Example

Consider the following scenarios to understand better.

You can use the SET $PLAN PDL statement to optionally specify a logical identifier for the next plan to use. This logical
identifier is not necessarily the actual plan name. This level of indirection lets you avoid hard coding actual plan names
in your programs (which require compilation for any change to plan names). This is useful, for example, if the plan name
at a satellite location is slightly different from the plan name used at the development site. Since the program specifies a
logical identifier, you can choose the actual plan name outside the PDL code based on site considerations. But the Ideal
for Datacom plan name exit can base the choice of actual plan name on any available criteria. Use of SET $PLAN is
entirely optional.

1. At customer site ABC, program names are always six characters long. Each program has its own plan. In the
Development environment, plan names are formed by prefixing a D before the program name and in production, by
prefixing a P. In this example, the SET $PLAN statement is not used. The Ideal for Datacom plan name exit program
simply checks for the current program name and generates the appropriate plan name.

2. At customer site XYZ, plan names are generated by a more complex algorithm. The program can generate a character
string at the start of any logical unit of work. The letter X is prefixed to form the actual plan name. In this case, the
SET $PLAN statement specifies the generated string, for example, SET $PLAN = 'PLAN03'. The plan name exit then
prefixes an X, resulting in an actual plan name of XPLAN03.

3. At customer site PQR, plan names are actually hard coded in the program. In this case, the program specifies SET
$PLAN = 'xxxx', and there is no Ideal for Datacom plan name exit. The string specified as xxxx becomes the actual
plan name.

Specifying Plans in Batch

Any of the three methods for selecting plans (see Specifying Plans Independently of Transaction-IDs) are available in
batch without using an RCT exit. Plans can be selected as follows:
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• As a session option.
• Specified in an application.
• In an Ideal for Datacom plan name exit. In batch, Ideal for Datacom passes the plan name to the IBM Call Attach

Facility.

Plan Name Exit

The following procedure describes how to establish a plan name exit program.

1. Compile and link-edit the plan name exit program into your load library as a load module
See the specifications that follow.

2. (CICS Only) Add a PPT entry for the program and, if necessary, restart CICS
Make sure that the language parameter for the program is correct. If this module is heavily used, it may be useful to
make it resident.

3. Specify the SET [SITE] ENVIRONMENT DB2PLAN-EXIT command to establish the name of the plan name exit
program
Since the CICS and non-CICS exit programs are specific to their respective environments, take care when specifying
a site option. You can link-edit both versions as modules with the same name in separate libraries provided that CICS
and non-CICS JCL each use the appropriate library.
Ideal for Datacom passes to the plan name exit the following information.

Parameters Common to Other Ideal for Datacom Exits

01 ID-PARM-1.

               05  ID-EXIT-TYPE                     PIC X.

              05  ID-SYNC                          PIC X(03).

               05  ID-RELEASE-LEVEL                 PIC X(04).

               05  ID-USER-SHORT-ID                 PIC X(03).

               05  ID-USER-NAME                     PIC X(32).

               05  ID-TERMINAL-ID                   PIC X(04).

               05  ID-TRANSACTION-ID                PIC X(04).

               05  ID-TP-MONITOR-CODE               PIC X(01).

               05  ID-OPERATING-SYSTEM-CODE         PIC X(01).

               05  ID-NETWORK-ID                    PIC X(8).

Plan-Specific Parameters

01 ID-PARM-2.

              05  FILLER                          PIC X(08)

               05  PLA-RUN-SYSTEM                   PIC X(03).

               05  PLA-RUN-PROGRAM                  PIC X(08).

               05  PLA-SUB-SYSTEM                   PIC X(03).

               05  PLA-SUB-PROGRAM                  PIC X(08).

               05  PLA-SUB-TYPE                     PIC X(01).

               05  PLA-SET-PLAN                     PIC X(08).

               05  PLA-DB2-PLAN-NAME                PIC X(08).

               05  FILLER                           PIC X(16)

The sample plan name exit programs contain 88-level names with appropriate values for fields containing Ideal for
Datacom's internal codes.

• ID-EXIT-TYPE
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Type of exit invoked for this command. A 3 indicates that a plan exit is invoked.
• ID-SYNC

Reserved.
• ID-RELEASE-LEVEL

Ideal for Datacom Release level (for example 1400 for Version 14.0).
• ID-USER-SHORT-ID

One- to three-character Ideal for Datacom user short ID defined for the user who is executing the command.
• ID-USER-NAME

Name of the Ideal for Datacom user who is executing the command.
• ID-TERMINAL-ID
• In CICS-CICS ID of the terminal from which the command is executed.
• In batch-Hex zeros.
• ID-TRANSACTION-ID
• In CICS-CICS signon transaction-ID.
• In batch-IDEA.
• ID-TP-MONITOR-CODE
• C-Represents CICS.
• Y-Represents batch.
• ID-OPERATING-SYSTEM-CODE
• O-Represents z/OS.
• ID-NETWORK-ID

In CICS- VTAM LU name. If the terminal is VTAM, the system ID and terminal ID of the Terminal Owning Region
(TOR). If the terminal is MRO but not VTAM, low values under any other circumstances.

• PLA-RUN-SYSTEM (Input)
System of the main program (named in the RUN command).

• PLA-RUN-PROGRAM (Input)
Name of the main program (named in the RUN command).

• PLA-SUB-SYSTEM (Input)
System of the current subprogram.

• PLA-SUB-PROGRAM (Input)
Name of the current subprogram.

• PLA-SUB-TYPE (Input)
An indicator of the subprogram type:

I (Ideal for Datacom)
-SQL to execute is in an Ideal for Datacom module.

N (Non-Ideal)
-Ideal for Datacom is about to call the program PLA-SUB-PROGRAM. (See the Note at end of this section.)

• PLA-SET-PLAN (Input)
Value of the most recent SET $PLAN statement. It is set initially to the value of the SET RUN PLAN command or to the
default plan name established at installation. (This is the plan that supports Ideal's development environment.)

• PLA-DB2-PLAN-NAME (Update)
Value returned to Ideal for Datacom. Ideal for Datacom passes this value to DB2 as the actual plan name. If SPACES
or LOW-VALUES is returned to Ideal for Datacom, the installation default plan is selected. The exit is free to return any
value in the PLA-DB2-PLAN-NAME field. However, invalid plan names can result in runtime errors.

NOTE
Non-ideal subprograms can use a plan name with up to eight characters. Ideal for Datacom application plans
are a maximum of seven characters long.
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Requiring the Use of Static SQL

You can override a specification of dynamic SQL in the plan parameters fill-in, and require that all programs run in static
mode, by using the SET RUN SQL STATIC command.

Establishing Signon Processing
Ideal for Datacom uses the Standard Security Facility (CAISSF) to interface with external security products such as Top
Secret, ACF2, RACF, and other SAF-compatible products. This lets you use any of these security products, in both online
and batch environments, to interface TP monitor signon with Ideal for Datacom signon.

Ideal for Datacom recognizes a signon transaction by the transaction-ID it uses. There are three basic types of Ideal for
Datacom signon transactions. However, there can be any number of signon transactions. The transaction also needs to
be defined to CICS. For more information, see the IPC Implementation documentation.

This page contains the following topics:

General Transaction Types

Ideal for Datacom facilities allow for some flexibility in the procedure necessary for a user to sign on to Ideal for Datacom.
You can institute signon procedures to provide the following methods of signing on to Ideal for Datacom.

Standard

The standard signon signs a user on to Ideal for Datacom from CICS using the Ideal for Datacom signon screen where
the user provides the Ideal for Datacom signon-ID and password and executes the user's member named SIGNON, if one
exists. This method is most often used in a development environment.

“IDEA” is the sample standard signon transaction ID provided with the Ideal for Datacom installation under CICS.

Express

An express signon transaction that automatically signs a user on to Ideal for Datacom from CICS bypasses the Ideal for
Datacom signon-screen and executes the user's member named SIGNON, if one exists. This method is most often used
in a development environment.

“IDLX” is the sample express signon transaction provided with the Ideal for Datacom installation. Under CICS the user
enters an express signon transaction ID instead of entering the IDEA transaction. This transaction ID bypasses the Ideal
for Datacom signon screen and executes the user's SIGNON member, if one exists.

Transparent

In a production environment, a transparent signon is one that signs a user on to Ideal for Datacom automatically from
CICS and invokes an Ideal for Datacom application through the execution of a common member identified in the
transaction tables. This setup establishes an environment where the end user can enter an application with no knowledge
of Ideal for Datacom.

Additionally, with this method, an end user can be transferred into an Ideal for Datacom application from another Ideal for
Datacom application, from CICS, or from a program in CICS. For example, from a menu driven by a native application, the
user can select an entry that automatically initiates Ideal for Datacom and an application.

External security packages can provide additional functionality to the signon process; for example, limiting the
transactions a user can access, what time of day the transactions can execute, and many others.

The Ideal for Datacom express and transparent signon facilities also allow sites with special processing or security needs
additional control during the signon process. For example, you could use the signon exit to override the signon member
that gets executed based on a criterion such as the term ID. A signon exit program provides this control.
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Signon Exit Program

A site-written program that is called during signon processing can further control the form of transparent signon that enters
the user into an application. The signon exit continues to be supported, although its use is not recommended. The signon
exit was provided in an early release Ideal as a means to provide signon features that have since become part of the base
product or have been provided by an external security system.

Considerations

Keep in mind the following:

• The password in the User definition is not referenced when the external security system controls signon authorization.
However, if external signon fails and Ideal for Datacom security facilities are used, the password is required.

• The security ID must be defined as either an Ideal for Datacom Person Name or alias for a Person Name. The signon-
process is more efficient when the SECURITY-ID is defined as a Person Name rather than an alias for the Person
Name.

• It is not necessary to define Ideal for Datacom users to an external security system if you are not using one to control
access to Ideal for Datacom.

• When you define Ideal for Datacom users to the external security systems, define them with the same name as the
Person Name of the Ideal for Datacom User Definition.

• If you do not use an external security to control access to Ideal for Datacom, UIDCHK should equal YES.
• When UIDCHK has a value of NO and no default user (DFLTUSR) is specified, you must define the security ID or the

TP monitor ID in the dictionary as a Person Name or an alias for a Person Name to retrieve a User Definition for Ideal
for Datacom authorizations.

• For greatest efficiency, define the security ID as an alias when UIDCHK has a value of NO, and as the Person Name
when UIDCHK has a value of YES.

• If you specify a default user when UIDCHK has a value of YES, the default user Person Name or User ID does not
have to match the signon-ID (operator ID, terminal ID, or security ID), but any non-default user IDs are checked.

• If a user signs on under an alias or with a default user ID, the functions $USER-NAME and $USER-ID return the Ideal
for Datacom person name and user ID associated with the alias or default user ID. In addition, that same person name
and user ID are placed in the Created by, Last Modified by, and Compiled by fields for any entities created, modified, or
compiled by that user.

Defining Signon Requirements
There are many different options available to provide you with the method of signon that fits your processing needs. First,
it is important to define those needs.

First you must consider the functionality of the environment for which you are setting up signon procedures. Ask yourself
the following questions:

• Is this a development environment, a QA environment, an end-user production environment?
• What is the nature of the users?
• Is there a need to identify each user uniquely in the CICS and Ideal for Datacom environment as is usually desirable in

a development environment?
• Is there a group of individuals that share information for read-only purposes in a single company or department?
• Do I want to be able to uniquely track each of those users as individuals or as a group?
• Is this a public access system where it does not matter who gets into a group of read-only applications?
• Does your signon needs depend on the nature of the environment and the applications that runs?

Following are some areas to consider. There might be other areas that you need to examine when devising signon
procedures.

 This page contains the following topics:
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TP Monitor Signon

How do the users identify themselves to CICS? Is the TP monitor identity important to the processing that takes place?
CICS Transaction Server requires a security package for signon.

Using a Security Package

You can signon to CICS using an external security package such as Top Secret, ACF2, or RACF. In each security
package, you can customize how this process is carried out. For instance, you can require that each user actually signon
to the security package or you can set up a default user for the environment or a particular transaction. You can also let a
group of users share the same TP monitor definition.

Using the TP Monitor ID

Based on the information you gather regarding the nature of the region, you can decide whether you want individual users
to have their own CICS signons, have a group of users share CICS signons, or whether you want to define a default
signon for transactions, terminal, region, and so on.

You want to provide individual CICS accounts when individuality matters in the CICS environment:

• Transaction security based on user ID
• Chargeback based on CICS user ID

Ideal for Datacom User Definition

The next step in the process is to determine the most efficient way to define your Ideal for Datacom users. This step
requires steps that are similar to the TP monitor signon.

When you define the user signon procedures, ask yourself the following:

• Do you care who the individual Ideal for Datacom user is?
• Do you want to enable a group of users to share a single CICS user definition and also enable multiple CICS users to

share?
• Do you want to enable a single Ideal for Datacom user definition or for each of them to have their own definition,

allowing individuals to set up a default user for a transaction or an environment that anyone can use?

For example, in a development environment, it is usually very important that each person be assigned his own TP monitor
user definition and Ideal for Datacom user definition. Because a programmer is updating entities in Ideal for Datacom, you
want to be able to identify the actual person who is signed on and what entities he last updated and compiled. Whereas, if
a group definition or default user was set up, some of these items would no longer be distinguishable.

It is more likely that in a production environment, where it is not important to know the exact identity of a user who is
signed on, that you share CICS and Ideal for Datacom user definitions. An example might be a read-only application of
non-confidential data. On the other hand, a production application that is allowing updating of more secured data is more
likely to require that the exact identity of the user be known.

Region Considerations

When you make your region considerations, ask yourself the following:

• What are your security needs?
• Do you have several Ideal for Datacom regions sharing a common security environment and want to allow or deny

access to Ideal for Datacom on an environmental basis?
• Do you want to secure particular transactions?
• Do you want to allow access only at certain times of the day, to certain terminals, and so on?
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All of the following options are possible with or without an external security package (although the external security
package makes some options simpler to implement). The most important thing is to define your needs.

1. Interface Ideal for Datacom signon with signon to the TP monitor.
Establish a link between a security package signon-id or TP monitor ID and the Ideal for Datacom user definition.

2. Secure each Ideal for Datacom environment on a user basis.
Through an interface with an external security package, you can assign a name to each Ideal for
Datacom environment or a group of environments and grant access to the environment on an individual basis. Without
a security package, you need to secure Ideal for Datacom transactions.

3. Define group definitions.
You can create an Ideal for Datacom user definition that behaves like a profile and you can add aliases for each TP
monitor user. With this method, any time a change occurs, you only need to modify one user definition.

4. Define default users.
You can assign an Ideal for Datacom user definition to use with a particular Ideal for Datacom transaction or for the
entire Ideal for Datacom environment in the event that an undefined user tries to signon.

5. Limit users to a single session.
You can allow or deny the TP monitor user access to multiple Ideal for Datacom sessions under a single region
through the external security package or in Ideal for Datacom.

The remainder of this chapter contains information about the options and features available to allow you to fulfill your
requirements.

Signon Processing Execution Flow
The signon process controls the first level of security. During signon, either Ideal for Datacom or an external security
system verifies that the user is authorized to access Ideal for Datacom.

In general, the Ideal for Datacom signon process works as follows:

1. Sign on to the teleprocessing monitor system. If a security system is used, the teleprocessing monitor system passes
control to the security system, which determines whether you are allowed to sign on. It then returns your security ID to
the teleprocessing monitor system.

2. Start up Ideal for Datacom. The signon command or transaction you enter invokes an initialization procedure, which:
– Loads the SC00TRAN table and checks for the signon transaction.
– Loads the SC00OPTS table to determine how to get the identity of the operator.
– Optionally, checks to make sure you are not already signed on to Ideal for Datacom somewhere else.
– Loads the IDOPTS table.
– Checks your external security resource class to make sure you can access the product.
– Checks for the user ID in the dictionary (User Definition).
– Executes the signon exit (if necessary).

You can use a default user definition when the user's signon-id is not found in the dictionary.

When you use an external security package to control access to Ideal for Datacom, the security ID identifies the user
instead of an operator ID or a terminal ID. There are differences in the parameter values in the SC00TRAN and IDOPTS
tables, the site options have different settings, and the security ID finds the user definition in the dictionary.

Establishing the Signon Transaction (SC00INIT and SC00TRAN)

To establish a signon transaction, you must make an entry for that transaction in the SCF Transaction Table (SC00TRAN).
In a CICS environment, an entry is also required in the CICS PCT (Program Control Table).

Signon transactions execute the program SC00INIT, which in turn consults the SC00TRAN table for information about
how to process this transaction.
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By specifying PROD=IDL in SC00TRAN, you invoke the Ideal for Datacom version of SCF-based signon processing. This
option controls which product's signon and signoff panels you see and what signon specific product module (SC00xxIN)
executes. For Ideal for Datacom, this module is called SC00IDIN. It processes the signon functions customized for Ideal
for Datacom, for example, processing the transparent signon member specified in TRNDATA.

SC00TRAN contains information about whether a signon transaction is a standard, express, or transparent signon.
The OPTIONS parameter controls this. When OPTIONS = DD,PS the transaction is a standard signon. When
OPTIONS=DD,PS,EX the transaction is an express signon or a transparent signon if the TRNDATA parameter is also
specified.

Identifying the TP Monitor User (SC00INIT and SC00OPTS)

SC00INIT consults the site assembled table SC00OPTS to determine how the TP monitor is retrieved. The SC00OPTS
table SECRTY option affects how the identity of the TP monitor user is determined.

SECRTY Option

The SECRTY option determines whether external security controls access to Ideal for Datacom during signon. The format
of this option is:

        {Y}

SECRTY= {N}

SECRTY=Y
Specifies that an external security system controls access to Ideal for Datacom (and any other SCF-based
products using the same copy of SC00OPTS). If you do not specify this parameter, this option is the default.
A call to CAISSF (Common Components and Services component) is invoked, determines what external security
package is installed, and returns the external security ID that was used to signon to the TP monitor.
When you enter the standard signon transaction, the Ideal for Datacom signon screen displays with the security
ID in the User ID field. (If the security ID is not the same as the Ideal for Datacom Person Name, you must define
the security ID in the dictionary as an alias for the Person Name.) The User ID and Password fields on the signon
screen are protected, so users cannot enter another name or password.
The external security systems that Ideal for Datacom supports can prevent signon if the security system is
unavailable or when a user is not defined to the security system. When the external security system is not set up
to prevent signon in these circumstances (as frequently happens during initial security implementation), Ideal for
Datacom continues the signon process as if security were not enabled. In this case, the Ideal for Datacom signon
screen can display with the User ID and Password fields unprotected.
When you enter an express or transparent signon transaction, the security ID must match a Person Name or an
alias for a Person Name in an Ideal for Datacom User Definition. If the signon fails because the security system
is not available or the user is not defined to the security system, the Ideal for Datacom signon screen can display
with the Person Name and Password fields unprotected. If this happens, Ideal for Datacom security facilities
control signon access.
A call to CAISSF is invoked to ensure the CICS user has access to the Ideal for Datacom environment. This
process is related to the SECPRFX option in IDOPTS described in the section titled Securing User Access by
Region in this chapter.

SECRTY=N
Specifies that only internal Ideal for Datacom security features control access to Ideal for Datacom.
This option is a static option in the SC00OPTS module, which you can maintain in a protected data set. You can
enter the options in any order. To change the SC00OPTS module, enter the values in the SCBOPTCB macro. If
you change the SCBOPTCB macro, you must reassemble and link the SC00OPTS module and, in CICS, recycle
CICS to enable the changes.
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It is possible to signon to the TP monitor through a security package and still set SECRTY=N. This is not
recommended. However, if configured in this fashion, it does require that the security package or other program
propagate the TP monitor data Ideal for Datacom requires.
When you enter a standard signon transaction, the Ideal for Datacom signon screen displays with the TP
monitor ID in the user ID. See the following chart for the particular TP monitor you are using. The User ID can be
optionally protected through SCF option.
When you enter an express or transparent signon, the TP monitor ID is assumed to be the same as the Person
name or user ID unless a default Ideal for Datacom definition or alias is allowed.

The SC00OPTS SECRTY parameter affects signon processing as follows:

Signon-ID source
If SC00OPTS SECRTY=Y, then Signon-ID source is the Security ID. If SC00OPTS SECRTY=N, then Signon-ID
source is the TP Monitor ID CICS: TCTTEOI (OPERID).

SECRPFX= (IDOPTS)
Secures individual access to different regions.

UIDCHK= (IDOPTS)
If SC00OPTS SECRTY=Y, then UIDCHK assumes a value of NO: Aliases allowed.
If SC00OPTS SECRTY=N, then if UIDCHK is YES: the Ideal for Datacom person name and user ID are valid
only. If UIDCHK is NO: then aliases are allowed.

DFLTUSR= (IDOPTS)
Specify a default Ideal for Datacom user ID to assign when the signon ID is not defined.

DFLTUSR= (SC00TRAN)
Specify a default Ideal for Datacom user ID for a particular transaction to assign when the signon ID is not
defined. It overrides the DFLTUSR defined in IDOPTS, if one exists.

SET CHECK DUPLICATE USER
Enables or disables the check for duplicate signon IDs. Replaces old session with new session when duplicate
monitor ID is found.

Signing On in Batch

When you use Ideal for Datacom security facilities to control access to Ideal for Datacom, the SIGNON card, which
contains the PERSON and PASSWORD (or PSW) operands, it controls batch access. The SIGNON card is the first input
card after the EXEC IDBATCH card in VSE and after the EXEC IDLBATCH card in z/OS.

When you use an external security package to control access to Ideal for Datacom, remove the SIGNON card. The user
ID is passed to the external security package in the JCL. For example, in z/OS, Top Secret and ACF2 get the user ID from
the USER=parameter on the JOB card.

Checking for Duplicate Users

The SET SITE CHECK DUPLICATE USER command controls whether duplicate signons are allowed. You can also
set this option through the command SET COMMAND SITE OPTIONS, which displays a fill-in screen (see Setting Site
Options). The format of the SET SITE CHECK DUPLICATE command is as follows:

                              {YES}

                              {NO }

SET SITE CHECK DUPLICATE USER {ON }

                              {OFF}

YES or ON
Specifies that multiple sessions for the same user ID are allowed. A second signon to Ideal for Datacom by the
same user ID is successful, terminating the original session.
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NOTE
This is only effective within a single CICS region. YES is not recommended for a MRO environment with
multiple Application Owning Regions. External security software can be used to ensure unique CICS
users.

NO or OFF
Specifies that Ideal for Datacom allows duplicate signons. If your external security system ensures unique
signons, you should set the CHECK DUPLICATE option (SET SITE CHECK DUPLICATE USER) to NO or OFF.

Securing User Access by Region (IDOPTS SECPRFX = processing when SECRTY=Y)

There are four parameters in the IDOPTS table that affect how signon security is implemented for Ideal for Datacom:

SECPRFX
Establishes the resource class signon entity name used for Ideal for Datacom.

UIDCHK
Determines whether the signon user ID must match the Ideal for Datacom Person Name or User ID.

DFLTUSR
Establishes a default User Definition to use if a match is not found for the signon user ID.
Enter all these options on the FUNC=START statement in the IDOPTSCB macro, which produces the @IIDOPTS
load module.

NOTE
The IDOPTSCB macro specifies site options related to security; therefore, keep the IDOPTSCB macro
in a secure location. This macro produces a complete replacement for the site options load module
@IIDOPTS.

If you change the IDOPTSCB macro, you must reassemble the source member IDOPTS and link edit @IIDOPTS
to implement the changes. (In CICS, you must recycle CICS to implement the changes.)

Establishing the Resource Class Entity Name

The following section details the information about defining specific entities to specific resource classes in the security
system.

SECPRFX

In the external security system, users are defined with access to specific entities in specific resource classes. When a
user signs on to Ideal for Datacom, the resource class for that user ID is checked to determine whether the user can
access the signon entity for Ideal for Datacom. Normally for Ideal for Datacom, the signon entity name is $ISIGNON.
However, you can change the name of the signon entity by including the SECPRFX parameter in the IDOPTS table. This
lets you restrict access to Ideal for Datacom systems in different CICS regions through the resource class definitions in
your security system, based on the signon entities defined for each region with a different @IIDOPTS load module. See
the section titled Enabling External Security in this chapter for specific information about external security.

NOTE
This option is used only with external security systems.

The format of the SECPRFX option is:

SECPRFX=xx

The value of xx is a two-character value used as the prefix to the value SIGNON to create a resource class member name
for the Ideal for Datacom environment controlled by this @IIDOPTS load module. If you do not specify this parameter, the
prefix is $I.
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In a production environment that uses transparent signon, users do not normally see the Ideal for Datacom signon screen.
This provides an extra measure of security for the production environment. However, the Ideal for Datacom signon screen
displays if an undefined user tries to signon and your external security system does not reject undefined users. To prevent
this from happening:

• Define all users of the Ideal for Datacom production environment to the security system, with the appropriate resource
class (CACMD) and signon entity.

• Set up the security system so that a resource check prevents signon when a user is not defined or the security system
is not active.

If your production region uses a separate @IIDOPTS load module, you can also use the resource class entity names to
enhance security for production systems. To use the resource class as an additional security measure for your production
region, use the SECPRFX parameter in the IDOPTS table to establish different resource entity names for each CICS
region that has a separate @IIDOPTS load module. Then you can define your user groups in the security system with
separate CACMD entity names, restricting their access to a specific CICS region.

For example, if you have separate development and production environments, you can set the SECPRFX parameter to
two different values, one in each version of the @IIDOPTS load module. If the SECPRFX parameter for the development
system is DI and the SECPRFX parameter for the production system is PI, you could then define two or more user groups
with access to these different resource class signon entities.

In the following table, three user groups are defined:

Developers (DEV1)
-Access only to the development system

Quality assurance people (QA)
-Access to the development system for testing, and to the production system for upgrading with approved
changes

Production system users (PROD)
-Access only to the production system

User Name Resource Class Signon Entity
DEV1 CACMD DISIGNON
QA CACMD DISIGNON

PISIGNON
PROD CACMD PISIGNON

The resource class name is not CACMD for all security products. The value set by the SECPRFX parameter is prefixed to
the value SIGNON to create the resource class signon entity name. Specific examples for different security products are
shown in the upcoming section titled Enabling External Security.

Determining Alias or Group User Definition

When SC00OPTS SECRTY=N, the UIDCHK option determines whether the TP monitor ID must match the Ideal for
Datacom Person Name for User ID.

The format for the UIDCHK parameter is:

       {NO }

UIDCHK={YES}
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NO
Specifies that the TP monitor ID does not have to match the Ideal for Datacom Person Name or user ID. It lets
you define a single or multiple TP monitor under a single Ideal for Datacom user definition by adding one or more
aliases to the Ideal for Datacom user definition.

YES
Specifies that the TP monitor ID must match the Ideal for Datacom Person Name or User ID. An alias does not
satisfy this integrity check. If you do not specify UIDCHK, YES is the default. UIDCHK=YES is ignored when
SC00OPTS SECRTY=Y.

Processing Default Users

You can establish a default user definition for all users not specifically defined to Ideal for Datacom by including the
DFLTUSR parameter in the IDOPTS table. The format of this parameter is:

        {default-id}

DFLTUSR={NONE      }

default-id
Identifies the three-character Ideal for Datacom user ID that identifies the user definition used as the default. The
authorizations specified in this user definition are used for all users not otherwise defined in the dictionary. The
user definition identified by default-ID must be defined in the dictionary, but no aliases are required to access the
default user definition.

NONE
Indicates that no default is used. If an operator ID, terminal ID, or security ID used to sign on does not match a
user ID, person name, or alias in the dictionary, the signon fails.

NOTE

• If a default user is specified in the signon transaction entry in the SCF Transaction Table, it overrides any
default user specified in the IDOPTS table.

• If you specify a default user when UIDCHK has a value of YES, the default user person name or user ID
does not have to match the signon-ID (operator ID, terminal ID, or security ID), but any non-default user IDs
are checked.

SCF Transaction Table (SC00TRAN)
The installation SC00TRAN member provides the entries for the standard signon transaction (IDEA) and one express
signon transaction (IDLX).

All sites should only have SCF-based product transaction definitions in the SC00TRAN table. For more information, see
How to Modify the SCF Transaction Table (SC00TRAN).

Terminal initiated transactions start with program SC00INIT, which first looks in SC00TRAN for the details. If the
transaction is not found, it assumes that this is an Ideal transaction and passes control to Ideal for further analysis. Ideal
then looks in the Online Transaction Management table (preferred) or SCUMTRAN.

Online Transaction Management Overview
The Ideal Online Transaction Management feature manages transactions through lists and groups stored as VLS
members.

Online Transaction Management is the preferred method to use for maintaining all user-defined transactions. It replaces
the use of the assembled transaction tables SCUMTRAN, SCASTRAN, and SCWBTRAN.
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The Online Transaction Management feature lets you maintain all user-defined transactions individually online, without an
outage in CICS. The ability to maintain CICS tables in this way is limited to Ideal transactions only. SC00TRAN is still used
to look up SCFD, SCFS, SAST, NETT (or their MRO equivalents), and product transition transactions. A single memory
table is built from VLS at startup for all other transactions.

Transactions are managed through lists and groups. Each CICS region uses one LIST that contains one or more
transaction GROUPs. Lists and groups are stored as VLS members in the IDDAT library. Maintenance can be done at the
group level or the transaction level.

Convert to Online Transaction Management

The following process converts the transaction definitions that are currently in assembled tables (SCUMTRAN/
SC00TRAN, SCASTRAN, SCWBTRAN, and SCEXTRAN) to LIST and GROUP VLS members. These LIST and GROUP
members are used to build and update an in-core transaction table. This conversion lets you maintain individual CICS
transactions online.

The Online Transaction Management feature lets you maintain all user-defined transactions individually online, without an
outage in CICS. The ability to maintain CICS tables in this way is limited to Ideal transactions only. SC00TRAN is still used
to look up SCFD, SCFS, SAST, NETT (or their MRO equivalents), and product transition transactions. A single memory
table is built from VLS at startup for all other transactions.

Transactions are managed through lists and groups. Each CICS region uses one LIST that contains one or more
transaction GROUPs. Lists and groups are stored as VLS members in the IDDAT library. Maintenance can be done at the
group level or the transaction level.

Follow these steps to convert from assembled transaction tables to the new online transaction management:

1. Issue the following command in Ideal.
@I$CALL ADLGCN

This command is a one-time call to create an initial LIST and one or more GROUP members. The created LIST
and GROUPs are based on the assembled tables (SCUMTRAN/SC00TRAN, SCASTRAN, SCWBTRAN, and
SCEXTRAN).
The list is named xxxxLIST. The groups are named xxxxTERM, xxxxASYN, xxxxWEB, and xxxxEXCI. The xxxx prefix
is the SYSID of the CICS region. These initial groups contain only one transaction type, but groups are allowed to
have a mix of transaction types.

NOTE
We recommend duplicating these groups to new names that are meaningful for your site. Duplicating these
groups avoids a potential overlay by ADLGCN.

2. (Optional) If you prefer not to use the new transaction table immediately (and continue using the assembled tables),
duplicate the list to a new name. You can then delete the list to prevent it from being used.
A LIST is only used when the name of the list is in the format: xxxxLIST, where xxxx is the CICS SYSID.

3. Review each of the groups that were created in the list and the transactions that were created in each of the groups for
accuracy.
Use the LIST and GROUP editors to make any desired changes.
– One possible scheme is to name the groups that contain all the transactions for a particular system sysGROUP.

This naming convention makes it easier to move an Ideal system to a different AOR, for example.
– You can add, modify, delete, or rearrange transaction entries within the groups.

4. Use one of the following methods to initiate the build of the online transaction table:
Option 1:

Run transaction IDP2 in native CICS.
This option initiates the transaction table to be built and uses the corresponding LIST for the region. You can
confirm the success or failure of the build by looking for IDAEPL2P messages in the JESMSGLG of the CICS job.
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Option 2:
At the next recycle, if the list is found for the region, then the first run that needs the table builds the online
transaction table, instead of using the assembled tables.

NOTE
This build process flags problems by issuing messages to the message log, but it continues on unless
a fatal error is encountered. Since SC00TRAN contains all of the critical transactions, the administrator
can review these messages, correct any missing groups or entries, and retry.

5. Use the command DISPLAY TRANSACTIONS (or D TRA) to show a list of all the transactions that are currently
installed. This display also lets you search or filter the transactions using standard commands, such as FIND and
INCLUDE.

Maintain Transactions with LISTs and GROUPs

Use the LIST and GROUP editors in Ideal for Datacom to maintain all transactions. Use the LIST and GROUP editors to
manage transaction definitions and maintain transaction usage.

Once the conversion process is complete, and the in-core transaction table has been built, you can use the new LIST and
GROUP editors to maintain all transactions. You can change transaction definitions by editing the appropriate GROUP
entity. The new INSTALL and REMOVE commands let you maintain transaction usage.

Defining transactions with Online Transactions Management

LISTs and GROUPs can be created with the CREATE LIST and CREATE GROUP commands. The EDIT LIST and EDIT
GROUP commands can update them. You can edit LISTs and GROUPs with standard editing commands (Editing in Ideal
for Datacom). You can also use the commands ALTER, DELETE, DISPLAY, PRINT, DUPLICATE, and DELETE. The full list
of available commands is documented in Ideal for Datacom Reference.

LIST Fill-In

The LIST editor fill-in is used to display or modify the list of transaction definition groups for a specific CICS region. Each
entry in the list names a group of transaction definitions. These groups can be organized by type, system, or any way
desired. Transactions in these groups are merged into a single table for lookup purposes. Group names are converted to
upper case automatically, but comments may be in mixed case.

GROUP Fill-In

The GROUP editor fill-in is used to display or modify transaction definitions in a group. Transaction definition details are
entered into the GROUP editor screen as follows:

Command Type  ID    Sys  Program   Vers  Member   Run Sec User

======  ====  ====  ===  == TOP =  ====  ========  =   =  === 

000100  WEB   IDWV  $ID  WEBVRFY   001                    $ID

000200  ASYN  IDAV  $ID  ASYNCVER  001             N      $ID

......                                                       

......   

......                                                       

......                                                       

......                                                       

000400  TERM  ROLL                       ROLL             $ID        
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NOTE
Terminal transactions require only member and user details. Other types require system, program, and version
information.

where
Type

Defines whether the transaction is for TERMinal, WEB, ASYNchronous, or EXCI use. The first character of each
type is sufficient.

ID
Enter the four-character transaction ID.

Sys
The three-character SYSTEM name where the program resides.

Program
The eight-character program name.

Vers
Enter the version of the program, or PROD for production status programs.

Member
Enter the name of the member. For a terminal transaction, the member contains the RUN command that names
the program. For other types, the member contains commands to be executed before the program starts.

Run
For ASYN type only, this indicates whether parameter data is being passed on the RUN command.

Sec
For WEB transactions, Sec indicates if the secure interface is used.

User
User indicates the owner of the member, or the default user ID for the run.

INSTALL

You can use the INSTALL command to make new and updated transaction definitions available for use. You can install
transactions individually, or you can install the entire group. You must also install the transaction in CICS, using CEDA,
before the transaction can be used.

REMOVE

You can use the REMOVE command to remove transactions or make them unavailable for use. The transaction definition
remains in the GROUP member and in the transaction table in global storage. However, it is marked as not in use and
does not show in DISPLAY TRANSACTIONS. Removing transactions does not affect the CICS definition.

Remove Online Transaction Management

The following procedure describes the steps for removing the Online Transaction Management feature. Following these
steps lets your site return to using the assembled transaction tables.

1. Delete the LIST for the region.
A LIST can only be used when the name is in the format: xxxxLIST, where xxxx is the CICS SYSID.

2. Use one of the following methods to delete the in-core transaction table in global storage:

Option 1

a. Verify how many blocks are allocated for the transaction table.
b. Issue the following command.
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@I$SCF GST=$ID-TRA-TBL-001. 

c. Increment ‘001’ to go to the next block. Keep incrementing the number until you get a message that the global
storage cannot be found. For example, if the message is received for $ID-TRA-TBL-003, then the table has two
blocks that are allocated.

d. Issue the following command to free the storage for the first block.
@I$SCF FGS=$ID-TRA-TBL-001

e. Repeat the command (with the updated block number) for each block that is allocated.

Option 2

a. Recycle the CICS region.

SCF User-Maintained Transactions Table (SCUMTRAN)
Ideal for Datacom searches the SCF User-Maintained Transactions (SCUMTRAN) table if SCF has not located an entry in
SC00TRAN. SCUMTRAN can be reloaded while the CICS  region is running.

Therefore, it is advantageous to move all user-maintained transactions to that table. The IDEA and IDLX transactions
should remain in SC00TRAN because they are also used to process the "IDEAL" transfer command, or menu option, in
DDOL.

SCUMTRAN uses the same SCTRANTB macro as SC00TRAN. The SCTRANTB TYPE=INITIAL needs no further
parameters, as these are only meaningful in SC00TRAN. If any are coded, they have no effect in execution.

Sites wanting a quick conversion can simply rename their existing SC00TRAN load module as SCUMTRAN, and re-
assemble SC00TRAN without the user entries. The duplicate entries for DDOL do not affect anything, as the SC00TRAN
version takes precedence.

NOTE
For sites where CICS Program auto-install is disabled, the CICS Resource Definition entry for PROGRAM
SCASTRAN must be copied and renamed to SCUMTRAN.

SCUMTRAN SCTRANTB TYPE=INITIAL

      SCTRANTB TYPE=ENTRY,TRANID=QPAY,PROD=IDL,          X

          OPTIONS=(DD,EX,PS),                            X

          DFLTUSR=PAY,                                   X

          TRNDATA='N$IDQSTARTUP',                        X

          XFERCMD=IDEAL

      ...

      SCTRANTB TYPE=FINAL

      END    

    

The table entry for an Ideal for Datacom signon transaction contains the following parameters:
TRANID

Identifies the four-character transaction identifier. In CICS, the TRANSID parameter value is in the CICS PCT
entry.

PROD
Identifies the current Broadcom product. In this example, IDL refers to Ideal for Datacom.

OPTIONS
Establishes the options currently available. These options include:
DD

Initializes Datadictionary access
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EX
Invokes express signon

PS
Enables the print subsystem

TRNDATA='xyyyzzzzzzzz' - (For transparent signon only)
An optional 12-character field that passes data to the initialization routine. The data must be delimited by single
quotes (') for Ideal for Datacom and must contain the following values:
x

Y
If the site-supplied signon exit is called

N
If no signon exit is called

yyy
The Ideal for Datacom user-ID of the user whose member is executed at signon.

zzzzzzzz
The one- to eight-character name of the member to execute at signon. This member contains a RUN
command to initiate the appropriate application.

NOTE
No SIGNON member is executed if no name is specified in the TRNDATA parameter of the SCF
Transaction Table entry and the signon exit program does not specify a user name and member
name. If the TRNDATA parameter is set to Y but you did not specify SET SITE ENVIRONMENT
SIGNON-EXIT, neither the member specified for TRNDATA nor the user's signon member is executed.
The Ideal for Datacom Main Menu displays when the signon is complete.

XFERCMD=
When issued in another product session, the command results in transfer to this product.
If the SCF Transaction Table is updated, reassemble and link it to create a new SC00TRAN load module. For
details, see How to Modify the SCF Transaction Table (SC00TRAN).

CICS PCT Definitions
For CICS, an entry must be present in the PCT for each signon transaction. The entries that establish a standard Ideal for
Datacom signon and an express signon are automatically provided during the installation of Ideal for Datacom. Add one
additional entry for each additional express signon transaction ID and for each transparent signon transaction ID.

The following entry is for the standard Ideal for Datacom signon transaction.

DEFINE   TRANSACTION(IDEA) PROGRAM(SC00INIT)                    

        GROUP(IL11GRP) TWASIZE(64) PROFILE(IL11PRF) SPURGE(YES)

Except for the TRANSACTION value, the CICS PCT entry is the same for all Ideal for Datacom signon transactions. The
value specified for TRANSACTION must match the value for the TRANID in the SCF Transaction Table. The TWASIZE
must be 64 for all SCF transactions.

To determine which PCT entries reference SC00INIT, SC00DISP, and SC00SAST, and to see what type of entry the
transaction is, enter the command DISPLAY PCT.

The DISPLAY PCT in Ideal for Datacom command displays the following information:

TRAN  INITIAL   TYPE OF     TWA    PRD
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ID    PROGRAM   ENTRY       SIZE                                                                                   

CWBA  DFHWBA    WEB INTF.     0         Transaction not in SCWBTRAN

DDOL  SC00INIT               12    DDO                    

IDEA  SC00INIT               64    IDL                             

IDLX  SC00INIT  FINAL-ID     64    IDL       

IDW2  DFHWBA    WEB INTF.    64         WWW.WEBDEMO2(001)          

IDW3  DFHWBA    WEB INTF.    64         WWW.WEBDEMO3(001)           

IPCV  SC00INIT               64    IPC                             

JULA  SC00NATD  ASYNC        64         JUL.ASYNC000(1N  )  

SAST  SC00SAST  COMP/PRINT   64                                    

SCFD  SC00DISP  ACCOUNT-ID   64                                    

SCF2  SC00DISP  ACCOUNT-ID   64                                    

SPQR  SC00INIT  FINAL-ID     64    IDL  $ID.STARTUP 

Startup Member
The key to a production environment is a startup member that is executed when a user signs on to Ideal for Datacom.
It contains the SET and RUN commands necessary to run the production application in a sheltered environment. You
can establish this environment so that there is no Ideal for Datacom command area (see the following example) and so
that Ideal for Datacom is totally transparent to the end user. The startup member is associated with the transaction ID and
is specified in the TRNDATA= parameter of the SCF Transaction Table entry.

It executes for any user who specifies that transaction ID. The startup member overrides any signon member that can
exist for a user who signs on to Ideal for Datacom using the transparent signon.

The following example illustrates a production environment startup member for CICS:

MEM PROD

MEMBER:

         SEQ    DATA 

         000100 SEL SYS ORD

         000200 SET CMD LINES 0

         000300 SET CMD SEP N

         000400 SET ENV ACCOUNT-ID ORDS

         000500 SET RUN QUITIDEAL YES

         000600 SET ENV FINAL-ID NONE

         000700 SET RUN CLEAR RESHOW

         000800 RUN ORDERS PROD

The commands are as follows:

SEQ 100
Indicates that the ORD system is selected.

SEQ 200
Suppresses the command region by specifying 0 command lines. This prevents the user from issuing any Ideal
for Datacom commands.

SEQ 300
Suppresses the line that separates the command and message area from the display area. In addition to
restricting the user from using Ideal for Datacom commands, these two commands increase the screen size
available for running production applications.
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SEQ 400
ORDS is designated as the transaction for which statistics are recorded (instead of SCFD, which is the default
when IDLX is invoked). There must be a PCT entry for the ORDS transaction. You can model this entry from the
SCFD PCT entry. (For tuning purposes, the priority assigned to ORDS can be higher or lower than SCFD.)

NOTE
This command is designed for use in CICS. It can be issued in batch, or it is ignored.

SEQ 500
Issues an automatic OFF when the current RUN ends.

SEQ 600
Does not schedule a CICS transaction when Ideal for Datacom is signed off. This returns control directly to CICS
and displays a blank screen.

NOTE
You can issue this command in batch but it is ignored.

SEQ 700
The CLEAR key refreshes the current panel (instead of ending the RUN).

SEQ 800
The ORDERS program is invoked with a RUN command. This eliminates the need for the end user to know the
name of the program or the format of the RUN command. This also places the presentation area under the control
of the application at the beginning of the session. Also, since only the PROD versions of programs, subprograms,
and dataviews are run in this example, you can use it in a transported environment.
When the first user signs on using a transparent signon-ID, the start-up member is read from the IDDAT member
library. The member is then compressed. Leading and trailing blanks are compressed from the member. All
comments are dropped. However, multiple blanks between command words are not removed.
Some tips for making the most of this optimization are:

• Use the short version of the command syntax.
• Examine your site options to determine if changing them eliminates the need to specify some commands in

start-up members.
• Ensure that you use only one blank between command words

If the compressed member is less than 800 bytes, a CICS GETMAIN is issued for CICS. This eliminates I/O for
subsequent transparent signons using that start-up member. To change the member, edit or delete it on the same CICS
where the change is needed.

If the compressed member is more than 800 bytes, it is not built in core. If the member name is SIGNON and the user ID
is the same as the user signing on, the member is not loaded into global storage.

Enabling External Security
Consider the following items when enabling external security for Ideal for Datacom. Sites using an external security
product to signon to the TP monitor should implement this method that extracts the security-id and removes dependencies
on TP monitor-IDs.

This page contains the following topics:

Common Components and Services Requirements

Install the Common Components and Services component, CAISSF.

For more information, see the Common Components and Services for z/OS Services installation and maintenance
documentation.
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You must assemble CAS9SAFC with CICS=NO.

RACF users must pay special attention to the section titled Customize CAISSF for RACF and RACF-Compatible
Products.

Security Product Definitions

Authorize the user for access to the CACMD signon resource.

For ACF2 and Top Secret, the resource class should already be present. RACF users should have added the resource
class in during the installation of CAISSF.

The syntax of the Broadcom Command resource class name is as follows:

 CA Top Secret:      CACMD

 CA ACF2:            CAC

 RACF:               CA@MD

 

For Ideal for Datacom, security users require access to CACMD value spSIGNON, where sp is the two-character
SECPRFX assigned in IDOPTS.

For examples of security product definitions and more information about other SCF-based product requirements, see the
IPC implementation documentation.

Ideal for Datacom Specifications

You need to:

• Establish a link between the security ID and an Ideal for Datacom user definition using one of the following methods.
• Ideal for Datacom user name can match security-id. If this is not already true, you can modify existing user definitions

by changing long names to match security-id names using DDUPDATE. However, it does require that you delete all
test and history PERSON (USERS) occurrences first.
To change the actual person names, you can simply run the following transactions in a single DDUPDATE batch job.
Use a set of these transactions for each person name you want to change. Given a table of existing and new names,
you can easily write a program to generate the transactions.

     -UPD PERSON,old-name(PROD,,ovrd)    

     1000 NEWNAME,new-name   

     -END    

 

This method also modifies the DD user signon definition, but not the DQ user in entirety.

• If Ideal for Datacom users are already defined and the security-id does not match the current user-id, add a dictionary
alias to the person equal to the security-id. You can easily add aliases in a single batch job executing DDUPDATE. You
can update the prod version occurrences.

• Use the DFLTUSR option in SC00TRAN on a transaction basis or in IDOPTS as an environment option. If you specify
a default user for the transaction, it takes precedence over a default user specified in IDOPTS. This is only a viable
alternative if the Ideal for Datacom user definition used to signon does not need to be distinguishable in Ideal for
Datacom.

• Reassemble a separate copy of IDOPTS for each region where you want a different SECPRFX or DFLTUSR. Set
UIDCHK=NO.

• The Ideal for Datacom SIGNON statement no longer determines the identity of a batch user since the user ID is
passed to the external security package in the JCL. Each security product can function differently, depending on the
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security inheritance mechanisms in place. Security inheritance becomes an issue when batch jobs are submitted from
online.

• Reassemble SC00OPTS with parameter SECRTY=YES. For details on maintaining SC00OPTS, see the IPC
implementation documentation.

• If you want unique signons, implement using the security product where possible. It is also possible to establish this
functionality in Ideal for Datacom by issuing the IPC SCF command SET COMMAND SITE OPTIONS and specifying
“Check duplicate user:” as Y. This allows each security user a single session in the Ideal for Datacom region.

• To suppress compile messages, issue the IPC SCF command SET COMMAND SITE OPTIONS and specify
“Asynchronous messages:” as N (None).

• To suppress network print messages, issue the IPC PSS command SET OUTPUT SITE OPTIONS and specify “Post
successful message:” as N (No).

Programming Considerations

$USER Functions

The $USER-NAME and $USER-ID PDL functions used in Ideal for Datacom programs return the long name and short-
id of the Ideal for Datacom user definition accessed for signon. You must consider these functions when implementing
the external security product interface during Ideal for Datacom signon processing, or more simply put, when SC00OPTS
parameter SECRTY is set to YES.

If the security-ID already matches the 1-15 character Ideal for Datacom user name, it is unlikely that these functions have
any impact on existing applications. You should also consider the impact of DFLTUSRs on $USER-NAME and $USER-ID
if DFLTUSR is being investigated as a viable option for user definition.

Determine the results for these functions:

• Does the value of $USER-NAME match the security-ID of the user signed on?
• Does the current value of $USER-NAME or $USER-ID have a relationship to any other code or tables?
• Are unique values expected for the $USER-NAME and $USER-ID functions?

The answers to these and other similar questions can influence the type of modifications that you need to make to existing
Ideal for Datacom user definitions or existing Ideal for Datacom code.

Submission Utilities

When external security is enabled in the Ideal for Datacom environment, batch signon no longer processes the SIGNON
command, but instead uses the JOBCARD USER assignment as the Ideal for Datacom signon-ID. Ideal for Datacom
supports utility programs (@I$EXEC1 and pre-r2.2 @I$SUBMT) that submit batch jobs from Ideal for Datacom programs.
If programs exist that use this functionality, it is possible you need to modify the programs, depending on the way the JCL
input is generated in the code.

IDOPTSCB Macros for Security Samples
The following IDOPTSCB macro is a sample of how you might set up a production system using external security to
control access to Ideal for Datacom. For this region, the SCBOPTCB macro contains the parameters SECRTY=Y.

IDOPTS CSECT

            IDOPTSCB FUNC=START,                            X

                TYPE=DC,                                    X

                UIDCHK=NO,                                  X

                SECPRFX=IP,                                 X

                DFLTUSR=NONE,                               X

                ATZEXIT=USERPGM1

            IDOPTSCB FUNC=ATZ,                              X
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                    .

                    .

                    .

            IDOPTSCB FUNC=END

The following parameters were set in the IDOPTSCB macro:

• The UIDCHK parameter was set to bypass the operator or monitor ID check since the security system performs
integrity checks. Your security IDs do not have to match a Person Name or User ID in a valid Ideal for Datacom User
Definition. You can use an alias to obtain the Ideal for Datacom authorizations.

• The SECPRFX parameter was set to IP to create a resource signon entity named IPSIGNON. Production users must
be defined to the security system with the resource class CACMD and signon entity IPSIGNON.

• The DFLTUSR parameter was set to NONE, which means that users cannot sign on to Ideal for Datacom if their
security ID does not match the Person Name or an alias for the Person Name of a valid Ideal for Datacom User
Definition.

If your site does not use external security to control access to Ideal for Datacom, the SCBOPTCB macro must specify that
SECRTY=N. The IDOPTSCB macro might use the following parameters:

IDOPTS CSECT

           IDOPTSCB FUNC=START,                            X

               TYPE=DC,                                    X

               UIDCHK=YES,                                 X

               DFLTUSR=DEF,                                X

               ATZEXIT=USERPGM1

           IDOPTSCB FUNC=ATZ,                              X

                   .

                   .

                   .

           IDOPTSCB FUNC=END

Since external security is not used to check Ideal for Datacom integrity, the UIDCHK parameter is set to YES. This
requires the signon-ID to match the Person Name or User ID of a valid User Definition. If the signon-ID does not match
the Person Name or User ID of a valid User Definition, the default User Definition specified on the DFLTUSR parameter
is used. For this sample, a User Definition must be present with the User ID DEF. You should set it up to provide the
minimum Ideal for Datacom authorizations.

Customizing the Ideal for Datacom Environment
Learn about methods for customizing the Ideal for Datacom environment through session control facilities, environment
conditions, option blocks, etc. Information includes command syntax and screen examples.

For example, you can:

• Set session control facility options
• Set site and environment conditions
• Customize the Ideal for Datacom option blocks
• Maintain print authorizations
• Manage and administer print services
• Enable case translation in CICS

Find descriptions, command syntax, screen examples, and other information for customizing the Ideal for Datacom
environment.
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Session Control Facility Options
You can set the Session Control Facility options using a fill-in. The Ideal for Datacom Administrator accesses this fill-in
with the following command:

SET COMMAND SITE [OPTIONS]

The following illustration reflects how the fill-in appears when Ideal for Datacom is first installed. Changes to these options
take effect immediately.

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL:       SCF option block           SCF#OPTIONS                    FILL-IN

                         Set SCF   “site”   options

                         --------------------------

 Command “comment”   character:      :

 Command “delimiter” character:      ;

 Command “repeat”    character:      -

 Command “reshow”    character:     

 Number of command lines:            3           (0-5)

 Decimal symbol:                     .           (. ,)

 Currency symbol:                    $

 Date format:                        A           (A, E, I)

 Region separator:                   -           (N=none, G=grid, other=itself)

 Asynchronous messages:              U           (U=User, N=None)

 Command reshow?                     N           (Y/N)

 UPPER CASE PANELS AND MESSAGES?     N           (Y/N)

 Translate to upper case in batch?   N           (Y/N)

 Maximum number of regions :         4           (1-4)

 Maximum number of PF keys :         48          (0-48)

 Maximum number of PA keys :         4           (0-4)

 Size of the working buffer:          4000       (4000 - 64000)

 Log file name :                     ADRL

 Trace file name :                   ADRT

 Check duplicate user:               N           (Y/N)

The following list provides an explanation of the fields in the previous screen shown:

Command “comment” character

NOTE
Establishes the default command comment character. This character marks the beginning of a comment
in the command area. You can specify any special character (except underscore). (You can use
command comments to defer execution of commands online until the comment character is removed or
for commands in batch.) In an Ideal for Datacom member, the colon (:) is the only comment character
recognized, regardless of the SCF option setting.

Command “delimiter” character
Establishes the default command delimiter that separates multiple commands entered on a single command
line. Specify any non-national special character (except underscore). Each user can specify a different command
delimiter character. The command delimiter is valid only for screen input online.
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Command “repeat” character
Establishes the default command repeat character. You can enter this character to cause re-execute the most
recently executed command. Specify any special character (except underscore).

Command “reshow” character
Establishes the default command reshow character. This character causes all subsequent commands to remain in
the command area after execution. Specify any special character (except underscore).

Number of command lines
Establishes the default number of command lines reserved in the command region.
Limit: 0 to 5

Decimal symbol
Establishes the default decimal symbol. The digit separator character defaults to the opposite of this decimal
symbol. Valid values are as follows:
.

Period
,

Comma
Currency symbol

Establishes the default currency symbol. You can specify any character. The installation default is a hex '5B',
which displays as a dollar sign on United States English terminals.

Date format
Establishes the default date format. Valid values are as follows:
A

-American (MM/DD/YY)
E

-European (DD/MM/YY)
I

-International (YY/MM/DD)
Region separator

Establishes the default command region separator character. A separator line consists of this character, repeated
across the screen, to distinguish between the command area and the execution regions. Valid values are:

• N-None (blanks)
• G-Grid (a formatted scale line)
• Any special character

Asynchronous messages
Establishes whether asynchronous messages, such as print and compile completion messages, display during
the session by default. Valid values are:
U

-All asynchronous messages for a signed-on user display during the session. Undisplayed messages
from a previous session display at signon.

N
-No asynchronous messages display.

You can set this option to NONE to prevent users from receiving someone else's messages from a previous
session on the same terminal.

Command reshow
Establishes the default action for commands. Yes retains all commands in the command region after execution.
No erases all successfully executed commands from the command area after execution.
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UPPER CASE PANELS AND MESSAGES
Establishes the default system panels as uppercase panels and displays all messages in uppercase as the
default.

Translate to upper case in batch
Indicates whether text submitted for printing in batch is converted to uppercase. Enter Y (yes) for translation to
uppercase or N (no) for no translation.

Maximum number of regions
Establishes the maximum number of regions a user can specify.
Limit: 1 to 4
The command region (region number 0) and product region (region number 1) count as 2, therefore specify 3 or 4
to allow SPLIT to start a second or third session.

Maximum number of PF keys
Establishes a limit on the number of PF keys supported.
Limit: 0 to 48

Maximum number of PA keys
Establishes a limit on the number of PA keys supported.
Limit: 0 to 4

Size of the working buffer
Establishes the size of the buffer Ideal for Datacom editors use for global editing. A larger value speeds up editing
at the expense of main memory.
Limit: 4000 to 64000

Log file name
Establishes the CICS TDQueue name of the Log File. Specify one to four characters. The first character must be
an alphabetic or national character. The rest can be alphabetic, national, or digits. This name must be the same
as the name specified for the IPC DCT entries in Ideal for Datacom's IDSYSFT and IDLCICS and in the procedure
that executes IDBATCH.

Trace file name
The CICS TDQueue name of the Trace File. Specify one to four characters. The first must be an alphabetic or
national character. The rest can be alphabetic, national, or digits. This name must be the same as the name
specified for the IPC DCT entries in Ideal for Datacom's IDSYSFT, IDLCICS, and in the procedure that executes
IDBATCH.

Check duplicate user
Establishes whether duplicate signons are allowed. Specify Y to prevent users from signing on when they are
already signed on with the same host user definition somewhere else. Specify N if your external security system
ensures unique signons or if you want to allow duplicate signons.

NOTE
To check for duplicate user IDs at signon when SC00PTS SECRTY=N, CICS sites must provide a CICS
op-ID in the TCTTEOI.

SET SITE Commands--Set Site Options
SET SITE commands establish and change default values for an entire site. Any default value set with a SET SITE
command becomes the site default and remains in effect until another SET SITE command resets it or until an individual
user temporarily overrides it with a SET command.

This page contains the following topics:
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SET SITE Commands

Each Ideal for Datacom SET option is installed with a default that the Ideal for Datacom Administrator can override using
a SET SITE command. The result becomes the site default. Individual commands can set some site options. Others are
changed by changing a value on a fill-in.

For consistency, you can keep and execute a member containing all the current site options after an upgrade.

For each upgrade to an Ideal for Datacom system, the default site options are reinstalled. Rather than resetting your
options manually each time there is a new release of Ideal for Datacom or trying to remember which options were set with
your last release, an alternative is available.

Create a member that contains SET SITE commands to set default site options for your production environment. The
next time you upgrade to a new release of Ideal for Datacom, sign on to Ideal for Datacom and execute your SET SITE
member. The following is an example of a SET SITE member:

SET SITE VERSION LAST

SET SITE EDIT MARGIN LEFT

SET SITE EDIT MULTIPLIER RIGHT

SET SITE RUN LOOPLIMIT 5000

After an upgrade to a new release of IPC or an increase in the size of your ADROUT library, the output destination
commands are also reinstalled.

Site Options for Output

To change any of the PSS site options, sign in to Ideal for Datacom and issue one of the following commands:

SET OUTPUT SITE OPTIONS

Or

SET OUT SITE

This command retrieves the current set of PSS site option values and displays them in the following panel:

=>

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  IDEAL:         SET OUT OPT (PSS)                PSS#OPTIONS           FILL-IN

 

                          Set PSS  "site"  options

                          ------------------------

 

  Spool name:                        ADROUT

  Maximum number of lines:           64000      (1-64K)

  Default retention period:          02         (1-99)

  Default number of copies:          01         (1-99)

  Default print status:              RELEASE    (Release/Hold/Keep)

  Default output width:              120        (1-240)

  Default network printer width:     132        (0-240)

  Post successful msg:               Y          (y/n)

  Name of the batch JCL proc:        PSSUTIL

  Default destination

          Type:    LIBRARY                  (LIBrary/NETwork/SYStem)
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          Name     ___________________________________________________

 

  Date format                        A          (A, E or I)

  Directory name:                    $PSSDIR$

  Destination table name:            $PSSDST$

  System name:                       PSS

  Prefix name:                       PSS#

  Suppress non-display characters    N          (y/n)

  Maximum retention period:          03         (1-99)

  Maximum number of output members:  0500       (10-9999)

  Percent full occupancy warning:    99         (1-99)

  Multiple CPU environment:          N          (y/

n)                                                                             

To display this panel, you must have Print Administrator authorization. If you need to change a PSS site option but do not
have proper authorization, contact your site coordinator.

To modify a PSS site option, overtype a field entry and press Enter. Each change is stored in the PSS remains in effect
until it is modified again.

If you change the value of any of these options, the change affects all of the people who use Ideal for Datacom print
files. Changes only take effect in sessions that begin after you specify new site options. A person who is using Ideal for
Datacom as you specify site options must sign out and then sign in to have the new options take effect.

A subset of the options contained on this fill-in is available to Ideal for Datacom users, so that you can override some site
options for the current session. The fill-in containing these session options is accessed with the SET OUTPUT SESSION
OPTIONS command. 

Spool name
Specify a valid file name. Specifies the ddname of the output library. Before you modify this value, see How to
Change Default File Names in the IPC implementation documentation for z/OS.

Maximum number of lines
Specifies the maximum number of lines a report can contain when an output member is generated on-line. Valid
values are numbers from 1 through 64000; however, the session option value cannot be greater than the site
option value. There is no limit to the length of an output member generated in batch.
The following is the syntax for the command to set this option:
►►─ SET ─┬─ OUTPUT ─┬── MAXLINES ─ nnnnn ─────────────►◄

          └─ OUT ────┘

Default retention period
Specifies the number of days an output is retained in the output library before it is automatically removed. Valid
values are numbers from 1 through 99; however, the session option value cannot be greater than the site option
value.
The following is the syntax for the command to set this option:
►►─ SET ─┬─ OUTPUT ─┬─┬─ RETENTION ─┬─ nn ──────────────►◄

          └─ OUT ────┘ └─ RET ───────┘

Default number of copies
Specifies the number of copies to print if COPIES=nn is not specified in the DESTINATION clause of a PRINT
command. Valid values are numbers from 1 through 99.
The following is the syntax for the command to set this option:
►►─ SET ─┬─ OUTPUT ─┬─ COPIES ─ nn ──────────────►◄

          └─ OUT ────┘

Default print status
Specifies the default status assigned to all generated outputs. Specify one of the following:
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• HOL|HOLD retains the print member on the spool until the print status is changed to RELEASE or KEEP.
• REL|RELEASE releases the print member after it prints.
• KEE|KEEP keeps the print member on the spool after it prints.

The following is the syntax for the command to set this option:
►►─ SET ─┬─ OUTPUT ─┬─┬─ DISPOSITION ─┬─┬─ HOLD ─────┬───────────────►◄

              └─ OUT ────┘ └─ DISP ────────┘ ├─ HOL ──────┤

                                             ├─ RELEASE ──┤

                                             ├─ REL ──────┤

                                             ├─ KEEP ─────┤

                                             └─ KEE ──────┘

Default output width
Specifies the default width for all generated outputs. Valid values are numbers from 1 through 240.
The following is the syntax for the command to set this option:
►►─ SET ─┬─ OUTPUT ─┬─ WIDTH ─ nn ──────────────►◄

          └─ OUT ────┘

NOTE
Ideal for Datacom always overrides the default width internally with the actual report width.

Default network printer width
Specifies the default network printer width for all outputs. Valid values are numbers from 0 through 240.
When an output is routed to a network printer, the printer width is determined in the following manner:

• The value is taken from the BLK/WIDTH column (associated with the network printer) of the destination table
(DIS OUT DEST).

• If the value in the BLK/WIDTH column is blank, then the value is taken from the Default network printer width
session setting.

• If the value in the Default network printer width option is zero, then the value is taken from the CICS TCT
definition.

Post successful msg
Specifies if the user receives the informational message ICPSMSGS31I - Command successfully processed
OUTPUT NUMBER=nnn when a print request is processed.
Y - Post the message.
N - Most likely used in an application environment when the requester does not need to know the output number.

Name of the batch JCL proc
Specifies the procedure that contains the JCL for processing batch PSS system prints.
The following is the syntax for the command to set this option:
►►─ SET ─┬─ OUTPUT ─┬─┬─ PROCEDURE ─┬─ procname ───────►◄

          └─ OUT ────┘ └─ PROC ──────┘

NOTE
This procedure must be defined with COPIES=nn and DEST=dest-id statements. These statements are
included in the EXEC SCPSUTIL statement that is generated internally when PSS processes system
print requests.

Default destination type
Specifies the printout destination type as one of the following. You enter the name for the system or network
name.
SYS|SYSTEM - System printer
NET|NETWORK - Network printer
LIB|LIBRARY - Output library
The following is the syntax for the command to set this option:
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►►─ SET ─┬─ OUTPUT ─┬─┬─ DESTINATION ─┬─┬─ SYSTEM ─ name ─────┬───────────────►◄

              └─ OUT ────┘ └─ DEST ────────┘ ├─ SYS ─ name ────────┤

                                             ├─ NETWORK ─ name ────┤

                                             ├─ NET ─ name ────────┤

                                             ├─ LIBRARY ───────────┤

                                             └─ LIB ───────────────┘

Default destination name
Specifies the name of the SYSTEM or NETWORK printer that is used as the default print destination. You must
specify a valid system or network name.
The following is the syntax for the command to set this option:
►►─ SET ─┬─ OUTPUT ─┬─┬─ DESTINATION ─┬─┬─ SYSTEM ─ name ─────┬───────────────►◄

              └─ OUT ────┘ └─ DEST ────────┘ ├─ SYS ─ name ────────┤

                                             ├─ NETWORK ─ name ────┤

                                             ├─ NET ─ name ────────┤

                                             ├─ LIBRARY ───────────┤

                                             └─ LIB ───────────────┘

Date format
Specifies the default date format PSS uses. This value is used during RECOVERY processing. At that time, the
Julian date is calculated to determine which outputs exist beyond their retention period. Valid values are:
A

- American, date format: mmddyy

E
- European, date format: ddmmyy

I
- International, date format: yymmdd

Where:

• mm Is the month
• dd Is the day of the month
• yy is the year

Directory name
Specifies the name of the directory that contains a list of all items in the output library. When this entry is changed
to the name of a directory member name that already exists, this member closes and a directory of the same
name is reopened. When a directory of the same name is reopened, it is not reinitialized. When this entry
is changed to a new directory name, a new spool directory of this name is created and initialized for further
processing.

Destination table name
Specifies the name of the table that contains all valid destinations defined in the print environment. If you
change this name, the existing destination table is released from global storage and then reinitialized on the next
destination table access. Also, you lose all output in the destination file.

System name
Specifies a three-character prefix that builds the internal name of each output in the output library, the directory
name, and the destination table name. If you change this name, the PSS entities are internally named and
referenced differently. Therefore, changing this value has the same effect as changing the destination table name
or directory name. After changing this value, reinitialize ADROUT.

Prefix name
Specifies the four-character prefix for all print members. After changing this value, reinitialize ADROUT. This value
should be unique for each ADROUT to avoid enqueuing conflicts between members.
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Suppress non-display characters
Specifies whether to suppress non-display characters. Set this value to N if unprintable content is needed
in control streams that are sent as part of the data, such as escape sequences. With this value set to Y, the
data content sent to the printer has any undisplayable characters translated out. For most current printers, the
control data is displayable characters. For information about non-display characters, see the IPC implementation
documentation for z/OS, How to Modify the PMS Conversion Tables (PMSTRUC, PMSTRND, and PMSTRNDK).

Maximum retention period
Specifies the maximum number of days that an output can be retained. Each user can set a different retention
period for each output that is less than or equal to the default; however, this value must be greater than or equal
to the value specified as the default retention period. A valid value is a number from 1 through 99.

Maximum number of output members
Specifies the maximum number of outputs that can exist on the output library simultaneously. A valid value is a
number from 10 through 9999. This value is used when a directory is initialized to specify the maximum number
of entries to create in the PSS directory. You can change this value only if the named directory does not already
exist. Changing this value creates a new directory in the spool with the number of entries specified.

Percent full occupancy warning
Specifies when PSS issues a percent-of-system full warning. A valid value is a number from 1 through 99, which
specifies percentage. When the system fills this percentage of library space with used outputs, PSS issues a
message to the terminal warning that the output library is approaching capacity.

Multiple CPU environment
Specifies the processor environment. If you have multiple processors with shared DASD, specify Y (yes). PSS
generates a /*JOBPARM SYSAFF=* for batch jobs submitted to process PRINT commands directed to a system
printer. Otherwise, specify N (no).

Site Control of Wide Panel Support

Wide panel support allows applications to define panels 80 to 256 characters wide. You can make it the site standard, in
which case users can disable this support for their session or across sessions. You can also disable wide panel support at
a site as the default. Users can then enable wide panel support for a session or the user can modify his SIGNON member
to enable wide panel support across sessions for that user.

When wide panel support is disabled, the options for wide panel support on the panel parameters and layout fill-ins are
suppressed, which makes the wide panel support transparent.

The command for enabling or disabling wide panel support for a site is:

SET SITE PANEL WIDEOPTION ON/OFF

Setting a Default Panel Width

Use the SET SITE PANEL WIDTH command to set the default width for panels created and displayed at the site.

Panels created after this command is issued contain the number of columns specified by the command. However, to
change the width of existing panels, change the panel parameters fill-in for each panel you want to reflect the new width.

Setting a Loop Limit

The SET SITE RUN LOOPLIMIT command establishes a site maximum for the number of times test-status program loops
through a PDL FOR or LOOP construct in a test environment. A runtime error occurs if this limit is exceeded. A user can
override this command for the current session.
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SET ENVIRONMENT Commands--Set Environment Options
You can control various characteristics of Ideal for Datacom's environment during a session. They are described in this
section.  

This page contains the following topics:

ACCOUNT-ID Specification (CICS Only)

Ideal for Datacom provides the ability to assign different development or production activities to separate user-specified
CICS transactions. This allows CICS performance analysis packages or transaction accounting packages to isolate
transactions for charge back and resource consumption analysis.

The Ideal for Datacom command SET ENVIRONMENT ACCOUNT-ID establishes the transaction ID under which
statistics for the current session is logged.

Each ACCOUNT-ID specified in a SET ENVIRONMENT command must also be defined in CICS as a TRANSACTION
invoking program SC00DISP, similar to the CICS TRANSACTION definition for SCFD. In addition, the ACCOUNT-ID can
be embedded in an application and can be determined dynamically. IBM standards recommend that transaction IDs not
begin with the letter C.

Customizing the End of an Ideal for Datacom Session

FINAL-IDs may be designated as the next transaction to execute at the end of an Ideal for Datacom session. A FINAL-
ID can be any valid CICS synchronous transaction, and could also be invoked directly from the terminal. Using FINAL-
IDs within an Ideal for Datacom application enables a smooth transition from one Ideal for Datacom application to another,
and for COBOL and assembler CICS applications.

FINAL-IDs that invoke Ideal for Datacom applications must be Transparent Signon transactions that invoke the SCF
initialization program, SC00INIT. Transparent Signons must have an entry in the SCF Transaction Table, SC00TRAN,
which are defined to CICS as a TRANSACTION invoking the program SC00INIT.

The following rules apply to FINAL-IDs:

• A FINAL-ID can never be a transaction which invokes SC00DISP, (for example, SCFD or an ACCOUNT-ID.)
• A FINAL-ID is always a terminal-based transaction that does not require input parameters.
• A FINAL-ID can only be invoked from a terminal-based Ideal for Datacom session.
• Using SET $FINAL-ID from within an Ideal for Datacom program that has been invoked by the INITIATE statement to

run asynchronously is not valid.

A FINAL-ID can be designated using the following command:

SET ENVIRONMENT FINAL-ID xxxx

This command can be executed from the command line or a startup MEMBER.

Like ACCOUNT-ID, there is also a PDL statement that is used to schedule the next transaction after an Ideal for
Datacom session:

SET $FINAL-ID = 'xxxx'

When an Ideal for Datacom session ends, either at the end of a RUN with the command SET RUN QUITIDEAL YES
in effect or when OFF has been entered from the command line, the FINAL-ID transaction will be started at the current
terminal.

A FINAL-ID may also be set to the keyword NONE that provides a blank screen at the end of an Ideal for
Datacom session, instead of the Ideal for Datacom Signoff panel.
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NOTE
FINAL-ID and ACCOUNT-ID transactions can be lowercase characters corresponding to valid CICS Transaction
Definitions. Lowercase FINAL-ID and ACCOUNT-ID transactions can be set in a startup MEMBER or using the
PDL statement in a program, but cannot be executed from the command line. The special case of FINAL-ID
NONE is only valid in uppercase characters.

Selecting an Alternate Currency Symbol

The SET ENVIRONMENT CURRENCY command displays an alternate currency symbol in panels and prints in reports
generated by an application during the current session. This command does not affect the currency symbol as it is
specified in the edit pattern of a report definition or panel field definition or in a $EDIT function in the procedure of an Ideal
for Datacom program.

Selecting an Alternate Date Format

The SET ENVIRONMENT DATEFOR command allows an alternate date format for the date in the heading of an Ideal for
Datacom generated listing (for example, a compile listing or print listing).

You can change date formats for a report at run time with the SET REPORT DATEFOR command, not the SET
ENVIRONMENT DATEFOR command.

Selecting an Alternate Decimal Symbol

The SET ENVIRONMENT DECIMAL command lets you use an alternate convention for the digit separator and decimal
point when displayed in panels or printed in reports generated by an application running during the current session.
This command does not affect the decimal symbol as it is specified in the edit pattern of a report definition or panel field
definition or in a $EDIT function in the procedure of an Ideal for Datacom program.

The decimal symbol can only be one of the following:

. (Period)
-The decimal symbol is a period, and the digit separator is a comma.

, (Comma)
-The decimal symbol is a comma, and the digit separator is a period.
For example, if the decimal symbol is set to a comma, a value set with the following edit pattern displays at
runtime:
SET ENVIRONMENT DECIMAL ,

SET X = $EDIT(N, PIC='ZZZ,ZZZ.99')

2.345,00

Automatic Off

Specify the SET RUN QUITIDEAL command in the startup member of an application using transparent signon to
automatically sign off of Ideal for Datacom when the application completes execution, without displaying the Ideal for
Datacom sign-off panel.

User Defined Signoff Panels

When SET RUN QUITIDEAL YES is specified, the SET RUN ERROR-PNL command specifies a panel to display in the
event of a fatal Ideal for Datacom internal error during a run. You must specify the panel name, version number, and
system.
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Setting an Action for the CLEAR Key

The SET RUN CLEAR command determines the action to take if you press the Clear key when a program transmits a
panel. This command is only in effect while an Ideal for Datacom application is running. During Ideal for Datacom activities
other than RUN, the Clear key continues to return the Main Menu.

Customizing the Ideal for Datacom Options Block Using IDOPTSCB
To change the Ideal for Datacom Options, you must use the IDOPTSCB macro to reassemble the source member
IDOPTS, and then link edit @IIDOPTS to implement the changes. (In CICS, you must recycle CICS to implement the
changes.) The Ideal install job for custom assemblies contains a model of the IDOPTS table that can be used to modify
the distributed default values. It also contains JCL that can be used to assemble and link edit the IDOPTS table into
@IIDOPTS.

For VSE, the IDOPTS.A book, in the distribution library, contains a model of the IDOPTS table that can be used to modify
the distributed default values. The IDOPTASM.Z book, in the distribution library, is the sample for assembling and link
editing the IDOPTS table into phase @IIDOPTS.

The IDOPTSCB macro with an explanation of all the parameters that are applicable to FUNC=START is shown following.
See Maintaining Authorizations for information about parameters specified for FUNC=ATZ. The IDOPTSCB macro
contains default values as shown.

 IDOPTSCB FUNC=,                                                             X

     ATZEXIT=,              Optional Global Auth Exit Name                X  

     COMMAND=,              Functional Authorization Name                 X  

     DB2PLAN=IDP151DV,      Default DB2 Application Plan                  X  

     DB2SYS=DSN,            Default DB2 Subsystem ID                      X  

     DFLTUSR=NONE,          Default IDEAL Signon User-ID                  X  

     DVWLIB=IDDVW,          Dataview Library                              X  

     IDENT=IDEAL,           Product Panel Identifier                      X  

     LEVEL=,                Minimum Level Of Authorization                X  

     LMTBLD=DD,             Build Load Module Table?                      X  

     MEMLIB=IDDAT,          Member Library                                X  

     OBJLIB=IDXXXOBJ,       IDEAL Object Library Default                  X  

     PLALIB=IDDVW,          Application Plan Library                      X  

     PLTID=IDPI,            Transaction ID For PLT                        X  

     PLTLOAD=NO,            Load Modules At PLT                           X  

     PNLLIB=IDXXXPNL,       IDEAL Panel Library Default                   X  

     PSWDIS=VISIBLE,        VISIBLE|INVISIBLE  In DIS USR                 X  

     SECPRFX=$I,            Security Prefix For Resource Chks             X  

     SORTLIB=,              VLS libs for sort work areas                  X  

     SORTMS=IDSORTMS,       TRAN ID For Build Messages                    X  

     SORTSZ=200704,         TRAN ID For Build  Size Parm                  X  

     SORTWK=IDSORT01,       Batch Report Sort Work Area                   X  

     SORTWP=,               Batch Report DOS WORK= Parm                   X  

     SORTRC=10000000,       On-line Sort Max Number Recs                  X  

     SRCLIB=IDXXXSRC,       IDEAL Source Library Default                  X  

     TYPE=DC,                                                             X  

     UIDCHK=YES             USER-ID Integrity Check Option   

 

At a minimum, you must code the IDOPTSCB macro twice with FUNC=START and FUNC=END. To alter the command
authorization levels, code one or more FUNC=ATZ macros.

FUNC=
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• START- Creates the beginning of the IDOPTSCB table and the default command authorization levels. It must be the
first in a series of IDOPTSCB macros and can be coded only once.

• ATZ- Updates any corresponding entry in the table of command (or functional) authorizations. It is optional and should
only be coded when you need to modify the default authorization level for a command (or Functional Authorization) or
to invoke a user coded exit routine.
It must be preceded by a FUNC=START and must not follow a FUNC=END. It can be coded any number of times.

• On the FUNC=ATZ the following parameter is required:
COMMAND=

• The following parameters are optional:
– ATZEXIT=
– LEVEL=
Note: The preceding parameters for changing the authorization levels are described in detail in Maintaining
Authorizations.

• END- Completes the table. It must be preceded by a FUNC=START and all FUNC=ATZ (if any). There are no other
parameters for FUNC=END.

• HELP- Generates a print of the IDOPTSCB macro descriptions.
• ATZEXIT= Specifies the name of an optional user-coded exit module to receive control during the authorization

processing of the functions listed under COMMAND=.
When coded with FUNC=START, it becomes the exit for all listed COMMANDS. However when coded with
FUNC=ATZ, the module is invoked only for that COMMAND. The FUNC=ATZ takes precedence over FUNC=START.
ATZEXIT must be one to eight characters and follow normal load module naming conventions. See Maintaining
Authorizations for further details.

• COMMAND= Specifies the Functional Authorization to update. You must code it with FUNC=ATZ. See Maintaining
Authorizations.

• DB2PLAN= For sites with DB2 support, this defines the default application plan name Ideal for Datacom uses when no
other name is available. This can be any valid DB2 plan name. The default is release specific (IDPrrrDV).

• DB2SYS= For sites with DB2 support, this defines the default Subsystem ID Ideal for Datacom uses to connect to
DB2. This can be any valid DB2 Subsystem ID. It is padded with spaces to a length of four characters. The default is
DSN.

• DFLTUSR= A three-character short ID of an existing Ideal for Datacom user definition. This parameter specifies a
default user ID for Ideal for Datacom signons. During signon, if Ideal for Datacom does not find a dictionary entity
occurrence or alias for the supplied user ID, another signon attempt is then made with this three-character short ID.
When NONE is specified, no further attempt is done if the original signon fails. The default is NONE.

• DVWLIB= A one- to eight-character name for the Ideal for Datacom Dataview library. The default is IDDVW.
• IDENT= A five-character value that is placed on all of Ideal for Datacom's product panels. Panels of the Inter-Product

Components do not use this value nor do customer application panels. If the value CUA is supplied, Ideal for Datacom
uses the internal four-character panel name of each panel displayed. The default is IDEAL.

• LEVEL= Specifies the minimum level of authorization required for a given COMMAND=. See Maintaining
Authorizations for further explanations.

• LMTBLD= Specifies how the in-core load module table (LMT) is built. The default, DD, specifies that the LMT is built
using @ILMLIST and the dictionary module entries. NO specifies that Ideal for Datacom only processes @ILMLIST
entries for this region. For more information, see Module Format for Programs and Panels.

• MEMLIB= A one- to eight-character name for the Ideal for Datacom Member Library. The default is IDDAT.
• OBJLIB= A one- to eight-character name for the Ideal for Datacom PDL Object library that appears on the System fill-

in panel. The default is IDXXXOBJ.
• PNLLIB= A 1-8 character name for the Ideal for Datacom PDF Panel library that appears on the System fill-in panel.

The default is IDXXXPNL.
• PLALIB= A one- to eight-character name for the Ideal for Datacom DB2 Application Plans library. The default is

IDDVW.
If using a dataset other than the default IDDVW for PLALIB, the following requirements must apply for the dataset:
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• Formatted for VLS
• Corresponding entries in the CICS File Control Table (FCT) and IDEAL batch File Table (IDSYSFT)
• Dataset included in the IDEAL batch JCL, Generate Plan JCL, and CICS startup JCL

• PLTID= Identifies the CICS transaction that initializes a control table to manage the optional use of load modules for
PDL programs. The default is IDPI.

• PLTLOAD= (CICS only) A YES value indicates user load modules are loaded during the building of the LMT. A NO
value bypasses the loading of the modules during the building of the LMT. The verification is done at the time each
module is first used. The default is NO.

• PRINT= Controls the printing of the resulting assembler listing. You can use any value supported by the assembler (for
example, ON, OFF, GEN, NOGEN). The default is ON.

• PSWDIS= Controls an option to make the PASSWORD field of the User Definition fill-in invisible. The keywords
supported are VISIBLE and INVISIBLE. Specifying INVISIBLE also results in an additional field on the User Definition
fill-in as a means of verifying the password entered. The default is INVISIBLE. See Defining and Maintaining Ideal for
Datacom Users for more information.

• SECPRFX= A two-character prefix for the Ideal for Datacom security resource checks. This prefix is used during
signon to determine whether the user can sign on to Ideal for Datacom. It is also used in front of all resource entity
names that Ideal for Datacom performs resource checks on. The default is $I.

• SORTLIB= Specifies the VLS library that contains members used as sort work areas for on-line sorted reports. You
can use any one- to eight-character VLS library name. If a value is not specified, the value supplied for MEMLIB is
used.

• SORTMS= (z/OS only) A one- to eight-character name for batch sort utility messages for compiles with cross-
reference and programs run with sorted reports. The default is IDSORTMS.

• SORTRC= Maximum number of records that can be sorted on-line. If this value is exceeded, a runtime error occurs
before the sort begins. The default is 10000000.

• SORTSZ= Core size parameter for the execution of a sort report. The default is 200704.
• SORTWK= A one- to eight-character name for the batch report sort work area. The default is IDSORT01.
• SORTWP= For DOS only, you can specify a value for the SORT WORK= parameter.
• SRCLIB= A one- to eight-character name for the PDL Source library that appears on the System fill-in panel. The

default is IDXXXSRC.
• UIDCHK= When NO, this parameter enables the signon user ID to be different from either the Ideal for Datacom

person name or short ID that is found in the dictionary. This associates different operator IDs with a common user ID
for group signons. It also lets a security ID be different from an Ideal for Datacom person in a security signon. A value
of YES requires that the user ID match either the person name or short ID of an existing Ideal for Datacom user. The
default is YES.

Example

 IDOPTS CSECT

  

     IDOPTSCB  FUNC=START,                              X

     PSWDIS=INVISIBLE,                                  X

     TYPE=DC

     IDOPTSCB  FUNC=ATZ,COMMAND=RUN,                    X

     ATZEXIT=RUNCHECK

     IDOPTSCB  FUNC=ATZ,COMMAND=CREATE-PGM,             X

     LEVEL=UPDATE

     IDOPTSCB  FUNC=ATZ,COMMAND=DEQUEUE,                X

     LEVEL=DISABLE

     IDOPTSCB  FUNC=ATZ,COMMAND=COPY-PGM-ACR-SYS,       X

     LEVEL=(UPDATE,CONTROL),                            X

     ATZEXIT=MYPROG
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     IDOPTSCB  FUNC=END

 END

 

Maintaining Authorizations
Part of the processing of commands entered in Ideal for Datacom is to verify that the user has the proper authorization
to execute the command. Each command has a minimum level of authorization required to execute it, and each user is
assigned a level of authorization. A table of the currently assigned command authorizations is contained in the @IIDOPTS
load module.

Not all command authorizations are controlled using @IIDOPTS. See Authorization Table for a complete list of those that
are. In some cases, the CREATE command automatically invokes the EDIT command. Therefore, authorization for the
CREATE and EDIT commands for a single entity should be the same or the EDIT-entity command should have a lower
level of authorization than the corresponding CREATE-entity command.

The authorization required for Ideal for Datacom commands is defined in the following ways:

• You can leave the default authorizations delivered by Ideal for Datacom unchanged. You can list the delivered
authorizations by assembling the IDOPTS source member. You can get additional information by including the FUNC=
parameter of the IDOPTSCB macro.

• You can change the defaults during installation or later by modifying the parameters to the IDOPTSCB macro and then
reassembling the IDOPTS source member.

• You can also write exit programs for additional authorization checking. Authorization exits are defined to Ideal for
Datacom by modifying the parameters to the IDOPTSCB macro and reassembling it.. 
You can specify a user exit as global or local. A local exit is executed for a particular command. A global exit is invoked
for all commands that do not have local exits specified.
After Ideal for Datacom performs its authorization checking, the exit is passed information about the user, the current
site authorization level for the command, and the service requested. The exit then determines whether to allow the
command to execute.

 

IDOPTSCB Macro for Authorization

To change the @IIDOPTS load module, which contains the current command authorizations, modify the IDOPTSCB
macro. (This macro is also used for other functions and contains parameters not described here.

The following syntax is used for authorization changes in the IDOPTSCB macro.

IDOPTSCB FUNC=START,TYPE=DC[,ATZEXIT=exit-pgm] 

                    place other site options here

FUNC=START
Required preceding any command authorization macros.

TYPE=DC
Required.

ATZEXIT=exit-pgm(Optional)
Specifies a user-written global exit program to receive control each time a command is invoked. You can use this
exit to override the action determined by Ideal for Datacom. It does not override any local exits specified in the
ATZEXIT parameters.
IDOPTSCB FUNC=END
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FUNC=END
Required following all authorization macros.
IDOPTSCB FUNC=HELP

FUNC=HELP
Generates a printout of parameter documentation.
IDOPTSCB FUNC=ATZ,

COMMAND=function-keyword,

LEVEL=  {level                       }

        {(subject-level,object-level)}

[,ATZEXIT=exit-pgm]

FUNC=ATZ
ATZ is required for each command authorization.

COMMAND=function-keyword
Specifies a functional command. This description is limited to word identifying the command that the parameters
of this macro apply to.
LEVEL=  {level                     }

        {subject-level,object-level}

The minimum level of authorization that is required to execute the command identified in COMMAND=. If a command
refers to a system other than the current system, you must specify a subject level (for the current system) and an object
level (for the system the command refers to). You can specify the following values:

ADMIN
Requires an Ideal for Datacom Administrator privilege.

BYPASS
Prevents Ideal for Datacom from checking the level, giving authorization to all users. If a user-written exit is
provided, it gets control after BYPASS and can override it.

CONTROL
Requires Control authorization in the current system.

DATAVIEW-ADMIN
Requires a Dataview Administrator privilege.

DISABLE
Disables a function. However, even with DISABLE specified, a user-written exit gets control after the DISABLE
and can override it.

PRINT-ADMIN
Requires a Print Administrator privilege.

READ
Requires Read authorization in the current system.

RUN-PROD
Requires Run Prod authorization in the current system.

UPDATE
Requires Update authorization in the current system.

UPDATE-PANEL
Requires Update Panel authorization in the current system.

UPDATE-REPORT
Requires Update Report authorization in the current system.
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Some levels automatically include others. The levels implied by each privilege and authorization are described in
"Defining and Maintaining Ideal for Datacom."

ATZEXIT=exit-pgm(Optional)
The name of a user-written program to receive control each time this command is invoked. You can use this exit
to override the action determined by Ideal for Datacom. It is called instead of the global exit, if any, specified in the
FUNC=START parameter. The next section describes requirements for exit programs.

NOTE
If you use a separate @IIDOPTS load module for each environment, you can put all of your
authorization exit programs in one library, provided that each exit program has a different name. If you
use one @IIDOPTS load module for both online and batch processing, two copies of the authorization
exit program are needed in separate libraries, one for batch and one for CICS.

Example

The following example:

• Defines the storage type as DC (required to generate the options block), enforces the user ID integrity check, and
specifies a global exit program USERPGM1.

• Disables online compiles for all authorization levels and specifies an exit program USERPGM2 (for example, to
enforce a more precise level of authorization).

• For a COPY of a program across systems, requires CONTROL authorization in the current system, but only READ
authorization in the system containing the program.

• Requires Administrator privilege for all DUPLICATE PROGRAM commands across systems.
• Requires CONTROL authorization for all batch compiles.

IDOPTS CSECT

          IDOPTSCB FUNC=START,                                                 X

              TYPE=DC,                                                         X

              UIDCHK=YES,                                                      X

              ATZEXIT=USERPGM1

          IDOPTSCB FUNC=ATZ,                                                   X

              COMMAND=COMPILE-ONLINE,                                          X

              ATZEXIT=USERPGM2,                                                X

              LEVEL=DISABLE

          IDOPTSCB FUNC=ATZ,                                                   X

              COMMAND=COPY-PROGRAM-ACROSS-SYSTEM,                              X

              LEVEL=(CONTROL,READ)

          IDOPTSCB FUNC=ATZ,                                                   X

              COMMAND=DUPLICATE-PROGRAM-ACROSS-SYSTEM,                         X

              LEVEL=ADMIN

          IDOPTSCB FUNC=ATZ,                                                   X

              COMMAND=COMPILE-BATCH,                                           X

              LEVEL=CONTROL

          IDOPTSCB FUNC=END

Note: Follow correct assembler syntax. (For example, a non-blank column 72 indicates that the statement is continued on
the next line starting in column 16.) If conventions are not followed, other macros might not generate what was requested,
even though they do not produce error messages.
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Modifying Existing Authorizations

The IDOPTSCB macro produces the @IIDOPTS load module. This procedure is described next. The previous section
describes the macro.

1. Code an IDOPTSCB macro with a FUNC=START parameter. (TYPE=DC and any site options not related to
authorizations are required with FUNC=START.)

2. Code an IDOPTSCB macro with a FUNC=ATZ parameter for each command that requires an authorization other than
the default. Keep them in a separate source module (named USERATZ), which is copied into the IDOPTS source
member.

3. Code an IDOPTSCB macro with a FUNC=END parameter.
4. Assemble the source member IDOPTS and link edit @IIDOPTS.

Member IDOPTASM in the SOURCE library on the installation tape contains either JCL (for z/OS or VSE) that you can
use as an example for assembly and link edit.

Note: The IDOPTSCB macro specifies site options related to security; therefore, keep the IDOPTSCB macro in a secure
location. This macro produces a complete replacement for the site options load module @IIDOPTS.

Under z/OS or VSE: If authorization exits are specified, different versions of @IIDOPTS might be required for CICS and
batch. When you change authorizations, take the appropriate action to recognize the new authorizations:

In CICS
-Recycle CICS to recognize the new authorizations. Using the NEWCOPY function of CICS on the options block
causes unpredictable results.

In batch
-Place the new authorizations in the correct load library before executing the Ideal for Datacom batch job.

Specifying User Exits

Exit programs written outside of Ideal for Datacom must be identified using the IDOPTSCB macro. The section titled
Authorization Exit Programs below describes authorization exits.

Local User Exits
-To add a user exit program for a particular command, code an IDOPTSCB FUNC=ATZ macro with an ATZEXIT
parameter for the command.

Global User Exits
-To add an exit program for all commands not governed by local exits, code an IDOPTSCB FUNC=START macro
with an ATZEXIT parameter. (TYPE=DC is required with FUNC=START.)

Authorization Exit Programs

A user-written exit can provide an additional layer of authorization to the use of any commands in Ideal for Datacom.
When you enter a command, Ideal for Datacom's internal authorization service checks the site option table for the
authorization level, for the function, and for the presence of a user exit. If an exit is found, it is called, and the result
of Ideal for Datacom's check is passed to the exit.

You must write an authorization exit program following the rules for non-Ideal subprograms.

Under CICS

Because batch and CICS environments use different program linkages, you must create separate programs for batch and
on-line or have different option blocks for batch and on-line. In either case, you must maintain separate LOAD/CORE-
IMAGE libraries for each environment.

Since an authorization exit is executed frequently, consider performance implications carefully.
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Ideal for Datacom passes the exit program the information shown in the following illustration. (The sample programs
contain 88-level names with appropriate values for fields containing Ideal for Datacom's internal codes.)

 01  ID-PARM-1.

     05  ID-EXIT-TYPE                    PIC X.

     05  ID-SYNC                         PIC X(03).

     05  ID-RELEASE-LEVEL                PIC X(04).

     05  ID-USER-SHORT-ID                PIC X(03).

     05  ID-USER-NAME                    PIC X(32).

     05  ID-TERMINAL-ID                  PIC X(04).

     05  ID-TRANSACTION-ID               PIC X(04).

     05  ID-TP-MONITOR-CODE              PIC X(01).

     05  ID-OPERATING-SYSTEM-CODE        PIC X(01).

     05  ID-NETWORK-ID                   PIC X(8).

 01  ID-PARM-2.

     05  ATZ-RESULT                      PIC S9(04) COMP.

     05  FUNC-ATZ-CODE                   PIC S9(04) COMP.

     05  REQUIRED-SUBJECT-LEVEL          PIC S9(04) COMP.

     05  REQUIRED-OBJECT-LEVEL           PIC S9(04) COMP.

     05  USER-ATZ-DATA.

         10  GLOBAL-ATZ.

             15 FILLER                   PIC X(03).

             15 IDL-ADM                  PIC X.

             15 FILLER                   PIC X.

             15 IDL-USR                  PIC X.

             15 PRT-ADM                  PIC X.

             15 DVW-ADM                  PIC X.

         10  SUBJECT-ATZ.

             15  SUBJECT-SYSTEM          PIC X(3).

             15  CONTROL-ATZ             PIC X.

             15  UPDATE-ATZ              PIC X.

             15  READ-ATZ                PIC X.

             15  RUN-PROD                PIC X.

             15  FILLER                  PIC X.

             15  FILLER                  PIC X.

             15  UPDATE-REPORT           PIC X.

             15  UPDATE-PANEL            PIC X.

         10  OBJECT-ATZ.

             15  OBJECT-SYSTEM           PIC X(3).

             15  CONTROL-ATZ             PIC X.

             15  UPDATE-ATZ              PIC X.

             15  READ-ATZ                PIC X.

             15  RUN-PROD                PIC X.

             15  FILLER                  PIC X.

             15  FILLER                  PIC X.

             15  UPDATE-REPORT           PIC X.

             15  UPDATE-PANEL            PIC X.

     05  SUBJECT-ENTITY-DATA.

         10  ENTITY-TYPE                 PIC X(03).

         10  ENTITY-OCCUR-NAME           PIC X(32).

         10  ENTITY-OCCUR-VERSION        PIC X(03).

         10  ENTITY-OCCUR-STATUS         PIC X(04).
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     05  OBJECT-ENTITY-DATA.

         10  ENTITY-TYPE                 PIC X(03).

         10  ENTITY-OCCUR-NAME           PIC X(32).

         10  ENTITY-OCCUR-VERSION        PIC X(03).

         10  ENTITY-OCCUR-STATUS         PIC X(04).

     05  REJECT-MESSAGE                  PIC X(70).

• ID-EXIT-TYPE
Specifies the type of exit that is invoked for this command. A 1 indicates that an authorization exit is invoked. Other
values are reserved for future use.

• ID-USER-SHORT-ID
The one- to three-character Ideal for Datacom user short ID defined for the user who is executing the command.

• ID-USER-NAME
The name of the Ideal for Datacom user who is executing the command.

• ID-TERMINAL-ID
In CICS

-The CICS ID of the terminal where the command is executed.
In batch

-Hex zeros.
• ID-TRANSACTION-ID
In CICS

-The CICS signon transaction ID.
In batch

-The value IDEA.
• ID-TP-MONITOR-CODE
C

-Represents CICS.
Y

-Represents batch.
• ID-OPERATING-SYSTEM-CODE
O

-Represents z/OS.
D

-Represents DOS/VSE.
• ID-NETWORK-ID

In CICS, the VTAM LU name, if the terminal is VTAM. The system ID and terminal ID of the Terminal Owning Region
(TOR), if the terminal is MRO but not VTAM; low values in all other cases.

• ATZ-RESULT
This field is passed to the exit program. The exit program can modify it. Possible values are:
– 0-The command is accepted.
– 4-The command is denied.
– 6-The command was disabled.
Any other values returned to Ideal for Datacom are ignored.

• FUNC-ATZ-CODE
A numeric value representing a functional keyword.

• REQUIRED-SUBJECT-LEVEL
A numeric value representing the authorization necessary in the current system. The possible values and their
respective authorization levels follow:
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254
-BYPASS

255
-DISABLE

1
-DATAVIEW-ADMIN

3
-PRINT-ADMIN

4
-RUN-PROD

5
-CONTROL

6
-UPDATE

7
-READ

8
-UPDATE-RPT

9
-UPDATE-PNL

• REQUIRED-OBJECT-LEVEL
A numeric value representing the authorization necessary in the object system. The possible values and their
respective authorization levels are:

1
-ADMIN

2
-DATAVIEW-ADMIN

3
-PRINT-ADMIN

4
-RUN-PROD

5
-CONTROL

6
-UPDATE

7
-READ

8
-UPDATE-RPT

9
-UPDATE-PNL

• USER-ATZ-DATA
Specifies whether the user has each global privilege and authorization level in the current and object (if needed)
systems.
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IDL-ADM
-Ideal for Datacom Administrator (Y or N)

IDL-USR
-Ideal for Datacom User (Y or N)

PRT-ADM
-Print Administrator (Y or N)

DVW-ADM
-Dataview Administrator (Y or N)

SUBJECT-SYSTEM
-Subject System Name

OBJECT-SYSTEM
-Object System Name

CONTROL-ATZ
-Control Authorization (Y or N)

UPDATE-ATZ
-Update Authorization (Y or N)

READ-ATZ
-Read Authorization (Y or N)

UPDATE-REPORT
-Update Report Authorization (Y or N)

UPDATE-PANEL
-Update Panel Authorization (Y or N)

• SUBJECT-ENTITY-DATA
Information about the subject entity that is passed to the exit for certain functions.
– ENTITY-TYPE-Type of entity
– ENTITY-OCCUR-NAME-Name of the entity
– ENTITY-OCCUR-VERSION-Version of the entity. For all entities in Production status except panels, this is blank.
ENTITY-OCCUR-STATUS-Production (P) or Test (T) status of the entity. For panels, this is blank.

The data passed to exit programs by each function is shown in the following table.

Functional Keyword Subject Data Object Data
ALTER-PROGRAM Program/Panel None
CATALOG-DATABIEW Dataview None
RUN Main Program None
RUN-PROD Main Program None
RUN-PROD-USING-PANEL Main Program None
RUN-PROD-USING-PROGRAM Main Program Program

NOTE
For functions RUN-PROD-USING-PANEL and RUN-PROD-USING-PROGRAM, the subject entity is the
program specified on the RUN command. The authorization applies only if the main program is in Production
status.

OBJECT-ENTITY-DATA
Information about the object entity passed to the exit program for certain functions. Entries are the same as for
SUBJECT-ENTITY-DATA.
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REJECT-MESSAGE
A 70-byte field where the user exit program can specify a message that Ideal for Datacom displays in the
message line if the function is denied or disabled.

Defining a CICS Exit Program

The following procedure describes how to establish a CICS exit program. (A sample CICS COBOL authorization program
called ATZCBON is available for download from the Broadcom Support website.)

1. Define the program to CICS if CICS Program Autoinstall is not active.
2. Assemble (or compile) and link edit the exit program. Place it in a load library n the DFHRPL or Core Image Library

(CIL) in the search chain.

Defining a z/OS or VSE Non-CICS Exit Program

For batch, the exit program only needs to be assembled (or compiled) and link edited into the load library or Core Image
Library (CIL) for the job. An exit created for batch does not work in CICS, nor does a CICS exit work in batch.

Managing and Administering Print Services in Ideal for Datacom
This section describes how to establish and manage the Ideal for Datacom print environment (also called the Print
Subsystem or PSS) and the administration of print services. The print environment includes the facilities to process, route,
and manage outputs.

Commands for using the print facilities of Ideal for Datacom include:

• Commands to initiate output requests.
• Command to display the status of an output request.
• Command to delete an output.
• Command to display output destinations.
• Commands to perform many of the above functions for other users' outputs.
• Commands to define or alter print destinations.
• Commands to set options for the print environment.
• Command to define the master or another user's JOBCARD.

Output destination definitions are stored in a member in ADROUT, which is used to create an on-line destination table.
When CICS is started, PSS checks for the destination table. If it does not exist, the table is created from the destination
definitions stored in ADROUT. To enter destination definitions in the ADROUT member, use the DEFINE OUTPUT
DESTINATION command. See Output Commands for more information about output syntaxes and parameters.

This page contains the following topics:

Defining Printer Destinations

The printer destination table resides in the ADROUT library. Keep the following facts in mind:
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• Each system and network printer must be defined using the DEFINE OUTPUT DESTINATION command.
• You can modify network printers using the ALTER OUTPUT DESTINATION NETWORK command once they are

defined.
• LIBRARY is already defined as an output destination when IPC PSS component is installed and ADROUT is initialized.
• You can define a printer as either a SYSTEM or NETWORK destination. Prints to NETWORK destinations run

synchronously. Prints to SYSTEM destinations submit batch print jobs.
• IPC PSS supports network printers that are 328x-compatible.
• All TCT entries should exist in the CICS regions sharing an ADROUT library. For more information regarding multiple

environments and the considerations for sharing ADROUT, see Module Format for Programs and Panels.

Network Printer Definition Considerations

When defining network printers, you can specify additional characteristics and hardware overrides. These characteristics
include:

• Formfeed control
• Header and trailer pages
• Print line width

An output printed at a network printer can be logically viewed as five separate components, four of which are optional.

1. Initial Formfeed
2. Header Section

a. Header Text
b. Header Formfeed

3. Output
4. Trailer Section

a. Trailer Formfeed
b. Trailer Text

5. Final Formfeed

<<Formfeed>>

Initial Formfeed generated if FF=YES or FF=HEADER

Header Section printed if HEADER = YES

**************************************************************

*

*

*   Start of output listing on printer PR17,  Date 06/27/14 at  12:06:11  

*

*   User name    $IDEAL           User ID       $ID

*

*   Output name          WORDNUHS       Output number 0192

*

*   Output destination   NETWORK PR17   Originating terminal 0008

*

*   Output description   LIST STATEMENT OUTPUT

*

*

**************************************************************

Output * (always printed)
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<<Formfeed>>

                      (BEGINNING OF OUTPUT

                                .

                                .

                                .

                          (END OF OUTPUT)

Trailer Section printed if TRAILER=YES

<<Formfeed>>

***************************************************************

*   End of output listing on printer PR17,  Date 06/27/14 at  12:006:13

*

**************************************************************

<<Formfeed>>

Final Formfeed generated if FF=YES or FF=TRAILER

The following is a detailed explanation of some of the options used when defining or modifying network printer definitions.
The commands that use these options are DEFINE OUTPUT DESTINATION NETWORK and ALTER OUTPUT
DESTINATION.

    {YES    }

FF  {NO     }

    {HEADER }

    {TRAILER}

Controls the PSS generated formfeeds at the beginning and end of an output routed to a network printer.

• FF
YES

-A formfeed is issued at the start and end of the print by PSS. This option results in blank pages between PSS
outputs printed consecutively. Use this option when non-PSS outputs printed to the same printer do not generate
consistent formfeed control.

NO
-No formfeeds are issued at the start or end of the print by PSS. This option prints outputs on the same page
between PSS outputs printed consecutively. Use this option when the printer does not have a fixed page size,
such as rolled paper.

HEADER
-A formfeed is issued at the beginning of each new print. This insures that each PSS print starts at the beginning
of a new page. Use this option to provide compatibility with the workings of non-PSS output that can also print to
the same printer.

TRAILER
-A formfeed is issued at the completion of each print. This option places the printer at the top of a blank page
after each PSS print is complete. Use this option to remove the printed output from the printer when it is complete
without having to wait for the next printout to start or manually intervening with the printer.

The values HEADER and TRAILER associated with the FF parameter are independent from the HEADER and
TRAILER parameters.

• PERTASK nnn
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Determines how many outputs can process during one print transaction for a specified printer. If the network printer is
dedicated to a single CICS region, define this option as 0 to allow the minimum initialization and termination overhead.
Set a number greater than 0 to reduce the amount of time PSS can monopolize a printer after a printer is disabled
because of physical attributes associated with the printer or the termination of the region.

• WIDTH
If greater than 0, the value determines the default width of the printer. If 0, the site option Default network printer width
on SET OUT SITE is used. If the Default network printer width is also defined as 0, the TCT definition for the network
printer determines the printer width.

Print Service Administration Commands

You can set the print environment site options from a fill-in Ideal for Datacom provides. This fill-in is accessed by issuing
the command SET OUTPUT SITE OPTIONS. The section titled Site Options for Output earlier in this chapter describes
the print environment site options and the fill-in used to set them.

You can use the following commands to control the disposition, the number of copies, the retention time, and the
destination of output. In this table, the abbreviation OUT is used for OUTPUT.

DEFINE OUT DESTINATION
Establishes the output destination of either a system (SYSTEM) or network (NETWORK) printer or the output
library (LIBRARY). In the case of a system or network printer, you must also specify the name of the printer.

DELETE OUT DESTINATION
Removes the output destination of either a system (SYSTEM) or network (NETWORK) printer or the output library
(LIBRARY). In the case of a system or network printer, you must also specify the name of the printer.

DISPLAY OUT
Displays a specific output from the output library.

PRINT OUT
Prints a specific output from the output library.

ALTER OUT DISPOSITION
Changes the disposition of a specified output.

ALTER OUT COPIES
Changes the number of copies of the specified output to print.

ALTER OUT RETENTION
Changes the number of days the specified output is retained. This value cannot exceed the maximum set for the
site.

ALTER OUT DESTINATION
Changes the destination of the specified output.

ALTER OUT DEST DISP
Changes the disposition of all the outputs going to a specific destination or to all outputs regardless of the
destination.

ALTER OUT DEST NETWORK
Changes one of the following characteristics for the specified network printer:

• Formfeed control
• Whether a header and trailer page is printed
• The width of the printer's print line

DELETE OUT
Removes an output from the output library.

LIBRARY is already defined as an output destination when Ideal for Datacom is first installed.
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Ideal for Datacom supports network printers that are 328x-compatible.

When defining a network printer, you can also specify the following characteristics to override the hardware specifications:

• Whether a header and trailer page is printed.
• The width of the printer's print line.

System Printer Considerations

The following considerations are to be taken while submitting a batch job to the system printer.

Editing a Jobcard z/OS

To satisfy output requests with a destination of a system printer, the Ideal for Datacom print environment submits a batch
job to the host operating system. The Ideal for Datacom print environment provides resources to store a jobcard for each
user ID and a MASTER jobcard. The MASTER jobcard is used when the current user has no jobcard. The MASTER
jobcard is also used as the initial model for editing when a user first issues the EDIT JOBCARD command (to create a
user jobcard). If an Ideal for Datacom user submits a member without a jobcard, Ideal for Datacom uses this same user
jobcard or MASTER jobcard.

The PRINT Administrator can display or edit any user jobcard or the MASTER jobcard with the command:

{DISPLAY}          [USER user-id]

{EDIT   } JOBCARD  [MASTER      ]

A jobcard fill-in consists of five 71-column lines. You can enter any JCL statements that are valid as the first one to five
statements in a batch job stream.

Batch Output Procedure

The rest of the JCL to carry out the batch print request is identified on the SET OUTPUT SITE or SESSION panel as
Name of the batch JCL proc.

BLOCKSIZE (z/OS Only)

This affects the blocksize assigned to the AUXPRINT file assigned to the batch output procedure. It is most likely that this
option is used when AUXPRINT is defined as a data set rather than a SYSOUT file in the batch output procedure.

Operating System Requirements
Administrative tasks can differ, depending on the operating system. These tasks are described in this section.

This page contains the following topics:

Ideal for Datacom Batch File Table

Files accessed by Ideal for Datacom batch that are not Datacom/DB files require entries in the Ideal for Datacom File
Table just as libraries accessed by Ideal for Datacom application developers (source, object, and panel libraries)
require Ideal for Datacom File Table entries. The Ideal for Datacom File Table is used for Ideal for Datacom batch jobs.
It is effectively a collection of DCBs DTFs for accessing any non-Datacom/DB files that the job needs. A file table is
generated during installation with all the necessary entries for batch processing. This section describes how to add to or
change the file table to provide additional site system libraries (source, panel, and object) for application developers and
to support sequential file dataviews for Ideal for Datacom batch applications.
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Note: Since non-system VSAM files do not require any file table entries, it is not necessary to change the file table to
support VSAM file dataviews.

The Ideal for Datacom Batch File Table is a series of assembler macro invocations. Each entry calls the macro ROSFD
and describes one file. To change the Ideal for Datacom File Table, add the appropriate entries and reassemble. Then,
execute a standalone link-edit with a phase name of @IIDSYSF with the object code in a core image library available at
runtime. No other link-edits are required since the file table is dynamically loaded at runtime.

ROSFD Entry

You can specify the following parameters for a ROSFD entry:

ACCMETH= BDAM|SEQ
Identifies the type of access. You must specify BDAM for VLS files. All others must be SEQ.

ADDRESS=RELTRK
Indicates that BDAM VLS entries use relative track addressing.
BLKSIZE=nnnnn
Specifies the block size for the file. For sequential dataviews, see Managing Dataviews for details on how this
value is overridden.

CTLCHR=ASA
Identifies ASCII control characters for printer files.

DDNAME|DTFNAME=xxxxxxx
For z/OS sequential file entries, DDNAME identifies the ddname of the file. For VSE BDAM, sequential DISK,
and sequential tape entries, DTFNAME identifies the DLBL or TLBL name. For information about how Ideal for
Datacom dynamically changes this name to the actual MONITOR-NAME specified in the dictionary, see Managing
Dataviews .

DEVADDR=SYSxxx-(VSE only)
Identifies the logical unit assignment for this file. It only has meaning for card input, printer, punch, and tape
entries. Sequential disk and BDAM entries all use SYS000, which you can override with JCL.

DEVICE=nnnn (VSE only)
Identifies the device type such as 3390. The device must only be of the correct type, not necessarily the actual
unit where it runs.

DTFTYPE=DTFPR|DTFCDP|DTFSD|DTFMT (VSE only)
Indicates the DTF type as printer (DTFPR), punch (DTFCDP), sequential disk (DTFSD), and magnetic tape
(DTFMT) entries, respectively.

FILABL=STD|NO
Identifies whether a tape file has standard labels or no labels.

IBLKSZ=nnnnn
Parameter used for sequential disk dataviews. Identifies the maximum input block size. For more details about
sequential dataviews, see Managing Dataviews.

LRECL=nnnnn
Specifies the record size for the file. For sequential dataviews, see Managing Dataviews for details on how this
value is overridden.

OBLKSZ=nnnnn
Parameter used for sequential disk dataviews identifies the maximum output block size. It must be eight greater
than the IBLKSZ for the same ROSFD entry. For more details, see Managing Dataviews.

OPSYS=DOS|VSE (VSE only)
Identifies VSE as the operating system. This is a required parameter, since if omitted the default is to generate
entries for z/OS.
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PRODUCT=
Obsolete.

RECFM=F|FB|FBA|FA
Identifies whether a file has fixed (F), blocked (B), or fixed block (FB) format, and whether control characters are
ANSI characters (A).

Examples: VSE

The following is a sample printer entry:

SYSPRINT ROSFD  ACCMETH=SEQ,                                          X

                DTFTYPE=DTFPR,                                        X

                DEVICE=1403,                                          X

                DEVADDR=SYS041,                                       X

                RECFM=F,                                              X

                BLKSIZE=133,                                          X

                CTLCHR=ASA,                                           X

                OPSYS=VSE 

SYSIN and SYSPRINT are the logical names Ideal for Datacom uses to access these entries.

Note: When creating or modifying Ideal for Datacom system definitions, you must specify the name of the source, object,
and panel library names residing on VLS (Virtual Library System). You must describe each VLS library specified in this
way with an entry in the IDSYSFT. The following is a sample VLS BDAM entry:

IDL$IDS  ROSFD  ACCMETH=BDAM,                                         X

                DEVICE=3390,                                          X                                       DEVADDR=SYS000,                                       X   

                DTFNAME=SRC$ID,                                       X

                ADDRESS=RELTRK,                                       X

                RECFM=F,                                              X

                BLKSIZE=1960,                                         X

                OPSYS=VSE 

IDL$IDS is the name of a library the user defined when doing SYSTEM definition. SRC$ID is the DLBL name to use in the
JCL to define this file. You must override SYS000 in the JCL to assign the file to the correct unit.

Changing the Ideal for Datacom File Batch Table

Certain changes to the Ideal for Datacom environment require reassembling the Ideal for Datacom Batch File Table. They
include:

• Adding new source, panel, and object libraries for new application systems.
• Changing block sizes of Changing or adding entries for sequential file dataviews processed by Ideal for Datacom batch

applications.
• For VSE, changing the logical unit assignments for unit record and tape files. During installation, the initial file table is

generated based on installation parameters. The Site Administrator can change them further as long as no logical unit
conflicts are introduced. Notify Ideal for Datacom application developers of these assignments since their JCL for batch
applications can depend on them, especially for report output files and sequential dataview files.

The following are the installed file table entries (except sequential dataviews, which are described in the next section).
Each entry includes a brief description of what it is and what can be changed.

Ideal for Datacom System Files

Do not change anything in this group (except the logical unit assignments for VSE).
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ADRL
-Log file for internal errors

ADRT
-Internal trace file for Broadcom Support and diagnostic purposes

AUXPRINT
-Output for prints submitted from on-line to a system printer or batch reports if external files are not assigned

SYSIN
-Command card input

SYSDIAL
-Internal debugging print file for Broadcom Support and diagnostic purposes

SYSPRINT
-Standard listing file

XPRT
-Tape file for importing/exporting programs

IPC VLS Files

ADRLIB-SCF and PSS (internal Broadcom components) control information and jobcards

ADRPNL-Ideal for Datacom system panels

Application VLS Files

VSE

Block sizes can change for these entries. You can also modify DTFNAME to change the DLBL name. You can also add
new entries for new source, panel, and object system libraries.

ADROUT
-Print Subsystem (PSS) library

IDDAT
-Member library

IDDVW
-Dataview object library

IDL$IDS
-Installed $ID system source library

IDL$IDP
-Installed $ID system panel library

IDL$IDO
-Installed $ID system object library

Z/OS

Block sizes can change for these entries. You can also modify the ROSFD DDNAME parameter to change the JCL DD
name. You can also add new entries for new source, panel, and object system libraries.

ADROUT
-Print Subsystem (PSS) library

IDDAT
-Member library
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IDDVW
-Dataview object library

ID$IDSRC
-Installed $ID system source library

ID$IDPNL
- Installed $ID system panel library

ID$IDOBJ
- Installed $ID system object library

PSS Files

You can only change logical unit assignments. The entries PSSPRT01 through PSSPRT15 are used for Ideal for
Datacom report output, LIST statement output, and PRINT command output.

VSE Report Work Files

Do not change the entries IDRWK01 through IDRWK15. RDF uses them internally when processing sorted reports. They
are not SORT work files.

Block size
-Physical block length. This information is obtained from
the dictionary when the dataview is cataloged. You can override it with an ALTER PROGRAM command or
ASSIGN DATAVIEW command before the run. At runtime, the block size is stored into the ROSFD entry before
opening the file.
The block size specified in the ROSFD is the maximum block size that you can use. If a dataview is opened with a
larger block size than the maximum specified, a runtime error occurs with an I7 dataview status code.
For tape, print, and punch files use the BLKSIZE parameter. For disk files, use the IBLKSZ and OBLKSZ
parameters. IBLKSZ is the maximum block size. OBLKSZ is the maximum block size plus eight.

Filename
-The DLBL for disk files and TLBL for standard-label tape files is obtained from the dictionary when the dataview
is cataloged. This name overrides the DTFNAME parameter on the ROSFD before opening the file.

Logical Unit Assignment
- For standard-label tape (SLTAPE),
non-labeled tape (NLTAPE), printer (PRT), and punch (PUNCH) files, the default assignment comes from the
ROSFD entry. You can override it with an ASSIGN DATAVIEW before the RUN command or with an ASSIGN
statement executed before the first FOR construct referencing the dataview.

The logical assignments for disk files are made entirely with the JCL.

If a run needs to access more than one sequential file dataview of the same type (for example, two disk or three standard-
label tape files), then you must add new IDSYSFT entries. To add a new entry, make a copy of an existing entry of the
same type. Change the ROSFD label from Ixxxx1 to Ixxxxn where xxxx is DISK, SLTAPE, NLTAPE, PRT, or PUNCH
and n is the next available number for that device type, in hexadecimal sequence (1-9, A-G). For SLTAPE, NLTAPE, PRT,
and PUNCH entries, change the logical unit assignment to something that does not conflict with any other ROSFD entry in
the file table. Optionally, adjust the block size parameter as previously described.

If multiple sequential files of the same type in the same run are referenced and there are not enough file table entries
defined, a dataview runtime error occurs with an 'I8' status code.

Requirements for a Single z/OS System

All Ideal for Datacom tasks must run on a single z/OS system because the IBM z/OS operating system does not provide
cross-system protection from concurrent destructive updates, except through the RESERVE macro. VLS (Virtual Library
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System) uses an ENQ macro to protect against concurrent destructive updates on a single system, but does not issue
a RESERVE to avoid causing indefinite waits in the teleprocessing monitor. Therefore, it is imperative that any site
using Ideal for Datacom ensure that all Ideal for Datacom tasks are run on the same system by taking the following
actions:

1. Ensure that multiple teleprocessing monitors supporting Ideal for Datacom run on the same system.
2. Ensure that all PRINT commands where the destination is a system printer direct the resulting batch print job to the

same system where the teleprocessing monitor is running. For JES2 only, if you specify MCPU=YES in the session
control options block (see Ideal for Datacom installation procedures for z/OS), Ideal for Datacom automatically
generates the following statement:

/*JOBPARM S=*

3. Ensure that all other batch jobs, including Ideal for Datacom batch (the IDBATCH proc), VLS utility runs (VLSUTIL
proc), and Ideal for Datacom Transport Utility runs (IDLXPRT proc) run on the same system as the teleprocessing
monitor. Use one or more of the following methods to ensure that batch jobs are all on the correct system:
a. Specify a job class known only on that system for Ideal for Datacom runs.
b. Enforce the use of a /*JOBPARM (JES2) or //*MAIN (JES3) statement.
c. Catalog at least one Ideal for Datacom file only on the master catalog for the system.

Creating User-Defined HELP Members
This section explains how to add your own HELP members to use in Ideal for Datacom, how to disable and enable an
active on-line application so you can apply changes, how to duplicate an entity across systems, and how to dequeue an
entity that is erroneously enqueued.

You can extend the Ideal for Datacom HELP system by adding your own HELP information.

You can create or edit help members outside of Ideal for Datacom and import them into Ideal for Datacom using the
Source Transport Utility (IDUTSTRN). You can add or replace user-defined help members. You can also replace the Ideal
for Datacom help SITE member. (It contains an index into other help members that were added.) You cannot replace other
Ideal for Datacom system help members.

This topic contains the following topics:

Adding New Help Members

To add a list of help members, follow the steps:

1. Create a sequential 80-byte input file containing one or more help members. For example:

->HELP MYHELP

DESC 'User defined HELP member'

->HELP-DATA

Help me if you can I'm feeling sad.

->END-HELP

The control cards beginning with -> must start in column 1. The DESC is optional and cannot exceed 24 characters.
When a help member displays, any text lines that begin with an equal sign (=) are highlighted.
The end of a help member is recognized by ->END-HELP beginning in column 1, by ->HELP beginning in column 1
(which starts a new help member), or by the end of the input data set.

2. Use Source Transport to import the help member.
3. In Ideal for Datacom, type HELP HELPNAME to display the member. For example, the following displays the member

MYHELP.

HELP MYHELP
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Displaying the HELP Member Index

User-defined HELP members are stored in the VLS library ADRLIB. The member name consists of the prefix USR, the
help name you defined, and an H in column 21. For example:

USRMYHELP           H

USRSITE           H

Ideal for Datacom system HELP members start with the prefix HLP.

You can display an index of all members in ADRLIB using the command:

DISPLAY INDEX MEMBER USER @I$ADRLIB 

Case Translation in CICS
Learn about enabling case translation in CICS with Ideal for Datacom. Learn how to set the UCTRAN parameter to run
translate to uppercase or to run in mixed case mode.

To enable case translation in CICS, make the following changes:

• On the TYPETERM definitions, set UCTRAN to TRANID. Specifying TYPETERM UCTRAN(TRANID) causes the
transaction ID to be translated to uppercase. Other input is translated according to what is specified for PROFILE
UCTRAN.

• On the profile definition associated with SCF-based transactions (IDEA, DDOL), set UCTRAN to NO. Setting UCTRAN
to NO allows the terminal to run in mixed case mode. Transactions that require uppercase should be associated with a
profile that has UCTRAN set to YES. Examples of CICS supplied transactions include CEDA, CEMT, CECI, and others.
IBM distributes the profile that is associated with those transactions with the parameter UCTRAN=NO. If uppercase
translation is desired on those transactions, then the UCTRAN parameter should be changed to YES.

See the IBM documentation for more information regarding UCTRAN.

Optimizing Storage Management
This information is intended to help you understand and optimize storage management in your Ideal for Datacom regions.
The following items are covered:

• User application storage-how to decide what format, load modules or VLS format, is best for performance.
• CICS storage use-how Ideal for Datacom uses DSA, above-the-line storage, and temporary storage under CICS
• Releasing session storage-how to effectively free up unneeded storage through coding practices and node error

recovery procedures.

This page contains the following topics:

Enhancing User Storage Management

An Ideal for Datacom program or panel produces the same results regardless of its format. This includes load module and
VLS object, but performance (runtime, response time, memory required) varies depending on the format that is chosen.

Load Module Format

For optimal performance in a CICS production environment, convert Ideal for Datacom user programs and panels to load
module format. Load modules provide performance benefits and a means of monitoring and tuning your environment that
VLS format does not.
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For more information about load modules, see Module Format for Programs and Panels.

Programs in VLS Format

For Ideal programs that run as VLS objects in a CICS environment, each user concurrently running the program has a
separate copy of the entire object program. The updateable part is written and accessed in the EDSA, CICS Extended
Dynamic Storage Area. At the end of each transaction, the readonly portion of the program is written to CICS temporary
storage. When the next transaction for that program is executed, the object program is reloaded from CICS temporary
storage.

Panels in VLS Format

Under CICS, the panel buffer is always written to temporary storage at the end of the transaction and reloaded into
DSA when the next transaction for that panel is executed. Each panel has one member in load module or VLS format.
However, at runtime, when a panel is loaded, two portions of the panel are built:

• The reentrant portion (non-updateable) that contains the Panel Control Block (PCB).
• The non-reentrant portion (updateable) that contains the Panel Buffer (PBF). Under CICS, the panel buffer is always

written to temporary storage at the end of the transaction and reloaded into DSA when the next transaction for that
panel is executed.

Each user concurrently running the panel has a separate copy of the entire panel. The panel is written to CICS temporary
storage at the end of each transaction. When the next transaction for that panel is executed, the panel is reloaded from
CICS temporary storage

Recommendations

Programs and panels executing in a production runtime environment should be in load module format for optimal
performance.

Performance Considerations

This section details the performance considerations.

Application Design

Ideal for Datacom will request EDSA whenever possible, but CICS above the line storage is not limitless. Programs that
are no longer needed should free the storage they are no longer using. It is important to recognize, however, exactly
what is meant by the term no longer needed. An example of a program that is no longer needed is an initialization
program. This type of program is called at the beginning of a run and never called again. Another example is the leg of an
application.

For instance, if you have a menu program that calls programs that are considered applications and if users spend a
long period of time in one application before moving to another piece of the menu, you might consider using RELEASE
PROGRAM statements on the programs belonging to the application. This type of application can also lend itself to
setting up each leg of the application as its own transaction and using FINAL-ID to invoke the transaction. The invoked
transaction can then invoke the menu transaction when it is complete. This frees up all resources because you ended the
Ideal for Datacom run.

WARNING
Do not follow CALL program PDL statements with RELEASE PROGRAM statements as a general rule.

Tuning Storage

Depending on the requirement, you need more XA storage than recommended.
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Unused storage
Ideal for Datacom applications should release programs that are no longer used, however, use care to not misuse
the function. You do not want to sacrifice performance.

Timeouts and Line Drops
Timeouts and line drops are probably the leading cause of unused Ideal for Datacom storage.
See information about timeouts, line drops, and VPE Node Error Program.

VLS object format
In a production environment, if programs are running in VLS object format instead of load module format, more
storage than necessary is being used. This storage most definitely is DSA and extended storage if auxiliary
temporary storage is defined to main storage.

Unused load modules
User load modules are loaded in extended storage. If CICS is brought up with PLTLOAD=YES, all modules
are loaded and released at startup, regardless of whether they are ever used in the region. This includes all
symbol table portions of every program load module, which are only referenced during error processing. Setting
PLTLOAD=NO eliminates this additional processing.

If you are using storage efficiently and are still experiencing a storage shortage, you may need to increase the amount of
EDSA in the region.

VSE GETVIS Considerations

When you run applications in a VSE environment, having enough space is critical. Ideal for Datacom under VSE is no
exception.

Try some of the following suggestions if you encounter space issues:

• You might want to try decreasing the BUFSPACE parameter on your VSAM files. This degrades performance but it
frees up GETVIS. It also requires that you redefine the file (you cannot change it dynamically).

• If you have several regions accessing Ideal for Datacom, you might consider putting heavily used Ideal for Datacom
modules in the SVA. The module @IAETINT is a good candidate for moving to the SVA. It is frequently used and is
approximately 100 KB in size.
If you allow both on-line and batch compiles, the compiler modules are also a good choice. Moving those modules can
save you GETVIS and free up DSA in CICS if the space in SVA is available.
To determine which Ideal for Datacom modules are used for compiles, compile a program using the Ideal for Datacom
Trace facility:

@I$TRACE TRACE ON LOCAL

COMPILE pgmname

@I$TRACE PRINT FUNC VPE STATISTICS

• In batch, you might consider decreasing the size of your VPE file table (@IIDSYSF).
One way to do this is to eliminate old and unused ROSFD entries for your VLS libraries. Another thing to look at is your
ROSFD entries for sequential files. The blocksize parameter on those entries represents a maximum blocksize. The
macro is expanded to include the space needed for that blocksize. For example, if you change the blocksize parameter
on the ISLTAPE1 ROSFD entry from 4 KB to 10 KB, the size of @IIDSYSF increases by 6 KB. If you know that the
largest blocksize you ever need is 4 KB, you have 6 KB of wasted space.

• Another thing to look at is your partition size. There are instances where your partition simply is not large enough.
For batch, make sure that your SIZE= parameter is correct for the type of function you are trying to perform. If you are
trying to compile a program and you are getting insufficient GETVIS messages, check if you are producing a cross-
reference. If you really do not need one, SET COM XREF=NO. This frees up more GETVIS for the compile.
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CICS Storage Use
Ideal for Datacom was designed as a pseudo-conversational system under CICS. From the database environment, the
DBMS CICS interface issues a checkpoint at the end of a CICS transaction, dropping all locks, that is, when Ideal for
Datacom issues a TRANSMIT. CICS virtual storage resources must also be freed at task termination and saved on some
storage medium.

The point of a pseudo-conversational system is to free resources at the termination of each task to allow other tasks to
acquire those resources without contention. This allows more transactions to process without requiring exponentially more
resources.

Ideal for Datacom uses three basic types of CICS storage:

• Auxiliary Temporary Storage
• Extended Dynamic Storage Area (EDSA)
• Dynamic Storage Area (DSA)

In general, with the exception of certain global control blocks, Ideal for Datacom will release DSA at the end of a task.
Storage acquired from EDSA and Temporary Storage make up the Ideal for Datacom session, which is released at the
end of a session.

For more information about determining the effects that are specific to your CICS release, see the IBM CICS
documentation.

This page contains the following topics:

Temporary Storage

Because Ideal for Datacom executes in pseudo-conversational mode, there is significant use of CICS auxiliary temporary
storage. You can define CICS auxiliary temporary storage to reside on a VSAM data set or be diverted to CICS main
temporary storage. See IBM documentation for more information regarding CICS temporary storage use and its location.

Consider a user session to be the processing that occurs from the time signon to an SCF-based transaction occurs until
signoff is complete. A series of control blocks keep track of each user's session.

Many of these control blocks are written to CICS temporary storage at transaction termination and retrieved into
temporary storage buffers that reside in DSA at transaction initiation. In an attempt to minimize the number of writes to
temporary storage, these control blocks comprise a single temporary storage record that can be as large as 32 KB.

The most significant of these control blocks include:

• SCB (Session Control Block)
• RCB (Run Control Block)
• Updateable user code copies

WARNING
Never modify or delete any Broadcom temporary storage queues. This would very likely cause storage violations
in CICS. See Session Storage Cleanup in this chapter for information regarding the PURGE termid command
and VPE code invoked through NEP.

SCB (Session Control Block)

This piece of storage keeps track of what is occurring in an SCF-based session. This data consists of a single temporary
storage record allocated during signon to an SCF-based session. Some of the information contained in this data follows:

• Products active, IDEAL, DDOL, IPCV, …
• Current panels:
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– Command line and message line is a panel.
– User's panel is a panel.

• User's SCF session options:
– All SET command settings.

• SCF CVT (Communication Vector Table):
– A directory of other control blocks.

• PMS control blocks that control presentation area parameters such as:
– How many lines are in each region
– How wide is the screen
– Where is the current scroll position

• Can contain RCB if an Ideal for Datacom run is active, if room permits; otherwise, becomes its own control block
(described in the next section).

RCB (Run Control Block)

For each session that runs a program, the RCB (Run Control Block) keeps track of the processing occurring for the
executing application. The run control block contains:

• Current position in the application:
– Procedure block
– Current instruction (t-code)
– Compilation release

• Executor work areas
• Updateable code pointers
• A list of all programs and panels that were accessed in the current execution of the application

Updateable User Code Copies

Temporary storage stores the updateable portions of an application's active user panels for each user's session between
transactions.

Temporary Storage Record Naming Conventions

Assuming the following:

tttt-CICS terminal-ID

?-Product generated character

!xx!-Hex characters

uid-Ideal for Datacom short-ID user definition

sys-Ideal for Datacom short-ID system definition

Most of Ideal for Datacom Temporary Storage records are built using the following naming convention:

$t?ttt??

There are two other types of records you find that do not follow this naming convention. These two types of records
represent the Ideal for Datacom users and Ideal for Datacom systems.

User Records
Most of these records have a length of 2048 bytes.
When SECRTY=YES: ??????!6200!
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When SECRTY=NO: $I?uid!6200!
The records are not deleted even after the user signs off Ideal for Datacom. These records eliminate the need to
re-access the dictionary for signon information, thereby improving signon performance for subsequent signons
to Ideal for Datacom for manual signon or transactions invoked by $FINAL-ID.

System Records
A temporary storage record is explicitly written to main temporary storage normally consisting of 90 bytes for
each Ideal for Datacom system that was accessed in the particular CICS region.
Its naming convention is: $I!00!sys!6100!

These records are not deleted from temporary storage unless the Ideal for Datacom system definition is updated in the
CICS region. The presence of these records improves performance by eliminating the need to access the dictionary each
time a system is accessed in the region.

VPE writes the following two types of temporary storage records:

A Temporary Storage record for each terminal session called the VPE Session Anchor Block (VSAB). It contains a list
of all of the active control blocks, Temporary Storage records, addresses to EDSA for the user's session. Its naming
convention is VSABtttt.

A Temporary Storage record with the naming convention:

$VPtttt?.

Datadictionary also builds some temporary storage records to maintain information across transaction boundaries that it
needs. These records are named as follows:

#tttt???

Dynamic Storage Area (DSA)

CICS normally classifies storage in the DSA into different storage types. For consistency sake, the storage Ideal for
Datacom is acquiring is classified into ISOLATED, SHARED, and PROGRAM storage.

Isolated Storage

Isolated storage is allocated during the task and released when the task is complete.

The temporary storage records that were identified are brought into DSA during active transactions in temporary storage
buffers in this type of storage.

Isolated storage is also acquired and released in a single transaction for internal work areas that Ideal for Datacom might
need to acquire during a task for internal processing.

Shared Storage

Shared storage is also used for system control blocks such as the in-core Load Module Table, the Network Print Table, the
SCF Signon Table, the SCF Transaction Table, and TRNDATA members.

Program Storage

Most of the Ideal for Datacom, IPC, and Datadictionary system modules and all 24-bit Ideal for Datacom user programs
and panel load modules that are not marked as resident are loaded into DSA program storage.

The updateable copies of program storage are freed:

• When a RELEASE PROGRAM statement is issued
• When the application ends
• When VPUR is invoked
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Extended Dynamic Storage Area

Upon initial access by a user to an Ideal for Datacom program, a copy is made of the updateable portion of the program.
VPE issues a CICS GETMAIN request for storage above the line and stores the updateable application code. This storage
is freed at the end of the run.

Ideal for Datacom Control Blocks Written to Temporary Storage
The CVT (Communication Vector Table), the Dataview Stack, the SCB (Session Control Block), the Assign Area,
and (space permitting) the RCB (Run Control Block) comprise a single temporary storage record that can be as
large as 32 KB. Some sites might find that a CISIZE of 32 KB gives them optimal performance. You can start at
a lower CISIZE, such as 22 KB, and monitor the CICS temporary storage statistics for the WRITES GREATER
THAN CI. For optimal performance, this value should be zero or a very low number to avoid excessive CICS
record splitting.

31-Bit RMODE(ANY) User Program Load Modules
Load modules are generated when the CREATE MODULE ... FOR PROGRAM ... statement is issued. The
objects are created in 31-bit mode.

User Panel Load Modules and RMODE
Only 24-bit (RMODE=24) is supported for user panel load modules. The Ideal for Datacom CREATE MODULE ...
FOR PANEL ... creates all panels in 24-bit mode. If a panel load module was created in 31-bit mode, it would be
loaded above the line and would be inaccessible to IPC component PMS, which can only handle 24-bit addresses
at this time.

Session Storage Cleanup
This section presents the different ways that are available to improve performance, enforce security, and purge a session
or storage.

This page contains the following topics:

RELEASE PROGRAM

The RELEASE PROGRAM statement can be useful and can help improve performance. If used inappropriately, however,
its use can significantly increase I/O, resulting in performance degradation that can be dramatic. A standard that includes
coding a RELEASE PROGRAM each time after a program is called is not a good standard. Although it controls the
amount of temporary and above-the-line storage that is present at any one time, it significantly increases CPU and I/O
costs.

RELEASE allows you to free a resource that is no longer needed in an Ideal for Datacom program. Regardless of whether
a program is in VLS format or load module format, the RELEASE PROGRAM statement frees the storage that is attributed
to the updateable portion of an Ideal for Datacom program.

It also marks the area in the Run Control Block (RCB) used for this program so that it is reused during the run. However, it
does not reduce the size of the RCB. Ideal for Datacom enlarges the RCB in increments of 4 KB as needed.

The following are good candidates for the RELEASE PROGRAM statement:

• Initialization programs.
You should release any program that is called at the beginning of a run and never called again.

• The leg of an application called from an Ideal for Datacom menu program.
If you have a menu program that calls programs that are considered applications and if users spend a long period
of time in one application before moving to another piece of the menu, you might consider using the RELEASE
PROGRAM statement on the “application” program.
This type of application can also lend itself to setting up each leg as its own transaction and using Ideal for
Datacom FINAL-ID to invoke the transaction. The invoked transaction can then invoke the menu transaction when it is
complete. This frees up all resources because you ended the Ideal for Datacom run.
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Misusing RELEASE PROGRAM can increase I/Os, resulting in significant performance degradation.

For example, if you release a program in VLS format and then reuse the program, the updateable portion must be
retrieved from the VLS library so that a copy can be made. The readonly portion of the program will also be read from
VLS. Likewise, when a program in load module format is released and then reused, the updateable portion of the program
must be retrieved from the load module library, unless it is in core because CICS has not yet released it or because it was
made resident. In all situations, the existing copy of the data is deleted and then reallocated. The RELEASE statement
has no effect on the CICS load module that contains the shareable portion of the code. CICS handles that storage as
usual at the end of the transaction boundary.

Because the RELEASE PROGRAM statement also reinitializes the working data and parameter sections, some
programmers use it for this purpose. This might not be a good practice. It can be more efficient to execute a few SET
statements to reinitialize only those fields that need to be initialized.

Doing block SETS can be even more efficient: Set up a 01-level group in working data that contains all the working data
fields that need to be initialized. Set the group equal to $SPACES or, for non-alpha groups or alpha groups that need to be
initialized to something other than blanks, equate the group to another group containing the same setup using MOVE BY
POSITION.

Timeouts and Disconnections

Coding a timeout parameter for VTAM, CICS, or a security package, can help you to enforce security. For example, it can
reduce the chances of an unauthorized user taking over a session at an unattended terminal that is still signed on.

A disconnection can result because of a network problem or if the user simply closes the 3270 emulator window.

WARNING
Session storage is only deleted after a timeout or disconnection if the VPE Purge Invocation code has been
invoked.

If the VPE Purge Invocation Code (VPUR) is not executed after a timeout or disconnection, you can expect the following
to remain:

• User session Temporary Storage records allocated by IPC, Datadictionary, and Ideal for Datacom.
• EDSA acquired for the updateable copy of the application program
• Use counts and enqueues performed on VLS entities.
• Storage allocated by Datadictionary for each terminal accessing DD.

If any of the preceding situations happen, it is because VPE has not been returned control, which allows it to clean up the
session. Without invoking the VPE Purge Invocation code, this data can only be released if another 
VPE-based transaction uses the same terminal or CICS is recycled.

VPUR

If an Ideal for Datacom session is aborted and VPE does not regain control and perform a session clean up, you can start
a VPUR transaction that initiates a clean up process. Typically, this happens when a 327x terminal disappears and the
CICS Node Error Program (DFHZNEP) is automatically enabled to handle the situation. To start VPUR, the VTAM codes
are checked to ensure that the conditions are appropriate. VPUR invokes the VPE module VPEPURGE, and uses the
input data from the CICS terminal ID that has been abnormally terminated. Using the TERMID, VPEPURGE finds the
VPE Session Anchor Block (VSAB) and deletes all of the storage acquired by GETMAIN in various DSAs and Temporary
Storage records that make up an Ideal for Datacom user session. VPEPURGE will also dequeue any enqueues that have
been issued for the session.

When VPUR is started, it is only known that the terminal where an Ideal for Datacom task is executing has ceased to exist
in the CICS environment. VPUR is invoked with the input data of the four-character CICS TERMID. Sometimes the task
continues to execute the application, even though the TERMID has ceased to exist in CICS. If VPUR has been started,
VPUR releases the storage that belonged to the task, the task is still executing and tries use its old session storage,
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which could by this time be reallocated by CICS to another task, resulting in abends or storage violations. Because of this
potential problem, it is important to determine how VPUR should be implemented to be most effective based on a site's
particular environment. For example, if long running tasks are the norm, it may be critical to first determine that the task
has ended for a TERMID by querying CICS before invoking VPUR. VPUR could be invoked from the CICS NEP or the
CICS terminal autoinstall exit.

Node Error Recovery

You can purge a session by invoking the VPE purge storage function from a Node Error Program (NEP). If available,
CICS invokes a NEP when VTAM notifies it that a terminal was lost (LOSTERM notification). The NEP schedules a
transaction that issues the purge storage function on behalf of the lost terminal.

To invoke the purge storage function from a NEP, first customize and then add the following statements to your site's CICS
Node Error Program:

NEP0AF   DS    OH                                              @BD5021A

*-----------------BEGINNING OF SUGGESTED VPE PURGE INVOCATION CODE----*

        CLI   TWAEC,TCZxxxx       ERROR?

        BE    PURGEIT         

        CLI   TWAEC,TCZxxxx       ERROR?

        BE    PURGEIT

        CLI   TWAEC,TCZxxxx       ERROR?

        B     GO_ON               NO; ELSE...

PURGEIT DS    OH

        EXEC  CICS START TRANSID('VPUR') LENGTH(4) FROM(TWANID)

GO-ON   DS    0H

*-----------------END OF SUGGESTED VPE PURGE INVOCATION CODE----------*

In the preceding illustration, 'xxxx' represents the error code you intend to trap. Commonly trapped error codes include
TCZTXCU (node unrecoverable), TCZNSP01 (network error 1) and TCZNSP02 (network error 2). The values that need to
be trapped will depend on your network configuration. See the DFHZEQU macro for specific error code definitions. Also
see the CICS Customization documentation for more information about Node Error Program processing.

PURGE term-id

You might need to purge storage for an Ideal for Datacom session that is abruptly ended in CICS. For example, if a
transaction is canceled, Virtual Processing Environment (VPE) can have storage areas and control blocks still allocated
on behalf of the terminal. If the session is not purged, these storage areas could be allocated indefinitely since the random
terminal-ID assignment of AUTOINSTALL cannot reuse the original terminal ID. The PURGE command cleans up these
storage areas.

PURGE termid

termid
The four-character terminal ID. You must type this value exactly as generated by the AUTOINSTALL routine since
term-ID is case sensitive.

When the session is purged, the following message displays:

Terminal 'termid'

 purge complete

If the value supplied for termid is not a defined terminal ID, the following message displays:
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Terminal 'termid'

 not found

Check to be sure you entered the terminal ID in the correct case, exactly as the AUTOINSTALL routine generated it.

Establishing Multiple Environments
Establish multiple environments in Ideal for Datacom. Learn about composite entities, enqueuing, transporting entities,
and DB2 plans and packages.

The most common reasons for setting up multiple environments include:

• Change management
• Security
• Performance

Almost all users set up a production environment for use only by their end-users to run production applications. This
separates development and production activity, which shelters and secures the production environment from a heavily
used development environment. This separation also allows optimal performance for production applications.

This documentation tries to address some of the questions and concerns regarding the implementation of multiple
environments. Topics covered include the following:

• DBMS regions
• Sharing libraries
• Enqueuing considerations
• Application migration
• Security and customization
• Installation

Composite Entities

The most important concept that must be considered when establishing multiple environments is that most Ideal entities
are not simple library members, but composites of multiple members and Datadictionary entries that must be kept
together.

• Program source is a composite of a Datadictionary entry and members for Procedure, Working data, and Parameter
data.

• Program object is a composite of multiple members and includes the Datadictionary entry for non-Production
programs.

• Panels are composites of a Datadictionary entry and Panel library members.
• Systems are composites of Datadictionary entries and VLS files.
• Members (for example, express signon) are composites of the Datadictionary entries defining the user and the VLS

members themselves.
• Program or Panel Load Modules are composites of Datadictionary entries and the (multiple) executable members. If

Application Module Tables are used, these can take the place of the dictionary entries.
• Regions that share these entities must therefore share the entire set of storage for them. You must consider a

Datadictionary and the VLS files and load modules it describes as a unit for sharing.

If, for example, a development environment and a production environment do not share the dictionary, they must not
share the other files, and the Ideal entities must be transported between them using the appropriate utilities to ensure that
all components are present and matched.
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Enqueuing

Ideal will issue a single enqueue to cover all parts of a composite entity. Because entities transported between dictionaries
have the same name in the sending and receiving environments, an additional component must be added to the entity
name to provide a unique queue name in each. This one-byte value is obtained from the QCODE value specified as a
parameter of the SC00OPTS module. It is important that all regions/partitions sharing a dictionary have the same value
specified for QCODE. Conversely, regions/partitions accessing different dictionaries require different QCODE values.

Transporting Entities

There are three mechanisms used for transporting Ideal entities between environments:

• Source transport-Used to move programs, panels, reports, unmodeled dataviews and members. It creates (or updates)
dictionary entries at the receiving end.

• Object transport-Used to move programs and their corresponding panels between environments. The programs must
be in PROD status. It does not update the dictionary.

• Load modules may also be moved and identified to the dictionary in the receiving environment.

Panels are both source and object, so they can be moved by both Source and Object transport; it is important to note the
differences between the two methods. When a panel is used in a RUN, the date is checked against the value compiled
into the program using it, and a discrepancy will end the run immediately. This is done to prevent buffer overruns which
could result from the panel size changing.

Source transport creates a new panel on the target environment, with a changed date of last modification. Object transport
creates an exact copy of the panel, retaining the original date of last modification. This means that a panel transported as
source cannot be used until the program is recompiled, so if both source and object transport are used, either the panels
should only be included in the object transport, or the object should be transported after the source.

NOTE
HELP panels may remain in TEST status for the convenience of future text updates. Use Source Transport
instead of Object Transport to move TEST status HELP panels into production environments. The HELP panels
left in TEST status must remain in VLS format even if the rest of the production application is in load module
format.

DB2 Plans and Packages

The source of a Plan or Package for DB2 is kept on a VLS library-the default is IDDVW-but a separate file can be used by
specifying a new name in IDOPTS. There is no dictionary entry for either entity.

Because Object Transport is most often used to move applications from development environments to production, it was
decided that the plan and package members should also be included in the scope of this utility, even though they are
considered source, in order for the transfer to use a single file. Plans and Packages must be rebound in the target DB2
subsystem, and the simplest mechanism is to regenerate from the plan/package source.

DB2 sites will therefore typically use a separate plan library for each DB2 subsystem.

Ideal and IPC Libraries

ADRPNL is used to hold the updatable SET SITE values for Ideal and IPC. A separate instance of this library is therefore
needed for each environment where different settings are used. These include the PSS settings, so ADROUT and
ADRPNL must be considered a pair for sharing purposes.

ADRLIB contains user jobcards. IDDAT contains all other user-related members and lists and groups. IDDVW contains all
dataview information, so it too is specific to a dictionary. These three libraries should be kept with their related dictionaries
for sharing.

CUSLIBs or VSE sub-libraries will also hold the assembled static options:
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@IIDOPTS The Ideal for Datacom options. This includes such settings as whether to use load modules (typically NO
for development regions and YES for production) which may differ between regions accessing the same
dictionary.

@IIDSYSF The batch file table. May differ between regions.
SC00TRAN,
SCASTRAN,
SCWBTRAN

Transaction tables for terminal, asynchronous, and Web applications. There is typically one for each CICS
region.

SC00OPTS The SCF options. Contains QCODE and other potentially region-specific settings. Multiple instances of this
module will use the same QCODE value if the regions access the same dictionary.

@ILMLIST and
@ILMTxxx

The list of application module tables and the tables themselves. These options are region-specific.

Module Format for Programs and Panels
This section describes the functions and considerations associated with converting application programs and panels to
load module format.

This topic contains the following information:

CICS Considerations

This section details the CICS considerations as follows.

PPT Entries

The CICS system initialization parameter PGAIPGM must specify active. This lets the program autoinstall function so that
CICS dynamically adds PPT entries for the Ideal for Datacom application load MODULEs. For more information, see IBM
documentation.

Loading the Modules at Startup

You can control whether all the load modules are loaded when the in-core LMT is built at PLT startup by setting the
PLTLOAD parameter of the IDOPTSCB macro in the IDOPTS source.

You can assign the following values to the PLTLOAD parameter.

YES
-Determines whether the load modules associated with an entry added to the in-core LMT during CICS PLT
processing are loaded into CICS. An error message will be issued for any missing or invalid modules.

NO
-Bypasses the loading of the modules when the entry is added to the in-core LMT during CICS PLT processing.

In most instances, you want to set the PLTLOAD parameter to NO. Because it bypasses the loading of the user program
and panel load modules, it significantly reduces the amount of time CICS becomes available to your users after startup. A
value of NO does not affect how the in-core LMT is built or the PPT entries.

If PLTLOAD=YES, all program modules, including the symbol table of every program that is only loaded in the case of a
runtime error, remains resident in RDSA . This could amount to a lot of storage never accessed by the environment.

Updating the In-Core LMT-REFRESHing Modules Online

Changes to MODULE entity occurrences in the dictionary after the in-core LMT is built do not affect the in-core LMT.
CREATE MODULE, DELETE MODULE, and IDENTIFY MODULE commands consequently do NOT modify the in-core
LMT.
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The REFRESH command updates the in-core LMT and synchronizes it with the dictionary entity occurrence as follows:

• When a module entity for the specified program or panel is found in the dictionary:
If an in-core LMT entry exists, it is updated; otherwise, an entry is added. In a CICS environment, if PPT entries do not
exist, they are added and a CICS DISABLE, NEWCOPY, and ENABLE for each module associated with the program
or panel, is performed.

• When a module entity for the specified program or panel is not found in the dictionary:
If an in-core LMT entry exists, it is deleted; otherwise, an error message is issued.

A SELECT SYSTEM command executed before the REFRESH command identifies the Ideal for Datacom system that
contains the program or panel.

Execute the REFRESH command for each program or panel that was replaced. You should also execute it in each
environment using the replaced program or panel.

Carry out this process with standard CICS commands. However, using the Ideal for Datacom REFRESH command with
the program name means that all three modules are refreshed for application programs; you do not need to remember the
proper module suffixes, and you do not need to remember the seven-character module name.

If a CICS NEWCOPY service fails because the module is still in use, Ideal for Datacom waits five seconds and tries again.
If it still fails, Ideal for Datacom continues waiting and tries again in one minute. If, after a minute, the NEWCOPY still
fails, the load modules are left disabled and a message indicating the problem is sent to the user. This usually implies
that the Ideal for Datacom DISABLE or ENABLE command was not correctly issued or that the ENABLE command was
issued before the REFRESH command. For more information about the REFRESH command, see Application Migration
Considerations.

Module Definition
You should convert production status online application programs and panels from VLS format to a standard z/OS load
module or a VSE phase format. In this section, the term module refers to idcm programs and panels in this format.
Performance is the primary reason to convert to module format.

Module Format

Module format provides significant performance benefits. In all environments, loading a module is more efficient than
loading the corresponding VLS object member. Under CICS, the reentrant portion of a program or panel is loaded and
released by each Ideal for Datacom transaction that needs it. This allows CICS to optimize the use of CICS storage. CICS
keeps modules specified as non-resident (CICS) with a use count of 0 in storage (DSA) only if CICS is not constrained for
storage. Since CICS is in control of the whole region or partition (while Ideal for Datacom is not), decisions about when to
retain modules and when to swap them out can be made more effectively at the CICS level.

Application program load modules can be linked in 31-bit mode allowing the reentrant and non-updateable modules to
reside in CICS extended storage. This decreases I/O to the libraries the modules reside in and the DSA it requires to load
them.

Because CICS is managing the storage used for programs and panels, the Ideal for Datacom RUN-STATUS of PRIVATE,
SHARED, or RESIDENT is ignored for programs and panels in module format.

In addition, module format provides the following benefits:

• Module format facilitates bringing in a new version of a program or panel while CICS is up and running. The amount of
time a load module application is not useable during the update process is very short compared to VLS format.

• Module format allows systems programmers to use standard monitoring and tuning tools to monitor program usage.
This can result in better system tuning.

• Module format allows the use of standard IBM utilities for library maintenance, backup, and transport.
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The application programs and panels cannot run outside the Ideal for Datacom environment. If attempted, an S0C3 (z/
OS) or Execute Exception (VSE) occurs. To execute a module format application, the user must still sign on to Ideal for
Datacom and execute a RUN command.

At transaction boundaries, a copy of the updateable portion of a program or panel is saved in extended storage. The
original module remains in extended storage (RDSA)

Creating Modules

Use the CREATE MODULE command to create the module form of a program or panel. This batch-only command is used
the first time you convert a program or panel to module format. You also use it when you convert a new PROD version of
the same program or panel to module format. As long as you use the same one- to seven-character module name, the
CREATE MODULE command replaces the old module. However, if the module name for the program or panel changes,
you must first delete the old module with the DELETE MODULE command.

The primary output of a CREATE MODULE command is a set of IBM-format object decks with appropriate Linkage Editor
control statements, written to a sequential file (three object decks per Ideal for Datacom program and one object deck
per panel). This file is used as input to the IBM Linkage Editor. Regardless of the number of VLS object entities, there is
always one object deck (module) created for each of the reentrant, non-reentrant (updateable), and symbol table portions
of each Ideal for Datacom program.

For example, a VLS object library listing can contain the following entries:

$IDDEMOPGM5     PRDJA

$IDDEMOPGM5     PRDJB

$IDDEMOPGM5     PRDTA

$IDDEMOPGM5     PRDTB

$IDDEMOPGM5     PRDTC

The VLS panel library listing can contain the following entry:

$IDDEMOPNL5     001U

$ID
Ideal for Datacom system name

DEMOPGM5
Ideal for Datacom program name

DEMOPNL5
Ideal for Datacom panel name

PRD
Program status as production

JA,JB
Two members for the program symbol table (used only when a runtime error occurs)

TA,TB,TC
Three executable object members, two for the updateable portion and one for the non-updateable portion of the
program

001
Panel version as 1

U
Panel VLS member

If you specify the following commands to convert the Ideal for Datacom application to module format, the following
modules are created as shown in the following table:
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CREATE MODULE DEMPGM5 FROM PGM DEMOPGM5

CREATE MODULE DEMPNL5 FROM PNL DEMOPNL5 VERSION 1

VLS Object Members Object Deck Member Link edited Load Module Member

$IDDEMOPGM5 PRDJA
$IDDEMOPGM5 PRDJB

DEMPGM5S DEMPGM5S

$IDDEMOPGM5 PRDTA
$IDDEMOPGM5 PRDTB

DEMPGM5U DEMPGM5U

$IDDEMOPGM5 PRDTC DEMPGM5R DEMPGM5R

$IDDEMOPNL5 OO1U DEMPNL5P DEMPNL5P

Note how the multiple VLS object members for the program symbol table (PRDJA and PRDJB) were combined into one
load module as were the multiple VLS members for the updateable portion of the program (PRDTA and PRDTB). The
non-updateable portion of the program (PRDTC) is stored in a separate load module.

Three separate modules are created for each program:

• One for the reentrant portion of the program
• One for the updateable portion of the program
• One for the program symbol table

Only one module is created for each panel for the Panel Control Block (PCB), the reentrant portion of a panel.

The names of the created modules are the one- to seven-character modname with a one-character suffix. The suffixes
are:
R

Reentrant (non-updateable) part of a program
U

Updateable (non-reentrant) part of a program
S

Symbol table of a program
P

Reentrant part of a panel

Use these suffixes in the following cases:

• The user wants to add CICS Program Definitions in order to specify RESIDENT=YES. CICS Transaction Server option
for program autoinstall adds the CICS program definitions when the modules are loaded for the RUN of an Ideal for
Datacom application program. CTS PAIPGM adds the definitions with default values (RES=NO). For details, see the
IBM documentation.

• The user wants to use a standard IBM utility to move, delete, and so on, the modules in the system libraries.
• The user wants to obtain performance monitor data about the use of modules in the system; for example, CICS

shutdown statistics that show how many times a module is used.
• The user wants to use standard CICS services to disable, NEWCOPY, and enable the modules associated with

programs and panels. There is also an Ideal for Datacom REFRESH command to perform these same services that
does not require the knowledge of the module naming conventions.

When dealing with non-Ideal services, the user must account for all three program modules and must specify the
appropriate module suffix for each of these parts and for any panel modules.
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You can specify many CREATE MODULE commands in the same Ideal for Datacom batch run. The resultant object decks
and appropriate Linkage Editor control statements are concatenated into the same sequential output data set. The user
must specify a job step following the Ideal for Datacom batch step to execute the Linkage Editor and read that sequential
file as its input.

Execute a SELECT SYSTEM command before the CREATE MODULE command to identify the Ideal for Datacom system
that contains the program. Do not execute RUN commands in the same Ideal for Datacom job step as CREATE MODULE
commands or the results can be unpredictable.

If you need to modify the database ID associated with the program, use an ALTER PROGRAM DBID command before the
CREATE MODULE, not after.

The secondary output of the CREATE MODULE command is a new or updated MODULE entity occurrence in
Datadictionary. The entity name is a concatenation of the following:

'$I'  'PGM'  modname

'$I'  'PNL'  modname 

The attributes maintained for the MODULE entity include the module name, version (always version 1), the date and time
the module was created, entity information about the original program or panel, type, system, name, version, date and
time of program compilation. In addition, the name of the user executing the CREATE command is placed in the author
and controller attributes.

An alias is also created for the MODULE entity occurrence identifying the corresponding program or panel. It is a
concatenation of the following:

'$I'  'P'  sss  pgm-name

'$I'  'M'  sss   pnl-name 

sss
System ID of the program or panel

P
For program

M
For panel

pgm-name
Program name

pnl-name
Panel name

If you are creating a module for a new version of a program or panel to which a module was previously created, then the
previous MODULE entity occurrence and its related information is replaced in the dictionary. If a module is created for a
program or panel and a program or panel with a different name or from a different system was already converted with the
same module name, an error message is issued and the CREATE MODULE is aborted. Choose a new name or delete the
old module.

The program or panel must be in production status to be converted. If there are multiple versions, the one that is in
production status is the one that is converted.

Production programs and panels that were transported with the Ideal for Datacom Object Transport Utility can be
converted to a module format even though there is no production program or panel dictionary facility entity occurrence
for them. In this case, you must specify the panel's version number (you cannot specify PROD instead of the version
number).
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Sample JCL

For z/OS:

//IDLMODS JOB . . .

//*

//*           EXECUTE CREATE COMMAND IN IDEAL.               *

//*

//BATCH EXEC IDLBATCH

//OBJECT    DD DSN=&&TEMP,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(MOD,PASS,DELETE),

//          SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))

//SYSIN     DD *

PERSON $IDEAL PSW $IDEAL

SEL SYS $ID

CREATE MODULE DEMPGM5 FROM PGM DEMOPGM5

CREATE MODULE DEMPNL5 FROM PNL DEMOPNL5 VERSION 1

OFF 

//* 

//*      LINKEDIT MVS OBJECT DECKS PRODUCED BY CREATE.       *

//* 

//LKED     EXEC PGM=IEWL,COND=(0,NE,BATCH),

//              PARM='RENT,XREF,MAP,LIST'

//*

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1    DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1024,(50,20))

//SYSLMOD   DD DSN=IDEAL.APPLIC.LOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIN    DD DSN=&&TEMP,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

/*

NOTE
DCB information is taken from the OBJECT entry in the Ideal for Datacom System File Table (@IIDSYSF).

For VSE:

* $$ JOB JNM=IDLMODS,CLASS=0,DISP=D

* $$ LST DISP=D,CLASS=R,JSEP=0

// JOB IDLMODS

// OPTION LOG,NODUMP

// DLBL IDLPROC,'Ideal.Proclib'

// EXTENT ,vse004

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(IDLPROC.Sublib)

// ASSGN SYS000,DISK,VOL=vse004,SHR

// DLBL OBJECT,'Ideal.test.object',0

// EXTENT SYS000,vse004,,,76636,200

// EXEC PROC=IDLBATCH

// EXEC IDBATCH,SIZE=128K

PERSON $IDEAL PSW $IDEAL

SEL SYS $ID

CREATE MODULE DEMPGM5 FROM PGM DEMOPGM5

CREATE MODULE DEMPNL5 FROM PNL DEMOPNL5 VERSION 1

OFF

/*

// OPTION CATAL
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// DLBL IJSYSIN,'Ideal.test.object'

// EXTENT SYSIPT,vse004

   ASSGN SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=vse004,SHR

// DLBL 'Ideal.sp.library'

// EXTENT ,vse004

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(Ideal.sublib), catalog=Ideal.sublib

   INCLUDE

// EXEC LNKEDT

/*

   CLOSE SYSIPT,05c

/&

* $$ EOJ

RMODE Parameter

Specification of RMODE in the parameter list of the z/OS LKED EXEC or VSE LINKEDT statements is not required. Ideal
for Datacom handles the residency mode automatically.

Ideal for Datacom always automatically links panels with the specification RMODE 24. If RMODE ANY is hardcoded in
the JCL, panels are placed above the line where Ideal for Datacom cannot access them, therefore leading to abnormal
terminations.

Programs are automatically linked with a specification RMODE ANY.

Deleting Modules

The DELETE MODULE command (on-line or batch) deletes the MODULE entity occurrence and alias occurrence that
correspond to the specified program or panel from the dictionary only. The DELETE MODULE command does not delete
the generated modules from any system module libraries. That is the user's responsibility. Be sure to delete all three
generated parts of an Ideal for Datacom program module.

Execute a SELECT SYSTEM command before the DELETE MODULE command to identify the Ideal for Datacom system
that contains the program.

Identifying Modules

The IDENTIFY MODULE command (batch) updates the MODULE entity occurrence and ALIAS occurrence of the
specified program or panel in the dictionary. The IDENTIFY command is used after the module format of the program or
panel is moved to the receiving environment.

Execute the IDENTIFY command in batch and only after a program or panel module was moved through an IBM utility.
It makes the module known to Ideal for Datacom at the receiving site. One IDENTIFY command is sufficient for all load
modules associated with the specified program or panel.

The program or panel name specifies the entity to which the module corresponds. A SELECT SYSTEM command
executed before the IDENTIFY command indicates the Ideal for Datacom system that contains the entity.

The IDENTIFY MODULE command performs the following steps in batch:

1. It attempts to load the module by executing a load service call to the appropriate z/OS or VSE facility. Consequently,
the module must be in the appropriate z/OS joblib or steplib or VSE core image library.

2. It verifies that the loaded module corresponds to the specified program or panel.
3. It creates or updates the MODULE dictionary entity occurrence corresponding to the module name specified on the

IDENTIFY command.
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DISPLAY/PRINT INDEX MODULE Command

The DISPLAY/PRINT INDEX MODULE command displays a list of programs and panels that have module entity
occurrences in the dictionary. You can also specify an optional WITH VERIFICATION clause to verify that the modules are
really in the module library and represent the appropriate application program.

The module name, the corresponding application program or panel identification, and the date/time of program
compilation are displayed. The entries are in alphabetical order by module name with all program modules first, followed
by panel modules.

The WITH VERIFICATION option attempts to load each module or set of module, to determine whether the correct
modules are available to the environment. The entity type, system ID, entity name, version number, and date/time stamp
in the MODULE dictionary entity are compared with the information found in the loaded module. Any discrepancies are
noted.

This command does not display any modules that do not have corresponding dictionary entries in the module table.

Module Runtime Considerations
This section details module runtime considerations for Ideal for Datacom. Information includes building and diplaying the
in-core load module table, tailoring the LMT, and preparing and automating application module tables.

Building the In-Core Load Module Table

The in-core load module table (LMT) identifies the application programs and panels that are in load module format and
provides their module names for the runtime environment. Whenever an application RUN loads a production program or
panel for the first time or after it is reaccessed after a RELEASE statement, Ideal for Datacom determines whether the
entity is in load module format. If an entry is found, standard operating system service calls are issued, depending on the
environment. If an entry is not found, a load of the program or panel is requested from the appropriate VLS library.

The contents of the LMT can be built using two sources of input:

• By scanning the MODULE dictionary entities for entries that correspond to Ideal for Datacom application programs
and panels. For each program or panel MODULE DD entity, an entry is added to the in-core LMT that identifies the
program or panel name and its corresponding module name.

• By using site-maintained tables to control the contents of the LMT. This option provides two structures with Ideal for
Datacom are analogous to the CICS RDO LIST/GROUP structures.

• Application Module Table (AMT): Application Module Tables (AMTs) are physical modules/phases containing entries of
programs and panels and their corresponding load module prefix. Each program and panel defined in an AMT adds an
entry to the in-core LMT without requiring the presence of a module entity occurrence in the dictionary. There can be
multiple AMTs in a single region. AMTs are assembled and linked with macros that Ideal for Datacom provides. They
have a naming convention of @ILMTxxx, where xxx is a name that the user provides.

• @ILMLIST: @ILMLIST is a module that contains the list of AMTs to process when building the in-core LMT. @ILMLIST
is assembled and linked with macros Ideal for Datacom provides. Each region (batch or on-line) can have a separate
copy of @ILMLIST, thereby allowing each region to tailor the load modules it runs.

For batch, the in-core LMT is built when the first RUN command is issued. Under CICS environments, the in-core LMT
is built when CICS starts, provided the program @IADPLTI was included in the PLT program startup list. If @IADPLTI is
not in the PLT or in the unlikely event that the task is not successful, the user issuing the first RUN command invokes the
processing to build the in-core LMT.

You can control which sources build the LMT by setting the LMTBLD parameter of the IDOPTSCB macro in the IDOPTS
source (which produces the @IIDOPTS load module that controls Ideal for Datacom site options). Enter the LMTBLD
parameter on the FUNC=START statement in the IDOPTSCB macro. You can assign the following values to the LMTBLD
parameter:
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DD
Builds the in-core LMT using entries from the @ILMLIST module and entries that are found in the dictionary
module table.

NO
builds the in-core LMT from processing @ILMLIST only.

The building of the in-core LMT in all environments begins with the loading of @ILMLIST. If @ILMLIST contains entries,
the in-core LMT is built based on the contents of each AMT table specified in @ILMLIST. If @ILMLIST is empty, the in-
core LMT is empty at this point.

Under CICS, if LMTBLD=DD has been specified, the in-core table will be updated to include any module entries in the
dictionary that do not exist in the in-core LMT.

In batch where LMTBLD=DD, each time a program or panel is accessed and is not found in the in-core LMT, the
dictionary is accessed to determine if a module occurrence is present. If a module occurrence is found, it is added to the
in-core LMT.

The in-core LMT is always built, but can be empty. An empty in-core LMT is built when @ILMLIST is empty and either
LMTBLD=NO or there are no module entity occurrences in the dictionary. When both of these conditions are true, Ideal for
Datacom uses only VLS members in the environment.

Displaying the In-Core Load Module Table

With the introduction of AMT processing and the elimination of the requirement for creating load module entries in the
dictionary, the DISPLAY INDEX MODULE command does not necessarily reflect an accurate picture of the in-core LMT.
The following command produces a display of the current contents of the in-core LMT in the region the command is
issued.

 DISPLAY LMT

 

It does not produce an alphabetical listing. You can use FIND and INCLUDE commands to locate specific entries.

Tailoring the LMT

The introduction of site-defined AMTs and @ILMLIST let you designate the exact contents of the in-core LMT. This can be
useful in a variety of situations:

• Multiple CICS regions sharing a single dictionary and each of those CICS regions run different programs
• Creating separate AMTs for batch only applications
• Simplification of processing

AMT processing removes the PPT and LMT entries for load modules that are not run in a specified CICS region.

AMT processing can also simplify the processing that must otherwise execute at the receiving site of migrated
applications. You can do this by simply supplying the load modules and AMTs to the receiving site. In some cases, you
can also supply @ILMLIST. In other cases, the receiving site executes the steps necessary to update, reassemble, and
link @ILMLIST.

Sites using AMT processing should be aware of the following restrictions. For more information see the “Application
Migration Considerations” chapter.
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• REFRESH command deletes the LMT entry if no dictionary module entry is present. Execute the CICS NEWCOPY
command to refresh an existing program.

• Modifications to @ILMLIST and AMTs require recycling. CICS NEWCOPY commands do not affect the contents of the
LMT once CICS is active.

• New subprograms require you add additional entries to the corresponding AMT. You must either recycle CICS or issue
the IDENTIFY MODULE command before a REFRESH command so that the LMT can be updated. CICS NEWCOPY
commands do not make the module known to the Ideal for Datacom LMT.

Preparing Application Module Tables (AMTs)

The following is the format of an AMT. Specify each program or panel module entry on a single line.

 AMT                  TITLE 'title' 

                      LMHDR TABLEID=xxx modname LMDEF ent,sys,entname,ver modname LMDEF ent,sys,entname,ver 

                                .

                                .

                                .

                      TITLE 'title' modname LMDEF ent,sys,entname,ver modname LMDEF ent,sys,entname,ver 

                                .

                                .

                                .

                      END

 

TABLEID
Three-character literal that distinguishes the application LMT and builds a header in the application LMT.

modname
One- to seven-character module prefix identifier.

ent
Literal PGM for programs and PNL for panels.

sys
Three-character system name of the program or panel.

entname
One- to eight-character program or panel name.

ver
Literal PRD for programs and the explicit version number for panels.

The following is an example of entries and JCL that assemble and link an AMT.

z/OS

 //IDLMTXXX JOB ...

 //ASMOPT EXEC PGM=IEV90,PARM=(DECK,NOOBJ),REGION=500K

 //SYSLIB   DD DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR

 //         DD DSN=Ideal.maclib,DISP=SHR

 //SYSUT1   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,5))

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPUNCH DD DSN=Ideal.objlib(LMTXXX),DISP=SHR

 //SYSIN    DD *

 ****  SAMPLE INPUT  ****

 AMT      TITLE 'Sample Application LMT:  Application 1'

          LMHDR TABLEID=999

 MODNAM1  LMDEF PGM,$ID,PROGRAM1,PRD
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 MODNAM2  LMDEF PGM,$ID,PROGRAM2,PRD

 MODNAM3  LMDEF PGM,$ID,PROGRAM3,PRD

 MODNAM4  LMDEF PGM,$ID,PROGRAM4,PRD

 MODNAM5  LMDEF PNL,$ID,PANEL1,001

          END

 //LNKOPT EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM=(RENT,XREF,LIST,NCAL),COND=(4,LT)

 //SYSLMOD  DD DSN=loadmod.lib,DISP=SHR

 //SYSUT1   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,5))

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //OBJLIB   DD DSN=Ideal.objlib,DISP=SHR

 //SYSLIN   DD *

   INCLUDE  OBJLIB(LMTxxx)

   NAME     @ILMT999(R)

 /*

 

VSE

 * $$ JOB JNM=@ILMT$ID,CLASS=A,LDEST=(*,VMUID)

 * $$ LST CLASS=R

 // JOB    @ILMT$ID

 // ON     $RC>0 GOTO $EOJ

 // LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(CAI.IDEAL,CAI.IPC),CATALOG=CAI.USER

 // OPTION CATAL

    PHASE  @ILMTxxx

 // EXEC   ASSEMBLY

          PRINT NOGEN

 LMT      TITLE 'LOAD MODULE DEFINITIONS FOR $ID SYSTEM'

          LMHDR TABLEID=$ID

 MODNAM1  LMDEF PGM,$ID,PROGRAM1,PRD

 MODNAM2  LMDEF PGM,$ID,PROGRAM2,PRD

 MODNAM3  LMDEF PGM,$ID,PROGRAM3,PRD

 MODNAM4  LMDEF PGM,$ID,PROGRAM4,PRD

 MODPNL1  LMDEF PNL,$ID,PANEL1,001

          END

 /*

 // EXEC   LNKEDT

 /*

 /&

 * $$ EOJ

 

NOTE
In both z/OS and VSE, a CICS PPT entry is required for the @ILMTxxx module or phase, where xxx is $ID by
default. You can change it as long as the PPT name corresponds to (is the same as) the module or phase name.

Establishing ILMLIST AMT Lists

The following is the input for the assembly of @ILMLIST. Specify on the LMTGEN macro TABLEID parameter the list of
AMT tableids that reflect the contents for @ILMLIST.

 LMLIST                TITLE '@ILMLIST Application LMTs'

                       LMTGEN TABLEID=(tid,tid,...)

                       END

 Tid
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Represents the list of AMT tableids. All @ILMTsss modules and the @ILMLIST module must be in a library accessible to
the CICS or batch region.

To produce an empty @ILMLIST, specify the following for the assembly input:

 LMLIST                TITLE '@ILMLIST Application LMTs'

                       LMTGEN TYPE=DUMMY

                       END

 

The following is an example of entries and JCL that assemble and link @ILMLIST.

z/OS

 //IDLMLIST JOB ...

 //ASMOPT EXEC PGM=IEV90,PARM=(DECK,NOOBJ),REGION=500K

 //SYSLIB   DD DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR

 //         DD DSN=Ideal.maclib,DISP=SHR

 //SYSUT1   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,5))

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPUNCH DD DSN=Ideal.objlib(LMLIST),DISP=SHR

 //SYSIN    DD *

 LMLIST   TITLE '@ILMLIST Application LMTs'

          LMTGEN TABLEID=(000,999,DRA)

          END

 //LNKOPT EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM=(RENT,XREF,LIST,NCAL), COND=(4,LT)

 //SYSLMOD  DD DSN=Ideal.cailib,DISP=SHR

 //SYSUT1   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10,5))

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //OBJLIB   DD DSN=Ideal.objlib,DISP=SHR

 //SYSLIN   DD *

   INCLUDE  OBJLIB(LMLIST)

   NAME     @ILMLIST(R)

 //

 

VSE

 * $$ JOB JNM=@ILMLIST,CLASS=A,LDEST=(*,VMUID)

 * $$ LST CLASS=R

 // JOB    @ILMLIST

 // ON     $RC>0 GOTO $EOJ

 // LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(CAI.IDEAL,CAI.IPC),CATALOG=CAI.USER

 // OPTION CATAL

    PHASE  @ILMLIST

 // EXEC   ASSEMBLY,PARM='VSE'

          TITLE '@ILMLIST APPLICATION LMTS'

          PRINT NOGEN

          LMTGEN TABLEID=($ID,DRA)

          END

 /*

 // EXEC   LNKEDT

 /*

 /&
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 * $$ EOJ

 

NOTE
A CICS PPT entry is required for the @ILMLIST phase.

Automating AMT Generation

You can generate an AMT manually or automatically. AMTGEN is a sample Ideal program available from the Broadcom
Support website. This program generates an AMT that includes an entry for each production program and panel in a
system that you specify. You can modify this program to meet other specifications you might want to adopt at your site or
you can use an entirely different program that generates this data.

The program AMTGEN is provided in external source format. You must use the Ideal for Datacom source transport utility
to import this application.

You can automate the generation of an AMT. Ideal for Datacom distributed a sample application to generate AMTs for all
the programs and panels in an entire Ideal for Datacom system definition. Ideal for Datacom member AMTGEN contains
JCL to run the application.

Execute the Ideal for Datacom program, AMTGEN, passing the name of the selected system as a parameter to the
AMTGEN program, as shown in the following RUN command:

 RUN AMTGEN  VERSION PROD PARM '@IC'

 

The AMTGEN program produces the following output:

• A list of all program and panel module entries in the dictionary that are in the specified system.
  

 09/29/94            AMTGEN Audit Listing          PAGE 1

        AMT and PPT Source Generator for System: HBS

 SEQUENCE               OUTPUT                  MODULE

   NUMBER               GENERATED               NOT FOUND

 ________               _________               _________

        1               ADDEMPL

        2                                       ADDHMOS

        3                                       CHGCARR

        4               RATTGEN

        5               RATTUPD

        6               UPDEMPL

                          .

                          .

                          .

       23               ADDEMPL

     Total Entities Encountered:              23

     Entities Processed                       15

     Module-Not-Found Entities                 8

 

• You can use card-image files to assemble and link the list of module entries into an application module table.
  

AMT      TITLE 'LOAD MODULE DEFINITIONS FOR AMT: PROGRAMS'       00000001

         LMHDR TABLEID=@IC                                       00000002

RATTGEN  LMDEF PGM,@IC,RATTGEN,PRD                               00000003

RATTUPD  LMDEF PGM,@IC,RATTUPD,PRD                               00000004

UPDEMPL  LMDEF PGM,@IC,UPDEMPL,PRD                               00000005
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ADDEMPL  LMDEF PGM,@IC,ADDEMPL,PRD                               00000006

                      .

                      .

                      .

         TITLE 'LOAD MODULE DEFINITIONS FOR AMT: PANELS'         00000012

ADDEMPL  LMDEF PNL,HBO,ADDEMPL,0001                              00000013

                      .

                      .

                      .

         END                                                     00000019

 NAME @ILMT@IC(R)                                                00000001

 

To assemble the load module table @ILMLIST, perform the following tasks:

• Assemble the card-image file of module entries produced in Step 1 to create the AMT (application module table). The
application module table is named @ILMTsss, where sss is the system ID of the program specified to the AMTGEN
program. To specify a different suffix, set the parameter to the appropriate three-character name on the control card for
the AMTGEN program.

• Repeat steps 1 and 2 for each application in the CICS region.
• Edit the LMTGEN statement in the jobstream in source member LMLSTASM to include the three-character suffixes

of the application load module tables and then submit the member LMTASM to assemble the load module table
@ILMLIST.

NOTE

• All @ILMTsss modules and the @ILMLIST module must be in a library accessible to the CICS or batch
region.

• If your site has Datacom Database Resource Analyzer Option, the Application Module Table @ILMTDRA
must be an entry in @ILMLIST.

• For ease of maintenance, each application LMT should match one RDO group for PPT entries which lets you
isolate changes and group them easily.

Application Migration Considerations
This section describes the methods available for moving application programs and panels from the development center to
the production center. Each method has certain advantages and disadvantages. For each site, determine the best method
that suits its specific needs.

Although it is not required, you should convert all programs and panels to load module format at the production center for
optimal performance.

Development Considerations

When you are ready to release an application to the end users:

1. All programs and their resources should be in production status.
2. Move the programs from the development center to the production center.
3. Add or update the application at the production center.

Testing Programs Before Marking Them to Prod

After the application is initially marked to prod, you can modify one or more programs in the application.
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You can modify the application by first duplicating the programs that require modification to the next version in the
development environment and making the necessary changes. When the TEST status programs are ready to test, you
can run them with the unchanged PROD status programs by issuing the command:

ASSIGN PROGRAM pgm-name VER test-version

You should then issue the RUN statement for the current production application.

After the program is tested with the new TEST versions of the modified programs and the results are correct, you can
MARK these programs to Prod status. The current Prod status calling programs are automatically related to the new
production versions. No change or recompile is necessary for the calling programs.

When issuing the MARK STATUS command, you can receive the error message IDADXSSP24 “PROD” program in use,
please try later. This can happen if the SCOOPTS QCODE parameter is not properly set.

Mark Programs to Prod Status

The Ideal for Datacom MARK STATUS command changes the status of an entity.

Putting an application in Prod status cuts down processing at runtime. When you run a program that is in Test status, Ideal
for Datacom checks the dictionary and verifies that:

• The program entity occurrence exists.
• The program's procedure, working data, and parameter sections were not edited since it was last successfully

compiled.
• The resources of the program were not modified since the last successful compile.

When you run a program that is in Prod status, the dictionary checking is minimal because:

• Moving the program to Prod status ensures that all of the program's resources must exist and are in Prod status.
• The edit dates must be in sync because you cannot edit the program.

When VER PROD is specified on the RUN command, Ideal for Datacom goes directly to the object code and does not
check the dictionary at all. PROD status is a requirement for the Object Transport Utility and the CREATE MODULE
facility.

Application Migration Considerations

The first decision that you need to make for the production environment is the format under which the applications run.
Load modules are highly recommended in a CICS production environment over VLS format.

When load modules are the format of choice, you must also decide what sources to use to build the in-core LMT. You can
find more information about the in-core LMT in Module Format for Programs and Panels.

See the following choices for building the in-core LMT:

• You can build the contents of the in-core LMT by extracting the data found only in the dictionary MODULE table. To
implement this method, all modules must be created or identified. Specify IDOPTS LMTBLD=DD and the @ILMLIST
must be empty.
Advantages: DIS INDEX [ALL] MODULE is an accurate list of the programs and panels running in load module format.
Disadvantages: If running multiple CICS regions against the same dictionary, LMT entries are built for programs and
panels in all regions regardless of whether they run there.

• You can build the contents of the LMT by extracting the data only from the AMTs listed in the @ILMLIST. To implement
this method, specify IDOPTS LMTBLD=NO. Dictionary entries might exist, but they are ignored when the LMT is
initially built.
Advantages:
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• You can customize the contents of the LMT to include only the programs and panels accessed in a particular
region. This can be especially useful when multiple CICS regions run different sets of programs but share the same
dictionary.

• This method results in the quickest processing time to build the LMT because there is only access to the AMT
modules, therefore access to the MODULE dictionary table was eliminated.

• Minimal work is executed at each production center. You can create the modules in the development region along
with an AMT and move it to the production center. This can be a very useful method of distributing programs in a
vendor situation.

• IDENTIFYs are optional.

Disadvantages:

• DIS INDEX MODULE is not an accurate list of the programs and panels running in load module format because it
only references dictionary and not the LMT.

• You cannot execute the REFRESH command if no dictionary module occurrence exists. The LMT entry is deleted.
• The contents of the LMT are built from both the programs found in the AMTs and the dictionary. Duplicates are

allowed. However, they incur additional overhead when the in-core LMT is built. To implement this method, IDOPTS
LMTBLD=DD and the @ILMLIST should not be empty.
Advantages:

• You can define applications common to all CICS regions in the dictionary.
• You can define applications executed in one CICS region using an AMT.

Disadvantages:

• DIS INDEX MODULE is not an accurate list of the programs and panels running in load module format because it
only references dictionary and not the LMT.

• You cannot execute the REFRESH command if a dictionary module occurrence does not exist. The LMT entry is
deleted.

• Using the two methods together can be a source of confusion.

Application Migration Process
You can use a variety of methods to move the application programs and panels from the development center to the
production center.

Using the Object Transport Utility with Load Modules

One possible method of migrating an application is to first use the Ideal for Datacom Object Transport Utility to move
the program and panel object modules in VLS format to the production center. After this is done, use the CREATE
MODULE command in the production environment to convert the VLS object members to module format. There are
several advantages to using the Object Transport Utility approach:

• You can easily unload and load related collections of programs and panels with just a few commands.
• The Object Transport Utility output identifies all the programs and panels that were loaded. This provides a list for

determining which programs and panels are converted to module format.
• If any ALTER PROGRAM commands are required at a later time, the transported VLS object modules are available to

ALTER. Then new load modules created from them without having to retransport. ALTER PROGRAM has no effect on
module format applications.

• You are not required to be aware of module suffixes for the three modules per program.
• If a subset of all programs and panels is converted to module format, the Object Transport Utility is still needed to

move those that still execute in VLS format. It is, therefore, advisable to move the whole application and then convert
those programs and panels as needed to module format.
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Using the Ideal for Datacom Source Transport Utility with Load Modules

Sites can use the source transport utility to move an application. Some sites like to have the source available in case of an
emergency change and the sending and target sites are not connected. It might also be possible that the target site needs
to make modifications to the source.

Once the application is source transported, compile and mark the entities to production before load modules are created.

Source Transport Commands

There are several commands of the Ideal for Datacom Source Transport Utility that you should carefully consider when
using the source transport for production application migration. The most helpful of these commands for application
migration include:
SET IMPORT RESOURCE

Overrides the versions specified for the resources of a program at import time without having to modify the
external source.

SET IMPORT DUPLICATE
Specifies the action to take when an imported entity already exists.

SET IMPORT NEW VERSION
Specifies the version for the entities created during the import process.

WARNING
If you are using the source transport utility to migrate applications to a production environment, do not use it with
the object transport utility. Panels can cause problems.

Ideal for Datacom application panels are stored in two parts: the layout is stored in a source member in the panel library
and the compiled attributes are stored in each program's object.

Both parts are used at runtime. The object transport utility moves both parts because they are both needed at runtime.
The object transport copies the source and object members “as is” into the receiving region. The date/time stamps
showing the last modification to the panel are not changed.

The source transport, however, moves just the source member. It changes the date/time stamp of the transported member
to the date/time of the actual transport because the source transport is in effect creating a new entity at the receiving site.

At runtime, Ideal for Datacom compares the date/time of the last edit of the panel (as it was recorded in the program
object at compile time) to the edit date found in the panel source member to make sure that the panel was not modified
since the last compile. In this scenario, the panel date/time stamp is later than the compile date/time because the source
transport overlaid the panel source and changed the date. The runtime processor assumes that this panel was modified
and issues the PANEL MODIFIED message.

The best thing to do if you want to shelter the source code is to export it using source transport and save it in external
source format using Librarian (or another library management system) or a data set.

If you want to maintain both the source and object code for panels in a production region, do one of the following:

• Maintain separate system IDs for source and object so that there is no chance of overlaying the panels.
• Use the source transport only and recompile everything in the production region.

Using Utilities to Move Load Modules

The last option requires the least amount of processing in the production center. You can move whole libraries containing
Ideal for Datacom user program and panel load modules to the production center. Ideal for Datacom IDENTIFY
commands are optional if an application module table (AMT) is available to define the entities to the LMT. For additional
information regarding this process, see Module Format for Programs and Panels.
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Replacing Online Applications
The basic requirement of any online line application system is the ability to install new application software or replace
existing applications with updated software while the online line environment is running.

These steps differ slightly based on whether you are running VLS or load module format. If there is a mixture of load
modules and VLS format for a single application, it is still necessary to execute the object transport utility for VLS run
programs between the DISABLE and ENABLE of the application and panels in VLS format.

Using Load Module/Phase Format

1. Migrate the application using one of several methods resulting in load modules available to the production
environment.

2. Use the DISABLE RUN command to force active users off the affected application and suppress potential users from
gaining access while you are installing the application.

3. REFRESH the load modules.
4. Use the ENABLE RUN command to allow users to start running their applications again.

With load modules, you can execute Step 1 only and wait until CICS is recycled to bring in the new versions of the
application programs.

Using VLS Format

1. Use the DISABLE RUN command to force active users off the affected application and suppress potential users from
gaining access while you are installing the application.

2. Transport the application using the object transport utility.
3. Use the ENABLE RUN command to allow users to start running their applications again.

Disabling and Enabling an Active Online Application

You can use the DISABLE and ENABLE commands to force active users to exit from an active application to import a new
version of that application by using the transport utility or by creating a new version of a load module. You can use the
DISABLE command against applications that are in VLS object format or load module format.

The DISABLE command forces users to exit from an application. The DISABLE command must specify the highest level
of an application (that program executed by a RUN command). It has no effect if issued for a subprogram. Precede the
DISABLE command with the appropriate SELECT SYSTEM command.

Important Considerations

The following considerations while disabling an active online application are:

• If the application to disable is running in multiple CICS regions or partitions, execute the DISABLE command in each
region. This is true for each standalone CICS region and each AOR region in an MRO environment.

• When the DISABLE time arrives, the users running the specified application are not immediately purged. Their runs
are aborted at the next transaction boundary (when the user presses a PF key or the Enter key or when a panel is
transmitted) after the disable time arrives. For programs and panels in VLS format, the enqueues on those programs
and panels are not released until the run is actually aborted. If a user left the terminal before the disable time arrives,
those enqueues are not released until the user returns and presses the Enter key or a PF key.
These enqueues prevent the transport utility from running or a new version of a program from being marked to PROD
status since an exclusive enqueue on those programs and panels is requested from the operating system. In this
case, eliminating these enqueues requires a DEQUEUE command be issued for each program and panel enqueued
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before running the object transport utility or issuing the MARK STATUS command. This is not a problem for application
programs and panels in load module format since the runtime executor uses no enqueues in this case.

• It is not possible to disable a particular subprogram or portion of a run-unit. Specifying a subprogram name instead
of the main program name is ineffective. The program name specified in the DISABLE command must be the same
program name specified in the RUN command.

• If a new version of a program is replaced and multiple applications use it, each of those applications must be disabled.
• If a new version of a program is replaced without issuing a DISABLE command or in some way making sure that all

users are off the application, different kinds of internal errors can occur. The most common error, “IDADOMLD07
- Global storage DT discrepancy for PGM pgm-name VER ver found” indicates that the updateable and reentrant
portion of a program is not synchronized. If the updateable portion of a program is in CICS temporary storage while the
reentrant portion of the program is replaced, this synchronization error is detected the next time the reentrant part of
the program is loaded into memory.

• The DISABLE command stays in effect until it is explicitly released with the ENABLE command or until CICS is shut
down and restarted.

The ENABLE RUN command allows users to start running applications that were previously disabled.

If DISABLE and ENABLE commands are executed after an end user left an active run of that application, the run still
aborts when the user returns to continue the run. This is true even if the application was enabled before the session
was continued. This is because the user was running a program that is replaced and the updateable portion of the
program is from the old version of the program while the reentrant portion of the program is from the NEWCOPY copy. To
synchronize all program components, the run must still be aborted and the user must restart the application.

Replacing Programs and Panels in an Active Online Environment
You can replace programs and panels in an active online environment. Find information about load module options,
LMTBLD, ILMLIST, dictionary entries, and VLS format.

You can choose among five basic configurations options to process a single environment.

Option 1: Load Modules - LMTBLD=DD with empty @ILMLIST

This represents the traditional method used in past releases of Ideal for Datacom before AMTs became available with
Ideal for Datacom 2.2. Using this option requires that the modules be defined to the dictionary. You can do this by
CREATing the modules in the production center from the VLS object or moving the modules and issuing an IDENTIFY
command for each program or panel. You must execute the commands in batch.

Since the CREATE and IDENTIFY commands do not update any in-core module table, the new or updated modules are
not known to any online line Ideal for Datacom environments in operation when the commands are executed. After the
load modules and dictionary entries are defined to the region, you can disable the application and refresh each of the
new or replaced programs and panels before they are disabled. Waiting to recycle the region is also an optional means of
bringing in the new application.

Option 2: Load Modules - LMTBLD=NO, without dictionary entries

This setup means the LMT is built only from the entries pointed to by @ILMLIST. By including an AMT in the same library
as the application load modules, it is only necessary that the target site include the name of the AMT in the @ILMLIST
module.

This method requires careful consideration when you attempt to replace modules in an active online environment.
Because there are no MODULE dictionary entries for any of the programs or panels when using this method, the
REFRESH command deletes the LMT entry and does not perform the NEWCOPY.

If it is necessary to bring in new programs, panels, or applications, you can issue IDENTIFY commands in batch for each
of the entities that need to be activated. Once that is complete, you can REFRESH each entity so that the LMT entries are
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built. You can then DELETE each module. Be sure to make the necessary modification to the AMT and @ILMLIST so that
the LMT is built correctly when CICS is recycled at a later time.

Existing programs and panels in load module format can be CICS NEWCOPIED to bring in new versions. Always
remember to NEWCOPY all three modules associated with a program if you select this method. You can also IDENTIFY
and REFRESH the modules if you do not want to use the CICS NEWCOPY commands and optionally DELETE the
modules, depending on whether you want to maintain any module entries in the dictionary.

If it is not necessary to add a new program, panel, or application to the environment while CICS is up; consider disabling
the REFRESH command to avoid LMT entries from accidental deletion. Disabling the REFRESH command eliminates
the ability to add a new program or panel to the environment while CICS is active. Any new programs and panels must be
added to an AMT. You must add new AMT names to @ILMLIST. A recycle of CICS must be performed for the changes to
become active. NEWCOPYing an AMT and @ILMLIST has no effect on the in-core LMT while CICS is up.

If the REFRESH command is erroneously executed, it can delete the program or panel from the LMT. If this occurs,
execute the IDENTIFY command in batch and the affected application is disabled before the REFRESH is executed
again. Although you are executing load modules in this environment, DISPLAY INDEX MODULE does not return an index
of modules. Remember that this command is a listing according to the dictionary.

Option 3: Load Modules - LMTBLD=DD and entries in @ILMLIST

This setup builds the LMT from two sources. It is important to only issue REFRESH commands for those entities that exist
in the dictionary. Programs and panels that are only defined to an AMT are deleted.

Option 4: Load Modules - LMTBLD=NO with dictionary entries

This setup implies that you are building the in-core module table from the entries pointed to by @ILMLIST, but still
maintaining the dictionary MODULE occurrences. The dictionary entries let you execute the REFRESH command in Ideal
for Datacom without having the adverse effect of deleting the LMT entry.

Option 5: VLS format only or with load modules

You can run load modules with one of the four options previously mentioned and you can run some of your programs in
VLS format.

You should be aware of the following enqueuing considerations if you plan to replace VLS format programs in an active
online environment.

Enqueuing Considerations
An enqueue remains active against a program in VLS format from the time the program is first called until the RUN of the
application that accessed the program terminates.

See the following enqueuing considerations:

• The object transport utility LOAD obtains exclusive enqueues against the portions of the programs loaded into the VLS
libraries.

• The DISABLE RUN command forces users off an active application only after the transaction boundary following the
disable time. This means some programs could still remain enqueued even after the disable time arrives. Review
Disabling and Enabling an Active Online Application.

• Another CICS region running VLS programs and panels of the same name in physically different VLS libraries can
lead to failure of the object transport utility ADXSSP24 'PROD' program in use. Please try later. This happens when the
SC00OPTS QCODE parameters in each region are not properly set.

• If you replace active programs and panels without disabling the application first, the results can be unpredictable.
Under most circumstances, you receive IDADOMLD07 - Global storage DT discrepancy for PGM pgm-name VER ver
found, however, other messages are possible.
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It is also possible that the transport or mark status fails if a physically different program of the exact same name is running
in another region and both regions have the same QCODE setting. For more information about enqueuing considerations
for multiple regions, see Establishing Multiple Environments.

Upgrading from an Earlier Version
Find steps for upgrading from earlier versions of Ideal for Datacom. You can run and test programs in a development
environment of a new release while running the same programs in a production environment. Steps are also provided for
programs that must be moved from development to production.

Ideal for Datacom is "upwardly compatible". Therefore, a program that is compiled with an earlier release can still run in
the most current release of Ideal for Datacom. However, programs compiled with a higher release of Ideal cannot run in
an Ideal environment at lower release. Programs that are updated in your newly upgraded development environment can
be re-compiled in batch with the old, lower version of Ideal to run in these environments until the production environment
is upgraded.

NOTE
Always upgrade and test a development environment before upgrading your production environment.

Use the following procedure for running and testing programs in a development environment on a new release of Ideal
and running the same programs in your current production environment that uses a different release of Ideal.

• Save your current release installed software load libraries for continued use by production. Save the ADRLIB,
ADRPNL, and ADROUT data sets used by the current release development environment for the batch procedure.

• Upgrade the development system to the new release. Plan for an interim period with the new release in development
and the current release in production.

• Developers can continue development with the following warning: During the interim period, ongoing maintenance of
production applications should not use any new release features. These features are not recognized in the current
release production environment. New applications that are moved into production after the interim test period can use
new release features. This should thoroughly test the new release code in the development environment.

Use the following steps for any maintained programs that must be moved from development to production during the
interim period:

1. Develop the changes to the application on the new release development system.
2. Run an Ideal batch job to compile the application program(s) and mark status to production.

This batch job must use the load libraries of the current release and ADRLIB, ADRPNL, and ADROUT data sets.
Ensure that the new release development source, object, and panel VLS libraries are included.

3. Run the Ideal object transport utility unload next or as the second step of the batch compile and mark. Use the new
release load library for the object transport for the unload process. Use the current release load library for the loading
of the application into the current release production environment.
This loads the application into the current release production environment.

NOTE
If the QCODE value in the SCF Options Block (SC00OPTS) was changed in the current release development
environment to modify the enqueue names, the same value must be used for the new release development
environment. When transporting, ensure that the correct load library is supplied so that the enqueue names
match the system with which they are running.

Terminating a RUN
The RUN command, issued online or in batch, terminates upon successful completion of the executed program, upon
encountering abnormal conditions, or by encountering online interruptions.
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Successful Completion of a Run

A run terminates when program execution is successfully completed (when a QUIT RUN statement in any program
or subprogram or a QUIT PROGRAM statement in the main program is encountered, or when the main program falls
through to the end without an explicit QUIT RUN).

Abnormal Termination of a Run

A run terminates when Ideal for Datacom does not give control to the ERROR PROCEDURE, such as when an
environmental or system error occurs (for example, MAXLINES are exceeded). An error message is issued.

A run terminates when an execution error occurs and there is no ERROR PROCEDURE in the program. A default
ERROR PROCEDURE is used that lists the error, performs a BACKOUT, issues a message, and quits the program. See
Error Procedure for more information.

Online Interruption of a Run

A run terminates when a panel is on the panel and a command or function key initiates a new activity, such as CLEAR,
RETURN, EDIT, DISPLAY, or DELETE.

At the end of a run, the message RUN completed, RC=nn appears. The RC=nn is the value of the return code at the end
of the run. Each system message has a message level with an associated return code. The program can also explicitly set
the return code to any value.

When an internal system error is detected in the run, $RC is set to 12. See also $RETURN-CODE Function.

Submitting a Batch Job Stream
Use the SUBMIT command to submit an Ideal for Datacom data member containing a batch job stream or a series of
data members that contain portions of a job stream. Access the SUBMIT prompter by selecting option 4 on the Process
Program Menu or issuing the SUBMIT command.

NOTE
Some external security systems can assign a user's security ID to jobs that user submitted. If your site uses one
of these security systems to control access to Ideal for Datacom and you omit the JOB statement, your security
ID is assigned to the submitted job.

For more information, see SUBMIT Command .

Using Ideal for Datacom Commands in Batch

The first Ideal for Datacom command required in any job stream is the SIGNON command. If your site uses an external
security system to control access to Ideal for Datacom, do not include this command.

This command is followed by any sequence of Ideal for Datacom commands. If an error is encountered while executing
one of the commands, the transaction containing the error is ended and the next command is executed.

NOTE
If the SET OUTPUT DESTINATION statement is included in either the signon member or the batch input
statements, the destination specified in the SET OUTPUT command overrides the usual batch output
destination of AUXPRINT.

The command OFF must be the last command entered. You can use the following set of IF, ELSE, ENDIF commands in
the job stream to execute subsets of commands in the job stream based on the value of the return code.

The commands appear in the following syntax:

                  {GE}
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                  {GT}

                  {LE}

IF [$RETURN-CODE] {LT}   nnn

   [$RC         ] {EQ}

                  {NE}

    <i_dcm> commands

ELSE

    [<i_dcm> commands  ]

ENDIF

The value nnn is tested against the current return code using the specified relational operator. The relational operator
must be in the form shown above and is required.

The ELSE clause is optional. If the condition evaluates True, all commands are executed until the ELSE or ENDIF
command is encountered, and all commands after ELSE are bypassed. If the condition is False, no commands are
executed until either an ELSE or an ENDIF is encountered.

You cannot nest the IF-ELSE-ENDIF command series in other sets of IF-ELSE-ENDIF commands.

You can use the SET $RETURN-CODE command in the job stream to override the condition codes set by previous
commands in the session.

For commands other than RUN (which can set any value for $RC), the following table shows how $RC values are
associated with warning or error messages.

Message Level Return Code

I - Information 0

A - Advisory 4

W - Warning 4

E - Error 8

F - Fatal Error 12 or greater

C - Conditional 16

D - Disaster 16

T - Terminal 16

Batch Job Stream in an z/OS Environment

The following is a sample Ideal for Datacom batch job stream in the z/OS environment:
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//DEMO1 JOB . . .

//BATCH EXEC IDLBATCH

//IDEAL.EMPRPT DD SYSOUT=A

//IDEAL.SYSIN DD *

SIGNON PERSON userid PASSWORD password

.

.

.

SELECT SYSTEM CTL

EXEC USRPROF

SET OUTPUT COPIES 2

.

.

.

COMPILE PROGRAM DEMO1 VERSION 2

CATALOG DATAVIEW EMPY VERSION 1

RUN DEMO1 VERSION 2

.

.

.

OFF

/*

In this example:

• A user's profile (a series of SET commands) is stored in a member named USRPROF. This member is executed using
the EXEC USRPROF command.

• A program runs that generates a report (the report name is EMPRPT) and, therefore, requires the EMPRPT DD
record.

• The value of $RETURN-CODE is passed back to the operating system when OFF is executed.

The following job stream uses the IF, ELSE, ENDIF, and SET commands.

//DEMO2 JOB ...

...

SIGNON PERSON xxx PASSWORD

SET RUN $RC KEEP

RUN PGM1 PROD

IF $RETURN-CODE EQ 0

   RUN PGM2 PROD

ELSE

   RUN ERRPGM PROD

   SET $RETURN-CODE EQ 8

ENDIF

SEL SYS ABC

IF $RETURN-CODE EQ 0

   RUN MAINTABC PROD

ELSE

   SET $RETURN-CODE EQ 0

   SEL SYS XYZ

   RUN MAINTXYZ PROD

ENDIF

SET RUN $RC ZERO
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RUN RPT1 PROD

RUN RPT2 PROD

OFF

...

In the above example, the SET RUN $RC KEEP is entered in the job stream before the first batch run. All subsequent
programs that are run receive the return code value that was previously set. The value of the return code that was in effect
before the RUN is therefore available for testing or changing in the RUN. Whenever you enter SET $RETURN-CODE EQ
0, the return code is set back to zero. The SET RUN $RC ZERO option sets the return code back to zero at the start of
each following RUN, which ensures that the RPT2 program executes regardless of the success or failure of any of the
previous RUN commands.

NOTE
$RC is an abbreviation for $RETURN-CODE. You can use either name.

Asynchronous Execution
Learn how Ideal for Datacom applications execute as an asynchronous task in CICS. Find information on setting up an
asynchronous execution and a sample application.

Ideal for Datacom applications can execute as an asynchronous task in CICS using the Session Control Facility (SCF)
module SC00NATD. A program can call a subprogram to execute as an asynchronous task using the PDL statement,
INITIATE.

An asynchronous transaction does not require user interaction to complete. All or most resources are released at the end
of the task. All database updates are fully committed or rolled back at the completion of the asynchronous process.

An asynchronous execution using SC00NATD combines the functions of SC00SAST, which is used for asynchronous
compiles, and SC00INIT, the terminal-based driver, to provide a true asynchronous run of an Ideal for Datacom program
in CICS. A CICS Command Level program (assembler, COBOL, or PL/I) starts the transaction that runs the application
program asynchronously.

Setting Up an Asynchronous Execution

To set up a task for asynchronous execution, the transaction definition must be available in the online transaction table
(using Online Transaction Management; see Online Transaction Management Overview) or the SCASTRAN transaction
table (see SCASTRAN Definition), which must be assembled and linked. The entries in the online transaction table or
SCASTRAN specify the Ideal for Datacom program to be run.

SCASTRAN Definition

See the following SCASTRAN example:

SCASYNTB TYPE=INITIAL                  

 SCASYNTB TYPE=ENTRY,                  

    TRANID=CUST,                    

    TRNDATA='ORDCUSTLIST0001Y',             

    DFLTUSR=ASY                     

 SCASYNTB TYPE=FINAL

NOTE
The CUSTLIST program version 1 in the system ORD expects a RUN parameter. The ASY user ID must be
defined with specific authorization to run a program in system ORD, even if the ASY user ID has been defined
with administrator authority.

Continuation characters must be in column 72.
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An entry in SCASTRAN is defined using the following parameters:

TRANID=xxxx
xxxx

Four-character transaction-id defined in CICS with TWASIZE=64 to invoke program SC00NATD.
TRNDATA=sssppppppppvvvvx

sss
Three-character SYSTEM name where the program resides.

pppppppp
Eight-character program name. The name must be padded with blanks when the name has fewer than
eight characters.

vvvv
Four-digit version number or PROD for production status programs.

x
Code N indicates that the RUN PARAMETER clause is not used when the RUN command for the
program is executed, even if data is specified in the FROM option of the EXEC CICS START command
invoking the asynchronous run (for example, when starting a process from MQSeries). The default value
is Y.

NOTE
If no FROM data is specified in the EXEC CICS START command, no run parameter data is expected.

DFLTUSR=uuu
uuu

Three-character user ID that runs the program. This user ID must be defined with specific authorization
for the system that the TRNDATA parameter specified. This applies even if the user ID has
ADMINISTRATOR authority. If a user has a SIGNON member, it is executed prior to the RUN. This allows
SET RUN commands to be processed for the environment.

A CICS transaction definition must be added for the transaction that the transaction entry defined. Transaction definitions
must specify PROGRAM(SC00NATD) and TWASIZE(64). The command DISPLAY PCT verifies if the transaction has a
CICS definition and the corresponding transaction entry.

Any messages other than internal errors (which are always logged in ADRLOG) are not available for an asynchronous
run. If there are errors in a user signon member that fail before the program executes, there is no place to send an error
or informational message since there is no terminal. Programs that run asynchronously are not attached to a terminal;
therefore any TRANSMIT or NOTIFY statements are invalid for this type of run.

RUNLIST and REPORT output that is directed to the destination LIBRARY is routed to the user-id specified by the
DFLTUSR parameter in the transaction entry.

This asynchronous run is similar to a run started within Ideal for Datacom by the INITIATE statement. A single 01-level run
parameter can be passed to the program (a group field cannot be passed). The run parameter is limited to a maximum
of 43 characters. Internally, the RUN command is executed with the parameter option. The parameter option leaves a
maximum of 43 characters for the actual run parameter data.

To start a transaction that executes SC00NATD, the CICS 'FROM' option on the EXEC CICS START command can be
used to specify the data for the Ideal for Datacom run parameter. If the length of this data is more than 43 characters, the
option to ignore the run parameter can be specified in the transaction entry (TRNDATA='sssppppppppvvvvN').

The QUITIDEAL option may not be used for asynchronous runs. If the QUITIDEAL option has been set to YES for the
site, then there must be a SIGNON member for the DFLTUSR user-id that contains SET RUN QUITIDEAL NO. The
command DISPLAY SESSION RUN shows the QUITIDEAL option.
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Sample Application

An example of how this feature might be used would be in an Ideal for Datacom program to produce a report. The
program CUSTLIST produces a report of all CUSTOMER rows for a particular state that is determined by the RUN
parameter. To run CUSTLIST asynchronously, under the CUST transaction that is invoked from a COBOL application,
perform the following tasks:

1. Define the CUST transaction in CICS with TWASIZE=64 and PROGRAM=SC00NATD.
2. Install the CUST transaction with the appropriate INSTALL command (if transaction was defined in a GROUP online)

or assemble the SCASTRAN table.
3. Start transaction CUST and provide a RUN parameter from a COBOL CICS Command Level program.

 ...

       DATA DIVISION.

       WORKING-DATA SECTION.

       01  WOR-DATA   PIC X(2) VALUE 'TX'.      

       PROCEDURE DIVISION. 

       ...     

       START-IDEAL.              

         EXEC CICS START       

           TRANSID('CUST')

           FROM(WOR-DATA)

           LENGTH(+2)    

         END-EXEC.             

       ...   

If the report output was directed to DEST LIB, it would be under the ASY user ID as specified by the DFLTUSR parameter
in the transaction entry.

SYSADR Table Declarations for DB2
This section describes the resources of SYSADR table for DB2. Find examples of tables and explanations of table
columns.

SYSADR.APTAB Table

The SYSADR.APTAB table contains an entry for every generated application plan.

EXEC SQL DECLARE SYSADR.APTAB TABLE

                        (APNAME        CHAR(7)      NOT NULL,

                        DTSTAMP        CHAR(12)     NOT NULL,

                        MODNUM         SMALLINT     NOT NULL,

                        PGMNUM         SMALLINT     NOT NULL,

                        TOTSQL         INTEGER      NOT NULL)

The SYSADR.APTAB table has the following columns:
APNAME

Application plan name
DTSTAMP

Date and time of the plan generation
MODNUM

Number of static I/O modules comprising the plan
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PGMNUM
Total number of programs in the plan

TOTSQL
Total number of SQL statements in the plan

SYSADR.APRES Table

The SYSADR.APRES table presents the resources included in the application plan. It contains an entry for every program
participating in the application plan.

EXEC SQL     DECLARE SYSADR.APRES TABLE

          (APNAME        CHAR(7)         NOT NULL,    

          SQLMOD         CHAR(8)         NOT NULL,    

          SYSID          CHAR(3)         NOT NULL,    

          PGMNAME        CHAR(8)         NOT NULL,    

          PGMVER         CHAR(4)         NOT NULL,    

          RESTYP         CHAR(4)         NOT NULL,    

          PGMLAN         CHAR(6)         NOT NULL,    

          PGMOCC         SMALLINT        NOT NULL,    

          SQLNUM         SMALLINT        NOT NULL,

          COLLID         CHAR(18)        NOT NULL)

The SYSADR.APRES table has the following columns:
APNAME

Application plan name
SQLMOD

Name of the static I/O module or package containing the program
SYSID

Program system ID
PGMNAME

Program name
PGMVER

Program version (nnn or PROD)
RESTYP

Resource type (APPL, PROG, or SPGM)
PGMLAN

Program language (IDEAL or NONID)
PGMOCC

Number of times the program occurs in the plan
SQLNUM

Number of SQL statements in the program
COLLID

Collection ID of the package

SYSADR.APAUT Table

The SYSADR.APAUT table contains the DB2 table authorization IDs that were replaced by the assigned authorization IDs
during the generation process. There is an entry for each assigned ID in the plan.
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EXEC SQL     DECLARE SYSADR.APAUT TABLE

          (APNAME       CHAR(7)      NOT NULL,

          PGMAUTH       CHAR(8)      NOT NULL,

          PLANAUTH      CHAR(8)      NOT NULL) 

The SYSADR.APAUT table has the following columns:
APNAME

Application plan name
PGMAUTH

Authorization ID as it appears in the program
PLANAUTH

New authorization ID superseding the program authorization ID

SYSADR Indexes

The SYSADR plan tables are indexed by some of their columns. The SYSADR.APTAB table is indexed by APNAME and
the index is unique. The SYSADR.APRES table is indexed by APNAME, SYSID, and PGMNAME. The SYSADR.APAUTH
table is indexed by APNAME. The index names coincide with the table names.

CREATE UNIQUE INDEX SYSADR.APTAB ON SYSADR.APTAB

          (APNAME)  

CREATE INDEX SYSADR.APRES ON SYSADR.APRES

          (APNAME,SYSID,PGMNAME)  

CREATE SYSADR.APAUT ON SYSADR.APAUT

          (APNAME)

Double-Byte Character Set Support
This section describes double-byte character set and 5550 terminal support implemented by Ideal for Datacom and the
related IPC.

The CICS specification of the SOSI feature in the CICS Terminal Control Table (TCT) provides recognition of the IBM
5550 terminal and network printer.

Failure to specify SOSI in the TCT displays normal characters on the 5550, but DBCS data displays as question marks (?)
on the 5550 network printer.

Terms Used

To allow expansion to languages that support a double-byte representation of symbols, Ideal for Datacom requires a level
of sensitivity to the way in which you define double-byte character set data. This document uses the following terms to
describe double-byte character set data.

DBCS Double-byte character set.
S/D Shift to double character (hex 'OE') that precedes DBCS data (on a 5550, known as the shift-out character,

where shift-out means shift out of EBCDIC mode).
S/S Shift to single character (hex 'OF') that follows DBCS data (on a 5550, known as the shift-in character,

where shift-in means shift into EBCDIC mode).
I-DBCS Implicit DBCS, DBCS data without S/D and S/S characters.
E-DBCS Explicit DBCS, DBCS data with S/D and S/S characters.

The following areas were changed in Ideal for Datacom to accommodate DBCS data:
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• The Panel Definition Facility (PDF) extends to display and enter DBCS data in panel fields.
• Panel Definition Language (PDL) adds new string functions for handling DBCS data.
• A new compiler option makes the compiler sensitive to DBCS data when it is moved between fields.
• The Report Definition Facility (RDF) allows DBCS data in certain areas.
• Ideal for Datacom now supports user exits for modifying DBCS data before it is output on a system printer. See PSS

Exit Routine for more information.
• A new IPC SCF option displays all Ideal for Datacom system panels and messages in uppercase since the lowercase

keyboard positions are used for native character-set support (for example, Katakana in Japan).
• A new IPC PMS translate table, PMSTRNDK, was added to the system. It translates non-displayable characters on

a 5550. It differs from the regular PMS translate table, PMSTRND, in that the 5550 has a different set of accepted
terminal values.

Panel Definition Facility (PDF)

The basic extension to PDF displays and enters DBCS data in Type X panel fields. A Type X panel field can contain
DBCS data from any one of the following sources:

• Initial DBCS data defined during editing of the panel layout
• DBCS data entered by the application user
• DBCS data entered or modified through PDL statements in the application program

WARNING
If a statement in the PDL program modifies a panel field, it is the responsibility of the application program to
guarantee that the DBCS data is surrounded with S/D and S/S characters as appropriate.

PDF prevents DBCS data in panel defined fields from accidentally displaying and modifying on non-5550 terminals by first
translating the DBCS data to question marks (?). However, the DBCS data is properly preserved in the panel definition,
and you can modify it on a 5550 terminal.

Program Definition Language (PDL)

The primary impact on PDL for the handling of DBCS data is that it is the application's responsibility to be aware of and to
manipulate the S/D and S/S characters.

For example, if DBCS data is stored in a dataview field without the S/D and S/S characters (implicit-DBCS or I-DBCS) and
that field is moved to a panel field, the application program must surround the DBCS data with S/D and S/S characters
(explicit-DBCS or E-DBCS).

Ideal for Datacom provides special string functions to facilitate this operation, but the application must instruct PDL to do
it. A reverse operation must then be done when the panel field is moved back to the dataview field.

String Functions

$DBCS-ATTACH(alpha-field or 'literal')

This function converts I-DBCS data to E-DBCS data. It builds a temporary string value by concatenating an S/D character,
the contents of the referenced alpha field or literal (ignoring any trailing spaces), and an S/S character. You can use the
function in any context where you can use a $STRING function. Some examples are:

SET A = $DBCS-ATTACH(B)

IF A = $DBCS-ATTACH(B)

LIST $DBCS-ATTACH(B)

$DBCS-DETACH(alphanumeric-field or 'literal')
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This function converts E-DBCS data to I-DBCS data. It builds a temporary string value by removing the S/D character
at the left (ignoring leading spaces), removing any trailing spaces, and then removing the S/S character. A runtime error
occurs if the S/D and S/S characters are not found when this function is used or if there are any S/D or S/S characters
remaining. You can use an alpha-literal as an operand instead of an alpha-field. You can use the function in any context
where you can use a $STRING function, however, it cannot have other functions imbedded in the $DBCS functions.

For $DBCS-DETACH to work successfully, at least one DBCS character must appear between the S/D and S/S
characters and only spaces can follow the S/S character. For this reason, do not specify LOW VALUES as an INPUT FILL
character for panel fields that have $DBCS-DETACH applied to them.

$DBCS-TYPE(alpha-field)

This string function returns a one-byte code to indicate whether a field is E-DBCS. The codes indicate:

• ' '-There is no S/D character in the field.
• 'L'-There is an S/D character on the left, an S/S character on the right (ignoring right blanks), and no other S/D or S/S

characters.
• 'E'-Anything else that implies DBCS and non-DBCS data.

For the $DBCS-TYPE function to return an L, at least one DBCS character must appear between the S/D and S/S
characters and only spaces can follow the S/S character. For this reason, do not specify LOW VALUES as an INPUT
FILL character for panel fields that the $DBCS-TYPE function tests. You can use this function anywhere you can use a
$STRING function. For example:

IF $DBCS-TYPE(A) = 'L'

$CHAR-TO-HEX(alpha-field)

This string function returns the hexadecimal value of the specified field's contents. The length of the receiving field should
be twice the size of the sending field to avoid truncation. An example follows:

X = ABCD

SET Y = $CHAR-TO-HEX(X)

Y = C1C2C3C4

If X was defined in working data as a 5-byte field, the value of Y is C1C2C3C440.

Data Manipulation

The following rules apply when one Type X field is moved to another under normal PDL processing (with non-DBCS data):

• When the fields are the same length, the data is moved with no inspection of the data values.
• When the sending field is shorter than the receiving field, the sending field is left justified in the receiving field and

padded with spaces on the right.
• If the sending field is longer than the receiving field, the sending field is truncated on the right.

The normal PDL rules for comparing Type X fields also applies to Type X fields that contain DBCS data without regard for
the value of the SET COMPILE DBCS command.

The manipulation of DBCS data, however, requires an added level of sensitivity. To truncate DBCS data without removing
necessary S/D and S/S characters and without leaving half of a double-byte character, you can use a new option during a
compile that makes Ideal for Datacom sensitive to DBCS data. The option for a session is:

                 {YES|Y}

SET COMPILE DBCS {NO |N}

The option for a site is:
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                    {YES|Y}

SET SITE COMPILE DBCS {NO |N}

When you specify YES, the data contents are examined to determine if a S/S character was removed; leaving an
unmatched S/D character. If this occurs, further truncation is performed to add the S/S character to the end of the field.
Ideal for Datacom also keeps an even number of bytes between the S/D and S/S characters (this ensures that only
complete DBCS characters are removed).

When you specify NO, Type X data fields are moved under the normal PDL rules without regard for S/D, S/S, or DBCS
characters.

Alphanumeric Literals

You can define alpha-literals containing DBCS data either in the PDL source or as initial values in working data. The form
of the literals must be an EBCDIC quote or apostrophe, followed by any number of DBCS characters (surrounded by S/
D and S/S characters) or non-DBCS characters, followed by a matching EBCDIC quote or apostrophe. The literal value is
everything between the matching EBCDIC quotes or apostrophes, including any S/D or S/S characters. If the application
wants to move to or compare with a field that contains implicit DBCS, you must use the $DBCS-DETACH function.

Example

SET A = $DBCS-DETACH('dbcs data surrounded by S/D and S/S')

IF A = $DBCS-DETACH('dbcs data surrounded by S/D and S/S')

There is no way to put implicit DBCS initial values into working data. They must be initialized through SET statements.

Report Definition Facility

Explicit DBCS data can appear in the following places in the report definition:

• Report title on the parameter fill-in.
• Report page on the parameter fill-in.
• You can specify alphanumeric fields, string expressions, and alpha-literals that contain DBCS data in the Field

definitions for headings and detail. The DBCS data must be surrounded by S/D and S/S characters (E- DBCS) or
specified with $DBCS-ATTACH functions.

• The column definition for the detail definition.

Session Control Facility

You are required to specify a SCF option to display all Ideal for Datacom system panels and messages in upper-case and
to reserve the lower-case keyboard positions for native character set support. You can specify this option in two ways:

• With the following set command:

            {UPC      }

SET COMMAND {UPPERCASE} ON

• With the site option:

UPPER CASE PANELS AND MESSAGES ON

This option appears on the Set SCF site options fill-in that is accessed by specifying the command:

SET COMMAND SITE [OPTIONS] 
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Dataviews

If a field is found with a type code of K or Y (which implies I-DBCS data) during a CATALOG DATAVIEW, Ideal for
Datacom treats it as if there was an X type code. Although Datadictionary supports types K and Y for DBCS data, the
Ideal for Datacom dataview compiler does not support these types. They are translated to type X. It is up to the application
program to ensure that the data is I-DBCS.

Print Subsystem (PSS)

Ideal for Datacom provides a user exit capability that lets you tailor certain Print Subsystem (PSS) functions in an
individualized manner, such as the printing of DBCS data on a system printer. For more information, see the PSS Exit
Routine section.

Installation Considerations

Increasing the size of ADRPNL

When you specify the SET COMMAND UPPERCASE command, a set of upper-case Ideal for Datacom system panels
appears. This additional set of panels is loaded into ADRPNL during installation.

Miscellaneous

Ideal for Datacom lets you enter DBCS data into:

• Ideal for Datacom data members that are not executed
• Short descriptions and text for Ideal for Datacom report, program, and panel identification fill-ins

Ideal for Datacom does not let you enter DBCS data into:

• Ideal for Datacom data members that are executed
• Command area (this implies no DBCS in CHANGE and FIND commands)
• Any identifiers (names) for fields, programs, reports, panels, systems, users, and so on
• Other panel fields where DBCS data is not reasonable or where system-defined edits preclude the use of DBCS data

If DBCS data is entered when editing a report, working data, program parameter data, procedures, or members, use the
SET EDIT CASE MIXED command. If you specify UPPER, the DBCS characters are shifted. However, you can use SET
PANEL LAYOUTCASE UPPER when editing a panel layout without shifting DBCS characters to upper case.

Use SET SITE ENVIRONMENT DATEFOR 'MONTH DD, YEAR' instead of the default LCMONTH DD, YEAR.

Do not use DBCS data in the edit pattern specified in a $EDIT function.

When using the $SUBSTR function with DBCS data, use caution to ensure that the resulting string contains S/D and S/S
characters.

Authorization Table
The following table contains all functions, their associated values, and the numeric value representing a functional
keyword that is used in Ideal.

Functional Keywords and Synonyms FUNC-ATZ-CODE Ideal for Datacom Commands
ALTER-PROGRAM
ALTER-PGM

1 ALTER PROGRAM and ALTER PANEL
commands

ALTER-SIGNON-PANEL
ALT-SIGNON-PNL
ALT-SIG-PNL

73 ALTER SIGNON PANEL command
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CATALOG-DATAVIEW
CATALOG_DVW

5 CATALOG DVW command

COMPILE-BATCH 7 COMPILE command, batch
COMPILE-ONLINE 6 COMPILE command on-line
COMPILE-SYNC 82 COMPILE command, synchronous
COPY-MEM-ACROSS-USER
COPY-MEM-ACROSS-USR
COPY-MEM-ACR-USR

9 COPY/DUP MEMBER xxxxxxx USER yyy
commands

COPY-PGM-ACROSS-SYSTEM*
COPY-PGM-ACROSS-SYS
COPY-PGM-ACR-SYS

8 COPY PROGRAM xxxxxxx
SYSTEM yyy COMMAND

CREATE-DATAVIEW 93 CREATE DATAVIEW command
CREATE-EDIT-SYSTEM
CREATE-EDIT-SYS

10 CREATE SYSTEM or EDIT SYSTEM
commands

CREATE-EDIT-USER
CREATE-EDIT-USR

11 CRE USER or EDIT USER commands

CREATE-MEM-ACROSS-USR
CREATE-MEM-ACR-USR

12 CREATE MEMBER xxxxxxx USER yyy
command

CREATE-MODULE
CREATE-MOD

13 CREATE MODULE command

CREATE PACKAGE
CREATE-PKG
CRE-PKG

124 CREATE PACKAGE command

CREATE-PANEL
CREATE-PNL

15 CREATE PANEL command

CREATE-PLAN 84 CREATE PLAN command
CREATE-PROGRAM
CREATE-PGM

14 CREATE PROGRAM command

CREATE-REPORT
CREATE-RPT

16 CREATE REPORT command

DEBUG-TEST 160 DEBUG program command (for test
programs)

DEBUG-PROD 109 DEBUG program command (for PROD
programs)

DELETE-DATAVIEW
DEL-DVW

94 DELETE DATAVIEW command

DELETE-LIST-GROUP
DELETE-LST-GRP
DEL-LST-GRP

132 DELETE GROUP command
DELETE LIST command

DELETE-MEMBER-ACROSS-USER
DELETE-MEM-ACR-USR

79 DELETE MEMBER xxxxxxx USER yyy
command

DELETE-MODULE
DELETE-MOD

17 DELETE MODULE command

DELETE-PACKAGE
DELETE-PKG
DEL-PKG

125 DELETE PACKAGE command
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DELETE-PANEL
DELETE-PNL

19 DELETE PANEL command

DELETE-PLAN
DELETE-PLA

87 DELETE PLAN command

DELETE-PROGRAM
DELETE-PGM

18 DELETE PROGRAM command

DELETE-REPORT
DELETE-RPT

20 DELETE REPORT command

DELETE-SYSTEM
DELETE-SYS

21 DELETE SYSTEM command

DELETE-USER
DELETE-USR

22 DELETE USER command

DEQUEUE
DEQUE

23 DEQUEUE command

DISPLAY-AUTHORIZATIONS
DISPLAY-ATZ
DIS-ATZ

28 DISPLAY ATZ OPTIONS

DISPLAY-DATAVIEW
DIS-DATAVIEW
DISPLAY-DVW
DIS-DVW

27 DIS DATAVIEW command

DISPLAY-INDEX-ALL-MODULE
DIS-IND-ALL-MODULE
DIS-IND-ALL-MOD

24 DIS INEX ALL MODULE command

DISPLAY-INDEX-ALL-PROGRAM
DIS-IND-ALL-PROGRAM
DIS-IND-ALL-PGM

111 DIS IND ALL PGM command

DIS-INDEX-MEM-ACROSS-USER
DIS-IND-MEM-ACROSS-USR
DIS-IND-MEM-ACR-USER
DIS-IND-ACR-USR

25 DISPLAY INDEX MEMBER USER yyy
command

DISPLAY-INDEX-RELATED
DIS-INDEX-RELATED
DIS-IND-RELATED

26 DISPLAY INDEX with RELATED clause
command

DISPLAY-MEMBER-ACROSS-USER
DISPLAY-MEM-ACROSS-USER
DISPLAY-MEM-ACR-USR
DIS-MEMBER-ACROSS-USER
DIS-MEM-ACROSS-USER
DIS-MEM-ACR-USR

29 DISPLAY MEMBER xxxxxxx USER yyy
command

DISPLAY-OUTPUT-ACROSS-USER
DIS-OUT-ACR-USR

113 DISPLAY OUTOUT nnn
produced by another user
(output remains on ADROUT)

DISPLAY-PACKAGE
DISPLAY-PKG
DIS-PKG

126 DISPLAY PACKAGE command

DISPLAY-PANEL
DISPLAY-PNL
DIS-PNL

31 DISPLAY PANEL command
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DISPLAY-PLAN
DIS-PLA

86 DISPLAY PLAN command

DISPLAY-PROGRAM
DISPLAY-PGM
DIS-PGM

30 DISPLAY PROGRAM command

DISPLAY-USER
DISPLAY-USR
DIS-USR

34 DISPLAY USER command (your own
definition)

DISPLAY-REPORT
DISPLAY-RPT
DIS-RPT

32 DISPLA Y REPORT command

DISPLAY-SYSTEM
DISPLAY-SYS
DIS-SYS

33 DISPLAY SYSTEM command

DISPLAY-USER-ACROSS-USER
DISPLAY-USR-ACROSS-USR
DISPLAY-USR-ACR-USR
DIS-USR-ACR-USR

35 DISPLAY USER command (other than your
own definition)

DUPLICATE-DATAVIEW
DUPLICATE-DVW
DUP-DVW

95 DUP DATAVIEW command

DUPLICATE-MEMBER-ACROSS-USER
DUPLICATE-MEM-ACROSS-USR
DUPLICATE-MEM-ACR-USR
DUP-MEM-ACR-USR

83 DUP MEMBER xxxxxx USER uuu
command

DUPLICATE-PACKAGE
DUPLICATE-PKG
DUP-PKG

128 DUPLICATE PACKAGE command

DUPLICATE-PANEL
DUPLICATE-PNL
DUP-PNL

38 DUPLICATE PANEL command

DUPLICATE-PANEL-ACROSS-SYSTEM
DUPLICATE-PNL-ACROSS-SYS
DUPLICATE-PNL-ACR-SYS
DUP-PNL-ACR-SYS

39 DUP PANEL xxxxxxx SYSTEM yyy
command

DUPLICATE-PLAN
DUP-PLA

89 DUPLICATE PLAN command

DUPLICATE-PROGRAM
DUPLICATE-PMG
DUP-PGM

36 DUP PROGRAM command

DISPLAY-PLAN
DIS-PLA

86 DISPLAY PLAN command

DISPLAY-PROGRAM
DISPLAY-PGM
DIS-PGM

30 DISPLAY PROGRAM command
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DUPLICATE-PROGRAM-ACROSS-
SYSTEM
DUPLICATE-PGM-ACROSS-SYS
DUPLICATE-PGM-ACR-SYS
*DUP-PGM-ACR-SYS

37 DUP PROGRAM xxxxxxx SYSTEM yyy
command

DUPLICATE-REPORT
DUPLICATE-RPT
DUP-RPT

40 DUPLICATE REPORT command

DUPLICATE-REPORT-ACROSS-SYSTEM
DUPLICATE-RPT-ACROSS-SYS
DUPLICATE-RPT-ACR-SYS
DUP-RPT-ACR-SYS

41 DUP REPORT xxxxxxx SYSTEM yyy
command

DUPLICATE-SYSTEM
DUPLICATE-SYS
DUP-SYS

42 DUP SYSTEM command

DUPLICATE-USER
DUPLICATE-USR
DUP-USR

80 DUPLICATE USER command

EDIT-DATAVIEW
EDIT-DVW

96 EDIT DATAVIEW command

EDIT-LIST-GROUP
EDIT-LST-GRP
EDI-LST-GRP

131 EDIT GROUP command
EDIT LIST command

EDIT-MEMBER-ACROSS-USER
EDIT-MEM-ACROSS-USR
EDIT-MEM-ACR-USR

43 EDIT MEMBER xxxxxxx USER yyy
command

EDIT-PACKAGE
EDIT-PKG
EDI-PKG

128 EDIT PACKAGE command

EDIT-PANEL
EDIT-PNL

49 EDIT PANEL command

EDIT-PLAN
EDIT-PLA

85 EDIT PLAN command

EDIT-PROGRAM
EDIT-PGM

45 EDIT PROGRAM command

EDIT-PROGRAM-IDE
EDIT-PGM-IDE

44 EDIT PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION
command

EDIT-PROGRAM-RES
EDIT-PGM-RES

46 EDIT PROGRAM RESOURCE command

*EDIT-PROGRAM-RES-SUBPGM
EDIT-PRG-RES-SUBPGM
EDIT-PRG-RES-SUB

47 EDIT PROGRAM RESOURCE (for
specifying subprograms to be called)

EDIT-REPORT
EDIT-RPT

48 EDIT REPORT command

ENABLE-DISABLE-RUN
ENA-DIS-RUN

50 ENABLE RUN and DISABLE RUN
commands

EXPLAIN-PLAN
EXP-PLA

92 EXPLAIN PLAN command
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EXPORT DATAVIEW 107 EXPORT DATAVIEW command
EXPORT-MEMBER 105 EXPORT MEMBER command
EXPORT-PANEL 101 EXPORT PANEL command
EXPORT-PROGRAM 99 EXPORT PROGRAM command
EXPORT-REPORT 103 EXPORT REPORT command
GENERATE-PACKAGE
GENERATE-PKG
GEN-PKG

129 GENERATE PACKAGE command

GENERATE-PLAN
GEN-PLA

88 GENERATE PLAN command

IDENTIFY-MODULE
IDENTIFY-MOD

51 IDENTIFY MODULE command

IMPORT-DATAVIEW 106 IMPORT DATAVIEW command
IMPORT-HELP 108 IMPORT HELP command
IMPORT-MEMBER 104 IMPORT MEMBER command
IMPORT-PANEL 100 IMPORT PANEL command
IMPORT-PROGRAM 98 IMPORT PROGRAM command
IMPORT-REPORT 102 IMPORT REPORT command
MARK-STATUS-DATAVIEW
MARK-STATUS-DVW
MARK-DATAVIEW
MARK-DVW

97 MARK STATUS DATAVIEW command

MARK-STATUS-PANEL
MARK-STATUS-PNL
MARK-PANEL
MARK-PNL

53 MARK STATUS PNL command

MARK-STATUS-PROGRAM
MARK-STATUS-PGM
MARK-PROGRAM
MARK-PGM

52 MARK STATUS PROGRAM command

MARK-STATUS-REPORT
MARK-STATUS-RPT
MARK-REPORT
MARK-RPT

54 MARK STATUS REPORT command

MARK-STATUS-SYSTEM
MARK-STATUS-SYS
MARK-SYSTEM
MARK-SYS

55 MARK STATUS SYSTEM command

MARK-STATUS-USER
MARK-STATUS-USR
MARK-USER
MARK-USR

56 MARK STATUS USR command

PRINT-DATAVIEW
PRINT-DVW
PRI-DVW

57 PRINT DATAVIEW command
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PRINT-INDEX-ALL-MODULE
PRI-IND-ALL-MODULE
PRI-IND-ALL-MOD

77 PRINT INDEX ALL MODULE command

PRINT-INDEX-ALL-PROGRAM
PRINT-IND-ALL PROGRAM
PRI-IND-ALL-PGM

112 PRINT INDEX MEMBER USER xxx
command

PRINT-INDEX-MEM-ACROSS-USER
PRINT-IND-MEM-ACR-USR
PRI-IND-MEM-ACR-USR

64 PRI INDEX with RELATED clause
command

PRINT-INDEX-RELATED
PRINT-IND-RELATED
PRINT-INDEX-REL
PRINT-IND-REL

66 PRINT MEMBER (your own members)

PRINT-MEMBER
PRINT-MEM
PRI-MEM

58 PRINT MEMBER (your own members)

PRINT-MEMBER-ACROSS-USER
PRINT-MEM-ACROSS-USER
PRINT-MEM-ACR-USR
PRI-MEMBER-ACROSS-USER
PRI-MEM-ACROSS-USER
PRI-MEM-ACR-USR

81 PRINT MEMBER xxxxxxxx
USER yyy command

PRINT-OUTPUT-ACROSS-USER
PRINT-OUT-ACR-USR

114 PRINT OUTPUT nnn
produced by another user
(output remains on ADROUT
in LEAVE status)

PRINT-PACKAGE
PRINT-PKG
PRI-PKG

130 PRINT PACKAGE command

PRINT-PROGRAM
PRINT-PGM
PRI-PGM

59 PRINT PROGRAM command

PRINT-PANEL
PRINT-PNL
PRI-PNL

60 PRINT PANEL command

PRINT-PLAN
PRI-PLA

91 PRINT PLAN command

PRINT-REPORT
PRINT-RPT
PRI-RPT

61 PRINT REPORT command

PRINT-SYSTEM
PRINT-SYS
PRI-SYS

62 PRINT SYSTEM command

PRINT-USER
PRINT-USR
PRI-USR

65 PRINT USER (your own definitions)

PRINT-USER-ACROSS-USER
PRINT-USR-ACR-USR
PRI-USR-ACR-USR

63 PRIT USER (definition of another user)
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REBIND
REB

74 REBIND command

REFRESH 78 REFRESH command
RUN 67 RUN (test version)
RUN-PROD
RUN-PRD

68 RUN (production version)

RUN-PROD-USING-PANEL*
RUN-PROD-USE-PNL
RUN-PRD-USE-PGM

69 RUN (production program when a panel is
accessed)

RUN-PROD-USING-PROGRAM*
RUN-PROD-USE-PGM
RUN-PRD-USE-PGM

70 RUN (production program when a
subprogram is called)

SELEECT-SYSTEM
SELECT-SYS
SEL-SYS

71 SELECT SYSTEM command

SET-SITE-OPTIONS
SET-SITE-OPTS
SET-SITE-OPT
SET-SITE

72 SET SITE commands

SUBMIT-MEMBER
SUBMIT-MEM

75 SUBMIT (your own members)

SUBMIT-MEMBER-ACROSS-USER
SUBMIT-MEM-ACROSS-USR

76 SUBMIT (another user's members)

Running in a Batch Environment
Ideal for Datacom applications can run in a batch environment. Learn about Ideal for Datacom capabilities in batch and
the components of a batch job stream.

This section describes how to run an Ideal for Datacom in a batch environment, including:

• The capabilities of Ideal for Datacom in batch
• The required job control language (JCL) records necessary to run Ideal for Datacom in batch
• The results (output) of a batch run
• Submitting a batch job

Capabilities of Ideal for Datacom in Batch

You can use batch Ideal for Datacom to perform any Ideal for Datacom service that is initiated by a command and that
does not require interaction with the user. These include the following:

• Setting options
• Running utilities
• Managing entities, such as deleting, marking status, printing, and so on.
• Cataloging dataviews
• Compiling programs
• Running batch programs
• Creating sorted reports

You cannot run services that require interaction with a user in batch. For example, the following command has insufficient
syntax to complete the DUPLICATE command and returns a prompter:
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DUPLICATE

In batch, the DUPLICATE command is terminated at this point since you cannot enter information into the prompter, and
the next Ideal for Datacom command in the job stream is executed. However, the following command works successfully
in any environment, provided the entity exists.

DUPLICATE PANEL ORDFRM VERSION 2 NEXT VERSION

In addition, a program with any panel-processing PDL statements, such as TRANSMIT, cannot run in batch and
terminates the run. If you use a DISPLAY command for index, session, or dataview option display, the command is treated
like a PRINT command.

NOTE
Printing to a network printer (DESTINATION NET) is not allowed in batch.

Components of a Batch Job Stream

You can use Ideal for Datacom members to build and store job streams (JCL records and Ideal for Datacom commands)
online and to submit job streams. You can also use any other means suitable for batch job submission to submit JCL
for batch Ideal for Datacom. See Data Members for a description of members. For more information, see Batch Job
Stream in z/OS, Components of a VSE Batch Job Stream, Batch Report JCL Considerations for VSE, and Sequential File
Considerations for VSE.

Batch Job Stream in z/OS
Find an example of a batch job stream in z/OS and an explanation of the JCL statements that Ideal for Datacom uses to
execute in batch.

An example in z/OS of a job stream to compile and run a program follows:

//COMP1 JOB . . .

//BATCH EXEC IDLBATCH,PARM.IDEAL='NOPRINT'

//IDEAL.SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=(W,,SMAL)

//IDEAL.COMPLIST DD SYSOUT=A

//IDEAL.RUNLIST DD SYSOUT=A

//IDEAL.SYSIN DD *

SIGNON PERSON userid PASSWORD password PRODUCT IDEAL

SELECT SYSTEM DOC

COMPILE COMP1 VERSION 1 DESTINATION SYS name

RUN COMP1 VERSION 1 DESTINATION SYS name

OFF

//

In this example, the DESTINATION clause of the RUN command is shown as a system printer. This example also shows
a DD record for a report where the ddname (COMPLIST) corresponds to the name of the compile report produced in this
run.

You can monitor the status of a report that is directed to the output library by displaying the output library. When the
program starts to execute, the report's status in the library is CRTIN. When the status is READY, the report is released
from the batch process.

The following standard JCL statements are used in the z/OS environment to execute Ideal for Datacom in batch.

// JOB
Identifies a standard JOB statement containing information about the job for the operating system.
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If your site uses an external security system to control access to an Ideal for Datacom, the USER= parameter on
this statement must specify a security ID that is authorized to access an Ideal for Datacom. Do not include the
Ideal for Datacom SIGNON statement when external security is used.

// EXEC IDLBATCH,PARM.IDEAL='NOPRINT'
Identifies a JCL PROC containing the Ideal for Datacom batch JCL for a batch session. These statements are
described in the following paragraphs. IDLBATCH is the default name of the PROC as installed. See your Ideal for
Datacom Administrator for the correct name for your site.
The parameter PARM.IDEAL='NOPRINT' is optional. If you leave out this parameter or assign a null value ('') to
it, the SYSPRINT file contains a simulated Ideal for Datacom panel as a response to each command in the batch
job stream. Including the parameter with the value NOPRINT suppresses the simulated panels and prints only the
commands entered and the messages produced.
You can use the COND parameter with an EXEC statement to check the value associated with a batch job step.
You can use condition codes to ensure that no step runs unless the previous steps executed successfully.
For example, you can define the following steps in a batch job:

 //STEP1 EXEC IDLBATCH

   ...

   RUN ABC PROD               :May set $RC to 12.

   OFF

 //STEP2 EXEC,COND=(12,LE)

   ...                        :Bypass if 12 is

   RUN XYZ PROD               :less than or equal to the

   OFF                        :return code from any

                              :prior step.

 //STEP3 EXEC,COND=(12,LE)

   ...

   RUN PQR PROD

   OFF

//

If program ABC encounters an error that sets the $RETURN-CODE to 12, then programs XYZ and PQR do not
run. If the $RETURN-CODE is set to 12 in program XYZ, program PQR does not run in STEP 3. For a list of
condition codes, see Processing Programs.

//SYSIN DD
Identifies a data set containing Ideal for Datacom commands executed (normally //SYSIN DD *, which means
immediately following). The Ideal for Datacom commands are entered in a sequence that simulates an online
session. For example, a SIGNON command is the initial command that simulates the signon panel and OFF is the
final command.

//SYSPRINT DD (optional)
Identifies a data set (normally SYSOUT) meant to receive the listing of the Ideal for Datacom batch session. This
output includes an image of each command and resulting panel with one page per transaction. This statement is
provided in the IDLBATCH PROC, but you can override it.
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//report DD (optional)
You are required to write a DD statement for each report that is generated by a program run in batch. The ddname
must be the unique one- to eight-character report name. These DD statements are not provided in the procedure
named in the EXEC record. If no DD statement is provided for the report, then the DD statement //AUXPRINT DD
SYSOUT=A, which is supplied in the IDBATCH PROC, is used for all reports.
If you do not supply DD records for reports and a RUN produces several reports in parallel, the reports can be
intermingled in the AUXPRINT listing.

//COMPLIST DD (optional)
Identifies a data set (normally SYSOUT) meant to receive the compilation listing of all programs compiled in the
batch sequence of commands. This statement is provided in the IDLBATCH PROC, but you can modify it.

//RUNLIST DD (optional)
Identifies a data set (normally SYSOUT) meant to receive data generated by a LIST statement in the procedure of
an Ideal for Datacom program. This JCL record is provided in IDLBATCH, but you can override it.

//PRTLIST DD (optional)
Identifies a default data set (normally SYSOUT) to receive any data that are printed using Ideal for Datacom
PRINT commands. This JCL record is provided in IDLBATCH, but you can override it. If you use the NAME
parameter in a PRINT command, the parameter specified indicates the alternate DD record name.

//seqfilename DD
Identifies the one- to eight-character name for a sequential file used by an application. Ideal for Datacom provides
the ddname as the FILENAME in the dataview comment when the dataview is displayed.
According to the rules of z/OS JCL, overriding DD statements must appear in the same order as the DD
statements in IDLBATCH.

Components of a VSE Batch Job Stream
You can use Ideal for Datacom members to build and store job streams (JCL records and Ideal for Datacom commands)
online and to submit job streams. You can submit JCL for batch Ideal for Datacom through any other means suitable for
batch job submission.

See Data Members for a complete description of the Ideal for Datacom member.

The following standard JCL records are used in a VSE environment to execute Ideal for Datacom in batch.

* $$ JOB JNM=IDBATCH,PRI=n,USER='username',DISP=D

* $$ LST DISP=D,CLASS=L,LST=cuu...

* $$ LST DISP=D,CLASS=L,LST=cuu...

* $$ LST DISP=D,CLASS=L,LST=cuu...

* $$ LST DISP=D,CLASS=L

// JOB IDBATCH

// OPTION LOG,NODUMP

// EXEC PROC=IDLPROC

*****************************

* Assignments for sequential file dataviews and work areas

* for sorted reports. 

*****************************

// ASSGN SYS...,cuu

// ASSGN SYS...,cuu

// ASSGN SYS...,cuu

// EXEC IDBATCH,SIZE=80K,PARM='NOPRINT'

SIGNON PERSON username PSW psword 

COMPILE pgmname
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RUN pgmname

OFF

/*

// EXEC LISTLOG

/*

/&

* $$ EOJ

There are three types of instructions in this job stream: operating system commands, spooling system commands, and
Ideal for Datacom commands.

VSE JOB control instructions all begin with the characters // . VSE JOB control interprets the commands beginning with an
asterisk and followed immediately by a space (* ) as comments. POWER is the VSE JOB Input/Output spooling system.
JOB Entry Control Language (JECL) commands all begin with the * $$ character string.

$$ JOB JNM=IDBATCH, PRI=n, USER='username', CLASS=c,DISP=D
This statement identifies the job to POWER.
JNM=IDBATCH

This job stream is identified to POWER as IDBATCH.
PRI=n

Dispatching priority of this job is n.
USER='username'

Used for accounting purposes. If your site uses external security to control access to Ideal for Datacom,
this parameter provides a security ID for the job stream.

CLASS=c
Defines which VSE partition this job stream can execute in.

DISP=D
Defines the disposition in the reader spool for the job stream. D submits the job stream for execution
immediately and does not retain it in the reader queue (spool) after execution.

$$ LST DISP=D,CLASS=L
This statement defines the output parameters for the VSE system log file.
DISP=D

This parameter defines the disposition of the output in the POWER list queue. As in the DISP option for
the JOB command, D releases the job stream immediately and does not retain it in the queue.

CLASS=L
This parameter organizes the LIST queue. Use it with subsequent * $$ LST statements to logically
separate the various Ideal for Datacom outputs.

// JOB IDBATCH
This is the first VSE job control command of the job stream. The job stream is identified as IDBATCH. All
references to the JOB on the operator's console are to IDBATCH (not the POWER jobname).

// OPTION LOG,NODUMP
The OPTION command sets execution options for this jobstep and all following jobsteps until a contrary option
command is issued. LOG sets the request for all job control statements to list with the output; NODUMP
suppresses the DUMP option.

// EXEC PROC=IDLPROC
This statement copies a JCL procedure into the job stream. IDLPROC is an installed procedure to define all Ideal
for Datacom and user system files for batch.
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* $$ LST DISP=D, CLASS=L,LST=cuu...
These POWER statements keep Ideal for Datacom outputs logically separated. An execution of batch Ideal for
Datacom has two or more outputs:

• Ideal for Datacom session output. This file shows a simulated session of Ideal for Datacom commands and the
resulting panels and messages.

• Ideal for Datacom error log
• If a RUN command is issued in the batch run, then you must make additional * $$ LST entries for LIST

statement output and for each application report.
• The DISP=D parameter defines the disposition of the output in the POWER list queue. As in the DISP option

for the JOB command, D releases the job stream immediately and does not retain it in the queue.
• The CLASS=L parameter organizes the LIST queue. These statements are used with other * $$ LST

statements to logically separate the various Ideal for Datacom outputs.
• LST=cuu... indicates the logical printer defined for the various output files. See your systems programmer

for the actual logical unit assignments for these files.

***************************

*Assignments for sequential file dataviews and work areas

*for sorted reports

***************************

These comments show where sequential dataview files and sorted report work files go. Since they are not needed
on every batch Ideal for Datacom run, they are not included in the IDLPROC procedure.

// EXEC IDBATCH, SIZE=80K,PARM='NOPRINT'
IDBATCH is the Ideal for Datacom batch processing program. The size parameter sets the amount of storage
allocated to the program for execution. The rest of the partition is used for processing other Ideal for Datacom
routines.
The parameter PARM='NOPRINT' is optional. If you omit this parameter or specify it with a null value (''), a
simulated Ideal for Datacom session is printed. Specifying the parameter with the value NOPRINT suppresses all
SYSPRINT output except the commands entered and the messages produced. The simulated CICS session is
not printed.
The statements that follow the EXECUTE command are Ideal for Datacom commands.

SIGNON PERSON username PSW password PRODUCT IDEAL

COMPILE pgmname

RUN pgmname

OFF

The statements follow the same format as an online session.
/*

This is a JOB step delimiter.
// EXEC LISTLOG

LISTLOG is a VSE utility that adds all operator console messages associated with the job stream to the end of the
output for the job stream.

/& VSE
job delimiter.

$$ EOJ
POWER job delimiter.
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Batch Report JCL Considerations for VSE
Learn about batch report Job Control Language (JCL) for VSE in Ideal for Datacom. Learn how to generate reports,
including sorted and unsorted reports. Find information about special forms. Example JCL is included.

The following only applies to batch jobs that route reports to the system printer.

The run of Ideal for Datacom program can produce 15 reports and a LIST statement output. You can generate more than
15 reports if they are not sorted reports and one report is released before the next one starts (see RELEASE Statement).
You can also generate a maximum of four concurrent reports and a total of four sorted reports.

Report output and LIST statement output are arbitrarily assigned to the logical units defined in the PSSPRT01 through
PSSPRT15 file table entries. Check with the Ideal for Datacom Administrator for the logical unit assignments defined for
these entries in the file table.

Special Forms

If no special forms are required, then logical unit assignment that is used is not a concern. You can use POWER logical
printers and $$ LST statements to keep the outputs logically separated. See the following example.

If a special form is required, then the programmer must know which logical unit assignment corresponds to the report. In
this case, use the following instructions:

1. For each report in the run, assign the report to a specific logical unit using the ASSIGN command before the RUN
command or the ASSIGN statement in the program before the first PRODUCE statement for that report.

NOTE
Sorted reports that share forms and copies can share VSE logical assignments. Unsorted reports that share
forms and copies can share VSE logical assignments only if the first report is released before the second is
produced.

2. Do the same with report RUNLIST, which is the name of the print output that is associated with the LIST statement
output.

3. Add the POWER JCL records to control the logical output and its forms.

Example JCL for a Report with Special Form
For example, in the following run REPORT1 is assigned to special form FRM1, REPORT2 to FRM2, and
REPORT3 and LIST statement output to standard forms. The $$ LST statements are always required to keep
the outputs logically separated even if special forms are not required.

* $$ JOB JNM=IDBATCH,PRI=n,USER='username',DISP=D

* $$ LST DISP=D,CLASS=L,LST=SYS102

* $$ LST DISP=D,CLASS=L,LST=SYS103,FNO=FRM1

* $$ LST DISP=D,CLASS=L,LST=SYS104,FNO=FRM2

* $$ LST DISP=D,CLASS=L,LST=SYS105

* $$ LST DISP=D,CLASS=L,LST=SYS106

* $$ LST DISP=D,CLASS=L

// JOB IDBATCH

// OPTION LOG,NODUMP

// EXEC PROC=IDLPROC

// EXEC IDBATCH,SIZE=15K

SIGNON PERSON userid PASSWORD password

ASSIGN REPORT RUNLIST TO SYS102

ASSIGN REPORT REPORT1 TO SYS103

ASSIGN REPORT REPORT2 TO SYS104

ASSIGN REPORT REPORT3 TO SYS105

ASSIGN REPORT REPORT4 TO SYS106
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SET RUN URT DBURT010

RUN RPTPGM

OFF

/*

// EXEC LISTLOG

/*

/&

* $$ EOJ

NOTE
Session command output and the system error log go to SYSLST (by default). To separate
them, add two $$ LST statements and modify the IDSYSFT entries for SYSPRINT and
ADRL.

SYS102 through SYS106 are logical units that are defined in the batch file table for PSS outputs. These units
are user-defined.

Sorted Reports

Sorted reports have special JCL requirements. You must provide SORT work files. The report writer needs one internal
work file for each sorted report. The report work files are defined in the file table. The JCL for the work file for each sorted
report looks like this:

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL IDRWK01,'IDEAL.report.work01',0,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,volser,,,trks,numtrks

You must specify JCL for each sorted report work file. The requirements for each are the same except for the DLBL
names of IDRWK01 through IDRWK04, respectively.

The size of the report work file depends on the size of the report. One logical record is written every time a PRODUCE
statement is executed. The size of the record depends on the number and sizes of the data fields that are defined in the
detail and heading sections of the report. A block size of approximately 3KB is used.

Example JCL for a Program with Two Sorted Reports
The following example shows the JCL for running an Ideal for Datacom program that has two sorted reports.
No special forms are used. The same SORT work files are shared for each report. An adequate number of
SORT work files with sufficient space are needed to sort the data in one report work file for the largest report
in a RUN.

* $$ JOB JNM=IDBATCH,PRI=n,USER='username',DISP=D

* $$ LST DISP=D,CLASS=L,LST=SYS100

* $$ LST DISP=D,CLASS=L,LST=SYS101

* $$ LST DISP=D,CLASS=L,LST=SYS102

* $$ LST DISP=D,CLASS=L,LST=SYS103

* $$ LST DISP=D,CLASS=L,LST=SYS104

* $$ LST DISP=D,CLASS=L

// JOB IDBATCH

// OPTION LOG,NODUMP

// EXEC PROC=IDLPROC

*

* Assign for report and SORT work files

*

// ASSGN SYS050,DISK,VOL=SYSWK1,SHR
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*

* Report work files

// DLBL IDRWK01,'IDEAL.REPORT.WORK01',0,SD

// EXTENT SYS050,volser,,,9000,50

// DLBL IDRWK02,'IDEAL.REPORT.WORK02',0,SD

// EXTENT SYS050,volser,,,9050,50

// DLBL IDRWK03,'IDEAL.REPORT.WORK03',0,SD

// EXTENT SYS050,volser,,,9100,50

// DLBL IDRWK04,'IDEAL.REPORT.WORK04',0,SD

// EXTENT SYS050,volser,,,9150,50

*

* SORT work files

*

// DLBL SORTWK1,'DOS.WORKFILE.SORT01',0,SD

// EXTENT SYS050,volser,,,9100,50

// DLBL SORTWK2,'DOS.WORKFILE.SORT02',0,SD

// EXTENT SYS050,volser,,,9150,50

// DLBL SORTWK3,'DOS.WORKFILE.SORT03',0,SD

// EXTENT SYS050,volser,,,9200,50

*

// EXEC IDBATCH,SIZE=nnK

PERSON username PSW psword PRODUCT IDEAL

RUN SORTRPT2

OFF

/*

// EXEC LISTLOG

/*

/&

* $$ EOJ

The size parameter on the // EXEC IDBATCH statement must be 15K for Ideal for Datacom, plus the amount
of partition storage (not GETVIS storage) required by the SORT (80K should be sufficient for a sorted report or
cross reference on a compilation). For more information, see the IBM DOS SORT Manual.

Sequential File Considerations for VSE
Five types of sequential file dataviews are supported under VSE-disk, standard label tape, non-labeled tape, printer, and
punch. Each type has its own set of one or more entries in the Ideal for Datacom File Table.

For more information, see Creating Dataviews for Sequential Files.

Before a program using a sequential dataview can be successfully compiled, you must enter the definition for the
dataview, either in Datadictionary (a modeled dataview) or in Ideal for Datacom (an unmodeled dataview) and then
cataloged in Ideal for Datacom. The catalog step puts the device type, record size, block size, file name and whether the
file is labeled into the dataview object code used at compile time.

The display of the cataloged dataview shows the information needed to code the batch JCL. You can override some of
this information with the ALTER PROGRAM and ASSIGN DATAVIEW commands. With the file table entry, this provides
the information needed to access the file.

Device type
Information as to whether a sequential dataview is disk, standard label tape, non-labeled tape, printer, or punch.
You can override this option with an ALTER PROGRAM or ASSIGN DATAVIEW command before the run. At run
time, the device type specifies to Ideal for Datacom what type of file table entry to use-DISK, SLTAPE, NLTAPE,
PRT, or PUNCH.
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Filename
The DLBL for disk files and TLBL for standard labeled tape files.

Logical Unit Assignment
For standard label tape, non-labeled tape, printer, and punch files, the default assignment comes from the file
table entry. You can override it with an ASSIGN DATAVIEW command before the RUN command or an ASSIGN
statement executed before the first FOR construct referencing the dataview. The logical assignments for disk files
are made completely through the JCL.
Under VSE, two additional dataview status codes are used for error conditions. I7 is used if the block size
specified for the file is larger than the maximum defined in the VPE File Table entry. I8 is used if multiple
sequential files of the same type are referenced in the same run and there are not enough file table entries
defined for that type.

If multiple tape, print, or punch files are referenced from the same run, there can be some ambiguity as to the logical
unit assignment that is used. This is because multiple file table entries of the same type are allocated on a first come,
first serve basis. That is, the first dataview of a type is allocated the first file table entry for that type; the second file of
the same type gets the second, and so on. You can override the logical unit assignment defined in the file table with an
ASSIGN COMMAND or ASSIGN statement.

Consequently, for runs that access multiple dataviews of the same type, assign the logical unit of each dataview with
either an ASSIGN command before the run or an ASSIGN statement as the first thing done in the program. This prevents
any JCL mix-ups.

This is not required for dataviews where there is only one of its type in the run; the logical unit used is the one for the first
file table entry of that type. This is not required for disk dataviews since logical unit assignments are completely handled in
the JCL.

You must add the following to batch run JCL to reference a sequential file dataview.

For DISK

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL dlblnam,'IDEAL.report.work01',0,SD

// EXTENT SYSnnn,volser,,,trks,numtrks 

dlblnam
Displays the filename on the dataview Parameter Definition panel. The assign is completely defined in the JCL.

For Standard Labeled Tape

// PAUSE PLEASE MOUNT TAPE volser ON 180

// TLBL file-id,'IDEAL.XPRT.TAPE',,volser

// ASSGN SYSnnn,180

file-id
Displays the filename on the dataview Parameter Definition panel.

SYSnnn
Defines the logical unit in the Ideal for Datacom batch file table or the override value specified in an ASSIGN
command or ASSIGN statement.

For Nonlabeled Tape

// ASSGN SYSnnn,180
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SYSnnn
Defines the logical unit in the VPE Batch File Table or the override value specified in an ASSIGN command or
ASSIGN statement.

For Print Files

// ASSGN SYSnnn,printer 

SYSnnn
Defines the logical unit in the VPE Batch File Table, or the override value specified in an ASSIGN command or
ASSIGN statement.

printer
Identifies a logical unit defined to POWER as a printer.

For Punch Files

// ASSGN SYSPCH,punch 

punch
Identifies a logical unit defined to POWER as a punch.

By default, when a tape DTF is generated, it has the parameter REWIND=UNLOAD specified. This causes a rewind when
the file is opened and a rewind and unload when the file is closed. You can alter this in the Ideal for Datacom batch file
table definition.

How to Set Session Options
You can issue the following session option fill-ins and SET commands at any time to change the values of various options
during the current session. These commands are then in effect for the current session only. Future sessions return to the
values that were set in the signon procedure or that apply for the site.

You can enter SET commands into a member called SIGNON. They are then automatically set whenever you sign on to
Ideal for Datacom; in effect, they are your defaults across sessions.

This section does not fully explain the effect of each option, but they are explained in those sections where the options are
used. This section only describes how to set the various options and only summarizes their effects.

NOTE
The keywords YES/NO and ON/OFF are synonymous in all SET commands.

Setting Scroll Options
In Ideal for Datacom, use the SET SCROLL command to specify scrolling options. Review the command definition and
operands. For more information, see SET SCROLL Command.

SET SCROLL
Establishes the default means of scrolling forward and backward or left and right. two options are valid:
FRAME

Scrolls the panel by the number of lines that are displayed in the frame, with no overlap.
CURSOR

Scrolls the panel to the cursor. For example, when you scroll forward, the line containing the cursor is
positioned at the top of the panel. When you scroll backwards, the line containing the cursor is positioned
at the bottom of the panel.
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.

Setting Editor Options
In Ideal for Datacom, use the SET EDIT command to specify editing options for a session. Review commands and
definitions. For more information, see SET EDIT Command.

The following SET commands specify editing options.

SET EDIT BOUNDS, SET EDIT COLUMNS
Establishes the column boundaries that are used when searching for or changing a string.

SET EDIT CASE
Establishes whether entered text (literals and comments) is translated into all uppercase (UPPER) or as entered
(MIXED).

SET EDIT CONTEXT
Establishes the number of context lines appearing above and below an input window.

SET EDIT HIGHLIGHT
Establishes that lines in the procedure of a program that had errors during program compilation are highlighted for
emphasis.

SET EDIT MARGIN
Establishes the position where the sequence number (line command) portion of an EDIT or DISPLAY panel
appears at the right or left side of the data area. This SET command is in effect for all subsequent panels that are
edited or displayed until it is reset or the session ends.

SET EDIT MULTIPLIER
Establishes where to place the number that acts as a multiplier or replication factor for a line command, at the
right or at the left of the command. This setting is in effect for all subsequent panels that are edited or displayed
until it is reset or the session ends.

SET EDIT TRUNC
Establishes whether truncation of lines is permitted during CHANGE and SHIFT command execution.

Setting Version Options
The following SET commands for Ideal for Datacom determine the default version of the entity used in subsequent
commands where you omit a VERSION clause.

SET DATAVIEW VERSION
Establishes the default version used in the CATALOG command as a one- to three-digit version number in the
form nnn or Tnnn (assigned by Ideal for Datacom when the version was created) or PROD (the production-status
version). This version also establishes the version for dataviews specified without an explicit version in program
resources when the program is compiled.

SET VERSION
Establishes the default version for subsequent commands as a one- to three-digit version number in the form nnn
(assigned by Ideal for Datacom when the version was created), LAST (the version with the highest number), or
PROD (the production-status version).

Setting Panel Definition Options
The Panel Definition Facility (PDF) uses the following SET commands to create the initial values of the PANEL
PARAMETER session. These values control LAYOUT editing and establish FIELD default attributes as fields are created
in the panel.
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You can also set the session defaults created by the SET PANEL commands for the session on the Panel Session Option
fill-in and for individual panels in the panel parameter definition.

SET PANEL xxxSYM
Establishes the default characters used as delimiters and symbols on the panel layout.
STARTSYM

Sets the start-field symbol.
ENDSYM

Sets the end-field symbol.
DELSYM

Sets the delete-field symbol.
NEWSYM

Sets the new-field symbol.
REPSYM

Sets the repeating-group symbol.
COPYSYM

Sets the copy-field symbol.
MOVESYM

Sets the move-field symbol.
DESTSYM

Sets the destination symbol.
SET PANEL CASE

Establishes whether the text entered in the field at runtime is converted to uppercase (UPPER) or remains as
typed (MIXED).

SET PANEL COPY
Establishes the format and position of dataview fields copied to a panel layout. You can designate the position as
TOP or BOTTOM of the layout placed HORIZONTALLY or VERTICALLY. The format can specify NO HEADINGS
or include headings to the left of each field, SIDEVIEW, or directly above each field, COLVIEW.

SET PANEL SCROLL (CURSOR)
Establishes the default scroll increment for the layout and field summary table when you enter the SCROLL
command without any modifiers.

SET PANEL INFILL
Establishes the default character used to pad the unused portion of an alphanumeric field on input. (Always zero
for numeric field.)

SET PANEL OUTFILL
Establishes the default character used to fill blank fields when the panel is initially displayed.

SET PANEL LAYOUT
Establishes whether the panel layout fill-mode is blank-fill or null-fill.

SET PANEL LAYOUTCASE
Establishes how alphanumeric input is capitalized when defining a panel layout (for example, in text fields).
In UPPER case, input data is capitalized before Ideal for Datacom processes it. In MIXED case, data is left
unchanged.

SET PANEL DECIMAL
Establishes the symbol used to represent a decimal point.

SET PANEL PF13
Establishes default Ideal for Datacom panel key assignments for PF1/13 and PF3/15.
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SET PANEL PF781011
Establishes default key assignments for PF7/19, PF8/20, PF10/22, and PF11/23.

SET PANEL ERRORFILL
Establishes the default character that marks a field that is redisplayed after an erroneous entry.

SET PANEL ERRORHANDLING
Establishes the default of how an erroneous field entry displays. Valid entries for x are as follows:
N

No highlighting.
*

Returns the panel with the erroneous field filled with the error fill character.
H

Returns the panel with the erroneous entry intensified.
B

Both * and H. B indicates the same as H if the field has an illegal value, but the same as * if a required
field is missing.

SET PANEL REQUIRED
Establishes whether field values must be supplied or can be omitted.

SET PANEL SESSION OPTIONS
Accesses the Panel Session Option fill-in that specifies default session values and, optionally, stores those values
in a member.

SET PANEL WIDEOPTION
Enables or disables wide panel support for the session.

SET PANEL WIDTH
Sets the default width for panels created and displayed during the session.
Panels created after this command is issued contain the number of columns specified. The command does not
affect the width of existing panels. You must change the width of existing panels on the panel parameters fill-in.

SET PANEL IFATTRIBUTE
stablishes the default panel attributes for panel fields defined for input. The installed default is UAL. The attributes
that you can specify control the protection, type, highlight, and color of the field.

SET PANEL TFATTRIBUTE
Establishes the default panel attributes for panel fields defined with text. The installed default is PSL. The
attributes that you can specify control the protection, type, highlight, and color of the field.

SET PANEL NONDISPLAY
Defines the character sent to the panel when the application sends a non-displayable character. You can specify
SPACES or a non-numeric character.

SET PANEL ALLOWEOF
Sets the default value of the Allow-EOF parameter.

SET PANEL ALLOWDIGSEP
Establishes whether a digit separator is allowed on input.

SET PANEL ALLOWMINSIGN
Establishes whether a minus sign is allowed on input.

SET PANEL ALLOWCURRSIGN
Establishes whether a currency symbol is allowed on input.

For more information, see Creating Panel Definitions and SET PANEL Command.
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Setting Report Definition Options
In Ideal for Datacom, use Report Definition Facility (RDF) SET commands. Review commands, definitions, and component
notation. For more information, see Generating Reports and SET REPORT Command.

SET REPORT LINES
Sets the total number of lines for each printed page of the report.

SET REPORT WIDTH
Sets the number of characters per line of the report.

SET REPORT SPACING
Specifies the default number of blank lines between printed detail lines.

SET REPORT GAP
Specifies the default number of blank characters that are left between defined columns of detail lines.

SET REPORT CONTHEAD
Specifies the default value of whether headings print when a control break occurs. A control break is a change in
the value of a control field.

SET REPORT CONTFOOT
Specifies the default value of whether footings print when a control break occurs.

SET REPORT NULLSYM
Specifies the default value for null values.

SET REPORT PAGEFMT
Specifies the default page number format.

SET REPORT PAGEPOS
Specifies the default position of how the page number displays in the heading or footing.

SET REPORT DATEPOS
Specifies the default position of how the date displays in the heading or footing.

SET REPORT DATEFOR 'date-pattern'
Specifies the default format of the date that is printed on reports. Any logical combination of the following date
components can specify a date format.

The specifications in the following chart give the corresponding results when a report is produced, assuming that at the
time of production, the date is January 12, 1993.

Component Notation Meaning Example (assuming January 12, 1993)

YEAR Year in full 1993
YY Year without century 93

Year without decade 6
MONTH Month spelled out (uppercase) JANUARY
LCMONTH Month spelled out (initial letter uppercase) January
MON Month abbreviation (uppercase) JAN
LCMON Month abbreviation (initial letter uppercase) Jan
MM Month number, with leading zero if

necessary
01

M Month number, with no leading zero 1
DD Day with leading zero if necessary 12
D Day with no leading zero 12
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Component Notation Meaning Example (assuming January 12, 1993)

DDD Julian day, numeric day of the year (1-366) 012
WEEKDAY Day spelled out (uppercase) SUNDAY
LCWEEKDAY Day spelled out (initial letter uppercase) Sunday
DAY Day abbreviation SUN
LCDAY Day abbreviation (initial letter uppercase) Sun

Any characters except uppercase alphabetics in the date pattern remain unchanged.

The site administrator defines the actual text that is indicated by the keywords MONTH, LCMONTH, MON, LCMON,
WEEKDAY, LCWEEKDAY, DAY, and LCDAY for each site in the PMS table PMSTBLS.

Setting Document Definition Options
In Ideal for Datacom, use the Document Definition Facility SET commands. Review commands and definitions. For more
information, see SET DOCUMENT Command.

SET DOCUMENT PGMLOG
Indicates that the document structure is formed by program logic.

SET DOCUMENT INDENT
Specifies the spacing between indent levels in the generated document.

SET DOCUMENT USEEMPTY
Use empty-element short-form.

SET DOCUMENT DELIMITER
Specifies the attribute value delimiter.

SET DOCUMENT KEEPDATA
Specifies if incomplete data is kept in the resulting document together with <<ABORT>> group data.

SET DOCUMENT WIDTH
Specifies the document line width when output is stored in the VLS library or sequential file.

SET DOCUMENT RAW
Fill output records by raw stream when the output is stored in the VLS library or sequential file.

Setting Output Options
In Ideal for Datacom, use the SET OUTPUT SESSION command to call up the fill-in for output options. For more information
about output services, see Output Services and SET OUTPUT Command.

The session option fill-in and SET commands determine default print options when you omit the destination clause from
PRINT, COMPILE, or RUN commands.

The following fill-in contains all output options that you can set during a session. You can also use SET commands as
described with each option.

=>

 ----------------------------------------------------------------PARTIALLY SHOWN

 IDEAL:      SET OUT OPT (PSS)          PSS#OPTIONS                    FILL-IN
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                          Set PSS  "session" options

                          ---------------------------

 Maximum number of lines:             64000      (1-64k)

 Default retention period:            02         (1-99)

 Default number of copies:            01         (1-99)

 Default print status:                RELEASE    (Release/Hold/Keep)

 Default output width:                240        (1-240)

 Default network printer width:       000        (0-240)

 Post successful msg:                 Y          (y/n)

 Name of the batch JCL proc:          DIDDVPSS

 Default destination

         Type:    LIBRARY                        (LIBrary/NETwork/SYStem/MAIl)

         Name:    ____________________________________________________________

Maximum number of lines
The maximum lines for one output. Specify a number from 1 through 64000. This maximum is checked only for
DEST LIB outputs. Set the value with the SET OUTPUT MAX[LINES] command.

Default retention period
The default number of days an output can reside in the output library before being deleted. Specify a value from
1 to 99, but not greater than the maximum value allowed for the site. You can also set this value using the SET
OUTPUT RETENTION command.

Default number of copies
The default number of copies to print if you do not specify COPIES= in the DESTINATION clause of a PRINT
command. The number cannot exceed the site maximum. You can also set this value using the SET OUTPUT
COPIES command.

Default print status
The default status assigned to all outputs generated during the current session. The status can be HOLD,
RELEASE, or KEEP. You can also set this option using the SET OUTPUT DISPOSITION command.

Default output width
The default output line width. Specify a value up to 240. Individual reports that are defined in RDF can have line
widths up to and including this value. You can also set this value with the SET OUTPUT WIDTH command.

Default network printer width
The default width for all outputs generated for network printers. Specify a number from 0 to 240. If you specify 0,
the TCT determines the width. If you specify a width in the destination definition, the defined width overrides this
width.

Post successful msg
Specifies whether the Ideal for Datacom message that indicates successful completion of a command is
suppressed. You can also set this value with the SET OUT POSTMSG command.

Name of the batch JCL proc
The name of the cataloged procedure executed to print an output at a SYSTEM printer. Specify any valid
cataloged procedure name. If you change this parameter, be sure to rename or copy the installed cataloged
procedure PSSUTIL to the same name. You can also set this value using the SET OUTPUT PROCEDURE command.

Default destination
The type and name of the default destination that is used when you do not specify a DESTINATION clause for a
command
Type

Establishes the default printout destination as a system printer (SYSTEM), a network printer
(NETWORK), the output library (LIBRARY), or a  recipient (MAIL)
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Name
Specifies the system or network printer name or  ID that is the default destination for any output that is
printed during the current session with no destination clause specified

You can also set the destination type and name using the SET OUTPUT DESTINATION command.

Setting Compile Options
The following SET commands determine default compilation options affecting the types of compilation listings produced
and highlighting errors on the procedure definition.

SET COMPILE DBCS
Establishes whether compile processing is sensitive to double-byte character sets.

SET COMPILE LSQL
Establishes whether SQL statements generated for FOR statements appear in the compilation listing.

SET COMPILE IDE
Establishes whether identification information appears in the compilation listing.

SET COMPILE EXD
Establishes whether the external data definitions (dataviews, panels, documents, and reports) will appear in the
compilation listing.

SET COMPILE BOD
Establishes whether the body of the program appears in the compilation listing.

SET COMPILE ADV
Establishes whether advisory messages appear in the compilation listing.

SET COMPILE MEL
Establishes whether the lines of the procedure in error are highlighted.

SET COMPILE REF
Establishes whether a cross reference listing appears in the compilation listing. You can specify this option for
online compiles and for any batch compiles. No cross reference listing is generated in CICS.
Options are FULL, SHORT, and NO. FULL generates a complete cross reference listing. SHORT suppresses
those symbol names that are defined but not referenced. NO produces no listing.

SET COMPILE PANEL
Establishes whether panel components appear in the compilation listing. Settings are: F (Full) to provide all panel
components.; S (Short) to provide only the Identification Window; and N (No) to provide no panel components.

NOTE
This option applies only if External Data (SET COMPILE EXD) is set to Y. If External Data is set to N,
then this option is ignored.

For more information, see Creating Programs and SET COMPILE Command.

Setting Run Options
In Ideal for Datacom, use SET RUN commands to affect the running of an Ideal for Datacom application. Review
commands and definitions.

SET RUN UPDATE
This command indicates whether the database or file (sequential or VSAM) can be updated during the run.

NOTE
The SET RUN UPDATE NO command is for debugging and testing a program without actually updating
the data. It only suppresses data access commands that request the addition, update, or deletion of a
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record. All other processes, including such processes as allocation of sequential files, are still executed.
Programs function as if the update was successful, including display of any program messages
indicating that the update was successful.

SET RUN $RETURN-CODE
This command sets the value of the return code at the beginning of the run. $RETURN-CODE can be specified as
$RC.

SET RUN {URT|FILETABLE}
Ideal for Datacom programs running in batch that access Datacom/DB databases require the name of the DB
user requirements table (URT) that describes various characteristics of Datacom/DB tables (for more information
about URTs, see the Datacom/DB documentation. A default URT name is supplied as part of the Ideal for
Datacom installation process. You can also set the default URT name through a SET SITE command. However,
if on a particular run, you want to use an alternate URT, you can use this command before the run to select the
alternate URT.
For CICS programs, this is not necessary, because another technique automatically selects URTs (see the
Datacom/DB documentation).
During a session, you can reissue this command to specify a different URT for each RUN if necessary. You can
include this command in a sign-on member that is executed at the beginning of your Ideal for Datacom session.

SET RUN PLAN
This command establishes the default application plan name that is used for all static DB2 statements that are
executed during the session.

SET RUN SQL
This command determines which files and statements are used and whether dynamic SQL is permitted at
runtime. Specify MIXED to permit dynamic SQL, STATIC to prevent dynamic SQL.

SET RUN CBSTRACE
You can use this command from your own ID to turn on or turn off a CBS trace of Ideal for Datacom programs that
are invoked through the RUN command. The site default for the SET RUN CBSTRACE command is OFF.

SET RUN LOOPLIMIT
Use this command in a test environment to establish a session maximum for the number of times a test-status
program loops through a PDL FOR or LOOP construct. This maximum prevents excessive looping.

SET RUN QUITIDEAL
This command allows sign off to take place automatically at the completion of the next application.

SET RUN QUITMSG
Determines whether the following message prints at the end of a run:

IDADRUNP01I: Run Completed, RC=0

SET RUN ERROR-PNL
This command specifies an informative panel to display if a fatal system error occurs during a RUN. These errors
are internal to Ideal for Datacom and cannot invoke the program's ERROR procedure. This command is only in
effect when SET RUN QUITIDEAL is YES.

SET RUN CLEAR
This command determines the action to take if you press the Clear key while an application is running. Two
options are valid:
QUITRUN

When you press the Clear key, the run terminates.
RESHOW

When you press the Clear key, the panel redisplays.
This command is only in effect while an Ideal for Datacom application is running. During Ideal for Datacom
activities other than RUN, the Clear key continues to return the Main Menu.
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SET RUN STRNO nnn (VSAM only)
This command specifies how many VSAM strings are required to access a VSAM data set through nested FOR
constructs.
nnn

The number of VSAM strings required. This value can be any integer number from 1 to 255. Set it to the
maximum level of nesting in any FOR construct in the applications run while this command is in effect. If
this command is not issued, the default value is 1.
This command is required only for batch VSE applications that contain nested FOR constructs for the
same VSAM data set.
This command is not required for batch z/OS environments (OS batch), since z/OS allocates strings
dynamically. However, if an application contains nested FOR constructs, setting the STRNO to a number
greater than 1 can improve performance. Increasing the value of STRNO increases storage requirements;
therefore, do not set STRNO any higher than is required for the applications being run.
SET RUN XA: For an z/OS/XA or VSE/ESA capable system, this command tells Ideal for Datacom to use
XA, for the site or for the current session. Ideal for Datacom then uses 31-bit addressing and storage
above the line while running programs. The default is OFF until SET RUN XA ON is issued.

NOTE
For more information, see Set Run Command.

Setting Environment Options
In Ideal for Datacom, use SET ENVIRONMENT commands facilitate processes: transaction accounting, compiling and
printing, DB2 plan-edit, error processing, and message display.

Transaction Accounting

Ideal for Datacom provides the ability to chart development activities or production activities under specific CICS
transactions. This allows performance analysis packages or transaction accounting packages to isolate transactions for
chargeback and resource consumption analysis.

SET ENVIRONMENT ACCOUNT-ID
This command establishes the transaction identification under which statistics are logged.

SET ENVIRONMENT COMPILE-ID, SET ENVIRONMENT PRINT-ID
These commands identify a transaction identifier to which asynchronous tasks are charged. Do not specify the
same transaction identifier for both the COMPILE-ID and the PRINT-ID.

SET ENVIRONMENT FINAL-ID
This command can vary how Ideal for Datacom handles the OFF command. If you do not specify this command,
the Ideal for Datacom sign-off logo is shown.

Controlling Formats

The following commands control the formats the compiler and print commands use.

SET ENVIRONMENT DATEFOR 'pattern'
Establishes the date format the compiler and PRINT commands use for the current session.

SET ENVIRONMENT LINES nn
Specifies the maximum number of lines per print page the compiler and PRINT commands use for the current
session. SET ENVIRONMENT LINES applies to print requests to network and system printers when printing
entities, session options, and indexes. This command also applies to compile listings and displays in batch
(displays in batch are processed as prints by Ideal for Datacom). This command does not affect the PRINT
PANEL command or reports. This setting is in effect until it is reset or the session ends.
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SET ENVIRONMENT CURRENCY value
Allows an alternate currency symbol to display in panels and print in reports generated by an application during
the current session. This command does not affect the currency symbol as it is specified in the edit pattern of a
report definition or panel field definition or in a $EDIT function in the procedure of Ideal for Datacom program.

SET ENVIRONMENT DECIMAL value
Lets you specify an alternate convention for the digit separator and decimal point when displayed in panels or
printed in reports generated by an application running during the current session. Allowable values are as follows:

• . (period) The decimal symbol is a period and the digit separator is a comma.
• , (comma) The decimal symbol is a comma and the digit separator is a period.

You cannot specify any other symbols.
This command does not affect the decimal symbol as it is specified in the edit pattern of a report definition or
panel field definition or in a $EDIT function in the procedure of an Ideal for Datacom program. For example, when
you enter the command  SET ENVIRONMENT DECIMAL ,
The edit pattern is defined as to produce the following result at runtime:

SET X = $EDIT(N, PIC='ZZZ,ZZZ.99')

2.345,00

Miscellaneous Environment Settings

The following commands control plan-exit for DB2 and what happens after an error is encountered when processing a
member.

SET ENVIRONMENT DB2PLAN-EXIT program-name
Enables or disables Ideal for Datacom plan name exit program for the site or for the current session. This exit
program can select or modify the name of the plan Ideal for Datacom provides to DB2.
If the plan name exit is enabled, Ideal for Datacom calls it before the first SQL statement in a logical unit of work.
That is, it is called before the first SQL statement at the beginning of each CICS transaction and before the first
SQL statement following each database Commit.
The first SQL statement can be embedded SQL, SQL generated by a FOR construct for a DB2 dataview, or SQL
in a non-ideal subprogram. A Commit can be a PDL TRANSMIT, CHECKPOINT, BACKOUT statement, or an SQL
COMMIT or ROLLBACK statement.

SET ENVIRONMENT EXECERROR option
Specifies whether to quit or continue after an error resulting from the execution of commands in a member.
Including this command in a member affects all commands that follow it in the member until the next SET
ENVIRONMENT EXECERROR command or until the end of the member. Two options are valid:
QUIT

Stop executing the member when any of the following statements causes an error.
CONTINUE

Continue executing the member when any of the following statements causes an error.
SET ASYNCMSG

Determines whether to display asynchronous messages on the terminal. This includes all messages indicating the
completion of prints and compiles for the user. Valid options are:
USER

Displays all asynchronous messages whose short IDs match the user's short ID.
NONE

Does not display asynchronous messages.
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Setting SQL Options for Datacom SQL Access
The following commands set the default plan options for Datacom SQL access. DBSQL options control the default values
that appear in the program Environment fill-in when a program that uses Datacom SQL access is created or transported in
source format.

SET DBSQL AUTH auth-id
Sets the default one- to eight-character authorization ID for the access plan.

SET DBSQL CBSIO nnn
Sets the default I/O limit interrupt value for SQL statements that creates a set. Specify a value from 0-524287.

SET DBSQL DECPOINT x
Sets the default character used as the decimal point when data is displayed. This has no effect on how the data is
stored. Valid values are:
P Period (.)

Used as the decimal point and comma is used as the digit separator. This is the default.
C Comma (,)

Used as the decimal point and period (.) is used as the digit separator.
SET DBSQL DATE date-format

Sets the default display format for SQL date type items.

• DB Datacom/DB installed default, one of the following:
– ISO International Standards Organization: yyyy-mm-dd
– USA U.S. standard: mm/dd/yyyy
– EUR European standard: dd.mm.yyyy
– JIS Japanese Industrial Standard: yyyy-mm-dd

SET DBSQL ISOLATION-LEVEL level
Sets the default isolation level that separates one unit of recovery from the updating operations of other units of
recovery. You can abbreviate the keyword ISOLATION-LEVEL to ISO. Valid values are as follows:
U

No locks are acquired
CS

Cursor stability; required for updates, deletes, or inserts
R

Repeatable read.
SET DBSQL MODE sqlmode

Sets the default mode in which Datacom/DB processes the program. Allowable values are as follows:

• ANSI86
• Datacom
• FIPS

SET DBSQL OPTMODE optmode
Sets the default mode in which Datacom/DB optimizes the plan by ordering joins. Specify one of the following:

• PREP Order joins during bind processing.
• MAN Order joins as specified in FROM clauses.
• EXEC Order joins at execution time.

SET DBSQL OPTMSGS PREP, SET DBSQL OPTMSGS EXEC
Sets the default type of optimization messages Datacom/DB produces during bind processing (PREP) or during
execution (EXEC). Specify one of the following:
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• NON None (default)
• DET Detail
• SUM Summary

SET DBSQL PRIORITY nn
Sets the default priority of the SQL requests. Specify a value from 1 through 15, where the lowest priority is 1 and
the highest priority is 15.

SET DBSQL STRDELIM x
Sets the default character that delimits string values in all SQL statements.

• A Apostrophes (') delimit string values. This is the default.
• Q Quotation marks (") delimit string values.

SET DBSQL TIME time-format
Sets the default display format for SQL time type items.

• DB Datacom/DB installed default, one of the following:
– ISO International Standards Organization: hh.mm.ss
– USA U.S. standard: hh:mm AM or PM
– EUR European standard: hh.mm.ss
– JIS Japanese Industrial Standard: hh:mm:ss

SET DBSQL WAIT nnn
Sets the default for the exclusive control wait limit. Specify a value from 1 to 120, followed by SEC for seconds or
MIN for minutes. For example, for a ten-second wait, enter the command  SET DBSQL WAIT 10 SE

Session Options
This section contains a list of all session options that are provided with Ideal for Datacom. Each option is initially provided
with a default (see the STATUS column).

You can change a few options during the installation only. The Ideal for Datacom Administrator can set most options with a
SET SITE command anytime after installation.

Option Version Status

$RC EQ 0
ASYNCMSG USER
CATALOG VALIDATION NO
COMMAND LINE

SEPARATOR
REPEAT
DELIMITER
COMMENT
RESHOW
RESHOW
DATEFOR
TRANSTABLE

3
N
-
;
:
+
OFF
A
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Option Version Status

COMPILE IDE
EXD
BOD
ADV
MEL
DBCS
REF
PNL
LINELIMIT
LSQL

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
FULL
1-999999
NO

DATAVIEW VERSION 1
DBSQL AUTH

CBSID
DATEFORM
DECPOINT
ISOLATION LEVEL
MODE
OPTMODE
OPTMSGS
PRIORITY
STRDELIM
TIMEFORM
WAITTIME

SYSUSR
524826
DB
PERIOD
CURSOR STATBILITY
Datacom
PREP
NONE
15
APOSTROPHE
DB
030 SEC

DOCUMENT PGMLOG
INDENT
USEEMPTY
DELIMITER
KEEPDATA
WIDTH
RAW

N
2
YES
YES
NO
132
NO

EDIT CASE
CONTEXT
HIGHLIGHT
MULTIPLIER
MARGIN
COLUMNS
TRUNC

UPPER
000001
OFF
LEFT
RIGHT
001 MAX
NO

ENV CURRENCY
DECIMAL
DATEFOR
LINES
GLOBAL-POOL

$
.
LCMONTH D, YEAR
55
0

OUTPUT DESTINATION
DISPOSITION
COPIES

LIBRARY
RELEASE
000001
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Option Version Status

PANEL STARTSYM
ENDSYM
DELSYM
NEWSYM
REPSYM
WIDTH
WIDEOPTION
INFILL
OUTFILL

^
;
*
+
@
080
OFF
SPACES
UNDERSCORE

PANEL (continued) LAYOUTCASE
CASE
DECIMAL
NONDISPLAY
TFATTRIBUTE
IFATTRIBUTE
PF13
PF781011
ERRORFILL
REQUIRED
ALLOWNULL

MIXED
UPPER
.
SPACES
PSL
UAL
YES
NO
*
NO
NO

PLAN MAXSQL 100
REPORT WIDTH

LINES
SPACING
GAP
CONTHEAD
CONTFOOT
NULLSYM
DATEFOR
DATEPOS
PAGEFMT
PAGEPOS

132
0605
1
02
NO
YES
?
MM/DD/YY
NO
H
TR

RUN CBSTRACE
UPDATE
FILETABLE
QUITIDEAL
CLEAR
LOOPLIMIT
ERROR-PNL
XA
SQL
STRNO
$RETURN-CODE
VERSION

YES
YES
DBTLT000
NO
QUITRUN
000010000
TESTPNL VER 001 SYS
YES
MIXED
1
ZERO
001

SCROLL FRAME
VERSION 1
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Administrating IPC
Learn about administration tasks for maintaining and tuning IPC for Datacom.

Find information about maintaining IPC using VLS Utility (VLSUTIL), the VPE Purge Utility, and the Print Subsystem Utility
(SCPCUTIL). You can tune the system by changing the size of the SCF Message Cache (How to Change the Size of
the SCF Message Cache) and by defining the IPC programs to CICS as RES=YES. SCF-based products use the SCF
message facility to reduce the number of I/O events that are required to retrieve messages. You can improve performance
by reducing the number of I/O events that are required to load frequently accessed non-resident programs.

Maintaining the IPC System
You may have to adjust IPC to ensure it runs properly or to recover from a system failure. Learn about the utilities
VLSUTIL, VPUR, and SCPSUTIL.

IPC provides several utilities for maintaining the system:
Virtual Library System

Utility (VLSUTIL)
Use VLSUTIL to modify and maintain the virtual library system (VLS) files at your site. IPC uses VLS to
maintain certain system files.

VPE Purge
Utility (VPUR)

Use the VPUR transaction to initiate a cleanup process when a session aborts and VPR does not regain
control.

Print Subsystem
Utility (SCPSUTIL)

Learn about using the PSS utilities and SCPSUTIL functions.

VLS Utility (VLSUTIL)
IPC uses the Virtual Library System (VLS) to maintain certain system files, for example, ADRLIB, ADRPNL, and ADROUT.
They are VLS files installed with IPC. VLS files have the following properties:

• A VLS file is organized logically as a collection of members. Each member is identified by a unique name. All members
in a VLS file must have names of equal length. The default standard NAMELEN (name length) for the members in a
VLS file can range from 11 characters through 40 characters. The default name length is 27 characters.

• Data is stored in VLS internal format in fixed-length blocks. Blocksize can range from 960 bytes through 32760 bytes.
However, the blocksize cannot be larger than the track size of your storage device. The default blocksize is 4000. Data
compression and space recovery are automatic.

The service facility called VLSUTIL (VLS Utility) lets you modify and maintain the VLS files at your site. The following
sections describe how to estimate space requirements for a VLS file, how to submit a VLSUTIL function and the utility
functions themselves.

Estimate Space Requirements for a VLS File

Learn about estimating space requirements for VLS files. Information includes required block controls, block data
members, record members, maximum block allocation, and modifications to the amount of space in a VLS file.

For more information on space requirements for the VLS files installed with IPC, see Customization and Post-Installation
Steps for IPC.

It is impossible to determine exactly how much space a VLS file requires. Because of data compression algorithms, the
exact space that is required by a VLS library is a function of the data itself. In addition, you rarely know how much data
is to be stored on the file. Use the following guidelines to gain an initial estimate of the space required for a VLS file. For
actual numbers, refer to your IBM documentation.
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Required Control Blocks

VLS uses some blocks for its indices and other control information. For the old 2-byte block numbering format, if you
are using the default 4000-byte blocksize or specify a blocksize larger than 4000 bytes, eight (8) blocks are used. If you
specify a blocksize smaller than 4000 bytes, 14 blocks are used. For the new 4-byte block numbering format, the number
of blocks depends on the blocksize and the library size but a minimum of four (4) blocks is required.

Block Data Members

Some of the VLS libraries that contain block data members are ADRPNL, Ideal for Datacom object libraries, Ideal for
Datacom panel libraries, and the Ideal for Datacom dataview library.

For a block data member, use the following calculation to estimate the required number of blocks:

(datalength + 1000)/(blksize - 4) = number-of-blocks

Record Members

Some of the VLS libraries that contain record members are ADRLIB, ADROUT, Ideal for Datacom source libraries, and
IDDAT.

A record member requires one block to hold control information and data blocks to hold the records in the member. Use
the following procedure to estimate the required number of data blocks per member:

1. Estimate the number of records per member.
2. Estimate the average record length: add six bytes to the number of non-blank characters plus the number of single

blanks between words.
3. Estimate the number of records per block: divide the blocksize by the average record length. If necessary, round down

the result to the nearest whole number.
4. Estimate the number of data blocks per member: divide the estimated number of records per member by the estimated

number of records per block. If necessary, round up the result to the nearest whole number.

Now, estimate the total number of blocks a record member requires: add the one block that contains control information to
the estimated number of data blocks per member.

Even a small member occupies a complete data block. For example, a member that contains only four records occupies a
total of two blocks: one control block and one data block.

Add the numbers that you derived from the previous guidelines to estimate the total required number of blocks. To build
in a safety margin, take a comfortable percentage of that number and add it to the total required number of blocks. This
number is the total number of blocks to allocate.

To convert the total number of blocks to the total number of tracks, use the following procedure:

1. Determine the number of blocks per track: divide the track size by the blocksize. If necessary, round down to the
nearest whole number.

2. Determine the total number of tracks: divide the total number of blocks by the number of blocks per track. If necessary,
round up to the nearest whole number.

This figure is your initial estimated space requirement. Because VLS reuses released space dynamically, you do not
have to make allowances for file expansion that is caused by updating. To allocate space for a VLS file, use the FORMAT
function. See VLSUTIL Function Descriptions If you find that your initial estimate is too low or too high, you can change
the space allocation.
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Maximum Block Allocation for One VLS Library

With the old 2-byte block numbering format, the maximum number of blocks that can be allocated to one VLS library is
60900 blocks.

With the 4-byte block numbering format, the library can theoretically hold at most 16,777,215 blocks. In practice, the
capacity of the DASD unit where the library is residing determines the limitation. Also, for large DASD units, a limitation
can be caused by the 2-byte track address in TTR. The VLS library cannot be larger than 65,536 tracks. +

There is no limit to the number of library members. The VLSUTIL utility now works with Extended Address Volumes.

Modify the Amount of Space in a VLS File

Use the following procedure to modify the size of a VLS format file. For instructions specifically for Ideal for Datacom, see
Preparing and Maintaining VLS Libraries in Ideal for Datacom.

1. End all processing activity against the VLS file.
2. Use the BACKUP function to create a backup VLS file in sequential form. The backup file has a ddname of VLSBKUP.
3. Allocate a new VLS file. Specify the amount of space it requires.
4. Use the FORMAT function to format the new VLS file.
5. Use the RESTORE function to restore the library. Use VLSBKUP as input.
6. If the blocksize of the VLS library was changed, change the CICS FCT entry that accesses that VLS library. Failure to

make this change can result in storage violations.
7. Recycle CICS.

For more information, refer to the descriptions of the BACKUP, FORMAT, and RESTORE commands in VLSUTIL Function
Descriptions.

Submit VLSUTIL Functions

Learn how to submit VLSUTIL functions in IPC. Find example Job Control Language (JCL), comment control statements,
and a list of VLSUTIL functions. Also learn how to write member names in VLSUTIL functions.

To execute the VLSUTIL functions, use the following sample JCL:

//     JOBCARD

// EXEC PGM=VLSUTIL

//STEPLIB DD DSN=LOAD,DISP=SHR

//        DD DSN=LOAD,DISP=SHR

//        DD DSN=LOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//AUXPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//VLSFILE DD DSN=dsname,DISP=SHR (VLS library)

//SYSIN DD *

at least one VLSUTIL control statement

/*

NOTE
The VLSFILE file is the VLS library that is used in VLS commands. You can change this name using VLS
command DDNAMES.

The utility control statements are read from SYSIN. You can place the first character on each statement in any column,
including column 1. If the command has an operand, use at least one blank to separate the command from the operand.
If there are multiple operands, use a blank or a comma to separate one operand from another. Because each utility
operation is treated independently of any other, you can use the VLSUTIL functions in any logical order.
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Optionally, you can specify a parameter to indicate the number of lines per page on the report output:

// EXEC PGM=VLSUTIL,PARM='99'

A two-digit number is the only valid parameter value. If the PARM parameter is not supplied, the default of 55 lines per
page is used for all report output.

Optionally, supply comment control statements (with an asterisk in column one) as needed in a stream with the control
statements that perform a function. For example, your comments might describe the purpose of the function that follows or
simply document a change and what changed.

Comment Control Statements Example

//SYSIN    DD *

*

* PERFORM A SELECTIVE RESTORE OF THE DDOL SIGN/SIGNOFF PANELS TO ADRPNL

*

 HEX +

 SELREST #SCDDOF+4040404040404040404040+001$

 SELREST #SCDDOH+4040404040404040404040+001$

 SELREST #SCDDON+4040404040404040404040+001$

*

* OBTAIN A COMPLETE DIRECTORY LISTING OF THE MEMBERS IN THIS VLS FILE

*

 LIBRARY

/*

VLSUTIL Functions

The VLSUTIL functions include:

• ADD
• BACKUP
• COPY
• COPYR
• DDNAMES
• DELETE
• DUMP
• FORMAT
• HEX
• LIBRARY or LIB
• LIST or PRINT
• OPREPLY
• PUNCH
• RENAME
• RESTORE
• SCAN
• SELBKUP
• SELREST
• SPACE
• WRITE
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See the CAVQSAMP members for the sample JCL for new and upgrade jobs when executing the VLSUTIL. Edit these
members to use the SELBKUP and SELREST functions or edit these members to create files.

The VLSUTIL functions are described in VLSUTIL Function Descriptions Listings from the LIBRARY, LIST, and DUMP
commands are written to the AUXPRINT file. All other listings are written to the SYSPRINT file.

NOTE
Extended Address Volumes are also available.

Member Names

You can write member names in single quotes(') in utility commands. Frequently in Ideal for Datacom if a member name
contains blanks, there is no need to use a HEX command, count spaces and code them in the hex notation. You can
combine both methods, such as writing a hex notation in quotes. In this case, the hex notation is still valid. Also, you can
copy member names directly from the LIBRARY listing and can paste into commands when enclosed in quotes.

Example of Writing Member Names in Utility Commands
The next three commands are equivalent and delete version 3 of a DELETEX report in the system $ID:

 DELETE '$IDDELETEX________003R'

                   8 blanks

HEX / 

DELETE $IDDELETEX/4040404040404040/003R

DELETE '$IDDELETEX/4040404040404040/003R'

VPE Purge Utility
Various session storage is only deleted after a timeout or disconnection if the VPE Purge Invocation code has been
invoked. Find information about the VPE Purge process, node error recovery, and the PURGE term-id

If the VPE Purge Invocation Code (VPUR) is not executed after a timeout or disconnection, you can expect the following
to remain:

• User session Temporary Storage records allocated by IPC, Datacom Datadictionary, and Ideal for Datacom
• EDSA acquired for the updateable copy of the application program
• Use counts and enqueues performed on VLS entities
• Storage allocated by Datacom Datadictionary for each terminal accessing Datacom Datadictionary

If this happens it is because VPE has not been returned control, which allows it to clean up the session. Without invoking
the VPE Purge Invocation code, this data can only be released if another VPE-based transaction uses the same terminal
or CICS is recycled.

VPE Purge Process

If a session is aborted and VPE does not regain control and perform a session clean up, you can start a VPUR transaction
which initiates a clean up process. Typically, this happens when a 327x terminal disappears and the CICS Node Error
Program (DFHZNEP) is automatically enabled to handle the situation.

To start VPUR, the VTAM codes are checked to ensure that the conditions are appropriate. VPUR invokes the VPE
module VPEPURGE, and uses the input data from the CICS terminal ID that has been abnormally terminated. Using the
TERMID, VPEPURGE finds the VPE Session Anchor Block (VSAB) and deletes all of the storage acquired by GETMAIN
in various DSAs and Temporary Storage records that make up the user session. VPEPURGE will also dequeue any
enqueues that have been issued for the session.
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When VPUR is started, it is only known that the terminal where the Ideal for Datacom task is executing has ceased to
exist in the CICS environment. VPUR is invoked with the input data of the four character CICS TERMID. Sometimes the
task continues to execute the application, even though the TERMID has ceased to exist in CICS.

If VPUR has been started, VPUR releases the storage that belonged to the task, the task is still executing and tries to use
its old session storage, which could by this time be reallocated by CICS to another task, resulting in abends or storage
violations.

Because of this potential problem, it is important to determine how VPUR should be implemented to be most effective
based on a site's particular environment. For example, if long running tasks are the norm, it may be critical to first
determine that the task has ended for a TERMID by querying CICS before invoking VPUR. VPUR could be invoked from
the CICS NEP or the CICS terminal autoinstall exit.

Node Error Recovery (not for MRO)

In single address space configurations, you can purge a session by invoking the VPE purge storage function from a
Node Error Program (NEP). If available, CICS invokes a NEP when VTAM notifies it that a terminal was lost (LOSTERM
notification). The NEP schedules a transaction that issues the purge storage function on behalf of the lost terminal. To
invoke the purge storage function from a NEP, first customize and then add the following statements to the CICS Node
Error Program for your site:

NEP0AF DS OH @BD5021A

*-----------------BEGINNING OF SUGGESTED VPE PURGE INVOCATION CODE----*

CLI TWAEC,TCZxxxx ERROR?

BE PURGEIT

CLI TWAEC,TCZxxxx ERROR?

BE PURGEIT

CLI TWAEC,TCZxxxx ERROR?

B GO_ON NO; ELSE...

PURGEIT DS OH

EXEC CICS START TRANSID('VPUR') LENGTH(4) FROM(TWANID)

GO-ON DS 0H

*-----------------END OF SUGGESTED VPE PURGE INVOCATION CODE----------*

The xxxx represents the error code that you intend to trap. Commonly trapped error codes include TCZTXCU (node
unrecoverable), TCZNSP01 (network error 1) and TCZNSP02 (network error 2). The values that need to be trapped
depend on your network configuration. For more information about specific error code definitions, see the DFHZEQU
macro. For general details about the Node Error Program processing, see the IBM CICS Customization Guide.

If you operate CICS across multiple address spaces (MRO), use the terminal auto-install exit to run VPUR on terminal
deletion instead. Using the NEP method causes interlocks between the regions.

PURGE term-id

You might need to purge storage for an Ideal for Datacom session that is abruptly ended in CICS. For example, if a
transaction is canceled, VPE can have storage areas and control blocks still allocated on behalf of the terminal.

If the session is not purged, these storage areas could be allocated indefinitely since the random terminal-ID assignment
of AUTOINSTALL cannot reuse the original terminal ID. The PURGE command cleans up these storage areas.

PURGE has the following format:

PURGE termid
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termid
The four-character terminal ID. You must type this value exactly as generated by the AUTOINSTALL routine since
term-ID is case sensitive.

When the session is purged, the following message displays:

Terminal 'termid' purge complete

If the value supplied for term-ID is not a defined terminal ID, the following message displays:

Terminal 'termid' not found

Ensure that you entered the terminal ID in the correct case and exactly as the AUTOINSTALL routine generated it.

Print Subsystem Utility (SCPSUTIL)
Learn about the PSS utility functions, how to submit the SCPSUTIL functions, and how to increase the size of ADROUT in
IPC products.

Some IPC-based Broadcom products use the Print Subsystem (PSS) to print files. A PSS utility is provided for PSS
spool file maintenance. ADROUT, the PSS spool library, is a VLS library with a default BLKSIZE of 4000 and a default
NAMELEN of 11. The following sections describe the PSS utility functions, how to submit the SCPSUTIL functions, and
how to increase the size of ADROUT.

If you are an Ideal for Datacom site, you can use an on-line facility for spool file maintenance.

How to Submit SCPSUTIL Functions

To execute SCPSUTIL functions, use the following sample JCL:

//         JOBCARD

//JS01     EXEC PGM=SCPSUTIL

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=LOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=LOAD,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=LOAD,DISP=SHR

//ADROUT   DD DISP=disp,DSN=ADROUT

//ADRPNL   DD DISP=disp,DSN=ADRPNL

//AUXPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

at least one SCPSUTIL control card

/*

The utility control cards are read from SYSIN. You can place the first character on each card in any column, including
column 1. If the command has an operand, you must use at least one blank to separate the command from the operand.
If there are multiple operands, you must use a blank or a comma to separate one operand from another. Because each
utility operation is treated independently of any other, you can use the SCPSUTIL functions in any logical order.

Use DISP=OLD when you need to ensure exclusive control when updating the spool file. Otherwise, use DISP=SHR.

Another way to prepare to submit SCPSUTIL functions is to execute from a site PROCLIB. Then, you can use the
following sample JCL:

//      JOB

//JS01     EXEC PSSUTIL,
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//             COPIES=01,

//             DEST=',DEST=Rxx',

//             OUTC='*'

at least one SCPSUTIL control card

/*

where
COPIES

Number of AUXPRINT file copies.
DEST

AUXPRINT file system destination.
OUTC

AUXPRINT file system output class.

The SCPSUTIL functions are described in the following section. Listings from the commands are either written to the
AUXPRINT file or to SYSUDUMP.

PSS Utility Functions

The following are descriptions of PSS utility functions.

DELETE filename filenumber
Deletes the specified print file from the PSS spool file, ADROUT. You must specify a valid file name and file
number.

EXPANDDIR system-name entries
Increases the maximum number of entries reserved in the directory of the spool file. See 73.
system-name

Three-character system-name used as a prefix to the VLS member name for the directory.
entries

Maximum number of entries in the spool directory (9999 maximum). The number requested must be
greater than the current number of entries in the directory.

INDEX
Prints a report that lists all files on the PSS spool file, ADROUT.

INIT
Initializes the PSS spool file, ADROUT, and builds the directory.

LIBRARY
Produces the VLS-formatted index of the PSS library and space use statistics. The column for member names
is 40 characters wide, regardless of the actual name length for the specified PSS file. Non-printable characters
(except blanks) display as question marks (?).

PRINT filename filenumber action
Prints a file from the spool. You must specify a valid file name and file number. There are only two valid values for
action:
KEEP

Retains the printed file on the spool.
DELETE

Removes the printed file from the spool.
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RECOVERY
Deletes expired members from ADROUT. Generally, expired members are purged automatically, so RECOVERY
is needed only if space is running low. However, if CICS is not recycled for long periods of time at your site, you
should consider scheduling RECOVERY as a batch job.

How to Modify the Amount of Space in a PSS Spool File

The PSS spool file, ADROUT, is a VLS file. The name length (NAMELEN) must be defined as 11 for ADROUT. Use the
following procedure to modify the size of ADROUT:

1. End all processing activity against ADROUT.
2. Use the VLSUTIL BACKUP function to create a backup VLS file in sequential form. The backup file has a ddname of

VLSBKUP.
3. Allocate a new VLS file. Specify the amount of space it requires.
4. Use the VLSUTIL FORMAT function to format a new VLS file. NAMELEN has a required value of 11.
5. Use the SCPSUTIL INIT function to initialize ADROUT.
6. Use the VLSUTIL RESTORE function to restore the library. Use VLSBKUP as input.
7. Recycle CICS.

For information on VLSUTIL, see VLS Utility (VLSUTIL). For descriptions of the BACKUP, FORMAT, and RESTORE
commands, see VLSUTIL Function Descriptions.

How to Expand the PSS Spool File Directory

The following procedure lets you expand the spool file directory to increase the maximum number of print files that can be
stored in ADROUT. This procedure does not require a PSSUTIL INIT function and, thus, does not destroy data in existing
spool files.

1. End all processing activity against ADROUT. Close all CICS FCT entries for ADROUT and specify DISP=OLD on the
DD for ADROUT in the SCPSUTIL JCL.

2. Use the SCPSUTIL EXPANDDIR function to expand the spool file directory. The SCPSUTIL EXPANDDIR must have
exclusive control of ADROUT. Be sure that there are no CICS or batch jobs accessing ADROUT at the time of the
EXPANDDIR job is executing.

Tuning the IPC System
Learn how to adjust your IPC system. Change the size of the session control facility (SCF) message cache. Learn about
CICS resident programs.

Every system works better when it is properly balanced. You must weigh storage considerations against performance
considerations to keep a system running at peak efficiency.

How to Change the Size of the SCF Message Cache

The Session Control Facility (SCF) uses an in-core dynamic table called a message cache to maintain the set of most
recently accessed messages. SCF-based products use the SCF message facility to reduce the number of I/O events
needed to retrieve messages.

When the TP monitor starts up, the SCF message cache is empty. When a message is to be issued, the system first
checks the message cache. If the message text is not there, the system must retrieve the message text from ADRLIB, a
VLS library that is permanently located on a DASD device. The message is issued and the message text is placed in the
SCF message cache. If the cache is full, one message is removed before the new message is loaded into the cache.

Upon installation of IPC, the size of the message cache is 1000 bytes, which is the minimum size. Since the amount of
core required for messages in the cache is a function of the number of characters in message text, 1000 bytes can hold
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about 20 messages. The number of I/O events required to retrieve a message from the SCF message cache is much
smaller than the number of I/O events required to retrieve a message from ADRLIB. If you can give up additional core,
you should increase the initial size of the SCF message cache to reduce I/O activity.

If you have SCF administrator privileges, you can determine the relative message cache activity at your site. From the
IPCX or IPCV transaction, issue the following SCF on-line command:

@I$SCF  MSGCACHE

This displays the following message:

n-ICSCCMPR37I - Message cache requests = xxxxxxxx, misses = yyyyyyyy

where
xxxxxxxx

The total number of messages that were accessed since the TP monitor start-up.
yyyyyyyy

The number of misses, that is, the total number of messages that were not found in the SCF message cache. This
value is incremented by one each time message text is retrieved from ADRLIB.

If the number of misses forms a substantial percentage of the number of accesses and if you can afford to give up an
additional part of core memory, you can increase the size of the message cache. If the number of misses does not form
a substantial percentage of the number of accesses, you can decrease the size of the message cache. Use the following
procedure to respecify the size of the SCF message cache:

1. Retrieve the SC00TRAN source member from the SOURCE library. The first part of the distributed SC00TRAN
program is displayed below:

SC00TRAN SCTRANTB TYPE=INITIAL,                                               X

               ASTRAN=SAST,                                                   X

               CACHELN=1000,                                                  X

               GSLIMIT=1,                                                     X

               ONTRAN=SCFS,                                                   X

               RLSVCB=N,                                                      X

               SCTRAN=SCFD,                                                   X

               TRMTRAN=NETT,                                                  X

               USEGS=Y

SCTRANTB TYPE=ENTRY,TRANID=IPCV,PROD=IPC,                                     X

               OPTIONS=(PS),                                                  X

               INITMOD=PDIN,                                                  X

               IDENT='IPC:',                                                  X

               XFERCMD=IPC

               SCTRANTB TYPE=ENTRY,TRANID=IPCX,PROD=IPC,                      X

               OPTIONS=(EX,PS),                                               X

               INITMOD=PDIN,                                                  X

               IDENT='IPC:',

               XFERCMD=IPC

SCTRANTB TYPE=ENTRY,TRANID=IDEA,PROD=IDL,                                     X

               OPTIONS=(DD,PS),                                               X

               IDENT='IDEAL:',

               XFERCMD=IDEAL

               *

               *
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               *

2. Re-specify the CACHELN= parameter on the SCTRANTB TYPE=INITIAL statement by specifying a number of bytes
from 1000 through 32000.

3. Retrieve the JCLTRANS member from your SOURCE library and use it as a model to assemble and link-edit the
modified SC00TRAN:

//         JOBCARD

//*

//ASM      EXEC PGM=ASMA90,PARM=’DECK,NOOBJ’

//SYSLIB   DD  DSN=SOURCE.LIBRARY,DISP=SHR

//SYSPUNCH DD  DSN=OBJECT.LIBRARY(SC00TRAN),DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

//SYSIN    DD  *

  COPY SC00TRAN

         END

/*

//LINK     EXEC PGM=IEWL,COND=(0,NE)

           PARM=’XREF,NCAL,REUS(RENT)’

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

//SYSLMOD  DD  DSN=LOAD.LIBRARY,DISP=SHR

//OBJLIB   DD  DSN=OBJECT.LIBRARY,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIN   DD  *

     INCLUDE OBJLIB (SC00OPTS)

     NAME SC00TRAN (R)

/*

//*

4. Reference the new copy for use by your TP monitor.

To monitor SCF message cache activity, use the @I$SCF MSGCACHE command. To display the contents of the message
cache, use the @I$SCF DIS=MSGCACHE command.

CICS Resident Programs

The installation process defines the following IPC programs to CICS as RES=YES:

• PMSEDIT
• PMSPNS1
• PMSTBLS
• PMSTRND
• PMSTRUC
• SC00CVTP
• SC00SECR
• SC00TRAN
• SCPSMAIN

These nine programs must always be CICS RES=YES. If they are not RES=YES, the result could be CICS abends or
storage violations.

Because resident programs are treated as part of the CICS nucleus, which is loaded at start-up, you can improve
performance by reducing the number of I/O events needed to load frequently accessed non-resident programs.
Increasing the number of resident programs reduces the amount of Dynamic Storage Area (DSA) available for transaction
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processing. Performance and CICS storage requirements must both be considered to determine any benefits from
increasing the number of resident programs.

You can modify the resident option for any program definition using RDO in CICS.
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Using
End users can find information and procedures for Datacom CICS Services, Datacom Server, Ideal, and IPC.

This section provides information about using Datacom components and features.

Datacom CICS Services Find information about:

• Language support
• URTs
• MUF connection and disconnection
• Java access
• Communications
• Linking application programs
• Log commands
• SQL
• JCL examples

Datacom Server Find information about:

• Startup and startup options
• Communication utility (SVCOMPR)
• Console commands (SVCONPR)
• ODBC templates
• JDBC Type 4 connections
• End of Job (EOJ) Reports
• CAYTMAC JCL members
• Version compatibility matrixes

Ideal Find information about:

• Transport of applications in an object form
• Internal limits
• Creating panel definitions
• Managing dataviews
• Generating documents and reports
• Configuration of Ideal

IPC Find information about configuring IPC

Using Datacom CICS Services
This section contains information about using Datacom CICS Services. Find information about language support, URTs,
connecting to and disconnecting from MUFs, allocated thread management, extending CICS processing functions, and
database access security.

The Datacom CICS Services provide the following features:

Supports Multiple Languages

Application programs can be written in the following languages:
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• Ideal
• Assembler
• COBOL (with or without the use of MetaCOBOL+)
• PL/I using a command-level interface to CICS/TS
• JAVA support for Record-At-A-Time API
• JDBC API support using Datacom Server

Selects URT for Executing Application

In the Datacom/DB environment, it is the URT associated with the program that communicates all program-specific
information to Datacom/DB, such as the following:

• With which MUF (in a multiple MUFs environment) requests using this URT are processed
• Which tables the application can access and update
• Whether transaction backout is made available for any abending update transactions to the listed tables
• The relative priority within the MUF for the program-issued requests

Datacom/DB requires every executing program to be associated with a URT. In batch, you determine which URT a given
program is to use. Under CICS, Datacom CICS Services handles the association of a URT with your application program
for you. You define several URTs from which Datacom CICS Services makes a selection at execution time, depending on
the database and table in which the requested data resides, and optionally (in a multiple MUFs environment) which MUF
is to process the request.

Connects and Disconnects MUFs

To use system resources effectively under CICS, Datacom CICS Services performs connect and disconnect functions.
The DBCSID macros specify how and when CICS Services connects to each MUF. All MUFs are disconnected during
CICS Services shutdown. You can specify general exceptions through the DBCSID macro appended to the System
Generation Options Table (DBCVTPR). Or, you can explicitly invoke connect or disconnect at anytime through online
commands. In the DBCSID macros, you can specify that MUFs are connected:

• Only when their use is required
• Only when you enter an online command to request connect

If no DBCSID macro is coded, connect is done at PLT time.

Opens and Closes URTs

To use system resources effectively under CICS, the Open and Close functions are performed by Datacom CICS
Services. Unless you specify otherwise, Datacom CICS Services opens all URTs at CICS startup and closes all URTs at
CICS shutdown. You can specify general exceptions through the System Generation Options Table (DBCVTPR). Or, you
can explicitly invoke an open or close at anytime through online commands. In DBCVTPR, you can list URTs to be opened
only when their use is required or only when you enter an online command to request the open.

Manages Allocated Threads

Datacom/DB allows applications to use multiple URTs through an extended request technique. Datacom CICS Services
uses this technique without requiring the CICS application programmer to code extra logic. A CICS application program
can be coded with the same call request format as a batch program. The extended request logic allocates for CICS
usage several processing threads to Datacom/DB. Datacom CICS Services obtains and releases the allocated threads
as required. This allows multi-threading of application requests. The multi-thread logic permits concurrent processing of
several CICS transactions.Update requests require sole use of a single thread. Datacom CICS Services optimizes thread
use by placing multiple read-only transactions on the same thread, thus reserving additional threads for transactions
performing update requests. Once processing on a reserved thread is complete, Datacom CICS Services commits
resources automatically.
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Extends CICS Processing Functions

Datacom CICS Services provides other functions related to CICS processing. CICS provides a trace function for CICS
activities, transaction backout of abending tasks, and SYNCPOINT processing. Datacom CICS Services extends these
CICS functions to the K processing environment as follows:

• Provides a before and after CICS trace entry on each database request. See CICS Trace Table Entries.
• Invokes a Datacom/DB backout for any task which updates a database, but abends before completion.
• Issues a Datacom/DB checkpoint to the appropriate MUF or MUFs when a transaction issues a CICS SYNCPOINT.

For details on techniques for improving the operating efficiency of your online applications, see Updating Technique.

Supports User Exits

Datacom CICS Services provides facilities for implementing two user exits, one before Datacom CICS Services issues a
Datacom/DB call, and one both before and after accessing Datacom/DB. You can use these exits to tailor Datacom CICS
Services to the requirements of your site.

NOTE
For more information about the requirements for these exit programs, see Using Exit Programs.

Displays System Resources on Request

You can monitor system resources at anytime by issuing an online inquiry command to display a selected resource.
Datacom CICS Services displays the requested information in a formatted panel or in scrollable form, depending on the
transaction ID. Datacom CICS Services is installed with the following CICS transaction IDs for issuing online commands to
monitor system resources:
DBEX DBEC

The inquiry command invokes a scrollable display of MUFs or URTs and, if requested, the tables that are listed in
each URT. In an MRO environment and a CICSPLEX, the display can be limited to MUFs or URTs in a specified
CICS, or extend to MUFs or URTs in all CICS systems, or a range of CICS systems.

DBIC DBOC
Twenty inquiry commands are available to invoke formatted displays of the following resources and data:

• URTs, with or without associated Datacom/DB table information
• Trace table, either scrollable display of entries, criteria on which trace is based, or status of Auxiliary Trace
• Statistics: Active tasks, held transactions, abending tasks, concurrent users, requests by return code
• Options currently in use (defined through System Option Table (DBCVTPR) parameter values)
• Software maintenance level

DBUT
Displays storage areas for CICS programs and system tables at specified locations.

Controls System Resources on Request

If authorized for the required transaction ID, you can alter system resources by issuing the appropriate online command.
Datacom CICS Services displays messages on the command results. Datacom CICS Services is installed with the
following CICS transaction IDs for issuing online commands to alter system resources:
DBEC

The scrollable display that an INQuire command invokes contains fields which are updatable when the command
is issued through DBEC. Also, several PERform commands invoke actions which alter MUF or URT resources
within the local or remote CICS systems and startup/shutdown in the local or remote CICS systems.

DBOC
Twenty-four commands permit you to modify or control:
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• URTs
• Datacom/DB tables
• Datacom CICS Services modules or control tables
• Trace Facility and Auxiliary Trace Facility
• Datacom CICS Services operation and options

DBUT
Allows you to alter CICS programs and system tables.

Facilitates Application Development

Datacom CICS Services facilitates application development with the following:
DBTX

Accepts read-only requests to Datacom/DB, allowing you to examine command syntax or simulate program logic.
DBTS

Accepts read-only and update requests to Datacom/DB, allowing you to examine command syntax or simulate
program logic and also update the specified database.

DBUG
Intercepts Datacom/DB requests issued by an executing application program, allowing you to examine its
processing.

Provides Means of Restricting or Extending Inquiry and Control

Datacom CICS Services provides multiple transaction IDs through which the security administrator can restrict the use of
control commands to authorized users.

• Three alternate CICS transaction IDs are provided to enable the security administrator to authorize users to invoke
inquiry displays while limiting their access to control commands. Specifically, the security administrator can authorize
a limited set of users the access to Operational (DBOC), Enhanced (DBEC) and Test Facility (DBTS) transaction
IDs which are valid with commands which allow the control of resources. The security administrator can provide
unrestricted access to the Inquiry (DBIC), Enhanced Inquiry (DBEX), and Test Facility Read-Only (DBTX) transaction
IDs which can be used only with "inquiry" type commands.

• A means of limiting authorized users for the DBOC transactions to initiate/terminate Datacom CICS Services or alter
online the System Generation Options that are coded in DBCVTPR is provided. This limiting is accomplished through
use of the MSTOPR= parameter in the System Options Table, which accepts up to 50 operator IDs.

Provides Security for Database Access

To promote the security of database access, Datacom CICS Services passes Datacom/DB the following with each
Datacom/DB request:

• User identification: Either the 3-byte operator ID or the 8-byte operator name from the CICS sign-on table (CESN
OPERID or CESN USERID), depending on your specifications. Datacom/DB secures access and update to Datacom/
DB tables, record, fields, and elements based on the ID of the request initiator. If you have Top Secret or RACF from
IBM, these security products provide the ACEE address to Datacom CICS Services.

• ACF2 supplies the eight-byte USERID to the CESN USERID field, if available. Otherwise, your DFHSNT entry is used.

Using Java Access to Datacom/DB in CICS
In Datacom CICS Services, you can run Java Workload using native commands such as RAAT or with JDBC commands.
Find information about the RAAT API, the JDBC API, common requirements, and sample programs and outputs.

You can run Java Workload using native commands such as RAAT or with JDBC commands.
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Record At A Time (RAAT) Commands
Java access to Datacom/DB uses Datacom CICS Services which requires the application to issue database
commands according to the RAAT standards. Datacom CICS Services must be installed, activated, and
connected to the target Multi-User holding the tables that contain the data.

JDBC Commands
Java access to Datacom/DB uses the JDBC API which is basically SQL commands within Java. The connection
to the database must be through Datacom Server. Datacom Server must be installed and the URL provided to the
JDBC application for connection to the Datacom Server.

Using Record At A Time

For the RAAT API to work, provide the four required data areas in previously defined CICS containers in a channel.
The Java program must LINK to "the bridge", DCBRAPR, with the channel. The bridge converts the data in the channel
to meet the standards of the DBNTRY API and converts the response back from the Multi-User for use in the Java
application. The DCCJCPR sample Java program for the RAAT interface provides a model for coding the RAAT interface
in Java.

Four required CICS containers are used in the Java application programs. Each container name is a predefined constant
that is provided by Datacom CICS Services and must have a length of 16 characters.

NOTE
You can choose any 16 character length name for the channel.

The predefined container names are:

• UserInfoContainer
• RqstContainer
• WorkContainer
• ElmtLstContainer

 static final String userIdCont      =  "UsrInfoContainer";     //  cont1

 static final String rqstCont        =  "RqstContainer   ";     //  cont2

 static final String workCont        =  "WorkContainer   ";     //  cont3

 static final String elmtLstCont     =  "ElmLstContainer ";     //  cont4

 

 static final String testChannelName = "TestChannelBRAPR"; //  chanOne

To perform the CICS commands in Java, use IBM extension classes (JCICS) that are written in Java. These JCICS
classes include the LINK, the Container and Channel commands, and the CICS task extensions. CICS provides
capabilities for developing industrial strength applications. Implementing the RAAT interface does not require any
further JCICS capabilities. The IBM JZOS extension which is used in the sample program, takes advantage of the data
conversion classes for some IBM-specific data types. This is beneficial for an application developer to use or write their
own methods in Java to convert data using existing Java classes. Because everything is written in Java and the Java
application runs in CICS, no further programming language knowledge is needed except to understand some of the CICS
concepts.

Using the JDBC API with Datacom Server

For the JDBC interface to Datacom/DB, the Datacom Server acts as a bridge between the JDBC application and the
Datacom/DB. Therefore, the connection object in the JDBC application must use a URL that points to a Datacom Server
that accesses the target Datacom/DB holding the SQL tables.

In this case, the Datacom Server evaluates the JDBC commands in the application and communicates with the Multi-User
(Datacom/DB). The response from the Multi-User is then passed back in the appropriate format to the JDBC application.

For the JDBC API to perform effectively, the following requirements must be met:
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• JRE 6 (Java Runtime 6) is installed on this machine.
• jna.jar provides access to native libraries from the Java programs.
• cadcjdbc.jar contains the Datacom JDBC driver and proxy classes.
• CLASSPATH_SUFFIX is the system variable that the Java programs use. Append the jar file paths to this variable.
• Define the connection object in the JDBC application to point to the Datacom Server.

jdbc:datacom:/ServerName=,SystemID=,ApplicationID=,UserID=,Password=,

NewPassword=,HostName=,HostPort=,ConnectType=,Transtable=

ApplicationID
Specifies the application identification. Enter the same id as the APPLID= parameter in the Datacom Server
startup JCL.

Exclude
(Optional) Specifies the trace detail flag. Enter ca.datacom package class names.

HostName
(Optional) Specifies the host name. Enter the host name of the Datacom Server Java Server where this
connection is established.

HostPort
(Optional) Specifies the host port. Enter the host port of the Datacom Server Java Server where this connection is
established.

ServerName
Specifies the server name. Enter the same server name as written in the server startup JCL SERVERNAME=
parameter.

ConnectType
Specifies the type of connection. Enter CCI for CAICCI or TCP for a native TCP/IP connection (z/OS).

Consider the following JDBC connection code example in the sample program DCJDBPR. This example defines the
connection, instantiates the connection object, and establishes the connection.

String jdbcURL = 

"jdbc:datacom://USILCA11:????/ServerName=SRVR14_15JDBC,ApplicationID=SRVR14_15JDBC,ConnectType=TCP";

Class.forName("ca.datacom.jdbc.DatacomJdbcDriver");

Connection conn = DriverManager.getConnection(jdbcURL);

Common Requirements for Sample Programs

The DBJC and DBJD CICS transaction codes and the DCCJCPR and DCJDBPR programs must be defined in
CICS. The program definitions for JVM attributes must indicate YES for both programs. The JVMClass must have
the package name followed by the CICS given program name such as: dbc.r15.sample.dccjcpr.DCCJCPR and
dbc.r15.sample.dcjdbpr.DCJDBPR. The JVMProfile must point to the profile for a JVM where the program initiates and
runs in, such as DFHJVMSR.

The CLASSPATH_SUFFIX must contain the USS directory paths for dccjcpr.jar and dcjdbpr.jar including the directory
paths for ibmjzos.jar and cadcjdbc.jar files.

The following steps provide a brief description of the Java components and JDBC sample programs for Datacom CICS
Services:

1. Pull the DCCJCPR.java and DCDBJPR.java sample programs into your eclipse session or other development
platform. Use these programs for viewing and as a model for the RAAT and JDBC interface to Datacom/DB.

2. Set up Java scripts to compile and FTP the byte code to a class in the USS as dccjcpr.jar and dcdbjpr.jar.
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3. Use the CLASSPATH_SUFFIX to put the above two classes in the CLASSPATH of the JVM profile. DFHJVMSR is the
sample profile. The comments in the profile describe each parameter.

4. Add the directory for each of the JVMPROFILEDIR and USSHOME in the SIT table for the CICS used to run the Java
programs. You can use an editor such as the vi or others to make your changes as shown in the following CTS410
example:

JVMPROFILEDIR=/u/users/nfs/datacom/youruserid/cicstest/JVMProfiles

USSHOME=/sys/CICS/CTS410/usr/lpp/cicsts

5. Add the following or equivalent library to the STEPLIB in the Datacom CICS Services startup JCL for a CTS 4.1
system:

CICSSYS.CTS410.CICS.SDHAUTH

6. Add transaction and program definitions to your Datacom CICS Services. Set the JVM value to Yes and indicate the
JVMClass as the package name followed by the program name such as:

JVMClass  :dbc.r15.sample.dccjcpr.DCCJCPR

7. Add the following directories to the JVM profile of DFHJVMSR that Datacom CICS Services uses as input to build the
JVM where the java programs run.

CICS_HOME=/sys/CICS/CTS410/usr/lpp/cicsts/

JAVA_HOME=/sys/java31bt/v6r0m0/usr/lpp/java/J6.0  (select your java appropriately)

The JVM profile is located in a Profiles directory such as the following:

/u/users/nfs/datacom/youruserid/cicstest/JVMProfiles

8. Assign both of the sample programs to support the RAAT and the JDBC interfaces to the CLASSPATH parameter of
the DFHJVMSR profile:

CLASSPATH_SUFFIX=/u/users/nfs/datacom/youruserid/jzos/ibmjzos.jar:\  (support for jzos)

             /u/users/nfs/datacom/youruserid/cicstest/dcjdbpr.jar:\

             /u/users/nfs/datacom/youruserid/cicstest/dccjcpr.jar:\

             /u/users/nfs/datacom/youruserid/cicstest/cadcjdbc.jar   (support jdbc)

The ibmjzos.jar and the cadcjdbc.jar provide jdbc capabilities and for running ibmjzos.
9. For the JDBC sample implementation, update the jdbcURL character string value in the source code (the "connect:

object") to point to the Datacom Server running in the z/OS environment.

For more information about using Java in CICS, see the IBM RedBooks and manuals.

Sample Programs and Output

The provided two sample programs that demonstrate the RAAT and JDBC interfaces. You can also use these models for
additional application development efforts.

The output for the sample programs that are displayed on the screen is the same, except that transaction code which
echoes to the screen is different as shown in the following.

dbjc                    EMPLOYEES IN THE STATE OF TEXAS  

CITY                  NAME                           TOTAL COMP          TAXES  

DALLAS             LUTHER GARY                        10,392.00            700.00

DALLAS             PATTERSON AL                       11,400.00            850.00

DALLAS             EVERS DANNY                        34,350.00          5,500.00

DALLAS             SEAGRAVES ROBERT                   28,100.00          5,300.00
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DALLAS             MOORE VICTOR                       21,590.00          4,650.00

DALLAS             HAWKINS ANDREW                     19,540.00          2,650.00

DALLAS             KELLY EUGENE                       10,860.00          1,000.00

DALLAS             WHITE PAUL                         19,070.00          2,500.00

DALLAS             ERWIN ROY                          17,690.00          2,200.00

DALLAS             HOYLE RUTH                         18,340.00          2,400.00

DALLAS             ROCKWELL SUSAN                     16,410.00          1,900.00

DALLAS             FLYNN GARY                         16,920.00          2,000.00

DALLAS             WEIR HARVEY                        10,600.00            800.00

DALLAS             BEACH MARCUS                       10,704.00            800.00

DALLAS             LONG ROY                           13,460.00          1,150.00

DALLAS             FIELDS BEN                         13,210.00          1,200.00

DALLAS             BICKMAN FRANK                      12,880.00          1,000.00

DALLAS             EVERTS PRICE                       12,460.00          1,000.00

                                                                               

TOTALS                                               297,976.00         37,600.00

Communications
Datacom CICS Services does not allow an application program to directly issue such commands as CONNECT,
DISCONNECT, IMMEDIATE, OPEN and CLOSE. However, there are situations and procedures which require that
an application control environmental conditions. For example, a master menu application might control all transaction
executions. To satisfy such special requirements, use one of the following methods of communicating with Datacom CICS
Services:

Communication Method Purpose Output

Standard Datacom Tools - Source Call Issuing CONNECT, DISCONNECT,
IMMEDIATE, LOAD, DELETE,
RESTART,DEFER, AUTO, OPEN, and
CLOSE commands for a specific MUF or
User Requirements Table (URT) or issuing
an inquiry for a specific URT.

Provides output to the Message Log file
(DBOCPRT).
Provides a special return code having
limited meaning (see Return Codes).

CICS Link Issuing CONNECT, DISCONNECT,
IMMEDIATE, LOAD, DELETE, RESTART,
AUTO, DEFER, OPEN and CLOSE
commands for a specific MUF or User
Requirements Table (URT).

Provides a standard Datacom/DB return
code indicating the results of the command.

CICS XCTL Issuing any DBOC command or DBEC
command. Initiate DBTS or DBUG process.

Provides output to the terminal.
Provides output to the Message Log file
(DBOCPRT).
Provides no response to the linking
application.

CICS Interval Control Start
(started task)

Issuing any DBOC command or inquiry or
any DBEC command.

Provides output to the Message Log file
(DBOCPRT).
Provides no response to the starting task.

MVS CONSOLE Issuing any URT or MUF action excluding
inquiry.

Provides output to the DBOCPRT file.
For DBEC in remote mode, it is the CICS
DBOCPRT where the reuest was routed.

NOTE
The commands passed to Datacom CICS Services using any of the previous methods are checked for
MSTOPR authorization before being allowed to execute.
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Standard Datacom/DB Call
The Datacom/DB Request Area method is the simplest method for when an application must issue a Datacom CICS
Services command. The method provides a return code with limited meaning in the Datacom/DB Request Area.

This method does not return a response or produce an output. Any response from Datacom CICS Services that would
normally appear on a terminal is written only to the Message Log file (DBOC). The failure or success of the command is
not returned to the issuing application.

Use the following procedure to issue a Datacom CICS Services transaction with a Datacom/DB call.

1. Place DBOC in the command field of the Request Area. It is presumed that the command field is set to DBOC.
Datacom CICS Services does not validate the field.

2. Place the length (in hexadecimal) of the command text in the first 2 bytes of the Work Area, followed by the command
text beginning with the transaction ID followed by a space. The wildcard character ? (a question mark) is not supported
in this mode.

In the following example, DBOC CLOSE=nnnn is the Datacom CICS Services command (character) and the nn (in
nnDBOC) is the length of command text (hexadecimal).

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6

 nnDBOC CLOSE=nnnn

If the DISCONNECT, CONNECT, and IMMEDIATE commands are used, they must be coded exactly as shown:

• nnDBOC DISCONNECT=mm where nn is X'0014' or greater and mm is the MUF number
• nnDBOC CONNECT=mm where nn is X'0011' or greater and mm is the MUF number
• nnDBOC IMMEDIATE=mm where nn is X'0013' or greater and mm is the MUF number.

Return Codes

When issuing Datacom CICS Services transactions with a standard Datacom/DB call, Datacom CICS Services returns
a code to the Datacom/DB Request Area return code field. Access information about these return codes through the
Messages page.

The following sample program demonstrates how the request and work area are completed when using the Datacom/DB
Request Area to issue a Datacom CICS Services command.

       IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

       ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

       DATA DIVISION.

         ..

       01  WRK-USER-ID.

           02  WRK-UID-PGM         PIC X(8)           VALUE 'PGMNAME '.

           02  WRK-UID-FILLER      PIC X(24)          VALUE SPACES.

         ..

       01  WRK-RQ-AREA.

           02  WRK-RQ-CMD          PIC X(5)           VALUE 'DBOC '.

           02  WRK-FILLER          PIC X(8)           VALUE SPACES.

           02  WRK-RQ-RTCODE       PIC XX             VALUE SPACES.

           02  WRK-REMINDER        PIC X(241)         VALUE SPACES.

         ..

       01  WRK-WORK-AREA.
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           02  WRK-CMD-LTH         PIC S9999  COMP    VALUE +0.

           02  WRK-CMD             PIC X(80)          VALUE SPACES.

        ..

       PROCEDURE DIVISION.

        ..

       START-UP SECTION.

           MOVE 'DBOC OPEN=0010' TO WRK-CMD.

           MOVE +13             TO WRK-CMD-LTH.

           CALL 'DBNTRY' USING WRK-USER-ID, WRK-RQ-AREA, WRK-WORK-AREA.

           IF WRK-RQ-RTCODE IS NOT EQUAL TO SPACES GO TO ERR-RTN.

        ..

       SHUT-DOWN SECTION.

           MOVE 'DBOC CLOSE=0010' TO WRK-CMD.

           MOVE +14              TO WRK-CMD-LTH.

           CALL 'DBNTRY' USING WRK-USER-ID, WRK-RQ-AREA, WRK-WORK-AREA.

           IF WRK-RQ-RTCODE IS NOT EQUAL TO SPACES GO TO ERR-RTN.

        ..

       ERR-RTN SECTION.

        ..

        ..

CICS Link
Use CICS Link to let an application control environmental conditions in Datacom CICS Services. Find return response,
procedures, an example, return codes, and a sample COBOL program.

With Return Response

An application can issue OPEN and CLOSE commands for a specific MUF or URT. In response, the application
receives a standard Datacom/DB return code indicating the results of the command. Details on using a CICS link with a
communication area are provided following.

When you need to know the results of a CONNECT, DISCONNECT, IMMEDIATE, LOAD, DELETE, RESTART, DEFER,
AUTO, OPEN or CLOSE, use a CICS link to DCCOCPR with a communication area (DFHCOMMAREA). This method
accepts only one MUF or URT ID per request and returns the Datacom/DB return code for that MUF or URT.
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Procedure

Complete the DFHCOMMAREA as follows:

Column Contents

1 -- 4 DBLC
--
(Required)
No
other
format
is
accepted.

6 -- 80 Code
either
CONNECT=muf,
DISCONNECT=muf,
LOAD=urt,
DELETE=urt,
RESTART=urt,
DEFER=urt,
AUTO=urt,
OPEN=urt
or
CLOSE=urt.
No
other
commands
are
accepted.
Express
the
URT
ID
as
a
4-
digit
number,
for
example,
use
0001
for
URT
1.
Each
transaction
opens
or
closes
one
and
only
one
URT.
Express
the
MUF
ID
as
a
2-
digit
number
relative
to
the
order
of
the
DBCSID
macros
in
the
DBCVTPR,
for
example,
use
01
for
MUF
1
(the
default
MUF).
Each
transaction
disconnects,
connects,
or
disconnects
immediate
one
and
only
one
MUF.
You
cannot
use
a
wildcard
or
delimiter
character.
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Column Contents

81 -- 82 Blank.
Upon
completion,
Datacom
CICS
Services
places
a
standard
Datacom/
DB
return
code
here.

Example

DFHCOMMAREA

Before executing the link, complete the 82-byte communication area as shown following. Each field is position dependent.
Place blanks in the Return Code field (positions 81-82).

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5 . . . +----8--

 DBLC OPEN=0001                                      . . .

                                                               |  |

                                                              Return

                                                               Code

         Field 

After Link

After the command is completed, control returns to the linking program and the DFHCOMMAREA is changed. Datacom
CICS Services places a message (if any) in positions 1-80 and the standard Datacom/DB return code in positions 81-82.
Information about the Datacom CICS Services messages and return codes are accessible from the Messages page. For
multiple calls to Datacom CICS Services, the program must reestablish the communication area before each call.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5 . . . +----8--

 DC00177E  URT 0001 OPEN ERROR, RC=25               . . .       25

 |                                 |                           |  |

  Datacom CICS Services                                    Return

        Error Message                                          Code 
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Return Codes

Interpret this return code as follows:

Return Code Meaning

blank The command processed successfully.

nonblank Access information about these message codes through the
Messages page.

Sample COBOL Program

The following sample program demonstrates how the communication area is completed to command Datacom CICS
Services to OPEN URT 0001.

NOTE
For an assembler example, the delivered DCCALPR sample program provides examples of the various DBLC
commands and can be modified to test different functions.

       IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

         ..

       ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

       DATA DIVISION.

       WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

         ..

       01  COMM-AREA.

           02  COMM-AREA-ID      PIC  X(05)       VALUE SPACES.

           02  COMM-AREA-COMMAND PIC  X(75)       VALUE SPACES.

           02  COMM-AREA-RTNCDE  PIC  X(02)       VALUE SPACES.

         ..

         ..

       PROCEDURE DIVISION.

         ..

         ..

           MOVE 'DBLC ' TO COMM-AREA-ID.

           MOVE 'OPEN=0001'     TO COMM-AREA-COMMAND.

           EXEC CICS LINK PROGRAM('DCCOCPR') COMMAREA(COMM-AREA)

                LENGTH(82)  END-EXEC.

           IF COMM-AREA-RTNCDE EQUAL TO SPACES

                 GO TO NO-ERR.

           MOVE COMM-AREA-COMMAND  TO WORKCMDO.

           MOVE COMM-AREA-RTNCDE   TO WORKCDEO.

           EXEC CICS SEND MAP('XXXXXXX') MAPSET('XXXXXX')

                ERASE END-EXEC.

       NO-ERR.

         ..

CICS XCTL
Use CICS XCTL to let an application control environmental conditions in Datacom CICS Services. Learn about the DBOC
and DBEC commands and about the DBUG and DBTS facilities. Find procedures, examples, and a sample COBOL
program.
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With this method, your application may initiate:

• Any DBOC Command
• Any DBEC Command
• The DBUG Facility
• The DBTS Facility

If you want to develop a menu driver or initiate a DBOC command, use a CICS XCTL to DCCOCPR with a communication
area completed as described here. For DBEC, XCTL to DCCECPR.

Procedure for DBOC or DBEC Commands

The communication area (DFHCOMMAREA) must be at least 80 bytes in length.

• Supply the command in the same format as you would type on a terminal.
• Issue an EXEC CICS XCTL to program DCCOCPR for DBOC or to DCCECPR for DBEC. This program examines the

communication area and performs the command, overwriting any panel or data on the terminal with the response of
the command.

• Once the command is complete, DCCOCPR or DCCECPR returns control to CICS.

Procedure for DBUG Command

The communication area (DFHCOMMAREA) must be at least 80 bytes in length.

• Supply the DBUG transaction as you would on a terminal. You can follow the transaction ID with any valid operand.
• Issue an EXEC CICS XCTL to program DCCFBPR. This program examines the communication area and displays the

DEBUG Criteria Selection Panel, overwriting any panel or data on the terminal. If the criteria has been supplied with
the transaction, the message is displayed that the request has been serviced and overwrites any panel or data on the
terminal.

• Press Clear after all interaction is completed. DCCFBPR returns control to CICS.

Procedure for DBTS

The communication area (DFHCOMMAREA) must be at least 80 bytes in length.

• Supply the DBTS transaction as you would on a terminal.
• Issue an EXEC CICS XCTL to program DCUTSPR. This program examines the DFHCOMMAREA to determine that

DBTS is required.
• Place the transaction ID (DBTS) in the DFHCOMMAREA.
• DBTS is displayed and sent to the terminal where you can interact with the DBTS facility.
• Press Clear after all interaction is completed. DCUTSPR returns control to CICS.

Example

DFHCOMMAREA

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5 . . . +----8

 DBOC RESTART=????  (for example)

  or

 DBTS
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  or

 DBUG or DBUG BOTH (for example)

  or

 DBEC P,MSIDNAME(DBSIDPR),DISCONNECT,SYSID(CZDS) (for example)

        

Sample COBOL Program

The following sample program demonstrates how to address and format the DFHCOMMAREA to command Datacom
CICS Services to open URTs or to initiate the DBUG or DBTS facility.

       IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

         ..

       ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

       DATA DIVISION.

       WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

         ..

       01  COMM-AREA.

           02  COMM-AREA-ID      PIC  X(05)       VALUE 'DBOC '.

           02  COMM-AREA-COMMAND PIC  X(75)       VALUE SPACES.

           02  COMM-AREA-RTNCDE  PIC  X(02)       VALUE SPACES.

         ..

         ..

       PROCEDURE DIVISION.

         ..

         ..

           MOVE 'OPEN=0001'     TO COMM-AREA-COMMAND.

           EXEC CICS XCTL PROGRAM('DCCOCPR') COMMAREA(COMM-AREA)

                LENGTH(82)  END-EXEC.

         ..

         ..

         ..

       END-PGM.

        ..

CICS Interval Control Start
Use Datacom CICS Services Interval Control Start to issue a DBOC or DBEC command as a separate CICS task. This
provides no return code or response; it writes any response to the Message Log file (DBOCPRT) and any specified
terminal.

When using an Interval Control Start, provide a data area containing the command in the same format as you would type
on a terminal. For details about using an Interval Control Start, see the CICS application programming documentation.
Use the terminal ID parameter to identify the output display, if one is available.

Interval Control Start Data Area

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5 . . . +----8
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DBOC OPEN=0001

Example COBOL Program
The following sample program demonstrates issuing a Datacom CICS Services command as a separate task
using the CICS Interval Control Start.

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION

    ..  

       ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

       DATA DIVISION.

       WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

         ..

       01  WORK-AREA.

           02  WORK-AREA-COMMAND PIC  X(80)       VALUE SPACES.

         ..

         ..

       PROCEDURE DIVISION.

         ..

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *    EXAMPLE WITHOUT TERMID                                     *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

           MOVE 'DBOC OPEN=0001'   TO WORK-AREA-COMMAND.

           EXEC CICS START TRANSID('DBOC')

                FROM(WORK-AREA) LENGTH(80)  END-EXEC.

         ..

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *    EXAMPLE WITH TERMID                                        *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

           MOVE 'DBOC OPEN=0001'   TO WORK-AREA-COMMAND.

           EXEC CICS START TRANSID('DBOC') TERMID('XXXX')

                FROM(WORK-AREA) LENGTH(80)  END-EXEC.

         ..

NOTE
If you have modified the DBOC or DBEC transaction ID (for example, through the
GENOPTS screen) to some other value, the value you specify in the EXEC statement must
reflect this new value.

EXEC CICS START TRANSID('xxxx')

CONSOLE Command (MVSlogmodify)
Use the CONSOLE command (MVSlogmodify) to issue a DBOC URT or MUF action command or a DBEC URT or MUF
PERFORM command to the console for the CICS region in Datacom CICS Services.

With this method, Datacom CICS Services provides no return code or response. When Datacom CICS Services
processes the command, it writes any response to the Message Log file (DBOCPRT). DBEC in remote. For DBEC, in
remote mode, this response is written to the CICS specified in the SYSID limiter of the command.

When using a console command, provide a data area containing the command in the same format as you would type on
a terminal. The exception to this is DBOC CONNECT, DISCONNECT, and IMMEDIATE which must be in the following
format. For more information about using console commands, see your system administrator.
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Console Command Examples

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5 . . . +----8

 /DBDCCICS,DBOC CONNECT=01

  or

 /DBDCCICS,DBEC_P,CONNECT,MUF(1)

Linking Application Programs
Learn about linking application programs in Datacom CICS Services, including manual linkage and automatic linkage.
Find information about sample online programs.

All application programs using Datacom CICS Services must be link edited with one of the following modules to establish
required communication:

• DBCSVPR version 2.5 or higher
• DBCSRPR version 11.0 or higher

NOTE
DBCSVPR and DBCSRPR use the exact same code. Except DBCSVPR runs with AMODE=31, RMODE=24,
and NORENT, whereas DBCSRPR runs with AMODE=31, RMODE=ANY, and RENT. We recommend that all
new programs you develop be link edited using DBCSRPR.

To access Datacom CICS Services, the application program must issue a standard call to the DBNTRY Datacom/DB entry
point or to the DBSQLE entry point for SQL. Although the DATACOM entry point is still supported, we recommend using
DBNTRY. The inclusion of DBCSVPR or DBCSRPR by the IBM Linkage Editor resolves the call to the entry point.

NOTE
Only command-level is supported by Datacom CICS Services. Therefore, the register 13 of the caller must point
to the 18 fullword Register Save Area before the call to DBNTRY.

Option 1 – Manual Linkage

Code the control statements to the IBM Linkage Editor to include the DBCSRPR routine last in the load module. The z/OS
example includes DBCSRPR instead of DBCSVPR as recommended. This allows the application options to control the
LINK EDIT without having to supply override parameters such as AMODE/RMODE to the LINK EDIT.

Here is an example for z/OS environments:

//LKED    EXEC PGM=IEWL,

   //. . .

   //. . .

   //CICSLIB DD DSN=users.CTS,SDFHLOAD,DISP=SHR

   //OBJLIB  DD DSN=users.OBJECT.LIB,DISP=SHR

   //DBCLLD  DD DSN=userhlq.CAB1LOAD,DISP=SHR

   //. . .

   //SYSIN   DD *

     INCLUDE CICSLIB(DFHEILxx)

     INCLUDE OBJLIB(pgmname)

     INCLUDE DBCLLD(DBCSRPR)

     NAME pgmname
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   /*

Here is an example for z/VSE environments:

// DLBL   DBCLLD,'DBC.LIBRARY'

// EXTENT ,VSE300

// LIBDEF OBJ,SEARCH=(DBCLLD.DBC,USER.OBJECT,CICSTS.TS11)

// LIBDEF  PHASE,CATALOG=USER.PHASE

// OPTION CATAL

 PHASE pgmname,*

 INCLUDE DFHELxx

 INCLUDE pgmname

 INCLUDE DBCSVPR

// EXEC LNKEDT

/*

For both z/OS and z/VSE, DDNAME DBCLLD references the Datacom CICS Services product load library that is defined
during the installation.

For z/OS and z/VSE, the DFHEILxx module represents the CICS command-level interface module that must be included
from your appropriate CICS library. For more information about these module names, see the note in Option 2: Automatic
Linkage.

Option 2 – Automatic Linkage

Include one of the following types of code in each application program requiring access to Datacom CICS Services. When
the code is compiled, the IBM Linkage Editor automatically includes the DBCSRPR module.

• Assembler: Include the following statements anywhere in the program.

EXTRN DBCSRPR

WXTRN DATACOM,DBNTRY

• COBOL: Insert the following statements at the end of the program.

BAD-RETURN.

          GOBACK.

DUMMY-DB-CALL.

          CALL 'DBCSRPR'.

• PL/I: Insert the following statements just before the last program statement.

BAD_RETURN:  RETURN;

DUMMY_DB_CALL:  CALL DBCSRPR;

NOTE
For the ASSEMBLER, COBOL, and PL/I examples, a DD statement for z/OS must be added to the SYSLIB for
z/OS concatenation in the link-edit step, to reference the Datacom CICS Services product load library in z/OS.
Additionally, provide an INCLUDE for the command-level interface modules: ASSEMBLER (DFHEILIA), COBOL
(DFHEILIC), and PL/I (DFHEILIP) for z/OS.

Sample Online Programs

We provide sample online programs that use the sample User Requirements Table DBURT001 to access Datacom/
DB through CICS. The programs, which are not Transaction ID dependent, are written in command-level in Assembler,
COBOL, and PL/I. All of these programs run on IBM 3270 type devices (screen size 24 rows by 80 columns).
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Only DCCACPR, DCCALPR, and DCCASPR are assembled as a part of the installation procedure. To test the other
sample programs, assemble or compile the programs and link the modules. The source for the other sample programs is
delivered in the CAB1MAC library in the Datacom CICS Services product. The sample programs are as follows:

Transaction ID Program Name Level

DBAC DCCACPR Assembler command-level

DBAL DCCALPR Assembler command-level DBLC sample

DBAS DCCASPR Assembler command-level DBLC sample
for OTE testing

DBCC DCCCCPR COBOL command-level

DBJC DCCJCPR JAVA program with RAAT interface

DBJD DCJDBPR JDBC program interface (using Datacom
Server

DBPC DCCPCPR PL/I command-level

DBSQ DCSQLPR COBOL command-level using SQL
commands

DBXA DCCXAPR Assembler command-level

The following sections continue to address the various aspects of using Datacom CICS Services with application
programs including JAVA:

• Updating Techniques, SYNCPOINT, and Logging
• SQL Plan Options Considerations
• Abend Handling
• Test Facility (DBTS/DBTX)
• Debugging Facility (DBUG)

Updating Techniques, SYNCPOINT, and Logging
To maintain the most efficient and functional transaction processing environment, minimize the length of time your
applications hold data with exclusive control (data locks). A transaction (task) that waits on a response from the terminal
operator is called a conversational transaction.

If your application locks data while waiting for an operator response, other users requesting a read for update of that data
must wait until the transaction releases the data. For best overall performance, when writing CICS transactions do not lock
the data that you want to update while waiting for a response from an operator.

In addition to not waiting on the terminal, performance can be gained by issuing the following commands as late as
possible in the processing of the transaction:

• ADDIT
• RDUxx (one of the read for update commands)
• DELET
• UPDAT

When updating a database in a CICS environment, pseudo conversational mode is the recommended method. Use the
following steps to perform a pseudo conversational transaction:

1. Read the target record without locking it.
2. Save the record information in a temporary location.
3. Display the record information to the screen.
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4. Obtain the updates to the information.
5. Reread the target record with a lock.
6. Verify that the locked record information is the same as the original information then write the updated information to

the locked record.
If the locked record information differs from the original information, release the record and return to step 2, if desired.

7. Issue SYNCPOINT or end the transaction.

If a long running conversational transaction is needed, issue frequent SYNCPOINTs after updating records to increase
efficiency. Task completion automatically generates a SYNCPOINT. A task ABEND generates a SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK
provided there is no ABEND HANDLER.

Use SYNCPOINTs instead of Datacom/DB log (LOGxx) commands. Whenever possible, avoid using LOGxx commands
(including COMIT and ROLBK) in a CICS environment.

Using CICS SYNCPOINT
Datacom CICS Services has simplified the management of CICS resources using CICS SYNCPOINT implementation for
user log type commands. For more details, see User Issued Log Commands.

WARNING
Take great care to distinguish between user issued log commands and log commands that are issued as a
result of SYNCPOINT. Both can generate the same log command, but they may not perform exactly the same.
A user issued log command is when an application issues a Datacom/DB request with its command being a log
command.

The following simplifications occur:

• Synchronization of all resources is assured.
• Assurance that all log type commands that checkpoint and backout data will participate in both the MVS LOGGER (or

CICS JOURNAL FILE if z/VSE) and the LXX.
• SYNCPOINT optimization of DB logging commands is performed.
• The original user log command is preserved on the Datacom/DB LXX file.

When an application program issues a CICS SYNCPOINT, all held data resources but not necessarily sets, are released.
Released resources include all resources under exclusive control, and the release of threads making those resources
available for batch jobs or other CICS tasks to hold and update. Once an application issues a CICS SYNCPOINT,
Datacom CICS Services participates in SYNCPOINT, and the task completes one unit of work (UOW). Coding a CICS
SYNCPOINT commits all updates to all resources including VSAM, DL/I, BDAM, DB2, and Datacom/DB, or CICS
SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK to back them all out.

WARNING
If you want SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK to back out the updates for a transaction, the parameter value DTB=YES
must be specified in the appropriate TRANSACTION definition. If DTB=NO is specified, SYNCPOINT
ROLLBACK is treated as a SYNCPOINT and all the updates are committed.

Whenever possible, use the CICS SYNCPOINT or CICS SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK command for committing updates
instead of specifying the Datacom/DB commands such as COMIT, LOGCP, LOGTB, or ROLBK. When modifying old
legacy programs containing these commands, consider converting the LOG commands to SYNCPOINTs at the same
time.

NOTE
CBS and SQL sets are beyond the scope of this document. Therefore they are not obligated to follow any of the
rules stated in this manual concerning exclusive control and there may be cases where sets remain beyond a
SYNCPOINT or task termination or log commands.
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Special Logging Commands Considerations
Datacom CICS Services Version 15.0 simplifies and standardizes user log commands. Datacom CICS Services Version
15.0 also increases data integrity with user log commands by issuing SYNCPOINT instead.

WARNING
Only user legacy applications that issue Datacom/DB log commands need to be concerned with this section.
Broadcom products may in fact issue Datacom/DB log commands but do not pose a problem or require special
consideration. They meet the needed requirements.

DBOC INQ=STATS and DBOC SHUTDOWN Displays User Logging Information

The DBOC INQ=STATS help you determine if there are applications that still use DB Log commands in the programs and
which programs they are.

DBOC INQ=STATS : The SPAWNED line shows user log usage.

Use DBOC INQ=STATS transaction to determine if any applications are using these commands.

See the line stated:

SPAWNED TRANCODE:

If "NONE" and COUNTS=0 shows up, then no user application has used these commands since the beginning of the
Datacom CICS Services invocation on this CICS.

Also the SPAWNED TRANCODE line can be seen in the DBOC SHUTDOWN stats.

CICS User Logging Differences Summary

NOTE
Be aware that the Datacom/DB record-at-a-time commands involving logging (COMIT, LOGCP, LOGCR, LOGIT,
LOGLB, LOGTB, and ROLBK) function differently beginning with Datacom CICS Services Version 14.

Datacom CICS Services Version 14.0 and up has the following major changes concerning user issued log commands
(LOGxx):

• All COMIT, LOGCP, LOGCR, LOGTB, and ROLBK commands invoke either a CICS SYNCPOINTor a SYNCPOINT
ROLLBACK regardless of how many resource managers are involved, be it only Datacom/DB, or Datacom/DB and
others such as DB2. A SYNCPOINT/SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK is issued whether it is a single-phase or two-phase
commit. Issuing SYNCPOINT/SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK simplifies the complexity of processing log type commands for
multiple resources in Datacom CICS Services.

• LOGIT and LOGLB are issued only to the default Datacom/DB Multi-User known as MUF1 in DBEC. Before Datacom
CICS Services Version 14.0, the same transaction involving requests to different Datacom/DB connections could log
the LOGIT to different Datacom/DB Multi-Users depending on the order of requests made by the transaction. This
behavior has been simplified for the user. It will always go to the first defined connection.

• SKPSYNC is a new parameter for Version 15.0 that provides some backward compatibility with Version 11.0. For more
information, see the DBCVTPR SKPSYNC parameter and Checkpointing.

• Although Datacom CICS Services replaced five of these commands with a SYNCPOINT type request, the original
command is still logged on the Datacom/DB LXX except in the case where the log command was not needed. See
User Issued Log Commands.

In legacy applications issuing these LOGxx commands, for detailed description of each command and how it is used
under the various conditions, see User Issued Log Commands.

Examples of SYNCPOINT and LOG Commands in a Multiple MUFs Environment

All of the examples that follow show only the process for the Datacom/DB log request.
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Example 1

An application program issues updates to DB2, VSAM, MUF1, MUF2, and MUF5 followed by a Datacom/DB COMIT. The
updates to DB2 and VSAM do not prevent Datacom CICS Services from converting this request into a SYNCPOINT. CICS
in turn issues a two-phase commit because multiple resource managers have update type resources involved.

Example 2

An application program has issued updates to DB2, VSAM, MUF1, MUF2, and MUF5 and has RDUxx (outstanding
read-for-update without the update), then it issues a LOGCP. The LOGCP causes a SYNCPOINT and because multiple
resources are being updated (or have update intent), a two-phase SYNCPOINT occurs. However, all update-intent records
in Datacom/DB remain locked and ready for an update after the LOGCP/SYNCPOINT was issued.

Datacom CICS Services then returns to the user application that issued the LOGCP. The user can then issue updates on
records previously held with exclusive control even though a COMIT was issued.

LXX Logging Considerations

For applications that update only one Datacom/DB MUF and do not access any other resource managers such as VSAM,
DB2, and so on, with regard to logging considerations there is no effective difference between Version 15.0 and the
previous releases of Datacom CICS Services. But a CICS SYNCPOINT is substituted for the original LOG command.
This in turn generates a LOG command to Datacom/DB. However, it is slightly different beginning in Version 14.0 for
transactions and applications that update multiple resources such as a second Datacom/DB MUF, using the Log Area
(LXX) for logging, because of the use of two-phase commit.

Doing updates on two Datacom/DB MUFs or on one MUF and another resource such as VSAM or DB2, means using
multiple resource managers. Therefore, the potential exists for two physical I/Os to the LXX instead of one. That is, one
I/O is for the Prepare phase and one I/O is for the Commit phase. In Datacom CICS Services r2.6, there was only one
physical I/O to the LXX, even for a two-phase commit. In Datacom/DB 11.0 and higher, true two-phase commit protocol
was introduced which means two physical I/Os. The number of two-phase commits has been increased beginning in
Version 14.0 by converting simple user log commands to SYNCPOINTs.

The DBCVTPR SKPSYNC (skip SYNCPOINT) parameter enables reverting back to issuing the old style DB log commands
without issuing the SYNCPOINT. SKPSYNC allows compatibility for application with mixing DB2 and VSAM requests with
Datacom/DB log commands. Currently, SKPSYNC is only available to those CICS where the DBCVTPR has only defined
one Datacom/DB Multi-User connection.

You should consider possible performance overhead in writing more I/Os to the LXX. There may be a slight size increase
that is required for the extra LXX records. Also, user issued log commands generally produce more LXX I/Os than in
releases before 14.0. For more information, see CICS Emergency Restart Environmental Considerations.

User Issued Log Commands
In Datacom CICS Services, the User Application program can contain the commands spawning, checkpointing, not
replaced, migration, and primary and secondary exclusive control.

Spawning

There is some spawning for Datacom/DB and Datacom CICS Services with DBCVTPR SKPSYNC options. Currently, it
is limited to a single Datacom/DB Multi-User environment (only one defined DBCSID). Whenever possible, applications
should avoid issuing the Datacom/DB log commands. Instead, use the appropriate EXEC CICS SYNCPOINT or EXEC
CICS SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK. This recommendation is based on keeping all the resources of the transaction in
synchronization with each other.
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Checkpointing

Starting in Datacom CICS Services Version 14.0, all user issued Datacom/DB log commands that checkpoint user
data (COMIT, ROLBK, LOGCP, LOGCR, and LOGTB) are replaced with a CICS SYNCPOINT or CICS SYNCPOINT
ROLLBACK. This is needed to help ensure data integrity between resource managers within a single transaction. There
are no exceptions.

Not Replaced

LOGIT, LOGLB, LOGDR, and LOGDW do not checkpoint user data, therefore they are not replaced with a CICS
SYNCPOINT.

Exclusive Datacom/DB Applications

For exclusive Datacom/DB applications that have no other user data resource managers, there is no effective change,
but Datacom CICS Services Version 15.0 issues a SYNCPOINT(ROLLBACK) instead. In some cases where no locks
or updates occurred, then no internal log command is issued to Datacom/DB. But for those applications where there
are additional user data resource managers involved, a SYNCPOINT or SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK occurs against
all resources, not just against Datacom/DB. In previous releases only Datacom/DB would be affected by the user log
command. Therefore, an application issuing a user log command in Datacom CICS Services Version 15.0 results in
SYNCPOINT of all other data resources involved in this transaction including DB2 and VSAM.

Migration

Careful consideration must be made before migrating a production environment from r11 to Version 15.0 that contains
user issued log commands.

Primary and Secondary Exclusive Control

The LOGCP command allows primary exclusive control to cross a SYNCPOINT boundary.

Primary exclusive control is requested with a command that acts as a prerequisite for the UPDAT and DELET commands,
such as RDUKX or SELFR with UPDATE-INTENT=Y. Primary exclusive control is dropped when the record is updated or
deleted or released with the RELES or RELFL commands.

Secondary exclusive control is the enqueuing of logical records that takes place when a transaction backout task issues a
maintenance request, such as add, update or delete. When a transaction backout batch job or online task updates rows,
these rows are not available to any other task until the batch job or online task has finished or has taken a checkpoint. In
general, if another task issues an update read for a row updated by this batch job or online task, then that task must wait
for the batch job or online task to complete or checkpoint. This means an online processor may have to wait for a batch
job to finish.

Command Processing
Datacom CICS Services Version 15.0 still supports legacy applications issuing user log commands LOGCP, LOGCR, and
LOGTB. Version 15.0 still issues the SYNCPOINT or SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK, but preserves the log command's original
intent. The following is a detailed explanation for each user issued log command.

Datacom CICS Services can support connections to several different Datacom/DB MUFs in the same CICS. The desired
connections are described by listing the SIDs that point to the various Datacom/DB MUFs and are compiled in the
DBCVTPR assembly. The first one in the list is known as MUF01 and is the default Datacom/DB MUF.

In this section all nine user-issued log commands are listed, however LOGCP and LOGCR each have two sections,
one with a meaningful work area and one without a meaningful work area. View the one which is applicable to your
application.

Each command section contains the following:
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• Connection conditions
• Required connections
• Action taken
• Return code conditions and what happens
• Variations based on number of resource managers involved
• Whether threads are locked
• Whether exclusive control is retained

This section does not describe what the commands mean. For command meanings, see the following sections on
the Datacom/DB site.

COMIT

COMIT is replaced with an EXEC CICS SYNCPOINT. If there are any errors during the SYNCPOINT, this info is passed
back in the DB RC of the user's application request area, and a backout occurs. Except the backout cannot occur if the
error occurred during Phase 2. In this case, the records are to be committed.

When no updates have occurred and no records are locked for update, SYNCPOINT is still issued but no internal log
request is sent to the Datacom/DB MUF.

If at the time the application issues the user COMIT request, there are update requests on multiple resource managers,
then CICS SYSNCPOINT invokes a two-phase commit. If threads are locked, both the Datacom/DB thread and the
corresponding Datacom CICS Services thread are released. All record locks are released.

LOGCP Replaced

LOGCP with a work area of 8 bytes of low-values or 8 blanks, is replaced with an EXEC CICS SYNCPOINT. However, the
primary locks with primary exclusive control, remain in effect after the SYNCPOINT, just as in previous releases without
the SYNCPOINT.

If there are any errors during the SYNCPOINT, this info is passed back in the DB RC of the user's application request area
and a backout occurs.

If no updates have occurred and there are no record locks, then the SYNCPOINT is still issued but no internal log request
is sent to Datacom/DB MUF.

If there are update type requests on multiple resource managers at the time the application issues the user LOGCP
request with a work area of binary zeros or blanks, then CICS SYSNCPOINT results in a two-phase commit.

The Datacom/DB threads and the corresponding Datacom CICS Services threads are not released for a LOGCP request
that has a work area of binary zeros or blanks if there are any primary exclusive controls in effect at the time of the
request. Otherwise, the threads are released on any locked thread connections to a Datacom/DB MUF where all primary
exclusive control associated with this task on this MUF has been dropped due to updates or releases.

LOGCP as a Reference Point

LOGCP with a work area other than 8 bytes of low-values or 8 blanks is a forward-looking command. Therefore it is a
reference point command and the default Datacom/DB MUF must be involved in the SYNCPOINT. Likewise as in the
case of the LOGIT or LOGLB, if the default Datacom/DB MUF is not connected, a DB RC 36 is returned to the application
without issuing the SYNCPOINT even if there are other Datacom/DB MUFs connected. The primary exclusive control
locks remain in effect after the SYNCPOINT, just as in previous releases without the SYNCPOINT.

If no updates and no record locks for update have occurred, then the SYNCPOINT is still issued and an internal log
request is sent to the default Datacom/DB MUF.
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If any resource other than the default Datacom/DB MUF (MUF01) had record updates or locks this automatically becomes
a two-phase commit, even if there were no record locks or updates on the default Datacom/DB. This includes a non-
default Datacom/DB, DB2, or other database.

Datacom/DB and Datacom CICS Services threads remain locked after the SYNCPOINT. They are not released, but all
updated record locks and secondary exclusive controls are released. The Datacom CICS Services and Datacom/DB
threads are not released until after a future SYNCPOINT, task termination, or task ABEND.

LOGCR as a COMIT

LOGCR with a work area of 8 bytes of low-values or 8 blanks, is treated like a COMIT. It is replaced with an EXEC
CICS SYNCPOINT. If there are any errors during the SYNCPOINT, this info is passed back in the DB RC of the user's
application request area and a backout occurs.

If no updates have occurred and no records are locked for update, the SYNCPOINT is still issued but no internal log
request is sent to the Datacom/DB MUF.

If there are update requests on multiple resource managers at the time the application issues the user LOGCR request
with a work area of binary zeros or blanks, then the CICS SYSNCPOINT results in a two-phase commit.

Any existing Datacom/DB threads and the corresponding Datacom CICS Services threads are released for a LOGCR
request with a work area of binary zeros or blanks. All record locks are also released.

LOGCR as a Reference Point

LOGCR with a work area other than 8 bytes of low-values or 8 blanks is a forward-looking command and therefore is a
reference point command. The default Datacom/DB MUF must be involved in the SYNCPOINT that is issued on behalf
of this type of LOGCR. Likewise as in the case of LOGIT and LOGLB, if the default Datacom/DB MUF is not connected,
a DB RC 36 is returned to the application without issuing the SYNCPOINT, even if there are other Datacom/DB MUFs
connected to this CICS.

If there are any errors during the SYNCPOINT, this info is passed back in the DB RC of the user's application request area
and a backout occurs releasing all associated threads.

If no updates or record locks for updates have occurred, then the SYNCPOINT is still issued with an internal log command
against the default to Datacom/DB MUF.

If any resource other than the default Datacom/DB MUF (MUF01) had record updates or locks, this automatically
becomes a two-phase commit even if there were no record locks or updates on the default Datacom/DB. This includes a
non-default Datacom/DB, DB2, or other database.

Datacom/DB and Datacom CICS Services threads remain locked after the SYNCPOINT. They are not released for other
CICS transactions. All data record locks are released.

LOGDW and LOGDR

LOGDW and LOGDR call DCCTFPR to determine which Datacom/DB MUF is used based on DBID. This is just as in
previous releases of Datacom CICS Services.

LOGDW and LOGDR are not replaced with SYNCPOINT. They are issued without alteration.

LOGDW and LOGDR cause a thread to be locked after the request until a future CICS SYNCPOINT, task termination, or
ABEND occurs.

LOGIT and LOGLB

The LOGIT and LOGLB commands request reference-points. These commands are issued only against the default
Datacom/DB MUF known as MUF01. If the default Datacom/DB MUF is not connected, then the user application receives
a DB RC (return code) 36 regardless of other Datacom/DB MUFs connected to this CICS.
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The default Datacom/DB MUF must be connected for LOGIT or LOGLB to be successful. Thus the user knows where
to find all reference points for all transactions in that CICS. The LOGIT or LOGLB causes a lock of both a Datacom/DB
thread and a Datacom CICS Services thread.

If there is not a thread already locked for this task from the default Datacom/DB MUF, it must now acquire one. This thread
remains locked until a future SYNCPOINT, task termination, or task ABEND occurs causing the thread to be released.

LOGTB

LOGTB is replaced with an EXEC CICS SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK but the Datacom/DB MUF retains the same TSN
(Transaction Sequence Number) that existed before the SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK. All record locks are released but the
Datacom/DB threads and the Datacom CICS Services threads are locked if a TSN had been created. Any return code
error during the SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK is eventually backed out.

ROLBK

ROLBK is replaced with EXEC CICS SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK. There are no known error conditions on backout. All
errors are eventually backed out. However, there are setup conditions that must be met in order for backout to occur,
such as URT TXNUNDO=YES and Datacom/DB logging parameters. Otherwise the ROLBK result is a commit of the data
rather than a backout of the data.

All threads locked by this CICS transaction or task are released. All record locks are released.

SQL Plan Options Considerations
Each application with embedded SQL statements must have a Datacom/DB access plan. The plan contains information
required by Datacom/DB about your program and information about each SQL statement you have embedded. The plan
is built when you submit your application to Datacom/DB's SQL Preprocessor. The Preprocessor has options which you
can either specify or let default to determine how the Preprocessor processes the SQL statements and controls certain
aspects of the application's environment.

One of the SQL Preprocessor options (ISOLEVEL=) specifies the isolation level, meaning the degree to which a unit of
recovery in your application is isolated from updating operations (such as SQL statements INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE)
or other units of recovery.

A unit of recovery is defined as the data and control information needed to enable Datacom/DB to back out or reapply all
of an application's changes to recoverable resources since the last commit point.

When a reference is made to ISOLEVEL=C, be aware that the implication is, that in the context of the particular situation
being described, ISOLEVEL= cannot be specified as U. This is because ISOLEVEL=U does not acquire locks or allow
changes, but other ISOLEVEL= specifications do, as shown in the following list.

ISOLEVEL=U
Specifies that no locks are acquired and no changes are allowed.

ISOLEVEL=C
Specifies that locks are acquired and changes are allowed.

ISOLEVEL=R
Specifies "repeatable read," in which locks are acquired and restricted changes are allowed.

This page contains the following topics:

Read Only

If you choose the SQL Preprocessor option ISOLEVEL=U, the access plan is read-only and your application cannot
execute the SQL statements INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE.
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In addition, a share lock is not acquired for rows accessed with SELECT INTO or through a cursor, which means you may
access rows inserted or updated by other concurrent tasks that have not been committed and may therefore be backed
out.

Locking a Row

If your application needs to hold a lock on a row, you must specify ISOLEVEL=C and use the SQL FETCH statement to
fetch the row using a cursor that has a WHERE CURRENT OF cursor-name clause in either an UPDATE or DELETE
statement (the WHERE CURRENT OF cursor-name clause need never be executed but, if none are present, blocked
transfer of rows may either cause the share lock acquired for fetched (FETCH) rows to be released before your
application fetches them, or a temporary table may be built). The WHERE CURRENT OF cursor-name clause causes the
row on which your application is positioned to be held with an exclusive lock.

NOTE
Using the SQL SELECT INTO statement with ISOLEVEL=C causes rows to be accessed by a share lock, but
the lock is released before control is passed to your application.

CICS Unit of Recovery End

If your plan is for a CICS application, Datacom CICS Services issues a CICS SYNCPOINT and issues either a COMIT or
ROLBK to end the unit of recovery:

• At the end of each asynchronous CICS task, or
• At the end of each synchronous CICS task (a task associated with a terminal) if:

– A task abnormally terminates, or
– A task returns control to CICS, or
– ISOLEVEL=C and at least one cursor is left open, or
– ISOLEVEL=C and INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE statements have been executed.

Datacom CICS Services does not issue a CICS SYNCPOINT and does not issue a COMIT or ROLBK to end the unit of
recovery when:

• A synchronous CICS task terminates successfully, and
• The transaction ID is specified in the RETURN statement, and either:

– ISOLEVEL=U, or
– ISOLEVEL=C, no cursor is left open, and no INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE statements have been executed.

However, the SQL Manager automatically ends a unit of recovery after each SQL statement if there are:

• No open cursors,
• No table-level locks
• No primary or secondary exclusive control is being held

For example, if ISOLEVEL=U and you have only SELECT INTO statements or no open cursors, there is no need to
execute a COMMIT WORK statement at CICS transaction end because there is no current unit of recovery active.
The only case where the unit of recovery is left active when the synchronous CICS task ends successfully is when
ISOLEVEL=U and a cursor is left open.

NOTE
If you code ISOLEVEL=U, you are responsible for ending the current unit of recovery as follows:
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• We recommend ending the current unit of recovery by closing all open cursors. Or, if your user application logic does
not support this method,

• Issue a CICS SYNCPOINT. Or, if your user application logic does not support this method,
• Issue an appropriate SQL statement (COMMIT WORK or ROLLBACK WORK). Or, if your user application logic does

not support this method, as a last option,
• Issue an appropriate Datacom/DB record-at-a-time command (LOGCP, LOGCR, LOGTB, COMIT, or ROLBK). This

option is not recommended. If you choose this option and a Datacom/DB log command is issued in a single transaction
that talks to multiple MUFs, unpredictable results can occur with ISOLEVEL=U. Therefore, using one of the other three
options in this list is recommended for ending the current unit of recovery.

When you do not do one of the previously given actions and the current unit of recovery remains active, it allows a browse
application to keep cursors open across CICS synchronous transactions. Be aware, if that was not what you intended, the
plan stays locked in share mode, and memory is held in the MUF until the unit of recovery is ended.

For example, if your application opens a cursor, fetches one or more rows, and issues a CICS read with return to the
application, upon return your application receives a -135 SQLCODE (INVALID CURSOR STATE) when it attempts to open
the cursor, because it was left open from the previous CICS transaction. Or, if the next application attempts to execute a
plan with ISOLEVEL=C, your application receives a -144 SQLCODE (INVALID TRANSACTION ISOLEVEL) because you
cannot mix transaction isolation levels in the same unit of recovery.

To end the current unit of recovery, have your application issue a ROLLBACK WORK or CICS SYNCPOINT when it
receives an unexpected SQLCODE, or you can execute a non-SQL command which ends the current unit of recovery.
Otherwise, close the SQL User Requirements Table to end the current unit of recovery.

If your application does not execute CICS RETURN with the same transaction ID, the current unit of recovery is ended,
meaning the unit of recovery is ended if control is passed to another transaction or back to CICS.

ANSI Compatibility

ISOLEVEL=U is a Datacom extension. It is not ANSI standard and is therefore not allowed if ANSI or FIPS is specified in
SQLMODE=.

NOTE
For more information about the SQL Preprocessor's SQLMODE= option, see Datacom Core.

Ideal Considerations

If you are invoking SQL from Ideal FOR statements with an embedded TRANSMIT statement, ISOLEVEL=C can be
specified. Such cursors are opened in a special mode that holds them open across units of recovery. Ideal automatically
closes the cursors.

Block Transfer

If you specify ISOLEVEL=U, block transfer of rows between the MUF and the CICS address space is not performed.

OPEN/CLOSE Efficiency

Specifying T for the PLNCLOSE= option for SQL Preprocessor (to close the access plan at unit of recovery end) causes
any opened tables to close. The exception is when another unit of recovery is currently accessing the table.

If the ACCESS MUF startup option has been specified as NOOPT, and if the table is the last table open for an area, the
area is "physically" closed by the operating system. We recommend that when ACCESS NOOPT has been specified,
open tables that are frequently accessed with PLNCLOSE=T in a non-SQL User Requirements Table to avoid this
overhead. This User Requirements Table need never be used, but it keeps the areas open.
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NOTE
Plan binding uses the Datacom Datadictionary, the Schema Information Tables (SIT), and the Optimizer
message table (SYSMSG) areas. Binding executes faster if there is a User Requirements Table that holds those
areas open. The Temporary Table Manager (TTM) area should also be held open because it may be used during
the execution of binding.

Automatic Unit of Recovery End

The SQLOPTION MUF startup option can be used to automatically close CICS units of recovery that are left open. 

NOTE
A unit of recovery will not be ended if it is still active in the MUF (such as when waiting on a plan lock).

If an ISOLEVEL=U application with an open cursor exists for longer than the limit specified in the SQLOPTION MUF
startup option, the application will receive a -135 SQLCODE (INVALID CURSOR STATE) when it tries to continue
scrolling.

Units of recovery that are automatically timed out are not reported.

Plan Locks

A plan cannot be rebound when in use. If (for a CICS application) R is specified for the SQL Preprocessor's PLNCLOSE=
option, the plan remains in use until the SQL User Requirements Table is closed.

To determine which plans are being used, you can use Datacom/DB Utility's (DBUTLTY) COMM ALTER option as follows:

►►─ COMM OPTION=ALTER,TRACE=TRACEGLOBAL ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

This writes a report of all open plans (plus various other information about the state of the SQL subsystem) to the
Datacom/DB Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) when the SQL User Requirements Table is closed. Print the report
using Datacom/DB Utility's (DBUTLTY) REPORT AREA=PXX option with FULL or TRACE specified for the DUMPS=
keyword.

To turn off this option, use Datacom/DB Utility's (DBUTLTY) COMM ALTER option:

►►─ COMM OPTION=ALTER,TRACE=NONE ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

 

 

JCL Examples for Program Compilation and Link Edit in a CICS Environment
The following examples show JCL procedures (PROCs) that may be used to compile and link a program for execution in a
CICS environment.

Assembler Example (z/OS)

//DFHEITAL PROC SUFFIX=1$,

//       INDEX='CICSSYS.CTSnnn',

//       OUTC='*',

//       REG=512K,

//       WORK=SYSDA

//*
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//*      THIS PROCEDURE CONTAINS 3 STEPS

//*      1.   EXEC THE ASSEMBLER TRANSLATOR

//*           (USING THE SUPPLIED SUFFIX 1$)

//*      2.   EXEC THE ASSEMBLER

//*      3.   LKED THE OUTPUT TO CICSSYS.LOADLIB

//*

//*      THE FOLLOWING JCL SHOULD BE USED

//*      TO EXECUTE THIS PROCEDURE

//*

//*      //APPLPROG EXEC DFHEITAL

//*      //TRN.SYSIN  DD *

//*         .

//*         . APPLICATION PROGRAM

//*         .

//*      /*

//*      //LKED.SYSIN DD *

//*         NAME ANYNAME(R)

//*      /*

//*

//*      WHERE ANYNAME IS THE NAME OF YOUR APPLICATION PROGRAM

//*

//*

//TRN    EXEC PGM=DFHEAP&SUFFIX.,

//       REGION=&REG.

//STEPLIB DD DSN=&INDEX..SDFHLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&OUTC.

//SYSPUNCH DD DSN=&.&SYSCIN.,

//       DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=&WORK.,

//       DCB=BLKSIZE=400,

//       SPACE=(400,(400,100))

//ASM    EXEC  PGM=ASMA(),

//       PARM='DECK,NOOBJECT,LIST'

//SYSLIB DD   DSN=&INDEX..SDFHMAC,DISP=SHR,

//       DD   DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1 DD UNIT=&WORK.,SPACE=(1700,(400,400))

//SYSUT2 DD UNIT=&WORK.,SPACE=(1700,(400,400))

//SYSUT3 DD UNIT=&WORK.,SPACE=(1700,(400,400))

//SYSPUNCH DD    DSN=&.&LOADSET.,

//       UNIT=&WORK.,DISP=(,PASS),

//       SPACE=(400,(100,100,1)),

//       DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=400)

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&OUTC.

//SYSIN    DD DSN=&.&SYSCIN.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//LKED   EXEC PGM=IEWL,REGION=&REG.,

//       PARM=XREF,COND=(9,LT,ASM)

//SYSLIB DD   DSN=&INDEX..SDFHLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSLMOD DD  DSN=&INDEX..SDFHLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1 DD   UNIT=&WORK.,DCB=BLKSIZE=1024,

//       SPACE=(1024,(200,20))

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&OUTC.

//SYSLIN DD   DSN=&INDEX..SDFHLOAD(DFHEILIA),
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//            DISP=SHR,DCB=BLKSIZE=80

//       DD   DSN=usershlq.CAB1LOAD(DBCSRPR),DISP=SHR

//       DD   DSN=&.&LOADSET.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//       DD   DDNAME=SYSIN

//       PEND

COBOL Example (z/OS)

//DFHEITCL PROC SUFFIX=1$,

//             INDEX='CICSSYS.CTSnnn',

//             INDEX2='usershlq.CAB1LOAD',

//             OUTC='*',

//             REG=1024K,

//             WORK=SYSDA

//*

//*      THIS PROCEDURE CONTAINS 3 STEPS

//*      1.   EXEC THE COBOL TRANSLATOR

//*      2.   EXEC THE OS/VS COBOL COMPILER

//*      3.   LINK EDIT THE OUTPUT TO USER LOADLIB

//*

//* NOTE: FOR VS COBOL II USE PROCEDURE DFHEITVL

//*

//*      THE FOLLOWING JCL SHOULD BE USED

//*      TO EXECUTE THIS PROCEDURE

//*

//*      //APPLPROG EXEC DFHEITCL

//*      //TRN.SYSIN  DD *

//*         .

//*         . APPLICATION PROGRAM

//*         .

//*      /*

//*      //LKED.SYSIN DD *

//*         NAME ANYNAME(R)

//*      /*

//*

//*      WHERE ANYNAME IS THE NAME OF YOUR APPLICATION PROGRAM

//*

//*

//TRN     EXEC PGM=DFHECP&SUFFIX.,

//             REGION=&REG.,COND=EVEN

//STEPLIB   DD DSN=&INDEX..SDFHLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=&OUTC.

//SYSPUNCH  DD DSN=&.&SYSCIN.,

//             DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=&WORK.,

//             DCB=BLKSIZE=400,

//             SPACE=(400,(400,100))

//*

//*

//COB     EXEC PGM=IGYCRCTL,REGION=&REG.,COND=EVEN,

//        PARM='APOST,DMAP,PMAP'
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//SYSLIB    DD DSN=&INDEX..SDFHCOB,DISP=SHR

//          DD DSN=&INDEX..SDFHMAC,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=&OUTC.

//SYSIN     DD DSN=&.&SYSCIN.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYSLIN    DD DSN=&.&LOADSET.,DISP=(MOD,PASS),

//             UNIT=&WORK.,SPACE=(80,(250,100))

//SYSUT1    DD UNIT=&WORK.,SPACE=(460,(350,100))

//SYSUT2    DD UNIT=&WORK.,SPACE=(460,(350,100))

//SYSUT3    DD UNIT=&WORK.,SPACE=(460,(350,100))

//SYSUT4    DD UNIT=&WORK.,SPACE=(460,(350,100))

//SYSUT5    DD UNIT=&WORK.,SPACE=(460,(350,100))

//SYSUT6    DD UNIT=&WORK.,SPACE=(460,(350,100))

//SYSUT7    DD UNIT=&WORK.,SPACE=(460,(350,100))

//*

//LKED    EXEC PGM=IEWL,REGION=&REG.,

//             PARM='XREF.LIST,MAP,LET',COND=EVEN

//SYSLIB    DD DSN=&INDEX2.,DISP=SHR

//          DD DSN=&INDEX..SDFHLOAD,DISP=SHR

//          DD DSN=IBMPROD.COB2LIB,DISP=SHR

//          DD DSN=IBMPROD.COB2CICS,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1    DD UNIT=&WORK.,DCB=BLKSIZE=1024,

//             SPACE=(1024,(200,20))

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=&OUTC.

//SYSLMOD   DD DSN=USER..LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIN    DD DSN=&INDEX..SDFHCOB(DFHEILIC),DISP=SHR

//          DD DSN=&INDEX2.(DBCSRPR),DISP=SHR

//          DD DSN=&.&LOADSET.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//          DD DDNAME=SYSIN

//       PEND

PL/I Example (z/OS)

//DFHEITPL PROC SUFFIX=1$,

//       INDEX='CICSSYS.V321',

//       USER=XXXXX,

//       OUTC='*',

//       REG=512K,

//       WORK=SYSDA

//*

//*      THIS PROCEDURE CONTAINS 3 STEPS

//*      1.   EXEC THE PL/I TRANSLATOR

//*           (USING THE SUPPLIED SUFFIX 1$)

//*      2.   EXEC THE PL/I OPTIMIZER

//*           COMPILER

//*      3.   LKED THE COMPILER OUTPUT TO

//*           USER.LOADLIB

//*

//*      THE FOLLOWING JCL SHOULD BE USED

//*      TO EXECUTE THIS PROCEDURE

//*

//*      //APPLPROG EXEC DFHEITPL

//*      //TRN.SYSIN  DD *
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//*         .

//*         . APPLICATION PROGRAM

//*         .

//*      /*

//*      //LKED.SYSIN DD *

//*         NAME ANYNAME(R)

//*      /*

//*

//*      WHERE ANYNAME IS THE NAME OF YOUR APPLICATION PROGRAM

//*

//*

//TRN    EXEC PGM=DFHEPP&SUFFIX.,

//       REGION=&REG.

//STEPLIB DD DSN=&INDEX..SDFHLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&OUTC.

//SYSPUNCH DD DSN=&.&SYSCIN.,

//       DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=&WORK.,

//       DCB=BLKSIZE=400,

//       SPACE=(400,(400,100))

//PLI    EXEC PGM=IEL0AA,REGION=&REG.,

//       PARM='OBJECT,NODECK,INCLUDE'

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=SYS1.PL1COMP,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIB   DD DSN=&INDEX..SDFHPL1,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&OUTC.

//SYSIN  DD   DSN=&.&SYSCIN.,

//       DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYSLIN DD   DSN=&.&LOADSET.,UNIT=&WORK.,

//       DISP=(MOD,PASS),

//       SPACE=(80,(250,100))

//SYSUT1 DD   UNIT=&WORK.,DCB=BLKSIZE=1024,

//       SPACE=(1024,(300,60),,CONTIG)

//LKED   EXEC PGM=IEWL,REGION=&REG.,

//       PARM=XREF,COND=(9,LT,PLI)

//SYSLIB DD   DSN=&INDEX..SDFHLOAD,DISP=SHR

//       DD   DSN=SYS1.PLIBASE,DISP=SHR

//SYSLMOD DD  DSN=&USER..LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1 DD   UNIT=&WORK.,DCB=BLKSIZE=1024,

//       SPACE=(1024,(200,20))

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=&OUTC.

//SYSLIN DD DSN=&INDEX..SDFHPL1(DFHEILIP),

//          DISP=SHR

//       DD DSN=usershlq.CAB1LOAD(DBCSRPR),DISP=SHR

//       DD DSN=&.&LOADSET.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//       DD DDNAME=SYSIN

//       PEND

SQL Precompiler Example (z/OS)

//SQLPROC  PROC SUFFIX=1$,

//             INDEX='CICSSYS.V321',
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//             INDEX2='usershlq.CABDLOAD',

//             INDEX3='usershlq.CAB1LOAD',

//             OUTC='*',

//             REG=1024K,

//             WORK=SYSDA

//*

//*      THIS PROCEDURE CONTAINS 4 STEPS

//*      1.   EXEC THE SQL PRE-COMPILER

//*      2.   EXEC THE COBOL TRANSLATOR

//*           (USING THE SUPPLIED SUFFIX 1$)

//*      3.   EXEC THE OS/VS COBOL COMPILER

//*      4.   LINK EDIT THE OUTPUT TO USER LOADLIB

//*

//*      THE FOLLOWING JCL SHOULD BE USED

//*      TO EXECUTE THIS PROCEDURE

//*

//*      //APPLPROG EXEC SQLPROC

//*      //SQL.SYSIN  DD *

//*         .

//*         . APPLICATION PROGRAM

//*         .

//*      /*

//*      //LKED.SYSIN DD *

//*         NAME ANYNAME(R)

//*      /*

//*

//*      WHERE ANYNAME IS THE NAME OF YOUR APPLICATION PROGRAM

//*

//SQL   EXEC PGM=DBXMMPR

//STEPLIB DD DSN=&INDEX2.,DISP=SHR

//WORK1 DD DSN=&.&WORK1.,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//      DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))

//WORK2 DD DSN=&.&WORK2.,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//      DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))

//WORK3 DD DSN=&.&WORK3.,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//      DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))

//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPUNCH DD DSN=&.&TEMP.,UNIT=&WORK.,DISP=(,PASS),

//      DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=800),SPACE=(TRK,(2,1))

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//SNAPPER DD SYSOUT=*

//*

//TRN     EXEC PGM=DFHECP&SUFFIX.,

//             REGION=&REG.,COND=EVEN

//STEPLIB   DD DSN=&INDEX..SDFHLOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=&OUTC.

//SYSPUNCH  DD DSN=&.&SYSCIN.,

//             DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=&WORK.,

//             DCB=BLKSIZE=400,

//             SPACE=(400,(400,100))

//SYSIN    DD DSN=&.&TEMP.,UNIT=&WORK.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE,DELETE)

//*
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//*

//COB     EXEC PGM=IGYCRCTL,REGION=&REG.,COND=EVEN,

//        PARM='APOST,DMAP,PMAP'

//SYSLIB    DD DSN=&INDEX..SDFHCOB,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=&OUTC.

//SYSIN     DD DSN=&.&SYSCIN.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//SYSLIN    DD DSN=&.&LOADSET.,DISP=(MOD,PASS),

//             UNIT=&WORK.,SPACE=(80,(250,100))

//SYSUT1    DD UNIT=&WORK.,SPACE=(460,(350,100))

//SYSUT2    DD UNIT=&WORK.,SPACE=(460,(350,100))

//SYSUT3    DD UNIT=&WORK.,SPACE=(460,(350,100))

//SYSUT4    DD UNIT=&WORK.,SPACE=(460,(350,100))

//SYSUT5    DD UNIT=&WORK.,SPACE=(460,(350,100))

//SYSUT6    DD UNIT=&WORK.,SPACE=(460,(350,100))

//SYSUT7    DD UNIT=&WORK.,SPACE=(460,(350,100))

//*

//LKED    EXEC PGM=IEWL,REGION=&REG.,

//             PARM='XREF.LIST,MAP,LET',COND=EVEN

//SYSLIB    DD DSN=&INDEX3.,DISP=SHR

//          DD DSN=&INDEX..SDFHLOAD,DISP=SHR

//          DD DSN=IBMPROD.COB2LIB,DISP=SHR

//          DD DSN=IBMPROD.COB2CICS,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1    DD UNIT=&WORK.,DCB=BLKSIZE=1024,

//             SPACE=(1024,(200,20))

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=&OUTC.

//SYSLMOD   DD DSN=USER..LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIN    DD DSN=&INDEX..SDFHCOB(DFHEILIC),DISP=SHR

//          DD DSN=&INDEX3.(DBCSRPR),DISP=SHR

//          DD DSN=&INDEX2.(DBXHVPR),DISP=SHR

//          DD DSN=&.&LOADSET.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//          DD DDNAME=SYSIN

//          PEND

Using Datacom Server
See requirements for using Datacom Server: startup, startup options, communication utility (SVCOMPR), console
commands (SVCONPR), ODBC templates, JDBC Type 4 connections, EOJ reports, CAYTMAC JCL members, version
compatibility matrices.

Find information about:

• Startup and startup options
• Communication utility (SVCOMPR)
• Console commands (SVCONPR)
• ODBC templates
• JDBC Type 4 connections
• End of Job (EOJ) Reports
• CAYTMAC JCL members
• Version compatibility matrixes

Start Up Datacom Server
Before you start up Datacom Server, complete the following tasks:
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Prepare Your JCL

Samples for JCL and programs are provided in the install library in z/OS. The name for this library is CAYTMAC. You can
copy and modify these samples for your specific requirements.

Any JOB statements should be coded to your site standards and specifications. All data set names and library names
should be specified with the correct names for the installation at your site. In many examples, a REGION= or SIZE=
parameter is displayed in an EXEC statement. The displayed value should be adequate in most instances, but you can
adjust the value to your specific needs.

NOTE
Guidelines to assist you in preparing your JCL are provided in this document. The sample code that is provided
is intended for use as a reference aid only. No warranty of any kind is made as to completeness or correctness
for your specific installation.

The following libraries are used for searching must be in the order shown:

1. Datacom base libraries
2. Common Components and Services base libraries
3. Datacom Server libraries

WARNING
The JCL provided in this document is a guide to assist you in preparing your JCL. The JCL statements are
examples only. Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements to
your site and installation standards.

Check Success of the Installation

For successful completion of the Datacom Server startup job

When the Mainframe Server component starts, the MUF with which it communicates and depending on your PROTOCOL
option, CAICCI and TCP/IP must already be active.

To check the success of the installation

1. Create/edit the SVDBSPR job stream which initiates the Mainframe Server.
2. Define a Datacom Server ODBC data source on the Windows workstation or web server.
3. Select the Data Source tab on the Datacom/DB ODBC set-up panel and click the Test button.
4. Supply a user ID and password if required by the Mainframe Server startup parameters and click Connect.

NOTE
If the connection fails, verify that the workstation entries were entered correctly. If they were, note the error
message and determine the cause. If further problems occur, follow the procedure to contact Broadcom Support
in the Troubleshooting topic located on the bookshelf.

z/OS Mainframe Server Component Startup JCL

In the following example, the SVDBSPR job stream initiates a Mainframe Server component. This JCL is in CAYTMAC
member YT15STRT. To modify the Mainframe startup parameters, include SYSIN or SYSIPT data in the job stream.
Datacom Server reads the SYSIN/SYSIPT data during Mainframe Server initialization and echoes it to the SYSPRINT/
SYSLST file.

Example: z/OS Startup JCL

//YT15STRT JOB (ACCT,INFO),'PROGRAMMER',                               

//     CLASS=0,MSGCLASS=T,MSGLEVEL=(1,1),    

//     GROUP=,USER=*UID,PASSWORD=*PSW        

//*                                          
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//*------------------------------------------------------------------**

//*                                                         

//*  * CA DATACOM SERVER SAMPLE STARTUP JOB(SEE USER GUIDE) 

//*                                                         

//*  EDIT AND SUBMIT THE FOLLOWING SAMPLE JCL TO START UP THE 

//*  CA DATACOM SERVER FACILITY.     

//*                                  

//*------------------------------------------------------------------**

//*                                  

//* INSTRUCTIONS:                    

//*      ***  CHANGE JOB CARD AS NECESSARY FOR YOUR SITE.  

//*   1. CHANGE THE DATASET NAMES IN THE STEPLIB TO THE DATASETS  

//*       USED IN YOUR SITE.                               

//*   2. CHANGE THE SYSIN CONTROL CARDS TO THE CORRECT VALUES FOR      

//*      YOUR SITE.                                                    

//*   3. MAKE SURE YOUR MULTI-USER FACILITY HAS THE CORRECT SYSIN      

//*      VALUE TO BE ABLE TO COMMUNICATE WITH CA DATACOM SERVER. 

//*                                                              

//*------------------------------------------------------------------**

//DBSERVER EXEC PGM=SVDBSPR,REGION=6000K

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=           (See the Prepare Your JCL topic)

//CAOESTOP DD DUMMY

//CEEOPTS  DD DSN=xxxx.CAYTMAC(CEEUOPT),DISP=SHR

//SYSTCPD  DD DSN=VTAM.TCPIP.TCPIP.DATA,DISP=SHR

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//SNAPER   DD SYSOUT=*

//BATCHOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//CEESNAP  DD SYSOUT=*

//TCPTRACE DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

SERVERNAME=TCP_DEV_xxxx

APPLID=TCP_DEV_xxxx

PLANNAME=$xxx

AUTHID=SYSUSR

PROTOCOL=BOTH

DBUSERS=n

//

NOTE
CEEOPTS should point to the CEEUOPT delivered in CAYTMAC. This ensures that the use of TCP/IP is
optimized. For a standalone installation of Datacom Server, CEEUOPT is delivered to the CAYTMAC library. For
Datacom Server delivered as a component of Datacom/AD, CEEUOPT is delivered to the CAAXMAC library, so
the //CEEOPTS DD statement above should reflect CAAXMAC instead of CAYTMAC.

If tracing is enabled, additional output files for TCP trace activity are dynamically allocated as TCPTRACE and T4Annnnn,
where nnnnn is a sequential number. DD statements for these files are not required.

You can submit multiple instances of this job stream for each Mainframe Server component your site requires. The
STEPLIB/JOBLIB determines the MUF in which the Mainframe Server component operates. The startup parameters
uniquely identify each Mainframe Server as explained later.

For more information about the SQL plan options, see the Using SQL page.
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z/OS Startup JCL Control Statements

Startup JCL job control statements that are required for the Mainframe Server component are as follows:

EXEC
Provides the name of the program (SVDBSPR) to execute.

JOB
Specifies a valid job statement for the site and must be site-specific.

SNAPER
Specifies the output file to which Datacom/DB writes SNAP dumps.

STEPLIB
Specifies the DSN statements that Datacom Server, Datacom/DB, and the Common Components and
Services use if CAICCI is used as a communication protocol. The Datacom/DB custom load library includes the
specification for the MUF to which the server is to connect. If an operating group of servers is running at the same
time, each can only connect with one MUF, but more than one server can access each MUF.

SYSPRINT
Specifies the output file to which general informational and error messages are written. Startup parameters are
echoed to this file along with any informational messages written during Mainframe Component processing.

SYSTCPD
Explicitly identifies which data set to use to obtain the parameters defined by TCPIP.DATA when no GLOBAL
TCPIPDATA is configured.

SYSUDUMP
Specifies a SYSUDUMP is written when a dump is needed. The output from the SYSDUMP is directed to this file.

CAOESTOP
Specifies that abend processing may be interfered with and that a valid abend may be masked. This statement is
only needed if your site is running SymDump and Optimizer/II.

Trace Output Files

TCPTRACE
This file is dynamically allocated unless a DD statement is found in the inline JCL. This file shows all TCP/IP
activity for Datacom Server if tracing is enabled (TRACEON=YES).

T4Annnnn
This file is dynamically allocated for each type 4 driver connection that is opened with "traceNative" specified in
the client-side connection where nnnnn is a consecutively increasing number for each such connection.

Startup Options
Code the Mainframe Server startup options in your job stream using the following rules:

• Include only one parameter on each input line.
• Begin the parameter in column 1.
• Code all input parameters using the following format:

option-name=option-value

The order in which the parameters are coded is irrelevant.

ACCESS=
(Optional) Specifies the type of SQL access available in this Mainframe Server.
Valid Entries: R (read-only) or W (read/write)
Default: W
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NOTE
ACCESS=R tells the Mainframe Server to reject SQL maintenance commands, such as INSERT,
DELETE, UPDATE, and CREATE. It does not affect locking mechanisms that the SQL engine in the
MUF uses to ensure data integrity.

APPLID=
If the CAICCI communication protocol is used, APPLID=specifies the Application Identifier of the Mainframe
Server. When an operation group of servers exists, the first four characters of this option must be the same for
each member of the group. However, each Mainframe Server must have a unique APPLID.
If the TCP/IP communication protocol (z/OS only) is used, APPLID=, SERVERNAME=, and TCPIP_PORT= are
used as tokens to uniquely identify the Datacom Server Mainframe Server component.
Valid Entries: 1 to 20 alphabetic characters for APPLID and SERVERNAME, following the rules for SQL names.
TCPIP_PORT must be a numeric value from 1024 through 65534.
Default: No default

AUTHID=
(Optional) Specifies a valid SQL AUTHID to be used as the default by clients of this Mainframe Server. The
AUTHID= parameter value is substituted in any non-qualified table, view, or procedure name in SQL queries that
are transmitted through the Mainframe Server. AUTHID must already exist on the attached Multi-User Facility.
Valid Entries: Any valid SQL AUTHID
Default: SYSUSR

CODEPAGE=
(Optional) Specifies the code page to use when a JDBC Type 4 driver connection is made to the Server
Mainframe region. The code page must be a valid EBCDIC code page that is present in the JDBC client system.
It must also be available in the CLASSPATH for the application which uses a JDBC Type 4 connection. The
maximum length of the code page name is 32 characters.
Valid Entries: Any code page name that is a valid EBCDIC code page and is present in the client system.
Default: CP037

CONEXIT=
(Optional) Specifies a user-coded connection exit to replace the security that Datacom Server provides through
external security. CONEXIT is called before the call to the external security interface. A sample connection exit,
SVCXTPR, is provided.
Valid Entries: A valid connection exit program
Default: No default (spaces)

DBUSERS=
Specifies the number of Datacom/DB threads to be dedicated to this Mainframe Server. The MUF uses this
number to reserve threads to service requests from the Server. Any number of non-update requests can share
threads. The number of concurrent update requests determines the number to request. When a client workstation
issues any request causing an update, the thread being used is held for this task until the task issues a COMIT or
ROLBK or requests a disconnect.
In estimating the number of DBUSERS, consider the number of update requests operating concurrently a large
percentage of the time and allocate a thread for each of these. Also, allocate one thread for each five concurrent
read-only type requests.
Valid Entries: A number from 1 to 999
Default: No default

DDBID=
(Optional) Specifies the database ID (BASEID) of the Datadictionary database (DATA-DICT) for the Datadictionary
on the MUF that is accessed through this Mainframe Server.
Valid Entries: A valid Datacom/DB database ID
Default: 2
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DDDID=
(Optional) Specifies the database ID (BASEID) of the Data Definition Directory database (DDD-DATABASE) for
the Datadictionary on the MUF that is accessed through this Mainframe Server.
Valid Entries: A valid Datacom/DB database ID
Default: 15

FORCEUPPER=
(Optional) Specifies that any USERID or PASSWORD is converted to uppercase characters. This is intended to
force those two values to uppercase for JDBC applications. Currently, there is no provision to convert userid and
password to uppercase in the JDBC client code. This parameter has no effect on ODBC applications because the
client  code converts the userid and password to uppercase. The only exception for ODBC is when the Datacom
ODBC Setup dialog "DataSource" dialog has the "Mixed-case Password" checkbox checked. In that case, the
checkbox is ignored.
Valid Entries: Y or N
Default: N

LOGON=
(Optional) Specifies whether the Mainframe Server attempts to do an external security logon to validate each
user.
If LOGON=YES, each user must be authorized to access data through MUF external security.
If LOGON=NO, user IDs are not validated through external security nor passed.
If LOGON=NO is connected to an externally secured MUF and no SECEXIT or CONEXIT is specified, Datacom
Server is terminated.Note: If LOGON=YES, the SVDBSPR module must reside in an authorized library.
Valid Entries: NO or YES
Default: YES

MUF_EOJ_OK=
Specifies the action to take when X_EOJ_OK_S_DELAY is defined in the Multi-User SYSIN parameter, where
X_EOJ_OK_S_DELAY has a value greater than 2 and less than 999. If MUF_EOJ_OK=YES, the MUF terminates
immediately if the only tasks within the MUF address space are held by Server. Server will terminate the next time
that it attempts to post a request to the MUF or issues a connection timeout.
Valid Entries: NO or YES
Default: NO

PLANNAME=
Specifies a four-character prefix that is used for all plan names that are created by the Mainframe Server. Must be
four alphanumeric or @, $, or # characters.Note: Each Mainframe Server that is attached to the same MUF must
provide a unique PLANNAME prefix to ensure that conflicting PLANNAMEs are not generated in a MUF.
Valid Entries: Four alphanumeric characters, @, $, or #.
Default: No default

PROTOCOL=
Specifies the communication protocol that is used to transmit data between workstations or client applications and
the Mainframe Server.
If CCI is specified, the native TCP/IP protocol (z/OS only) is not available. All other TCP/IP parameters are
ignored.
If TCP is specified, the native TCP/IP interface is initialized (z/OS only). TCPIP_PORT, TCPIP_HOST, and
TCPIP_CONNECT_QUEUE can be specified or the defaults are used. See those options for their defaults.
No CCI communications are allowed or seen by the Mainframe Server when using the Datacom Server
Communication Utility (SVCOMPR) to issue commands, such as EOJ or STATUS as documented in PDC
RI66876.
If BOTH is specified, both CCI and the native TCP/IP interface are initialized (z/OS only). TCPIP_PORT,
TCPIP_HOST, and TCPIP_CONNECT_QUEUE can be specified or the defaults are used. See those options for
their defaults. Both CCI and TCP/IP communication protocol can be used.
Either BOTH or TCP keywords are required to be able to use a JDBC Type 4 driver connection.
Valid Entries: CCI, BOTH, TCP
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Default: CCI
RECONNECT_ATTEMPTS=

Allows an orderly termination of any tasks and an attempt to reconnect to the MUF when it is terminated or
abends. Without this startup option, the SVDBSPR region abends when the MUF to which it is connected is
terminated or abends. All active connections are terminated when MUF termination occurs.
Valid Entries: 1 to 999
Default: 0

RECONNECT_DELAY=
Specifies the number of minutes to wait between the retry attempts.
Valid Entries: 0 to 32767 (minutes)
Default: 0

SECEXIT=
(Optional) Specifies a user-coded security exit that is used to enhance the security that Datacom Server provides
through external security. SECEXIT is called after the call to external security. A sample security exit, SVCXTPR,
is provided.
Valid Entries: A valid security exit program
Default: No default (spaces)

SERVERNAME=
Uniquely identifies the Mainframe Server region. Each Server must have a unique name.
Valid Entries: 1 to 32 alphabetic characters, following the rules for SQL names
Default: No default

SQLMEM=
(Optional) Specifies the status of SQL statement storage when a cursor is closed. Traditionally, SQL statement
storage is kept in memory for reuse when the statement is re-executed, perhaps with different parameters.
SQLMEM=KEEP specifies that SQL statement storage is kept in memory for reuse. The parameter allows
an application to prepare a statement once and execute it multiple times without intervening prepares. JDBC
applications that use the PreparedStatement interface require SQLMEM=KEEP.
SQLMEM=FREE specifies that SQL statement storage is released upon cursor close therefore, reducing SQL
memory usage in MUF. Prepared statement storage is not saved. Any attempt to re-execute a statement without
an intervening prepare results in SQLSTATE 07033 and SQLCODE -134 - Unknown dynamic/cursor statement-id
(aaaa). SQLMEM=FREE reduces SQL memory usage in MUF.
Valid Entries: KEEP or FREE
Default: KEEP

SQL Plan Options
(Optional) The Datacom Server mainframe component behaves as a dynamic SQL application in MUF. SQL Plan
Options specify input parameters for SQL preprocessor options that can be set at startup. Usually, you do not
need to change these parameters. Therefore, you should accept the defaults.
DATE=, TIME=, and DECPOINT= parameters are probably the only parameters you may want to change. The
default values for these parameters are appropriate for most PC applications.
SQL mode selection

SQLMODE= DATACOM
Performance or Resource adjustment

CBSIO= 0
ISOLEVEL= C
OPT= P
PLNCLOSE= T
PRTY= 7
TIMEMIN= 0
TIMESEC= 0
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WORKSPACE= 16
Debug

MSG= NN
Delimiter character strings

STRDELIM= A
Display format change for date, time, or decimal point.

DATE=ISO

• EUR dd.mm.yyyy (IBM European Standard)
• ISO yyyy-mm-dd (International Standards Organization)(default)
• JIS yyyy-mm-dd (Japanese Industrial Standard)
• USA mm/dd/yyyy (USA Standard)

TIME=JIS

• EUR: hh.mm.ss
• ISO hh.mm.ss
• JIS hh:mm:ss (Default)
• USA hh:mm AM or PM

DECPOINT=P

• P Specifies to use a period as a decimal point.
(Default)

• C Specifies to use a comma as a decimal point.

SUPMSG=
(Optional) Denotes whether the connect/disconnect messages, DSV00035I and DSV00036I, respectively, are to
appear on the console/JESLOG of the Server Mainframe address space. A value of NO means that DSV00035I
and DSV00036I messages are not suppressed and appear on the console/JESLOG (z/OS) and in the SYSPRINT
output.console. A value of YES means that they are suppressed from the console/JESLOG but are written to the
SYSPRINT output file. A value of ALL suppresses ALL messages and nothing is written including any warning or
error messages.
Valid Entries: NO, YES, or ALL
Default: NO

TCPIP_CONNECT_QUEUE=
(z/OS only) Specifies the number of threads that are spawned by the Server Mainframe region to service TCP/IP
requests. Requires PROTOCOL=BOTH or PROTOCOL=TCP. Ignored if PROTOCOL=CCI.
Valid Entries: 1 to 150
Default: 10

TCPIP_DEBUG=
No longer used and is ignored if specified.

TCPIP_HOST=
(z/OS only) Specifies the host name or IP address that is associated with TCPIP_PORT= for TCP/IP
transmissions. If TCPIP_HOST=0.0.0.0, the Mainframe Server listens on all addresses using TCPIP_PORT.
Requires PROTOCOL=BOTH or PROTOCOL=TCP. Ignored if PROTOCOL=CCI.
Code the TCPIP_HOST parameter if you are using TCP/IP (z/OS only).
Valid Entries: Host name, LOCALHOST, or IP address (IPv4 or IPv6)
Default: 0.0.0.0
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TCPIP_PORT=
For z/OS only, specifies the port number on which the Mainframe Server listens for incoming TCP/IP data
traffic. This port assignment must not be used by any other TCP/IP service in your environment. Required if
PROTOCOL=BOTH or PROTOCOL=TCP. Ignored if PROTOCOL=CCI.
If TCPIP_PORT is specified in the mainframe component startup option, verify that the value is from 1024 through
65535. If valid, update the PORT NUMBER field with the specified value.
PROTOCOL=BOTH or PROTOCOL=TCP without a port number causes the Datacom Server to enable TCP/
IP communication (z/OS only) on port 5465 as the default port. TCPIP_PORT=nnnnn without specifying
PROTOCOL=BOTH or PROTOCOL=TCP does not enable TCP/IP communication. The PROTOCOL= value must
be set to BOTH or TCP to enable TCP/IP communication.
Valid Entries: 1024 to 65535
Default: 5465

TIMEOUT=
(Optional) Specifies the time in minutes that a connection from a client application can remain idle before an
automatic rollback and disconnect occurs. TIMEOUT=1440 (24 hours) specifies that no connection is ever
automatically disconnected.
Valid Entries: A number from 1 to 1440
Default: 120

TIMEOUTWAIT=
(Optional) Specifies the time interval in minutes for which the Mainframe Server waits to initiate a timeout task.
The timeout task reviews all tasks and automatically rollbacks and disconnects those tasks for which the value
in the TIMEOUT= parameter has exceeded. This parameter allows a Mainframe Server with little or no activity to
time out idle tasks. A value of 0 means that a timeout task is not started at periodic intervals and timeouts only
occur when there are other tasks in the Server.
Valid Entries: A number from 0 to 720
Default: 15 minutes

TRACEDIAG=
(Optional) Y - Opens the DIAGTRAC output file and enables the memory diagnostic trace.
N - Disables the memory diagnostic trace.
Valid Entries: Y, N
Default: N

TRACEON=
(Optional) YES - Starts the Trace Facility.
TIME - Starts the streamlined date/time stamp trace
C - Starts the Trace Facility and writes all trace output including TCPTRACE output to SYSPRINT.
Valid Entries: NO, YES, C, or TIME
Default: NO

TRUSERx=uuuuuuuu
(Optional) Enables an SQL Syntax trace and defines the userids to trace. When enabled, the SQL syntax that is
generated by the application of the user is written to SYSPRINT. The output of the SQL syntax trace is typically
brief but depends on the length of the SQL statements. Up to five userids or ALL userids can be traced at one
time. Trace up to five userids using TRUSERx=uuuuuuuu, where x is a number 1 through 5 and uuuuuuuu is any
valid userid. TRUSER1=TRUSRALL enables the SQL syntax trace for ALL userids.
The TRACEON=YES option overrides TRUSERx. If TRACEON=YES is also specified in the startup JCL, the SQL
syntax trace entries are not displayed.
Valid Entries: A valid user ID, TRUSRALL
Default: No default
Following is a sample trace entry from the TRUSERx SQL syntax trace.
DBR: Statement for UserID: USERID01        .                              |

| DECLARE SQL_CUR_CA_1 CURSOR FOR select * from sysadm.muf_identity         |

|                                                                           |
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| DBR: Statement for UserID: USERID02        .                              |

| DECLARE SQL_CUR_CA_1 CURSOR FOR select tab1.D_MUF_ENABLE, tab1.D_MUF_START|

| _DATETIME, tab1.D_MUF_END_DATETIME, tab1.D_MUF_TYPE, tab1.D_MUF_TOTALROW, |

| tab1.D_MUF_DURATION, tab1.MUF_NAME, tab1.ELAPSED_SECONDS, ,          tab1.|

| CPU_SECONDS, tab1.DB_REQUESTS, tab1.DATA_MGR_REQUESTS, tab1.REL_MGR_REQUES|

| TS tab1.REL_MGR_REQUESTS,          tab1.SQL_REQUESTS, tab1.REL_SQL_REQUEST|

| S, tab1.PHYSICAL_IO, tab1.PHYSICAL_READS,         tab1.REL_PHYS_READS, tab|

| .PHYSICAL_WRITES, tab1.REL_PHYS_WRITES, tab1.SEQ_READ_AHEAD, ...

Communication Utility (SVCOMPR)
The SVCOMPR batch utility communicates service requests to the Mainframe Server from an input file. Use the
SVCOMPR batch utility to do the following:

• Terminate a server
• Turn on the trace facility
• Turn off the trace facility
• Get a list of connections from workstations to the server
• Cancel a connection that is waiting on a request from the workstation

NOTE
If you run SVCOMPR and use CCI to communicate, you must run SVCOMPR on the same system as the
Server mainframe region with which you want to communicate. If you run using TCP/IP, then SVCOMPR can be
run on any system that has TCP/IP connectivity to the host where the Server Mainframe region is running.

The following topics are discussed:

• – APPLID
– CANCEL
– DB_THREADS
– EOJ
– HOSTNAME
– MODIFY
– OPTIONS
– PORT
– STATUS
– TRACEON
– TRACEOFF
– TRACETIME
– TRUSERx 

z/OS SVCOMPR Batch Job

The following z/OS SVCOMPR batch job example is found in CAYTMAC member SVCOMPR:

//SVCOMPR  JOB (ACCT,INFO),'PROGRAMMER',                               

//     CLASS=0,MSGCLASS=T,MSGLEVEL=(1,1),                              

//     GROUP=,USER=*UID,PASSWORD=*PSW                                  

//*                                                                    

//*------------------------------------------------------------------**

//*                                                                    

//*  * CA DATACOM SERVER SAMPLE SVCOMPR JOB(SEE USER GUIDE)            
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//*                                                                    

//*  EDIT AND SUBMIT THE FOLLOWING SAMPLE JCL TO EXECUTE THE           

//*  CA DATACOM SERVER COMMUNICATION UTILITY.                          

//*                                                                    

//*------------------------------------------------------------------**

//*                                                                    

//* INSTRUCTIONS:                                                      

//*      ***  CHANGE JOB CARD AS NECESSARY FOR YOUR SITE.              

//*   1. CHANGE THE DATASET NAMES IN THE STEPLIB TO THE DATASETS       

//*      USED IN YOUR SITE.                                            

//*                                                                    

//*      datacom.db.CUSLIB       - Datacom CUSLIB for DBSIDPR          

//*      datacom.server.CAYTLOAD - Server target loadlib               

//*      datacom.db.CABDLOAD     - Datacom target loadlib              

//*      caipc.CAVQLOAD          - Datacom Ideal IPC loadlib 

//*                                                                    

//*   2. CHANGE THE SYSIN CONTROL STATEMENTS AS NEEDED FOR             

//*      YOUR SITE.                                                    

//*                                                                    

//*      APPLID=        - Required. Identifies the Server Mainframe    

//*                       region to which commands are to be sent.     

//*      HOSTNAME=      - Optional. Identifies the TCPIP host or IP    

//*                       address on which the Server Mainframe region 

//*                       resides. If not provided, CAICCI will be     

//*                       used as the communication protocol.          

//*      PORT=          - Optional. Identifies the TCPIP listener port 

//*                       of the Server Mainframe region. Required     

//*                       with HOSTNAME and must match the PORT=       

//*                       startup option in the Server. Optional if    

//*                       CAICCI is the desired communication protocol 

//*------------------------------------------------------------------**

//SVCOMPR  EXEC PGM=SVCOMPR,REGION=6000K                               

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=datacom.db.CUSLIB                           

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=datacom.server.CAYTLOAD                     

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=datacom.db.CABDLOAD                         

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=caipc.CAVQLOAD                              

//SYSTCPD  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=VTAM.TCPIP.TCPIP.DATA                       

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*                                                 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                                 

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                                                 

//CEEUOPT  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=datacom.server.CAYTMAC(CEEUOPT)             

//CEESNAP  DD SYSOUT=* 

//SYSIN    DD *                                                        

APPLID=datacom_server_applid                                           

HOSTNAME=hostname_or_ipaddr                                            

PORT=hostport                                                          

  insert optional input parameters here, for example:              

STATUS                                                                 

OPTIONS                                                                

//
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z/OS SVCOMPR JCL Control Statements

The JCL control statement SVCOMPR parameter requirements for Datacom Server are as follows:

EXEC
Identifies the executable program name (SVCOMPR) for the server communications utility.

JOB
Specifies a valid JOB statement for the site using site-specific parameters.

SNAPER
Specifies the SNAPER data set used by Datacom/DB.

STEPLIB
Specifies the DSN statements used by Datacom Server, Datacom/DB, and the Common Components and
Services load libraries. The Datacom/DB custom load library includes the specification for the Multi-User Facility
to which the server is to connect. If an operating group of servers is running at the same time, each can only
connect with one Multi-User Facility. However, each Multi-User Facility can be accessed by more than one server.
The library containing the URTs to load must be concatenated into the server STEPLIB.

SYSPRINT
Writes messages to SYSPRINT.

SYSUDUMP
Produces diagnostic information if there is an abend.

SYSTCPD
Explicitly identifies which data set to use to obtain the parameters defined by TCPIP.DATA when no GLOBAL
TCPIPDATA is configured.

CEESNAP
Provides output for LE in the event of an abend in one LE controlled module.

STDOUT
This DD statement is used if an LE module issues a message to STDOUT, typically in the event of an exception
being thrown by an LE module.

SVCOMPR Commands

The following options are commands that you can send to the Mainframe Server region. Entries must begin in column 1.

• APPLID=
Identifies the Mainframe Server region to which subsequent commands should be sent. If a CAICCI communication
protocol is used, APPLID= is the Application Identifier. If a TCP/IP communication protocol is used, the APPLID is a
token that uniquely identifies the Mainframe Server region. Valid columns and entries are as follows:
– (1-7) APPLID=
– (8-15) 1-8 characters to identify the Common Components and Services or the (CIS) application ID to receive the

communication.
Valid Entries: 1 to 20 alphabetic characters, following the rules for SQL names
Default Value: No default

• CANCEL=
(Optional) Cancels the connection. Issue the STATUS command to get a list of connections. Then, issue the CANCEL
command for the connection number you want to terminate. Valid columns and entries are as follows:
– (1-7) CANCEL=
– (8-15) 1-8-digit number specifying the number of the connection that is obtained from the STATUS list

• DB_THREADS
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(Optional) The DB_THREADS command prints or displays a DB Queue Depth Report. This report shows a measure
of the Datacom MUF (DB) thread utilization for the threads/tasks allocated to a Server region by the DBUSERS startup
option. 
Datacom Server Version 15.0 generates message DSV00067I to show that the following report is returned:

DSV00136I-DB Thread Requests 

DSV00136I --------- -------- 

DSV00136I-    1        237594 

DSV00136I-    2          7371 

DSV00136I-    3          6092 

DSV00136I-    4          4884 

DSV00136I-    5          3995 

DSV00136I-    6          3449 

DSV00136I-    7          3057 

DSV00136I-    8          2695 

DSV00136I-    9          2376 

DSV00136I-    10         2038 

DSV00136I-    11         1680 

DSV00136I-    12         1325 

DSV00136I-    13         1019 

DSV00136I-    14          672 

DSV00136I-    15          335 

DSV00136I-DB Requests delayed due to no thread available: 0 

DSV00068I-END OF REPORT

For more information about the report written see DB_THREADS Report.

• EOJ
(Optional) Tells the server to terminate immediately. A Mainframe Server should terminate automatically if its MUF
fails while there are active database requests. Terminate the server manually with the EOJ parameter if the following
occurs:
– If the MUF fails and the server does not terminate automatically
– If you need to restart a server with different input parameters
(1-3) EOJ  

• HOSTNAME=xxxxxxxx
(Optional)Specifies the hostname or IP address of the Server Mainframe region (SVDBSPR) to which you want to
communicate. PORT= is required with HOSTNAME= and must match the corresponding SVDBSPR startup options.
Additionally, PROTOCOL=BOTH or PROTOCOL=TCP is required in the SVDBSPR region startup options.

NOTE
HOSTNAME and PORT options permit TCP/IP communication with the Server Mainframe region as an
alternative to CAICCI.

• MODIFY
(Optional) Specifies startup Mainframe Server options that you can modify while the server is active. Any option that
this statement modifies is in effect for all connections to the server after modification. It is also in effect until another
MODIFY is issued or until the server is terminated. The following input options can be modified:

AUTHID, CBSIO, DATE, DECPOINT, DYNURT, ISOLEVEL, MSG, OPT, PLANNAME, PLNCLOSE, PRTY, STRDELIM, SUPMSG, SQLMODE, TIME, TIMEMIN, TIMEOUT, TIMESEC, URTPRTY, WORKSPACE

Valid columns and entries are:
– (1-7) MODIFY
– (8-80) Options to be modified separated by commas, with no embedded blanks. A MODIFY statement may not be

continued, but there may be multiple MODIFY statements in the input to the utility.
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Example: AUTHID=SYSADM,LOGON=YES
• OPTIONS

(Optional) Requests SVCOMPR to report a list of all the Mainframe Server options and their current settings.
(1-7) OPTIONS

• PORT=xxxxx
Specifies the TCP/IP listener PORT for the Server Mainframe (SVDBSPR) region to which you want to communicate.
HOSTNAME= is required with PORT= and must match the corresponding SVDBSPR startup options. Additionally,
PROTOCOL=BOTH or PROTOCOL=TCP is required in the SVDBSPR startup options.

NOTE
If all TCP/IP ports are in use and the request is a STATUS or OPTIONS command, a timeout may occur.
Resubmit the job or use the console interface to issue the STATUS or OPTIONS command.

• STATUS
(Optional) Produces a status report of activity that the Mainframe Server currently processes including a list of current
tasks or connections.
For more information about the reports written, see STATUS Report.
(1-6) STATUS

• TRACEON
(Optional) Turns on the trace facility.
(1-7) TRACEON

• TRACEOFF
(Optional) Turns off the trace facility.
(1-8) TRACEOFF

• TRACETIME
(Optional) Turns on the abbreviated date/time stamp trace.
(1-9) TRACETIME

• TRUSER1=
• TRUSER2=
• TRUSER3=
• TRUSER4=
• TRUSER5=

(Optional) Enables an SQL Syntax trace and defines the userids to trace. When enabled, the SQL syntax generated
by the application of the user is written to SYSPRINT. The output of the SQL Syntax trace is typically brief but depends
on the length of the SQL statements. An example of the output is shown in the Input Parameters topic of Mainframe
Server Component Implementation.
The global TRACEON option overrides TRUSERx=. If TRACEON=YES is coded in the Server Mainframe Region
startup options, or TRACEON is issued as a previous console or SVCOMPR command, the SQL syntax trace entries
are not written to SYSPRINT.
– *(1-8)

TRUSER1=
TRUSER2=
TRUSER3=
TRUSER4=
TRUSER5=

– *(9-17) Enter a valid userid, TRUSRALL, TRUSROFF, or blanks.
• TRUSERx= useridx enables the SQL Syntax trace for a specific userid.
• TRUSERx= disables the SQL Syntax trace for a specific userid.
• TRUSER1=TRUSRALL enables the SQL Syntax trace for ALL userids.
• TRUSER1=TRUSROFF disables the SQL Syntax trace for ALL userids including those enumerated by a

previous TRUSERx= command.
Valid entries are: A valid user ID, TRUSRALL, or TRUSROFF
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z/OS SVCOMPR Batch Job
The following z/OS SVCOMPR batch job example is found in the CAYTMAC member Communication Utility (SVCOMPR)
of Datacom Server.

The following z/OS SVCOMPR batch job example is found in CAYTMAC member SVCOMPR:

//SVCOMPR JOB (ACCT,INFO),'PROGRAMMER',

//     class="0",MSGCLASS=T,MSGLEVEL=(1,1),

//     GROUP=,USER=*UID,PASSWORD=*PSW

//*

//*------------------------------------------------------------------**

//*

//*  * CA DATACOM SERVER SAMPLE SVCOMPR JOB(SEE USER GUIDE)

//*

//*  EDIT AND SUBMIT THE FOLLOWING SAMPLE JCL TO EXECUTE THE

//*  CA DATACOM SERVER COMMUNICATION UTILITY.

//*

//*------------------------------------------------------------------**

//*

//* INSTRUCTIONS:

//*     *** CHANGE JOB CARD AS NECESSARY FOR YOUR SITE.

//* 1. CHANGE THE DATASET NAMES IN THE STEPLIB TO THE DATASETS

//*    USED IN YOUR SITE.

//*

//*    datacom.db.CUSLIB       - Datacom CUSLIB for DBSIDPR

//*    datacom.server.CAYTLOAD - Server target loadlib

//*    datacom.db.CABDLOAD     - Datacom target loadlib

//*    caipc.CAVQLOAD          - Datacom Ideal IPC loadlib

//*

//* 2. CHANGE THE SYSIN CONTROL STATEMENTS AS NEEDED FOR

//*    YOUR SITE.

//*

//*    APPLID=        - Required. Identifies the Server Mainframe

//*                     region to which commands are to be sent.

//*    HOSTNAME=      - Optional. Identifies the TCPIP host or IP

//*                     address on which the Server Mainframe region

//*                     resides. If not provided, CAICCI will be

//*                     used as the communication protocol.

//*    PORT=          - Optional. Identifies the TCPIP listener port

//*                     of the Server Mainframe region. Required

//*                     with HOSTNAME and must match the PORT=

//*                     startup option in the Server. Optional if

//*                     CAICCI is the desired communication protocol

//*------------------------------------------------------------------**

//SVCOMPR  EXEC PGM=SVCOMPR,REGION=6000K

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=datacom.db.CUSLIB

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=datacom.server.CAYTLOAD

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=datacom.db.CABDLOAD

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=caipc.CAVQLOAD

//SYSTCPD  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=VTAM.TCPIP.TCPIP.DATA

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
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//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//CEEUOPT  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=datacom.server.CAYTMAC(CEEUOPT)

//CEESNAP  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

APPLID=datacom_server_applid

HOSTNAME=hostname_or_ipaddr

PORT=hostport

  insert optional input parameters here, for example:

STATUS

OPTIONS

//

z/OS SVCOMPR JCL Control Statements
Find Job Control Language (JCL) control statement Communication Utility (SVCOMPR) parameter requirements for
Datacom Server.

The JCL control statement SVCOMPR parameter requirements for Datacom Server are as follows:

EXEC
Identifies the executable program name (SVCOMPR) for the server communications utility.

JOB
Specifies a valid JOB statement for the site using site-specific parameters.

SNAPER
Specifies the SNAPER data set used by Datacom/DB.

STEPLIB
Specifies the DSN statements that are used by Datacom Server, Datacom/DB, and the Common Components
and Services load libraries. The Datacom/DB custom load library includes the specification for the Multi-User
Facility to which the server is to connect. If an operating group of servers is running at the same time, each can
only connect with one Multi-User Facility. However, each Multi-User Facility can be accessed by more than one
server. The library containing the URTs to load must be concatenated into the server STEPLIB.

SYSPRINT
Writes messages to SYSPRINT.

SYSUDUMP
Produces diagnostic information if there is an abend.

SYSTCPD
Explicitly identifies which data set to use to obtain the parameters that are defined by TCPIP.DATA when no
GLOBAL TCPIPDATA is configured.

CEESNAP
Provides output for LE if an abend occurs in one LE-controlled module.

STDOUT
This DD statement is used if an LE module issues a message to STDOUT, typically if an exception is thrown by
an LE module.

SVCOMPR Commands
The following options are commands that you can send to the Mainframe Server region. Entries must begin in column 1.

• APPLID=
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Identifies the Mainframe Server region to which subsequent commands should be sent. If a CAICCI communication
protocol is used, APPLID= is the Application Identifier. If a TCP/IP communication protocol is used, the APPLID is a
token that uniquely identifies the Mainframe Server region. Valid columns and entries are as follows:
– (1-7) APPLID=
– (8-15) 1-8 characters to identify the Common Components and Services or the CIS application ID to receive the

communication.
Valid Entries: 1 to 20 alphabetic characters, following the rules for SQL names
Default Value: No default

• CANCEL=
(Optional) Cancels the connection. Issue the STATUS command to get a list of tasks. Then, issue the CANCEL
command for the task number you want to terminate. Valid columns and entries are as follows:
– (1-7) CANCEL=
– (8-15) 1-8-digit number specifying the number of the task that is obtained from the STATUS list

• DB_THREADS
(Optional) The DB_THREADS command prints or displays a DB Queue Depth Report. This report shows a measure
of the Datacom MUF (DB) thread utilization for the threads/tasks allocated to a Server region by the DBUSERS startup
option.
Datacom Server Version 15.0 generates message DSV00067I to show that the following report is returned:

DSV00136I-DB Thread Requests 

DSV00136I --------- -------- 

DSV00136I-    1        237594 

DSV00136I-    2          7371 

DSV00136I-    3          6092 

DSV00136I-    4          4884 

DSV00136I-    5          3995 

DSV00136I-    6          3449 

DSV00136I-    7          3057 

DSV00136I-    8          2695 

DSV00136I-    9          2376 

DSV00136I-    10         2038 

DSV00136I-    11         1680 

DSV00136I-    12         1325 

DSV00136I-    13         1019 

DSV00136I-    14          672 

DSV00136I-    15          335 

DSV00136I-DB Requests delayed due to no thread available: 0 

DSV00068I-END OF REPORT

For more information about the report written, see DB_THREADS Report.

• EOJ
(Optional) Tells the server to terminate immediately. A Mainframe Server should terminate automatically if its MUF
fails while there are active database requests. Terminate the server manually with the EOJ parameter if the following
occurs:
– If the MUF fails and the server does not terminate automatically
– If you need to restart a server with different input parameters
(1-3) EOJ

• HOSTNAME=xxxxxxxx
(Optional) Specifies the hostname or IP address of the Server Mainframe region (SVDBSPR) to which you want
to communicate. PORT= is required with HOSTNAME=. Additionally, PROTOCOL=BOTH or PROTOCOL=TCP is
required in the SVDBSPR region startup options.
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Valid entries: IP address or host name (0.0.0.0 and LOCALHOST are not allowed)
Default: No default

NOTE
HOSTNAME and PORT options permit TCP/IP communication with the Server Mainframe region as an
alternative to CAICCI.

• MODIFY
(Optional) Specifies startup Mainframe Server options that you can modify while the server is active. Any option that
this statement modifies is in effect for all connections to the server after modification. It is also in effect until another
MODIFY is issued or until the server is terminated. The following input options can be modified:

AUTHID, CBSIO, DATE, DECPOINT, DYNURT, ISOLEVEL, MSG, OPT, PLANNAME, PLNCLOSE, PRTY, STRDELIM, SUPMSG,

 SQLMODE, TIME, TIMEMIN, TIMEOUT, TIMESEC, URTPRTY, WORKSPACE

Valid columns and entries are:
– (1-7) MODIFY
– (8-80) Options to be modified separated by commas, with no embedded blanks. A MODIFY statement may not be

continued, but there may be multiple MODIFY statements in the input to the utility.
Example: AUTHID=SYSADM,LOGON=YES

• OPTIONS
(Optional) Requests SVCOMPR to report a list of all the Mainframe Server options and their current settings.
(1-7) OPTIONS

• PORT=xxxxx
Specifies the TCP/IP listener port for the Server Mainframe (SVDBSPR) region to which you want to communicate and
must match TCPIP_PORT in the SVDBSPR startup options. HOSTNAME= is required with PORT=.. Additionally,
PROTOCOL=BOTH or PROTOCOL=TCP is required in the SVDBSPR startup options.

NOTE
If all TCP/IP ports are in use and the request is a STATUS or OPTIONS command, a timeout may occur.
Resubmit the job or use the console interface to issue the STATUS or OPTIONS command.

• STATUS
(Optional) Produces a status report of activity that the Mainframe Server currently processes including a list of current
tasks or connections.
For more information about the reports written, see STATUS Report.
(1-6) STATUS

• TRACEON
(Optional) Turns on the trace facility.
(1-7) TRACEON

• TRACEOFF
(Optional) Turns off the trace facility.
(1-8) TRACEOFF

• TRACETIME
(Optional) Turns on the abbreviated date/time stamp trace.
(1-9) TRACETIME

• TRUSER1=
• TRUSER2=
• TRUSER3=
• TRUSER4=
• TRUSER5=

(Optional) Enables an SQL Syntax trace and defines the userids to trace. When enabled, the SQL syntax generated
by the application of the user is written to SYSPRINT. The output of the SQL Syntax trace is typically brief but depends
on the length of the SQL statements. An example of the output is shown in the Input Parameters topic of Mainframe
Server Component Implementation.
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The global TRACEON option overrides TRUSERx=. If TRACEON=YES is coded in the Server Mainframe Region
startup options, or TRACEON is issued as a previous console or SVCOMPR command, the SQL syntax trace entries
are not written to SYSPRINT.
– *(1-8)

TRUSER1=
TRUSER2=
TRUSER3=
TRUSER4=
TRUSER5=

– *(9-17) Enter a valid userid, TRUSRALL, TRUSROFF, or blanks.
• TRUSERx= useridx enables the SQL Syntax trace for a specific userid.
• TRUSERx= disables the SQL Syntax trace for a specific userid.
• TRUSER1=TRUSRALL enables the SQL Syntax trace for ALL userids.
• TRUSER1=TRUSROFF disables the SQL Syntax trace for ALL userids including those enumerated by a

previous TRUSERx= command.
Valid entries are: A valid user ID, TRUSRALL, or TRUSROFF

Console Commands (SVCONPR)
Console support is available for Datacom Server when the Mainframe Server region is started. SVCONPR allows the
same functions that are available when using the SVCOMPR.

Differences exist in the presentation of the data that are returned and how the input is processed. Console communication
is only available to the Mainframe Server region with which it is associated, so there is no option to specify an APPLID.
Commands are issued to the Mainframe Server region using the z/OS console MODIFY command. The interface allows
one function per z/OS MODIFY command. If multiple functions are performed, you must issue multiple console MODIFY
commands.

Console Command Syntax

The following options are commands that you can enter using the Console Commands command. Precede each entry
with the server job or started task name followed by a comma (,). For example, in SYSVIEW the command syntax is:

/f xxxxxxxx,command 

where
xxxxxxxx

Specifies the job or started task name
command

Specifies the command

Console Commands

The following options are commands that you can issue to the Mainframe Server Region using the Console Command
(SVCONPR).

• CANCEL=nnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
(Optional) Cancels a connection. Issue a STATUS command to display a list of tasks. Then issue a CANCEL for the task
number that you want to terminate. You can enter a 1- to 15-digit number specifying the task number obtained from a
STATUS command.

• DB_THREADS
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(Optional) The DB_THREADS command prints or displays a DB Queue Depth Report. This report shows a measure of
the Datacom MUF (DB) thread utilization for the threads/tasks allocated to a Server region by the DBUSERS startup
option.

DSV00122I-Console command entered -DB_THREADS 

DSV00136I-DB Threads Requests 

DSV00136I ---------- -------- 

DSV00136I-    1         140912 

DSV00136I-    2           6898 

DSV00136I-    3           5743 

DSV00136I-    4           4612 

DSV00136I-    5           3789 

DSV00136I-    6           3264 

DSV00136I-    7           2900 

DSV00136I-    8           2563 

DSV00136I-    9           2261 

DSV00136I-    10          1946 

DSV00136I-    11          1600 

DSV00136I-    12          1267 

DSV00136I-    13           975 

DSV00136I-    14           648 

DSV00136I-    15           323 

DSV00136I-DB Requests delayed due to no thread available: 0  

NOTE
For this command, the number of lines of output is related to the number of DBUSERS specified in the Server
Mainframe startup options. If the number of DBUSERS is high, use the SVCOMPR utility instead of the
console command to minimize the amount of console space used for the display.

For more information about the report written, see DB_THREADS Report.
• EOJ

(Optional) terminates the server immediately.
• MODIFY

(Optional) Specifies server options that can be modified while the server is active. Any option that this command
modifies is in effect for all connections to the server and is in effect until another MODIFY is issued or until the server is
recycled. Only one option can be modified in a single instance of the MODIFY command. The following server options
can be modified:

     AUTHID           LOGON            SQLMODE          CBSIO

     URTPRTY          PRTY             WORKSPACE        TIMEMIN

     TIMESEC          PLANCLOSE        DECPOINT         STRDELIM

     ISOLEVEL         MSG              OPT              SQLMEM

     SUPMSG           DATE             TIME             PLANNAME

     TIMEOUT          TIMEOUTWAIT      DECPOINT

For example, to modify LOGON to YES, the form of the command would be:

/f xxxxxxxx,MODIFY OPTION,LOGON=YES

MODIFY is keyword OPTION followed by a comma. The keyword of the option to modify is followed by an equal sign (=)
followed by the value. If the command is not issued correctly, the error message DSV00071E is issued.

• OPTIONS
(Optional) Requests that a list of options be listed on the console. For more information, see OPTIONS Report.
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SYSVIEW ISPF1 CA31 ------------------------------------- OUTPUT, Job Output

 -----------------------------11/12/13 08:43:19

Command ====>                                                                                           

 Scroll *---> CSR

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Lvl 4 Row 45-62

JobName  Jobid    Queue    DDName   StepName ProcStep

DBSRS14  STC29494 EXECUTE  JESMSGLG JES2

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ...+....10...+....20...+....30...+....40...+....50...+....60...+....70...+....80...+....90...+....100..

+....120..+....13 

08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01) DSV00122 -OPTIONS

08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      DBUSERS:              52

08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      SUPMSG:               N

08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      SERVERNAME:           DEV_R140_CA31

08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      APPLID:               DEV_R140_CA31

08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      PROTOCOL:             BOTH

08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      MAXURTS:              10

08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      PLANNAME:             $MBH

08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      AUTHID:               SYSUSR

08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      DDDID:                0015

08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      LOGON:                N

08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      TRACEON:              Y

08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      CONEXIT:              NONE

08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      SECEXIT:              NONE

08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      DDBID:                0002

08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      SQL:                  Y

08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      TIMEOUT:              1

08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      TIMEOUTWAIT           12

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 1=HELP 2=SPLIT 3=RETURN 5=FIND 7=UP 8=DOWN 9=SWAP 10=LEFT 11=RIGHT 12=RECALL

• STATUS
(Optional) Produces a list of all tasks that are currently attached and the status for each.
The STATUS command can be issued to see if any workstation requests are waiting for a free Datacom/DB thread.
If requests are waiting, DBUSERS can be increased. Also, the value of TASKS can be increased in the MUF startup
options.
The following example depicts the display STATUS value:

  11.41.12 STC48943  BPXM023I (ABCDE01) DSV00122I-Console command entered -STATUS                         

            

  11.41.12 STC48943  BPXM023I (ABCDE01) TASK NO USERID   SYSTEMID APPLID               STATUS             

             

  11.41.12 STC48943  BPXM023I (ABCDE01) ------- -------- -------- --------------------

 ------------------------------ 

  11.41.12 STC48943  BPXM023I (ABCDE01) 0000002          ABCDE01  SV110000176C00000001 WAITING REQUEST-NO

 THREAD HELD 

  11.41.12 STC48943  BPXM023I (ABCDE01) 0000002          ABCDE01  SV110000176C00000001 WAITING REQUEST-NO

 THREAD HELD

For more information about the reports written, see STATUS Report.
• TRACEON

(Optional) Turns on the Trace facility.
• TRACEOFF
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(Optional) Turns off the Trace facility.
• TRACETIME

(Optional) Turns on the abbreviated date/time stamp trace.
• TRUSERx=uuuuuuuu

(Optional) Enables an SQL Syntax trace and defines the userids to trace. When enabled, the SQL syntax that the
application of the user generates is written to SYSPRINT. The output of the SQL Syntax trace is typically brief but
depends on the length of the SQL statements. An example of the output is shown in the Input Parameters topic of
Mainframe Server Component Implementation.

• TRUSERx= useridx enables the SQL Syntax trace for a specific userid.
• TRUSERx= disables the SQL Syntax trace for the previously enabled userid.
• TRUSER1=TRUSRALL enables the SQL Syntax trace for ALL userids.
• TRUSER1=TRUSROFF disables the SQL Syntax trace for ALL userids including those userids enumerated by a

previous TRUSER2= through TRUSER5= commands.

The global TRACEON option overrides TRUSERx=. If TRACEON=YES is coded in the Server Mainframe Region
startup options, or TRACEON is issued in a previous console or SVCOMPR command, the SQL syntax trace entries
are not written to SYSPRINT.
Valid entries are: A valid user ID, TRUSRALL, or TRUSROFF
See the following sample trace entry from the TRUSERx SQL syntax trace.

DBR: Statement for UserID: USERID01        .                              |

| DECLARE SQL_CUR_CA_1 CURSOR FOR select * from sysadm.muf_identity         |

|                                                                           |

| DBR: Statement for UserID: USERID02        .                              |

| DECLARE SQL_CUR_CA_1 CURSOR FOR select tab1.D_MUF_ENABLE, tab1.D_MUF_START|

| _DATETIME, tab1.D_MUF_END_DATETIME, tab1.D_MUF_TYPE, tab1.D_MUF_TOTALROW, |

| tab1.D_MUF_DURATION, tab1.MUF_NAME, tab1.ELAPSED_SECONDS, ,          tab1.|

| CPU_SECONDS, tab1.DB_REQUESTS, tab1.DATA_MGR_REQUESTS, tab1.REL_MGR_REQUES|

| TS tab1.REL_MGR_REQUESTS,          tab1.SQL_REQUESTS, tab1.REL_SQL_REQUEST|

| S, tab1.PHYSICAL_IO, tab1.PHYSICAL_READS,         tab1.REL_PHYS_READS, tab|

| .PHYSICAL_WRITES, tab1.REL_PHYS_WRITES, tab1.SEQ_READ_AHEAD, ...          |

Console Command Syntax
The following options are commands that you can enter using the Console Commands command.
Precede each entry with the server job or started task name followed by a comma (,). For
example, in SYSVIEW the command syntax is:

/f xxxxxxxx,command

Where xxxxxxxx is the job or started task name and command is the command.

Console Commands
The following options are commands that you can issue to the Mainframe Server Region using
the Console Command (SVCONPR).

CANCEL=nnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
(Optional) Cancels a connection. Issue a STATUS command to display a list of tasks.  Then issue a CANCEL for
the connection task you want to terminate. You can enter a 1- to
15-digit number specifying the task number obtained from a STATUS command.
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DB_THREADS
(Optional) The DB_THREADS command prints or displays a DB Queue Depth Report. This
report shows a measure of the Datacom MUF (DB) thread utilization for the threads/tasks allocated to a Server
region by the DBUSERS startup option.

DSV00122I-Console command entered -DB_THREADS

DSV00136I-DB Threads Requests

DSV00136I ---------- --------

DSV00136I-  1          140912

DSV00136I-  2            6898

DSV00136I-  3            5743

DSV00136I-  4            4612

DSV00136I-  5            3789

DSV00136I-  6            3264

DSV00136I-  7            2900

DSV00136I-  8            2563

DSV00136I-  9            2261

DSV00136I- 10            1946

DSV00136I- 11            1600

DSV00136I- 12            1267

DSV00136I- 13             975

DSV00136I- 14             648

DSV00136I- 15             323

DSV00136I-DB Requests delayed due to no thread available: 

NOTE

For this command, the number of lines of output is related to the number of DBUSERS
specified in the Server Mainframe startup options. If the number of DBUSERS is high, use the
SVCOMPR utility instead of the console command to minimize the amount of console space
used for the display.

   For more information about the report written, see DB_THREADS Report.

EOJ
(Optional) terminates the server immediately.

MODIFY
(Optional) Specifies server options that can be modified while the server is active. Any option
modified by this command is in effect for all connections to the server and is in effect until another MODIFY
is issued or until the server is recycled. Only one option can be modified in a single instance of the MODIFY
command. The following server options can be modified:

AUTHID         LOGON         SQLMODE         CBSIO

URTPRTY        PRTY          WORKSPACE       TIMEMIN

TIMESEC        PLANCLOSE     DECPOINT        STRDELIM

ISOLEVEL       MSG           OPT             SQLMEM

SUPMSG         DATE          TIME            PLANNAME

TIMEOUT        TIMEOUTWAIT   DECPOINT

For example, to modify LOGON to YES, the form of the command would be:

/f xxxxxxxx,MODIFY OPTION,LOGON=YES

MODIFY is keyword OPTION followed by a comma. The keyword of the option to modify is
followed by an equal sign (=) followed by the value. If the command is not issued correctly,
the following error message is issued:DSV00071E-Invalid option received on MODIFY card.
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Not processed.

OPTIONS
(Optional) Requests that a list of options be listed on the console.
SYSVIEW ISPF1 CA31 ------------------------------------- OUTPUT, Job Output

 -----------------------------11/12/13 08:43:19

Command ====> Scroll *---> CSR

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Lvl 4 Row 45-62

JobName Jobid Queue DDName StepName ProcStep

DBSRS14 STC29494 EXECUTE JESMSGLG JES2

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

...+....10...+....20...+....30...+....40...+....50...+....60...+....70...+....80...+....90...

+....100..+....120..+....13

08.43.14 STC29494 BPXM023I (ABCDE01) DSV00122 -OPTIONS

08.43.14 STC29494 BPXM023I (ABCDE01) DBUSERS: 52

08.43.14 STC29494 BPXM023I (ABCDE01) SUPMSG: N

08.43.14 STC29494 BPXM023I (ABCDE01) SERVERNAME: DEV_R140_CA31

08.43.14 STC29494 BPXM023I (ABCDE01) APPLID: DEV_R140_CA31

08.43.14 STC29494 BPXM023I (ABCDE01) PROTOCOL: BOTH

08.43.14 STC29494 BPXM023I (ABCDE01) MAXURTS: 10

08.43.14 STC29494 BPXM023I (ABCDE01) PLANNAME: $MBH

08.43.14 STC29494 BPXM023I (ABCDE01) AUTHID: SYSUSR

08.43.14 STC29494 BPXM023I (ABCDE01) DDDID: 0015

08.43.14 STC29494 BPXM023I (ABCDE01) LOGON: N

08.43.14 STC29494 BPXM023I (ABCDE01) TRACEON: Y

08.43.14 STC29494 BPXM023I (ABCDE01) CONEXIT: NONE

08.43.14 STC29494 BPXM023I (ABCDE01) SECEXIT: NONE

08.43.14 STC29494 BPXM023I (ABCDE01) DDBID: 0002

08.43.14 STC29494 BPXM023I (ABCDE01) SQL: Y

08.43.14 STC29494 BPXM023I (ABCDE01) TIMEOUT: 1

08.43.14 STC29494 BPXM023I (ABCDE01) TIMEOUTWAIT 12

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1=HELP 2=SPLIT 3=RETURN 5=FIND 7=UP 8=DOWN 9=SWAP 10=LEFT 11=RIGHT 12=RECALL

STATUS
(Optional) Produces a list of all tasks that are currently attached and the status for each.
The STATUS command can be issued to see if any workstation requests are waiting for a free Datacom/DB
thread. DBUSERS can be increased if requests are waiting. Additionally, the value of TASKS can be increased in
the MUF startup options.

  The following example depicts the display STATUS value:

11.41.12 STC48943 BPXM023I (ABCDE01) DSV00122I-Console command entered -STATUS

11.41.12 STC48943 BPXM023I (ABCDE01) TASK NO USERID SYSTEMID APPLID STATUS

11.41.12 STC48943 BPXM023I (ABCDE01) ------- -------- -------- --------------------

 ------------------------------

11.41.12 STC48943 BPXM023I (ABCDE01) 0000002 ABCDE01 SV110000176C00000001 WAITING REQUEST-NO THREAD HELD

11.41.12 STC48943 BPXM023I (ABCDE01) 0000002 ABCDE01 SV110000176C00000001 WAITING REQUEST-NO THREAD HELD

For more information about the reports written, see STATUS Report.

TRACEON
(Optional) Turns on the Trace facility.
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TRACEOFF
(Optional) Turns off the Trace facility.

TRACETIME
(Optional) Turns on the abbraviated date/time stamp trace.

TRUSERx=uuuuuuuu
(Optional) Enables an SQL Syntax trace and defines the userids to trace. When enabled, the SQL syntax
generated by the application of the user is written to SYSPRINT. The output of the SQL Syntax trace is
typically brief but depends on the length of the SQL statements. An example of the output is shown in the Input
Parameters topic of Mainframe Server Component Implementation.

• TRUSERx= useridx enables the SQL Syntax trace for a specific userid.
• TRUSERx= disables the SQL Syntax trace for the previously enabled userid.
• TRUSER1=TRUSRALL enables the SQL Syntax trace for ALL userids.
• TRUSER1=TRUSROFF disables the SQL Syntax trace for ALL userids including those enumerated by a

previous TRUSER2= through TRUSER5= commands.

The global TRACEON option overrides TRUSERx=. If TRACEON=YES is coded in the Server
Mainframe Region startup options, or TRACEON is issued in a previous console or SVCOMPR
command, the SQL syntax trace entries are not written to SYSPRINT.

Valid entries are: A valid user ID, TRUSRALL, or TRUSROFF

Following is a sample trace entry from the TRUSERx SQL syntax trace.

DBR: Statement for UserID: USERID01 .                                        |

| DECLARE SQL_CUR_CA_1 CURSOR FOR select * from sysadm.muf_identity          |

|                                                                            |

| DBR: Statement for UserID: USERID02 .                                      |

| DECLARE SQL_CUR_CA_1 CURSOR FOR select tab1.D_MUF_ENABLE, tab1.D_MUF_START |

| _DATETIME, tab1.D_MUF_END_DATETIME, tab1.D_MUF_TYPE, tab1.D_MUF_TOTALROW,  |

| tab1.D_MUF_DURATION, tab1.MUF_NAME, tab1.ELAPSED_SECONDS, , tab1.          |

| CPU_SECONDS, tab1.DB_REQUESTS, tab1.DATA_MGR_REQUESTS, tab1.REL_MGR_REQUES |

| TS tab1.REL_MGR_REQUESTS, tab1.SQL_REQUESTS, tab1.REL_SQL_REQUEST          |

| S, tab1.PHYSICAL_IO, tab1.PHYSICAL_READS, tab1.REL_PHYS_READS, tab         |

| .PHYSICAL_WRITES, tab1.REL_PHYS_WRITES, tab1.SEQ_READ_AHEAD, ...           |

Translation Table Editor
The Datacom Translation Table Editor lets you create and modify tables that control the translation of character data
between the EBCDIC character set used on the host and the ASCII character set used on a PC.

This page contains the following topics:

Build a Translation Table

You can select Country Extended Code Pages for the host and PC. You can also edit the ASCII to EBCDIC and EBCDIC
to ASCII translation tables to specify character conversions not provided by the standard code pages.

Follow these steps:

1. Double-click the Translation Table Editor icon in the Datacom Server group.
The Translation Table Editor screen appears.

2. Select New from the File menu.
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3. Edit the translation table.
4. Select Save As... from the File menu.
5. Assign a name and save the file. Translation table files have the extension .TAB.

The new translation table is saved.

Modify a Translation Table

Use the following steps to modify your existing translation table.

Follow these steps:

1. Double-click the Translation Table Editor icon in the Datacom Server group.
The Translation Table Editor screen appears.

2. Select Open.... from the File menu
3. Select the translation table file that you want to modify.
4. Edit the translation table (see the following sections).
5. Select Save from the File menu.

The modified file is saved.

How to Edit the Translation Table

The Translation Table Editor provides facilities for performing two different types of edits to a translation table. Select from
these choices on the Edit drop- down list:

• Selecting the code pages to be used on each platform.
• Editing the actual ASCII to EBCDIC or EBCDIC to ASCII character mapping.

Select the Code Pages

Country Extended Code pages provide additional characters beyond the standard ASCII and EBCDIC character sets.
These additional characters are specific to individual countries and languages.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Code Pages from the Edit menu.
The Datacom Country Extended Code Page Selection window displays where you can specify different code pages for
the host computer and PC.

2. Click the Host Code Page pull-down menu and select the code page you want Datacom Server to use for the EBCDIC
character set.

3. Click the PC Code Page pull-down menu and select the code page you want Datacom Server to use for the ASCII
character set.

4. Click OK.
The Translation Table Editor combines the selected PC and host code pages to create the ASCII to EBCDIC and
EBCDIC to ASCII translation tables.

5. Select either the EBCDIC to ASCII or the ASCII to EBCDIC option from the Edit menu and review or edit the resulting
character mapping.

6. Click File Exit which prompts you to either save the translation table file or cancel the edit.

Edit the Character Mapping

Although Broadcom provides code pages for many languages, there may be conversions you require that are not
supported by these standard code pages. You can use the edit windows to customize the translation tables created from
the PC and host code pages you have specified.

The two edit windows are as follows:
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• ASCII to EBCDIC translation table
• EBCDIC to ASCII translation table

Follow these steps:

1. Select the ASCII to EBCDIC or the EBCDIC to ASCII option from the Edit menu.
Each window displays an array of the 256 hexadecimal values. Each entry in the array represents the output character
set code value indexed by the input character set code value.

2. Locate the cursor over the value to be changed and left click. See the following table for keys to move the cursor.
3. Edit the displayed translation table by typing the new hexadecimal value.

The editor ignores any characters entered other than 0-9, a-f, and A-F.
4. Click File Exit which prompts you to either save the translation table file or cancel the edit.

The following keys can be used to move the cursor around the translation table edit window:

Key Resulting Movement

Cursor Left Left one digit

Cursor Right Right one digit

Cursor Up Up one row

Cursor Down Down one row

Home Beginning of row

End End of row

PageUp Top row

PageDown Bottom row

Enter Beginning of next row

Ctrl+CursorLeft Left one entry

Ctrl+CursorRight Right one entry
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Ctrl+Home Beginning of table

Ctrl+End End of table

Workstation and ODBC Templates
Use this page to help customize your installation of Datacom Server.

InstallShield Wizard

The InstallShield Wizard screen appears when Custom installation is selected or when you run the installation after an
initial installation. The following information is displayed:

• Components installed
• Space required for the components selected
• Available space

Additional Instructions

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

Datacom/DB ODBC Setup

The Datacom/DB ODBC Setup template provides the ODBC Driver Manager with information needed to configure your
data source. Do not vary the entries provided unless authorized to do so.
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Additional Instructions

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

Connection Window

The Connection Window template is used for authorization information.
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Additional Instructions

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

Customizing Code Pages for JDBC Type 4 Connection
Learn about customizing code pages for the JDBC Type 4 connections for Datacom Server. Find information about
modifying and using the jcharset-1_5.jar. Larn about converting unicode to EBCDIC and Java methods.

Modifying and Using jcharset-1_5.jar

Components:    DBSRV 14.0, 14.01, and 15.x

                            DB 12.0, 14.0, 14.01, and 15.x
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The jcarset-1_5.jar file provides a working example of how the code pages are used in Datacom Server. The code
contains a static integer (int) array that allows Unicode characters to be converted from Unicode to a form of EBCDIC.
The example contains EBCDIC codes for all 255 possible representations. All values in the example are converted to the
appropriate value. However, if some of the Unicode values were not to convert into EBCDIC values, the positional value is
a -1 rather than the current values.

The jcarset-1_5.jar is delivered in the jcharset-1_5.zip file which includes the following files:

• LICENSE.txt
• CHANGES.txt
• README.txt
• jcharset-1 5.jar
• custlist.jar

The jcharset-1_5.jar is a modified form of the JCharset package that Amichai Rothman developed and delivered. The
jcharset-1_5.jar delivers two code pages:

• CP273E (Unicode to EBCDIC)
• Unicode to ASCII modified version of cp850

Java methods are available that provide for ALIASES, BYTE_TO_CHAR conversions, and CHAR_TO_BYTE conversions.
Additionally, there is a list of CharsetProvider and ByteLookup classes. All classes and methods are delivered in the jar
file. Therefore, both class and .java file modifications can be made to the .java files compiled, and the jar file repackaged.

NOTE
This method is only valid if the type of connection to <DSV> is a JDBC Type 4 (direct) connection.

The license for the Java Charset package is provided under the GNU General Public License agreement. Read the full
license agreement in the LICENSE.txt file.

Link: JCharset - Java Charset package

Setting the Local Time Zone for a Datacom Server Trace
Learn about setting the time zone in Datacom Server from Coordinated Universal Time to local time using the ENVAR run-
time option. Find the syntax for the ENVAR option run-time PARM.

Product: Datacom Server

Release: 14.1

Components:    DBSRV 14.0 and 15.x

                              DB 12.0, 14.0, and 15.x

OS: z/OS

The timestamps in a Datacom Server mainframe trace can be written in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC/GMT). This
document describes how to set the local time zone for the Server mainframe task for sites who want to view local times
instead.

Using the ENVAR run time option

The functions that produce the timestamps in a Server mainframe trace rely on the Time Zone (TZ) environment variable
ENVAR to convert from Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) to local time. If no TZ variable is set, the conversion does not
take place. Therefore, if the trace output shows UTC time, the TZ variable is not set in the system.

You can use the ENVAR run-time option to set the appropriate local time zone. The syntax for the ENVAR option as a run-
time PARM is as follows:
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PARM=’ENVAR(“TZ=”)/’

For example, in the eastern United States where daylight savings time is observed, code the following syntax in the
Server Mainframe startup JCL:

PARM=’ENVAR(“TZ=EST5EDT”)/’

To verify the setting at your site, issue the OMVS command “echo $TZ”.

To reiterate, change the Server region startup JCL to the following syntax to see the correct local time for the eastern US.

//    EXEC PGM=SVDBSPR,REGION=0M,PARM=’ENVAR(“TZ=EST5EDT”)/’

Values for North America and Europe

IBM is the ultimate source to determine the correct setting for your local time zone. As of this writing, the following TZ
values from the IBM documentation are commonly used in North America and Europe:

North American Values

EST5EDT: Eastern Standard Time, Eastern Daylight Time

CST6CDT: Central Standard Time, Central Daylight Time

MST7MDT: Mountain Standard Time, Mountain Daylight Time

PST8PDT: Pacific Standard Time, Pacific Daylight Time

AKST9AKDT: Alaska Standard Time, Alaska Daylight Time

European Values

GMT0BST: Greenwich Mean Time, British Summer Time

WET0WEST: Western Europe Time, Western Europe Summer Time

CET-1CEST: Central Europe Time, Central Europe Summer Time

EET-2EEST: Eastern Europe Time, Eastern Europe Summer Time

Summary Reports Provided at EOJ
Datacom Server generates statistic reports when an EOJ is issued. Use the DB Thread Usage Statistics Report and the
Shutdown Statistics Report to help determine the best startup options for optimal performance.

DB Thread Usage Statistics Report

DSV00136I-DB Thread Usage Statistics 

DSV00136I--------------------------------------------------------------- 

DSV00136I-DB User    1 Total DB Requests:     38090 

DSV00136I-DB User    2 Total DB Requests:      1141 

DSV00136I-DB User    3 Total DB Requests:       912 

DSV00136I-DB User    4 Total DB Requests:       738 

DSV00136I-DB User    5 Total DB Requests:       624 

DSV00136I-DB User    6 Total DB Requests:       525 

DSV00136I-DB User    7 Total DB Requests:       467 

DSV00136I-DB User    8 Total DB Requests:       414 

DSV00136I-DB User    9 Total DB Requests:       360 
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DSV00136I-DB User   10 Total DB Requests:       304 

DSV00136I-DB User   11 Total DB Requests:       251 

DSV00136I-DB User   12 Total DB Requests:       199 

DSV00136I-DB User   13 Total DB Requests:       155 

DSV00136I-DB User   14 Total DB Requests:       100 

DSV00136I-DB User   15 Total DB Requests:        47 

DSV00136I-Total DB Requests delayed due to no thread available:  0

The report shows the number of times each DB Thread (DB User) was used to issue a request to MUF. The DB Requests
total for each DB User shows the number of times the thread was used to service a MUF request. In the example, DB
User 1 serviced 190295 requests to MUF and 44 requests were serviced by DB User 15. All threads were used in this
example. Otherwise, a DSV00136I message communicates the unused threads in the report. DB requests delayed
indicates the number of times a MUF request was held because no threads were available.

DSV00136I-DB Thread Usage Statistics 

DSV00136I--------------------------------------------------------------- 

DSV00136I-DB User    1 Total DB Requests:     127524 

DSV00136I-DB User    2 Total DB Requests:     1348 

DSV00136I-DB User    3 Total DB Requests:     957 

DSV00136I-DB User    4 Total DB Requests:     755 

DSV00136I-DB User    5 Total DB Requests:     579 

DSV00136I-DB User    6 Total DB Requests:     462 

DSV00136I-DB User    7 Total DB Requests:     362 

DSV00136I-DB User    8 Total DB Requests:     294 

DSV00136I-DB User    9 Total DB Requests:     237 

DSV00136I-DB User   10 Total DB Requests:     197 

DSV00136I-DB User   11 Total DB Requests:     157 

DSV00136I-DB User   12 Total DB Requests:     124 

DSV00136I-DB User   13 Total DB Requests:     107 

DSV00136I-DB User   14 Total DB Requests:     83 

DSV00136I-DB User   15 Total DB Requests:     79

DSV00136I-DB User   16 Total DB Requests:     59 

DSV00136I-DB User   17 Total DB Requests:     40 

DSV00136I-DB User   18 Total DB Requests:     25 

DSV00136I-DB User   19 Total DB Requests:     9 

DSV00136I-DB User   20 Total DB Requests:     3

DSV00136I-Total DB Requests delayed due to no thread available:  0

Use the DB Thread Usage Report to tune the DBUSERS startup option. If the DB Thread Usage Report shows that some
threads are never used, then the DBUSERS parameter is too high, and MUF resources are misallocated to the Server
region. If the DB Thread Usage Report shows that many requests are delayed and each of the threads have been used,
then the number of DBUSERS in the startup option is too low to handle all communications to MUF, which affects the
performance of client applications.

Shutdown Statistics Report

The following Shutdown Statistics report is written in SYSPRINT at EOJ.

DSV00037I-Shutdown Statistics 

DSV00037I----------------------------------------- 

DSV00037I-Total Requests:                    51788

DSV00037I-Total Timeout Wait Requests:          14 

DSV00037I-Total DB Requests:                 38090
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DSV00037I-Total CCI Requests:                 4280 

DSV00037I-Total TCP/IP Requests:              9403 

DSV00037I-Total Connections:                   461 

DSV00037I-Total Disconnects:                   427 

DSV00037I-Total Timeouts:                       34

DSV00037I-------------------------------------------------- 

DSV00037I-Total Prepare Requests:                    12

DSV00037I-Total Duplicated Prepare Requests:          6 (100.00%) 

DSV00037I--------------------------------------------------

 

Total Prepare Requests - The number of times a request to prepare an SQL query is sent to the Server Mainframe
address space.

Total Duplicated Prepare Requests - The number of times a prepare is rejected by the Datacom SQL engine because of
an insufficient number of SQLDA entries. (SQLCODE - 136)

i = Total Prepare Requests - Total Duplicated Prepare Requests

ratio = Total Duplicated Prepare Requests /i*100

DB_THREADS Report
Use the DB_THREADS report in Datacom Server to show the number of times each DB thread was used to issue a
request to the Multi-User Facility (MUF). Find examples and associated messages.

The following example shows the output from a DB_THREADS command.

DB Threads NUM. Count    Application Name       
__________ ____ ________ ____________________   
DB TASK    0001 00000091 SERVER_APPLID          
DB TASK    0002 00000005 SERVER_APPLID          
DB TASK    0002 00000005 SERVER_APPLID 
DB TASK    0003 00000000
DB TASK    0004 00000000
DB TASK    0005 00000000
Held Task       00000000  

The report shows the number of times each DB thread (DBUSER) was used to issue a request to MUF. DB THREAD 1
always shows the cumulative total of requests that were issued to MUF for all threads. For the other DB threads, count
shows the number of times the thread was used to service a MUF request. In the example, there were 237594 requests to
MUF, 7371 of which were serviced by thread 2. All threads were used in this example. Otherwise, a DSV00136I message
communicates the unused threads in the report. DB requests delayed indicates the number of times a MUF request was
held because no threads were available.

DSV00136I-DB Threads Requests 
DSV00136I ---------- -------- 
DSV00136I-DB Threads 1 to 10 are unused 
DSV00136I-DB Requests delayed due to no thread available: 0

The following example shows a DB_THREADS report from the Server Communication Utility where there are no requests
that are sent from the Server Mainframe Region to the Datacom MUF.
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DSV00136I-DB Thread Requests 
DSV00136I --------- -------- 
DSV00136I-     1       237594 
DSV00136I-     2         7371 
DSV00136I-     3         6092 
DSV00136I-     4         4884 
DSV00136I-     5         3995 
DSV00136I-     6         3449 
DSV00136I-     7         3057 
DSV00136I-     8         2695 
DSV00136I-     9         2376 
DSV00136I-     10        2038 
DSV00136I-     11        1680 
DSV00136I-     12        1325 
DSV00136I-     13        1019 
DSV00136I-     14         672 
DSV00136I-     15         335 
DSV00136I-DB Requests delayed due to no thread available: 0 
DSV00068I-END OF REPORT 

Use the DB Queue Depth Report to tune the DBUSERS startup option. If the DB Queue Depth Report shows that some
threads are never used, then DBUSERS is too high, and MUF resources are misallocated to the Server region. If the
DB Queue Depth Report shows that the Held Task count is very high and each thread is used, then the number of
DBUSERS in the startup option is too low to handle all communications to MUF, which affects the performance of the
client application.

Other Reports

Datacom Server also provides the following reports:

• OPTIONS Report requests a list of options to be displayed on the console.
• STATUS Report allows you to see if any client workstation requests are waiting for an available DB thread.

OPTIONS Report
Use the OPTIONS Report in Datacom Server to request a list of options to be displayed on the console. Review an
example and brief descriptions of the DB_THREADS Report and the STATUS Report.

The OPTIONS report is Optional.

SYSVIEW ISPF1 CA31 ------------------------------------- OUTPUT, Job Output
 -----------------------------11/12/13 08:43:19
Command ====>                                                                             
               Scroll *---> CSR
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Lvl 4 Row 45-62
JobName  Jobid    Queue    DDName   StepName ProcStep
DBSRS14  STC29494 EXECUTE  JESMSGLG JES2
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 ...+....10...+....20...+....30...+....40...+....50...+....60...+....70...+....80...
+....90...+....100..+....120..+....13 
08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01) DSV00122 -OPTIONS
08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      DBUSERS:              52
08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      SUPMSG:               N
08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      SERVERNAME:           DEV_R140_CA31
08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      APPLID:               DEV_R140_CA31
08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      PROTOCOL:             BOTH
08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      MAXURTS:              10
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08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      PLANNAME:             $MBH
08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      AUTHID:               SYSUSR
08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      DDDID:                0015
08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      LOGON:                N
08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      TRACEON:              Y
08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      CONEXIT:              NONE
08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      SECEXIT:              NONE
08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      DDBID:                0002
08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      SQL:                  Y
08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      TIMEOUT:              1
08.43.14 STC29494  BPXM023I (ABCDE01)      TIMEOUTWAIT           12
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 1=HELP 2=SPLIT 3=RETURN 5=FIND 7=UP 8=DOWN 9=SWAP 10=LEFT 11=RIGHT 12=RECALL

Other Reports

Datacom Server also provides the following reports:

• DB_THREADS Report shows the number of times each DB thread was used to issue a request to MUF.
• STATUS Report allows you to see if any client workstation requests are waiting for an available DB thread.

STATUS Report
Use the STATUS Report in Datacom Server to see if any client workstation requests are waiting for an available DB
thread. Learn about the status values reported on the STATUS Report.

You can periodically issue the STATUS command through the SVCOMPR or the Console Communication Facility
(SVCONPR) to see if any client workstation requests are waiting for a free Datacom/DB thread. If requests are waiting,
you might consider increasing the DBUSERS= number. You may also have to increase the value of the TASKS Multi-User
Facility startup option.

The following example depicts the displayed Status values:

 CA Datacom Server 15.0 0002 COMMUNICATIONS UTILITY MESSAGES
 Current Date: 6/13/2012                 Current time: 08:55:30

 DSV00060I-Communications utility input command received:
 APPLID=LV2_TRAN_SVB0                                                   
 DSV00060I-Communications utility input command received:
 STATUS                                                                 
 DSV00062I-Communications utility CCI System ID:A44SENF
 DSV00065I-Communications utility sending request to APPLID:LV2_TRAN_SVB0
 DSV00067I-FOLLOWING REPORT RETURNED FROM SERVER 15.0:
 SERVER GROUP:
 SERVERNAME                       SYSTEMID APPLID
 -------------------------------- -------- --------------------
 LV2_TRAN_SVB0                    A44SENF  LV2_TRAN_SVB0
 LV2_LCE_SV50_MUFY                A44SENF  LV2_LCE_SV50_MUFY
 CONNECTIONS TO SERVER:  LV2_TRAN_SVB0
 TASK NO USERID   SYSTEMID APPLID               STATUS
 ------- -------- -------- -------------------- -----------------------------
 0000008 SVDBSPR  A44SENF  DBSRVCOM             PROCESSING REQUEST
 0000007          DOEJO01F WDBSQLE135459  515** WAITING REQUEST-NO THREAD HELD
 0000006          DOEJA01C WDBSQLE135446  529** WAITING REQUEST-HOLDING THREAD
 0000004          SMIJO01A WDBSQLE135326   75** WAITING REQUEST-HOLDING THREAD
 DSV00068I-END OF REPORT
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The following status values can be reported:
PROCESSING REQUEST

Indicates that the task is active and currently processing in the Mainframe Server region or the MUF. Tasks in this
status are not affected by the TIMEOUT= parameter and are not subject to automatic rollback and disconnect.

WAITING FREE DB THREAD
Indicates that the task is inactive and is holding or waiting for an available thread to the Datacom Multi-User
region. Inactive tasks can be canceled or the DBUSERS=parameter in the startup options can be increased.
Tasks in this status are not affected by the TIMEOUT= parameter and are not subject to automatic rollback and
disconnect.

WAITING REQUEST-HOLDING THREAD
Indicates that the task is idle and waiting for input from the PC or workstation and its associated thread is held in
locked status, possibly due to an uncommitted update request. Threads that are held or locked are not shared by
other read-only tasks. Tasks with this status are subject to automatic rollback and disconnect by the TIMEOUT=
parameter.

WAITING REQUEST-NO THREAD HELD
Indicates that the task is idle and waiting input from the PC or workstation but is not holding the thread in locked
status. The thread can be shared with other read-only tasks. Tasks with this status are subject to automatic
rollback and disconnect by the TIMEOUT= parameter.

Other Reports

Datacom Server also provides the following reports:

• DB_THREADS Report shows the number of times each DB thread was used to issue a request to MUF.
• OPTIONS Report requests a list of options to be displayed on the console.

Additional CAYTMAC JCL Members
In Datacom Server, find more Job Control Language (JCL) Members in the CAYTMAC install library for z/OS. Modify
these samples for your specific requirements.

CADCDB32, CADCDB64, CADCDC32, CADCDC64, CADCMF32, CADCMF64, CADCPP32, and CADCPP64
Use for internal processing of imported functions in some DLLs in USS.

CEEUOPT
Macro that is used to generate the CEEUOPT that is included in the load library. The macro contains the
recommended values to run Datacom Server.

HFSMOUNT
Sample IKJEFT01 that is used to establish a mount point for the USS component of Datacom Server.

SVAXTPR
Sample extended user exit routine that allows AUTHID, IPADDRESS, and MUFNAME to be passed into the exit
returns RC in register15.

SVCXTPR
Sample user connection exit that allows USERID and PASSWORD to be passed into routine. SVCXTPR returns
either 0 or some greater values in register 15. If 0 is returned, then normal processing continues. Otherwise, the
connection is terminated.

SVMSGPR
Message table that allows modification of system table messages to be displayed in the code page of the locale.

SVSXTPR
User connection exit returns 0 or some other value in register 15. Any value other than 0 causes the connection to
fail.
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YTEXIT
Sample JCL that is used to assemble and link any one of the user connection exits.

Version Compatibility Matrixes
Client-to-Mainframe Version Compatibility Matrix

Product: Datacom Server

Release: 11.0, 14.0, 15.0

OS: z/OS, z/VSE, Proxy

Platforms: Windows, USS, Linux

The following table shows the Datacom Server client-to-mainframe version compatibility matrix.

                      --------- Server 11.0 ---------      –- Server 14.0 –-    –- Server 15.0--   -– Server

 15.1* --

                      z/VSE (a)    z/OS      Proxy (b)     z/OS    Proxy (b)    z/OS    Proxy (b)    Not

 available

Server 11.0  ODBC        Yes        Yes          --         Yes       --         No        --

         (c) JDBC        Yes        Yes         Yes         Yes       No         No        No

             Type 4       –-         –-          –-          –-       –-         –-        --

Server 14.0  ODBC        No         Yes          --         Yes       --        Yes        --

             JDBC        No         Yes          No         Yes      Yes        Yes        No

         (d) Type 4      –-         –-           –-         Yes       –-         No        --

Server 15.0  ODBC        No         No           --         Yes       --        Yes        --

             JDBC        No         No           No         Yes       No        Yes       Yes

         (d) Type 4      –-         –-           –-          No       –-        Yes        --

 

(a) Proxy is available for Windows, only. There is no USS in z/VSE.

(b) Proxy is available for Windows or USS.

(c) The JDBC client can be used with 32-bit or 64-bit JVMs on Linux platforms.

(d) The JDBC Type 4 driver connection requires matching versions of code on the mainframe and client. For example, the
Server 14.0 JDBC client cannot connect to a Server 15.0 mainframe region. This is also true for the Server 15.0 JDBC
client connecting to a Server 14.0 mainframe region.

This table shows the Datacom Server mainframe to Datacom Multi-User Facility (MUF) compatibility matrix.

                      Datacom 11.0         Datacom 12.0       Datacom 14.0     Datacom 15.0    Datacom 15.1*

                    z/VSE      z/OS     z/VSE       z/OS         z/OS             z/OS         z/OS

Server 11.0 MF       Yes        Yes      Yes         Yes          Yes               No

Server 14.0 MF        –-         No       –-         Yes          Yes              Yes
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Server 15.0 MF        –          No       –-          No          Yes              Yes

* Datacom Server is not available in Version 15.1 at this time. The current GA version is 15.0. See Datacom/Ideal/IPC
Release and Support Lifecycle for more information.

Using Ideal
Find information about using Ideal for Datacom. Learn about Ideal facilities for defining Dataview, programs, panels,
reports, and documents. Learn about plan or package definition for Db2.

Ideal for Datacom is an application development system that provides an interactive environment for the development,
maintenance, and execution of complete, integrated applications. An Ideal for Datacom application consists of the
resources (dataviews, panels, report definitions, programs, and subprograms) used to perform a wide variety of online
database and business applications.

The following sections describe the components of an Ideal for Datacom application.

Dataview Definition

A dataview is a logical view of data that lets you make requests of the data independently of the storage structure.

Dataview definitions for accessing Datacom/DB tables using native command access are created and maintained in the
Datadictionary.

Ideal for Datacom maintains dataview definitions for SQL access, both for Datacom/DB objects and DB2 objects, in the
dictionary facility. The Datacom/DB tables, views, and synonyms are created and maintained in the Datadictionary. The
DB2 tables and views are created and maintained in the DB2 catalog.

Sequential files have two types of dataview definitions:

• Datacom/DB sites create and maintain modeled sequential file dataviews in Datadictionary.
• Unmodeled sequential file dataview definitions are created and maintained in the Virtual Library System (VLS) and the

dictionary facility. Datacom/DB and DB2 sites can use them.

Ideal for Datacom treats modeled and unmodeled dataview definitions for sequential files identically once they are
cataloged.

Like dataview definitions for unmodeled sequential files, dataview definitions for VSAM files are created and maintained in
the Virtual Library System (VLS) and the dictionary facility.

Program Definition

Several facilities are provided for defining an Ideal for Datacom program:

Program Identification Panel
Lets the Application Developer initiate the creation of a program and provide descriptive commentary about the
program.

Program Resources Panel
Specifies the authorized resources that a program uses.

Program Environment Panel
Specifies the plan (SQL precompile) options for a program using Datacom SQL access.

Parameter Definition Panel
Describes and names data that are used as input parameters to a program. Parameters are only defined if the
program requires them.
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Working Data Definition Panel
Names and describes data items that are local to each program. This facility is used only when working data
items must be defined for the program.

Procedure Definition Language (PDL)
Defines procedures using a high-level language. PDL includes an integrated database sublanguage, facilities
for modularization, structured design and development, arithmetic capability, report and document production,
transaction and panel processing, built-in functions, and error handling.

Procedure Definition Panel
Specifies the PDL statements. The Procedure Definition Panel provides a powerful editor that lets the
programmer work in the same editing environment across all operating systems and provides templates that
help to ensure structured code. All other panels that are used in Ideal for Datacom provide some subset of these
editing capabilities.

Program definitions are maintained using the Program Definition Facility. For complete information about the program
definition panels, see Creating Programs. For more information about descriptions of PDL statements and functions, see
Using Procedure Definition Language.

Panel Definition

The Ideal for Datacom Panel Definition Facility (PDF) provides the facilities for creating and maintaining panel definitions
that transmit data between the user and the application program. After they are created, you can print, test, and edit panel
layouts and definitions online for immediate use. For information about defining panels, see Creating Panel Definitions.

Report Definition

The Ideal for Datacom Report Definition Facility (RDF) creates, maintains, and tests report definitions. RDF lets the
Ideal for Datacom user define online each report's layout, parameters, fields, column headings, and other options. For
information about defining report layouts, see Generating Reports.

Document Definition

Ideal for Datacom provides a mechanism for defining and generating XML and HTML documents, either in batch or online
in response to an HTTP request. For more information about defining documents, see Generating Documents.

Plan or Package Definition (DB2 Only)

Ideal for Datacom provides a means for creating, maintaining, and binding plans for DB2 applications. See Preparing DB2
Application Plans.

IDUTOTRN Utility--Transport Applications in Object Form
You can transport applications or individual parts of Ideal for Datacom applications in either source form or object form.
This section describes how to transport applications in object form using the Object Transport Utility. For more information
about transporting applications in source form, see the section Source Transport Utility--Transport Applications in Source
Form.

The Ideal for Datacom Object Transport Utility (IDUTOTRN) lets you move selected Ideal for Datacom production
applications from one site to other sites for execution only. It is a stand-alone batch job that unloads program and panel
object modules from the sending site, and, in a separate step, loads them to the receiving site. All programs and panels
must be in PRODUCTION status.

For sites with multiple environments (for example, test and production, each with its own MUF, Datadictionary, CICS,
and VLS libraries) and with the same Ideal for Datacom systems defined in each environment (for example, a PAYROLL
system in both the test and production environments), enqueuing conflicts can occur. To avoid enqueuing problems,
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you can specify the QCODE parameter in the SCF options block which results in unique enqueue names between
environments. See How to Modify the SCF Static Options for cautions when using this option.

This page contains the following topics:

How to Use the Object Transport Utility (z/OS or VSE)

Control statements, described later, are available to perform the various transport functions at the sending and receiving
sites.

At the sending site, use the SELECT SYSTEM control statement to select the Ideal for Datacom system associated with
the programs you are transporting. Then use UNLOAD statements to copy the program onto a tape. Each UNLOAD
copies:

• Program including all of its panels
• Application including a program, all Ideal for Datacom subprograms required to run it, and their respective panels
• DB2 application plan and associated packages

The panels include prefix, suffix, and help panels. The unload step reads the object module for each program and panel
or the source module for each plan and package specified in the UNLOAD control statements from the selected system's
VLS library and writes it to the transport file. You can issue more than one UNLOAD in a run. You must re-issue the
SELECT SYSTEM only when the system changes.

At the receiving site, use the LOAD control statements to read the programs, panels, packages, and plans from
the transport file. As with the unload step, you must SELECT the appropriate systems before programs are loaded.
The systems at the sending and the receiving sites must be the same names. VLS library names are read from the
Datadictionary. The object modules are written to the VLS libraries of the receiving system. You can load all of the
programs, packages, or plans that were unloaded to the transport file with one LOAD ALL statement. Alternatively, you
can load each application, program, package, or plan on the transport file individually.

During the load and unload steps, programs, packages, and plans are enqueued to protect against simultaneous update.

During the load step or in a separate step, you can use the PRINT INDEX control statement to print an index of the
programs on the transport file. The listing includes a description that you can add during the unload step. Any non-ideal
subprograms required are listed with the index.

The SYSPRINT output from the Object Transport Utility shows the Datadictionary version number and date and time of
compile for Ideal for Datacom programs involved in an UNLOAD or LOAD, and the date and time stamp identifying when
an UNLOAD job was run. Non-ideal subprograms required by transported programs are listed as a reminder. You are
responsible for transporting non-ideal subprograms to the receiving system.

Using Transported Programs

Transported programs and panels must be handled somewhat differently than other Ideal for Datacom entities, as follows.

Before loading a program at the receiving site, a receiving system with the same short system ID as the sending system
must exist or must be created. For example, a program transported from system ABC must be placed into a system with
the same short ID: ABC. You cannot change this name. However, do not create programs or panels being transported on
the receiving system.

The only valid Ideal for Datacom commands for transported programs are RUN, DEQUEUE, ALTER PROGRAM, and
ASSIGN DATAVIEW. Any attempt to EDIT, DISPLAY, DUPLICATE, MARK STATUS, DELETE, or PRINT transported
programs or panels results in errors (program not found). Remember that to run a transported program, you must be
authorized on the receiving system for RUN-PROD.

When running a transported program, you must specify the PROD version. You can either issue a command each time
you run a transported program or you can issue other command as follows:
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RUN pgm-name VER PROD

SET SITE VERSION PROD

This establishes PRODUCTION as the default version for the site. You need to specify only the program name with RUN.
If you have a SET VERSION command in your Signon Member, you must remove it so that it does not override the SET
SITE command. Specify the PROD version to bypass the normal Datadictionary check because transported programs are
not on the Datadictionary of the receiving site.

To delete transported programs and panels from the receiving system, use the batch utility VLSUTIL. For more
information, see the VLS Utility (VLSUTIL) section.

Only a program that was transported can transport panels.

Displaying Transported Programs

Transported programs and panels are not available to DISPLAY INDEX. This is because the index is built by displaying
entries in the Datadictionary for these panels and programs. Since they were never created on the receiving system, there
is nothing to display. DISPLAY INDEX is available for plans and packages.

You can list all programs and panels, including transported programs and panels, in the object libraries of the receiving
site by using the IPC batch utility VLSUTIL with the LIBRARY control statement. Alternatively, you can use the following
command online or in batch to list all programs and panels (including transported programs and panels) in the object
libraries of the receiving site:

                          {@I$OBJ}

DISPLAY INDEX MEMBER USER {@I$PNL}

There might be discrepancies between the members found in the sending and receiving systems because only those
pieces necessary to run the program (the program object module and the symbol table for that program) are transported.

NOTE

• If you are transporting programs with sequential dataviews from an z/OS to a VSE system, you cannot change
the monitor name and label specification that are extracted from Datadictionary and incorporated into the object
module. You can, however, use the ASSIGN DATAVIEW or the ALTER PROGRAM command to alter the block size
specification, device type, or logical unit assignment on PROD programs.

• You must apply solutions for the Object Transport Utility to both the sending and the receiving systems.

Control Statements

Use the following control statements with the Object Transport Utility either at the sending site to select systems, unload
programs and panels, record descriptions, and print indexes; or at the receiving site to select systems, load programs, and
print indexes.

You can use standard Ideal for Datacom abbreviations.

DESCRIPTION text
You can specify a DESCRIPTION statement before an UNLOAD statement to record a description of what is
unloaded. The specified text description is copied to the transport file. Whenever that transport file is used during
LOAD or PRINT INDEX processing, the text description prints out. You cannot specify the text in a DESCRIPTION
statement beyond column 72 and cannot extend it over more than one line.

             {PACKAGE    }  

         {PLAN       }  

    LOAD {PROGRAM    } pgmname  

             {APPLICATION}  
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             {ALL        }  

The LOAD statement copies programs, panels, packages, and plans from the transport file to the appropriate program
object, and panel VLS libraries, and plan source libraries. With PROGRAM, it loads the previously unloaded program and
the associated panels. With APPLICATION, it loads the previously unloaded program and any associated subprograms
and panels. With ALL, it loads all applications and programs that were UNLOADed to the Transport file; that is, it copies
the entire transport file to the VLS libraries. Applications and programs can only be LOADed if explicitly specified in the
UNLOAD statement. For example, assume that the following statements created the transport file:

    SELECT SYSTEM $ID   

    UNLOAD APPLICATION PGM1 

    UNLOAD PROGRAM PGM3 

Assume that PGM1 has a subprogram called PGM2. The only valid LOAD statements are as follows:

    SELECT SYSTEM $ID   

    LOAD APPLICATION PGM1   

   

    or  

   

    SELECT SYSTEM $ID   

    LOAD PROGRAM PGM3   

 

 or

 

    LOAD ALL    

The statement LOAD PROGRAM PGM2 is invalid since PGM2 is not explicitly specified in the UNLOAD statement. Also,
the statements LOAD PROGRAM PGM1 and LOAD APPLICATION PGM3 are invalid.

You can record a description with the unload step. See the DESCRIPTION statement earlier in this section for more
information.

PRINT INDEX
The PRINT INDEX statement lists the applications, programs and plans on the transport file. No copying to VLS
libraries is done. Each UNLOADed application and program is listed with its component programs and panels.
The listed entries for the Ideal for Datacom programs include the date and time of the last compile and the
Datadictionary version number of the program. If the program was last compiled with a release of Ideal for
Datacom earlier than 1.2, the version number appears as N/A. Non-Ideal programs that the applications and
programs use are also listed.

• No enqueues are done.
• You can specify PRINT INDEX by itself or with LOAD statements.

SELECT SYSTEM sysid
The SELECT SYSTEM statement identifies the three-character short system ID for the Ideal for Datacom
system associated with programs and applications to UNLOAD or LOAD. In the case of an UNLOAD or LOAD
PROGRAM, it identifies the system for that program. In the case of UNLOAD or LOAD APPLICATION, it identifies
the system for the program specified in the statement. If that program uses subprograms in other systems, they
are also unloaded or loaded.
The SELECT SYSTEM statement applies to all subsequent UNLOAD or LOAD statements until another SELECT
SYSTEM identifies a new system.

           {PACKAGE   } 
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               {PLAN       }    

    UNLOAD {PROGRAM    } name   

           {APPLICATION}

The UNLOAD statement copies programs, panels, packages, and plans from VLS program object libraries, panel libraries,
and plan source libraries to the transport file. With PROGRAM, it copies the object module for the specified program and
all of the panels (including main, prefix, suffix, and help panels) that program needs. With APPLICATION, it copies the
object module for the specified program, all of the subprograms needed to RUN that program, and all of the panels used
by all of the programs. With PLAN, it copies the source module for the specified DB2 application plan. With PACKAGE, it
copies the source module for the specified DB2 package.

Sample JCL and EXEC Statements

This section shows sample execution JCL and EXEC statements needed for each run of IDUTOTRN.

Since IDUTOTRN uses the Datadictionary, the Datadictionary must be up. STEPLIB/LIBDEF must contain the necessary
load libraries for the Datadictionary and Datacom/DB interface modules and the DD URT, DBURT002.

The JCL must also specify the VLS file for each program object, panel library, and plan source library. You might need to
specify multiple libraries if programs or panels are on more than one system. The DD/DLBL names must be the same as
those specified in their respective system definition fill-ins in Ideal for Datacom.

z/OS

The following sample JCL for z/OS requires control statements described previously. All object and panel libraries must be
in the IDSYSFT.

// JOB

// EXEC IDLOTRN

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//PGMOBJ DD DSN=... system pgm object library

//PNLLIB DD DSN=... system panel library

//XPRT DD DSN=XPRT,UNIT=TAPE,...

//SYSIN DD *

control statements

VSE

The following sample JCL for VSE requires control statements described previously. All object and panel libraries must be
defined in the IDLPROC JCL procedure and in the IDSYSFT.

* $$ JOB JNM=name

* $$ LST DISP=D,CLASS=L

// JOB

// LIBDEF PHASE,SEARCH=(CAI.IDEAL22)

// OPTION LOG,NODUMP

// EXEC PROC=IDLPROC

*

// PAUSE PLEASE MOUNT TAPE volser ON 180

// TLBL xprt,'IDEAL.XPRT.TAPE',,volser

// ASSGN SYS107,180

*

// EXEC IDUTOTRN,SIZE=AUTO

control statements

/*
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// EXEC LISTLOG

/*

/&

* $$ EOJ

'xprt' is the label assembled in your batch file table for the tape file used for importing/exporting programs and SYS107 is
the DEVADDR parameter specified for same.

Sample Output

The following pages show the output produced by three executions of IDUTOTRN: An unload step, a print index step, and
a load step.

Unload Step Output:

    IDEAL TRANSPORT UTILITY 11/21/94 10:40  

IDUTXPRT26I - STARTING TO UNLOAD XPRTPGM1 IN SYSTEM 

    PROGRAM XPRTPGM1 IN SYSTEM DAV SUCCESSFULLY UNLOADED    

        PROGRAM XPRTPGM1 VER 001 WAS COMPILED ON 10/22/93 11:15:09  

    PANEL XPRTPNL1 IN SYSTEM DAV SUCCESSFULLY UNLOADED  

    PROGRAM XPRTPGM3 IN SYSTEM DAV SUCCESSFULLY UNLOADED    

        PROGRAM XPRTPGM3 VER 001 WAS COMPILED ON 10/22/93 11:45:11  

    PROGRAM XPRTPGM2 IN SYSTEM DFH SUCCESSFULLY UNLOADED    

        PROGRAM XPRTPGM2 VER 001 WAS COMPILED ON 10/22/93 11:43:57  

    PANEL XPRTPFX1 IN SYSTEM DAV SUCCESSFULLY UNLOADED  

    PANEL XPRTSFX1 IN SYSTEM DAV SUCCESSFULLY UNLOADED  

    PANEL XPRTHLP1 IN SYSTEM DAV SUCCESSFULLY UNLOADED  

    PANEL XPRTPNL2 IN SYSTEM DAV SUCCESSFULLY UNLOADED  

    PANEL XPRTPNL4 IN SYSTEM DAV SUCCESSFULLY UNLOADED  

    PROGRAM XPRTPGM2 IN SYSTEM DAV SUCCESSFULLY UNLOADED    

        PROGRAM XPRTPGM2 VER 001 WAS COMPILED ON 10/22/93 10:57:05  

    PROGRAM XPRTPGM4 IN SYSTEM DAV SUCCESSFULLY UNLOADED    

        PROGRAM XPRTPGM4 VER 001 WAS COMPILED ON 10/22/93 11:05:24  

    PROGRAM XPRTPGM5 IN SYSTEM DAV SUCCESSFULLY UNLOADED    

        PROGRAM XPRTPGM5 VER 001 WAS COMPILED ON 10/22/93 11:06:47  

    PANEL XPRTPNL2 IN SYSTEM DFH SUCCESSFULLY UNLOADED  

    PANEL XPRTPNL3 IN SYSTEM DFH SUCCESSFULLY UNLOADED  

    PANEL XPRTHLP4 IN SYSTEM DAV SUCCESSFULLY UNLOADED  

    PANEL XPRTSFX2 IN SYSTEM DFH SUCCESSFULLY UNLOADED  

    PANEL XPRTPFX3 IN SYSTEM DFH SUCCESSFULLY UNLOADED  

    PANEL XPRTPFX4 IN SYSTEM DAV SUCCESSFULLY UNLOADED  

    PANEL XPRTSFX4 IN SYSTEM DAV SUCCESSFULLY UNLOADED  

IDUTXPRT26I - STARTING TO UNLOAD PDLXMT01 IN SYSTEM

    PROGRAM PDLXMT01 IN SYSTEM QA0 SUCCESSFULLY UNLOADED    

        PROGRAM PDLXMT01 VER N/A WAS COMPILED ON 7/21/93 13:54:13   

    PANEL PDLXMIT1 IN SYSTEM QA0 SUCCESSFULLY UNLOADED  

    PANEL PDLXMIT2 IN SYSTEM QA0 SUCCESSFULLY UNLOADED  

    PANEL PDLXMIT3 IN SYSTEM QA0 SUCCESSFULLY UNLOADED  

    PANEL PDLXMIT4 IN SYSTEM QA0 SUCCESSFULLY UNLOADED  

IDUTXPRT26I - STARTING TO UNLOAD PDLXMT02 IN SYSTEM

    PROGRAM PDLXMT02 IN SYSTEM QA0 SUCCESSFULLY UNLOADED    

        PROGRAM PDLXMT02 VER N/A WAS COMPILED ON 7/21/93 14:00:49   
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IDUTXPRT32I - NON-IDEAL PGM XPRTPGM4 IN SYSTEM DFH IS USED BY APPLICATION XPRTPGM1 IN SYSTEM DAV

IDUTXPRT32I - NON-IDEAL PGM XPRTPGM6 IN SYSTEM DAV IS USED BY APPLICATION XPRTPGM1 IN SYSTEM DAV

IDUTXPRT32I - NON-IDEAL PGM XPRTPGM6 IN SYSTEM DFH IS USED BY APPLICATION XPRTPGM1 IN SYSTEM DAV

*********** - NO ERRORS FOUND IN THIS RUN

Print Index Output

        IDEAL TRANSPORT UTILITY 11/21/94 10:41  

     *PRINT INDEX

IDUTXPRT39I - THE DATE AND TIME OF THE UNLOAD RUN WAS   11/21/93 10:40

IDUTXPRT30I - DESCRIPTION FROM THE UNLOAD RUN WAS:  THIS IS A TRIAL XPRT FILE

IDUTXPRT35I - THE FOLLOWING APPLICATIONS AND PROGRAMS ARE ON THE XPRT FILE

    APPLICATION XPRTPGM1 IN SYSTEM DAV INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING COMPONENTS    

        PROGRAM XPRTPGM1 IN SYSTEM DAV VER 001 WAS COMPILED ON 10/22/93 11/15/09    

            PANEL XPRTPNL1 IN SYSTEM DAV    

        PROGRAM XPRTPGM3 IN SYSTEM DAV VER 001 WAS COMPILED ON 10/22/93 11/45:11    

        PROGRAM XPRTPGM2 IN SYSTEM DFH VER 001 WAS COMPILED ON 10/22/93 11/45:57    

    NON-IDEAL PGM XPRTPGM4 IN SYSTEM DFH IS NEEDED BY THIS PGM/APPL 

            PANEL XPRTPNL1 IN SYSTEM DAV    

            PANEL XPRTSFX1 IN SYSTEM DAV    

            PANEL XPRTHLP1 IN SYSTEM DAV    

            PANEL XPRTPNL2 IN SYSTEM DAV    

            PANEL XPRTPNL4 IN SYSTEM DAV    

        PROGRAM XPRTPGM2 IN SYSTEM DAV VER 001 WAS COMPILED ON 10/22/94 10:57:05    

        PROGRAM XPRTPGM4 IN SYSTEM DAV VER 001 WAS COMPILED ON 10/22/94 11:05:24    

        PROGRAM XPRTPGM5 IN SYSTEM DAV VER 001 WAS COMPILED ON 10/22/94 11:06:47    

    NON-IDEAL PGM XPRTPGM6 IN SYSTEM DAV IS NEEDED BY THIS PGM/APPL 

            PANEL XPRTPNL2 IN SYSTEM DFH    

            PANEL XPRTPNL3 IN SYSTEM DFH    

    NON-IDEAL PGM XPRTPGM6 IN SYSTEM DFH IS NEEDED BY THIS PGM/APPL 

            PANEL XPRTHLP4 IN SYSTEM DAV    

            PANEL XPRTSFX2 IN SYSTEM DFH    

            PANEL XPRTPFX3 IN SYSTEM DFH    

            PANEL XPRTPFX4 IN SYSTEM DAV    

            PANEL XPRTSFX4 IN SYSTEM DAV    

    PROGRAM PDLXMT01 IN SYSTEM QA0 INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING COMPONENTS    

        PROGRAM PDLXMT01 IN SYSTEM QA0 VER N/A WAS COMPILED ON 07/21/94 13:54:13    

            PANEL PDLXMIT1 IN SYSTEM QA0    

            PANEL PDLXMIT2 IN SYSTEM QA0    

            PANEL PDLXMIT3 IN SYSTEM QA0    

            PANEL PDLXMIT4 IN SYSTEM QA0    

    PROGRAM PDLXMT02 IN SYSTEM QA0 INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING COMPONENTS    

        PROGRAM PDLXMT02 IN SYSTEM QA0 VER N/A WAS COMPILED ON 07/21/94 14:00:29    

            PANEL PDLXMIT1 IN SYSTEM QA0    

IDUTXPRT38I - END OF PRINT INDEX

*********** - NO ERRORS FOUND IN THIS RUN

Load Step Output

IDUTXPRT28I - STARTING TO LOAD APPLICATION XPRTPGM1 IN SYSTEM DAV

    PROGRAM XPRTPGM1 IN SYSTEM DAV DID NOT EXIST AND HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE LIBRARY  

    PROGRAM XPRTPGM1 VER 001 WAS COMPILED ON 10/22/94 11:15:09  
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    PANEL XPRTPNL1 IN SYSTEM DAV DID NOT EXIST AND HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE LIBRARY    

    PROGRAM XPRTPGM3 IN SYSTEM DAV DID NOT EXIST AND HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE LIBRARY  

    PROGRAM XPRTPGM3 VER 001 WAS COMPILED ON 10/22/94 11:45:11  

    PROGRAM XPRTPGM2 IN SYSTEM DAV DID NOT EXIST AND HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE LIBRARY  

    PROGRAM XPRTPGM2 VER 001 WAS COMPILED ON 10/22/94 11:43:57  

    PANEL XPRTPFX1 IN SYSTEM DAV DID NOT EXIST AND HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE LIBRARY    

    PANEL XPRTSFX1 IN SYSTEM DAV DID NOT EXIST AND HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE LIBRARY    

    PANEL XPRTHLP1 IN SYSTEM DAV DID NOT EXIST AND HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE LIBRARY    

    PANEL XPRTPNL2 IN SYSTEM DAV DID NOT EXIST AND HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE LIBRARY    

    PANEL XPRTPNL4 IN SYSTEM DAV DID NOT EXIST AND HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE LIBRARY    

    PROGRAM XPRTPGM2 IN SYSTEM DAV DID NOT EXIST AND HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE LIBRARY  

        PROGRAM XPRTPGM2 VER 001 WAS COMPILED ON 10/22/94 10:57:05  

    PROGRAM XPRTPGM4 IN SYSTEM DAV DID NOT EXIST AND HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE LIBRARY  

        PROGRAM XPRTPGM4 VER 001 WAS COMPILED ON 10/22/92 11:05:24  

    PROGRAM XPRTPGM5 IN SYSTEM DAV DID NOT EXIST AND HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE LIBRARY  

        PROGRAM XPRTPGM5 VER 001 WAS COMPILED ON 10/22/94 11:06:47  

    PANEL XPRTPNL2 IN SYSTEM DFH DID NOT EXIST AND HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE LIBRARY    

    PANEL XPRTPNL3 IN SYSTEM DFH DID NOT EXIST AND HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE LIBRARY    

    PANEL XPRTHLP4 IN SYSTEM DAV DID NOT EXIST AND HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE LIBRARY    

    PANEL XPRTSFX2 IN SYSTEM DFH DID NOT EXIST AND HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE LIBRARY    

    PANEL XPRTPFX3 IN SYSTEM DFH DID NOT EXIST AND HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE LIBRARY    

    PANEL XPRTPFX4 IN SYSTEM DAV DID NOT EXIST AND HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE LIBRARY    

    PANEL XPRTSFX4 IN SYSTEM DAV DID NOT EXIST AND HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE LIBRARY    

IDUTXPRT28I - STARTING TO LOAD PROGRAM    PDLXMT01 IN SYSTEM QA0

    PROGRAM PDLXMT01 IN SYSTEM QA0 DID NOT EXIST AND HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE LIBRARY  

        PROGRAM PDLXMT01 VER N/A WAS COMPILED ON 07/21/94 13:54:13  

    PANEL PDLXMIT1 IN SYSTEM QA0 DID NOT EXIST AND HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE LIBRARY    

    PANEL PDLXMIT2 IN SYSTEM QA0 DID NOT EXIST AND HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE LIBRARY    

    PANEL PDLXMIT3 IN SYSTEM QA0 DID NOT EXIST AND HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE LIBRARY    

    PANEL PDLXMIT4 IN SYSTEM QA0 DID NOT EXIST AND HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE LIBRARY    

IDUTXPRT28I - STARTING TO LOAD PROGRAM    PDLXMT02 IN SYSTEM QA0

    PROGRAM PDLXMT02 IN SYSTEM DAV DID NOT EXIST AND HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE LIBRARY  

        PROGRAM PDLXMT02 VER N/A WAS COMPILED ON 07/21/94 14:00:49  

    PANEL PDLXMIT1 IN SYSTEM QA0 ALREADY EXITED AND HAS BEEN REPLACED   

IDUTXPRT32I - NON-IDEAL PGM XPRTPGM4 IN SYSTEM DFH IS USED BY APPLICATION XPRTPGM1 IN SYSTEM DAV

IDUTXPRT32I - NON-IDEAL PGM XPRTPGM6 IN SYSTEM DAV IS USED BY APPLICATION XPRTPGM1 IN SYSTEM DAV

IDUTXPRT32I - NON-IDEAL PGM XPRTPGM6 IN SYSTEM DFH IS USED BY APPLICATION XPRTPGM1 IN SYSTEM DAV

*********** - NO ERRORS FOUND IN THIS RUN

Internal Limits
Ideal for Datacom is installed with absolute limits on some capabilities. The Ideal for Datacom Administrator can tailor
some other site-specific limits. This section contains descriptions of the absolute limits that are part of each installed Ideal
for Datacom. They are grouped into three broad categories:

Limits on Administrative Services

This section contains descriptions of the absolute limits that are part of the Administrative Services.

Administrative Service Limit

Active ASSIGNed dataviews an programs per session 1478

Active ASSIGNed DBIDs 100
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Active ASSIGNed reports 100

Versions of each entity 999

Regions on a terminal panel
Note: Programs can run only in the first (top) region.

3

Minimum lines in an Ideal for Datacom Terminal region 9

Number of command lines on one panel 0-5

Maximum line commands on one panel 15

Systems per Ideal for Datacom user who is not an Ideal for
Datacom Administrator.

99

Size of global pool.
Note: You can also specify this as up to 8192KB or 8MB.

8,388,608 bytes

 

Program Limits

This section contains descriptions of the absolute limits that are part of the programs and their components.

Administrative Service Limit

Dataviews and Working Data Level-1's length 32,000 bytes

Digits in a numeric field 31

Characters in a numeric edit pattern including non-digit positions
(a total of 19 digits are allowed)

45

Significant digits maintained for an arithmetic expression 31

Parameters that can be passed to a non-ideal program 16

Active panels involved in a RUN
Note: This includes any menus or prompters that invoke the RUN
and any associated prefix or suffix panels.

64

Characters in the Result of a string expression 32,000

Sequential files open simultaneously 15

Resource entries for an Ideal for Datacom subprogram
Note: Entries are calculated as follows:
1. Entry per non-ideal subprogram
2. Entries per report
3. Entries per read-only dataview
4. Entry per level-01 parameter
5. Entries per updateable dataview
6. Entries per panel.

 

Maximum of any one type of resource per program 99

Data items per data entity (Data entities include dataviews,
working data, parameter data, panels, and compiler work fields.)

1600

Symbols per program (average eight characters each) 1284

Characters in the name of a field 32

Characters in the name of a label 15

Size of a single program procedure (object program) 32,000 bytes
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Levels of expression nesting 12

Maximum CHRS value (for the CHRS/DGTS column) 32,000

Maximum "Occur" value 32,000

Maximum intermediate string length 32,000

Maximum length of an alphanumeric literal 240 characters

Maximum digits in a numeric edit-pattern 30

Maximum characters in an alphanumeric edit-pattern 30

 

Report Limits

This section contains descriptions of the absolute limits that are part of the Report Definition Facility.

Administrative Service Limit

Concurrent reports VSE 15

Concurrent reports OS 15

Lines per report page 250

Width of report page 230

Control break sort levels 9

Pages per report 9,999,999

Number of column heading lines including underscore or dash, for
a single detail line

5

Total number of column headings for all detail lines 10

Functions per internal work area, the total is calculated as follows:
10 bytes per TOT, MIN, MAX, AVE, for numeric fields; n bytes per
MIN or MAX for alphanumeric field (where n equals the size of the
field)

1024 bytes

Functions for CTOT 1024 bytes

Total Length of all fields (excluding literals) in page heading and
detail

32KB (for 1 group)

Creating Panel Definitions
In Ideal for Datacom, panels obtain and transmit data from the screen to a program. An Ideal for Datacom program uses
the panel definition to map data onto the panel to display information on the screen or to map data from the panel to
obtain information from the screen. You can use panel definitions to display only (for browsing) or for data entry. When
you use the panel definition for data entry, you must first display the fields either blank or with default values where
appropriate. Sometimes you can use the same panel to select and view a record, and then to change the record.

To display information on the screen, use the TRANSMIT statement in the application program. The panel displays and
you can enter information on the screen. Meanwhile, the program does not perform any processing until you press the
Enter key or a function key. Then the program receives the data entered on the screen, processes the data according to
the defined panel layout, and proceeds to the next instruction in the program.

The panel definition defines the layout of the fields on the displayed screen. An Ideal for Datacom panel definition contains
both general characteristics (and parameters) and field-specific characteristics (or attributes). There are default values for
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both panel parameters and for field attributes. To define a panel, simply lay out the fields where you want them, name the
fields, and accept the available defaults. If you need to change some of the defaults, you can change the values displayed
on the definition fill-ins or, if you need to make the same changes for more than one field, you can change the values on
an input rules, an output rules, or a summary table for any or all of the fields.

All items defined on the panel layout are considered fields, whether they contain text, titles, or data values. The field
attributes determine whether the value entered on the panel layout is considered text or data. A text field is a protected
field with an initial value in it, often a heading or caption. A data field is an unprotected field that expects to receive data
when a program is executed.

Ideal for Datacom panels, created and used on the mainframe, are subject to the rules and limitations of the IBM 3270
Information Display System Data Stream. Ideal for Datacom panel attributes correspond to CICS attributes based on the
3270 data stream.

The following information is in this topic:

How Is a Panel Defined?

Panel definitions are created in Ideal for Datacom using a layout screen and a series of fill-in panels. Each definition is
compiled into a panel object, which is stored in a VLS member. The existence of each panel is recorded in the dictionary,
where any Ideal for Datacom program can access it as a resource. You can define a panel layout once, and then use it in
many different programs. The relationship of each panel with each program is also recorded in the dictionary.

Panel definitions are created and maintained using the following screens and fill-ins:

• The panel Identification fill-in identifies the panel definition and contains information that describes the panel, who
created and last changed it, and when it was created and last changed. You must enter the panel name in this fill-in.
The information in this fill-in is stored in the dictionary to identify the panel.
This fill-in displays automatically when you enter the CREATE PANEL command. When you display or edit an existing
panel definition, you can display this fill-in by entering the command IDE.

• The panel Parameter fill-in specifies general attributes (parameters) for the panel. The attributes assigned in the Panel
Parameter fill-in when a panel is created act as defaults for all fields in that panel definition. There are default values
for the parameters in this fill-in. You do not need to edit this fill-in if the default values are acceptable.
To display this fill-in when creating, editing, or displaying the panel definition, enter the command PARM on the
command line.

• The Layout screen paints the fields on the screen. The layout screen shows the fields as they are positioned on the
panel, with the addition of field start and end symbols that reposition fields on the panel. You can display a panel
facsimile to show the panel exactly as it appears when the application displays it. You can test input fields on the panel
facsimile.
The Layout screen displays automatically when you enter the DISPLAY PANEL or EDIT PANEL command. To display
the Layout screen at any time during panel definition or maintenance, enter the command LAY on the command line or
press the PF6 key.

• The Field Copy fill-in copies one or more dataview field definitions into the panel definition.
To display the Field Copy fill-in, type the command COPY on the command line.

• The Input Rules Table defines the rules for validating input for each field on the panel.
To display the Input Rules Table, type the command IRULES on the command line and press the Enter key.

• The Output Rules Table defines the editing rules used for the display of each field on the panel.
To display the Output Rules Table, type the command ORULES on the command line and press the Enter key.

• The Extended Field Definition fill-in further defines a field. This fill-in is slightly different for alphanumeric, numeric, and
group fields.
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To display the Extended Field Definition fill-in for the first field on the layout, press the PF5 key or enter the command
NEXT on the command line. To display the Extended Field Definition fill-in for any other field, enter the command
FIELD id, where id is either the field name or number.

• The Field Summary Table shows the attributes of all the fields on the panel, rather than just one field. The fields are
listed down the fill-in. The attributes are listed across the fill-in. (The attribute names are abbreviated to fit across the
fill-in.) You can change the attributes shown on this fill-in either on this fill-in or on the appropriate field definition fill-in
(Input Rules, Output Rules, or Extended Field Definition fill-in).
To display the Field Summary Table, type the command SUM on the command line or press the PF9 key. The cursor
can be anywhere on the panel.

To return to the Layout screen from any of the preceding fill-ins, you can either press the PF6 (LAYOUT) key or enter the
command LAY on the command line.

Accessing Panel Definition Functions

You can access panel maintenance functions directly by entering a command from the command line, such as EDIT
PANEL panelname. However, you can also use Ideal for Datacom menus to access panel definition and maintenance
functions. The Panel Maintenance menu lists all of the panel definition and maintenance functions.

To display the Panel Maintenance menu, select option 3, PANEL, from the Ideal for Datacom Main Menu or enter the
PANEL command. The following screen shows the Panel Maintenance Menu.

 =>

  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  

IDEAL: PANEL MAINTENANCE     PNL                          SYS: DOC       MENU

  

 Enter desired option number===>          There are 7 options in this menu:

 

 1. EDIT/DISPLAY          - Edit or display a panel

 2. CREATE                - Create a panel

 3. PRINT                 - Print a panel

 4. DELETE                - Delete a panel

 5. MARK STATUS           - Mark panel status to production or history

 6. DUPLICATE             - Duplicate a panel to next version or new name

 7. DISPLAY INDEX         - Display index of panel names in system

 

When you select an option from the Panel Maintenance menu, a prompter panel displays. Enter the information required
to complete the command, such as the panel name. The prompter panel is different for each option because it shows
the complete syntax for the command and each command is different. If, instead of selecting an option from the Panel
Maintenance Menu, you enter the corresponding command from the command line without providing all the required
information, the same prompter panel displays.

The following options (and corresponding commands) are available at the Panel Maintenance menu:

DISPLAY/EDIT
Select this option to display or edit an existing panel definition. On the displayed prompter, you must specify
whether you want to display or edit the panel definition. When you display or edit a panel definition, the Layout
screen displays. To see other fill-ins, press the appropriate PF key or enter the appropriate command on the
command line.

CREATE
Select this option to create a new panel definition. On the displayed prompter, enter the entity type (PNL) and the
name of the panel.
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PRINT
Select this option to print an existing panel definition. You are prompted for the name of the panel definition and
other print options.

DELETE
Select this option to delete an existing panel definition. You are prompted for the name and version of the panel
definition to delete.

MARK STATUS
Select this option to change the status of a panel definition from test to production or production to history.

DUPLICATE
Select this option to duplicate an existing panel definition to a new version or a new name. You are prompted for
the version number and name of the existing panel definition and the name of the new panel.

DISPLAY INDEX
Select this option to display a list of all the existing panels in your system. No prompter displays for this option
since no further information is required.

Making a Panel Definition Current

Once a panel definition is current, you can omit the panel name from subsequent commands that deal with that panel
definition. A panel definition becomes current when it is named in any command or in a Panel Identification fill-in. For
example, when you create a new panel definition with either a CREATE or DUPLICATE command, that panel definition
becomes the current panel definition.

A panel definition remains current until the session ends, a facility of Ideal for Datacom other than panel definition is used,
or a different panel definition is accessed or created. For example, if, after entering the CREATE command and filling
out the Panel Identification fill-in, you then enter the DISPLAY command for another panel definition, the displayed panel
definition becomes the current definition.

NOTE
The current panel definition is identified in the status line of the screen.

PF Key Assignments

When creating or editing a panel, you can use the following PF keys to move through the definition fill-ins:

PF Keys Assignments
PF1/PF13 Help
PF2/PF14 Return
PF3/PF15 Print Screen
PF4/PF16 Previous*
PF5/PF17 Next*
PF6 Layout
PF18 Toggle
PF7/PF19 Scroll Back
PF8/PF20 Scroll Forward
PF9/PF21 Summary*
PF10/PF22 Scroll Top
PF11/PF23 Scroll Bottom
PF12/PF24 Input
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NOTE
* The PF4/16, PF5/17, and PF9/21 keys are not assigned when you are in the Identification fill-in for a new
panel.

When you are displaying a panel facsimile, the keys shown in the following table have a different effect:

PF Keys Assignments for Facsimile Display
PF1/PF13 Help
PF2/PF14 Return
PF3/PF15 Clarify
PF4/PF16 Scroll Left
PF5/PF17 Scroll Right
PF18 Layout
PF7/PF16 Scroll Back
PF8/PF17 Scroll Forward
PF10/PF22 Scroll Top
PF11/PF23 Scroll Bottom
PF12/PF24 Set Command Line 1
PF11/PF23 Scroll Bottom
PF12/PF24 Input

Pressing a PF key or entering the equivalent command has the following effect:

PF1/PF13-HELP
Displays a panel or series of panels that contain information to explain how to complete the current function. In
facsimile, a help panel displays only if one is defined and exists for the panel or a field on the panel.

PF2/PF14-RETURN
Returns from a help panel to the panel definition display or from the panel maintenance function to the menu that
selects the function.

PF3/PF15-PRINT SCREEN (creating and editing)
Places a copy of the current screen in the output library where you can view and send it to the printer.

CLARIFY (facsimile display)
Displays a clarification screen that explains the validation rule that was violated by a sample input value.

PF4/PF16-PREVIOUS (creating and editing)
Displays the extended field definition for the field that precedes the position of the currently displayed extended
field definition.

SCROLL LEFT (facsimile display)
Positions the display window to the left of the previously displayed portion of the panel. How far the panel is
scrolled depends on the setting of the SET SCROLL option.

PF5/PF17-NEXT (creating and editing)
Displays the extended field definition for the field that follows the position of the currently displayed extended field
definition.

SCROLL RIGHT (facsimile display)
Positions the display window to the right of the previously displayed portion of the panel. How far the panel is
scrolled depends on the setting of the SET SCROLL option.

PF6-LAYOUT
Displays the panel layout for editing. When displaying a facsimile, PF 18 also displays the panel layout.
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PF18-TOGGLE
Switches the fill-mode between blank-fill and null-fill. This key performs this function only when you are editing a
panel layout.

PF7/PF19-SCROLL BACKWARD
Displays the previous frame in the current fill-in or panel.

PF8/PF20-SCROLL FORWARD
Displays the next frame in the current fill-in or panel.

PF9/PF21-SUMMARY
Displays the Field Summary Table.

PF10/PF22-SCROLL TOP
Positions the panel at the top line.

PF11/PF23-SCROLL BOTTOM
Positions the bottom of the panel at the bottom of the screen.

PF12/PF24-INPUT (creating and editing)
In layout only, opens a window of null or blank lines preceding the first line of the panel or at the current cursor
position. Unused null or blank lines in the window are deleted when you press the Enter key after input.

SET COMMAND LINE 1 (facsimile display)
Opens one command line at the top of the panel so you can enter Ideal for Datacom commands.

Horizontal Scrolling Commands for Panel Layout

When you are editing or displaying panel layouts, the following commands let you scroll the window left and right. They do
not have PF key equivalents.

SCROLL LEFT
Scrolls the window left by a specified number of columns, by an entire window-width, to the left edge of the panel
or until the column that contains the cursor is flush right. You can specify a relative number of columns or MAX in
the SCROLL LEFT command or you can scroll the default distance set with the SET SCROLL command.

SCROLL RIGHT
Scrolls the window right by a specified number of columns, by an entire window-width, to the right edge of the
panel, or until the column that contains the cursor is flush left. You can specify a relative number of columns or
MAX in the SCROLL LEFT command or you can scroll the default distance set with the SET SCROLL command.

SCROLL COLUMN nnn
Moves the absolute column specified with nnn to the left margin.

SET SCROLL
Sets the default distance for scrolling. If the SET SCROLL option is set to FRAME, the window is moved the width
of the window. If the SET SCROLL option is set to CURSOR, the window is moved until the column that contains
the cursor is flush right (SCROLL LEFT) or flush left (SCROLL RIGHT).

Setting Panel Options for the Session

You can set panel options individually, by using specific SET commands, or you can display and set all panel options by
entering the SET PANEL SESSION OPTIONS command.

The SET PANEL SESSION OPTIONS command shown in the following screen displays the panel options fill-in, shown
below. Each option is described and the equivalent SET command is shown after the option description.

 =>

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PANEL SESSION OPTION                                SYS:DOC      FILL-IN

Field Level Options:
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 Decimal character       P       (P=period, C=comma)

 Allow:     Digit sep    N       (Y=yes, N=no)

            Minus sign   N       (Y=yes, N=no)

            Currency     N       (Y=yes, N=no)

 Panel Parameter Options:

 Input fill character    S       (S=space, L=lowval, Z=zeros, U=_, other=itself)

 Output fill character   U       (S=space, L=lowval, U=_, other=itself)

 Non-display character   S       (S=space, other=as specified)

 Error fill character    *       (as specified)

 Case translation        U       (U=upper, M=mixed)

 Error handling          B       (N=none, *=fill w/errorfill, H=high intensity,)

                                 (B=both: H if illegal value & * if rqd missing)

 Allow EOF               N       (Y=yes, N=no)

 Panel Width             080     (a value between 80 and 236)

 Process appl on scroll  Y       (Y=yes, N=no)

 PF1=HELP, PF3=CLARIFY   Y       (Y=yes, N=no)

 PF7=SCR -, PF8=SCR      N       (N=no, Y=opt Y, Z=opt Z)

  PF10=SCR TOP, PF11=SCR BOT       (Option Y)

  PF10=SCR LEFT,PF11=SCR RIGHT     (Option Z)

 Start     field symbol ¬¬         End     field symbol ;      New   field symbol +

 Repeating group symbol @        Delete  field symbol *        Move  field symbol >

 Copy      field symbol ¢        Destination   symbol ! 

Edit Session Options:

 Fill mode               N       (N=nullfill, B=blankfill)

 Copy direction          V       (H=horizontal, V=vertical)

      label format       S       (S=sideview, C=colview, N=none)

      destination        T       (T=top, B=bottom)

 Wide option             N       (Y=yes, N=no)

 Save as profile         Y       (Y=yes, N=no)

 

Field Level Options

The following options set the defaults for certain numeric field attributes. These options apply during creation and editing
of panel definitions. You can change the Allow defaults for individual fields on the Input Rules or Extended Field Definition
panel.

Decimal character
Establishes the symbol that represents a decimal point. You can also set this option using the command:
SET PANEL DECIMAL

Allow
Digit separator-Establishes whether a digit separator is allowed in numeric fields on input. You can also set this
option can using the command:
SET PANEL ALLOWDIGSEP

Minus sign-Establishes whether a minus sign is allowed in numeric fields on input. You can set this option using
the command:
SET PANEL ALLOWMINSIGN

Currency-Establishes whether a currency symbol is allowed in numeric fields on input. You can also set this
option using the command:
SET PANEL ALLOWCURRSIGN
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Panel Parameter Options

The following SET options determine the initial values of the Panel Parameter fill-in. These values control Layout editing
and establish field attributes as fields are created in the panel. You can also set the session defaults created by the SET
PANEL options for individual panels on the Panel Parameter fill-in.

Input fill character
Establishes the default character that pads the unused portion of an alphanumeric field on input (always zero for
numeric field). You can also set this option using the command:
SET PANEL INFILL

Output fill character
Establishes the default character that fills blank fields when the panel is initially displayed with a TRANSMIT or
REFRESH statement or when low values are moved into the field by the application. You can also set this option
using the command:
SET PANEL OUTFILL

Non-display character
Establishes the default character sent to the screen when the transmitted character cannot display. You can also
set this option using the command:
SET PANEL NONDISPLAY

Ideal for Datacom supports all standard 327x characters, including A-Z, a-z, 0-9, punctuation characters,
arithmetic operators and symbols, national characters, braces, and spaces.

Error fill character
Establishes the default character that marks a field that redisplays after an erroneous entry. You can also set this
option using the command:
SET PANEL ERRORFILL

Case translation
Establishes whether the text entered in the field by users at run-time is converted to uppercase (UPPER) or
remains as typed by the user (MIXED). You can also set this option using the command:
SET PANEL CASE

Error handling
Establishes the default of how an erroneous field entry displays. You can also set this option using the command:
SET PANEL ERRORHANDLING

Allow EOF
Establishes whether the application user can use the Erase EOF key when a minimum or maximum range
check is specified for a field. If you press the Erase EOF key when the cursor is positioned in a field, the input fill
character is inserted from the cursor position to the end of the field. If inserting the input fill character brings the
value outside the range set by the maximum or minimum values, a validation error occurs unless Allow EOF was
specified as Yes. You can set this option using the command:
SET PANEL ALLOWEOF

Panel Width
Establishes the default width of all panels created during the session. You can also set this option using the
command:
SET PANEL WIDTH

Process appl on scroll
Establishes whether control is passed to the application when you enter a scroll command or press a scroll PF
key. You can also set this option using the command:
SET PANEL SCROLL
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PF1=HELP, PF3=CLARIFY
Establishes default Ideal for Datacom panel key assignments for PF1 and PF3. You can also set this option using
the command:
SET PANEL PF13

Note: The CLARIFY command is assigned to PF3/PF15 only if the Edit rule error procedure is specified as C (for
CLARIFY). This does not affect the assignment of PF1/PF13 as HELP.

PF7/8/10/11=SCR -//TOP/BOT
Establishes default key assignments for PF7, PF8, PF10, and PF11. You can also set this option using the
command:
SET PANEL PF781011

Start field symbol
Establishes the symbol that indicates the beginning of a field on the panel layout. You can also set this option
using the command:
SET PANEL STARTSYM

End field symbol
Establishes the symbol that indicates the end of a field on the panel layout. You can also set this option using the
command:
SET PANEL ENDSYM

New field symbol
Establishes the symbol that adds a new field. You can also set this option using the command:
SET PANEL NEWSYM

Repeating group symbol
Establishes the symbol that indicates a repeating field. You can also set this option using the command:
SET PANEL REPSYM

Delete field symbol
Establishes the symbol that deletes a field. You can also set this option using the command:
SET PANEL DELSYM

Move field symbol
Establishes the symbol that marks a field to move. You can also set this option using the command:
SET PANEL MOVESYM

The destination is marked with a destination field symbol.
Copy field symbol

Establishes the symbol that marks a field to copy in a new location. You can also set this option using the
command:
SET PANEL COPYSYM

The destination is marked with a destination field symbol.
Destination symbol

Establishes the symbol that marks the destination of a move or copy operation. You can also set this option using
the command:
SET PANEL DESTSYM

Edit Session Options

The following options set the panel definition environment for the session. These options affect the creation and editing of
panel definitions.

Fill mode
Establishes whether the panel is filled with nulls or blanks when the panel layout is accessed.
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N (Nullfill)
You must enter leading blanks to position fields entered on a blank line or at the end of a line, but you can use the
INSERT key to insert fields before an existing field. To enter a blank line between existing lines, you must put at
least one space on the line.

B (Blankfill)
You can enter new fields exactly where you want them positioned, without adding leading blanks, but you cannot
use the INSERT key without first deleting trailing blanks or other characters.
You can also set this option using the command:
SET PANEL LAYOUT

Copy direction
Establishes the default destination and format when dataview fields are copied into a panel definition using the
CREATE command or the COPY prompter. Valid values are:
H Horizontal. Places the fields one after another across the line. If a field and its header do not fit on the current
line, they are placed in the first position of the next line. Five spaces are inserted between fields.
V Vertical. Places the fields one after another down the panel, in a column beginning in the first position of each
line.

Label format
Establishes the default placement of field headings relative to the fields. Valid values are:
C Colview. Places the headings on a line preceding the fields.
S Sideview. Places the headings to the left of each field.
N No heading. No headings are included in the layout. This is the default value.

Destination
Establishes the default destination of the copied fields on the panel. Valid values are:
T Top. Places the fields at the top of the panel, preceding the first line on the existing layout.
B Bottom. Places the fields at the bottom of the panel, below the last line of the existing layout.
You can also set these options using the command:
SET PANEL COPY

NOTE
An error occurs if the length of a field or a field and its heading does not fit on one panel line.

Wide option
Establishes whether you can create wide panels. You can also set this option using the command:
SET PANEL WIDEOPTION

Save as profile
Specifies whether the values specified are stored as SET commands in a member named PDF#ON, which can be
executed automatically at sign-on.
The PDF#ON member contains SET commands only for the values that were changed on the Panel Session
Options fill-in. Each time the Panel Session Options fill-in is changed and you save it as PDF#ON, the existing
member is updated by placing SET commands for the changed values at the end of the member.
To execute the PDF#ON profile member at sign-on, enter the following command in your SIGNON member:
EXECUTE PDF#ON

NOTE
Regardless of the value specified for this option, changes specified on the Panel Session Options fill-in take
effect for the session when you press the Enter key.
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Creating a Panel Definition
Panel definitions are created using a 4-step process. A different fill-in screen is used for each step. The order of the steps
is as follows:

1. Identify the panel definition.
2. Change the default panel parameters, if desired.
3. Lay out the fields on the panel.
4. Define the attributes of each field.

You can perform step 3 for all fields before performing step 4, or you can perform steps 3 and 4 for the first field, and then
for the second field, and so on.

During the process of creating the panel definition, you might need to modify default parameters, fields, or field attributes
that were already defined. You modify parameters and field attributes the same way that you create them. This process
is described in Changing Panel Parameters and Defining and Changing Field Attributes. Placing and moving the fields on
the panel is described in Designing the Panel Layout and Changing the Panel Layout.

At any time during the creation process, you can stop working on the panel definition to either perform another Ideal
for Datacom function or leave Ideal for Datacom altogether. Your panel definition is automatically saved with all the
information that you entered up to that point.

To return to the panel definition and continue editing, simply enter the command EDIT PANEL panelname or select the
EDIT/DISPLAY option from the Panel Maintenance menu. When the panel displays, you can add, modify, or delete fields
in the same way as you did when you initially created the panel definition.

Identifying the Panel

The first step in creating a panel definition is identifying the panel. To identify the panel, you must first enter the CREATE
PANEL command, and then fill in the Panel Identification Fill-in. Once you name the panel in either the CREATE PANEL
command or on the Identification fill-in, an entry for the panel definition is stored in the dictionary facility.

 This page contains the following topics:

CREATE PANEL Command

To identify a panel definition, enter the CREATE PANEL command on the command line or on the prompter displayed
by selecting the CREATE option from the Panel Maintenance menu. The CREATE PANEL command displays the Panel
Identification fill-in.

The format of the CREATE PANEL command is as follows:

CREATE PANEL panel-name [{ USING } dataview-clause ]

                        [{ FROM  }                 ]

panel-name
Specifies one- to eight-character name that identifies the panel definition.

USING|FROM dataview-clause
Creates the panel from the dataview specified in the dataview clause. The dataview fields are actually copied into
the panel definition after you leave the Identification fill-in.
All fields and values that can be reasonably defined in the panel definition are copied. However, variably repeating
groups are copied as elementary fields in the panel definition. The group name and repeat factor are not copied to
the panel.
The fields are copied in consecutive order as specified in the dataview. The fields are positioned in the panel
definition based on the value of the SET PANEL COPY option. This arrangement can be horizontal, with the
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fields placed in rows across the panel, or vertical, with the fields placed in columns down the panel. The SET
PANEL COPY option also controls where headings are placed, above or to the side of each field, or whether
they are omitted. For examples of field arrangements resulting from copied dataview fields, see the section titled
Placement of the Dataview Field in the Panel Definition in this chapter.
Once the dataview fields are copied into the panel definition, you can modify and relocate the fields to suit the
panel layout. You can also add additional fields in panel layout.

dataview-clause
The dataview clause identifies the dataview from which fields are copied. It has the following format:
{DVW dvw-name [VERSION ver] }

{ *                         }

dvw-name
Specifies 1- to 32-character name of a cataloged dataview.

ver
The version of the specified dataview, specified as PROD, Tnnn, or nnn (for sequential dataviews). The default is
PROD. You can omit the keyword VERSION when you specify PROD.
* Specifies the current dataview, if a dataview definition is current. A dataview definition is current if it is the last
entity you display or edit.

For more information about copying fields from a dataview, see the section Rules for Copied Dataview Fields in this
chapter.

NOTE
To create a wide panel, set the panel session option WIDEOPTION to ON or YES, and use the panel Parameter
fill-in to set the width for the panel.

Panel Identification Fillin

When you enter the CREATE PANEL command, the Panel Identification Fill-in displays as shown in the following screen.

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PNL IDENTIFICATION    PNL                              SYS: DOC  FILL-IN

Panel name  ________

Created .... By ...________

 Last Modified .... at ... By ...________

 Run Status  ________

Short description ________________________

Description:

      ________________________________________________________________

      ________________________________________________________________

      ________________________________________________________________

      ________________________________________________________________

      ________________________________________________________________
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You can display the Panel Identification fill-in at any time after the panel is identified by entering the IDENTIFICATION
command or pressing the equivalent PF key. Some fields are not displayed until after the initial identification of the panel.
You can modify the Panel Identification fill-in at any time as long as the panel definition remains in test status.

The following fields display on the Panel Identification fill-in:

Panel name
Specifies 1- to 8- character name that identifies this panel definition. If you specify the panel name on the
CREATE PANEL command, the specified value appears in this field when the Panel Identification fill-in displays. If
the panel was not named on the CREATE PANEL command, enter the name in this field.

Created .... By ...
Identifies the date when the panel definition was created and the user ID of the user who created the panel
definition. This field is blank when the Identification fill-in first displays for a new panel. The system enters these
values. You cannot change them.

Last Modified .... at ... By ...
Identifies the date and time when the panel definition was last changed and the user ID of the user who changed
it. This field is blank when the Identification fill-in first displays for a new panel. The system enters these values.
You cannot change them.

Run Status
Indicates how the panel uses memory while it is running. The Ideal for Datacom Administrator determines the Run
Status. This field is blank when the Identification fill-in first displays for a new panel. The value in this field can be
either PRIVATE or RESIDENT. The default for newly created panels is PRIVATE.

Short Description
Enter a brief description (1- to 24-characters) of the panel. This description displays when you use the DISPLAY
INDEX PANEL command to list existing panel definitions.

Description
Enter a one- to five-line description of the panel. You are not required to enter a value in this field.

After you complete the panel Identification fill-in and press the Enter key, the panel definition shown as follows is added
to the dictionary as version 1 and assigned a status of TEST. You can design the panel layout immediately or you can
complete it at a later time.

=>

 IDEAL: PNL IDENTIFICATION    PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST         SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

 Panel name ADRMPNL1

 Created          07/16/94                 By NOVAK

 Last Modified    07/16/94 at 15:21        By NOVAK

 Run Status PRIVATE

 Short description order entry panel

 Description:

      order entry panel /order entry application

      ________________________________________________________________

      ________________________________________________________________

      ________________________________________________________________

      ________________________________________________________________
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Where to Go from Here

When you complete the Panel Identification Fill-in, you can proceed to the Panel Parameter Fill-in or the Layout screen.
To move to the next desired screen, you can either enter a command on the command line or press the appropriate
function key:

For this fill-in Enter this command Or press this key
Parameter PARM  
Layout LAY PF6
Copy Dataview COPY  

Changing Panel Parameters

The Panel Parameter fill-in provides default settings similar to the panel session options, but they apply only to the current
panel definition. If you make no changes to the Panel Parameter fill-in, the settings default to the panel session option
settings.

If you change the values on the Panel Parameter fill-in, the changes apply to the current panel only. You can override
field defaults set for the panel on the Panel Parameter fill-in for any individual fields on the Input Rules, Output Rules, or
Extended Field Definition fill-in.

To change the parameters for a specific panel definition, enter the command PARM from the command line. The
Parameter fill-in displays as shown in the following illustration:

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PANEL PARAMETERS       PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) PROD       SYS:DOC     FILL-IN

Input  fill character  S        (S=space, L=lowval, Z=zeros, U=_, other=itself)

 Output fill character  U        (S=space, L=lowval, U=_,          other=itself)

 Non-display character  S        (S=space, other=as specified)

 Error fill character   *        (as specified)

 Case translation       U        (U=upper, M=mixed)

 Required               N        (Y=yes, N=no)

 Error handling         B        (N=none, *=fill w/errorfill, H=high intensity,)

                                (B=both: H if illegal value & * if rqd missing)

 

Edit-rule error proc    _       (C=clarify command, A=application)

 Process appl on scroll  _       (Y=yes, N=no)

 Hardware insert         _       (Y=yes, N=no)

 Allow eof               _       (Y=yes, N=no)

 Help panel name   ________      Version ___

Prefix panel name ________      Version ___

Suffix panel name ________      Version ___

PF1=HELP, PF3=CLARIFY   _       (Y=yes, N=no)

 PF7=SCR -, PF8=SCR     N        (N=no, Y=opt Y, Z=opt Z)

 PF10=SCR TOP, PF11=SCR BOT       (Option Y)

 PF10=SCR LEFT,PF11=SCR RIGHT     (Option Z)

 

Panel Width             80      (a value between 80 and 236)
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You can change any of the parameters on the Panel Parameter Fill-in:

Input fill character
The character that pads unused positions after you enter a value and justify it in an alphanumeric field. Valid
values for this parameter are:
S-

Spaces are entered in unused positions of the entry field. This prevents unused portions of the field or
empty fields from receiving unpredictable values.

L-
Low values (the lowest value in the alphanumeric collating sequence) are entered in unused positions of
the entry field. If you specify L, you can use the insert key to insert characters in the field.
L is the default for this parameter.

Z-
Zeros are entered in unused positions of the entry field. This value is used automatically for numeric
fields.

U-
Underscores are entered in unused positions of the entry field. If you use underscores as the input fill
character, the value, complete with any underscore fill characters, is sent to the application.

Other-
The value specified here is entered in unused positions of the entry field. An example of a value that
could be used is the asterisk (*). As with the underscore, the value is sent to the application with any
asterisk fill characters.

Output fill character
The character that fills blank data entry fields when the panel displays (with a TRANSMIT or REFRESH
statement). The output fill character also fills the field when the application moves low values into the field or when
the application user presses the Erase EOF key to clear a field. (The function $LOW moves low values into a
field.) The output fill character is removed when the panel is transmitted to the application.
Valid values are:
S-

Spaces display in this field when no value was moved to the field before the panel was transmitted. If
spaces display as the output fill character, there is no indication that an input field is present until the
cursor moves to the field.

L-
Low values display in this field when no value was moved into the field before the panel was transmitted.
If you specified L, the application user can insert characters in this field using the Insert key.

U-
Underscores display in this field when no value was moved into the field before the panel was
transmitted. Use this value when you want to indicate the field length to the application user.
U is the default for this parameter.

Other-
The value specified here displays in this field when no value was entered before the panel is transmitted.
An example of a value that could be used is the period (.).

Non-display character
The character displayed when the transmitted character is not supported for display. Ideal for Datacom supports
all standard 327x characters, including A-Z, a-z, 0-9, and special characters such as punctuation, arithmetic
operators and symbols, national characters, braces, and spaces. Valid values are:
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S-
Spaces display when the character is not a displayable character. Only the non-display character is
replaced with a space.

Other-
The value specified here displays when the field contains a non-display character.

Error fill character
The character that highlights a field that contains an error detected during panel validation. The specified
character fills the field when the panel redisplays after validation of the field values.

Case translation
The entry mode for characters the application user entered on the panel. Valid values are:
U-

Translates all entries to upper case before the values are sent to the application. Specify U if you do not
want to allow lowercase characters in the file, for example, in files that applications use that do not expect
to find lowercase values and do not test for lower case or mixed case values.

M-
Sends all entries to the application as the user entered them. Values could be in uppercase, lowercase, or
mixed upper and lower case, depending on how the application user entered them. If you specified M for
the case translation parameter, be sure that the program tests for lower and mixed case values and upper
case values.

Required
Specifies whether the application user must supply field values or they can be omitted. This parameter applies to
all fields on the panel except where it is overridden by the field definition for a specific field. Valid values are:
Y-

Specifies that the application user must supply a field value.
N-

Specifies that the application user can omit a field value. This option is usually specified when a default
value is used for the field, although the resulting field value could simply reflect the input fill character.

Error handling
Specifies how a field entry is highlighted when an error is detected during panel validation. Valid values are:
N-

No highlighting is used when a field error is detected.
*-

Moves the error fill character to the field in error, one field at a time. If the Error fill character parameter is
not defined, the field is filled with asterisks in low intensity.

H-
Displays the invalid field entry in high intensity.

B-
Both high intensity and the error fill character highlight errors. If the field contains a value that does not
conform to the specified edit rules, the field entry displays in high intensity. If a required field is missing,
the error fill character is moved to the field, which then displays in high intensity.

Edit-rule error proc
Specifies how to handle invalid data entered into panel fields. (Invalid data is data that does not fit the attributes
defined for the field on the attribute definition tables or the Extended Field Definition fill-in.) Valid values are:
C-

When Ideal for Datacom detects invalid data in a panel field and the highlighted error displays, the
application user can enter the CLARIFY command or press the corresponding PF key to display a panel
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that explains the specific violations of the editing rules for the detected error. This panel is an Ideal for
Datacom panel, not an application panel.
If you specify C, all panel fields must pass the editing rules or be corrected by the application user before
Ideal for Datacom sends the data to the application.

A-
When Ideal for Datacom detects invalid data in a panel field and the highlighted error displays, the panel
can still be sent to the application without correcting the error. The application can override the error,
provide an emergency escape, and issue its own error help message. If the application program does not
issue an error message, a run-time error occurs when the field is next accessed.
If you specify A, the CLARIFY command does not display the Ideal for Datacom CLARIFY panel.
For more information about error handling for panel errors, see functions $PANEL-ERROR and $PANEL-
FIELD-ERROR.

Process appl on scroll
Specifies whether control is passed to the application when a scroll command is entered (or a scroll PF key is
pressed). Valid values are:
Y-

Passes control to the application when a scroll command is entered. Use this value for a panel defined for
a browsing application when the application controls the data to display.

N-
Does not pass control to the application when a scroll command is entered. Use this value for a data input
panel when you want to avoid passing incomplete data to the application.

Hardware insert
Specifies whether trailing blanks in a field are converted to nulls when the panel is transmitted. Valid values are:
Y-

Converts trailing blanks to nulls. This allows an application user to insert characters with the hardware
insert key.

N-
Does not convert trailing blanks to nulls. An application user must delete characters such as trailing
blanks before any characters can be inserted in the field with the hardware insert key.

Allow EOF
Specifies the default value for Allow EOF in the Extended Field Definition, which controls whether you can use the
Erase EOF key when a field is defined with a minimum or maximum range check. If you press the Erase EOF key
when the cursor is positioned in a field, the input fill character is inserted from the cursor position to the end of the
field. Valid values for this parameter are:
Y-

Allows the use of the Erase EOF key in the field, even if the input fill character violates the range specified
for the field. However, if the input fill character violates the range specified for the field, a validation error
results.

N-
Does not allow the use of the Erase EOF key, regardless of the value of the input fill character.

Help panel name ... Version ...
Identifies a panel that can display at runtime to explain the panel. The help panel is identified by name and
version. The application user displays this help panel by pressing the PF1 or PF13 function key or by entering the
command HELP on the command line. The help panel does not become the current panel when it displays.
A help panel, like any panel, is defined using Ideal for Datacom. However, the following additional rules apply to
help panel definitions:
A help panel cannot contain a variably-repeating group (an asterisk (*) in the Occ column of the Field Summary
Table).
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A help panel should contain only text fields. If an unprotected field is defined in a help panel and if data is entered
in that field when the panel displays, the data is ignored.
You can define as many help panels as are necessary for an application panel. If more than one help panel is
required, link the panels in a linear fashion; specify the second help panel as the help panel on the Parameter fill-
in for the first help panel, specify the third help panel on the Parameter fill-in for the second help panel, and so on.
The following diagram shows the mode to link help panels:

When more than one help panel exists, mention the existence of an additional help panel in the text of each help panel,
except the last panel.

Prefix panel name ... Version ...

Suffix panel name ... Version ...

Specifies the name and version number of a prefix or suffix panel displayed as part of the application panel.

Prefix and suffix panels contain information that is common to many application panels, such as company logos, common
footnotes, copyright information, and so on. Prefix and suffix panels make it unnecessary to repeat information on every
panel that has material in common. There is no limit to the number of panels that can share a common prefix or suffix
panel.
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NOTE
These are text only panels. The fields on a prefix or suffix panel are restricted to protected or skipped fields. The
program or application user cannot update them.

Prefix and suffix panels display as part of the application panel during execution of the application and when the panel
displays for testing or printing.

PF1=HELP, PF3=CLARIFY

Specifies whether the standard Ideal for Datacom help key assignments apply for this panel. Valid values are:

Y-Standard help key assignments apply; PF1/PF13 provide help and PF3/PF15 display the CLARIFY screen if the Edit-
rule error proc parameter is set to C (for CLARIFY).

N-The application program determines PF key assignments, which receives control when you press the PF1 or PF3 key.

When you specify Y, this also means that PF2/PF14 returns from the help
display.

PF7=SCR -, PF8=SCR +

PF10=SCR TOP, PF11=SCR BOT

Specifies whether the scrolling functions for this panel are assigned to the standard Ideal for Datacom scroll PF keys.
Valid values are:

Y Standard scrolling assignments apply:

PF7/19 SCROLL BACKWARD (SCR -)

PF8/20 SCROLL FORWARD (SCR )

PF10/22 SCROLL TOP

PF11/23 SCROLL BOTTOM

Z Standard scrolling assignments for wide panels apply. This option is only available if the panel session options allow
creation of wide panels.

PF7/19 SCROLL BACKWARD (SCR -)

PF8/20 SCROLL FORWARD (SCR )

PF10/22 SCROLL LEFT

PF11/23 SCROLL RIGHT

N The application program determines PF key assignments for the above keys, which receives control when you press
one of these keys.

Width Specifies the width of the panel. This option is only available if the panel session options allow creation of wide
panels. Valid values are numbers between 80 and 236, inclusive.

Where to Go from Here

When you make the changes to the Panel Parameter Fill-in, you can either enter a command on the command line or
press the appropriate PF key to continue with the next fill-in as shown in the following table:

For this fill-in Enter this command Or press this key

Layout LAY PF6

Input Rules IRULES

Output Rules ORULES
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Extended Field Definition FIELD id NEXT PREVIOUS PF5

Field Summary SUM PF9

Copy Dataview COPY

If you did not create a layout with at least one field, you cannot display the Input Rules, Output Rules, Field Summary
table, or the Extended Field Definition fill-in.

Designing the Panel Layout

In Ideal for Datacom, when you are ready to lay out the fields on the panel, you can enter the command LAYOUT (LAY)
on the command line or press the PF6 key to display the layout screen.

As you can see in the following screen, the layout screen is blank, except for the Ideal for Datacom command line, region
separator, status line, and symbol definition line. This lets you place the fields wherever you want them on the screen.

The fields placed on the first line of the layout area display on the first line of the screen when an application is running.

=>

IDEAL: PANEL LAYOUT BLANKS   PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST         SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

Start ¬   End ;   New +  Rep @   Del *   Move >   Copy ¢   Dest !   Width  80

 .........1.........2..........3..........4.........5.........6........7........

 ==================================  T O P====================================

 ===============================  B O T T O M  ===============================

This page contains the following topics:

Positioning the Cursor

How you position the cursor to begin a field depends on what the fill mode is for that panel. The fill-mode is indicated on
the Ideal for Datacom status line as PANEL LAYOUT NULL or PANEL LAYOUT BLANKS.

• If the fill mode is blank-fill, all lines are padded with blanks to the width of the panel. In this case, you can position
the cursor using either cursor movement keys or the spacebar. However, you cannot use the Insert key without first
deleting a number of spaces corresponding to the number of characters you want to insert.

• If the fill mode is null-fill, the lines are not padded with blanks. In this case, you must use the spacebar to position the
cursor; otherwise, the space between fields remains null and the field moves back to the position immediately after
the last field (or to the beginning of the line). In a null-filled panel, you can use the Insert key to add fields before an
existing field without first deleting spaces.

In either mode, trailing blank or null lines are not retained with the stored layout.
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Setting the Fill Mode

The SET SITE PANEL LAYOUT command sets the default fill mode or you can change the fill mode on the PANEL SITE
OPTIONS screen. You can override the default for the session, for the panel definition, or while editing the layout. To
override the default:

For the session
Enter the command SET PANEL LAYOUT or change the fill mode on the PANEL SESSION OPTIONS screen.

For the panel
Include the BLANKFILL or NULLFILL option on the LAYOUT command when you access the Layout screen.
For example, if the fill mode is set to nullfill on the session options and you want to edit the layout of the current
panel definition in blankfill mode, you can enter the command:
LAYOUT BLANKFILL

If you want to edit the next panel layout in blankfill mode, you can enter the command:
EDIT PNL nextname LAYOUT BLANKFILL

During layout
Enter the command BLANKFILL or NULLFILL or press the PF18 key to toggle back and forth between modes.

Creating Fields

When you position the cursor where you want a field to begin, use the field symbols that are defined on the Symbol
Definition line to indicate where the field starts. If the field is a text field, such as a caption, you can enter the text to
display on the panel. In an unprotected field, such as a data entry field, you can enter spaces in null-fill mode to define the
length of the field or, in blank-fill mode, you can enter spaces or use the cursor movement keys to define the length of the
field. If the field is followed immediately by another field, you can end the field explicitly with the End symbol or implicitly by
beginning the next field. If the field is not followed by another field, you should end the field explicitly with the End symbol.

Field Symbols

The Symbol Definition line indicates which symbols are defined for the following functions:

Start
This symbol indicates the start of an existing field. This symbol automatically replaces the New-field symbol after
the field is added to the layout.

End
Place this symbol at the position where you want the field to end. If no End symbol is used, the field implicitly ends
at the next Start symbol or at the end of the panel line.

New
Place this symbol at the position where you want a new field to start. The field is added to the layout when you
press the Enter key.

Delete
Type this symbol over the Start-field symbol to delete the field.

Repeat
This symbol indicates that the field is a repeating field. Ideal for Datacom supplies the Repeat symbol when you
define a field as repeating on the Field Summary Table. You cannot enter the repeat symbol.

Move
Type this symbol over the Start-field symbol to move a field to a new location. The Destination symbol must mark
the target location.

Copy
Type this symbol over the Start-field symbol to mark a field to copy to a new location. The Destination symbol
must mark the target location.
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Destination
Place this symbol at the target location for a copied or moved field.

Width
This value indicates the width of the panel in columns. The Width value is for display only. You cannot change it.

The default field symbols are set on the PANEL SESSION OPTIONS fill-in. You can change the field symbols on the
Layout screen by typing the symbol over the existing symbol on the Symbol Definition line. Do not use any symbol that
is already in use for another function or that you need to use in the panel text. Symbols on the Symbol Definition line are
evaluated before the field definition area of the Layout screen.

NOTE
When you edit existing panels using Ideal for Datacom r11, the default values for move, copy, and destination
might conflict with existing symbol definitions and panel data. An error message displays. You must change the
conflicting symbol on the Symbol Definition line.

Rules for Panel Layout

You must follow the following rules during panel layout:

• Panels that are intended as prefixes, suffixes, and help panels can contain only text fields that are protected (P) or
protected skip (S) and do not have field names.

• You can enter (set) values for input fields (default values) in the layout.
• The symbols that define the fields and the functions must be unique.
• A field must fit, in its entirety, on a single panel line.

Panel Size

The size of the region where a panel is defined has no effect on the size of the region of the screen where the panel is
eventually displayed during execution. A panel that exceeds the region size can be scrolled forward and backward, left
and right.

A panel can be of fixed length with a specific number of lines, or be of variable length with the length of the panel
depending on the number of times a repeating group can be displayed in the screen region.

A fixed-length panel can be any number of lines in length. However, if a panel is longer than the region size at execution
time, only as much of the panel as fits the region displays. Therefore, to define a panel is defined that is larger than the
target region size, set the option for PF781011 (PF7/19, PF8/20, PF10/22, and PF11/23) to Y or Z for scrolling the target
panel at execution time. For more information, see the section titled Changing Panel Parameters in this document.

A variable panel is one whose size expands to fill the region of the screen at execution time. The number of occurrences
of the variably occurring group of fields depends on the size of the target region.

Wide Panel Considerations

The following considerations can help with the layout and testing of panels that exceed the width of the terminal
presentation area.

• In null-fill mode, when adding fields outside the presentation area in a wide panel layout:
a. Place the field (the new-field symbol followed by the field data) in the left-most part of the panel layout.
b. Insert spaces to the left of the field until the field is flush right with the screen boundary.
c. Scroll the panel to the right and insert spaces to the left of the field until it is in the desired position.
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This technique also extends a field to column 80 in an 80-column panel.
• In blank-fill mode, when adding fields outside the presentation area in a wide panel layout, scroll the panel to the right

and place the field directly at the location.
• The summary table for a panel layout only shows the fields that exist in the presentation area of the layout. Fields that

do not appear are accounted for in the numbering routine. You must scroll to the left or right to access these fields for a
summary display or fill-in.

• When you specify a field outside the presentation area in a FIELD n command, the scale line and field are shifted into
view with any fields that precede and follow the specified field on the line.

• The CLARIFY panel, which displays errors that are encountered when testing a panel facsimile, is the same width as
the panel. The panel can be scrolled horizontally to view errors in fields that do not appear. The scroll only affects the
data portion of the panel.

• If required fields are defined in the off-screen portion of a wide panel, scrolling is required before the panel is
transmitted. To ensure that the entire panel is viewed before being transmitted, place at least one required field in the
far-right portion of the panel.

Example

The following example illustrates entering new fields using the plus sign (+) as the new-field symbol and the semicolon
(;) as the end-field symbol (fields in the first line end at the beginning of the next field). In this example, the screen is null-
filled. You must type a blank to retain a line that does not have a defined field. Blanks are also typed between fields, to
provide spacing.

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PANEL LAYOUT NULL       PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST       SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

 Start ¬  End ;   New +  Rep @   Del *   Move >   Copy ¢   Dest !   Width  80

........1........2........3........4........5........6........7........

 ==================================  T O P  ====================================

     ORDER#______CUSTOMER #____ORDER DATE________;

     EMPLOYEE NAME____________________________________;

     ADDRESS__________________________________________;

     QTY; ITEM NO; ITEM DESC;     PRICE;   AMOUNT;

 

     ___; _______; _____________; _______; _______;

===============================  B O T T O M  =================================

The panel layout data is transmitted when you press Enter, when you press any PF key (except PF keys that are
assigned for HELP or CLARIFY), or when a scroll, if specified, is performed.

After the data is transmitted:
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• The panel layout redisplays with the new-field symbols changed to start-field symbols (shown as the not sign (¬) in the
following examples).

• Unused lines at the bottom of the panel layout are deleted.
• Each new field is added to the field summary table in the appropriate sequence.

=>  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PANEL LAYOUT NULL       PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST   SYS: DOC       FILL-IN

 Start ¬   End ;   New +  Rep @   Del *   Move >   Copy ¢   Dest !   Width  80

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5........6.........7......... 

==================================  T O P  ====================================

     ¬ORDER#¬______¬CUSTOMER #¬____¬ORDER DATE¬________;

     ¬EMPLOYEE NAME¬____________________________________;

     ¬ADDRESS¬__________________________________________;

     ¬QTY; ¬ITEM NO; ¬ITEM DESC;     ¬PRICE;   AMOUNT;

 

     ¬___; ¬_______; ¬_____________; ¬_______; ¬_______;

===============================  B O T T O M  =================================

Defining Field Attributes

You can define field attributes on different fill-ins; however, when an attribute is changed on one fill-in, it is automatically
changed wherever it appears. You can define attributes on the following fill-ins for all fields on the layout:

• Input Rules Table
• Output Rules Table
• Field Summary Table

You can define attributes for one field at a time on the Extended Field Definition fill-in. The Extended Field Definition fill-in
displays valid values for each attribute and uses full names rather than abbreviations to identify each attribute.

For more information about defining field attributes, see Defining-and Changing Field Attributes.

Where to Go from Here

From the Layout screen, you can display any of the fill-ins listed in the following table:

To get to this fill-in Enter this command Or press this key

Field Summary SUM F9

Input Rules IRULES

Output Rules ORULES

Extended Field Definition FIELD id NEXT PREVIOUS PF5 PF4

Panel Parameter PARM

Copy Dataview COPY
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Defining and Changing Field Attributes

Learn how to define and change field attributes using fill-ins (tables) in Ideal. Change attributes using attribute definition
tables or one field at a time. Review the attributes used with each table to define the fields.

Define field attributes using any of the following fill-ins:

Field Summary Table
Enter the field name, display attributes, type, length, number of integer and decimal places, occurrences,
comments, and indicate whether the field can contain null values. This is the only panel where you can define
repeating fields or groups.
To display this fill-in, press the PF9 key or enter the SUMMARY command.

Input Rules Table
Enter the field name and specify the editing rules and validation that is performed on values entered in the field.
The following editing rules can be specified

• How an input error is highlighted
• Whether the field requires an entry
• The minimum and maximum values that you can enter
• Whether you can use the Erase EOF key in the field
• How the value is justified in the field
• What character pads the value to the length of the field
• Whether values are converted to upper case, or left in mixed case
• The number of decimal places required
• Whether a digit separator is allowed in the value
• Whether a minus sign is allowed in the value
• Whether a currency symbol is allowed in the value
• Whether a check digit test is performed for a field entry
• Whether the value must be the full length of the field

To display the Input Rules fill-in, enter the command IRULES.
Output Rules Table

Enter the field name and specify the rules used for displaying the field when the panel is transmitted. You can
specify the following rules:

• The edit pattern that displays a value in the field
• The character that fills the field when it is blank
• The color of the displayed field
• The type of highlighting that displays the field

To display the Output Rules fill-in, enter the command ORULES.
Extended Field Definition Fill-in

This fill-in depends on the Type of the field.

• Alphanumeric
• Numeric
• Group

You can change the field defaults that were set for the entire panel in the Panel Parameter fill-in and enter or
change values that were set in the Input Rules, Output Rules, or Field Summary Table.
To display te Extended Field Definition fill-in, enter the command FIELD with the field name or sequence number.
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The Field Summary, Input Rules, and Output Rules tables (collectively known as the attribute definition tables) list
all the fields in the panel layout, according to the sequence number assigned to each field on the layout. Unlike
the attribute definition tables, the Extended Field Definition fill-in shows values for only one field at a time.
If you change information on one fill-in that is duplicated on another fill-in, the information is automatically
changed on the other fill-in. Because the attributes appear on more than one panel in the definition process,
the attributes are not defined after each panel. Instead, the attributes are defined in alphabetical order in
the Attributes Used to Define Fields section.

Links

For detailed information about defining and changing field attributes, access the links in the following list:

• Define Field Attributes Using Attribute Definition Tables
• Define Attributes One Field at a Time
• Attributes Used to Define Fields

Define Field Attributes Using Field Attribute Tables
In Ideal for Datacom, you can use attribute definition tables to define field attributes. Learn how to use the Field Summary,
Input Rules, and Output Rules fill-ins, and how to navigate among them.

When you display an attribute definition table, the table appears in the lower portion of the screen. Part of the layout
appears above the table portion, with the fields numbered sequentially across the layout (for information about the
LAYOUT panel, see Designing the Panel Layout). In the table section, the fields are listed sequentially from top to bottom.
Columns next to the field names allow the entry of information about each field.

You can scroll the numbered fields of the layout and the table forward or backward by entering the SCROLL command or
by pressing the PF key that is assigned to the scrolling function (the default settings are PF7 to scroll backward and PF8
to scroll forward). When there is no room to display a field in the layout, but the field appears in the table, you can enter
the POSITION editing command with the field sequence number to position the field at the top of the layout and the table.

While an attribute definition table is displayed, you cannot change the layout. You can, however, change the attribute
values that are displayed in the table to assign attributes to the fields defined on the layout panel. To change any of these
attributes, use the Tab key to position the cursor on the attribute and type the correct value over the displayed value.

Move among Tables

You can display any fill-in table by entering a command on the command line or by pressing the appropriate function key:

To get to this fill-in: Enter this command: Or press this key:

Layout LAY PF6

Extended Field Definition FIELD id NEXT PREVIOUS PF5 PF4

Field Summary SUM PF9

Input Rules IRULES

Output Rules ORULES

Panel Parameter PARM

Copy Dataview COPY

Field Summary Table

The Field Summary Table enters basic information about each field, such as field name, screen attributes, field type and
length, number of integer and decimal places, number of occurrences, comments, and indicates whether the field can
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contain null values. The Field Summary Table is the only place where you can define a repeating field. See Defining
Repeating Fields and Groups.

To display the Field Summary Table, enter the SUMMARY command or press the PF9.

=>

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: FIELD SUMMARY TABLE   PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST      SYS: DOC     FILL-IN

==================================  T O P  ====================================

    ¬ ORDER#¬       ¬ CUSTOMER NUMBER¬     ¬ ORDER DATE¬         ;

    1      2      3                 4    5          6

    ¬ EMPLOYEE NAME¬                                    ;

    7     8

.........1.........2.........3........4.........5.........6.........7.........

 Fld Lv Field Name          Attr   T Len  In.dp Occ N Comments

--- -- ------------------  -----  - ---- ----- --- - ----------------------

  1 2                      PSL    X    6           N ORDER#

  2 2  ORDER-NO            UAL    X    6           N       

  3 2                      PSL    X   18           N CUSTOMER NUMBER

  4 2  CUST-NO             UAL    X    4           N     

  5 2                      PSL    X   10           N ORDER DATE

  6 2  ORDER-DATE          UAL    X    8           N         

  7 2                      PSL    X   13           N EMPLOYEE NAME

  8 2  EMP-NAME            UAL    X   35           N                      

  9 2                      PSL    X    7           N ADDRESS

 10 2  ADDRESS             UAL    X   40           N                      

 11 2                      PSL    X   48           N QTY   ITEM NO   ITEM

 12 2                             G              *

 13  3 QTY                 UAL    N    3     3     N 

 14  3 ITEM-NO             UAL    X    7           N 

 15  3 ITEM-DESC           UAL    X   13           N 

 16  3 UNIT-PRICE          UAL    N    7     7     N 

 17  3 AMOUNT              UAL    N    7     7     N

Input Rules Table

You can define input validation rules for all the fields in the layout by using the Input Rules Table. To display the Input
Rules Table, enter the IRULES command on the command line.

The following illustration is the Input Rules Table for the sample panel.

->

-------------------------------------------------------------------------->>>

IDEAL: INPUT RULES TABLE     PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST       SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

==================================  T O P  =================================

     ¬ ORDER#¬ ______¬ CUSTOMER NUMBER¬ ____¬ ORDER DATE¬ ________;

     1      2      3               4    5          6

     ¬ EMPLOYEE NAME¬ __________________________________;

     7      8   

     ¬ DEPT. CODE¬ _______;

     9          10

..........1..........2..........3..........4..........5..........6..........7........

 Seq Field name        E R Minimum            Maximum            A J I C Mn D M A C M
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                       H Q value              value              E S F S DP S S C D F

--- ------------------ - - ------------------ ------------------ - - - - -- - - - - -

  1                    * Y                                       L S U              N

  2 ORDER-NO           * Y                                       L S U              Y

  3                    * Y                                       L S U              N

  4 CUST-NO            * Y                                       L S U              Y

  5                    * Y                                       L S U              N

  6 ORDER-DATE         * Y                                       L S U              N

  7                    * Y                                       L S U              N

  8 EMP-NAME           * Y                                       L S U              Y

  9                    * Y                                       L S U              N

 10 DCODE              * Y                                       L S U              N

 11                    * Y                                       L S U              N

 12 ADDRESS            * Y                                       L S U              Y

 13                    * Y                                       L S U              N

 14

 15 QTY                * Y                                       R Z U    N N N     Y

 16 ITEM-NO            * Y                                       L S U              Y

 17 ITEM-DESC          * Y                                       L S U              Y

 18 UNIT-PRICE         * Y                                       R Z U    N N N     Y

 19 AMOUNT             * Y                                       R Z U    N N N     Y

 20                    * Y                                       L S U              N

 21 PHONE-NO           * Y                                       L S U              N

Output Rules Table

You can define output editing rules for all the fields in the layout by using the Output Rules Table. To display the Output
Rules Table, enter the ORULES command on the command line.

The following example shows the Output Rules Table for the sample panel.

=>

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: OUTPUT RULES TABLE    PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST       SYS: DOC  FILL-IN

==================================  T O P  ====================================

      ¬ ORDER#¬ ______¬ CUSTOMER NUMBER¬ ____¬ ORDER DATE¬ ________;

      1      2      3                 4    5          6

      ¬ EMPLOYEE NAME¬ ___________________________________;

      7     8

 ........1........2........3........4........5........6........7........

 Seq Field name         Edit pattern                                  O   E

                                                                      F C H

--------------------------------------------------------------------- - - -

   1                                                                  U N N

   2 ORDER-NO                                                         U N N

   3                                                                  U N N

   4 CUST-NO                                                          U N N

   5                                                                  U N N

   6 ORDER-DATE                                                       U N N

   7                                                                  U N N

   8 EMP-NAME                                                         U N N

   9                                                                  U N N

  10 DCODE                                                            U N N
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  11                                                                  U N N

  12 ADDRESS                                                          U N N

  13                                                                  U N N

  14

  15 QTY                                                              U N N

  16 ITEM-NO                                                          U N N

  17 ITEM-DESC                                                        U N N

  18 UNIT-PRICE                                                       U N N

  19 AMOUNT                                                           U N N

  20                                                                  U N N

  21 PHONE-NO                                                         U N N

Define Attributes One Field at a Time
In Ideal for Datacom, use the Extended Field Definition fill-in panel to define detailed information for one field at a time.

The information that is entered in the Extended Field Definition fill-in includes parameter overrides and validation rules.

You can define any attribute that can be defined in the Extended Field Definition fill-in in one of the other attribute
definition tables. The advantage of using the Extended Field Definition fill-in is that the attribute names are not
abbreviated, and the options that you can enter are listed at the right of the field. Any modification that you make in the
Extended Field Definition fill-in is automatically reflected in any attribute definition table that includes that attribute.

To display the Extended Field Definition fill-in, you can use one of three commands that are shown in the following table:

Command PF Key Displays

FIELD id Displays the Extended Field Definition
for the field that is named id, or with the
sequence number id

NEXT PF5 When entered from the Extended Field
Definition fill-in, displays the Extended Field
Definition for the next field in the sequence
on the Layout panel.
When entered from any other ion fill-
in panel, displays the Extended Field
Definition for the first field on the Layout
panel.

PREVIOUS PF4 When entered from the Extended Field
Definition fill-in, displays the Extended
Field Definition for the previous field in the
sequence on the Layout panel.
When entered from any other panel
definition fill-in, displays the Extended Field
Definition for the last field on the layout.

When an extended field definition is displayed, the line of the panel layout that contains the requested field appears at
the top of the region, with a series of asterisks directly below the field. The attributes defining the field appear in a column
down the remainder of the screen.

Depending on the type of the field, the Extended Field Definition fill-in shows attributes for an alphanumeric, numeric, or
group field. The following example shows the extended attributes for an alphanumeric field. The example in the section
titled Numeric Field shows the extended attributes for a numeric field. The example in the section titled Group Field shows
the attributes for a group field.

The field number and length appear on the Extended Field Definition fill-in, but you cannot change them. An asterisk at
the right of a value on this fill-in marks a value that was set on the Parameter fill-in.
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Alphanumeric Field

=>

 IDEAL: EXTENDED FIELD DEFN.  PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST         SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

 ORDER# ______ CUSTOMER # ____ ORDER DATE ________;

 ****** 2      3          4    5          6

 .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5........6.........7.........8

 Field name       ________________________________

                            Field number    1    Field length   6

 Comments         _____________________

 Type             X         (X=alphanumeric, N=numeric, G=group)

 Attribute        PSL       (U=unprot   H=highlight   A=327x alpha   C=cursor)

                            (P=prot     I=invisible   N=327x numeric         )

                            (S=skip     L=lowlight    E=ensure received      )

 Color            B         (N=neutral, B=blue, R=red, P=pink, G=green,)

                            (T=turquoise, Y=yellow, W=white/black      )

 Ex highlighting  N         (N=none, B=blink, R=reverse video, U=underscore)

 Error handling   *  *      (N=none, *=fill *, H=highlight,)

                            (B=both: H if illegal value & * if reqd is missing)

 Input fill char  S  *      (S=spaces, L=lowval, Z=zeros, U=_, other=itself)

 Output fill char U  *      (S=spaces, L=lowval, U=_, other=itself)

 Required         N  *      (Y=yes, C=conditional, N=no)

 Must-fill        N         (Y=yes, N=no)                                 Allow

 Minimum value    ____________________ Maximum value ____________________ EOF  _

 Justify  input   L         (N=no, L=left, R=right, A=align by decimal)

 Case             U  *      (U=upper, M=mixed)

 Hardware insert  N         (Y=yes, N=no)

 NULLable field   N         (Y=yes, N=no)

 Help Panel Name  _________ Version   ___

Numeric Field

=>

 IDEAL: EXTENDED FIELD DEFN.  PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST         SYS: CCF   FILL-IN

 *** 18        19                20         21

 .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5........6.........7..........8

 Field name       QTY

                            Field number   17    Field length   5

 Comments         _____________________

 Type             N         (X=alphanumeric, N=numeric, G=group)

 Attribute        UNL       (U=unprot   H=highlight   A=327x alpha   C=cursor)

                            (P=prot     I=invisible   N=327x numeric         )

                            (S=skip     L=lowlight    E=ensure received      )

 Color            P         (N=neutral, B=blue, R=red, P=pink, G=green,)

                            (T=turquoise, Y=yellow, W=white/black      )

 Ex highlighting  N         (N=none, B=blink, R=reverse video, U=underscore)

 Error handling   *  *      (N=none, *=fill *, H=highlight,)

                            (B=both: H if illegal value & * if reqd is missing)

 Edit pattern     ______________________________

 Input fill char  Z         (S=spaces, L=lowval, Z=zeros, U=_, other=itself)

 Output fill char U  *      (S=spaces, L=lowval, U=_, other=itself)

 Required         N  *      (Y=yes, C=conditional, N=no)
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 Must-fill        N         (Y=yes, N=no)                                 Allow

 Minimum value    ____________________ Maximum value ____________________ EOF  _

 Justify  input   R         (N=no, L=left, R=right, A=align by decimal)

 Case             U  *      (U=upper, M=mixed)

 Hardware insert  N         (Y=yes, N=no)

 NULLable field   N         (Y=yes, N=no)

 Help Panel Name  ________  Version   ___

 In.dp            3         (integers.decimals)

 Min req decimals           (valid ONLY for TYPE=N and JUSTIFY=A)

 Allow digit sep  N   Allow minus sign  N   Allow currency  N    (Y=yes, N=no)

 Check digit      N         (N=none, T=MODULO 10, E=MODULO 11)

Group Field

=>

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: EXTENDED FIELD DEFN.  PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) PROD              SYS: DOC    DISPLAY   

___   _______   _____________   _______   _______

15    16        17              18        19

...1........2........3........4........5........6........7........8

Field Name       ________________________________

                 Field number                      14    Field length  87

Comments         _____________________

Type             G          (X=alphanumeric, N=numeric, G=group)

Occurrences      *          (for groups only)

You can create group fields only in the Field Summary Table. However, you can change the number of occurrences of a
group field using the Extended Field Definition fill-in for a group field.

Attributes Used to Define Fields
Review the attributes used in Ideal to define fields. A table for each attribute shows the panels where the attribute
appears, and any abbreviated attribute name.   

The attributes that define panel fields in Ideal for Datacom are described here in tables in alphabetical order. The panels
where each attribute appears are indicated in the table row below the attribute name. If the attribute appears on the panel
under an abbreviated name, that abbreviation appears in the table above the panel name; otherwise, an uppercase letter
"X" appears in the table above the panel name.

The field attribute of currency is as follows:

Allow Currency AC X
Input Rules Extended Field Definition (numeric)

Specifies whether you can enter a currency symbol in this field. Valid values are:

Y-
Indicates that you can enter a currency symbol, such as $ or # in the field, although it is removed before the value
is sent to the application.

N-
Indicates that you cannot enter a currency symbol in this field.

The following chart shows the combined effect of justification with Allow Digit Sep, Allow Minus Sign, and Allow Currency
on values entered in the panel field. The field has a length of 8, with four integer and two decimal places. No edit pattern
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is specified. The decimal position that is assumed by the application is indicated by a v. The following table displays the
effect of justification on numeric entries:

Allow Currency Allow Digit Sep Allow Minus Sign
Values entered as $627_____ 8,62700_ _-627___
Justify Input R 000006v27 008627v00 000006v27-
Justify Input L 627000v00 862700v00 0627000v00-
Justify Input N 062700v00 086270v00 006270v00-
Justify Input A 000627v00 862700v00 000627v00-

Field Attributes

Allow digit sep DS X
Input Rules Extended Field Definition (numeric)

Specifies whether the digit separator (comma in the United States, period in Europe) is allowed in the field. Digit
separators are removed from the value before the value is passed to the application. The Panel Session option Decimal
Character determines the value that is used as the digit separator. If the period is set as the decimal character, the comma
is used as the digit separator. If the comma is used as the decimal character, the period is used as the digit separator.

Valid values are as follows:

Y
Indicates that you can enter valid digit separators in the field.

N
Indicates that you cannot enter digit separators in the field.

For example, if you specify Y, an application user can enter the value 12345 as 12,345. If you specify N, the entry 12,345
results in a validation error.

NOTE
If the field entry is justified in a way that changes the value, the digit separator that the user entered does not
determine the value that is sent to the application. The justification determines the value that is sent to the
application.

The field attribute of EOF is as follows:

Allow EOF AE X
Input Rules Extended Field Definition

Allows the user the option of using the Erase EOF key when a minimum or maximum range check is specified for the field.
If you press the Erase EOF key when the cursor is positioned in a field, the input fill character is inserted from the cursor
position to the end of the field. If inserting the input fill character brings the value outside the range set by the maximum or
minimum values, a validation error occurs unless Allow EOF was specified.

Valid values for this field are:

Y-
Lets you use the Erase EOF key in the field, even if the value with the inserted input fill character violates the
range that is specified for the field. If the value with the input fill character is outside the range that is specified for
the field, a validation error does not occur.
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N-
You cannot use the Erase EOF key, regardless of the value of the input fill character.
The field attribute of minus sign is as follows:

Allow minus sign MS X
Input Rules Extended Field Definition (numeric)

Specifies whether you can enter the minus sign n the field. Valid values are:

Y-
You can enter a minus indicator (a minus sign, parenthesis, or the CR credit indicator) in the field. The minus
indicator is removed before the value is sent to the application, but the value is sent as a negative number.
If you specify Y, you can enter values in any of the following forms to indicate a negative number: -nn, nn-, (nn),
nnCR, or CRnn.

N-
You cannot enter a minus indicator in this field.

Attribute Attr X
Field Summary Extended Field Definition

A combination of codes that set the display attributes of the field. You can use the following codes:

P-
Indicates a protected field. You cannot change or delete the value in a protected field. If you specify P alone or
with A, the cursor does not skip the field during data entry. If you specify P with N or S, the cursor skips the field
during data entry.

U-
Indicates an unprotected field. You can change or delete the value in an unprotected field during data entry.

A-
Indicates a field that accepts any character.

N-
Indicates a field that accepts only numeric characters (0-9, comma, decimal point, and minus sign). The comma,
decimal point, and minus sign are allowed in the field only if the Input Rules Table includes the appropriate
settings for the Allow Digit Sep and Allow Minus Sign attributes.

S-
Indicates that the cursor skips the field during data entry. Due to IBM 327x bit-mapping conventions, S and N are
synonymous when you specify P.

H-
Indicates that the field displays with high-intensity characters.

L-
Indicates that the field displays with regular low intensity characters.

I-
Indicates that the field is invisible and characters in the field do not display.

E-
Indicates that the field is treated as if it were entered on the current transaction, even if it was entered on a
previous transaction or was a default value that the user did not enter at all.

C-
Indicates that this field contains the cursor when the panel is initially displayed.
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The codes P and PA have the same effect. The codes S, PS, and PN have the same effect. The codes U, A, and UA have
the same effect. The codes N and UN have the same effect.

A protected (P) field is skipped if:

• The field is defined as S, PS, or PN.
• The previous field is defined as PS.
• The previous field is defined as PA and has an End field symbol. The hardware recognizes the end field symbol as an

indicator to skip to the next unprotected field.

If a protection attribute (U, P, S, A, or N) is not specified, the default value UA is used.

If a highlight attribute (H, L, or I) is not specified, the default value L is used.

If a program executes a SET ATTRIBUTE statement that does not specify both a protection and a highlight attribute, the
missing attribute is set to the default, no matter how it was previously set.

Ordinarily, a panel field is defined with a beginning field character and an end-of-field character; for example, a plus () and
a semicolon (;). The end-of-field character is recognized as the beginning of a new field with an attribute of AUTOSKIP. If
the layout of your panel definition includes:

+    ;    +    ;

Even though it looks like two fields with null characters between and after them, Ideal for Datacom interprets it as four
fields. The semicolon (end of field) says “start a new dummy field” with an attribute of AUTOSKIP. When the user fills the
first field, skip to the next field.

To define a “stopper” field (a protected field that is not skipped), do not end the affected field with an end of field symbol.
Code a one-byte field immediately following the affected field. Give this one-byte field an attribute of PAI.

The panel layout now looks like this:

+   + ;    +    ;

Overtyping the first field stops the cursor in the one-byte field and locks the terminal. To get to the next field, use the Tab
key.

Case CS X
Input Rules Extended Field Definition

Indicates whether entries are converted to upper case or left unconverted when they pass to the application. If you do not
enter a value for this attribute, the value that is specified on the Panel Parameter fill-in is used as the default. An asterisk
(*) next to this value on the Extended Field Definition fill-in indicates that the value was set on the Panel Parameter fill-in.

Valid values are as follows:

U-
Converts all entries for this field to uppercase. The values redisplay in upper case when you press the Enter key
and are sent to the application in upper case.

M-
Entries for this field remain as entered by the user, in upper case, lower case, or mixed case.

Check Digit CD X
Input Rules Extended Field Definition (numeric)

Specifies whether a check-digit test is performed. Valid values are:
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N-
The check-digit test is not performed.

T-
The field entry is tested for Modulo 10.

E-
The field entry is tested for Modulo 11.

For more information, see Check-Digit Tests.

On the Input Rules Table, this field is located to the right of column 80. To display this field, enter the SCROLL RIGHT
command.

Colon C X
Output Rules Extended Field Definition

The color of the characters displays in this field. You can select only one color for a field. The colors that you can select
are:

B-
Blue

G-
Green

N-
Neutral

P-
Pink

R-
Red

T-
Turquoise

W-
White/Black

Y-
Yellow

N, neutral, is the default. Generally, you should define all text (caption) fields in neutral or cool colors, such as green, blue,
or neutral. You can define data entry fields in brighter colors such as pink, turquoise, or yellow. Red is often used for error
highlighting.

Comments X X
Field Summary Extended Field Definition

Explanatory comments that describe the field or its use. If you do not enter a value in this field, no default value is
inserted.
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On the Field Summary Table, this area contains the text that specifies the field on the panel layout until you enter a
comment. Changes that are made in the comment area are not reflected in the text of the layout. You must use the layout
panel to change the text displayed on the panel.

Edit Pattern X X
Output Rules Extended Field Definition (numeric)

For numeric fields, indicates the pattern or format in which the field value displays. The edit pattern is a sequence of any
of the symbols that are shown in the first column of the following table. The maximum length of the edit pattern and of the
generated display is 45 characters, allowing for 31 digits plus the edit characters.

If you omit the edit pattern, the field is right justified and no decimal point is shown. A negative number is shown in zoned
decimal format (the sign is shown as the characters J-R in place of 1-9 in the rightmost position).

The following table shows the valid edit pattern symbols, some edit patterns built with those symbols, and the resulting
display values.

NOTE
If the edit pattern includes the minus sign, debit symbol, credit symbol, or decimal point, you must set the Allow
Minus Sign or Allow Digit Sep attribute to Y.

Symbols Meaning Data Edit Pattern Display on Screen
L Left-justify before output 123 LZ(3),ZZ9 123
9 Unsuppressed numeric

digit
123 999 123f

Z Zero suppression v12 ZZZ.99 .12
* Asterisk replacement 1v23 **9.99 **1.23
, Comma 002234v56 ZZZ,ZZZ.99 2,234.56
/ Slash 123083 99/99/99 12/30/83
B Blank space 123083 99B99B99 12 30 83
0 zero 123 99900 12300
. decimal point 030v99 ZZZ.99 30.99
- Minus sign, fixed right -23v45

23v45
9(2).99
-9(2).99

23.45

- Minus sign, fixed left -23v45 -9(2).99 -23.45
- Minus sign, floating -v23 --.99 -.23
+ Plus sign, fixed right 67v89 9(2).99 67.89
+ Plus sign, fixed left 67v89 9(2).99 67.89
+ Plus sign, floating 00v67 .99 .67
CR Credit symbol, right -25v00

25v00
9(2).99CR
9(2).99CR

25.00CR
25.00

DB Debit symbol, right -13v00
13v00

9(2).99DB
9(2).99DB

13.00DB
13.00

$ Dollar sign, fixed 004v00 $Z9.99 $ 4.00
$ Dollar sign, floating 001v23 $$$.99 $1.23
<> Encloses negative

numbers in parentheses,
fixed

-23v45 <9,999.99> (0,023.45)
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<> Encloses negative
numbers in parentheses,
floating

-23v45 $<<<<.99> $ (23.45)

NOTE
You can condense edit patterns by using multipliers. For example, you can specify the expanded pattern
ZZZ,ZZZ.99 as Z(3),Z(3).9(2).

Lowercase v represents the position of an assumed decimal point.

For a complete explanation of the rules summarized in this table, see the CODASYL COBOL Journal of Development.

Error Handling EH X
Input Rules Extended Field Definition

Specifies how the field entry is highlighted when an error is detected during panel validation. If you do not specify a value
for this attribute, the value that is specified in the Panel Parameter fill-in appears on the Extended Field Definition fill-in,
with an asterisk next to the value to indicate that it is the default set in the Panel Parameter fill-in.

Valid values are:

N-
No highlighting is used for this field when an error is detected.

*-
Moves the error fill character to the field when an error is detected. If the Error fill character parameter was not
defined, the field is filled with asterisks in low intensity.

H-
Displays the invalid entry in high intensity.

B-
Both high intensity and the error fill character highlight errors, depending on the type of error. If the field contains
a value that does not conform to the edit rules specified on the field definition fill-ins, the field entry displays in
high intensity. If a required field is missing, the error fill character moves to the field, which then displays in high
intensity.

Extended Highlighting EH X
Output Rules Extended Field Definition

Indicates the type of extended highlighting used for the field. You can select only one of the following extended
highlighting attributes for the field:

N-
No extended highlighting is used. This is the default.

B-
The field is highlighted by blinking.

R-
The field is highlighted in reverse video.

U-
The field is highlighted with underscores.
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NOTE
To use the extended highlighting attributes, you must specify both EH (extended highlighting) and C (color) for
the FEATURE parameter of the TCT.

Field Name All attribute definition panels

The name that identifies the field to an application. The field name references data that is contained in the panel. If the
field contains a caption rather than data the user entered, no name is required.

A group field name identifies the entire repeating group to an application. This name is a level-2 name. The fields that are
part of the repeating group are level-3 fields. The field names that an application references most usually are the level-3
field names, which must be indexed to access the desired occurrence of the data.

The Field Name field is 1 through 32 characters long, can be composed of any alphanumeric character (letters, numerals,
national characters, embedded underlines and hyphens), and must begin with a letter (A through z) or national character
($, @, #). If the field name is longer than 18 characters, you must use the semicolon at the end of the field name on the
first line to continue the field name on the next line. The semicolon is not considered part of the field name.

Field names, if specified, must be unique in the panel definition. If they are not unique in the application, you must qualify
the name with the panel name when it is used in the application. To qualify the field name with the panel name, type the
panel name, followed by a period and the field name, in the format panel.

Hardware insert X
Extended Field Definition

Specifies whether trailing blanks in a field are converted to nulls when the panel is transmitted. Valid values are:

Y-
Converts trailing blanks to nulls. This allows a user to insert characters with the hardware insert key.

N-
Trailing blanks are not converted to nulls. An application user must delete characters such as trailing blanks
before any characters can be inserted in the field with the hardware insert key.

Help Panel Name...Version X
Extended Field Definition

Identifies a panel that can display at run time to explain the field. The help panel is identified by a one- to eight-character
name and an explicit version number. The help panel must exist in the same system as the panel for which it is defined.
The user displays this help panel by pressing PF1 or PF13 or by entering HELP on the command line. The help panel
does not become the current panel when it opens.

A help panel, like any panel, is defined using Ideal for Datacom. However, the following additional rules apply to help
panel definitions:

• A help panel cannot contain a variably repeating group (an asterisk (*) in the Occ column of the Field Summary Table).
• A help panel should contain only text fields. If an unprotected field is defined in a help panel and if data is entered in

that field when the panel opens, the data is ignored.
• You can define as many help panels as are necessary for a field. If more than one help panel is required, link the

panels in a linear fashion; specify the second help panel as the help panel on the Parameter fill-in for the first help
panel, specify the third help panel on the Parameter fill-in for the second help panel, and so on.
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When more than one help panel exists, mention the existence of an additional help panel in the text of each help panel but
the last.

Input Fill IF X
Input Rules Extended Field Definition

The character that pads unused positions after a value is entered and justified in an alphanumeric field, which occurs after
you press Enter during data entry. Valid values for this parameter are:

S-
Spaces are entered in unused positions of the entry field. This normally is specified for alphanumeric fields to
prevent unused positions of the field or empty fields from being filled with unpredictable characters.

L-
Low values (the lowest value in the alphanumeric collating sequence) are entered in unused positions of the entry
field. If you specify L, the application user can insert characters in this field using the Insert key.
L is the default for this parameter.

Z-
Zeros are entered in unused positions of the entry field. This value is used automatically for numeric fields.

U-
Underscores are entered in unused positions of the entry field. The underscores are then sent to the application
along with the rest of the value entered in the field.

Other-
The value that is specified here is entered in unused positions of the entry field. Numeric digits are not permitted
for this value. An example of a value that you can use is the asterisk (*). As with the underscore, the asterisk fill
characters are sent to the application with the value entered in the field.

Integers.Decimal Places In.dp In.dp
Field Summary Extended Field Definition (numeric)

For numeric fields only, indicates the total number of digits that can be entered in the field, in the form integer.decimal-
places, where:

integer-
Indicates the number of integer positions in the field.

decimal
-places-Indicates the number of decimal places in the field.

The maximum number of digits allowed (integer decimal-places) is 31. If you specified a field length of less than 45, the
maximum number of digits that are allowed is the specified length less the number of edit characters required.

For example, if a field is defined with an edit pattern of $9,999,999.99 and an In.dp value of 7.2, the length must be at
least 13 to allow all the required characters to appear:

Integers + Decimal Places + Edit Characters = Length

7  +  2  +  4  =  13

If the field is defined with a length of 12 and a total of 9 digits (7 integer digits and 2 decimal places), there is only room for
3 edit characters. If you try to define an edit pattern longer than the length of the field, an error message is displayed.

Justification JS Justify input
Input Rules Extended Field Definition
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Establishes the justification for entries in the field before they are presented to the application procedure. When a justified
value does not fill all positions of the field, the input fill character fills the remaining positions.

Valid values are:

N-
No justification is applied. The value is passed to the application procedure exactly as entered. You can specify no
justification when a field is defined as Must Fill, since no padding is required when the value fills the field.

L-
Left justifies the value, that is, the value is moved to the beginning of the field. This is the default for alphanumeric
fields.

R-
Right-justifies the value; the value is moved to the right until the last character of the value is in the last position
of the field. This is the default for numeric fields, but could be used for an alphanumeric field that is expected to
contain numbers.

A-
Aligns the value on the decimal symbol. You can specify this option only for numeric (Type N) fields. A decimal
symbol is only allowed in a numeric field entry if you specify A for this attribute. If you enter a decimal symbol, it is
removed before the value is aligned and is not sent to the application.

The following chart shows how data is passed to the application based on justification specifications. The input field length
is eight characters with four integer and two decimal places. A v indicates the decimal position that is assumed by the
application.

Value entered as ____62.7 627_____ _62700__ _____627
Justify Input - R Error 000006v27 000006v27 000006v27
Justify Input - L Error 627000v00 627000v00 627000v00
Justify Input - N Error 627000v00 062700v00 000006v27
Justify Input - A 000062v70 000627v00 062700v00 000627v00

NOTE
The validation errors that are received for the value 62.7 occur because the decimal point is not a numeric digit
and is not removed before alignment when Justify is set to R, L, or N.

Length Len
Field Summary

The length of the field as Ideal for Datacom calculates it based on how the field was defined in the layout. The maximum
alphanumeric field length is the length of the line. The maximum numeric field length is 45 characters, which allows for a
number with a maximum of 31 digits. The remaining length specifies an edit pattern.

You can modify the length of a field if the new length:

• Does not overlay the next field.
• Does not extend the field beyond the panel width.

Level Lv
Field Summary

The level number of the field in the hierarchy of names in a panel. Valid values are:
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2
The field is an elementary or group field. A group field is a named set of fields that repeats (a group field is
considered a repeating group even if it occurs only once). There can be only one repeating group in a panel.

3
The field is part of a repeating group.

NOTE
You cannot change the field level while a copy or move operation is pending.

Maximum Value X X
Input Rules Extended Field Definition

A numeric or alphabetic value that specifies the highest acceptable value that the application user can enter for this field.
This value can be up to 20 characters long.

Minimum Decimal Places Mn DP Min req decimals
Input Rules Extended Field Definition (numeric)

Specifies the number of digits that must be entered after the decimal point. If any value is specified for this attribute, the
Type must be N and the Justify Input attribute must be set to A (align by decimal). The minimum number of required
decimal places must be less than or equal to the number of decimal places specified in the In.dp attribute.

The following table shows how data is passed to the application based on the Min Req Decimal specification. The input
field length is eight characters with four integer and two decimal places. Justify input is set to A, align by decimal. The
decimal position that is assumed by the application is indicated by a v.

Value entered as ______23 ____23.4 ___23.45 __23.456
Min req decimals
0 000023v00 000023v40 00023v45 Error
1 Error 000023v40 00023v45 Error
2 Error Error 00023v45 Error

Minimum Value X X
Input Rules Extended Field Definition

A numeric or alphabetic value that specifies the lowest acceptable value that can be entered for this field by the
application user. This value can be up to 20 characters long.

Must Fill MF X
Input Rules Extended Field Definition

Specifies whether the field entry must fill every character of the field. Valid values are:

Y
If you enter data in the field, every position in the field must be filled.

N
An entry is not required to fill every position of the field.
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On the Input Rules Table, this field is located to the right of column 80. To display this field, enter the SCROLL RIGHT
command.

Nullable Field N X
Field Summary Extended Field Definition

Determines whether the field can accept or return the null value. Valid values are:

Y
The field can contain a null value. The field will be NULL if:

• The application user does not enter any data in the field
• Press the Erase EOF key to clear the field (the cursor must be positioned at the beginning of the field to clear

the entire field)
• A NULL value is moved to the field by the application

Panel fields with null values are treated as empty ($EMPTY is true). Null values in panel fields display as
questions marks (?)

N
The field cannot contain a null value. If the user does not enter data or uses the Erase EOF key to clear the field,
the field contains the input fill character.

Occurrences Occ X
Input Rules Extended Field Definition (group)

The number of times a repeating group field occurs. You can only change this entry on group field entries (Type G). Valid
values are:

*-
During execution of the application, the number of occurrences equals the number of lines that remain in the
actual region of the screen. This lets you take advantage of video monitors that display more than 24 lines. The
asterisk (*) is automatically inserted for newly created repeating groups.

1
-99-The number of occurrences of the field. If a number is specified, the panel has a fixed size and always
displays the same number of lines, regardless of the number of lines available on the video monitor.

D-
Enter D in the Occ field to delete the group field entry and change the fields in the group to level-2 elementary
fields. You can only enter this value on the Field Summary Table.

NOTE
A group field is considered a repeating group, even if it occurs only one time. You cannot modify the value in this
field while operations are pending in the panel layout.

Output Fill OF X
Output Rules Extended Field Definition

The character fills blank data entry fields when the panel displays (with a TRANSMIT or REFRESH statement). The output
fill character is removed when the panel is transmitted to the application.

The output fill character also fills the field when the application moves low values into the field or when the application
user presses the Erase EOF key to clear a field. (The function $LOW moves low values into a field.)

Valid values for the output fill character are:
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S-
Spaces display in this field when no value was moved to the field before the panel was transmitted. If spaces
display as the output fill character, there is no indication that an input field is present until the cursor moves to the
field.

L-
Low values display in this field when no value was moved into the field before the panel was transmitted. If you
specified L, the application user can insert characters in this field using the Insert key.

U-
Underscores display in this field when no value was moved into the field before the panel was transmitted. Use
this value when you want to indicate the field length to the application user. U is the default for this parameter.

Other-
The value that is specified here displays in this field when no value was entered before the panel is transmitted.
An example of a value that you can use is the period (.).

Required RQ X
Input Rules Extended Field Definition

Specifies whether the user must supply a value or can omit it. If you do not enter a value for this attribute, the value set on
the Panel Parameter fill-in appears, with an asterisk next to the value on the Extended Field Definition fill-in to indicate that
it was set on the Panel Parameter fill-in.

Valid values are:

Y-
The application user must supply a field value. If the application user does not supply a value, a validation error
occurs.

C-
For a level-3 field (a field in a repeating group), a value is required only if you entered another level-3 field in the
same occurrence of the repeating group.

N-
The application user can omit a field value without causing a validation error. If the application user does not
supply a value, the field contains the input fill character. If an initial value was specified for the field on the Field
Definition fill-in, the field contains the initial value.

Sequence Number Fld Seq Seq
Field Summary Input Rules Output Rules

A sequence number assigned by Ideal for Datacom. These numbers appear in the first column of the Field Summary,
Input Rules, and Output Rules Tables, and below the start field symbol for each corresponding field in the panel layout.
You cannot change the value in the Seq field.

The Field Summary, Input Rules, and Output Rules Tables  show only the fields that are displayed in the layout area of the
screen. However, all the fields are numbered regardless of whether they are currently displayed.

Type T X
Field Summary Extended Field Definition

The field type. Valid values are:

X-
The field is alphanumeric and can contain any character.
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N-
The field is numeric and can contain only numeric characters (0-9, comma, decimal point, and minus sign). The
comma, decimal point, and minus sign are  allowed in the field only if the Input Rules Table includes the
appropriate settings for the Allow Digit Sep and Allow Minus Sign attributes.

G-
The field is a group field that is composed of more than one elementary field.

You can change an X field to an N field or an N field to an X field, but you cannot change a G field to an X or an N field
or change an X or an N field to a G field. For information about defining G type fields, see Defining Repeating Fields and
Groups.

If the Extended Field Definition fill-in contains settings that require a field to be a specific type, you cannot change those
settings on the Field Summary Table. You must use the Extended Field Definition, Input Rules, or Output Rules Table
to change both the type and the type-dependent settings. Field attributes affected by a change in the type include Edit
Pattern, In.dp, Min Req Decimals, Allow Digit Sep, Allow Minus Sign, Allow Currency, and Check Digit.

Changing the Panel Layout

You modify panels by changing either the physical arrangement of a layout or the characteristics of the data contained
in the layout. These changes can include modification of the specification of a field, the addition or deletion of fields,
and the relocation of fields. Modifications to a panel layout can also include changes to the summary table that contains
information about the fields in the layout.

 This page contains the following topics:

Fill Mode

When adding new fields on an empty line and after the last field of a line, the fill mode in effect has an impact:

• Creating a new field on an empty line or after the last entry on the line.
– A null-filled screen. Enter leading characters to position the fields, otherwise the fields shift left after you press the

Enter key.
To maintain space between fields, enter spaces in place of the null characters. To leave a blank line, enter at least
one space on the line.

– A blank-filled screen. Enter the fields exactly where they are to be positioned. No shifting occurs after you press the
Enter key.

• Inserting fields before an existing field.
– A null-filled screen. Insert the fields by pressing the INSERT key and then typing the data.
– A blank-filled screen. Enter the fields exactly where they are to be positioned. Existing fields are not shifted. If you

press the INSERT key, characters must be deleted before inserting the new fields.
• To switch between null-fill and blank-fill mode, press the PF18 key or enter the BLANKFILL or NULLFILL command. 

In either mode, trailing blank or null lines are not retained with the stored layout. The fill-mode only pertains to panel
layout editing.

Modifying Existing Fields on the Panel Layout

You can modify the specification of a field on the layout panel. To edit the layout of the current panel definition, press the
PF6 (LAYOUT) key or type LAYOUT in the command line and press the Enter key. If the panel definition is not current,
you must enter the command EDIT PNL name. The layout displays in edit mode.

You can make the following changes to existing fields directly on the layout panel:

• Field Length
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You can increase the length of a field by overtyping the end-of-field symbol with a space and typing additional spaces
until the begin-field symbol of the next field is reached, the end of the presentation area, or a new end-of-field symbol
is typed.
You can decrease the length by pressing the delete character key. You might have to insert spaces to properly align
the fields following the shortened field.

• Field Use: Input or Text
You can change a field from an input field to a text field by overtyping the blanks with text. The attribute for the field
remains UAL. You can change this on the summary fill-in.
You can change a text field to an input field by overtyping the text with blanks. The attribute for the field remains PSL.
You can change this on the summary fill-in.

• You can change the text of a text field by overtyping the text.
• You can relocate a field using the layout editing symbols.

Since you can copy a field to multiple locations, you must specify a field name on the summary fill-in for the new field.
All other attributes, except location, are copied.
You can move a field to only one location; therefore, the name of the field is retained. All other attributes, except
location, are copied.

Example

The following example illustrates the use of the INSERT key to modify a field in the original layout. In this example, the
decision was made to replace the number symbol (#) with the word NUMBER. On a null-filled screen, place the cursor
over the number symbol (#) on line one and press the INSERT key. On a blank-filled screen, delete the number of blanks
equal to the number of characters in the word NUMBER.

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PANEL LAYOUT NULL       PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST       SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

 Start ¬   End ;   New +  Rep @   Del *   Move >   Copy ¢   Dest !   Width  80

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7........8

==================================  T O P  ====================================

     ¬ORDER#¬______¬CUSTOMER #¬____¬ORDER DATE¬________;

     ¬EMPLOYEE NAME¬____________________________________;

     ¬ADDRESS¬__________________________________________;

     ¬QTY; ¬ITEM NO; ¬ITEM DESC;     ¬PRICE;   ¬AMOUNT;

     ¬ ___; ¬ _______; ¬ _____________; ¬ _______; ¬ _______;

===============================  B O T T O M  =================================

You can use terminal editing facilities to modify the number symbol to the word NUMBER as shown below.

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PANEL LAYOUT NULL      PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST     SYS: DOC      FILL-IN

 Start ¬   End ;   New +  Rep @   Del *   Move >   Copy ¢   Dest !   Width  80

........1..........2........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

==================================  T O P  ====================================

     ¬ORDER NUMBER¬______¬CUSTOMER NUMBER¬____¬ORDER DATE¬________;
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     ¬EMPLOYEE NAME¬____________________________________;

     ¬ADDRESS¬__________________________________________;

     ¬QTY; ¬ITEM NO; ¬ITEM DESC;     ¬PRICE;   ¬AMOUNT;

     ¬___; ¬_______; ¬_____________; ¬_______; ¬_______;

===============================  B O T T O M  =================================

Adding Lines to a Layout

If additional lines are needed in a panel either during layout or editing, you can insert lines at the bottom or top of the
layout or between existing lines with the INPUT command. When you specify INPUT, lines to fill the region are inserted
below the line that contains the cursor when you press the Enter key. If the cursor is in the command area, lines are
inserted at the top of the layout.

The inserted lines are null-filled or blank-filled based on the current layout fill specification. Lines inserted during null-fill
are not retained. Lines inserted during blank-fill are retained.

At the Bottom

You can add lines to the bottom of the panel by pressing PF10(SCROLL TOP), backtab, and PF12 (INPUT) consecutively.
You can also use the INPUT command. The following example illustrates the use of the INPUT editing command to add
lines at the bottom of the panel.

First, type the INPUT command on the command line. Next, place the cursor on the bottom line of the layout and press
the Enter key.

=>INPUT

=>

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PANEL LAYOUT NULL         PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST      SYS: DOC  FILL-IN

 Start ¬   End ;   New +  Rep @   Del *   Move >   Copy ¢   Dest !   Width  80

........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

==================================  T O P  ====================================

     ¬ORDER#¬______¬CUSTOMER #¬____¬ORDER DATE¬________;

     ¬EMPLOYEE NAME¬____________________________________;

     ¬ADDRESS¬__________________________________________;

     ¬QTY; ¬ITEM NO; ¬ITEM DESC;     ¬PRICE;   ¬AMOUNT;

 

     ¬___; ¬_______; ¬_____________; ¬_______; ¬_______;

===============================  B O T T O M  =================================

Entering the INPUT command with the cursor on the bottom line of the layout causes PDF to insert null-filled lines at the
bottom of the layout to fill the region. In blank-fill mode, blank lines are inserted and retained for the entire editing session.
The bottom line of the panel is retained with the display as a context line as shown in the following example:

=>
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PANEL LAYOUT NULL        PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST      SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

 Start ¬   End ;   New +  Rep @   Del *   Move >   Copy ¢   Dest !   Width  80

........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

     ¬___; ¬_______; ¬_____________; ¬_______; ¬_______;

===============================  B O T T O M  =================================

In this example, six null-filled lines were entered at the bottom of the layout and retained by placing a space on each of
them. On a seventh line a new field, PHONE NUMBER, was added to the layout. Any unused null-filled lines inserted by
the INPUT command are deleted when you press the Enter key. Any blank lines at the bottom of the panel are deleted
when the editing session is terminated. You can use the SCROLL TOP command to display the layout from the first line.

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PANEL LAYOUT NULL        PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST      SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

 Start ¬   End ;   New +  Rep @   Del *   Move >   Copy ¢   Dest !   Width  80

........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

==================================  T O P  ====================================

     ¬ORDER#¬______¬CUSTOMER #¬____¬ORDER DATE¬________;

     ¬EMPLOYEE NAME¬____________________________________;

     ¬ADDRESS¬__________________________________________;

     ¬QTY; ¬ITEM NO; ¬ITEM DESC;     ¬PRICE;   ¬AMOUNT;

     ¬___; ¬_______; ¬_____________; ¬_______; ¬_______;

     ¬PHONE NUMBER¬___¬_______;

===============================  B O T T O M  =================================

At the Top

To add lines to the top of a layout, use PF10 (SCROLL TOP) followed by PF12 (INPUT) or the INPUT command, leaving
the cursor in the command area when you press Enter.

When using the INPUT command, the top line of the existing layout is retained on the display as a context line at the
bottom of the panel and the remainder of the screen is filled with lines for data entry. The lines are null-filled or blank-filled
based on which layout fill option is in effect.

Between Existing Lines

To add lines between existing lines in the layout, press the PF12 (INPUT) key with the cursor at the location or specify
the INPUT command, position the cursor to the location, and press Enter. The line containing the cursor redisplays as a
context line and the remainder of the screen is provided to insert new lines. You can insert a specific number of lines by
specifying INPUT WINDOW n, where n is the number of lines to insert.
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When the mode is blank-fill, the inserted lines are retained regardless of whether data is typed on them.

When the mode is null-filled, you must type data on each line to retain. You must type at least one blank on lines inserted
for spacing.

Adding Fields to an Existing Panel Layout

Any time you add a new field to a layout, you must specify it with the new-field symbol. This is true both when a panel is
first laid out and when you add fields during modification of a panel. When you modify a panel, you can add fields at any
point in the layout. When the modifications are transmitted, the fields are renumbered to accommodate the new field or
fields and the new-field symbol is changed to a start-field symbol.

The following example adds two new fields to the sample layout. The new-field symbol used in this example is the plus
sign (+). The panel was opened for input by entering the INPUT command, as explained in the section titled Between
Existing Lines.

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PANEL LAYOUT NULL        PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST      SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

 Start ¬   End ;   New +  Rep @   Del *   Move >   Copy ¢   Dest !   Width  80

........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

     ¬EMPLOYEE NAME¬____________________________________;

     DEPT CODE______;

In this example, the SCROLL TOP command acts as if you pressed Enter before the scroll request. The added fields are
incorporated into the layout and the new-field symbol is changed to the start-field symbol. Since null-fill is in effect, any
unused inserted lines are deleted.

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PANEL LAYOUT NULL        PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST      SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

 Start ¬   End ;   New +  Rep @   Del *   Move >   Copy ¢   Dest !   Width  80

........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

==================================  T O P  ====================================

     ¬ORDER#¬______¬CUSTOMER #¬____¬ORDER DATE¬________;

     ¬EMPLOYEE NAME¬____________________________________;

     ¬DEPT CODE¬______;

     ¬ADDRESS¬__________________________________________;

     ¬QTY; ¬ITEM NO; ¬ITEM DESC;     ¬PRICE;   ¬AMOUNT;

     ¬___; ¬_______; ¬_____________; ¬_______; ¬_______;

     ¬PHONE NUMBER¬___¬_______;

===============================  B O T T O M  =================================
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Deleting Lines and Fields from the Panel Layout

You can delete lines and fields from the panel layout.

Deleting Lines

You can use the EOF key to delete an entire line, including any fields. To use the EOF key in this manner, the cursor must
be in the first position of the line.

Deleting Fields

To delete a field from a layout, overtype the start-field symbol with the delete-field symbol. When you use the delete-
field symbol, the field is removed from the panel definition when you press the Enter key. All references to the field in
the layout, the summary table, and the extended field definition are deleted. The remaining fields on the layout are then
resequenced. In blank-fill mode, the deleted fields are replaced with blanks. In null-fill mode, the remaining fields on the
line are shifted left. If there are no fields remaining on the line, the line is deleted.

The following examples illustrate using the delete-field symbol, an asterisk (*) in this example, to delete fields from the
layout.

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PANEL LAYOUT NULL        PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST      SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

 Start ¬    End ;   New +  Rep @   Del *   Move >   Copy ¢   Dest !   Width  80

........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

==================================  T O P  ====================================

     ¬ ORDER#¬ ______¬ CUSTOMER #¬ ____¬ ORDER DATE¬ ________;

     ¬ EMPLOYEE NAME¬ ____________________________________;

     *DEPT. CODE*______;

     ¬ ADDRESS¬ __________________________________________;

     ¬ QTY; ¬ ITEM NO; ¬ ITEM DESC;     ¬ PRICE;   ¬ AMOUNT;

     ¬ ___; ¬ _______; ¬ _____________; ¬ _______; ¬ _______;

    ¬ PHONE NUMBER¬ ___¬ _____;

===============================  B O T T O M  =================================

As the following example shows, fields that were marked with the delete-field symbol were removed from the panel.

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PANEL LAYOUT NULL        PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST      SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

 Start ¬    End ;   New +  Rep @   Del *   Move >   Copy ¢   Dest !   Width  80

........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

==================================  T O P  ====================================

     ¬ ORDER#¬ ______¬ CUSTOMER #¬ ____¬ ORDER DATE¬ ________;
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     ¬ EMPLOYEE NAME¬ ____________________________________;

     ¬ ADDRESS¬ __________________________________________;

     ¬ QTY; ¬ ITEM NO; ¬ ITEM DESC;     ¬ PRICE;   ¬ AMOUNT;

     ¬ ___; ¬ _______; ¬ _____________; ¬ _______; ¬ _______;

    ¬ PHONE NUMBER¬ ___¬ _____;

===============================  B O T T O M  =================================

Using the EOF Key

You can use the EOF key to delete fields in a layout if the entire line in the layout is deleted. You must place the cursor at
the beginning of the line. All fields on that line are deleted with the corresponding summary table and extended definition
entries. In null-fill mode, you can only issue an EOF from the first column of a line.

You can use the EOF key to delete an entire line when you are editing a wide panel layout. If the non-displayed portion of
the line contains only nulls or blanks, the line is deleted. However, if the non-displayed portion contains data, the data is
left when you press the Enter key.

Relocating Fields

You can relocate a field using the hardware editing facilities or by using the layout editing symbols to move and copy
fields.

By Adding and Deleting Data

You can relocate a field in the current order in relation to the other fields in the layout by inserting or deleting spaces on
the line before the field. You can use the layout editing symbols to add new fields or delete existing fields before any field,
relocating it. All changes are made automatically to the summary table.

By Using Layout Symbols

You can use the move and copy layout editing symbols to relocate a field to a new position in relation to the other fields in
the layout.

When you use the move-field symbol, the attributes for the field including the field name are maintained. The location,
obviously, is the only value that changes. When you use the copy-field symbol, the attributes for the field except for the
field name are duplicated at the destination. You must use the summary table or extended field definition to define a name
for the destination field.

Moving Fields

You can move a field from one location to another using the move-field symbol to mark the field to move and the
destination-field symbol to mark the new location. This is clearly evident in an example. On the following blank-filled
sample panel layout, the data entry field after the word ADDRESS is moved to the next line.

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PANEL LAYOUT BLANK       PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST      SYS: DOC   FILL-IN
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 Start ¬    End ;   New +  Rep @   Del *   Move >   Copy ¢   Dest !   Width  80

........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

==================================  T O P  ====================================

     ¬ ORDER#¬ ______¬ CUSTOMER #¬ ____¬ ORDER DATE¬ ________;

     ¬ EMPLOYEE NAME¬ ____________________________________;

     ¬ ADDRESS>__________________________________________;

             !

     ¬ QTY; ¬ ITEM NO; ¬ ITEM DESC;     ¬ PRICE;   ¬ AMOUNT;

     ¬ ___; ¬ _______; ¬ _____________; ¬ _______; ¬ _______;

===============================  B O T T O M  =================================

The move-field symbol is typed over the start-field symbol. A destination symbol is typed at the new location. In this
example, that location is directly beneath the current location. Blanks replace the moved field at the original location.

The fill-mode in effect has a direct impact at the new location. On a blank-filled panel, as used in the preceding example,
the destination symbol is typed where the field is to be placed. On a null-filled panel, you must insert blanks before the
destination symbol or the moved field shifts to the left and is not retained as expected. For example, the resulting null-filled
panel, without blanks inserted, appears as:

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PANEL LAYOUT NULL       PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST      SYS: DOC    FILL-IN

 Start ¬    End ;   New +  Rep @   Del *   Move >   Copy ¢   Dest !   Width  80

........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

==================================  T O P  ====================================

     ¬ ORDER#¬ ______¬ CUSTOMER #¬ ____¬ ORDER DATE¬ ________;

     ¬ EMPLOYEE NAME¬ ____________________________________;

     ¬ ADDRESS;

¬ __________________________________________;

     ¬ QTY; ¬ ITEM NO; ¬ ITEM DESC;     ¬ PRICE;   ¬ AMOUNT;

     ¬ ___; ¬ _______; ¬ _____________; ¬ _______; ¬ _______;

===============================  B O T T O M  =================================

Copying Fields

The copy-field symbol maintains a field at the original location and inserts a copy of the field at one or more new locations.
It is used much like the move-field symbol. For example, rather than move the data entry field after the word ADDRESS, a
second field is inserted to allow for a two-line address as shown in the following example.

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PANEL LAYOUT BLANK      PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST       SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

 Start ¬    End ;   New +  Rep @   Del *   Move >   Copy ¢   Dest !   Width  80

........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

==================================  T O P  ====================================

     ¬ ORDER#¬ ______¬ CUSTOMER #¬ ____¬ ORDER DATE¬ ________;

     ¬ EMPLOYEE NAME¬ ____________________________________;
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     ¬ ADDRESS¢__________________________________________;

             !

     ¬ QTY; ¬ ITEM NO; ¬ ITEM DESC;     ¬ PRICE;   ¬ AMOUNT;

     ¬ ___; ¬ _______; ¬ _____________; ¬ _______; ¬ _______;

===============================  B O T T O M  =================================

The resulting layout is shown below. The copied field is placed exactly where the destination symbol was placed because
blank-fill is in effect.

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PANEL LAYOUT BLANK       PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST      SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

 Start ¬    End ;   New +  Rep @   Del *   Move >   Copy ¢   Dest !   Width  80

........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

==================================  T O P  ====================================

     ¬ ORDER#¬ ______¬ CUSTOMER #¬ ____¬ ORDER DATE¬ ________;

     ¬ EMPLOYEE NAME¬ ____________________________________;

     ¬ ADDRESS¬ __________________________________________;

             ¬ __________________________________________;

     ¬ QTY; ¬ ITEM NO; ¬ ITEM DESC;     ¬ PRICE;   ¬ AMOUNT;

     ¬ ___; ¬ _______; ¬ _____________; ¬ _______; ¬ _______;

===============================  B O T T O M  =================================

Relocating Multiple Fields

You can mark up to nine fields to copy or move in a single transaction. PDF keeps track of the fields by assigning a
number from 1 to 9 to each marked field in the order in which they are encountered on the layout panel. The order is
determined from left to right, top to bottom.

This value is called the edit ID. It is distinct from the field sequence number. The edit ID is a temporarily assigned value
that is lost once the copy and move operations are completed. The edit ID is defined so that you can copy or more
multiple fields and one field can be copied multiple times in one transaction.

When only one field is copied or moved, the edit ID is not needed with the destination-field symbol. When multiple fields
are involved, the edit ID is required.

For example, to move the three fields on the bottom line and copy the field for data entry after the word ADDRESS. PDF
regards the edit IDs of the fields as:

Edit ID Field Content
1 _______________________
2 PHONE NUMBER
3 ___
4 _______

The destination for each of these fields must contain the edit ID to identify the data to receive at each location as shown in
the following screen.
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NOTE
The edit IDs are renumbered on every transaction.

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DEAL: PANEL LAYOUT BLANK      PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST       SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

 Start ¬    End ;   New +  Rep @   Del *   Move >   Copy ¢   Dest !   Width  80

........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

==================================  T O P  ====================================

     ¬ ORDER#¬ ______¬ CUSTOMER #¬ ____¬ ORDER DATE¬ ________;

     ¬ EMPLOYEE NAME¬ ____________________________________;

    !2            !3   !4

     ¬ ADDRESS¢__________________________________________;

             !1

     ¬ QTY; ¬ ITEM NO; ¬ ITEM DESC;     ¬ PRICE;   ¬ AMOUNT;

     ¬ ___; ¬ _______; ¬ _____________; ¬ _______; ¬ _______;

    >PHONE NUMBER>___>_____;

===============================  B O T T O M  =================================

The resulting panel layout is:

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PANEL LAYOUT BLANK       PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST       SYS: DOC  FILL-IN

 Start ¬    End ;   New +  Rep @   Del *   Move >   Copy ¢   Dest !   Width  80

........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

==================================  T O P  ====================================

     ¬ ORDER#¬ ______¬ CUSTOMER #¬ ____¬ ORDER DATE¬ ________;

     ¬ EMPLOYEE NAME¬ ____________________________________;

     ¬ PHONE NUMBER¬ ___¬ _____;

     ¬ ADDRESS¬ __________________________________________;

             ¬ __________________________________________;

     ¬ QTY; ¬ ITEM NO; ¬ ITEM DESC;     ¬ PRICE;   ¬ AMOUNT;

     ¬ ___; ¬ _______; ¬ _____________; ¬ _______; ¬ _______;

===============================  B O T T O M  =================================
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You can specify a range of fields with the destination symbol. For example, in the previous sample layout, one destination
could be specified as the receiving location for the moved fields. Fields having edit IDs 2, 3, and 4 could be defined as !
2-4. The result is the same.

When a single field is copied, there must be room for the start-field symbol and the number of characters in the field. If
room is available, the end-field symbol is added.

When a range of fields is specified, PDF checks for adjacent and non-adjacent fields.

• Adjacent fields have no intervening spaces (for example, ¬ field1¬ field2¬ field3). Adjacent fields are considered
related to one another; therefore, they are copied or moved together as designated at the original location, including
end-field symbols as specified.

• Non-adjacent fields have intervening spaces (for example, ¬ field1; ¬ field2; ¬ field3;). Non-adjacent fields are treated
as unrelated individual fields. The start-field symbol and the characters that comprise the field are copied. The end-
field symbol is not included.

Whether adjacent or non-adjacent, an end-field symbol is always provided after the last field if room is available.

Although you can move a field to only one location, you can copy a field to multiple locations by specifying the edit ID
with more than one destination-field symbol. For example, on the following layout, the heading QTY is copied at three
locations. The edit ID 1 is added for clarity, but is not required since the field being copied is the first marked field.

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PANEL LAYOUT BLANK       PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST      SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

 Start ¬    End ;   New +  Rep @   Del *   Move >   Copy ¢   Dest !   Width  80

........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

==================================  T O P  ====================================

     ¬ ORDER#¬ ______¬ CUSTOMER #¬ ____¬ ORDER DATE¬ ________;   !1

     ¬ EMPLOYEE NAME¬ ____________________________________;

     ¬ ADDRESS¬ __________________________________________;

     ¢QTY; ¬ ITEM NO; ¬ ITEM DESC;     ¬ PRICE;   ¬ AMOUNT;   !1

     ¬ ___; ¬ _______; ¬ _____________; ¬ _______; ¬ _______;

    ¬ PHONE NUMBER¬ ___¬ _____;                    !1

===============================  B O T T O M  =================================

The resulting panel layout is as follows:

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PANEL LAYOUT BLANK       PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST      SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

 Start ¬    End ;   New +  Rep @   Del *   Move >   Copy ¢   Dest !   Width  80

........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

==================================  T O P  ====================================

     ¬ ORDER#¬ ______¬ CUSTOMER #¬ ____¬ ORDER DATE¬ ________;   ¬ QTY;

     ¬ EMPLOYEE NAME¬ ____________________________________;
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     ¬ ADDRESS¬ __________________________________________;

     ¬ QTY; ¬ ITEM NO; ¬ ITEM DESC;     ¬ PRICE;   ¬ AMOUNT;   ¬ QTY;

     ¬ ___; ¬ _______; ¬ _____________; ¬ _______; ¬ _______;

    ¬ PHONE NUMBER¬ ___¬ _____;                    ¬ QTY;

===============================  B O T T O M  =================================

Pending Operations

If all move and copy operations cannot be successfully processed, none of the operations are performed. These
operations are pending. Any terminal editing and any new, repeat, or delete operations that the field symbols provide are
performed. An unsuccessful copy or move operation results when a destination is not provided for every field marked for
relocation, when a marked field is not provided for every destination edit ID, or when a field to copy or move does not fit at
the new location.

A message displays noting the pending operations. Each operation is distinguished by the defined function symbol. On
the following panel layout, a move operation was specified for the field following ADDRESS. It is assigned edit ID 1.
A destination was not specified for the field. A destination, under the field EMPLOYEE NAME, is pending for a field to
define as edit ID 2. As a result, the operations cannot be performed. The pending message displays and the symbols are
retained as specified on the layout. The cursor is placed on the first incomplete operation specification (for example, copy-
symbol or move-symbol lacking a destination or destination symbol lacking a copy or move designation).

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PANEL LAYOUT BLANK       PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST      SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

Pending: >(1) !(2)

 Start ¬    End ;   New +  Rep @   Del *   Move >   Copy ¢   Dest !   Width  80

........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

==================================  T O P  ====================================

     ¬ ORDER#¬ ______¬ CUSTOMER #¬ ____¬ ORDER DATE¬ ________;

     ¬ EMPLOYEE NAME¬ ____________________________________;

     !2

     ¬ ADDRESS>__________________________________________;

     ¬ QTY; ¬ ITEM NO; ¬ ITEM DESC;     ¬ PRICE;   ¬ AMOUNT;

     ¬ ___; ¬ _______; ¬ _____________; ¬ _______; ¬ _______;

    ¬ PHONE NUMBER¬ ___¬ _____;

===============================  B O T T O M  =================================
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The pending message lists all pending copy, move, and destination field specifications. The following sample pending
message contains examples of the different ways you can designate the edit ID.

PENDING:  >(1) ¢(2,3,9) !(4,5-8,9)

It indicates that the following are pending:

• A move of the field identified with edit ID 1.
• A copy of the fields identified with edit IDs 2, 3, and 9.
• A destination was marked for edit ID 4 and the range 5-8.

NOTE
The edit ID 5-8 indicates fields to place consecutively at the same location.

• A copy of the field identified with edit ID 9 is pending only because the other operations are pending.

The copy and move functions are always re-evaluated and the pending message revised each time the panel is
transmitted. The primary commands, the new, repeat, and delete-field operation symbol, and the hardware editing
functions are performed while pending operations exist. The pending message is removed once all of the move and copy
operations can be successfully performed.

The pending state can be useful. For example, INPUT can insert lines in the layout to designate as the destination of a
move or copy function. It is also useful when editing panels that are larger than the current display screen.

Pending functions are maintained for the current PDF session. You can access the other PDF prompt and fill-in panels
and the pending functions are maintained and redisplayed upon return to the layout.

Resetting

You can change or cancel any individual pending move or copy operation by overtyping the field symbol in the layout
area. You can respecify individual destination locations by overtyping. The RESET primary command cancels all pending
move and copy operations. That means all specified move and copy field symbols are replaced by the start-field symbol
and all destination field symbols are removed from the layout. The pending message is removed. Any other editing is
performed.

Copying and Moving Repeating Groups

You can use copy and move operations on all or part of a repeating group. You can move an entire repeating group only
as a range. Its status as a repeating group is maintained. You can copy an entire repeating group to a new location. The
copied fields in the group are established as elementary fields at the new location.

You can copy or more individual fields in a repeating group. If the destination is in the repeating group, the fields are
maintained as repeating fields. If the destination is outside of the repeating group, the fields become elementary non-
repeating fields.

Any elementary field moved or copied into a repeating group is incorporated into the repeating group.

Defining Repeating Fields and Groups

You can define repeating fields and groups as detailed in the next section. The following rules apply to the creation of
repeating groups:

• Only one repeating group is allowed in a panel layout.
• A field must be complete on one line.
• All repeating fields in the group must be contiguous.
• To create a repeating field or group in a panel:

a. Specify a field using the new-field symbol.
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b. Use the field summary table to make the field into a repeating group as described below.
• The fields in a repeating group copied from one location to another in the panel layout are duplicated as elementary

fields at the receiving location. This is true even when the entire repeating group is copied.
• A repeating group copied from a dataview to the panel is reduced to elementary fields. The group name and repeat

factor are not copied. For more information about copying from a dataview, see the section titled Copying Fields from a
Dataview later in this chapter.

• You cannot define a repeating group on the summary table while copy and move operations are pending in the panel
layout.

 This page contains the following topics:

Creating a Repeating Group

You can make a field a repeating group by changing values in the summary table:

• Change the level number to indicate that the field is a repeating field.
• Change the field name, if necessary.
• Enter a value in the Occur column to specify how many times the repeating group is to repeat.

In the following example, the level number of the field or fields to repeat was changed from a 2 to 3 for fields 14 through
18.

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: FIELD SUMMARY TABLE   PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST        SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

==================================  T O P  ====================================

     ¬ORDER#¬______¬CUSTOMER NUMBER¬____¬ORDER DATE¬________;

     1      2      3                 4    5          6

     ¬EMPLOYEE NAME¬___________________________________;

     7     8

........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........

 Seq Lv Field Name       Attr   T Len  In.dp Occ N Comments            

 --- -- --------------- ------  - ---- ----- --- - ---------------------

   1 2                   PSL    X    6             ORDER#

   2 2 ORDER-NO          UAL    X    6             ______

   3 2                   PSL    X   18             CUSTOMER NUMBER

   4 2 CUST-NO           UAL    X    4             ____

   5 2                   PSL    X   10             ORDER DATE

   6 2 ORDER- DATE       UAL    X    8             ________

   7 2                   PSL    X   13             EMPLOYEE NAME

   8 2 EMP- NAME         UAL    X   35             _____________________

   9 2                   PSL    X   10             DEPT. CODE

  10 2 DCODE             UAL    X    7             _______

  11 2                   PSL    X    7             ADDRESS

  12 2 ADDRESS           UAL    X   40             _____________________

  13 2                   PSL    X   48             QTY   ITEM NO   ITEM

  14  3 QTY              UAL    N    3   3         ___

  15  3 ITEM- NO         UAL    X    7             _______

  16  3 ITEM- DESC       UAL    X   13             _____________

  17  3 UNIT- PRICE      UAL    N    7   7         _______

  18  3 AMOUNT           UAL    N    7   7         _______

  19 2                   PSL    X   12             PHONE NUMBER

  20 2  PHONE-NO         UAL    X   11             ___ _______
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When the Field Summary Table redisplays, notice that a level-2 entry was inserted in the summary table to define as the
group name for the repeating group. As shown in the next example, you can give the new entry (field 14) a name that
identifies the repeating group (the repeating group name).

The entry for the group name initially is defined with an asterisk (*) in the Occur column. In the summary table shown in
the following example, the fields are resequenced to include the group name.

Elementary fields might be on the same line as a repeating group. When a field is defined before the repeating group, it is
on the line with the first occurrence of the repeating group. When the field is defined after the repeating group, it is on the
line with the last occurrence of the repeating group.

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: FIELD SUMMARY TABLE   PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST     SYS: DOC       FILL-IN

==================================  T O P  ====================================

     ¬ORDER#¬______¬CUSTOMER NUMBER¬____¬ORDER DATE¬________;

     1      2      3                 4    5          6

     ¬EMPLOYEE NAME¬___________________________________;

     7     8

........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........

Seq Lv Field Name          Attr   T Len  In.dp Occ N Comments

--- -- ------------------ -----   - ---- ----- --- - -------------------

  1 2                      PSL    X    6             ORDER#

  2 2 ORDER-NO             UAL    X    6             ______

  3 2                      PSL    X   18             CUSTOMER NUMBER

  4 2 CUST-NO              UAL    X    4             ____

  5 2                      PSL    X   10             ORDER DATE

  6 2 ORDER-DATE           UAL    X    8             ________

  7 2                      PSL    X   13             EMPLOYEE NAME

  8 2 EMP-NAME             UAL    X   35             _____________________

  9 2                      PSL    X   10             DEPT. CODE

 10 2 DCODE                UAL    X    7             _______

 11 2                      PSL    X    7             ADDRESS

 12 2 ADDRESS              UAL    X   40             _____________________

 13 2                      PSL    X   48             QTY   ITEM NO   ITEM

 14 2  ORDER-INFO                 G             *

 15  3 QTY                 UAL    N    3   3         ___

 16  3 ITEM-NO             UAL    X    7             _______

 17  3 ITEM-DESC           UAL    X   13             _____________

 18  3 UNIT-PRICE          UAL    N    7   7         _______

 19  3 AMOUNT              UAL    N    7   7         _______

 20 2                      PSL    X   12             PHONE NUMBER

 21 2  PHONE-NO            UAL    X   11             ___ _______

The asterisk in the Occ column indicates that the field or fields are to repeat until the available lines in the region (at
execution time) are filled. You can replace the asterisk with a number that indicates the exact number of times for the field
or fields to repeat. A panel with fields that repeat a specific number of times is called a fixed-size panel. If a fixed-size
panel does not fit in the region, the message PARTIALLY SHOWN appears in the right side of the separator line. You can
use scrolling commands to view the undisplayed portion of the panel.

The following example shows the layout of the panel after the summary table was edited to define repeating fields. As
shown, the start-field symbol is changed to a repeat field symbol (an at sign (@) in this example) for each field that was
defined as a repeating field.
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=>

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PANEL LAYOUT NULL       PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST       SYS: DOC      FILL-IN

 Start ¬   End ;   New +  Rep @   Del *   Move >   Copy ¢   Dest !   Width  80

  ........1........2........3........4........5........6........7........

==================================  T O P  ====================================

    ¬ORDER#¬______¬CUSTOMER NUMBER¬____¬ORDER DATE¬________;

    ¬EMPLOYEE NAME¬___________________________________;

    ¬DEPT. CODE¬_______;

    ¬ADDRESS¬________________________________________;

    ¬QTY; ¬ITEM NO; ¬ITEM DESC;     ¬PRICE;   ¬AMOUNT;

    @___; @_______; @_____________; @_______; @_______;

¬PHONE NUMBER¬___¬ _______;

===============================  B O T T O M  =================================

A repeating group can extend over more than one line; however, you can only include complete lines in the group and
they must be contiguous. Individual fields must be complete on one line.

You can include fields in a repeating group on the summary table. The fields to include must be consecutive. To include
the fields in a repeating group, change the level from 2 to 3.

Changing to a NonRepeating Field

You can redefine a repeating group as a non-repeating group of fields by entering a D (for DELETE) in the Occurs column
in the summary table on the line that contains the group name. This retains the fields, returns the level numbers of the
fields formerly in the group to 2, and deletes the group name entry.

In the following example, a D is entered in the Occurs column for field 14.

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: FIELD SUMMARY TABLE   PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) PROD      SYS: DOC  DISPLAY 

==================================  T O P  ====================================

     ¬ORDER#¬______¬CUSTOMER NUMBER¬____¬ORDER DATE¬________;

     1      2      3                 4    5          6

     ¬EMPLOYEE NAME¬___________________________________;

     7     8

........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........

Seq Lv Field Name          Attr   T Len  In.dp Occ N Comments

--- -- ------------------ ------  - ---- ----- --- - ---------------------

  1 2                      PSL    X    6             ORDER#

  2 2 ORDER-NO             UAL    X    6             ______

  3 2                      PSL    X   18             CUSTOMER NUMBER

  4 2 CUST-NO              UAL    X    4             ____

  5 2                      PSL    X   10             ORDER DATE

  6 2 ORDER-DATE           UAL    X    8             ________

  7 2                      PSL    X   13             EMPLOYEE NAME

  8 2 EMP-NAME             UAL    X   35             _____________________

  9 2                      PSL    X   10             DEPT. CODE

 10 2 DCODE                UAL    X    7             _______

 11 2                      PSL    X    7             ADDRESS
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 12 2 ADDRESS              UAL    X   40             _____________________

 13 2                      PSL    X   48             QTY   ITEM NO  ITEM

 14 2 ORDER-INFO                  G            D

 15 3 QTY                  UAL    N    3   3          ___

 16 3 ITEM-NO              UAL    X    7              _______

 17 3 ITEM-DESC            UAL    X   13              _____________

 18 3 UNIT-PRICE           UAL    N    7   7          _______

 19 3 AMOUNT               UAL    N    7   7          _______

 20 2                      PSL    X   12              PHONE NUMBER

 21 2 PHONE-NO             UAL    X   11              ___ _______

The resulting example shows the group name removed and the level 3 fields returned to level 2 for fields 14 through 18.

=>

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: FIELD SUMMARY TABLE   PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST         SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

==================================  T O P  ====================================

     ¬ORDER#¬______¬CUSTOMER NUMBER¬____¬ORDER DATE¬________;

     1      2      3                 4    5          6

     ¬EMPLOYEE NAME¬___________________________________;

     7     8

........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........

Seq Lv Field Name          Attr   T Len  In.dp Occ N Comments

--- -- ------------------ ------  - ---- ----- --- - -------------------

  1 2                      PSL    X    6             ORDER#

  2 2 ORDER-NO             UAL    X    6             ______

  3 2                      PSL    X   18             CUSTOMER NUMBER

  4 2 CUST-NO              UAL    X    4             ____

  5 2                      PSL    X   10             ORDER DATE

  6 2 ORDER-DATE           UAL    X    8             ________

  7 2                      PSL    X   13             EMPLOYEE NAME

  8 2 EMP-NAME             UAL    X   35             _____________________

  9 2                      PSL    X   10             DEPT. CODE

 10 2 DCODE                UAL    X    7             _______

 11 2                      PSL    X    7             ADDRESS

 12 2 ADDRESS              UAL    X   40             ___________________

 13 2                      PSL    X   48             QTY   ITEM NO   ITEM

 14 2  QTY                 UAL    N    3   3         ___

 15 2  ITEM-NO             UAL    X    7             _______

 16 2  ITEM-DESC           UAL    X   13             _____________

 17 2  UNIT-PRICE          UAL    N    7   7         _______

 18 2  AMOUNT              UAL    N    7   7         _______

 19 2                      PSL    X   12             PHONE NUMBER

 20 2  PHONE-NO            UAL    X   11             ___ _______

Deleting Fields in a Repeating Group

You can delete individual fields in a repeating group by overtyping the repeat-field symbol with the delete-field symbol on
the panel layout.

You can use the EOF key to delete all fields on a line to the right of the cursor in the presentation area on the panel layout.
This removes the fields entirely from the panel definition. If all fields in the repeating group are deleted, PDF deletes the
group name entry in the summary table.
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NOTE
Use EOF with caution on wide panels. EOF does not delete any fields that extend beyond the presentation area.

Copying Fields from a Dataview

In Ideal for Datacom, create a panel definition two ways: specify the dataview on the CREATE command, or use the panel
copy prompter, accessed through the COPY command, to edit an existing panel definition.

• You can specify the dataview on the CREATE command when creating the panel definition. For example, to create a
panel that is named ADRMPNL3 based on the production version of a dataview that is named TESTDVW, enter the
command as:

CREATE PANEL ADRMPNL3 FROM DVW TESTDVW PROD

For the complete syntax of the CREATE PANEL command, see CREATE PANEL Command.
• You can use the panel copy prompter, which is accessed through the COPY command, when editing an existing panel

definition.

Using the Panel Copy Prompter

The panel copy prompter adds fields to a panel layout during the editing process. You can copy dataview fields into a
panel definition on the create process. For more information, see CREATE PANEL Command. The added fields are based
on cataloged dataview field definitions, not the definitions in the dictionary facility. Once the field definitions are copied,
there is no relationship between the dataview and the panel.

To display the panel copy prompter, enter the COPY command while creating or editing a panel definition. This form of
the COPY command uses no operands.

The copy prompter that is shown in the following example provides for one to three dataviews. That is, you can specify
a maximum of three dataviews each time the prompter is used. You can specify one or more dataview fields from each
dataview that is listed on the prompter. You can copy up to 32,000 bytes.

=>

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PANEL COPY         PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST              SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Entity                  Name                         Ver     Field Selection

DVW   ____________________________________________  ____    ______________

DVW   ____________________________________________  ____    ______________

DVW   ____________________________________________  ____    ______________

Copy   direction:     _   (V-vertical, H-horizontal)

       label format:  _   (S-sideview, C-columnview, N-none)

       destination:   _   (T-top, B-bottom)

The prompter contains the following fields:

Entity-
The designation DVW specifying that a dataview is the source.

Name-
The name of the dataview from which fields are being copied.
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Ver-
The version number of the dataview that is specified as PROD or Tnnn. If a version number is not specified,
PROD is assumed.

Field Select-
The sequence number of one or more fields to copy. The sequence number is specified as:
Single field 5
List of fields 5, 7, 9 or 5 7 9
Range of fields 5-9
Dataview fields are identified by sequence number. You can specify any assigned sequence number, except for
the first entry. The first entry is the dataview name and not a field.

Copy
The format of the headings and the placement of the fields for copied dataview fields that are specified as:
direction

V-Vertical, each field is placed in the first position of a new line.
H-Horizontal, fields are placed consecutively one after another on the line. Five spaces are inserted
between fields for spacing. When a field and its header cannot fit on the line, they are shifted to the first
position of the next line.

label format
S-Sideview, labels immediately precede field.
C-Colview, labels are used as column headings.
N-No headings, no labels are included.

destination
T-Top, before the existing first line in the panel layout.
B-Bottom, after the existing last line in the panel layout.

The following sample Datacom/DB cataloged dataview is used in the examples.

IDEAL: DISPLAY DATAVIEW        DVW EMPOYEE (001) PROD      SYS: DOC   DISPLAY

Command Seq Level Field Name            T I Ch/Dg Occur K Value/Redef/Dep On

======= ================================= T O P ============================

000001  CATALOGED 12/23/87 10:02      DATACOM/DB UPD=NO  DBID=001

000002    1  1     EMPLOYEE

000003    2  2     NUMBER               U Z     5       K

000004    3  2     NAME                 X      24

000005    4  2     STREET-ADDRESS       X      24

000006    5  2     CITY-ADDRESS         X      15

000007    6  2     STATE-ADDRESS        X       2

000008    7  2     ZIP-CODE-LOC         X       5       K

000009    8  2     SOCIAL-SECURITY      N P     9

======  ============================== B O T T O M ==========================

The copy panel prompter is specified to use the sample dataview. The dataview name, EMPLOYEE, is specified under the
Name heading. The version of the dataview, PROD, is specified under Ver. The sequence numbers of a range of fields,
3-7, are specified under the heading Field Select.

Labels are placed at the left of each data field. The name of the field is used as the label if a (Datacom Datadictionary)
heading attribute was not defined for the field. This is a text field. The resulting named panel field, a data field, assumes
the attributes of the dataview field. For example, the dataview field NAME was specified as a 24-character alphanumeric
field. A default initial value was specified as underscores, so the panel field contains underscores.

The fields are placed vertically, so each header and field start in the first position of the line. The copied fields are placed
before the first line of the existing panel definition, as shown:
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=>

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PANEL COPY         PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST                 SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Entity                  Name                         Ver     Field Selection

DVW   EMPLOYEE____________________________________  PROD    3-7____________

DVW   ____________________________________________  ____    _______________

DVW   ____________________________________________  ____    _______________

Copy   direction:     V   (V-vertical, H-horizontal)       label format:  S   (S-sideview, C-columnview, N-

none)

       destination:   T   (T-top, B-bottom)

The resulting layout is shown below. To simplify the display, the existing panel layout fields are not shown.

=>

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PANEL LAYOUT NULL        PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST       SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

Start    End ;   New +  Rep @   Del *   Move >   Copy ¢   Dest !   Width  80

........1........2........3........4........5........6........7........

==================================  T O P  ====================================

NAME;________________________;

STREET ADDRESS;_______________________;

CITY ADDRESS;______________;

STATE; _;

ZIP CODE;_____;

 ==============================  B O T T O M  =================================

Placement of the Dataview Field in the Panel Definition

When copying dataview fields, whether using the CREATE command or the Panel Copy Prompter, default values are in
effect for the field placement. Your site establishes these values. You can modify them to suit your session using the SET
PANEL COPY command. The possible settings include:

HORIZONTAL-
Fields are placed horizontally.

VERTICAL-
Fields are placed vertically.

NONE-
Headings are not included with the data field.

COLVIEW-
Headings are presented above each data field in column format.

SIDEVIEW-
Headings are presented as labels on the left of each data field. The heading includes colon.
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TOP-
Fields are placed before the first line of the panel.

BOTTOM-
Fields are placed after the last line of the panel.

For example, using SET PANEL COPY, you can establish a default placement with the headings in column format, placed
horizontally, at the bottom of the panel, by specifying:

SET PANEL COPY COLVIEW

SET PANEL COPY HORIZONTAL                         

SET PANEL COPY BOTTOM

Each operand is specified separately.

In the previous example, if the placement was HORIZONTAL and the headings SIDEVIEW, the resulting layout positions
each header and field consecutively on the line, as long as they fit in their entirety. Any field and its header, if specified,
that does not fit is placed in the first position of the next line. The first field is placed beginning in the first position on the
line. When possible, the second field is positioned to begin in column 30. If this is not possible, five blank spaces are
inserted between the fields.

Assuming the sample panel is 80 characters wide, when SIDEVIEW HORIZONTAL is specified, the layout is shown as
follows:

=>

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PANEL LAYOUT NULL       PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST          SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

  Start¬   End ;   New +  Rep @   Del *   Move >   Copy ¢   Dest !   Width  80

........1........2........3........4........5........6........7........

==================================  T O P  ====================================

¬NAME¬;________________________;  ¬STREET ADDRESS¬;_____________________;

¬CITY ADDRESS¬;______________;   ¬STATE¬;__; ¬ZIP CODE¬;____;

 

===============================  B O T T O M  =================================

When COLVIEW VERTICAL is specified, the resulting layout is shown as follows:

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PANEL LAYOUT NULL        PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST      SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

  Start¬   End ;   New +  Rep @   Del *   Move >   Copy ¢   Dest !   Width  80

........1........2........3........4........5........6........7........

==================================  T O P  ====================================

¬NAME;

¬________________________;

¬STREET ADDRESS;

________________________;

¬CITY ADDRESS;

_______________;
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¬STATE;

_;

¬ZIP CODE;

¬___;

===============================  B O T T O M  =================================

When COLVIEW HORIZONTAL is specified, the resulting layout is shown as follows:

=>

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PANEL LAYOUT NULL        PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST       SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

  Start ¬   End ;   New +  Rep @   Del *   Move >   Copy ¢   Dest !   Width  80

........1........2........3........4........5........6........7........

==================================  T O P  ====================================

¬NAME;                             ¬STREET ADDRESS;

________________________;         ¬________________________;

¬CITY ADDRESS;                     ¬STATE;           ¬ZIP CODE:

¬_______________;                  ¬__;              ¬_____;

===============================  B O T T O M  =================================

When no headings are included, NONE is specified. For vertical placement, the panel layout is shown as follows:

=>

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PANEL LAYOUT NULL        PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST         SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

  Start ¬   End ;   New +  Rep @   Del *   Move >   Copy ¢   Dest !   Width  80

........1........2........3........4........5........6........7........

==================================  T O P  ====================================

¬_______________________;

¬_______________________;

¬_______________;

¬_;

¬_____;

===============================  B O T T O M  =================================

When no headers HORIZONTAL is specified, the resulting panel layout is shown as follows:

=>

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PANEL LAYOUT NULL        PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST        SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

  Start¬   End ;   New +  Rep @   Del *   Move >   Copy ¢   Dest !   Width  80

........1........2........3........4........5........6........7........
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==================================  T O P  ====================================

¬     ;¬                        ;¬                  ;¬_

¬     ;¬          ;

===============================  B O T T O M  =================================

Once the dataview fields are copied into the panel definition, you can modify the field to suit the panel as if added directly
on the panel layout. For more information about modifying the panel layout, see Changing the Panel Layout.

Rules for Copied Dataview Fields

You can only copy field definitions from cataloged dataviews into the panel definition. All fields and values that can be
reasonably defined in the panel definition are copied. Once the dataview fields are copied into the panel definition, you
can modify and relocate the fields to suit the panel layout.

When using the copy panel prompter, consider field names and field sizes. A warning is issued if a copied field has the
same name as an existing panel field. An error occurs if you try to copy a field that is longer than the panel width. Any
error aborts all fields being copied with the current transmission of the copy panel prompter.

The rules for copied dataview fields to be applied are as follows:

Data Type

Any alphanumeric field is copied as is. Since a fixed-length value is required for the panel, the maximum length of
a variable length dataview field is assumed to be the panel field length. If the length of a dataview field exceeds the
maximum width of a panel, the field is truncated to the maximum width less 1 (max-width - 1). This applies to all copied
fields, whether they are copied on the CREATE command or with the copy prompter.

• Any numeric field is copied as an unsigned numeric field, regardless of the internal definition. Signed and unsigned
numeric fields in the dataview are copied as numeric fields, regardless of sign.
The number of integer and decimal places noted in the panel definition as IN.DP is copied directly from the dataview
field definition. The size of the panel field is based on the total number of integer and decimal places plus one for a
decimal point, if so defined. The total for integer and decimal places cannot exceed 31.

• Any Ideal for Datacom date field is copied as a numeric field. Once defined in the panel, you can change the data type
to alphanumeric, depending on the date display format.

• Any condition-name is ignored.

For information about displaying or changing data types, see Defining and Changing Field Attributes.

Groups

Any field that is or can be reduced to an elementary field is copied. REDEF fields and group fields are copied as
elementary fields, but fields with DEP ON are not copied.

• Nesting of OCCURS groups is ignored.

For more information about group fields, see Defining Repeating Fields and Groups.

Field Attributes

Initial values, if specified, are copied.
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• Edit patterns, if specified, are copied. However, the size of the panel field is taken from the defined length of the
dataview field and does not necessarily account for the length of the edit pattern. You might need to modify the panel
field after it is copied from the dataview.

• The panel field name is the same as the dataview field name. The dataview qualification for panel field names is
dropped since Ideal for Datacom allows only one level of group qualification.

• The panel field label is generated from the cataloged dataview heading, if defined, or from the panel field name if a
cataloged dataview heading is not defined.

For information about displaying or changing field attributes, see Defining and Changing Field Attributes.

Handling Errors
Errors can occur both during the development of a panel definition and when the panel displays and is used during an
application run. Errors that occur during development of a panel definition are mostly problems like placing a field in the
wrong column or row or defining the attributes of a field incorrectly. You can handle these errors by simply moving the field
or changing the field attributes. However, this section describes how to handle more complex error situations during panel
definition.

The next section, Error Handling at Runtime, describes the facilities and the techniques you can use during panel
definition and program definition to handle runtime errors.

This page contains the following topics:

Error Handling During Panel Definition

If an error occurs when editing a panel layout, an appropriate message displays on the message line, the line containing
the error is highlighted, and the cursor is positioned to the field in error. No changes are applied to the panel; however, the
pending line is updated. Possible errors include:

• Deleting a start-field symbol but not the entire field.
• Overtyping a valid field symbol with an invalid symbol.
• Attempting to add a field without preceding it by a new-field symbol.
• Attempting to insert a field by a copy or move operation that cannot fit at the destination.

Once the error is resolved, processing continues.

Restoring Prior Edits CHECKPOINT and ROLLBACK

When you create or edit a panel definition, Ideal for Datacom creates a temporary copy of the panel definition as shown in
the following illustration.
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The changes you make are written to the original copy of the panel definition. When you finish the editing session by
entering a command that invokes another Ideal for Datacom function, such as EDIT PANEL or DISPLAY PROGRAM, the
temporary (E) copy is deleted.

If you decide that you do not want to keep the changes you made so far during the editing session, you can restore the
panel definition to its original condition by entering the ROLLBACK command

The original copy, which contains the changes you made during the editing session, is overwritten by the rollback (E)
copy, as shown below. Any changes made since the beginning of the editing session are lost when the panel definition is
refreshed from the rollback copy as shown in the following illustration.

If you are working on a panel definition and reach a point where you know that you want to keep the changes you made
so far, but you are unsure of the next few changes you intend to make, you can update the rollback copy of the panel
definition with the edited original copy by entering the CHECKPOINT command.

Since the CHECKPOINT command saves the current changes to the rollback (E) copy, as shown below, you can restore
the panel definition to the checkpointed state if you decide not to keep any changes made after the CHECKPOINT was
issued as shown in the following illustration.

If a system failure interrupts an editing session, both copies of the panel definition remain in the library. You must indicate
which copy you want to work with after you enter the EDIT command for that panel. To continue working with the edited
original copy, enter the CHECKPOINT command. To continue from the last checkpointed changes, enter the ROLLBACK
command.

If you are not sure which changes were checkpointed, you can enter the command DISPLAY ROLLBACK to display the
rollback copy of the panel definition. You then have to enter the EDIT command, followed by either CHECKPOINT or
ROLLBACK, to continue editing the copy of the panel definition.
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Error Handling at Runtime

You can handle errors that occur at runtime in two ways:

• You can allow Ideal for Datacom to validate data and guide the application user through the correction of any errors
that are found.

• You can write the application program to validate panel entries and handle any errors that are found.

You can also provide help panels for both fields and panels that explain to the application user the requirements for the
field or panel.

If you define help panels for your application, the application user can press the PF1/13 key or enter the HELP command
to display the help panels. You must be sure to set up either the panel definition or the application to process the HELP
command when the PF1/13 key is pressed.

Using Ideal for Datacom to Validate Entries

When you define field attributes, you can specify such validation criteria as follows:

• Minimum and maximum values
• Whether the field must be filled
• Whether an entry is required in the field
• Whether a digit separator, minus sign, or currency symbol can be entered
• How many digits are required after the decimal point

If the value entered in the application panel or the panel facsimile does not conform to the requirements specified in the
field definition, Ideal for Datacom finds the error and redisplays the panel with the fields in error highlighted (as specified in
the Extended Field Definition fill-in for Error Handling) as shown in the following illustration.

If you specified C (for Clarify) in the Edit-rule Error Proc parameter of the Panel Parameter fill-in, the application user can
enter the CLARIFY command or press the PF3/15 key to display a panel that explains the edit rule violations (the edit
rules are specified in the Extended Field Definition fill-in). The Clarify panel is available from Ideal for Datacom. You do not
have to define the Clarify panel to use it in an application.

NOTE
You can also use the CLARIFY panel to display errors encountered when testing a panel facsimile.

 =>

IDEAL:                                                                 DISPLAY

           C l a r i f y     E d i t    V i o l a t i o n s

      ___   _______   ____________   alkdng_    lskent_

                                    1*******   2*******

 1 - 1-ICSCCEVM04E - Enter only digits

 2 - 1-ICSCCEVM04E - Enter only digits

 Type RETURN or press PF2 to return to main panel
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The Clarify panel is the same width as the application panel. It lists all errors detected for all fields on the application
panel. You can scroll the Clarify panel forward or backward, left or right, to view errors in fields that are not displayed. To
return from the Clarify panel to the application panel, press the PF 2/14 (RETURN) key.

NOTE
If you set the Edit-rule Error Proc parameter to use the Clarify panel, the user must correct all edit errors before
the panel can be sent to the application.

Handling Errors in the Application Program

You can also handle violations of the edit rules (specified in the Extended Field Definition fill-in) in the application program.
To use the program to handle errors, you must specify A for the Edit-rule Error Proc parameter in the Panel Parameter fill-
in.

To determine whether an error occurred in the panel entries, use the function $PANEL-ERROR. The $PANEL-ERROR
function has a value of TRUE if any field on the panel contains an error. The value remains TRUE until the user or the
application program corrects all the errors on the panel.

To determine what type of error occurred for a specific field, use the $PANEL-FIELD-ERROR function. This function
returns a number that indicates the specific type of error that occurred:

Number Error
0 No error.
1 A required field is missing.
2 Non-numeric data is detected in a numeric field.
3 Field content is outside the range specified as the minimum and

maximum values allowed for the field.
4 An invalid check digit was specified.
5 The field entry does not have the required number of decimal

places.
6 A field specified as must-fill was not filled.

Example

The following section of program code shows how you can use $PANEL-ERROR and $PANEL-FIELD-ERROR to handle
both edit-rule and application-rule errors.

LOOP

   SET USER-ERROR = FALSE

   TRANSMIT TRACKING REINPUT

   SELECT

      WHEN $PANEL-FIELD-ERROR(ID) = 1

         SET MESSAGE = "REQUIRED FIELD (ID) IS MISSING"

      WHEN $PANEL-FIELD-ERROR(ID) = 0 AND NAME = ' '

         FOR THE FIRST EMP

            WHERE EMP.ID = TRACKING.ID

               MOVE EMP.NAME TO TRACKING.NAME

            WHEN NONE

               SET MESSAGE = "ID DOES NOT EXIST ON MASTER FILE"

               SET USER-ERROR = TRUE

         ENDFOR

      WHEN $PANEL-FIELD-ERROR(LOG-IN) = 3

         SET MESSAGE = "LOG-IN TIME IS OUTSIDE OF RANGE"
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      WHEN $PANEL-FIELD-ERROR(LOG-OUT) = 1

         SET LOG-OUT = '05:00'

   ENDSELECT

WHILE $PANEL-ERROR(TRACKING) OR USER-ERROR

ENDLOOP

In this example, the TRACKING panel is analyzed for field entries that violate the panel definition's validation rules or the
application's rules. The LOOP, which transmits the panel and analyzes field entries, continues until all input errors are
corrected. The WHILE statement controls the exit from the loop by testing the value of the $PANEL-ERROR function and
the USER-ERROR flag field. (USER-ERROR is reinitialized before the TRANSMIT statement because it is reevaluated
each time the panel is transmitted.)

If a value is not entered in the ID field, which is required, an error message moves to the MESSAGE field. The MESSAGE
field must be defined on the panel definition. If the ID entered is not in error but the NAME field is blank, the name is
retrieved from the employee master file. If there is no match for the ID on the employee master file, an error message is
issued.

If the LOG-IN value is outside the minimum and maximum values specified for the field, an error message moves to the
MESSAGE field. If there is no value supplied for the LOG-OUT field, a default value moves to the field. You could also
specify the default value on the Field Definition fill-in.

Working with Panels
In Datacom CICS Services, using Ideal for Datacom, use commands to display a list of existing panels, display a panel,
print a panel, delete a panel, and duplicate a panel to a new name.

Display a List of Existing Panels

To display a list of the panels defined in your system, enter the command:

DISPLAY INDEX PANEL

The list of panels appears:

=>

 IDEAL: DISPLAY INDEX         PNL                             SYS: CCF   DISPLAY

 Command Name    Ver S Run-Sta Description                    Created  Updated

 ====== ================================ T O P ===============================

 000001 ADRMPNL1 001 T PRIVATE order entry panel              07/16/94 07/16/94

 000002 ARMERR   001 T PRIVATE Common subpgm for errors       09/25/93 09/25/93

 000003 ADRMD0X  001 T PRIVATE Order Detail                   05/11/94 05/11/94

 000004 MASKA    001 T PRIVATE Help Template #1               05/05/93 07/09/93

 000005 MASKB    001 T PRIVATE Help Template #2               05/05/93 07/09/93

 000006 MASKC    001 T PRIVATE Help Template #3               05/05/93 07/09/93

 ====== ============================= B O T T O M=============================

The information that is displayed about the panels includes:

Command
Shows the sequence number of the panel in the list. You can enter line commands in this field to delete, display,
edit, or print the panel that is named on that line.
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Name
Shows the name that identifies the panel to Ideal for Datacom. This is the name that was entered in the
Identification fill-in and recorded in the dictionary.

Description
Displays the short description that is entered in the Identification fill-in.

Created
Identifies the creation date from the Identification fill-in.

Updated
Identifies the date when the panel was last modified. This date comes from the Identification fill-in.

Display a Panel Definition

There are three ways to display a panel definition when you do not intend to make any changes to it:

1. Enter the following command on the command line.

DISPLAY PANEL panelname [VERSION version]

If you do not include a panel name, a prompter opens. Enter the panel name on the prompter to display the panel
layout.

2. Select option 1, DISPLAY/EDIT, from the Panel Maintenance menu. This displays a prompter. You must specify not
only the name of the panel, but also whether you want to display or edit the panel.

3. From the DISPLAY INDEX PANEL line command field, enter the line command DIS next to the name of the panel you
want to display.

When you display a panel definition, the layout displays by default as shown in the following illustration. To display the
Identification fill-in, the Field Definition fill-in, or the Field Summary Table immediately, you can include a keyword on the
DISPLAY command that is entered from the command line.

 =>

IDEAL: PANEL LAYOUT NULLS    PNL ADRMPNL1 (001) TEST         SYS: CCF   DISPLAY

 Start (   End ;   New +  Rep @   Del *   Move >   Copy ¢   Dest !   Width  80

 ........1........2........3........4........5........6........7........

 ==================================  T O P ===================================

     (ORDER#(______(CUSTOMER #(____(ORDER DATE(________;

     (EMPLOYEE NAME(____________________________________;

     (ADDRESS(__________________________________________;

     (QTY; (ITEM NO; (ITEM DESC;       (PRICE;    (AMOUNT;                   

     @___; @_______; @_______________; @________; @_______;

 ===============================  B O T T O M  ===============================

Display Wide Panels

Ideal for Datacom lets you display panels that are wider than the terminal presentation area. When a wide panel is
partially displayed, the following indication is given:
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• When the separator line is a repeated character and the panel is truncated on the left, the left-most three characters of
the separator line are <<<. When the panel is truncated on the right, the right-most three characters of the separator
line are >>>.

• When the separator line on a panel is a scale line, the scale line on the panel extends to include the entire panel
width and is scrolled horizontally with the panel. For example, a panel 132 columns wide has a scale line showing 132
positions, with 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13 representing columns 90, 100, 110, 120, and 130.

NOTE
The actual column position of a column that is represented by a two-digit number is under the right-most digit.
For example, column 130 is represented on the scale line as column 13 and is actually the column under the 3
in the number 13.

Where to Go from Here

You can display any of the definition fill-ins by entering the appropriate command on the command line or by pressing the
appropriate function key:

For this fill-in Enter this command Or press this key

Extended Field Definition FIELD id NEXT PREVIOUS PF5 PF4

Input Rules IRULES

Output Rules ORULES

Field Summary SUM PF9

Panel Parameter PARM

Identification IDE

To return to the panel layout from one of the definition fill-ins, press the PF6 (LAYOUT) key.

Display a Panel Facsimile

The FACSIMILE command displays a facsimile of a specific panel.

When a facsimile displays, field delimiters, symbols, and any invisible fields are suppressed. Highlighted fields appear
highlighted. Protected and skip fields are protected and skipped, respectively. Repeating fields are repeated the specified
number of times (or until the region of the screen is filled, if the number of occurrences is specified as “*” on the summary
or detail fill-in). The cursor is placed in the field that is selected to receive the cursor.

Test a Facsimile

You can use a facsimile to test the input validation criteria for a panel if the panel definition is in EDIT mode.

The test applies all the rules that are specified in the field editing and validation rules table. If you enter erroneous data in
a field, the field is returned, highlighted with the error handling rule for the field. You can display an associated clarification
panel for an explanation of the violation that corresponds to each highlighted field in the panel. Display the clarifying panel
by entering the command CLARIFY. This test and clarify with a panel facsimile simulates the CLARIFY option available at
run time.

The following example shows that the facsimile of the sample layout used the section on changing the panel layout.

=>

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

      ORDER# ______ CUSTOMER NUMBER ____ ORDER DATE ________    

      EMPLOYEE NAME ___________________________________ 
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      DEPT. CODE _______    

         ADDRESS ________________________________________

        

      QTY   ITEM NO   ITEM DESC       PRICE       AMOUNT    

         ___   _______   _____________   _______     _______

         ___   _______   _____________   _______     _______

         ___   _______   _____________   _______     _______

         .

         .

         .

         ___   _______   _____________   _______     _______

         ___   _______   _____________   _______     _______

         ___   _______   _____________   _______     _______

        PHONE NUMBER __________

Test Fields on Wide Panels

When a wide panel displays, some fields can be only partially displayed. All partially displayed fields are protected, no
matter how their display attributes are defined. To enter data into such a field, scroll left or right so that the entire field
displays.

Edit a Panel Definition

There are three ways to display a panel definition for editing:

1. Enter the following command on the command line.

EDIT PANEL panelname [VERSION version]

If you do not include a panel name, a prompter opens. Enter the panel name on the prompter to display the panel
layout. If you do not want to edit the default version of the panel definition, you can enter the version on the EDIT
PANEL command.

2. Select option 1, DISPLAY/EDIT, from the Panel Maintenance menu. This displays a prompter. You must specify not
only the name of the panel, but also whether you want to display or edit the panel.

3. From the DISPLAY INDEX PANEL line command field, enter the line command EDI next to the name of the panel you
want to edit.

When you edit a panel definition, the layout displays by default. To display the Identification fill-in, the Field Definition fill-
in, or the Field Summary Table immediately, you can include a keyword on the EDIT command that is entered from the
command line.

You can enter the following commands when editing a panel definition:

IDENTIFICATION
Displays the panel Identification fill-in for editing.

LAYOUT
Displays the panel layout for editing. You can specify BLANK or NULL on the LAYOUT command to control the fill-
mode to use when editing the panel layout. The default is null-fill when editing, blank-fill when creating a layout.

COPY
Displays the Copy Dataview fill-in used for copying dataview fields into a panel definition.

SUMMARY
Displays the Field Summary Table in the lower region of the screen and part of the panel layout in the top region
of the screen.
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IRULES
Displays the Input Rules Table in the lower region of the screen and part of the panel layout in the top region of
the screen.

ORULES
Displays the Output Rules Table in the lower region of the screen and part of the panel layout in the top region of
the screen.

FIELD id
Displays the Extended Field Definition fill-in for the specified field.

FACSIMILE
Displays the panel layout as it appears to the application user.

NEXT
Displays the Extended Field Definition fill-in for the next field in sequence on the layout panel. When entered from
a fill-in other than the Extended Field Definition fill-in, displays the Extended Field Definition for the first field on
the layout.

PREVIOUS
Displays the Extended Field Definition fill-in for the previous field in sequence on the layout panel. When entered
from a fill-in other than the Extended Field Definition fill-in, displays the Extended Field Definition fill-in for the last
field on the layout.

INPUT
Opens a blank line for input in the panel layout. You can only enter this command when you are in the layout
panel.

SCROLL
Moves the window left, right, up, or down over the displayed component.

POSITION
Moves the line containing the specified field to the top of the layout region and the definition entry for that field to
the top of the attribute definition table region.

CHECKPOINT
Writes any changes from the edited original copy of the panel definition to the rollback copy of the panel definition.

ROLLBACK
Replaces the edited original copy of the panel definition with the rollback copy of the panel definition. Any
changes made before the ROLLBACK command was issued from either the beginning of the editing session or
the last CHECKPOINT are lost.

DISPLAY ROLLBACK
Displays the rollback copy of the panel definition without overwriting the edited original copy of the panel
definition.

Print a Panel Definition

There are three ways to print a panel definition:

1. Enter the following command on the command line:
PRINT PANEL paneLname [VERSION version]

If you enter an incomplete PRINT command, a prompter opens to help you finish the command.
2. Select option 3, PRINT, from the Panel Maintenance menu. This always displays the PRINT prompter, since you

cannot supply the panel name from the menu.
3. From the DISPLAY INDEX PANEL line command field, enter the line command PRI or PRINT next to the name of the

panel you want to print. You can print multiple panels by entering the line command for each panel.
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When you print a panel definition, each fill-in of the definition is printed on a separate page. If a fill-in was not changed, it
is printed showing the default settings.

Delete a Panel Definition

There are three ways to delete a panel definition:

1. Enter the following command from the command line.

DELETE PANEL panelname VERSION version 

If you do not include the panel name and version, a prompter opens. Enter the panel name on the prompter to delete
the panel definition.

2. Select option 4, DELETE, from the Panel Maintenance menu. The prompter opens so you can enter the name of the
panel you want to delete.

3. From the DISPLAY INDEX line command area, enter the command DEL next to the name of the panel you want to
delete. You can delete multiple panels by entering the line command for each panel.

The following screen shows a list of the panels in the $ID system, with the DELETE command entered on the command
line to delete the TRACK1 panel.

 => delete panel adrmpnl1 version 002

 IDEAL: DISPLAY INDEX         PNL                             SYS: DOC   DISPLAY

 Command Name    Ver S Run-Sta Description                    Created  Updated

 ====== ================================ T O P ================================

 000001 ADRMPNL1 001 T PRIVATE Order Entry panel (1)          07/19/94 08/25/94

 000002 ADRMPNL1 002 T PRIVATE Order Entry panel (1)          08/25/94 08/25/94

 000003 ADRMPNL2 001 T PRIVATE ORDER ENTRY PANEL              07/19/94 07/19/94

 000004 CANCLPNL 001 T PRIVATE Order Entry panel (1)          08/25/94 08/25/94

 ====== ============================= B O T T O M =============================

When the command is processed, the panel is deleted. The following screen shows the result of another DISPLAY INDEX
PANEL command that is executed after the panel was deleted.

 =>

IDEAL: DISPLAY INDEX         PNL                             SYS: DOC   DISPLAY

 Command Name    Ver S Run-Sta Description                    Created  Updated

 ====== ================================ T O P ================================

 000001 ADRMPNL1 001 T PRIVATE Order Entry panel (1)          07/19/94 08/25/94

 000002 ADRMPNL2 001 T PRIVATE ORDER ENTRY PANEL              07/19/94 07/19/94

 000003 CANCLPNL 001 T PRIVATE Order Entry panel (1)          08/25/94 08/25/94

 ====== ============================= B O T T O M==============================

The DELETE command removes the identification of the panel that is stored in the dictionary and the panel object module
in the VLS library.

Duplicate a Panel Definition

There are two ways to duplicate a panel definition to a new name:

1. Enter the following command from the command line:
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DUPLICATE PANEL name [VERSION version] [NEWNAME newname]

When you enter any information on the Identification fill-in, you can press the PF6 (LAYOUT) key to display the Layout
screen in edit mode. You can make changes using any of the function keys, just as you would when creating a panel.

2. Select option 5, DUPLICATE, from the Panel Maintenance menu. The prompter opens as follows so you can complete
the command.

=>

 IDEAL: DUPLICATE             PNL                             SYS: $ID  PROMPTER

 DUPLICATE DVW __________________  VERSION 001  SYSTEM ___ TO _______ ________

           (1)       (2)                   (3)         (4)      (5)     (6)

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 (1) DOC = Document  PNL = Panel     (2) Name         (3) nnn=VER #

     MEM = Member    RPT = Report                           LAST 

     PGM = Program   SYS = System                           PROD

     PKG = Package   USR = User      

     PLA = Plan      DVW = Sequential Dataview

 (4) Original System id              (5)-(6) "NEXT" "VERSION"

    (Default current)                              or

                                             "NEWNAME"  name

                                         (For DOC,DVW,MEM,PGM,PKG,PLA,PNL,RPT)

When you duplicate a panel to the next version, the entire definition is duplicated and the layout of the new version
displays for editing.

When you enter the DUPLICATE command with the NEWNAME option, a new panel definition is created with the same
parameters, layout, and attributes as the original panel. The Identification fill-in displayed (as shown below) so you can
enter the identification information to record in the dictionary.

 =>

 IDEAL: PNL IDENTIFICATION    PNL ORDRNTRY (001) TEST         SYS: CCF   FILL-IN

 Panel name ORDRNTRY

 Created          07/16/94                 By NOVAK

 Last Modified    07/16/94 at 16:10        By NOVAK

 Run Status PRIVATE

 Short description order entry panel

 Description:

      order entry panel /order entry application

_______________________________________________________

      _______________________________________________________________________________
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Change the Status of a Panel Definition

When you create a panel definition, the definition is in test status. The MARK STATUS command changes the status of
a panel definition to production or history status. If you enter an incomplete MARK STATUS command or select option 5
from the Panel Maintenance Menu, a prompter displays. The prompter indicates the options that are required to complete
the command, and explains the possible values that you can enter for each option. When you complete the prompter and
press the Enter key, the command is passed to Ideal for Datacom for processing.

A definition is marked from test to production status when the decision was made that no further testing is necessary and
the definition is ready to use in a production application. Production versions are subject to the following rules:

• There can be only one production version of a panel definition at a time, and that version cannot be edited or deleted.
• A production version of a panel definition that is a resource of a production program cannot be marked to history

without first being replaced with a new production version.
• A production version of a panel definition that is not a resource of a production program can be marked directly to

history.
• Marking another test version of a panel definition to production automatically causes the existing production version

to be retired to history status. Production programs that have been compiled with the old (history) panel version must
be duplicated to the next version, and the resource section must be updated with the new production panel version.
Lastly, the production program must be recompiled and marked to production status.

NOTE
When moving a new production version of a panel to a production region, it is necessary to migrate any program
that contains the panel in its resource section, since a production program only transmits the panel with which it
was compiled.

Field Attributes by Panel
The following table displays field attributes by panel, including the Attribute, Summary, Input Rules, Output Rules, and
Extended Field.

Attribute Summary Input Rules Output Rules Extended Field
Allow Currency AC Allow currency (numeric)
Allow EOF AE X
Attribute Attr X
Case CS X
Check Digit CD X (numeric)
Color C X
Comments X X
Digit Separator DS Allow digit sep (numeric)
Edit Pattern X X (numeric)
Error Handling EH X
Extended Highlighting EH X
Field Name X X X X
Hardware Insert X
Help Panel Name X
Input Fill IF X
Integers.Decimal Places In.dp In.dp (numeric)
Justification JS Justify input
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Length Len Field Length
Level Lv
Maximum Value X X
Minimum Decimal Places Mn DP Min req decimals

(numeric)
Minimum Value X X
Minus Sign MS Allow minus sign

(numeric)
Must Fill MF X
Nullable Field N X
Occurrences Occ X (group)
Output Fill OF X
Required RQ X
Sequence Number Seq Seq Seq Field Number
Type T X

Check-Digit Tests
Check-digit tests determine whether a number (usually an identification number) entered in a panel field is a valid entry.
A check-digit is an extra digit added to the end of a number used for comparison with the remainder of the number after it
is processed through an algorithm. Two different check-digit tests are available under Ideal for Datacom to determine if a
panel entry is valid: Modulo 10 and Modulo 11.

Ideal for Datacom does not generate check-digits. You must create them as follows: Before a check-digit test can be
used on a number, you must first apply the algorithm to the number to generate the check-digit. The check-digit is then
appended to the number and is tested during processing.

This page contains the following topics:

Modulo10 CheckDigit Calculation

The field entered is 735183. The last digit (3) is the check-digit. The actual data value is 73518. The units digit and each
alternating digit to the left of the units digit are treated as one number and are referred to as the odd-digits number. In this
example, the odd-digits number is 758.

1. Ideal for Datacom multiplies the odd-digits number by 2 (758 x 2 = 1516).
2. Ideal for Datacom adds together the individual digits in the product with the even digits (3 and 1) in the original data

value (1 5 1 6 3 1 = 17).
3. Ideal for Datacom subtracts the sum (17) from the next higher number ending in zero (20). In the example, this step is

20 - 17 = 3.

Thus, the complete check-digit field is 735183.

Modulo11 CheckDigit Calculation

The field entered is 9434578423. The last digit (3) is the check-digit. The actual data value is 943457842.

The following occurs:

1. Ideal for Datacom assigns Modulo-11 weights. Modulo-11 weights are the consecutive digits 2 through 7. They are
assigned beginning on the right side of the data value.
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2. After weight 7, the series begins again with 2 until each digit of the data value is assigned a weight, as shown below:

Data Value 9 4 3 4 5 7 8 4 2

Modulo-11
Weights

4 3 2 7 6 5 4 3 2

Product 36 12 6 28 30 35 32 12 4

1. Ideal for Datacom assigns each digit in the data value a Modulo-11 weight.
2. Ideal for Datacom multiplies each digit by its assigned weight.
3. Ideal for Datacom adds the products together (36 12 6 28 30 35 32 12 4 = 195).
4. Ideal for Datacom divides the resulting sum by 11. 195 divided by 11 = 17 with a remainder of 8.
5. Ideal for Datacom subtracts the remainder from 11 (11 - 8 = 3).

Thus, the complete Modulo-11 check-digit field is 9434578423.

If the sum of the products is evenly divisible by 11, the check-digit is 0. If the remainder is 1, the check-digit is 10. In this
case, the data value is not allowable and must be eliminated from the Modulo-11 check-digit system.

Using the Modulo10 and Modulo11 Checkdigit Tests

The algorithm used for the Ideal for Datacom modulo 10 and modulo 11 check-digit test uses the following logic:

The number to check is assumed to contain the check-digit in the low order (right-most) position. The calculation begins
with the second digit from the right and proceeds through the high order (left-most) position. The loop used is:

SET SUM = 0

SET MULTIPLIER = 2

position on first digit

LOOP WHILE digits remain

   SET PRODUCT = MULTIPLIER * DIGIT

   SET SUM = SUM  PRODUCT

   IF MULTIPLIER LT 7

      SET MULTIPLIER = MULTIPLIER  1

   ELSE

      SET MULTIPLIER = 2

   ENDIF

   position on next digit

ENDLOOP

SET REMAINDER = $REMAINDER(SUM,DIV=11)

IF REMAINDER NOT = 0

   SET REMAINDER = 11 - REMAINDER

ENDIF

SELECT FIRST ACTION

   WHEN REMAINDER EQ 10

      not eligible for Modulo-11 check-digit test

   WHEN CHECK-DIGIT NOT = REMAINDER

      panel field has a check-digit error

   WHEN OTHER

      check-digit is correct

ENDSEL
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Managing Dataviews
Create and use dataviews using mainframe Ideal for Datacom. Included are commands and functions specific to
dataviews.

With Dataview Administration authorization level or higher, you can create or modify a database. All users can display a
dataview.

This page contains the following topics:

  

Your View of Data

The Ideal for Datacom user perceives the data as a named collection of columns or fields in a table. The applications
developer can view each row or entry in this table as if it were a physical row or a record.

The following table represents data related to employees in an organization:

EMP-NO EMP-NAME (Last First Middle) STREET
5735 AARON PAUL T 1643 Hillside Road
6322 DOBBS JOHN I 123 Moyamensing Ave
4789 GOLD SUE M 222 Morning Glory Lane

In the Program Definition Language (PDL), there are statements to process the data as if it were an actual collection of
records with references made to any field by the name of that field. From the user's standpoint, you can find any row
(record) or set of rows by using the PDL FOR statement in the procedure definition. For example, you can find the second
row by using a FOR construct that contains the clause WHERE
EMP-NO = '6322'. After you are positioned on a given row in the EMP-HIST dataview, you can reference or update the
values DOBBS and 6322 by specifying the column names LAST-NAME and EMP-NO, respectively. In reality, these fields
could comprise an entire record of a table or they could be a set of noncontiguous fields.

For SQL Access

With SQL access, you can process data by either Procedure Definition Language (PDL) statements or embedded SQL
Data Manipulation Language (DML) statements. The data is treated as an actual collection of rows, with references made
to any column by that column's name. In reality, these columns could comprise an entire row of a table or they could be a
set of non-contiguous columns as defined in a view.

NOTE
SQL tables follow normalized rules and do not have group fields, occur, or redefines. SQL conventions do not
support the hyphen; underscore is used instead.

General Description

A dataview is a logical view of data that makes requests of the data, independently of the storage structure. A dataview
can be shared across many applications. An Ideal for Datacom application only needs to name an existing dataview in
the Program Resource Table and reference the various columns or fields in the Program Procedure. All attributes of the
columns or fields are bound to the Ideal for Datacom program at compile time, based on the status of components of the
dataview when the dataview was cataloged.

For Datacom/DB only, the same table may be accessible using SQL and native access. Separate dataviews are required
for each method, and these may present different formats for the same data (e.g. native access allows group fields, SQL
does not). Ideal for Datacom will present the program with a consistent form of the individual data fields regardless of the
access used, even for types such as dates.
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Mainframe Ideal for Datacom supports four types of dataviews as follows:

Ideal for Datacom SQL access dataviews
Dataviews for SQL objects (tables, views, or synonyms to access the
Datacom SQL) to use as resources for Ideal for Datacom programs. SQL access dataviews can be for DB2
or Datacom SQL access and are created with the CATALOG command. The SQL objects are created and
maintained using database facilities.

Datacom/DB native command access dataviews
Dataviews for Datacom/DB native access tables to use as resources for Ideal for Datacom programs. These
dataviews are modeled, created, and maintained in Datacom/DB.

Sequential file dataviews
Dataviews that refer to sequential data files to use as resources for Ideal for Datacom programs. These dataviews
can be modeled in the dictionary or created and maintained in Ideal for Datacom using fill-in screens to describe
file and field attributes. When the dataview is created and maintained in Ideal for Datacom, it is referred to as an
unmodeled dataview because it is not modeled in the dictionary.

VSAM file dataviews
Dataviews that refer to VSAM files to use as resources for Ideal for Datacom programs. These are unmodeled
dataviews, created and maintained in Ideal for Datacom using fill-in screens to describe file and field attributes.

Dataview Menu

The functions that Ideal for Datacom offers for displaying or printing dataviews and for displaying a list of all dataview
occurrences are illustrated in the Dataview Menu that follows. To access this menu, select option 2 on the Main Menu or
enter the Ideal for Datacom command DATAVIEW. To return to the Main Menu, press the Clear key.

NOTE
If a dataview is related to a system, the user must be authorized to that system to print or display the dataview or
to run programs that have this dataview as a resource.

 =>

 =>

IDEAL: DATAVIEW MENU         DVW                             SYS: DOC      MENU

 Enter desired option number ===>          There are    7 options in this menu:

  1. DISPLAY/EDIT         - Display/Edit a dataview definition

  2. CATALOG              - Catalog dataview definition

  3. CREATE               - Create unmodeled dataview definition

  4. DUPLICATE            - Duplicate unmodeled dataview definition

  5. DELETE               - Delete unmodeled or DB2 dataview definition

  6. DISPLAY INDEX        - Display index of dataview names

  7. PRINT                - Print dataview definition

<ddb> dataviews are defined and maintained by the site data administrator using Datadictionary.

The following functions are available from the Dataview Menu:

DISPLAY/EDIT
Select Option 1 to display or edit a dataview definition. You are prompted to specify whether you want to display
the dataview or edit it.

CATALOG
Select Option 2 to catalog a dataview definition. A prompter panel displays to help you complete the command.
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CREATE
Select Option 3 to create a VSAM or sequential dataview definition. The Dataview Identification fill-in displays.

DUPLICATE
Select Option 4 to duplicate a VSAM or sequential file dataview definition. A prompter displays to request the new
name for the duplicated definition.

DELETE
Select Option 5 to delete a VSAM, SQL, or sequential file dataview definition.

DISPLAY INDEX
Select Option 6 to display a list of cataloged dataviews.

PRINT
Select Option 7 to print a cataloged dataview definition.

If you enter an incomplete command, a prompter displays to request the missing information.

After a fill-in is complete:

• Press any function key except CLEAR, PA1 (Reshow), and PA2 (display PF/PA key assignments) to apply the data.
• Press the Enter key to apply the data and leave the current fill-in displayed.
• Enter the appropriate command or press the appropriate PF key to continue with the next fill-in.

PF Key Assignments

The PF key assignments shown below are in effect while using the dataview definition facility. Commands in bold are
assignments consistent throughout all facilities of Ideal for Datacom.

Help (PF1)
Displays a panel or series of panels containing information that explains the current function.

Return (PF2)
Returns from a help panel to the dataview component display or from the dataview to the menu that selects the
dataview.

Print Screen (PF3)
Generates a hardcopy printout of the current screen contents.

Parameter (PF4)
Positions to the parameter fill-in.

Field (PF5)
Positions to the field description fill-in of the dataview.

Identification (PF6)
Positions to the identification fill-in of the dataview.

Scroll Backward (PF7)
Displays the previous frame in the current component.

Scroll Forward (PF8)
Displays the next frame in the current component.

Find (PF9)
Finds the next occurrence of an alphanumeric literal previously specified in a full FIND command. When
specifying a command with range specifications, the specified range specifications are used from the previous
command.

Scroll Top (PF10)
Positions to the first line of the component.
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Scroll Bottom (PF11)
Positions to the bottom of the component.

Input (PF12)
Opens a window of null lines preceding the first line of the component or at the current cursor position. Unused
null lines in the window are deleted when you press the Enter key after INPUT.

Dataview Access Security

You can establish a relationship between a dataview and one or more Ideal for Datacom systems in Datadictionary. This
relationship, SYS-DVW-USE, restricts access to the dataview to users on one of the related systems. This means that the
dataview cannot display or print unless you are currently on a related system. Also, you cannot include the dataview in a
program's resource fill-in unless the program is in a related system.

Any user authorized for any system can access dataviews not related to a system, the default.

For more information about how to define the SYS-DVW-USE relationship, see the Datadictionary documentation.

Cataloging a Dataview
A dataview must be cataloged with the CATALOG DATAVIEW command before Ideal for Datacom can access it. When
it is cataloged, Ideal for Datacom captures all information about the dataview, including all column information. This
information is incorporated into each program that uses the dataview as a resource when the program is compiled, and
actually becomes part of the program object module.

If any change is made to the file structure that affects the dataview (for example, a change in the element length) or if a
change is made that affects the attributes of any column in the dataview (such as class, type, length, decimal positions,
or the relative position of the column in any element), then you must recatalog the dataview and recompile all programs
using that dataview in Ideal for Datacom.

This page contains the following topics:

Catalog a Dataview

To catalog a dataview, use the CATALOG command or select option 2 (CATALOG) from the Dataview Menu. The syntax
of the CATALOG command is shown below.

NOTE
Access the CATALOG DATAVIEW prompter by selecting option 3 on the Ideal for Datacom Administration
Maintenance Menu.

This command has the following format:

        {*                              }

CATALOG {[dbms] DATAVIEW dvw-identifier }

        {                               }

             [[WITH] {VALIDATION   } ] 

             [       {NOVALIDATION } ]

             [       {             } ]

* An asterisk represents the current dataview and can be substituted for the DATAVIEW phrase.

dbms (Mixed SQL site only)
The database management system that SQL statements using this dataview access. This option overrides the
DBMS specified by a SET ENVIRONMENT SQL command.
Valid values are:
DB-The dataview accesses a Datacom SQL object.
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DB2-The dataview accesses a DB2 object.

NOTE
You can use this option only for cataloging a new dataview, not for recataloging an existing dataview. To
change the DBMS for a dataview that was already cataloged, you must delete the dataview and catalog
again.

dvw-identifier
Identifies the dataview. The dvw-identifier includes different parts, depending on the type of dataview to identify:
For SQL dataviews-Specify the dvw-identifier as:
authid.dvw-name

authid-The one- to eight-character authorization ID required for SQL dataviews only.
dvw-name-The 1- to 18-character name of the dataview. For SQL dataviews, the dataview name is the
name of an SQL object (table, view, or synonym).

For Datacom/DB native access, sequential, and VSAM dataviews-Specify the dvw-identifier as:
dvw-name [VERSION ver]

dvw-name-The 1- to 18-character name of the dataview.
VERSION ver-The version of the dataview. The specified version must be in test or production status. If
you specify dvw-name and omit the version clause, the default version specified in the SET VERSION
command is used. Valid versions are:
Tnnn-The version number of a test dataview modeled in the dictionary (Datacom/DB native command
access and modeled sequential files only).
T-Represents test status.
nnn-The one- to three-digit version number assigned to a production dataview or an unmodeled dataview
in test or production status.
PROD-The production status version of the dataview.

NOTE
You cannot catalog a version in history status.

[WITH] VALIDATION (VSAM only)
Specify this option to verify Ideal for Datacom dataview attributes against the actual characteristics of the
VSAM file in the VSAM Access Control Blocks. For more information about validating VSAM dataviews, see
section, Runtime Considerations for VSAM Dataviews, in the chapter Creating Dataviews for VSAM Files. If any
discrepancies are found, the CATALOG command fails and error messages are issued. You can abbreviate this
option as VAL.

WARNING
Use this option only if the file is accessible in the current environment.

[WITH] NOVALIDATION (VSAM only)
Specify this option to catalog the dataview without validating the attributes. You can specify this option as NOVAL.
Use this option if the file is not accessible in the current environment.
WITH NOVALIDATION is the default, but you can change the default by specifying the command SET CATALOG
VALIDATION.

When the CATALOG DATAVIEW command is processed, a DISPLAY DATAVIEW command is automatically invoked.

For SQL Access

No Ideal for Datacom components are necessary to create and edit dataview definitions for SQL objects.

For DB2, the definitions of tables and views are maintained in the DB2 catalog. Definitions of dataviews are maintained in
the dictionary.
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For Datacom SQL access, the definitions of tables, views, synonyms, and dataviews are maintained in the Datadictionary
of the Datadictionary. Any field information provided in the dictionary, such as headings, initial values, and edit patterns, is
incorporated into the dataview object. CATALOG process makes a dataview definition available to Ideal for Datacom.

When you catalog an SQL dataview, Ideal for Datacom records a dataview corresponding to the SQL object as an entity
occurrence in the dictionary. The dataview entity occurrence is recorded in the dictionary facility as version 1 in production
status. You can issue one or many CATALOG commands in a batch run of Ideal for Datacom.

Deleting an SQL dataview deletes the dataview entity occurrence from the dictionary, and deletes its object member.

NOTE
The Ideal for Datacom CATALOG command does not update the definition of the SQL object in Datadictionary
or the DB2 catalog. Rather, it updates the dataview definition for the SQL object in the Ideal for Datacom
dictionary facility.

Once an SQL dataview is cataloged, you can display or print the definition online, delete the dataview entity occurrence
from the dictionary facility, or dequeue the dataview if it is improperly enqueued.

NOTE
SQL access dataviews can be updated by default in Ideal for Datacom.

NOTE
If the SQL object is an SQL view, the CREATE VIEW statement displays in the dataview Text area.

Readonly Classification

When a dataview for SQL access is cataloged, Ideal for Datacom classifies it as read-only when it refers to a view created
with DISTINCT, GROUP BY/HAVING, or a join. A column in a table marked as UPDATE=NO in the SYSCOLUMNS table
of the DB2 catalog or created in a view with an SQL function results in a read-only column in the dataview.

For a Sequential File

If a dataview is edited after it was cataloged, you must re-catalog the dataview and recompile any programs that use the
dataview as a resource.

For VSAM Files

Before you can use a defined VSAM dataview in an Ideal for Datacom application, the dataview must be cataloged. If
a dataview is edited after it was cataloged, you must recatalog the dataview and recompile any programs that use the
dataview as a resource.

The CATALOG command for VSAM dataviews lets you specify whether you want to validate the following dataview
attributes against the actual characteristics of the VSAM file:

• File organization (ESDS, KSDS, or RRDS)
• Maximum record length (determined by totaling the lengths of the fields defined in the Field Definition fill-in)
• Displacement and length of each primary and alternate key defined in the Dataview Key Definition fill-in

To validate the dataview attributes against the VSAM file, the base cluster and any paths in the upgrade set must be
available in the current environment. If these cluster components exist in the current environment, validate the dataview
attributes when you catalog the dataview definition. However, if these components do not exist in the current environment,
catalog the dataview definition without validating the dataview attributes (the dataview is validated when it is accessed).

Displaying the Dataview Definition
In Ideal for Datacom, to display a dataview definition, use the DISPLAY command or select option 1 on the Dataview
Menu. Includes Request Dataview Definition Display, DATAVIEW Message Line, Dataview Field Display.
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The following list contains information specific to each type of dataview.

A Datacom/DB native or SQL dataview must be cataloged to Ideal for Datacom before displaying.

• For an unmodeled sequential or VSAM dataview, the catalog listing displays if the dataview definition was cataloged,
otherwise the Field Definition displays.

• For unmodeled sequential or VSAM dataviews, the Field Definition fill-in displays for browsing (to edit the dataview,
use the EDIT command). You can then display the Identification, Parameter, and Keys fill-in panels by using the
appropriate commands or PF keys.

This page contains the following topics:

Request Dataview Definition Display

You can display other dataview definition components by explicitly requesting them.

This command has the following format:

        {*                       }

DISPLAY {DATAVIEW dvw-identifier } [component]

* Represents the current dataview and can be substituted for the dataview identification phrase.

dvw-identifier
The name that identifies the dataview. The dvw-identifier includes different parts, depending on the type of
dataview to identify:
For SQL dataviews, Specify the dvw-identifier as:
authid.dvw-name

authid (SQL only): The one- to eight-character authorization ID required for SQL dataviews only.
dvw-name: The 1- to 18-character name of the dataview.

For Datacom/DB native access, sequential, and VSAM dataviews, Specify the dvw-identifier as:
dvw-name [VERSION ver]

dvw-name: The 1-character to 18-character name of the dataview.
ver: The version of the dataview. The specified version must be in test or production status. If you
specify dvw-name and omit the version clause, the default version that is specified in the SET VERSION
command is used. Valid versions are:
Tnnn: The version number of a test dataview modeled in the dictionary (Datacom/DB native command
access and modeled sequential files only).
T Represents test status.
PROD: The production status version of the dataview.
nnn: The one- to three-digit version number assigned to a production dataview or an unmodeled
dataview in test or production status.

NOTE
Unmodeled dataviews created before Ideal for Datacom r2.2 are recognized as version 1,
PROD status.

component
For unmodeled dataviews (sequential and VSAM files) only, one of the following or the equivalent PF key:
IDENTIFICATION (PF6): Displays the dataview identification definition fill-in.
FIELD (PF5)-: isplays the dataview field definition fill-in.
PARAMETER (PF4)-Displays the dataview parameter definition fill-in.
KEY (for VSAM dataviews only)-Displays the key definition fill-in.
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Dataview Display

The dataview display is slightly different for each type of dataview. Each display starts with a Dataview Message Line,
which indicates the type of file the dataview references and shows the date and time when the dataview was cataloged.
After the Dataview Message Line, the field display begins with the dataview name shown as the level 1 name. Areas for
special information that varies according to the file type follow the field display. The following examples show dataview
displays for different types of files.

For SQL Dataviews

The display output format for SQL dataviews is shown below. The sample is a dataview for a DB2 view. Notice the ROW
ID and TEXT areas following the field display.

=>

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: DISPLAY DATAVIEW      DVW IDLSQLM.CUSTADDR            SYS: DOC   DISPLAY

Commnd Seq Level Field name           T I Ch/Dg       K Value                 

====== ================================ T O P =================================

000001 CATALOGED 11/18/94 14:35      DB2                                      

000002   1 1     IDLSQLM.CUSTADDR                                             

000003   2  2     CUST_ID             X       5       K                       

000004   3  2     NAME                X      30                               

000005   4  2     ADDRESS             X      30                               

000006   5  2     CITY                X      15                               

000007   6  2     STATE               X       2                               

000008   7  2     ZIP                 X       9                               

000009   8  2     PHONE               X      10                               

000010                                                                       

000011 ROW ID(s):                                                             

000012   IDLSQLM.CUSTIX: CUST_ID                                              

000013                                                                       

000014 TEXT:                                                                  

000015 CREATE VIEW IDLSQLM.CUSTADDR                                           

000016             (CUST_ID,                                                  

000017              NAME,                                                     

000018              ADDRESS,                                                  

000019              CITY,                                                     

000020              STATE,                                                    

000021              ZIP,                                                      

000022              PHONE)                                                    

000023     AS SELECT                                                          

000024              CUST_ID,                                                  

000025              NAME,                                                     

000026              ADDRESS,                                                  

000027              CITY,                                                     

000028              STATE,                                                    

000029              ZIP,                                                      

000030              PHONE                                                     

000031     FROM IDLSQLM.CUSTOMERS                                             

====== ============================= B O T T O M ==============================
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For Native Access Dataviews

The following screen shows the dataview display for a Datacom/DB native access dataview.

=>

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: DISPLAY DATAVIEW      DVW EMPLOYEE (001) PROD         SYS: DOC   DISPLAY

Commnd Seq Level Field name           T I Ch/Dg Occur K Value/Redef/Dep on    

====== ================================ T O P =================================

000001 CATALOGED 02/10/94 10:12      DATACOM/DB UPD=YES DBID=001           

000002   1  1     EMPLOYEE                                                     

000003   2  2     NUMBER              U Z     5       K                       

000004   3  2     NAME                X      24                               

000005   4  2     STREET-ADDRESS      X      24                               

000006   5  2     CITY-ADDRESS        X      15                               

000007   6  2     STATE-ADDRESS       X       2                               

000008   7  2     ZIP-CODE-LOC        X       5       K                       

000009   8  2     SOCIAL-SECURITY     N P     9                               

====== ============================= B O T T O M ==============================

For VSAM Dataviews

The display output for VSAM dataviews is shown below. Notice the different dataview message at the top of the display
and the key definitions that are shown at the bottom.

 =>

---- ---------  --------------------------------  -----------------------------

 IDEAL: DISPLAY DATAVIEW      DVW EMPMASTER (001) PROD        SYS: DOC   DISPLAY

 Commnd Seq Level Field name           T I Ch/Dg Occur K Value/Redef/Dep on

 ====== ================================ T O P ===============================

 000001 CATALOGED 04/13/94 09:49      VSAM  KSDS UPD=YES FILENAME EMPMAST

 000002                               VAR LENGTH RECORD    MAX RECSIZE  0596

 000003   1 1     EMPMASTER

 000004   2  2     NAME                                K

 000005   3   3     LAST-NAME          X      20       P

 000006   4   3     FIRST-NAME         X      15

 000007   5   3     MID-INIT           X       1

 000008   6  2     EMP-ID              N Z     7       K

 000009   7  2     ADDRESS

 000010   8   3     STREET             X      20

 000011   9   3     CITY               X      15

                                         .

                                         .

                                         .

 000021  19  2     DEPENDENTS

 000022  20   3     NUM-DEP            N Z     2

 000023  21   3     DEP-DATA                        12   DEP ON NUM-DEP

 000024  22    4     DEP-NAME

 000025  23     5     GIVEN            X      12

 000026  24     5     MIDDLE           X       1

                                         .

                                         .
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                                         .

 000032                           KEY SECTION

 000033 Seq File/Path  Field Name                        Unique  Upgrade Set

 000034 --- ---------  --------------------------------  ------  -------------

 000035  28 EMPMAST    NAME                               PRIMARY

 000036  29 EMPID      EMP-ID                            Y       Y

 ====== ============================= B O T T O M ============================

DATAVIEW Message Line

The Dataview Message Line is the first line (or two) in a dataview definition display. This message contains information
about when the dataview was cataloged, the type of file the dataview references, and whether the file is updateable. The
Dataview Message Line has a slightly different format for each type of dataview. In all cases, the date and time when the
dataview was cataloged is indicated by mm/dd/yy hh:mm.

For SQL Dataviews

The format of the Dataview Message Line for SQL dataviews is:

CATALOGED mm/dd/yy hh:mm       database-type

The second line shows the dataview name (the level 1 identifier).

For Native Command Access

For Datacom/DB native access dataviews, the format of the Dataview Message Line is:

For z/OS

CATALOGED mm/dd/yy hh:mm      DATACOM/DB    UPD=xxx   DBID=xxx

For VSE

CATALOGED mm/dd/yy hh:mm      DATACOM/DB    UPD=xxx   DBID=xxx

          DEVICE=             MAX-REC-SIZE=    MAX-BLK-SIZE=

For Sequential Files

For sequential dataviews, the format of the Dataview Message Line is the same for both modeled and unmodeled
dataviews, because after the dataview is cataloged, there is no real difference in the object of modeled and unmodeled
dataviews.

For z/OS

CATALOGED mm/dd/yy hh:mm      SEQUENTIAL UPD=xxx FILENAME xxxxxxx

                              RECSIZE=

For VSE

CATALOGED mm/dd/yy hh:mm      SEQUENTIAL UPD=xx FILENAME xxxxxxx

          DEVICE=             MAX-REC-SIZE=       MAX-BLK-SIZE=
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For VSAM Files

For VSAM dataviews, the Dataview Message Line shows the type of VSAM file, the maximum record size, and the name
of the file. The format of the Dataview Message Line for VSAM files is:

For Fixed-length Files

CATALOGED mm/dd/yy hh:mm   VSAM  type UPD=xxx FILENAME xxxxxxx

                           FIXED LENGTH RECORD      RECSIZE  xxxx

For Variable-occurrence Files

CATALOGED mm/dd/yy hh:mm     VSAM  type UPD=xxx FILENAME xxxxxxx

                             VAR OCCURRENCE RECORD    MAX RECSIZE  xxxx

For Variable-segment Files

CATALOGED mm/dd/yy hh:mm     VSAM  type UPD=xxx FILENAME xxxxxxx

                             VAR SEGMENT RECORD   MAX RECSIZE  xxxx

NOTE
For RRDS files defined with variable-segment records, the second line of the dataview display shows only the
record size since RRDS records are always written as fixed-length records.

Dataview Field Display

The remaining components of the formatted dataview definition display are as follows:

Command
An area where you can specify line commands. Line commands can copy, move, or delete lines.

Seq
A sequence number that is assigned to each name on the dataview display for reference.

Level
The level number that ranks columns in hierarchical order, from 2 through 16. The dataview name is always
assigned as level 1.

Field name
The name of an elementary (simple) or group (compound) field. For a dataview for SQL access, this is the name
of a column. A semicolon (;) as the last character indicates that the name is continued on the next line.

T (type)
The field or column type. Possible field types are:
X

Alphanumeric (character). Valid for all dataview types.
N

Numeric (signed). For unmodeled files (VSAM and sequential) and Datacom/DB native access dataviews,
numeric fields can be zoned, packed, or binary. For SQL access, numeric fields can be integer, small
integer, and decimal.

U
Unsigned numeric. For unmodeled files (VSAM and sequential) and Datacom/DB native access dataviews,
unsigned numeric fields can be zoned or packed. For SQL access, unsigned numeric fields can be integer, small
integer, and decimal.
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D
Date. For unmodeled files (VSAM and sequential) and Datacom/DB native access dataviews, date fields can
be zoned, packed, or binary. For SQL access, this form of date field not valid, see the SQL DATE, TIME, and
TIMESTAMP columns.

C
A condition name that is assigned to a specific value. This is not valid for SQL access dataviews.

V
Variable length (variable string and long variable string). This is valid only for SQL access and Datacom/DB native
access dataviews. For Datacom/DB native access to SQL-defined objects, variable length fields are supported,
but they display as an X type field and the length that is shown is the maximum length.
For each variable length item in an SQL dataview, a 2-byte field for the length is generated in front of the data.
This field is not shown in the display. The programmer must account for this field only in non-Ideal for Datacom
subprograms.

I
(Internal Type) The internal representation of numeric (signed and unsigned) and date type fields:
P

Packed
Z

Zoned
B

Binary
Numeric fields can be internally represented in packed decimal, zoned decimal, or binary formats. Ideal for
Datacom can operate on most of these directly, performing internal conversions when necessary (floating point
formats are not supported). Numeric fields are viewed in terms of decimal (base 10) digits and are fully defined by
the total number of integer and decimal places, regardless of internal storage formats. Ideal for Datacom performs
all necessary internal conversions on both input and output.
The Ideal for Datacom format for DB2 numeric columns is shown under the CH/DG entry.

Ch/Dg
(Characters/Digits) The length of the field:
Characters:

The number of alphanumeric characters in the field.
Digits:

The number of integer and decimal places (base 10 equivalent) in a numeric field, separated by a period.
The following example shows the type, internal type, and ChDg values for 5 fields.

Type (Type) I (Internal Type) Ch/Dg (Characters/digits)
X 42
X 16
N P 7
N Z 10.3
D P 5 (not valid for SQL access)

In the example above, 42 in the Ch/Dg column for the first alphanumeric field (Type X) indicates a length of 42 characters;
and 16 for the next alphanumeric field indicates a length of 16 characters. A numeric field (Type N) with 7 specified in the
Ch/Dg column indicates a seven-digit field able to hold seven integer places. Since the internal type is P (packed), the
actual size of the field is 4 bytes ((7 1)/2 = 4). The next numeric field, with 10.3 specified in the Ch/Dg column, indicates a
13-digit field able to hold 10 integer places and 3decimal places. Since the internal type is Z (zoned), the actual size of the
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field is 13 bytes. A date field (Type D) with 5 specified in the Ch/Dg column can hold an internal 5-integer date value of up
to 273 years from the base year.

SQL numeric fields display as follows:

T (Type) I (Internal Type) Ch/Dg (Characters/digits)
INTEGER fields N B 9
SMALLINT fields N B 4
DECIMAL fields N P actual length
NUMERIC fields N Z actual length

SQL date and time fields display with a comment and the following attributes:

T (Type) Ch/Dg (Characters/digits)
DATE fields X 10
TIME fields X 8
TIMESTAMP fields X 26

A field with an unsupported data type displays as type X and a warning message is issued.

Occur
(Number of occurrences): Not present for SQL access dataviews. The number of times a group or field repeats.
If a number displays in this column (and there is no DEP ON clause in the Value/Redef/Dep on column), it
represents the number of times an item (group or elementary field) that repeats a fixed number of times, occurs.
An item (group or elementary field) can also occur a variable number of times. In this case, the Occur column
value represents the maximum number of occurrences, and a DEP ON clause appears in the Value/Redef/Dep on
column. The DEP ON (Depending on) field name is specified in the Value/Redef/Dep on column with the clause
DEP ON field-name.
The Depending on field is a non-repeating elementary numeric field with no decimal positions that is located in
this dataview preceding the DEP ON clause. At runtime, the Depending on field specifies the actual number of
occurrences at any point during the run.

K (Key):
(Datacom/DB native access and SQL access) The key column that indicates whether a field is defined as a key or
part of a key in the dataview.

• The field is a full key.
• The field is a partial key (high order portion of a key).

If the field is not a full or partial key, there is no entry in this column.
For example, in a dataview where KEY1 consists of FIELD1 and KEY2 consists of FIELD2, FIELD3, the
corresponding dataview display identifies the three fields as follows:
FIELD1  K  (full key)

FIELD2  P  (partial key)

FIELD3   (no entry)

Since only the high order portion of a multi-field key can be a partial key, FIELD3 is not a partial key.
If a key has 65 or more FIELDs defined in the dictionary, Ideal for Datacom only recognizes the first 64 FIELDs,
and lists only the first as a partial key.

K (Key)
(VSAM only)-Indicates whether the field is a primary or alternate key. If the field is not a primary or alternate key,
there is no value in this column:
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K
The field that is defined as a primary or alternate key.

P
The first field in a group that is defined as a key.

All keys, primary and alternate, are listed at the end of the field layout.
Value/Redef/Dep on

(Value, Redefinition, or Depending on column-name)-An initial value for a condition name or for an elementary
field, a field redefinition clause, a DEP ON clause, or a comment.
Value-

An initial default value assigned to this field each time a new record is created. The DVW Administrator
specifies it during dataview definition. If no initial value is specified, Ideal for Datacom uses spaces for
alphanumeric, 0 for numeric. The default value is a numeric or alphanumeric literal, depending on the
type of elementary field. Alphanumeric literals are enclosed in delimiters (“or”).

NOTE
For read-only (R) dataviews (UPDATE-INTENT=N), only condition name (Type C) values display since
initial value has no meaning for a read-only dataview.

WITH IND
(For SQL and Datacom/DB Native
Access): The clause WITH IND in this column indicates that this column is nullable; that is, it can receive null
values.

NOTE
For each nullable item, Ideal for Datacom generates a 2-byte indicator variable. This variable is
not shown in the display. The programmer must account for this field only in non-Ideal for Datacom
subprograms.

:DATE or :TIME or :TIMESTAMP:
For SQL and Datacom/DB native access. An indicator of an SQL date, time, or timestamp column that has been
converted to an alphanumeric item by Ideal for Datacom.

Comments:
For unmodeled sequential and VSAM files, comments provide useful information about the field. A comment is
indicated in this column by a preceding colon (:).

KEY SECTION:
For VSAM files only, lists the key definitions that are entered on the Key Definition fill-in:
File/Path:

The file name of the base cluster for the primary key or of the path for any alternate keys.
Field Name:

The name of the key field.
Unique:

For the primary key, the word PRIMARY displays. For alternate keys, a Y indicates that the key is a
unique key; N indicates that it is not unique.

Upgrade Set:
For the primary key, this column is blank. For alternate keys, a Y indicates that this path is part of the
upgrade set; N indicates that it is not.

Row IDs
(SQL access only): The names of any unique indexes (composed of up to 64 non-nullable columns) defined for
the underlying table or view for the dataview, and the names of the columns comprising each index.
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Text
(SQL access only): The text of the SQL CREATE VIEW statement, used if the dataview is associated with a
view. If the dataview is for a Datacom SQL access synonym, the Text area indicates the object for which this is a
synonym.

Printing a Dataview Definition
Use the PRINT command or the PRINT prompter to print a specific dataview definition. To display the PRINT prompter (as
it applies to dataview definitions), select option 7 on the Dataview Menu. The following screen contains an example of the
PRINT prompt screen.

 =>

 IDEAL: PRINT OCCURRENCE      DVW                             SYS: $ID  PROMPTER

 PRINT   DVW  ________________________________    VERSION   PROD

         (1)               (2)                               (3)

   DEST  LIB  _____________________________________________________________

         (4)                           (5)

   COPIES  1  NAME ________  DISP KEE   DESC ________________________________

         (6)         (7)          (8)                     (9)

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 (1) DOC = Document   PLA - Plan     (2) Name  (3) nnn   (4) Desgination: 

     DVW = Dataview   PNL = Panel           e      PROD      LIB=Output library

     MEM = Member     RPT = Report                 LAST      SYS=System printer

     OUT = Ouput      SYS = System                           NET=Network printer

     PGM = Program    USR = User                             

     PKG = Package  

 (5) Destination name      (6) # Copies    (7) Name of output

 (8) Disposition: REL = Release, KEE = Keep, HOL = Hold

 (9) Description (must be in quotes!)

The PRINT DATAVIEW command has the following format:

      {    *                   }

PRINT {DATAVIEW dvw-identifier }

      {                        }

   

      [DESTINATION {LIB                        }]

      [            { {SYS }                    }]

      [            { {NET } dest-id [COPIES nn]}]

 

      [NAME print-output]

 

      [            {KEEP    }]

      [DISPOSITION {RELEASE }]

      [            {HOLD    }]

 

      [DESCRIPTION 'string']

* Represents the current dataview and can be substituted for the dataview identification phrase.
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dvw-identifier
Identifies the name of the dataview. The dvw-identifier includes different parts, depending on the type of dataview
to identify:
For SQL dataviews Specify the dvw-identifier as:
authid.dvw-name

authid (SQL only)-The one- to eight-character authorization ID required for SQL dataviews only.
dvw-nam-The 1- to 18-character name of the dataview.

For Datacom/DB native access, sequential, and VSAM dataviews Specify the dvw-identifier as:
dvw

-name [VERSION ver]
dvw-name-The 1- to 18-character name of the dataview.
ver-The version of the dataview. The specified version must be in test or production status. If you specify
dvw-name and you omit the version clause, the default version specified in the SET VERSION command
is used. Valid versions are:
Tnnn-The version number of a test dataview modeled in the dictionary (Datacom/DB native command
access and modeled sequential files only).
T-Represents test status
nnn-The one- to three-digit version number assigned to a production dataview or an unmodeled dataview
in test or production status.
PROD-The production status version of the dataview.

NOTE
Unmodeled dataviews created before Ideal for Datacom r2.2 are recognized as version 1, PROD status.

DESTINATION clause
Specifies the output destination.
LIBRARY-

The output library.
SYSTEM dest

-id-A system printer name.
NETWORK dest

-id-A network printer.
COPIES nn

Specifies the number of copies to print on a system or network printer.

NOTE
This clause is ignored in batch. For a VSE system printer, this clause is ignored both online and in
batch.

NAME print-output
Specifies the name assigned to the output if the destination is to the output library.

DISPOSITION
When the destination of an online print request is a system or network printer, the output is placed in the output
library, and the DISPOSITION clause has the following effects:
KEEP-

The job prints and a copy of the output is retained in the output library.
RELEASE-

The job prints and no copy of the output is retained in the output library.
HOLD-

The output is held until released.
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When a print request is issued in batch and the destination is a system printer, the output is printed on the system
printer and no copy is retained in the output library.
When a print request is issued (online or in batch) and the destination is the output library, output is placed in the
output library for browsing at the terminal.

DESCRIPTION 'string'
A 1- to 32-character description of the output, enclosed in delimiters.

Displaying or Printing an Index of Dataview Definitions
In Ideal, the DISPLAY INDEX and PRINT INDEX commands (options 6 and 7 on the Dataview Menu) list the name and
status of each dataview currently in the dictionary facility.

Optionally, the index can include occurrences of entity-types that are related to a dataview (for example, each program
related to a given dataview). This display is based on Datadictionary relationships.

The display resulting from the DISPLAY INDEX DATAVIEW command follows:

 =>
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 IDEAL: DISPLAY INDEX         DVW                             SYS: CCF   DISPLAY

 Command Name           Ver S U Type Description               Created  Updated
 ====== ================================ T O P =================================
 000001 APPLSYSTEM      001 H Y                                02/21/94 03/14/94
 000002 APPLSYSTEM      002 H Y                                02/21/94 03/14/94
 000003 APPLSYSTEM-RO   001 H N                                02/21/94 03/14/94
 000004 APPLSYSTEM-RO   002 H N                                02/21/94 03/14/94
 000005 @I$IMAGE-BYFILE 001 P Y QSAM Sample program standard   06/10/94 06/10/94
 000006 ACCOUNTS        001 P Y                                12/11/94 12/11/94
 000007 ACT-DVW-A01     001 P N      SAMPLE DATAVIEW FOR FILE  10/10/94 10/10/94
 000008 CMF-VSEIN       001 P N SAM  SYSIN file for CMF input  05/03/94 05/03/94
 000009 CMF.APPLSYSTEM        Y DSQL                           09/07/93 12/16/94
 000010 CMF.APPLSYSTEM_V
 000011                       Y DSQL                           09/24/93 09/14/94
 000012 CMFDB2.APPLSYSTEM_V
 000013                       Y DB2                            04/27/94 10/22/94
 000014 MFSDGR          001 P N VSAM MFS test downgrade        01/04/93 01/04/93
 000015 MVS             001 P Y QSAM                           06/15/92 05/20/94
 000016 OCC             001 P Y QSAM                           04/13/94 04/13/94
 000017 ORDERS          001 P Y                                12/11/93 04/29/94
 000018 QAXDVW1V        001 P N VSAM vsam for source transport 07/05/92 12/05/93

Command
Specifies an area where you can specify line commands.
Name

The 1-character to 18-character name of the dataview definition. For an SQL access dataview, the name
is prefixed by the one-character to eight-character authorization ID, as shown on lines 9 through 13 of the
example display.

Ver (Version)
The one- to three-digit version number Ideal for Datacom assigned when this version of the dataview
definition was created.

S (Status)
The status of each dataview definition. Status is not used for SQL dataviews.
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H
History status

P
Production status

T
Test status

NOTE
All history entries display first, followed by production versions, then test versions. In each status group,
the dataview definition names appear in alphabetical sequence. For each name, versions appear in
numerical sequence.

U (Update-intent)
Indicates whether the PDL statements in an Ideal for Datacom application can update records or rows that are
viewed through this dataview. This field reflects the table or view definition only, not the individual's authorization
for them.
Y

The records or rows that are viewed through this dataview can be updated, inserted, or deleted. An SQL
access dataview is always updateable.

N
The records or rows that are viewed through this dataview cannot be updated, inserted, or deleted.

Type
Specifies the type of file that is represented by the dataview:
QSAM

For sequential QSAM files.
SAM

For sequential SAM files (for VSE only).
VSAM

For VSAM files.
FILE

For sequential files defined in the Datadictionary file model.
DSQL

For Datacom SQL access objects.
DB2

For DB2 objects.
spaces

For Datacom/DB native access tables.
Description

Specifies the description for the dataview definition. If the description of a Datacom/DB native access dataview is
longer than 24 characters, it is truncated on this display.

Created (Creation date)
Indicates the date on which the dataview definition was created or first cataloged.

Updated (Modified date)
Indicates the date on which the dataview definition was last modified or last cataloged.
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Editing an Unmodeled Dataview Definition
In Ideal for Datacom, to display an unmodeled dataview definition for editing, use the EDIT DETAVIEW command,
DISPLY/EDIT in the Dataview Maintenance menu, or EDI in the DISPLAY INDEX DATAVIEW line.

There are three ways to display an unmodeled dataview definition for editing:

• Enter the following command on the command line.

EDIT DATAVIEW dvw-name VERSION version

If you do not include a dataview name, a prompter displays. Enter the dataview name on the prompter to display the
dataview field definitions. You must also enter the version of the dataview to edit. For valid versions, see Using Version
Clauses in Commands in Ideal for Datacom Commands.

• Select option 1, DISPLAY/EDIT, from the Dataview Maintenance menu, to display a prompter. You must specify not
only the name of the dataview, but also whether you want to display or edit the dataview.

• From the DISPLAY INDEX DATAVIEW line command field, enter the line command EDI next to the name of the
dataview you want to edit.

NOTE
A dataview definition must be in test status to edit.

When you edit a dataview definition, the Field Definition fill-in displays by default. To display the Identification fill-in, the
Parameter fill-in, or the Key fill-in (for VSAM files) immediately, you can include a keyword on the EDIT command entered
from the command line; see EDIT DATAVIEW Command.

Deleting a Dataview Definition
In Ideal for Datacom use one of three ways to delete an unmodeled dataview definition: DELETE DATAVIEW, DELETE in
the Dataview Maintenance menu, and DEL in the DISPLAY INDEX line command area.

• Enter the following command from the command line.

DELETE DATAVIEW dvw-name VERSION version

If you do not include the dataview name, a prompter opens. Enter the dataview name in the prompter to delete the
dataview definition.
If you do not include the version, an error message appears.

• Select option 4, DELETE, from the Dataview Maintenance menu. The prompter opens so you can enter the name of
the dataview to delete.

• From the DISPLAY INDEX line command area, enter the command DEL next to the name of the dataview you want to
delete. You can delete multiple dataviews by entering the line command for each dataview you want to delete.

NOTE
You cannot delete a dataview definition in production status or one that is a resource of a production status
program.

The Delete command removes the identification of the dataview stored in the dictionary and the dataview object module in
the VLS library.

Duplicating a Dataview Definition
In Ideal for Datacom, use the DUPLICATE command and the DUPLICATE option in the Dataview Maintenance menu to
duplicate an unmodeled dataview definition to a new name or a new version.
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Duplicate a Dataview Definition

There are two ways to duplicate a dataview definition:

• Enter the following command from the command line:
 DUPLICATE DVW dvw-name [VERSION version]

  

      [NEWNAME newname] 

 [TO] [NEXT [VERSION] ]

If you do not include the name of the dataview to duplicate, a prompter displayed. If you do not include the NEWNAME
clause, the dataview is duplicated to the next version.

• Select option 5, DUPLICATE, from the Dataview Maintenance menu. The following prompter displays so you can
complete the command.

  =>

 ------------------------------------ -----------------------------------------

 XU2R: DUPLICATE             DVW                             SYS: $ID  PROMPTER

 

 DUPLICATE DVW __________________  VERSION 001  SYSTEM ___ TO _______ ________

           (1)       (2)                   (3)         (4)      (5)     (6)

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 (1) DOC = Document  PNL = Panel     (2) Name         (3) nnn=Ver #

     MEM = Member    RPT = Report                           LAST

     PGM = Program   SYS = System                           PROD

     PKG = Package   USR = User     

     PLA = Plan      DVW = Sequential Dataview

 

 (4) Original System id              (5)-(6) "NEXT" "VERSION"

    (Default current)                              or

                                             "NEWNAME"  name

                                         (For DVW,PGM,PLA,PNL,MEM,RPT)

Duplicate to a New Version

When you duplicate a dataview definition to the next version, the entire definition is duplicated and the Field Definition fill-
in of the new version displays for editing.

When you duplicate a dataview definition that was created before release 2.2, the original dataview definition is modified
to point to a new version 1 with an ACCESS-CODE of P (production). Then version 2 is created from the production
dictionary entry and the VLS for the production dataview. (For more information about how ACCESS-CODE determine
status for unmodeled dataviews, see the section titled Changing the Status of a Dataview Definition that follows.)

Duplicate to a New Name

When you enter the DUPLICATE command with the NEWNAME option, a new dataview definition is created with the
same parameters, fields, and keys (for VSAM files) as the original dataview. The Identification fill-in displays so you can
enter the identification information to record in the dictionary.

When you enter any information on the Identification fill-in, you can press the PF5 (Field) key to display the Field Definition
fill-in in edit mode. You can make any changes, using any of the function keys, just as you would when creating a
dataview definition.
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Changing the Status of a Dataview Definition
When you create a dataview definition for an unmodeled file (sequential or VSAM), the definition is in test status. The
MARK STATUS command changes the status of an unmodeled dataview definition to production or history status.

If you enter an incomplete MARK STATUS command or select option 5 from the Dataview Maintenance Menu, a prompter
displays. The prompter indicates the options that are required to complete the command and explains the possible values
that you can enter for each option. When you complete the prompter and press the Enter key, the command is passed to
Ideal for Datacom for processing.

A definition is marked from test to production status when the decision is made that no further testing is necessary and the
definition is ready to use in a production application. Production versions are subject to the following rules:

• There can be only one production version of a dataview definition at a time. You cannot edit or delete that version.
• If the production version of a dataview definition was not named as the resource of a production program, you can

mark the dataview definition directly to history.
• Marking another test version of a dataview definition to production automatically retires any existing production version

to history status.
• You cannot mark a production version of a dataview definition that was named as a resource of a production program

to history without first replacing it with a new production version.

Status for Unmodeled Dataviews

Although dataviews are an extension of the data model, Ideal for Datacom enforces the version and status for unmodeled
dataviews, not the dictionary. For unmodeled dataviews, the entity-occurrence is stored in the dictionary in test
status, but Ideal for Datacom enforces production and history restrictions that are based on a value that is recorded in the
ACCESS-CODE field in the dictionary. Thus, if a production and a test version exist for an unmodeled dataview, there are
actually two test versions in the dictionary, one with an ACCESS-CODE of PROD and one with an ACCESS-CODE of TEST.

Creating Dataviews for SQL Access
When an Ideal for Datacom application uses SQL to access data, it requires a dataview for the SQL object-table, view, or
synonym. The dataview includes all fields defined for the SQL object. It is the only dataview that can be defined for it. The
dataview name is the name of the SQL object.

You can use SQL dataviews in embedded SQL DML statements. However, for Datacom SQL access, you can use DDL
and DCL statements, such as CREATE and GRANT, without defining Ideal for Datacom dataviews, which do not have to
be placed in the resource table component of the program.

Using Ideal for Datacom PDL, you can find any row or set of rows by using the FOR statement with the dataview for the
table, view, or, for Datacom SQL access, synonym.

No Ideal for Datacom components are necessary to create and edit dataview descriptions for SQL objects. For DB2, the
definitions of tables and views are maintained in the DB2 catalog, while definitions of dataviews are maintained in the
dictionary. For Datacom SQL access, the definitions of tables, views, synonyms, and dataviews are maintained in the
dictionary.

The catalog process makes a dataview definition available to Ideal for Datacom. When you catalog a SQL dataview, Ideal
for Datacom records a dataview corresponding to the SQL object as an entity occurrence in the dictionary. The dataview
entity occurrence is always version 1 in production status.

For more information about cataloging a dataview for SQL access, see Cataloging a Dataview in the “Creating Dataviews
for Datacom/DB Native Command Access” chapter.

This page contains the following topics:
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Rules for SQL Dataviews

Ideal for Datacom imposes certain rules on dataviews used for SQL access. The rules are enforced by the Ideal for
Datacom CATALOG command.

Identifying Columns

Ideal for Datacom accepts authorization IDs of up to eight bytes for SQL dataviews.

Ideal for Datacom dataviews accept column identifiers of up to 32 bytes. However, the maximum length depends on the
SQL mode. For DB2, the maximum length is 18 characters.

For the names of columns, Ideal for Datacom uses the character column name.

The column names in an SQL dataview cannot be delimited identifiers. To reference existing columns named with
delimited identifiers, you can create a view of the object containing the columns using valid Ideal for Datacom column
names and catalog the view in Ideal for Datacom.

Data Types of Columns

Ideal for Datacom supports the following SQL data types:

SQL Data Type Data Type in Ideal for Datacom
Character Alphanumeric
Variable string Variable length
Long variable string Variable length
Numeric Zoned numeric (Datacom SQL); packed numeric (DB2)
Decimal Packed numeric
Integer Binary full word
Small integer Binary half word
Date Ten-byte alphanumeric
Time Eight-byte alphanumeric
Timestamp 26-byte alphanumeric

Date and time take the length defined by a local database management system exit if it is the default. Ideal for Datacom
supports the SQL limits on length and precision, except for long variable string columns, which are limited to 16,000 bytes
for Datacom SQL access or 32,000 bytes for DB2.

Unique Index Requirement

In the following circumstances, dataviews for DB2 and Datacom/DB ANSI mode must access a single table (not the result
of a join) that has at least one unique index:

• In a FOR statement that has an ORDERED BY clause and is used for updating
• In a FOR FIRST clause used for updating, with a logical scope that includes a PDL TRANSMIT, CHECKPOINT or

BACKOUT statement or an SQL COMMIT or ROLLBACK

Reserved Words

You cannot use PDL reserved words as the names of dataviews.
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NonSQL Field Information

For Datacom SQL access dataviews, field information provided in the dictionary, such as headings, initial value, and edit
pattern, is incorporated into the dataview object, regardless of the intended access method.

SQL Plans

SQL plans are needed for any Ideal for Datacom program that names an SQL access dataview as a resource. For
Datacom SQL access, plan options are part of the program environment data and are entered as part of the program
definition. 

For Ideal for Datacom programs that access DB2 tables and views, the application plan is defined in Ideal for Datacom.
The plan is then generated and bound using the Ideal for Datacom command GENERATE PLAN. 

 

NOTE

• Maintaining Plans for Datacom SQL Access
• Generating Application Plans

 

Recatalog and Recompile

Ideal for Datacom captures all information about a dataview, including column attributes, when the dataview is cataloged.
This information is incorporated into the program when the program is compiled, and actually becomes part of the
program object module.

If a change is made that affects the columns comprising a table or view (for example, a view is dropped and recreated
with an additional column), then you must recatalog the table or view to Ideal for Datacom and recompile every program
using the dataview.

NOTE
If you change a view that does not affect existing column definitions, you can run the programs using the
associated dataviews without recompiling, but the SQL text that defines the view is not correct on the dataview
display panel.

Specifying Which Database to Access in a Mixed SQL Site

A site that has both Datacom SQL support and DB2 can access objects in both database management systems from the
same program. The catalog process records which database a particular dataview accesses. At installation, a default
database type is specified and any dataview is assumed to access the default database type. You can set a new default
using the command:

SET [SITE] ENVIRONMENT SQL dbms

The value of dbms is either DB or DB2. You can override the default for a particular dataview using an option on the
CATALOG command:

CATALOG dbms DATAVIEW auth-id.obj-name 
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Creating Dataviews for Datacom/DB Native Command Access
This section describes the use of dataview definitions for Datacom/DB native command access and the rules that are
enforced when you catalog a dataview for Ideal for Datacom use. You must be aware of these rules when you are defining
the dataview in the dictionary since Ideal for Datacom, not Datadictionary, enforces these rules.

This page contains the following topics:

Dataview Status and Related Occurrences

A dataview can be successfully cataloged in TEST or PROD status. A dataview that is cataloged in TEST status must
have all elements in TEST status. All version numbers of the elements must be the same as the dataview version. A
dataview that is cataloged in PROD status must have all elements in PROD status. The elements in PROD status do not
have to have the same version number as the dataview.

The database structure for all tables in that database or table structure must be enabled in Datadictionary so that the
dataviews can be cataloged in Ideal for Datacom.

NOTE
Exceptions to the descriptions in this section exist for dataviews created before Datadictionary Release 2.4.
Refer to Datadictionary documentation for details.

DATAVIEW Information

For a dataview that Ideal for Datacom accesses, the only DATAVIEW information whose specified value is used is
UPDATE-INTENT. You can specify Y (to allow updates) or N (to prevent updates). Ideal for Datacom interprets any other
value as N. If the DATABASE entity-occurrence name is DATA-DICT or UNIVERSAL, Ideal for Datacom assumes a value
of N (to prevent updates) for UPDATE-INTENT.

Ideal for Datacom uses the DATAVIEW attributes DBMS-USED and ACCESS-METHOD with values it supplies from other
sources.

Setting a DBID

When the DATABASE is created, it is defined with a DBID. This DBID is cataloged in the dataview and passed to the
database at execution time. If the DBID changes or a table with a matching definition exists in another database, then
non-SQL programs can be repointed to the new DBID. The Ideal for Datacom commands ALTER PROGRAM, ASSIGN
DATAVIEW, and ASSIGN DBID modify the program object, eliminating the need to recatalog the dataview or recompile
the program.

Dataview Key Relationship

Although the file model in the dictionary lets the DA relate dataviews to keys through the relationship DVW-KEY-
ACCESS, Ideal for Datacom does not use these relationships. Ideal for Datacom searches for data according to the fields
specified in the program FOR construct's WHERE clause. The application developer does not need to know about actual
keys. During execution of an application, Ideal for Datacom searches for the data using an optimized technique that takes
advantage of any set of actual keys in the associated file. Therefore, when creating dataview definitions for Ideal for
Datacom use, the DA does not need to relate the dataviews to keys since Ideal for Datacom ignores these relationships.

Cataloging the Dataview

A dataview must be cataloged before Ideal for Datacom can use it. After creating a Datacom/DB native dataview using
Datadictionary, use the CATALOG DATAVIEW command in Ideal for Datacom.

Access the CATALOG prompter by selecting option 2 on the Ideal for Datacom Dataview Menu. For more information
about syntax and description of command, see the section Cataloging a Dataview.
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TABLE Attributes

The TABLE attribute DBMS-USED must be Datacom/DB.

The attribute ENTY-HIST-VER automatically deletes history status entities in the dictionary database. You can set the
number stored in this attribute differently for any file in the dictionary database. Datadictionary uses this attribute when
new versions of a dictionary entity are copied or modified into production status. After a new entity is copied to production,
the previous PROD version is automatically copied to History. Datadictionary consults the file entity in the dictionary
database and deletes the oldest history status version if the number of history occurrences is greater than the value
specified in the ENTY-HIST-VER attribute. The default value for ENTY-HIST-VER is three. You can modify it.

The Datadictionary automatic deletion of history status entities deletes these entities from the dictionary without
performing corresponding deletes of VLS members. This attribute affects the maintenance of the following Ideal for
Datacom entities in VLS libraries: Program, Panel, Report, Document, and Dataview.

Variable Length Records

All tables defined to Datacom/DB are considered fixed-length records. The VSAM/Transparency feature of Datacom/
DB can simulate variable length records. Records nominally defined to the dictionary as fixed-length can take up different
amounts of space per record if data compression is used.

Ideal for Datacom does not support variable length fields in Datacom/DB dataviews nor multiple length records of different
lengths.

For example, field A can be between 50 and 80 bytes.

Ideal for Datacom supports variable repeating fixed length groups. For VSAMT dataviews, you must define the
Datadictionary structure with the following rules:

1. The dataview must consist of one element that contains the entire table definition.
2. The variable occurring group must be at the end of the record. You must define the maximum number of times the

group can occur (REPEAT) and identify a field for the DEPENDING ON value on the field attribute definition. There
can only be one variable occurring group.

3. The user compression exit in the CXX must be DBVVRPR. This is what tells DB this is a variable length table. The
Datadictionary table attribute USER COMPRESSION must be set to DBVVRPR and Datacom/DB COMPRESSION
set to No.

This is what tells Ideal for Datacom at catalog time that the dataview is variable length. If both the dictionary and the
CXX do not contain the exit name, element length discrepancy messages probably result. For example, if Ideal for
Datacom does not catalog the dataview as variable, it expects the maximum length. DB returns the actual variable length
of the entire record.

You can identify a dataview as a variable length VSAMT dataview. It displays an extra line that indicates this is a VAR
OCCURRENCE RECORD for a Datacom/DB type dataview.

The following table displays a variable length VSAMT dataview:

>------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL:  DISPLAY DATAVIEW     DVW IDEAL-VSAMT(T001)     SYS:KTD

Seq Level Field name      T I  Ch/Dg  Occur  K Value/Redef/Dep on

=========================== T O P ================================

CATALOGED 12/05/94 17:49  DATACOM/DB UPD=YES DBID=052

                          VAR OCCURENCE RECORD

1  1    IDEAL-VSAMT         X      4     2
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2  2    SIMPLE-REPEAT       X       4         K

3  2    KEY-FIELD           X       3

4  2    ODO-FIELD           U P     3

5  2    ODO-REPEAT          X       4   14  DEP ON ODO-FIELD

=========================== B O T T O M ==========================

Elements of a Dataview

Rules for elements of a dataview are as follows:

• Each Datacom/DB native dataview is comprised of elements of the same record. However, you can nest FOR
statements in the PDL language to dynamically join two or more dataviews together.

• An element must be defined with explicitly contiguous columns for Ideal for Datacom access. It is possible to violate
this rule accidentally by inserting a field in the record through DEFINE TABLE, but forgetting to include the field in the
appropriate DEFINE element or MODIFY element.

Data Types of Columns

Rules for data types of columns are as follows:

• Ideal for Datacom supports the following data types:
– Alphanumeric (display) (C)
– Zoned decimal (N)
– Packed decimal (D)
– Binary (B)
– Date (D)

• Ideal for Datacom converts all other, unknown data types to alphanumeric and issues a warning message.
• Ideal for Datacom supports numeric columns (or fields) up to the equivalent of 31 decimal (base 10) digits (for zoned

or packed decimal) and up to the equivalent of 9 decimal (base 10) digits (full word or half word binary) for binary
fields. Ideal for Datacom supports only half word (2 bytes) and full word (4 bytes) binary fields. Binary fields of other
than 2 or 4 bytes (including data types 2, 4, and 8) can be defined, but Ideal for Datacom treats them as alphanumeric
fields (with a warning message) and the user must call a non-Ideal for Datacom subprogram to handle them. Ideal for
Datacom does not support floating point items of any precision.
– A native dataview can contain null eligible columns.
– DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP columns are supported. When the PDL statement FOR NEW is executed at

runtime, the columns with these data types are initialized with the current date or time.

Other Field Attributes

Ideal for Datacom ignores FIELD occurrences with class="I" (INDEXED BY). The BLANK-WHEN-ZERO attribute is also
ignored. If either the LOW-RANGE or HIGH-RANGE attribute is used with a class="V" FIELD, a warning message occurs.

The REDEFINES attribute has the following values:

N-
(Does not redefine) is the default

P or S-
Treated as P (redefines the previous FIELD occurrence at the same level).

Variably Repeating Occurrences

The Ideal for Datacom user is restricted to one variably-repeating (DEPENDING-ON) item in a dataview. The
DEPENDING-ON control field must be a non-occurring elementary numeric identifier (with zero decimal positions) that
appears previously in the same dataview. The variably-repeating field or group and all of its subordinates, if any, must
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be at the end of the data structure. In other words, a variably-repeating simple (elementary) field must be the last field
in a dataview. A variably-repeating compound (group) item can have subordinate items, but it cannot be followed in the
dataview by any non-subordinate fields. A variably-repeating group cannot have initial values. Also, a variably-repeating
item cannot be embedded in another repeating group.

Number of Levels of Occurrences

Ideal for Datacom supports a maximum of three nested levels of occurring fields (that is, tables of up to three dimensions
are supported).

Levels of Data Structure Nesting

The maximum number of nested levels of groups and fields in a dataview is 15. Since the dataview itself is the outermost
level (level 1), the highest level number allowed is 16. Since the dictionary assigns level 1 to all columns with a PARENT
of START, the level numbers Ideal for Datacom assigns is always at least one greater than the level numbers assigned by
the dictionary.

Compound Fields

Compound fields (group fields) should not have initial values. If they do, the value is ignored and a warning message
issued.

Edit Patterns

You can specify any valid COBOL edit pattern (except Sterling currency symbols) for a field in the dictionary (attribute
EDIT-PATTERN). Ideal for Datacom reports use it unless overridden by RDF. The PDF also uses the edit pattern specified
in the dictionary for dynamically generated panel fields.

Field Column Headings

You can specify field column headings for fields in the dictionary (attributes HEADING-1 and HEADING-2). However,
headings longer than 20 characters are truncated to 20 characters in the Ideal for Datacom cataloged dataview. PDF uses
the field column headings specified in the dictionary for dynamically generated panel fields. They are also used in Ideal for
Datacom reports unless overridden by RDF.

NOTE
Ideal for Datacom uses a not-sign (#) as the begin-line character in report headings.

PDL Reserved Words

You cannot use a PDL reserved word as the name of a dataview. See PDL Reserved Words. You can use reserved words
for field names; however, qualification of such field names with the dataview name is required. For example, assume there
is a dataview called SHIPMENT with elements containing fields called TO and FROM. It is valid for a PDL procedure to
have statements:

MOVE SHIPMENT.TO TO LOCATION

SUBTRACT SHIPMENT.FROM FROM AMOUNT

However, the following is ambiguous and causes a program compilation error:

MOVE TO TO LOCATION
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Use of Field Entity Names

For names of fields, Ideal for Datacom uses the 32-character field entity-occurrence name, not the 30-character compiler
name. Field names in Ideal for Datacom must be unique in the dataview. This occurs automatically since all elements
must belong to one record and Datadictionary requires field names to be unique in the record name.

Multivalue Condition Names

Ideal for Datacom supports one unique value for each condition name (class V field in the dictionary). Lists or ranges of
values are not supported.

Figurative Constants

Ideal for Datacom supports the following figurative constants as values in the dictionary:

SPACE  SPACES

ZERO   ZEROS    ZEROES

The VALUE attribute for a condition-name (class V field in the dictionary) cannot be blank. A value of all spaces can only
be represented by the figurative constants SPACE or SPACES.

Optional FIELD Attributes

Ideal for Datacom recognizes the following considerations for optional FIELD attributes:

SEMANTIC
-TYPE Entered for date fields only. Enter a SEMANTIC-TYPE of CA-DATE for a numeric field (TYPE=N, D, or
B) that contains an internal date stored as the number of days since (positive number) or preceding (negative
number) the date December 31, 1900. A five-digit number can contain values from -99,999 through 99,999, or the
equivalent of almost 274 years before and after the base date. This would be from approximately the year 1627 to
approximately the year 2175. A six-digit number can represent dates approximately 2740 years before and after
the base date, and so on. (Datacom/DB native access)
A SEMANTIC-TYPE of SQL-DATE may be present for a field (column) that was created via SQL. Ideal for
Datacom will process the binary format held on the database and present the same character string format as
would be provided with SQL access to the same data. The same applies to the SQL-TIME and SQL-TIMESTAMP
types.

NULL-INDICATOR
may be "Y" for fields defined as SQL columns. Ideal for Datacom will handle these fields in the same way for
native access as it does for SQL access.

DECIMALS
The total number of decimal (fractional) places in the number. Ideal for Datacom determines the number of integer
places by calculating the total number of decimal (base 10) digits that fit in the field (based on the TYPE) and
subtracting the DECIMALS value.

DEPENDING
-ON The name of a non-occurring simple numeric field with DECIMALS=0 precedes this field in the record.
The Ideal for Datacom restriction is that a field with a DEP-ON clause can be a simple or compound field, but
must not be followed in the dataview by any other fields (unless they are subordinate fields to a compound field).
EDIT

-PATTERN A COBOL-like edit pattern used when displaying or printing the field. The Ideal for
Datacom Report Definition Facility and the Ideal for Datacom Panel Definition Facility use this pattern as
the default for the field. If you omit this edit pattern, the following default edit pattern is used:
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X(n)
Alphanumeric fields (where n is the length)

9(i).(9d)
Numeric fields (where i = integers, d = decimals)

HEADING
-1 and HEADING-2 One or two literals (without quotes) used as the default column headings for the Ideal for
Datacom Report Definition Facility and for dynamic field definition using the Ideal for Datacom Panel Definition
Facility. For example, if ACCOUNT is specified as the value for HEADING-1 and NUMBER is specified as the
value for HEADING-2, the column header appears as follows:
ACCOUNT NUMBER

SIGN
N to force “unsigned” (the default for numeric fields is Y).

VALUE
For numeric fields, a valid numeric literal, or one of: ZERO, ZEROS, ZEROES.
For alphanumeric fields, enter the characters to appear as the initial value without quotes (or any other delimiter)
or enter one of: SPACE or SPACES.
For a field with class="V" (value or condition-name in Ideal for Datacom), you must type at least one non-blank
character for VALUE. If the condition-name corresponds to a value of spaces, type the word SPACE or SPACES.
If a value contains embedded blanks, type in the value with no delimiters. For example, enter a three-character
value “A B” as A in position 1, blank in position 2, B in position 3.

Ideal for Datacom does not support any of the following:

• Multiple values for a single condition-name.
• A range of values for a field, either in the VALUE attribute or the LOW-RANGE and HIGH-RANGE attributes.
• COBOL figurative constants:

– HIGH-VALUE(S)
– LOW-VALUE(S)
– QUOTE
– ALL literal

INCLUDENILKEY

When defining a key in Datacom/DB, there is a parameter called INCLUDE-NIL-KEY.

This nil value has nothing to do with the null value used in DB2 and Datacom/DB. In most cases, you should define
INCLUDE-NIL-KEY as YES. When this parameter is set to NO, an alphanumeric key value of spaces or a numeric key
value of binary zeroes is considered nil and is not included in the index. Although Ideal for Datacom has no control over
the processing that takes place when this parameter is used, its improper use can be the culprit of poor performance
in Ideal for Datacom applications.

You might assume that you should use INCLUDE-NIL-KEY=NO whenever keys have a high occurrence of the nil value to
free up index space. In fact, you should limit the use of this parameter to very specific situations:

• Use INCLUDE-NIL-KEY when it is not necessary to access records that have an alphanumeric key value of spaces or
a numeric key value of binary zeroes.

• A two-byte binary key field designated as DAYS-LATE with INCLUDE-NIL-KEY=NO keeps non-delinquent accounts
with zero days late (a nil value) from being indexed. If only a small portion of the table contains delinquent accounts,
a considerable savings results by eliminating both the cost of indexing and storing index entries for non-delinquent
accounts.

• Be aware of the consequences when choosing to use the INCLUDE-NIL-KEY=NO with Ideal for Datacom. If the range
of the search condition of a WHERE clause specifies the key field that has INCLUDE-NIL-KEY=NO and that range
includes the nil value, then Compound Boolean Selection is forced to do a full file traversal to retrieve the data. You
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cannot use the key for access because the key cannot access all possible rows that satisfy the request. Consider this
example:

FOR ACCOUNTS   

   WHERE DAYS-LATE LE 0   

   .  .  .    

ENDFOR

Because the nil value is included in the key range, CBS cannot use this key to access the data records. All records
must be read to return the correct data to the program.
Adding a non-keyed field to the WHERE constructs a temporary index for the same reason-the key cannot be used
because it does not point to all possible records that could contain the non-key value.

• If you do define a key as INCLUDE-NIL-KEY=NO, be sure that it reflects the way the data is accessed and that
the Ideal for Datacom programmer is aware of this key and the proper coding techniques.

Defining Datacom/DB Native Dataviews

The Data Ddministrator uses Datadictionary in batch or online to maintain table and dataview definitions. There are no
facilities in Ideal for Datacom to describe and maintain descriptions for Datacom/DB CBS dataviews because Ideal for
Datacom has access to the Datadictionary.

This page contains the following topics:

Data Structures

Because dataview definitions are stored in Datadictionary, your database administrator should establish and maintain
them using Datadictionary. For step by step instructions on defining a dataview using Datadictionary, see Defining
Dataviews with Datadictionary. However, to be sure you are creating a valid dataview for Ideal for Datacom, you should
familiarize yourself with the rules Ideal for Datacom enforces when cataloging a dataview before defining the dataview in
the dictionary.

Access Datadictionary Online by selecting option 3 on the Administration Maintenance Menu or by issuing the Ideal for
Datacom command:

DDOL

At any time during DDOL use, the Data Administrator can return to the Ideal for Datacom Main Menu by issuing the DDOL
command:

IDEAL

The data administration functions of a Data Administrator include:

• Defining the table or record layout in the dictionary facility, including establishing fields and keys.
• Defining elements of the record in the dictionary facility. An element is a group of one or more contiguous fields in a

record.
• Defining dataview definition occurrences in the dictionary facility.

The following graphic illustrates the entity types and relationships in Datacom/DB and their relationship to Ideal for
Datacom. In this graphic, the unshaded area represents the file model, and the shaded area represents the application
model.
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File Model

The process of defining the record layout and establishing key fields is fully explained in the Datacom/DB documentation.
In addition to file model information required by the dictionary facility, the Data Administrator should refer to the Datacom/
DB documentation for descriptions of utilities for maintaining the dictionary definitions.

For the remainder of this section, assume the following figure is a record layout as defined in the dictionary facility for this
file.

Defining Elements

The definition of elements is determined by the needs of various applications for the data in the table. An element is the
logical unit of data transferred by the Datacom/DB software.
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In Datacom/DB, you can define a dataview as any ordered collection of elements, with an element being any collection
of fields in a record. This can include the entire record or only one field in the record. An element must be defined as
consisting of fields that are contiguous.

The elements related to a Datacom/DB native dataview cannot contain overlapping columns. Otherwise, an error occurs
when the dataview is cataloged.

Ideal for Datacom, however, imposes additional restrictions that limit the elements that can be related to a given dataview
(for Ideal for Datacom use) and how those elements can be defined.

The following restrictions apply for dataviews and their related elements that Ideal for Datacom accesses:

• An element related to an Ideal for Datacom dataview must be explicitly defined as a collection of contiguous fields. In
particular, when performing the DEFINE ELEMENT or the MODIFY ELEMENT function in DD, once the starting and
ending fields are selected, all intervening fields must be explicitly included in the element. If fields are added to the
table (when it is in TEST status), the additions are not automatically reflected in the table's related elements. The DA
must also execute DEFINE ELEMENT or the MODIFY ELEMENT maintenance and explicitly include the new fields for
Ideal for Datacom if they are in the range of an existing element that Ideal for Datacom uses.

• If a compound (group) field is included in an element, all of its subordinate fields must also be explicitly included in the
element. If a field is redefined, not all redefinitions need to be explicitly included. However, the redefined field must be
explicitly included if any of the redefining fields are included.

• Each dataview must be comprised of elements from a single version of the same record (and, therefore, the same
table). However, you can nest the FOR statement in the Procedure Definition Language (PDL) to dynamically join two
or more dataviews together.

The following graphic illustrates the definition of elements for a sample record, PER-REC, which could be defined in the
dictionary facility.

Defining Dataviews

The Data Administrator defines a dataview definition as a named and ordered collection of elements. However, as the
Ideal for Datacom Application Developer, you are concerned with only the constituent columns of these elements. More
than one dataview can share an element. Any number of applications can share a dataview.

Using the elements defined in the previous graphic, the following are some of the dataviews that could be defined:

EMPLOYEE            =       element-1

EMPLOYEE-IDENT      =       element-3

EMP-NO-SSN          =       element-6

                            element-7
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EMP-HIST            =       element-2

                            element-4

                            element-5

EMP-GEN             =       element-3

                            element-4

Because element-1 and element-2 have overlapping columns, the following example is illegal:

EMP-INVALID         =       element-1

                            element-2

Defining Dataviews with Datadictionary

This section summarizes the creation of dataviews using Datadictionary Online (DDOL). The Datadictionary Batch Utility
DDUPDATE provides a mechanism for creating and maintaining dataviews and their related file model structures in batch.

A complete description of the information summarized here is provided in the appropriate Datadictionary documentation.

1. SET MODE DBMAINT or select option 1 on the mode menu.
2. Create the database in STAT Tnnn. You are prompted for the name of the areas and required attributes. When you

enter and apply this information, DDOL displays the structure so far, consisting of only the database and areas.
3. Modify each AREA (for example, use MOD line commands and PF4). This prompts for the next level (table) attributes

and gives an opportunity to modify those of the area. Entering the APPLY command shows the area structure so far,
with a file and a table. If there are multiple areas, use PF4 to bring up the next area.

4. Modify the table and declare the keys and elements. DDOL provides only one line, but you can insert extra lines as
needed. For each key, enter the attributes marked Key Only. Enter the APPLY command to see the file structure so far.

5. DEFINE the fields for the table, keys, and elements (using DEF line commands and PF4). DDOL processes the record
definition. When the record definition is successfully applied, use PF4 to move on to the keys and type in the field
name. Enter the APPLY command, and then press PF4 to move on to the element, where the Include is changed to
“Y” for each field to include. Apply the elements.

6. Create the dataview (accessing elements). You do not need to define the keys here; Ideal for Datacom finds the
keys from the previously defined structure. Fill in the table name, the table's version, the elements, and whether the
dataview is used for updating data. Enter the APPLY command.

7. If required, copy the database structure to status Prod. This verifies that the definition is consistent before the change
is made.

8. Copy the dataviews to Prod if the database is now in PROD.
9. Catalog the database definition. This updates the CXX file.
10. Enable the database structure (TEST version or PROD).
11. Create and initialize the Index and Data areas.
12. In Ideal for Datacom, use the CATALOG DATAVIEW command to catalog a dataview. A dataview must be cataloged

before Ideal for Datacom uses it. You can issue one or many CATALOG commands in a batch run of Ideal for
Datacom.
When the CATALOG DATAVIEW command is processed, a DISPLAY DATAVIEW command is automatically invoked.
If one or more rules are violated, a list of error messages displays at the bottom of the dataview display (or, if the
CATALOG command is issued using Ideal for Datacom in batch, a listing is printed).
CATALOG DATAVIEW results in a cataloged dataview definition ready for Ideal for Datacom use. Any Ideal for
Datacom program naming the dataview as a resource that compiles successfully can be executed.
Access the CATALOG prompter by selecting option 4 on the Ideal for Datacom Administration Maintenance Menu.
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Recatalog and Recompile

Ideal for Datacom captures all information about a dataview, including field attributes, when the dataview is cataloged.
This information is incorporated into the program when the program is compiled and actually becomes part of the program
object module.

If you change the table structure that affects the dataview (for example, a change in the element length) or make a change
that affects the attributes of any field in the dataview (such as class, type, length, decimal positions, occurs, value, or the
relative position of the field in any element) or key structure (adding or deleting fields in key definitions), then you must:

1. Recatalog the database.
2. Enable the structure and, if necessary, the dataview.
3. Catalog the new dataview in Ideal for Datacom.
4. Recompile all programs using that dataview.

You can perform the Ideal for Datacom CATALOG DATAVIEW without performing the dictionary catalog database, but you
cannot run programs against the dataview without performing the dictionary catalog.

You must enable the dictionary structure after performing any function that disables the structure (for example, COPY,
ADD, or DEFINE), or an attribute maintenance function that modifies an occurrence.

If you change attributes of a PROD status dataview (for example, UPDATE), the dataview must be restored to TEST
status to make the change. When the dataview is copied back to PROD status, a new VERSION is assigned. Follow the
recatalog steps 1 to 4 described above, and UPDATE the resources of the programs that access the dataview.

If the table was changed, but not the dataview, the PROD dataview is connected to the new PROD versions of
ELEMENTS. Follow steps 1 to 4 only if the updates affected the FIELD, ELEMENTs, or KEYs of the dataview.

When a dataview is copied in DDOL, both the old and new versions of the dataview are immediately reflected in the
resource table of every program using the old version of the dataview. This is because the Ideal for Datacom program
resource table is a dynamic presentation of all the recognized relationships for a program at the time of the display (or
edit).

When you COPY an entity-occurrence in DDOL, all of its relationships (except ordered relationships) are automatically
copied too. Thus, because the dataview is related to every program for which it is a resource by the PGM-DVW-USE
relationship, copying the dataview also copies each of these relationships. As a result, both the new PROD version and
the previous version are related to every program. The resource table of a TEST status program shows both PROD and
HIST status dataviews. You must manually remove the HIST status dataview. (This is not a problem with a program in
PROD status.)

Creating Dataviews for Sequential Files
Ideal for Datacom supports dataviews for QSAM or SAM files created outside of Ideal for Datacom. Sequential file
dataviews in batch can be input or output. In CICS, they can be output only.

Ideal for Datacom supports two types of sequential file dataviews-those that are modeled in Datadictionary and those that
are not modeled.

• Modeled dataviews are created and maintained in Datadictionary. Their fields, records, and relationships with
programs and systems are defined in the dictionary. They are available only to Datacom/DB sites.

• Unmodeled dataviews are created and maintained in Ideal for Datacom. Their definitions are stored in the Virtual
Library System (VLS). They are available to all sites.

This page contains the following topics:
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Runtime Considerations for Sequential File Dataviews

When executing an Ideal for Datacom program with a sequential file dataview, the considerations covered in this section
apply.

Descriptions for: Online versus batch processing, CICS, z/OS batch, VSE batch, and modifying dataview characteristics
are covered in this section.

Online Versus Batch Processing

In batch, the job controls the sequential files. They are opened at the FOR statement and closed at the ENDFOR
statement. However, in the online environment, Ideal for Datacom cannot control sequential files because multiple
users might be accessing the files at the same time. To ensure file integrity, CICS controls sequential files accessed by
transactions running online. This means that CICS opens and closes sequential files that Ideal for Datacom uses online
and, until CICS closes the files, they cannot be read in batch.

CICS

Setting up the environment for writing to a sequential file from one or more CICS Ideal for Datacom applications is
described in this section. When more than one CICS user writes to the same sequential file, the records are interleaved.
This makes it possible, for example, to log records from various users to a common log file.

Note: In CICS, Ideal for Datacom can write to sequential files but cannot read sequential files. Until CICS closes a
sequential file, it cannot be read in batch.

The steps for defining the sequential file are as follows:

1. Define the sequential file and a corresponding dataview and define it as a resource for the Ideal for Datacom programs
that uses it (see Defining Modeled Sequential Files and Defining Unmodeled Sequential File Dataviews earlier in this
chapter).
For dataviews modeled in the dictionary, make sure that the ACCESS-METHOD is defined as QSAM in the FILE
entity-type, and that the MONITOR-NAME has a value in the first four characters, which corresponds to a CICS DCT
DESTID. Make sure that the DATAVIEW has an UPDATE-INTENT of Y (yes).
For unmodeled dataviews, make sure that in the dataview parameter fill-in the access method is defined as QSAM and
that the filename has a value in the first four characters that corresponds to a CICS DCT DESTID. For example, a file
called PAYFILE is defined with a MONITOR-NAME of PAYR and a corresponding DATAVIEW is defined with a name of
PAYLOG. The dataview name PAYLOG is used in the Ideal for Datacom program to add records to it as follows:

FOR NEW PAYLOG

MOVE ... TO PAYLOG.field

ENDFOR

2. Define the file to CICS as a Transient Data Queue using RDO.
For a dataview modeled in the dictionary, the queue name must match the MONITOR-NAME attribute, and for
unmodeled dataviews, it must match the first four characters of the filename.

You must add a DD statement (z/OS) or DLBL or TLBL statements (VSE) for the file to the CICS startup deck.

z/OS Batch

Add a DD statement to the Ideal for Datacom batch JCL for the file using the specified MONITOR-NAME or filename.

The z/OS IDSYSFT contains 16 entries of the form SYSUT01 through SYSUT16. Ideal for Datacom uses these entries for
sequential files, actually modifying the file name dynamically. For this reason, no changes to the z/OS IDSYSFT (batch file
table) are required.

The maximum number of active sequential files at any point in time is 15.
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VSE Batch

For a standard label tape file, add a TLBL statement to the batch Ideal for Datacom JCL using the specified MONITOR-
NAME or filename. For a disk file, add a DLBL statement using the specified MONITOR-NAME or filename. Otherwise, no
JCL changes are required.

Changes might be required to the VSE IDSYSFT (batch file table). Five types of sequential file dataviews are supported
under VSE: Disk, standard-label tape, non-labeled tape, printer, and punch. One entry exists in the Ideal for Datacom
batch file table (IDSYSFT) for each type as shown in the following table:

File Dataviews Batch File Table Entry
Disk IDISK1
Standard labeled tape ISLTAPE1
Unlabeled tape INLTAPE1
Printer IPRT1
Punch IPUNCH1

You must add more entries to the file table if a program is run in batch with more than one of the same type of file. To add
additional entries, change the name by incrementing the digit at the end of the file name (from 1 to G) without leaving
gaps. Each type has its own set of one or more ROSFD entries.

The following are the installed ROSFD entries for sequential file dataviews:

 IDISK1 ROSFD ACCMETH=SEQ,   for disk        X

   DTFTYPE=DTFSD,                   X

   DTFNAME=IDISK1, overridden at open        X

   DEVADDR=SYS000, overridden in JCL         X

   RECFM=FB,                     X

   DEVICE=nnnn,   installation option        X

   LRECL=4096,   overridden at open        X

   IBLKSZ=4096,   max overridden at open      X

   OBLKSZ=4104,   max overridden at open      X

   OPSYS=VSE

 ISLTAPE1 ROSFD ACCMETH=SEQ, for standard-label tape  X

   DTFTYPE=DTFMT,                   X

   DTFNAME=SLTAPE, overridden at open        X

   DEVADDR=SYSnnn, opt overridden at open      X

   FILABL=STD,                    X

   RECFM=FB,                     X

   LRECL=4096,   overridden at open        X

   BLKSIZE=4096,  max overridden at open      X

   OPSYS=VSE

 INLTAPE1 ROSFD ACCMETH=SEQ, for no-label tape     X

   DTFTYPE=DTFMT,                   X

   DTFNAME=NLTAPE, ignored              X

   DEVADDR=SYSnnn, opt overridden at open      X

   FILABL=NO,                     X

   RECFM=FB,                     X

   LRECL=4096,   overridden at open        X

   BLKSIZE=4096,  max overridden at open      X

   OPSYS=VSE

 IPRT1 ROSFD ACCMETH=SEQ,    for a printer     X
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   DTFTYPE=DTFPR,                   X

   DEVICE=1403,                    X

   DEVADDR=SYSnnn, opt overridden at open      X

   CTLCHR=ASA,                    X

   RECFM=F,                      X

   BLKSIZE=133,   max overridden at open      X

   OPSYS=VSE

 IPUNCH1 ROSFD ACCMETH=SEQ,   for a punch      X

   DTFTYPE=DTFCDP,                  X

   DEVICE=2540,                    X

   DEVADDR=SYSPCH, opt overridden at open      X

   RECFM=F,                      X

   BLKSIZE=80,   max overridden at open      X

   OPSYS=VSE

Removing entities from the Batch Ideal for Datacom File Table that your site never uses saves memory use. These entries
provide an outline of the information needed at run time.

Before the Batch Ideal for Datacom File Table is opened, additional or overriding information is stored in the DTF.
Information can be extracted from the dictionary or the dataview definition. You can override some of this information by
using the ALTER PROGRAM and ASSIGN DATAVIEW commands. This information, with information from the Ideal for
Datacom File Table entry, provides the information needed to access the file.

Device Type

Indicates whether a sequential file dataview is disk (DISK), standard-label tape (SLTAPE), non-labeled tape (NLTAPE),
printer (PRT), or punch (PUNCH).

For dataviews modeled in the dictionary, this is obtained from the dictionary when the dataview is cataloged.

For unmodeled dataviews, this is obtained from the dataview parameters definition.

At run time, the device type specifies to Ideal for Datacom what type of file table entry to use: DISK, SLTAPE, NLTAPE,
PRT, or PUNCH.

You can override this entry with an ALTER PROGRAM or ASSIGN DATAVIEW command before the run.

Record Size

Indicates logical record length.

For dataviews modeled in the dictionary, this information is obtained from the dictionary when the dataview is cataloged.

For unmodeled dataviews, this information is obtained from the dataview parameters definition.

It is stored into the ROSFD entry before the file is opened.

For more information about updating IDSYSFT, see JCL Requirements for Ideal for Datacom Trace Facility.

Block Size

Indicates the physical block size.

For dataviews modeled in the dictionary, this information is obtained from the dictionary when the dataview is cataloged.

For unmodeled dataviews, this information is obtained from the dataview parameters definition.

Filename

Indicates the DLBL name for disk files or the DESTID for use in CICS.
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For modeled   dataviews, this information comes from the MONITOR-NAME attribute of the dictionary FILE entity at the
time a dataview is cataloged.

For unmodeled   dataviews, this information is obtained from the dataview parameters definition.

Logical Unit Assignment

For standard-label tape, non-labeled tape, printer, and punch files, the default assignment comes from the Ideal for
Datacom batch file table (IDSYSFT) entry. For more information about updating IDSYSFT, see JCL Requirements for
Ideal for Datacom Trace Facility.

You can override the logical unit assignment with an ASSIGN DATAVIEW command before the RUN command or an
ASSIGN statement executed before the first FOR construct that references the dataview.

The JCL does the complete logical assignments for disk files.

Modifying Dataview Characteristics Under VSE

You can modify certain environmental characteristics of dataviews without changing the dictionary file model, recataloging,
and recompiling.

Under VSE, when an application program is compiled, the dataviews specified as resources are compiled into the object
code, including the block size and device type. To change the block size or device type, use the ALTER PROGRAM
command. This permanently alters the record length, block size, or device type.

To temporarily alter the block size, device type, or logical unit assignment for any subsequent runs in the current session,
use the ASSIGN DATAVIEW command.

The RESET DATAVIEW command can reassign an assigned dataview to the database it referenced when the program
was compiled. This command resets the database ID, block size, device type, and logical unit assignment.

 

NOTE

• ALTER PROGRAM DATAVIEW Command (VSE)
• ALTER PROGRAM DATAVIEW Command (Datacom CBS Access)
• ASSIGN DATAVIEW Command (VSE Only)
• ASSIGN DATAVIEW Command (Datacom Native Access)
• ASSIGN DATAVIEW Statement (Datacom/DB Native Access)
• RESET Command

Defining Modeled Sequential Files

The Data Administrator (DA) uses Datadictionary in batch or online mode to maintain file and dataview definitions for
modeled sequential files. For modeled dataviews, there are no facilities to describe and maintain descriptions in Ideal for
Datacom.

This page contains the following topics:

Data Structures

Since dataview definitions are stored in Datadictionary, your DA should establish and maintain them using Datadictionary.
For step by step instructions on defining a Datadictionary, see Defining Modeled Dataviews for Sequential Files. However,
to be sure you are creating a valid dataview for Ideal for Datacom, familiarize yourself with the rules that Ideal for Datacom
enforces when cataloging a dataview before defining the dataview in the dictionary.
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The functions of a Data Administrator include:

• Defining the file layout in the dictionary, including establishing fields.
• Defining elements of the record in the dictionary. An element is a group of one or more contiguous fields in a record.
• Defining dataview definition occurrences in the dictionary facility.

Access Datadictionary Online by selecting option 3 on the Administration Maintenance Menu or by issuing the Ideal for
Datacom command:

DDOL

At any time during the use of DDOL, the DA can return to the Ideal for Datacom Main Menu by issuing the DDOL
command:

IDEAL

The following graphic illustrates the entity types and relationships in the dictionary and their relationship to Ideal for
Datacom. In this graphic, the unshaded area represents the file model, and the shaded area represents the application
model.

Notice that the file model for a sequential file is different from the model for a Datacom/DB table. The AREA and TABLE
are replaced by a FILE and a RECORD and no DATABASE is specified.
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File Model

The process of defining the file and record layout is fully explained in the Datacom/DB documentation in the section on
FILEMAINT MODE. In addition to file model information required by the dictionary facility, the Data Administrator should
refer to the Datacom/DB documentation for descriptions of utilities for maintaining the dictionary definitions.

The file model for sequential dataviews must include all entities in the dictionary file model starting at the FILE entity and
going down the structure.

The record layout as defined in the dictionary facility for a modeled sequential file is the same as for a Datacom/DB table;
see Creating Dataviews for Datacom/DB Native Command Access.

Defining Elements

In the dictionary, a sequential file dataview is defined as a single element, with an element comprising all fields in a record.
Therefore, the element defined for the PER-REC file contains all the fields shown in the previous figure. Ideal for Datacom
imposes restrictions that limit both the elements that can be related to a given dataview for Ideal for Datacom and how you
can use those elements.

The following restrictions apply for dataviews and their related elements that Ideal for Datacom accesses:

• An element related to an Ideal for Datacom dataview must be explicitly defined as a collection of contiguous fields.
In particular, when performing the DEFINE ELEMENT or the MODIFY ELEMENT function in the DD statement, once
the starting and ending fields are selected, all intervening fields must be explicitly included in the element. If fields are
added to the file (when it is in TEST status), the additions are not automatically reflected in the file's related elements.
The Data Administrator must also execute DEFINE ELEMENT or MODIFY ELEMENT and explicitly include the new
fields for Ideal for Datacom if they are in the range of an existing element that Ideal for Datacom uses.

• If a compound (group) field is included in an element, all of its subordinate fields must also be explicitly included in the
element. If a field is redefined, not all redefinitions need to be explicitly included. However, the redefined field must be
explicitly included if any of the redefining fields are included.

Modeled Sequential File Structures and Dataviews

In Ideal for Datacom, a dataview of a sequential file appears as a collection of fields comprising a record in a sequential
file. Internally, the dataview is an entity-occurrence related through the DVW-ELM-ACCESS relationship to a single
element comprising the record for the file.

The DBA must create the file model entity-occurrences and the dataview entity-occurrence and relate them for successful
cataloging, compilation, and running in Ideal for Datacom. The Datadictionary documentation describes the steps the Data
Administrator follows in defining the database structure and dataviews.

This section summarizes the creation of dataviews using DDOL (Datadictionary Online) FILEMAINT mode. You can also
use the Datadictionary Batch Utility, DDUPDATE, to create and maintain dataviews and their related file structure in batch.
The Datadictionary documentation provides a complete description of the information summarized here.

For steps required before execution, see Creating Dataviews for Sequential Files.

Defining Modeled Dataviews for Sequential Files

Enter SET MODE FILEMAINT or select option 5 on the mode menu. Do not attempt to create an unmodeled sequential
file dataview in any other mode.

Create the file. You are prompted for the record name and required attributes. When you enter the APPLY command, the
file structure so far displays.

NOTE
The Ideal for Datacom requirements for FILE attributes are described in the section titled Rules for Sequential
File Dataviews.
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Modify the record and declare the KEY and ELEMENT. Insert an extra line because DDOL gives you only one. Supply all
attributes marked Key Only for the key. Enter the APPLY command to see the file structure so far.

NOTE
Ideal for Datacom does not use the KEY information. CATALOG DATAVIEW processing ignores it. You can
define a key to document the native sequence of the file without affecting Ideal for Datacom.

Define the fields for the RECORD, KEYs, and ELEMENTs (using DEF line commands and PF4). DDOL first processes
the record definition. When that is successfully applied, type PF4 to move on to the key, where the field name must be
typed in. Enter the APPLY command, then type PF4 to move on to the element. Change the Include attribute to Y for each
field. If there are no redefinitions, you can alternatively name the first and last fields. Enter the APPLY command for the
element.

Create the dataview (accessing elements). Ideal for Datacom does not need a key defined here. The dataview must be
created in the same status and version as the file. Fill in the name of the file and element and enter the APPLY command.

If required, copy the file structure to status PROD. This verifies that the definition is consistent before it actually makes the
change.

Copy the dataview to PROD if the file is now PROD.

Enable the file structure (test version or PROD).

In Ideal for Datacom

Use the CATALOG DATAVIEW command or equivalent CATALOG prompter to catalog a dataview. A dataview must be
cataloged before Ideal for Datacom uses it. You can issue one or many CATALOG commands in a batch run of Ideal for
Datacom.

When the CATALOG DATAVIEW command is processed, a DISPLAY DATAVIEW command is automatically invoked. If
one or more rules are violated, a list of error messages displays at the bottom of the dataview display (or, if the CATALOG
command is issued using Ideal for Datacom in batch, a listing is printed).

CATALOG DATAVIEW results in a cataloged dataview definition ready for Ideal for Datacom use. Any Ideal for Datacom
program naming the dataview as a resource that compiles successfully can be executed.

Access the CATALOG prompter by selecting option 4 on the Ideal for Datacom Administration Maintenance Menu.

Recatalog and Recompile

Ideal for Datacom captures all information about a dataview, including field attributes, when the dataview is cataloged.
This information is incorporated into the program when the program is compiled and actually becomes part of the program
object module.

If you change the file model that affects the dataview (for example, a change in the element length) or make a change
that affects the attributes of any field in the dataview (such as class, type, length, decimal positions, occurs, value, or the
relative position of the field in any element), then you must:

1. Enable the file structure and dataview.
2. Catalog the new dataview in Ideal for Datacom.
3. Recompile all programs using that dataview.

You must enable the structure after performing any function that disables the structure (for example, COPY, ADD,
DEFINE) or an attribute maintenance function that modifies an occurrence.

If you change attributes of a PROD status dataview (for example, UPDATE), you must restore the dataview to TEST to
make the change. When the dataview is copied back to PROD status, a new version number is assigned. Follow the
recatalog steps 1 to 3 above and update the resources of the programs that access the dataview.
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When a dataview is copied in DDOL, both the old and new versions of the dataview are immediately reflected in the
RESOURCE component of every program using the old version of the dataview. This is because the Ideal for Datacom
program resource panel is a dynamic presentation of all the recognized relationships for a program at the time of the
display (or edit).

When you copy an entity-occurrence in DDOL, all of its relationships (except ordered relationships) are automatically
copied also. Thus, since the dataview is related to every program for which it is a resource by the PGM-DVW-USE
relationship, copying the dataview also copies each of these relationships. As a result, both the new PROD version and
the previous version are related to every program. The resource table of a TEST status program shows both PROD and
HIST status dataviews. You must manually remove the HIST status dataview. (This is not a problem with a program in
PROD status.)

Rules for Sequential File Dataviews

Ideal for Datacom imposes certain rules on dataviews used for sequential files. The Ideal for Datacom CATALOG
command enforces the rules.

This page contains the following topics:

Dataview Status and Related Occurrences

A dataview can be successfully cataloged in TEST or PROD status. A dataview that is cataloged in TEST status has all
elements in TEST status and all version numbers of the elements are the same as the dataview version. A dataview that
is cataloged in PROD status has all elements in PROD status. The elements in PROD status do not have to have the
same version number as the dataview. The dataview must be related to one element. The element must be related to a
single record, and the record to a file.

NOTE
Exceptions exist for dataviews created before Datadictionary r2.4. Refer to Datadictionary documentation.

Dataview Attributes

For a dataview that Ideal for Datacom accesses, the only DATAVIEW attribute whose specified value is used is UPDATE-
INTENT. You can specify Y for updateable or N for non-updateable. (U for updateable is also supported for compatibility
with earlier releases.) Ideal for Datacom interprets any other value as N, non-updateable. If the DATABASE entity-
occurrence name is DATA-DICT or UNIVERSAL, Ideal for Datacom assumes a value of N, non-updateable.

The attributes DBMS-USED and ACCESS-METHOD for the dataview attribute are updated with values Ideal for
Datacom supplies when the dataview is cataloged.

FILE Attributes

For Ideal for Datacom to access a sequential dataview, FILE attributes must be defined as follows:

• DBMS-USED must be NONE
• ACCESS-MTHD must be QSAM or SAM
• RECORD-FORMAT must be FBLK or FUNB
• MONITOR-NAME must be supplied (see following)
• Under VSE, the LABEL, DEVICE, MAX-RECORD-SIZE, and MAX-BLOCK-SIZE attributes must be specified for SAM

files

This information is summarized in the following table.

z/OS VSE
DBMS-USED NONE NONE
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MAX-RECORD-SIZE Actual rec size Actual rec size
MAX-BLOCK-SIZE See Creating Dataviews for Sequential

Files
See Creating Dataviews for Sequential
Files 

DEVICE See Creating Dataviews for Sequential
Files 

TAPE|PRT|READER, PUNCH|2314|3330,
3330II|3340|3350, |3375

ACCESS-MTHD QSAM SAM
MONITOR-NAME Batch:

DDNAME
Online:
CICS DESTID

Batch:
DISK - DLBL Name
SLTAPE - TLBL Name
Other - any identifier
Online:
CICS DESTID

LABEL See Creating Dataviews for Sequential
Files 

Y|N (DEVICE=TAPE only)

RECORD-FORMAT FUNB|FBLK FUNB|FBLK

Sequential File MONITORNAME

For a sequential file dataview, the MONITOR-NAME attribute of the FILE entity-occurrence must contain a logical data
set identifier. (The term MONITOR-NAME indicates that this is the logical name by which the file is known to the host
monitor.) In batch, the host monitor is actually the host operating system. In a given run, each dataview can have a unique
MONITOR-NAME relating each dataview to a separate physical data set. Or two (or more) dataviews can have the same
MONITOR-NAME value, which causes the two dataviews to share the same physical dataset (for output files, these
results in interleaved output).

Under z/OS or VSE

All runs in a CICS partition that use the same sequential dataview for output write interleaved records to the same
physical file. In addition, MONITOR-NAME connects the dataview to the host environment in the following ways:

CICS
The first four characters of the MONITOR-NAME must appear as the DESTID in a DFHDCT entry. This DESTID
relates the dataview to the JCL as with any CICS DFHDCT.

Batch (z/OS)
The MONITOR-NAME becomes the ddname for the file and must conform to the rules for z/OS ddnames.

Batch (VSE)
The MONITOR-NAME becomes the DLBL name for DISK files or the TLBL name for standard label tape
(SLTAPE) files and, in these cases, must conform to the rules for VSE DLBL and TLBL names. For all other
device types, MONITOR-NAME is not used in the JCL.

Variable Length Records

Not supported.

Element Consisting of Contiguous Fields

For a sequential dataview, there can be only one element. It must explicitly include all the fields in the record. It is
possible to accidentally violate this rule by inserting a field through DEFINE FILE, but forgetting to include the field in the
appropriate DEFINE or MODIFY element.
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Levels of Data Structure Nesting

The maximum number of nested levels of groups and fields in a dataview is 15. Since the dataview itself is the outermost
level (level 1), the highest level number allowed is 16. Since the dictionary assigns level 1 to all columns with a PARENT
of START, the level numbers that Ideal for Datacom assigns is always at least one greater than the level numbers
assigned by the dictionary.

Number of Levels of Occurrences

Ideal for Datacom supports a maximum of three nested levels of occurring fields (that is, tables of up to three dimensions
are supported).

Compound Fields

Compound fields (group fields) should not have initial values. If they do, the value is ignored and a warning message
issued.

Data Types of Fields

Ideal for Datacom supports the following data types:

• Alphanumeric (display) (C)
• Zoned decimal (N)
• Packed decimal (D), and
• Binary (B)

Ideal for Datacom converts all other unknown data types to alphanumeric and issues a warning message.

Ideal for Datacom supports numeric fields up to the equivalent of 31 decimal (base 10) digits (for zoned or packed
decimal) and up to the equivalent of 9 decimal (base 10) digits (full word or half word binary) for binary fields. Ideal for
Datacom supports only half word (2 bytes) and full word (4 bytes) binary fields. You can define binary fields of other
than 2 or 4 bytes (including data types 2, 4, and 8), but Ideal for Datacom treats them as alphanumeric fields (with a
warning message) and the user must call a non-Ideal for Datacom subprogram to handle them. Ideal for Datacom does
not support floating point items of any precision.

Other Field Attributes

Ideal for Datacom ignores FIELD occurrences with class="I" (INDEXED BY). The BLANK-WHEN-ZERO attribute is also
ignored. If either the LOW-RANGE or HIGH-RANGE attribute is used with a class="V" FIELD, a warning message occurs.

The REDEFINES attribute has the following values:

N
(Does not redefine) is the default

P or S
Treated as P (redefines the previous FIELD occurrence at the same level)

Edit Patterns

You can specify any valid COBOL edit pattern (except Sterling currency symbols) for a field in the dictionary (attribute
EDIT-PATTERN). It is used in Ideal for Datacom reports unless overridden by RDF; see Generating Reports. PDF also
uses the edit pattern specified in the dictionary for dynamically generated panel fields.
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Field Column Headings

You can specify field column headings for fields in the dictionary (attributes HEADING-1 and HEADING-2). However,
headings longer than 20 characters are truncated to 20 characters in the Ideal for Datacom cataloged dataview. PDF uses
the field column headings specified in the dictionary for dynamically generated panel fields. They are also used in Ideal for
Datacom reports unless overridden by RDF.

NOTE
Ideal for Datacom uses a not-sign (#) as the begin-line character in report headings. For more information, see
Generating Reports.

PDL Reserved Words

You cannot use a PDL-reserved word as the name of a dataview (see PDL Reserved Words). You can use reserved
words for field names; however, qualification of such field names with the dataview name is required. For example,
assume there is a dataview called SHIPMENT with elements containing fields called TO and FROM. It is valid for a PDL
procedure to have statements:

MOVE SHIPMENT.TO TO LOCATION

SUBTRACT SHIPMENT.FROM FROM AMOUNT

However, the following command is ambiguous and causes a program compilation error.

MOVE TO TO LOCATION

Use of Field Entity Names

For names of fields, Ideal for Datacom uses the 32-character field entity-occurrence name, not the 30-character compiler
name. Field names in Ideal for Datacom must be unique in the dataview. This occurs automatically since all elements
must belong to one record and the dictionary requires field names to be unique in the record name.

MultiValue Condition Names

Ideal for Datacom supports one unique value for each condition name (class V field in the dictionary). Lists or ranges of
values are not supported.

Figurative Constants

Ideal for Datacom supports the following figurative constants as values in the dictionary:

SPACE

SPACES

ZERO

ZEROS

ZEROES

The VALUE attribute for a condition-name (class V field in the dictionary) cannot be blank. A value of all spaces can only
be represented by the figurative constants SPACE or SPACES.

Optional FIELD Attributes

Ideal for Datacom recognizes the following considerations for optional FIELD attributes:
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SEMANTIC
-TYPE Entered for date fields only. Enter a SEMANTIC-TYPE of CA-DATE for a numeric field (TYPE=N, D, or
B) that contains an internal date stored as the number of days since (positive number) or preceding (negative
number) the date January 1, 1901. A five-digit number can contain values from -99,999 through 99,999 or the
equivalent of almost 274 years before and after the base date. This is from approximately the year 1627 to
approximately the year 2175. A six-digit number can represent dates approximately 2740 years before and after
the base date, and so on. SQL semantic types may not be used for sequential dataviews.

DECIMALS
Total number of decimal (fractional) places in the number. Ideal for Datacom determines the number of integer
places by calculating the total number of decimal (base 10) digits that fit in the field (based on the TYPE) and
subtracting the DECIMALS value.

DEPENDING ON
Name of a non occurring simple numeric field with DECIMALS=0 that precedes this field in the record. The
Advantage
Ideal restriction that a field with a DEP ON clause can be a simple or compound field, but must not be followed in
the dataview by any other fields (unless they are subordinate fields to a compound field).

EDIT
-PATTERN COBOL-like edit pattern used when printing the field. The Ideal for Datacom Report Definition Facility
and the Ideal for Datacom Panel Definition Facility use this pattern as the default for the field. If you omit this edit
pattern, the following default edit pattern is used:
X(n)

Alphanumeric fields (where n is the length)
9(i).(9d)

Numeric fields (where i = integers, d = decimals)
HEADING

-1 and HEADING-2 One or two literals (without quotes) used as the default column headings for the Ideal for
Datacom Report Definition Facility and for dynamic field definition using the Ideal for Datacom Panel Definition
Facility. For example, if ACCOUNT is specified as the value for HEADING-1 and NUMBER is specified as the
value for HEADING-2, the column header appears as follows:
ACCOUNT

NUMBER

SIGN
N to force “unsigned” (the default for numeric fields is Y).

VALUE
For numeric fields, a valid numeric literal or one of: ZERO, ZEROS, ZEROES.
For alphanumeric fields, enter the characters to appear as the initial value without quotes (or any other delimiter)
or enter one of: SPACE, SPACES.
For a field with class="V" (value, or condition-name in Ideal for Datacom), you must type at least one non-blank
character for VALUE. If the condition-name corresponds to a value of spaces, type the word SPACE or SPACES.
If a value contains embedded blanks, type in the value with no delimiters. For example, enter a three-character
value “A B” as A in position 1, blank in position 2, B in position 3.
Ideal for Datacom does not support any of the following:

• Multiple values for a single condition-name.
• A range of values for a field, either in the VALUE attribute or the LOW-RANGE and HIGH-RANGE attributes.
• COBOL figurative constants:
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– HIGH-VALUE(S)
– LOW-VALUE(S)
– QUOTE
– ALL literal

• NULL-INDICATOR is not supported for sequential dataviews.

Defining Unmodeled Sequential File Dataviews

Ideal for Datacom provides a facility for creating, describing, and maintaining dataview definitions for sequential files
without a file model. An unmodeled sequential dataview is recorded as a DATAVIEW entity occurrence in the dictionary.
The definition of the fields comprising the dataview is recorded in a VLS member.

The dataview is, like other Ideal for Datacom dataview types, a logical viefw of the specified fields that can be shared
across many applications. The Ideal for Datacom user sees the data as a named collection of fields in a table. PDL
statements for accessing data through dataviews apply. You can find any record or collection of records in the table by
using the PDL FOR statement in a PDL procedure definition.

The dataview definition is created and cataloged in Ideal for Datacom. It can be displayed, edited, duplicated to a new
name or a new version, printed, and deleted.

The unmodeled sequential file dataview is unlike other dataview types in several ways:

• It is created in Ideal for Datacom and can be edited, duplicated to a new version or a new name, and deleted in Ideal
for Datacom. The test version of the dataview can be edited, even when it is used as the resource of a production
program. You cannot edit the production version of the dataview. However, you can duplicate it to a new version, edit it,
and recatalog it. You also need to recompile all programs that use the dataview.

• You can limit access to the dataview to a particular Ideal for Datacom system only if you are a Datacom/DB site.

This page contains the following topics:

Components of a Sequential File Dataview Definition

An Ideal for Datacom sequential file dataview definition uses the following components:

• An identification fill-in that initiates the creation of a sequential file dataview definition and provide descriptive
information about it.

• A  field definition fill-in that describes the fields comprising the dataview.
• A parameter definition fill-in that describes the file associated with the dataview.

This section contains detailed explanations of how to complete the fill-ins that construct each component of a sequential
file dataview definition presented in the Dataview Menu.

The functions Ideal for Datacom provides to define and maintain sequential file dataview definitions are presented in the
Dataview Menu. To access this menu, select option 2 on the Main Menu or enter the DATAVIEW command. See Dataview
Menu in the “Introduction” chapter for instructions on using this menu.

Creating a Dataview Definition

The first step in creating an unmodeled sequential file dataview is identifying the dataview. To identify the dataview, you
must first enter the CREATE DATAVIEW command, and then fill in the Dataview Identification screen. Once you name the
dataview either in the CREATE DATAVIEW command or on the Identification fill-in, an entry for the dataview definition is
stored in the dictionary facility. After the dataview is identified, it becomes the current definition.

The CREATE DATAVIEW command presents a blank dataview identification fill-in. This fill-in establishes the dataview
name and provides identification information for the dataview that is kept in the dictionary. CREATE DATAVIEW creates
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version one in test status. You can modify, duplicate, print, delete, and mark this version to production status, just like any
other Ideal for Datacom entity.

Identifying the Dataview

Use the CREATE DATAVIEW command to display the dataview identification fill-in for a new dataview. To display the
Identification fill-in for an existing dataview:

• If the dataview is not the current definition, enter the EDIT or DISPLAY DATAVIEW command, specifying the
IDENTIFICATION component in the command.

• If the dataview is the current definition, enter the IDE command or press the equivalent PF key.

The dataview identification fill-in shown next enters descriptive information about the sequential file dataview, either when
the dataview definition is initially created or when it is subsequently modified.

=>

=>

=>

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: DVW IDENTIFICATION  DVW               SYS: DOC  FILL-IN

DATAVIEW Name  __________________

Access-Method  ____ (SEQ|VSAM|PARM)

Operating System MVS (MVS|VSE)

Short Description ________________________

Description:

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

The components of the dataview identification fill-in are as follows:

Dataview Name
Specifies the one- to 18-character name that is assigned to the sequential file dataview definition. Ideal for
Datacom initializes the name to the name entered in the CREATE command or prompter, if a name was supplied.

Access Method
Type of file being defined: VSAM for a VSAM file, SEQ for a sequential file. Once the access method is entered
and accepted, you cannot modify this value.
You can also enter PARM, indicating that this dataview does not represent a physical file. However, PARM is used
with COPY DVW to define parameters that are passed between programs as a data flow rather than a data store.

Operating System
Specifies the type of operating system under which the dataview is accessed. The default value for this field is the
current system.

Created By
Specifies the initial creation date of the dataview definition and the user ID of the creator. This information appears
only after the name is entered and accepted.

Last Modified ...at ...
Identifies the Date, time, and user ID of the last edit access. This field is blank until an EDIT DATAVIEW command
accesses this definition. This information appears only after the dataview name is entered and accepted.
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Last Cataloged ...at ...
Identifies the Date, time, and user ID of the last catalog.

Short Description (Optional)
Specifies the brief description of the dataview definition the user entered.

Description (Optional)
Specifies the full description of the dataview definition, up to five lines long.

The dataview identification fill-in is shown as follows:

=>

=>

=>

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: DVW IDENTIFICATION  DVW EMPLOG  (001) TEST     SYS: DOC  FILL-IN

DATAVIEW Name  EMPLOG     

Access-Method  SEQ (SEQ|VSAM|PARM)

Operating System MVS (MVS|VSE)

Created     10/26/93        By KRITZ

Last Modified  10/25/94 at 08:38   By DESANDRES

Last Cataloged  10/26/94 at 10:45

 

 

Short Description Employee Log File_______

Description:

Log file to track transactions against the Employee Master File

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Defining Fields

The FIELD command or equivalent PF key displays the dataview field definition fill-in for the current sequential file
dataview definition. The dataview field definition fill-in, shown in the following screen, names and describes the fields in
the dataview.

=>

=>

=>

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: DVW FIELD DEFINITION DVW TEST-DOC (001)       SYS: DOC  FILL-IN

Command Level Field Name   T I Ch/Dg Occur Value/Comments/Clauses

------ ----- --------------- - - ----- -----

====== ===== ======= TOP === = = ===== ===== =================================

......

......

====== ===== ===== BOTTOM == = = ===== ===== =================================
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The entries on the dataview field definition fill-in are as follows:

Command
Specifies the area where you can specify line commands.

Level
Specifies the number that hierarchically ranks fields. Levels start with level 2. (The dataview is treated as a
level-1 item.) Level-2 elementary fields (fields with no subordinate fields) do not require a level number. If no level
number is supplied, the level number defaults to 2.

Field Name
Field Name column must contain one of the following:

• A valid name that identifies an elementary or group field.
An elementary field is a field that has no subordinate fields. The field name of an elementary field must be
unique in the dataview. Elementary fields are further defined by values entered in the T and Ch/Dg field. A
group field has subordinate fields. Group field name entries have no T and Ch/Dg values.
You can continue the field name on a second line by including a semicolon (;) as the last character on the first
line. You can break the field name at any character. You can specify the level number and the attributes T, I,
Ch/Dg, and Occur on the first line only.

• A condition name for a condition name definition.
• A valid subscript of the form (n), (n,o), or (n,o,p) for an initial value of a specific occurring item.
• A filler, an unnamed field that reserves space. If the field is unnamed, the field name column contains blanks.
• Blanks, when the Value/Comment/Clauses column contains a continuation line, a comment, or when the rest

of the line is blank.

T (Type)
The field types are as follows:
X

Alphanumeric field. The value of the field can contain alphabetic, numeric, and special characters.
N

Signed numeric field. The value of the field can contain 0-9, a minus sign, and a decimal symbol.
U

Unsigned numeric field. The value of the field can contain 0-9 and a decimal symbol.
D

Date field. This type is a numeric field containing an integer number, reflecting the number of days, plus or
minus, from December 31, 1900 (day zero). This is not the same as the Date data type in SQL dataviews.

C
Condition name assigned to a specific value of a field.

Note: Type defaults to N if you specify the internal representation. Type must be blank for a group item.
Variable length fields are not supported for sequential files.
Non-date entry with no type or length information is assumed to be a group name and must have subordinate
fields following it.

I (Internal Representation)
Internal representation of numeric (signed and unsigned) and date type fields:
P

Packed
Z

Zoned
B

Binary
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Note: Internal representation must be blank unless the type is N, U, or D. P is the default.
CH/DG (Characters/ Digits)

The length of the field value:
CH

Number of alphanumeric characters in the field value.
DG

Sum of the number of integer and decimal places in a numeric or date field value, separated by a decimal
point. (Date fields cannot have decimal places.)
You must specify the characters and digits for all elementary field types except dates and flags. The
default for date fields is 7. The minimum length for date fields is 5. For numeric and date fields, the
maximum is 31 for packed and zoned and 9 for binary.
A non-date entry with no type or length information is assumed to be a group name and must have
subordinate fields following it.
In the following illustration, 42 in the Characters/Digits column for the first alphanumeric field (Type X)
indicate a length of 42 characters. A numeric field (Type N) with 7 specified in the Characters/Digits
column indicates a seven-digit field with seven integer positions. The next numeric field, with 10.3
specified in the Characters/Digits column, indicates a 13-digit field with ten integer positions and three
decimal places. A date field (Type D) with five characters/digits can hold an internal 5-integer date value
of up to 273 years from the base year.

Type CH/DG
X 42
N 7
N 10.3
D 5

Occur (Number of Occurrences)
Specifies the number of times a group or field occurs. You can specify initial values for the individual occurrences
of an occurring field by entering the values on each successive line following the occurring field definition. A valid
subscript number (of the form (n), (n,o), or (n,o,p)) is entered on the corresponding line in the Field Name column.
You cannot specify initial values for repeating groups.

Value/Comments/Clauses (Value, Comments, or Redef)
Depending on the circumstances, this column specifies a value for the occurrence of the field or a REDEFINITION
keyword. You can specify a descriptive comment about the field alone or with any of the others.
Note: The case of the data entered in this column as Ideal for Datacom retains it depends on the setting that was
determined for case either by default or with a SET EDIT CASE command.
Value

Specific value assigned to an occurrence of a field.
You can assign a value to an elementary field in the Value/Comments/Clauses column. This value can be
a numeric or alphanumeric literal, depending on the type of the elementary field.
You must enclose alphanumeric literals in delimiters (“or “). If an alphanumeric literal is longer than the
space provided, continue the alphanumeric literal on the next line of the same column surrounded by
a new pair of delimiters. Leave all other columns on the continuation line blank. Two or more delimited
alphanumeric literals continued in this fashion are concatenated and treated as one. Be sure to include
any required spaces in the delimiters, since spaces are not added when the values are concatenated.
The default value for a numeric field is zero. The default for an alphanumeric field is spaces.
In the case of an occurring field, the Value column is left blank on the line that contains the field name
for the parent field. The following lines in the Value column can contain entries for the value of each
occurrence of the field.
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You cannot assign an initial value to a date field. (The default initial value is 0.) This also means that you
cannot define a date field with subordinate condition names or flags. However, a date field can redefine a
numeric field with an initial value.

Comments
Useful information about the field. A comment is indicated in this column by a preceding colon (:). To
continue a comment over multiple lines, start each line of the column with a colon. The other columns can
be blank or the continuation of a field name.

Redefinition
Keyword REDEFINITION (or REDEF) in this column indicates that this item is another view of the closest
previously defined item at the same level that is not itself a redefinition.
This item cannot be larger than the item it redefines. The two items can be different types (such as
alphanumeric and numeric).
If a field with a REDEF is a subordinate field, its Type does not affect whether the group is alpha or non-
alpha. Ideal for Datacom uses the Type of the redefined (original) item.
A field with a REDEF cannot have an initial value. If a group has a REDEF, none of its subordinate fields
can have initial values. (However, the original field can have an initial value.)
The following example illustrates the various types of data structures that you can define using the
dataview field fill-in.

=>

=>

=>

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: DVW FIELD DEFINITION DVW TRANS-FILE (001)      SYS: DOC  FILL-IN

Command Level Field Name     T I Ch/Dg Occur Value/Comments/Clauses

------ ----- --------------- - - ----- ----- ---------------------------------

====== ===== ======= TOP === = = ===== ===== =================================

000006   2   REC-TYPE        X       2

000007   2   DATA            X      98

000008   2   CUST-ADDR                         REDEF

000009   3   CA-CUST-ID      X       5

000010   3   CA-NAME         X      30

000011   3   CA-ADDRESS      X      30

000012   3   CA-STATE        X       2

000013   3   CA-ZIP          N Z     9

000014   3   CA-CITY         X      15

000015   2    ORD-INFO                          REDEF

000016   3   OI-ORD-ID       X       5

000017   3   OI-CUST-ID      X       5

000018   3   OI-ORD-DT       X      10

000019   3   OI-DISC-PCT     N P   2.1

000020   3   OI-STAT         X       1

000021   3   OI-SHIP-DT      X      10

000022   3   OI-TERMS        X      15

000023   3   OI-CUST-PO      X      10

000024   3   OI-SHIP-ID      X       5

000025   3   OI-ORDER-TOTAL  N P   7.2

000026   3   OI-FRT-AMT      N P   7.2

====== ===== ===== BOTTOM == = = ===== ===== =================================
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Defining the File Parameters

The dataview parameter definition describes the sequential file corresponding to the dataview as follows. Use the
PARAMETER command or equivalent PF key to display this fill-in for the current sequential file dataview definition.

=>

=>

=>

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: DVW PARAMETERS    DVW TEST-DOC (001)       SYS: DOC  FILL-IN

Update Intent    Y     (Y=Yes, N=No)

Filename      SEQDVW1

The components of the dataview parameter fill-in are as follows:

Update Intent
Y Dataview can update the table.
N Dataview cannot update the table.

Filename File name from the Ideal for Datacom startup JCL:
z/OS One- to eight-character ddname from the DD statement.
VSE One- to seven-character DLBL or TLBL name from the DLBL or TLBL statement.

For VSE Only

The following components display when the operating system is VSE:

Record Length
Required. It must be from 1 to 32,000.

Block Size
Required. It must be a multiple of the record length and cannot exceed 32,000.

Record Format
One of the following:
FBLK

Fixed block
FUNB

Unblocked
Device Type

One of the following:

• DISK TAPE
• PRT
• PUNCH

Tape Labels
One of the following:
Y

Tape labels
N

No tape labels
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Creating Dataviews for VSAM Files
In Ideal for Datacom, create and maintain IDCM dataview definitions for VSAM files. This requires the Ideal for Datacom
VSAM support option. Find three types of dataviews, and runtime considerations.

Dataviews for VSAM Files

Ideal for Datacom supports dataviews for all three types of VSAM files:

KSDS
Key Sequenced Data Sets

ESDS
Entry-Sequenced Data Sets

RRDS
Relative Record Data Sets

The record length in a VSAM file can vary in two ways:

Variable
-occurrence records include a field or group of fields that repeats a specified number of times. These records
are defined using an OCCURS DEPENDING ON clause to indicate which field controls the number of times the
repeating field or group of fields occurs in the individual record. A variable-occurrence record cannot also contain
redefined fields that change the length of the original field.
The following screen displays the variable-occurrence records:
=>                                                                            

=>                                                                            

=>                                                                            

                                                                              

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DVWL : DISPLAY DATAVIEW      DVW VSAM-VAR-ODO (001) TEST     SYS: $ID   DISPLAY

                                                                              

Commnd Seq Level Field name           T I Ch/Dg Occur K Value/Redef/Dep on    

====== ================================ T O P =================================

000001 CATALOGED 03/06/06 13:06      VSAM  KSDS UPD=YES FILENAME VSAMDVW      

000002                               VAR OCCURENCE RECORD  MAX RECSIZE= 0512  

000003   1 1     VSAM-VAR-ODO                                                 

000004   2  2     HEADER                                                      

000005   3   3     KEY-FIELD          X      10       K                       

000006   4   3     VAR-COUNT          N P     3                               

000007   5  2     REPEAT-SECTION                  100   DEP ON VAR-COUNT      

000008   6   3     FIELD-1            X       3                               

000009   7   3     FIELD-2            N B     4                               

000010                                                                        

000011                                                                        

000012                           KEY SECTION                                  

000013 Seq File/Path  Field Name                        Unique  Upgrade Set   

000014 --- ---------  --------------------------------  ------  -----------   

000015   8 VSAMDVW    KEY-FIELD                          PRIMARY              

====== ============================= B O T T O M ==============================

Variable
-segment records include different fields, based on a record type that is usually included in a fixed portion of
the record. The varying sets of fields (segments) are defined using the REDEFINES clause to establish different
level-2 field descriptions that overlap each other. These varying segments can be different lengths, but the longest
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segment must be the first variable segment defined. A variable-segment record cannot also contain variably
repeating fields.
The following screen displays the variable-segment records:
=>                                                                            

=>                                                                            

=>                                                                            

                                                                              

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DVWL : DISPLAY DATAVIEW      DVW VSAM-VAR-SEG (001) TEST     SYS: $ID   DISPLAY

                                                                              

Commnd Seq Level Field name           T I Ch/Dg Occur K Value/Redef/Dep on    

====== ================================ T O P =================================

000001 CATALOGED 03/06/06 13:11      VSAM  KSDS UPD=YES FILENAME VSAMDVW      

000002                               VAR SEGMENT RECORD    MAX RECSIZE= 0033  

000003   1 1     VSAM-VAR-SEG                                                 

000004   2  2     HEADER                                                      

000005   3   3     KEY-FIELD          X      10       K                       

000006   4   3     RECORD-TYPE        X       1                               

000007   5          TYPE-A            C                 'A'                   

000008   6          TYPE-B            C                 'B'                   

000009   7          TYEP-C            C                 'C'                   

000010   8  2     REC-TYPE-A                                                  

000011   9   3     FIELD-1            X      20                               

000012  10   3     FIELD-2            N B     4                               

000013  11  2     REC-TYPE-B                            REDEF REC-TYPE-A      

000014  12   3     FIELD-X            N P  7.2                                

000015  13   3     FIELD-Y            X       4                               

000016  14  2     REC-TYPE-C                            REDEF REC-TYPE-A      

000017  15   3     FIELD-P            X      12                               

000018  16   3     FIELD-Q            N B     4                               

000019  17   3     FIELD-R            N B     4                               

000020                                                                        

000021                                                                        

000022                           KEY SECTION                                  

000023 Seq File/Path  Field Name                        Unique  Upgrade Set   

000024 --- ---------  --------------------------------  ------  -----------   

000025  18 VSAMDVW    KEY-FIELD                          PRIMARY              

====== ============================= B O T T O M ==============================

KSDS files require a fixed-length segment, since the keys must always be in the same position in the record.

ESDS files are not required to have a fixed-length segment. If an ESDS file does not have a fixed-length segment,
you can determine the record type from the length using the function $REC-LENGTH. For more information, see
$RECLENGTH Function.

For RRDS files, variable-occurrence records are not supported (by VSAM). Variable-segment records are accommodated
to allow the use of multiple record types; however, the records are padded with binary zeros, as necessary, to create
fixed-length records.

VSAM dataviews are created and defined in Ideal for Datacom. They are not modeled in the dictionary facility.

Runtime Considerations for VSAM Dataviews

When executing an Ideal for Datacom program with a VSAM dataview, the considerations that are covered in this section
apply.
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Validating the Dataview at Runtime

The first time a VSAM dataview is accessed during the execution of a program, the dataview is validated for the following
attributes:

• File organization (ESDS, KSDS, or RRDS)
• Maximum record length (determined by totaling the lengths of the fields defined in the Field Definition fill-in)
• Displacement and length of each primary and alternate key that is defined in the Dataview Key Definition fill-in

The source against which the attributes of a VSAM file are validated depends on the runtime environment. In CICS, the
FCT entry for the base cluster and alternate path is used. The FCT entry for variable-occurrence or variable-segment files
must indicate that the file has records of varying lengths. In all other environments, the information is obtained by opening
the relevant data sets.

The extent of validation depends on the update attribute of the dataview. If the dataview is updateable in the current
program, the whole upgrade set defined for the dataview is validated (for KSDS data sets). If the dataview can only be
read (as defined in the program, in the dataview definition, or at runtime), only the current access path is validated. Index
uniqueness and membership in the upgrade set are not validated.

If validation fails, a runtime error results.

Updating Use of the Primary Index

Although Ideal for Datacom can retrieve records from a VSAM file using either the primary or an alternate key (index),
Ideal for Datacom only updates records in a VSAM file using the primary index. This means that a record that was read
and must be updated or deleted is reread with exclusive control using the primary index. Ideal for Datacom then verifies
that the record was not deleted or changed since the original access before updating or deleting the record.

Restrictions on NonUnique Keys

The following restrictions apply to the use of a non-unique key:

• TRANSMIT statements and debugger breakpoints result in CICS syncpoints. They are not restricted in any way if the
access key is unique. For a non-unique key, the TRANSMIT or breakpoint occurs, but the execution of a FOR EACH/
FIRST statement cannot resume thereafter. Any attempt to resume execution under such conditions terminates the run
with an error message.

• Use of the CHECKPOINT and BACKOUT statements is subject to the same restrictions on the resumption of a FOR
EACH/FIRST statement using a non-unique key.

• The execution of a FOR EACH statement based on a non-unique key for a data set that was updated cannot resume
following the update or deletion. This restriction affects all nested dataviews on the same data set. If an attempt is
made to resume execution under such conditions, an error message is issued, and the run terminates.

>CHECKPOINT and BACKOUT With VSAM Files

In the CICS environment, the CHECKPOINT, and BACKOUT statements execute the CICS SYNCPOINT and
SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK commands. For VSAM data sets, Ideal for Datacom takes no further actions. CICS handles
these processes exclusively.

In a non-CICS environment, the CHECKPOINT statement executes a TCLOSE operation that flushes certain VSAM
buffers if there was any VSAM access before the CHECKPOINT. The BACKOUT statement has no effect for VSAM files.
This can lead to inconsistency between a CICS and non-CICS execution of the same program.

In CICS, a lock is held on updateable records until a CHECKPOINT is issued. In batch, a lock is held on only one record
at a time. This means that in batch, VSAM files are not recoverable.
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Opening and Closing VSAM Files

A VSAM file is opened the first time a FOR construct is encountered that uses the specified access path. The base
cluster is opened with update intent unless No Update was specified in the dataview definition, in the FOR construct, or at
runtime. The file is not normally closed until the end of the run. However, if the base cluster is opened for read-only access
and a subsequent FOR construct allows updating, the file is closed and re-opened with update intent.

VSAM data sets are protected by VSAM and, in the CICS environment, CICS. Ideal for Datacom does not provide any
other sharing or locking mechanisms.

Preparing for Execution

Before you can use a VSAM file in an Ideal for Datacom program, you must identify the file to the operating system and
to Ideal for Datacom. You identify the file to Ideal for Datacom by creating the dataview. To identify the file to the operating
system, follow the appropriate steps:

• In CICS: Define the file using RDO.
• In Batch: Add a DD statement (z/OS) or DLBL statement (VSE) to the Ideal for Datacom batch JCL.

Defining VSAM Dataviews

Ideal for Datacom provides a facility for creating, describing, and maintaining dataview definitions for VSAM files. A
VSAM dataview is recorded as a DATAVIEW entity occurrence in the dictionary. The definition of the fields comprising
the dataview is recorded in a VLS member. In addition, the primary and alternate index keys for the VSAM file are also
recorded in the VLS member.

Like the unmodeled sequential file dataview, the VSAM dataview is created in Ideal for Datacom and can be edited,
duplicated to a new version or a new name, and deleted in Ideal for Datacom. Multiple versions of the dataview can be
maintained. They can be in TEST, PROD, or HIST status.

The dataview definition must be cataloged. You can display and print it using Ideal for Datacom commands.

This page contains the following topics:

Components of a VSAM Dataview Definition

To define the components of an Ideal for Datacom VSAM dataview, use the following fill-in panels:

• An Identification fill-in creates a VSAM dataview definition and provides descriptive information about it.
• A Parameter   Definition fill-in describes the file associated with the dataview.
• A Field   Definition fill-in describes the fields comprising the dataview.
• A Key   Definition fill-in describes the primary and alternate indexes that access a VSAM KSDS data set. This fill-in is

not used for RRDS and ESDS data sets.

How to Create a VSAM Dataview Definition

The first step in creating a VSAM file dataview is identifying the dataview. To identify the dataview, you must first enter the
CREATE DATAVIEW command, and then fill in the Dataview Identification screen. Once you name the dataview in the
CREATE DATAVIEW command or on the Identification fill-in, an entry for the dataview definition is stored in the dictionary
facility. After the dataview is identified, it becomes the current definition.

CREATE DATAVIEW creates version one, in test status. You can modify, print, duplicate, delete, and mark it to production
status. A dataview definition does not have to be in production status before it can be cataloged.
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Dataview Identification Fillin

The Dataview Identification fill-in in the following figure enters descriptive information about the VSAM dataview, either
when the dataview definition is initially created or when it is subsequently modified.

To display the Dataview Identification fill-in:

• For a new dataview definition, enter the command CREATE DATAVIEW.
• For an existing dataview definition, enter the EDIT or DISPLAY DATAVIEW command, specifying the IDENTIFICATION

component in the command: 

EDIT DVW name IDE

• For the current dataview, enter the IDENTIFICATION command or press the equivalent PF key.

 

=>

=>

=>

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: DVW IDENTIFICATION    DVW                             SYS: CCF   FILL-IN

DATAVIEW Name    __________________

Access-Method    ____ (SEQ|VSAM)

Operating System MVS  (MVS|VSE)

Short Description ________________________

Description:

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

The following data displays on the dataview identification fill-in:

Dataview Name
Enter the 1- to 18-character name assigned to the VSAM dataview definition. If you enter a name in the CREATE
command or prompter, Ideal for Datacom initializes the name to the supplied value.

Access Method
Enter the type of file defined: VSAM for a VSAM file or SEQ for a sequential file. Once you enter the Access
Method and it is accepted, you cannot modify this value.

Operating System
Enter the type of operating system under which the dataview is accessed. The default value for this field is the
current system.

Created... By
Indicates the initial creation date of the dataview definition and the user ID of the creator. This information appears
only after the name is entered and accepted.
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Last Modified ...at ...By
Indicates the date, time, and user ID of the last edit access. This is blank until an EDIT DATAVIEW command
accesses this definition. This information appears only after the dataview name is entered and accepted.

Last Cataloged ...at ...By
Indicates the date, time, and user ID when this dataview was last cataloged. This information appears only after
the dataview name is entered and accepted. The date and time are set to zeros when the dataview is created,
and are reset when the dataview is cataloged.

Short Description
Enter a brief description of the dataview definition. This field does not require an entry. The short description
displays in the list the DISPLAY INDEX DATAVIEW command provides.

Description
Enter a full description of the dataview definition, up to five lines long. This field does not require an entry.

The following screen displays the dataview identification fill-in:

=>

=>

=>

-----------------------------------------------------------------PARTIALLY SHOWN

 IDEAL: DVW IDENTIFICATION    DVW EMPMASTER (001) TEST        SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

 DATAVIEW Name  EMPMASTER

 Access Method  VSAM    (SEQ|VSAM)

 Operating System  MVS  (MVS|VSE)

 Created          03/22/94                 By LMN

 Last Modified    03/22/94 at 13:50        By LMN

 Last Cataloged   00/00/00 at 00:00

 Short Description Employee Master File

 Description:

      Employee Master File (VSAM) for payroll, work history, and

      general records.________________________________________________

      ________________________________________________________________

      ________________________________________________________________

Dataview Parameter Definition

The dataview parameter definition describes the VSAM file corresponding to the dataview. Parameter data is specified on
the following Dataview Parameter fill-in:

=>

=>

=>

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: DVW PARAMETERS        DVW EMPMASTER (001) TEST        SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

File Organization   KSDS       (KSDS|ESDS|RRDS)         
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Update Intent       Y          (Y=Yes, N=No)

Filename            VSAMDVW                                            

The fields on the dataview parameter fill-in are as follows:

File Organization
Enter one of the following:
KSDS-

Key-sequenced data set
ESDS-

Entry-sequenced data set
RRDS-

Relative record data set
The default is KSDS. If you enter a value other than one of the three above, the last valid value in the field is
used.

Update Intent
Enter one of the following:
Y-

The default, updates the data set using this dataview.
N-

Prevents the data set from being updated using this dataview.
Filename

Enter one of the following:
z/OS-

The ddname of the base cluster
VSE-

DLBL file name of the base cluster
Depending on the Operating System entry on the Identification fill-in, you can enter up to eight characters for a z/
OS file name and up to seven characters for a VSE filename.

If you do not supply a file name, the name defaults to VSAMDVW.

NOTE
You must be sure that the Ideal for Datacom startup JCL contains a DD or DLBL statement for each VSAM file
used in Ideal for Datacom. For CICS, you must also be sure that an FCT entry that corresponds to the filename
of the base cluster is included for each VSAM file.

Dataview Field Definition

The FIELD command or equivalent PF key displays the following Dataview Field Definition fill-in for the current dataview
definition. The Dataview Field Definition fill-in names and describes the fields in the dataview.

=>

=>

=>

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: DVW FIELD DEFINITION  DVW EMPMASTER (001) TEST        SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

Command Level Field Name      T I Ch/Dg Occur Value/Comments/Clauses

------  ----- -------------- - - ----- ---------------------------------------

======  ===== ======= TOP === = = ===== ===== =================================
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......

......

......

======  ===== ===== BOTTOM == = = ===== ===== =================================

The fields on the Dataview Field Definition fill-in are as follows:

Command
Enter any line commands in this area.

Level
Enter the number from 2 to 16 that identify the hierarchical rank of the field. Since the dataview is treated as
the level-1 item, field levels start with level 2. Level-2 elementary fields (fields with no subordinate fields) do not
require a level number. If no level number is supplied, the level number defaults to 2.

Field Name
Enter one of the following:

• A valid name that identifies an elementary or group field. An elementary field is a field that has no subordinate
fields. Elementary fields are further defined by values entered in the T and Ch/Dg field. Group field name
entries have no T and Ch/Dg values.
You can continue the field name on a second line by including a semicolon (;) as the last character on the first
line. You can break the field name at any character. You can specify the level number and the attributes T, I,
Ch/Dg, and Occur on the first line only.
The field name of an elementary field must be unique in the dataview.

• A condition name that identifies a value for a condition type (C) field. When the Field Name is a condition
name, the columns Level, I, Ch/Dg, and Occur must be blank, but Value/Comments/Clauses must contain a
value.

• A valid subscript, of the form (n), (n,o), or (n,o,p), that identifies a specific occurrence of an occurring field. The
initial value for that occurrence of the field is entered in the Value/Comments/Clauses column. The columns
Level, T, I, Ch/Dg, and Occur must be blank.

Note: The depth of subscripting specified must correspond to the depth of the subscripted field. For example, a
three-level table must have three subscript entries (n,o,p) to fully identify the occurrence.

• The word FILLER or blanks to indicate an unnamed non-addressable field that reserves space. If the Field
Name column is blank and there are values in the T and Ch/Dg columns, the suffix FILLER is assigned to the
Field Name when the dataview is cataloged.

• Blanks when the Value/Comment/Clauses column contains a continuation line, a comment, or when the rest of
the line is blank.

T (Type)
Enter one of the following field types:
X

(Alphanumeric field)-An alphanumeric field can contain any alphabetic, numeric, or special character.
N

(Signed numeric field)-A signed numeric field can contain the digits 0-9, a minus sign, and a decimal
symbol.

U
(Unsigned numeric field)-An unsigned numeric field can contain the digits 0-9 and a decimal symbol.

D
(Date field)-A date field contains a signed, integer number that expresses the date as the number of days
before (-) or since (+) December 31, 1900 (day zero).
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C
(Condition name assigned to a specific value of a field)-The original field name has a Type of X, and the
condition names have a Type of C.

NOTE
The type defaults to N if the internal representation is specified but no Type is specified. The type must
be blank for a group field.

I (Internal Representation)
Enter one of the following to indicate the internal representation of numeric (signed and unsigned) and date type
fields:
P

-Packed (This is the default.)
Z

-Zoned
B

-Binary
Note: Internal representation must be blank unless the Type is N, U, or D.

CH/DG (Characters/Digits)
Enter the length, in characters or digits, of the field value:
For Type X

-Enter the number of characters allowed in the field. The maximum length for an alphanumeric field is
32,767.

For Type N or U
-Enter the number of integer places and the number of decimal places in the field, separated by a decimal
point. The maximum length for a packed or zoned numeric field is 31. The maximum length for a binary
field is 9.

For Type D
-Enter the number of integer places in the field. A date field cannot have decimal places. The default
length for date fields is 7. The minimum length for date fields is 5. The maximum length is 31 for packed
or zoned fields, 9 for binary fields.
You must enter a value in the Ch/Dg column for all elementary field types except dates and flags. A non-
date entry with no type or length information is assumed to be a group name and must have subordinate
fields following it.
In the following table, 42 in the Ch/Dg column for the first field (Type X), indicates a length of 42
characters. For the next field (Type N), the 7 in the Ch/Dg column indicates a seven-digit field with seven
integer positions; and for the third field (also Type N), the 10.3 in the Ch/Dg column indicates a 13-digit
field with ten integer positions and three decimal places. The last field (Type D), with a 5 in the Ch/Dg
column, can hold an internal 5-integer date value of up to 273 years from the base year.
Type   CH/DG

X   42

N       7

N      10.3

D      5

Occur (Number of Occurrences)
If a field or group occurs multiple times, enter the number of times the field or group occurs. If there is a DEP ON
clause in the Value/Comments/Clauses column, enter the maximum number of times the field can occur. The field
named in the DEP ON clause indicates the exact number of times the field occurs for this record.

Value/Comments/Clauses
Depending on the circumstances, specify one of the following:
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• Value for the occurrence of the field.
• Descriptive comment about the field. You can specify a comment alone or with a value, a redefinition keyword,

or a depending on clause.
• REDEFINITION keyword.
• DEPENDING ON clause.

NOTE
Ideal for Datacom retains or adjusts the case of the data entered in this column depending on the setting
for case (determined either with a SET EDIT CASE command or by default).

Value
Default initial value assigned to a field. The specified value is inserted when a record is created using this
dataview and no value is provided for this field. Statements in the scope of the FOR NEW construct can overwrite
the default initial value.

Elementary Field
An elementary field can be assigned a value in the Value/Comments/Clauses column. This value can be a
numeric or alphanumeric literal, depending on the type of the elementary field. You must enclose alphanumeric
literals in delimiters (“or "). If an alphanumeric literal is longer than the space provided, continue the alphanumeric
literal on the next line of the same column surrounded by a new pair of delimiters. Leave all other columns on the
continuation line blank. You can also continue Field Names. Two or more alphanumeric literals continued in this
fashion are concatenated and treated as one.
If a value is not entered in the Value/Comments/ Clauses column, the default value for a numeric field is zero and
for an alphanumeric field, spaces.

Occurring Field
In an occurring field, the Value column is left blank on the line that contains the field name for the parent field and
the following lines in the Value column can contain entries for the value of each occurrence of the field. These
values are identified by a valid subscript number (of the form (n), (n,o), or (n,o,p)) on the corresponding line in the
Field Name column.
You cannot specify initial values for group fields.

Date Field
You cannot assign an initial value for a date field. (The default initial value is 0.) This also means that you cannot
define a date field with subordinate condition names or flags. However, a date field can redefine a numeric field
with an initial value.

Comments
Provide useful information about the field. A comment is indicated in this column by a preceding colon (:). To
continue a comment over multiple lines, start each line of the column with a colon. The other columns can be
blank or the Field name column can contain the continuation of the field name.

Redefinition
The keyword REDEFINITION (or REDEF) in this column indicates that this item is another view of the closest
previously defined item at the same level that is not itself a redefinition. This item cannot be larger than the
original item. For an RRDS file dataview, if a redefined field has a shorter length than the original field, the record
is padded with binary zeros since RRDS files must have fixed-length records.
The two items can be different types (such as alphanumeric and numeric). If a field with a REDEF is a
subordinate field, its Type does not affect whether the group is alpha or non-alpha. Ideal for Datacom uses the
Type of the original item.
An item with a REDEF cannot have an initial value. If a group has a REDEF, none of its subordinate fields can
have initial values. (However, the original item can have an initial value.) An OCCURs clause and a REDEFines
clause cannot be on the same level-2 field for a VSAM dataview.
To define a variable-segment record, define the varying segments as level-2 group fields. For each varying
segment after the first, use the REDEFINITION keyword on the level-2 group field that names the segment to
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indicate that the group field redefines the first variable segment. For variable-segment records, there must be no
level-2 fields after the last redefined field.
If there are redefined fields at the end of a dataview but those redefinitions do not change the record length, the
file is not a variable-segment file, and the $REC-SEGMENT function cannot change the record length.

Depending on
A DEPENDING ON (DEP ON) clause in this column indicates that the field (elementary or group) repeats a
variable number of times. The repeating field must be the last field at that level in the record. The field specified
in the DEPENDING ON clause indicates the number of times the field named in the Field name column occurs in
the current record. The DEPENDING ON field must be a non-repeating, elementary, numeric field that appears
previously in the dataview and contains an integer value.

NOTE
An RRDS dataview cannot include variable-occurrence records.

The following example illustrates the various types of data structures that you can define using the dataview field fill-in.

 =>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: DVW FIELD DEFINITION  DVW EMPMASTER (001) TEST        SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

 Command Level Field Name          T I Ch/Dg Occur Value/Comments/Clauses

------  ----- -------------- - - ----- ---------------------------------------

 ======  ===== ======= TOP ======= = = ===== ===== =============================

 000100   2    NAME

 000200    3   LAST-NAME           X      20

 000300    3   FIRST-NAME          X      15

 000400    3   MID-INIT            X       1

 000500   2    EMP-ID              N Z     7

 000600   2    ADDRESS

 000700    3   STREET              X      20

 000800    3   CITY                X      15

 000900    3   STATE               X       2

 001000    3   ZIP-CODE            X       9

 001100    3   ALT-ZIP             N Z     9       REDEF

 001200   2    MARITAL-STATUS      X       1

 001300        MARRIED             C               'M'

 001400        SINGLE              C               'S'

 001500        DIVORCED            C               'D'

 001600        WIDOWED             C               'W'

 001700        SEPARATED           C               'E'

 001800   2    DEPENDENTS

 001900    3   NUM-DEP             N Z     2       :NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS

 002000    3   DEP-DATA                         12 DEP ON NUM-DEP

 002100     4  DEP-NAME

 002200      5 GIVEN               X      12       :DEPENDENT'S FIRST NAME

 002300      5 MIDDLE              X       1       :            MIDDLE INITIAL

 002400      5 LAST                X      20       :            LAST NAME

 002500                                            :IF DIFFERENT FROM EMPLOYEE

 002600     4  BIRTH-DATE          D Z     8

 002700     4  SEX                 X       1

 ======  ===== ===== BOTTOM ====== = = ===== ===== =============================
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Dataview Key Definition

The dataview key definition specifies the primary and alternate keys (indexes) that can access records through this
dataview. You must complete the key definition for KSDS files. You cannot define keys for RRDS and ESDS files. (Ideal
for Datacom does not support alternate indexes for ESDS or RRDS files.)

NOTE
If the file contains variable-occurrence or variable-segment records, the keys must all be in the fixed-length
portion of the record.

Enter the KEY command to display the Dataview Key Definition fill-in shown below.

=>

=>

=>

1-IDDVSKYL05E - Please enter primary key field name

 ------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------

 IDEAL: vsam dvw keys         DVW EMPMASTER (001) TEST        SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

                              Primary Key

 Field Name   ________________________________

                              Alternate Keys

 Command Path Name   Field Name                           Unique  Upgrade Set

 ------  --------    ----------------------

 ======  ========    ============= TOP ==============     =       =

 ......

 ......

 ......

 ......

 ......

 ======  ========    ============ BOTTOM ============     =       =

The fields on the Dataview Key Definition fill-in are:

Primary Key Field Name
Enter the name of the field that is the complete primary key. The key must be in the fixed portion of a variable-
occurrence or variable-segment record. If the key is composed of several fields, a group field must be defined
for the key. The key field can be a redefined field, but it cannot be a field that is part of a repeating group field
(referenced with a subscript) nor can it be a condition name.
An entry is required for this field.

Alternate Keys
Definition of alternate keys is optional. It is not necessary to include all or any of the alternate indexes defined for
the VSAM file in your dataview definition. To define an alternate key, use the following fields:
Command

Enter Ideal for Datacom line commands in this area, as needed.
Path Name

Enter the ddname or DLBL file name of the JCL statement that corresponds to the path established
with IDCAMS for the alternate index. The Path Name can be up to eight characters long in a z/OS
environment or up to seven characters long in a VSE environment. The path name must be unique in the
path and file names specified for the dataview.
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Field Name
Enter the field name that identifies the full alternate key. The key must be in the fixed portion of a variable-
occurrence or variable-segment record. If the key is composed of several fields, a group field must be
defined for the key. The key field can be a redefined field, but it cannot be a field that is part of a repeating
group field (referenced with a subscript) or a condition name.
An alternate key can overlap the primary key or another alternate key fully or partially. However, the field
name must be unique for each key. This means that you must redefine the field to provide a unique name
for each key.

Unique
Enter one of the following:
Y-

Key is a unique key. This is the default.
N-

Key is a non-unique key.
If the value in this field does not correspond to the actual attribute of the alternate index as it is defined
with IDCAMS for the given path, unpredictable results occur.
The execution of a FOR EACH statement based on a non-unique key cannot resume after any of the
following events takes place in the FOR construct:

• Panel TRANSMIT
• CHECKPOINT
• BACKOUT
• Debugger breakpoint
• Update of the current data set, even if the update was made through a different dataview

Upgrade Set
Enter one of the following:
Y-This key is part of the upgrade set defined for the VSAM cluster with IDCAMS. If this is specified, a DD
or DLBL statement must be present for this path and, in CICS, an FCT entry must also be present for the
specified Path Name.
N-This key is not part of the upgrade set. This is the default.
If the dataview is updateable (Update Intent = Y on the Parameter Definition fill-in), all paths that are
defined as part of the upgrade set are validated at runtime, regardless of which one accesses the data
set.

NOTE
This attribute must match the VSAM catalog definition for the path.

In the following example, both a primary key and one alternate key were defined.

=>

=>

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: vsam dvw keys         DVW EMPMASTER (001) TEST         SYS: DOC  FILL-IN

                              Primary Key

 Field Name   NAME 

                              Alternate Keys
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 Command Path Name   Field Name                           Unique  Upgrade Set

 ------  --------    --------------------------------

 ======  ========    ============= TOP ==============     =       =

 000100  EMPID       EMP-ID                               Y       Y

 ======  ========    ============ BOTTOM ============     =       =

NOTE
VSAM implementation in Ideal for Datacom requires that the master file and all alternate indexes included in the
Upgrade Set be defined with SHAREOPTIONS (2,3) or higher.

Generating Documents
The functions of defining the Document and generating the output data are distinct in Ideal for Datacom. As a
programmer, you can focus on solving the business problem while Documents control how the solution is presented.
Accomplish the Document maintenance by modifying the Document definition using the Document editors. The
application procedure code normally does not require any modification.

This page contains the following topics:

Document Prompt Screens

Define the various Document components and attributes through a series of fill-in screens. The fill-in screens define the
Document characteristics as follows:

Identification
Provides the descriptive information about the Document. This information establishes the relationship in the
dictionary facility between the Document and any programs using the Document.

Parameters
Defines global attributes for the Document, including when a new Document is created, the Identification fill-
in automatically displays. After that initial display, each fill-in screen, including the Identification fill in, must be
accessed directly using a command or a PF key. The same screens modify existing Documents.

Accessing Documents

To create, edit, or display a Document definition, select the appropriate option from the Document Maintenance Menu or
enter the commands:

• CREATE
• EDIT
• DISPLAY DOCUMENT

Entering the command with options in the command, or accepting the default allows you to control the fill in that is
displayed.

• For CREATE, the default is the Identification fill-in
• For EDIT and DISPLAY, the default is the ELEMENT fill-in

The functions that Ideal for Datacom provides to define and maintain Document definitions are presented in the Document
Maintenance Menu. To access this menu, select the option on the Main Menu or enter the DOCUMENT command.

=>

=>

=>

                                                                         

 IDEAL   : DOCUMENT MAINTENANCE     (DOC)                    SYS: DOC  MENU 
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 Enter desired option number ===>   There are    7  options in this menu:

                                                                                

 1. DISPLAY/EDIT           Display or edit a Document definition                 

 2. CREATE                 Create a Document definition                          

 3. PRINT                  Print a Document definition                           

 4. DELETE                 Delete a Document definition                          

 5. DUPLICATE              Duplicate Document to new name                        

 6. DISPLAY INDEX          Display index of Document names in system             

 7. PRINT INDEX            Print index of Document names in system            

   

to return to the menu when you complete Document activities, press the Return key (PF2) or enter the appropriate command.

For more information about accessing the fill- in screens and an explanation of each fill-in field, see Fill-in Descriptions.

PF Key Assignments

When you are using the Document editors, the PF keys are assigned the following commands.

HELP (PF1)
Displays a panel or series of panels that contain information explaining how to complete the current function.

RETURN (PF2)
Returns from a help panel to the program component display or from the program to the menu that selects the
program.

PRINT SCREEN (PF3)
Generates a hardcopy printout of the current screen contents.

PARAMETERS (PF4)
Displays the Document parameters. If you are editing the Document definition when you enter this command, you
can edit the displayed Document parameters.

SCROLL BACKWARD (PF7)
Displays the previous frame in the current component.

SCROLL FORWARD (PF8)
Displays the next frame in the current component.

FIND (PF9)
Repeats a previous FIND string command for Document ELEMENT or heading data.

SCROLL TOP (PF10)
Positions to the first line of the component.

SCROLL BOTTOM (PF11)
Positions to the bottom of the component.

INPUT (PF12)
Opens a window of null lines preceding the first line of the component or at the current cursor position. Unused
null lines in the window are deleted when you press the Enter key after INPUT.

Setting Document Options for the Session

Issue SET DOCUMENT commands to change the default values for Document parameters on Document definitions to
create later in the current session. These commands can be issued at any time before you create the Document. They
remain in effect for the current session or until they are reset. The existing Document definitions maintain the values that
were in effect when the Document definition was defined.
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You can enter these commands into a SIGNON data member. They automatically execute whenever you sign on to Ideal
for Datacom. They are your defaults across sessions.

SET DOCUMENT Commands

These commands establish defaults for the values on the Options Fill-in panel.

SET DOCUMENT DELIMITER x
Specifies the character that is used to enclose attribute values. Normally set to ' (apostrophe) or " (quote).

SET DOCUMENT INDENT nnn
Specifies the number of blank characters per level that is used to indent a new line of document output. This
command indicates that it is nested inside the prior element.

SET DOCUMENT KEEPDATA Y|N
Indicates whether incomplete document data is retained when the ABORT group is produced. If N is specified,
then the ABORT group replaces the content.

SET DOCUMENT PGMLOG Y|N
Determines whether the subgroups are produced automatically, or only when explicitly requested by program
logic. Normally, an application that retrieves multiple rows from each database table wants to produce the
corresponding group explicitly as each row is read. When only single rows are read, it may be simpler to
accumulate all the data and output the document with one PRODUCE statement.

SET DOCUMENT RAW Y|N
Normally set to N. Y specifies that the data already contains any necessary markup, and the output contains no
additional tags.

SET DOCUMENT USEEMPTY Y|N
Determines the style of empty elements.

• Y outputs empty elements using the empty tag syntax <tagname />.
• N uses the same <tagname></tagname> pair as would be used with enclosed content.

SET DOCUMENT WIDTH nnn
Specifies the line width that is used for output, when the document is directed to a file, rather than sent as a
response using HTTP.

Document Maintenance Menu

The Ideal for Datacom Document Maintenance Menu provides functions to define and maintain the Document definitions.
Select option 4 on the Main Menu or enter the DOCUMENT command to access this menu.

=>

=>

=>

                                                                         

   IDEAL   : DOCUMENT MAINTENANCE     (RPT)                    SYS: DOC  MENU 

                                                                                

   Enter desired option number ===>   There are    8  options in this menu:

                                                                                

   1. DISPLAY/EDIT           Display or edit a Document definition                 

   2. CREATE                 Create a Document definition                          

   3. PRINT                  Print a Document definition                           

   4. DELETE                 Delete a Document definition                          

   5. MARK STATUS            Mark Document status to production or history

   6. DUPLICATE              Duplicate Document to new name                        
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   7. DISPLAY INDEX          Display index of Document names in system             

   8. PRODUCE                Produce a Document facsimile                         

Each option on the Document Maintenance Menu is described in the following sections. The options are presented is their
logical order of use, but a required sequence is not reflected for building a Document definition. Each option shows:

• The command syntax equivalent to the menu selection.
• Any fill in required by the selected function

If the particular fill in or portion of a fill in was already completed, the information displays as it was last entered. If the fill in
was never completed, a fill in that contains default values, where appropriate, displays.

Press any transaction key to apply the modified data after a fill in is completed. The Enter key always applies the data and
displays the current fill in.

Basic Steps to Create a Document
To create a document in Ideal for Datacom, define the document, identify the document to the program, and code the
PRODUCE statement. Review step details with examples.

To create a document, perform the following steps:

1. Define the document. Enter the CREATE DOCUMENT command. The Identification fill-in opens automatically when
the CREATE DOCUMENT command is issued. The document is formally identified in the dictionary facility when
you assign a name to a document in the CREATE DOCUMENT command or in the Identification fill-in. Enter the
ELEMENTS command to access the ELEMENT fill-in. Define the document fields in the ELEMENT fill-in.

2. Identify the document to the program. Add the document to the program resources. If a program attempts to
generate a document that is not specified as a resource, it does not compile. Any dataviews the document uses must
also be defined as resources.

3. Code the PRODUCE statement. Include the PRODUCE statement in the program to generate the document output.
Define any variables that the document references in the working data (or parameter) sections of the program.

Sample Document

Create a program that prints a document containing the names of all customers in Texas with the three previously listed
steps.

1. Define the document named CUSTDOC, starting with the following command:
CREATE DOCUMENT CUSTDOC
The Identification fill-in screen is displayed:

=>

                                                                         

 IDEAL:  DOC IDENTIFICATION   DOC CUSTDOC (001) TEST    SYS: DOC  FILL IN 

 DOCUMENT Name  CUSTDOC    

 Created          02/04/14                By ABCJU01   

 Last Modified    02/04/13 at 15:11       By ABCJU01   

 Short Description Sample Document. _________  

 Description:  

      This is the Document description area for wordier descriptions. __

      ________________________________________________________________ 

      ________________________________________________________________
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      ________________________________________________________________

The identification information shows the name that is assigned to the document, the creation date, and the user ID
assigned to the document creator. The Last Modified information contains the creation date until the document is
edited. A Short Description is included. You can also include a longer description, up to five lines.
After the Identification fill-in is complete, the ELEMENT fill-in is accessed to define the content. Each field must be
listed in order, by name.

=>                                                                             

                                                                               

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IOEAL: DOC ELEMENT DEFN.     DOC CUSTDOC (001) TEST          SYS: $ID   DISPLAY

                                                                               

              Field Name, Literal,       E C O N I W Element                   

Command Level Function, or               / A E W N H   or                      

              Arithmetic Expression      A R T L D S Attribute Name            

------  ----- -------------------------- - - - - - - --------------------------

======  ===== ========== TOP =========== = = = = = = ==========================

000300  1     __________________________ E _ _ _ _ _ 'CustomerStatus'          

000400   2    STATUS                     _ + _ _ _ _ __________________________

000500  1     <<STATUS>>                 E _ _ _ _ _ 'Customer'                

000600   2    CUSTID                     E _ _ _ _ _ 'ID'                      

000700   2    STATE                      E _ _ _ _ _ 'State'                   

000800   2    OPEN$                      E _ _ _ _ _ 'AmountOwed'              

======  ===== ========= BOTTOM ========= = = = = = = ==========================

The label symbols "<<" and ">>" enclosing a name indicate that this group can be separately PRODUCEd by the
application. The placement of the same name as a child indicates its position in the parent group. In this example,
STATUS is a child of the main group (which does not have to be labeled). The "+" in the cardinality column indicates
that multiple instances of STATUS can be produced, one per row from the database table.
If any fields require formatting beyond the default edit for numerics or dates, an edit pattern can be provided on the
DETAIL fill-in. This example does not need that.

2. Identify the document to the program. The following document must be identified to the program on the Resources
fill-in:

=>

=>

=>

IDEAL : Resource Edit Panel   PGM SAMPLE (001) TEST          SYS: DOC   DISPLAY

 Command Type    Name of DVW/PGM/PNL or DOC         Version  System  Qual?

 ======  ===     ========== T O P ===============     ====     ===     =

 000001  DOC     CUSTDOC                              001      DOC 

 ======  ===     ======= B O T T O M ============     ====     ===     =

3. Code the PRODUCE statement. You can code the PRODUCE statement anywhere in the program. Usually, it is
coded in a LOOP or FOR construct to generate the document ELEMENTs. In this example, the PRODUCE statement
is coded in the FOR EACH construct. The WHERE clause criteria limit the set to all customers in Texas.

PRODUCE CUSTDOC : Note that this produces the primary goup

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

    WHERE STATE EQ 'TX'

    PRODUCE CUSTDOC.STATUS

ENDFOR
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With each iteration of the FOR construct, the PRODUCE statement writes the contents of the specified elements and
attributes to the document file. A MOVE or SET statement is not needed. The customers are listed in the sequence
in which the database accessed them; therefore, they are not in alphabetical order by name or city. Nothing in the
program formats the data.

Generating a Document
This section explains how to define each element of a Document and includes examples of program procedures that are
used with the Document definitions to create Documents. Many of the fill in screens are partially shown, focusing on the
area being described. For a complete explanation of all the fields on the fill in screens, see Fill-in Descriptions.

This page contains the following topics:

Defining the Document Data

The ELEMENT fill in defines the actual data or body of the Document. Fields are listed across the Document row in the
order in which they are listed on the ELEMENT fill in. A complex Document, including column headings, column totals,
control breaks, arithmetic functions, and some formatting, can be generated from the information on this screen alone.

Using a Dataview

Frequently, the ELEMENTs for a Document are based on one or more columns in a dataview. When a Document is
created based on a dataview, the Document creator needs to enter the column names on the ELEMENT Definition fill in
screen. In most cases, prefix the column name with the dataview name to make it unique.

If the length of the data exceeds the specified edit pattern, it is truncated. Null values in fields specified with null indicators
appear as question marks padded with blanks to the total field length. Truncation, padding, and justification in these
situations are indicated in the following table.

Value Alphanumeric Data Numeric Data
Exceeds specified edit pattern
Value is...

Truncated on right Truncated on left, indicated by leading "?"

Null with indicator
Question marks are...

Left justified, followed by blanks Right justified, preceded by blanks

Including Other types of Fields

You do not need to specify all fields from the dataview and, similarly, you can add new fields that are not in a dataview.
The data for these fields can come from:

• Working data or parameter fields that are defined in your program
• Literals
• Expressions (including functions and mathematical expressions)
• Panel fields

Parameter or Working Data Fields

To include a working data or parameter data variable in your Document, specify the field name defined in the working data
or parameter fill in as the field name on the ELEMENT fill in.

For example, in a Document of Texas customers, it is important to note which customers are in arrears. Assume a working
data variable named BADDEBT is defined as a one-character alphanumeric value. In this program, when the OPEN$
amount is greater than zero and the last activity date (ACTDT), is greater than six months, an asterisk is assigned to
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BADDEBT. Otherwise, BADDEBT contains a blank. The value of BADDEBT and the customer name, city, and outstanding
amount owed prints. The ELEMENT fill in for this Document is shown in the following screen.

=>                                                                             

                                                                               

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: DOC ELEMENT DEFN.     DOC CUSTDOC (001) TEST          SYS: $ID   FILL-IN

                                                                               

              Field Name, Literal,       E C O N I W Element                   

Command Level Function, or               / A E W N H   or                      

              Arithmetic Expression      A R T L D S Attribute Name            

------  ----- -------------------------- - - - - - - --------------------------

======  ===== ========== TOP =========== = = = = = = ==========================

000300  1     __________________________ E _ _ _ _ _ 'CustomerStatus'          

000400   2    STATUS                     _ + _ _ _ _ __________________________

000500  1     <<STATUS>>                 E _ _ _ _ _ 'Customer'                

000600   2    CUSTID                     E _ _ _ _ _ 'ID'                      

000700   2    STATE                      E _ _ _ _ _ 'State'                   

000800   2    OPEN$                      E _ _ _ _ _ 'AmountOwed'              

000900   2    BADDEBT                    E _ _ _ _ _ 'Bad'                     

======  ===== ========= BOTTOM ========= = = = = = = ==========================

The pertinent program segment is coded as follows:

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

     WHERE STATE EQ 'TX'

   IF OPEN$ GT 0 AND

      $TODAY   ACTDT GT 180

        SET BADDEBT = '*'

   ELSE

        SET BADDEBT = $SPACES

   ENDIF

   PRODUCE CUSTDOC.STATUS

ENDFOR

Although ACTDT is evaluated in the program, it is not used in the Document. The output appears as shown in the
following sample:

<CustomerStatus>

    <Customer>

        <ID>00001</ID>

        <State>TX</State>

        <AmountOwed>395.2</AmountOwed>

        <Bad>*</Bad>

    </Customer>

    . . .

</CustomerStatus>

Literals

The Document ELEMENT definition can also use a literal value. Specify the entry for this literal as shown in the following
sample:
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=>                                                                             

=>                                                                             

=>                                                                             

                                                                               

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DOEL : DOC ELEMENT DEFN.     DOC CUSTDOC (001) TEST          SYS: $ID   FILL-IN

                                                                               

              Field Name, Literal,       E C O N I W Element                   

Command Level Function, or               / A E W N H   or                      

              Arithmetic Expression      A R T L D S Attribute Name            

------  ----- -------------------------- - - - - - - --------------------------

======  ===== ========== TOP =========== = = = = = = ==========================

000300  1     __________________________ E _ _ _ _ _ 'CustomerStatus'          

000400   2    STATUS                     _ + _ _ _ _ __________________________

000500  1     <<STATUS>>                 E _ _ _ _ _ 'Customer'                

000600   2    CUSTID                     E _ _ _ _ _ 'ID'                      

000700   2    STATE                      E _ _ _ _ _ 'State'                   

000800   2    OPEN$                      E _ _ _ _ _ 'AmountOwed'              

000900   2    BADDEBT                    E _ _ _ _ _ 'Bad'                     

======  ===== ========= BOTTOM ========= = = = = = = ==========================

Functions or Mathematical Expressions

The Document editor lets you specify a field as a function or as a mathematical expression. For example, if the date is
stored in the database as an alphanumeric value, the date must be formatted. You can include the value of ACTDT in the
Document using the $DATE function on the ELEMENT fill in.

Two lines are required to enter the function and its operands:

• A semicolon after the last character on the first line of the function entry indicates continuation.
• A width is required for a date. A compiler error occurs if you do not specify a width.

The program code does not have to include the function in a procedure or define a variable to contain the result. The
function is specified on the ELEMENT fill in and appears on the Document output. You can define a name or label for the
function. For example, you can assign FORMDATE as the label for the date function in the preceding example.

FORMDATE = $DATE('MM/DD/YY',DATE=ACTDT,TEM='YYMMDD')

You can then include the value n control break footings. For more information about using labeled expressions in
headings and footings, see Generating Reports.

Including Fields from Multiple Dataviews

You can output data from more than one dataview by specifying the column name on the ELEMENT fill in. For example,
a Document named ORDDOC is created to provide a list of all outstanding orders by order ID. The order identification
number and the customer identification number are taken from the ORDER dataview. The customer name and salesman
ID are taken from the CUSTOMER dataview. The field name qualifiers that are shown in the next screen indicate which
dataview obtains the data.

=>                                                                             

                                                                               

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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DOEL : DOC ELEMENT DEFN.     DOC ORDDOC (001) TEST           SYS: $ID   FILL-IN

                                                                               

              Field Name, Literal,       E C O N I W Element                   

Command Level Function, or               / A E W N H   or                      

              Arithmetic Expression      A R T L D S Attribute Name            

------  ----- -------------------------- - - - - - - --------------------------

======  ===== ========== TOP =========== = = = = = = ==========================

000300  1     __________________________ E _ _ _ _ _ 'CustomerOrders'          

000400   2    CONTENT                    _ + _ _ _ _ __________________________

000500  1     <<CONTENT>>                E _ _ _ _ _ 'Order'                   

000600   2    ORDER.ORDID                E _ _ _ _ _ 'ID'                      

000700   2    ORDER.VALUE                E _ _ _ _ _ 'Value'                   

000800   2    CUSTOMER.CUSTID            E _ _ _ _ _ 'CustomerID'              

000900   2    CUSTOMER.SALESMAN          E _ _ _ _ _ 'Salesman'                

======  ===== ========= BOTTOM ========= = = = = = = ==========================

 

The following code generates the Document. The PRODUCE statement is coded in the FOR FIRST CUSTOMER
construct to ensure that the customer information goes with the order information.

FOR EACH ORDER

    FOR FIRST CUSTOMER

        WHERE CUSTOMER.CUSTID EQ ORDER.CUSTID

       PRODUCE ORDDOC.CONTENT

    ENDFOR

ENDFOR

Using $HTTP$HEADERS

The Document defines only the body of the transmission, or the content that is written to a file. The transmission header
for HTTP is built automatically when the document is released (see the example). As a programmer, there is no need to
specify the header fields such as Content-Length since their values are derived directly from the document.

Specify any additional fields for the HTTP header in the working data of the program as part of the 01-level item $HTTP
$HDR. Any X or V type character strings are assumed to contain a complete HTTP header field and are passed to CICS
Web Support.

Example

Content-Type: text/xml.

The standard fields for Cache control, proxies, language, character set, and so on, are supported. The user-defined
header content that may apply to protocol extensions such as service monitoring is also supported.

Sample

=> 

=> 

=> 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PWDL : WORKING DATA DEFN. PGM WEBTEST8 (001) TEST SYS: Q15 DISPLAY

Command Level Field Name         T I Ch/Dg Occur Value/Comments/Clauses 
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------ ----- ------------------- - - ----- ----- -----------------------------

====== ===== ======= TOP ======= = = ===== ===== =============================

000010 1     ERR                                 : Error content 

000020  2    DETAIL              V       6 

000030  2    MESSAGE             V      30 

000040 1     W-QUERY             V     100 

000050 1     REQUEST                             : Incoming request 

000060  2    COUNT               X       3 

000070  2    CUSTID              X       5 

000080 1     W-COUNT             N       3       : Count as number 

000090 1     PARMNAME            V      12 

000100 1     VALUE               V       5 

000110 1     SUB                 N       3 

000120 1     PARMS-VALID         F               TRUE : set by validation 

000130 1     $HTTP$HEADERS 

000140  2    CONTENT-TYPE        X      22       'Content-type:text/xml' 

====== ===== ===== BOTTOM ====== = = ===== ===== =============================

RELEASE DOCUMENT

The RELEASE DOCUMENT PDL statement closes the Document. This also occurs by default at the end of the run of the
program. It might be useful to release explicitly a Document for one of the following reasons:

• So that a new Document, using the same Document definition, can be produced later in the same program run
• The document validation occurs when the document is released, and the program can catch a validation error and

potentially recover

For the format of the RELEASE statement, see RELEASE Statement.

Reporting Exception Conditions

Ideal for Datacom provides the ability to document an exception condition in a Document. You can detect an exception
condition when the value of the return code exceeds a user specified value. A function is available to handle this
condition:

<<ABORT>> RC x-Data is produced when the value of the return code is equal to or greater than x when the Document is
released. This occurs either automatically when the program terminates or by RELEASE DOCUMENT WITH ABORT.

Using <<ABORT>>

You can specify an <<ABORT>> group once on the Heading fill in. Specify the data to print as a literal, variable (non-
sorted Documents), or expression. It can be formatted using the tab field to print on multiple lines. If you do not specify an
<<ABORT>> group, the final footings are suppressed and a standard Ideal for Datacom supplied message prints at the
end of the Document.

For example, the following <<ABORT>> group is output when the return code is set to 12 or greater than 12.

<error_msg>A fatal error has occurred.

The return code is:  12</error_msg>

When the program termination releases the Document implicitly, the appropriate <<ABORT>> text prints.

Use the <<ABORT>> group with user-defined error procedures. Although you can code only one <<ABORT>> group,
you can specify one or more working data variables to define the output. However, the variables must be current for the
last PRODUCE DOCUMENT statement executed. Variables that are set after the last PRODUCE DOCUMENT statement
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was executed are not available for the <<ABORT>> group. For sorted Documents, the variable is not available for the
<<ABORT>> group.

When the return code is less than 12, a user written Error Procedure can often recover from the error. The program is not
terminated, but you can explicitly terminate the Document using the RELEASE statement:

RELEASE DOCUMENT name WITH ABORT

Any specified <<ABORT>> text for that return code then prints to provide diagnostic or informational messages. The
program can resume processing. The resulting Document prints using the same specifications as the previously released
Document.

Checking the Document Definition
Once a Document is defined in Ideal for Datacom, you can review the definition online or on paper. You can also check
your Document definition by producing a prototype of the Document.

This page contains the following topics:

Displaying the Document Definition

Enter the command DISPLAY DOCUMENT to review the definition of a Document online. You are prompted for the name
of the Document. You can enter the complete command to avoid the prompter.

When you display a Document definition, the ELEMENT fill in is displayed by default. To review information that is entered
on other Document definition fill ins, press the appropriate PF key or enter the name of the fill in. You can abbreviate the
name to the standard three characters or an alternate.

Name Abbreviation Function Key

DETAIL DET F6

ELEMENT ELM F6

HEADER HDR F5

IDENTIFICATION IDE  

PARAMETERS PAR, PARM F4

Printing the Document

You can keep a hard copy of the Document definition as part of the program documentation. To print a copy of the
Document definition, use the command PRINT DOCUMENT. You are prompted for the name of the Document. You can
enter the complete command to avoid the prompter.

When you print a Document definition, the definition is shown as screen images of the fill ins you completed online. Each
fill in is included in the printout, regardless of whether the fill in was used in the definition.

Creating Documents from DTDs
The XML Document Type Definition contains all the information to define the content for the ELEMENTS section of a
Document, except for the source of the data. In particular, you have the external names of the elements and attributes,
and the cardinality rules.

The program logic dedicates the group to retrieve the data and the structure of the document. For example, an element
that has "+" cardinality is typically a group that is filled in from a row of the associated database table.
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The DTD itself can be pasted into the header of the document, or a reference to its URI placed there instead.

The following example describes converting applications to Web access.

<!DOCTYPE item_list [

<!ELEMENT item_list ( error | (input, list, resume ) )>

<!ELEMENT input ( parameter* )>

<!ELEMENT parameter EMPTY>

<!ATTLIST parameter

    name CDATA #REQUIRED    

    value CDATA #REQUIRED > 

<!ELEMENT error (error_detail, error_message ) >

<!ELEMENT error_detail (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT error_message (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT list (item*) >

<!ELEMENT item ( item_id, unit, description, on_hand,

 commit, activity_date ) >

<!ELEMENT item_id (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT unit (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT description (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT on_hand (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT commit (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT activity_date (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT resume (#PCDATA)>

]>

NOTE
The (#PCDATA) elements are all leaf items whose content come from columns of the database, or working data
fields.

Those specifying lists of other elements often become groups. You easily notice a correspondence between the item
element and a row of the ITEM table, and clearly a group of elements are produced each time a row is read.

The other elements group the content into three sections:

• Input - echoes the incoming parameters for the request
• List - groups the returned items
• Resume - indicates where the retrieval paused.

The error group is produced as an alternate to the others, and is sent if the retrieval fails or the input parameters are
invalid, making retrieval impossible. This is indicated in the definition by the keyword OR showing that only one of ERRS
and CONTENT are output.

The CONTENT group comes from the nested parentheses in the definition of item_list. This group is produced to prepare
the positioning of the input, list, and resume elements. If anything goes wrong, the error group is allowed to replace it.

=>                                                                             

                                                                               

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DOEL : DOC ELEMENT DEFN.     DOC ITEMDOC (001) TEST          SYS: $ID   DISPLAY

                                                                               

              Field Name, Literal,       E C O N I W Element                   

Command Level Function, or               / A E W N H   or                      

              Arithmetic Expression      A R T L D S Attribute Name            

------  ----- -------------------------- - - - - - - --------------------------
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======  ===== ========== TOP =========== = = = = = = ==========================

002301  1     __________________________ E _ _ _ _ _ 'item_list'               

002302   2    ERRS OR CONTENT            _ 1 _ _ _ _ __________________________

002304  1     <<ERRS>>                   E _ _ _ _ _ 'error'                   

002305   2    ERR.DETAIL                 E _ _ _ _ _ 'error_detail'            

002306   2    ERR.MESSAGE                E _ _ _ _ _ 'error_message'           

002307  1     <<CONTENT>>                E _ _ _ _ _ __________________________

002308   2    IPUT                       _ 1 _ _ _ _ __________________________

002309   2    RESULTS                    _ 1 _ _ _ _ __________________________

002310   2    RESUME                     _ 1 _ _ _ _ __________________________

002311  1     <<IPUT>>                   E _ _ _ _ _ 'input'                   

002312   2    PARM                       _ ? _ _ _ _ __________________________

002313  1     <<PARM>>                   E _ _ _ _ _ 'parameter'               

002314   2    PARMNAME                   A _ _ _ _ _ 'name'                    

002315   2    VALUE                      A _ _ _ _ _ 'value'                   

002316  1     <<RESULTS>>                E _ _ _ _ _ 'list'                    

002317   2    ITEM                       _ ? _ _ _ _ __________________________

002318  1     <<ITEM>>                   E _ _ _ _ _ 'item'                    

002319   2    ITEMS.ITM-ID               E _ _ _ _ _ 'item_id'                 

002320   2    ITEMS.U-M                  E _ _ _ _ _ 'unit'                    

002321   2    ITEMS.SHORT-DESC           E _ _ _ _ _ 'description'             

002400   2    ITEMS.ON-HAND              E _ _ _ _ _ 'on_hand'                 

002500   2    ITEMS.COMMIT               E _ _ _ _ _ 'commit'                  

002600   2    ITEMS.ACT-DT               E _ _ _ _ _ 'activity_date'           

002700  1     <<RESUME>>                 _ _ _ _ _ _ __________________________

002800   2    ITEMS.ITM-ID               E _ _ _ _ _ 'resume'                  

======  ===== ========= BOTTOM ========= = = = = = = ==========================

The content of the ERROR group comes from a working data group that is called ERROR, and the value for 'resume' is
the last ITEMID retrieved, if applicable.

Document Fill-In Descriptions
Review the components of an Ideal for Datacom document definition: document identification fill-in, optional document
parameters fill-in, document ELEMENT definition fill-in.

An Ideal for Datacom document definition includes the following components:

• Document identification fill-in that creates a document definition and provides it with identification information.
• Optional document parameters fill-in that establishes general document options such as line width, empty tag format,

and whitespace.
• Document ELEMENT definition fill-in that specifies information about ELEMENT content; for example, tagnames,

and editing.

To move between one fill-in and another, enter a command to indicate where you want to go. You can enter these
destination commands in two ways:

• Enter the name of the fill-in on the command line at the top of the screen. To return to the menu, enter the command
RETURN.

• Press the PF key that is assigned to the fill-in or command.

If the fill-in was never completed for the current document, it is displayed with default values where appropriate. If
information was entered on the fill-in, it appears as it was entered. When you complete the fill-in, press Enter to apply
the data and leave the current fill-in displayed. Pressing one of the PF keys to display another fill-in applies the changes
without redisplaying the fill-in.
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Each of the following sections contains examples of fill-ins with default values, if any, as they appear to the user.

Document Identification Fill-In

The Document identification fill-in enters descriptive information about the document when the document definition is
initially created or modified. The Identification fill-in automatically displays when a document is created.

=>                                                                            

=>                                                                            

=>                                                                            

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CHDF : DOC IDENTIFICATION    DOC CUSTDOC (001) TEST          SYS: $ID   FILL-I

 

DOCUMENT Name  CUSTDOC                                                        

 

Created          02/04/14                 By ABCJU01                          

Last Modified    02/04/14 at 15:11        By ABCJU01                          

 

Short Description Sample Document.                                            

 

Description:                                                                  

     This is the Document description area for wordier descriptions.

      ________________________________________________________________

      ________________________________________________________________

      ________________________________________________________________

      ________________________________________________________________

      ________________________________________________________________

Enter the following information on the Identification fill-in:

Document name
Defines the one to eight character name that is assigned to the document definition. If a name was assigned in
the CREATE DOCUMENT command, that name displays in this field.

NOTE
RUNLIST is a reserved word for a document name.

Short description
Displays a brief description of the document definition. This description is limited to 24 characters.

Description (Optional)
Displays a longer description of the document definition. This description is limited to five lines.

The following screen shows a completed document identification fill-in:

 =>

IDEAL: DOC IDENTIFICATION    DOC ABCMRPT1 (001) TEST         SYS: CCF   FILL IN

 DOCUMENT Name  ADRMRPT1

 Created          08/25/13                 By JENSEN

 Last Modified    08/25/13 at 16:02        By JENSEN

 Short Description Accounts receivable rpt

 Description:
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      Accounts receivable Document  Monthly summary

      ________________________________________________________________

      ________________________________________________________________

      ________________________________________________________________

The Created and Last Modified lines display information once the Identification fill-in is entered. The system supplies the
information in these fields. The user cannot modify it.

Created ... By
Displays initial creation date of the document definition and the user ID of the creator.

Last Modified ... at ... By
Displays the date, time, and user ID of the last edit access. Until the document definition is edited, this field
contains the original creation date, time, and user ID. The system supplies this information. You cannot change it.

Document Parameters Fill-In

Specify document parameters in the document parameter fill-in, an optional form that selects general document layout
options such as:

• Length and width on a page of a document
• Spacing between lines and columns
• Column headings
• Control breaks
• Heading definition
• Summary information
• Date and page specification

If the document parameters fill-in is not completed, default values are used for any required parameters.

• To display the parameters fill-in for a document that is not the current entity, on the command line enter:
DISPLAY DOCUMENT name PARAMETER

• To display the parameters fill-in for the current document, enter the command PARAMETER in the command line, or
press the F4 key.

The following screen shows the document parameters fill-in.

=>                                                                             

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: DOC PARAMETERS        DOC ITEMDOC (001) TEST          SYS: $ID   DISPLAY

 

DOC structure formed by PGM logic    N    (Y=Yes,N=No)                         

Spacing between indent levels        002  (0 thru 230)                         

Use empty-element short-form         Y    (Y=Yes,N=No)                         

Attribute value delimiter            "                                         

Keep incomplete data in ABORT        Y    (Y=Yes,N=No)                         

Format output as                     X    (X=xml,J=json)

 

 

Parameters applicable for sequential/VLS output:                               

 

Document line width                  132  (40 thru 230)                        

Fill output records by raw stream    N    (Y=Yes,N=No)                         

Enter the following information in the Parameter fill-in:
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DOC structure formed by PGM logic:
If specified as Y, the application controls the nesting of the element groups by explicitly adding the next group as a
child or sibling of the previous group.

Spacing between indent levels
Number of blank characters that are prepended for each level of element nesting

Use empty-element tags
Specifies whether to use the form <tag /> to represent an empty element. If set to N, start and end tags enclosing
no content are used instead; for example, <tag></tag>.

Attribute value delimiter
The character (quote or the apostrophe, also known as double or single quotes) to enclose value strings for
attribute values.

Keep incomplete data in ABORT
When the ABORT group is produced, if there is a program failure, it normally replaces the document content.
Specify Y here to have the ABORT content that is appended instead of replacing.

Format output as
Specifies whether the markup that is added to the response follows XML or JSON rules.

Document line width
A number from 40 to 230 that specifies the number of characters per line. Ideal for Datacom wraps lines that
exceed this value.
You can set a session default for this parameter with the command SET DOC WIDTH. If a default was set, it
appears on the document parameters fill-in when it is first displayed. You can change the default by typing over
the displayed value.

Fill output records by raw stream
Suppresses the run-time addition of element/attribute markup, and is used when the content is produced “as-is”
from a preformatted source.

HEADER Definition Fill-In

The document HEADER definition fill-in specifies the constant text that precedes the content. Typically, this text is the
document type declaration, including the element and attribute information in DTD or XSD syntax that can be embedded
for simple documents or included by reference.

NOTE
The HTTP header is not included which is part of the transmission protocol.

The text entered here is not validated in any way; it is simply copied to the output document.

=>                                                                             

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: DOC HEADER DEFINIT.   DOC DOC#2 (001) TEST            SYS: $ID   FILL-IN

 

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 ====== ================================ T O P =================================

 ...... ________________________________________________________________________

 ...... ________________________________________________________________________

 ...... ________________________________________________________________________

 ...... ________________________________________________________________________

 ...... ________________________________________________________________________

 ...... ________________________________________________________________________

 ...... ________________________________________________________________________

 ...... ________________________________________________________________________
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 ...... ________________________________________________________________________

 ...... ________________________________________________________________________

 ...... ________________________________________________________________________

 ====== ============================= B O T T O M ==============================

ELEMENT Definition Fill-In

The ELEMENT definition fill-in specifies the fields to appear in each ELEMENT line of the body of the document. Also,
it specifies control breaks, summary functions, and so on, for these fields. The ELEMENT fill-in can contain one primary
group and multiple secondary groups. These primary and secondary groups allow for several different levels and
sublevels of data to produce in a single Document.

If you are editing an existing document definition, the EDIT command places you directly in the ELEMENT fill-in.

=>                                                                             

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: DOC ELEMENT DEFN.     DOC DOC#2 (001) TEST            SYS: $ID   FILL-IN

 

              Field Name, Literal,       E C O N I W Element                   

Command Level Function, or               / A E W N H   or                      

              Arithmetic Expression      A R T L D S Attribute Name            

------  ----- -------------------------- - - - - - - --------------------------

======  ===== ========== TOP =========== = = = = = = ==========================

......  _____ __________________________ _ _ _ _ _ _ __________________________

......  _____ __________________________ _ _ _ _ _ _ __________________________

......  _____ __________________________ _ _ _ _ _ _ __________________________

......  _____ __________________________ _ _ _ _ _ _ __________________________

......  _____ __________________________ _ _ _ _ _ _ __________________________

......  _____ __________________________ _ _ _ _ _ _ __________________________

......  _____ __________________________ _ _ _ _ _ _ __________________________

......  _____ __________________________ _ _ _ _ _ _ __________________________

......  _____ __________________________ _ _ _ _ _ _ __________________________

......  _____ __________________________ _ _ _ _ _ _ __________________________

......  _____ __________________________ _ _ _ _ _ _ __________________________

======  ===== ========= BOTTOM ========= = = = = = = ==========================

Command
An area for line editing commands

Level
The nesting level of the content that determines where the ending tags are placed.

Field Name, Literal, Function, or Arithmetic Expression
A Reference to the data to be included in the document.
This column is also where groups are defined. <<Groupname>> declares a new group, and the same name can
be used to indicate where the group is positioned inside its parent element.

E/A
Element or Attribute. An element is output as <tag> value </tag>, and an attribute is output as tag=”value”. The
outermost part of each group must be an element.

CAR
Cardinality. The number of instances of this element that are permitted. The number can be specified as:
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• 0 - indicating that the element is optional, but may only appear once.
• 1 - indicating that a single instance is required.
• ? - Optional; any number can appear.
• + - Required, and may be repeated.

Cardinality applies only to group references; for instance, where "fieldname" is the name of a group that is defined
in the document.

OET
Omit End Tag.

NWL
Newline. Specifies whether the element appears on a new line of the output. This command is normally the
default for elements, but not attributes.

IND
Indent. Determines whether spaces are prepended, based on the nesting level, and the per-level number from the
parameter fill-in.

WHS
Whitespace can be preserved (Y) or condensed (N) in the content of the element.

Element or Attribute Name
The tagname that is used in formatting the content, for example, <tagname>…</tagname> or tagname="…".

Document Groups

A document group is a uniquely identified set of lines on an ELEMENT panel. A PRODUCE statement activates a
document group. A group name in angled braces appearing on a line by itself in the Field Name column identifies each
group.

<<group name>>

The lines following the identifier define what is contained in that group. A document group name must be from 3 and 15
characters long.

The location of the group within its parent element is indicated by using the same name without the angled braces as a
child of the higher-level group.

Primary Group

The primary group is the first group that is defined on the Document ELEMENT fill-in. If a group name is specified for the
primary group, it must be placed on the first line of the ELEMENT fill-in. If a group name is not specified, the first group of
ELEMENT lines is assumed to be the primary group. The Element name on the first element of the Primary Group should
match the name of the document as defined in the DTD or XSD.

SecondaryGroup

All other groups that are defined on the ELEMENT fill-in are secondary groups. Secondary groups are placed within the
primary element where the secondary group name appears in the definition of the primary group. The secondary groups
can be further nested as required.

Display the DETAIL Fill-In

To display the DETAIL fill-in, enter the command DETAIL on the command line or press the F6 key. The DETAIL fill-in is
shown next.

=>                                                                             
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: DOC DETAIL DEFN.      DOC DOC#2 (001) TEST            SYS: $ID   FILL-IN

 

               Field Name, Literal,                                             

 Command Level Function, or                                        Edit Pattern 

               Arithmetic Expression                                            

 ------  ----- --------------------------                          -------------

 ======  ===== ========== TOP ===========                          =============

 ......  _____ __________________________                          _____________

 ......  _____ __________________________                          _____________

 ......  _____ __________________________                          _____________

 ......  _____ __________________________                          _____________

 ......  _____ __________________________                          _____________

 ......  _____ __________________________                          _____________

 ......  _____ __________________________                          _____________

 ......  _____ __________________________                          _____________

 ......  _____ __________________________                          _____________

 ......  _____ __________________________                          _____________

 ......  _____ __________________________                          _____________

 ======  ===== ========= BOTTOM =========                          =============

Command
Enter Ideal for Datacom editing line commands here.

Field name, literal, function, or arithmetic expression
Specifies the document group name, field name, literal, function, or arithmetic expression to print on the
ELEMENT line. This area must be left blank if you specify Lnn or P in the TAB column.
If a field name, function, or arithmetic expression does not fit on one line, you can continue it on a subsequent
line by terminating the entry text with a semicolon immediately following the field name and continuing on the next
line. Leading blanks are ignored on subsequent lines. You cannot continue a literal with a semicolon.
For information in the following fields of the ELEMENT fill-in: You can also use a semicolon here to continue the
edit pattern of the entry. Any other specifications for a multiple line entry must be indicated on the first line of the
appropriate column.
To modify the specification, use the ERASE EOF key or the DELETE key to delete a field name that is no longer
wanted. When you delete a field name, the corresponding options that are specified on that line are also deleted.

Edit Pattern
Specifies the format in which the value of the field prints. An edit pattern is required when a numeric function or an
arithmetic expression is specified and is optional for other data types.
For alphanumeric and numeric data items - The pattern entry is a sequence of any of the edit pattern symbols. In
addition, an L in the first character of the edit pattern left-justifies the result.
For date type data items - The entry is a sequence of characters representing the date pattern as defined in
$DATE function.
The edit pattern can take up to three lines of the Edit Pattern Field. However, the maximum length of an edit
pattern is 30 characters. A semicolon in the name column is used as a continuation symbol. The semicolon must
appear immediately following the field name to continue. Spaces that are found anywhere in the edit pattern are
not suppressed.
Lowercase v represents the position of an assumed decimal point.
You can condense edit patterns by using multipliers. For example, you can specify the expanded pattern
ZZZZZZZZZ.99999 in the edit pattern as Z(9).9(5).

NOTE
The numeric date functions such as $TODAY and $INTERNAL DATE require an edit pattern, not a date
pattern. The document functions $RPT DATE and $RPT PAGE should not use a date or an edit pattern.
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If this field is blank, the edit pattern is determined as follows:

• If omitted and if an edit pattern for the field is specified in the dictionary facility, that edit pattern is used.
• If an edit pattern is not found in the dictionary facility for this field, then the following rule is used:

– If the field is alphanumeric, left justify the value and blank fill.
– If the field is numeric, right justify the value and suppress leading zeros. If decimal places are present,

replace with a period. If the value is negative, put a minus sign on the right-hand side.
– If the field is a date field, use the default pattern for the site or the pattern that a SET COMMAND

DATEFOR command set.

Category and Meaning Data in Source Edit Pattern Result

Pattern characters for alphanumeric data

x Alphanumeric character
Any other character
represents itself.

STATE
AB1234

X(5)
XXX XXX

STAT
AB1 234

L Left-justify before output. 123 LZ(3),ZZ9** 123

9 Unsuppressed numeric
digit

123 999 123

Z Zero suppression v12* .99 .12

* Asterisk replacement lv23 ***9.99 1.23

, Comma 002234v56 ZZZ,ZZZ.99 2,234.56

/ Slash 123083 99/99/99 12/30/83

B Blank space 123083 99B99B99 12 30 83

0 Zero 123 99900 12300

. Decimal point 030v99 ZZZ.99 30.99

- Minus sign, fixed right -23v45 9(2).99- 23.45-

23v45 9(2).99- 23.45

- Minus sign, fixed left -23v45 -9(21).99 -23.45

- Minus sign, floating -v23 -.99 -.23

+ Plus sign, fixed right 67v89 9(2).99+ 67.89+

+ Plus sign, fixed left 67v89 +9(2).99 +67.89

+ Plus sign, floating 00v67 ++.99 +.67

CR Credit symbol, right -25v00 9(2).99CR 25.00CR

25v00 9(2).99CR 25.00

DB Debit symbol, right -13v00 9(2).99DB 13.00DB

13v00 9(2)99DB 13.00

$ Dollar sign, fixed 004v00 $29.99 $4.00

$ Dollar sign, floating 001v23 $$$.99<9,999 $1.23

<> Encloses negative
numbers in parentheses,
fixed

-23v45 99> (0,023.45)
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Category and Meaning Data in Source Edit Pattern Result

<> Encloses negative
numbers in parentheses,
floating

-23v45 $<,<<<.99> $(23.45)

For a complete explanation of the rules summarized in this table, see the CODASYL COBOL Journal of Development.

Generating Reports
The Report Definition Facility (RDF) automates the process of generating reports. An Ideal for Datacom program requires
only a PRODUCE statement to generate the output. RDF controls the report format, including headings, footings, and
data format.

When you use RDF to generate a report, the PRODUCE statement in your program passes the data to RDF, which
writes the data to an output file named for the report. Ideal for Datacom specifically uses the data for the report. If a DD
statement did not specify a filename, AUXPRINT is used. This file accumulates the output as the program progresses.
When the program terminates or the report is released, Ideal for Datacom takes the output data and, based on the RDF
specifications, formats the report. This formatting includes sorting (in z/OS and VSE batch only), pagination, annotated
totals, column headings, and so forth. The completed report is automatically sent to the printer.

This page contains the following topics:

About the Report Definition Facility

In Ideal for Datacom, the functions of defining the report and generating the output data are distinct. This lets the
programmer focus on solving the business problem while RDF controls how the solution is presented. Report
maintenance is accomplished by modifying the report definition using RDF. The application procedure code normally does
not require any modification.

Report Layout

Most reports consist of several parts, including the following:

Component Includes
Title Page Report heading
Body Page headings

Page numbers
Report date
Column headings
Details (the data)
Controls break footings. Logical grouping of the data based on the
value in a field. Can include annotated values.

Summary Final information including:
Summary
Title and report totals
Report footing

You must also define the page layout. The page layout includes the page width, length, and spacing between the parts of
the report.
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RDF Prompt Screens

Using RDF, you define the various report components and attributes through a series of fill-in screens. The RDF fill-in
screens define the report characteristics as follows:

Identification
Provides descriptive information about the report. This information establishes the relationship in the dictionary
facility between the report and any programs using the report.

Parameters
Defines global attributes for the report, including:

• Lines-per-page
• Report width
• Page numbering
• Line spacing
• Date format
• Simple page heading

Heading
Defines detailed report and page headings and footings.

Detail
Defines specifications for the report detail lines, including:

• Individual field placement
• Sorting
• Control break report functions
• Edit patterns

Column Headings
Defines specialized column headings

When a new report is created, the Identification fill-in automatically displays. After that initial display, each fill-in screen,
including the Identification fill-in, must be accessed directly using a command or a PF key. The same screens modify
existing reports.

Accessing RDF

To access RDF to create, edit, or display a report definition, you can select the appropriate option from the Report
Maintenance Menu or enter the CREATE, EDIT, or DISPLAY REPORT command. You can control the fill-in displayed
when you enter the command with options in the command, or you can accept the default.

• For CREATE, the default is the Identification fill-in.
• For EDIT and DISPLAY, the default is the Detail fill-in.

The functions that Ideal for Datacom provides to define and maintain report definitions are presented in the Report
Maintenance Menu. To access this menu, select option 4 on the Main Menu or enter the REPORT command.

=>

=>

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : REPORT MAINTENANCE     (RPT)                    SYS: DOC  MENU 

                                                                                

 Enter desired option number ===>   There are    8  options in this menu:
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 1. DISPLAY/EDIT         - Display or edit a report definition                 

 2. CREATE               - Create a report definition                          

 3. PRINT                - Print a report definition                           

 4. DELETE               - Delete a report definition                          

 5. DUPLICATE            - Duplicate report to new name                        

 6. DISPLAY INDEX        - Display index of report names in system             

 7. PRINT INDEX          - Print index of report names in system               

 8. PRODUCE              - Produce a report facsimile                         

To return to the menu when you complete RDF activities, press the Return key (PF2) or enter the appropriate command.

For information on accessing the fill-in screens in RDF with an explanation of each fill-in field, see Document Fill-In
Descriptions .

PF Key Assignments

When you are using the Report Definition Facility, the PF keys are assigned the following commands.

HELP (PF1)
Displays a panel or series of panels that contain information explaining how to complete the current function.

RETURN (PF2)
Returns from a help panel to the program component display or from the program to the menu that selects the
program.

PRINT SCREEN (PF3)
Generates a hardcopy printout of the current screen contents.

PARAMETERS (PF4)
Displays the report parameters. If you are editing the report definition when you enter this command, you can edit
the displayed report parameters.

HEADING (PF5)
Displays the page heading definition. If you are editing the report definition when you enter this command, you
can edit the displayed page heading definition.

DETAIL/COLUMN [HEADINGS] (PF6)
Displays the report detail definition. If the report detail definition is displayed, this PF key displays the column
headings definition. If the column headings definition is displayed, this PF key displays the report detail definition.
You can edit the displayed definition if you are editing the report definition when you enter this command.

SCROLL BACKWARD (PF7)
Displays the previous frame in the current component.

SCROLL FORWARD (PF8)
Displays the next frame in the current component.

FIND (PF9)
Repeat a previous FIND string command for report detail or heading data.

SCROLL TOP (PF10)
Positions to the first line of the component.

SCROLL BOTTOM (PF11)
Positions to the bottom of the component.

INPUT (PF12)
Opens a window of null lines preceding the first line of the component or at the current cursor position. Unused
null lines in the window are deleted when you press the Enter key after INPUT.
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Setting Report Options for the Session

To change the default values for report parameters on report definitions to create later in the current session, you can
issue SET REPORT commands. You can issue these commands at any time before you create the report. They are then
in effect for the remainder of the current session or until they are reset. Existing report definitions maintain the values that
were in effect when the report definition was defined.

You can enter these commands into a data member called SIGNON. They then automatically execute whenever you sign
on to Ideal for Datacom. In effect, they are your defaults across sessions.

The following are brief descriptions of the SET REPORT commands.

SET REPORT LINES
Specifies the total number of lines for each printed page of the report.

SET REPORT WIDTH
Specifies the number of characters per line of the report.

SET REPORT SPACING
Specifies the default number of blank lines between printed detail lines.

SET REPORT GAP
Specifies the default number of blank characters to be left between defined columns of detail lines.

SET REPORT CONTHEAD
Specifies whether headings print when a control break occurs. A control break is a change in the value of a
control field.

SET REPORT CONTFOOT
Specifies whether footings print when a control break occurs.

SET REPORT DATEFOR 'date-pattern'
Specifies the default format of the date printed on reports.
You can use any logical combination of the following date components to specify a date format.
The specifications in the following table give the corresponding results when a report is produced, assuming that
at the time of production the date is January 14, 2006.

Component Notation Meaning Example assuming (January 14, 2006)
YEAR Year in full 2006
YY Year without century 06
Y Year without decade 6
MONTH Month spelled out (uppercase) JANUARY
LCMONTH Month spelled out (initial letter uppercase) January
MON Month abbreviation (uppercase) JAN
LCMON Month abbreviation (initial letter uppercase) Jan
MM Month number, with leading zero if

necessary
01

M Month number with no leading zero 1
DD Day with leading zero if necessary 14
D Day with no leading zero 14
DDD Julian day, numeric day of the year (1-366) 014
WEEKDAY Day spelled out (uppercase) SUNDAY
LCWEEKDAY Day spelled out (initial letter Sunday
DAY Day abbreviation SUN
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LCDAY Day abbreviation (initial letter uppercase) Sun

Any characters except uppercase alphabetic in the date pattern remain unchanged.
The site administrator defines the actual text indicated by the keywords MONTH, LCMONTH, MON, LCMON,
WEEKDAY, LCWEEKDAY, DAY, and LCDAY for each site in the file DATETBL.IDL.

SET REPORT DATEPOS
Specifies the default position where the date displays in the heading or footing.

SET REPORT NULLSYM
Specifies the default symbol that represents null values on the report.

SET REPORT PAGEFMT
Specifies the default page number format.

SET REPORT PAGEPOS
Specifies the default position where the page number displays in the heading or footing.

Creating a Report Definition from a Dataview
To create a report definition, enter the command CREATE REPORT or select option 2 from the Report Maintenance
Menu. You are prompted for the rest of the command. To bypass the prompter, enter the complete CREATE REPORT
command. The format of the CREATE REPORT command is:

CREATE REPORT [name [{FROM|USING} {*|DVW [auth-id.]dvw-name}]

name
Specifies the one- to eight-character name assigned to the new report definition. This value is required only
because you are entering a USING or FROM clause, such as one of the following:
FROM *

FROM DVW auth-id.dvw-name

USING *

USING DVW auth-id.dvw-name

These parameters indicate that the report is created from the specified dataview. You can specify the dataview
explicitly by entering the dvw-name with the authorization ID for SQL dataviews or, if a dataview definition is
current, you can specify the current dataview by entering an asterisk (*). A dataview definition is current if it is the
last entity you displayed or edited.
The report definition is actually created when you access the EDIT REPORT DETAIL fill-in. A primary group,
containing exactly the fields in the dataview, is automatically defined. The fields are arranged across the report
page, using the spacing specified by default in the report Parameters fill-in. No report, page, or break headings
are defined. Column headings are determined from the dataview definition.

When you enter the CREATE REPORT command, the report Identification fill-in displays. This fill-in establishes the report
name (if it was not entered as part of the CREATE REPORT command) and provides identification information. Until the
report is named in the CREATE REPORT command or on the report Identification fill-in, the new definition does not exist.
Naming the report enters the report definition as an entity in the dictionary. When the name is entered on the Identification
fill-in that report becomes the current report.

Basic Steps to Create a Report
To create a report in Ideal for Datacom, use the Report Definition Facility (RDF): Define the report. Identify the report to
the program. Code the PRODUCE statement. Review details and an example.
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To create a report using RDF, perform the following steps:

1. Define the report. Enter the CREATE REPORT command. The Identification fill-in opens automatically when the
CREATE REPORT command is issued. When you assign a name to a report in the CREATE REPORT command or in
the Identification fill-in, the report is formally identified in the dictionary facility. Enter the command DETAIL to access
the Detail fill-in. Define the report fields in the Detail fill-in.

2. Identify the report to the program. Add the report to the program resources. If a program attempts to generate a
report that is not specified as a resource, it does not compile. Any variables or dataviews the report uses must also be
defined as resources.

3. Code the PRODUCE statement. Include the PRODUCE statement in the program to generate the report output.

Sample Report

Using the three steps, you can create a program that prints a report containing the names of all customers in Texas.

1. Define the report named CUSTRPT, starting with the following command:

CREATE REPORT CUSTRPT

The Identification fill-in screen is displayed.

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL:  RPT IDENTIFICATION   RPT CUSTRPT (001) TEST    SYS: DOC  FILL-IN 

 REPORT Name  CUSTRPT    

 Created          03/11/94                By JONES   

 Last Modified    03/11/94 at 14:02       By JONES    

 Short Description Sample report. _________  

 Description:  

      This is the report description area for wordier descriptions. __

      ________________________________________________________________ 

      ________________________________________________________________

      ________________________________________________________________

The identification information shows the name that is assigned to the report, the creation date, and the user ID
assigned to the report creator. The Last Modified information contains the creation date until the report is edited. A
Short Description is included. You can also include a longer description, up to five lines. After the Identification fill-in
is complete, the Detail fill-in is accessed to define the content. Each field must be listed in order, by name. You can
specify the format or edit pattern for each field with several other attributes.

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : RPT DETAIL DEFN.     RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST       SYS: DOC  FILL-IN 

                                                                                

         Field Name, Literal,       Sort   Break  Function Column                

         Function, or               L A   L S I  T M M A  H W                   

 Command Arithmetic Expression      V /   V K N  O A I V  D ID Tab Edit Pattern 

                                    L D   L P D  T X N G  G TH                  

 ------  -------------------------  - -   - - -  - - - -  - -- --- -------------

 ======  =========== T O P =======  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

 000100  CUSTOMER.NAME              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________
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 000200  CUSTOMER.CITY              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000300  CUSTOMER.OPEN$             _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99 

 ======  ========= B O T T O M ===  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

This report contains the customer name, city, and outstanding amount owed. The report fields use data from
columns in the CUSTOMER dataview, as the Field Names show: CUSTOMER.NAME, CUSTOMER.CITY, and
CUSTOMER.OPEN$.
Notice that an edit pattern is specified for the field CUSTOMER.OPEN$, which is a numeric field. If you do not specify
an edit pattern, the edit pattern as defined for the column in the Datadictionary is used. For numeric data, if an edit
pattern is not defined in the Datadictionary, a default pattern of Z(i).Z(d) is used, where i is the number of integers to
the left of the decimal point and d is the number of decimal places to the right of the decimal point. For information on
valid edit patterns, see Report Generation Fill-Ins.

2. Identify the Report to the Program. The following report must be identified to the program on the Resources fill-in:

=>

=>

=>

IDEAL : Resource Edit Panel   PGM SAMPLE (001) TEST          SYS: DOC   DISPLAY

 Command Type    Name of DVW/PGM/PNL or RPT         Version  System  Qual?

 ======  ===     ========== T O P ===============     ====     ===     =

 000001  RPT     CUSTRPT                              001      DOC 

 ======  ===     ======= B O T T O M ============     ====     ===     =

3. Code the PRODUCE Statement. You can code the PRODUCE statement anywhere in the program. Usually, it is
coded in a LOOP or FOR construct to generate the report details. In this example, the PRODUCE statement is coded
in the FOR EACH construct. The WHERE clause criteria limit the set to all customers in Texas.

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

    WHERE STATE EQ 'TX'

    PRODUCE CUSTRPT

ENDFOR

With each iteration of the FOR construct, the PRODUCE statement writes the contents of the specified columns of the
current row to the report file as a detail line. A MOVE or SET statement is not needed. The customers are listed in the
sequence in which the database accessed them; therefore, they are not in alphabetical order by name or city. Nothing
in the program formats the data or deals with pagination, headings, and so on.

Review the example of the resulting report:

 

NAME                          CITY                 OPEN$

CHEMICAL MUTUAL               FORT WORTH           931.72

GULF LAND USA                 DALLAS             7,100.00

TEXAS LIFE & CASUALTY CO.     DALLAS               543.21

AFTON INDUSTRIES              DALLAS             1,234.51

PALMOLIVE INNS                FORT WORTH           758.93

  .

  .

  .

In this example, the column headings and width are taken from the definition in the dictionary facility. By default, two
spaces are inserted between the columns. One line is inserted between the column heading and the detail lines. There
are no other headings or footings in this report.
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Report Maintenance Menu

The functions Ideal for Datacom provides to define and maintain report definitions are presented in the Report
Maintenance Menu. To access this menu, select option 4 on the Main Menu or enter the REPORT command.

=>

=>

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

   IDEAL   : REPORT MAINTENANCE     (RPT)                    SYS: DOC  MENU 

                                                                                

   Enter desired option number ===>   There are    8  options in this menu:

                                                                                

   1. DISPLAY/EDIT         - Display or edit a report definition                 

   2. CREATE               - Create a report definition                          

   3. PRINT                - Print a report definition                           

   4. DELETE               - Delete a report definition                          

   5. MARK STATUS          - Mark report status to production or history

   6. DUPLICATE            - Duplicate report to new name                        

   7. DISPLAY INDEX        - Display index of report names in system             

   8. PRODUCE              - Produce a report facsimile                         

The order in which the options are presented in the menu is their logical order of use, but it does not reflect a required
sequence for building a report definition. Each option shows the following information:

• The command syntax equivalent to the menu selection
• Any fill-in required by the selected function

If a fill-in or portion of a fill-in is already completed, the information is displayed as it was last entered. If the fill-in was
never completed, a fill-in that contains default values, where appropriate, is displayed.

After a fill-in is completed, press any transaction key to apply the modified data. The Enter key always applies the data
and displays the current fill-in.

How To Generate a Report
This section explains how to define each element of a report using RDF and includes examples of program procedures
used with the report definitions to create reports. Many of the RDF fill-in screens are partially shown, focusing on the area
being described. For a complete explanation of all the fields on the RDF fill-in screens, see Document Fill-In Descriptions.

To generate a report, perform the following tasks:

• Specify General Page Format
• Define the Report Data
• Sequence the Report Data
• Format Based on Column Value Control Break
• Define Report and Page Headings and Footings
• Define Control Break Headings and Footings
• Define Column Headings
• Generate the Bottom Line
• Generate Multiple Reports
• Change Output Destination
• Report Exception Conditions
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Specifying General Page Format

The specifications for the general page format of the report are global attributes. Defaults for such global report
characteristics as the number of lines per page, page width, date format, page number placement, and headings are
specified when Ideal for Datacom is installed.

You can override these defaults on a report-by-report basis using the Parameter fill-in, or on a session basis using the SET
REPORT options listed in Setting Report Options for the Session. You can display the values currently in effect by entering
the DISPLAY SESSION REPORT command.

Modifying the Format for One Report

Although you can generate a report using default assignments for the layout, you can modify these values using the
Parameter fill-in to suit each report.

The Parameter fill-in prompts for attributes that apply globally to the report. These attributes include:

• The length and width of a page
• The spacing between lines and columns
• Column headings and how they are highlighted
• Control breaks
• Group continuation indication
• Heading definition
• Summary information
• Date and page specification

You can override many of the global attributes on the Parameter fill-in with values that are specified on other fill-ins.
The Detail fill-in specifies attributes for individual columns. The Report Header fill-in and Column Header fill-in specify
individual headings.

You can modify the defaults on the Parameter fill-in by overtyping the appropriate fields. The range of valid values for
each attribute displays next to the data entry field. The following segment of the Parameter fill-in shows the first five fields.
These fields define the page length, width, and the number of spaces between lines and columns and between headings
and details.

 =>

 ----------------------------------------------------------------- Partially shown

 IDEAL   : RPT PARAMETERS        RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC  DISP 

 

 Lines per page on printout           060  (0 thru 250)                         

 Report width                         132  (40 thru 230)                        

 Spacing between lines                1    (1 thru 3)                           

 Spacing between columns              02   (0 thru 66 OR A=Automatic)           

 Spacing after page and column hdgs   1    (0 thru 9)                           

    .

    .

    .

 

The lines-per-page value specifies the total number of lines on the printed page. The lines-per-page value includes all
headings and footings, spacing, and details. You can suppress page breaks by specifying a 0 for lines-per-page. The
report then prints on every line including any perforation lines.

When page breaks are not suppressed, the value that is specified by lines-per-page represents the maximum number
of lines on the page, including all headings, footings, details, and blank lines. To determine whether a page break is to
occur, RDF first determines the number of lines that are required for the page heading, column headings, page footing,
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and associated spacing. This value is subtracted from the lines-per-page specification. The remaining lines are available
for the page body consisting of the details and control break headings and footings.

A page break occurs when:

• A detail that does not cause a control break is produced and the complete detail does not fit on the page
• A detail that causes a control break is produced and if the appropriate control break footing or heading does not fit on

the page

Other global attributes that are specified on the Parameter fill-in are described under relevant topics. For example, the
Parameter fill-in area for specifying a page heading is described in the section on headings.

For detailed information about every field on the Parameter fill-in, see Report Generation Fill-Ins.

Defining the Report Data

The Detail fill-in defines the actual data or body of the report. Fields are listed across the report row in the order in which
they are listed on the Detail fill-in. A complex report, including column headings, column totals, control breaks, arithmetic
functions, and some formatting, can be generated from the information on this screen alone.

This page contains the following topics:

Using a Dataview

Frequently, the details for a report are based on one or more columns in a dataview. When a report is created based on
a dataview, the report creator needs to enter the column names on the Detail Definition fill-in screen. In most cases, you
need to prefix the column name with the dataview name.

The following screen shows an example of the column names of the CUSTOMER dataview specified on the Detail fill-in.
The column names were used as field names and, by default, display as headers for the report columns. Edit patterns
were assigned to the CUSTOMER.OPEN$ and CUSTOMER.YTDSALES fields.

=>

                                                                                

 IDEAL   : RPT DETAIL DEFN.      RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST          SYS: DOC  DISP 

         Field Name, Literal,      Sort   Break  Function Column 

         Function, or               L A   L S I  T M M A  H W    

 Command Arithmetic Expression      V /   V K N  O A I V  D ID Tab Edit Pattern 

                                    L D   L P D  T X N G  G TH   

                                                                                

 ======  =========== T O P =======  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

 000100  CUSTOMER.CUSTID            _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000200  CUSTOMER.NAME              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000300  CUSTOMER.ADDRESS           _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000400  CUSTOMER.CITY              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000500  CUSTOMER.STATE             _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000600  CUSTOMER.ZIP               _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000700  CUSTOMER.OPEN$             _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99 

 000800  CUSTOMER.YTDSALES          _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99 

 000900  CUSTOMER.SLMNID            _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 ======  ========= B O T T O M ===  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============
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If the length of the data exceeds the specified edit pattern, it is truncated. Null values in fields specified with null indicators
appear as question marks padded with blanks to the total field length. Truncation, padding, and justification in these
situations are indicated in the following table.

Value Alphanumeric Data Numeric Data
Exceeds specified edit pattern
Value is...

 
Truncated on right

 
Truncated on left, indicated by leading "?"

Null with indicator
Question marks are...

 
Left justified, followed by blanks

 
Right justified, preceded by blanks

 

Controlling Wrap

The report shown in the following sample was created by including all columns of the dataview in the Detail fill-in, using
the current defaults for any other attributes.

CUSTID  NAME                  ADDRESS                 CITY        STATE ZIP

OPEN$        YTDSALES     SLMNID

B-0230  CHEMICAL MUTUAL       555 MAIN STREET         FORT WORTH  TX    761026102

      931.72     7,250.00       00-725

B-1450  UNION TRANSPORTATION  367 WEST SPRING STREET  GALVESTON   TX    775507550

    1,807.30       450.00       27-745

 .

 .

 .

When the length of the data or the length of the headings exceeds the defined line length, the output wraps to the next
line. The compiler issues a warning message indicating the wrap condition, but the program can still run. You can control
the wrapping by:

• Changing the specification for the length of the line on the Parameter fill-in (which might not resolve the wrapping).
• Eliminating columns from the report to include only those that fit on the line.
• Specifying the individual field format.

Including Other Types of Fields

You do not need to specify all fields from the dataview and, similarly, you can add new fields that are not in a dataview.
The data for these fields can come from working data or parameter fields defined in your program, literals, expressions
(including functions and mathematical expressions), and panel fields.

Parameter or Working Data Fields

To include a working data or parameter data variable in your report, specify the field name defined in the working data or
parameter fill-in as the field name on the detail fill-in.

For example, in a report of customers in Texas, it might be important to note which customers are in arrears. Assume
that a working data variable named BADDEBT is defined as a one-character alphanumeric value. In this program, when
the OPEN$ amount is greater than zero and the ACTDT, last activity date, is greater than six months, an asterisk is
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assigned to BADDEBT. Otherwise, BADDEBT contains a blank. The value of BADDEBT and the customer name, city, and
outstanding amount owed prints. The detail fill-in for this report is shown in the following screen:

 =>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : RPT DETAIL DEFN.      RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC  DISP 

         Field Name, Literal,      Sort   Break  Function Column 

         Function, or               L A   L S I  T M M A  H W    

 Command Arithmetic Expression      V /   V K N  O A I V  D ID Tab Edit Pattern 

                                    L D   L P D  T X N G  G TH   

 ------  -------------------------  - -   - - -  - - - -  - -- --- -------------

 ======  =========== T O P =======  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

 000300  BADDEBT                    _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  N __ ___ _____________

 000400  CUSTOMER.NAME              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000500  CUSTOMER.CITY              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000600  CUSTOMER.OPEN$             _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99 

 ======  ========= B O T T O M ===  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

The pertinent program segment is coded as follows:

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

     WHERE STATE EQ 'TX'

   IF OPEN$ GT 0 AND

      $TODAY - ACTDT GT 180

        SET BADDEBT = '*'

   ELSE

        SET BADDEBT = $SPACES

   ENDIF

   PRODUCE CUSTRPT

ENDFOR

Although ACTDT is evaluated in the program, it is not used in the report. The output appears as shown in the following
sample:

   NAME                          CITY           OPEN$

 * CHEMICAL MUTUAL               FORT WORTH           931.72

   GULF LAND USA                 DALLAS             7,100.00

 * TEXAS LIFE & CASUALTY CO.     DALLAS               543.21

   AFTON INDUSTRIES              DALLAS             1,234.51

   PALMOLIVE INNS                FORT WORTH           758.93

Literals

The report detail definition can also use a literal value. For example, underscores can print as the last characters of each
line. You can specify the entry for this literal as shown in the following sample:

=>
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : RPT DETAIL DEFN.      RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC  DISP 

         Field Name, Literal,      Sort   Break  Function Column 

         Function, or               L A   L S I  T M M A  H W    

 Command Arithmetic Expression      V /   V K N  O A I V  D ID Tab Edit Pattern 

                                    L D   L P D  T X N G  G TH   

 ------  -------------------------  - -   - - -  - - - -  - -- --- -------------

 ======  =========== T O P =======  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

 000300  BADDEBT                    _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  N __ ___ _____________

 000400  CUSTOMER.NAME              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000500  CUSTOMER.CITY              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000600  CUSTOMER.OPEN$             _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99 

 000700  '___'                      _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 ======  ========= B O T T O M ===  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

If the length of the literal exceeds the space provided on the screen, you can continue the literal on the next line by typing
+0 in the TAB field of the continued line. For example, specify the literal "This is an example of continuation" as follows:

        Field Name, Literal,      Sort   Break  Function Column

        Function, or               L A   L S I  T M M A  H W   

Command Arithmetic Expression      V /   V K N  O A I V  D ID Tab Edit Pattern

                                   L D   L P D  T X N G  G TH  

------  -------------------------  - -   - - -  - - - -  - -- --- -------------

000600  'This is an example of '   _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

000700  'continuation'             _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ +0_ _____________

To ensure correct spacing when the two lines are concatenated, a space is included in the quotation marks at the end of
the first line. If you leave out the space, you could specify the TAB as +1, rather than +0, to ensure correct spacing.

Functions or Mathematical Expressions

RDF lets you specify a field as a function or as a mathematical expression. For example, if the date is stored in the
database as an alphanumeric value, the date must be formatted. You can include the value of ACTDT in the report using
the $DATE function on the Detail fill-in:

=>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : RPT DETAIL DEFN.      RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC  DISP 

         Field Name, Literal,      Sort   Break  Function Column 

         Function, or               L A   L S I  T M M A  H W    

 Command Arithmetic Expression      V /   V K N  O A I V  D ID Tab Edit Pattern 

                                    L D   L P D  T X N G  G TH   

 ------  -------------------------  - -   - - -  - - - -  - -- --- -------------

 ======  =========== T O P =======  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

 000400  CUSTOMER.NAME              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000500  CUSTOMER.CITY              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000600  CUSTOMER.OPEN$             _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99 

 000700  $DATE('MM/DD/YY',;         _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ 08 ___ _____________

 000800  DATE=ACTDT,TEM='YYMMDD')   _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________
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 ======  ========= B O T T O M ===  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

Two lines are required to enter the function and its operands. A semicolon after the last character on the first line of the
function entry indicates continuation. Also, a width is required for a date. A compiler error occurs if you do not specify a
width.

The program code does not have to include the function in a procedure or define a variable to contain the result. The
function is specified on the Detail fill-in and appears on the report output. You can define a name or label for the function.
For example, you can assign FORMDATE as the label for the date function in the preceding example.

FORMDATE = $DATE('MM/DD/YY',DATE=ACTDT,TEM='YYMMDD')

You can then include the value n control break footings. See the section titled Headings and Footings later in this chapter
for more information on using labeled expressions.

NOTE
The $OCC function is the only report function that you can specify as a field on the Detail fill-in. $OCC prints the
count of primary records.

Including Fields from Multiple Dataviews

You can print data from more than one dataview on a single detail line by specifying the column name on the Detail
fill-in. For example, a report named ORDRPT is created to print a list of all outstanding orders by order ID. The order
identification number and the customer identification number are taken from the ORDER dataview. The customer name
and salesman ID are taken from the CUSTOMER dataview. The field name qualifiers shown in the following screen
indicate which dataview obtains the data.

=>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : RPT DETAIL DEFN.      RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST          SYS: DOC  DISP 

         Field Name, Literal,      Sort   Break  Function Column 

         Function, or               L A   L S I  T M M A  H W    

 Command Arithmetic Expression      V /   V K N  O A I V  D ID Tab Edit Pattern 

                                    L D   L P D  T X N G  G TH   

 ------  -------------------------  - -   - - -  - - - -  - -- --- -------------

 ======  =========== T O P =======  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

 000400  ORDER.ORDID                _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000500  ORDER.CUSTID               _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000600  CUSTOMER.NAME              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000700  CUSTOMER.SLMNID            _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 ======  ========= B O T T O M ===  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

The column heading information is taken from the DataDictionary.

The following code generates the report. The PRODUCE statement is coded in the FOR FIRST CUSTOMER construct to
ensure that the customer information prints with the order information.

FOR EACH ORDER

    FOR FIRST CUSTOMER

        WHERE CUSTOMER.CUSTID EQ ORDER.CUSTID

       PRODUCE ORDRPT

    ENDFOR

ENDFOR
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The sequence in which the details print reflects the sequence in which the rows are retrieved from the database. The
following sample shows the resulting detail lines:

ORDID CUSTID NAME                             SLMNID

1021  A0130  SUN DIAL GROWERS                  29390

1023  A0150  IMPERIAL BANKCORP                 13150

1013  B0230  CHEMICAL MUTUAL                   00725

 .

 .

 .

Arranging the Report Data

You can specify the arrangement of report data across the page and down the page, using either the Parameter fill-in or
the Detail fill-in.

The Parameter fill-in defines the spacing between fields globally. You can specify a numeric value from 1 through 66.
When you specify a numeric value, that number of spaces is inserted between the fields, regardless of the report width.
You can specify automatic spacing using A. When you select automatic spacing, RDF calculates the space between each
report column field in the following order:

1. Subtracting the total number of characters in the fields on the printed line from the report width.
2. Taking that result and dividing it equally between the fields.

The Detail fill-in specifies individual field placement. It overrides the Parameter fill-in specification for spaces between the
fields.

Placing Individual Fields in the Detail Line

You can modify the default field placement by using the Detail fill-in screen. Look to the right of the following screen at the
columns marked WIDTH and TAB. The values in these columns locate the fields on one or more print lines.

=>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : RPT DETAIL DEFN.      RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC  DISP 

                                                                                

         Field Name, Literal,      Sort   Break  Function Column                

         Function, or               L A   L S I  T M M A  H W                   

 Command Arithmetic Expression      V /   V K N  O A I V  D ID Tab Edit Pattern 

                                    L D   L P D  T X N G  G TH                  

 ------  -------------------------  - -   - - -  - - - -  - -- --- -------------

 ======  =========== T O P =======  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

 000400  BADDEBT                    _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  N 01 005 _____________

 000500  CUSTOMER.NAME              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ 30 010 _____________

 000600  _________________________  _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ L01 _____________

 000700  CUSTOMER.ADDRESS           _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ 30 010 _____________

 000800  _________________________  _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ L01 _____________

 000900  CUSTOMER.CITY              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ 30 010 _____________

 001000  CUSTOMER.STATE             _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ 02 045 _____________

 001100  CUSTOMER.ZIP               _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ 09 050 _____________
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 ======  ========= B O T T O M ===  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

Defining Column Width

The width value specifies the maximum width of the field. If you do not specify a width value, RDF uses the largest of the
following values:

• The actual width of the source field.
• The width of the column heading.
• The width of the column heading, plus 4 if summary information is requested for the field (for more information about

summaries, see the section Generating the Bottom Line later in this chapter).
• The width specified by the edit pattern.

The width value should correspond to the edit pattern, but that is not required. Data is truncated if it cannot fit in the space
allotted by the width. In the previous screen, the fields do not have a defined edit pattern.

The column width determines the length of the report field. It must be a positive integer. When using functions (such as
$SUBSTR) to define a field, do not specify a width of zero.

Positioning with TAB Values

The TAB value can designate absolute or relative position, vertically or horizontally. In the previous example, all numeric
values indicate an absolute tab position on the current print line. That is, BADDEBT prints in the fifth position, 05, and
CUSTOMER.NAME prints in the tenth, 10, and so forth. You specify a relative position by preceding the numeric value
with a plus sign. To print CUSTOMER.NAME five positions after the end of the previous field, the entry is +05. This
provides the same result as the absolute positions shown on the previous sample screen. You can specify the tab value
as MAX to print the field right-justified.

All tab values preceded with an L indicate vertical spacing, that is, advance print lines. You can specify the value as L
followed by a numeric value from 0 through 99. Lnn must be a separate tab entry. All other values on that line must be
blank. L01 means advance to the next print line. L00 overtypes the current print line. This provides underscores and bold
type. You can specify P to force a new page.

Result

The Detail fill-in definition repositions the fields on the output are shown in the following example. This multi-line sample is
actually a single detail from the report.

CHEMICAL MUTUAL

555 MAIN STREET

FORT WORTH             TX    761026102

To obtain the output in this format, you do not have to modify the program code. A single PRODUCE statement generates
one logical line of data. The detail definition simply reformats that data into multiple physical lines. This concept is very
useful in generating mailing labels, checks, or invoices. (Mailing Labels contains a sample program to generate mailing
labels.) When formatting the output, it might also be helpful to suppress automatic page breaks. This is done on the
Parameter fill-in by specifying 0 as the Lines-per-page value.

Multiple lines produced by one detail line can have headings and aligned columns. Since this chapter focuses on how
to position the fields, these examples suppress column headings by specifying N on the Parameter fill-in field Column
Headings Desired. For information on controlling headings, see Headings and Footings later in this chapter.

Printing Multiple Lines with One Detail

You can define the Detail fill-in to produce multiple detail lines. Assume a report is generated that lists all orders for each
customer. On the Detail fill-in, the information for customers prints on one line and the order number and date print on the
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next line. These two lines comprise one detail. A blank line is inserted between each line. The Detail fill-in is specified as
shown in the following example:

 =>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : RPT DETAIL DEFN.      RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST          SYS: DOC  DISP 

                                                                                

         Field Name, Literal,      Sort   Break  Function Column                

         Function, or               L A   L S I  T M M A  H W                   

 Command Arithmetic Expression      V /   V K N  O A I V  D ID Tab Edit Pattern 

                                    L D   L P D  T X N G  G TH                  

 ------  -------------------------  - -   - - -  - - - -  - -- --- -------------

 ======  =========== T O P =======  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

 000400  CUSTOMER.CUSTID            _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000500  CUSTOMER.NAME              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000600  CUSTOMER.CITY              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000700  CUSTOMER.STATE             _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000800  CUSTOMER.ZIP               _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000900                             _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ L01 _____________

 001000  ORDER.ORDID                _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ 008 _____________

 001100  $DATE('MM/DD/YY',;         _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ 08 +04 _____________

 001200  DATE=ORDDT,TEM='YYMMDD')   _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 001300                             _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ L01 _____________

 ======  ========= B O T T O M ===  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

Notice the TAB value of 008 for the ORDER.ORDID field. This specification places the field at column 8 of the report,
which moves the field to the next physical line. (Assume that one space is inserted between fields, and headings do not
print.)

The following PDL code generates this report:

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

    FOR EACH ORDER

        WHERE ORDER.CUSTID EQ CUSTOMER.CUSTID

       PRODUCE CUSTRPT

    ENDFOR

ENDFOR

The following report shows the resulting report, with customer information printed for each order. Notice that there are two
entries for customer A0130.

 A0130 SUN DIAL CITRUS GROWERS    LOS ANGELES    CA 902130050

       1021    11/08/93

 A0130 SUN DIAL CITRUS GROWERS    LOS ANGELES    CA 902130050

       1024    01/04/94

 A0150 IMPERIAL BANKCORP          NEW YORK       NY 100190000

       1023    12/24/93

 B0230 CHEMICAL MUTUAL            FORT WORTH     TX 761026102

       1013    11/05/94
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 .

 .

 .

Grouping Details for Individual Printing

All details are report groups, that is, a uniquely identified set of lines on the Detail fill-in. Each execution of the PRODUCE
statement generates the entire group.

You can identify a report group with a group name on the Detail fill-in. For example, to name a group CUST, specify:

<<CUST>> GROUP

RDF allows multiple subgroups in the report group. It distinguishes these subgroups as primary and secondary. There
can be only one primary group, but you can specify one or more secondary groups. When used with the PRODUCE
statement, you can generate groups individually.

Primary and Secondary Groups

The first group specified on the Detail fill-in is the primary group, no matter whether it is named. In all of the examples thus
far, only a primary group was defined. Secondary groups require a group name to distinguish them from the primary group
and from each other. The keyword GROUP is optional.

For example, assume a report is generated listing all customers and their orders. The customer information is specified in
the primary group named <<CUSTINF>>. The order information is specified in a secondary group named <<ORDINF>>.
The following screen shows the definition of these two groups.

 =>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : RPT DETAIL DEFN.      RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC  DISP 

                                                                                

         Field Name, Literal,      Sort   Break  Function Column                

         Function, or               L A   L S I  T M M A  H W                   

 Command Arithmetic Expression      V /   V K N  O A I V  D ID Tab Edit Pattern 

                                    L D   L P D  T X N G  G TH                  

 ------  -------------------------  - -   - - -  - - - -  - -- --- -------------

 ======  =========== T O P =======  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

 000400  <<CUSTINF>> GROUP          _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000500  CUSTOMER.CUSTID            _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000600  CUSTOMER.NAME              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000700  CUSTOMER.CITY              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000800  CUSTOMER.STATE             _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000900  CUSTOMER.ZIP               _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 001000  _________________________  _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ L01 _____________

 001100  <<ORDINF>> GROUP           _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 001000  ORDER.ORDID                _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ 008 _____________

 001100  $DATE('MM/DD/YY',;         _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ 08 +04 _____________

 001200  DATE=ORDDT,TEM='YYMMDD')   _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 001300  _________________________  _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ L01 _____________

 ======  ========= B O T T O M ===  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

When primary and secondary groups are defined, the program code must PRODUCE the groups individually. A group
name is specified on the PRODUCE statement as report.group. If the group name is omitted, the primary group is
produced.
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FOR EACH CUSTOMER

    PRODUCE CUSTRPT.CUSTINF

     FOR EACH ORDER

        WHERE ORDER.CUSTID EQ CUSTOMER.CUSTID

       PRODUCE CUSTRPT.ORDINF

    ENDFOR

ENDFOR

The resulting output provides none, one, or several order details, but the customer information always prints. As you can
see, customer number A0090 does not have any orders, while customer number A0130 has two orders. Multiple orders
for a single customer print with the single line of customer information.

A0090 INTERNATIONAL BANK CORP    NEW YORK       NY 100059989

A0130 SUN DIAL CITRUS GROWERS    LOS ANGELES    CA 902130052

      1021    11/08/93

      1024    01/04/94

      

A0150 IMPERIAL BANKCORP          NEW YORK       NY 100190000

      1023    12/24/93

B0230 CHEMICAL MUTUAL            FORT WORTH     TX 761026102

      1013    11/05/94

 .

 .

 .

Primary Detail Group

The generation of the primary detail group controls the contents of all other fields in the report. Each primary detail group
produced is the owner of a larger set of lines, consisting of the following:

• Report heading
• Page heading
• Control break headings and footings
• Page footing
• Report footing
• One or more secondary detail groups, if any are produced for that primary group

The primary detail group should always be the first detail group produced for a report. When the primary detail group is
produced, all of the above lines are produced with it. When the report prints, only the lines required, based on the position
of the primary detail group in the report and on the page, print.

Multiple Secondary Groups

A primary group can have more than one secondary group. For example, the following Detail fill-in contains two secondary
groups. The first defines the order identification number and date and the second defines a literal. The literal prints when a
customer does not have any outstanding orders.

=>
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : RPT DETAIL DEFN.      RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC  DISP 

                                                                                

         Field Name, Literal,      Sort   Break  Function Column                

         Function, or               L A   L S I  T M M A  H W                   

 Command Arithmetic Expression      V /   V K N  O A I V  D ID Tab Edit Pattern 

                                    L D   L P D  T X N G  G TH                  

 ------  -------------------------  - -   - - -  - - - -  - -- --- -------------

 ======  =========== T O P =======  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

 000400  <<CUSTINF>> GROUP          _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000500  CUSTOMER.CUSTID            _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000600  CUSTOMER.NAME              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000700  CUSTOMER.CITY              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000800  CUSTOMER.STATE             _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000900  CUSTOMER.ZIP               _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 001000  _________________________  _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ L01 _____________

 001100  <<ORDINF>> GROUP           _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 001200  ORDER.ORDID                _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ 008 _____________

 001300  $DATE('MM/DD/YY',;         _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ 08 +04 _____________

 001400  DATE=ORDDT,TEM='YYMMDD')   _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 001500  _________________________  _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ L01 _____________

 001600  <<NOORDER>> GROUP          _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 001700  'CUSTOMER HAS NO ORDERS'   _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ 008 _____________

 001800  _________________________  _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ L01 _____________

 ======  ========= B O T T O M ===  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

The following program prints the appropriate secondary group:

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

    PRODUCE CUSTRPT.CUSTINF

    FOR EACH ORDER

       WHERE ORDER.CUSTID EQ CUSTOMER.CUSTID

        PRODUCE CUSTRPT.ORDINF

    WHEN NONE

       PRODUCE CUSTRPT.NOORDER

    ENDFOR

ENDFOR

The output now appears as follows:

A0090 INTERNATIONAL BANK CORP    NEW YORK       NY 100059989

      CUSTOMER HAS NO ORDERS

A0130 SUN DIAL CITRUS GROWERS    LOS ANGELES    CA 902130052

      1021    11/08/93

      1024    01/04/94

A0150 IMPERIAL BANKCORP          NEW YORK       NY 100190000

      1023    12/24/93

B0230 CHEMICAL MUTUAL            FORT WORTH     TX 761026102

      1013    11/05/94
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     .

     .

     .

NOTE
Produce the primary detail before any secondary details, otherwise, the output is unpredictable.

Sequencing the Report Data

In an online program that does not print a large number of rows, it is reasonable to allow the database to access the rows
based on the WHERE clause criteria and the ORDERED BY clause.

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

    WHERE STATE EQ 'TX' AND CITY EQ 'DALLAS'

    ORDERED BY CUSTID

    PRODUCE CUSTRPT

ENDFOR

However, when you are going to print a large amount of data, you should run the program in batch. When the program
executes in batch, the database can still control the sequence in which the rows are retrieved. In addition, RDF can sort
the detail lines. RDF uses the system sort utility. You can specify any combination of up to nine fields. This is especially
useful if you must sort on non-key fields.

In a CICS environment, [assign the value for csort in your book] lets Ideal for Datacom programs producing sorted reports
run online.

Sorting Requirements

Sorting requirements are specified on the Detail fill-in. You can sort fields in ascending or descending sequence.

In the following example, sorting is requested on the value in STATE in ascending sequence. Notice the 1 typed in the LVL
field under the SORT heading. The A in the field marked A/D next to the LVL field specifies an ascending sort.

=>

=>

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL   : RPT DETAIL DEFN.      RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST         SYS: DOC   DISP

        Field Name, Literal       Sort   Break  Function Column

        Function, or               L A   L S I  T M M A  H W

Command Arithmetic Expression      V /   V K N  O A I V  D ID Tab Edit Pattern

                                   L D   L P D  T X N G  G TH

------  -------------------------  - -   - - -  - - - -  - -- --- -------------

======  ========== TOP ==========  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

000400  CUSTOMER.NAME              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

000500  CUSTOMER.CITY              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

000600  CUSTOMER.STATE             1 A   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

000700  CUSTOMER.OPEN$             _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99_

======  ======== BOTTOM =========  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

The following report sample shows the output from Tennessee and Texas. Although all of the customers in Texas are
listed together, they are not sorted any further:
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SUNSTRAND BANKS             MEMPHIS     TN      932.00

BAY-BANK AUTOMOBILES        NASHVILLE   TN      543.21

CHEMICAL MUTUAL             FORT WORTH  TX      931.72

GULF LAND USA               DALLAS      TX    7,100.00

TEXAS LIFE & CASUALTY CO    DALLAS      TX      543.21

AFTON INDUSTRIES            DALLAS      TX    1,234.51

PALMOLIVE INNS              FORT WORTH  TX      758.93

SOUTHLAND STORES            HOUSTON     TX      342.91

UNION TRANSPORTATION        GALVESTON   TX        0.00

You can specify additional levels of the sort. In the following example, the primary group details are sorted by STATE,
CITY, and then by NAME, all in ascending sequence.

=>

=>

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL   : RPT DETAIL DEFN.      RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST          SYS: DOC  DISP

        Field Name, Literal       Sort   Break  Function Column

        Function, or               L A   L S I  T M M A  H W

Command Arithmetic Expression      V /   V K N  O A I V  D ID Tab Edit Pattern

                                   L D   L P D  T X N G  G TH

------  -------------------------  - -   - - -  - - - -  - -- --- -------------

======  ========== TOP ==========  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

000400  CUSTOMER.NAME              3 A   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

000500  CUSTOMER.CITY              2 A   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

000600  CUSTOMER.STATE             1 A   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

000700  CUSTOMER.OPEN$             _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99_

======  ======== BOTTOM =========  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

The sort level indication determines the priority of each sort field. The sequence in which you specify the fields as details
has no relevance. Now the report output for Texas prints as:

AFTON INDUSTRIES            DALLAS      TX    1,234.51

GULF LAND USA               DALLAS      TX    7,100.00

TEXAS LIFE & CASUALTY CO    DALLAS      TX      543.21

CHEMICAL MUTUAL             FORT WORTH  TX      931.72

PALMOLIVE INNS              FORT WORTH  TX      758.93

SOUTHLAND STORES            HOUSTON     TX      342.91

UNION TRANSPORTATION        GALVESTON   TX        0.00

Regardless of sort specifications, the primary group and its related secondary groups are maintained together. Each
PRODUCE of a secondary group associates that detail with the most recent primary group detail.

You cannot compile reports that use RDF sort facilities online, but you must always run them in batch.

You can specify the sort as A for ascending or D for descending. Another collating sequence, such as that specified by
Sort or any of its clones, can be invoked. (Alternate sort packages must be defined at installation.) An alternate collating
sequence (ACS) is invoked by specifying + for ascending and - for descending in the A/D field under the SORT heading of
the Detail fill-in.
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Formatting Based on Column Value Control Break

You can make a report more readable by including a physical break, such as advancing one or more lines or providing
some notation between each new value in the break field. You can specify control breaks on primary detail lines to group
the data based on the value in a specific column.

This page contains the following topics:

Control Breaks

For example, a report can include a control break each time the value of STATE changes. In the following Detail fill-in,
look at the column headed BREAK. Three fields are available to specify control break information.

• LVL or level specifies the control fields and their relative sequence. The field marked 1 is the highest level, 2 next, 3
next, and so on. A maximum of 9 levels is possible. In this example, there is one level, STATE.

• SKP designates the spacing between the control footing of one set and the control heading of the next. This value can
be 1 through 9 lines inclusive, P to force a new page, or R to force a new page and begin page numbering from 1. In
this example, SKP is specified as 2 to advance two lines.

• IND specifies whether the designated control field prints as part of the detail line. This does not affect whether the
value prints in the control break footing. You can enter one of the following values:

N
Specifies the control field is not printed with detail line.

R
Specifies the control field is printed with every detail line.

Blank or G
Specifies the control field printed when value changes.

In this example, G specifies that the control field prints when the value of the field changes.

 =>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : RPT DETAIL DEFN.      RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST        SYS: DOC  DISPLAY 

                                                                                

         Field Name, Literal,      Sort   Break  Function Column                

         Function, or               L A   L S I  T M M A  H W                   

 Command Arithmetic Expression      V /   V K N  O A I V  D ID Tab Edit Pattern 

                                    L D   L P D  T X N G  G TH                  

 ------  -------------------------  - -   - - -  - - - -  - -- --- -------------

 ======  =========== T O P =======  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

 000400  CUSTOMER.NAME              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000500  CUSTOMER.CITY              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000600  CUSTOMER.STATE             _ _   1 2 G  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000700  CUSTOMER.OPEN$             _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99_

 ======  ========= B O T T O M ===  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

The following report segment only shows the output for the details under Tennessee, followed by a few details under
Texas. This shows the control break as it appears between each state, the designated control break field. The value of the
control break field is only listed with the first detail:

 .

 .

 .
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SUNSTRAND BANKS             MEMPHIS     TN    932.00

BAY-BANK AUTOMOBILES        NASHVILLE         543.21

AFTON INDUSTRIES            DALLAS      TX  1,234.51

GULF LAND USA               DALLAS          7,100.00

TEXAS LIFE & CASUALTY CO    DALLAS            543.21

CHEMICAL MUTUAL             FORT WORTH        931.72

PALMOLIVE INNS              FORT WORTH        758.93

 .

 .

 .

The previous sample shows the output when you specify IND as G or is blank. The following output shows the difference
when you specify IND as N. The data in the control break field is not included on the detail line:

 .

 .

 .

SUNSTRAND BANKS             MEMPHIS           932.00

BAY-BANK AUTOMOBILES        NASHVILLE         543.21

AFTON INDUSTRIES            DALLAS          1,234.51

GULF LAND USA               DALLAS          7,100.00

TEXAS LIFE & CASUALTY CO    DALLAS            543.21

CHEMICAL MUTUAL             FORT WORTH        931.72

PALMOLIVE INNS              FORT WORTH        758.93

 .

 .

 .

When you specify IND as R, the data in the control break field always prints on the detail line:

 .

 .

 .

SUNSTRAND BANKS             MEMPHIS     TN    932.00

BAY-BANK AUTOMOBILES        NASHVILLE   TN    543.21

AFTON INDUSTRIES            DALLAS      TX  1,234.51

GULF LAND USA               DALLAS      TX  7,100.00

TEXAS LIFE & CASUALTY CO    DALLAS      TX    543.21

CHEMICAL MUTUAL             FORT WORTH  TX    931.72

PALMOLIVE INNS              FORT WORTH  TX    758.93

 .

 .

 .

Identifying Control Breaks on the Report

The specific fields for control breaks are defined on the Detail Definition fill-in. The Parameter fill-in defines whether any
notation, such as headings and footings, print to highlight the breaks. The prompts on the Parameter fill-in are shown in
the following screen:

 =>

--------------------------------------------------------------- Partially shown
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 IDEAL   : RPT PARAMETERS        RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC  DISP 

                                                                                

 .

 .

 .

Control break heading                N    (Y=Yes,N=No)                         

Control break footing                Y    (Y=Yes,N=No)                         

Automatic page footing summaries     N    (Y=Yes,N=No)                         

Group continuation at top of page    Y    (Y=Yes,N=No)                         

Annotated count in break footings    Y    (Y=Yes,N=No)                         

.

 .

 .

Parameters are described in the following sections.

Control Break Headings

The control break heading prints on a line by itself immediately preceding the detail lines. The heading is composed of
asterisks followed by the specified or default column heading for the control break field and the control value. To specify a
column heading, use the Column Headings fill-in. See Defining Column Headings later in this chapter.

For example, assume CUSTOMER.STATE is defined as the control break field and control break headings are requested.
Each time the value of CUSTOMER.STATE changes, a control break heading prints. For the state of Texas, the heading
prints the following:

** STATE TX

Headings also print for any additional control break levels. So if you specify CUSTOMER.CITY as a second level control
break, a heading prints each time the value of CUSTOMER.CITY changes. Since two asterisks are added for each control
break level, it prints the following:

**** CITY DALLAS

You can define the text for the control break heading on the Heading fill-in to override the default heading text. See
Headings and Footings section.

Control Break Footings

A control break footing consists of the specified or default column heading for the control break field and the value of
the field. For example, assume CUSTOMER.STATE is defined as the control break field and control break footings are
printed. When the value of CUSTOMER.STATE is TX for Texas, the footing prints the following:

STATE TX

You can define the text for the control break footing on the Heading fill-in to override the default footing text. See Headings
and Footings later in this chapter.

Control Break Continuation

When the details for an individual control group overflow the page, it is helpful to provide an identifying notation at the top
of the new page. Specify on the Parameter fill-in whether a group continuation heading should print at the top of a new
page. If you specify yes, the heading prints regardless of whether a control break occurred.
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To distinguish a continuation from an actual control break, (CONT.) is included in the heading:

** STATE TX (CONT.)

If a continuation is not requested, the control break heading prints only when a control break occurs.

Annotated Control Break Footings

It is often helpful to document how many group details were printed in a control group. RDF automatically accumulates
and prints that value as part of the footing if requested to do so on the Parameter fill-in.

For example, if you request annotation on the previous control footing example and fifteen customer detail lines were
printed for Texas, the footing prints as the following:

STATE TX

COUNT               15

You can obtain additional types of information based on the control group. This summary information is described in the
Generating the Bottom Line section. Summary information, including COUNT, is most meaningful when the records are
sorted according to the control break field. This means that the FOR construct must include an ORDERED BY clause to
access the records in the required sequence.

Note: To combine these examples, assume the report contains the customer name, city, state, and outstanding amount
owed. A control break is specified on CUSTOMER.STATE. A second level control break is specified on CUSTOMER.CITY.
The FOR construct accesses the data ordered by state and then by city. Control break headings and footings are to be
printed. Control break footings are to contain annotated totals. The value of CUSTOMER.STATE is not to print on the
detail line as specified on the Detail fill-in. The value of CUSTOMER.CITY prints only when the value changes. The Detail
fill-in is defined as shown in the following screen:

 =>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : RPT DETAIL DEFN.      RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC  DISP 

         Field Name, Literal,      Sort   Break  Function Column 

         Function, or               L A   L S I  T M M A  H W    

 Command Arithmetic Expression      V /   V K N  O A I V  D ID Tab Edit Pattern 

                                    L D   L P D  T X N G  G TH   

 ------  -------------------------  - -   - - -  - - - -  - -- --- -------------

 ======  =========== T O P =======  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

 000300  CUSTOMER.NAME              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000400  CUSTOMER.CITY              _ _   2 2 G  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000500  CUSTOMER.STATE             _ _   1 2 N  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000600  CUSTOMER.OPEN$             _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 ======  ========= B O T T O M ===  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

The output for Texas prints as the following:

 .

 .

 .

    ** STATE TX 

    **** CITY DALLAS    

    GULF LAND USA             DALLAS                 7,100.00
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    TEXAS LIFE & CASUALTY                             543.21

    AFTON INDUSTRIES                                 1,234.00

         CITY DALLAS    

         COUNT          3   

    **** CITY FORT WORTH    

    CHEMICAL MUTUAL           FORT WORTH               931.72

    PALMOLIVE INNS                                   758.93

         CITY FORT WORTH    

         COUNT           2  

         STATE TX   

         COUNT           5  

 .

 .

 .

Even though column headings were suppressed on the Parameter fill-in, the control break headings and footings print for
each level of control break, using the default column headings.

Defining Report and Page Headings and Footings

Learn how to define report and page headings and footings in Ideal for Datacom. Learn about simple and complex page
headings, date and page numbers, and fill-in facilities.

Report and page headings and footings provide general information about the report.

• Report heading prints only on the first page of the report.
• Page heading prints at the top of every page.
• Report footing prints as the last entry on the last page.
• Page footing prints at the bottom of every page.

Producing Headings and Footings

Headings and footings are generated only when a primary detail group is produced. The report and page headings are
generated when the primary detail group is produced. The report and page footings are updated when the current primary
detail group is completed, which is determined by:

• The beginning of the next primary detail group
• The release of the report
• The end of the program

Until the primary detail group is completed, the report and page footings contain values from the previous primary detail
group.

Although each primary detail group has a report heading, page heading, page footing, and report footing that is associated
with it, only selected headings and footings actually print.

• The report heading associated with the first primary detail group in the report prints.
• The report footing associated with the last primary detail group in the report prints.
• The page headings associated with the first primary detail group on each page prints.
• The page footings that are associated with the last completed primary detail group that fits on each page prints.

Simple Page Headings

The Parameter fill-in defines a simple page heading. A simple page heading is defined as one that:
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• Is 42 characters or less in length.
• Occupies a single line.
• Is positioned on the right, left, or center of the line.
• Is a literal string.

The Parameter fill-in prompts for the literal and the position where it prints. It is the last item on the Parameter fill-in.

Assume that a report containing a list of customers is to print. You can define a simple page heading as the following:

=>
 ------------------          ------------ Partially shown
 IDEAL   : RPT PARAMETERS        RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST          SYS: DOC  DISP 

 .
 .
 .
 Page Heading  
   Heading            Customer List_____________________________ 
   Position           C    (C=Center, L=Left Justify, R=Right Justify)

The position was specified as C, meaning RDF centers the text on the line at the top of every page.

Date and Page Numbers

Although the current date and page numbers are not considered a part of the simple page heading, take care when
specifying their placement on the page. The page heading, current date, and page numbers should not overlay each
other.

If the date and page numbers are to print at the top of the page along with the heading, the specification on the Parameter
fill-in is shown in the following screen:

=>
 --------------------------------------------------------------- Partially shown
 IDEAL   : RPT PARAMETERS        RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST          SYS: DOC  DISP 
 .
 .
 .
 Date                                                                           
   Position           TL   (NO=None, BR=Bot.Right, BL=Bot.Left, BC=Bot.Ctr.,    
                            TR=Top Right, TL=Top Left, TC=Top Center)           
   Format             MM/DD/YY                                                  
                                                                                
 Page Numbers                                                                   
   Position           TR                                                        
   Format             H    (D=Digits Only, H=With Hyphens, P= Page       nnn)   
                                                                                
 Page Heading                                                                   
   Heading            Customer List_____________________________                
   Position           C    (C=Center, L=Left Justify, R=Right Justify)         

This appears at the top of page 1 as the following:

02/28/95                       Customer List                                -1-
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You must specify the date and page number format on the Parameter fill-in. You can specify any valid date format. You
can print the page number as digits only, as digits surrounded with hyphens (as shown in the preceding example), or as
the word Page followed by digits.

Various placement specifications are available, including placing the date and page number at the top and bottom of the
page. The possible placements are listed on the Parameter fill-in screen next to the Position prompt. For information on
how to specify a position other than those available on the Parameter fill-in, see User-defined Date and Page Number
Location.

Complex Page Headings

You can define complex page headings on the Report Heading fill-in. This screen lets you closely control the text and
format of the heading. RDF handles the entire page heading as a single entity. Therefore, you can define multi-line
headings on this screen.

As with defining details for the report, a field is provided for the heading text. You can specify it as a literal, a variable, a
function, or an arithmetic expression.

The following definition provides an example of a multi-line page heading composed of a function, two literals, a line
break, and a working data variable. The components of the heading are entered vertically on the fill-in, but appear
horizontally across the top of each page of the report. Specifications in the TAB field on the screen control the horizontal
and vertical spacing on the printed page.

 =>
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 IDEAL   : RPT HEADING/FOOTING   RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC  DISP 
                                                                                
          Field Name, Literal, Function,                   Column               
 Command  or Arithmetic Expression                         Wid Tab Edit Pattern 
 ------   ------------------------------------------------ --  --- -------------
 ======   ==================== T O P ===================== ==  === =============
 000300   $DATE('MM/DD/YY')                                08  001 _____________
 000400   'Customer List'                                  __  +02 _____________
 000500   ________________________________________________ __  L01 _____________
 000600   'Reporting States:'                              __  011 _____________
 000700   STNAMES                                          25  +02 _____________
 ======   ===================== B O T T O M ============== ==  === =============

Notice the use of the TAB field to skip lines (L01), to position the data in absolute terms (11), and in relative terms (02).
The multi-line heading that is defined in this example appears as the following:

02/28/95  Customer List
          Reporting States:  CA, IL, MD, NY, OH and TX

Notice that the working data variable STNAMES, specified in the definition above, provides a list of the states included in
the report. Make sure that the placement of the page heading does not conflict with the placement of page numbers or
page dates.

User-Defined Date and Page Number Location

You can control the location of the date and page number on the Heading fill-in, overriding any placement specified on the
Parameter fill-in. Ideal for Datacom provides functions to specify the date or page number in the page heading or footing
definition. The Parameter fill-in controls the edit pattern for these functions. The functions are:
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• $RPT-DATE-Date of the report. The date value is obtained from an ASSIGN REPORT statement, if one is specified.
Otherwise, the current date is used.

• $RPT-PAGE-Page number. The page value is obtained from an ASSIGN REPORT statement, if one is specified.
Otherwise, a value of 1 is used.

For example, you can print the report date and page number in right-justified alignment on the top of each page as in the
following example:

                                                                   Customer List
                                                                      02/28/2006
                                                                             -1-

The Heading fill-in contains an entry for the page heading as follows:

 =>
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 IDEAL   : RPT HEADING/FOOTING   RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC  DISP 
                                                                                
          Field Name, Literal, Function,                   Column               
 Command  or Arithmetic Expression                         Wid Tab Edit Pattern 
 ------   ------------------------------------------------ --  --- -------------
 ======   ==================== T O P ===================== ==  === =============
 000300   <<PH>>                                           __  ___ _____________
 000400   'Customer List'                                  __  MAX _____________
 000500   ________________________________________________ __  L01 _____________
 000600   $RPT-DATE                                        __  MAX _____________
 000700   ________________________________________________ __  L01 _____________
 000800   $RPT-PAGE                                        __  MAX _____________
 ======   ===================== B O T T O M ============== ==  === =============

TAB values print the heading on multiple lines. MAX right-justifies the data.

Other Report Heading Fillin Facilities

The Report Heading fill-in can also define the page footing, report heading, report footing, and control break headings and
footings. By default, RDF assumes that the first definition on the Report Heading fill-in is a page heading.

Labels distinguish each type of heading and footing. You must specify the label on a line by itself. The labels are specified
with the following:
<<PH>>-

Page heading to print at the top of every page. Specify the label if page heading is not the first or only definition
on the Report Heading fill-in.

<<PF>>-
Page footing to print on the bottom of every page.

<<RH>>-
Report heading to print on a separate page at the beginning of the report.

<<RF>>-
Report footing to print on the last page of the report after the report summary information. It can be designated to
print on a separate page.

<<BH>>-
Controls break heading to print as a heading before the first line of each control break group. The heading is
defined for a specific control break level.
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<<BF>>-
Controls break footing to print after the last line of each control break group. The footing is defined for a specific
control break level.

The following text describes user-defined report and page headings and footings. See the following description of user-
defined control break headings and footings. You can include several functions in the page footing and the control break
footing. Since these functions provide summary values based on page breaks or on control breaks, they are described in
Generating the Bottom Line later in this chapter.

Defining Report and Page Headings and a Report Footing

You can define multiple headings and footings at one time on the Report Heading fill-in. For example, the following Report
Heading fill-in specifies that a report heading prints on a separate page before the report, a page heading prints on every
page, and a report footing prints on a separate page after the report.

 =>
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 IDEAL   : RPT HEADING/FOOTING   RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC  DISP 

          Field Name, Literal, Function,                   Column
 Command  or Arithmetic Expression                         Wid Tab Edit Pattern 
 ------   ------------------------------------------------ --  --- -------------
 ======   ==================== T O P ===================== ==  === =============
 000300   <<RH>>                                           __  ___ _____________
 000400   _______________________________________________  __  L10 _____________
 000500   'Sample Report for Manual'                       __  043 _____________
 000600   _______________________________________________  __  L06 _____________
 000700   'Control Break is on State'                      __  043 _____________
 000800   <<PH>>                                           __  ___ _____________
 000900   $DATE('MM/DD/YY')                                08  001 _____________
 001000   'Customer List'                                  11  +02 _____________
 001100   _______________________________________________  __  L01 _____________
 001200   'Reporting States:'                              __  011 _____________
 001300   STNAMES                                          25  +02 _____________
 001400   <<RF>>                                           __  ___ _____________
 001500   'Report Footing With Page Eject'                 __  041 _____________
 001600   _______________________________________________  __  L08 _____________
 001700   'That's All Folks!'                              __  046 _____________
 ======   ===================== B O T T O M ============== ==  === =============

Define page headings and footings on the Report Heading fill-in or on the Parameter fill-in, not on both. When using the
Report Heading fill-in, specify only one label of each type.

When accumulating totals for the report footing or the page footing, the values are calculated for every PRODUCE
statement. The last report footing for the last row is written to the report. Thus, if the rows are sorted when accessed, that
is by an ORDERED BY clause, the totals should print properly. The last produced row that contains the valid total value is
the last row printed.

NOTE
The number of lines skipped after the page heading is specified as a global value on the Parameter fill-in. You
can specify the value as 0 through 9 on the Parameter fill-in. Since this value is also used for column headings,
there might be instances when it is necessary to override this value for page headings. This can be done using
the TAB column on the Report Heading fill-in.

As with report groups on the Detail fill-in, each set of specifications for a heading or footing is treated as a single entity.
Therefore, RDF handles the TAB specification as part of the page heading itself and then applies the global value, number
of lines to skip, to the entire page heading.
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For example, the value on the Parameter fill-in is 1, but five lines are skipped after a page heading. The entry in the TAB
column is the total number of lines to skip, that is 5, less the automatic number of lines skipped, that is 1. So, L04 is
entered in the TAB column for the <<PH>> heading.

 =>
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 IDEAL   : RPT HEADING/FOOTING   RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST          SYS: DOC  DISP 

          Field Name, Literal, Function,                   Column
 Command  or Arithmetic Expression                         Wid Tab Edit Pattern 
 ------   ------------------------------------------------ --  --- -------------
 ======   ==================== T O P ===================== ==  === =============
 000300   <<PH>>                                           __  ___ _____________
 000400   'Customer List'                                  13  ___ _____________
 000500   _______________________________________________  __  L04 _____________
   
======= ===================== BOTTOM =========== ==  === =============

Defining Control Break Headings and Footings

You can override the default text printed for control break headings and footings on the Heading fill-in. The headings
and footings are defined independently for each control break level by specifying the level along with the group label.
The default headings and footings print for any control break levels that were not overridden on the Heading fill-in. Thus,
automatic headings and footings for some levels can be interspersed with user-defined headings and footings for other
levels.

For example, a level-1 control break is specified on the Detail fill-in for the value in CUSTOMER.STATE. Rather than print
the value with two asterisks as in "** STATE TX", the control break heading prints as Current State: followed by the full
state name. A working data variable STNAME contains the actual state name.

This is specified on the Heading fill-in as shown in the following screen:

 =>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : RPT HEADING/FOOTING   RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC  DISP 

          Field Name, Literal, Function,                   Column

 Command  or Arithmetic Expression                         Wid Tab Edit Pattern 

 ------   ------------------------------------------------ --  --- -------------

 ======   ==================== T O P ===================== ==  === =============

 000300   <<BH>> LEVEL 1                                   __  ___ _____________

 000400   'Current State:'                                 __  ___ _____________

 000500   STNAME                                           __  +02 _____________

 ======   ===================== B O T T O M ============== ==  === =============

When the current level-1 control break is for Texas, the control break heading prints as the following:

Current State:  TEXAS

You can define a control break heading for any level by specifying the level with the heading. You can specify the contents
of the heading with literal text, variables, or expressions. You cannot specify a subscripted variable. You can define a
single heading for multiple control breaks by including the level number with the label. For example, the following defines
a single control break heading to print at the break for each level-1, level-2, and level-3 control break.
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<<BH>> LEVEL 1 2 3

Control break footings are defined similar to control break headings. The group label is followed by the break level. For
example, the following defines a control break footing to print at the end of each level-2 control break.

<<BF>> LEVEL 2

Use level-0 to obtain grand totals at the end of the report.

For information on using functions in the control break footing, see Generating the Bottom Line later in this chapter.

Suppressing Control Break Headings and Footings

You can suppress control break headings and footings for one or more control break levels by specifying the label for a
user-defined control break heading or footing on the Heading fill-in with no lines following.

For example, to suppress a control break heading for a level-3 control break, the label is specified and a heading is not.
Notice in the following screen that the control break heading label line is immediately followed by another label to define a
control break footing for level-1.

 =>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : RPT HEADING/FOOTING   RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC  DISP 

          Field Name, Literal, Function,                   Column

 Command  or Arithmetic Expression                         Wid Tab Edit Pattern 

 ------   ------------------------------------------------ --  --- -------------

 ======   ==================== T O P ===================== ==  === =============

 000300   <<BH>> LEVEL 3                                   __  ___ _____________

 000400   <<BF>> LEVEL 1                                   __  ___ _____________

 000500   STNAME                                           __  ___ _____________

 000600   $TOT(CUSTOMER.STATE)                             __  +02 _____________

 ======   ===================== B O T T O M ============== ==  === =============

NOTE
If you define your own control break headings or footings, you must account for every break level by defining or
suppressing control break headings and footings. Also, if you define your own control break heading or footing
for a report that contains only one break, you must specify the level 1 clause.

You can turn off the control break headings and footings in the Parameters fill-in, but if you specify them in the Heading fill-
in, be sure to specify yes on the corresponding Parameters fill-in. Otherwise, the report output might be incorrect.

Defining Column Headings

By default, RDF automatically includes headings for every defined field. For Datacom/DB Database, the headings for
dataview columns are derived from the specifications stored for the column in the database. The default column headings
contain a maximum of 20 characters since the cataloged dataview truncates the 36-character dataview heading to 20
characters. If a heading was not defined, RDF uses the column name.

This page contains the following topics:
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Specifying Column Headings

Specifications on the Parameter fill-in define whether column headings print on the report and how those headings are
formatted. The prompts are shown in the following screen:

=>

 --------------------------------------------------------------- Partially shown

 IDEAL   : RPT PARAMETERS        RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC  DISP 

   .

   .

 Spacing after page and column hdgs   1    (0 thru 9)  

   .

   .

 Column headings desired              Y    (Y=Yes,N=No)

 Column headings indication           U    (U=Underscore,N=None,D=Dashes)  

   .

You can specify whether column headings print. For example, column headings do not print in the sample program to print
mailing labels as shown in the section in Sample Reports. Another sample program defines multiple detail lines and prints
column headings.

You can print the column heading with underscores or dashes or without a special indicator:

Underscores             Dashes       None

___________             ------

The number of lines automatically skipped after the column headings is defined on the Parameter fill-in. It is the same
value used for page headings. This value can be from 0-9, inclusive.

User-Defined Column Headings

The Parameter fill-in defines global placement attributes for column headings. You can control the content and location of
the column headings using the Column Heading fill-in. First you must specify on the Parameter fill-in that column headings
are to print. Then, on the Detail fill-in, type a U in the field marked HDG to designate individual fields whose headings are
to user-defined, as shown in the following screen:

 =>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : RPT DETAIL DEFN.      RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC  DISP 

                                                                                

         Field Name, Literal,      Sort   Break  Function Column                

         Function, or               L A   L S I  T M M A  H W                   

 Command Arithmetic Expression      V /   V K N  O A I V  D ID Tab Edit Pattern 

                                    L D   L P D  T X N G  G TH                  

 ------  -------------------------  - -   - - -  - - - -  - -- --- -------------

 ======  =========== T O P =======  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

 000300  CUSTOMER.NAME              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  U __ ___ _____________

 000400  CUSTOMER.ADDRESS           _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  U __ ___ _____________

 000500  CUSTOMER.CITY              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000600  CUSTOMER.STATE             _ _   1 2 _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000700  CUSTOMER.ZIP               _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000800  CUSTOMER.OPEN$             _ _   _ _ _  A _ _ _  U __ ___ Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99_
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 ======  ========= B O T T O M ===  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

If you want a column heading to appear for arithmetic expressions and functions, you must specify a user-defined
heading. RDF can obtain default headings for columns (from the database or column name) and for variables (from the
name of the variable).

Once a U is specified on the Detail fill-in, the Column Headings fill-in screen is accessed. This screen provides an area to
define the headings. Notice that, in the column headings for each field in the following screen, uppercase and lowercase
alphabetic characters are used.

 =>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : RPT COLUMN HEADINGS   RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC  DISP 

                                                                                

         Field Name, Literal,      Column                                       

         Function, or              H W                                          

 Command Arithmetic Expression     D ID Tab Headings                            

                                   G TH                                         

 ------  ------------------------- - -- --- ------------------------------------

 ======  =========== T O P ======= = == === ====================================

 000400  CUSTOMER.NAME             U __ ___ /     Name__________________________

 000500  CUSTOMER.ADDRESS          U __ ___ Full Address________________________

 000600  CUSTOMER.CITY             _ __ ___ ____________________________________

 000700  CUSTOMER.STATE            _ __ ___ ____________________________________

 000800  CUSTOMER.ZIP              _ __ ___ ____________________________________

 000900  CUSTOMER.OPEN$            U __ ___ /Outstanding/Amount Owed____________

 ======  ========= B O T T O M === = == === ====================================

Column headings are defined only for those fields that have a U in the area marked HDG. The Column HDG, WIDTH, and
TAB fields are carried over from the Detail fill-in. The default column headings print for the other columns.

Including Blanks in the Heading

You can include blanks in the headings. For example, the heading for the column named NAME is the word Name
centered over the data. This is accomplished by specifying leading blanks in the heading. To include leading blanks as
part of the literal, a special character, here the back slash, is used. The heading for the second column, ADDRESS, does
not require a special leading character. The blanks are embedded to provide a two-word heading, "Full Address."

Defining Multiline Column Headings

You can define multi-line column headings by specifying a line break in the heading. In the previous example, the last
heading prints on more than one line. This is specified by the slashes (/) that delimit the lines.

Actually, when the first character of the heading literal is not alphabetic or numeric, that character is assumed to be a
delimiter. Each successive occurrence of that character forces the following text of the heading to a new line. Thus, the
heading for $OPEN prints as the following:

Outstanding

Amount Owed

A heading can print on a maximum of five lines.

There can be instances when the first character in the heading literal is normally considered a delimiter character.
To ensure that the special character is included in the text, specify another character as the delimiter. For example, if
asterisks are included in the heading, use a slash as the delimiter.
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/***** Amount Owed *****

Continuation

You can continue the text of a heading on three lines at most. This is done by typing a semicolon after the last character of
the field name. For example, assume the following three-line heading is defined for the column OPEN$:

Outstanding

Amount Owed

By Customer

This is specified as the following:

 000900  CUSTOMER.OPEN$;           U __ ___ /Outstanding/Amount Owed/___________

 001000  _________________________ _ __ ___ By Customer_________________________

Notice the semicolon after the column name, CUSTOMER.OPEN$. The slashes used as delimiters cause the heading
itself to print on multiple lines.

Suppressing Print of Specific Column Headings

You can suppress individual column headings, overriding the global specification on the Parameter fill-in to print the
headings. This is done by specifying N in the HDG column on the Detail fill-in.

For example, on the following Detail fill-in screen, column headings do not print for the columns CITY, STATE, and ZIP:

 =>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : RPT DETAIL DEFN.      RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC  DISP 

         Field Name, Literal,      Sort   Break  Function Column 

         Function, or               L A   L S I  T M M A  H W    

 Command Arithmetic Expression      V /   V K N  O A I V  D ID Tab Edit Pattern 

                                    L D   L P D  T X N G  G TH   

 ------  -------------------------  - -   - - -  - - - -  - -- --- -------------

 ======  =========== T O P =======  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

 000300  CUSTOMER.NAME              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  U __ ___ _____________

 000500  CUSTOMER.CITY              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  N __ ___ _____________

 000600  CUSTOMER.STATE             _ _   1 2 _  _ _ _ _  N __ ___ _____________

 000700  CUSTOMER.ZIP               _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  N __ ___ _____________

 000800  CUSTOMER.OPEN$             _ _   _ _ _  A _ _ _  U __ ___ Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99

 ======  ========= B O T T O M ===  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

Defining Column Headings for Secondary Groups

The Column Heading fill-in can only define headings for the columns in the primary group. You can specify column
headings for secondary group fields as literals on the Detail fill-in.

For example, assume that a report is generated that prints information from every CUSTOMER row along with every
ORDER for the customer. The primary group consists of the customer information. A secondary group consists of the
order information. Headings for the secondary group are specified as part of the primary group. The secondary group
headings or literals print when the customer information is output.
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The Detail fill-in contains the specifications shown in the following example:

=>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : RPT DETAIL DEFN.      RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC  DISP 

         Field Name, Literal,      Sort   Break  Function Column 

         Function, or               L A   L S I  T M M A  H W    

 Command Arithmetic Expression      V /   V K N  O A I V  D ID Tab Edit Pattern 

                                    L D   L P D  T X N G  G TH   

 ------  -------------------------  - -   - - -  - - - -  - -- --- -------------

 ======  =========== T O P =======  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

 000200  <<PRIMARY>> GROUP          _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000300  CUSTOMER.NAME              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  U __ ___ _____________

 000400  CUSTOMER.CITY              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000500  CUSTOMER.STATE             _ _   1 2 _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000600  CUSTOMER.OPEN$             _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  U __ ___ Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99 

 000700  'Ord #'                    _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ 05 012 _____________

 000800  'Ord Date'                 _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ 08 019 _____________

 000900  '_____'                    _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ 05 012 _____________

 001000  '________'                 _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ 08 019 _____________

 001200  ________________________   _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ L02 _____________

 001300  <<ORDER>>                  _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 001400  ORDER.ORDID                _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ 05 012 _____________

 001500  $DATE('MM/DD/YY',;         _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ 08 019 _____________

 001600  DATE=ORDDT,TEM='YYMMDD')   _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 ======  ========= B O T T O M ===  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

Notice how the TAB values line up the headings Ord # and Ord Date with the ORDER.ORDID field and $DATE function
in the secondary group. The underscores, which also line up with the headings, provide a clear separation between the
headings and the data. The TAB value L02 as the last specification in the primary group forces a blank line between the
heading and the data from the secondary group.

In the program, the PRODUCE statement prints the primary and secondary groups. The secondary group prints multiple
times based on the number of outstanding orders. The following code shows the pertinent segment:

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

   PRODUCE CUSTRPT.PRIMARY

   FOR EACH ORDER 

       PRODUCE CUSTRPT.ORDER

   ENDFOR

ENDFOR

This program sample assumes that every customer has at least one order. Since this might not be a valid assumption,
you can specify the secondary group heading information as another secondary group. Then printing the headings for the
order details is controlled based on whether there are any orders. To define headings as a secondary group, precede the
heading detail with a group label, as shown in the following:

=>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : RPT DETAIL DEFN.      RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC  DISP 
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         Field Name, Literal,      Sort   Break  Function Column 

         Function, or               L A   L S I  T M M A  H W    

 Command Arithmetic Expression      V /   V K N  O A I V  D ID Tab Edit Pattern 

                                    L D   L P D  T X N G  G TH   

 ------  -------------------------  - -   - - -  - - - -  - -- --- -------------

 ======  =========== T O P =======  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

 000100  <<PRIMARY>> GROUP          _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  U __ ___ _____________

 000200  CUSTOMER.CUSTID            _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000300  CUSTOMER.CUSTNAME          _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  U __ ___ _____________

 000400  CUSTOMER.CITY              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000500  CUSTOMER.STATE             _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000600  CUSTOMER.OPEN$             _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  U __ ___  Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99

 000700  <<ORDHEAD>> GROUP          _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000800  'Ord #'                    _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ 05 012 _____________

 000900  'Ord Date'                 _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ 08 019 _____________

 001000  '_____'                    _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ 05 012 _____________

 001100  '________'                 _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ 08 019 _____________

 001200                             _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ L02 _____________

 001300  <<ORDER>> GROUP            _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 001400  ORDER.ORDID                _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ 05 012 _____________

 001500  $DATE('MM/DD/YY',;         _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ 08 019 _____________

 001600  DATE=ORDDT,TEM='YYMMDD')   _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 ======  ========= B O T T O M ===  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

The code is modified to include an IF construct to test a flag, FIRST-FLAG, defined in working data. Based on the value of
the flag, the secondary group heading is output as needed:

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

   PRODUCE CUSTRPT.PRIMARY

   SET FIRST-FLAG = TRUE

   FOR EACH ORDER

       WHERE ORDER.CUSTID EQ CUSTOMER.CUSTID

       IF FIRST-FLAG

          PRODUCE CUSTRPT.ORDHEAD

          SET FIRST-FLAG = FALSE

       ENDIF

       PRODUCE CUSTRPT.ORDER

   ENDFOR

ENDFOR

The following screen is a sample of the output:

Id      Name                     City          State         Zip Code

A0120  International Bank Corp  New York     NY            100059989

A0130  Sun Dial Citrus Grove    Los Angeles  CA            902130052

       Ord#            Ord Date

       1021            11/08/93

       1024            01/04/94
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A0150  Imperial Bankcorp        New York     NY            100190000

       Ord#            Ord Date

       1023            10/24/93

A0230  Chemical Mutual          Fort Worth   TX            761026102

       

Ord#            Ord Date

       1013            11/05/94

Generating the Bottom Line

There is a wide variety of evaluated and summary information that can be generated automatically using RDF without
additional code and working data variables. This information includes totals, maximums, minimums, and averages for one
or more fields in the report. Although these fields do not have to be control break fields, the values are obtained based on
the control break group and the entire report.

The Detail fill-in defines which values are obtained for the fields. You can print the values as an annotation, each on a
separate line, or as a single summary line.

This page contains the following topics:

Identifying the Function

The Detail fill-in specifies which function executes for the field.

For example, a report is to print all of the customers in the CUSTOMER table. The report includes the total amount of
accounts receivable (total OPEN$) from all customers in each state. The value is annotated and displayed at the control
break.

To accomplish this, you must specify the following:

• The control break on CUSTOMER.STATE.
• The request to accumulate the total accounts receivable under the TOT Function heading on the Detail fill-in for the

column CUSTOMER.OPEN$. The A in the field specifies that the total displays as annotated.

The following screen shows the Detail fill-in for this report:

 =>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : RPT DETAIL DEFN.      RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC  DISP 

         Field Name, Literal,      Sort   Break  Function Column 

         Function, or               L A   L S I  T M M A  H W    

 Command Arithmetic Expression      V /   V K N  O A I V  D ID Tab Edit Pattern 

                                    L D   L P D  T X N G  G TH   

 ------  -------------------------  - -   - - -  - - - -  - -- --- -------------

 ======  =========== T O P =======  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

 000400  CUSTOMER.NAME          _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  U __ ___ _____________

 000500  CUSTOMER.CITY              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  U __ ___ _____________
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 000600  CUSTOMER.STATE             _ _   1 2 N  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000700  CUSTOMER.OPEN$             _ _   _ _ _  A _ _ _  U __ ___ Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99_

 ======  ========= B O T T O M ===  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

The column headings are user-defined. The following example shows the resulting details and annotated total for the
states of Tennessee and Texas only.

Customer Name           City         Open Dollar

** STATE TN

SUNSTRAND BANKS         MEMPHIS           932.21

BAY-BANK AUTOMOBILES    NASHVILLE         123.15

     TOTAL Open Dollar        1,055.36

** STATE TX

AFTON INDUSTRIES        DALLAS          1,234.51

GULF LAND USA           DALLAS          7,100.00

TEXAS LIFE & CASUALTY   DALLAS            543.21

CHEMICAL MUTUAL         FORT WORTH        931.72

PALMOLIVE INNS          FORT WORTH        758.93

UNION TRANSPORTATION    GALVESTON           0.00

SOUTHLAND STORES        HOUSTON           342.91

     TOTAL Open Dollar       10,911.28

You can specify the value to print on a summary line beneath the corresponding column by typing S instead of A under
the appropriate function name on the Detail Fill-in. Looking at just the states of Tennessee and Texas, this prints as the
following:

Customer Name              City           Open Dollar

** STATE TN

SUNSTRAND BANKS            MEMPHIS             932.21

BAY-BANK AUTOMOBILES       NASHVILLE           123.15

TOTAL                                        1,055.36

** STATE TX

AFTON INDUSTRIES           DALLAS            1,234.51

GULF LAND USA              DALLAS            7,100.00

TEXAS LIFE & CASUALTY      DALLAS              543.21

CHEMICAL MUTUAL            FORT WORTH          931.72

PALMOLIVE INNS             FORT WORTH          758.93

UNION TRANSPORTATION       GALVESTON             0.00

SOUTHLAND STORES           HOUSTON             342.91

TOTAL                                       10,911.28

RDF automatically computes the width of the printed field containing the total for summary and annotated values. The
width is computed as the defined field length plus five. You can override this by defining the width on the Detail fill-in.
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Obtaining Multiple Values

You can request summary values for one or more fields. For example, assume that the total amount for year-to-date sales
(CUSTOMER.YTD) is obtained with the total outstanding amount owed (CUSTOMER.OPEN$). To display these values in
summary notation, specify the Detail fill-in as shown in the following screen:

=>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : RPT DETAIL DEFN.      RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC  DISP 

         Field Name, Literal,      Sort   Break  Function Column 

         Function, or               L A   L S I  T M M A  H W    

 Command Arithmetic Expression      V /   V K N  O A I V  D ID Tab Edit Pattern 

                                    L D   L P D  T X N G  G TH   

 ------  -------------------------  - -   - - -  - - - -  - -- --- -------------

 ======  =========== T O P =======  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

 000400  CUSTOMER.NAME              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  U __ ___ _____________

 000500  CUSTOMER.CITY              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  U __ ___ _____________

 000600  CUSTOMER.STATE             _ _   1 2 N  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000700  CUSTOMER.OPEN$             _ _   _ _ _  S _ _ _  U __ ___ Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99_

 000700  CUSTOMER.YTD               _ _   _ _ _  S _ _ _  U __ ___ Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99_

 ======  ========= B O T T O M ===  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

The output for the state of Texas displays as the following:

Customer Name           City           Open Dollar     Year-To-Date

** STATE TX

AFTON INDUSTRIES        DALLAS            1,234.51        42,394.82

GULF LAND USA           DALLAS            7,100.00        10,452.00

TEXAS LIFE & CASUALTY   DALLAS              543.21           987.32

CHEMICAL MUTUAL         FORT WORTH          931.72         5,231.00

PALMOLIVE INNS          FORT WORTH          758.93         9,789.22

UNION TRANSPORTATION    GALVESTON             0.00           401.22

SOUTHLAND STORES        HOUSTON             342.91         6,349.21

TOTAL                                    10,911.28        75,604.79

Notice the keyword TOTAL on the left of the last line in the sample output. The total values for the two columns print under
the appropriate headings.

Similarly, you can specify more than one value for each field. If the Detail fill-in from the previous example was modified to
specify all of the functions in summary format, the function summary lines for the state of Texas displays as the following:

Customer Name           City           Open Dollar     Year-To-Date

UNION TRANSPORTATION    GALVESTON             0.00      401.22

SOUTHLAND STORES        HOUSTON             342.91    6,349.21

TOTAL                                    10,911.28   75,604.79

AVERAGE                                   1,558.75   10,800.68

MINIMUM                                       0.00      401.22

MAXIMUM                                   7,100.00   42,394.82
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NOTE
There are times when a function provides the information that is needed without displaying the data in the
details. For example, you can expand the previous report to include the number of customers that have no
accounts receivable. To do this, a working data variable is created. This variable is a one-digit numeric named
NOORDCTR. In the FOR construct, the value of NOORDCTR is set to 0 when the customer has an outstanding
balance and to 1 when the customer does not.

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

. . .

   IF OPEN$ EQ 0

      SET NOORDCTR = 1

   ELSE

      SET NOORDCTR = 0

   ENDIF

   . . .

   PRODUCE CUSTRPT

ENDFOR

On the Detail fill-in, the TOT function is requested as an annotated value for the field NOORDCTR. The field width is set to
0. This prevents the data and any headings from printing with the detail lines.

=>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : RPT DETAIL DEFN.      RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC  DISP 

         Field Name, Literal,      Sort   Break  Function Column 

         Function, or               L A   L S I  T M M A  H W    

 Command Arithmetic Expression      V /   V K N  O A I V  D ID Tab Edit Pattern 

                                    L D   L P D  T X N G  G TH   

 ------  -------------------------  - -   - - -  - - - -  - -- --- -------------

 ======  =========== T O P =======  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

 000400  CUSTOMER.NAME              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  U __ ___ _____________

 000500  CUSTOMER.CITY              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  U __ ___ _____________

 000600  CUSTOMER.STATE             _ _   1 2 N  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 000700  CUSTOMER.OPEN$             _ _   _ _ _  S _ _ _  U __ ___ Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99_

 000800  CUSTOMER.YTD               _ _   _ _ _  S _ _ _  U __ ___ Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99_

 000900  NOORDCTR                   _ _   _ _ _  A _ _ _  U 00 ___ _____________

 ======  ========= B O T T O M ===  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

Since a user-defined heading for NOORDCTR is defined on the Column Heading fill-in as CUSTOMERS HAVING NO
OUTSTANDING ORDERS:, the following annotated total prints when two customers have no outstanding orders:

TOTAL CUSTOMERS HAVING NO OUTSTANDING ORDERS: 2

Including Report Functions in Footings

The functions available to obtain values for individual fields are included on the Detail fill-in. The Function column provides
for total, average, maximum, and minimum values. By default, the requested values print in summary form or annotated
form at each control break level. You can also obtain and print these values in the page or control break footing by
specifying them on the Heading fill-in.
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A function request on the Heading fill-in overrides any requests for the same information on the Detail fill-in. Any other
function specifications on the Detail fill-in are not affected. Similarly, specifications on the Heading fill-in do not have to
coordinate with specifications on the Detail fill-in.

For example, a report is to print the total amount outstanding for all customers in each state in the control break footing.
CUSTOMER.STATE is defined as a level-1 control break. The total function was not specified on the Detail fill-in. It is
specified on the Heading Fill-in to obtain the total value of CUSTOMER.OPEN$, a field defined on the Detail fill-in. The
Heading fill-in is defined as shown in the following screen:

=>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : RPT HEADING/FOOTING   RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC  DISP 

          Field Name, Literal, Function,                   Column

 Command  or Arithmetic Expression                         Wid Tab Edit Pattern 

 ------   ------------------------------------------------ --  --- -------------

 ======   ==================== T O P ===================== ==  === =============

 000300   <<BF>> LEVEL 1                                   __  ___ _____________

 000400   'Current State:'                                 __  ___ _____________

 000500   STNAMES                                          __  +02 _____________

 000600   'Outstanding Amount:'                            __  040 _____________

 000700   $TOT(CUSTOMER.OPEN$)____________________________ __  +02 _____________

 ======   ===================== B O T T O M ============== ==  === =============

When the current level 1 control break is for Texas, the footing prints as the following:

Current State:  TEXAS      Outstanding Amount:  10,911.28

You can derive values for the current page by specifying the function as all or part of the <<PF>> group. Each page
footing contains the requested value for the current page.

If a function is requested on the Detail fill-in and is included in the <<BF>> group on the Heading fill-in, the default control
break footing does not print except at the end of the report. The specifications on the Heading fill-in print as part of the
report as designated, as summary or annotated values.

Available Report Functions

You can use a number of report functions in report footings. You can also use some report functions in report headings
and detail. You can specify more than one function. The value that the function returns is based on those details
processed in the specified limit, which is defined by the type of footing: page break by the page footing, <<PF>>, or
control break level by the control break footing, <<BF>> with level number.

The following are the report functions that are valid only in footings:

$TOT(field)
Displays the accumulated total value.

$CTOT(field)
Displays the accumulated report total value.

$AVG(field)
Displays the average for details processed.

$MIN(field)
Displays the minimum value encountered.
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$MAX(field)
Displays the maximum value encountered.

$OCC(field)
Displays the count of non-null occurrences of field, where field represents the Detail fill-in field name or label.
Array elements are not permitted.

The following are functions that are valid in report detail, headings, and footings:

$RPT-DATE
Displays the report date, printed in page heading or footing.

$RPT-PAGE
Displays the page number, printed in page heading or footing.

$OCC
Displays the count of primary PRODUCE statements executed.

NOTE
If you specify a string function, a WIDTH specification is required.

For example, to obtain the average for accounts receivable (the CUSTOMER.OPEN$ field), specify the function $AVG as
the following:

$AVG(CUSTOMER.OPEN$)

NOTE
The function $OCC is particularly useful since it can obtain the count of non-null occurrences of a primary or
secondary field. For example, a report is defined to print customer information as the primary group level and
a list of outstanding orders as a secondary group level. You can use $OCC to obtain a count of the number of
outstanding orders for each customer. Assuming that a level-1 control break is defined for customer name and
that ORDER.ORDID is a secondary group field containing unique order IDs, the entry in the Heading fill-in for a
control break footing to contain the count value is shown in the following screen:

=>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : RPT HEADING/FOOTING   RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC  DISP 

                                                                                

          Field Name, Literal, Function,                   Column               

 Command  or Arithmetic Expression                         Wid Tab Edit Pattern 

 ------   ------------------------------------------------ --  --- -------------

 ======   ==================== T O P ===================== ==  === =============

 000300   <<BF>> LEVEL 1                                   __  ___ _____________

 000400   'Total Number of Orders:'                        __  ___ _____________

 000500   $OCC(ORDER.ORDID)                                __  +02 _____________

 ======   ===================== B O T T O M ============== ==  === =============

Using Labeled Values

You can use labeled values or variables defined in the Detail fill-in in the heading text. 

For example, in a billing application, a field that contains a labeled expression is defined on the Detail fill-in. This
expression is called COST and consists of the result of multiplying the number of units ordered by the cost per unit. The
calculation is not coded in the procedure; rather, the field is specified on the Detail fill-in as the following:

COST = ITEM.COMMITQ * ITEM.UNITPRICE
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Although a working data variable is not defined for the label COST, you can use it in the control break footing to print the
order total. In other words, you can obtain the value in COST in the facilities of RDF. It is not available procedurally.

To print the total cost for an order, define a level-1 control break for the order ID number, ORDER.ORDID, to cause a
control break for each new order. Then define a level-1 control break footing on the Heading fill-in to obtain the total for
COST for all items in the order using the $TOT function. This is specified as shown in the following:

=>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: RPT HEADING/FOOTING   RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST              SYS: DOC  DISP 

                                                                                

          Field Name, Literal, Function,                   Column               

 Command  or Arithmetic Expression                         Wid Tab Edit Pattern 

 ------   ------------------------------------------------ --  --- -------------

 ======   ==================== T O P ===================== ==  === =============

 000300   <<BF>> LEVEL 1                                   __  ___ _____________

 000400   'Thank You for Your Order'                       __  ___ _____________

 000500   _______________________________________________  __  L01 _____________

 000600   'Order Total:'                                   __  040 _____________

 000700   $TOT(COST)                                       __  +02 _____________

 ======   ===================== B O T T O M ============== ==  === =============

You can use the TAB specifications to align the value of $TOT(COST) with the appropriate column in the report details.

The labels for expressions on the Detail fill-in should be unique names, not names defined for any other data (for
example, working data, parameter data, columns, and so on). A compile error occurs if a reserved word is used.

Calculating Values in a Footing

You can calculate values in the control break and page footing specifications and include the results with the footing text.
The $CALC function performs the calculations.

For example, two columns in the CUSTOMER table, OPEN$ and YTDSALES, can compute the difference between the
outstanding balance after processing the current orders and the previous outstanding balance. The calculation is coded
for the control break footing on the Heading fill-in. The value prints when a level-1 control break, based on state, occurs.
The calculation is specified as:

$CALC ( $TOT(CUSTOMER.YTDSALES) - $TOT(CUSTOMER.OPEN$) )

When specifying $CALC, you can specify any valid arithmetic expression. The expression can include parenthesis,
operators, report functions, field names, and numeric values. All fields and functions must be numeric. Field names must
be unique names or labels defined in the primary detail group.

Valid operators include the following:

-   *   /   $SQRT   

NOTE
You can use $CALC to calculate the standard deviation. For example, to obtain the standard deviation for the
value in OPEN$, a field containing the outstanding amount owed for each customer, a labeled detail expression
is specified on the Detail fill-in as the following:

OPEN2 = OPEN$ ** 2
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The calculation in the footing on the Heading fill-in is specified as the following:

$CALC ($SQRT($OCC(OPEN$) * $TOT(OPEN2) - $TOT(OPEN$) * $TOT(OPEN$))

       / $OCC(OPEN$))

Be sure to define an EDIT PATTERN large enough to hold the largest expected value.

Printing Report Summaries

Summary information consists of the final totals and other data printed at the end of a report. This information is based on
the functions specified in the Detail fill-in. It contains the final totals for all control break groups. These values print whether
control breaks were specified to print or were specified at all.

For example, in a previous example, the report contained the function values for each state at the control break level. If
there were no control breaks, the function values print as the summary at the end of the report.

You can specify a title and some formatting for summary information as shown in the following screen:

 =>

---------------------------------------------------- Partially shown

 IDEAL   : RPT PARAMETERS        RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC  DISP 

.

 Summaries only                       N    (Y=Yes,N=No)

.

.

 Report final summary title           N    (Y=Yes,N=No)

   Spacing before summary             2    (1 thru 9 = Lines,P=New Page)   

   Title    Report Summary Title  

You can specify the summary information to begin on a line 1 to 9 lines after the last detail line or on a new page. Specify
the title in upper and lower case as it should appear on the report.

Summaries Only

You can use RDF to generate a report containing only the summary information.

On the segment of the previous Parameter fill-in, a prompt is provided for Summaries Only. If you specify yes, detail lines
do not print. The report contains all report and page headings and footings, summary title, and summary function values.
The annotated count, if requested, prints as part of the summary information.

Generating Multiple Reports

A single application run can generate multiple reports simultaneously. That means more than one report, up to a
maximum of 15 reports, can be active at a time. This is useful when the same data is needed to produce several reports.

For example, assume customer reports are printed daily, weekly, monthly, and so on. Each report relies on the same data,
but has different RDF specifications. Regardless of these different specifications, the reports can all be produced in a
single FOR construct. These reports access all of the customer rows. The following simplified program sample assumes
that the subprocedure CHECKDATE sets several flags based on the current date. These flags indicate which reports are
generated:

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

    PRODUCE DAILYRPT
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    DO CHECKDATE

    SELECT EVERY

       WHEN WEEKEND

          PRODUCE WEEKRPT

       WHEN MONTHEND

          PRODUCE MONTHRPT

       WHEN QTREND

          PRODUCE QTREND

       WHEN YREND

          PRODUCE YREND

    ENDSELECT

ENDFOR

RELEASE REPORT

The RELEASE REPORT PDL statement closes the report. This also occurs by default at the end of the run of the
program. It might be useful to explicitly release a report for one of the following reasons:

• If a report is routed to a network printer from an online program, the RELEASE statement closes the report, scheduling
it for printing as soon as the printer is available.

• So that a new report, using the same report definition, can be produced later in the same program run.
• When a program finishes with it since there is a limit of 15 reports that can be simultaneously active.

 

Changing Output Destination

You can change the output destination of reports before and during runtime. The ASSIGN command is specified before
invoking the application. The ASSIGN statement is used in a program to dynamically change the output destination.

This topic contains the following topics:

Changing Destination for the Application Run

Use the ASSIGN command to change the destination of a report before running the application. You can issue a separate
ASSIGN command for each report generated by the application. In other words, the output destination for each report is
distinct from the output destination of the other reports and can be controlled individually.

For example, an application run generates a report called CUSTRPT, which is normally printed on a system printer. For
this execution of the application, the report must be sent to a network printer identified as PNP1. Enter the ASSIGN
command as follows:

ASSIGN REPORT CUSTRPT DESTINATION NETWORK PNP1

You can also send the output to . For example, the following command sends the output from the report named CUSTRPT
to , assuming that Jack Smith is a valid  ID:

ASSIGN REPORT CUSTRPT DESTINATION MAIL 'JACK SMITH'

You can also change the output file name for a specific run of a report; however, the Ideal for Datacom JCL must include
the new filename. For example, the JCL could include:

z/OS:    //IDLRTX   DD SYSOUT=*
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VSE:     //DLBL     IDLRTX....

Changing the Output File Dynamically

You can assign a report to an output file and destination with an ASSIGN statement during program execution.

You must specify the ASSIGN statement in the application before the first PRODUCE statement executes. Additionally,
by using RELEASE and ASSIGN statements during program execution, you can use multiple output files and destinations
with a single RDF report definition resulting in multiple reports. You can write the output to a different file and destination
for each released report, assuming that the output file names and the destinations are valid.

The ASSIGN statement can specify the output file name as a literal, such as the following:

ASSIGN REPORT CUSTRPT TO 'IDLRTX'

Or as a variable. If DDNAME is a defined variable, you can use the following statement:

ASSIGN REPORT CUSTRPT TO DDNAME

Using Working Data

You can use the RELEASE and ASSIGN statements in the program code to split the customer report into different files for
each state. The following code segment releases the current report, CUSTRPT, and assigns the output to another file and
output destination before obtaining the next set of customers.

The sub procedure GETSTATE uses a table to set the variable STNAME to the name of the state and DDNAME to
the name of an output file. The value of STNAME is the base (for example, IDLRTX is generated for Texas). DDNAME
corresponds to an output file named in the z/OS JCL or as a VSE DLBL, depending on the operating system.

In this example, the value of STNAME is used in the WHERE criteria on the FOR construct. A flag, NOMORE, is set to
true in the subprocedure GETSTATE when the table is exhausted. This terminates the LOOP processing.

<<CUST-RPT>> PROCEDURE

   SET NOMORE = FALSE

   LOOP

      DO GETSTATE

   UNTIL NOMORE

      ASSIGN REPORT CUSTRPT TO DDNAME

      FOR EACH CUSTOMER

           WHERE CUSTOMER.STATE EQ STNAME

         MOVE CUSTOMER TO CUST-INQ BY NAME

         PRODUCE CUSTRPT

      WHEN NONE

         LIST $STRING('NO CUSTOMERS IN ',STNAME,'ON FILE')

      ENDFOR

      RELEASE REPORT CUSTRPT

   ENDLOOP

ENDPROC

The report is assigned before executing the PRODUCE statement. The report is released when there is no more data for
the current report. The next execution of the PRODUCE statement sends the output to the next assigned output file.
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Using a Database Table

The ASSIGN statement is executes in the program to change the output destination based on runtime conditions.

For example, assume that an application was created that writes a report CUSTRPT. This application is available to
several users at different locations. To ensure that each user's request for the report prints at a location available to the
user, the ASSIGN statement is used.

For this example, assume that a table named USERS is defined to contain the user identification number and the
identification number of the local printer available to that user. The following is a sample of the data in the table:

USERID PRINTED
BROWN PNP1
JONES PDL2
SMITH PRS8

When the user requests the report, the program retrieves the printer identification number based on the value of $USER-
ID (a function that returns the current user identification number) and sets a working data variable, PRINTID. The program
code contains the following:

FOR FIRST USERS

     WHERE USERS.USERID EQ $USER-ID

   SET PRINTID = USERS.PRINTID

ENDFOR

ASSIGN REPORT CUSTRPT DESTINATION NETWORK PRINTID

Assigning Other Options

You can modify other values for the application run. These values include the following:

• DISPOSITION—KEEP, HOLD or RELEASE
• MAXLINES—Maximum lines per report
• DESCRIPTION—1- to 32-character description
• PAGE SIZE—Maximum number of lines per page
• COPIES—Number of copies to print
• DATE—Report date
• PAGE NUMBER—Starting page number

NOTE

• ASSIGN REPORT Statement

Reporting Exception Conditions

RDF provides the ability to document an exception condition in a report. You can detect an exception condition when no
PRODUCE statements were executed for a report or when the value of the return code exceeds a user-specified value.
Two group functions are available to handle these conditions:

• <<EMPTY>>-Data following prints when no PRODUCE statements execute for the report.
• <<ABORT>> RC x-Data following prints when the value of the return code is equal to or greater than x at the time the

report is released (either automatically when the program terminates or by RELEASE REPORT WITH ABORT).

This page contains the following topics:
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Using <<EMPTY>>

You can specify an <<EMPTY>> group once on the Heading fill-in. You can specify the data to print only as a literal. It
prints when no PRODUCE statements execute for the report. The data can be formatted through the tab field to print on
multiple lines. If you do not specify an <<EMPTY>> group, there is no output when PRODUCE statements do not execute
for the report.

For example, you can specify the following <<EMPTY>> group:

=>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : RPT HEADING/FOOTING   RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST         SYS: DOC  DISP 

          Field Name, Literal, Function,                   Column

 Command  or Arithmetic Expression                         Wid Tab Edit Pattern 

 ------   ------------------------------------------------ --  --- -------------

 ======   ==================== T O P ===================== ==  === =============

 000300   <<EMPTY>>                                        __  ___ _____________

 000400   'There is no output data for this report.'       __  ___ _____________

 000500   ________________________________________________ __  L01 _____________

 000600   'Check for appropriate database.'                __  ___ _____________

 ======   ===================== B O T T O M ============== ==  === =============

Prints as:

There is no output data for this report.

 Check for appropriate database.

Using <<ABORT>>

You can specify an <<ABORT>> group once on the Heading fill-in. You can specify the data to print as a literal, variable
(non-sorted reports), or expression. It can be formatted using the tab field to print on multiple lines. If you do not specify
an <<ABORT>> group, the final footings are suppressed and a standard Ideal for Datacom supplied message prints at the
end of the report.

For example, the following <<ABORT>> group specifies to print when the return code is 12 or greater than 12.

=>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : RPT HEADING/FOOTING   RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST          SYS: DOC  DISP 

          Field Name, Literal, Function,                   Column

 Command  or Arithmetic Expression                         Wid Tab Edit Pattern 

 ------   ------------------------------------------------ --  --- -------------

 ======   ==================== T O P ===================== ==  === =============

 000300   <<ABORT>> RC 12                                  __  ___ _____________

 000400   'A fatal error has occurred.'                    __  ___ _____________

 000500   ________________________________________________ __  L01 _____________

 000600   'The return code is:'                            __  ___ _____________

 000700   $RC                                              __  +02 99___________

 ======   ===================== B O T T O M ============== ==  === =============

When the return code is set to 12 or greater, the output contains the following:
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A fatal error has occurred.

The return code is:  12

When the report is released implicitly by program termination, the appropriate <<ABORT>> text prints.

You can use the <<ABORT>> group with user-defined error procedures. Although you can code only one <<ABORT>>
group, you can specify one or more working data variables to define the output, provided that the variables are current
for the last PRODUCE REPORT statement executed. Variables set after the last PRODUCE REPORT statement was
executed are not available for the <<ABORT>> group. For sorted reports, the variable is not available for the abort group.

When the return code is less than 12, a user-written Error Procedure can often recover from the error. The program is not
terminated, but you can explicitly terminate the report using the RELEASE statement:

RELEASE REPORT name WITH ABORT

Any specified <<ABORT>> text for that return code then prints to provide diagnostic or informational messages to the
user. The program can resume processing. The resulting report prints using the same specifications as the previously
released report.

Checking the Report Definition
Once a report is defined in Ideal for Datacom, you can review the definition online or on paper. You can also check your
report definition by producing a prototype of the report.

This page contains the following topics:

Displaying the Report Definition

To review the definition of a report online, enter the command DISPLAY REPORT. You are prompted for the name of the
report. You can enter the complete command to avoid the prompter.

When you display a report definition, the Detail fill-in is displayed by default. To review information entered on other report
definition fill-ins, you can either press the appropriate PF key or enter the name of the fill-in. You can abbreviate the name
to the standard three characters or an alternate):

Name Abbreviation Function Key
COLUMN COL F6
DETAIL DET F6
HEADING HEA F5
IDENTIFICATION IDE  
PARAMETERS PAR, PARM F4

NOTE

• DISPLAY REPORT Command

 

Printing the Report Definition

You might want to keep a hard copy of the report definition as part of the program documentation. To print a copy of the
report definition, use the command PRINT REPORT. You are prompted for the name of the report. You can enter the
complete command to avoid the prompter.
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When you print a report definition, the definition is shown as screen images of the fill-ins you completed online. Each fill-in
is included in the printout, regardless of whether the fill-in was used in the definition.

NOTE

• PRINT Command

 

Prototyping the Report

Prototyping is a convenient way to test a report format before actually coding, compiling, and testing the complete
program that generates the report. Ideal for Datacom generates random values for the primary group of the detail
definition as sample data for the report. This is normally sufficient to check alignment, spacing, pagination, and edit
patterns.

Only the primary group of the report definition is produced in the report prototype. In addition, each field produced for the
report prototype contains, at most, 52 characters, regardless of the actual field length defined for the report.

Prototyping Prerequisites

To prototype a report, you must complete the report definition and define a skeleton program.

The report definition must include:

• At least one variable field in the primary group from working data or a dataview field.
• If labels designate primary and secondary report groups, the first line of the report detail definition must contain the

primary group label.

The program must include:

• The report as a resource
• All report fields identified as a dataview column, a working data variable, or a parameter data variable
• A FOR construct for every dataview referenced in the report. Since logic is not required, you can code the program as:

<<SAMPLE>> PROCEDURE

   FOR EACH dataview1

   ENDFOR

   FOR EACH dataview2

   ENDFOR

ENDPROC

The program must compile successfully.

PRODUCE Command

The PRODUCE REPORT command produces the prototype using arbitrarily generated data. For example, assume that
a program named CUST contains a report TEXCUST that lists all of the customers in Texas. To obtain a prototype of the
report, specify:

PRODUCE REPORT TEXCUST FOR PROGRAM CUST DETAIL 50

A prototype is generated for the report named TEXCUST in the program CUST. The Detail option limits the number of
records produced to fifty. The PRODUCE REPORT command is valid for TEST status programs only.
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Generating Reports Using the LIST Statement
You can create reports procedurally by relying on the LIST statement to generate the output. You can specify the output
using a literal, panel, or one or more variables. The LIST statement for generating output is easy to use. Each time the
LIST statement is encountered, output is sent to the RUNLIST file, which can be viewed online using Ideal for Datacom
when the program terminates. You can then store or print the output. This is controlled separately from the program that
generated the output.

LIST is useful for producing bare information quickly, for single line reports, and for producing reports on printers that
require printer control characters such as channel skips in the first position of the line. RDF does not support such
printers. However, you should use RDF to generate most reports since it provides automatic formatting and summary
facilities that are unavailable using the LIST statement. In addition, although LIST PANEL does provide a way of
formatting LIST output, it is not as efficient as generating formatted output using an RDF report definition.

This page contains the following topics:

Listing All Rows

You can write the contents of one or more columns from a table to the RUNLIST file by specifying the individual column
names with the LIST command. For example, the following code writes a record on the RUNLIST file for each row
accessed. Each record contains the contents of the two columns from the CUSTOMER table, CUSTID and NAME:

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

    LIST CUSTOMER.CUSTID CUSTOMER.NAME

ENDFOR

The report does not have any headings or footings. There is no control over pagination. Since the RUNLIST file is
shared by all programs in an application run unit, all reports generated using RUNLIST are contained in the file with any
termination or error messages produced using the LIST statement.

Creating Page Breaks

The LIST NEWPAGE statement sends a page eject request to the RUNLIST file. When the file prints, the page ejects
force the following records to print on a new page. For example, the following code causes a page break before the
customer data begins to print and after the customer data finishes printing:

LIST NEWPAGE

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

    LIST CUSTOMER.CUSTID CUSTOMER.NAME

ENDFOR

LIST NEWPAGE

You can use this technique to separate reports generated by the LIST statement in the same application run.

Controlling Page Breaks in a Report

The printer setup automatically controls the number of lines printed on the page. If a different specification is necessary, it
must be handled procedurally. That means the procedure must count the number of lines generated (that is, the number
of LIST statements) and specify LIST NEWPAGE as needed to force pagination.

SET LINE-CTR = 1

LIST NEWPAGE

FOR EACH CUSTOMER
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   IF LINE-CTR > 55

       LIST NEWPAGE

       SET LINE-CTR = 1

   ENDIF

   LIST CUSTOMER.CUSTID CUSTOMER.NAME

   SET LINE-CTR = LINE-CTR + 1

ENDFOR

LIST NEWPAGE

This example limits the output to 55 lines per page. Notice that a working data variable, LINE-CTR, was defined to act as
a counter.

Listing Several Reports in One Application Run

The LIST NEWPAGE statement paginates a single report and separates multiple reports in a single application run.
However, the LIST NEWPAGE statement maintains all of the data in one file. To separate several reports using the same
RUNLIST file into distinct files, you can release the file for printing between reports. The RELEASE REPORT RUNLIST
command can close the RUNLIST file and release the current contents for printing. A new RUNLIST file is opened before
returning control to the application.

Since there is only one output file active at a time, multiple reports cannot be generated simultaneously. They must be
produced one at a time.

Formatting the Report

You can format reports created with the LIST statement in two ways, using procedural code or using panels.

Formatting Procedurally

To handle formatting procedurally, you must specify the data exactly as it is to print. Therefore, you must include spaces
between columns when specifying the columns to print. The heading, provided as a literal or as one or more variables,
must also contain spaces for the proper column alignment:

DO PRT-HEAD

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

    IF LINE-CTR > 55

       DO PRT-HEAD

    ENDIF

    LIST CUSTOMER.CUSTID,'     ',CUSTOMER.NAME

    SET LINE-CTR = LINE-CTR + 1

ENDFOR

LIST NEWPAGE

  . . .

<<PRT-HEAD>> PROCEDURE

   LIST NEWPAGE

   LIST 'ID          Name'

   LIST SKIP

   SET LINE-CTR = 3

ENDPROC

Notice the use of LIST SKIP in the PRT-HEAD procedure to force a blank line between the column headings and the
detail lines. You can insert multiple lines by specifying SKIP as many times as the number of lines you want to skip. For
example, to skip three lines specify:
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LIST SKIP SKIP SKIP

Formatting with Panels

Panels provide a powerful means of formatting the output when using the LIST statement. The format is designed on the
panel, then the data is moved to the panel before the LIST statement.

For example, if a panel named CUSTPNL was defined to contain a specific number of repeating detail lines to fit on the
page, you can produce a report with the following code:

SET PNL-IDX = 1

FOR FIRST 10 CUSTOMER

    MOVE CUSTOMER TO CUSTPNL.CUSTINFO(PNL-IDX)

    SET PNL-IDX = PNL-IDX + 1

ENDFOR

LIST PANEL CUSTPNL

The panel is first populated in the FOR construct and then listed outside the FOR construct.

Using LIST for Preprinted Forms

Using a panel to format LIST output is particularly useful for printing data on preprinted forms. The panel is created with
the exact format of the preprinted form, including the literal text, headings, and footings. The literal data can print during
testing to provide a prototype of the actual form and then for production, the literal data on the panel can be designated as
invisible (or nonprinting) or can be deleted from the panel.

Although you can specify a panel to contain up to 236 characters on a single line, the LIST file maximum length is 132
characters. Data is truncated if it extends beyond the LIST file limit.

Customer Inquiry An Example

The following example demonstrates using LIST to generate information on a preprinted form.

Assume that a panel named CUSTPNL was created that corresponds to the form. The panel definition input parameters
do not specify error handling, value limitations, and so on, since there is no user interaction. The output parameters
specify the necessary edit patterns. All fields are protected and, when testing, all fields display.

The following code generates a report for all customers in Texas.

<<CUST-RPT>> PROCEDURE

    FOR FIRST CUSTOMER

        WHERE CUSTOMER.STATE EQ 'TX'

        MOVE CUSTOMER TO CUST-INQ BY NAME

        LIST PANEL CUST-INQ

        LIST NEWPAGE

    WHEN NONE

      LIST 'THERE ARE NO CUSTOMERS IN TEXAS ON FILE'

    ENDFOR

ENDPROC

While testing the program, you can view the output online to evaluate the report content quickly. You can print the output
to verify the layout.

When the program is ready to be released to production, you can remove the headings and literals that simulate the
preprinted form from the panel. If you want to maintain these literals for documentation or future updates, you can retain
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them by designating them as nonprint by specifying a field attribute of I (for invisible) on the Extended Field Definition fill-in
of the Panel Definition Facility.

Printing and Prototyping Reports

The LIST PANEL statement prints the contents of a panel in the RUNLIST output of an application. Each time a LIST
PANEL is issued, a new page is generated in the RUNLIST report.

The original purpose of the LIST PANEL statement was to provide a debugging and documentation tool for online
applications. You can use the statement in an error procedure to print one or more panels accessed by the program that
caused an error to occur.

You can also use the LIST PANEL statement to create a proof of an online program by documenting the online inputs and
(with different LIST statements) detailing the program's outputs.

Another way to use the LIST PANEL statement is to print reports. The advantages to using this method are:

1. You can prototype the report layout online using the same high-productivity techniques available for prototyping user
panels. Using the layout and facsimile features of panel editing, you can quickly lay out the format of a report and
display it to the user for approval.
If your report width goes beyond 80 characters, you must use the following command before editing the panel
parameter:

SET PANEL WIDEOPTION YES

Change the panel width option on the Parameter fill-in to a value up to 132 characters, as needed for your application.
The RUNLIST file is always allocated with a width of 132 bytes, although various physical devices can print reports
wider than 132 bytes.
You can scroll in both layout and facsimile modes to show how the report looks. You can set repeated detail lines in
the report in a Panel Summary definition as a repeating group with either fixed or variable occurrences.

2. By naming fields in the panel summary identically with database or program-developed fields, you can use MOVE/SET
BY NAME to minimize the amount of code used in loading panel data during execution.

3. LIST PANEL supports the invisible attribute (not printed) and the highlight attribute (double-print for normal
highlighting, extended highlighting features are not supported in the printout).

4. This method is particularly well-suited for preprinted forms, with totals printed in fixed positions on the form.

Some additional considerations are:

1. You can print only one report per application. This is because the LIST PANEL statement uses the application's single
RUNLIST file that is shared by the main program and all subprograms in an application run-unit.

2. LIST statements coded for debugging and in error procedures that are left in the program can interfere with proper
formatting of a report by adding unwanted information at the bottom of each form. Do not use this technique in
complex applications because the main program or any of its subprograms can add this information.

3. Using the LIST PANEL technique of printing reports truncates any data beyond the 132-byte width.
4. The advanced manipulation techniques of the Ideal for Datacom Report Writer are not available with LIST PANEL,

therefore:
– Sorted reports and control breaks must be specifically provided for your programs.
– Automatic functions such as TOTAL, AVERAGE, MAXIMUM, and MINIMUM, must be coded explicitly into your

program.
– ASSIGN statements and commands that apply to report entities do not apply to LIST PANEL reports.
– Date data types must be explicitly translated into user-specified date formats since panels do not support the date

data type.
– This technique does incur more overhead than using the Report Writer, so it might be appropriate only for producing

relatively small amounts of output.
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Providing Summary Information

If you want to include summary information when using LIST, you must include code in the program, you must define
variables to accumulate the values, and you must list the content of those variables with any formatting for the value.
Actually, it is more efficient and easier to use RDF if the report contains subtotals for groups of detail lines and totals on a
final page. RDF also generates reports that contain ONLY the summary information.

Listing Several Reports on One Page

Since LIST PANEL does not automatically cause pagination, several logical reports can be generated on one physical
page. For example, assume a customer inquiry report should contain information about all customers in Texas. The
inquiry is actually in two parts-first, general information from the CUSTOMER table and, second, a list of outstanding
orders, if any.

Two panels are created to correspond to a preprinted form: The CUST-INQ panel displays the general customer
information and the ORD-INQ panel displays a list of orders. Since a repeating group is used in the ORD-INQ panel to
display the order list, the panel is populated before it is listed. You do not need to list the panels in the same program.
In fact, the ORD-INQ panel is listed from a subprogram called GETORD. To specify which orders are retrieved, the
CUSTOMER.CUSTID is passed as a parameter to GETORD. Pagination (that is, LIST NEWPAGE) occurs in the main
program to force a new page for each customer:

<<CUST-RPT>> PROCEDURE

    FOR EACH CUSTOMER

        WHERE CUSTOMER.STATE EQ 'TX'

        MOVE CUSTOMER TO CUST-INQ BY NAME

        LIST PANEL CUST-INQ

        CALL GETORD INPUT CUSTOMER.CUSTID

        LIST NEWPAGE

    WHEN NONE

      LIST 'THERE ARE NO CUSTOMERS IN TEXAS ON FILE'

    ENDFOR

ENDPROC

The GETORD program contains the following code:

<<ORD-RPT>> PROCEDURE

    SET PNL-IDX = 1

    FOR FIRST 20 ORDER

        WHERE ORDER.CUSTID EQ CUSTOMER.CUSTID

        MOVE ORDER TO ORD-INQ.ORDINF(PNL-IDX) BY NAME

        SET PNL-IDX = PNL-IDX + 1

    WHEN NONE

        SET ORD-INQ.MSG = 'NO ORDERS'

    ENDFOR

    LIST PANEL ORD-INQ

The subprogram GETORD limits the number of orders to the size of a fixed length panel.

Controlling the Report Destination

You can assign the RUNLIST file to an output file and destination other than the default. You must include the output
file must as a ddname in the JCL and the destination must be valid. To change the output file or destination, specify the
ASSIGN REPORT statement before the first LIST statement execution in the application. For example, to assign the
RUNLIST file to the file NEWNAME included as a ddname in the JCL, specify:
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ASSIGN REPORT RUNLIST TO NEWNAME

The default destination for the RUNLIST file is the output library. You can change it to a valid OUTPUT DESTINATION
defined to Ideal. For example, the following statement sends the output to a CICS network printer:

ASSIGN REPORT RUNLIST DEST NET term-id

You can modify other values for the application run. These values include:

DISPOSITION
KEEP, HOLD, or RELEASE

MAXLINES
The maximum lines per report

DESCRIPTION
A 1- to 32-character description

PAGE SIZE
The maximum number of lines per page

NOTE
Although you can specify DISPOSITION, Ideal for Datacom ignores the specification. The specification is there
only for mainframe Ideal for Datacom compatibility.

Report Generation Fill-Ins
Learn about the components of an Ideal for Datacom report definition, including report identification fill-ins, report
parameters fill-ins, report headings, and more. Learn how to move between one fill-in and another.

The components of an Ideal for Datacom report definition include:

• A report identification fill-in that creates a report definition and provides it with identification information.
• Optionally, a report parameter fill-in that establishes general report options such as width, depth, justification, page

numbering, and date.
• Optionally, a report heading and footing definition fill-in that defines headings and footings.
• A report detail definition fill-in that specifies information about detail lines, such as sorting, control breaks, and

summary functions.
• Optionally, a report column heading fill-in that specifies column headings to replace defaults that might be defined in

the report parameters fill-in.

To move about between one fill-in and another, you must always enter a command to indicate where you want to go. To
enter these destination commands:

• You can enter the name of the fill-in on the command line at the top of the screen. If you want to return to the menu,
enter the command RETURN.

• You can press the PF key that is assigned to that fill-in or command. See the chart in the section titled PF key
Assignments in Chapter 2.

If the fill-in was never completed for the current report, it displays with default values where appropriate. If information was
previously entered on the fill-in, it displays as it was entered. When you complete the fill-in, press the Enter key to apply
the data and leave the current fill-in displayed. Pressing one of the PF keys to display another fill-in applies the changes
without redisplaying the fill-in.

Each of the following sections contains examples of fill-ins with default values, if any, as they appear to the user.
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Report Identification Fillin

The report identification fill-in enters descriptive information about the report when the report definition is initially created or
when it is subsequently modified. The Identification fill-in automatically displays when a report is created.

=>

IDEAL: RPT IDENTIFICATION    RPT ABCMRPT1 (001) TEST         SYS: CCF   FILL-IN

 REPORT Name  ________

 Short Description ________________________

 Description:

      ________________________________________________________________

      ________________________________________________________________

      ________________________________________________________________

      ________________________________________________________________

      ________________________________________________________________

Enter the following information on the Identification fill-in:

Report name
Defines the one- to eight-character name assigned to the report definition. If a name was assigned in the
CREATE REPORT command, that name displays in this field.
Note:  RUNLIST is a reserved word for a report name.

Short description
Displays a brief description of the report definition. This description is limited to 24 characters.

Description (Optional)
Displays a longer description of the report definition. This description is limited to five lines.

The following graphic shows a completed report identification fill-in:

 =>

IDEAL: RPT IDENTIFICATION    RPT ABCMRPT1 (001) TEST         SYS: CCF   FILL-IN

 REPORT Name  ADRMRPT1

 Created          08/25/94                 By JENSEN

 Last Modified    08/25/94 at 16:02        By JENSEN

 Short Description Accounts receivable rpt

 Description:

      Accounts receivable report--Monthly summary

      ________________________________________________________________

      ________________________________________________________________

      ________________________________________________________________
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The two lines, Created and Last Modified, display information once the Identification fill-in is entered. The system supplies
the information in these fields. The user cannot modify it.

Created ... By
Displays initial creation date of the report definition and the user ID of the creator.

Last Modified ... at ... By
Displays date, time, and user ID of the last edit access. Until the report definition is edited, this field contains the
original creation date, time, and user ID. The system supplies this information. You cannot change it.

Report Parameters Fillin

Report parameters are specified on the report parameter fill-in. It is an optional form that selects general report layout
options such as a report's length and width on a page, the spacing between lines and columns, column headings, control
breaks, heading definition, summary information, and date and page specification. If this fill-in is not completed, default
values are used for any required parameters. There are three ways to display the report parameters fill-in, as follows:

To display the parameters fill-in for a report that is not the current entity, enter

DISPLAY REPORT name PARAMETER

on the command line

To display the parameters fill-in for the current report, either enter the command PARAMETER on the command line, or
press the F4 key.

The following screen shows the Parameters fill-in.

 =>

--------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : RPT PARAMETERS        RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST       SYS: DOC  FILL-IN

 Lines per page on printout           ___  (0 thru 250)

 Report width                         ___  (40 thru 230)    

Spacing between lines                 _    (1 thru 3)  

Spacing between columns               __   (0 thru 66 OR A=Automatic) 

Spacing after page and column hdgs    _    (0 thru 9)  

Summaries only                        _    (Y=Yes,N=No)

 Column headings desired              _    (Y=Yes,N=No)

 Column headings indication           _    (U=Underscore,N=None,D=Dashes)  

Control break heading                 _    (Y=Yes,N=No)

 Control break footing                _    (Y=Yes,N=No)

 Automatic page footing summaries     _    (Y=Yes,N=No)

 Group continuation at top of page    _    (Y=Yes,N=No)

 Annotated count in break footings    _    (Y=Yes,N=No)

 Report final summary title           _    (Y=Yes,N=No)

   Spacing before summary             _    (1 thru 9 = Lines,P=New Page)   

   Title    __________________________________________ 

 Date

   Position           __   (NO=None, BR=Bot.Right, BL=Bot.Left, BC=Bot.Ctr.,    

                            TR=Top Right, TL=Top Left, TC=Top Center)

   Format             MM/DD/YY

 Page Numbers  

   Position           __ 

   Format             _    (D=Digits Only, H=With Hyphens, P= Page       nnn)   
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Page Heading  

   Heading            __________________________________________ 

   Position           _    (C=Center, L=Left Justify, R=Right Justify)

Enter the following information on the Parameter fill-in:

• Lines per page on printout
Specify number from 0 to 250 that indicates the total number of lines for each page of the report. This includes all
headings, footings, details, and blank lines. Specify 0 to suppress page breaks.
The Lines per page parameter determines when a page break occurs. RDF first determines the number of lines
required for the page after the page heading, column headings, page footing, and associated spacing. This value is
subtracted from the Lines Per Page specification. The remaining lines are available for the page body, which consists
of the details and the control break headings and footings.
If a complete detail does not fit on the page, a page break occurs. When a detail that causes a control break is
produced, a page break occurs if the appropriate control break heading and footing do not fit on the page. In this case,
the detail and the footing for the current control break group print on the next page.
You can set a session default for this parameter with the command SET RPT LINES. If a default was set, it appears on
the Parameters fill-in when it first displays. You can change the default by typing over the displayed value.

• Report width
A number from 40 to 230 that specifies the number of characters per line.
You can set a session default for this parameter with the command SET RPT WIDTH. If a default was set, it appears
on the Parameters fill-in when it first displays. You can change the default by typing over the displayed value.

• Spacing between lines
A number from 1 to 3 that specifies the number of blank lines left between printed detail lines:
– Single spacing, no blank lines.
– Double spacing, one blank line.
– Triple spacing, two blank lines.
You can set a session default for this parameter with the command SET RPT SPACING. If a default was set, it appears
on the Parameters fill-in when it first displays. You can change the default by typing over the displayed value.

• Spacing between columns
A number from 0 to 66 or the code A. This value specifies the number of blank characters left between columns on
detail lines. A number indicates the exact number of spaces between columns. A value of 0 means that columns are
concatenated.
The value A indicates that spacing is automatic. The total number of spaces left after subtracting all column widths
from the report width is proportionally distributed among the columns and the right and left margins. When you use
automatic spacing, if a column does not fit on a line, a warning message occurs during the compile.
You can set a session default for this parameter with the command SET RPT GAP. If a default is set, it appears on the
Parameters fill-in when it first displays. You can change the default by typing over the displayed value.

• Spacing after page and column headings
A number from 0 to 9 that specifies the number of blank lines after the page heading detail line, column heading detail
line, or continuation line and before the first body line of the report.
Note: You must specify a minimum value of 1 in the REPORT PARAMETER under “spacing after page and column
headings” to generate the correct carriage control for reports that do not have any DETAIL lines and, therefore, no
COLUMN headings and no PAGE headings defined.
A value of 1 for one blank line is the default. To change the default value, type a new value over the current value.

• Summaries only
Specifies whether detail lines print:

Y
Only the summary lines at each control break print.

N
Detail lines print (default).

• Column headings desired
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Specifies whether column headings print:
Y

Defined column headings are included in the report (default).
N

Column headings do not print.
• Column heading indication

Specifies how column headings are highlighted:
U

Column headings are underscored.
D

A series of dashes print on a separate line beneath the column heading (default).
N

No highlighting.
• Control break heading

Specifies whether standard headings print when a control break occurs. The default control break heading consists
of asterisks followed by the control field column heading and the control field value. Two asterisks are added for each
level of the control break. A level-1 control break is preceded by two asterisks. A level-2 control break is preceded by
four asterisks, and so on.

Y
Control break headings are printed at the beginning of each control group.

N
Suppresses the printing of default control break headings. User-specified control break headings are not
suppressed.

• Control break footing
Specifies whether standard footings print when a control break occurs. The default control break footing consists of the
control field column heading and the control field value.

Y
Control break footings are printed at the end of a control group.

N
Suppresses the printing of control group footings.

• Automatic page footing summaries
Specifies whether summary and annotated value functions (TOT, MIN, MAX, AVG) in Detail fill-in print in the page
footing. The page footing contains the requested values for only the current page.

Y
Summary and annotated lines print as part of the page footing on the line below the footing title.

N
Summary and annotated lines do not print as part of the page footing (default).

• Group continuation at top of page
Specifies whether control headings print at the top of a new page when a control break did not occur.

Y
Control headings, if any, print at the top of the page followed by (CONT.). The continued indicator (CONT.)
prints for every line of the control heading. However, if the control heading uses the entire width of the line, the
continued indicator is truncated. Control field values, if any, print at page breaks, regardless of whether the value
changed.

N
Control fields do not print after a page break when there is no change in the control value.
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If control breaks are set for the fields STATE (level 1) and CITY (level 2) and a page break occurs in the middle of
details from San Francisco, California, the following headings appear at the top of the page when Group Continuation
is set to Y:

** STATE CA (CONT.)

**** CITY SAN FRANCISCO (CONT.)

If Group Continuation is set to N, the next detail line appears at the top of the page with no control break heading.
• Annotated count in break footings

Specifies whether to print an annotated count in standard footings. This is a count of the number of primary detail
groups generated from executing the PDL PRODUCE statement since the last control break at the same level. Control
footings affected by this parameter are control break footings, page footings, and report footings. User-defined footings
are unaffected.

Y
Annotated count appears (default).

N
Count does not appear.

• Report final summary title
Specifies whether to print a final summary line (equivalent to control break footing level 0) when summary functions are
specified for a detail field.

Y
Final summary (grand total) line prints (default).

N
Final summary line does not print.

Note:  A value of Y can generate blank lines if no count or summaries are accumulated.
• Spacing before summary
1

-9 Specifies how many lines are skipped before the report final summary title. The default is 2, which skips 2 lines.
P

Specifies that the final summary title prints on a new page.
If you specify a larger value for the first line of the LEVEL 0 control break in the Heading fill-in, the spacing specified in
the Heading fill-in overrides that specified in the Parameters fill-in.

• Title
A title for the final summary control break footing, which appears on a separate line at the end of the report preceding
the final summary information. If nothing is specified here, the default is FINAL TOTAL.

• Date
Specifies the position and format in which the date prints.

• Position
Specifies the location of the date on the page. You can set a default for this parameter with the SET RPT DATEPOS
command. Any of the following are valid:

To place the date in Specify Position
The page footer BR Bottom right
 BL Bottom left
 BC Bottom center
   
The page heading TR Top right
 TL Top left
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 TC Top center
   
To suppress NO None

If you specify NO here, you can still place the date in a user-defined heading or footing specified on the Heading fill-in.

NOTE
You cannot specify the same position for page number, date, and heading if all are requested. If you also specify
a page heading or footing on the Heading fill-in, leave this position blank in the first line of that page heading or
footing.

Format
Specifies the format of the date. You can use any logical combination of the date patterns shown in the following
table to specify a date format.

NOTE
You can specify the $RPT-DATE function as a field name on the Heading and Detail fill-ins to produce
the report date at another location. You must specify a format for the date here when you use $RPT-
DATE. However, you can set a default for this parameter with the command SET RPT DATEFOR. This
default date format applies only to the date in the page heading, page footing, and $RPT-DATE. The
default format for dates in the Detail fill-in is controlled by the command SET CMD DATEFOR.

The following specifications give the corresponding results when a report is produced, assuming that, at the time
of production, the date is January 12, 1993.

Component Notation Meaning Example assuming (January 12, 1993)
YEAR Year in full 1993
YY Year without century 93
Y Year without decade 6
MONTH Month spelled out (upper case) JANUARY
LCMONTH Month spelled out (initial letter uppercase) January
MON Month abbreviation (uppercase) JAN
LCMON Month abbreviation (initial letter uppercase) Jan
MM Month number, with leading zero if

necessary
01

M Month number with no leading zero 1
DD Day with leading zero if necessary 12
D Day with no leading zero 12
DDD Julian day, numeric day of the year (1-366) 012
WEEKDAY Day spelled out (uppercase) SUNDAY
LCWEEKDAY Day spelled out (initial letter uppercase) Sunday
DAY Day abbreviation SUN
LCDAY Day abbreviation (initial letter uppercase) Sun

The following are examples of completed date format specifications.

Specification          Result

MM/DD/YY               01/02/93

M/D/YY                 1/2/93
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DD-MM-YY               02-01-93

DD/MM/YY               02/01/93

DD MON YEAR            02 JAN 1993

Any characters except uppercase alphabetic in the date pattern remain unchanged.

The site administrator defines the actual text indicated by the keywords MONTH, LCMONTH, MON, LCMON, WEEKDAY,
LCWEEKDAY, DAY, and LCDAY in the file DATETBL.IDL. 

Page numbers
Specifies the location and format in which the page number prints.

Position
Specifies the location of the page number on the page. You can set a default for this parameter with the SET RPT
PAGEPOS command. Any of the following are valid:

To place the date in Specify Position
The page footer BR Bottom right
 BL Bottom left
 BC Bottom center
The page heading TR Top right
 TL Top left
 TC Top center
To suppress NO None

If you specify NO here, you can still place the page number in a user-defined heading or footing, specified on the Heading
fill-in.

NOTE
You cannot specify the same position for page number, date, and heading if all are requested. If you also specify
a page heading or footing on the Heading fill-in, leave this position blank in the first line of that page heading or
footing.

Format
Specifies the format of the page number.
D

Digits only; for example, 15
H

Hyphens; for example, -15-
P

Digits with a one- to eight-character prefix defined by the user. PAGE is the default prefix if the user does
not specify one.

You can set the default for the page number with the command SET RPT PAGEFMT. You must specify the page
format on the Parameter fill-in or by default if you use the $RPT-PAGE function on the Heading or Detail fill-in.

Page heading
Specifies the literal to use as the page heading and its position on the page.
You should not define both a heading report parameter and a report page heading definition. If you specify date
and page as report parameters, the first line of a multiple line heading should be positioned so that it does not
conflict with the date and page positions.
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Heading
Specifies the 1 to 42-character literal that appears as a page heading at the top of every page of the report. When
this field is blank (the default), no literal text appears, even if page numbers or the date are specified using the
Parameter fill-in.

Position
Specifies the location of the page heading as:
C

Centered (default).
L

Flush left margin.
R

Flush right margin.

Heading/Footing Definition Fillin

The report Heading/Footing definition fill-in specifies a more elaborate report page heading or footing than can be defined
on the report Parameters fill-in. The Heading/Footing fill-in is optional and is shown in the following screen.

Definitions specified with the Heading/Footing fill-in override those specified on the report Parameters fill-in. For example,
the standard control break heading parameter on the report Parameters fill-in is ignored for a break level if a <<BH>> label
is specified on the Heading/Footing fill-in.

You can use field names, literals, functions, and arithmetic expressions as part of a heading or footing. The position or
location of the heading or footing is also specified on this fill-in.

You can define the following types of headings and footings on the Heading fill-in:

• A report heading, identified by the group label <<RH>>, prints once at the beginning of the report on a separate cover
page.

NOTE
You should not define both a heading report parameter and a report page heading definition. If you specify
date and page as report parameters, position the first line of a multiple line heading so that it does not conflict
with the date and page positions.

• A report footing, identified by the group label <<RF>>, prints once at the end of the report. It can print on the same
page as the last detail or on a separate page.

• A page heading, identified by the group label <<PH>>, prints at the top of every page.
• A page footing, identified by the group label <<PF>>, prints at the bottom of every page.
• One or more control break headings, identified by the group label <<BH>> LEVEL n, prints before the first detail of a

control break group. Control break headings specified here override the default headings.
• One or more control break footings, identified by the group label <<BF>> LEVEL n, prints after the last detail of a

control break group. Control break footings specified here override the default footings.
• To display the report Heading fill-in, enter the command HEADING on the command line or press the F5 key.

 =>

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : RPT HEADING/FOOTING   RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST       SYS: DOC  FILL-IN

          Field Name, Literal, Function,                   Column

 Command  or Arithmetic Expression                         Wid Tab Edit Pattern 

 ------   ------------------------------------------------ --  --- -------------

 ======   ==================== T O P ===================== ==  === =============
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 ______   ________________________________________________ __  ___ _____________

 ______   ________________________________________________ __  ___ _____________

 ______   ________________________________________________ __  ___ _____________

 .

 .

 .

 ______   ________________________________________________ __  ___ _____________

 ======   ===================== B O T T O M ============== ==  === =============

A series of literals and field names specifies a heading or footing on the report Heading fill-in. Although you enter the
pieces of the heading or footing vertically on the fill-in, they are arranged horizontally across the top of each page of the
report. A heading wider than the report width wraps around to the next line.

To define a heading or footing, enter the information in the following fields on the Heading fill-in:

Command
An area where the user can enter Ideal for Datacom editing line commands. You can position the command area
on the right or left of the screen using the SET EDIT MARGIN command.

Field Name, Literal, Function, or Arithmetic Expression
The group-identifier, field name, literal, function, or arithmetic expression used as a part of the heading or footing.
This area must be left blank if Lnn is specified in the TAB column.
To modify the specification, the ERASE EOF key or the DELETE key can delete this value. When a value in this
field is deleted, Ideal for Datacom deletes corresponding options specified in that line.

Group Identifiers
Identify all headings and footings with a group label, which indicates the function of the heading or footing in the
report. Valid group identifiers are:
<<RH>>

Specifies that the following lines define a report heading that prints on a separate page at the beginning of
the report. You can include the report date in the heading by using report functions.

<<RF>>
Specifies that the following lines define a report footing that prints at the end of the report. You can use
the TAB field to define the footing lines to print on the same page or a separate page. You can include
summary information in the report footing by using report functions.

<<PH>>
Specifies that the following lines define a page heading that prints at the top of each page of the report.
If no group identifiers are specified, any lines defined on the Heading fill-in are assumed to be part of a
page heading. You can include the report date and page in the heading by using report functions.
If multiple page headings <<PH>> are specified, the first page heading encountered is the one that
appears on the report. If both a page title (on the Parameter fill-in) and a page heading (on the Heading
fill-in) are specified, the page title from the Parameter fill-in appears on the report.
When a TAB of Lnn is specified for the first line of a page heading, the heading text is moved nn lines
down from where the heading would have started. The TAB does not affect the automatic date and page
number. They continue to print on the original first line.

<<PF>>
Specifies that the following lines define a page footing that prints at the bottom of each page of the report.
You can include summary information in the page footing by using report functions.

<<BH>>
Specifies that the following lines define a control break heading to print whenever the value of a control
break field changes. For the definition of a control break field, see Detail Definition Fill-in. The heading
text specified here overrides the default control break heading for the designated level.
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The control break heading identifier is specified with a level number to identify the control break level for
which the heading is printed. The format for the control break group identifier is <<BH>> [LEVEL] n. The
keyword LEVEL is optional. If no level is specified, the heading applies to all control breaks defined. You
can specify more than one level, as in:
<<BH>> LEVEL 1 2 3

You can suppress an individual control break heading for any level by creating a <<BH>> group for that
level with no lines following.
You can include the report date and page in the heading by using report functions.

<<BF>>
Specifies that the following lines define a control break footing printed whenever the value of a control
break field changes. For the definition of a control break field, see Detail Definition Fill-in. The footing text
specified here overrides the default control break footing for the designated level.
The control break footing identifier is specified with a level number to identify the control break level for
which the footing is printed. The format for the control break group identifier is <<BF>> [LEVEL] n. The
keyword LEVEL is optional. If no level is specified, the footing applies to all control breaks defined. You
can specify more than one level, as in:
<<BF>> LEVEL 1 2 3

You can suppress an individual control break footing for any level by creating a <<BF>> group for that
level with no lines following. Specify LEVEL 0 as the <<BF>> group level to print grand totals at the end of
the report.
You can include summary information in the control break footing by using report functions. If a <<BF>>
group is defined, any of these functions specified on the Detail fill-in is ignored. The function must be
defined in the <<BF>> group. For more information, see Functions.

NOTE
A double-space is automatically generated before a control break footing is produced.

<<EMPTY>>
Specifies that the following text prints when no PRODUCE statements execute for the report. The text
to print must be composed of literals. No page or report headings print. If an <<EMPTY>> group is not
specified and no PRODUCE statements execute, there is no output.

<<ABORT>>
Specifies that the following text prints when the value of the return code is equal to or greater than the
value specified in the group identifier, which is specified as <<ABORT>> RC x. If the <<ABORT>> group
is printed, the final control break, page, and report footings do not print. If an <<ABORT>> group is not
specified, a standard message prints.
The lines defining the output in an <<ABORT>> group are printed automatically when the program
terminates abnormally. To force the <<ABORT>> group to print when releasing a report dynamically, use
the statement RELEASE REPORT WITH ABORT.
You can use the <<ABORT>> group with user-defined error procedures. Although you can code only one
<<ABORT>> group, you can specify one or more working data variables to define the output, provided
that the variables are current for the last PRODUCE REPORT statement executed. These variables can
then be assigned in the error procedure based on the value of the return code ($RC). Variables set after
the last PRODUCE REPORT statement was executed are not available for the <<ABORT>> group.
The group identifier must appear on a line by itself. It is followed by lines that define the specified heading
or footing. If only one heading is specified, no group identifier is required and the heading is assumed to
be the page heading.

Field names
Field names must be the names of fields in dataviews, panels, working data, or parameters. You can continue
field names for a total of up to three lines by terminating the name with a semicolon. For more information, see
Considerations for Continuation in the Arithmetic Expressions field description.
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Literals
You must enclose literals in single quotes. You can specify literals on consecutive lines with a TAB specification of
0 or 1. They are concatenated in the page heading. If spaces are required between the two literals, you can use
the TAB specification to provide them or include them in the quotes. You cannot continue a heading literal with a
semicolon.

Functions
Report functions entered in a heading or footing return a value when the heading or footing is produced. The
following report functions are available:
$RPT

-DATE Specifies the current date as part of the heading. The date value is obtained from an ASSIGN
REPORT statement, if one is specified. Otherwise, the current date is used. You can use this function for
report, page, and control break headings.

$RPT
-PAGE Specifies the current page number as part of the heading. The page number value is obtained
from an ASSIGN REPORT statement, if one is specified. Otherwise, a value of 1 is used. You can use
this function for report, page, and control break headings.

$TOT(field)
Computes the total value for all occurrences of the specified field in the range covered by the footing. If
$TOT is specified in the page footing, the value is the total value of all occurrences on the page. If it is
specified in the control break footing, the value is computed based on all occurrences in the control break
group. You cannot use this function in the report footing.

The $TOT function provides the same value as the TOT function on the Detail fill-in.
$AVG(field)

Computes the average value of all occurrences of the specified field in the range covered by the footing.
You can use this function in all footings. The $AVG function provides the same value as the AVG function
on the Detail fill-in.

$MIN(field)
Determines the minimum value of all occurrences of the specified field in the range covered by the
footing. You can use this function in all footings. It provides the same value as the MIN function on the
Detail fill-in.

$MAX(field)
Determines the maximum value of all occurrences of the specified field in the range covered by the
footing. You can use this function in all footings. It provides the same value as the MAX function on the
Detail fill-in.

$OCC[(field)]
Counts the non-null occurrences of a primary or secondary field if a field name is specified. If no field
name is specified, $OCC counts the primary produce statements in the range covered by the footing. You
can use this function in all footings. When specified with a field name, it provides the same value as the
OCC function on the Detail fill-in.

$CTOT(field)
Accumulates the total value for all occurrences of the specified numeric field in the range of the report.
You can use this function in all footings, but it always shows the total for the entire report.

The value entered for field in any of the above functions must be a unique name or label on a line in the Detail fill-
in. If the field name is a qualified name (for example, EMPLOYEE.SALARY) in the Detail definition, then it must
also be qualified when used with these functions in either the Heading or Footing definition. You can continue the
function specification on a total of up to three lines by ending each line except the last with a semicolon.

Arithmetic Expressions
You can specify an arithmetic expression with or without a label. However, you cannot use the value computed
for the expression as the operand of a report function if the expression is not labeled. You can continue an
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expression for a total of up to three lines by ending the Field Name entry in each line except the last with a
semicolon.

• Considerations for Continuation:
• Anything entered to the right of the semicolon, but in this column (Field Name, Literal, Function or Arithmetic

Expression), is ignored.
• Leading blanks are ignored on subsequent lines.
• Continuing a function follows the same rules as in Program Definition Language.
• You can use a semicolon to indicate that the entry's edit pattern is continued.
• You must enter any other specifications for a multiple-line entry on the first line in the appropriate column.

Column
Specifies the width of the column and its placement on the report line.

Width
A number from 0 through 99 that specifies the width of the column. An entry here overrides the default column
width. If no value is specified here (the default), the width is equal to the longest of the following:

• The width of the source field
• The width of the column head
• If a summary total is specified, then a width of four characters longer than the source field width is used
• The width that results from the edit pattern

If the field value is longer than the space allotted, it is truncated. Alphanumeric fields are truncated from the right.
Numeric fields are truncated from the left.
If an alphanumeric function is specified, a WIDTH specification is required. For a definition of terms, see PDL
Language Elements.

Tab
Specifies the column and line where this field in the heading or footing starts. If omitted, the Spacing Between
Columns option in the report Parameters fill-in determines the spacing. You can use the following entries:
+nn

Specifies relative spacing, where nn is the number of columns to skip from the current position.
nnn

Specifies absolute spacing, where nnn is a specific column number.
MAX

Specifies absolute spacing, where the field is positioned all the way to the right of the heading line (right
justified).

Lnn
Specifies vertical spacing, where nn refers to the number of vertical spacing units. The Spacing Between
Lines option in the Parameter fill-in determines the number of lines in a vertical spacing unit. The default
value for nn is 1.

Lnn must be a separate tab entry with all other columns blank. In the following example, it is necessary to leave
the second line in the field name column blank because the TAB value is L05.
FIELD NAME   ...   TAB

X                   50

                   L05

Y                   50

Leaving the field name blank when Lnn is specified in the TAB column is useful for skipping extra lines without
producing a field on the report in that position.

Edit Pattern
Specifies an override to the default edit pattern for the entry. For more information about the edit pattern
description, see Detail Definition Fillin. You can continue the edit pattern for a total of up to three lines by ending
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the field name column with a semicolon. You can also specify date patterns here; however, $RPT-DATE uses the
date format specified in the Parameters fill-in. Be sure that the edit pattern is large enough to accommodate the
largest possible value and provide a sign if negative values are possible.

Detail Definition Fillin

Use the Ideal for Datacom report Detail definition fill-in to fields to appear in each detail line of the report. Find information
about report groups and displaying the Detail fill-in.

The report Detail definition fill-in specifies the fields to appear in each detail line of the body of the report and to specify
control breaks, summary functions, and so on, for these fields. The report Detail fill-in can contain one primary group and
multiple secondary groups. These primary and secondary groups allow for several different levels and sublevels of data to
produce in a single report.

Report Groups

A report-group is a uniquely identified set of lines on a detail panel. A PRODUCE statement activates a report-group.
Each group is identified by a group-name in angled braces appearing on a line by itself in the Field Name column.

<<group-name>>  [GROUP]

The lines following the identifier define what is contained in that group. A report-group name must be between 3 and 15
characters in length.

PrimaryGroup

The primary group is the first group defined on the report Detail fill-in. If a group name is specified for the primary group,
it must be placed on the first line of the Detail fill-in. If a group name is not specified, the first group of detail lines is
assumed to be the primary group. Control breaks and report functions are allowed on a primary group. You can use
default column headings or define user-specified column headings on the Column Headings fill-in.

SecondaryGroup

All other groups defined on the Detail fill-in are secondary-groups. Report functions are allowed on secondary-groups, but
control breaks are not allowed. You cannot define column headings in the same manner as headings for primary columns.
See the section titled Defining Column Headings in Chapter 3 for an example of secondary group headings.

Displaying the Detail FillIn

To display the report Detail fill-in, enter the command DETAIL on the command line or press the F6 key. If you are editing
an existing report definition, the EDIT command places you directly in the Detail fill-in.

The Detail fill-in is shown below.

=>

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : RPT DETAIL DEFN.      RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC  DISP 

         Field Name, Literal,      Sort   Break  Function Column 

         Function, or               L A   L S I  T M M A  H W    

 Command Arithmetic Expression      V /   V K N  O A I V  D ID Tab Edit Pattern 

                                    L D   L P D  T X N G  G TH   

 ------  -------------------------  - -   - - -  - - - -  - -- --- -------------

 ======  =========== T O P =======  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

 ______  _________________________  _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________
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 ______  _________________________  _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 ______  _________________________  _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 ______  _________________________  _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 ______  _________________________  _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 ______  _________________________  _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 ______  _________________________  _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 ______  _________________________  _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 ______  _________________________  _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 ______  _________________________  _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 ______  _________________________  _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 ______  _________________________  _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 ______  _________________________  _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 ______  _________________________  _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________

 ======  ========= B O T T O M ===  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

Command
Enter Ideal for Datacom editing line commands here.

Field name, literal, function, or arithmetic expression
Specifies the report group name, field name, literal, function, or arithmetic expression to print on the detail line.
This area must be left blank if you specify Lnn or P in the TAB column.
If a field name, function, or arithmetic expression does not fit on one line, you can continue it on a subsequent
line by terminating the entry text with a semicolon immediately following the field name and continuing on the next
line. Leading blanks are ignored on subsequent lines. You cannot continue a literal with a semicolon. You can
specify literals on consecutive lines with a TAB specification of +0. They are concatenated in the detail. To leave a
space between the two pieces of the literal, you can specify a TAB value of +1 or include the space as part of one
of the pieces of the literal.
For information in the following fields of the Detail fill-in: You can also use a semicolon here to continue the entry's
edit pattern. Any other specifications for a multiple-line entry must be indicated on the first line of the appropriate
column.
To modify the specification, use the ERASE EOF key or the DELETE key to delete a field name that is no longer
wanted. When you delete a field name, the corresponding options specified on that line are also deleted.

Group Name
Specifies a label for the detail group. A group name is specified in the following format:
<<label>> [GROUP]

If specified, you must enter a group name must be entered on a line by itself before the first line of the detail
definition it identifies.

Field Name
Field names must be the names of fields in dataviews, panels, working data, or parameter data. For field names,
the following conditions apply:

• For alphanumeric and variable fields, the maximum field length is used unless a column width is specified. You
can specify an edit pattern.

• For numeric fields, you must specify an edit pattern.
• For date fields, you can specify an edit pattern. If one is not specified, the date format is the default defined by

SET COMMAND DATEFOR.
• For dataview fields, the dataview name must prefix the field name.

Fields specified with null values appear as question marks padded with blanks to the total field length. If
alphanumeric, the field is left justified, followed by blanks. If numeric, the field is right justified, preceded by
blanks.
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Function
You can specify any Ideal for Datacom PDL function. You can also specify the report function $OCC as the field
name to print the count of primary records.

Arithmetic Expression
An expression that derives a result from an arithmetic operation using field names, literals, or functions as
operands. Arithmetic expressions can be named or unnamed. You can use the result of a named expression in
another expression.

Sort
Specifies a sorting order for detail lines in the report different from the order in which lines of the report were
produced. The sorting order is specified using two values, the sort level of the field and the direction of the sort.
For reports with no sorting specified, the order of the detail lines in the report is the order in which the lines
were selected or produced. The FOR EACH statement in the application procedure selects data and usually
accompanies the production of reports.
A primary-group and secondary-groups always appear in the order they were produced. For reports with a sorting
order on a primary group, the primary group and its associated secondary groups remains together.
LVL (level)

Specifies the order in which fields are sorted. If omitted, this field is not sorted.

• Specifies this field as the first or major sort field.
• 2-9 Specifies this field as a second or a minor sort field. You can indicate up to nine levels of sort

fields. You can assign these numbers to fields in any order, but they must form an unbroken sequence.
(For example, 1,3,2 is acceptable, but 1,3,4 is not.)

NOTE
Fields containing null values are sorted after any other numeric or alphanumeric values.

A/D (Ascending/ Descending)
Specifies whether the sort is in ascending or descending order.
A

Sort in ascending order (default).
D

Sort in descending order.
+(plus)

Sort in ascending order, based on the alternate collating sequence, if one has been defined through the
site's sort package.

-(minus)
Sort in descending order, based on the alternate collating sequence, if one has been defined through the
site's sort package.

Break
Specifies the format of a control break. Control breaks are not allowed on secondary groups.
LVL (level)

Establishes control fields and their relative levels. If a value is not entered here, the field is not used as a
control field.
1

-9 Specifies the field as a control break field. The control break level is assigned in decreasing
order of importance as the number increases. For example, LVL 1 is the first or major control
break field; LVL 2 is the next; and so on. You can assign control break levels to fields in any
order, but they must form an unbroken sequence without duplicate numbers; for example: 1,3,2 is
acceptable, but 1,3,4 or 1,2,2 is not.
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SKP (skip)
Indicates the spacing from the previous control footing to the current control heading when a control break
occurs. If this field is left blank, the spacing is the same as the Spacing Between Lines option specified in
the Parameter fill-in.
P

Positions the report to the top of a new page.
R

Resets the page number to 1 and positions the report to the top of a new page.
1

-9 Specifies the number of lines to skip.
You can override this field with the TAB specification for the control break heading <<BH>> in the Heading fill-in.
IND (indication)

Specifies whether the control field value prints to indicate the beginning of a new group, for all detail lines,
or not at all. If nothing is specified here, the control field prints only when the value changes.

G
Control field prints in detail lines when the value changes.

R
Control field always prints (repeats) in all detail lines.

N
None, control field does not print in detail lines.

Function
Specifies summary operations to perform against this field. The resulting value prints in all user-defined break
level footings and in standard control breaks: standard break levels, page footings, and report footings. If the
function column is left blank, the function is not performed and no value prints for that field.
For each of the following functions, you can specify A for annotated or S for summary:
A

Prints an annotated value on a separate line. The annotation consists of the column heading and the
field value. If the column heading normally prints on more than one line, the sections of the heading are
concatenated to print on one line.

S
Prints all values on a single summary line beneath the corresponding columns.

NOTE
When any of these functions are requested, the default width of the associated detail field is
computed as the implied width of the detail field plus 4. You can override this default explicitly in
the Width field.

TOT (total)
Specifies whether a total is computed and printed.

A question mark in the leftmost position of a summary total indicates either that the user-defined edit pattern is too
small or, when no edit pattern is specified, that the TOTAL requires more than four extra positions.
MAX (maximum)

Specifies whether the maximum value that occurs for the field in the control break group is computed and
printed.

MIN (minimum)
Specifies whether the minimum value that occurs for the field in the control break group is computed and
printed.
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AVG (average)
Specifies whether the average of all values of a field in the control break group are computed and printed.
Nullable fields cannot specify the AVG option.

Column
The options under this heading specify whether column headings are printed, define the width of the report
column, and specify the placement of the column on the detail line.
HDG (heading)

Specifies what is used as the column heading for fields in the primary group.
N

No heading is printed.
U

The user-defined heading specified on the Column Heading fill-in is used. The U appears
automatically when a heading is defined on the Column Headings fill-in.

If you leave this field blank, the column heading specified in the dictionary facility is used if available. If no column
heading is specified in the dictionary, the field name is used. When a literal value is defined on a detail line, the
column heading for the literal value must be user-defined. In this case, you cannot leave the HDG option blank.

NOTE
The column heading derived from the cataloged dataview contains a maximum of 20 characters, even
though the cataloged dataview heading fields can have up to 36 characters and the field names can be
up to 32 characters. You can define longer headings on the Column Heading fill-in.

If this field is alphanumeric and blank, the width is equal to the largest of the following:

• The width of the source field.
• The width of the column heading.

If this field is numeric and blank, the width is equal to the largest of the following:

• The width of the column heading.
• The width that results from the edit pattern.
• A width of four characters larger than the edit pattern width if a summary total is specified.

If an alphanumeric function such as $SUBSTR is specified, a WIDTH specification is required. When using an
alphanumeric function, the width must be a positive number greater than zero. The column width is required to
define the length for a function's result, otherwise a compile error occurs.

TAB
Specifies the starting point for the field in the detail line. If this field is blank, the value is taken from the Spacing
Between Columns option in the Parameter fill-in.
+nn

Specifies relative spacing, where nn is the number of columns to skip from the current position.
nnn

Specifies absolute spacing, where nnn is the specific column number. When absolute spacing is used and
nnn is to the left of the current position, the line is continued on the next line at the absolute position.

MAX
Specifies absolute spacing, with the field right justified on the output line.

Lnn
Specifies vertical spacing, where nn refers to the number of vertical spacing units. The default value
for nn is 01. The number of lines in each vertical spacing unit is taken from the Spacing Between Lines
option in the Parameter fill-in.
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P
Specifies vertical spacing, positioning at the top of the next page.
Lnn and P must be separate entries with blank field names. In the following example, it is necessary to
leave the second and fourth field name columns blank because of the value in the TAB column.

FIELD NAME   ...   TAB  

    X                   50  

                       L05  

    Y                   50  

                         P

Leaving the field name blank when you specify Lnn in the TAB column is useful for skipping extra lines without
producing a field on the report in that position.

Edit Pattern
Specifies the format in which the value of the field prints. An edit pattern is required when a numeric function or an
arithmetic expression is specified and is optional for other data types.
For alphanumeric and numeric data items, the pattern entry is a sequence of any of the edit pattern symbols. In
addition, an L in the first character of the edit pattern left justifies the result.
For date type data items, the entry is a sequence of characters representing the date pattern as defined in the
$DATE function.
The edit pattern can take up to three lines of the Edit Pattern Field. However, the maximum length of an edit
pattern is 30 characters. A semicolon in the name column is used as a continuation symbol. The semicolon must
appear immediately following the field name to continue. Spaces found anywhere in the edit pattern are not
suppressed.

NOTE
The numeric date functions such as $TODAY and $INTERNAL-DATE require an edit pattern, not a date
pattern. The report functions $RPT-DATE and $RPT-PAGE should not use a date or an edit pattern.

If this field is blank, the edit pattern is determined as follows:

• If omitted and if an edit pattern for the field is specified in the dictionary facility, that edit pattern is used.
• If an edit pattern is not found in the dictionary facility for this field, then the following rule is used:

– If the field is alphanumeric, left justify the value and blank fill.
– If the field is numeric, right justify the value and suppress leading zeros. If decimal places are present,

replace with a period. If the value is negative, put a minus sign on the right-hand side.
– If the field is a date field, use the default pattern for the site or the pattern set by a SET COMMAND

DATEFOR command.

Category and Meaning Data in Source Edit Pattern Result

Pattern characters for alphanumeric data

Alphanumeric character STATE X(5) STATEX

Any other character
represents itself

AB1234 XXX-XXX AB1-234

Pattern characters for numeric data

L Left-justify before output 123 LZ(3),ZZ9** 123

9 Unsuppressed numeric
digit

123 999 123

Z Zero suppression v12* ZZZ.99 .12

* Asterisk replacement lv23 ***9.99 ***1.23

, Comma 002234v56 ZZZ,ZZZ.99 2,234.56
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Category and Meaning Data in Source Edit Pattern Result

/ Slash 123083 99/99/99 12/30/83

B Blank space 123083 99B99B99 12 30 83

0 Zero 123 99900 12300

. Decimal point 030v99 ZZZ.99 30.99

-23v45 9(2).99- 23.45-- Minus sign, fixed right

23v45 9(2).99 23.45

- Minus sign, fixed left -23v45 -9(21).99 -23.45

- Minus sign, floating -v23 --.99 -.23

+ Plus sign, fixed right 67v89 9(2).99+ 67.89+

+ Plus sign, fixed left 67v89 +9(2).99 +67.89

+ Plus sign, floating 00v67 ++.99 +.67

-25v00 9(2).99CR 25.00CRCR Credit symbol, right

25v00 9(2).99CR 25.00

-13v00 9(2).99DB 13.00DBDB Debit symbol, right

13v00 9(2).99DB 13.00

$ Dollar sign, fixed 004v00 $Z9.99 $4.00

$ Dollar sign, floating 001v23 $$$.99 $1.23

<> Encloses negative
numbers in parentheses,
fixed

-23v45 <9,999.99> (0,023.45)

<> Encloses negative
numbers in parentheses,
floating

-23v45 $<<<<.99> $ (23.45)

* Lowercase v represents the position of an assumed decimal point.

** You can condense edit patterns by using multipliers. For example, you can specify the expanded pattern
ZZZZZZZZZ.99999 in the edit pattern as Z(9).9(5).

For a complete explanation of the rules summarized in this table, see the CODASYL COBOL Journal of Development.

Column Headings Definition Fillin

The report Column Headings definition fill-in overrides a column heading defined in the dictionary facility for a primary-
group field. Use of this fill-in is optional.

To display the Column Headings fill-in, enter the command COLUMN on the command line or press the F6 key when the
Detail fill-in is displayed.

 =>

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : RPT COLUMN HEADINGS   RPT CUSTRPT  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC  DISP 

         Field Name, Literal,      Column    

         Function, or              H W  
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 Command Arithmetic Expression     D ID Tab Headings   

                                   G TH 

 ------  ------------------------- - -- --- ------------------------------------

 ======  =========== T O P ======= = == === ====================================

 ______  ......................... _ __ ___ ____________________________________

 ______  ......................... _ __ ___ ____________________________________

 ______  ......................... _ __ ___ ____________________________________

 ______  ......................... _ __ ___ ____________________________________

 ______  ......................... _ __ ___ ____________________________________

 ______  ......................... _ __ ___ ____________________________________

 ______  ......................... _ __ ___ ____________________________________

 ______  ......................... _ __ ___ ____________________________________

 ______  ......................... _ __ ___ ____________________________________

 ______  ......................... _ __ ___ ____________________________________

 ______  ......................... _ __ ___ ____________________________________

 ______  ......................... _ __ ___ ____________________________________

 ______  ......................... _ __ ___ ____________________________________

 ______  ......................... _ __ ___ ____________________________________

 ======  ========= B O T T O M === = == === ====================================

To define a column heading to use in place of the default column heading, enter the necessary information in the following
fields:

Command
An area where the user can enter Ideal for Datacom editing line commands. You can position the command area
on the right or left of the screen using the SET EDIT MARGIN command. For more information, see the SET EDIT
Command.

Field name, literal, function, or arithmetic expression
Contains the group name, field name, literal, function, or arithmetic expression defined on the Detail fill-in. You
can modify this field or, if not entered in the Detail fill-in, enter it here. For more information, see Detail Definition
Fill-in.

Column
Repeats the column options specified on the Detail fill-in. You can make modifications to this entry on either fill-in.
For more information, see Report Detail Definition Fill-in.

Headings
Specifies the text to use as the column heading. You can extend this specification over three lines of the fill-in at
most. A semicolon in the Field Name column is the continuation symbol.
You can print the column heading on one to five lines. If the first character of the heading literal is not a blank,
alphabetic, or numeric, that character is considered to be a delimiter. For example, in the specification /TYPES/
OF/EMPLOYEES, the first character is used as the delimiter and subsequent slash characters are treated as
additional delimiters indicating the beginnings of new lines, as in:

    TYPES   

    OF  

    EMPLOYEES   

If you want the column heading on the report to appear as

    *** TYPES OF EMPLOYEES ***  

you must specify another non-alphabetic or numeric character before the asterisks, such as /*** TYPES OF EMPLOYEES
***. Otherwise, the first asterisk is taken as a delimiter.
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Sample Reports
Find examples of reports that Ideal for Datacom produces using the EMPLOYEE dataview. Screens with fill-ins for the
example reports are also provided.

The following two sample reports are produced using the EMPLOYEE dataview.

=>
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 IDEAL   : DISPLAY DATAVIEW      DVW EMPLOYEE  (001) TEST       SYS: DOC  FILL-IN 

 Commnd Seq Level Field name           T I Ch/Dg Occur Value/Redef/Dep on  
 ====== === ===== ====== T O P ======= = = ===== ===== =========================
 000100 CATALOGED 02/23/95 05:17       SEQUENTIAL      EMPLOYEE UPD=YES    
 000200   1 1     EMPLOYEE    
 000300   2  2    NUMBER               U Z     5  
 000400   3  2    NAME                 X      24  
 000500   4  2    STREET-ADDRESS       X      24  
 000600   5  2    CITY-ADDRESS         X      15  
 000700   6  2    STATE-ADDRESS        X       2  
 000800   7  2    ZIP-CODE-LOC         X       5  
 000900   8  2    SOCIAL-SECURITY      N P     9  
 ====== === ===== === B O T T O M ==== = = ===== ===== =========================
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Sample Report 1
See sample report #1:
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Sample Report 1: Screens with Completed Fill-Ins
The following screens show the completed fill-ins for sample report #1. This screen shows the completed
report parameters fill-in for sample report #1.

 =>
-------------------------------- Partially shown
 IDEAL   : RPT PARAMETERS        RPT EMPRPT  (001) TEST            SYS: DOC 
 DISP 

 Lines per page on printout           060  (0 thru 250)
 Report width                         080  (40 thru 230)    
Spacing between lines                1    (1 thru 3)  
Spacing between columns              02   (0 thru 66 OR A=Automatic) 
Spacing after page and column hdgs   1    (0 thru 9)  
Summaries only                       N    (Y=Yes,N=No)
 Column headings desired              Y    (Y=Yes,N=No)
 Column headings indication           U    (U=Underscore,N=None,D=Dashes)  
Control break heading                N    (Y=Yes,N=No)
 Control break footing                Y    (Y=Yes,N=No)
 Automatic page footing summaries     N    (Y=Yes,N=No)
 Group continuation at top of page    Y    (Y=Yes,N=No)
 Annotated count in break footings    Y    (Y=Yes,N=No)
 Report final summary title           N    (Y=Yes,N=No)
   Spacing before summary             2    (1 thru 9 = Lines,P=New Page)   
   Title    __________________________________________ 

 Date
   Position           NO   (NO=None, BR=Bot.Right, BL=Bot.Left, BC=Bot.Ctr.,    
                            TR=Top Right, TL=Top Left, TC=Top Center)
   Format             MM/DD/YY

 Page Numbers  
   Position           TR 
   Format             P    (D=Digits Only, H=With Hyphens, P= Page       nnn)   

 Page Heading  
   Heading            __________________________________________ 
   Position           L    (C=Center, L=Left Justify, R=Right Justify)

This screen shows the completed report detail fill-in for sample report #1.

 =>
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 IDEAL   : RPT DETAIL DEFN.      RPT EMPRPT  (001) TEST            SYS: DOC 
 DISP 

         Field Name, Literal,      Sort   Break  Function Column 
         Function, or               L A   L S I  T M M A  H W    
 Command Arithmetic Expression      V /   V K N  O A I V  D ID Tab Edit Pattern 
                                    L D   L P D  T X N G  G TH   
 ------  -------------------------  - -   - - -  - - - -  - -- --- -------------
 ======  =========== T O P =======  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============
 000400  EMPLOYEE.NAME              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  U __ ___ _____________
 000500  STREET-ADDRESS             _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  U __ ___ _____________
 000600  CITY-ADDRESS               _ _   2 2 N  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________
 000700  STATE-ADDRESS              _ _   1 P N  _ _ _ _  _ __ ___ _____________
 000800  SALARY                     _ _   _ _ _  S _ _ _  U __ ___ _____________
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 ======  ========= B O T T O M ===  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

This screen shows the completed column headings fill-in for sample report #1.

 =>
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 IDEAL   : RPT COLUMN HEADINGS   RPT EMPRPT  (001) TEST          SYS: DOC  DISP 

         Field Name, Literal,      Column    
         Function, or              H W  
 Command Arithmetic Expression     D ID Tab Headings   
                                   G TH 
 ------  ------------------------- - -- --- ------------------------------------
 ======  =========== T O P ======= = == === ====================================
 000400  EMPLOYEE.NAME............ U __ ___ NAME________________________________
 000500  STREET-ADDRESS........... U __ ___ STREET______________________________
 000600  CITY-ADDRESS............. _ __ ___ ____________________________________
 000700  STATE-ADDRESS............ _ __ ___ ____________________________________
 000800  SALARY................... U __ ___ SALARY______________________________
 ______  ......................... _ __ ___ ____________________________________
 ======  ========= B O T T O M === = == === ====================================

Sample Report 2
The following shows sample report #2.

Sample Report 2: Screens with Completed Fill-Ins
The following screens show the completed fill-ins for sample report #2. This screen shows the completed
report parameters fill-in for sample report #2.

 =>
-------------------------------- Partially shown
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 IDEAL   : RPT PARAMETERS        RPT EMPRPT2  (001) TEST         SYS: DOC  DISP 

 Lines per page on printout           060  (0 thru 250)
 Report width                         080  (40 thru 230)    
Spacing between lines                1    (1 thru 3)  
Spacing between columns              02   (0 thru 66 OR A=Automatic) 
Spacing after page and column hdgs   1    (0 thru 9)  
Summaries only                       N    (Y=Yes,N=No)
 Column headings desired              Y    (Y=Yes,N=No)
 Column headings indication           N    (U=Underscore,N=None,D=Dashes)  
Control break heading                N    (Y=Yes,N=No)
 Control break footing                Y    (Y=Yes,N=No)
 Automatic page footing summaries     N    (Y=Yes,N=No)
 Group continuation at top of page    Y    (Y=Yes,N=No)
 Annotated count in break footings    N    (Y=Yes,N=No)
 Report final summary title           N    (Y=Yes,N=No)
   Spacing before summary             2    (1 thru 9 = Lines,P=New Page)   
   Title    'REGIONAL SUMMARY'

 Date
   Position           TR   (NO=None, BR=Bot.Right, BL=Bot.Left, BC=Bot.Ctr.,    
                            TR=Top Right, TL=Top Left, TC=Top Center)
   Format             MM/DD/YY

 Page Numbers  
   Position           TC 
   Format             H    (D=Digits Only, H=With Hyphens, P= Page       nnn)   

 Page Heading  
   Heading            __________________________________________ 
   Position           C    (C=Center, L=Left Justify, R=Right Justify)

This screen shows the completed Headings Fill-in:

=>
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 IDEAL   : RPT HEADING/FOOTING   RPT EMPRPT2  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC 
 DISP 

          Field Name, Literal, Function,                   Column
 Command  or Arithmetic Expression                         Wid Tab Edit Pattern 
 ------   ------------------------------------------------ --  --- -------------
 ======   ==================== T O P ===================== ==  === =============
 000201   '**EMPLOYEE REPORT FOR'                          __  ___ _____________
 000202   STATE1                                           __  ___ _____________
 000203   ','                                              __  00 _____________
 000204   STATE2                                           __  01 _____________
 000205   '**'                                             __  ___ _____________
 ======   ===================== B O T T O M ============== ==  === =============

This screen shows the report detail definition fill-in for sample report #2.

=>
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 IDEAL   : RPT DETAIL DEFN.      RPT EMPRPT2  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC 
 DISP 

         Field Name, Literal,      Sort   Break  Function Column 
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         Function, or               L A   L S I  T M M A  H W    
 Command Arithmetic Expression      V /   V K N  O A I V  D ID Tab Edit Pattern 
                                    L D   L P D  T X N G  G TH   
 ------  -------------------------  - -   - - -  - - - -  - -- --- -------------
 ======  =========== T O P =======  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============
 000400  EMPLOYEE.NAME              _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  U 20 ___ _____________
 000500  STREET-ADDRESS             _ _   _ _ _  _ _ _ _  U 20 ___ _____________
 000600  CITY-ADDRESS               _ _   2 2 G  _ _ _ _  U 13 ___ _____________
 000700  STATE-ADDRESS              _ _   1 P G  _ _ _ _  U __ ___ _____________
 000800  SALARY                     _ _   _ _ _  S _ _ _  U 12 ___ _____________
 ======  ========= B O T T O M ===  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

Mailing Labels
You can use Ideal for Datacom RDF to generate mailing labels. The following sample program demonstrates the basic
steps necessary to produce labels on standard stock sheets. The sheets used for this program contain three labels across
and eight labels down per sheet.

The label size is 4 x 1.5 inches. The data for one label occupies an area of 3 x .5 inches. A carriage control tape is created
with a channel-one punch for each row of labels on the stock page.

The sample program prints mailing labels for every customer. Each address label is formatted as:

Employee Name

Street Address

City State Zip

This page contains the following topics:

Parameter Specifications

For RDF to print just the data without headings and footings, titles, and so forth, use the Parameter Fill-in screen. The
following specifications are needed:

=>

 -------------------------------------------------------------- Partially shown

 IDEAL   : RPT PARAMETERS        RPT CUSTLBL  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC  DISP 

 Lines per page on printout           006  (0 thru 250)

 Report width                         132  (40 thru 230)    

Spacing between lines                 1    (1 thru 3)  

Spacing between columns               00   (0 thru 66 OR A=Automatic) 

Spacing after page and column hdgs    0    (0 thru 9)  

Summaries only                        N    (Y=Yes,N=No)

 Column headings desired              N    (Y=Yes,N=No)

 Column headings indication           N    (U=Underscore,N=None,D=Dashes)  

Control break heading                 N    (Y=Yes,N=No)

 Control break footing                N    (Y=Yes,N=No)

 Automatic page footing summaries     N    (Y=Yes,N=No)

 Group continuation at top of page    N    (Y=Yes,N=No)

 Annotated count in break footings    N    (Y=Yes,N=No)

 Report final summary title           N    (Y=Yes,N=No)

   Spacing before summary             P    (1 thru 9 = Lines,P=New Page)   

   Title    __________________________________________ 
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    .

    .

    .

Each page in the report is a single row of labels. The lines per page value is 6. Data prints on the second, third, and fourth
lines to center it on the label. The width of the page is set to 132 characters to accommodate the sheet of labels and
provide for three labels across. All lines are single spaced as specified by 1 in the spacing between lines field.

All other values are defined as N or 00, as appropriate, except for spacing before summary. Here P is specified. These
values turn off the automatic facilities inherent in RDF that provide headings, labels, column positions, and so forth.

Using a Table Defined in Working Data

This program is special because it prints three rows from the customer table using a single PRODUCE statement. To do
this, a table is defined in working data to contain the information for the three rows. This table is formatted so that it can
be used in the Detail Definition of the report for the print-line layout. Each field in the table is defined as an alphanumeric
value of 30 characters.

=>

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : WORKING DATA DEFN.    PGM LBLPGM  (001) TEST          SYS: DOC  DISP 

 Command Level Field name          T I Ch/Dg Occur Value/Comments/Clauses  

 ------  ----- ------------------- - - ----- ----- -----------------------------

 ======  ===== ====== T O P ====== = = ===== ===== =============================

 000100  1     LABEL-DATA                        3

 000200   2    L-NAME              X      30 

 000300   2    L-ADD               X      30 

 000400   2    L-CTYST             X      30 

 ======  ===== === B O T T O M === = = ===== ===== =============================

Detail Definition Provides Report Definition

The specifications in the Detail Definition are the most important. The report is basically defined on only 12 lines on the
Detail Definition Fill-in screen. This is possible by using vertical tabbing.

=>

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL   : RPT DETAIL DEFN.      RPT CUSTLBL  (001) TEST           SYS: DOC  DISP

 

         Field Name, Literal,      Sort   Break  Function Column 

        Function, or                L A   L S I  T M M A  H W    

 Command Arithmetic Expression      V /   V K N  O A I V  D ID Tab Edit Pattern 

                                    L D   L P D  T X N G  G TH   

 ------  -------------------------  - -   - - -  - - - -  - -- --- -------------

 ======  =========== T O P =======  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

 000100                                                        P

 000200                                                        L02

 000300  L-NAME(1)                                          30 011

 000400  L-NAME(2)                                          30 052

 000500  L-NAME(3)                                          30 093

 000600                                                        L01

 000700  L-ADD(1)                                           30 011
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 000800  L-ADD(2)                                           30 052

 000900  L-ADD(3)                                           30 093

 001000                                                        L01

 001100  L-CTYST(1)                                         30 011

 001200  L-CTYST(2)                                         30 052

 001300  L-CTYST(3)                                         30 093

 ======  ========= B O T T O M ===  = =   = = =  = = = =  = == === =============

Note the values in the TAB field of the display. The vertical placement or line spacing is specified by the following:

L02-
Skip two lines. Labels print on the second physical line.

L01-
Skip to next line.

P-
Skip to top-of-form. Advances form to next set of physical labels.

The horizontal placement or column spacing positions the three sets of address information. That is, for example, all
three customer names are defined on the same physical line but positioned at consecutive label fields. The first value
defines the length of the field (all are 30 characters as is the data). The second value defines the position on the line. For
example, a WIDTH and TAB specification of 30 and 11; positions a 30-character name starting in position 11. As you can
see, the next name is positioned starting in column 52. The third starts in column 93. All fields with the same subscript are
positioned to begin in the same column to obtain correct address format.

With these specifications, a single PRODUCE statement prints all three labels. The top-of-form specification with the
carriage control tape positions the next row of labels and readies it for printing.

One PRODUCE, Multiple Rows

For one PRODUCE statement to print multiple rows, the program must set the associated variables before executing
the PRODUCE statement. In this program, a table is defined in working data to contain the address information for three
customers. The same names are used in the detail definition to format the labels. Since PRODUCE automatically moves
the values in the same-name working data variables to the detail fields, the program must assign the values to the working
data variables. The following segment assumes a variable was defined in working data named IDX to index through the
repeating group.

SET IDX = 0

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

   ORDERED BY CUSTOMER.NAME

   ADD 1 TO IDX

   SET L-NAME(IDX) = CUSTOMER.CUSTNAM

   SET L-ADD(IDX) = CUSTOMER.ADDRESS

   SET L-CTYST(IDX) =

         $STRING(CUSTOMER.CITY, CUSTOMER,STATE,

                 CUSTOMER.ZIP)

   IF IDX = 3

      PRODUCE CUSTLBL

      SET IDX = 0

   ENDIF

ENDFOR

As long as complete sets of three are available, the PRODUCE statement executes in the FOR construct. The index, IDX,
is reset to zero and the assignment of the label information continues. When there are no more rows, the FOR construct
terminates. This could result in one or two unprinted labels. To handle this, a simple IF construct tests the value of IDX
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after the FOR statement. If it is not zero, then some labels remain to print. The statements in the IF construct blank out the
extra labels (to avoid reprinting a label from the last set) and PRODUCE the last labels.

IF IDX NOT = 0

   SET IDX = IDX + 1

   LOOP VARYING IDX FROM IDX BY 1 THRU 3

       MOVE $SPACES TO L-NAME(IDX)

                       L-ADD(IDX)

                       L-CTYST(IDX)

   ENDLOOP

   PRODUCE CUSTLBLS

ENDIF

A subprocedure might be necessary to allow the computer operator to align the label sheet properly at the beginning of
the run. You can use the following subprocedure before the FOR construct with the DO statement:

<<ALIGN>> PROCEDURE

   LOOP 5 TIMES

      LOOP VARYING IDX FROM 1 BY 1 THRU 3

         MOVE STAR-LIT TO L-NAME(IDX)

                          L-ADD(IDX)

                          L-CTYST(IDX)

      ENDLOOP

      PRODUCE CUSTLBLS

   ENDLOOP

ENDPROC

STAR-LIT is a literal value defined in working data. This value consists of a string of 30 asterisks that aligns the sheet.

Configuring Ideal
This section contains the configuration information for Ideal for Datacom. It describes how to set defaults and use the
SCWEBTB macro to create the Web Transaction Table.

The product defaults are established in several ways and are often specific to the site or even to the individual session.
The SCWEBTB macro to create the Web Transaction Table which is required for the Web Interface component.

(Deprecated) SCWEBTB Macro—Create the Web Transaction Table
Use the SCWEBTB macro to create the Web Transaction Table, which is required for the Web Interface component.

ATTENTION
Using assembled transaction tables for user-defined transactions was deprecated with PTF LU03950. Online
Transaction Management is the preferred method to use for defining all user-defined transactions. See Online
Transaction Management Overview for more information.

Use the SCWEBTB macro to create the Web Transaction Table which is required for the Web Interface component.

The following illustration is an example of the SCWEBTB macro:

WEBTRANS TITLE 'CICS WEB TRANSACTIONS'

        SCWEBTB  TYPE=INITIAL

        SCWEBTB  TYPE=ENTRY,                                  X
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              TRANID=IDW1,                                    X

              TRNDATA='WWWWEBDEMO1001',                       X

              DFLTUSR=WWW

        . . .

        SCWEBTB  TYPE=FINAL

        END

The following is an explanation of each parameter:

TYPE=
INITIAL

Creates the table header. Only one call to the macro can specify INITIAL and it must be the first.
ENTRY

Creates a transaction entry.
FINAL

Completes the table information. Only the last call to the macro may specify FINAL.
TRANID=

Specifies the 4-character CICS transaction ID for the Web transaction. This must be an alias transaction as
described in the CICS Web Interface documentation, and as an Ideal for Datacom transaction, it requires a
TWASIZE of 64 or more.

TRNDATA=
Specifies the system, name, and version of the Ideal for Datacom program to be called to process this request.
Bytes 1 to 3 are the system ID, 4 to 11 are the program name, and 12 to 14 the version number or "PRD". Trailing
blanks should be entered if the program name is less than 8 characters. If the program is in PROD status, the
version must be specified as PRD and not as a numeric value. Bytes 16 to 23 may contain the name of a member
belonging to the Default User that will be used as a sign-on member in place of the default “SIGNON”. Commands
in this member (e.g. ASSIGN commands for subprogram versions) will be executed prior to the SELECT and RUN
commands. Note that byte 15 is always blank.

DFLTUSR=
Defines the user ID that is used to run the Ideal for Datacom application. Since the commands that will be
executed are SELECT SYSTEM $ID; RUN CICSWEB PROD , this user needs RUN-PROD authority in system
$ID. It is not sufficient to make this default user an Ideal Administrator, as that authority is revoked for this
environment which has no sign on verification. This user's SIGNON member will be executed (unless overridden
by one in TRNDATA) prior to the SELECT and RUN commands.
The table should be linked with a name of SCWBTRAN. It should not be made resident, as you will want to
replace it.

NOTE
You should specify the version as PRD for a production system. This allows the processing code to be replaced
by your usual mechanisms for production Ideal for Datacom code, and enables the use of load module format
for performance. In a Development region, you can use a fixed version 001 (which avoids replacing the table)
and use the DUP command to copy the code to the next version before marking it to production status.

Setting Defaults
The defaults that Ideal for Datacom uses are established in several ways and are often specific to the site or even to
the individual session. Ideal for Datacom is delivered with default values for all options. You can change some of these
defaults, others you cannot.
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Defaults That You Cannot Change

Some defaults are for certain choices in Ideal for Datacom commands and fill-ins and you cannot change them. This type
of default is underlined in the command syntax examples. An example of this type of default is the command that defaults
to the procedure component of the program definition.

               {ENVIRONMENT }

               {RESOURCES   }

EDIT PGM name  {PARAMETER   }

               {WORK        }

               {PROCEDURE   }

Defaults That You Can Change for the Entire Site

You can establish defaults for the entire site. You can change some site defaults only during installation and reset them
later only by rerunning installation jobs. An example of a default in this category is a default library name.

You can reset other site defaults through the SET SITE commands or the fill-ins provided for setting certain session
control and print options. Any default that is reset with either a SET SITE command or a site options fill-in becomes a new
site default. It remains in effect unless it is reset with another SET SITE command or fill-in.

For more information, see SET SITE Commands--Set Site Options.

Defaults That You Can Set for an Individual Session

Finally, each Ideal for Datacom user can set most of the defaults that can be set for a site for an individual session using
SET commands or the session options fill-ins.

A default set with a SET command or the session options fill-in is changed only for the user who issued the command. It
remains in effect only for the current session. You have the option of storing SET commands in a member called SIGNON.
This executes the commands automatically each time you sign on. It works as if your default settings were changed
permanently.

References to defaults refer to whatever default is currently in effect for any given option. The actual default for any given
option, for any given user, in any given session, at any given site, depends on what choices for setting defaults were
made.

Display Session Options

The following command displays session options:

DISPLAY SESSION OPTIONS

This command displays the current value of every option or a specified type of option. The display includes every option
that is defined in a signon member, set with SET commands during the current session, and the installation defaults.

NOTE
Ideal for Datacom processes displays in batch as prints.

Print Session Options

The following command prints session options.

PRINT SESSION OPTIONS
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Prints the current values for currently set session options. This command prints the current value of every option or a
specified type of option. The output includes every option that is defined in the signon member, set with SET commands
during the current session, and the installation defaults.

For more information, see Output Services and PRINT SESSION OPTIONS Command.

Using Inter-Product Components (IPC)
Learn about using and configuring IPC components to enable product-to-product communication. Find a list of IPC
components and a list of products that use IPC components.

IPC enables product-to-product communication and collaboration.

IPC consists of the following components:

Virtual Library System (VLS)
A library access method that stores panels, message members, control blocks, and user programs.

Virtual Processing Environment (VPE)
Allows your products to run independently of the environment.

Session Control Facility (SCF)
A task dispatcher that provides various high-level services that process menus and PF keys, and handle
commands.

Print Sub-System (PSS)
A set of routines that provides system and network printing services for various products.

Panel Management Services (PMS)
A set of services that acquires, sends, receives, manages, and processes panels that are built using PDF and the
fields that are contained in the panels.

Panel Definition Facility (PDF)
A facility that builds the user panels and applications that PMS manages and processes at runtime.

Editor Kernel (EDK)
A text editing facility.

The following products use components in IPC:

• Ideal for Datacom
• Datacom Datadictionary
• Dataquery
• Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL

WARNING
A previous version of VPE had been delivered with Common Components and Services. To ensure that the
correct code is accessed, concatenate the IPC library before the Common Components and Services target load
library in your batch and CICS JCL.

Configuring IPC
Each site has individual needs and requirements that must be met to optimize software performance. Many decisions
must be made during or after installation of the IPC to let you tailor your installation to the needs of your site. These
decisions range from choosing new default file names to defining options to meet the standards your environment. This
documentation contains information to help you customize your installation, maintain your system, and improve the
performance of your system.
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You can customize the installation to match the requirements of your site when you install IPC. However, your site could
have customization requirements that the installation process does not provide or you might need more customization
after you finish the installation.

This section describes the minimum configuration tasks that are needed before IPC can be started, customized, and used
in your environment.

This topic contains the following information:

Worksheet

Before you perform any installation activity, retrieve member @VQWKSHT from the INSTJCL PDS. The installation JCL
parameters are required for all IPC product installations. Ensure that each parameter has a valid value.

Using the Installation Worksheet as a guide, customize the macro $DCVQEDT with your site-specific information and then
copy the macro to your SYSPROC location. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command.
Each time that you edit an installation member, type $DCVQEDT on the command line and press Enter to replace the
defaults with your specifications. The $DCVQEDT macro is used to edit the VQCUS00 member in CAVQSAMP and all
installation JCL members in INSTJCL.

CAVQSAMP Member Names

The INSTJCL member names can be easily identified during any installation. These names are constructed as follows:

1. Each name begins with VQ to identify IPC.
2. The next three characters identify the type of installation step, one of the following:
CUS

Indicates a customization job with component-specific SYSIN generation, assemblies, and link-edits.
NEW

Indicates a step for new installations only.
UPG

Indicates a step for upgrade installations only.
3. The remainder of each name indicates the number of the step.

Files Created During Installation

During the IPC installation, files were created to contain panels, message members, control blocks, and user programs
that the IPC based products use. The following files were created for Datacom/DB and Ideal™ for Datacom.

ADRLIB
A VLS library that contains the master jobcard, user jobcards, and all message text for the IPC and the IPC-
based products. This file might eventually require expansion, depending on the number of user jobcards that are
created.

ADRPNL
A VLS library that contains the IPC and product system panels. This file also contains the option blocks that
provide options for the IPC and some Broadcom products. This file should never need expansion during the life of
an installation.

ADROUT
A VLS library that contains the PSS spool output. This file might require expansion, depending on the amount of
print output expected from Ideal for Datacom and user-written Ideal for Datacom programs.

ADRTRC
A sequential file that contains the output of the IPC and Ideal for Datacom internal trace facility. You can turn this
facility on to store detailed information about IPC and Ideal for Datacom internal processing to help Broadcom
Support personnel diagnose problems. They tell you how to turn on the trace facility when necessary. For more
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information about the trace facility under Ideal for Datacom, refer to the Ideal for Datacom Problem Determination
documentation.

NOTE
In the z/OS CICS environment, this file is referred to by the DD name, ADRINT, when the Ideal for
Datacom program, @I$TRACE print facility, reads the records for online printing.

ADRLOG
A sequential library that contains the messages and codes that are generated during a run. This file is used for
problem determination and resolution.

Customization Steps

The following customization information lets you refine the customization of your system after installation is complete to:

• Change many SCF-based product options, such as the number of command lines or the maximum number of regions.
See How to Set SCF Site and Session Options.

• Modify the way print files at Ideal for Datacom sites are managed or processed. See How to Set PSS Site and Session
Options.

• Avoid or resolve conflict between files that have the same name. For the instructions about how to change the name of
system files such as ADRLIB, ADRPNL, or ADROUT, see How to Change Default File Names.

• Change static options, such as the IPC program name prefixes. See How to Modify the SCF Static Options.
• Avoid or resolve conflict between destination identifiers that have the same name. For the instructions about how to

change the name of ADRL or ADRT, see How to Change Default Destination Identifiers.
• Describe the files to VPE in a batch environment. See How to Modify the VPE File Tables
• Define products or components to SCF. See How to Modify the SCF Transaction Table (SC00TRAN).
• Respecify the values such as the names and abbreviations of months and days or the conversion characters that

translate special characters. See Customizing the Panel Management System Component.
• Tailor output to system printers. See PSS Exit Routine.
• Set up a Terminal Owning Region (TOR) with multiple Application Owning Regions (AORs). See How to Set Up SCF-

based Products in an MRO Environment

Customizing the Session Control Facility Component
Perform the following tasks to customize the Session Control Facility (SCF) component

How to Set SCF Site and Session Options

The Session Control Facility (SCF) has two interrelated sets of options that affect sessions that use SCF-based products:

• Set site defaults for SCF-based products. After the value of an SCF site option is changed, the new value is the default
for every new session that uses an SCF-based product that shares the same ADRPNL panel library. Only someone
with SCF administrator authorization can change an SCF site option.

• SCF session options are a subset of the SCF site options, but session options affect only an individual session. If you
use an SCF-based product, you can specify values for SCF session options. The values you specify are only in effect
during the life of your session.

If you want all of your sessions to have session option values that differ from site option defaults, you must either respecify
your SCF session options each time you sign in to an SCF-based product or include commands that specify your SCF
session option values in a member that is automatically executed each time you sign in to an SCF-based product.

This page contains the following topics:
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SCF Site Options Fill-in Panel

To change any of the SCF site options, sign in to IPCV (IPC verification transaction) or any SCF-based product and issue
one of the following commands:

SET COMMAND SITE OPTIONS

Or

SET CMD SITE

This command retrieves the current set of SCF site option values from the SCF#OPTIONS member on the VLS library,
ADRPNL, and displays them in the following panel:

 =>

 =>

 =>

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  IDEAL:  SCF option block          SCF#OPTIONS                          FILL-IN

                          Set SCF "site" options

  Command "comment"   character:   :

  Command "delimiter" character:   ;

  Command "repeat"    character:   -

  Command "reshow"    character:   +

  Number of command lines:         1       (0-5)

  Decimal symbol:                  .       (. ,)

  Currency symbol:                 $

  Date format:                     A       (A, E, I)

  Region separator:                N       (N=none, G=grid, other=itself)

  Asynchronous messages:           U       (U=User, N=None)

  Command reshow?                  N       (Y/N)

  UPPER CASE PANELS AND MESSAGES?  N       (Y/N)

  Translate to uppercase in batch? Y       (Y/N)

  Maximum number of regions :      4       (1-4)

  Maximum number of PF keys :      24      (0-48)

  Maximum number of PA keys :      2       (0-4)

  Size of the working buffer:      4000    (4000 - 64000)

  Log file name :                  ADRL

  Trace file name :                ADRT

  Check duplicate user:            N       (Y/N)

To display this panel, you must have SCF administrator authorization. If you need to change an SCF site option but do not
have proper authorization, contact your site coordinator.

Full descriptions of the options on this panel are provided later in this chapter. To modify an SCF site option, overtype the
displayed value and press Enter. Each change is stored in the SCF#OPTIONS member and remains in effect until it is
modified again.

If you change the value of any of these options, the change affects all of the persons who use any of the SCF-based
products that share the same ADRPNL panel library. Changes only take effect in sessions that begin after you specify
new site options. A person who is using an SCF-based product as you specify site options must sign out and then sign in
to have the new options take effect.
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SCF Session Options Fill-in Panel

You can modify a subset of the SCF site options for a session. Sign in to an SCF-based product, for example, Datacom/
DB or Ideal for Datacom, and issue one of the following commands:

SET COMMAND SESSION OPTIONS

Or

SET CMD SES

This command retrieves the current set of SCF session option values from the Session Control Block (SCB) and displays
them in the following panel:

 =>

 =>

 =>

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  xxxxx:  SCF option block          SCF#OPTIONS                          FILL-IN

                          Set SCF "session" options

  Command "comment"   character:   :

  Command "delimiter" character:   ;

  Command "repeat"    character:   -

  Command "reshow"    character:   +

  Number of command lines:         3  (0-5)

  Decimal symbol:                  .  (. ,)

  Currency symbol:                 $

  Date format:                     A  (A, E, I)

  Region separator:                -  (N=none, G=grid, other=itself)

  Asynchronous messages:           U  (U=User, N=None)

  Command reshow?                  N  (Y/N)

  UPPER CASE PANELS AND MESSAGES?  N  (Y/N)

To display this panel, you must be an authorized product user. To modify an SCF session option value, overtype the
displayed value and press Enter.

The session options you specify are only in force for the life of your session. If you need specialized options, you must do
one of the following:

• Respecify values for SCF session options each time you sign in to an SCF-based product. You can modify the entries
on this panel or issue appropriate SET COMMAND option commands.

• Include the SET COMMAND option commands to set SCF session option values in a member that automatically
executes each time you sign in to an SCF-based product.

SCF Site and Session Option Descriptions

This section contains descriptions of the options on the SCF site options and the SCF session options panels. The options
are listed in the same order as they are presented on the panels. You can specify most of the SCF session options with
the SET COMMAND option command.
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Command "Comment" Character

(Site and session option)

Specifies the default command comment character. This character marks the beginning of a comment in the command
area. You can use command comments to defer execution of commands online until the comment character is removed or
for commands in batch.

A valid value is any character except for S, _ (underscore), or a character that has another value.

The following is the syntax for the command to set this option:

►►─ SET ─┬─ COMMAND ─┬─┬─ COMMENT ─┬─ c ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

         └─ CMD ─────┘ └─ COM ─────┘

Command "Delimiter" Character

(Site and session option)

Specifies the default command delimiter that separates multiple commands entered on a single command line.

A valid value is any character except for S, _ (underscore), or a character that has another value.

The following is the syntax for the command to set this option:

►►─ SET ─┬─ COMMAND ─┬─┬─ DELIMITER ─┬─ c ────────────────────────────────────►◄

         └─ CMD ─────┘ ├─ DEL ───────┤

                       └─ DLM ───────┘

Command "Repeat" Character

(Site and session option)

Specifies the default command repeat character.

A valid value is any character except for S, _ (underscore), or a character that has another value.

The following is the syntax for the command to set this option:

►►─ SET ─┬─ COMMAND ─┬─┬─ REPEAT ─┬─ c ───────────────────────────────────────►◄

         └─ CMD ─────┘ ├─ REP ────┤

                       └─ RPT ────┘

Command "Reshow" Character

(Site and session option)

Specifies the default command reshow action. Values of YES, Y, or ON cause all subsequent commands to remain in the
command area after execution.

A valid value is any character except for S, _ (underscore), or a character that has another value.

The following is the syntax for the command to set this option:

►►─ SET ─┬─ COMMAND ─┬─┬─ RESHOW ─┬─┬─ ON ──┬─────────────────────────────────►◄

         └─ CMD ─────┘ ├─ RES ────┤ ├─ YES ─┤

                       └─ RSH ────┘ ├─ Y ───┤
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                                    ├─ OFF ─┤

                                    ├─ NO ──┤

                                    └─ N ───┘

Number of Command Lines

(Site and session option)

Specifies the default number of command lines reserved in the command region.

A valid value is a digit from 0 through 5.

The following is the syntax for the command to set this option:

►►─ SET ─┬─ COMMAND ─┬─┬─ LINES ─┬─┬─ 0 ─┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

         └─ CMD ─────┘ └─ LIN ───┘ ├─ 1 ─┤

                                   ├─ 2 ─┤

                                   ├─ 3 ─┤

                                   ├─ 4 ─┤

                                   └─ 5 ─┘

Decimal Symbol

(Site and session option)

Specifies the default decimal symbol. The only valid values are the period (.) and the comma (,).

This option also sets the digit separator character to the value not chosen as the decimal symbol. For example, if you
specify the decimal symbol as period (.), the digit separator character defaults to comma (,).

Currency Symbol

(Site and session option)

Specifies the default currency symbol. The installation default is a hex '5B', which displays as a dollar sign ($) on United
States English terminals. Any character is a valid value.

Date Format

(Site and session option)

Specifies the default date format. Valid values are:

A
American (mmddyy)

E
European (ddmmyy)

I
International (yymmdd)

Where the value of mm is the month, dd is the day of the month, and yy is the year.

The following is the syntax for the command to set this option:

►►─ SET ─┬─ COMMAND ─┬─┬─ DATE ─┬─┬─ A ─┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄

         └─ CMD ─────┘ └─ DAT ──┘ ├─ E ─┤

                                  └─ I ─┘
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Region Separator

(Site and session option)

Specifies the default command region separator character. A separator line consists of this character, repeated across the
screen, to distinguish between the command area and the execution regions. Valid values are

c
Any character.

N
None (blanks)

G
Grid (a formatted scale line)

The following is the syntax for the command to set this option:

►►─ SET ─┬─ COMMAND ─┬─┬─ SEPARATOR ─┬─ c ────────────────────────────────────►◄

         └─ CMD ─────┘ ├─ SEP ───────┤

                       └─ SPR ───────┘

Asynchronous Messages

(Site and session option)

Establishes whether asynchronous messages, such as print and compile completion messages, display during the
session by default. You can identify users and messages by the terminal ID for the terminal at which the user signed in
(SESSID=TERMID).

Valid values are:

N
No asynchronous messages display.

U
All asynchronous messages for a user display during the session. Undisplayed messages from a previous
session display at sign in.

The following is the syntax for the command to set this option:

►►─ SET ─ ASYNCMSG ─┬─ NONE ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                    └─ USER ─┘

Command Reshow

(Site and session option)

Specifies the default action for commands. Valid values are:

N
All successfully executed commands are erased from the command area after execution.

Y
All commands remain in the command region after execution.

The following is the syntax for the command to set this option:

►►─ SET ─┬─ COMMAND ─┬─┬─ RESHOW ─┬─┬─ OFF ─┬─────────────────────────────────►◄
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         └─ CMD ─────┘ ├─ RES ────┤ ├─ NO ──┤

                       └─ RSH ────┘ ├─ N ───┤

                                    ├─ ON ──┤

                                    ├─ YES ─┤

                                    └─ Y ───┘

Upper Case Panels and Messages

(Site and Session Option) Specifies whether all text displayed on panels and messages is in uppercase. Valid values are:

N
Displays text in mixed case (uppercase and lowercase).

Y
Displays all text in uppercase.

The following is the syntax for the command to set this option:

►►─ SET ─┬─ COMMAND ─┬─┬─ UPPERCASE ─┬─┬─ NO ──┬──────────────────────────────►◄

         └─ CMD ─────┘ ├─ UPC ───────┤ ├─ N ───┤

                       └─ UPP ───────┘ ├─ OFF ─┤

                                       ├─ YES ─┤

                                       ├─ Y ───┤

                                       └─ ON ──┘

Translate to Uppercase in Batch

(Site option only)

Specifies whether text submitted for printing in batch is converted to uppercase. Valid values are:

N
Submits the text without conversion.

Y
Converts text to uppercase.

Maximum Number of Regions

(Site option only)

Specifies the maximum number of regions that can display on a screen. A valid value is a number from 1 through 4. The
command region (region number 0) and product region (region number 1) count as 2, therefore specify 3 or 4 to allow
SPLIT to start a second or third session.

Maximum Number of PF Keys

(Site option only)

Specifies an upper limit on the number of PF keys SCF-based products support. A valid value is a number from 0 through
48.

NOTE
To display the PF key settings for the current screen, press PA2.

Maximum Number of PA Keys

(Site option only)
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Specifies an upper limit on the number of PA keys SCF-based products support. A valid value is a number from 1 through
4.

Size of the Working Buffer

(Site option only)

Specifies the size of the buffer used internally for global editing. A larger value speeds up editing at the expense of main
memory. A valid value is a number from 4000 through 64000.

Log File Name

(Site option only)

Specifies the CICS TDQ name of the log file. Specify one to four characters. The first character must be an alphabetic or
national character. The remaining characters can be alphanumeric or national. Review the information in How to Change
Default Destination Identifiers before you modify this value.

Trace File Name

(Site option only)

Specifies the CICS TDQ name of the trace file. Specify one to four characters. The first character must be an alphabetic
or national character. The remaining characters can be alphanumeric or national. Before you modify this value, see How
to Change Default Destination Identifiers.

Check Duplicate User

(Site option only)

Establishes whether duplicate signins are allowed. Specify Y to prevent users from signing in when they are already
signed in with the same monitor user ID somewhere else. Specify N if your external security system ensures unique
signins.

The following is the syntax for the command to set this option:

►►─ SET SITE CHECK DUPLICATE USER ─┬─ NO ──┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

                                   └─ YES ─┘

How to Modify the SCF Static Options

Some of the options provided by the IPC at installation are Session Control Facility (SCF) static options. These options
include the several program name prefixes and the names of the SCF panel and member libraries. You can reset these
options, but only by modifying, reassembling, and relinking the static options block that is contained in the load module
SC00OPTS.

To change any of the SCF static options, perform the following steps:

1. Get the following source for SC00OPTS from your site IPC CUSMAC library:
          'PRINT GEN

          TITLE 'SC00OPTS - Session Control Facility Option Block'

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *         S C 0 0 O P T S

 * This is the SCF option control block CSECT.  It is assembled         *

 * and then is loaded into a VLS blocked-data member, SCF#OPTIONS for   *
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 * shipment to customers as the dynamic option/control block.           *

 *----------------------------------------------------------------------*

 SC00OPTS    TYPE=CSECT,                                                 X

                 EDPFX=ED,              EDK program prefix              X

                 PDPFX=@I,              PDF program prefix              X

                 PNLIB=ADRPNL,          SCF panel library name          X

                 PSSPFX=SCPS,           PSS program prefix              X

                 QCODE=C' ',            character used in enqueue names X

                 SCFPFX=SC00,           SCF program prefix              X

                 SECRTY=N,              external security option        X

                 SESSID=TERMID          CICS user-id                    X

                                      VLSLIB=ADRLIB          SCF data member library name

          END

 
TYPE

Specifies the type of option block to generate. There are two possible values:
CSECT
A CSECT is generated. You must specify this option to assemble the SCF option block, SC00OPTS.
DSECT|DS
A simple DSECT (that is, a control block with DS declaratives and a simple label at the origin) is generated.

EDPFX
The two-character EDK (Editor Kernel) program prefix.

PDPFX
The two-character PDF (Panel Definition Facility) program prefix.

PNLIB
The one- to eight-character SCF (Session Control Facility) panel library name.

NOTE
Before you modify this value, see How to Change Default File Names.

PSSPFX
The four-character PSS (Print Subsystem) program prefix.

QCODE
A single byte that ensures that enqueue names are unique across systems. Code a single character without
quotes or use the format C'x'.

NOTE
Before you change this value, make sure all affected CICS systems and batch jobs are not running. If
they are running, the library can become corrupted.

SCFPFX
The four-character SCF (Session Control Facility) program prefix.

SECRTY
Specifies whether SCF enables external security during sign in to determine the signin authorization for the user.
N
Does not enable external security checking (default).
Y
Enables external security checking. An error message displays if the Common Components and Services SSF
security interface is not installed during sign in.

SESSID
Specifies whether, for CICS only, to use the CICS terminal ID or operator ID to determine the signin authorization
for the user.
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TERMID
Permits SCF to use the CICS terminal ID (default).
OPID
Ignored. Processed as TERMID.

VLSLIB
The one- to eight-character name of the SCF (Session Control Facility) member library.

2. Make any necessary changes to SC00OPTS.
3. Save the modified source back to your IPC CUSMAC library.
4. Use the following JCL as a model to reassemble and relink SC00OPTS. (Refer to INSTJCL member VQCUS01.)

//         JOBCARD

//*

//ASMMEMS PROC VQUSR='CAI.CHLQ.CUSLIB'                 IPC CUSLIB

//                            

//             VQTML='PRODHLQ.CAVQMAC',                IPC CAIMAC

//             VQCML='CAI.CHLQ.CUSMAC',                IPC CUSMAC

//             ASMBLR='ASMA90',

//             SYSOUT=*=

//*

//*

//*    ASSEMBLE/LINK TO CUSLIB

//*

//ASM      EXEC PGM=&ASMBLR,PARM='DECK,NOOBJ',REGION=2048K

//SYSLIB   DD DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DISP=SHR,

//         DSN=&VQCML

//         DD  DISP=SHR,

//         DSN=&VQTML

 

//SYSUT1   DD  DSN=&&SYSUT1,SPACE=(1024,(120,120),,,ROUND),

//         UNIT=VIO,DCB=BUFNO=1

//SYSPUNCH DD  DSN=&&ASMOBJ,UNIT=SYSDA,

//         SPACE=(3120,(400,100),RLSE),

//         DISP=(,PASS),

//         DCB=BLKSIZE=3120

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=&SYSOUT

//*

//LNKSTP  EXEC PGM=IEWL,COND=(5,LT,ASMSTP),

//             PARM='LIST,LET,XREF,MAP'

//SYSLIN   DD  DSN=&&ASMOBJ,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//         DD  DDNAME=SYSIN

//SYSLMOD  DD  DSN=&VQUSR,

//         DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1   DD  DSN=&&SYSUT1,SPACE=(1024,(120,120),,,ROUND),

//         UNIT=VIO,DCB=BUFNO=1

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=&SYSOUT

//*

//  PEND

//*

//*

//*   EXECUTE ASMMEMS PROC

//*

//STEP1C EXEC ASMMEMS
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//*

//ASMSTP.SYSIN DD DISP=SHR,

//         DSN=CAI.CHLQ.CUSMAC(SC00OPTS)

//LNKSTP.SYSIN DD *

 NAME SC00OPTS(R)

/*

//

How to Modify the SCF Transaction Table (SC00TRAN)

Learn how to modify the SCF transaction table (SC00TRAN) for unique transaction IDs when operating with multiple CICS
AORs or for resolving conflicting transaction IDs.

The most likely scenarios for modification of a table are:

• You operate multiple CICS AORs and require unique transaction IDs for the second and subsequent regions (for more
information, see How to Set Up SCF-based Products in an MRO Environment).

• One or more of the Broadcom-supplied transaction IDs conflicts with a pre-existing one.

NOTE
With the advent of SCUMTRAN, Ideal sites no longer need to modify the table for user-written Ideal
transactions.

Each SCF-based product or component must be defined to SCF by an entry in SC00TRAN, the SCF Transaction
Table. To modify an entry in SC00TRAN, get the JCL in INSTJCL member VQCUS01. SC00TRAN is assembled and link-
edited in sample JCL member VQINS07. Locate the SCTRANTB macro specification for the entry that you want to change
and specify parameters according to the following descriptions.

You must use the SCTRANTB macro to build the SCF Transaction Table. The SCTRANTB macro has four formats and
several uses:

• Generates the table header and specifies values for I/O and storage functions (HEADER).
• Defines a product or component, specifies transaction table parameters for that product or component, and generates

the transaction table the main program loads (ENTRY).
• Generates a table trailer (TRAILER). You should not modify this specification.

Modifying SC00TRAN

Use the following procedure to modify SC00TRAN. The distributed listing of the SC00TRAN source member and the
syntax specifications of the SCTRANTB macro are described in the following sections.

Follow these steps:

1. Change the SCTRANTB parameters as necessary. The formats and parameters of the SCTRANTB macro are
described in the following sections.

2. Reassemble and link edit the JCL in the installation job.
3. Bring up your TP monitor.

SC00TRAN and the SCTRANTB Macro

The SCTRANTB macro builds SC00TRAN, the SCF transaction table, at installation. However, this macro has different
formats that perform several different functions. See the following sections for the different formats.

SC00TRAN SCTRANTB TYPE=INITIAL,                                        X

     ASTRAN=SAST,                                                      X
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     CACHELN=1000,                                                     X

     GSLIMIT=1,                                                        X

     ONTRAN=SCFS,                                                      X

     RLSVCB=N,                                                         X

     SCTRAN=SCFD,                                                      X

     TRMTRAN=NETT,                                                     X

     USEGS=Y

SCTRANTB TYPE=ENTRY,TRANID=IPCV,PROD=IPC,                              X

     OPTIONS=(PS),                                                     X

     INITMOD=PDIN,                                                     X

     IDENT='IPC:',                                                     X

     XFERCMD=IPC

SCTRANTB TYPE=ENTRY,TRANID=IPCX,PROD=IPC,                              X

     OPTIONS=(EX,PS),                                                  X

     INITMOD=PDIN,                                                     X

     IDENT='IPC:',                                                     X

     XFERCMD=IPC

SCTRANTB TYPE=ENTRY,TRANID=IDEA,PROD=IDL,                              X

     OPTIONS=(DD,PS),                                                  X

     IDENT='IDEAL:',                                                   X

     XFERCMD=IDEAL

SCTRANTB TYPE=ENTRY,TRANID=IDLX,PROD=IDL,                              X

     OPTIONS=(DD,EX,PS),                                               X

     IDENT='IDEAL:',                                                   X

     XFERCMD=IDEAL

SCTRANTB TYPE=ENTRY,TRANID=DDOL,PROD=DDO,                              X

     OPTIONS=(DD,PS),                                                  X

     IDENT='DDOL:',                                                    X

     XFERCMD=DDOL

SCTRANTB TYPE=ENTRY,TRANID=DDOX,PROD=DDO,                              X

     OPTIONS=(DD,EX,PS),                                               X

     IDENT='DDOL:',                                                    X

     XFERCMD=DDOL

SCTRANTB TYPE=FINAL

     END

SCTRANTB HEADER

The following SCTRANTB format generates the table header and specifies values for I/O and storage functions. The
values for keywords in this macro format are expressed as literals without delimiters except where otherwise noted in the
syntax definitions that follow.

label SCTRANTB  TYPE=INITIAL

                ASTRAN=value

                CACHELN=value

                GSLIMIT=value

                OFFTRAN=value

                ONTRAN=value

                RLSVCB={Y|N}

                SCTRAN=value

                TRMTRAN=value

                USEGS={Y|N}
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ASTRAN=value
Specifies a four-character transaction identifier SCF uses in asynchronous transactions that are not associated
with a terminal. The transaction must also be defined in the host TP monitor. The default is SAST.

CACHELN=value
Specifies the size of the message cache area. The default size, 1000 bytes, holds approximately 20 messages.
Specify a value from 1000 through 32000 without quotation marks. CACHELN is the first actual entry in the above
SC00TRAN listing.

GSLIMIT=value
Specifies the value for the global storage limit. The Panel Management System (PMS) uses this value. A value
of 255 turns off global storage. Lower values allow more panels to be acquired in global storage. A value of 1
provides maximum use of global storage. Specify a value from 1 through 255 without quotation marks. The default
is 1.

OFFTRAN=value
Specifies a four-character transaction identifier SCF uses in scheduling a transaction to follow signout processing.
The transaction must also be defined in the host TP monitor.
The transaction identifiers for the dispatcher, asynchronous tasks, and signout can also be varied by SCF during
execution time. Do not change this value unless directed by Broadcom Support.

ONTRAN=value
Specifies a four-character transaction identifier SCF uses in signin processing. The transaction must also be
defined in the host TP monitor. The default is SCFS.

RLSVCB=Y|N
Specifies whether VLS Control Blocks are released after each transaction. Specify Y or N without quotation
marks. The default is N.

SCTRAN=value
Specifies a four-character transaction identifier SCF uses to dispatch transactions. The transaction must also be
defined in the host TP monitor. The default is SCFD.

TRMTRAN=value
Specifies a four-character transaction identifier SCF uses in asynchronous transactions that require a terminal.
The transaction must also be defined in the host TP monitor. The default is SAST.

USEGS=Y|N
Specifies whether PMS uses global storage when it creates its panel control blocks. Specify Y or N without
quotation marks. The default is Y.

SCTRANTB ENTRY

The following SCTRANTB format defines a product or component, specifies transaction table parameters for that product
or component, and generates the transaction table the main program loads. The values for keywords in this macro format
are expressed as literals without delimiters except where otherwise noted in the syntax definitions that follow.

All product and component entries begin with SCTRANTB TYPE=ENTRY. You can modify these entries, if necessary, but
only a product staff should add entries directly to SC00TRAN.

SCTRANTB  TYPE=ENTRY

          DFLTUSR=user-id|NONE

          IDENT='value'

          INITMOD=value

          LGOFPNL=value
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          LGONPNL=value

          OPTIONS=CU|DD|EX|NC|PS|SN

          PROD=product-id

          TRANID=value

          TRNDATA=value

          XFERCMD=value 

DFLTUSR=user-id|NONE
Specifies a default user ID used when the user invoking the transaction is not defined in the dictionary. This
setting overrides any set for a product, for example, for Ideal for Datacom in the DFLTUSR option of the
IDOPTSCB.
user-id

A one- to three-character user ID used as the default.
NONE

No default user ID accepted.
IDENT='value'

Specifies a one-character to 12-character product identifier to place in the upper left-hand corner of each SCF/
PSS panel that displays information such as:

• a Display PF/PA keys panel
• a CLARIFY panel
• an Output status panel
• a JOBCARD panel

This value must be surrounded by single quotes.
INITMOD=value

Specifies the four-character name of the product initialization module.
LGOFPNL=value

Specifies the four- to eight-character name of the logoff panel for the Broadcom product.
LGONPNL=value

Specifies the four- to eight-character name of the logon panel for the Broadcom product.
OPTIONS=CU|DD|EX|NC|PS|SN

Specifies at least one option that SCF can provide. If more than one option is specified, separate the list of
options with commas and enclose them in parentheses as in the following example:
OPTIONS=(PS,DD,EX)

The following options are available:
CU

Clears the user ID field in the signin panel.
DD

Opens the Datacom Datadictionary component of Datacom/DB.
EX

Invokes the express signin. The express facility bypasses the signin screen and places the user in the
main menu of the product or component.

NC
Prevents PMS from using color or extended highlighting.
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PS
Specifies that the Print Subsystem (PSS) is operating for this product or component.

SN
Places the cursor in the name field when a user brings up a signin panel.

PROD=product-id
Specifies the identifier of the Broadcom product or component for which the entry is created. Some current
product-IDs are:
IPC

IPC
DDO

Datacom Datadictionary component of Datacom/DB
IDL

Ideal for Datacom
Other product IDs display in the above SC00TRAN listing.

TRANID=value
Specifies a four-character transaction identifier. For example, IDLX is the trans ID for express Ideal for Datacom
signin. The transaction must also be defined in the host TP monitor.

TRNDATA=value
Specifies an optional field that can pass data to the product initialization routine. The field can be up to 24
characters long. When specified, the data is passed to the routine as the eighth parameter.

XFERCMD=value
Used as the transfer command for the product specified in the SCTRANTB macro. The value can be up to 15
characters in length. For example, XFERCMD=IDEAL specifies Ideal for Datacom as a transfer command for both
regular (IDEA signin) and express Ideal for Datacom (IDLX signin).

SCTRANTB TRAILER

The following entry marks the end of the table and generates the table trailer:

SCTRANTB TYPE=FINAL

Do not modify this entry, also shown in the SC00TRAN Listing of the SCTRANTB Macro.

How to Set Up SCF-based Products in an MRO Environment

Learn how to set up SCF-based products in an MRO Enbironment in IPC.

If your site requires an environment with a single TOR and two or more AORs, use the information in this section to
implement your SCF-based software products in a multiple AOR environment. Before you begin, consider the following:

• Because current implementation supports transaction routing, but not function shipping, each AOR must function as an
independent CICS address space. This means that SCF-based transactions are routed to run in the same AOR from
signin through signout.

• Some internal CICS transactions SCF-based products use must be defined with unique transaction identifiers (trans
IDs) in the TORs Transaction. These transactions are:
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– DDOL
– DDOX
– IDEA
– IDLX
– IPCV
– IPCX
– NETT
– SAST
– SCFD
– SCFS

The procedure to implement multiple AORs in an environment with a single TOR requires the following steps:

1. Specify new CICS resource definitions for the additional AORs.
2. Create a separate copy of the SCF Transaction Table (SC00TRAN) for each additional AOR.
3. Inform your application which AOR to use.

Step 1: Specify CICS Resource Definitions for Multiple AORs

The following procedure assumes an MRO environment with one TOR (SYSIDNT=TOR1) and two AORs
(SYSIDNT=AOR1 and SYSIDNT=AOR2). If you need additional AORs, you can repeat this procedure to add more.

1. Review the Transactions entries in the CSD for your TOR and locate the entries for the trans IDs listed above that
were added for SCF-based products during the IPC installation.

2. Use the following procedure to create Transaction definitions for the second AOR:
– Make copies of the TOR Transaction definitions for the trans IDs for AOR1.
– Change the value of the SYSIDNT= parameters in the duplicate entries to AOR2.
– Change the trans IDs in each of the duplicate entries for AOR2 to distinguish them from the trans IDs for AOR1.

This is necessary because a given remote Transaction definition can point to only one AOR.
For example, you could change the last character of all the trans IDs in the duplicate entries for AOR2 to 2:

AOR1 AOR2

DDOL DDO2

DDOX DDX2

IDEA IDE2

IDLX IDL2

IPCV IPV2

IPCX IPX2

SAST SAS2

SCFD SCD2

SCFS SCS2

NOTE
Do not create a new entry for NETT for AOR2. A separate section describes how to handle the NETT
transaction.

You can repeat this procedure, if necessary, to create entries of the form:

TRANSID=xxx3,TYPE=REMOTE,SYSIDNT=AOR3
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For a third AOR,

TRANSID=xxxn,TYPE=REMOTE,SYSIDNT=AORn

Or the nth AOR, and so on.

Reassemble and relink all affected tables to make the changes available to your system.

Step 2: Create Additional Copies of SC00TRAN for Additional AORs

For more information about the SCF transaction table, sample JCL, and instruction about how to modify SC00TRAN, see
How to Modify the SCF Transaction Table (SC00TRAN).

1. Get SC00TRAN from your IPC CUSMAC library.
2. Make a duplicate of SC00TRAN for each additional AOR.
3. Modify each duplicate SC00TRAN to replace the original trans ID specifications for the TYPE=ENTRY entries with the

renamed trans IDs for the associated AOR.
4. Add the following parameter specifications to the SCTRANTB TYPE=INIT entry for each duplicate of SC00TRAN, for

example:
ASTRAN=SAS2

SCF Asynchronous Task Processor trans ID for AOR2
SCTRAN=SCD2

SCF Task Dispatcher trans ID for AOR2
ONTRAN=SCS2

SCF Signin Processor trans ID for AOR2
5. Reassemble and link each duplicate SC00TRAN into its own load library.
6. Place the load library that contains the SC00TRAN that includes the trans ID for SCFD (SC00DISP, the SCF

Task Dispatcher) that you want to use at initialization ahead of the IPC target or distribution library in the library
concatenation sequence.

Step 3: Inform Your Application of Which AOR to Use

There are two ways to inform your application of which AOR to use:

• For SCF-based products, the concatenation order determines which version of SC00TRAN, and hence what value of
SCTRAN, the initialization program finds at signin. The trans ID you specified for the SCF Task Dispatcher determines
which AOR you run in, for example, SCD2 for AOR2.

• If you use Ideal for Datacom, create a signin member that contains the command:

SET ENVIRONMENT ACCOUNT-ID=xxxx

Where xxxx is the version of the trans ID for SCFD (SC00DISP, the SCF transaction dispatcher) for the AOR in which
you want to run, for example, SCD2 for AOR2.

How to Enable the Manual Invocation of an Asynchronous Transaction in a Multiple AOR Environment

To enable the manual invocation of the NETT transaction on an environment with more than one AOR, use the following
procedure:

1. Duplicate the Transaction definition for the NETT transaction specification for the TOR:

TRANSID=NETT,TYPE=REMOTE,SYSIDNT=AOR1

2. Change the duplicate as follows:
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TRANSID=NET2,TYPE=REMOTE,SYSIDNT=AOR2,RMTNAME=NETT

3. Add the new entry to your TOR in addition to the original entry for NETT. This lets a user execute NET2 from a
terminal to start the NETT transaction in AOR2. However, you should never invoke this transaction unless instructed to
do so by Broadcom Support.

Enabling External Security for Ideal for Datacom

You can use the following steps as a guide to enable external security for SCF-based signin, such as Ideal for Datacom.
Sites who use external security to sign in should use the SC00OPTS SECRTY=Y option over the "traditional method."
The traditional method extracts the user ID from the value present in the TCTTEOI of the CICS TCTTE when SC00OPTS
SECRTY=N.

1. Install the Common Components and Services component CAIRIM. For instructions, see the Common Components
and Services documentation.

2. Define the Broadcom command resource class in the security product.

Product Resource Class

ACF2 CAC

Top Secret CACMD

RACF CA@MD

NOTE
For ACF2 and Top Secret, the resource class should already be present.

3. Authorize users to CACMD in your security product for each SCF-based product they need to access. Use the
following table to determine the proper sign in.

Product Value of Broadcom Command Resource

Datacom/DB Datacom Datadictionary component DDSIGNON

Ideal for Datacom spSIGNON, where sp is the two character SECPRFX assigned in
IDOPTS

IPC IPSIGNON

MetaCOBOL+ PDSIGNON

You can use the CACMD resource class to control access to the SCF-based product even when a user is not defined
to the security system or when the security system is not active. To use the resource class to prevent undefined users
from signing in to an SCF-based product, you must be sure that the resource class for undefined users does not
include the resource signin entity. To ensure that no one can access an SCF-based product when the security system
is not active, you must set up the security system to respond to a resource check with a return code higher than 4
when the system is not active.

NOTE
MetaCOBOL+ requires that the TCTTEOI be populated with a three-character CICS OPID.

4. If required, modify the job cards in the IPC environment to meet the specific requirements for the security product at
your site.

NOTE
This step has nothing to do with the SC00OPTS security option being set to YES. Instead, this step
determines what the security package plugs into the job card when a job is submitted through the TP
monitor. For example, under CICS, you can set Top Secret to plug in the CICS user name and password into
the job card parameters. Check the documentation for your security product.
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5. For Datacom Datadictionary-based signin transactions (for example, SC00TRAN OPTIONS=DD), use one of the
following methods to establish a link between the security ID and the user:
– Create or rename the dictionary-based user name to match the security ID.
– If users are already defined and the security ID does not match the current user ID, add a Datacom Datadictionary

alias of security ID to the current user ID.
– Specify the DFLTUSR option in SC00TRAN on a transaction basis. For Ideal for Datacom, DFLTUSR is also

available in IDOPTS as an environment option.
6. Re-assemble SC00OPTS with SECRTY=Y.
7. Ideal for Datacom sites should re-assemble IDOPTS with UIDCHK=N and PSWCHK=N, although these options are

ignored when the security ID is extracted.
8. If required by the security product, modify your CICS tables.
9. Use the external security package to ensure unique signins. SCF also provides the option to ensure unique signins

from the SET COMMAND SITE OPTIONS fill-in screen (CHECK DUPLICATE USER Y).
10. If Ideal for Datacom or Datacom Datadictionary users are defined with passwords, you must set the DDSRTLM

parameter EXPBYPP=Yes to be able to sign in to Datacom Datadictionary.

Sample Broadcom Command Resource Definitions

Top Secret

Profile permits or denies signin

       TSS CREATE(DEVL) TYPE(PROFILE) DEPT(DEVELOP)

                        NAME('DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT AUTHORITY')

 

       TSS PERMIT(DEVL) CACMD(DISIGNON) ACCESS(CONTROL)

 

       TSS PERMIT(DEVL) CACMD(PISIGNON) ACCESS(NONE)

User definition

TSS CRE(userid) TYPE(USER) DEPT(DEVELOP)

                 NAME('user name') PROFILE(DEVL)

                 PASSWORD(FIRSTONE,30,EXPIRED)

                 INSTDATA(EXT=320) FACILITY(CICS)

ACF2

SET RESOURCE(CAC)

$KEY($ISIGNON) TYPE(CAC) UID(...) ALLOW

$KEY(DDSIGNON) TYPE(CAC) UID(...) ALLOW

$KEY(IPSIGNON) TYPE(CAC) UID(...) ALLOW

RACF

Resource class is CA@MD.

Customizing the Print Subsystem Component
Review the following information when customizing the Print Subsystem (PSS) component.
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Set PSS Site and Session Options

The Print Subsystem (PSS) has two interrelated sets of options that affect the way print files are managed or processed:

• PSS site options set site defaults for print files. After the value of a PSS site option is changed, the new value is the
default for every new session. Only someone with PSS administrator authorization can change a PSS site option.

• PSS session options are a subset of the PSS site options, but session options affect only an individual session. If you
use Ideal for Datacom, you can specify values for PSS session options. The session options you specify are only in
effect during the life of your session.

If you want all of your sessions to have session option values that differ from site option defaults, you must either respecify
your PSS session options each time you sign in to Ideal for Datacom or include commands that specify your PSS session
option values in a member that is automatically executed each time you sign in to Ideal for Datacom.

Any SCF-based product can use the PSS component: Enter PS in the options parameter of the SC00TRAN entry
definition of the SCF-based product.

This page contains the following topics:

PSS Site Options Fill-in Panel

To change any of the PSS site options, sign in to Ideal for Datacom and issue one of the following commands:

SET OUTPUT SITE OPTIONS

Or

SET OUT SITE

This command retrieves the current set of PSS site option values and displays them in the following panel:

=>

=>

=>

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  IDEAL:         SET OUT OPT (PSS)                PSS#OPTIONS           FILL-IN

 

                          Set PSS  "site"  options

                          ------------------------

 

  Spool name:                        ADROUT

  Maximum number of lines:           64000      (1-64K)

  Default retention period:          02         (1-99)

  Default number of copies:          01         (1-99)

  Default print status:              RELEASE    (Release/Hold/Keep)

  Default output width:              120        (1-240)

  Default network printer width:     132        (0-240)

  Post successful msg:               Y          (y/n)

  Name of the batch JCL proc:        PSSUTIL

  Default destination

          Type:    LIBRARY                  (LIBrary/NETwork/SYStem)

          Name     ___________________________________________________
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  Date format                        A          (A, E or I)

  Directory name:                    $PSSDIR$

  Destination table name:            $PSSDST$

  System name:                       PSS

  Prefix name:                       PSS#

  Suppress non-display characters    N          (y/n)

  Maximum retention period:          03         (1-99)

  Maximum number of output members:  0500       (10-9999)

  Percent full occupancy warning:    99         (1-99)

  Multiple CPU environment:          N          (y/n)

To display this panel, you must have Print Administrator authorization. If you need to change a PSS site option but do not
have proper authorization, contact your site coordinator.

For full descriptions of the options on this panel, see PSS Site and Session Option Descriptions. To modify a PSS site
option, overtype a field entry and press Enter. Each change is stored in the PSS remains in effect until it is modified again.

If you change the value of any of these options, the change affects all of the people who use Ideal for Datacom print
files. Changes only take effect in sessions that begin after you specify new site options. A person who is using Ideal for
Datacom as you specify site options must sign out and then sign in to have the new options take effect.

PSS Session Options Fill-in Panel

You can modify a subset of the PSS site options for a session. Sign in to Ideal for Datacom and issue one of the following
commands:

SET OUTPUT SESSION OPTIONS

Or

SET OUT SES

This command retrieves the current set of PSS session option values and displays them in the following panel:

=>

=>

=>

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  IDEAL:      SET OUT OPT (PSS)         PSS#OPTIONS                      FILL-IN

 

                           Set PSS "session" options

                           -------------------------

 

  Maximum number of lines:            64000      (1-64K)

  Default retention period:           02         (1-99)

  Default number of copies:           01         (1-99)

  Default print status:               RELEASE

  Default output width:               240        (1-240)

  Default network printer width:      000        (0-240)

  Post successful msg:                Y          (y/n)

  Name of the batch JCL proc:         PSSUTIL

  Default destination

          Type:    LIBRARY                  (LIBrary/NETwork/SYStem)
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          Name:    ___________________________________________________

To display this panel, you must be an authorized user of Ideal for Datacom.

To modify a PSS session option value, overtype the displayed value and press Enter.

The PSS session options you specify are only in force for the life of your individual session. If you need specialized
options, you must do one of the following:

• Respecify values for PSS session options each time you sign in to Ideal for Datacom. You can modify the entries on
this panel or issue appropriate SET OUTPUT option value commands.

• Include the SET OUTPUT option value commands to set PSS session option values in a member that automatically
executes each time you sign in to Ideal for Datacom.

The following section contains information on using the SET OUTPUT option value commands.

PSS Site and Session Option Descriptions

This section contains descriptions of the options on the PSS site options and the PSS session options panels. As noted in
the descriptions, you can specify PSS session options with the SET OUTPUT option value command.

Spool name

(Site option only)

Specifies the ddname of the output library. Before you modify this value, see How to Change Default File Names.

Maximum number of lines

(Site and session option)

Specifies the maximum number of lines a report can contain when an output member is generated on-line. Valid values
are numbers from 1 through 64000; however, the session option value cannot be greater than the site option value. There
is no limit to the length of an output member generated in batch.

The following is the syntax for the command to set this option:

►►─ SET ─┬─ OUTPUT ─┬─ MAXLINES ─ nnnnn ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

         └─ OUT ────┘

Default retention period

(Site and session option)

Specifies the number of days an output is retained in the output library before it is automatically removed. Valid values are
numbers from 1 through 99; however, the session option value cannot be greater than the site option value.

The following is the syntax for the command to set this option:

►►─ SET ─┬─ OUTPUT ─┬─┬─ RETENTION ─┬─ nn ────────────────────────────────────►◄

         └─ OUT ────┘ └─ RET ───────┘

Default number of copies

(Site and session option)

Specifies the number of copies to print if COPIES=nn is not specified in the DESTINATION clause of a PRINT command.
Valid values are numbers from 1 through 99.
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The following is the syntax for the command to set this option:

►►─ SET ─┬─ OUTPUT ─┬─ COPIES ─ nn ───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

         └─ OUT ────┘

Default print status

(Site and session option)

Specifies the default status assigned to all generated outputs. Specify one of the following:

HOL|HOLD
Retains the print member on the spool until the print status is changed to RELEASE or KEEP.

REL|RELEASE
Release the print member after it prints.

KEE|KEEP
Keeps the print member on the spool after it prints.

The following is the syntax for the command to set this option:

►►─ SET ─┬─ OUTPUT ─┬─┬─ DISPOSITION ─┬─┬─ HOLD ────┬─────────────────────────►◄

         └─ OUT ────┘ └─ DISP ────────┘ ├─ HOL ─────┤

                                        ├─ RELEASE ─┤

                                        ├─ REL ─────┤

                                        ├─ KEEP ────┤

                                        └─ KEE ─────┘

Default output width

(Site and session option)

Specifies the default width for all generated outputs. Valid values are numbers from 1 through 240.

The following is the syntax for the command to set this option:

►►─ SET ─┬─ OUTPUT ─┬─ WIDTH ─ nn ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

         └─ OUT ────┘

NOTE
Ideal for Datacom always overrides the default width internally with the actual report width.

Default network printer width

(Site and session option)

Specifies the default network printer width for all outputs. Valid values are numbers from 0 through 240.

When an output is routed to a network printer, the printer width is determined in the following manner:

• The value is taken from the BLK/WIDTH column (associated with the network printer) of the destination table (DIS
OUT DEST).

• If the value in the BLK/WIDTH column is blank, then the value is taken from the Default network printer width session
setting.

• If the value in the Default network printer width option is zero, then the value is taken from the CICS TCT definition.
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Post successful msg

(Site and session option)

Specifies if the user receives the informational message ICPSMSGS31I - Command successfully processed OUTPUT
NUMBER=nnn when a print request is processed.

Y
Post the message.

N
Most likely used in an application environment when the requester does not need to know the output number.

Name of the batch JCL proc

(Site and session option)

Specifies the procedure that contains the JCL for processing batch PSS system prints.

The following is the syntax for the command to set this option:

►►─ SET ─┬─ OUTPUT ─┬─┬─ PROCEDURE ─┬─ procname ──────────────────────────────►◄

         └─ OUT ────┘ └─ PROC ──────┘

NOTE
This procedure must be defined with COPIES=nn and DEST=dest-id statements. These statements are included
in the EXEC SCPSUTIL statement that is generated internally when PSS processes system print requests.

Default destination type

(Site and session option)

Specifies the printout destination type as one of the following. You enter the name for the system or network name.

SYS|SYSTEM
System printer

NET|NETWORK
Network printer

LIB|LIBRARY
Output library

The following is the syntax for the command to set this option:

►►─ SET ─┬─ OUTPUT ─┬─┬─ DESTINATION ─┬─┬─ SYSTEM ─ name ─────┬───────────────►◄

         └─ OUT ────┘ └─ DEST ────────┘ ├─ SYS ─ name ────────┤

                                        ├─ NETWORK ─ name ────┤

                                        ├─ NET ─ name ────────┤

                                        ├─ LIBRARY ───────────┤

                                        └─ LIB ───────────────┘

Default destination name

(Site and session option)

Specifies the name of the SYSTEM or NETWORK printer recipient that is used as the default print destination. You must
specify a valid system or network name.
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The following is the syntax for the command to set this option:

►►─ SET ─┬─ OUTPUT ─┬─┬─ DESTINATION ─┬─┬─ SYSTEM ─ name ─────┬───────────────►◄

         └─ OUT ────┘ └─ DEST ────────┘ ├─ SYS ─ name ────────┤

                                        ├─ NETWORK ─ name ────┤

                                        ├─ NET ─ name ────────┤

                                        ├─ LIBRARY ───────────┤

                                        └─ LIB ───────────────┘

Date format

(Site option only)

Specifies the default date format PSS uses. This value is used during RECOVERY processing. At that time, the Julian
date is calculated to determine which outputs exist beyond their retention period. Valid values are:

A
American, date format: mmddyy

E
European, date format: ddmmyy

I
International, date format: yymmdd

Where:

mm
Is the month

dd
Is the day of the month

yy
is the year

Directory name

(Site option only)

Specifies the name of the directory that contains a list of all items in the output library. When this entry is changed to the
name of a directory member name that already exists, this member closes and a directory of the same name is reopened.
When a directory of the same name is reopened, it is not reinitialized. When this entry is changed to a new directory
name, a new spool directory of this name is created and initialized for further processing.

Destination table name

(Site option only)

Specifies the name of the table that contains all valid destinations defined in the print environment. If you change this
name, the existing destination table is released from global storage and then reinitialized on the next destination table
access. Also, you lose all output in the destination file.

System name

(Site option only)
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Specifies a three-character prefix that builds the internal name of each output in the output library, the directory name,
and the destination table name. If you change this name, the PSS entities are internally named and referenced differently.
Therefore, changing this value has the same effect as changing the destination table name or directory name. After
changing this value, reinitialize ADROUT.

Prefix name

(Site option only)

Specifies the four-character prefix for all print members. After changing this value, reinitialize ADROUT. This value should
be unique for each ADROUT to avoid enqueuing conflicts between members.

Suppress non-display characters

(Site option only)

Specifies whether to suppress non-display characters. Set this value to N if unprintable content is needed in control
streams that are sent as part of the data, such as escape sequences. With this value set to Y, the data content sent to
the printer has any undisplayable characters translated out. For most current printers, the control data is displayable
characters. For information on non-display characters, see How to Modify the PMS Conversion Tables (PMSTRUC,
PMSTRND, and PMSTRNDK).

Maximum retention period

(Site option only)

Specifies the maximum number of days that an output can be retained. Each user can set a different retention period
for each output that is less than or equal to the default; however, this value must be greater than or equal to the value
specified as the default retention period. A valid value is a number from 1 through 99.

Maximum number of output members

(Site option only)

Specifies the maximum number of outputs that can exist on the output library simultaneously. A valid value is a number
from 10 through 9999. This value is used when a directory is initialized to specify the maximum number of entries to
create in the PSS directory. You can change this value only if the named directory does not already exist. Changing this
value creates a new directory in the spool with the number of entries specified.

Percent full occupancy warning

(Site option only)

Specifies when PSS issues a library full message. A valid value is a number from 1 through 99. This value determines
the point that PSS prevents more outputs from being created, so that it has enough space for outputs in progress to be
completed.

Multiple CPU environment

(Site option only)

Specifies the processor environment. If you have multiple processors with shared DASD, specify Y (yes). PSS generates
a /*JOBPARM SYSAFF=* for batch jobs submitted to process PRINT commands directed to a system printer. Otherwise,
specify N (no).
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PSS Exit Routine

Print Subsystem (PSS) provides a user exit capability that lets each user tailor output to system printers. The PSS user
exit routine was created to translate shift-single and shift-double characters surrounding double-byte character set (DBCS)
data.

The exit is optional. If you do not enable an exit, PSS takes no special action. However, if you enable an exit, PSS
uses it. An exit is enabled if it exists in the load library, but the exit module must first be linked with the PSS batch utility
(SCPSUTIL) and the PSS main online module (SCPSMAIN). The JCL to establish this link is included in How to Set Up
SCF-based Products in an MRO Environment.

This page contains the following topics:

Characteristics of the PSS Exit Routine

All exit routines must be reusable.

Exit routines do not need to be reentrant.

System throughput is directly affected by an exit routine's length and complexity.

PSS communicates with the exit routine by using a parameter list. Register 1 points to the parameter list. The exit routine
communicates with PSS by using codes that are returned in register 15. Register notation is described in the next section.

How the PSS Exit Routine (SCPSEXT1) Uses Registers

SCPSEXT1 is the default name for the PSS user exit routine. The exit lets a user modify output before the output is sent
to a system printer.

A PSS exit routine uses four registers and can modify the contents of any register not listed below. A general description
is followed by an explanation specific to SCPSEXT1.

At entry to a PSS exit routine, the following register conventions apply:

Register 1
Contains the address of a fullword that points to the parameter list that contains both input and output parameters.
SCPSEXT1 uses Register 1 to contain the address of a fullword that points to the PSEX1PAR parameter list.

Register 13
Contains the address of an 18-fullword register save area. It is not necessary for user exit routines to save or
restore registers.
SCPSEXT1 uses Register 13 to contain the address of an 18-fullword register save area.

Register 14
Contains the return address.
SCPSEXT1 uses Register 14 to contain the return address.

Register 15
Contains the entry point address of the user exit routine.
SCPSEXT1 uses Register 15 to contain the entry point address of the user exit routine.

On return from a PSS exit routine, the following register conventions apply:

Register 15
Contains the response code returned from the user exit routine.
On return from SCPSEXT1, the output buffer contains the edited line. The output buffer's address is located in
EX1OBFAD. Additionally, Register 15 contains one of the following response codes:
00

Indicates a normal return. The line prints and processing continues.
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04
Specifies a return to the PSS exit routine after the line prints. This produces multiple output lines from a
single input line. The same input line is again passed when returning to the exit routine.

SCPSEXT1 Data Areas

The PSEX1PAR macro generates the EX1PARM DSECT, which contains all common and exit-dependent data areas that
the site-written exit routine provides. To make these data areas available to the exit routine, the routine must include this
macro.

The fullwords of EX1PARM contain addresses of the input and output parameters that are available to the exit routine.
The following is how the DSECT appears:

EX1PARM  DESECT

EX1DSTNM  DS    F  Address of Printer destination name

EX1KJSD   DS    F  Address of DBCS Shift-Double Character

EX1KJSS   DS    F  Address of DBCS Shift-Single Character

EX1IBFAD  DS    F  Address of Input Buffer

EX1IBFLN  DS    F  Address of Input Buffer Length

EX1OBFLN  DS    F  Address of Output Buffer

EX1OBFAD  DS    F  Address of Output Buffer Length

EX1DSTNM
Input data area. This is a fullword that contains an address that points to the eight-character system printer name.

EX1KJSD
Input data area. This is a fullword that contains an address that points to the one-byte DBCS shift-double
character. This character identifies the beginning of DBCS data in an input line.

EX1KJSS
Input data area. This is a fullword that contains an address that points to the one-byte DBCS shift-single
character. This character identifies the end of DBCS data in an input line.

EX1IBFAD
Input data area. This is a fullword that contains an address that points to the input buffer. The input buffer contains
the data to test for shift-double and shift-single characters surrounding DBCS data and modified accordingly by
the user exit routine.

EX1IBFLN
Input data area. This is a fullword that contains an address that points to a fullword field that contains the input
buffer length.

EX1OBFLN
Output data area. This is a fullword that contains an address that points to a fullword field that contains the output
buffer length.

EX1OBFAD
Output data area. This is a fullword that contains an address that points to a 240-byte output buffer. The user exit
routine is responsible for filling any unused bytes in the output buffer with blanks.

Modifying the Output Control Character

If you design a user exit routine that modifies or provides the output control character, you can only specify PSS control
characters. This is because PSS later translates this control character to a valid printer control character before it sends
the data to a system printer. Valid PSS control characters are:

X'00'
Advances 0 (zero) lines. This is for an overstrike.
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X'FF'
Advances to a new page. This is for a form feed.

X'nn'
Advances nn lines, where nn is a number from 01 through FE (254).

PSS Modules That Require Special Link-Edits

SCPSMAIN and SCPSUTIL require special link-edits to support user exit routines. SCPSUTIL executes in batch. The
online environment uses it to move print files from ADROUT to the system printer. SCPSMAIN is called during batch
product execution to send output directly to the system printer.

The following JCL assumes that the SCPSEXT1 module was assembled and the object code is in the object library.

//             JOB

//*                                       SCPSMAIN Link Edit

//JS01         EXEC IEWL,COND=(0,NE)

                   PARM=’XREF,LIST,NCAL,REUS(RENT)’

//SYSLMOD       DD DISP=SHR,DSN=LOAD

//SITEOBJ       DD DISP=SHR,DSN=site.object.library

//ADROBJ        DD DISP=SHR,DSN=OBJECT

//              DD DISP=SHR,DSN=OBJECT

//              DD DISP=SHR,DSN=OBJECT

//SYSIN         DD  *

 INCLUDE      ADROBJ(SCPSMAIN)

 INCLUDE      SITEOBJ(SCPSEXT1)

 NAME         SCPSMAIN(R)

/*

//*                                       SCPSUTIL Link Edit

//JS02         EXEC IEWL,COND=(0,NE)

                   PARM=’XREF,LIST,NCAL,REUS(SERIAL)’

//SYSLMOD       DD DISP=SHR,DSN=LOAD

//SITEOBJ       DD DISP=SHR,DSN=site.object.library

//ADROBJ        DD DISP=SHR,DSN=OBJECT

//              DD DISP=SHR,DSN=OBJECT

//              DD DISP=SHR,DSN=OBJECT

//SYSIN         DD  *

 INCLUDE      ADROBJ(VPE9861)

 INCLUDE      ADROBJ(SCPSUTIL)

 INCLUDE      ADROBJ(SCPSUTFN)

 INCLUDE      SITEOBJ(SCPSEXT1)

 ENTRY        $VTPTIN

 NAME         SCPSUTIL(R)

/*

Managing and Administering Print Services

The print environment includes the facilities to process, route, and manage outputs. Commands for using the print
facilities of PSS include commands that:
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• Initiate output requests.
• Display the status of an output request.
• Delete an output.
• Display output destinations.
• Browse outputs.
• Perform many of the above functions for other users' outputs.
• Define or alter print destinations.
• Set options for the print environment.
• Define the master or another user's job card.

Output destination definitions are stored in a member in ADROUT that creates an online destination table. When CICS
is started, PSS checks for the destination table. If it does not exist, the table is created from the destination definitions
stored in ADROUT. To enter destination definitions in the ADROUT member, use the DEFINE OUTPUT DESTINATION
command.

Print Service administration commands are listed in the following sections. You can set the print environment site
options from a fill-in PSS provides. Access this fill-in by issuing the command SET OUTPUT SITE OPTIONS. The print
environment site options and the fill-in that sets them are described in PSS Site Options Fill-in Panel.

You can use the commands that follow to control the disposition, the number of copies, the retention time, and the
destination of output. See Output Commands for more information about output syntaxes and parameters. 

This page contains the following topics:

Defining Printer Destinations

The printer destination table resides in the ADROUT library. Keep the following facts in mind:

• Each system and network printer must be defined using the DEFINE OUTPUT DESTINATION command.
• You can modify network printers using the ALTER OUTPUT DESTINATION NETWORK command once they are

defined.
• LIBRARY is already defined as an output destination when the PSS component is installed and ADROUT is initialized.
• PSS supports network printers that are 328x-compatible.
• All TCT entries should exist in the CICS regions sharing an ADROUT library. For more information regarding multiple

environments and the considerations for sharing ADROUT, see PSS Recovery and Multiple CICS Environments.
• When defining a network printer, you can specify the following characteristics to override the hardware specifications:

a. Whether a header or trailer page is printed.
b. Width of the printer's print line.

Network Printer Definition Considerations

When defining network printers, there are additional characteristics and hardware overrides that you can specify. These
characteristics include:

• Formfeed control
• Header and trailer pages
• Print line width

You can logically view an output printed at a network printer as five separate components. All of the components except
the output itself are optional.

1. Initial Formfeed
2. Header Section

a. Header Text
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b. Header Formfeed
3. Output
4. Trailer Section

a. Trailer Formfeed
b. Trailer Text

5. Final Formfeed

The following is a detailed explanation of some of the options used when defining or modifying network printer definitions.
The commands that use these options are DEFINE OUTPUT DESTINATION NETWORK and ALTER OUTPUT
DESTINATION.

FF YES

FF NO

FF HEADER

FF TRAILER

Controls the PSS generated formfeeds at the beginning and end of an output routed to a network printer.

FF YES  PSS issues a formfeed at the start and end of the print. This option results in blank pages between PSS outputs
printed consecutively. Use this option when non-PSS outputs printed to the same printer do not generate consistent
formfeed control.

FF NO  PSS does not issue formfeeds at the start or end of the print. This option prints outputs on the same page
between PSS outputs printed consecutively. Use this option when the printer does not have a fixed page size, such as
rolled paper.

FF HEADER  A formfeed is issued at the beginning of each new print. This insures that each PSS print starts at the
beginning of a new page. Use this option to provide compatibility with the workings of non-PSS output that can also print
to the same printer.

FF TRAILER  A formfeed is issued at the completion of each print. This option places the printer at the top of a blank
page after each PSS print is complete. Use this option when you want to remove the printed output from the printer when
it is complete without having to wait for the next printout to start or manually intervene with the printer.

NOTE
The values HEADER and TRAILER associated with the FF parameter are not the same as the HEADER opt
and TRAILER opt parameters of the DEFINE OUTPUT DESTINATION NETWORK and ALTER OUTPUT
DESTINATION commands.

PERTASK nnn  Determines how many outputs can process during one print transaction for a specified printer. If the
network printer is dedicated to a single CICS region, define this option as 0 to allow the minimum initialization and
termination overhead. Set a number greater than 0 to reduce the amount of time PSS can monopolize a printer.

WIDTH nnn  If greater than 0, the value determines the default width of the printer. If 0, the site option default network
printer width on SET OUT SITE is used. If the default network printer width is also defined as 0, the TCT definition for the
network printer determines the printer width.

Initial Formfeed Generated if FF=YES or FF=HEADER

  <<Formfeed>>

Header Section Printed if HEADER=YES

****************************************************************************

*                                                                          *
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*   Start of output listing on printer PR17,  Date 06/27/05  at   12:06:11 *

*   User name    $IDEAL            User ID       $ID                       *

*   Output name          WORDNUMS       Output number 0192                 *

*   Output destination   NETWORK PR17   Originating terminal 0008          *

*   Output description   LIST STATEMENT OUTPUT                             *

****************************************************************************

  <<Formfeed>>

Output * (Always Printed)

(BEGINNING OF OUTPUT)

   .

   .

   .

(END OF OUTPUT)

Trailer Section Printed if TRAILER=YES

  <<Formfeed>>

 

****************************************************************************

*

*     End of output listing on printer PR17,  Date 06/27/05  at  12:06:13  *

****************************************************************************

Final Formfeed Generated if FF=YES or FF=TRAILER

 <<Formfeed>>

NOTE
If the first control character in the output listing is a formfeed(as in many outputs) and if PSS just issued a top-
of-page because of the FF or HEADER options, PSS detects that the printer is positioned at the top of page and
suppresses the initial formfeed that resides in the printout.

PRINT OUTPUT DESTINATION Command

This command produces a display of all valid output destinations.

PRINT OUTPUT DESTINATION[S]

The printed output looks just like the displayed output from the DISPLAY OUTPUT DESTINATION command shown in the
next section.

DISPLAY OUTPUT DESTINATION Command

This command produces a display of all valid output destinations.

DISPLAY OUTPUT DESTINATION[S]

The following is an example of the display that the DISPLAY OUTPUT DESTINATION command produces.

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------->>>
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 IDEAL  DISPLAY OUTPUT         OUT DSPDESTS (00112)                      DISPLAY

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                              D E S T I N A T I O N

 +----------------+--------+----------+--------+---------+-------+---+---------+

     TYPE.NAME      DISP    BLK/WIDTH   HEADER   TRAILER   LINES  FF   PERTASK

 +----------------+--------+----------+--------+---------+-------+---+---------+

    SYS.LOCAL      READY

    SYS.USPRNCMC   READY

    SYS.R199       READY

    NET.PNP1       READY    130         YES      NO

    NET.PNP2       READY                NO       NO

    NET.USPRNCP1   P-DISA

The information that displays includes:

NAME
The name of the printer. CICS does not access network printers whose name is greater than four characters.

TYPE
The printer type is SYS for system or NET for network.

DISP
The current printer disposition. You can define the disposition for a printer as READY or HOLD. The system
assigns P-DISA when CICS cannot access a network printer. See the screen for an illustration.

BLK/WIDTH
The current blocksize or width specification. Blocksize displays for system printers. Width displays for network
printers. A value displays only when you have changed the printer width or blocksize using the ALTER OUTPUT
DESTINATION command.

HEADER
The current specification for whether a header page prints with each output at the network printer.

TRAILER
The current specification for whether a trailer page prints with each output at the network printer.

LINES
The network printer setting for the number of lines to print per page. This parameter is obsolete.

FF
Controls the PSS-generated formfeeds at the beginning and end of an output.
YES

Issues formfeed at the start and end of print.
NO

Suppresses formfeeds.
HEADER

Issues formfeed at the start of print.
TRAILER

Issues formfeed at the end of print.
PERTASK

Specifies the maximum number of outputs that can process during one print transaction for a specified printer.

DEFINE OUTPUT DESTINATION NETWORK Command

This command defines default settings for the specified network printer. The settings include:
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• Width of the print line
• Printing a header and trailer page
• Initial and final formfeed control
• Maximum number of prints per transaction

These values override the actual printer settings. This syntax is positional. You can specify multiple options, but they must
be in the order shown in the following diagram.

►►─ DEFINE ─ OUTPUT ─ DESTINATION ─ NETWORK ─ dest ───────────────────────────►

   ┌─────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────┬─┴────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

     ├─ WIDTH ─ width ─┤

     ├─ HEADER ─ opt ──┤

     ├─ TRAILER ─ opt ─┤

     ├─ FF ─ opt ──────┤

     └─ PERTASK ─ num ─┘

dest
The printer destination name.

WIDTH width
The width of the print line. For network printers, the value can be 80-250. Specify 0 to reset the width to the
default setting.

HEADER opt
Defines whether a header page prints. Specify YES to print a header page and NO to suppress printing a header
page. The default is YES.

TRAILER opt
Defines whether a trailer page prints. Specify YES to print a trailer page and NO to suppress printing a trailer
page. The default is YES.

FF opt
(Network printer only.) Controls the PSS-generated formfeeds at the beginning and end of an output.
YES

Issues formfeed at the start and end of print.
NO

Suppresses formfeeds.
HEADER

Issues formfeed at the start of print.
TRAILER

Issues formfeed at the end of print.
PERTASK num

(Network printer only.) Specifies the maximum number of outputs that can process during one print transaction for
a specified printer.

NOTE
PSS supports network printers that are 328x or compatible and that recognize the following printer control
orders:
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• Forms Feed (FF) : X'0C'
• Carriage Return (CR) : X'0D'
• New Line (NL) : X'15'
• End of Message (EM) : X'19'

For more detailed information on the FF opt and PERTASK num options, see Network Printer Definition Considerations.

DEFINE OUTPUT DESTINATION SYSTEM Command

This command establishes the output destination of a system printer (your local printer).

►►─ DEFINE ─ OUTPUT ─ DESTINATION ─ SYSTEM ─ name ─┬───────────────────┬──────►◄

                                                   └─ BLKSIZE ─ nnnnn ─┘

SYSTEM name
Specifies the one- to eight-character name of a system printer.

BLKSIZE nnnnn
(For z/OS only.) Specifies the maximum blocksize for files printed at the specified system printer. The default
blocksize is 32 times the record length.
Valid values are 1-32767 bytes.
The actual blocksize is calculated based on the record length and equals the number of records that fit in the
specified maximum blocksize.

DELETE OUTPUT DESTINATION Command

The DELETE OUTPUT DESTINATION command removes the output destination of a network (NETWORK) or system
(SYSTEM) printer.

The following is the syntax for the command to set this option:

►►─ DELETE ─ OUTPUT ─ DESTINATION ─ SYSTEM ─ name ─┬─ NETWORK ─ name ─┬───────►◄

                                                   └─ SYSTEM ─ name ──┘

NETWORK name
Specifies the one- to eight-character name of the network printer.

SYSTEM name
Specifies the one- to eight-character name of the system printer.

ALTER OUTPUT DESTINATION DISPOSITION Command

This command changes the disposition of all existing outputs queued for either a specific destination or all destinations.

The following is the syntax for the command to set this option. See Output Commands for more information about these
commands. 

►►─ ALTER ─ OUTPUT ─ DESTINATION ─ SYSTEM ─┬─ ALL ──┬─ DISPOSITION ─ disp ────►◄

                                           └─ name ─┘

ALL
The disposition is changed for all existing output, regardless of the destination.

name
The disposition is changed for all existing output at the named disposition.
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disp
The disposition for all output printed at the named destination. The valid values are READY or HOLD.

NOTE
The disposition of any new output created after execution of this command is not affected. Only existing outputs
are changed.

ALTER OUTPUT DESTINATION Command

This command alters the default settings for the specified network printer. The settings include:

• Printing a header page
• Printing a trailer page
• Width of the print line
• Number of lines per page

These values override the actual printer settings.

                                         ┌───────────────────────┐

►►─ ALTER ─ OUTPUT ─ DESTINATION ─ dest ─▼─┬───────────────────┬─┴────────────►◄

                                           ├─ WIDTH ─ width ───┤

                                           ├─ HEADER ─ opt ────┤

                                           ├─ TRAILER ─ opt ───┤

                                           ├─ FF ─ opt ────────┤

                                           ├─ PERTASK ─ num ───┤

                                           └─ BLKSIZE ─ nnnnn ─┘

dest
The name of the destination printer (system printer or network printer).

WIDTH width
(Network printer only.) The width of the print line. For network printers, the value can be 80-250. Specify 0 to reset
the width to the default value.

HEADER opt
(Network printer only.) Defines whether a header page prints. For opt, specify YES to print a header page or NO
to suppress printing a header page.

TRAILER opt
(Network printer only.) Defines whether a trailer page prints. For opt, specify YES to print a trailer page or NO to
suppress printing a trailer page.

FF opt
(Network printer only.) Controls the PSS-generated formfeeds at the beginning and end of an output.
YES

Issues formfeed at the start and end of print.
NO

Suppresses formfeeds.
HEADER

Issues formfeed at the start of print.
TRAILER

Issues formfeed at the end of print.
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PERTASK num
(Network printer only.) Specifies the maximum number of outputs that can process during one print transaction for
a specified printer.

NOTE
For more detailed information on the FF and PERTASK options, see Network Printer Definition
Considerations.

BLKSIZE nnnnn
(For z/OS only.) Specifies the maximum blocksize for files printed at the specified system printer. The default
blocksize is 32 times the record length.
Valid values are 1-32767 bytes.
The actual blocksize is calculated based on the record length and equals the number of records that fit in the
specified maximum blocksize.

Output Members

You can browse output stored in the output library online or printed on a system or network printer at a later time.

For outputs whose destination is the output library or a network printer, or for any outputs initiated from an online session,
there is a limit to the number of lines per output. The limit is set at installation. However, output issued as a result of a
batch request going to the system printer has only the line limit you establish through standard batch JCL.

In batch, the destination clause cannot specify a destination type of NETWORK.

This page contains the following topics:

Output Disposition

Output disposition determines the state of the output and how it is handled under requests issued online or in batch. The
disposition options, RELEASE, HOLD, and KEEP, are described in the following report.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

              Print Request Issued - Online              Print Request Issued - Batch

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                       Destination                               Destination

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Output        Output          Sys/Net Printer            Output Library     System

Disposition   Library                                                       Printer

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Release       Output is       Output is placed in output Output is placed   Output is

              placed in       library and batch job is   in output library  printed on

              output library  printed on a system or     for browsing at    the system

              for browsing at network printer            the terminal       printer in

              the terminal                                                  batch

              Output is       No copy is retained in     Output is placed   No copy is

              placed in       output library             in output library  placed in

              output library                             for browsing at    the output

              for browsing at                            the terminal       library

              the terminal

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hold          Output is       Output is placed in output Output is placed   Not
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              placed in       library and held until     in output library  applicable

              output library  released (using ALTER OUT  for browsing at

              for browsing at and PRINT OUT)             the terminal

              the terminal

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Keep          .               Output is placed in output .                  Not

              .               library and batch job is   .                  applicable

              .               printed on a system or     .

              .               network printer            .

              .                                          .

              .               Copy is retained in        .

              .               output library             .

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Notes regarding output disposition

• An output is retained in the output library until it is deleted in one of the following ways:
– With the DELETE OUTPUT command.
– When the retention period expires. The default retention period is established using a SET OUTPUT fill-in. You can

modify the retention period of a user's output by using the ALTER OUTPUT RETENTION command.
– When the disposition is RELEASE and the output is printed. You can change the disposition with the ALTER

OUTPUT DISPOSITION command.
– When the disposition is RELEASE and the output is viewed with a DISPLAY OUTPUT command (and a KEEP

OUTPUT command is not issued).
• The disposition parameter of an output in the output library is significant when the output is requested to print or after

displaying an output online.
• You can modify the disposition of the output on the display output status screen. The actions available on that display

include:
D or S

Display output member.
H

Alters the disposition to hold.
K or L

Alters the disposition to keep.
P

Print output member. Valid only after ALTER OUT modified the disposition of the member.
R

Alters the disposition to ready.
Z

Delete output member.

Specifying Output Destinations

You can specify the output destination, name, and disposition for the PRINT command by appending a destination clause
to the command.

You can also establish the destination by:
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• Executing a SET OUTPUT command with a destination clause during the current session or batch input stream to
affect subsequent commands only during the current session.

• Executing a SET OUTPUT SITE OPTIONS command to establish a site default.
• Executing an ALTER OUTPUT command to modify the destination clause.

Output Commands

Learn about the print subsystem (PSS) ouput commands in IPC. Use the print subsystem commands to display or print
various outputs. Learn about PF and PA key assignments and about editing a jobcard.

Use the following PSS commands for output services.

DISPLAY OUTPUT STATUS Command

The DISPLAY OUTPUT STATUS command displays or edits the status of output in the output library.

The following syntax displays the command to set this option:

►►─ DISPLAY ─ OUTPUT ─ DESTINATION ─ dest ─┬──────────┬─ STATUS ──────────►◄

                                           ├─ OWN ◄ ──┤

                                           ├─ ALL ────┤

                                           ├─ name ───┤

                                           └─ number ─┘

OWN
Displays the status of outputs under the identification of the user. This is the default. DISPLAY OUTPUT STATUS
with no operands obtains the same display.

ALL
Displays the status of all outputs.

name
Displays the status of the output with the specified one- to eight-character name. If the name is not unique, a
warning message and a list of all outputs with that name appear.

number
Displays the status of the output with the specified one- to four-digit number.

On the output status display, you can position the cursor on the line showing an output and you can type a command to
perform one of the following functions:

D or S
Display output member.

H
Alters the disposition to hold.

K or L
Alters the disposition to keep.

P
Print output member. Valid only after ALTER OUT modified the disposition of the member.

R
Alters the disposition to ready.

Z
Delete output member.
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The following example shows the top portion of the display that is produced by the DISPLAY OUTPUT ALL STATUS:

 Actions: D=display, Z=delete, P=print
A NUM   UID NAME    CP RT DISP  DATE_CRE TIME  DESCRIPTION   NRECS DST DST_NAME
= ===== === ======= == == ===== ======== ===== ============= ===== === =========
    9   MMM TESTIT  01 02 READY 4/20/05  0933  COMPILE LIST     56 LIB
   11   KRI IQ936   01 02 READY 2/03/05  1136  COMPILE LIST     98 LIB
   20   CAC IQ936   01 02 READY 12/12/04 1346  LIST STATEME    108 SYS LPT1

A
The column where you can place edit commands.

NUM
The number of the output.

UID
(USER ID) The user identification.

NAME
The name of the output. The name must be unique; otherwise a message and a list of all outputs with that name
appear.

CP
(COPIES) The number of copies to print on a system or network printer.

RT
(RETENTION TIME) The retention time in days before the output is eligible for automatically deletion.

DISP
(DISPOSITION) The disposition of the output.
CRTIN

Output in the output library is being created.
PRINT

Output in the output library is print.
READY

Output is available for print or display.
HOLD

Output is held.
QHELD

Output destination's queue is on hold.
KEEP

Output is ready to print with a copy that is retained in output library after printing.
LEAVE

Output was printed but was left in the output library at the request of the user using a KEEP disposition.
PRINTD

Output that is already printed but kept for further browsing or printing.
DELET

Output deleted.
DATE_CRE

The date of the output request in a format specified at installation.
TIME

(TIME REQUEST) The time of the output request in 24-hour format.
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DESCRIPTION
A description of the output.

NRECS
The number of physical output lines in the report, excluding spacing and page skips.

DST
(DESTINATION TYPE) The possible destinations are:
SYS

System printer
LIB

Output library
NET

Network printer
DST_NAME

(DESTINATION NAME) The destination name.

PRINT OUTPUT STATUS Command

The PRINT OUTPUT STATUS command prints the status of a print request.

►►─ PRINT ─ OUTPUT ─┬─ OWN ────┬─ STATUS ─────────────────────────────────────►

                    ├─ ALL ────┤

                    ├─ name ───┤

                    └─ number ─┘

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

  └─ DESTINATION ─┬─ LIB ──────────────────────────┬─┘

                  ├─ NET ─ name ─┬───────────────┬─┤

                  │              └─ COPIES ─ nn ─┘ │

                  └─ SYS ─ name ─┬───────────────┬─┘

                                 └─ COPIES ─ nn ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DESCRIPTION ─ 'string' ─┘

OWN
Prints the status of outputs under the user's identification.

ALL
Prints the status of all outputs.

name
Prints the status of the output with the specified one- to eight-character name. If the name is not unique, a
warning message and a list of all outputs with that name appear.

number
Prints the status of the output with the specified one- to four-digit number.

DESTINATION
Specifies the output destination.
LIBRARY

The output library.
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NETWORK name
A network printer (not available in batch).

SYSTEM name
A system printer name.

COPIES nn
The number of copies to print on a network or system printer only. This option is ignored in batch.

DESCRIPTION 'string'
A 1-character to 32-character description of the output.

The format of the information the PRINT OUTPUT STATUS command produces is identical to the DISPLAY OUTPUT STATUS
command.

See the following examples:

PRINT OUTPUT X STATUS DESTINATION SYSTEM LPT1

PRINT OUTPUT ALL STATUS DEST SYS LPT1

PRINT OUTPUT STATUS

DISPLAY OUTPUT Command

The DISPLAY OUTPUT command displays an output that resides in the output library. Once you display an output with
this command, you can scroll and view it using the various browsing commands. After the browsing activity is ended (by
initiating another activity or entering the command END), the output is deleted (if the disposition is RELEASE). You can
retain the output by entering the command KEEP OUTPUT before ending the browse.

►►─ DISPLAY ─ OUTPUT ─┬─ name ───┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                      └─ number ─┘

name
Displays the output with the specified one- to eight-character name. If the name is not unique, a warning message
and a list of all outputs with that name appear.

number
Displays the output with the specified one- to four-digit number.

See the following examples:

DISPLAY OUTPUT COMPLIST

DISPLAY OUTPUT 1234

KEEP OUTPUT Command

The KEEP OUTPUT command is valid only during the DISPLAY OUTPUT activity. This command changes the output's
disposition to KEEP and leaves the output in the output library after browsing. When the output disposition is RELEASE, it
is deleted upon termination of the browsing activity.

►►─ KEEP ─┬──────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

          └─ OUTPUT ─┘

NOTE
To change the output's disposition to KEEP outside of DISPLAY OUTPUT activity, use the ALTER OUTPUT
command.
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DELETE OUTPUT Command

The DELETE OUTPUT command removes an output from the output library. Issuing the DELETE command without any
operands displays the DELETE prompter.

►►─ DELETE ─ OUTPUT ─┬─ name ───┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                     └─ number ─┘

name
The one- to eight-character name of the output. If the name is not unique, a warning message and a list of all
outputs with that name appear.

number
The one- to four-digit output number.

Examples

DELETE OUT RPT23

DEL OUTPUT COMPLIST

DEL OUT 1234

ALTER OUTPUT Command

This command changes the output destination, disposition, number of copies, or the retention period for outputs residing
in the output library.

►►─ ALTER ─ OUTPUT ─┬─ name ───┬─┬─ COPIES ─ nn ────────┬─────────────────────►◄

                    └─ number ─┘ ├─ DESTINATION ─ dest ─┤

                                 ├─ DISPOSITION ─ disp ─┤

                                 └─ RETENTION ─ value ──┘

name
The one- to eight-character name of the output to alter.

number
The one- to four-digit output number.

COPIES nn
Changes the number of copies of output requested. The number of copies can be any number from one up to the
site maximum, as specified by the current session setting. This clause is ignored in batch.

DESTINATION dest
Changes the destination of the output to one of the following destinations:
LIBRARY

The output library
NETWORK name

The network printer name
SYSTEM name

The system printer name
DISPOSITION disp

Changes the disposition of the output to HOLD, RELEASE, or KEEP as specified.
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RETENTION value
Changes the number of days the output is retained. The value can be any number of days from one up to the site
maximum.

DISPLAY INDEX OUTPUT Command

The DISPLAY INDEX OUTPUT command lists the name and status of each output member for the current user. The
command is equivalent to DISPLAY OUTPUT STATUS.

►►─ DISPLAY ─ INDEX ─ OUTPUT ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

PRINT INDEX OUTPUT Command

The PRINT INDEX OUTPUT command lists the name and status of each output member for the current user. The command
is equivalent to PRINT OUTPUT STATUS.

►►─ PRINT ─ INDEX ─ OUTPUT ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

PRINT SCREEN Command

This command generates an output of the current screen contents.

►►─ PRINT ─ SCREEN ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────►◄

                    ├─ DESTINATION ─┬─ LIB ──────────────────────────┬─┤

                    │               ├─ NET ─ name ─┬───────────────┬─┤ │

                    │               │              └─ COPIES ─ nn ─┘ │ │

                    │               └─ SYS ─ name ─┬───────────────┬─┘ │

                    │                              └─ COPIES ─ nn ─┘   │

                    └─┬──────────────────────────┬─────────────────────┘

                      └─ DESCRIPTION ─ 'string' ─┘

DESTINATION
Specifies the output destination.
LIBRARY

The output library.
NETWORK name

A network printer (not available in batch).
SYSTEM name

A system printer name.
COPIES nn

The number of copies to print on a system or network printer only. This option is ignored in batch.
DESCRIPTION 'string'

A 1-character to 32-character description of the output.
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PF/PA Key Assignments When Displaying Output

This section contains PF and PA key assignments when the output is displayed. In the following list, commands in bold
show assignments consistent throughout all facilities of PSS.

Command Assignment Description

RESHOW PA1 Refreshes a screen with the data as
it originally appeared before data was
entered for the current transaction.
Changes made to the data on the screen
during the current transaction are not
applied.

DISPLAY PF/PA KEYS PA2 Lists PF and PA key assignments. Any data
that are entered on the last transaction is
not applied. Before sign-in is completed,
you can use PA2 to end a PSS session.

HELP PF1/13 Presents help information that is associated
with displaying outputs.

RETURN PF2/14 When in the help facility, returns to the
original panel.

PRINT SCREEN PF3/15 Generates an output of the current screen
contents.

SCROLL LEFT PF4/16 Scrolls the window to the left by frame or
cursor according to the current default.

SCROLL RIGHT PF5/17 Scrolls the window to the right by frame or
cursor according to the current default.

(unassigned) PF6/18 Ignored.

SCROLL BACKWARD PF7/19 Scrolls backward by frame or cursor
position according to the current default.

SCROLL FORWARD PF8/20 Scrolls forward by frame or cursor position
according to the current default.

FIND PF9/21 Searches for the next occurrence of a string
previously specified in a FIND command.

SCROLL TOP PF10/22 Positions to the first line of the output.

SCROLL BOTTOM PF11/23 Positions to the last line of the output.

(unassigned) PF12/24 Ignored.

Editing a Jobcard

To satisfy output requests with a destination of a system printer, the PSS print environment submits a batch job to the host
operating system. The PSS print environment provides resources to store a job card for each user ID and a MASTER job
card. The MASTER job card is used when the current user has no job card. The MASTER job card is also used as the
initial model for editing when a user first issues the EDIT JOBCARD command (to create a user job card).

The rest of the JCL to carry out the batch print request is identified on the SET OUTPUT SITE panel as Name of the batch
JCL proc. If a PSS user submits a member without a job card, PSS uses this same user job card or MASTER job card.

The PRINT administrator can display or edit any user job card or the MASTER job card with the command DISPLAY or
EDIT JOBCARD:
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►►─┬─ DISPLAY ─┬─ JOBCARD ─┬─ MASTER ─────────┬───────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ EDIT ────┘           └─ USER ─ user-id ─┘

A job card fill-in consists of five 80-column lines. You can enter any JCL statements that are valid as the first one to
five statements in a batch job stream. For more information, see DISPLAY JOBCARD Command and EDIT JOBCARD
Command.

PSS Recovery and Multiple CICS Environments

Print Subsystem (PSS) recovery consists of the two main steps. PSS recovery occurs during CICS startup.

• The automatic deletion of expired outputs from the ADROUT library. Expired outputs are outputs whose retention
period has expired. During CICS startup, all outputs older than the value specified in the MAXIMUM RETENTION
PERIOD field (displayed with SET OUTPUT SITE OPTIONS) of the PSS options block are automatically deleted.

• The re-starting of unfinished network prints. This step is executed for network printers only and is done only during
CICS startup. This step finishes print tasks that were not completed during the previous run of CICS because either
CICS was closing down or the printer was not ready. When the ADROUT library is shared between several CICS
regions, the CICS system ID (specified in SIT as the SYSIDNT parameter) determines if the printout should be
restarted on the current region.

This page contains the following topics:

Specifying Unique System and Prefix Names

Two fields in the PSS option block directly affect PSS recovery: SYSTEM NAME and PREFIX NAME. SYSTEM NAME is
used as part of the enqueue name for the ADROUT library. PREFIX NAME is used to enqueue specific output. If your site
has multiple Ideal for Datacom CICS regions, PSS recovery might not work properly if these fields are not correctly set,
even if each region has its own ADRPNL and ADROUT library.

When PSS recovery is initiated, an exclusive enqueue is issued against the ADROUT library. The first three characters
of the enqueue name are built from the value specified in the SYSTEM NAME field of the PSS Options Block. After all
eligible outputs are deleted, PSS recovery is terminated and the exclusive enqueue is changed to a shared enqueue.

When the next Ideal for Datacom CICS region is started, PSS recovery once again uses the three characters from the
SYSTEM NAME field in the PSS options block and tries to issue an exclusive enqueue. If the PSS system name specified
for this CICS region is the same as the system name for the first CICS region, the exclusive enqueue request fails
because the first Ideal for Datacom CICS region is still holding a shared enqueue against the ADROUT library. Therefore,
make sure that the system name and prefix name are unique for each library.

Reinitializing ADROUT

Because PSS recovery must obtain a successful exclusive enqueue to delete any expired or incomplete output listings, no
outputs are deleted if the exclusive enqueue request fails. You can easily solve this problem with the following procedure.
Keep in mind that each CICS region must have its own ADRPNL library. In this example:

1. Print all outputs that you want to keep from the ADROUT library.

WARNING
The following procedure deletes all output from the library, not just those with expired retention periods.

1. Create a member that contains all the DEFINE OUTPUT DESTINATION commands necessary to redefine all output
destinations. The destination table is stored in ADROUT. Reformatting ADROUT destroys this table.

2. Enter the SET OUTPUT SITE OPTIONS command and change the SYSTEM NAME field to three unique characters
(other than PSS).

3. Shut down the CICS region.
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4. Run VLSUTIL with the following control card. See the sample JCL in How to Submit VLSUTIL Functions.

FORMAT BLKSIZE=4000,NAMELEN=11

5. Run the PSS batch utility program SCPSUTIL with the following control cards.

INIT

LIBRARY

For more information, see sample JCL in the IPC Source library PSSUTIL in  Print Subsystem Utility (SCPSUTIL).
6. Restart the CICS region.
7. EXECute the DEFINE OUTPUT DESTINATION member created in step 2.

After you complete these steps, there should be no more failed enqueues, which will help to keep each ADROUT library
free from expired output listings.

Manually Forcing Recovery

The above method is preferred for ensuring that all outputs with expired retention periods are deleted. However, you might
want to manually invoke the recovery process, especially if CICS remains up for long periods of time. There are several
ways to manually force recovery to take place. Every output past its retention period is deleted.

To manually force recovery, use the Batch SCPSUTIL RECOVERY option. You can run this job at sites where CICS is
recycled infrequently.

Customizing the Panel Management System Component
The IPC Panel Management System (PMS) provides ways of customizing your system by changing values in a set of
tables. The tables are:

• PMSTBLS specifies the names and abbreviations of months and days and the uppercase and lowercase characters of
an alphabet.

• PMSTRUC specifies the conversion characters that translate lowercase characters to uppercase characters.
• PMSTRND and PMSTRNDK specify the conversion characters that translate special characters.

This page contains the following topics:

How to Modify the Alphabet and Dates (PMSTBLS)

The $PMSTBLS macro generates the PMSTBLS module, which contains the names and abbreviations for the months and
weekdays and the uppercase and lowercase alphabet translate tables. You must modify the $PMSTBLS macro when you
make changes to this PMS table. One reason to change PMSTBLS is to build a system for a language, such as French. A
PMSTBLS source containing the default $PMSTBLS call is distributed with the system to make modification easier.

How to Change PMSTBLS

Use the following procedure to change the default PMS tables.

1. Get the PMSTBLS source member from the IPC CAIMAC library.
2. Use the following information in the $PMSTBLS Macro Format Descriptions to make the necessary changes. The

following conventions are in effect:
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– For environments that support standard lowercase EBCDIC characters, for example, X'81' through X'B9', the
names of months and days are specified in lowercase with the first character in uppercase.

– For an environment that does not use X'81' through X'B9' for standard lowercase EBCDIC characters, specify the
names exactly as they should appear and specify ALLOWUC=NO.

– If an apostrophe or ampersand is part of a name or an alphabet, type two apostrophes or two ampersands to
specify one character inside of a quoted string.

– A list of names, including commas, is restricted to 256 characters by the assembler.
3. Assemble and linkedit the modified PMSTBLS using the following sample JCL:

//         JOB

//*

//JS01     EXEC ASMA90,PARM=’NODECK,LOAD’

//ASM.SYSLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SOURCE

//           DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SOURCE

//           DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SOURCE

//           DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.MACLIB

//SYSGO    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=OBJECT(PMSTBLS)

//SYSIN    DD  *

 COPY PMSTBLS

 END

/*

//JS02    EXEC IEWL,COND=(0,NE),

//            PARM=’XREF,LIST,NCAL,REUS(RENT)’

//SYSLMOD  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=LOAD

//OBJECT   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=OBJECT

//SYSIN    DD *

 INCLUDE   OBJECT(PMSTBLS)

 NAME      PMSTBLS(R)

/*

$PMSTBLS Macro Format Descriptions

The parameters are presented in alphabetical order. Use the following descriptions to decide which settings are
appropriate for your site:

ADAYS=
(Input required.) Specifies the abbreviations of the seven days, Sunday through Saturday. The value is a list of
seven names enclosed by parentheses. You can enclose each name in quotes, but this is required only when the
environment does not support standard lowercase EBCDIC characters (X'81' through X'B9').
The default is SUN.

ALLOWUC=
(Input optional.) Specifies whether the month and day names can be converted to uppercase by using standard
uppercase translation, for example, converting X'81' to X'C1', and so on. The values are:
YES

The default. The names were specified in lowercase EBCDIC and can safely be translated when you
want uppercase output.

NO
The names were specified using foreign characters and should never be translated. This is used in
environments where the lowercase EBCDIC characters were replaced by other graphics, such as the
Katakana characters on an IBM 5550.
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AMONTHS=
(Input required.) Specifies the abbreviations of the twelve months, January through December. The value is a list
of twelve names enclosed by parentheses. You can enclose each name in quotes, but this is required only when
the environment does not support standard lowercase EBCDIC characters (X'81' through X'B9').

DATE=
(Input optional.) Specifies the date of the assembly as eight characters, in the form mm/dd/yy (without quotes),
where mm stands for the month, dd stands for the day of the month, and yy stands for the year. If your assembler
supports &SYSDATE., you can specify DATE=&SYSDATE. The default specification is eight blank characters.

DAYS=
(Input required.) Specifies the full names of the seven days, Sunday through Saturday. The value is a list of
seven names enclosed by parentheses. You can enclose each name in quotes, but this is required only when the
environment does not support standard lowercase EBCDIC characters (X'81' through X'B9').

FIRSTWW=
(Input optional.) Specifies how the WW date pattern treats a partial week at the start of the year. Values are:
0

A value of 0 is returned for dates before the first full week of the year. WW values range from 0 to 53. The
dates in the first full week of the year have a value of 1.

1
A value of 1 is returned for dates before the first full week of the year. WW values range from 1 to 54. The
dates in the first full week of the year have a value of 2.

The default is 0.
LCALPHA=

(Input required.) Specifies the characters in the lowercase alphabet. The value is a string, which must be enclosed
by single quotes, that contains each character of the alphabet. You must include a blank character. You can
specify the characters in any order.

MONTHS=
(Input required.) Specifies the full names of the twelve months, January through December. The value is a list of
twelve names enclosed by parentheses. You can enclose each name in quotes, but this is required only when the
environment does not support standard lowercase EBCDIC characters (X'81' through X'B9').

STRTDAY=
(Input optional.) Specifies the day of the week that begins with and affects the WW and WEEKDAY functions.
Values are:
SUN

The first day of the week is Sunday.
MON

The first day of the week is Monday.
TIME=

(Input optional.) Specifies the time of the assembly as five characters, in the form hh.mm (without quotes), where
hh stands for the hour, and mm stands for the minute. If your assembler supports &SYSTIME., you can specify
TIME=&SYSTIME. The default specification is five blank characters.

UCALPHA=
(Input required.) Specifies the characters in the uppercase alphabet. The value is a string, which must be
enclosed by single quotes, that contains each character of the alphabet. You must include a blank character. You
can specify the characters in any order.
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How to Modify the PMS Conversion Tables (PMSTRUC, PMSTRND, and PMSTRNDK)

The PMS conversion tables are stored as a series of load modules that consist solely of the translate table characters.
PMSTRUC is a table of conversion characters that translates lowercase characters to uppercase characters in panel
fields that were specified as uppercase-only. PMSTRND and PMSTRNDK are tables of conversion characters that
translate special characters in all output fields to support a variety of output devices. PMSTRND translates special
characters on devices other than the IBM 5550 terminal. PMSTRNDK only translates special characters on the IBM 5550
terminal.

Each table is a series of 256 hexadecimal characters that correspond to hexadecimal digits X'00' to X'FF'. For PMSTRUC,
the characters in the table replace the corresponding characters in a string typed into a terminal or output to a panel field.
For PMSTRND and PMSTRNDK, the characters in the table replace the corresponding characters in a string output to
any field. The translated character must be supported on the output device.

The translation proceeds from left to right on the field. Each character in the field is used as an offset into this table. The
character from the appropriate location in the table is moved into the updated string.

For example, if you enter a lowercase letter a (X'81') into an uppercase-only field and the value of the PMSTRUC table at
offset X'81' is X'C1', then the character a is translated to A.

If the value of the table at offset X'81' is X'81', then the character is not translated.

If the value of the table at offset X'81' is a question mark (X'6F'), then on input the character is translated to a question
mark. On output, the character is translated to the current non-display character. The non-display character is defined as a
PDF parameter.

If PMSTRND has the hexadecimal representation of a backslash character (X'E0') at offset X'E0', then outputting a X'E0'
displays a backslash. If PMSTRND has the hexadecimal representation of a question mark (X'6F') at offset X'E0', then
outputting X'E0' displays the current non-display character.

To modify the translation of a character, you must zap the appropriate load module using the hex value of the character as
an offset. Verify the current value and replace it with the new value.

For example, to modify PMSTRND to translate the character a to the character A:

VER  0081  X'6F'

REP  0081  X'C1'

To stop translating the character a:

VER  0081  X'C1'

REP  0081  X'81'

To translate the character a to a question mark or non-display character:

VER  0081  X'C1'

REP  0081  X'6F'

To modify PMSTRND to turn on the backslash character in output displays:

VER  00E0  X'6F'

REP  00E0  X'E0'

To turn off the backslash character in output displays:

VER  007B  X'E0'
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REP  007B  X'6F'

PMSTRUC, PMSTRND, and PMSTRNDK are supplied on the IPC installation tape.

NOTE
Translating any of the following control characters has no effect:

Control Order Hex Character
Start Field 1D
Set Buffer Address (SBA) 11
Insert Cursor (IC) 13
Repeat to Address (RA) 3C
Start Field Extended (SFE) 29
Erase Unprotected to Address (EUA) 12
Modify Field (MF) 2C
Set Attribute (SA) 28

Change Default File Names
If you discover that the ADRLIB (the member and message library), ADRPNL (the panel library), and ADROUT (the PSS
Spool library) file names conflict with existing file names, you can change them by performing the following steps:

1. Get SC00OPTS (the SCF static options CSECT) from the IPC (IPC) CUSMAC library. Change all occurrences of the
file names to the appropriate values. Assemble and link SC00OPTS into the IPC CUSLIB.
Note: Names must be one to eight characters. The first character must be alphabetic or national. The remainder
must be alphabetic, national, or numeric. For examples and additional information, see How to Modify the SCF Static
Options.

2. Get the PSS Utility File Table (SCPSUTFT) from the IPC CUSMAC library. (If the member does not already exist, copy
IPC CAVQSAMP member IPCVPEB into a new CUSMAC member named SCPSUTFT.) Change all occurrences of the
file names to the appropriate values. Assemble and link the PSS Utility File Table (SCPSUTFT) into the IPC CUSLIB.
Note: Names must be one to eight characters. The first character must be alphabetic or national. The remainder
must be alphabetic, national, or numeric. For examples and additional information, see How to Modify the SCF Static
Options.

3. Change the CICS start-up JCL to specify the new DD file names. These file names are contained in the JCL
copybooks in the IPC CUSPROC library.

4. If you changed the name of the PSS Spool library, you must restart CICS with the changed tables and programs. Sign
in to an account as a PSS administrator and enter the command:

SET OUTPUT SITE OPTIONS

This displays the PSS site options fill-in panel into which you can enter the new name of the PSS Spool library. For more
information, see How to Set PSS Site and Session Options.

You must also make the corresponding changes to the Ideal for Datacom z/OS procedure, PSSUTIL, batch JCL
(IDLBATCH), and batch file table. The following table shows the places in the system where a change in a filename must
be reflected:

ADRINT ADRLIB ADRLOG ADROUT ADRPNL ADRSUB ADRTRC
IPCFILE x x x x x x x
VQ15CSD x x x
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Ideal for
Datacom JCL
PROCS

x x x x x x x

PSSUTIL x x
SC00OPTS x x
SCPSUTFT x x x x

Change Default Destination Identifiers
If you discover that the destination identifiers ADRL (log file) or ADRT (trace file) conflict with existing destination
identifiers, use the following procedure to change them.

1. Sign in to an account as an SCF administrator and enter the command:

SET COMMAND SITE OPTIONS

Or

SET CMD SITE

The SCF site options fill-in panel displays. Review the information in How to Set SCF Site and Session Options.
Modify the appropriate fields to change the name of one or both destination identifiers.
Press Enter.

NOTE
Destination identifiers must be one to four characters long. The first character must be alphabetic or national.
The remainder must be alphabetic, national, or numeric.

2. Reassemble and link your Ideal for Datacom file table to include the updated entries stored in the IPC copy book. For
more information, see the section JCL Requirements for Ideal for Datacom Trace Facility.

3. Modify the CIS TDQ names (default Group name is SI11GRP).

Modify the VPE File Tables
To describe files to VPE online or in batch, you must assemble a VPE file table. The Datacom Datadictionary component
of Datacom/DB, Ideal for Datacom, and the Print Subsystem (PSS) require VPE file tables.

Use the following procedure to change the values of VPE batch file table entries:

1. Retrieve the IPC portion of the VPE file table from the CAVQSAMP member IPCVPEB.
2. Use the ROSFD macro description in the following section to modify file entries in the table and save it to the

CUSMAC library.
3. Refer to the individual product documentation for instructions on how to include the updated source copy books into

that product's file tables.

NOTE
For instructions to modify these VPE file tables for Datacom Datadictionary and for  Ideal for Datacom , see the
Datacom/DB documentation and Preparing and Maintaining VLS Libraries in Ideal™ for Datacom respectively.

This page contains the following topics:

ROSFD Macro

The following diagram is the syntax of the ROSFD macro:
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►►─ namelabl ─ ROSFD ─ ACCMETH= ─┬─ BDAM ─┬─ , ───────────────────────────────►

                                 └─ SEQ ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬─ , ─ BLKSIZE= ─ nnnnn ───────────────────────►

   └─ ADDRESS= ─┬─ ABS ──────┬─┘

                ├─ RELBLK ───┤

                └─ RELTRK ◄ ─┘

 ►─ CTLCHAR= ─┬─ YES ─┬─ , ─┬────────────────────────────┬─ , ────────────────►

              └─ ASA ─┘     └─ DDNAME= ─┬─ namelabl ◄ ─┬─┘

                                        └─ ddname ─────┘

 ►─ LRECL= ─ nnnn ─ , ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

namelabl
This label is a required field. At execution time, it is used as the name that is provided on VPE I/O service calls for
the data set. If you do not specify a name for the following DDNAME= keyword, ROSFD uses this name for the
data set.

ACCMETH=
Specifies the access method that is used for the data set. Valid values are:
BDAM

Default.
SEQ

Specifies the sequential access method.
ADDRESS=

Specifies the type of addressing used for data sets specified as ACCMETH=BDAM. Valid values are:
ABS

Absolute Addressing, which uses the MBBCCHHR addressing
RELBLK

Relative Block Addressing.
RELTRK

Relative Track Addressing, which uses the TTR addressing scheme. This is the default scheme.
BLKSIZE=

Specifies a data set's block size. Valid values are 0 through 32767 bytes. If you specify BLKSIZE=0, you must
place the BLKSIZE value in the JCL or the DSCB of the data set.

CTLCHAR=
Specifies the type of printer control character. Valid values are:
ASA

ANSI
YES

360-machine type
DDNAME=

Specifies the ddname that identifies a physical data set. You can enter a valid ddname or omit a value. If you omit
a value, the name label is used as the ddname.

LRECL=
Specifies the logical record length of the data set. If you specify LRECL=0, you must place the LRECL value in
the JCL or the DCB of the data set.
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How to Modify the SCPSUTIL Output Printer Control Character or Filenames

Use the following procedures to modify the SCPSUTIL output printer control character or filenames.

Printer Control Character

The Print Subsystem (PSS) uses a file that is called AUXPRINT to write output for batch print requests whenever
SCPSUTIL is executed. The PSS batch file table (SCPSUTFT) contains the type of printer control character that is used
for file AUXPRINT. The type of control character is defined as FBA when IPC is installed. To alter the type of control
characters to FBM to specify the machine, perform the steps that are shown below.

1. Retrieve the SCPSUTFT source member from the IPC CUSMAC library. This member contains the entries that are
the IPC portion of the batch processing file tables that PSS uses and by products such as Ideal. (If the member does
not already exist, copy IPC CAVQSAMP member IPCVPEB into a new member that is named SCPSUTFT to the
CUSMAC library.)

2. Locate the table entry for AUXPRINT and change the ROSFD parameter from RECFM=FBA to RECFM=FBM.
3. Save the updated SCPSUTFT source into the IPC CUSMAC library. This source is a copybook that is used during

creation of the multiple batch file tables.
4. Modify the sample JCL below and submit it for execution. This assembles and linkedits the PSS batch file table

(SCPSUTFT). This is the batch file table that contains the file AUXPRINT. SCPSUTIL uses this file.

Filenames

You can also modify filenames in SCPSUTIL. For details, see the section titled How to Change Default File Names earlier
in this chapter. Then modify the following sample JCL and submit it for execution.

Sample Link-Edit JCL for SCPSUTFT

The following is a sample of the JCL for SCPSUTFT:

//         JOBCARD

//*

//ASMMEMS PROC VQUSR='CAI.CHLQ.CUSLIB'         IPC CUSLIB

//                    

//             VQTML='CAI.SHLQ.CAIMAC',        IPC CAIMAC

//             VQCML='CAI.CHLQ.CUSMAC',        IPC CUSMAC

//             ASMBLR='ASMA90',

//             SYSOUT='*'

//*

//*    ASSEMBLE/LINK TO CUSLIB

//*

//ASMSTP  EXEC PGM=&ASMBLR,PARM='DECK,NOLOAD',REGION=2049K

//SYSLIB   DD DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DISP=SHR,

//         DSN=&VQCML

//         DD  DISP=SHR,

//         DSN=&VQTML       

//SYSUT1   DD  DSN=&&SYSUT1,SPACE=(1024,(120,120),,,ROUND),

//         UNIT=VIO,DCB=BUFNO=1

//SYSPUNCH DD  DSN=&&ASMOBJ,UNIT=SYSDA,

//         SPACE=(3120,(400,100),RLSE),

//         DISP=(,PASS),

//         DCB=BLKSIZE=3120

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=&SYSOUT
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//*

//LNKSTP  EXEC PGM=IEWL,COND=(5,LT,ASMSTP),

//             PARM='LIST,LET,XREF,MAP'

//SYSLIN   DD  DSN=&&ASMOBJ,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//         DD  DDNAME=SYSIN

//SYSLMOD  DD  DSN=&VQUSR,

//         DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1   DD  DSN=&&SYSUT1,SPACE=(1024,(120,120),,,ROUND),

//         UNIT=VIO,DCB=BUFNO=1

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=&SYSOUT

//*

//  PEND

//*

//*    EXECUTE ASMMEMS PROC

//*

//PSSUTL EXEC ASMMEMS

//*

//ASMSTP.SYSIN DD DISP=SHR,

//         DSN=CAI.CHLQ.CAIMAC(SCPSUTFT)

//LNKSTP.SYSIN DD *

 NAME SCPSUTFT(R)

/*

//
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Reference
Find supplemental reference information about using Ideal for Datacom and IPC.

Ideal for Datacom Reference
The following pages contain information that you might need to reference when you use Ideal for Datacom.

The following section contains reference information for Ideal for Datacom.

Ideal Commands
This documentation describes the commands used in the Ideal for Datacom environment. It includes the syntax and a
description of each command. The commands are divided into two sections:

• Primary commands, such as OFF and DISPLAY, are entered on the command line or executed from a member.
• Editing commands, such as MOVE and CHANGE, are entered on the command line of a display being edited. Editing

line commands, such as CC and MM, are entered in the sequence number area of a display being edited.

NOTE

• Setting Defaults

This page contains the following topics:

Notation Conventions

This documentation uses the following rules and special characters in syntax illustrations.

Enter exactly as shown in command syntax:

Notation Description of use
UPPERCASE Identifies commands, keywords, and keyword values that you

must enter exactly as shown or replace it with an authorized
abbreviation.

symbols You must enter all special characters, such as parentheses and
quotation marks (but not ellipses, brackets, and braces) as shown.

Do not enter the following as shown; notations clarify command syntax:

Notation Description of use
lower case italics Represent a value you must supply.
Brackets [ ] Identifies optional keywords or clauses, or a group of options from

which, if included at all, you must make a choice.
Braces { } Enter one of the keywords or clauses.
Underlining Indicates an Ideal default that you cannot change with a SET

command and, therefore, you do not need to specify.
Ellipses ... You can repeat the preceding word or clause.

Example

This example shows syntax format of Ideal for Datacom commands.
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COMmand keyword1={AAA} [keyword2] [keyword3={CCC     }]     

                 {BBB}            [         {xxxxxxxx}]

COM
Initiates the command. COM is an abbreviation.

keyword1=
Designates a required keyword followed by a choice of required values. You must specify one and only one of
these values.

keyword2
Specifies an optional keyword.

keyword3=
Designates an optional keyword followed by a choice of values, one of which is required if you specify the
parameter.

CCC
Designates a default value for keyword 3. If you do not specify the keyword, the product uses this value.

xxxxxxxx
Indicates that you can specify a value according to the instructions in the keyword description following the syntax
diagram.

Using Abbreviations for Commands

This section lists abbreviations for commands used in (Ideal).

Standard Abbreviations

The standard abbreviation for a command or command option is the first three characters of the word. For example, the
standard abbreviation for the COMPILE command is COM. All SCF commands (SET CMD xxx) check only the first three
characters of the operand following the SET CMD. Anything entered beyond that point is ignored.

Alternate Abbreviations

For some commands and options, Ideal for Datacom also accepts alternate abbreviations. For example, in addition to
BAC, the abbreviations BACK and BWD are accepted for BACKWARD.

Command/Option Exception Alternate
BACKWARD (none) BACK, BWD
HEADER HDR
POSTMSG MSG
TRAILER TRL TRLR

Abbreviation Exceptions

There are a number of exceptions to the standard first three-character abbreviation. These exceptions are abbreviations
for command words whose first three characters are not unique and, therefore, would conflict with an abbreviation for
another command. Other abbreviations (or no abbreviation at all) are used.
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For example, the COMBINE command does not have a three-character abbreviation. The COMMAND option accepts the
abbreviation CMD only:

Command/Option Exception Alternate
COMBINE COMBINE (none)
COMMAND CMD (none)

Allowable Abbreviations

Ideal for Datacom keywords are only validated to the point where it can be determined that they are unique. Anything
entered beyond that point is ignored.

For example, the command SET SITE ASYNCMSG recognizes the values N for NONE and U for USER. However, values
such as NO, NON, NOOOO... are also accepted for NONE, since it was already determined from just entering “N” what
the value really is. Everything entered beyond that point is disregarded. The same holds true for USER. Since “U” was
already identified as USER, values such as US, USE, USEEEE... are also acceptable.

Summary of Command Abbreviations

Because most abbreviations are standard, they are not shown in the syntax illustrations. The following list shows
command abbreviations that are either exceptions to the standard abbreviation or are alternatives available in addition to
the standard abbreviation.

Command/Option Exception Alternate
AUTHORIZATION AUTH, ATZ
BACKWARD BACK, BWD
BLANKFILL BLK, BLANK, BLANKS
BOTTOM BOT
CATALOG CATLG
CHANGE C
COLUMNS COLUMN
COLVIEW COL
COMBINE COMBINE
COMMAND CMD
COMMENT COMMENT
CURSOR-STABILITY CS
DATAQUERY DQ DQRY
DATAVIEW DVW
DATEFORM DATE
DEBUG DBUG
DELIMITER DLM DELIM
DESCRIPTION DESC
DESTINATION DEST
DISPLAY D
DISPOSITION DISP
EDIT E
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EXCLUDE EXCL, EXCLUDING
EXECUTE EXEC
EXECTIME EXEC
EXPORT
FIELD FLD
FIND F
FORWARD FWD
FULL F
GROUP GRP
HEADER HDR
HELP HELP
HISTORY HIST
HORIZONTAL HOR
IDENTIFICATION IDENT
IMPORT IMP
INCLUDE INCL, INCLUDING
ISOLATION-LEVEL ISOLATION
LEFT (in SET EDIT) L
LINES LINE
LIST LST
MAIL MAIL
MESSAGE MSG
NAMES NAME
NO N
NOHEADING NO
NOVALIDATION NOVAL, NOVALID
NULLFILL NUL, NULLS, NULLFIL
OFF OFF N, NO
ON ON Y, YES
OPTIONS OPTION
PACKAGE PACKAGE, PKG
PACKLIST PACKLIST, PKL
PAGE PAGES
PANEL PNL
PARAMETERS PARAMETER, PARM, PARMS
PASSWORD PSW
POSTMSG MSG
PREPTIME PREP
PREVIOUS PREV
PROCEDURE PROC
PROCESS PROCESS
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PRODUCTION PROD
PROGRAM PROG PGM
REPEAT REPEAT
REPORT RPT
RESHOW RESHOW
RIGHT (in SET EDIT) R
ROLLBACK ROLL
SCREEN SCREEN
SHORT S
SIDEVIEW SIDE
TRAILER TRL TRLR
USER U, USR
VALIDATION VALID
VERIFICATION VERIFY
VERSION V
VERTICAL VER
WAITTIME WAIT
WIDEOPTION WIDE

Using Version Clauses in Commands

There are some rules that apply when specifying version clauses in Ideal for Datacom commands. Following is a
description on version clauses and how to use them.

For SQL Dataviews

Only one version is assigned; version 1 in production status. Ideal for Datacom generally does not display this version
number or status or require that the user specify it.

For All Entity Types Except Modeled and SQL Dataviews

Each named definition of a given type can exist in one or more forms, called versions, each of which is identified by a
number assigned by Ideal for Datacom. There can be as many as 999 versions with the same name. Ideal for Datacom
assigns numbers to versions sequentially as they are created, starting with number 1. The application developer cannot
modify version numbers.

For Datacom/DB Dataviews and Sequential File Dataviews Modeled in the Dictionary

Ideal for Datacom assigns numbers to test versions separately from production and history versions. Test versions are
identified as T1 through T999. Production and history versions are identified as 1 through 999.

Editing a definition has no effect on the version number. No matter how many changes are made, the version number
remains the same. You can only create new versions with the same name by using the DUPLICATE...NEXT VERSION
command. This command makes a copy of an existing version. Ideal for Datacom assigns each new version of a definition
the next higher number than the highest previously assigned number. When a version is deleted from the system, unless it
was the highest, its number is never reassigned to another version with the same name.

Each definition is uniquely identified by the combination of its type, name, and version number, and can always be
referenced by this combination.

There are three cases when you can reference a particular definition without using the version number:
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• You can reference the production status version of a definition by replacing the version number with the term PROD
(since there can be only one production version at a time).

• For any type of definition except for an SQL dataview definition, you can reference the most recently created version of
a definition by replacing the version number with the term LAST.

• The version clause is optional when specifying PROD or LAST. For example, if the production version of a report
definition named SALARIES is version 5, you can reference it as REPORT SALARIES VERSION 5 or as REPORT
SALARIES VERSION PROD. If there are seven versions of a program named UPDATE (numbered 1 through 7), you
can reference the most recently created version as PROGRAM UPDATE VERSION 7 or as PROGRAM UPDATE
VERSION LAST.

The following is a description about usage of version clauses:

Status
Each version is assigned to a category that is based on the stage it reached in the production process. This
category is called the status of the version. A version can be in test status, production status, or history status.
Except for dataview entity types, you can only change the status of a version with the MARK STATUS command.
The following rules apply to each type of status:

• Test
• For all entity types except modeled and SQL dataviews: When a version is created in Ideal for Datacom by

either the CREATE or DUPLICATE command, the version is in test status. You can modify a version as long
as it remains in test status. There can be many versions in test status at one time. If a dataview is edited, you
must recatalog it before it can be reused.

• For Ideal for Datacom dataviews and sequential file dataviews modeled in the dictionary: Test versions
are created and maintained in the dictionary. There can be up to 999 test versions at one time.

• SQL dataviews can not be in test status.
• Production

When a version is created, edited, and tested, and is ready for use in an application, it is marked to production
and becomes the production version. Only one version of a definition can be in production status at a time.
A production application must consist of components that are also in production status. This protects its
integrity.

• For all entity types except modeled and SQL dataviews: You cannot edit or delete the production version.
If a production version of a program is compiled, a compilation listing is produced; a new object program is not
created.

• For SQL dataviews: There can be only one version of a definition at a time, version 1 in production status.
SQL dataviews are created through the Ideal for Datacom CATALOG command. You can delete them if they
are resources of production programs. You cannot edit them.

• History
History versions of a definition are former production versions of that definition.

• For all entity types except SQL dataviews: Marking a test version to production automatically retires the
existing production version, if any, to history status.

• SQL dataviews can not be in history status.
The maximum number of history status versions that you can save is recorded in the dictionary (as the ENTY-
HIST-VERS attribute of the TABLE entity in the DATA-DICT database). When this number is exceeded, the
oldest history versions are automatically deleted. You can modify the installed default of three history versions.

Using String Delimiters in Commands

The character used to delimit strings in Ideal for Datacom commands is shown as either an apostrophe (') or slash (/). You
can use any special character as a string delimiter in a command except:
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• The currently defined command delimiter; semicolon (;) is the installed default.
• The currently defined comment character; colon (:) is the installed default.
• Asterisk (*).

National characters - In the USA, these are:

• At sign (@).
• Pound sign (#).
• Dollar sign ($).

You must use the same character consistently to delimit strings in a command.

To display the currently defined command delimiter character and comment character, use the DISPLAY SESSION
OPTIONS command.

Using an Asterisk to Represent the Current Entity

Many Ideal for Datacom commands allow the use of an asterisk (*) to represent the current entity. For example, after
editing a program, the command

COMPILE *

will compile the same program.

The current entity is shown at the top of the panel.

=>                                                                            

=>                                                                            

=>                                                                            

                                                                              

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DIDA : PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM SCROLLER (003) PROD         SYS: $ID   DISPLAY

                                                                              

Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

====== ================================ T O P =================================

000010 <<SCROLLER>> PROC                                                      

000020 :======================================================================:

000030 :                                                                      :

000040 :  Display all ITEM records and allow their update.                   :

000050 :                                                                      :

000060 :       This sample program is designed to show how to scroll data     :

Command Reference

ADMINISTRATION Command
In Ideal for Datacom, the ADMINISTRATION command displays a menu for accessing and adminstering user definitions,
system definitions, Datacom Datadictionary Online, Dataquery, dataviews, and utilities.

Description

Access the ADMINSTRATION menu using option 9 on the Main Menu or by typing ADMINISTRATION as a command.
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Command Format and Operands

The command has the following format:
ADMINISTRATION

Example

=>                                                                            
                                                                               
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
IDEAL: ADMINISTRATION MAINT                                  SYS: $ID      MENU
                                                                               
Enter desired option number ===>          There are    6  options in this menu:
                                                                               
 1. USER                 - Define and maintain user definitions                
 2. SYSTEM               - Define and maintain system definitions              
 3. DDOL                 - Enter DATADICTIONARY Online (for DD Maint.)        
 4. DATAQUERY            - Transfer to Dataquery                              
 5. CATALOG DATAVIEW     - Catalog dataviews                                  
 6. UTILITY              - Miscellaneous utilities                            

ALTER GROUP Command
In Ideal for Datacom, the ALTER GROUP command changes the description of a group. Review command format,
operand descriptions, and an example.

The ALTER GROUP command has the following format:

ALTER GROUP name DESCRIPTION 'string'

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

name 1- to 8-character group name.

DESCRIPTION 'string' 1- to 24-character description of the group being altered.

Example

ALTER GROUP CICATERM DESCRIPTION 'DEMONSTRATION'

ALTER LIST Command
In Ideal for Datacom, the ALTER LIST command changes the description of a list. Review command format, operand
descriptions, and an example.

The ALTER LIST command has the following format:

ALTER LIST name DESCRIPTION 'string'

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

name 8-character list name.

DESCRIPTION 'string' The 1- to 24-character description of the list being altered.
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Example

ALTER LIST CICALIST DESCRIPTION 'DEMONSTRATION'

ALTER MEMBER Command
In Ideal for Datacom, the ALTER MEMBER command changes the description of a member. Review command format
operand descriptions, and an example.

The ALTER MEMBER command has the following format:

      { *                                        }

ALTER {MEMBER name USER {user-name}}DESCRIPTION 'string'           

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* Use an asterisk as a substitute for MEMBER name, if necessary.

name One- to eight-character member name

user-name The 1- to 15-character user name or the one- to three-character
user-id. The user-name is required only if the member belongs to
another user.

'string' New 1- to 24-character description of the member. For a
description of valid string delimiters, see the “Preliminary
Concepts” chapter.

Example

ALTER MEMBER JCLDEMO DESCRIPTION 'DEMONSTRATION'

ALTER OUTPUT Command
The ALTER OUTPUT command changes the output destination, disposition, number of copies, or the retention period for
outputs residing in the output library.

This command has the following format:

                       {DESTINATION dest}

             {name  }  {DISPOSITION disp}

ALTER OUTPUT {number}  {COPIES nn       }

                       {RETENTION value }

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

name One- to eight-character member name of the output to alter.

number One- to four-digit output number.
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DESTINATION dest Changes the destination of the output to:
LIBRARY The output library.
SYSTEM name The system printer name.
NETWORK name The network printer.

DISPOSITION disp Changes the disposition of the output to HOLD, RELEASE,
READY, or KEEP as specified.

COPIES nn Changes the number of copies of output requested. This can be
any number from 1-99. This clause is ignored in batch.

RETENTION value Changes the number of days the output is retained. The value can
be any number of days from one up to the site maximum.

ALTER OUTPUT DESTINATION Command
The ALTER OUTPUT DESTINATION command alters the default settings for the specified printer. These values override
the actual printer settings. You can define a system type output destination to Ideal for Datacom that is actually a data set.
You can then direct Ideal for Datacom reports to that data set through the ASSIGN REPORT command in a batch run. For
example:

...

//arpt  DD DSN=site.dataset.b1330,DISP=OLD

//SYSIN *

ASSIGN REPORT arpt DEST SYS b1330

RUN apgm

...

B1330 is defined to Ideal for Datacom as a SYStem OUTput DESTination with a blocksize specified.

This command has the following format:

                              {WIDTH width     }

                              {HEADER opt      }

ALTER OUTPUT DESTINATION dest {TRAILER opt     } ...

                              {FF opt          }

                              {PERTASK num     }

                              {BLKSIZE nnnnn   }

                              {DISPOSITION disp}

Note: The syntax is positional. This allows you to specify multiple options, but you must specify them in the same order as
shown in the previous display. For example, ALT OUT DEST xxxx HDR NO TRL NO is correct; but ALT OUT DEST xxxx
TRL NO HDR NO results in a syntax error.

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

DESTINATION dest (Network printer only) Name of the destination printer.

WIDTH width (Network printer only) Width of the print line. For network printers,
the value can be 80-250. Specify 0 to reset the width to the default
value.

HEADER opt (Network printer only) Defines whether a header page prints at a
network printer. For opt, specify YES to print a header page and
NO to suppress printing a header page.
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TRAILER opt (Network printer only) Defines whether a trailer page prints.
For opt, specify YES to print a trailer page and NO to suppress
printing a trailer page.

FF opt (Network printer only) Controls the PSS-generated formfeeds at
the beginning and end of an output.

YES - Issues formfeed at the start and end of print.

NO - Suppresses formfeeds.

HEADER - Issues formfeed at the start of print.

TRAILER - Issues formfeed at the end of print.

PERTASK num (Network printer only) Specifies the maximum number of outputs
that can process during one print transaction for a specified
printer.
Note: For more information about FF opt and PERTASK num
options, see Network Printer Definition Considerations.

BLKSIZE nnnnn (z/OS only) Specifies the maximum blocksize for output assigned
to a data set when executing in batch. The default blocksize is 32
times the record length. Valid values are:

0 - The blocksize is the default--32 times the record length.

1-65535 - The maximum blocksize, in bytes. The actual blocksize
is calculated based on the record length, and equals the number
of records that fit in the specified maximum blocksize.

DISPOSITION disp Disposition for output to be printed at the named destination. The
valid values are READY or HOLD.

ALTER OUTPUT DESTINATION ALL DISPOSITION Command
The ALTER OUTPUT DESTINATION ALL DISPOSITION command changes the disposition for all output on ADROUT.
The disposition of any new outputs created after execution of this command is not affected. Only existing outputs are
changed.

This command has the following format:

ALTER OUTPUT DESTINATION ALL DISPOSITION disp

Operand Definitions

 

Operand Description

DISPOSITION disp Disposition for all output prints at the named destination. The valid
values are: READY or HOLD.

ALTER PANEL RUN-STATUS Command
RUN-STATUS for panels and programs is an obsolete mechanism that has been replaced by Load Module format for
production execution. This description is included here as an explanation of the attribute.

This command has the following format:
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                                        {PRIVATE }

ALTER PANEL name VERSION nnn RUN-STATUS {RESIDENT}

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

PRIVATE (Default) Each user concurrently running the panel has a separate
copy of the entire panel.

RESIDENT Multiple users accessing the same panel share the portion of the
panel that is not updateable.

ALTER PROGRAM DATAVIEW Command (Datacom CBS Access)
For a Datacom CBS dataview: The ALTER PROGRAM DATAVIEW command alters the dataview information in the
object code for this program without the necessity of using the dictionary facility, making the change, recataloging the
dataview, and then recompiling the program.

NOTE
Do not perform this command for a program that was the object of a CREATE MODULE. Perform the ALTER
PROGRAM before the CREATE MODULE if you need to alter the dataview.

This command has the following format:

ALTER PROGRAM name [VER version] DATAVIEW name DBID nnn

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

VER version Version commands display the version of the program accessing
the dataview. For information on valid versions to specify, see
Using Version Clauses in Commands in Ideal for Datacom
Commands.

DBID nnn (For a Datacom CBS dataview) Specifies a different database ID.

ALTER PROGRAM DATAVIEW Command (VSE)
For a VSE unmodelled dataview: The ALTER PROGRAM DATAVIEW command alters the dataview information in the
object code for this program without the necessity of using the dictionary facility, making the change, recataloging the
dataview, and then recompiling the program.

You can issue this command for a program being developed in either an MVS or VSE environment. However, the block
size or device type is only used when the program runs in VSE.

NOTE
Do not perform this command for a program that was the object of a CREATE MODULE. Perform the ALTER
PROGRAM before the CREATE MODULE if you need to alter the dataview.

This command has the following format:

ALTER PROGRAM name [VER version] DATAVIEW name
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           [BLKSIZE number     ]   

           [                ]   

           [       {DISK  } ]   

           [       {SLTAPE} ]   

           [DEVICE {NLTAPE} ]   

           [       {PRT   } ]   

           [       {PUNCH } ]   

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

VER version Version commands display the version of the program accessing
the dataview. For information on valid versions to specify, see
Using Version Clauses in Ideal for Datacom Commands in the
“Preliminary Concepts” chapter.

BLKSIZE (For a sequential file dataview) Specifies a new block size.

DEVICE (For a sequential file dataview) Specifies a new device type.

ALTER PROGRAM DBID Command (Datacom CBS Access)
The ALTER PROGRAM DBID command changes all references to a DBID to another DBID. This applies to all dataviews
in this program associated with the specified DBID. This command modifies the object code for the program without
having to recompile the program. The DBID referenced is permanently altered in the object program until a subsequent
ALTER or a recompilation takes place.

NOTE
Do not perform this command for a program that was the object of a CREATE MODULE. Perform the ALTER
PROGRAM before the CREATE MODULE if you need to alter the database ID.

This command has the following format:

ALTER PROGRAM name VERSION version DBID dbid-1 DBID dbid-2

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

version Version of the program. For more information about valid versions
to specify, see the section Version Clauses in Ideal for Datacom
Commands in the chapter “Preliminary Concepts.”

dbid-1 Old database.

dbid-2 New database to use.

ALTER PROGRAM ENVIRONMENT Command (Datacom SQL Access)
The ALTER PROGRAM ENVIRONMENT command changes the Datacom access plan options for the specified program
in the object code for the program without having to recompile the program. The options changed are permanently altered
in the object program until a subsequent ALTER or a recompilation takes place. To apply these changes to the run-time
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access plan, use the REBIND command. If you defined multiple plans for the program, you must rebind each plan where
the altered plan options apply.

You can specify these options before compiling a program using the program environment fill-in (except the CLOSE
option). You can specify default values for the compile using the SET DBSQL command (except the WORK and CLOSE
options).

NOTE
Do not perform this command for a program that was the object of a CREATE MODULE. Perform the ALTER
PROGRAM before the CREATE MODULE if you need to alter the plan options.

This command has the following format:

ALTER PROGRAM name [VERSION version] [ENVIRONMENT option]

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

name One- to eight-character program name.

version Version of the program. For information on valid versions to
specify, see Using Version Clauses in Commands in Ideal for
Datacom Commands.

option Access plan option. If you omit the ENVIRONMENT clause, a fill-
in showing the current options from the program object displays.

 

The following table describes options you can specify in the ALTER PROGRAM ENVIRONMENT command.

Option Description

CBSIO nnnnnn I/O limit interrupt value for SQL statements that creates a set.
nnnnnn a value from 0 to 524287.

CLOSE time Specifies whether to close the plan after each database
transaction or at the end of the run-unit or CICS job.

TRAN
close after each transaction.

RUN
close after the end of the run-unit.
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DATE date-format Display format for SQL date type items.

DB
Datacom installed default; one of the following
formats

ISO
International Standards organization: yyyy-mm-dd

USA
U.S. standard: mm/dd/yyyy

EUR
European standard: dd.mm.yyyy

JIS
Japanese Industrial Standard: yyyy-mm-dd

DECPOINT x Character used as the decimal point when data displays. This has
no effect on how data is stored.

P
Period (.) is used as the decimal point and comma is
used as the digit separator.

C
Comma (,) is used as the decimal point and period
is used as the digit separator.

ISOLATION-LEVEL level Degree to which a unit of recovery is isolated from the updating
operations of other units of recovery. Use for updates, deletes, or
inserts.

U
No locks are acquired.

R
Repeatable read.

CS
Cursor stability.

OPTMODE optmode How Datacom/DB Database (Datacom) optimizes the ordering of
table joins.

PREP
Order joins during bind processing.

MAN
Order joins as specified in FROM clauses.

EXEC
Order joins at execution time.

PRI nn Priority level of the SQL requests.
nn The lowest priority is 1, the highest priority is 15.

STRDELIM x Character used to delimit string values in all SQL statements.

A
Apostrophes (') delimit string values.

Q
Quotation marks (“) delimit string values.

TIME time-format Display format for SQL time type items.
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DB Datacom installed default; one of the following formats:

ISO
International Standards Organization: hh.mm.ss

USA
U.S. standard: hh:mm AM or PM

EUR
European standard: hh.mm.ss

JIS
Japanese Industrial Standard: hh:mm:ss

WAIT nnn unit
Exclusive control wait limit.

nnn
1 to 120 minutes or seconds.

unit
SEC for seconds or MIN for minutes. For example,
for a ten-second wait, enter the command WAIT 10
SEC.

OPTMSGS time type Type of optimization messages Datacom/DB produces during bind
processing or execution.
• time PREP to set the type of message produced during bind

processing; or EXEC to set the type of message produced
during execution.

• type
• NON  None (default)
• DET  Detail
• SUM Summary

WORK space Amount of workspace available at plan execution time (can be
increased in response to specific SQL errors).
space 0 to 128 bytes, inclusive.

ALTER PROGRAM RUN-STATUS Command
RUN-STATUS for panels and programs is an obsolete mechanism that has been replaced by Load Module format for
production execution. This description is included here as an explanation of the attribute.The command is not applicable
for programs in load module format. RUN-STATUS is not effective on VLS object, but the command is accepted to prevent
syntax errors in existing procedures.

This command has the following format:

                                                {PRIVATE }

ALTER PROGRAM name [VERSION version] RUN-STATUS {SHARED  }

                                                {RESIDENT}

All 3 options (PRIVATE, SHARED, RESIDENT) are treated as PRIVATE. Each user concurrently running the program has
a separate copy of the entire object program.
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ALTER SIGNON Command
The ALTER SIGNON command is used to change your password without editing your user definition or to change the
greeting on the Ideal for Datacom signon panel. This command has the following format:

ALTER SIGNON {PASSWORD old-password new-password}

             {PANEL                             }

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

PASSWORD Changes the password required during signon. It allows you to
change your own password without editing the user definition.
You can use it on user definitions in production status. The new
password specified here reflects in the user definition.

old-password Current 1- to 12-character string assigned as the password.

new-password New 1- to 12-character string replacing the old password.

PANEL Changes the greeting message that appears on the Ideal for
Datacom sign-on panel. An image of the panel displays. You can
type over the old message.

ASSIGN AUTHORIZATION Command (SQL Access)
Learn about the ASSIGN Authorization command (SQL Access) in Ideal for Datacom. Use the command to override the
authorization ID for a dataview or Db2 environment or for programs using Datacom SQL. Find operand definitions and
Db2 considerations.

The ASSIGN AUTHORIZATION (SQL Access) command overrides the authorization ID specified in the program resource
table for a dataview for Db2 or in the environment fill-in for a program using Datacom SQL access.

For Db2 access: This command lets you change the authorization ID used to qualify tables or views accessed by a
program without having to change the program definition. The command is issued before running a program that executes
in dynamic mode and before generating the plan for a program that executes in static mode. (Issuing the command before
running a program in static mode has no effect.)

For Datacom SQL access: This command is issued before running a program to select an alternate plan at runtime. As a
result, the statements in the new plan are executed instead of the statements in the default plan.

This command has the following format:

                      {UNQUALIFIED}     {UNQUALIFIED}

 ASSIGN AUTHORIZATION {auth-id1   } NEW {auth-id2   }

 

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

auth-id1 For DB2: An authorization ID specified for a DB2 table or view in
the program resource table.
For Datacom SQL access: The authorization ID of the default plan
that is entered in the environment fill-in of the program definition
and stored in the program object.
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auth-id2 For DB2: An authorization ID that overrides the specified
authorization ID.
For Datacom SQL access: The authorization ID of the alternate
plan. This authorization ID must be defined before the ASSIGN
command is entered. (See the DEFINE AUTHORIZATION
command.)

UNQUALIFIED (For DB2 only)  As a modifier of old-auth-id, indicates that
unqualified table references are to be qualified by new-auth-id.
As a modifier of new-auth-id, indicates that table references
qualified by old-auth-id are unqualified.
UNQUALIFIED cannot be assigned to UNQUALIFIED.

Example

Given the following program resource table definition:

 Dataview    Auth-id Qualify?    

 EMPLOYEE    SBL         Y   

 PAYROLL HOU         N   

 

The following embedded SQL statements change those generated FROM clauses as specified:

 EXEC SQL        EXEC SQL    

   SELECT ...          SELECT ...    

     FROM EMPLOYEE, PAYROLL       FROM SBL.EMPLOYEE, HOU.EMPLOYEE

 END-EXEC        END-EXEC    

 FROM SBL.EMPLOYEE, PAYROLL  FROM SBL.EMPLOYEES, HOU.PAYROLL 

 

The following ASSIGN commands change those generated FROM clauses as specified:

 No ASSIGN command entered

      FROM SBL.EMPLOYEE, PAYROLL      FROM SBL.EMPLOYEE, HOU.PAYROLL

 ASSIGN AUTHORIZATION SBL NEW KRI

      FROM KRI.EMPLOYEE, PAYROLL      FROM KRI.EMPLOYEE, HOU.PAYROLL

 

 ASSIGN ATZ HOU NEW KRI      

      FROM SBL.EMPLOYEE, PAYROLL      FROM SBL.EMPLOYEE, KRI.PAYROLL

 

 ASSIGN ATZ SBL NEW UNQUALIFIED 

      FROM EMPLOYEE, PAYROLL          FROM EMPLOYEE, HOU.PAYROLL

 

 ASSIGN ATZ UNQUALIFIED NEW KRI

      FROM SBL.EMPLOYEE, KRI.PAYROLL  FROM SBL.EMPLOYEE, KRI.PAYROLL

 

NOTE
This assignment affects Ideal for Datacom programs only.

Db2 Considerations

DB2 qualifies unqualified names as follows:

For static mode:
Using the authorization ID of the user who performs the GENERATE PLAN.
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For dynamic mode:
In batch, using the authorization ID of the user who runs the job; or online, using the auth-id based on the option
for AUTH in the RCT entry for the current transaction.

Only a single level of authorization substitution is allowed. For example, if both ASSIGN ATZ SBL NEW HOU and
ASSIGN ATZ HOU NEW KRI are issued, HOU replaces authorization ID SBL, not KRI.

If more than one assignment is made, only the first assignment applies. For example, if both ASSIGN ATZ SBL
NEW HOU and ASSIGN ATZ SBL NEW KRI are issued, HOU replaces authorization ID SBL, not KRI. To reassign
authorizations, use the RESET command and another ASSIGN command.

The ASSIGN AUTH command applies only to Ideal for Datacom programs included in the plan. It does not affect any
programs that are already bound into a package.

ASSIGN DATAVIEW Command (Datacom Native Access)
The ASSIGN DATAVIEW command associates the specified Datacom CBS dataview with a database ID for any
applications run during the session. Use the RESET command to return to the session defaults.

The same command can also re-assign the table id for accessing a partitioned table, allowing access to an individual
partition, or the ANY set.

This command has the following format:

ASSIGN DATAVIEW name [DBID nnn] [TABLE ttt]

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

name Name of the dataview to associate with the database.

nnn Specifies the DBID temporarily selected for the dataview.

ttt Specifies the table id to use for the dataview.

ASSIGN DATAVIEW Command (VSE Only)
It can also alter a sequential file dataview's block size, device type, or logical unit assignment for subsequent runs in the
current session. This command has the following format:

                     [BLKSIZE number]

ASSIGN DATAVIEW name [DEVICE type   ]

                     [TO SYSnnn     ]

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

name Name of the dataview to associate with the database.

BLKSIZE number Temporarily alters the blocksize.

DEVICE type Temporarily alters the device type where type is one of the
following reserved words enclosed in quotes: DISK, SLTAPE,
NLTAPE, PRT, or PUNCH.
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TO SYSnnn Temporarily alters the logical unit assignment for any subsequent
runs in the current session.

ASSIGN DBID Command (Datacom Native Access)
The ASSIGN DBID command substitutes one database for another database during a session. Use the RESET command
to return to the session default.

This command has the following format:

ASSIGN DBID dbid-1 NEW dbid-2

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

dbid-1 Old database.

dbid-2 New database to use.

ASSIGN PROGRAM Command
The ASSIGN PROGRAM command substitutes a test version of an Ideal for Datacom subprogram for the production
or another test-status version of that program during a run. This lets you test a subprogram with the production version
application without replacing the production version subprogram or creating a test version of the entire application.

This command only affects applications for the current Ideal for Datacom session. Use the RESET command to return to
the session default.

This command has the following format:

ASSIGN PROGRAM name [SYS sid] [TO] [NEW] {VER nnn} 

                                         {SYS sys}

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

 An Ideal for Datacom program that currently has a production
version and at least one test version. Specifying a non-ideal
subprogram results in the ASSIGN command being ignored.

sid Three-character ID of the system containing the production (or
old test) version of the program. This is required only if the old
program is in a system other than the current system.

nnn Version number of the program being tested. For information on
valid versions to specify, see Using Version Clauses in Ideal for
Datacom Commands in the “Preliminary Concepts” chapter.

sys Three-character ID of the system containing the new test version
of the program. This is required only if the new program is in a
system other than the current system or, if sid is specified, if the
new program is not in the system sid.
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ASSIGN REPORT Command
The ASSIGN REPORT command specifies report output parameters for the duration of the current session when issued
before a run. During one run, the maximum number of active ASSIGN REPORT commands is the number of reports being
generated, to a maximum of 20 per user.

The parameters specified in the ASSIGN REPORT command override the corresponding parameters specified in
the RUN command. Parameters specified in a subsequent ASSIGN REPORT command override the corresponding
parameters in the previous ASSIGN REPORT command. Use the RESET command to return to the parameters specified
in the RUN command or to the session defaults.

You must specify at least one of the options in the command.

This command has the following format:

ASSIGN REPORT name [TO altname]

[DESTINATION {LIBRARY                    } ]

[            {{SYSTEM name   }           } ]

[            {{NETWORK 'name'} [COPIES n]} ]

[                                          ]

[DISPOSITION 'disp'                        ]

[MAXLINES m                                ]

[DESCRIPTION 'string'                      ]

[PAGE SIZE nnn                             ]

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

name Name of the report directed by the ASSIGN REPORT command
or the word RUNLIST. Specifying RUNLIST determines the
destination of the LIST statement output.

altname Alternate name for the report, as a ddname (in z/OS) or as
SYSnnn (in VSE). (Not available under CICS.)

DESTINATION LIBRARY Output library.
SYSTEM name System printer name.
NETWORK name Network printer name (not available in batch).

COPIES n Specifies the number of copies for a destination of system or
network in an online environment only. (This clause is ignored in
batch.) This option is only valid when specifying DESTINATION
NETWORK or DESTINATION SYSTEM.

DISPOSITION 'disp' Keywords include:
'KEEP'
'RELEASE'
'HOLD'
For more information about output dispositions, refer to the section
titled SET OUTPUT command.

MAXLINES m Maximum number of lines for any one report that a program can
produce. The upper limit for MAXLINES is established at Ideal for
Datacom installation or by a SET OUTPUT SITE OPTIONS fill-
in. It only applies to reports going to the output library. Any report
reaching this maximum stops the run. This entry does not affect
reports produced in batch and printed in batch.
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DESCRIPTION 'string' One- to 32-character description.

PAGE SIZE nnn Maximum number of lines, ranging from 1 through 250, for each
page of the report. This overrides the number of lines per page set
in the report parameter section.

BLANKFILL Command
The BLANKFILL command is available only in the Panel Definition Facility (PDF), It specifies the panel layout fill mode. To
edit the panel layout without padding, see the NULLFILL command.

NOTE
PF21 toggles between blankfill and nullfill mode.

This command has the following format:

BLANKFILL

CATALOG DATAVIEW Command
The CATALOG DATAVIEW command or equivalent CATALOG prompter catalogs a dataview using the CATALOG
command. You can also access the CATALOG prompter by selecting Option 5 on the Administration Maintenance Menu
or Option 2 on the Dataview Menu. One or many CATALOG commands can be issued in a batch run of Ideal for Datacom.

A dataview must be cataloged before Ideal for Datacom can use it. When the CATALOG command is processed, a
DISPLAY DATAVIEW command is automatically invoked. CATALOG results in a cataloged dataview definition ready
for Ideal for Datacom use. If the dataview is in production status, any Ideal for Datacom program naming the dataview as
a resource that compiles successfully can execute.

If one or more rules are violated, a list of error messages displays at the bottom of the dataview display (or, if the
CATALOG command is issued using Ideal for Datacom in batch, a listing is printed).

This command has the following format:

        {       *                                  }

CATALOG {                {authid.dvw-name       } }

        {[dbms] DATAVIEW {dvw-name [VERSION ver]} }

        [       {VALIDATION  } ]

        [[WITH] {NOVALIDATION} ]

Operand Definitions

 Operand  Description 

  * An asterisk represents the current dataview. You can substitute it
for the entire DATAVIEW identification clause.
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 dbms 
 

(Mixed SQL Site) Database management system that SQL
statements using this dataview access when you can access more
than one database management system using SQL. This option
overrides the dbms specified by a SET ENVIRONMENT SQL
command. Use this option when you catalog a new SQL dataview.
To change the database management system for a cataloged
dataview, delete the dataview and catalog again. You cannot
make the change when recataloging an existing SQL dataview.
 DB Dataview accesses Datacom/DB.
 DB2 Dataview accesses DB2.

 authid (SQL Only) One- to eight-character authorization ID required for
SQL dataviews only.

 dvw-name The 1- to 18-character name of a dataview. For SQL dataviews,
the dataview name is the name of an SQL object (table, view,
or Datacom SQL synonym).

 ver (Non-SQL dataviews) Version of the dataview to catalog, for
a modeled (Datacom native access or sequential) dataview
or an unmodeled (sequential or VSAM) dataview. If the
version is not specified, the default version set by the SET
DATAVIEW VERSION command is used. For information on
valid versions to specify, see Using Version Clauses in Ideal for
Datacom Commands in the “Preliminary Concepts” chapter.

[WITH] VALIDATION
 

(VSAM Dataviews Only) Specify this option to verify Ideal for
Datacom dataview attributes against the actual characteristics
of the VSAM file in the VSAM Access Control Blocks. If any
discrepancies are found, the CATALOG command fails and error
messages are issued. You can specify this option as VAL.
The following attributes are validated:
File organization (ESDS, KSDS, RRDS)
Record length (maximum length must match the length defined in
IDCAMS)
Displacement and length of primary and alternate keys
UNIQUE and UPGRADE SET attributes of the alternate indexes
are not validated, although paths defined as part of the upgrade
set are checked for availability and the key defined for each path
is checked for displacement and length.
Use this option only if the file is accessible in the current
environment.

[WITH] NOVALIDATION (VSAM Dataviews Only) Specify this option to catalog the
dataview without validating the attributes. You can specify this
option as NOVAL.
WITH NOVALIDATION is the default, but you can change the
default by specifying the command SET CATALOG VALIDATION.
Use this option if the file is not accessible in the current
environment.

CLARIFY Command
The CLARIFY command displays a panel with messages explaining violations of editing rules. The CLARIFY command is
only available if it is specified in the panel parameter fill-in.

When an entry in a field of a panel violates the rules defined for the field, the panel redisplays with the fields in error
set as specified in error handling (see the parameter fill-in and extended field definition fill-in descriptions). These edit
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rule violations are detected and highlighted when a panel is transmitted at runtime or when the panel is tested with the
FACSIMILE command during panel definition.

Violations of panel input edit rules can also be handled by the application procedure instead of by the CLARIFY FACILITY.
You can also specify this option on the parameter fill-in. The application procedure can make use of PDL internal functions
to determine the rule violations. Messages to explain the edit rule violations are listed on a CLARIFY panel that you can
display by pressing the PF3 key or the entering the CLARIFY command.

You can scroll the CLARIFY panel forward or backward and left or right. The RETURN command, PF2, returns from the
CLARIFY panel to the original panel.

This command has the following format:

CLARIFY

COMBINE Command
The COMBINE command eliminates the last region when in split screen. This combines regions from the bottom up.
If there are three regions, the second and third regions combine restoring region 2. Region 2 now occupies the space
occupied by regions 2 and 3 before the COMBINE. (The size of region 1 remains unchanged.) If you issue another
COMBINE command, the first and second regions combine, leaving the first region restored.

Each step requires a COMBINE command; that is, to combine three regions, specify two separate COMBINE commands.
The OFF command performs the same function.

This command has the following format:

COMBINE

Comment
A comment is a character string that serves as documentation for an Ideal for Datacom command in a member or in a
batch jobstream. Comments are not executable. A line that begins with a colon is treated as a comment. You can place a
comment character before any command to prevent its execution. Because the comment ends at the end of the line, no
special character is required to terminate the comment.

A comment is indicated by a character set for the site or session by the SET COMMAND COMMENT command or the
installed default-a colon.

Example

Batch Jobstream

DUP PGM A PROD NEXT     : copy prod ver

COMPILE *               : compile it

MARK * PROD             : make it prod

COMPILE Command
The COMPILE command compiles a TEST status program in the current system. This command is executed
asynchronously where you can continue with other tasks while the COMPILE command is executing. COMPILE alone
produces the COMPILE prompter. COMPILE * compiles the current program.
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You can only compile test programs in the current system. If you enter the COMPILE command for a production program
(PROD status), the program does not recompile, but a compilation listing is generated.

The working data, parameter data, and dataview panels are only compiled if the corresponding source was changed since
it was previously compiled.

This command has the following format:

        [*                             ]

COMPILE [program-name [VERSION version]] 

    [    {YES}]    [    {YES}]    [    [YES]] 

    [IDE {NO }]    [EXD {NO }]    [BOD [NO ]] 

    [    {YES}]    [    {YES}]    [     {YES}]

    [ADV {NO }]    [MEL {NO }]    [LSQL {NO }]

    [    {FULL }]    [      {FULL }]

    [REF {SHORT}]    [PANEL {SHORT}]

    [    {NO   }]    [      {NO   }]

    [            {LIBRARY                       }]  

    [DESTINATION {{NETWORK name}               }]  

    [            {{SYSTEM name } [COPIES nn]   }]  

    [NAME output-name]

    [            {KEEP   }]

    [DISPOSITION {RELEASE}]

    [            {HOLD   }]

    [DESCRIPTION 'string']

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

program-name One- to eight-character name of the program to compile.

version Version of the program. For information on valid versions
to specify, see Using Version Clauses in Ideal for Datacom
Commands in the “Preliminary Concepts” chapter.

IDE opt Y Includes program identification, resources, and environment
sections in the compilation listing.
N Does not include identification information in the compilation
listing.

EXD opt Y Includes external data (dataview definitions, report definitions,
panel definitions, and copied SQLCAs) in the compilation listing.
N Does not include external data in the compilation listing.
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BOD opt Y Includes the body of the program (working data, parameter data,
and procedure definition) in the compilation listing.
N Does not include the body of the program in the compilation
listing.

ADV opt Y Includes advisory messages in the compilation listing.
N Does not include advisory messages in the compilation listing.

MEL opt Y Highlights error lines in the original procedure definition.
N Does not highlight error lines.

LSQL opt Y Lists SQL generated from any FOR constructs.
N Does not list generated SQL.

REF opt FULL Generates a complete cross reference listing.
SHORT Suppresses those symbol names that are defined but not
referenced.
NO Does not generate any cross reference information.
You can specify this option for online compiles and for any batch
compiles.

Program-name One- to eight-character name of the program to compile.

PANEL opt FULL Generates a complete listing of all panel components.
SHORT Generates only the Identification, Facsimile, and
Summary associated with each panel.
NO Does not generate any panel listings. This option applies only
if EXD is Y.

DESTINATION LIBRARY Output library.

SYSTEM name System printer name.

NETWORK name Network printer name (not available in batch).

COPIES nn Number of copies to print on a system or network printer. This
option is ignored in batch.
Note: When DESTINATION is the output library, only one copy is
allowed.

NAME output-name Name of the output. The default is the eight-character name of the
program if compiled online or COMPLIST if compiled in batch.

DISPOSITION KEEP
RELEASE
HOLD

DESCRIPTION 'string' The 1- to 32-character description.

CREATE Command
In Ideal for Datacom, the CREATE command opens a prompter that guides you in creating documents, dataviews, lists,
groups, and other entities.

Use the prompter for guidance in completing the syntax of a command, and to specify what is to be created, including the
name, the dataview name, and the version.

Command Format and Operands

The CREATE command has the following format:

CREATE
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Example

=>                                                                            
                                                                               
....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....
IDEAL: CREATE                                                SYS: $ID  PROMPTER
                                                                               
CREATE  ___    __________________                                              
        (1)          (2)                                                      
                                                                               
 FROM DATAVIEW  ________________________________   VER  PROD                  
                              (3)                       (4)                    
                                                                               
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) DOC = Document  GRP = Group    PKG = Package  RPT = Report                
    DVW = Dataview  MEM = Member   PLA = Plan     SYS = System                
    LST = List      PGM = Program  PNL = Panel    USR = User                  
_                                                                              
(2) Name                       (4) Ver: PROD                                  
                                        nnnn                                  
(3) Dataview Name                       Tnnn                                  
    (PNL,RPT only)                             

CREATE DATAVIEW Command

The CREATE DATAVIEW command initiates creation of a dataview for a specific unmodeled dataview (sequential or
VSAM). For more information about defining unmodeled sequential or VSAM dataview, see Managing Dataviews.

This command has the following format:

CREATE [DATAVIEW dvw-name]

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

dvw-name The 1- to 18-character dataview name of a sequential or VSAM
file dataview.

CREATE DOCUMENT Command

The CREATE DOCUMENT command initiates creation of a document for HTML or XML output. For more information
about defining documents, see Generating Documents.

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

doc-name The 1- to 8-character name the document..
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CREATE GROUP Command

The CREATE GROUP command initiates the creation of a group. Find command syntax, operand definitions, and an
example.

After entering this command, an edit session will start for that group. See Maintain Transactions with LISTs and GROUPs
for more information.

This command has the following format:

CREATE GROUP name [DESCRIPTION 'string']

where
name

1- to 8-character group name.
DESCRIPTION 'string'

The 1-character to 24-character description of the group being created.

Example
CREATE GROUP CICATERM

CREATE GROUP CICATERM DESCRIPTION ‘GROUP FOR TERMINAL TRANS’

CREATE LIST Command

The CREATE LIST command initiates the creation of a list. Find command syntax, operand definitions, and an example.

After entering this command, an edit session will start for that list. See Maintain Transactions with LISTs and GROUPs for
more information.

This command has the following format:

CREATE LIST name [DESCRIPTION 'string']

where
name

8-character list name, composed of the 4-character CICS SYSID and the constant ‘LIST’.
DESCRIPTION 'string'

The 1-character to 24-character description of the list being created.

Example
CREATE LIST CICALIST

CREATE LIST CICALIST DESCRIPTION ‘LIST FOR CICA’

CREATE MEMBER Command

Learn how to initiate the creation of a member using the CREATE MEMBER command in Ideal for Datacom. Find the
command format, operand defintions, and an example.

The CREATE MEMBER command initiates creation of a member.

This command has the following format:

CREATE MEMBER name [USER user-name] [DESCRIPTION 'string']
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Operand Definitions
name

One-character to eight-character member name.
user-name

The one-character to 15-character user name or the one-character to three-character user-id. The user-name is
required only if the member belongs to another user.

'string'
The one-character to 24-character description of the member being created.

Example

CREATE MEMBER JCLDEMO

CREATE MEMBER JCLDEMO DESCRIPTION 'DEMONSTRATION'

CREATE MODULE Command

The CREATE MODULE command creates the module form of a program or panel. This batch-only command is used the
first time a program or panel is converted to module format. Use it also when a new PROD version of the same program
or panel is converted to module format. As long as the same one- to seven-character module name is used, the CREATE
MODULE command replaces the old module. However, if the module name for the program or panel changes, first delete
the old module with the DELETE MODULE command.

The primary output of a CREATE MODULE command is a set of IBM-format object decks, along with appropriate Linkage
Editor control statements, written to a sequential file (three object decks per Ideal for Datacom program and 1 object deck
per panel). This file is used as input to the IBM Linkage Editor. Regardless of the number of VLS object entities, there is
always one object deck module created for each of the reentrant, non-reentrant (updateable), and symbol table portions of
each Ideal for Datacom program.

You can specify many CREATE MODULE commands in the same Ideal for Datacom batch run. The resultant object decks
and appropriate Linkage Editor control statements are concatenated into the same sequential output data set. You must
specify a job step following the Ideal for Datacom batch step to execute the Linkage Editor and read that sequential file as
its input.

Execute a SELECT SYSTEM command before the CREATE MODULE command to identify the Ideal for Datacom system
that contains the program. Do not execute RUN commands in the same Ideal for Datacom job step as CREATE MODULE
commands or the results can be unpredictable.

This command has the following format:

                             {PANEL name VERSION nnn}

CREATE MODULE modname [FROM] {PROGRAM name          }

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

modname One- to seven-character name given to the generated modules.

name Name of the program or panel to convert to module format. The
program or panel must be in production status to be converted. If
there are multiple versions, the one that is in production status is
the one that is converted.
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NOTE
For PANELs, if you omit the VERSION clause, the PROD version is used if it can be found by accessing
Datadictionary. For PANEL MODULEs created from VLS objects that were Object Transported, the VERSION
clause is necessary, because the Object Transport did not update Datadictionary. It is advisable to always
specify the VERSION clause for panels.

The names of the created modules are the one- to seven-character modname with an one-character suffix. The suffixes
are:

R
Reentrant (non-updateable) part of a program

U
Updateable (non-reentrant) part of a program

S
Symbol table of a program

P
Panel

These suffixes are used in the following cases:

• The user wants to create CICS PPT entries. This is not necessary unless the modules are CICS resident. Program
auto-install defines them as CICS non-resident; see Module Definition.

• The user wants to use a standard IBM utility to move, delete, and so on, the modules in the system libraries.
• The user wants to obtain performance monitor data about the use of modules in the system, for example, CICS

shutdown statistics that show how many times a module is used.

When dealing with non-Ideal services, the user must account for all three program modules and must specify the
appropriate module suffix for each of these parts, and for any panel modules.

WARNING
Do not perform an ALTER PROGRAM command in a program that was the object of a CREATE MODULE.
Perform the ALTER PROGRAM before the CREATE MODULE if you need to alter the database ID.

CREATE PACKAGE Command (DB2 Only)

The CREATE command or equivalent CREATE prompter creates a new package definition for an application accessing
a DB2 database. This command presents a blank identification fill-in. You can edit this fill-in using standard editing
procedures. The DB2 application package is not actually created until the successful completion of the batch job;
see Generating Packages.

To display the CREATE prompter, select Option 2 on the Plan Menu or type the CREATE command. See also CREATE
PLAN.

This command has the following format:

CREATE PACKAGE [name]
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Operand Definitions

Operand Description

name One- to seven-character name assigned to the package definition.
The name must consist only of legal characters for DB2 package
names because it is the name of the DB2 application package.

CREATE PANEL Command

Learn about the CREATE PANEL command in Ideal for Datacom. The command creates a blank panel to fill in panel
information. Also included here are details on how to use Dataview with the CREATE command.

The CREATE PANEL command or equivalent prompter creates the first version of a panel definition. The only function of
the CREATE PANEL command or prompter is to present a blank panel identification fill-in. The fill-in establishes the panel
name, provides identification information, and becomes the current definition.

Ideal for Datacom assigns a newly created panel a version number of 1. This version of the panel definition is in TEST
status. You can edit it at any time as long as it remains in TEST status. For more information about how to edit the
procedure, see Creating Panel Definitions.

This command has the following format:

              [     [[USING] [*                       ]] ]

CREATE PANEL [name [[FROM ] [DVW dvw-name VERSION ver]] ]

 

Operand Definitions

Operand Description
name One- to eight-character name assigned to the new panel.
USING
FROM

Creates a panel containing the fields that are defined in the
specified dataview.

* Creates a panel using the current dataview.
dvw-name The 1-character to 32-character name of a cataloged dataview

from which the fields are copied. A Datacom native access
dataview name has a maximum of 18 characters. An SQL
dataview name has a maximum of 27 characters and must be
qualified with the authorization ID. A sequential dataview name
has a maximum of 32 characters.

ver Version of the named dataview that is specified as PROD, nnn, or
for modeled dataviews, Tnnn. The default is PROD. The keyword
VERSION is optional when specifying the version as PROD.

Using Dataview with the CREATE Command

When a dataview is named on the CREATE command, the dataview fields are copied into the panel after you enter the
identification fill-in. All fields and values that can be reasonably defined in the panel definition are copied. The following
rules apply:
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Data Type

Any alphanumeric field is copied as is. Since a fixed-length value is required for the panel, the maximum length of
a variable length dataview field is assumed to be the panel field length. If the length of a dataview field exceeds the
maximum width of a panel, the field is truncated to the maximum width less 1 (max-width - 1). The truncation applies to all
copied fields, whether they are copied on the CREATE command or with the copy prompter.

Any numeric field is copied as an unsigned numeric field, regardless of the internal definition. Signed and unsigned
numeric fields in the dataview are copied as numeric fields without regard to sign.

The number of integer and decimal places that are denoted in the panel definition as IN.DP is copied directly from the
dataview field definition. The size of the panel field is based on the total number of integer and decimal places plus one for
a decimal point where so defined. The total for integer and decimal places cannot exceed 18.

Any Ideal for Datacom date field is copied as a numeric field. Once defined in the panel, you can change the data type to
alphanumeric, depending on the date display format.

Any condition-name is ignored.

Groups

Any field that is or can be reduced to an elementary field is copied. REDEF fields and group fields are copied as
elementary fields, but fields with DEP ON are not copied.

Nesting of OCCURS groups is ignored.

Field Attributes

Initial values, if specified, are copied.

Edit patterns, if specified, are copied. However, the size of the panel field is taken from the defined length of the dataview
field and does not necessarily account for the length of the edit pattern. You might have to modify the panel field after it is
copied from the dataview.

The panel field name is the same as the dataview field name. The dataview qualification for panel field names is dropped
since Ideal for Datacom allows only one level of group qualification.

The panel field label is generated from the cataloged dataview heading, if defined, or from the panel field name, if a
cataloged dataview heading is not defined.

CREATE PLAN Command (DB2 Only)

The CREATE PLAN command presents a blank identification fill-in. You can edit this fill-in using standard editing
procedures. The DB2 application plan is not actually created until the successful completion of the batch job described
in Generating Application Plans. The identification fill-in and the other components of the plan definition-resources,
parameters, and DBRMs-are further described also.

The following CREATE command or equivalent CREATE prompter creates a new application plan definition for an
application accessing a DB2 database. To display the CREATE prompter, select Option 2 on the Plan Menu or type the
CREATE command.

See also CREATE PACKAGE.

This command has the following format:

CREATE PLAN [name]
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Operand Definitions

Operand Description

name One- to seven-character name assigned to the plan definition. The
name must consist only of legal characters for DB2 plan names
because it is the name of the DB2 application plan.

CREATE PROGRAM Command

The CREATE PROGRAM command or equivalent CREATE prompter creates the first version of a new program definition.
The sole function of the CREATE PROGRAM command or prompter is to present a blank program identification fill-in (see
Creating Programs). This fill-in establishes the program name and provides identification information for the program.

Ideal for Datacom assigns a newly created program definition a version number of 1. This version of the definition is in
TEST status. You can edit it at any time as long as it remains in TEST status. After it is marked to PROD (production)
status, you cannot modify it.

After the CREATE command is executed, the identification fill-in is presented, and you enter a program name, that
program definition becomes the current definition, and the editing procedure described Creating Programs.

To access the CREATE prompter, select Option 2 on the Program Maintenance Menu or type CREATE PROGRAM on the
command line.

This command has the following format:

CREATE [PROGRAM [name]] 

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

name One- to eight-character name assigned to the new program
definition.

CREATE REPORT Command

The CREATE REPORT command or prompter creates the first version of a report definition by displaying a blank report
identification fill-in. This fill-in establishes the report name and provides identification information. When you enter the
report name, it becomes the current report and the editing procedure applies.

Ideal for Datacom assigns a newly created report definition a version number of 1. This version of the report definition is in
TEST status. You can edit it at any time as long as it remains in TEST status. After it is in PROD (production) status, you
cannot modify it.

To display the CREATE prompter, select Option 2 on the Report Maintenance Menu or type CREATE on the command
line and press the Enter key.

This command has the following format:

              [     {USING}      {*                     }]

CREATE REPORT [name {FROM }  DVW {auth-id.dvw-name      }]

                                 {dvw-name [VERSION ver]}]
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Operand Definitions

Operand Description

name One- to eight-character name assigned to the new report
definition.

auth-id One- to eight-character authorization ID required for SQL
dataviews.

USING
FROM

Creates a report containing the fields defined in the specified
dataview.

* Creates a report using the current dataview.

dvw-name The 1- to 18-character dataview name.

ver (Non-SQL dataviews) Version of the dataview, for a Datacom
native access dataview, a sequential file dataview, or a VSAM
file dataview. The specified version must be in test or production
status. For more information on valid versions to specify, see
Using Version Clauses in Commands in Ideal for Datacom
Commands.

CREATE SYSTEM Command

The CREATE command or equivalent CREATE prompter creates the first version of a system definition. The sole function
of the CREATE SYSTEM command or prompter is to present a blank system definition fill-in. This fill-in establishes the
system name, provides identification information about the system, and provides the file names where the system libraries
are stored. Once the system definition fill-in is presented and you enter a system name, that system becomes the current
system definition.

A newly created system definition is assigned a version of 1 and is placed in test status. You can edit the new system
definition at any subsequent session as long as it remains in test status. Once marked to production status, you cannot
modify it. For additional information, see Defining and Maintaining Ideal for Datacom Systems.

To access the CREATE prompter, select Option 2 on the System Maintenance Menu.

This command has the following format:

CREATE [SYSTEM {name}]

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

name The 1- to 15-character name assigned to the new system
definition. The system name in the system definition fill-in is
initialized to this entry. If omitted, you must enter the name as the
system name on the system definition fill-in.

CREATE USER Command

The CREATE USER command creates the first version of a user definition. A newly created user definition is assigned a
version number of 1. This version of the user definition is in test status. Before this user can sign on to Ideal for Datacom,
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the user definition must be marked to production status (see the MARK STATUS command). You can modify it at any
subsequent session as long as it remains in test status.

For more information on creating and maintaining user definitions, see  Defining and Maintaining Ideal for Datacom Users.

See also CREATE SYSTEM.

This command has the following format:

CREATE USER [name]

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

name The 1- to 15-character name assigned to the new user definition.
The person's name on the user definition fill-in is initialized to
this entry. If omitted in the CREATE command, you must enter
the name as the person's name on the user definition fill-in. The
user definition fill-in is a panel establishes the user, assigns a
user privilege, enters descriptive information about the user, and
establishes the user's authorization level in each assigned system.

DATAQUERY Command
The DATAQUERY command transfers directly to Dataquery from Ideal for Datacom. DATAQUERY, DQRY, and DQ are
valid synonyms.

This command has the following format:

          [USER user-name           ]

          [PASSWORD password        ]

          [                         ]

DATAQUERY [RETURN  {NONE   }        ]

          [        {tran-id}        ]

          [                         ]

          [COMMAND 'command string' ]

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

user-name Dataquery user-ID. You can use delimiters around the user-ID if
it contains spaces. Otherwise, delimiters are not required. If you
omit the USER clause, the program passes the Ideal for Datacom
user-ID.

password Dataquery password. If you omit the password, the program
passes the Ideal for Datacom password.
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RETURN Specifies a CICS transaction ID scheduled by Dataquery when it
returns to Ideal for Datacom.
tran-id A CICS transaction ID scheduled by Dataquery.
NONE The program supplies spaces as the return transaction-ID.
If you omit the RETURN clause, Dataquery returns to Ideal for
Datacom with the transaction-ID used to sign on to Ideal for
Datacom.

'command string' First Dataquery command executed. The commands must be in
delimiters. If you do not supply a COMMAND string, the program
passes spaces.

Example

DATAQUERY COMMAND /LIST QUERIES/

DATAVIEW Command
The DATAVIEW command illustrates the functions Ideal for Datacom offers to manipulate dataviews in the Dataview
Menu. To access this menu, select the appropriate option on the main menu or enter the following Ideal for Datacom
command.

This command has the following format:

DATAVIEW

DEBUG Command
The DEBUG command initiates the debugging of a program. When the DEBUG command is issued, an Initialization
breakpoint appears on the screen that lets you specify (or alter) Debug commands.

When a breakpoint is encountered, application processing stops, any commands that are attached to the breakpoint are
executed, and the Debug screen displays at the terminal. When the Debug screen is transmitted, a checkpoint is issued
that commits records marked for update. The SET RUN UPDATE NO command stops the application from updating the
database. For more information on breakpoints and using the symbolic debugger, see Symbolic Debugger.

Online: If no member name is specified, member DEBUG is used. If member DEBUG exists, the contents of the member
are saved.

Batch: Follow the DEBUG command with debug commands for the session and end with a GO command. When the GO
command is encountered, execution of the program begins. When a breakpoint is encountered, any attached commands
execute and application processing resumes. Output is written to the Debug print file. If no member name is specified, a
member unique to this run is used.

Both online and batch: If a member name is specified, it is created if it does not exist. If this member exists, the contents
of the member are saved.

Issuing the DEBUG command alone invokes the DEBUG prompter. DEBUG* debugs the current program.

This command has the following format:

DEBUG     { *                        }

          {pgm-name [VERSION version]}
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                       {Y}              

          [UPDATE [DB] {N}                      ]

          [PARAMETER 'string'                   ]

          [                                     ]

          [            {LIB                    }]

          [DESTINATION {{SYS name}             }]

          [            {{NET name} [COPIES num]}]

          [                                     ]

          [            {KEEP   }                ]

          [DISPOSITION {RELEASE}                ]

          [            {HOLD   }                ]

          [                                     ]

          [MAXLINES n                           ]

          [                                     ]

          [DESCRIPTION 'string'                 ]

          [                                     ] 

          [COMMANDS [{*                }]       ]

          [         [{member [USER uuu]}]       ]

where
*

Debugs the current program.
pgm-name

Name of the program being debugged.
version

Version of the program being debugged.
UPDATE

Either updates or bypasses updating the database.
Y

Allows updating of the database.
N

Does not allow updating of the database.
PARAMETER 'string'

A single string that is passed to the program. This parameter must be defined in the parameter definition fill-in for
the program being debugged as one alphanumeric (type X) character string with input Update Intent. It cannot be
a group item.
The length of the string is limited to the space available in the prompter. When the DEBUG command is issued in
the command area, the command with parameter string is limited to one command line.

DESTINATION
Applies to all reports generated by this program unless this destination information was overridden for one or
more reports with the ASSIGN REPORT command. This clause differs from the more typical DESTINATION-
clause in that “NAME name” is excluded. The one-character to eight-character report name becomes the output
name. Select from the following options:
LIBRARY

Output library.
SYSTEM name

System printer name.
NETWORK name

Network printer name (not available in batch).
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COPIES num
Number of copies to print by a system or network printer in an online environment. The specified number cannot
exceed site maximum. This clause is ignored in batch.

DISPOSITION
The disposition clause; select from the following options:

• KEEP
• RELEASE
• HOLD

For more information on output dispositions, see the SET OUTPUT Command.
MAXLINES n

Maximum number of lines for any one report that a program can produce. The upper limit for MAXLINES is
established at Ideal for Datacom installation or by a SET OUTPUT SITE OPTIONS fill-in, and only applies to
reports going to the output library. Any report reaching this maximum stops the run. This entry does not affect
reports that are produced in batch and printed in batch.

DESCRIPTION 'string
The 1- to 32-character description of the output. The description displays as part of the output status. If you do not
provide a description in the DEBUG command, the default description DEBUGGER OUT applies.

COMMANDS
Specifies the name of the data member that is used for debugging commands.
*

Current member from the status line.
member

Name of the data member used for the debugging commands. The default is DEBUG.
uuu

User-ID of the data member. The default is the current user.

DEFINE AUTHORIZATION Command (Datacom SQL Access)
The DEFINE AUTHORIZATION command creates an alternate plan for a program that uses Datacom SQL access. The
new plan is identified by a name created from the authorization ID, program name, and version number specified in the
DEFINE AUTHORIZATION command. You can enter this command as DEFINE AUTHORIZATION or as DEFINE ATZ,
DEFINE AUT, or as DEFINE AUTH. You must enter the command from the system that contains the program object. It
cannot create the plan from a program in load module format. This command must be executed before a load module for
the program is created in the environment. This system name is also used in the new plan name. If a plan already exists
with the same name (including the authorization ID), that plan is deleted before the new plan is created. The new plan
then takes the place of the old one.

The only thing that changes for the new plan is the authorization ID. The SQL statements are extracted from the existing
program object. In the new plan, statements that reference resources defined in the program resource fill-in as QUAL=N
are referenced with the authorization ID specified in the DEFINE AUTHORIZATION command. All other references in the
new plan remain the same as in the original plan.

The DEFINE AUTHORIZATION command can also be used to create a plan after an Ideal for Datacom program has been
object transported to a production environment. Use of this command replaces the need to transport the plan from the
development environment using the utility DDTRSLM.

The statement-IDs for each statement must match in every plan associated with the program or a runtime error occurs.
This type of error can happen if the Datacom utility DDTRSLM exports a plan without its associated program, or if the
Ideal for Datacom Object Transport Utility transports a program object without its associated plan.
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If you need to change plan options for the new plan, use the ALTER PROGRAM ENVIRONMENT command to change
the program object after creating the new plan. Then enter the REBIND command, specifying the authorization ID of the
new plan on the REBIND command.

This command has the following format:

DEFINE AUTHORIZATION authid FOR PROGRAM name VERSION ver

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

authid One- to eight-character authorization ID that is prefixed to the
program name to identify the new, alternate plan.

name Name of the program for which the alternate plan is defined.

ver Version number of the program for which the alternate plan is
defined. For more information about valid versions to specify,
see Using Version Clauses in Commands in Ideal™ for Datacom
Commands.

DEFINE OUTPUT DESTINATION NETWORK Command
The DEFINE OUTPUT DESTINATION NETWORK command defines default settings for the specified network printer. The
settings include:

Printing a header and trailer page

Width of the print line

Initial and final formfeed control

Maximum number of prints per transaction

These values override the actual printer settings.

Ideal for Datacom supports network printers that are 328x compatible and that recognize the following printer control
orders:

Forms Feed
(FF) : X'0C'

Carriage Return
(CR) : X'0D'

New Line
(NL) : X'15'

End of Message
(EM) : X'19'

For more information on FF opt and PERTASK num options, see the Managing and Administering Print Services.

This command has the following format:

                                        [WIDTH width ]

                                        [HEADER opt  ]

DEFINE OUTPUT DESTINATION NETWORK dest  [TRAILER opt ] ...
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                                        [FF opt      ]  

                                        [PERTASK num ] 

NOTE
The syntax is positional. This allows you to specify multiple options, but you must specify them in the same order
as shown in the previous display. For example, DEF OUT DEST NET xxxx HDR NO TRL NO is correct; but DEF
OUT DEST NET xxxx TRL NO HDR NO results in a syntax error.

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

dest Printer destination name.

WIDTH width Width of the print line. For network printers the value can be
80-250. Specify 0 to reset the width to the default setting.

HEADER opt Defines whether a header page prints. Specify YES to print a
header page and NO to not print a header page. (Default is YES).

TRAILER opt Defines whether a trailer page prints. Specify YES to print a trailer
page and NO to not print a trailer page. (Default is YES).

FF opt (Network printer only) Controls the PSS-generated formfeeds at
the beginning and end of an output.
YES Issues formfeed at the start and end of print.
NO Suppresses formfeeds.
HEADER Issues formfeed at the start of print.
TRAILER Issues formfeed at the end of print.

PERTASK num (Network printer only) Specifies the maximum number of outputs
that can process during one print transaction for a specified
printer.

DEFINE OUTPUT DESTINATION SYSTEM Command
The DEFINE OUTPUT DESTINATION SYSTEM command establishes the output destination of a system printer (your
local printer). You can define a system type output destination to Ideal for Datacom that is actually a data set. You can
direct Ideal for Datacom reports to that data set through the ASSIGN REPORT command in a batch run. For example:

...

//arpt  DD DSN=site.dataset.b1330,DISP=OLD

//SYSIN *

ASSIGN REPORT arpt DEST SYS b1330

RUN apgm

...

B1330 is defined to Ideal for Datacom as a SYStem OUTput DESTination with a blocksize specified.

This command has the following format:

DEFINE OUTPUT DESTINATION SYSTEM name [BLKSIZE nnnnn]
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Operand Definitions

Operand Description

SYSTEM name Specifies the one- to eight-character name of a system printer.

BLKSIZE nnnnn (z/OS batch only) Specifies the maximum blocksize for output
assigned to a data set when executing in batch. The default
blocksize is 32 times the record length.
Valid values are 1-65535 bytes.
The actual blocksize is calculated based on the record length and
equals the number of records that fits in the specified maximum
blocksize.

DELETE Command
In Ideal for Datacom, the DELETE command or equivalent DELETE prompter deletes the definition of an entity-occurrence
in history or test status.

Description

The DELETE command opens a prompter. Prompters can be used for guidance to complete the syntax of a command.

You can use DELETE to delete a dataview definition for SQL, VSAM, or unmodeled sequential file dataviews. You cannot
delete dataviews modeled in the dictionary in Ideal for Datacom. They are maintained and deleted using Datacom/DB
facilities.

For more information on specifying versions, see Using Version Clauses in Commands.

Command Format and Operands

This command has the following format:

DELETE

       

Example

=>                                                                            
                                                                               
....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....
IDEAL: DELETE                                                SYS: $ID  PROMPTER
                                                                               
DELETE   ___   ___________________________   VERSION ___                      
         (1)           (2)                           (3)                      
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) DOC = Document PKG = Package           (2) Name       (3) Ver.# only      
    DVW = Dataview PLA = Plan                                 For DOC,DVW      
    LST = List     PNL = Panel                                    PGM,PNL      
    GRP = Group    RPT = Report                                   RPT,SYS      
    MEM = Member   SYS = System                                   USR          
    OUT = Output   USR = User                                                  
    PGM = Program                                                                
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DELETE AUTHORIZATION Command (Datacom SQL Access)

The DELETE AUTHORIZATION command deletes a previously defined plan for a program that uses Datacom SQL
access. Learn about the DELETE AUTHORIZATION command and format.

The plan is identified by a name that is created from the authorization ID, program name, and version number specified
in the DEFINE AUTHORIZATION command. You can enter this command as DELETE AUTHORIZATION, DELETE ATZ,
DELETE AUT, or as DELETE AUTH. You must enter the command from the system that contains the program object.

Thestatement-IDs for each statement must match in every plan that is associated with the program or a runtime error
occurs. This type of error can happen if the Datacom utility DDTRSLM exports a plan without its associated program or if
the Ideal for Datacom Object Transport Utility transports a program object without its associated plan.

This command has the following format:

DELETE AUTHORIZATION authid FOR PROGRAM name VERSION ver

authid
One-character to eight-character authorization ID.

name
Name of the program for which the alternate plan is deleted.

ver
Version number of the program for which the alternate plan is deleted. For more information about valid versions
to specify, see Using Version Clauses in Commands in Ideal™ for Datacom Commands.

DELETE GROUP Command

Learn how to delete a group using the DELETE GROUP command or the equivalent DELETE prompter in Ideal for Datacom.
Find the command format, the operand definitions, and an example.

The DELETE GROUP command or the equivalent DELETE prompter deletes a group.

This command has the following format:
DELETE [GROUP name]

Operand Definitions
name

One-character to eight-character group name.
Example
DELETE GROUP CICATERM

DELETE LIST Command

In Ideal for Datacom, use the DELETE LIST command or the equivalent DELETE prompter to delete a list. Review the
command format, operand definition, and an example.

The DELETE LIST command has the following format:

DELETE [LIST name]
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Operand Definition

Operand Description

name 8-character list name.

Example

DELETE LIST CICALIST

DELETE MEMBER Command

In Ideal for Datacom, use the DELETE MEMBER command or the equivalent DELETE prompter to delete a member.
Review the command format, operand definitions, and an example.

The DELETE MEMBER command has the following format:

DELETE [MEMBER mem-name [USER user-name]] 

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

mem-name One- to eight-character member name.

user-name One- to 15-character user name or the one- to three-character
user-id. This clause is required only if the specified member
belongs to another user.

Example

DELETE MEMBER SIGNON

DELETE MODULE Command

The DELETE MODULE command deletes the MODULE entity occurrence that corresponds to the specified program or
panel from Datacom Datadictionary. The command stops the RUN processor from using the module form of the specified
program or panel.

The next time that the online environment is started or a batch job is run, the VLS form of the program or panels (if any)
is used. However, if an online environment is active when the DELETE MODULE command is executed, the module form
of the program continues to be used until a REFRESH command is executed. The DELETE MODULE command does not
delete the generated modules from any system module libraries. Deleting genearated modules from any system module
libraries is the responsibility of the user. Be sure to delete all three generated parts of an Ideal for Datacom program
module.

Execute a SELECT SYSTEM command before the DELETE MODULE command to identify the Ideal for Datacom system
that contains the program.

For more information on Delete module format, see Module Definition.

This command has the following format:
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                    {PROGRAM pgm-name}

DELETE MODULE [FOR] {PANEL pnl-name  }

where:
pgm-name

Name of the Ideal for Datacom program to delete.
pnl-name

Name of the Ideal for Datacom panel to delete.

DELETE OUTPUT Command

The DELETE OUTPUT command removes output from the output library. Issuing the DELETE command without any
operands displays the DELETE prompter.

This command has the following format:

DELETE OUTPUT {name  }

              {number}

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

name One- to eight-character name of the output. The name must be
unique; otherwise a message and a list of all outputs with that
name appear.

numcber One- to four-digit output number.

Example

DELETE OUT RPT23

DEL OUTPUT COMPLIST

DEL OUT 1234

DELETE OUTPUT DESTINATION Command

The DELETE OUTPUT DESTINATION command removes the output destination of either a system (SYSTEM) or network
(NETWORK) printer.

This command has the following format:

DELETE OUTPUT DESTINATION {SYSTEM name }

                          {NETWORK name}

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

SYSTEM name Specifies the one- to eight-character name of the system printer.

NETWORK name Specifies the one- to eight-character name of the network printer.
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DELETE PACKAGE Command (DB2 Only)

The DELETE PACKAGE command or equivalent prompter deletes an existing package definition. This command deletes
only the Ideal for Datacom package definition. It has no effect on the Ideal for Datacom application itself, on the SQL
module created as part of the GENERATE PACKAGE process, or on the actual DB2 package if one was generated for
this package definition.

To display the DELETE prompter, select Option 4 on the Plan Menu or type DELETE or DELETE PACKAGE.

This command has the following format:

DELETE PACKAGE [name]

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

name One- to seven-character name of a package definition.

DELETE PLAN Command (DB2 Only)

The DELETE PLAN command or equivalent prompter deletes an existing plan definition. Use to perform this action. This
command deletes only the Ideal for Datacom plan definition. It has no effect on the Ideal for Datacom application itself, on
the SQL modules created as part of the GENERATE PLAN process, or on the DB2 application plan if one was created for
this plan definition.

To display the DELETE prompter, select Option 4 on the Plan Menu or type DELETE or DELETE PLAN.

This command has the following format:

DELETE PLAN [name]

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

name One- to seven-character name of a plan definition.

DEQUEUE Command
The DEQUEUE command in Ideal for Datacom releases an entity from shared or exclusive use. Use DEQUEUE after
certain system failures.

This command is useful after certain kinds of system failures when Ideal for Datacom maintains the status of an entity as
currently being edited and, therefore, unavailable for other editing. Dequeuing might also be necessary when a system
failure occurs while displaying an index, output, or jobcard.

Use this command with care and only when the administrator is certain that there is an erroneous enqueue. Do not use
DEQUEUE to dequeue a resource enqueued from a different address space (z/OS) or partition (VSE).

For more information about enqueues, see Error Recovery Tools and Application Migration Considerations.

WARNING
If an entity is being edited when it is dequeued, library integrity can be lost.
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This command has the following format:

         [ {SYSTEM }                                  ]

         [ {USER   }                                  ]

         [ {PROGRAM} name VERSION {PROD} [SYSTEM sys] ]

         [ {PANEL  }              {nnn }              ]

         [ {REPORT }                                  ]

         [ {DOCUMENT }                                ]

  

         [ LIBRARY libname                            ]

         [ MEMBER name [USER user-id]                 ]

  

                         [        {Tnnn}]             ]

         [ DATAVIEW name [VERSION {nnn }]             ]

 DEQUEUE                                             

         [ OUTPUT {name  }                            ]

         [        {number}                            ]

  

         [ PACKAGE name                               ]

         [ PLAN name                                  ]

         [ LIST name                                  ]

         [ GROUP name                                 ]

  

         [ JOBCARD {user-id}                          ]

         [         {MASTER }                          ]

  

 

where
name

The entity occurrence, member, output, package, plan, list, or group name.
sys

The three-character system id required when an entity occurrence is in a different system.
user-id

The one-character to the three-character user id required when the specified member belongs to a different user
or to specify the JOBCARD of a user.

libname
The name of a VLS library specified in an error message.

number
The output number.

User Considerations

Libname is the name of the library that an error message specifies.

PRODUCTION is only valid in the VERSION clause for programs that were loaded at a target site with the Ideal for
Datacom Object Transport Utility. For more information, see IDUTOTRN Utility--Transport Applications in Object Form.

A VERSION clause is required for dataviews for Datacom CBS dataviews, modeled sequential file dataviews, unmodeled
sequential file dataviews, and VSAM dataviews. A VERSION clause is not used for SQL dataviews. For information on
valid versions to specify, see Using Version Clauses in Commands in Ideal for Datacom Commands.
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DETAIL Command
The DETAIL command or equivalent PF key displays the detail definition component of the current report or document
definition.

The report detail definition fill-in specifies the fields to appear in each detail line of the body of the report and specifies
sorting, control breaks, summary functions, and so on, for these fields.

The document detail definition fill-in specifies the edit patterns for elements in the document.

This command has the following format:

DETAIL

DISABLE Command
The DISABLE command forces existing users to exit from an active application to import a new version of that application
by using the Object Transport utility or by creating a new version of a load module. You can use the DISABLE command
against applications that are in either VLS object format or load module format. The DISABLE command must specify the
highest level of an application (that program executed by a RUN command). It has no effect if issued for a subprogram.
Precede the DISABLE command with the appropriate SELECT SYSTEM command. A prompter panel is provided for the
DISABLE command. The prompter is accessed either from a menu selection or by entering the DISABLE command.

This command has the following format:

 DISABLE RUN pgm-name [AT] hh:mm [TOMORROW]

    [[TERMINATION] PANEL pnl-name VERSION nnn SYSTEM sys-id]

    [[WARNING] MESSAGE 'msg-text'                          ]

 

User Considerations

If the application to disable is running in multiple CICS regions or partitions, you must execute the DISABLE command
from a session in each CICS. This is true for each “stand-alone” CICS region and each MRO region.

When the “DISABLE time” arrives, the users running the specified application are not immediately purged. Their runs are
aborted at the next transaction boundary (when they press a PF key or the Enter key or when a panel is transmitted) after
the disable time arrives. With programs and panels in VLS format, the enqueues on those programs and panels are not
released until the run is actually aborted. If a user left the terminal before the disable time arrives, those enqueues are not
released until the user returns and presses the Enter key or a PF key.

These enqueues prevent the Object Transport utility from running or a new version of a program from being marked to
PROD status, because they attempt an exclusive enqueue on those programs and panels. In this case, eliminating these
enqueues requires you issue a DEQUEUE command for each program and panel enqueued before running the Object
Transport utility or issuing the MARK STATUS command. This is not a problem for application programs and panels in
load module format since the run-time executor does not use enqueues in this case.

The program name specified in the DISABLE command must be the same program name specified in the RUN command.
If the user specifies a subprogram name instead of the RUN or main program name, no error message is produced, but
the command is ignored.

If a new version of a program is replaced and it is used by multiple applications, each of those applications must be
disabled. If a new version of a program is replaced without issuing a DISABLE command or in some way making sure
that all users are off the application, different kinds of internal errors can occur. The most common error indicates that the
updateable and reentrant portion of a program are not synchronized. If the updateable portion of a program is in CICS
temporary storage while the reentrant portion of the program is replaced, the next time that part of a program is loaded
into memory this synchronization error is detected.
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The DISABLE command stays in effect until it is explicitly released with the ENABLE command or until CICS is shut down
and restarted.

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

pgm-name Identifies the highest-level program in the application to disable.
Any user executing the commands SELECT SYSTEM sys-
ID; RUN pgm- name ... is affected by the DISABLE command.
Only the PROD version of that application is disabled. For users
currently running an application that was disabled, the user's run
is aborted the first time he presses the Enter key or a PF key or
the application transmits a panel after the time specified in the
DISABLE command.
When a run is disabled, the TERMINATION PANEL displays
(either the user-specified panel or the default panel).

hh:mm Specifies when the disable takes effect. The hh:mm parameter is
specified in 24-hour clock format, for example, 1 PM is 13:00. If
the TOMORROW option is not specified, the time must be greater
than the current time.
Note:  You can specify a semicolon (;), comma (,) period (.) or
HHMM instead of the colon (:).

TERMINATION clause Specifies the panel sent to the user upon termination of a run
due to a DISABLE command. After sending the panel, the next
time that user presses Enter or a PF key, the user is signed off
of Ideal for Datacom or returned to the Ideal for Datacom main
Menu, depending on the user's current setting of the SET RUN
QUITIDEAL option. If no TERMINATION PANEL is specified, a
default panel is sent that says:
“The current application has been disabled by site management.
Please press ENTER to continue.”
If specified, the TERMINATION clause must specify the panel
name, the Ideal for Datacom system it is defined in, and its
numeric version number. The specified panel can have help,
prefix, and suffix panels defined to it. The advantage of a user
specified panel is that instructions can display telling the user
when to sign back on.

'msg-text' A message that displays in the message line for any user running
the application. The maximum length of the message is as many
characters as fit on the command line, on the line of a member
being executed, or in the prompting field for the command.
If a user starts running the program before the “DISABLE time”,
this message is sent at each transaction boundary (when he
presses a PF key or the Enter key or when a panel is transmitted)
to notify the user to sign off the application. If no WARNING
MESSAGE is specified, the message sent is:
This application will terminate at mm:dd hh:ss. Current time is
hh:ss.
Users executing a RUN command after the DISABLE command
is executed, but before the “DISABLE time” arrives, are allowed
to start running, but get this warning message. The warning
message can be overwritten by system messages or messages
sent through the NOTIFY statement.
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DISPLAY Command
In Ideal for Datacom the DISPLAY command opens a menu. Use the DISPLAY command to display the definition of an
entity-occurrence.

Description

The DISPLAY command opens a menu that provides a list of all available options for the DISPLAY command.

You can use DISPLAY to display a dataview definition for SQL, VSAM, or unmodeled sequential file dataviews.

For more information about specifying versions, see Using Version Clauses in Commands.

Command Format and Operands

This command has the following format:
DISPLAY

Example

=>                                                                            
                                                                               
....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....
  DIDA : DISPLAY/EDIT MENU                                     SYS: $ID      MENU
                                                                               
 Enter desired option number ===>          There are  12 options in this menu:
                                                                               
 1. DIS/EDIT PROGRAM     Display or edit a specific program                    
 2. DIS/EDIT PANEL       Display or edit a specific panel definition          
 3. DIS/EDIT REPORT      Display or edit a specific report definition          
 4. DIS/EDIT DOCUMENT    Display or edit a specific document definition        
 5. DIS/EDIT MEMBER      Display or edit a specific member                    
 6. DIS/EDIT DATAVIEW    Display or edit a dataview definition                
 7. DIS/EDIT LIST/GROUP  Display or edit a list or group definition            
 8. DIS/EDIT PLAN        Display or edit a plan definition                    
 9. DISPLAY SESSION OPT. Display current session options                      
10. DISPLAY DESTINATIONS Display current print destinations                    
11. DISPLAY INDEX        Display index of entities or members                  
12. DISPLAY ERROR        Display IDEAL internal error        

DISPLAY AUTHORIZATION Command

The DISPLAY AUTHORIZATION command shows the current Ideal for Datacom authorizations for the site. Review
command format.

The DISPLAY AUTHORIZATION command has the following format:

DISPLAY AUTHORIZATION OPTIONS

DISPLAY DATAVIEW Command

Ideal for Datacom DISPLAY DATAVIEW command shows a dataview definition using a complete command or a prompter.
For Datacom CBS dataviews and modeled sequential file dataviews or SQL, VSAM, and unmodeled sequential file
dataviews.
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The DISPLAY command or equivalent DISPLAY prompter displays an existing dataview definition using a complete
command or a prompter.

For Datacom CBS dataviews and modeled sequential file dataviews: You can produce a formatted display of a
dataview definition, including field descriptions, if the dataview was defined to the Datacom Datadictionary and cataloged
in Ideal for Datacom.

For SQL, VSAM, and unmodeled sequential file dataviews: You can produce a formatted display of a dataview
definition that was defined to the dictionary facility and cataloged in Ideal for Datacom, or, before the dataview was
cataloged, you can produce a listing as entered. For VSAM and unmodeled sequential file dataviews, entering the
DISPLAY DATAVIEW command also makes the specified dataview the current Ideal for Datacom entity.

You access the DISPLAY DATAVIEW prompt by selecting Option 1 on the Dataview Maintenance Menu or by issuing the
DISPLAY DATAVIEW command.

This command has the following format:

DISPLAY {DATAVIEW {auth-id.dvw-name        }}

        {         {dvw-name VERSION version}}

 

           [IDENTIFICATION]

           [FIELDS        ]

           [PARAMETERS    ]

           [KEYS          ]

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* Represents the current dataview. Can be substituted for the
dataview identification phrase.

auth-id One- to eight-character authorization ID required for SQL
dataviews only

dvw-name One- to 18-character name of the dataview

version Version of the dataview. For modeled dataviews (Datacom native
access or sequential), the specified version must be in test or
production status. For information on valid versions to specify,
see Using Version Clauses in Commands in Ideal for Datacom
Commands.
If the version is not specified, the default version set in the SET
VERSION command is used for both modeled and unmodeled
dataviews.

IDENTIFICATION
FIELDS
PARAMETERS
KEYS

Specify one of these keywords to display the indicated fill-in panel
of a VSAM or unmodeled sequential file dataview definition. If the
dataview was cataloged, the catalog listing displays by default. If
the dataview was not cataloged, the Field Definition displays by
default.
Note: KEYS is only valid for VSAM KSDS data sets.

DISPLAY DOCUMENT Command

In Ideal for Datacom, use the DISPLAY DOCUMENT command or its equivalent prompter to display an existing document
definition. Review command format, operands, and definitions.
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You can specify the name of a component or press the equivalent function key to locate another component in the current
document definition without specifying DISPLAY.

The DISPLAY DOCUMENT command has the following format:

        [  *                          ]

DISPLAY [DOCUMENT name [VERSION version]] 

            [IDENTIFICATION]

            [PARAMETER     ]

            [HEADER       ]

            [ELEMENT        ]

            [DETAIL        ]

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* Displays the current document

name One- to eight-character name of the specified document definition

version Specifies version of the document. This entry is allowed only
if a document name was specified. For information about valid
versions to specify, see Using Version Clauses in Commands in
Ideal for Datacom Commands.

IDENTIFICATION Displays the document identification definition fill-in

PARAMETERS Displays the document parameters fill-in

HEADER Displays the document header definition fill-in

DETAIL Displays the document detail definition fill-in

ELEMENT (Default) Displays the document element definition fill-in

DISPLAY GROUP Command

Learn about the DISPLAY GROUP Command in Ideal for Datacom. Find a description of the command, operands and
definitions, and an example.

The DISPLAY GROUP command displays a group. This command has the following format:
DISPLAY GROUP name

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

name One-character to eight-character group name.
The four-character names that are built by ADLGCN are ASYN,
EXCI, TERM, and WEB. However, you can give any four-
character name to a group.

Example
DISPLAY GROUP CICATERM
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DISPLAY INDEX Command

The DISPLAY INDEX command displays an index of the item specified. For entities stored in Datadictonary, DISPLAY
INDEX lists the name and status of each occurrence of the specified entity type. For members, DISPLAY INDEX displays
a list of members for a given user.

Optionally, the index can include occurrences of entity types that are related to a given entity occurrence (for example,
each panel related to a given program). This display is based on DATADICTIONARY relationships. In relating dataviews
to systems or relating programs to systems, authorization is required for the specified system. DISPLAY INDEX alone
provides a prompter.

See also the DISPLAY INDEX OUTPUT command.

This command has the following format:

• Display Index for MEMBER
DISPLAY INDEX MEMBER [user-id]

• Display Index for LIST, GROUP, PACKAGE, and PLAN
DISPLAY INDEX [type]

• Display Index for DATAVIEW, DOCUMENT, PANEL, PROGRAM, REPORT, SYSTEM, and USER
DISPLAY INDEX ent-type [ent-name] [VERSION version]

• Display Index using RELATED TO Clause
 DISPLAY INDEX [[ALL] PROGRAM] [ent-name] [version]

                     [DATAVIEW] 

                     [DOCUMENT]

                     [PANEL   ]

                     [PROGRAM ]

                     [REPORT  ]

 

  [{RELATED [TO] {DATAVIEW} [ent-name] [VERSION version]] 

                 {DOCUMENT}

                 {PANEL   }

                 {PROGRAM}

        {REPORT }

where
ALL

(Optional) You can enter ALL only when the first entity is PROGRAM. ALL displays an index of all programs,
regardless of system, that relate to a specified dataview, document, panel, program, or report.
When you specify ALL PROGRAM, you must specify the RELATED clause with a unique ent-name of a panel,
report, program, document, or dataview that exists in the current system.
Because the ALL option displays a cross system program index, you must have an authorization of ADMIN to use
this option.

NOTE
The ALL operand requires that a version, where applicable, uniquely qualifies the RELATED TO entity.
ALL does not take a default.

type
The type of item to be indexed. Valid options are LIST, GROUP, PACKAGE, or PLAN.

ent-type
The class of entities you want to index. Entity types are SYSTEM, USER, DATAVIEW, DOCUMENT, PROGRAM,
PANEL, and REPORT.
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If ent-type in the RELATED clause is PROGRAM, the specified resources of each program display across all
systems. For example, the command DISPLAY INDEX PNL RELATED TO PGM displays an index of all panels
each program uses, regardless of the system that contains the panels.
However, if the ent-type is PROGRAM for both clauses and ALL is not specified (such as DISPLAY INDEX
PGM RELATED TO PGM ), subprograms in other systems are listed for each program, but calling programs in
other systems are not included.

ent-name
(Optional) The specific name of an entity occurrence to index. SQL dataview names must include the
authorization ID (for example, AUTHID1.PAY). You can use the following characters in an entity name to mask
characters in the name during the index search.
An asterisk (*) marks the position in the entity name of a single character to mask. For example, PAY*1 matches
PAY01, PAY21 and so forth.

NOTE
When you use an asterisk in a string, you must know the length of the string to match. If the name being
tested has more characters than the masked value, the name does not match. For example, neither
PAY*1 nor PAY* match PAY011.

A plus sign (+) marks the position in the entity name beyond which all characters are masked.
For example, DISPLAY INDEX PROGRAM IDE+ matches all names starting with IDE of any length. This
command locates both PROGRAM IDE1 and IDE11. However, if the asterisk mask character is substituted for the
plus sign mask character, the program IDE1 is located, but not the program IDE11.
You can use the mask characters in any position except the first position. The plus sign mask character must be
in the last position specified. When you use mask characters to search for systems or users, use the full entity
name, not the short ID.

VERSION version
Version of the entity occurrence. For information on valid versions to specify, see Using Version Clauses in
Commands.

USER user-id
The 1-character to 15-character user name or the one- to three-character user ID.

NOTE
A user ID is required for an index of members belonging to another user.

RELATED TO
The RELATED TO option is used to find the resources of programs, or the programs that use a specified entity.
This information and the dataview relationship are also available from Datadictionary. DDUTILTY can be used to
produce RELATIONSHIP reports in batch.
The ALL operand requires that a version, where applicable, uniquely qualify the RELATED TO entity. ALL does
not take a default.

Displaying Related Programs

If you relate a program entity type to a program entity type (for example, DISPLAY INDEX PROGRAM MY-PROG
RELATED TO PROGRAM ), the index includes:

• All subprograms that are called by the specified program (MY-PROG ), and
• All programs that call the specified program

This applies to each program if more than one is indexed.

The following report illustrates the index of all programs in System DOC that the command DISPLAY INDEX PGM
produces.

  IDEAL: DISPLAY INDEX         PGM                             SYS: DOC   DISPLAY

  Command Name    Ver S R-S Sys Lang  Description              Created  Updated
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 ====== ================================ T O P=================================

 000001 DEMO1    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce demrpt1          11/04/04 11/04/04

 000002 DEMO2    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce mult dvw details 11/04/04 11/04/04

 000003 DEMO3    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce demrpt3-xsys res 11/04/04 11/04/04

 000004 DEMO4    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce demrpt4          11/04/04 11/04/04

 000005 DEMO5    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL list for reporting       11/04/04 11/04/04

 000006 DEMO6    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce dempgm6 fm dvw   11/04/04 11/04/04

 000007 DEMO6    002 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce dempgm6 fm dvw   11/04/04 11/04/04

 000008 TEST     001 T PRV DOC IDEAL test program for doc     10/05/04 10/05/04

 ====== ============================= B O T T O M =============================

 

where
Name

One-character to eight-character entity name.
Ver

One-digit to three-digit number, QSAM or SAM identifier, or SQL label (DBSQL or DB2) Ideal for Datacom
assigned when this version of the entity was created.

S
Status version of the entity, where
T

Test-status version
P

Production-status
H

History-status version
R-S

Run-status of the entity:
PRV

Private
SHR

Shared
RES

Resident
Sys

System where the entity belongs.
Lang

Language that creates this entity, where
IDEAL

The default
ASM

Assembler
COBOL

COBOL
PLI

PL/I
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Description
One-character to 32-character description of the entity.

Created
Date when the entity was created.

Updated
Date when the entity was last accessed in edit mode.

Displaying Related Dataviews

The following example illustrates the index of dataviews that are related to all programs in system DOC that the command
DISPLAY INDEX DATAVIEW RELATED TO PROGRAM produces.

  ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: DISPLAY INDEX         DVW                             SYS: DOC   DISPLAY

 

 Command Name           Ver S U Type Description               Created  Updated

 ====== ================================ T O P ==============================

 000001

 000002 =============> Related to PGM DEMO1     Version 001 Status TEST

 000003 CUSTOMERS       001 P N      ORDER ENTRY DATAVIEW      01/30/02 10/05/04

 000004

 000005 =============> Related to PGM DEMO2     Version 001 Status TEST

 000006 CUSTOMERS       001 P N      ORDER ENTRY DATAVIEW      01/30/02 10/05/04

 000007 ORDERS          001 P Y      ORDER ENTRY DATAVIEW      01/30/02 09/02/04

 000008

 000009 =============> Related to PGM DEMO3     Version 001 Status TEST

 000010 CUSTOMERS       001 P N      ORDER ENTRY DATAVIEW      01/30/02 10/05/04

 000011

 000012 =============> Related to PGM DEMO4     Version 001 Status TEST

 000013 CUSTOMERS       001 P N      ORDER ENTRY DATAVIEW      01/30/02 10/05/04

 000014

 000015 =============> Related to PGM DEMO5     Version 001 Status TEST

 

where
Name

One-character to eight-character entity name.
Ver

One-digit to three-digit number. Ideal for Datacom assigned when this version of the entity was created.
S

Status of the entity, where
T

Test
P

Production
H

History
U

Update the dataview records, where
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Y
Yes

N
No

Description
The 1-character to 32-character description of the entity.

Created
Date when the entity was created.

Updated
Date when the entity was last accessed in edit mode.

DISPLAY INDEX MODULE Command

The DISPLAY INDEX MODULE command determines which application programs and panels were converted into
module format. You can also specify an optional WITH VERIFICATION clause to verify that the modules are really in the
module library and represent the appropriate application program.

This command has the following format:

                           [       {VERIFY      }]

DISPLAY INDEX [ALL] MODULE [[WITH] {VERIFICATION}]

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

DISPLAY INDEX Displays or prints an index of all the programs and panels in the
current system that were converted to module format, based on
the MODULE entities in Datadictionary. The module name, the
corresponding application program or panel identification, and
the date/time of program compilation display. The entries are in
alphabetical order by module name with all program modules first,
followed by panel modules.

ALL Gives an index listing of all programs and panels in all systems
that were converted to module format. The order is alphabetical
by module name. If you omit ALL, only modules for the current
system display or print.

WITH VERIFICATION Attempts to load each module or set of modules to determine
whether the correct modules are available to the environment. The
entity type, system ID, entity name, version number, and date/time
stamp in the MODULE Datadictionary entity are compared with
the information found in the loaded module. Any discrepancies are
noted.

DISPLAY INDEX OUTPUT Command

The DISPLAY INDEX OUTPUT command lists the name and status of each output member for the current user. It is
equivalent to DISPLAY OUTPUT STATUS.

This command has the following format:
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DISPLAY INDEX OUTPUT

DISPLAY INDEX SESSION Command

Learn how to list the name and status of current users with the DISPLAY INDEX SESSION command in Ideal for Datacom.
Find the command format, and example index, and field definitions.

The DISPLAY INDEX SESSION command lists the name and status of each current user. Information is provided to
determine who is active in the Session Control Facility (SCF) environment. Broadcom products that run in the SCF
environment are Ideal for Datacom and Datadictionary (DDOL). You can only issue this command under CICS in the VSE
and z/OS environments.

The command returns a snapshot of the environment. The environment can change before the information is
returned. The information that is returned is information that is retrieved from control blocks. The control blocks are kept in
CICS Auxiliary Temporary Storage records. The CICS Auxiliary Temporary Storage records are updated at a transaction
boundary. If the user is an active CICS task, the implication is that the information is not current.

If your terminal is split into multiple regions, a set of information is returned for each region. If you are running a program
in the Ideal for Datacom environment (which can only occur in region one), the following information is returned:

• Main program
• System
• Version
• The number of programs in the run unit

You can issue the RUN command only in region one.

The IDs returned are the op-IDs that are defined for the user in the CICS signon table (SNT). If the signon table is
not used, they are the IDs placed in the TCTTEOI field of the terminal control table (TCT). All user IDs are returned,
regardless of the products the user is logged on to.

If you initiate an asynchronous task (a compile or network print) and log off before the completion message is sent, your
status still shows as logged on.

This command has the following format:
 DISPLAY INDEX SESSION 

Example
The following example illustrates the index of users this command produces. Each column is described.

  Command User  OPID  Reg  User name       Term  Product  Sys  Main PGM  Ver Sub
 ====== ================================ T O P =================================
 000001  RAY   RAY    1   RAY             Z000    IDEAL  WOR  WORUN     PRD 0017
 000002  MDF   MDF    1   MDUFFY          Z002    IDEAL  WOR  WORUN     PRD 0018
 000003  SFT   SFT    1   SEIFERT         Z003    IDEAL       **NONE**      0000
 ====== ============================= B O T T O M ==============================

Field definitions are as follows:
User

The one-character to three-character Ideal for Datacom user ID.
OPID

The one-character to three-character CICS op-ID for the user. The OPID is the ID from the TCTTEOI (operator ID)
field of the CICS TCTTE control block. If external security is active (SCF Option SECRTY=Y), the OPID value is
the eight-character external security user.
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Reg
The terminal display region.

User name
The one-character to 15-character Ideal for Datacom user name.

Term
The terminal ID.

Product
The name of the product used.

Sys
If a program is run, the system where the main program resides.

Main PGM
The name of a program executed using a RUN command. If the first region is in Ideal for Datacom but the region is
not executing a program, **NONE** is returned.

Ver
The version of the main program, if a program is run.

Sub
The number of programs in the run unit for the Main Program. The total is all programs that are defined in the
resource section of all programs that were called. If a program is released, the storage is released but the
program is still counted in the total.

DISPLAY INDEX Line Commands

The DISPLAY INDEX Line commands let you enter a number of line commands directly in the margin of the index display.

You can use the asterisk (*) line command with any entity type to scroll that line to the top of the display. (For more
information, see the, “Editing Commands,” chapter.) You can use other line commands with programs, panels, reports,
systems, members, and dataviews, as appropriate. They perform the same functions available through primary
commands, except as noted below. Due to the six-character width of the display margin area, you can only enter some
commands in abbreviated form.

The following shows a sample index of programs with line commands to delete three programs.

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: DISPLAY INDEX         PGM                             SYS: DOC   DISPLAY

 Command Name    Ver S R-S Sys Lang  Description              Created  Updated

 ====== ================================ T O P ===============================

 del001 DEMO#1   001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce demrpt1          11/04/13 11/04/13

 000002 DEMO1    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce demrpt1          11/04/13 11/04/13

 000003 DEMO2    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce mult dvw details 11/04/13 11/04/13

 000004 DEMO3    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce demrpt3-xsys res 11/04/13 11/04/13

 000005 DEMO4    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce demrpt4          11/04/13 11/04/13

 000006 DEMO5    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL list for reporting       11/04/13 11/04/13

 del007 DEMO6    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce dempgm6 fm dvw   11/04/13 11/04/13

 000008 DEMO6    002 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce dempgm6 fm dvw   11/04/13 11/04/13

 del009 TEST     001 T PRV DOC IDEAL test program for doc     10/05/13 10/05/13

 ====== ============================= B O T T O M=============================
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The following table shows the commands that you can enter in the index display and the types of entities supported for
each command.

Command Supported Entity Types

CATalog                                                              | DVW |

COM, COMPILe PGM |

DEB, DEBUG PGM |

DEL, DELETE a PGM | PNL | RPT | SYS | USR | MEM | DVW | PLAN |          | DOC | LST | GRP

DIS, DISPLAy PGM | PNL | RPT | SYS | USR | MEM | DVW | PLAN |          | DOC | LST | GRP

DUP b PGM | PNL | RPT | SYS | USR | MEM | DVW | PLAN | MOD | DOC | LST | GRP

EDI, EDIT PGM | PNL | RPT | SYS | USR | MEM | DVW | PLAN |           | DOC | LST | GRP

PROD c PGM | PNL | RPT | SYS | USR |                                              | DOC |

HIST d PGM | PNL | RPT | SYS | USR |                                              | DOC |

PRI, PRINT PGM | PNL | RPT | SYS | USR | MEM | DVW | PLAN |           | DOC | LST | GRP

RUN PGM |

SUB, SUBMIT                                                   | MEM |

* PGM | PNL | RPT | SYS | USR | MEM | DVW | PLAN | MOD | DOC |

Processing Hierarchy

You can enter any number of line commands in one display. Multiple commands are handled in three passes, as follows:

First Pass

Commands that do not need to interact with the user. This includes all commands displayed in the previous table except
EDIT, DISPLAY, RUN, DEBUG, CATALOG, and DUPLICATE.

Successful execution of these commands clears the line command and the Updated column of the index display indicates
which command was processed. This indicator remains in the data area until another command is issued against the
same entity.

Second Pass: DISPLAY, EDIT, CATALOG, and DUPLICATE

The DISPLAY and EDIT commands replace the index display with the entity DISPLAY or EDIT panel. You can scroll the
DISPLAY or EDIT panels; the index and all pending commands are kept intact provided

• You do not change from one program component to another. However, you can change from one panel or report
component to another without losing the index display.

• You do not change the display mode by entering the EDIT * command from a DISPLAY panel or the DISPLAY *
command from an EDIT fill-in.

• You do not change entities when entering the NEXT entity command. For example, do not enter the NEXT RPT
command from a program display.

The CATALOG process is followed by a DISPLAY of the dataview. The DUPLICATE process is followed by an EDIT of the
new version. This means that DUPLICATE and CATALOG are both included in the second pass.

a. (1) You cannot delete dataviews that are modeled in the dictionary in Ideal for Datacom.
b. (2) DUP means duplication to NEXT VERsion only, since DUP...NEWNAME requires information (the new name) which you cannot enter on the

display panel. You cannot duplicate modeled and SQL dataviews to the next version.
c. (3) PROD is short for MARK STATUS...TO PROD. You cannot mark modeled and SQL dataviews to production status in Ideal for Datacom.
d. (4) HIST is short for MARK STATUS...TO HIST. You cannot mark modeled and SQL dataviews to history status in Ideal for Datacom.
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The processing of commands is interrupted after each EDIT or DISPLAY. You can either go on to the next pending display
or edit or you can return to the index display:

• Use the NEXT entity command to change from one selected entity to the next. The word NEXT must be followed by
the current entity type to distinguish it from the edit command NEXT. The common three-character abbreviations for
entity types are allowed.

NEXT does not redisplay the index. Processing proceeds directly to the next selected entity display. If no more selected
entities remain in the index, NEXT operates just like RETURN, showing the index display again.

• Issue the RETURN command to refresh the index display panel and reshow all pending commands.

Third Pass: RUN, DEBUG, or *

You can execute only one RUN, DEBUG, or asterisk (*) command. It is executed following all other pending commands.
Following a RUN or DEBUG, the index display is lost when the command completes executing. If a RUN or DEBUG
command is executed, the asterisk (*) command is not executed.

Example

In the first sample index display, DEL commands delete three programs.
 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: DISPLAY INDEX         PGM                             SYS: DOC   DISPLAY

 Command Name    Ver S R-S Sys Lang  Description              Created  Updated

 ====== ================================ T O P ===============================

 del001 DEMO#1   001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce demrpt1          11/04/13 11/04/13

 000002 DEMO1    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce demrpt1          11/04/13 11/04/13

 000003 DEMO2    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce mult dvw details 11/04/13 11/04/13

 000004 DEMO3    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce demrpt3-xsys res 11/04/13 11/04/13

 000005 DEMO4    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce demrpt4          11/04/13 11/04/13

 000006 DEMO5    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL list for reporting       11/04/13 11/04/13

 del007 DEMO6    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce dempgm6 fm dvw   11/04/13 11/04/13

 000008 DEMO6    002 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce dempgm6 fm dvw   11/04/13 11/04/13

 del009 TEST     001 T PRV DOC IDEAL test program for doc     10/05/13 10/05/13

 ====== ============================= B O T T O M==============================

In the resulting display, note the DELETED indicators in the Updated column. The user enters three commands: RUN,
COM (Compile), and DIS (Display).
 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: DISPLAY INDEX         PGM                             SYS: DOC   DISPLAY

 Command Name    Ver S R-S Sys Lang  Description              Created  Updated

 ====== ================================ T O P ===============================

 000001 DEMO#1   001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce demrpt1          11/04/13 DELETED

 000002 DEMO1    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce demrpt1          11/04/13 11/04/13

 run003 DEMO2    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce mult dvw details 11/04/13 11/04/13

 com004 DEMO3    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce demrpt3-xsys res 11/04/13 11/04/13

 000005 DEMO4    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce demrpt4          11/04/13 11/04/13

 000006 DEMO5    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL list for reporting       11/04/13 11/04/13

 000007 DEMO6    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce dempgm6 fm dvw   11/04/13 DELETED

 dis008 DEMO6    002 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce dempgm6 fm dvw   11/04/13 11/04/13

 000009 TEST     001 T PRV DOC IDEAL test for doc             11/04/13 DELETED

 ====== ============================= B O T T O M=============================
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The compile is initiated and, in the next screen, the program DEMO6 displays.
 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM DEMO6 (002) TEST            SYS: DOC   DISPLAY

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 ====== ================================ T O P================================

 000100 FOR FIRST 100 CUSTOMERS NO UPDATE

 000200   PRODUCE DEMRPT6

 000300 ENDFOR

 ====== ============================= B O T T O M=============================

Entering the RETURN command (PF2) returns the index display. The message line indicates that the compile completed
and the Updated column for program DEMO3 shows COMPILE. The RUN is still pending until the user presses the Enter
key.
 IPCMASYD10I- Compile for PGM DEMO3 successful; listing in OUTPUT 30         

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: DISPLAY INDEX         PGM                             SYS: DOC   DISPLAY

 Command Name    Ver S R-S Sys Lang  Description              Created  Updated

 ====== ================================ T O P ===============================

 000001 DEMO#1   001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce demrpt1          11/04/13 DELETED

 000002 DEMO1    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce demrpt1          11/04/13 11/04/13

 RUN003 DEMO2    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce mult dvw details 11/04/13 11/04/13

 000004 DEMO3    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce demrpt3-xsys res 11/04/13 COMPILE

 000005 DEMO4    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce demrpt4          11/04/13 11/04/13

 000006 DEMO5    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL list for reporting       11/04/13 11/04/13

 000007 DEMO6    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce dempgm6 fm dvw   11/04/13 DELETED

 000008 DEMO6    002 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce dempgm6 fm dvw   11/04/13 11/04/13

 000009 TEST     001 T PRV DOC IDEAL test for doc             11/04/13 DELETED

 ====== ============================= B O T T O M=============================

When you press the Enter key, program DEMO2 executes. The program index is no longer available. Ideal for Datacom
returns to the Main Menu, as shown next.
 1-IDADRUNP04I - Run completed, RC = 0, OUTPUT = 356

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: MAIN MENU             PGM DEMO2 (001) TEST            SYS: DOC      MENU

  Enter desired option number ===>          There are  11 options in this menu:

  1. PROGRAM              Define and maintain programs

  2. DATAVIEW             Display dataview definitions

  3. PANEL                Panel Definition Facility

  4. REPORT               Report Definition Facility

  5. PLAN                 Application Plan Maintenance

  6. PROCESS              Compile, Run, Submit, Debug

  7. DISPLAY              Display Entities

  8. PRINT                Print Entities

  9. ADMINISTRATION       Administration functions

 10. HELP                 Overview of HELP facilities

 11. OFF                  End IDEAL Session
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Error Processing

If an error is encountered during command processing, the next command is suspended. The margin area is highlighted
and the cursor is placed there. An error message remains at the top of the screen unless cleared. If the command
prepared a display (such as CATALOG), that screen displays. To get back to the index display, issue the RETURN
command or use the F2 key. Do not use the NEXT command as it only tries to re-execute the same command and
encounter the same error again.

DISPLAY JOBCARD Command

Each Ideal for Datacom user is provided with a special fill-in called JOBCARD that they can edit to contain all JOB record
information. Each site has a master JOBCARD fill-in. The JOBCARD member contains a maximum of five lines. Ideal for
Datacom uses the user's jobcard member automatically when a PRINT command is issued online with a destination of a
system printer (resulting in a batch job submission).

This command has the following format:

                [MASTER          ]

                [                ]

DISPLAY JOBCARD [     {user-id  }]

                [USER {user-name}]

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

MASTER Displays the master JOBCARD. If you omit this keyword, the
user's JOBCARD displays.

user-id
user-name

One- to three-character ID or the 1- to 15-character user name of
the user who owns the JOBCARD. This clause is required if the
JOBCARD does not belong to the current user.

DISPLAY LIBRARY STATUS Command

The DISPLAY LIBRARY STATUS command displays information about the VLS libraries in use. The source, object and
panel information are for libraries related to the current Ideal SYSTEM.

Example

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

                        Library     Blocks      Blocks      Blocks   Per cent

                         Name      Allocated    In Use     Available   Full

 

System source library  ID$IDSRC       8176        6527        1649       79

System object library  ID$IDOBJ       5392        5204         188       96

System panel  library  ID$IDPNL       1048         217         831       20

Dataview library       IDDVW          1840         679        1161       36

Member library         IDDAT          4186        1258        2928       30

 

IDEAL panel library    ADRPNL         1948        1762         186       90

IDEAL message library  ADRLIB         1396         556         840       39

IDEAL output library   ADROUT         1012          40         972        3
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

DISPLAY LIST Command

Learn about the DISPLAY LIST command in Ideal for Datacom. Find a command description, operands and definitions,
and an example.

The DISPLAY LIST command displays a list. This command has the following format:
DISPLAY LIST name

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

name Eight-character list name, which is composed of the four-character
system ID and the constant 'LIST'.

Example
DISPLAY LIST CICALIST

DISPLAY LMT Command

The DISPLAY LMT command displays the content of the Load Module Table, which may be a composite of entries loaded
from Application Module Tables, and entries retrieved from the dictionary.

The entire table is displayed, regardless of the currently selected system. The entries are shown in the order they are
found in the table, and are not sorted. If entries have been added by use of the REFRESH command, they will have been
added at the end. See the FIND and INCLUDE commands in Section 3 for help in locating individual entries.

This command has the following format:

DISPLAY LMT

Example

PGM  $ID  CICSWEB   (PRD)  IS MODULE  CICSWEB                         

PGM  CTH  A8842296  (PRD)  IS MODULE  ADAM1                           

PGM  CTH  B8842296  (PRD)  IS MODULE  ADAM2                           

PGM  CTH  A7698144  (PRD)  IS MODULE  A769814                         

PGM  CTH  B7698144  (PRD)  IS MODULE  B769814                         

PGM  CTH  C1198608  (PRD)  IS MODULE  CM98608                         

PGM  QAT  CUST      (PRD)  IS MODULE  CUST                            

PGM  CTH  C9370687  (PRD)  IS MODULE  C937068                         

PGM  CHE  DATE      (PRD)  IS MODULE  D1                              

PGM  SOL  ID#2192   (PRD)  IS MODULE  ID#2192                         

PGM  SOL  ID#2773   (PRD)  IS MODULE  ID#2773                         

PGM  SOL  ID#2818   (PRD)  IS MODULE  ID#2818                         

PGM  SOL  ID#2854   (PRD)  IS MODULE  ID#2854                         

PGM  SOL  ID#2897   (PRD)  IS MODULE  ID#2897                         

PGM  CTH  C8668350  (PRD)  IS MODULE  LARRYH                          

PGM  CHE  MARKGEN   (PRD)  IS MODULE  MARKGEN                         

PGM  OBR  PERSYS    (PRD)  IS MODULE  OBPERSY                         
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PGM  JUL  PERSYS    (PRD)  IS MODULE  PERSYS                          

PGM  CTH  A8619139  (PRD)  IS MODULE  PGMA   

PNL  CTH  P8842296  (002)  IS MODULE  ADAMZ       

PNL  CHE  DATEPNL   (001)  IS MODULE  D1                                   

NOTE
The name after "IS MODULE" is the base seven-character name that was used on the CREATE MODULE
command. The program entries in CICS will have an additional suffix character. It is possible for a program and
a panel to have the same module name, as there is a prefix on the dictionary name, and different suffixes on the
PPT entries.

DISPLAY MEMBER Command

In Ideal for Datacom, the DISPLAY MEMBER command displays a member. DISPLAY MEMBER alone produces a
prompter. Review command format, operand definitions, and an example.

The DISPLAY MEMBER command has the following format:

DISPLAY MEMBER [*                         ]

               [name [USER user-id]       ]

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* An asterisk represents the current member.

name One- to eight-character member name

user-id The 1- to 15-character user name or the one- to three-character
user-id required. This clause is required only if the member
belongs to another user.

Example

DISPLAY MEMBER SIGNON

DISPLAY OUTPUT Command

The DISPLAY OUTPUT command displays an output that resides in the output library. Once you display an output with
this command, you can scroll and view it using the various “browsing” commands. After the browsing activity is ended (by
initiating another activity or entering the END command, the output is deleted (if the disposition is RELEASE). You can
retain the output by entering the command KEEP OUTPUT before ending the browse.

This command has the following format:

               {name  }

DISPLAY OUTPUT {number}
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Operand Definitions

Operand Description

name Displays the output with the specified one- to eight-character
name. The name must be unique; otherwise a message and a list
of all outputs with that name appear.

number Displays the output with the specified one- to four-digit number.

Example

DISPLAY OUTPUT COMPLIST

DISPLAY OUTPUT 1234

DISPLAY OUTPUT DESTINATION Command

In Ideal for Datacom, use the DISPLAY OUTPUT DESTINATION command to display all valid output destinations. Review
command format, field definitions, and an example.

The DISPLAY OUTPUT DESTINATION command has the following format:

DISPLAY OUTPUT DESTINATION[S]

The following example shows the display that is produced by the DISPLAY OUTPUT DESTINATION command.

 =>

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- >>>

 IDEAL  DISPLAY OUTPUT         OUT DSPDESTS (00112)                      DISPLAY

 +-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

                              D E S T I N A T I O N

 +---------------+--------+-----------+--------+---------+------+----+---------+

     TYPE.NAME      DISP    BLK/WIDTH   HEADER   TRAILER   LINES  FF   PERTASK

 +---------------+--------+-----------+--------+---------+------+----+---------+

    SYS.LOCAL      READY

    SYS.USPRNCMC   READY

    SYS.R199       READY

    NET.PNP1       READY    130         YES      NO

    NET.PNP2       READY                NO       NO

    NET.USPRNCP1   P-DISA

Field Definitions

Field Description

TYPE Printer type is SYS for system or NET for network.

NAME Name of the printer. CICS does not access network printers
whose name is greater than four characters.
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Field Description

DISP Current printer disposition. You can define the disposition for a
printer as READY or HOLD. The system assigns P-DISA when,
as in the previous sample display, CICS cannot access a network
printer with a name longer than four characters.

BLK/WIDTH Current blocksize or width specification. Blocksize displays for
system printers; width displays for network printers. A value
displays only when you changed the printer width or blocksize
using the ALTER OUTPUT DESTINATION command.

HEADER Current specification for whether a header page prints with each
output at the network printer

TRAILER Current specification for whether a trailer page prints with each
output at the network printer

LINES Network printer setting for the number of lines to print per page

FF Controls the PSS-generated form feeds at the beginning and end
of an output
YES Issues form feed at the start and end of print
NO Suppresses form feed
HEADER Issues form feed at the start of print
TRAILER Issues form feed at the end of print

PERTASK Specifies the maximum number of outputs that can process during
one print transaction for a specified printer

DISPLAY OUTPUT STATUS Command

Learn about the DISPLAY OUTPUT STATUS command in Ideal for Datacom. Find the command format, operands and
definitions, an example, and field definitions.

This command has the following format:

               [OWN   ]

DISPLAY OUTPUT [ALL   ] STATUS

               [name  ]

               [number]

 

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

OWN (Optional) Displays the status of outputs under the user's
identification. DISPLAY OUTPUT STATUS with no operands
obtains the same display.

ALL Displays the status of all outputs.

name Displays the status of the output with the specified one-character
to eight-character name. If the name is not unique, a warning
message and a list of all outputs with that name appear.

number Displays the status of the output with the specified one-digit to
four-digit number.
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Example
An example of the display that the DISPLAY OUTPUT ALL STATUS command produces follows:

  Actions: D=display, Z=delete, P=print                                         
 A NUM   UID NAME     CP RT DISP  DATE_CRE TIME  DESCRIPTION  NRECS DST DST_NAME
 = ===== === ======== == == ===== ======== ===== ===========  ===== === ========
     9   MMM COMPLIST 01 02 READY 4/20/13  0933  TESTIT       56    LIB         
    11   KRI COMPLIST 01 02 READY 2/03/13  1136  IQ936        98    LIB         
    20   CAC IQ936    01 02 READY 12/12/13 1346  LIST STATEME 108   SYS LPT1    
 

Field Definitions
A

Column where you can place edit commands. On the output status display, position the cursor on the line showing
an output and type a command to perform one of the following functions:
Z

Delete (more than one allowed on the screen)
D or S

Display (only one allowed on the screen)
H

Alter disposition to Hold
K

Alter disposition to Keep
L

Alter disposition to Leave
R

Alter disposition to Ready
P

Reissue print for output that is already assigned to system or network print
NUM

Number of the output.
UID (USER ID)

User identification.
NAME

Name of the output. The name must be unique; otherwise a message and a list of all outputs with that name
appear. The defaults are:
COMPILE

Name of the program when the destination is the output library or the default constant COMPLIST when
the destination is a system or network printer.

RUN
The name depends upon the output generated; for example, if the program produces a report, the name
is the name of the report.

PRODUCE
Name of the report.
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LIST
Result of a LIST statement in an Ideal for Datacom PDL procedure is a listing. The default output name
is the program name when the destination is the output library or the default constant RUNLIST when the
destination is a system or network printer.

PRINT
Name of the entity when the destination is the output library or the default constant PRTLIST when the
destination is a system or network printer.

PRINT SCREEN
PRSCREEN always displays in the NAME column.

DEBUG
The default output name for DEBUG LIST and ECHO output is DBUGLIST.

CP (COPIES)
Number of copies to print on a system or network printer.

RT (RETENTION TIME)
Retention time in days before the output is eligible to be automatically deleted.

DISP (DISPOSITION)
Disposition of the output.
CRTIN

Output in the output library is being created.
PRINT

Output in the output library is being printed.
READY

Output is available for print or display.
HOLD

Output is held.
QHELD

Output destination's queue is on hold.
KEEP

Output is ready to print with a copy that is retained in output library after printing.
LEAVE

Output was printed but was left in the output library at the request of the user using a KEEP disposition.
PRINTD

Output already printed but kept for further browsing and printing.
DELET

Output deleted.
DATE_CRE

Date of the output request in a format specified at installation.
TIME (TIME REQUEST)

Time of the output request in 24-hour format.
DESCRIPTION

A 1-character to 32-character description of the output. The following defaults apply if the user does not provide a
description in the given commands:
COMPILE

COMPILE LISTING
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LIST statement in PDL
LIST STATEMENT

PRINT
Ideal for Datacom PRINT

PRINT SCREEN
Name of the screen being printed

PRODUCE
REPORT rptname

RUN
List or report, if one was generated as a result of the run, otherwise, no output is produced

NRECS
Number of physical output lines in the report, excluding spacing and page skips.

DST (DESTINATION TYPE)
The possible destinations are:
SYS

System printer
LIB

Output library
NET

Network printer
MAIL

user.
DST_NAME (DESTINATION NAME)

Destination name.

DISPLAY PACKAGE Command (DB2 Only)

The DISPLAY PACKAGE command or equivalent prompter displays an existing package definition. To display the
DISPLAY prompter, select Option 1 on the Plan Menu or type DISPLAY.

This command has the following format:

        [*             ]  [IDE]

DISPLAY [PACKAGE [name]]   [RES]

                          [PAR]

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* Displays the current package.

name One- to seven-character name of a package definition.

IDE Displays the package identification fill-in.

RES (Default) Displays the package resources fill-in.

PAR Displays the package parameters fill-in.
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DISPLAY PANEL Command

The DISPLAY command or equivalent prompter displays an existing panel definition using and makes it current.

Access the EDIT/DISPLAY prompter (as it applies to a panel definition) either by selecting Option 1 on the Panel
Maintenance Menu or by issuing the DISPLAY Panel command.

You can display another component of the current panel definition by issuing the name of one of the panel definition
components, NEXT or PREVIOUS, without DISPLAY.

This command has the following format:

          [           [        {nnn       }]] 

[DISPLAY] [PANEL name [VERSION {PRODUCTION}]]  [component]

          [           [        {LAST      }]] 

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* An asterisk represents the current panel.

name One- to eight-character name of the panel definition. If omitted, the
default is the current panel.

VERSION Specific version of the panel. This entry is allowed (but not
required) only if you specified a panel name. For information on
valid versions to specify, see Using Version Clauses in Commands
in Ideal for Datacom Commands.
If you omit both version and name, the default version of the
current panel is used. If you specify name and omit version, the
default version of the named panel is used.
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component One of the following:

IDENTIFICATION
Displays the panel identification definition fill-in.

PARAMETER
Displays the parameter definition fill-in.

LAYOUT
(Default) Displays the panel layout fill-in.

SUMMARY
Displays part of the panel layout in the top region of
the screen (with each field numbered sequentially),
and the field summary table in the bottom region of
the screen..

IRULES
Displays the field input editing/validation rules table.

ORULES
Displays the field output editing rules table.

FIELD id
Displays the extended field definition of the specified
field. The field can be identified by either name or
number.

FACSIMILE
Displays the specified panel layout as it appears in
its finished form.

NEXT
Displays the extended field definition for the field
following the current field definition position.

PREVIOUS
Displays the extended field definition for the field
that precedes the current field definition position.

DISPLAY PCT Command

The DISPLAY PCT command displays information about PCT entries that reference SC00INIT, SC00DISP, SC00NATD,
SC00SAST, and DFHWBA.

This command has the following format:

DISPLAY PCT

Example

An example of the display that the DISPLAY PCT command produces follows.

TRAN  INITIAL   TYPE OF     TWA   PRD   ----------TRNDATA ----------------

 ID   PROGRAM   ENTRY       SIZE        PROGRAM            USR.MEMBER  SEC?

                                                                     

scfd  SC00DISP  ACCOUNT-ID   64                                      
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ASYN  SC00NATD  ASYNC        64         WWW.ASYNC   (0001)           

CWBA  DFHWBA    WEB INTF.     0         Transaction not in SCWBTRAN  

DDOL  SC00INIT               12    DDO                               

DDOX  SC00INIT               12    DDO                               

DEBB  SC00INIT               64         Transaction not in SC00TRAN  

DEBG  DFHWBA    WEB INTF.    64         Transaction not in SCWBTRAN  

DIAL  DFHWBA    WEB INTF.    64         Transaction not in SCWBTRAN  

EMPL  SC00NATD  ASYNC        64         Transaction not in SCASTRAN  

HBRX  DFHWBA    WEB INTF.     0         Transaction not in SCWBTRAN  

HBR1  SC00INIT  FINAL-ID     64    IDL  $ID.HBR1 

HTTU  DFHWBA    WEB INTF.     0         Transaction not in SCWBTRAN

HWBA  DFHWBA    WEB INTF.     0         Transaction not in SCWBTRAN

IBIN  DFHWBA    WEB INTF.    64         WWW.WEBIMAGE(001)          

IDBA  DFHWBA    WEB INTF.    64         WWW.BBSDEMOA(001)          

IDBB  DFHWBA    WEB INTF.    64         WWW.BBSDEMOB(001)          

IDBC  DFHWBA    WEB INTF.    64         WWW.BBSDEMOC(001)          

IDB0  DFHWBA    WEB INTF.    64         WWW.BBSDEMO0(001)

IDEA  SC00INIT               64    IDL                      

IDLX  SC00INIT  FINAL-ID     64    IDL                      

IPCV  SC00INIT               64    IPC                             

IPCX  SC00INIT               64    IPC                             

JULC  SC00NATD  ASYNC        60         Transaction not in SCASTRAN

P08   SC00DISP  ACCOUNT-ID   64                                    

SAST  SC00SAST  COMP/PRINT   64                                    

SCFD  SC00DISP  ACCOUNT-ID   64                                    

S318  SC00NATD  ASYNC        64         Transaction not in SCASTRAN

NOTE
The message for transactions that are not found changes based on how transactions are defined (with Online
Transaction Management or with assembled tables).

DISPLAY PCT operates by browsing the transaction entries and checking the program name returned. If it is one of
SC00INIT, SC00DISP, SC00NATD, SC00SAST, or DFHWBA, then the details are formatted for the display. The program
name directly determines the TYPE OF ENTRY column. The following types display in the TYPE OF ENTRY column:

ACCOUNT-ID ACCOUNT-ID indicates transactions that execute SC00DISP, and can be used as operands of the SET
ENVIRONMENT ACCOUNT-ID command. The TWA size should be 64 bytes or more. No other details are
shown.

FINAL-ID FINAL-ID indicates transactions that execute SC00INIT, which starts an SCF session. They may execute
Ideal for Datacom, or Datacom applications. Therefore, an entry in the PRD (product) column indicates
which is involved. This information is gathered from the entry in the transaction table corresponding to the
transaction id. If none can be found, the message "Transaction not in table" is displayed.

An Ideal for Datacom application also has a startup member. The user and member names are obtained
from the transaction table and displayed. These transactions can be used as operands of the SET
ENVIRONMENT FINAL-ID command. Theses transactions should have a TWA size of 64 or more bytes.
Transactions tha run other Broadcom products may need only 12 bytes of TWA.

COMP/PRINT TYPE OF ENTRY typically contains only a single entry for transaction SAST. SAST executes SC00SAST
and is used in an Ideal for Datacom development environment for running asynchronous compilations.

ASYNC ASYNC indicates transactions that execute SC00NATD. They are used to start Ideal for Datacom
applications that do not run at a terminal, such as those applications that service a message queue. The
transaction ID is looked up in the online transaction table or the SCASTRAN table to find the system, name,
and version of the (Ideal) program. If the entry is found, those details are displayed. If the entry is not found,
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the message "Transaction not in table" is displayed. As with any other Ideal for Datacom transaction, the
TWA size should be 64 bytes or greater.

WEB INTF. These transactions execute DFHWBA, the alias driver for the CICS Web Interface, and it may then call
web applications in any language. You can expect many entries to show as "Transaction not in table". In
particular, the DEBG and DIAL transactions are special cases that do not need entries in the table, even
though they do execute Ideal for Datacom code.

Where an entry in the transaction table does exist, the system, name, and version of the program is
displayed. If the version shows as "PRD", then the current production version is always executed. If a
numeric version is shown, then that program must be in TEST status to execute.

DISPLAY PLAN Command (DB2 Only)

The DISPLAY PLAN command or equivalent prompter displays an existing plan definition using. To display the DISPLAY
prompter, select Option 1 on the Plan Menu or type DISPLAY.

This command has the following format:

        [*          ]   [IDE ]  

DISPLAY [PLAN [name]]    [RES ]  

                        [DBRM]  

                        [PARM]  

                        [PKL ]

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* Displays the current plan.

name One- to seven-character name of a plan definition.

IDE Displays the plan identification fill-in.

RES (Default) Displays the plan resources fill-in.

DBRM Displays the plan DBRM fill-in.

PARM Displays the plan parameters fill-in.

PKL Displays the plan package list fill-in.

DISPLAY PROGRAM Command

The DISPLAY PROGRAM command or equivalent prompter displays any component of an existing program definition and
makes that definition the current definition. For non-ideal programs, you can only display or edit the identification and the
parameter fill-ins.

You can specify the name of a component (or press the equivalent function key) to locate another component in the
current program definition without specifying DISPLAY.

This command has the following format:

        [ *                            ]

DISPLAY [PROGRAM name [VERSION version]] 

        [ENVIRONMENT   ]
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        [IDENTIFICATION]

        [RESOURCES     ]

        [PARAMETER     ]

        [WORK          ]

        [PROCEDURE     ]

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

DISPLAY Calls up a prompter.

* Displays the current plan.

name One- to eight-character name of the program definition.

version Specific version of the program. This entry is allowed (but not
required) only if you specified a program name. If you omit both
version and name, the default version of the current program is
used. If you specify name and omit version, the default version of
the named program is used (see SET VERSION Command for
more information on setting the default version)

ENVIRONMENT (Datacom SQL only) Displays the program environment definition
fill-in. Program environment data is defined and maintained using
the fill-in. You can specify default values for the fill-in using the
SET DBSQL command.

IDENTIFICATION Displays the program identification definition fill-in.

RESOURCES Displays the program resources fill-in. The program resources
fill-in specifies the resources that the application uses.
These resources can include dataviews, panels, reports, and
subprograms.

PARAMETER Displays the parameter definition fill-in. Parameter data consists of
the names and descriptions of data items to pass to this program
from a calling program or to this program using a RUN command.

WORK Displays the working data definition fill-in.

PROCEDURE (Default) Displays the procedure definition fill-in. If you enter
this command before the procedure is defined, a blank screen
appears. If you enter this command after a procedure is defined,
then as many lines of the procedure (from the top) as fit in the
region display.

DISPLAY REPORT Command

In Ideal for Datacom, use the DISPLAY REPORT command or equivalent prompter to display an existing report definition.
Review command format and operand definitions.

You can specify the name of a component (or press the equivalent function key) to locate another component in the
current report definition without specifying DISPLAY.

The DISPLAY REPORT command has the following format:

        [  *                          ]
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DISPLAY [REPORT name [VERSION version]] 

            [IDENTIFICATION]

            [PARAMETER     ]

            [HEADING       ]

            [COLUMN        ]

            [DETAIL        ]

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* Displays the current report.

name One- to eight-character name of the specified report definition.

version Specific version of the program. This entry is allowed only if a
report name was specified. For information on valid versions to
specify, see Using Version Clauses in Commands in Ideal for
Datacom Commands.

IDENTIFICATION Displays the report identification definition fill-in

PARAMETERS Displays the report parameters fill-in

HEADING Displays the report page heading definition fill-in

DETAIL (Default) Displays the report detail definition fill-in

COLUMN Displays the report column headings definition fill-in

DISPLAY SESSION OPTIONS Command

The DISPLAY SESSION OPTIONS command displays the values of parameters set for the current session. You can
display every option or a specified option. It includes those options set in the signon procedure, set during the current
session, and the installation defaults.

This command has the following format:

DISPLAY SESSION {OPTIONS }

                {option  }

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

OPTIONS Display all options.
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option Specific session option to display. Options are:
• $RC 
• ASSIGN 
• AUTHORIZATION 
• CATALOG 
• COMMAND 
• COMPILE DATA 
• DATAVIEW 
• DBID 
• DBSQL 
• DOCUMENT 
• EDIT 
• EDITOR
• ENVIRONMENT
• OUTPUT
• PANEL
• PLAN
• PROGRAM
• REPORT
• RUN
• SCROLL
• VERSION

DISPLAY SYSTEM Command

The DISPLAY command or equivalent prompter displays an existing system definition and makes it the current entity.

This command has the following format:

        [  *                            ]   

DISPLAY [       {sname}                 ]   

        [SYSTEM {sid  } VERSION version    ]   

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* You can substitute an asterisk for the entity type and entity name
when the current entity is a system.

sname The 1- to 15-character Ideal for Datacom system name. (The
system name is the name of the system definition.)

sid Three-character system identifier of the system definition.

VERSION version For more information on specifying valid versions, see Using
Version Clauses in Commands in Ideal for Datacom Commands.

DISPLAY TRANSACTIONS Command

The DISPLAY TRANSACTIONS command displays a list of transactions currently installed in the in-core transaction table.
This screen shows the definition for each transaction and the group where the transaction is defined.
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This command has the following format:

DISPLAY TRANSACTIONS

DISPLAY USER Command

The DISPLAY command or equivalent prompter displays an existing user definition using and makes it the current entity.
This command has the following format:

        [*                          ]

DISPLAY [USER name [VERSION version]] 

Operand Definitions

Operand Description
*
 

You can substitute an asterisk for the entity type, entity name, and
version for the current user.

name The 1- to 15-character user name or the one- to three-character
user ID of the user definition.

version For more information about valid versions to specify, see Using
Version Clauses in Commands in Ideal for Datacom Commands.

DOCUMENT Command
The DOCUMENT command illustrates the functions that Ideal for Datacom offers to manipulate documents in the
Document Menu. To access this menu, select the appropriate option on the main menu or enter the following Ideal for
Datacom command.

This command has the following format:

DOCUMENT

DUPLICATE Command
The DUPLICATE command or equivalent DUPLICATE prompter copies an existing definition to a new definition using.

After DUPLICATE performs successfully, the new version of the definition becomes the current definition and you see an
identification fill-in. The content of the newly created version is identical to the previous version, only with a new name or
version number. It is presented for modification. You can also modify this new definition at subsequent sessions, as long
as it remains in test status.

This command has the following format:

          [   *                                ]

          [{ DATAVIEW}                         ]

          [{ DOCUMENT}                         ]

          [{ PANEL   }                         ]

DUPLICATE [{ PROGRAM } name [VERSION version]  ]

          [{ REPORT  }                         ]

          [{ SYSTEM  }                         ]
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          [{ USER    }                         ]

          [SYSTEM sid]

          [NEWNAME newname]

          [TO] [NEXT [VERSION]] 

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* You can substitute an asterisk for the entity type, name, and
version for the current entity occurrence.

name Definition to duplicate:
• 1- to 18-character name of an unmodeled (sequential or VSAM

file) dataview.
• 1- to 8-character document, program, report, or panel name
• 1- to 15-character system name or user name
• 1- to 3-character system ID or user ID

version Version of the entity to duplicate. For information on valid versions
to specify, see Using Version Clauses in Commands in Ideal™ for
Datacom Commands.

SYSTEM sid Three-character system short identifier for the program, panel, or
report to duplicate. If you do not enter an ID, the current system is
the default.
This option applies to PANEL, PROGRAM, and REPORT. You
cannot specify the SYSTEM parameter with DUPLICATE USER,
SYSTEM or DATAVIEW.

newname Name the definition copies to. The keyword NEWNAME is
required.
You cannot use NEWNAME with SYSTEM or USER. This is
because you cannot duplicate a user or system to a new name
because one of the attributes is a short-id that is also an alias
for the entity. Duplicating results in a duplicate alias, which
Datadictionary does not allow. You can duplicate these entities
only to a new version.

NEXT Copies the definition to the next version of that definition (default).

 

Example

Assume that a panel definition named UPDPNL, version 2, is copied to a new panel definition called UPTD. To do this,
enter:

DUPLICATE PANEL UPDPNL VERSION 2 NEWNAME UPDT

The result is version 1 of a panel definition named UPDT in test status. To create the next version of an existing panel
definition, enter:

DUPLICATE PANEL UPDPNL VERSION 2 NEXT VERSION
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The result is version 3 of panel UPDPNL in test status in the current system. To create the next version of the current
definition, you can shorten the command to DUP *. For example, if the current definition is version 2 of the panel
UPDPNL, the results of the following two statements are the same.

DUPLICATE PANEL UPDPNL VERSION 2 NEXT VERSION

DUP *

DUPLICATE GROUP Command

The DUPLICATE GROUP command in Ideal for Datacom copies an existing group to a new group. If you enter the
DUPLICATE command with no operands, a prompter displays that provides the complete syntax so you can complete the
command.

After successful completion of the DUPLICATE command, the new group is now the current entity, and you see the EDIT/
DISPLAY group fill-in. You can also modify the new group at subsequent sessions.

This command has the following format:

                {*         }

      DUPLICATE {GROUP name}

                [TO] NEWNAME newname [DESCRIPTION 'string']

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* You can substitute an asterisk for the current group name.

name 1-character to 8-character name of the group to duplicate.

newname Name to give to the new group. This name must not be the name
of an existing group.

DESCRIPTION 'string' The 1-character to 24-character descriptive text to store along with
the new group. If you omit this clause, the description of the old
group is copied.

Example

DUPLICATE GROUP CICATERM NEWNAME CICBTERM

DUP GRP CICATERM NEW CICBTERM

DUPLICATE LIST Command

The DUPLICATE LIST command copies an existing list to a new list. If you enter the DUPLICATE command with no
operands, a prompter displays that provides the complete syntax so you can complete the command.

After successful completion of the DUPLICATE command, the new list is now the current entity, and you see the EDIT/
DISPLAY list fill-in. You can also modify the new list at subsequent sessions.

This command has the following format:

                {*        }

      DUPLICATE {LIST name}

                [TO] NEWNAME newname [DESCRIPTION 'string']
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Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* You can substitute an asterisk for the current list name.

name 8-character name of the list to duplicate.

newname Name to give to the new list. This name must not be the name of
an existing list.

DESCRIPTION 'string' The 1- to 24-character descriptive text to store along with the new
list. If you omit this clause, the description of the old list is copied.

Example

DUPLICATE LIST CICALIST NEWNAME CICBLIST

DUP LST CICALIST NEW CICBLIST

DUPLICATE MEMBER Command

The DUPLICATE MEMBER command copies an existing member to a new member. If you enter the DUPLICATE
command with no operands, a prompter displays that provides the complete syntax so you can complete the command.

After successful completion of the DUPLICATE command, the new member is now the current member and you see the
EDIT/DISPLAY member fill-in. You can also modify the new member at subsequent sessions.

This command has the following format:

          { *          [     {username}] }

DUPLICATE {MEMBER name [USER [user-id }] }

          [TO] NEWNAME newname [DESCRIPTION 'string']

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* You can substitute an asterisk for the current member name.

name One- to eight-character name of the member to duplicate.

username The 1- to 15-character Ideal for Datacom user name.

user-id One- to three-character ID of the user who owns the member. This
clause is required if the member does not belong to the current
user.

newname Name to give to the new member. This name must not be the
name of an existing member belonging to the current or specified
user.

DESCRIPTION 'string' The 1- to 24-character descriptive text to store along with the new
member. If you omit this clause, the description of the old member
is copied.

Example

DUPLICATE MEMBER PAYAPP NEWNAME EMPAPP
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DUP MEM PAYAPP NEW EMPAPP

DUPLICATE PACKAGE Command (DB2 Only)

The DUPLICATE PACKAGE command or equivalent prompter duplicates an existing package definition . To display the
DUPLICATE prompter, select Option 5 on the Plan Menu or type DUPLICATE with no operands.

This command has the following format:

          [ *            ]

DUPLICATE [PACKAGE [name]]  [TO] NEWNAME newname

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* Duplicates the current package definition.

name One- to seven-character name of a package definition.

newname One- to seven-character name to give to the new package
definition. This name must not be the name of an existing package
definition in the current system.

DUPLICATE PLAN Command (DB2 Only)

The DUPLICATE PLAN command or equivalent prompter duplicates an existing plan definition. To display the
DUPLICATE prompter, select Option 5 on the Plan Menu or type DUPLICATE.

This command has the following format:

          [ *         ]

DUPLICATE [PLAN [name]]  [TO] NEWNAME newname

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* Duplicates the current plan DEFINITION.

name One- to seven-character name of a plan definition.

newname One- to seven-character name to give to the new plan definition.
This name must not be the name of an existing plan definition in
the current system.

EDIT Command
In Ideal for Datacom, use the EDIT command to edit an existing definition. Find a description of the command, the
command format, and an example of the menu displayed by the command.

Description

EDIT opens a menu. From that menu, choose which definition you want to edit.
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Command Format and Operands
EDIT

Example

=>                                                                            
                                                                               
....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....
DIDA : DISPLAY/EDIT MENU                                     SYS: $ID      MENU
                                                                               
 Enter desired option number ===>          There are  12 options in this menu:
                                                                               
 1. DIS/EDIT PROGRAM     Display or edit a specific program                    
 2. DIS/EDIT PANEL       Display or edit a specific panel definition          
 3. DIS/EDIT REPORT      Display or edit a specific report definition          
 4. DIS/EDIT DOCUMENT    Display or edit a specific document definition        
 5. DIS/EDIT MEMBER      Display or edit a specific member                    
 6. DIS/EDIT DATAVIEW    Display or edit a dataview definition                
 7. DIS/EDIT LIST/GROUP  Display or edit a list or group definition            
 8. DIS/EDIT PLAN        Display or edit a plan definition                    
 9. DISPLAY SESSION OPT. Display current session options                      
10. DISPLAY DESTINATIONS Display current print destinations                    
11. DISPLAY INDEX        Display index of entities or members                  
12. DISPLAY ERROR        Display IDEAL internal error                     

EDIT DATAVIEW Command

The following command or equivalent prompter modifies an existing dataview definition for an unmodeled sequential or
VSAM file dataview. This command displays the specified dataview definition for modification and makes it current.

Access the EDIT DATAVIEW prompter by selecting Option 1 on the Dataview Maintenance Menu or issue the EDIT
DATAVIEW command.

This command has the following format:

     [                                [IDENTIFICATION]] 

EDIT [*                               [FIELDS        ]] 

     [DATAVIEW dvw-name [VERSION nnn] [KEYS          ]] 

     [                                [PARAMETERS    ]] 

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* You can substitute an asterisk for the current dataview name.

dvw-name The 1- to 18-character dataview name of an unmodeled
(sequential or VSAM file) dataview.
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nnn The specific version of the dataview to edit. If you do not
specify a version, the version defaults to the version set in the
SET VERSION or SET SITE VERSION command. For more
information on specifying the version, see Using Version Clauses
in Commands in Ideal for Datacom Commands.
nnn The one- to three-digit version number assigned to the
dataview when it was created.
LAST The latest version of the dataview definition, that is, the one
with the highest version number.

IDENTIFICATION Displays the dataview identification definition fill-in.

FIELDS (Default) Displays the dataview field definition fill-in.

KEYS Displays the key definition fill-in for a VSAM KSDS dataview.

PARAMETERS Displays the dataview parameter definition fill-in.

EDIT DOCUMENT Command

In Ideal for Datacom, the EDIT DOCUMENT command or equivalent EDIT prompter edits an existing document definition.
Find the command format and a table with the operands and their descriptions.

The EDIT DOCUMENT command has the following format:

     [ *                           ]

EDIT [DOCUMENT name [VERSION version]]  [component]

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* Displays the current document definition.

name The 1- to eight-character name of the specified document
definition. If omitted, the default is the current document.

version Specifies the document version. This entry is allowed but not
required, only if you specify a document name. If you do not
specify version, the default version of the named document is
displayed. For more information about setting a default version,
see the SET VERSION command.
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component Specifies the name of a document component to edit. To display
another component of the current definition, enter the component
without specifying the EDIT command, or press the equivalent
function key. The following components are valid:

IDENTIFICATION
Displays the document identification definition fill-in.

PARAMETERS
Displays the document parameters fill-in.

HEADER
Displays the document page header definition fill-in.

DETAIL
Displays the document detail definition fill-in.

ELEMENT
(Default) Displays the document element definition
fill-in.

EDIT GROUP Command

In Ideal for Datacom, use the EDIT GROUP command to display a group in edit mode. Review command format, operand
definitions, and an example.

The EDIT GROUP command has the following format:

EDIT GROUP name

EDIT *

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* You can substitute an asterisk for the current entity.

name 1- to 8-character group name.

Example

EDIT GROUP CICATERM

EDIT JOBCARD Command

Each Ideal for Datacom user is provided with a special fill-in called JOBCARD that you can edit to contain all JOB record
information. Each site has a master JOBCARD fill-in. The jobcard member contains a maximum of five lines. Ideal for
Datacom automatically uses your jobcard member when you issue a PRINT command online with a destination of a
system printer (resulting in a batch job submission).

This command has the following format:

             [MASTER          ]

EDIT JOBCARD [USER user-id    ]
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Operand Definitions

Operand Description

MASTER Displays the master JOBCARD for editing. If you omit this
keyword, the user's JOBCARD displays.

user-id One- to three-character ID of the user who owns the JOBCARD.
This clause is required if the JOBCARD does not belong to the
current user.

EDIT LIST Command

Learn about the EDIT LIST command in Ideal for Datacom. The command displays a list in edit mode. Find command
syntax, operand definitions, and an example.

The EDIT LIST command displays a list in edit mode. The command has the following format:

EDIT LIST name

EDIT *

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* You can substitute an asterisk for the current entity.

name Eight-character list name.

Example
EDIT LIST CICALIST

EDIT MEMBER Command

In Ideal for Datacom, use the EDIT MEMBER command to display a member. EDIT MEMBER alone produces a prompter.
Review command format, operand definitions, and an example.

The EDIT MEMBER command displays a member. EDIT MEMBER alone produces a prompter.

This command has the following format:

            [*    [     {username}]] 

EDIT MEMBER [name [USER {user-id }]] 

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* You can substitute an asterisk for the current member name.

name One- to eight-character member name.

username The 1- to 15-character name of the user who owns the member.
This clause is required only if the member does not belong to the
current user.
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Operand Description

user-id One- to three-character ID of the user who owns the member. This
clause is required if the member does not belong to the current
user.

Example

EDIT MEMBER SIGNON

EDIT PACKAGE Command (DB2 Only)

The following command or equivalent prompter displays an existing package definition for editing. To display the EDIT
prompter, select Option 1 on the Plan Menu or type EDIT.

This command has the following format:

      [*             ]   [IDE]

EDIT  [PACKAGE [name]]    [RES]

                         [PAR]

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* Displays the current package definition.

name One- to seven-character name of a package definition.

IDE Displays the package identification fill-in for editing.

RES (Default) Displays the package resources fill-in for editing.

PAR Displays the package parameters fill-in for editing.

EDIT PANEL Command

The following command or equivalent prompter displays an existing panel definition for editing and makes it current. When
the panel definition is current, you can modify it.

You can edit another component of the current panel definition by issuing the name of one of the panel definition
components, NEXT or PREVIOUS, without the EDIT command.

This command has the following format:

     {  *                            }

     {                   {nnn       }}

EDIT {PANEL name VERSION {PRODUCTION}} [component]

     {                   {LAST      }}
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Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* Displays the current panel.

name One- to eight-character name of the panel definition.

VERSION The specific version of the panel. This entry is allowed (but not
required) only if you specified a panel name. For information on
valid versions to specify, see Using Version Clauses in Commands
in Ideal™ for Datacom Commands.

 

 

Component Description

IDENTIFICATION Displays the panel identification definition fill-in.

PARAMETER Displays the parameter definition fill-in.

LAYOUT Displays the panel layout fill-in (default). You can specify LAYOUT
BLANKFILL to edit the layout in blankfill mode or LAYOUT
NULLFILL to edit the layout in nullfill mode. Blankfill is the default.

SUMMARY Displays part of the layout in the top region of the screen and
the field summary table in the bottom region of the screen. The
fields in the top region are sequentially numbered. The numbers
correspond to the field numbers displayed in the field summary
table.

IRULES Displays the field input editing/validation rules table.

ORULES Displays the field output editing rules table.

FIELD id Displays the field definition of the specified field. The field can be
identified by name or number.

FACSIMILE Displays the specified panel layout as it appears in its finished
form.

NEXT Displays the extended field definition for the field following the
current field definition position.

PREVIOUS Displays the extended field definition for the field that precedes the
current field definition position.

EDIT PLAN Command (DB2 Only)

The following command or equivalent prompter displays an existing plan definition for editing. To display the EDIT
prompter, select Option 1 on the Plan Menu or type EDIT.

This command has the following format:

     [*          ]   [IDE ]

EDIT [PLAN [name]]    [RES ]

                     [DBRM]

                     [PAR ]
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                     [PKL ]

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* Displays the current plan.

name One- to seven-character name of a plan definition.

IDE Displays the plan identification fill-in for editing.

RES (Default) Displays the plan resources fill-in for editing.

DBRM Displays the plan DBRM fill-in for editing.

PAR Displays the plan parameters fill-in for editing.

PKL Displays the packlist fill-in for editing where packages are defined
to the plan.

EDIT PROGRAM Command

The following EDIT command or equivalent EDIT prompter displays any component of an existing program definition and
makes that definition the current definition. After the program definition is current, it is no longer necessary to name the
program when accessing other components of the same program.

Access the Option 1 on the Program Maintenance Menu or by issuing the EDIT PROGRAM command.

This command has the following format:

     [ *                            ]

EDIT [PROGRAM name [VERSION version]]  [ component ]

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* Displays the current program definition. You can use the name
of a program component (or equivalent function key) to locate
another component in the current program definition.

name One- to eight-character name of the program definition.

version The specific version of the program. This entry is allowed (but
not required) only if you specified a program name. If you omit
both version and name, the default version of the current program
displays. If you specify name and omit version, the default version
of the named program displays. See SET VERSION Command for
more information on setting the default version.
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component The component to edit. To display another component of the
current program, you can enter the component name without
specifying the EDIT command or press the equivalent function
key. Valid components are:

ENVIRONMENT
(Datacom SQL only) Displays the program
environment definition fill-in. Program environment
data is defined and maintained using the fill-in
shown in Creating Programs. You can specify
default values for the fill-in using the SET DBSQL
command.

IDENTIFICATION
Displays the program identification definition fill-in.

RESOURCES
Displays the program resources fill-in. The program
resources fill-in specifies the resources the
application uses. These resources can include
dataviews, panels, reports, and subprograms.

PARAMETER
Displays the parameter definition fill-in. Parameter
data consists of the names and descriptions of data
items to pass to this program from a calling program
or to this program using a RUN command.

WORK
Displays the working data definition fill-in.

PROCEDURE
(Default) Displays the procedure definition fill-in.
If you enter this command before the procedure
is defined, a blank screen appears, ready for PDL
statements. If you enter this command after a
procedure is defined, then as many lines of the
procedure (from the top) as fit in the region display.
The case of the text entered in the procedure fill-in is
determined by the SET EDIT CASE command.

Note: For non-deal programs, the only valid entries are
IDENTIFICATION and PARAMETER.

 

 

EDIT REPORT Command

In Ideal for Datacom, the EDIT REPORT command or equivalent EDIT prompter edits an existing report definition. Find the
command format and a table with the operands and their definitions.

The EDIT REPORT command has the following format:

     [ *                           ]

EDIT [REPORT name [VERSION version]]  [component]
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Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* Displays the current report definition

name One- to eight-character name of the specified report definition. If
omitted, the default is the current report.

version The specific version of the report. This entry is allowed (but not
required) only if you specified a report name. If you do not specify
version, the default version of the named report displays. See the
SET VERSION command for more information on setting a default
version.

component The name of a report component to edit. To display another
component of the current report definition, you can enter the
component without specifying the EDIT command or press the
equivalent function key. Valid components are:

IDENTIFICATION
Displays the report identification definition fill-in

PARAMETERS
Displays the report parameters fill-in

HEADING
Displays the report page heading definition fill-in

DETAIL
(Default) Displays the report detail definition fill-in

COLUMN
Displays the report column headings definition fill-in

EDIT SYSTEM Command

The following EDIT command or equivalent EDIT prompter edits an existing system definition and makes it the current
entity.

This command has the following format:

     { *                                }

     {       {sname}                    }

EDIT {SYSTEM {sid  } [VERSION version]  }

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* You can substitute an asterisk for the name of the current system.

sname The 1- to 15-character system name of the system definition. (The
system name is the name of the system definition.)

sid Three-character system short identifier of the system definition.
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VERSION version The specific version of the system. This entry is allowed (but not
required) only if you specified a panel name.
If you do not specify version, the default version displays. For
information on how to set the default version, see SET VERSION
Command.

EDIT USER Command

The following EDIT command or equivalent EDIT prompter edits an existing user definition and makes it the current entity.

This command has the following format:

     { *                                }   

     {     {username}                   }   

EDIT {USER {user-id } [VERSION version]   }   

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* You can substitute an asterisk for the name of the current user.

username The 1- to 15-character user name of the user definition. (The user
name is the name of the user definition.)

user-id Three-character user short identifier of the user definition.

version Specific version of the user definition. This entry is allowed (but
not required) only if you specified a panel name.
If you did not specify version, the default version of the named
user definition displays. For more information on how to set the
default version, see SET VERSION Command.

ENABLE RUN Command
In Ideal for Datacom, use the ENABLE RUN command to start running applications that have been disabled. Review
command format and an operand definition.

If DISABLE and ENABLE commands are executed after a user leaves an active application, the run still aborts when the
user continues the run, even if the application is enabled before the session continues. The abort happens because the
user was running a program that is being replaced, and the updateable portion of the program is from the old version of
the program, while the reentrant portion of the program is from the new copy. To synchronize all program components, the
run must still be aborted and the user must restart the application.

The ENABLE RUN command has the following format:

ENABLE RUN pgm-name
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Operand Definitions

Operand Description

pgm-name Specifies the highest-level program of an application that is in the
“disabled” state. Execute a SELECT SYSTEM command before
the ENABLE command to identify which Ideal for Datacom system
contains the disabled program. If an application was DISABLEd in
multiple online environments, you must enable the application in
each of those environments.

ENVIRONMENT Command (Datacom SQL Access)
In Ideal for Datacom, the ENVIRONMENT command displays the environment definition fill-in, which sets the Datacom SQL
access plan options for the current program definition.

The ENVIRONMENT command has the following format:

ENVIRONMENT

If the site has DB2, the fill-in also specifies the primary database, that is, the database management system SQL
statements that can access only one database management system in a program. For more information, see the SQL
Concepts and Language Elements section.

Program environment data is defined and maintained using the fill-in. You can specify default values for the fill-in using the
SET DBSQL Command (Datacom SQL Access).

EXECUTE Command
The EXECUTE command initiates the processing of Ideal for Datacom commands in a member. Storing commands in a
member is useful when the same sequence of commands is used repetitively.

Each command stored in the member is successively executed until one of the following occurs:

• The last line is processed.
• A command causes an error. Subsequent commands in the member are not processed.
• Terminal I/O occurs. Subsequent commands in the member are not processed.

NOTE
Ideal for Datacom does not continue processing each command stored in a member if one of the commands
is a RUN that causes a program to transmit a panel. If a panel is transmitted, control is not passed back to the
member and the commands following the RUN command do not execute.

You can continue execution after an error by using the SET ENVIRONMENT EXECERROR command in the member.
However, SET ENVIRONMENT EXECERROR does not execute subsequent commands if there was a run time error. A
run time error stops execution of the member even if you specified CONTINUE.

This command has the following format:

        [  *                          ]

        [            [     {username}]] 

EXECUTE [member-name [USER {user-id }]] 
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Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* Executes the current member.

member-name One- to eight-character member name.

username
user-id

The 1- to 15-character user name or the one- to three-character
user ID required. This clause is required only if the member
belongs to another user.

Example

EXECUTE SIGNON

Re-executes the user's signon member.

GENERATE PACKAGE Command (Batch, DB2 Only)
The following command prepares an application to use static SQL to run and create a DB2 package. It is available only in
batch.

GENERATE PACKAGE invokes the procedure that creates a DB2 application package. This procedure includes preparing
the Ideal for Datacom SQL module for the DB2 precompile and performing the DB2 precompile, assembly, link-edit, and
bind.

This command has the following format:

GENERATE PACKAGE name [OWNER auth-id] [DESTINATION dest]

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

name One- to seven-character name of a package definition.

auth-id One- to eight-character authorization ID of the owner of the
package (DB2 Release 2 and higher).

dest Destination of the Impact report produced during the generate
process.

LIBRARY Output library.

SYSTEM name System printer name.

GENERATE PLAN Command (Batch, DB2 Only)
The following command prepares an application to use static SQL to run and create a DB2 application plan. It is available
only in batch.

GENERATE PLAN invokes the procedure that creates a DB2 application plan. This procedure includes preparing the Ideal
for Datacom SQL module for the DB2 precompile and performing the DB2 precompile, assembly, link-edit, and bind.

This command has the following format:
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GENERATE PLAN name [OWNER auth-id] [DESTINATION dest]

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

name One- to seven-character name of a plan definition.

auth-id One- to eight-character authorization ID of the owner of the plan
(DB2 Release 2 and higher).

dest Destination of the Impact report produced during the generate
process.

LIBRARY Output library.

SYSTEM name System printer name.

HELP Command
The HELP command or equivalent function key displays a panel or series of panels that explain how to complete the
current panel or that describes the specified command or statement.

This command has the following format:

     [command  ]

     [function ]

HELP [statement]

     [COMMAND  ]

     [FUNCTION ]

     [HELP     ]

     [LINE     ]

     [NEW      ]

     [SAMPLE   ]

     [SCROLL   ]

     [SITE     ]

     [STATEMENT]

     [SYNTAX   ]

HELP without operands describes the current panel or fill-in. Press the PF2 (RETURN) key to return to the original activity.

When you specify an operand on the HELP command, a HELP member displays. The HELP session allows use of editor
commands such as POSITION, FIND, and SCROLL.

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

command Any Ideal for Datacom command that you can enter in the
command area.

function Any PDL function.

statement Any PDL statement.

COMMAND Displays a list of available commands. Commands are entered in
the command area of the screen.
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FUNCTION Displays a list of available PDL functions.

HELP Displays a list of available commands and statements.

LINE Displays a list of available line commands. Line commands are
entered in the margin area of the screen.

NEW Describes the new features of the current release.

SAMPLES Provides a list of sample Ideal for Datacom programs.

SCROLL Provides an explanation of scrolling commands used in HELP
members and throughout Ideal for Datacom.

SITE Provides instructions for adding or modifying Ideal for Datacom
help text.

STATEMENT Displays a list of available PDL statements.

SYNTAX Provides an explanation of notation used in all HELP members.

IDENTIFICATION Command
The following command or equivalent PF key displays the identification component of the current definition.

This command has the following format:

IDENTIFICATION

The program identification fill-in is described in Creating Programs. The panel identification fill-in is described in Creating
Panel Definitions. The document identification fill-in is described in Generating Documents. For more information about
the report identification fill-in, see Generating Reports.

IDENTIFY MODULE Command (Batch Only)
You must execute the IDENTIFY command in batch and only after a program was moved through an IBM utility. It makes
the module known to Ideal for Datacom at the receiving site. One IDENTIFY command is sufficient for all load modules
associated with the specified program or panel.

Issue a SELECT SYSTEM command before the IDENTIFY command to indicate the Ideal for Datacom system that
contains the program or panel.

This command has the following format:

                              {PROGRAM pgm-name}

IDENTIFY MODULE modname [FOR] {PANEL pnl-name  }

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

modname One- to seven-character name specified in the CREATE MODULE
command.

pgm-name Name of the program that corresponds to this module.

pnl-name Name of the panel that corresponds to this module.
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IF ELSE ENDIF Commands
This construct is used in an Ideal for Datacom batch jobstream to bypass execution of any other command based on the
value of the return code.

The ELSE clause is optional. If the condition evaluates true, all commands are executed until the ELSE or ENDIF is
encountered and all commands after ELSE are bypassed. If the condition is false, no commands are executed until either
an ELSE or an ENDIF is encountered.

You cannot nest the IF-ELSE-ENDIF command series in other sets of IF-ELSE-ENDIF commands.

This command has the following format:

                     {GE}   

                     {GT}   

IF {$RETURN-CODE}    {LE}   nnn

   {$RC         }    {LT}   

                     {EQ}   

                     {NE}   

    <i_dcm> commands

[ELSE                ]

[   <i_dcm> commands]

ENDIF

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

nnn A numeric value tested against the current return code using the
requested relational operator. The relational operator must be in
the abbreviated format. You cannot omit it.

INSTALL Command
The INSTALL command in Ideal for Datacom installs an individual transaction or an entire group into the in-core
transaction table.

If duplicate transaction IDs are found in a group, the transaction definition for that ID will be replaced for each duplicate
encountered. The last definition found for a transaction ID will be the definition that is installed and used.

This command has the following format:

INSTALL [TRA tran] GROUP grp-name

where
tran

4-character transaction ID
grp-name

The 1- to 8-character group name

Example
INSTALL GROUP CICATERM

        INSTALL TRA DBRA GROUP CICATERM
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INSTALL Line Command
Learn how to use the INSTALL line command to install a single transaction on the group editor panel in Ideal for Datacom.
Find the command format and examples.

The INSTALL line command has the following format:

{INS}

Operand Definitions
INS

Installs the transaction on which the command is placed.
Examples
Ideal updates text in the feedback field to show success or failure of the command. The following example
shows the result of issuing an "INS" line command on line 300. "INSTALLED" shows to the right.

IDEAL: DISPLAY MEMBER        GRP C4N8TERM                    SYS: $ID  
                                                                       
Command Type  ID    Sys  Program   Vers  Member   Run Sec User          
======  ====  ====  ===  == TOP =  ====  ========  =   =  ===          
000100  TERM  DBRA                       DBRA             COL          
000200  TERM  EMPL                       CUSTL            COL          
000300  TERM  ROLL                       ROLL             $ID  INSTALLED
000400  TERM  T807                       T807MEM          IDL           
      

"FAILED" indicates that an error was encountered while processing the INSTALL command. In this case, the
IDADTIRP05 error message shows that duplicate transaction definitions were installed. The actual definition
that is installed for that transaction ID should be verified with the DISPLAY TRANSACTIONS command.

1-IDADTIRP05I - DUPLICATE TRANSACTION INSTALLED                      
....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....
IDEAL: DISPLAY MEMBER        GRP C4N8TERM                    SYS: $ID
                                                                     
Command Type  ID    Sys  Program   Vers  Member   Run Sec User      
======  ====  ====  ===  == TOP =  ====  ========  =   =  ===        
000100  TERM  DBRA                       DBRA             COL        
000200  TERM  EMPL                       CUSTL            COL        
000300  TERM  ROLL                       ROLL             $ID        
000400  TERM  T807                       T807MEM          IDL        
000500  TERM  T807                       T807MEM2         IDL  FAILED      
      

IRULES Command
The following Ideal for Datacom command locates the field input editing/validation rules table for all the fields in a panel
definition. You can modify information in this table. It is duplicated in the extended field definition.

This command has the following format:

IRULES
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KEEP OUTPUT Command
The KEEP OUTPUT command is valid only during the DISPLAY OUTPUT activity. This command changes the output's
disposition to KEEP and leaves the output in the output library after browsing. (When the output disposition is RELEASE,
it is deleted upon termination of the browsing activity.)

To change the output's disposition to KEEP outside of DISPLAY OUTPUT activity, use the ALTER OUTPUT command.

This command has the following format:

KEEP [OUTPUT]

LAYOUT Command
This command is available only during PDF processing. It accesses the panel layout fill-in. The commands NULLFILL and
BLANKFILL are available during layout editing to switch the fill mode. PF21 was assigned as a toggle between the modes.

The fill mode, either blankfill or nullfill, affects how the panel layout is edited.

Creating a new field on an empty line or after the last entry on the line:

• A null-filled screen requires leading characters to position the fields, otherwise, the fields shifts left after you press the
Enter key. To maintain space (a gap) between fields, enter spaces in place of the null characters. To leave a blank line,
enter at least one space on the line.

• A blank-filled screen retains the fields in the exact position they are placed after you press the Enter key.

Inserting fields before an existing field:

• A null-filled screen inserts data by pressing the Insert key and then typing the data.
• A blank-filled screen requires you delete as many characters as you are inserting before inserting the new data.

Trailing blanks and trailing blank lines are not retained with the panel definition. They are only present during layout
editing.

This command has the following format:

       {BLANKFILL}

LAYOUT {NULLFILL }

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

BLANKFILL Pads the lines in the panel layout with blanks to the full width of
the panel.

NULLFILL Does not pad the lines in the panel layout with blanks.

MARK STATUS Command
The MARK STATUS command or equivalent MARK STATUS prompter sets a version of a definition to production or
history status.

This command has the following format:

              {  *                              }   
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              { {DATAVIEW}                      }   

              { {DOCUMENT}                      }   

              { {PROGRAM }                      }   

              { {PANEL   }                      }      {HIST}   

MARK [STATUS] { {REPORT  } name VER version    } [TO] {PROD}   

              { {USER    }                      }           

              { {SYSTEM  }                      }                   

              { {USER    }                      }   

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* An asterisk indicates the current entity occurrence.

name Definition to mark:
• 1- to 18-character name of an unmodeled dataview
• 1- to 8-character program, report, or panel name
• 1- to 15-character user name or system name
• 1- to 3-character user-ID or system-ID

version Version of the existing definition. For more information about
specifying valid versions, see Using Version Clauses in
Commands in Ideal for Datacom Commands.

HIST Specifies the new status for this version of the definition as the
history-status version.

PROD Specifies the new status for this version of the definition as the
production-status version.

NULLFILL Command
This command is available only in panel definition layout editing. NULLFILL specifies that the panel layout is not padded
with blanks. See the BLANKFILL command to edit the panel layout padded with blanks.

This command has the following format:

NULLFILL

NOTE
You can use PF21 to toggle between blankfill and nullfill mode.

OFF Command
This command signs off from an Ideal for Datacom session. The sign-off panel appears when this command is used. The
system supplies all information on this panel. It does not require user input. In split screen mode, OFF eliminates the last
region.

This command has the following format:

OFF
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OFFON Command
The OFFON command signs off from an Ideal for Datacom session and requests a new Ideal for Datacom sign-on panel.
Review the command format.

The OFFON command has the following format:

OFFON

ORULES Command
This command locates the field output editing rules table for all of the fields in a panel definition. The table lists all fields
appearing in the panel definition with a column for each of that field's output editing attributes. You can modify information
in this table. It is duplicated in the extended field definition.

This command has the following format:

ORULES

PANEL Command
In Ideal for Datacom, use the PANEL command to perform maintenance on a panel. You can find here the command
description, the command format, and an example of the menu displayed by the command.

Description

PANEL opens a menu for performing maintenance on a panel. Enter the desired command on the command line, or enter
the desired option number in the position to perform the action described in the menu.

Command Format and Operands
PANEL

Example

=>                                                                            
                                                                               
....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....
DIDA : PANEL MAINTENANCE     PNL                             SYS: $ID      MENU
                                                                               
 Enter desired option number===>          There are    7  options in this menu:
                                                                               
 1. EDIT/DISPLAY          - Edit or display a panel                            
 2. CREATE                - Create a panel                                    
 3. PRINT                 - Print a panel                                      
 4. DELETE                - Delete a panel                                    
 5. MARK STATUS           - Mark panel status to production or history        
 6. DUPLICATE             - Duplicate a panel to next version or new name      
 7. DISPLAY INDEX         - Display index of panel names in system            

PARAMETER Command
This command or its equivalent PF key locates the parameter definition for the current program definition. A parameter
definition is allowed for a non-ideal subprogram.
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Parameter data consists of the names and descriptions of data items to pass to this program from a calling program or to
this program using a RUN command. Parameter data is specified for the called program on the parameter definition fill-in.

This command has the following format:

PARAMETER

PLAN Command
In Ideal for Datacom, use the PLAN command to perform maintenance on a plan or package. You can find here the
command description, the command format, and an example of the menu displayed by the command.

Description

PLAN opens a menu for performing maintenance on plans and packages. Enter the desired command on the command
line, or enter the desired option number in the position to perform the action described in the menu.

Command Format and Operands
PLAN

Example
=>                                                                            

                                                                               

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

IDEAL: PLAN MAINTENANCE      PLA                             SYS: $ID      MENU

                                                                               

 Enter desired option number===>          There are    6  options in this menu:

                                                                               

 1. EDIT/DISPLAY          - Edit or display a plan/package                    

 2. CREATE                - Create a plan/package                              

 3. PRINT                 - Print a plan/package                              

 4. DELETE                - Delete a plan/package                              

 5. DUPLICATE             - Duplicate a plan/package to new name              

 6. DISPLAY INDEX         - Display index of plan/package names in system      

PRINT Command
The PRINT command or equivalent PRINT prompter prints a specific definition. Access the PRINT prompter by selecting
the PRINT option on the appropriate Maintenance Menu or by issuing a PRINT command.

This command has the following format:

      {   *                                           }

      {{DOCUMENT}                                     }

      {{PROGRAM }                                     }

      {{PANEL   }                                     }

PRINT {{REPORT  } name [VERSION version]              }

      {{SYSTEM  }                                     }

      {{USER    }                                     }

      {OUTPUT output                                  }

      {DATAVIEW [auth-id]dvw-name [VERSION version]   }
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      [            {LIB                  }]

      [DESTINATION {{SYS name}           }]

      [            {{NET name} COPIES nn }]

 

      [NAME print-output]

 

      [            {KEEP   }]

      [DISPOSITION {RELEASE}]

      [            {HOLD   }]

 

      [DESCRIPTION 'string']

Operand Definitions
*

You can substitute an asterisk for the entity type and entity name for the current entity.
name

Definition to print:

• 1- to 8-character document, program, report, or panel name
• 1-to 15-character system or user name
• 1- to 3-character system ID or user ID

version
Version of the existing definition. For information on valid versions to specify, see Using Version Clauses in
Commands in Ideal for Datacom Commands .

output
One- to eight-character output name or the output number.

auth-id
One- to eight-character authorization ID required for SQL dataviews only.

dvw-name
The 1- to 18-character name of a dataview.

DESTINATION
Specifies the output destination.
LIBRARY

Output library.
SYSTEM name

A system printer name.
NETWORK name

A network printer (not available in batch).

NOTE
The same output printed at multiple network printers retains the NET DEST options of the first print
request. For example, output number 5 printed at DEST NET PRT1, defined with HDR NO, is printed
without a header at any DEST NET regardless of how the network printer is defined in Ideal for
Datacom.

COPIES nn
Number of copies to print on a system or network printer. This clause is ignored in batch.

NAME print-output
Name to assign to the output if the destination is to the output library.
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DISPOSITION
Specifies a disposition. When a print request is issued (online or batch) and the destination is the output library,
output is placed in the output library for browsing at the terminal.
When a print request is printed online and the destination is a system or network printer, the output is placed in
the output library with the disposition having the following effects:
KEEP

The job is printed and a copy of the output is retained in the output library.
RELEASE

The job is printed and a copy of the output is retained in the output library.
HOLD

The output is held until released.
When a print request is issued in batch and the destination is a system printer, the output is printed on the system
printer and no copy is retained in the output library.

DESCRIPTION 'string'
A 1- to 32-character description of the output.

Other Print Commands

Other PRINT commands are described under

• PRINT GROUP

• PRINT INDEX

• PRINT INDEX MODULE

• PRINT INDEX OUTPUT

• PRINT INDEX SESSION

• PRINT LIST

• PRINT MEMBER

• PRINT OUTPUT DESTINATION

• PRINT OUTPUT STATUS

• PRINT PLAN

• PRINT SCREEN

• PRINT SESSION OPTIONS

PRINT GROUP Command
Learn how to use the PRINT GROUP command in Ideal for Datacom to generate an output of a group. Find the command
syntax, the operand definitions, and an example.

The PRINT GROUP command generates an output of a group. This command has the following format:

PRINT GROUP name 

      

    [            {LIB                     }] 

    [DESTINATION {{SYS name}              }]  

    [            {{NET name} COPIES nn    }]  

      

    [NAME print-output                     ]

      

    [            {KEEP   }                 ]

    [DISPOSITION {RELEASE}                 ]

    [            {HOLD   }                 ] 
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    [DESCRIPTION 'string']

Operand Definitions
name

One-character to eight-character group name.
DESTINATION

Specifies the output destination.
LIBRARY

Output library.
SYSTEM name

System printer name.
NETWORK name

Network printer (not available in batch).
COPIES nn

Number of copies to print on a system or network printer. This option is ignored in batch.
NAME print-output

Name to assign to the output if the destination is to the output library.
DISPOSITION

Specifies a disposition. When a print request is issued (online or batch) and the destination is the output library,
the output is placed in the output library for browsing at the terminal.
When a print request is printed online and the destination is a system or network printer, the output is placed in
the output library with the disposition having the following effects:
KEEP

The job is printed and a copy of the output is retained in the output library.
RELEASE

The job is printed and a copy of the output is retained in the output library.
HOLD

The output is held until released.
When a print request is issued in batch and the destination is a system printer, the output is printed on the system
printer and no copy is retained in the output library.

DESCRIPTION 'string'
1-character to 32-character description of the group.

Example
PRINT GROUP CICATERM DEST SYS LPT3

PRINT INDEX Command
Learn how to use the PRINT INDEX command in Ideal for Datacom to list the name and status of each occurrence of the
specified entity type. Find the command formats and operand definitions. Also find examples of a program index and a
related index.

Optionally, the index can include occurrences of entity types that are related to a given entity type or occurrence (for
example, each panel related to a given program). This display is based on dictionary facility relationships. Authorization
in the specified system is required when relating dataviews or programs to systems. PRINT INDEX without an entity type
calls up a prompter.
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See also the PRINT INDEX OUTPUT command.

This command has the following formats:

• Print Index for MEMBER
PRINT INDEX MEMBER [user-id]

• Print Index for LIST, GROUP, PACKAGE, and PLAN
PRINT INDEX [type] 

• Print Index for DATAVIEW, DOCUMENT, PANEL, PROGRAM, REPORT, SYSTEM, and USER
PRINT INDEX ent-type [ent-name] [version]

• Print Index using RELATED TO Clause
PRINT INDEX [[ALL] PROGRAM] [ent-name] [version] 

                      [DATAVIEW]

                      [DOCUMENT]

                      [PANEL   ]

                      [PROGRAM ]

                      [REPORT  ]

        [{RELATED [TO] {DATAVIEW} [ent-name] [version]]

                   {DOCUMENT}

                   {PANEL   }

                   {PROGRAM }

                   {REPORT  }

      [            {LIB                  }]

      [DESTINATION {{SYS name}           }]

      [            {{NET name} COPIES nn }]

 

      [NAME print-output]

 

      [            {KEEP   }]

      [DISPOSITION {RELEASE}]

      [            {HOLD   }]

 

      [DESCRIPTION 'string']

Where
ALL

You can enter this parameter only when ent-type is PROGRAM. ALL prints an index of all programs—
regardless of system—that are related to a specified program. When ALL is specified, the RELATED clause must
be specified with a unique ent-name.
Because the ALL option prints a cross-system program index, you must have an authorization of ADMIN to use
this option.

NOTE
The ALL operand requires that a version, where applicable, uniquely qualify the RELATED TO entity.
ALL does not take a default.

type
The type of item to be indexed. Valid options are LIST, GROUP, PACKAGE, and PLAN.

ent-type
Classification of entities to index: that is, SYSTEM, USER, DATAVIEW, DOCUMENT, PROGRAM, PANEL,
REPORT, MEMBER, PACKAGE, or PLAN. Printing the index of outputs is described under PRINT INDEX
OUTPUT .
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PACKAGE and PLAN entities cannot be related to another entity type. In the RELATED TO clause, you cannot
specify MEMBER, PACKAGE, and PLAN as an entity type.
If ent-type in the RELATED clause is PROGRAM, the specified resources of each program are printed across
all systems. For example, the command PRINT INDEX PNL RELATED TO PGM prints an index of all panels that
are used by each program, regardless of the system that contains the panels.

ent-name
(Optional) Specific name of an entity occurrence to index. SQL dataview names must include the authorization ID
(for example, AUTHID1.PAY). You can use the following characters in an entity name to mask characters in the
name during the index search:
* (asterisk)

Marks the position in the entity name of a single character to mask. For example, PAY*1 matches PAY01,
PAY21 and so on.

NOTE
When you use * in a string, you must know the length of the string to match. If the name being
tested has more characters than the masked value, the name does not match. For example,
neither PAY*1 nor PAY* matches PAY011.

+ (addition symbol)
Marks the position in the entity name beyond which all characters are masked. For example, DISPLAY
INDEX PROGRAM IDE+ matches all names starting with IDE of any length. This command locates both
PROGRAM IDE1 and IDE11. However, if the * mask character is substituted for the + mask character,
the program IDE1 is located, but not the program IDE11.

You can use the mask characters in any position except the first position. The + mask character must be in the
last position specified. When you use mask characters to search for systems or users, use the full entity name,
not the short ID.

user-id
One-character to three-character user-id required for an index of members belonging to another user.

version
Version of the entity occurrence. For information on valid versions to specify, see Using Version Clauses in
Commands.

NOTE
Unmodeled dataviews are all in DD test status, regardless of whether they are PROD or HIST to Ideal
for Datacom. For example, if you specify PRINT INDEX DVW VER T001 , the resulting output contains
both HIST and PROD status entries that are version 1.

DESTINATION
Specifies the output destination.
LIBRARY

Output library.
SYSTEM name

A system printer name.
NETWORK name

A network printer (not available in batch).

NOTE
The same output printed at multiple network printers retains the NET DEST options of the first print
request. For example, output number 5 printed at DEST NET PRT1, defined with HDR NO, is printed
without a header at any DEST NET regardless of how the network printer is defined in Ideal for
Datacom.
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COPIES nn
Number of copies to print on a system or network printer. This clause is ignored in batch.

NAME print-output
Name to assign to the output if the destination is to the output library.

DISPOSITION
Specifies a disposition. When a print request is issued (online or batch) and the destination is the output library,
output is placed in the output library for browsing at the terminal.
When a print request is printed online and the destination is a system or network printer, the output is placed in
the output library with the disposition having the following effects:
KEEP

The job is printed and a copy of the output is retained in the output library.
RELEASE

The job is printed and a copy of the output is retained in the output library.
HOLD

The output is held until released.
When a print request is issued in batch and the destination is a system printer, the output is printed on the system
printer and no copy is retained in the output library.

DESCRIPTION 'string'
A 1- to 32-character description of the output.

Printing Program Relationships

If you relate a program entity type to a program entity type (for example, PRINT INDEX PROGRAM MY-PROG RELATED
TO PROGRAM ), the index includes:

• All subprograms that are called by the specified program (MY-PROG ), and
• All programs that call the specified program

If more than one is indexed, this applies to each program.

Examples: Program Index
The following example illustrates the index of all programs in system DOC produced by the PRINT INDEX
PGM command. Descriptions of each column follow.

 =>
....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+ >>>
 IDEAL  DISPLAY OUTPUT         OUT INDEX (00357)                         DISPLAY

 ================================ T O P ========================================
 PRINT INDEX PROGRAM            SYS: DOC    November 4, 1904   15:18:06

  -------- --- - ------- ----- ------------------------ -------- --------
  Name     Ver S R-S Sys Lang  Description              Created  Updated
  -------- --- - ------- ----- ------------------------ -------- --------
  DEMO1    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce demrpt1          11/04/04 11/04/04
  DEMO2    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce mult dvw details 11/04/04 11/04/04
  DEMO3    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce demrpt3-xsys res 11/04/04 11/04/04
  DEMO4    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce demrpt4          11/04/03 11/04/03
  DEMO5    001 T PRV DOC IDEAL list for reporting       11/04/04 11/04/04
  DEMO6    003 T PRV DOC IDEAL produce dempgm6 fm dvw   11/04/04 11/04/04
 ============================== B O T T O M ====================================

Where
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Name
One-character to eight-character entity name.

Ver
One-digit to three-digit number, QSAM or SAM identifier, or SQL label ('DBSQL' or 'DB2') Ideal for Datacom
assigned when this version of the entity was created.

S
Status version of the entity:
T

Test-status version
P

Production-status version
H

History-status version
R-S

Run-status of the entity:
PRV

Private
SHR

Shared
RES

Resident
Lang

Language used to create this entity, where
IDEAL

The default
ASM

Assembler
COBOL

COBOL
PLI

PL/I programs
Description

A 1-character to 32-character description of the entity.
Created

Date when the entity was created.
Updated

Date when the entity was last accessed in edit mode.
Examples: Related Index
The following example illustrates the index of dataviews that are related to all programs in system DOC
produced by the command PRINT INDEX DATAVIEW RELATED TO PROGRAM .

=>
 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+ >>>
 IDEAL  DISPLAY OUTPUT         OUT INDEX (00359)                         DISPLAY
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 ================================ T O P ========================================
 PRINT INDEX DATAVIEW                       November 4, 1904   15:19:28

  --------------- --- - - ------------------------------ -------- --------
  Name            Ver S U Type Description              Created  Updated
  --------------- --- - - ------------------------------ -------- --------
  =============> Related to PGM DEMO1     Version 001 Status TEST
  CUSTOMERS       001 P N      ORDER ENTRY DATAVIEW      01/30/02 10/05/04
  =============> Related to PGM DEMO2     Version 001 Status TEST
  CUSTOMERS       001 P N      ORDER ENTRY DATAVIEW      01/30/02 10/05/04
  ORDERS          001 P Y      ORDER ENTRY DATAVIEW      01/30/02 09/02/04
  =============> Related to PGM DEMO3     Version 001 Status TEST
  CUSTOMERS       001 P N      ORDER ENTRY DATAVIEW      01/30/02 10/05/04
  =============> Related to PGM DEMO4     Version 001 Status TEST
  CUSTOMERS       001 P N      ORDER ENTRY DATAVIEW      01/30/02 10/05/04
  =============> Related to PGM DEMO5     Version 001 Status TEST
  CUSTOMERS       001 P N      ORDER ENTRY DATAVIEW      01/30/02 10/05/04

Where
Name

One-character to eight-character entity name.
Ver

One-digit to three-digit number that Ideal for Datacom assigned when this version of the entity was created.
S

Status version of the entity, where
T

Test-status version
P

Production-status version
H

History-status version
U

Dataview record can be updated (Y), or cannot be updated (N).
Description

A 1-character to 32-character description of the entity.
Created

Date when the entity was created.
Updated

Date when the entity was last accessed in edit mode.

PRINT INDEX MODULE Command
Learn how to use the PRINT INDEX MODULE command in Ideal for Datacom to determine which application programs and
panels were converted into module format. Find the command format and operand definitions.

The PRINT INDEX MODULE command determines which application programs and panels were converted into module
format. You can also specify an optional WITH VERIFICATION clause to verify that the modules are really in the module
library and represent the appropriate application program.

This command has the following format:

                         [       {VERIFY      }]
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PRINT INDEX [ALL] MODULE [[WITH] {VERIFICATION}]

        

      [            {LIB                  }]

      [DESTINATION {{SYS name}           }]

      [            {{NET name} COPIES nn }]

 

      [NAME print-output]

 

      [            {KEEP   }]

      [DISPOSITION {RELEASE}]

      [            {HOLD   }]

 

      [DESCRIPTION 'string']

Operand Definitions
PRINT INDEX

Prints an index of all the programs and panels in the “current system” that were converted to module format,
based on the MODULE entities in Datadictionary. The module name, the corresponding application program or
panel identification, and the date/time of program compilation display. The entries are in alphabetical order by
module name, with all program modules first, followed by panel modules.

ALL
Gives an index listing of all programs and panels in all systems that were converted to module format. The order
is alphabetical by module name. If you omit ALL, only modules for the current system display or print.

WITH VERIFICATION
Attempts to load each module or set of modules to determine whether the correct modules are available to the
environment. The entity type, system ID, entity name, version number, and date/time stamp in the MODULE
Datadictionary entity are compared with the information found in the loaded module. Any discrepancies are noted.

DESTINATION
Specifies the output destination.
LIBRARY

Output library.
SYSTEM name

A system printer name.
NETWORK name

A network printer (not available in batch).

NOTE
The same output printed at multiple network printers retains the NET DEST options of the first print
request. For example, output number 5 printed at DEST NET PRT1, defined with HDR NO, is printed
without a header at any DEST NET regardless of how the network printer is defined in Ideal for
Datacom.

COPIES nn
Number of copies to print on a system or network printer. This clause is ignored in batch.

NAME print-output
Name to assign to the output if the destination is to the output library.

DISPOSITION
Specifies a disposition. When a print request is issued (online or batch) and the destination is the output library,
output is placed in the output library for browsing at the terminal.
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When a print request is printed online and the destination is a system or network printer, the output is placed in
the output library with the disposition having the following effects:
KEEP

The job is printed and a copy of the output is retained in the output library.
RELEASE

The job is printed and a copy of the output is retained in the output library.
HOLD

The output is held until released.
When a print request is issued in batch and the destination is a system printer, the output is printed on the system
printer and no copy is retained in the output library.

DESCRIPTION 'string'
A 1- to 32-character description of the output.

PRINT INDEX OUTPUT Command
Learn how to use the PRINT INDEX OUTPUT command in Ideal for Datacom to list the name and status of each output
member for the current user. Find the command format and operand definitions.

The PRINT INDEX OUTPUT command lists the name and status of each output member for the current user. The PRINT
INDEX OUTPUT command is equivalent to PRINT OUTPUT STATUS.

This command has the following format:
                        [            {LIB                  }]

                        [DESTINATION {{SYS name}           }]

                        [            {{NET name} COPIES nn }]

 

PRINT INDEX OUTPUT      [NAME print-output]

 

                        [            {KEEP   }]

                        [DISPOSITION {RELEASE}]

                        [            {HOLD   }]

 

                        [DESCRIPTION 'string']    

Where
DESTINATION

Specifies the output destination.
LIBRARY

Output library.
SYSTEM name

A system printer name.
NETWORK name

A network printer (not available in batch).

NOTE
The same output printed at multiple network printers retains the NET DEST options of the first print
request. For example, output number 5 printed at DEST NET PRT1, defined with HDR NO, is printed
without a header at any DEST NET regardless of how the network printer is defined in Ideal for
Datacom.

COPIES nn
Number of copies to print on a system or network printer. This clause is ignored in batch.
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NAME print-output
Name to assign to the output if the destination is to the output library.

DISPOSITION
Specifies a disposition. When a print request is issued (online or batch) and the destination is the output library,
output is placed in the output library for browsing at the terminal.
When a print request is printed online and the destination is a system or network printer, the output is placed in
the output library with the disposition having the following effects:
KEEP

The job is printed and a copy of the output is retained in the output library.
RELEASE

The job is printed and a copy of the output is retained in the output library.
HOLD

The output is held until released.
When a print request is issued in batch and the destination is a system printer, the output is printed on the system
printer and no copy is retained in the output library.

DESCRIPTION 'string'
A 1- to 32-character description of the output.

PRINT INDEX SESSION Command
Learn how to use the PRINT INDEX SESSION command in Ideal for Datacom to list the name and status of each current
user. Find the command format, operand definitions, and an example screen. CICS considerations are also covered.

The PRINT INDEX SESSION command lists the name and status of each current user. The command provides information
to determine who is active in the Session Control Facility (SCF) environment. Broadcom products that run in the SCF
environment are Ideal for Datacom, Datadictionary Online, and MetaCOBOL+ Panel Definition Facility. You can only issue
this command in the VSE and z/OS CICS environments.

NOTE
If you initiate an asynchronous task (a compile or network print) and log off before the completion message is
sent, you still show up as logged on.

This command has the following format:
                         [            {LIB                  }]

                         [DESTINATION {{SYS name}           }]

                         [            {{NET name} COPIES nn }]

 

PRINT INDEX SESSION      [NAME print-output]

 

                         [            {KEEP   }]

                         [DISPOSITION {RELEASE}]

                         [            {HOLD   }]

 

                         [DESCRIPTION 'string']      

Where
DESTINATION

Specifies the output destination.
LIBRARY

Output library.
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SYSTEM name
A system printer name.

NETWORK name
A network printer (not available in batch).

NOTE
The same output printed at multiple network printers retains the NET DEST options of the first print
request. For example, output number 5 printed at DEST NET PRT1, defined with HDR NO, is printed
without a header at any DEST NET regardless of how the network printer is defined in Ideal for
Datacom.

COPIES nn
Number of copies to print on a system or network printer. This clause is ignored in batch.

NAME print-output
Name to assign to the output if the destination is to the output library.

DISPOSITION
Specifies a disposition. When a print request is issued (online or batch) and the destination is the output library,
output is placed in the output library for browsing at the terminal.
When a print request is printed online and the destination is a system or network printer, the output is placed in
the output library with the disposition having the following effects:
KEEP

The job is printed and a copy of the output is retained in the output library.
RELEASE

The job is printed and a copy of the output is retained in the output library.
HOLD

The output is held until released.
When a print request is issued in batch and the destination is a system printer, the output is printed on the system
printer and no copy is retained in the output library.

DESCRIPTION 'string'
A 1- to 32-character description of the output.

Example of an Index of Users
The following example illustrates the index of users this command produces. Each column is described
following.

 Command User  OPID  Reg  User name       Term  Product  Sys  Main PGM  Ver Sub
 ====== ================================ T O P =================================
 000001  RAY   RAY    1   RAY             Z000    IDEAL  WOR  WORUN     PRD 0017
 000002  MDF   MDF    1   MDUFFY          Z002    IDEAL  WOR  WORUN     PRD 0018
 000003  SFT   SFT    1   SEIFERT         Z003    IDEAL       **NONE**      0000
 ====== ============================= B O T T O M ==============================

User
One- to three-character Ideal for Datacom user ID.

OPID
One- to three-character CICS op-ID for the user. This is the ID from the TCTTEOI (operator ID) field of the CICS
TCTTE control block. If external security is active (SCF Option SECRTY=Y), the OPID value is the 8- character
external security user.
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Reg
Terminal display region.

User name
The 1- to 15-character Ideal for Datacom user name.

Term
Terminal ID.

Product
Name of the product used.

Sys
System where the main program resides, if a program is run.

Main PGM
Name of a program executed using a RUN command. If the first region is in Ideal for Datacom but not executing a
program, **NONE** is returned.

Ver
Version of the main program, if a program is run.

Sub
Number of programs in the run unit for the Main Program. The total is all of the programs defined in the resource
section of all the programs that were called. If a program is released, the storage is released but the program is
still counted in the total.

CICS Considerations

The command returns a snapshot of the environment. The environment can change before the information is returned.
The information returned is retrieved from control blocks kept in CICS Auxiliary Temporary Storage records, which are
updated at a transaction boundary. This implies that the information is not current if the user is an active CICS task.

For each user the CICS ID, the short three-character user ID, the user's full name, the terminal ID, and the name of the
product logged onto is returned. If the user's terminal is split into multiple regions, a set of information is returned for each
region. If a user is running a program in the Ideal for Datacom environment (which can only occur in region 1), the main
program, system, version, and the number of programs in the run unit are returned. You can issue the RUN command
only in region one.

The IDs returned are the OP IDs defined for the user in the CICS signon table (SNT). If the signon table is not used, it is
the ID placed in the TCTTEOI field of the terminal control table (TCT). All user IDs are returned regardless of the products
the user is logged onto.

PRINT LIST Command
Learn how to generate a list with the PRINT LIST command in Ideal for Datacom. Find the command format, operand
definitions, and an example.

The PRINT LIST command generates an output of a list. This command has the following format:

PRINT LIST name

      

    [            {LIB                  }]

    [DESTINATION {{SYS name}           }]

    [            {{NET name} COPIES nn }]

 

    [NAME print-output]

 

    [            {KEEP   }]
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    [DISPOSITION {RELEASE}]

    [            {HOLD   }]

 

    [DESCRIPTION 'string']

Operand Definitions
name

eight-character list name.
DESTINATION

Specifies the output destination.
LIBRARY

Output library.
SYSTEM name

A system printer name.
NETWORK name

A network printer (not available in batch).

NOTE
The same output printed at multiple network printers retains the NET DEST options of the first print
request. For example, output number 5 printed at DEST NET PRT1, defined with HDR NO, is printed
without a header at any DEST NET regardless of how the network printer is defined in Ideal for
Datacom.

COPIES nn
Number of copies to print on a system or network printer. This clause is ignored in batch.

NAME print-output
Name to assign to the output if the destination is to the output library.

DISPOSITION
Specifies a disposition. When a print request is issued (online or batch) and the destination is the output library,
output is placed in the output library for browsing at the terminal.
When a print request is printed online and the destination is a system or network printer, the output is placed in
the output library with the disposition having the following effects:
KEEP

The job is printed and a copy of the output is retained in the output library.
RELEASE

The job is printed and a copy of the output is retained in the output library.
HOLD

The output is held until released.
When a print request is issued in batch and the destination is a system printer, the output is printed on the system
printer and no copy is retained in the output library.

DESCRIPTION 'string'
A 1- to 32-character description of the output.

Example
PRINT LIST CICALIST DEST SYS LPT3
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PRINT MEMBER Command
Learn how to generate an output of a member using the PRINT MEMBER command in Ideal for Datacom. Find the
command format, operand definitions, and an example.

The PRINT MEMBER command generates an output of a member.

This command has the following format:

                  [     {username}]

PRINT MEMBER name [USER {user-id }]

        

                  [            {LIB                  }]

                  [DESTINATION {{SYS name}           }]

                  [            {{NET name} COPIES nn }]

 

                  [NAME print-output]

 

                  [            {KEEP   }]

                  [DISPOSITION {RELEASE}]

                  [            {HOLD   }]

 

                  [DESCRIPTION 'string']      

Operand Definitions
name

One-character to eight-character member name.
username
user-id

The one-character to 15-character Ideal for Datacom user name or the one-character to three-character user ID of
the user who owns the member. This clause is required if the member does not belong to the current user.

DESTINATION
Specifies the output destination.
LIBRARY

Output library.
SYSTEM name

A system printer name.
NETWORK name

A network printer (not available in batch).

NOTE
The same output printed at multiple network printers retains the NET DEST options of the first print
request. For example, output number 5 printed at DEST NET PRT1, defined with HDR NO, is printed
without a header at any DEST NET regardless of how the network printer is defined in Ideal for
Datacom.

COPIES nn
Number of copies to print on a system or network printer. This clause is ignored in batch.

NAME print-output
Name to assign to the output if the destination is to the output library.
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DISPOSITION
Specifies a disposition. When a print request is issued (online or batch) and the destination is the output library,
output is placed in the output library for browsing at the terminal.
When a print request is printed online and the destination is a system or network printer, the output is placed in
the output library with the disposition having the following effects:
KEEP

The job is printed and a copy of the output is retained in the output library.
RELEASE

The job is printed and a copy of the output is retained in the output library.
HOLD

The output is held until released.
When a print request is issued in batch and the destination is a system printer, the output is printed on the system
printer and no copy is retained in the output library.

DESCRIPTION 'string'
A 1- to 32-character description of the output.

Example

PRINT MEMBER SIGNON DEST SYS LPT3

PRINT OUTPUT DESTINATION Command
Learn how to generate an output member containing all valid output destinations using the PRINT OUTPUT DESTINATION
command in Ideal for Datacom. Find the command format and operand definitions.

This command generates an output member containing all valid output destinations. The printed output looks just like the
displayed output from the DISPLAY OUTPUT DESTINATION command. This command has the following format:
PRINT OUTPUT DESTINATION[S]

        

   [            {LIB                  }]

   [DESTINATION {{SYS name}           }]

   [            {{NET name} COPIES nn }]

 

   [NAME print-output]

 

   [            {KEEP   }]

   [DISPOSITION {RELEASE}]

   [            {HOLD   }]

 

   [DESCRIPTION 'string']

Operand Definitions
DESTINATION

Specifies the output destination.
LIBRARY

Output library.
SYSTEM name

A system printer name.
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NETWORK name
A network printer (not available in batch).

NOTE
The same output printed at multiple network printers retains the NET DEST options of the first print
request. For example, output number 5 printed at DEST NET PRT1, defined with HDR NO, is printed
without a header at any DEST NET regardless of how the network printer is defined in Ideal for
Datacom.

COPIES nn
Number of copies to print on a system or network printer. This clause is ignored in batch.

NAME print-output
Name to assign to the output if the destination is to the output library.

DISPOSITION
Specifies a disposition. When a print request is issued (online or batch) and the destination is the output library,
output is placed in the output library for browsing at the terminal.
When a print request is printed online and the destination is a system or network printer, the output is placed in
the output library with the disposition having the following effects:
KEEP

The job is printed and a copy of the output is retained in the output library.
RELEASE

The job is printed and a copy of the output is retained in the output library.
HOLD

The output is held until released.
When a print request is issued in batch and the destination is a system printer, the output is printed on the system
printer and no copy is retained in the output library.

DESCRIPTION 'string'
A 1- to 32-character description of the output.

PRINT OUTPUT STATUS Command
The PRINT OUTPUT STATUS command prints the status of a print request.

The PRINT OUTPUT STATUS command prints the status of a print request. The format of the information the PRINT OUTPUT
STATUS command produces is identical to the DISPLAY OUTPUT STATUS command. This command has the following
format:

             {OWN   }         

PRINT OUTPUT {ALL   }  STATUS 

             {name  }         

             {number}

        

             [            {LIB                  }]

             [DESTINATION {{SYS name}           }]

             [            {{NET name} COPIES nn }]

 

             [NAME print-output]

 

             [            {KEEP   }]

             [DISPOSITION {RELEASE}]

             [            {HOLD   }]
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             [DESCRIPTION 'string']

Operand Definitions
OWN

Prints the status of output under the user's identification.
ALL

Prints the status of all output.
name

Prints the status of the output with the specified one- to eight-character name. The name must be unique;
otherwise a message and a list of all outputs with that name appear.

number
Prints the status of the output with the specified one-digit to four-digit number.

DESTINATION
Specifies the output destination.
LIBRARY

Output library.
SYSTEM name

A system printer name.
NETWORK name

A network printer (not available in batch).

NOTE
The same output printed at multiple network printers retains the NET DEST options of the first print
request. For example, output number 5 printed at DEST NET PRT1, defined with HDR NO, is printed
without a header at any DEST NET regardless of how the network printer is defined in Ideal for
Datacom.

COPIES nn
Number of copies to print on a system or network printer. This clause is ignored in batch.

NAME print-output
Name to assign to the output if the destination is to the output library.

DISPOSITION
Specifies a disposition. When a print request is issued (online or batch) and the destination is the output library,
output is placed in the output library for browsing at the terminal.
When a print request is printed online and the destination is a system or network printer, the output is placed in
the output library with the disposition having the following effects:
KEEP

The job is printed and a copy of the output is retained in the output library.
RELEASE

The job is printed and a copy of the output is retained in the output library.
HOLD

The output is held until released.
When a print request is issued in batch and the destination is a system printer, the output is printed on the system
printer and no copy is retained in the output library.

DESCRIPTION 'string'
A 1- to 32-character description of the output.
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Examples
See the following example of using the PRINT OUTPUT command.

PRINT OUTPUT X STATUS DESTINATION SYSTEM LPT1 

PRINT OUTPUT ALL STATUS DEST SYS LPT1 

PRINT OUTPUT STATUS

PRINT PACKAGE Command (DB2 Only)
Learn how to print an existing package definition using the PRINT PACKAGE command, or its equivalent prompter, in Ideal
for Datacom. Find the command format and operand definitions.

The following command or equivalent prompter prints an existing package definition. To display the PRINT prompter,
select option 3 on the Plan Menu or type PRINT. This command has the following format:

      [ *             ]

PRINT [PACKAGE [name] ] [[WITH] VERIFICATION]

      [            {LIB                  }]

      [DESTINATION {{SYS name}           }]

      [            {{NET name} COPIES nn }]

 

      [NAME print-output]

 

      [            {KEEP   }]

      [DISPOSITION {RELEASE}]

      [            {HOLD   }]

 

      [DESCRIPTION 'string']

Operand Definitions
*

Prints the current package definition.
name

One-character to seven-character name of a package definition.
WITH VERIFICATION

This clause collects data on the generate package process for the specified package without updating the DB2
plan tables or performing the DB2 BIND command.
This clause automatically prepares the programs in the specified package and creates the BIND command that
bind the package to the application and produces an impact report. Use the GENERATE PACKAGE command to
prepare the program and perform the bind.
VER is the minimum abbreviation.

DESTINATION
Specifies the output destination.
LIBRARY

Output library.
SYSTEM name

A system printer name.
NETWORK name

A network printer (not available in batch).
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NOTE
The same output printed at multiple network printers retains the NET DEST options of the first print
request. For example, output number 5 printed at DEST NET PRT1, defined with HDR NO, is printed
without a header at any DEST NET regardless of how the network printer is defined in Ideal for
Datacom.

COPIES nn
Number of copies to print on a system or network printer. This clause is ignored in batch.

NAME print-output
Name to assign to the output if the destination is to the output library.

DISPOSITION
Specifies a disposition. When a print request is issued (online or batch) and the destination is the output library,
output is placed in the output library for browsing at the terminal.
When a print request is printed online and the destination is a system or network printer, the output is placed in
the output library with the disposition having the following effects:
KEEP

The job is printed and a copy of the output is retained in the output library.
RELEASE

The job is printed and a copy of the output is retained in the output library.
HOLD

The output is held until released.
When a print request is issued in batch and the destination is a system printer, the output is printed on the system
printer and no copy is retained in the output library.

DESCRIPTION 'string'
A 1- to 32-character description of the output.

PRINT PLAN Command (Db2 Only)
Learn how to print an existing plan definition using the PRINT PLAN command (Db2 only), or its equivalent prompter, in
Ideal for Datacom. Find the command format and operand definitions.

The following command or equivalent prompter prints an existing plan definition. To display the PRINT prompter, select
Option 3 on the Plan Menu or type PRINT. This command has the following format:

      [ *           ]                     

PRINT [ PLAN [name] ] [[WITH] VERIFICATION]

      [            {LIB                  }]

      [DESTINATION {{SYS name}           }]

      [            {{NET name} COPIES nn }]

 

      [NAME print-output]

 

      [            {KEEP   }]

      [DISPOSITION {RELEASE}]

      [            {HOLD   }]

 

      [DESCRIPTION 'string']
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Operand Definitions
*

Prints the current plan.
name

One-character to seven-character name of a plan definition.
WITH VERIFICATION

This clause collects data on the generate plan process for the specified plan without updating the DB2 plan tables
or performing the DB2 BIND command. This clause automatically prepares the programs in the specified plan and
creates the BIND command that bind the plan to the application and produces an impact report. Use the GENERATE
PLAN command to prepare the program and perform the bind.
VER is the minimum abbreviation.

DESTINATION
Specifies the output destination.
LIBRARY

Output library.
SYSTEM name

A system printer name.
NETWORK name

A network printer (not available in batch).

NOTE
The same output printed at multiple network printers retains the NET DEST options of the first print
request. For example, output number 5 printed at DEST NET PRT1, defined with HDR NO, is printed
without a header at any DEST NET regardless of how the network printer is defined in Ideal for
Datacom.

COPIES nn
Number of copies to print on a system or network printer. This clause is ignored in batch.

NAME print-output
Name to assign to the output if the destination is to the output library.

DISPOSITION
Specifies a disposition. When a print request is issued (online or batch) and the destination is the output library,
output is placed in the output library for browsing at the terminal.
When a print request is printed online and the destination is a system or network printer, the output is placed in
the output library with the disposition having the following effects:
KEEP

The job is printed and a copy of the output is retained in the output library.
RELEASE

The job is printed and a copy of the output is retained in the output library.
HOLD

The output is held until released.
When a print request is issued in batch and the destination is a system printer, the output is printed on the system
printer and no copy is retained in the output library.

DESCRIPTION 'string'
A 1- to 32-character description of the output.
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PRINT SCREEN Command
Learn how to generate an output of the current screen contents using the PRINT SCREEN command in Ideal for Datacom.
Find the command format and operand definitions.

This command generates an output of the current screen contents. This command has the following format:

  

PRINT SCREEN       [            {LIB                  }]

                   [DESTINATION {{SYS name}           }]

                   [            {{NET name} COPIES nn }]

 

                   [NAME print-output]

 

                   [            {KEEP   }]

                   [DISPOSITION {RELEASE}]

                   [            {HOLD   }]

 

                   [DESCRIPTION 'string']

Operand Definitions
DESTINATION

Specifies the output destination.
LIBRARY

Output library.
SYSTEM name

A system printer name.
NETWORK name

A network printer (not available in batch).

NOTE
The same output printed at multiple network printers retains the NET DEST options of the first print
request. For example, output number 5 printed at DEST NET PRT1, defined with HDR NO, is printed
without a header at any DEST NET regardless of how the network printer is defined in Ideal for
Datacom.

COPIES nn
Number of copies to print on a system or network printer. This clause is ignored in batch.

NAME print-output
Name to assign to the output if the destination is to the output library.

DISPOSITION
Specifies a disposition. When a print request is issued (online or batch) and the destination is the output library,
output is placed in the output library for browsing at the terminal.
When a print request is printed online and the destination is a system or network printer, the output is placed in
the output library with the disposition having the following effects:
KEEP

The job is printed and a copy of the output is retained in the output library.
RELEASE

The job is printed and a copy of the output is retained in the output library.
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HOLD
The output is held until released.

When a print request is issued in batch and the destination is a system printer, the output is printed on the system
printer and no copy is retained in the output library.

DESCRIPTION 'string'
A 1- to 32-character description of the output.

PRINT SESSION OPTIONS Command
Learn how to print the current value of every option or a specified type of option using the PRINT SESSION OPTIONS
command in Ideal for Datacom. Find the command format and operand definitions.

This command prints the current value of every option or a specified type of option. The options that are shown include
those options set in the signon procedure and during the current session and the site defaults. For a list of options, see
the DISPLAY SESSION OPTIONS Command. This command has the following format:

PRINT SESSION {OPTIONS}

              {option }

      [            {LIB                  }]

      [DESTINATION {{SYS name}           }]

      [            {{NET name} COPIES nn }]

 

      [NAME print-output]

 

      [            {KEEP   }]

      [DISPOSITION {RELEASE}]

      [            {HOLD   }]

 

      [DESCRIPTION 'string']

Operand Definitions
DESTINATION

Specifies the output destination.
LIBRARY

Output library.
SYSTEM name

A system printer name.
NETWORK name

A network printer (not available in batch).

NOTE
The same output printed at multiple network printers retains the NET DEST options of the first print
request. For example, output number 5 printed at DEST NET PRT1, defined with HDR NO, is printed
without a header at any DEST NET regardless of how the network printer is defined in Ideal for
Datacom.

COPIES nn
Number of copies to print on a system or network printer. This clause is ignored in batch.

NAME print-output
Name to assign to the output if the destination is to the output library.
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DISPOSITION
Specifies a disposition. When a print request is issued (online or batch) and the destination is the output library,
output is placed in the output library for browsing at the terminal.
When a print request is printed online and the destination is a system or network printer, the output is placed in
the output library with the disposition having the following effects:
KEEP

The job is printed and a copy of the output is retained in the output library.
RELEASE

The job is printed and a copy of the output is retained in the output library.
HOLD

The output is held until released.
When a print request is issued in batch and the destination is a system printer, the output is printed on the system
printer and no copy is retained in the output library.

DESCRIPTION 'string'
A 1- to 32-character description of the output.

PROCEDURE Command
The following command or equivalent PF key displays the program procedure for the current program definition.

If you enter this command before the procedure is defined, a blank screen appears, ready for PDL statements. If you enter
this command after a procedure is defined, then as many lines of the procedure (from the top) as fit in the region display.

The SET EDIT CASE command case determines the text entered in the procedure fill-in.

This command has the following format:

PROCEDURE

PROCESS Command
In Ideal for Datacom, use the PROCESS command to display the Program Menu. Review the command format and
description.

The PROCESS command has the following format:

PROCESS

PRODUCE REPORT Command
You create a report facsimile by using the PRODUCE REPORT command. Entering PRODUCE alone on the command
line displays a prompter screen. Ideal for Datacom requires a completed report definition and a compiled program
containing the report in its resource section. The PRODUCE REPORT command produces a skeleton report using
arbitrarily generated data. The data is randomly generated. The Detail option limits the number of records produced.

You must define all fields defined in the report in the specified program's working data or parameter data or in a dataview
that is included in the program's resource section and in a FOR construct executed by the program.

The facsimile uses only the report's primary group. The primary group must contain at least one data item (it cannot
consist of literals without data).

NOTE
The PRODUCE REPORT command is valid for TEST status programs only.
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This command has the following format:

        {*                 }

PRODUCE {REPORT report-name}

 

          {*                                 }

    [FOR] {PROGRAM pgm-name [VERSION version]} [DETAIL nnnn]

 

          [            {LIB                     }]

          [DESTINATION {{SYS dest-id}           }]

          [            {{NET dest-id} COPIES nn }]

 

          [            {KEEP   }]

          [DISPOSITION {RELEASE}]

          [            {HOLD   }]

 

          [MAXLINES n]

 

          [DESCRIPTION 'string']

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* Current program or report name.

report-name Name of the report to produce.

pgm-name Name of the program the PRODUCE REPORT command
accesses.

version Version of the entity occurrence. For information on valid versions
to specify, see Using Version Clauses in Commands in Ideal for
Datacom Commands.

DETAIL nnnn Number of test detail records up to 9999.

DESTINATION Specifies the output destination.

LIBRARY
Output library.

SYSTEM name
System printer name.

NETWORK name
Network printer (not available in batch).

COPIES nn Number of copies to print on a system or network printer. This
option is ignored in batch.

DISPOSITION The disposition clause; select from the following:
• KEEP
• RELEASE
• H OLD
For more information, see the SET OUTPUT Command.
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MAXLINES n Maximum number of lines for the report facsimile. The upper limit
for MAXLINES is established at Ideal for Datacom installation or
by a SET OUTPUT SITE OPTIONS fill-in. It only applies to reports
going to the output library. Any report reaching this maximum
stops the run. This option does not affect reports produced and
printed in batch.

DESCRIPTION 'string' A 1- to 32-character description.

 

Example

PRODUCE RPT ABC FOR PGM XYZ DEST LIBRARY

PROGRAM Command
Learn about the PROGRAM Command in Ideal for Datacom. This command displays the Program Maintenance Menu.
Find the command format.

This command has the following format:

PROGRAM

PURGE Command
The PURGE command cleans up storage areas left allocated for an Ideal for Datacom session that is abruptly ended
in CICS. For example, if a line or a node is dropped and CICS autoinstalled the terminal, CAIVPE (Virtual Processing
Environment) might have storage areas and control blocks still allocated on behalf of the terminal. If the session is not
purged, these storage areas could be allocated indefinitely since the random terminal-ID assignment of AUTOINSTALL
might not reuse the original terminal ID.

For more information on alternate ways to purge an Ideal for Datacom session, see Session Storage Cleanup.

This command has the following format:

PURGE term-id

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

term-id Four-character terminal ID. You must type this value exactly as
generated by the AUTOINSTALL routine since term-ID is case
sensitive.
When the session is purged, the following message displays:
Terminal 'term-id' purge complete

If the value supplied for term-ID is not a defined terminal ID, the
following message displays:
Terminal 'term-id' not found

Check to be sure you entered the terminal ID in the correct case,
exactly as the AUTOINSTALL routine generated it.
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REBIND Command (Datacom SQL Access)
This command requests that Datacom/DB rebind an access plan for the specified program. Before rebinding, you can
modify the plan options in the program object code without recompiling the program using the ALTER PROGRAM
ENVIRONMENT command. The REBIND command affects only the plan identified with the specified (or implied default)
authorization ID, version number, and program name.

If you issue an ALTER PGM ENV command against a program associated with more than one plan, you must issue the
REBIND command for each plan that requires the changed options.

If the specified program was converted to load module format, the REBIND command uses the load module. To modify
the program's plan options without recompiling, use an ALTER PROGRAM ENVIRONMENT command with the program,
then issue a CREATE MODULE.

This command has the following format:

       { *                                    }

REBIND {PROGRAM program-name [VERSION version]} [FOR AUTH authid]

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* Represents the current program name.

program-name One- to eight-character program name.

version Version of the program. For information on valid versions to
specify, see Using Version Clauses in Commands in Ideal for
Datacom Commands.

FOR AUTH authid Identifies the specific plan to rebind, if more than one plan exists
for the specified program. If you omit this clause, the authorization
ID of the default plan (stored in the program object) is used.

REFORMAT Command
The REFORMAT command changes the distribution of the current number of lines in each region affected by the reformat
(regions 1, 2, and possibly, 3).

This command has the following format:

REFORMAT n [m]

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

n Number of lines for the first region.

m Number of lines for the second region.

 The remaining lines are occupied by the third region.

Example
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For two regions, one amount is specified because the remainder of the screen appears for the second region. For
example, the following command formats 15 lines in the first region and the remainder of the screen for the second region.

REFORMAT 15

For three regions, the first two amounts are specified and the third region occupies the remainder of the screen. For
example, the following command formats 10 lines in each of the first and second regions and the third region occupies the
remainder of the screen.

REFORMAT 10 10

NOTE
If the number of lines specified is greater than the number of lines available or less than the minimum lines per
region, reformatting is ignored and a message is issued.

REFRESH Command
The REFRESH command makes a new copy of an Ideal for Datacom program or panel available in load module format or
makes a regenerated Ideal for Datacom DB2 plan available.

WARNING
This command is for CICS only.

Run this command only online.

Before issuing this command, issue a DISABLE RUN command for any applications that use the programs, panels,
packages or plans being refreshed. Make sure that all access to these components is stopped.

Programs and Panels
For programs and panels in load module format, the command is executed for each program or panel that was
replaced or transported to a new system. You should also execute it in each environment using the replaced
program or panel.
The command has two purposes:

• It updates the in-core module table that defines the application programs and panels that are in load module
format (in CICS, PPT entries are automatically added if none exist) and verifies them.

• It makes the new modules available to the users.

To identify the Ideal for Datacom system that contains the program or panel, execute a SELECT SYSTEM
command before the REFRESH command.

Plans
Use the REFRESH PLAN command when a DB2 application plan was regenerated. It makes the Ideal for
Datacom SQL modules for the plan available to the teleprocessing monitor, validates the date/time stamps of the
SQL modules, and reloads a fresh copy of the module.

This command has the following format:

        {PLAN plan-name  }   

        {PACKAGE     pkg-name}   

REFRESH {PROGRAM pgm-name}   

        {PANEL pnl-name  }  
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Operand Definitions

Operand Description

pkg-name DB2 package to reload.

plan-name DB2 plan to reload.

pgm-name Program to reload.

pnl-name Panel to reload.

REMOVE Command
The REMOVE command removes an individual transaction or an entire group from the in-core transaction table.

Transactions that have been removed no longer display on the DISPLAY TRANSACTIONS screen. These removed
transactions can no longer be run. However, the REMOVE command does not remove the transaction definition from
the GROUP. You can reinstall the transaction, if desired.

This command has the following format:

REMOVE [TRA tran] GROUP grp-name

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

tran 4-character transaction ID
If tran is omitted, then the entire group will be removed.

grp-name The 1- to 8-character group name
If the group name provided does not match the value in the table,
then the command will fail.

Example

REMOVE GROUP CICATERM

REMOVE TRA DBRA GROUP CICATERM

REMOVE Line Command
The REMOVE Line command removes a single transaction on the group editor panel in Ideal for Datacom. Find the
command format and operand definitions.

The REMOVE Line command has the following format:

{REM}

Operand Definitions

Operands Description

REM Removes the transaction on which the command is placed.
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NOTE
If the REMOVE Line command is used on a transaction that has duplicate definitions, then all transactions
matching that transaction ID are removed.

REPORT Command
The functions Ideal for Datacom offers to define and maintain report definitions are presented in the Report Maintenance
Menu. To access this menu, select the appropriate option on the Main Menu or enter the equivalent Ideal for Datacom
command.

This command has the following format:

REPORT

RESET Command
This command resets the assignments made by ASSIGN commands. It returns the assignments of options for
authorization IDs, reports, dataviews, DBIDs, or programs to the assignment made before the session started or to that
provided in the RUN command.

During an edit session, use RESET to cancel any pending line command operations.

During panel layout editing of the Panel Definition Facility, the pending copy and move operations and any designated
destinations are canceled.

This command has the following format:

      [AUTHORIZATION auth-id]

      [REPORT name          ]

RESET [PROGRAM name         ]

      [DATAVIEW name        ]

      [DBID nnn             ]

          [AUTHORIZATION]

          [REPORT       ]

RESET ALL [PROGRAM      ]

          [DATAVIEW     }

          [DBID         ]

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

RESET With no operands, cancels any pending functions. During most
editing, RESET cancels pending line commands. During PDF
layout editing, RESET cancels pending copy and move functions
by replacing the copy and move symbols with the start-field
symbol and removing any destination symbols from the layout.
With an entity type and name, resets the specific authorization ID,
report, program, dataview, or DBID.

RESET ALL With no other operands, resets all authorization IDs, dataviews,
DBIDs, programs, and reports that are currently assigned.
With an entity type, resets all of the specified entities that are
currently assigned. For example, RESET REPORT resets all
currently assigned reports.
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RESOURCES Command
The following command or equivalent PF key displays the program resources component of the current program
definition. The program resources fill-in specifies the resources the application uses. These resources can include
dataviews, documents, panels, reports, and subprograms.

This command has the following format:

RESOURCES

RUN Command
Execution of a program occurs when you enter a complete RUN command or when a prompter equivalent to that
command is transmitted. The RUN command specified with no operands displays the RUN prompter. RUN * executes the
current program.

The UPDATE parameter determines whether or not updates will be executed or suppressed for all dataviews and tables
(for example, Datacom/CBS, Datacom/SQL, DB2, Sequential, and VSAM). This parameter refers to data accessed via
the FOR construct, by embedded SQL, or both. The parameter can be useful for debugging or testing a program without
actually updating the data.

The UPDATE parameter is not intended to provide security, nor is it intended as an easy way to disable the update feature
of a program. Programs will function as if the update was successful. There will be no indication that the record or records
were not successfully updated. If the program supplies messages which indicate that an add or update was successful,
these messages will still be produced. However, the adds and updates will not have really taken place.

The record will only reflect the requested change until another record is accessed within the scope of the FOR construct
or SQL statement. The parameter only suppresses the internal I/O commands that perform the addition, update, or
deletion of the given record. All other processes are carried out. For example, a sequential file will still be allocated and
the DISP parameter in the JCL stream will still determine whether or not the file is retained when the execution completes.

Suggested uses for the UPDATE parameter:

• Distinguish update programs from inquiry only programs.
• Adjust the code to be sensitive to update requests based on PF key selection or input parameters.
• Create updateable versus non-updateable panels that can be used alternatively under various conditions.

This command has the following format:

    { *                         }

RUN {pgm-name [VERSION version] }

 

    [            [Y]] 

    [ UPDATE [DB][N]] 

 

    [{PARAMETER}] 'string'

        

    [{MCPARM   }]

 

    [            {LIB                    }]

    [DESTINATION {{SYS dest-id}          }]

    [            {{NET dest-id} COPIES nn}]

 

    [            {KEEP   }]
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    [DISPOSITION {RELEASE}]

    [            {HOLD   }]

 

    [LOOPLIMIT  nnnnnn]

   

    [MAXLINES   n]

 

    [DESCRIPTION 'string']

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

pgm-name Name of the program executed.

version Version of the program. For information on valid versions to
specify, see Using Version Clauses in Commands in Ideal™ for
Datacom Commands.

UPDATE Either updates or bypasses updating the database:

Y
Allows updating of the database.

N
Does not allow updating of the database.

PARAMETER 'string' A single string using uppercase translation that is passed to the
program. For a description of a valid string delimiter, see Basic
Steps to Create a Report.

MCPARM 'string' Single string using mixed case translation that is passed to the
program. For a description of a valid string delimiter, see Basic
Steps to Create a Report.
You must define this parameter in the parameter definition fill-in
for the program being run. The length of the string is limited to
the space available in the prompter. When you issue the RUN
command in the command area, the command with parameter
string is limited to one command line.
You must define this parameter in the parameter definition fill-in
for the program run as one alphanumeric (type X) character string
with input Update Intent (not a group item).

DESTINATION This destination information overrides the SET OUTPUT
DESTINATION session option. It provides a default destination
for RUNLIST and for any reports produced in this run. You can
override this destination with the ASSIGN REPORT command
before this RUN command or with the ASSIGN REPORT
statement during this run.
This clause differs from the more typical DESTINATION-clause in
that “NAME name” is excluded. The one- to eight-character report
name becomes the output name. Select from the following:

LIBRARY
Output library.

SYSTEM name
System printer name.

NETWORK name
Network printer (not available in batch).
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COPIES nn Number of copies to printed on a system or network printer. This
option is ignored in batch.

DISPOSITION Disposition clause; select from the following:
• KEEP
• RELEASE
• HOLD
For more information about these clauses, see the SET OUTPUT
Command.

LOOPLIMIT nnnnnn Maximum number of times any loop in the program may be
consecutively executed. The count is reset each time the loop
is entered. Unlike the value set by SET RUN LOOPLIMIT, this
operand applies to PROD runs.

MAXLINES n Maximum number of lines for any one report that a program
can produce. The upper limit for MAXLINES is established at
installation or by a SET OUTPUT MAXLINES command. It only
applies to reports going to the output library. Any report reaching
this maximum stops the run. This option does not affect reports
produced and printed in batch.

DESCRIPTION 'string' A 1- to 32-character description of the list output (RUNLIST).
The description displays as part of the output status (see
also the DISPLAY OUTPUT STATUS command). The default
description LIST STATEMENT OUTPUT applies if you do not
provide a description in the RUN command. You can override the
description before the run using the ASSIGN REPORT command
or during the run using the ASSIGN REPORT statement.

SELECT SYSTEM Command
A system is a collection of application programs and the developers and users associated with it. A user can only display,
edit, run, and so on, programs, panels, and reports in the current system. A system must be assigned to a user before he
can select that system

If the user is associated with only one system, that system becomes the active or “current system” upon sign on. If the
user is authorized to use more than one system, the first system (alphabetically) is selected as the current system at sign
on. To select another system as the current system at any time during the session, issue the following command.

NOTE
You can also include the SELECT SYSTEM command as part of a user's signon member.

This command has the following format:

              {sname} 

SELECT SYSTEM {sid  }

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

sname The 1- to 15-character system name of the system definition. The
system name is the name of the system definition.

sid Three-character system short identifier of the system definition.
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SET $RETURN-CODE Command
In Ideal for Datacom, you can use the SET $RETURN CODE command in the jobstream to control the value of the return
code. Find the command format and a table describing the single operand: nnnn.

The SET $RETURN CODE command has the following format:

    {$RC         }        

SET {$RETURN-CODE} EQ nnnn 

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

nnnn Value for the return code in the range of 0 - 9999.

SET ASYNCMSG Command
This command determines whether to display asynchronous messages on the terminal. This includes all messages
indicating the completion of prints and compiles for the user.

This command has the following format:

                    {USER}

SET [SITE] ASYNCMSG {NONE}

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

USER Displays all asynchronous messages whose short IDs match the
OPID or Security ID.

NONE Does not display asynchronous messages.

SET CATALOG VALIDATION Command
This command defines the session or site default for validation of VSAM dataviews when they are cataloged. If a default
is not set with this command and no validation options are specified on the CATALOG command, the dataview is not
validated when it is cataloged.

This command has the following format:

                              {YES}

SET [SITE] CATALOG VALIDATION {NO}
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Operand Definitions

Operand Description

YES Specify this option to define the default option of the CATALOG
command as WITH VALIDATION. This means that, by default,
VSAM dataviews are validated when the dataview is cataloged.

NO Specify this option to define the default option of the CATALOG
command as WITH NOVALIDATION. This is the installed default
and means that, by default, VSAM dataviews are not validated
when cataloged.

SET SITE CHECK DUPLICATE Command
For CICS only, this command determines whether Ideal for Datacom ensures that all users are signed on to Ideal for
Datacom with a unique CICS user (OPID or external security ID).

For more information on SCBOPTCB, see the IPC customization and tuning documentation.

This command has the following format:

                                {YES}

SET SITE CHECK DUPLICATE USER   {NO }

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

YES Ensure unique CICS user.
Note:  Yes is only effective within a single CICS region. YES is not
recommended for a MRO environment with multiple Application
Owning Regions. External security software can be used to
ensure unique CICS users.

NO Allow non-unique CICS user.

SET COMMAND Command
This command sets individual command options or displays a fill-in screen that sets multiple command options for the
session or for the site.

This command has the following format:

                   {  COMMENT x              }  

                   {                         }  

                   {          { A }          }  

                   {  DATEFOR { E }          }  

                   {          { I }          }  

                   {  DELIMETER x                 }

                   {  LINE n                 }  

                   {                         }  

                   {  REPEAT x               }  

                   {                         }  
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                   {  RESHOW x               }  

                   {                         }  

      SET COMMAND  {  RESHOW { ON  }         }  

                   {         { OFF }         }  

                   {                         }  

                   {            { x }        }  

                   {  SEPARATOR { N }        }  

                   {            { G }        }  

                   {                         }  

                   {  SESSION [OPTIONS]      }  

                   {                         }  

                   {  SITE [OPTIONS]         }  

                   {                         }  

                   {  UPPERCASE { YES }      }  

                   {            { NO  }      }  

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

COMMENT Defines the character that sets off a comment from a command in
the command area. Specify:
x Any character with the exception of an underscore (_) or the
letter S.

DATEFOR Establishes a default date format. Specify:

A
American (mm/dd/yy)

E
European (dd/mm/yy)

I
International (yy/mm/dd)

DELIMITER Defines the character that separates commands entered on the
same command line. Specify:
x Any character with the exception of an underscore (_) or the
letter S.
Note: The command delimiter is valid only for screen input online.

LINE Defines the number of lines in the command area. Specify:
n From zero to five lines.

REPEAT Defines the character that reexecutes the previous command.
Specify:
x Any character with the exception of an underscore (_) or the
letter S.

RESHOW Defines the character that redisplays the previous command.
Specify:
x Any character with the exception of an underscore (_) or the
letter S.
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RESHOW Defines the command reshow status. Specify:

ON
Redisplays all subsequent commands after
execution.

OFF
Disables the display of the last executed command
(except when in error).

SEPARATOR Defines the character that separates the command area from the
display area. Specify:

x
Any character. The separator line consists of the
specified character.

N
Null. The separator line is suppressed.

G
Grid. The separator line is a scalar grid.

SESSION [OPTIONS] Calls up a fill-in in which you can set the command area options
for the current session.

SITE [OPTIONS] Calls up a fill-in in which you can set the command area options
for the site.

UPPERCASE Determines whether Ideal for Datacom displays system panels
and messages in uppercase and can be abbreviated as SET CMD
UPC. Specify:

YES
Displays system messages and panels in
uppercase.

NO
Displays system messages and panels in mixed
case.

NOTE
Once you enter SET CMD UPPER YES or SET CMD UPPER NO, you return to the Main Menu, no matter
where you entered the command from. This is due to the fact that once the command is issued, Ideal for
Datacom “starts fresh” with the set of panels in the selected case.

SET COMPILE Command
Use the SET COMPILE command in Ideal for Datacom to set various options for compilation listings. Find the command
format and operand definitions.

This command has the following format:

                   {  ADV { YES }            }  

                   {      { NO  }            }  

                   {                         }  

                   {  BOD { YES }            }  

                   {      { NO  }            }  

                   {                         }  

                   {  DBCS { YES }           }  
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                   {       { NO  }           }  

                   {                         }  

                   {  EXD { YES }            }  

                   {      { NO  }            }  

                   {                         }  

SET [SITE] COMPILE {  IDE { YES }            }  

                   {      { NO  }            }  

                   {                         }  

                   {  LINELIMIT { nnnnnn }   }  

                   {            { 999999 }   }  

                   {                         }  

                   {  LSQL { YES }           }  

                   {       { NO  }           }  

                   {                         }  

                   {  MEL { YES }            }  

                   {      { NO  }            }  

                   {                         }  

                   {  PANEL { FULL  }        }  

                   {        { SHORT }        }  

                   {        { NO    }        }  

                   {                         }  

                   {  REF { FULL  }          }  

                   {      { SHORT }          }  

                   {      { NO    }          }  

Operand Definitions
ADV

Establishes whether advisory messages appear in the compilation listing. Specify:
YES

Advisory messages appear in the compilation listing.
NO

Advisory messages are suppressed from appearing in the compilation listing.
BOD

Establishes whether the body of the program appears in the compilation listing. Specify:
YES

The body of the program (working data, parameter data, and procedure definition) appears in the
compilation listing.

NO
The working data, parameter data, and procedure definition is suppressed from appearing in the
compilation listing.

DBCS
Enables validation of double-byte character set literals. Specify:
YES

The compiler validates double-byte character set literals.
NO

Validation of double-byte character set literals is suppressed.
EXD

Establishes whether the external data appears in the compilation listing. Specify:
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YES
External data (dataview definitions, report definitions, panel definitions, and copied SQLCAs) appear in
the compilation listing.

NO
External data are suppressed from appearing in the compilation listing.

IDE
Establishes whether identification information appears in the compilation listing. Specify:
YES

Program identification, resources, and environment sections appear in the compilation listing.
NO

Identification information are suppressed from appearing in the compilation listing.
LINELIMIT

Prevents the administrator from any online compilation larger than the number of lines of source specified.
Specify:
nnnnnn

A six-digit number that specifies the allowable lines of source that you can specify for the online
compilation.

999999
The default; this value in effect disables LINELIMIT.

LSQL
Establishes whether the SQL statements generated for FOR statements appear in the compilation listing. Specify:
YES

The generated SQL statements appear in the compilation listing.
NO

The generated SQL statements are suppressed from appearing in the compilation listing.
MEL

Establishes whether the lines of the procedure that are in error are highlighted. Specify:
YES

The error lines in the original procedure definition are highlighted.
NO

The error lines in the original procedure definition are not highlighted.
PANEL

Establishes whether the compilation listing includes a listing of panel components. Specify:
FULL

A complete listing of panel components are generated.
SHORT

Only the Identification, Facsimile, and Summary that are associated with each panel are generated.
NO

No panel listings are generated.

NOTE
The current SET COMPILE EXD option supersedes this option. When EXD is YES, the PANEL option is
recognized. Otherwise, the PANEL option is ignored.

REF
Establishes whether a cross-reference listing is produced with the compile. You can specify this option for online
compiles for any batch compiles. No cross-reference listings are generated in CICS. Specify:
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FULL
A complete cross reference listing is generated.

SHORT
Those symbol names that are defined but not referenced are suppressed.

NO
The cross reference listing is suppressed.

SET DATAVIEW VERSION Command (NonSQL Dataviews)
This command establishes a default version for modeled or unmodeled dataviews used in the CATALOG command when
an optional version clause is not specified. The SET DATAVIEW VERSION command also establishes the default version
used for a modeled or unmodeled dataview specified as a resource of a program without an explicit version when the
program is compiled.

This command has the following format:

SET [SITE] DATAVIEW VERSION version

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

version Version used as the default for CATALOG commands and when
a program is compiled. For more information about valid versions
to specify, see Using Version Clauses in Commands in Ideal for
Datacom Commands.

SET DOCUMENT Command
Use the SET DOCUMENT command in Ideal for Datacom to establish the default document formatting options. Find the
command format and operand definitions.

This command has the following format:

                        {   PGMLOG     {YES | Y | ON}   }

                        {              {NO | N | OFF}   }

                        {   INDENT     num              }

                        {   USEEMPTY   {YES | Y | ON}   }

                        {              {NO | N | OFF}   }

  SET [SITE] DOCUMENT   {   DELIMITER  x                }

                        {   KEEPDATA   {YES | Y | ON}   }

                        {              {NO | N | OFF}   }

                        {   WIDTH      num              }

                        {   RAW        {YES | Y | ON}   }

                        {              {NO | N | OFF}   }

NOTE
DOC is the valid abbreviation of DOCUMENT.
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Operand Definitions
PGMLOG

Defines the DOC structure that is formed by PGM logic - two modes of building document data. Normally,
(PGMLOG=N) document structure is given only by its source. In that case, the PDL statement PRODUCE generates
part of document data but does not form its structure. The only constraint in this case is preceding PRODUCE of
the parent node/group - data must have its direct predecessor (parent) PRODUCEd earlier. On the other hand
(PGMLOG=Y), program logic can form a document structure by relative positioning particular document segments
(groups) in the document. Specify:

• Y, YES, or ON
• N, NO, or OFF

INDENT
Specifies spacing between indent levels (formatting) in generated document.
num - A value from 0 to 230

USEEMPTY
Use empty-element short-form

• Y, YES, or ON
• N, NO, or OFF

DELIMITER
Specifies the attribute value delimiter
x - Any character

KEEPDATA
Applies for the error condition. Specifies if incomplete data is kept in the resulting document together with the
<<ABORT>> group data.

• Y, YES, or ON
• N, NO, or OFF

WIDTH
Applicable only in batch/VLS output. Specifies document line width when a generated document is stored in the
VLS library or a sequential file.
num - Maximum number of characters per line from 40 to 230.

RAW
Applicable only in batch/VLS output. Fill output records by raw stream when output is stored in the VLS library or
sequential file. With RAW=N, individual document lines reside on logical records (the WIDTH parameter specifies
the length). With RAW=Y, new line is determined by CRLF sequence and output logical records are filled by
document data with CRLF.

• Y, YES, or ON
• N, NO, or OFF

SET DBSQL Command (Datacom SQL Access)
This command establishes default options for Datacom/DB access plans. These options are defaults used for creating
new program environment components. Changing these options has no effect on programs already created. You can
override these options before compiling a program using the program's environment fill-in or before rebinding a compiled
program using the ALTER PROGRAM ENVIRONMENT command.

This command has the following format:

                  {      AUTH auth-id          }
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                  {                            }

                  {      CBSIO nnnnnn          }

                  {                            }

                  {            { DB  }         }

                  {            { ISO }         }

                  {      DATE  { USA }         }

                  {            { EUR }         }

                  {            { JIS }         }

                  {                            }

                  {           { P }            }

                  {  DECPOINT { C }            }

                  {                            }

                  {                  { CS }    }

                  {  ISOLATION LEVEL { R  }    }

                  {                  { U  }    }

                  {                            }

SET [SITE] DBSQL  {        { ANSI86  }         }

                  {  MODE  { Datacom }         }

                  {        { FIPS    }         }

                  {                            }

                  {  OPTMODE optmode           }

                  {                            }

                  {           {      { NON }}  }

                  {  OPTMSGS  { PREP { DET }}  }

                  {           { EXEC { SUM }}  }

                  {  PRIORITY nn               }

                  {           { A }            }

                  {  STRDELIM { Q }            ]

                  {                            }

                  {        { DB  }             }

                  {        { ISO }             }

                  {  TIME  { USA }             }

                  {        { EUR }             }

                  {        { JIS }             }

                  {                            }

                  {           { SEC }          }

                  {  WAIT nnn { MIN }          }

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

AUTH Establishes the authorization ID for the access plan. Specify:
auth-id A one- to eight-character value.
Note: You can enter this command as AUTHID auth-id, ATZ
auth-id, or as AUTH auth-id. The AUTHID abbreviation is
valid only for this command and is not a generally accepted
abbreviation. Also, the first character of the auth-id must be a
special character (@, #, $, and so on). It cannot be a numeric
digit. Datacom enforces this rule.

CBSIO Determines the I/O limit interrupt value for SQL statements that
creates a set. Specify:
nnnnnn A value from 0-524287.
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DATE Displays the format for SQL date type items. Specify:

DB
Datacom installed default.

ISO
International Standards Organization: yyyy-mm-dd

USA
U.S. standard: mm/dd/yyyy

EUR
European standard: dd.mm.yyyy

JIS
Japanese Industrial Standard: yyyy-mm-dd

DECPOINT Specifies the character used as the decimal point when data
displays. This has no effect on how the data is stored. Specify:

P
Period (.) is used as the decimal point and comma is
used as the digit separator. This is the default.

C
Comma (,) is used as the decimal point and period
(.) is used as the digit separator.

ISOLATION-LEVEL Establishes the degree to which a unit of recovery is isolated from
the updating operations of other units of recovery. Specify:

CS
Cursor stability. (CS) is required if you are doing
updates, deletes, or inserts. You can abbreviate the
keyword ISOLATION-LEVEL to ISO.

R
Repeatable read.

U
No locks are acquired

MODE Establishes the mode in which Datacom processes the program.
Specify:
• ANSI or ANSI86 (they are the same)
• Datacom
• FIPS

OPTMODE Establishes the mode in which Datacom optimizes the plan by
ordering joins. Specify one of the following orders:
 

PREP
Order joins during bind processing.

MAN
Order joins as specified in FROM clauses.

EXEC
Order joins at execution time.
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OPTMSGS Specifies the type of optimization messages Datacom produces
during bind processing (PREP) or during execution (EXEC).
Specify:

NON
None (default)

DET
Detail

SUM
Summary

PRIORITY Specifies the priority of the SQL requests. Specify:
nn A value from 1 through 15, where the lowest priority is 1 and
the highest priority is 15.

STRDELIM Specifies the character that delimits string values in all SQL
statements. Specify:

A
Apostrophes (') delimit string values. This is the
default.

Q
Quotation marks (“) delimit string values.

TIME Displays the format for SQL time type items. Specify:

DB
Datacom/DB installed default

ISO
International Standards Organization: hh.mm.ss

USA
U.S. standard: hh:mm AM or PM

EUR
European standard: hh.mm.ss

JIS
Japanese Industrial Standard: hh:mm:ss

WAIT Determines the exclusive control wait limit. Specify:
nnn The number of minutes or seconds from 1 to 120. Then
specify: SEC for seconds or MIN for minutes.
For example, for a ten-second wait: WAIT 10 SEC.

SET EDIT Command
Use the SET EDIT command in Ideal for Datacom to establish the default values used while editing. Find the command
format and operand definitions.

This command has the following format:

                 {  { BOUNDS  }  { num-1 [ MAX   ] }}

                 {  { COLUMNS }  {       [ num-2 ] }}

                 {                                  }

                 {  CASE { UPPER }                  }

                 {       { MIXED }                  }

                 {                                  }
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                 {  CONTEXT n                       }

                 {                                  }

                 {  HIGHLIGHT { OFF    }            }

                 {            { ERRORS }            }

                 {                                  }

SET [SITE] EDIT  {  MARGIN { RIGHT }                }

                 {         {LEFT   }                }

                 {                                  }

                 {  MULTIPLIER { RIGHT }            }

                 {             { LEFT  }            }

                 {                                  }

                 {  TRUNCATION { Y/ON  }            }

                 {             { N/OFF }            }

Operand Definitions
BOUNDS
COLUMNS

Establishes the default column boundaries that are used when:

• Searching for a string
• Changing a string, or
• Shifting data

Specify:
num

-1 The left-hand column that begins the range.
num

-2 The right-hand column that ends the range.
MAX

(Default) The farthest right-hand column.
CASE

Establishes whether text entered in a program, report, or dataview is translated into uppercase. Text for a
program, report, or dataview includes literals and comments. Specify:
UPPER

Text is translated to uppercase.
MIXED

Text is not translated; it is left as it was entered.
CONTEXT

Establishes the default number of context lines appearing above and below the area on the screen. An INPUT
command opens the screen.

NOTE
Context lines are the lines that are retained on the screen for reference.

Specify:
n

A value from 1 to 5.
HIGHLIGHT

Establishes whether lines in the program that had errors during compilation are highlighted. Specify:
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OFF
Highlighting is turned off.

ERROR[S]
Lines containing errors are highlighted.

MARGIN
Establishes the position of the sequence number and command portion when an EDIT or DISPLAY panel
displays. Specify:
LEFT

Sequence numbers display on the left
RIGHT

Sequence numbers display on the right.
MULTIPLIER

Establishes where to place the number that acts as a multiplier or replication factor for a line command. Specify:
LEFT

Multipliers are placed on the left of the command.
RIGHT

Multipliers are placed on the right of the command.
TRUNCATION

Establishes whether truncation can occur as a result of a SHIFT or CHANGE command. Specify:
OFF or N

Prohibits any CHANGE command that would cause data to overflow the current column boundaries. That
line is scrolled to the top of the edit window. Specifying OFF or N stops any shift that would move data on
a line past the current column boundaries when the data on that line reaches the column boundary.

ON or Y
If data overflows the column boundaries, the data is truncated at the column boundaries.

SET ENVIRONMENT Command
Use the SET ENVIRONMENT command in Ideal for Datacom sets certain environment variables. Find the command format,
operand definitions, and plan considerations.

This command has the following format:

                         {  ACCOUNT-ID xxxx              }   

                        {                               }   

                        {  COMPILE-ID xxxx              }   

                        {                               }   

                        {  CURRENCY value               }   

                        {                               }   

                        {  DATEFOR pattern              }   

                        {                               }   

                        {  DB2PLAN-EXIT { exit-name }   }   

                        {               { NONE      }   }   

                        {                               }   

                        {  DECIMAL { PERIOD }           }   

                        {          { COMMA  }           }   

                        {                               }   

SET [SITE] ENVIRONMENT  {  EXECERROR { QUIT      }      }   

                        {            { QUITIDEAL }      }   
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                        {            { CONTINUE  }      }   

                        {                               }   

                        {  FINAL-ID { xxxx }            }   

                        {           { NONE }            }   

                        {                               }   

                        {  GLOBAL-POOL nnnnnnn          }   

                        {                               }   

                        {  LINES nn                     }   

                        {                               }   

                        {  PRINT-ID xxxx                }   

                        {                               }   

                        {  SIGNON-EXIT { exit-name }    }   

                        {              { NONE      }    }   

                        {                               }   

                        {  SQL { DB  }                  }   

                        {      { DB2 }                  }   

 

Operand Definitions
SITE

Use the SITE option with the following options to set the option for the entire site: DATEFOR, DB2PLAN-EXIT,
GLOBAL-POOL, LINES, SIGNON-EXIT, and SQL.

ACCOUNT-ID
Assigns different development or production activities to separate user-specified CICS transactions. Specifying
ACCOUNT-ID allows

• CICS performance analysis packages or transaction accounting packages to isolate transactions for charge-
back and resource consumption analysis

• Db2 users to select application plans associated with transaction IDs from in Ideal for Datacom

Specify:
xxxx

A one-character to four-character CICS transaction ID. In accordance with IBM standards, transaction
IDs should not begin with C. You must also specify each ACCOUNT-ID specified in a SET ENVIRONMENT
command as the TRANSID parameter in a CICS DFHPCT entry. The entry should look exactly like the
one distributed for TRANSID=SCFD, except for the TRANSID and PRTY.

COMPILE-ID
Assigns COMPILE tasks to a separate user-specified CICS transaction. Specifying COMPILE-ID allows CICS
performance analysis packages or transaction accounting packages to isolate COMPILE transactions for charge-
back and resource consumption analysis. Specify:
xxxx

A one-character to four-character CICS transaction ID. You must also specify each COMPILE-ID specified
in a SET ENVIRONMENT command as the TRANSID parameter in a CICS DFHPCT entry.
For Db2, you must specify each COMPILE-ID (that a SET ENVIRONMENT command specifies) in a CICS
DFHRCT entry that is patterned after the one for SAST.

CURRENCY
Displays an alternate currency symbol in panels and prints it in reports that are generated by an application during
the current session. This command does not affect the currency symbol as it is specified:

• In the edit pattern of a report definition or panel field definition, or
• In a $EDIT function in the procedure of an Ideal for Datacom program
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Specify:
value

Any symbol.
DATEFOR

Establishes the date format that the compiler uses. See $DATE Function for a chart containing edit pattern rules.
Specify:
pattern

Any logical combination of the date patterns. You can change date formats for a report at runtime with the
SET REPORT DATEFOR command and not the SET ENVIRONMENT DATEFOR command.

DB2PLAN-EXIT
Enables or disables an Ideal for Datacom plan name exit program for the site or for the current session. This exit
program can select or modify the name of the plan that Ideal for Datacom provides to Db2. Specify:
exit-name

The name of the plan name exit program to execute.
NONE

Disables the plan name exit program.
DECIMAL

Uses an alternate convention for the digit separator and decimal point when displayed in panels or printed in
reports that are generated by an application running during the current session. Specify:
,.

(Period) The decimal symbol is a period and the digit separator is a comma.
,

(Comma) The decimal symbol is a comma and the digit separator is a period.
You cannot specify any other symbols.
This command does not affect the decimal symbol as it is specified:

• In the edit pattern of a report definition or panel field definition, or
• In a $EDIT function in the procedure of an Ideal for Datacom program

For example, if X is defined as:
SET X = $EDIT(N, PIC='ZZZ,ZZZ.99')
and the following command is entered
SET ENVIRONMENT DECIMAL ,
at runtime, X displays as 2.345,00.
For dataviews containing fields that have been defined in Datacom Datadictionary with a European format edit
pattern, it is necessary to execute the SET ENVIRONMENT DECIMAL , command before cataloging the dataview.
The Ideal for Datacom CATALOG dataview process swaps commas and periods to produce dataview objects with
the Ideal for Datacom default edit pattern.

EXECERROR
Specifies whether to quit or continue after an error resulting from the execution of commands in a member.
Including this command in a member affects all commands that follow it in the member until the next SET
ENVIRONMENT EXECERROR command or until the end of the member. Specify:
QUIT

Execution of the member stops when any of the statements following causes an error. QUIT is the default.
QUITIDEAL

The Ideal for Datacom session terminates when any of the statements following causes an error.
CONTINUE

Execution of the member continues when any of the statements following causes an error.
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For example, executing the following Ideal for Datacom member duplicates a series of programs to the next
version and compiles them. If an error is encountered, a message displays and processing continues.
SET ENVIRONMENT EXECERROR CONTINUE

              DUPLICATE PROGRAM DEMO1 TO NEXT VERSION

              COMPILE DEMO1 VERSION LAST

              DUPLICATE PROGRAM JECLUP TO NEXT VERSION

              COMPILE JECLUP VERSION LAST

              ...

However, if there was a run-time error, SET ENVIRONMENT EXECERROR does not execute subsequent
commands. A run-time error stops execution of the member even if CONTINUE was specified.

FINAL-ID
Specifies the next CICS transaction to schedule when the OFF command is executed (explicitly or implicitly) in
Ideal for Datacom. If you do not specify this command, the Ideal for Datacom signoff logo displays. Specify:
xxxx

The one-character to four-character transaction ID to schedule when the current session ends. In
accordance with IBM standards, transaction IDs should not begin with C.

NONE
The screen is cleared and the signoff logo displays when the current session ends.

For use with Dataquery, issue the following command to log off Ideal for Datacom and log on to Dataquery,
bypassing both the Ideal for Datacom logoff screen and the Dataquery logon screen. The Dataquery Main Menu
displays.
SET ENV FINAL-ID DQRY

GLOBAL-POOL
Obsolete tuning method related to RUN-STATUS. This command applies to the current CICS partition and any
subsequent CICS partitions and should always be set to 0.

LINES
Specifies the maximum number of lines per print page that the compiler and PRINT commands use. LINES
applies to print requests to network and system printers when printing entities, session options, and indexes.
LINES also applies to compile listings and displays in batch. Specify:
nn

The number of lines per page. The minimum number of lines per page is 20; the maximum is 99.
PRINT-ID

Assigns PRINT tasks to a separate user-specified CICS transaction. Specifying PRINT-ID allows CICS
performance analysis packages or transaction accounting packages to isolate transactions for charge-back and
resource analysis. Specify:
xxxx

A one-character to four-character CICS transaction ID. You must also specify each PRINT-ID specified in
a SET ENVIRONMENT command as the TRANSID parameter in a CICS DFHPCT entry.

For Db2, you must specify each PRINT-ID (that a SET ENVIRONMENT command specifies) in a CICS DFHPCT
entry that is patterned after the one for SAST.

SIGNON-EXIT
Establishes or changes a signon exit program for a site. The exit that this program specifies goes into effect after
the next signon. Specify:
exit-name

The name of the exit program to execute if an exit program is specified for a transparent signon.
NONE

Disables the site-specified signon program.
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SQL
Establishes the default type of database to use for SQL access when a site can access multiple database
management systems using SQL. The CATALOG command uses it as its default for SQL dataviews. The
established default type database is used as the default primary database for the program environment fill-in.
Specify:
DB

Datacom SQL access
DB2

DB2 access

Other Plan Considerations

If the plan name exit is enabled, Ideal for Datacom calls it before the first SQL statement in a logical unit of work. That is,
it is called before the first SQL statement at the beginning of each CICS transaction and before the first SQL statement
following each database Commit.

You can embed the first SQL statement SQL, SQL generated by a FOR construct for a DB2 dataview, or SQL in a
non-ideal subprogram. A Commit can be a PDL TRANSMIT, CHECKPOINT, or BACKOUT statement, or an SQL COMMIT or
ROLLBACK statement.

Online, Ideal for Datacom applications can switch plan names only if the RCT entry for the current transaction ID specifies
PLNEXIT=YES and PLNPGME=@IADRCTX, the RCT exit supplied by Ideal for Datacom.

SET OUTPUT Command
This command establishes default values for output, including number of copies printed, destination, and retention.

This command has the following format:

            {  COPIES value                    }

            {                                  }

            {              { NETWORK name }    }

            {  DESTINATION { SYSTEM name  }    }

            {              { LIBRARY      }    }

            {                                  }

            {  DISPOSITION value               }

            {                                  }

            {  MAX nnnnn                       }

            {                                  }

SET OUTPUT  {  OPTIONS                         }

            {                                  }

            {  POSTMSG  { YES }                }

            {           { NO  }                }

            {                                  }

            {  PROCEDURE                       }

            {                                  }

            {  RETENTION nn                    }

            {                                  }

            {  WIDTH nnn                       }
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Operand Definitions

Operand Description

COPIES Establishes the default number of copies to print on a system
or network printer if you omit the COPIES=parameter in a
DESTINATION clause. This command is ignored in batch. Specify:
value A value from 1 through 99.

DESTINATION Establishes the default printout destination as either a  ID, network
printer, a system printer, or as the output library, if you omit the
DESTINATION clause on a command. Specify:

NETWORK name
Network printer name

SYSTEM name
System printer name

LIBRARY
Output library

Systems that share ADROUT with CICS need two DESTINATION
definitions for each NETWORK printer-one with the CICS printer
ID and one with the VTAM network node name.

DISPOSITION Establishes the default output disposition. You can override this
default on a COMPILE, RUN, PRODUCE, or PRINT command.
Specify:
value A value of HOLD, RELEASE, or KEEP.

MAX Sets the maximum number of lines for any output. Specify:
nnnn A value from 1 through 64,000.

OPTIONS Displays a fill-in where you can set all output options for this
session (SESSION) or for the site (SITE). You must specify either
SESSION or SITE.

POSTMSG Specifies whether the Ideal for Datacom message indicating
successful completion of a command is suppressed. Specify:

YES
Displays the message.

NO
Suppresses the message. This is advantageous in a
production environment.

PROCEDURE Specifies the name of the cataloged procedure executed to print
an output at a SYSTEM printer. Specify any valid cataloged
procedure name. If you change this parameter, be sure to rename
or COPY the installed cataloged procedure PSSUTIL to the same
name.

RETENTION Sets the default number of days an output can reside in the output
library before being deleted. Specify:
nn A value from 1 through 99, but not greater than the site
maximum.
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WIDTH Sets the default width for all outputs generated. For reports
defined in RDF, Ideal for Datacom overrides the default width with
the defined report width. Specify:

nnn A number from 1 to 240.

 

The following table shows the effects of specifying each of the DISPOSITION options on print requests issued either
online or in batch.

Print Request Issued - Online Print Request Issued - Batch

Destination Destination

Output Disposition Output Library Sys/Net Printer Output Library System Printer

Release Output is placed in output
library for browsing at the
terminal.
 

Output is placed in output
library and batch job is
printed on a system or
network printer.
No copy is retained in
output library.

Output is placed in output
library for browsing at the
terminal.
 

Output is printed on the
system printer in batch.
No copy is placed in the
output library.
 

HOLD  Output is placed in output
library and held until
released (using ALTER
OUT and PRINT OUT).

 Not applicable.

KEEP  Output is placed in output
library and batch job is
printed on a system or
network printer.
Copy is retained in output
library.

 Not applicable.

 

 

SET PANEL Command
The Ideal for Datacom SET PANEL command establishes the default characters that are used as delimiters and symbols
on the Ideal for Datacom panel layout. See a format example and a list of operands and descriptions.

This command has the following format:

                 {typesym                 }

                 {ALLOWCURRSIGN { YES }   }

                 {              { NO  }   }

                 {ALLOWDIGSEP { YES }     }

                 {            { NO  }     }

                 {ALLOWEOF { YES }        }

                 {         { NO  }        }

                 {ALLOWMINSIGN { YES }    }

                 {             { NO  }    }

                 {CASE { UPPER }          }

                 {     { MIXED }          }

                 {      { DEFAULT   }     }
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                 {      { NEUTRAL   }     }

                 {      { BLUE      }     }

SET {SITE] PANEL {COLOR { RED       }     }

                 {      { PINK      }     }

                 {      { GREEN     }     }

                 {      { TURQUOISE }     }

                 {      { YELLOW    }     }

                 {      { WHITE     }     }

                 {      {HORIZONTAL }     }

                 {      {VERTICAL   }     }

                 {COPY  {COLVIEW    }     }

                 {      {NOHEADING  }     }

                 {      {SIDEVIEW   }     }

                 {      {TOP        }     }

                 {      {BOTTOM     }     }

                 {      {YES        }     }

                 {DECIMAL {  PERIOD }     }

                 {        {  COMMA  }     }

                 {ERRORFILL x             }

                 {              { N }     }

                 {ERRORHANDLING { * }     }

                 {              { H }     }

                 {              { B }     }

                 {IFATTRIBUTE [ UA ]      }

                 {            [ UN ] [ H ]}

                 {            [ PA ] [ L }}

                 {            [ PS ] [ I ]}

                 {        { SPACE[S]   }  }

                 {        { LOWVALUES  }  }

                 {INFILL  { ZERO       }  }

                 {        { UNDERSCORE }  }

                 {LAYOUT { NULLFILL  }    }

                 {       { BLANKFILL }    }

                 {           { UPPER }    }

                 {LAYOUTCASE { MIXED }    }

                 {NONDISPLAY { SPACE[S] } }

                 {           { x        } }

                 {        { SPACE[S]    } }

                 {OUTFILL { LOWVALUE[S] } }

                 {        { SPACE[S]    } }

                 {        { x           } }

                 {PF13 { YES }            }

                 {     { NO  }            }

                 {PF781011 { YES }        }

                 {         { NO  }        }

                 {         { Z   }        }

                 {REQUIRED { YES }        }

                 {         { NO  }        }

                 {SCROLL { YES }          }

                 {       { NO  }          }

                 {TFATTRIBUTE [ UA ]      }

                 {            [ UN ] [ H ]}

                 {            [ PA ] [ L ]}
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                 {            [ PS ] [ I ]}

                 {WIDEOPTION { YES }      }

                 {           { NO  }      }

                 {WIDTH { YES }           }

                 {      { NO  }           }

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

typesym Specifies the name of the symbol that is used in the panel layout
whose function is assigned to the designated character. Valid
values for typesym are:

STARTSYM
Start of field

ENDSYM
End of field

DELSYM
Delete field

NEWSYM
Add field

COPYSYM
Copy field to new location

MOVESYM
Move field to new location

DESTSYM
Mark destination of copy or move operation

REPSYM
Repeating field

For value, specify any character.
You can define the symbols for a session on the Panel Session
Option fill-in and for an individual panel on the Panel Parameter
fill-in and on the Panel Layout fill-in.

ALLOWCURRSIGN Determines whether a currency symbol is allowed on input for
numeric values. Specify:

YES
Allows a currency symbol on input.

NO
Does not allow a currency symbol on input.

ALLOWDIGSEP Determines digit separator editing for numeric values. Specify:

YES
Allows digit separators on input. Digit separators
are removed before presentation to the application
procedure.

NO
Does not allow digit separators on input.
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ALLOWEOF Determines whether the EOF key can clear a field. Specify:

YES
EOF key clears fields.

NO
EOF key does not clear fields.

ALLOWMINSIGN Determines minus sign editing. Specify:

YES
Allows the minus indication on input but removes
the minus indication before presentation to the
application procedure as a negative number.
The minus indication can be on the left, right,
specified by parentheses, or specified as a credit as:
-34, 34-, (34), CR.

NO
Does not allow the minus indication on input.

CASE Establishes whether the text entered in a panel field by users at
runtime is converted to uppercase. Specify:

UPPER
Converts text to uppercase.

MIXED
Text remains as typed.

COLOR Establishes the default panel field colors, when applicable.
Specify:
• DEFAULT
• NEUTRAL
• GREEN
• TURQUOISE
• BLUE
• YELLOW
• RED
• WHITE
• PINK
Note: The values NEUTRAL and DEFAULT mean that no
extended attribute is sent to the 3270 data stream, resulting in
colors based on field attributes:

GREEN
Unprotected lowlight

BLUE
Protected lowlight

WHITE
Protected highlight

RED
Unprotected highlight

If the value is set to one of the colors, all fields, regardless of
attributes, are the specified color.
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COPY Establishes the default destination and format when dataview
fields are copied into a panel definition using the CREATE
command or the COPY prompter (available during panel definition
processing). Specify:

HORIZONTAL (H)
Places the fields one after another across the
screen on the line. If a field in its entirety does not
fit on the current line, the field is placed in the first
position of the next line.

VERTICAL (V)
Places the fields in columnar fashion, down the
screen.

COLVIEW (C)
Places the headings on a line above the fields. If a
field or its heading do not fit on their respective line,
they are both placed on the next set of lines. The
field name is used as the heading, since, in panel
definition, information is obtained about the dataview
fields from the cataloged version and not from the
database.

NOHEADING (N)
No headings are included in the layout. This is the
default.

SIDEVIEW (S)
Places the headings to the left of each field. If the
field and the heading do not fit on the line, they are
both placed on the next line. The field name is used
as the heading, since, in panel definition, information
is obtained about the dataview fields from the
cataloged version and not from the database.

TOP (T)
Copies any dataview fields copied into a panel
definition to the top of the panel.

BOTTOM (B)
Copies any dataview fields copied into a panel
definition to the bottom of the panel.

YES (Y)
Re-establishes the default of side labels and
addition at BOTTOM.

An error occurs if the length of a field or a field and its heading
does not fit on one panel line. An error also occurs if a dataview
field being copied duplicates the name of a field already present in
the panel definition.
You can set heading specifications for individual fields and
dataviews on the copy panel prompter. The specifications on the
prompter override the values in effect only for the designated
dataview fields. The SET PANEL COPY command overrides the
system defaults for a session.
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DECIMAL Establishes the default symbol used to represent a decimal point.
Specify:

PERIOD (P)
The period (.) represents the decimal point and
the digit separator is the comma (,). In addition to
the values shown, you can also use a period (.) to
specify PERIOD

COMMA (C)
The comma (,) represents the decimal point and
the digit separator is the period (.). In addition to the
values shown, you can use a comma (,) to specify
COMMA.

ERRORFILL Establishes the default character that marks a field that redisplays
after an erroneous entry. Specify:
x Any character.

ERRORHANDLING Establishes how, by default, an erroneous field entry is
highlighted. Specify:

NONE (N)
No highlighting.

ERRORFILL (*)
Returns the panel with the erroneous field filled with
the error fill character.

HIGHLIGHT (H)
Returns the panel with the erroneous entry
intensified.

BOTH (B)
Indicates the same as H if the field has an illegal
value, but the same as * if a required field is missing
(default).
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IFATTRIBUTE Establishes the default screen attributes for panel fields
defined for input. The installed default is UAL. You can specify
combinations of the following attributes:

UA (A, U)
A field that can accept any characters. It is
unprotected. U, A, and UA are synonyms.

UN (N)
A field that can accept only 327x numeric characters
(0-9,...,) on a data entry terminal. It is unprotected. N
and UN are synonyms.

PA (P)
A protected field. You cannot modify or delete
a protected field. The cursor does not skip a P
or PA field. The cursor does not skip to the next
unprotected field.

PS (S, PN)
A protected field that the cursor skips over (cannot
be accessed). The cursor skips to the next
unprotected field. PN, PS, and S are synonyms.

H
A field displayed with high intensity characters.

L
A field that displays with regular (low) intensity.

I
An invisible field (input or text) in which the
characters do not display.

C
The field to contain the cursor when the panel
displays. This option is only effective for one field on
any panel.

E
A field that is treated as if it were entered on the
current transaction. If a field has an attribute of E, it
is assumed that the user entered the value for that
field, even if the value was entered on a previous
transaction or was not entered at all (a default
value).

A protected field is skipped if the previous field is defined as PS
or if the previous field is defined as PA and has an end-of-field
character (;). The hardware recognizes the end-of-field character
as an indicator to skip to the next unprotected field. You must
specify the start-field character to mark the beginning of a field.
You can terminate a field with the end-of-field character or the
start-field character.
If you do not specify a protection attribute (PROTECTED,
SKIPPED, ALPHA or NUMERIC), the default value
(UNPROTECTED ALPHA) is used. If you do not specify a
HIGHLIGHT attributed (LOWLIGHT, HIGHLIGHT, or INVISIBLE),
the default value (LOWLIGHT) is used.
Note: You can specify the attributes listed in any order. Therefore,
any combination of these attributes is accepted.
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INFILL Establishes the default character that pads the unused portion of
an alphanumeric field on input. (Always zero for numeric fields.)
Specify:

SPACE[S]
Space.

LOWVALUES
The lowest value in the alphanumeric collating
sequence.

ZERO
Zero (automatic value for numeric field).

UNDERSCORE
Underscore.

x
Represents itself; numeric digits are permitted.

LAYOUT Sets the fill mode during panel layout editing. Specify:

NULLFILL
The panel layout displays with the data on each row
followed by nulls.

BLANKFILL
The panel layout displays with the data on each row
padded with blanks to the specified panel width.

LAYOUTCASE Establishes whether text in a panel layout is translated to
uppercase or remains mixed uppercase and lowercase. Specify:

UPPER
Text in the panel layout is translated to upper case.

MIXED
Text in the panel layout is not translated, but
remains in mixed case.

NONDISPLAY Defines the character sent to the screen when the application
sends a non-displayable character. Allowable values are:

SPACE[S]
Space.

x
Represents itself. Any character is permitted.

OUTFILL Establishes the default output fill character used when an entire
field contains nulls. Specify:

S, SPACE[S]
Results in a space (x'40').

L, LOWVALUE[S]
Results in a null (x'00').

U, UNDERSCORE[S]
Results in an underscore (x'60').

X
Any other character represents itself. Digits are
excluded.
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PF13 Establishes whether Ideal for Datacom-defined key assignments
for PF1/PF13 and PF3/PF15 apply at runtime. Specify:

YES
PF key assignments for PF1/PF13 and PF3/PF15
apply at runtime.

NO
PF key assignments for PF1/PF13 and PF3/PF15
do not apply at runtime.

YES means PF2/PF14 then RETURNs from the HELP screen
invoked by PF1/PF13.

PF781011 Establishes whether Ideal for Datacom-defined key assignments
for PF7/19, PF8/20, PF10/22, and PF11/23 apply. Specify:

NO
The application procedure assigns PF keys.

YES
Ideal for Datacom-defined PF key assignments
apply.

Z
Ideal for Datacom-defined wide panel PF key
assignments apply.

REQUIRED Establishes whether, by default, you must supply field values.
Specify:

YES
You must supply field values.

NO
You can omit field values.

SCROLL Specifies whether to process the application each time the scroll
command is issued. Specify:

YES
Process the application each time the scroll
command is issued.

NO
Do not process the application each time the scroll
command is issued.
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TFATTRIBUTE Establishes the default screen attributes for panel fields defined
with text. The installed default is PSL. Specify:

UA (A, U)
A field that can accept any characters. It is
unprotected. U, A, and UA are synonyms.

UN (N)
A field that can accept only 327x numeric characters
(0-9,...,) on a data entry terminal. It is unprotected. N
and UN are synonyms.

PA (P)
A protected field. You cannot modify or delete
a protected field. The cursor does not skip a P
or PA field. The cursor does not skip to the next
unprotected field.

PS (S, PN)
A protected field that the cursor skips over (cannot
be accessed). The cursor skips to the next
unprotected field. PN, PS, and S are synonyms.

H
A field displayed with high intensity characters.

L
A field that displays with regular (low) intensity.

I
An invisible field (input or text) in which the
characters do not display.

C
The field to contain the cursor when the panel
displays. This option is only effective for one field on
any panel.

E
A field that is treated as if it were entered on the
current transaction. If a field has an attribute of E, it
is assumed that the user entered the value for that
field, even if the value was entered on a previous
transaction or was not entered at all (a default
value).

A protected field is skipped if the previous field is defined as PS
or if the previous field is defined as PA and has an end-of-field
character (;). The hardware recognizes the end-of-field character
as an indicator to skip to the next unprotected field. You must
specify the start-field character to mark the beginning of a field.
The end-of-field character or the start-field character can terminate
a field.
If you do not specify a protection attribute (PROTECTED,
SKIPPED, ALPHA or NUMERIC), the default value
(UNPROTECTED ALPHA) is used. If you do not specify a
HIGHLIGHT attribute (LOWLIGHT, HIGHLIGHT, or INVISIBLE),
the default value (LOWLIGHT) is used.
Note: You can specify the attributes listed in any order. Therefore,
any combination of these attributes is accepted.
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WIDEOPTION Controls wide panel support for the session. Specify:

ON, Y, YES
Enables wide panel support for the session.

OFF, N, NO
Disables wide panel support for the session.

WIDTH Sets the default width for panels created and displayed during the
rest of the session. Specify:
Uses the current screen width.
nnn  A value between 80 and 236.

SET PANEL SESSION OPTIONS Command
Displays the PDF Panel Session Option fill-in used to establish parameters for the session. A SET PANEL command is
available for every option that can be defined on this panel. 

Panel Session Options Considerations

The session options are divided into three categories:

• Field Level Options
• Panel Parameter Options
• Edit Session Options

The values established on the Panel Session Option fill-in override the system default values. These values, for the most
part, are used when a new panel is created.

You can override the values for an edit session, individual panel, or field on other PDF fill-ins or by command. For
example, you can toggle the fill mode, nullfill, or blankfill during layout editing. You can also redefine the panel width for
each panel.

Any values you specify on this fill-in take effect when you press Enter as if you entered the related command.

You can store the values established on the Panel Session Options fill-in by specifying YES to the last prompt “Save as
profile”. The profile member is named PDF#ON by default. Each time you modify the values on this fill-in, you can update
the member.

To automatically execute this member at signon, include EXECUTE PDF#ON in your signon procedure.

SET PLAN MAXSQL Command (DB2 Only)
This command specifies the maximum number of SQL statements allowed in an Ideal for Datacom SQL module. This
maximum controls the size of each SQL module that Ideal for Datacom generates as a result of the GENERATE PLAN
command.

This command has the following format:

SET [SITE] PLAN MAXSQL nnnn

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

nnnn Maximum number of SQL statements allowed (1 - 9999).
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SET REPORT Command
In Ideal for Datacom, the SET REPORT command establishes default report formatting options. Review command format,
operands, and definitions.

This command has the following format:

                    {  CONTFOOT { Y }       }

                    {           { N }       }

                    {  CONTHEAD { Y }       }

                    {           { N }       }

                    {  DATEFOR date-pattern }

                    {          { NO }       }

                    {          { BC }       }

                    {          { BL }       }

                    {  DATEPOS { BR }       }

                    {          { TC }       }

                    {          { TL }       }

                    {          { TR }       }

                    {  GAP nn               }

SET [SITE] REPORT                         

                    {  LINES nnn            }

                    {  NULLSYM x            }

                    {           { D }       }

                    {  PAGEFMT  { H }       }

                    {           { NO }      }

                    {           { BC }      }

                    {           { BL }      }

                    {  PAGEPOS  { BR }      }

                    {           { TC }      }

                    {           { TL }      }

                    {           { TR }      }

                    {  SPACING n            }

                    {  WIDTH nnn            }

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

CONTFOOT Specifies whether control break footings are printed.

Y
Indicates that control break footings print at the end
of each control group.

N
Suppresses the printing of control break footings.

CONTHEAD Indicates whether control break headings print.

Y
Indicates that control break headings print at the
beginning of each control group.

N
Suppresses the printing of control break headings.
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Operand Description

DATEFOR Determines the format of the date (for example, 'MMDDYY').
Note: Although date-editing replaces the strings MMDDYY with
the appropriate values, any other literal that is entered is accepted
as output without substitution.

DATEPOS Position of the date:

NO
None

BC
Bottom center

BL
Bottom left

BR
Bottom right

TC
Top center

TL
Top left

TR
Top right

GAP Number of blank characters that are left between defined columns
of detail lines
Enter nn from 1 through 66. You can also specify the value A
(Automatic).

LINES Number of lines per printed page of a report
Enter nnn: 1 through 250.

NULLSYM Establishes a single special character to represent null values.
Enter x: any valid character

PAGEFMT Format of page numbers

D
Digits only

H
With hyphens

P
With a one- to eight-character prefix
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Operand Description

PAGEPOS Position of page numbers

NO
None

BC
Bottom center

BL
Bottom left

BR
Bottom right

TC
Top center

TL
Top left

TR
Top right

SPACING Number of blank lines that are left between printed detail lines
Enter n: 1, 2, or 3.

WIDTH Number of characters per line in a report
Enter nnn: 40 through 230.

SET RUN Command
This command has the following format:

               { $RC  { ZERO }                  }

               {      { KEEP }                  }

               { CBSTRACE  { Y/YES }            }

               {           { N/NO  }            }

               { CLEAR  { QUITRUN }             }

               {        { RESHOW  }             }

               { ERROR-PNL  { NONE            } }

               {            { name nnn sys-id } }

               { LOOPLIMIT nnnnnnnnn            }

               { PACKAGE-SET collection-id      }

               { PLAN   { name     }            }

               {        { DEFAULT  }            }

               { QUITIDEAL   { YES }            }

               {             { NO  }            }

               { QUITMSG  { YES }               }

               {          { NO  }               }

               { SQL  { MIXED  }                }

               {      { STATIC }                }

               { STRNO nnn                      }

               { UPDATE  { YES }                }

               {         { NO  }                }

               {  { URT       } name            }

               {  { FILETABLE }                 }
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               { XA { ON  }                     }

               {    { OFF }                     }

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

SITE Establishes the option for the entire site. The SITE option is
valid with the following options: $RC, CLEAR, ERROR-PNL,
LOOPLIMIT, QUITIDEAL, QUITMSG, SQL, STRNO, URT, and
XA.

$RC Defines how the value of the $RC return code is set for each run.
Specify:

ZERO
The value of the return code is set to zero at the
beginning of each run.

KEEP
Keeps the return code value set during the
execution of a previous program or Ideal for
Datacom command. Each run starts with the most
recent return code value.

CBSTRACE Controls whether a Datacom CBS trace of Ideal for Datacom
applications is turned on. If the command is not issued, the default
is NO. Specify:

YES/Y
CBS trace is turned on.

NO/N
CBS trace is not turned on.

For information on the CBS trace, see Determining Problems in
Ideal for Datacom.

CLEAR Specifies the action that is taken if you press the Clear when
a program transmitted a panel. This command is only in effect
while an Ideal for Datacom application is running. During Ideal
for Datacom activities other than RUN, the Clear key continues to
return the Main Menu. Specify:

QUITRUN
The Clear key ends the application. If SET RUN
QUITIDEAL YES is in effect, this also ends the Ideal
for Datacom session; otherwise, the user returns to
the Main Menu.

RESHOW
The Clear key redisplays the current panel in
the same state in which it was most recently
transmitted.
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ERROR-PNL Redisplays the panel in the event of a fatal Ideal for Datacom
internal error during a run (and if you specified SET RUN
QUITIDEAL YES). You must specify the panel name, version
number, and system.

NONE
Resets the option to the default panel.

name VERSION nnn SYSTEM sys
-id The name, the version number, and the system
ID of the system containing the panel to display if a
fatal error terminates a run.

LOOPLIMIT Establishes a maximum for the number of times a test-status
program loops through a FOR or LOOP construct. If this limit is
exceeded, a runtime error occurs. You can override this command
for the current session to a higher or lower value. Specify:
nnnnnnnnn The maximum number of iterations (0 through
999,999,999) allowed through each FOR or LOOP construct.

PACKAGE-SET Identifies the collection that contains the package into which a
subsequently executed program is bound. Specify:
collection-id A valid collection id.

PLAN (DB2 Only) Establishes a default application plan name for an
Ideal for Datacom session or run. This plan name is used unless
a new plan name specified in an Ideal for Datacom application or
an Ideal for Datacom plan name exit program supersedes it. You
can include the command in your jobstream or sign-on member or
issue it at the terminal before running an application. You can use
it in batch and online Specify:

name
The one- to eight-character name of an application
plan. Ideal for Datacom plan names can be a
maximum of seven characters long. Non-Ideal
subprograms can use a plan name of up to eight
characters.

DEFAULT
Sets the default plan name to the value in the
IDOPTSCB. The installed value is IDP110DV.

QUITIDEAL Allows sign off to take place automatically at the completion of the
application in progress. If the command is not issued, the default
is NO. Specify:

YES
At the conclusion of the current application, the Ideal
for Datacom session is terminated and a signoff
panel other than the normal Ideal for Datacom
signoff panel displays. You can replace this signoff
panel with a site-specified signoff panel.
Using YES in batch causes unpredictable return
codes. Online, use with SET COMMAND LINE 0.

NO
The session is not terminated at the conclusion of
an application.
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QUITMSG Determines whether the following message prints at the end of a
run:
IDADRUNP01I: Run Completed, RC=0

Specify:

YES
Message prints.

NO
Message is suppressed.

SQL (DB2 Only) Lets you specify at run time whether an application
running against a DB2 database can execute dynamic SQL mode
or must execute only static SQL mode. Specify:

MIXED
(Default) Indicates that dynamic SQL mode is
allowed. (This option requires that dynamic SQL be
allowed on the plan parameters fill-in.)

STATIC
Indicates that only static SQL mode is allowed.

STRNO (VSAM Only) Lets you specify how many VSAM strings are
required to access a VSAM data set through nested FOR
constructs. If this command is not issued, the default value is 1.
Specify:
nnn Number of VSAM strings required. This value can be any
integer number from 1 to 255. Set it to the maximum level of
nesting in any FOR construct in the applications run while this
command is in effect.
This command is required only for batch VSE applications that
contain nested FOR constructs for the same VSAM data set. This
command is ignored for CICS.
This command is not required for batch z/OS environments (OS
batch) since z/OS allocate strings dynamically. However, if an
application contains nested FOR constructs, setting the STRNO to
a number greater than 1 can improve performance. Increasing the
value of STRNO increases storage requirements, therefore, do not
set STRNO any higher than is required for the applications being
run.
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UPDATE Determines whether updates execute or are suppressed for all
dataviews (Datacom native and SQL access, DB2, sequential,
and VSAM). This command controls access through both the FOR
construct and embedded SQL. Specify:

YES
Allows updating of the database during execution.

NO
Prevents updating of the database.

The SET RUN UPDATE NO command only suppresses data
access commands that request the addition, update, or deletion
of a record. All other processes, including such processes as
allocation of sequential files, are still executed.
This command is intended for debugging and testing a program
without actually updating the data. Since programs function as
if the update was successful, including display of any program
messages indicating that the update was successful, do not use
this command as a method of enforcing security or to make an
updateable program non-updateable.

URT
FILETABLE

For batch Ideal for Datacom programs, use this command before
a run to select an alternate user requirements table. Specify:
name The name of an alternate user requirements user table.
For online Ideal for Datacom programs, an alternate table is not
necessary because another technique automatically selects file
tables (see the Datacom/DB documentation.)
Online, set the ACCESS= parameter to RAN (random). If the
ACCESS= parameter is set to RANSEQ, you can use a single
URT for both online and batch processing, but this option incurs
extra overhead for online processing.

XA For a z/OS or VSE/ESA capable system, this command tells
Ideal for Datacom to use XA, either for the site or for the current
session. Ideal for Datacom then uses 31-bit addressing and
storage above the line while running programs. The default is OFF
until SET RUN XA ON is issued. Specify:

ON
Use z/OS.

OFF
Do not use z/OS.

SET SCROLL Command
In Ideal for Datacom, the SET EXPORT USER command establishes the default means of scrolling forward and scrolling
backward. Review command format, operands, and definitions.

This command has the following format:

           {CURSOR}

SET SCROLL {FRAME }
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Operand Definitions

Operand Description

CURSOR Line containing the cursor is positioned at the top for scroll
forward, or at the bottom for scroll backward.

FRAME An entire region's contents are scrolled, except for overlapping
“context” lines.

SET SITE Commands
SET SITE commands establish and change default values for an entire site. Any default value set with a SET SITE
command becomes the site default and remains in effect until it is reset with another SET SITE command or until an
individual user overrides it temporarily with a SET command.

Each Ideal for Datacom SET option is installed with a default that the Ideal for Datacom Administrator can override using
a SET SITE command. The result then becomes the site default. Some site options can be set by individual commands;
others by changing a value on a fill-in.

For consistency, a member containing all the current site options can be kept and executed after a new install.

A complete description of each SET SITE command's syntax is given under the basic SET command. For example, the
SET [SITE] EDIT command is explained completely under the SET EDIT Command. Following is a list of all SET SITE
commands.

Edit Options

For complete instructions, see the SET EDIT Command.

This command has the following format:

                 { BOUNDS     }

                 { CASE       }

                 { CONTEXT    }

SET [SITE] EDIT  { HIGHLIGHT  }  value

                 { MARGIN     }

                 { MULTIPLIER }

                 { TRUNCATION }

Panel Definition Facility Options

For complete instructions, see the SET PANEL Command.

                  { typesym         }

                  { ALLOWCURRSIGN   }

                  { ALLOWDIGSEP     }

                  { ALLOWMINSIGN    }

                  { CASE            }

                  { COPY            }

                  { DECIMAL         }

                  { ERRORFILL       }

                  { ERRORHANDLING   }

SET [SITE] PANEL  { IFATTRIBUTE     }  value
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                  { INFILL          }

                  { LAYOUT          }

                  { LAYOUTCASE      }

                  { NONDISPLAY      }

                  { OUTFILL         }

                  { PF13            }

                  { PF781011        }

                  { REQUIRED        }

                  { SCROLL          }

                  { SESSION OPTIONS }

                  { TFATTRIBUTE     }

                  { WIDEOPTION      }

                  { WIDTH           }

Report Definition Facility Options

For complete instructions, see the SET REPORT Command.

                  { CONTFOOT }

                  { CONTHEAD }

                  { DATEFOR  }

                  { DATEPOS  }

                  { GAP      }

SET [SITE] REPORT { LINES    }  value

                  { NULLSYM  }

                  { PAGEFMT  }

                  { PAGEPOS  }

                  { SPACING  }

                  { WIDTH    }

Document Definition Facility Options

For complete instructions, see the SET DOCUMENT command.

                        {   PGMLOG    }

                        {   INDENT    }

                        {   USEEMPTY  }

  SET [SITE] DOCUMENT   {   DELIMITER }    value

                        {   KEEPDATA  }

                        {   WIDTH     }

                        {   RAW       }

Plan Definition Options

Datacom SQL

                  { AUTH            }

                  { CBSIO           }

                  { DATE            }

                  { DECPOINT        }

                  { ISOLATION-LEVEL }

SET [SITE] DBSQL  { MODE            }   value
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                  { OPTMODE         }

                  { OPTMSGS         }

                  { PRIORITY        }

                  { STRDELIM        }

                  { TIME            }

                  { WAIT            }

DB2

SET [SITE] PLAN MAXSQL value

Compile Options

                   { ADV {YES}          }

                   {     {NO }          }

                   { BOD {YES}          }

                   {     {NO }          }

                   { DBCS {YES}         }

                   {      {NO }         }

                   { EXD {YES}          }

                   {     {NO }          }

SET [SITE] COMPILE { IDE {YES}          }

                   {     {NO }          }

                   { LINELIMIT {nnnnnn} }

                   {           {999999} }

                   { LSQL {YES}         }

                   {      {NO }         }

                   { MEL {YES}          }

                   {     {NO }          }

                   { PANEL {FULL }      }

                   {       {SHORT}      }

                   {       {NO   }      }

                   { REF {FULL }        }

                   {     {SHORT}        }

                   {     {NO   }        }

Environment Options

For more information on SET [SITE] ENVIRONMENT options, see the SET ENVIRONMENT Command.

                       {DATEFOR     }

                       {DB2PLAN-EXIT}

SET [SITE] ENVIRONMENT {GLOBAL-POOL } value

                       {LINES       }

                       {SIGNON-EXIT }

                       {SQL         }

RUN Options

For more information on SET [SITE] RUN commands, see the SET RUN Command.
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                { $RC        }

                { CLEAR      }

                { ERROR-PNL  }

                { LOOPLIMIT  }

                { PACKAGE-SET}

                { PLAN       }

SET [SITE] RUN  { QUITIDEAL  }  value

                { QUITMSG    }

                { SQL        }

                { STRNO      }

                { URT        }

                { XA         }

Miscellaneous Options

You can find information on the following options under each respective command.

SET [SITE] ASYNCMSG value

SET [SITE] CATALOG DATAVIEW VALIDATION value

SET [SITE] CHECK DUPLICATE USER value

SET [SITE] VERSION value 

SET [SITE] DATAVIEW VERSION value

Session Control Facility Options

You can set up the Session Control Facility options using a fill-in. An Ideal for Datacom Administrator accesses this fill-in
with the following command:

SET COMMAND SITE [OPTIONS]

Site Options for Output

You can set output options for the Print Subsystem using a fill-in. Access this fill-in with the command

SET OUTPUT SITE OPTIONS

Default Values

Following are the default values for the Ideal for Datacom SET commands. They are the defaults that are delivered with
Ideal for Datacom. These defaults might be changed at your site.

For more information about default values, see the Setting Defaults section.

Command Default

SET [SITE] CATALOG VALIDATION NO

SET [SITE] COMPILE LINELIMIT 999999

SET [SITE] DBSQL DECPOINT P

SET [SITE] DBSQL OPTMSGS NON

SET [SITE] DBSQL STRDELIM A

SET [SITE] EDIT COLUMNS MAX
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SET [SITE] ENVIRONMENT FINAL-ID NONE

SET [SITE] PANEL ERRORHANDLING B

SET [SITE] PANEL IFATTRIBUTE UAL

SET [SITE] PANEL INFILL 0

SET [SITE] PANEL TFATTRIBUTE PSL

SET [SITE] RUN CBSTRACE NO

SET [SITE] RUN PLAN IDP110DV

SET [SITE] RUN QUITIDEAL NO

SET [SITE] RUN SQL MIXED

SET [SITE] RUN STRNO 1

SET [SITE] RUN XA OFF

SET VERSION Command
This command establishes the default version for entity types other than modeled and SQL dataviews for commands
where an explicit VERSION clause is not supplied. Also see the SET DATAVIEW VERSION command.

This command has the following format:

SET [SITE] VERSION version

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

version The version to use as the default for entities in commands where
an explicit version clause is omitted. For information on valid
versions to specify, see Using Version Clauses in Commands in
Ideal for Datacom Commands.

SIGNON Command
When required, the SIGNON command should be the first in any batch jobstream. Follow this command with any
sequence of Ideal for Datacom commands. If an error is encountered while executing one of the commands, the
transaction containing the error is ended and the next command is executed.

This command has the following format:

         {USER  }  

[SIGNON] {PERSON} userid PASSWORD password

NOTE
The SIGNON keyword itself is optional.

For more information, see Establishing Signon Processing.
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SPLIT Command
Learn about the SPLIT command in Ideal for Datacom. The SPLIT command divides regions of the display area. Find
command description, syntax, operands and definitions, and examples.

You enter the SPLIT command in one of three ways:

• With the cursor position in the command area,
• With the cursor position in the display area,
• Or with a line specification.

The SPLIT command without arguments divides the last or only region of the display area and always applies to the last
region displayed. If there are already two regions, then the SPLIT applies to the second region. The cursor in the display
area marks the point where the splitting occurs. Specifying SPLIT with the cursor positioned in the command area divides
the regions evenly. Specifying SPLIT with line numbers can divide the second region unevenly.

NOTE
PF key actions apply for the region where the cursor is located.

This command has the following format:

SPLIT [n [m]] 

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

SPLIT With the cursor positioned in the command area, divides the
regions evenly. The minimum region size is nine lines. If the
screen lacks room for another region, then the SPLIT is not
applied and an error message is issued.
The current contents of the display area appear in the first region.
All current option settings for the first region are retained for the
second region. If the content for the second region is not specified
with a command, the Main Menu appears in the second region.

With the cursor positioned in the display area, divides the regions
at the cursor position. For example, the following command with
the cursor positioned on the twentieth line of the screen, splits the
screen into regions at line 20, assuming enough lines remain to
accommodate a second region.

n Specifies the new size of the existing, last, or only region (the
number of lines).

m Specifies the size of the new region (the number of lines). If you
specify m, it stipulates a minimum number of lines that must be
available to a second region for the split to take effect. When
you do not specify m, the second region occupies the remaining
available lines.

Examples
For example, the command, the following command formats 20 lines in the first region and the remainder in a
second region.

SPLIT 20

The following command formats 20 lines in the first region and a minimum of 10 lines in the second region.
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SPLIT 20 10

If the number of lines specified is greater than the number of lines available, the SPLIT command is ignored
and a message is issued. When there is more than one region, you can prefix commands with a region
number and a space. The commands apply by default to region 1 if no prefix is specified. You can only
execute the RUN command in the first (or only) region. To display dataview EMPLOYEE in one region and to
edit program definition SAMPGM in a second region, when only one region exists, enter:

SPLIT 

1 DISPLAY DATAVIEW EMPLOYEE 

2 EDIT PROGRAM SAMPGM

You can also enter commands on multiple lines or delimit them on a single line. For example:

SPLIT 

2 EDIT PROGRAM SAMPGM; 1 DISPLAY DATAVIEW EMPLOYEE

SUBMIT Command
The following SUBMIT command or equivalent SUBMIT prompter submits a data member containing a batch jobstream or
a series of data members that contain portions of a jobstream. Access the SUBMIT prompter by selecting Option 3 on the
Process Program Menu or issuing the SUBMIT command.

This command has the following format:

       { *                   }

SUBMIT {name-1 [USER user-id]} [name-2 [USER user-id]]  ...

               [name-8 [USER user-id]]      

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

* Submits the current member.

name-1 name-2...name-8 From one to eight member names. If you specify more than one
member, the contents of the members are first concatenated in the
order the members are specified, and then submitted.

user-id The 1- to 15-character user name or the one- to three-character
short user ID of the user who owns the member. This option is
required only if the member is not yours.

Example

The following command concatenates portions of a jobstream contained in three different members, and submits them for
execution.

SUBMIT JOBJCL STRTJCL IDTBTCH

The member JOBJCL contains the jobcard, the member STRTJCL contains the JCL to invoke Ideal for Datacom, and
IDTBTCH contains the Ideal for Datacom commands to run in batch.
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SYSTEM Command
A system in Ideal for Datacom is a collection of application programs and the developers and users associated with them.
The functions Ideal for Datacom provides for the definition and maintenance of system definitions are illustrated in the
System Maintenance Menu. To access this menu, select Option 2 on the Administration Maintenance Menu or enter the
following Ideal for Datacom command.

This command has the following format:

SYSTEM

TIME Command
In Ideal for Datacom, the TIME command displays the current date and time. Find the command format and an example.

Command Format

This command has the following format:

TIME

Example

IDADTIME01I - Current date and time 08/26/04 08:39:14

The date format option on the SET COMMAND SESSION OPTIONS fill-in determines the format of the date. You
can also change the date format through the SET COMMAND DATEFOR command.

USER Command
The functions Ideal for Datacom provides for the definition and maintenance of user definitions are found in the User
Maintenance Menu. To access this menu, select Option 1 on the Administration Maintenance Menu or enter the following
Ideal for Datacom command:

This command has the following format:

USER

WORK Command
The following command or equivalent PF key displays the working data definition fill-in for the current program definition.

This command has the following format:

WORK

The working data definition fill-in names and describes data local to the application.
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Editing in Ideal for Datacom
Issuing any Ideal for Datacom EDIT command begins an editing session. The EDIT PROGRAM PROCEDURE or EDIT
MEMBER command, for example, displays data in the region, with a scale line across the top of the region and a six-digit
sequence number and command field on the right-hand side or left-hand side, (see SET EDIT MARGIN) as shown below.

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM EMPL (001) TEST              SYS: DEM  FILL-IN

 

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 ====== ================================ T O P =================================

 000100 <<PROCESS_PANEL>> PROC                                                  

 000200     TRANSMIT DISPANEL                                                   

 000300     SELECT                                                              

 000400     WHEN $ENTER-KEY                                                     

 000500         FOR EMPLOYEE                                                    

 000600         WHERE EMPLOYEE.NUMBER = DISPANEL.NUMBER                         

 000700           MOVE DISPANEL TO EMPLOYEE BY NAME                               

 000800         WHEN NONE                                                       

 000900           SET DISPANEL.MSG = 'EMPLOYEE DELETED'                           

 001000         SET ATTR HIGHLIGHT TEMP ON DISPANEL. NUMBER                    

 

During an edit session, you can edit a component of an Ideal for Datacom entity by using:

• 3270 operations
• Line commands
• Primary editing commands
• PF keys

This page contains the following topics:

Editable Components

The components of Ideal for Datacom that you can edit or display and a summary of the type of editing possible in a
component are described in the following tables.

Program Definition

Component Editing Using 3270 Hardware Using Primary Commands Line Commands
Identification Yes SCROLL FORWARD/

BACKWARD, TOP/BOTTOM
None

Resources Yes All commands in EDIT
mode; SCROLL FORWARD/
BACKWARD, TOP/BOTTOM,
FIND, NEXT, INCLUDE,
EXCLUDE, FIRST, LAST,
PREVIOUS, POSITION
commands in DISPLAY mode.

All line commands in EDIT
mode except the PDL
Language. Construct Templates;
only the * line command in
DISPLAY mode.
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Procedure Yes .All commands in EDIT
mode; SCROLL FORWARD/
BACKWARD, TOP/BOTTOM,
FIND, NEXT, INCLUDE,
EXCLUDE, FIRST, LAST,
PREVIOUS, POSITION
commands in DISPLAY mode.

All line commands in EDIT
mode; only the * line command
in DISPLAY mode.

Working Data Yes .
.
.
.
.
.

All line commands in EDIT
mode except the PDL Language
Construct Templates; only the
* line command in DISPLAY
mode.

Parameter
Data

Yes . .

Environment Yes SCROLL FORWARD/
BACKWARD, TOP/
BOTTOM, LEFT/RIGHT; plus
CHECKPOINT and ROLLBACK
commands in EDIT mode.

None

Panel Definition

Component Editing Using 3270 Hardware Using Primary Commands Line Commands
Identification Yes SCROLL FORWARD/

BACKWARD, TOP/
BOTTOM, LEFT/RIGHT; plus
CHECKPOINT and ROLLBACK
commands in EDIT mode.

None

Parameters Yes .
Layout Yes SCROLL FORWARD/

BACKWARD, TOP/BOTTOM,
LEFT/RIGHT, POSITION; plus
CHECKPOINT, ROLLBACK,
and INPUT commands in EDIT
mode.

Summary Yes SCROLL FORWARD/
BACKWARD, TOP/BOTTOM,
POSITION; plus CHECKPOINT
and ROLLBACK in EDIT mode.

Field name Yes SCROLL FORWARD/
BACKWARD, TOP/
BOTTOM, LEFT/RIGHT; plus
CHECKPOINT and ROLLBACK
commands in EDIT mode.

None

Clarify No SCROLL FORWARD/
BACKWARD, TOP/BOTTOM.

.

.
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Report Definition

Component Editing Using 3270 Hardware Using Primary Commands Line Commands
Identification Yes SCROLL FORWARD/

BACKWARD, TOP/
BOTTOM, LEFT/RIGHT; plus
CHECKPOINT and ROLLBACK
commands in EDIT mode.

None

Parameters Yes . .
Detail Yes All commands in EDIT

mode; SCROLL FORWARD/
BACKWARD, TOP/BOTTOM,
FIND, NEXT, INCLUDE,
EXCLUDE, FIRST, LAST,
PREVIOUS, POSITION
commands in DISPLAY mode.

All line commands in EDIT
mode except the PDL Language
Construct templates; only the
* line command in DISPLAY
mode.

Column Yes All commands in EDIT
mode; SCROLL FORWARD/
BACKWARD, TOP/BOTTOM,
FIND, NEXT, INCLUDE,
EXCLUDE, FIRST, LAST,
PREVIOUS, POSITION
commands in DISPLAY mode.

All line commands in EDIT
mode except the PDL Language
Construct templates; only the
* line command in DISPLAY
mode.

Heading Yes All commands in EDIT
mode; SCROLL FORWARD/
BACKWARD, TOP/BOTTOM,
FIND, NEXT, INCLUDE,
EXCLUDE, FIRST, LAST,
PREVIOUS, POSITION
commands in DISPLAY mode.

All line commands in EDIT
mode except the PDL Language
Construct templates; only the
* line command in DISPLAY
mode.

Member Yes .
Display
Dataview

No SCROLL FORWARD/
BACKWARD, TOP/BOTTOM,
LEFT/RIGHT, FIND, NEXT,
INCLUDE, EXCLUDE, FIRST,
LAST, PREVIOUS, and
POSITION commands only.

Only the * line command.

Display
Output

No SCROLL FORWARD/
BACKWARD, TOP/BOTTOM,
LEFT/RIGHT, FIND, NEXT,
INCLUDE, EXCLUDE, FIRST,
LAST, PREVIOUS, and
POSITION commands only.

.

Display Index No . None

Dataview Definition

Component Editing Using 3270 Hardware Using Primary Commands Line Commands
Identification Yes SCROLL FORWARD/

BACKWARD, CHECKPOINT
and ROLLBACK commands in
EDIT mode.

None
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Parameters Yes .
Fields Yes All commands in EDIT

mode; SCROLL FORWARD/
BACKWARD, TOP/BOTTOM,
FIND, NEXT, INCLUDE,
EXCLUDE, FIRST, LAST,
PREVIOUS, POSITION
commands in DISPLAY mode.

All Line commands in EDIT
mode except the PDL Language
Construct Templates; only the
* line command in DISPLAY
mode.

Keys Yes .

Package Definition

Component Editing Using 3270 Hardware Using Primary Commands Line Commands
Identification Yes SCROLL FORWARD/

BACKWARD, TOP/
BOTTOM, LEFT/RIGHT; plus
CHECKPOINT and ROLLBACK
commands in EDIT mode.

None

Parameters Yes . .
Resource Yes All commands in EDIT

mode; SCROLL FORWARD/
BACKWARD, TOP/BOTTOM,
FIND, NEXT, INCLUDE,
EXCLUDE, FIRST, LAST,
PREVIOUS, POSITION
commands in DISPLAY mode.

All line commands in EDIT
mode except the PDL Language
Construct templates; only the
* line command in DISPLAY
mode.

Plan Definition

Component Editing Using 3270 Hardware Using Primary Commands Line Commands
Identification Yes SCROLL FORWARD/

BACKWARD, TOP/
BOTTOM, LEFT/RIGHT; plus
CHECKPOINT and ROLLBACK
commands in EDIT mode.

None

Parameters Yes . .
Resource Yes All commands in EDIT

mode; SCROLL FORWARD/
BACKWARD, TOP/BOTTOM,
FIND, NEXT, INCLUDE,
EXCLUDE, FIRST, LAST,
PREVIOUS, POSITION
commands in DISPLAY mode.

All line commands in EDIT
mode except the PDL Language
Construct templates; only the
* line command in DISPLAY
mode

DBRM Yes . .
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Editing Using 3270 Hardware Facilities

Editing keys affect the field where the cursor is found. Each line in the region can contain various fields. For example,
each line of a program working data definition contains seven fields. Each line of a program procedure contains two fields-
the text field and the sequence number and command field.

ERASE EOF Key

When the cursor is in a display area field, erases data following the cursor to the end of the field.

Erasing a sequence number with the EOF key has no effect. If you erase the entire text field on a line with the EOF key,
any line commands specified in the sequence number and command field on the line are ignored.

DELETE Key

Deletes characters and spaces one at a time at the cursor, while shifting data from the right and leaving null characters in
the right-most columns of the field.

INSERT Key

Lets you enter characters in a field in the column containing the cursor. Each character entered shifts existing data one
column to the right and replaces a null character to the right of the cursor until no null characters remain in that field.

Alphanumeric and special character keys

Enters the character represented on the key into the field in the column containing the cursor.

Tab keys

Forward Tab-
Positions the cursor to the beginning of the next field.

Back Tab-
Positions the cursor to the beginning of the current field or, if the cursor is at the beginning of the current field, the
back tab positions the cursor to the beginning of the previous field.

Editing Using Primary Editing Commands

This section describes the Ideal for Datacom primary editing commands in alphabetical order. You can enter one or more
primary editing commands in the command area of the screen at one time. You can use it with line commands and PF
keys.

Editing Using Line Commands

This section also describes the Ideal for Datacom line commands that perform editing functions on individual lines or on
a range of lines. Enter line commands in the six-character sequence number field on the right or left of the screen. They
can overlay the sequence number anywhere in the sequence number field. Edit multipliers are numbers attached to line
commands that specify how many times to perform the editing function.

The following rules apply to using line commands.

• Symbols entered in the sequence number field that are not valid line commands result in an error. For example, the
following command results in an error because QQ is not a valid line command.
 0QQ100
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• A line can only contain one line command; however, up to 15 lines in the data can contain line commands.
• You can use line commands to edit a single line or a range of lines (two or more lines). For single lines, enter the

line command in the sequence number field on the line to be affected. For a range of lines, line commands mark the
beginning and end of the range (included in the range are the lines containing the line commands).

• After you specify the start of a range of lines with a line command, you can perform scrolling and other line commands
before you specify the end of the range. A PENDING message displays on the message line for the line command that
is pending. This message remains until a range is fully specified or, in the case of COPY and MOVE, you specify the
destination. You can cancel a line command that is pending by the RESET line command, deleting the command, or
typing over the command. RESET also cancels all other pending line commands from the data.

• The following rules and examples describe how Ideal for Datacom distinguishes between multipliers attached to line
commands and digits remaining in the sequence number field.
– Ignore leading zeros and leading blanks.
– If the cursor is not in the sequence number field, ignore digits that were not changed (that is, digits that are in the

same location and have the same value as before the line command was entered).
For example, the following line commands delete line number 003100:
 D03100

 00D100

 003D00

 00310D

 

The SET EDIT MULTIPLIER command determines where to place the multiplier for a line command, to the right
or to the left. When SET EDIT MULTIPLIER equals left, the same rules hold. For example, the following line
commands repeat line 003100 three times:
 3R3100

 03R100

 

However, 003R00 only repeats the line once; the 3 is ignored because it did not change the digit 3 from the
sequence number.
When SET EDIT MULTIPLIER equals right, if the cursor is not in the sequence number field, the same rules hold.
For example, the following line command entries are correct for repeating line 003100 four times:
 R43100

 0R4100

 

However, line commands are cursor sensitive when SET EDIT MULTIPLIER equals right. That is, Ideal for Datacom
interprets a line command to include all numbers between the line command and the cursor. In the following
example, line 400 is replicated four times. (The cursor position is underlined.)
 000100

 000200

 000300

 00R400

 

In the next example, line 400 is replicated forty times.
 000100

 000200

 000300

 00R400

Remember, line commands with the multiplier on the left are not cursor sensitive.
Ideal for Datacom works this way because of the way in which the 3270 terminal works. When Ideal for Datacom
receives the panel with your editing commands, the 3270 returns the contents of the sequence number fields and
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whether the fields changed. This introduces an ambiguity-if the digits in the sequence number area following your
line command are not changed, is that because the digits were not typed or were the same digits typed over what
was already there? If the sequence number field contains 000400, was the 40 typed or not?
Ideal for Datacom has to make an assumption, and the assumption is that:

• If you typed a multiplier with a line command, your cursor is immediately to the right of the last digit you typed.
• If you did not type a multiplier, then your cursor is immediately to the right of the line command or not in the sequence

number area.
This usually works fine. However, you might, for example, type a 4 and inadvertently move the cursor one space to
the right, giving you 40 repetitions of your line instead of 4. To help protect against such mistakes, Ideal for Datacom
imposes a limit of 100 as a multiplier, and does not allow multipliers on the DELETE, COPY, and MOVE commands.

Order of Command Processing

Commands are processed in the following order:

1. F1/13 (Help) or F3/15 (Print Screen)
2. RESHOW
3. IGNORE
4. Updated text
5. RESET
6. Line commands, in top-down order

D
DD
DT
DB
M
MM
R
RR
C
CC
PDL language construct templates
A
B
*
I
IB

7. Primary commands
8. Other function keys

CHANGE Command
The CHANGE command changes occurrences of a character or a string of characters to another character or string of
characters. You can use this command when editing certain components (see the last note at the end of this command
description).

You can restrict CHANGE to an inclusive range of lines and columns with the LINES and COLUMNS operands or by using
the SET EDIT BOUNDS command. You can also change a specific number of occurrences of a character or a string.

This command has the following format:

CHANGE [ALL] [FORWARD ] /string-a/string-b/

       [n  ] [BACKWARD]
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       [LINE[S] start-line [end-line]] 

       [COLUMNS start-column [MAX       ]] 

       [                     [end-column]] 

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

ALL
n

Number of occurrences of the string to change. ALL is the default.

FORWARD Default. The search for string-a begins with the first line of the
component or the specified start line and processes through
subsequent lines.

BACKWARD The search for string-a begins with the last line of the component
or the specified end line and processes backward.

/ Character that delimits the strings in the command. You must use
the same character consistently in a command. You can use any
special character except the currently defined command delimiter
(installed default is a semicolon (;)) or comment character
(installed default is a colon (:)), an asterisk (*), an at sign (@), a
pound sign (#), or dollar sign ($).

string-a Character or string of characters to change to string-b.
String-a must be entirely in the column range and the string
cannot include the string delimiter character or the current
command delimiter.

string-b Character or string of characters that replaces the character
or string of characters in string-a. You can specify an empty
string-b by placing two delimiters right next to each other, with no
intervening spaces, for example, CHANGE /string-a//. This deletes
string-a.
The string cannot include the string delimiter character or the
current command delimiter.

start-line Line where the search for string-a begins. You can specify it as:
num The sequence number of the start line.
TOP Indicates the first line of the entity. If a start line is not
specified, TOP is the default.
CURSOR Indicates the position where the cursor is located.
offset A position relative to the top line displayed:
* The top line displayed.
*+n The line n number of lines below the top line displayed.
*- n The line n number of lines before the top line displayed.
Note: You can omit the keyword LINE when you specify TOP,
BOTTOM, or an offset.

end-line Line where the search for string-a ends. You can specify it as:
BOTTOM Default. Last line of the entity.
num Sequence number.
CURSOR Indicates the position where the cursor is located.

offset Position relative to the top line displayed:
* Top line displayed.
*+ n Line n number of lines below the top line displayed.
*-n The line n number of lines before the top line displayed.
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start-column Column where the search for string-a begins.

MAX Default. The farthest right-hand column.

end-column Column where the search for string-a ends.

 

• Because TOP and BOTTOM are the default limits on a range of lines, specifying the following changes the top of the
entity through the bottom.

CHANGE /string-a/string-b/

• Specifying the following changes lines 200 through the bottom of the entity.

CHANGE /string-a/string-b/ LINE 200

• To change a single line by sequence number, specify the sequence number as the start line and end line. For example:

CHANGE /string-a/string-b/ LINE 200 200

• Specifying the following only changes the top line:

CHANGE /string-a/string-b/ * *

• You can specify line and column clauses in either order. For example:

CHANGE /DISPANEL/DISPNL/ LINES 165 175 COLUMNS 10 40

or

CHANGE /DISPANEL/DISPNL/ COLUMNS 10 40 LINES 165 175

• The column range can be the entire line, a range specified with the command SET EDIT BOUNDS, or an explicit range
specified with CHANGE.

• If string-b is longer than string-a, then string-b replaces string-a including trailing blanks up to the length of string-b. If
there are not enough trailing blanks in the column range, the current setting of SET EDIT TRUNCATION controls the
result.
– If SET EDIT TRUNCATION is ON, data is truncated from the left starting at the end of the column range.
– If SET EDIT TRUNCATION is OFF, the change is not made.
For instance, in the following example, ABCbDEF and BCbbDEF are in columns 1-7 (b represents a blank). The
command, CHANGE /C/123/ COL 1 4 results in the following:

Before After (Truncation On) After (Truncation Off)

ABCbDEF ABCbDEF AB123EF

BCbbDEF B123DEF B123DEF

• If the change cannot be made, a message displays and the affected line is brought to the top of the region. All changes
before that line are kept, but no changes are made to the affected line.

• If SET EDIT BOUNDS is in effect and you use the CHANGE command without specifying column boundaries, the
following defaults are used.

 Column Edited Column Boundaries

Member Data area 1 - 72

Report   
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Detail Field name 1-25

Heading Field name 1-56

Column Field name 1-25

Program   

Procedure Data area 1-72

Parameter Field name 1-19

Working Data Field name 1-19

Dataview   

Field Field name 1-19

Key (VSAM) Field name 1-32

Plan   

DBRM DBRM 1-8

Resource Program name 1-8

Example

The following example illustrates the use of the CHANGE command to change all occurrences of W#EMPLOYEE to
W#EMPDATA. The COLUMNS operand restricts the change to column 40 through the farthest right-hand column.

 => CHANGE /EMPLOYEE/EMPDATA/ COLUMNS 40                                        

                                                                                

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM EMPLST (001) TEST           SYS: DEM  FILL-IN 

                                                                                

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 000001 FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                                       

 000002      WHERE where_condition                                              

 000003    MOVE EMPLOYEE.FLD1            TO     W#EMPLOYEE.FLD1                 

 000004    MOVE EMPLOYEE.FLD2            TO     W#EMPLOYEE.FLD2                 

 000005    MOVE EMPLOYEE.FLD3            TO     W#EMPLOYEE.FLD3                 

 000006    MOVE EMPLOYEE.FLD4            TO     W#EMPLOYEE.FLD4                 

 000007    MOVE EMPLOYEE.FLD5            TO     W#EMPLOYEE.FLD5                 

 000008    MOVE EMPLOYEE.FLD6            TO     W#EMPLOYEE.FLD6                 

 000009    MOVE EMPLOYEE.FLD7            TO     W#EMPLOYEE.FLD7                 

 000010    MOVE EMPLOYEE.FLD8            TO     W#EMPLOYEE.FLD8                 

 000011    MOVE EMPLOYEE.FLD9            TO     W#EMPLOYEE.FLD9                 

 000012    MOVE EMPLOYEE.FLD10           TO     W#EMPLOYEE.FLD10                

 000013 WHEN NONE                                                               

 000014    statements                                                           

 000015 ENDFOR                                                                 

The results of the CHANGE command follow.

 => Changed 10 field(s) in 10 record(s)     

                                                                                

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM EMPLST (001) TEST           SYS: DEM  FILL-IN 
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 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 000001 FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                                       

 000002      WHERE where_condition                                              

 000003    MOVE EMPLOYEE.FLD1            TO     W#EMPDATA.FLD1                 

 000004    MOVE EMPLOYEE.FLD2            TO     W#EMPDATA.FLD2                 

 000005    MOVE EMPLOYEE.FLD3            TO     W#EMPDATA.FLD3                 

 000006    MOVE EMPLOYEE.FLD4            TO     W#EMPDATA.FLD4                 

 000007    MOVE EMPLOYEE.FLD5            TO     W#EMPDATA.FLD5                 

 000008    MOVE EMPLOYEE.FLD6            TO     W#EMPDATA.FLD6                 

 000009    MOVE EMPLOYEE.FLD7            TO     W#EMPDATA.FLD7                 

 000010    MOVE EMPLOYEE.FLD8            TO     W#EMPDATA.FLD8                 

 000011    MOVE EMPLOYEE.FLD9            TO     W#EMPDATA.FLD9                 

 000012    MOVE EMPLOYEE.FLD10           TO     W#EMPDATA.FLD10                

 000013 WHEN NONE                                                               

 000014    statements                                                           

 000015 ENDFOR                                                                 

The following example illustrates the use of the FIND and CHANGE commands to find all occurrences of ASK and change
all occurrences of RLSASK to RLSDIS.

 => FIND ALL /ASK/                                                              

                                                                                

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST           SYS: DEM   FILL-IN

                                                                                

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 000001 <<ASK>> PROCEDURE                                                       

 000002    IF EXIST                                                             

 000003       MOVE $SPACES TO RLSASK.MSG                                        

 000004       LOOP                                                              

 000005       TRANSMIT RLSASK CLEAR                                             

 000006    WHILE $PANEL-ERROR                                                   

 000007       ENDLOOP                                                           

 000008    ELSE                                                                 

 000009       TRANSMIT RLSASK                                                   

 000010       IF RLSASK.NUMBER = 99999                                          

 000011          QUIT RUN                                                       

 000012       ENDIF                                                             

 000013       SET EXIST EQ TRUE                                                 

 000014    ENDIF                                                                

 000015    DO DIS-ASK                                                          

Using the display of lines containing ASK, the CHANGE is applied to the lines specified.

 => CHANGE /ASK/DIS/ LINES 3 10                                                 

                                                                                

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST            SYS: DEM  FILL-IN

 INCL /ASK/                                                                   

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 000001 <<ASK>> PROCEDURE                                                       

 000003       MOVE $SPACES TO RLSASK.MSG                                        
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 000005       TRANSMIT RLSASK CLEAR                                             

 000009       TRANSMIT RLSASK                                                   

 000010       IF RLSASK.NUMBER = 99999                                          

 000015    DO DIS-ASK                                                          

The results of the CHANGE follows:

   1 - Changed 4 field(s) in 4 record(s)                                        

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST            SYS: DEM  FILL-IN

                                                                                

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 ====== ================================ T O P =================================

 000001 <<DIS>> PROCEDURE                                                       

 000002    IF EXIST                                                             

 000003       MOVE $SPACES TO RLSDIS.MSG                                        

 000004       LOOP                                                              

 000005       TRANSMIT RLSDIS CLEAR                                             

 000006    WHILE $PANEL-ERROR                                                   

 000007       ENDLOOP                                                           

 000008    ELSE                                                                 

 000009       TRANSMIT RLSDIS                                                   

 000010       IF RLSDIS.NUMBER = 99999                                          

 000011          QUIT RUN                                                       

 000012       ENDIF                                                             

 000013       SET EXIST EQ TRUE                                                 

 000014    ENDIF                                                                

 000015    DO DIS-ASK                                                          

CHECKPOINT Command
The CHECKPOINT command is used in an editing session to establish a new stable point where the user is returned if a
ROLLBACK command is issued.

At the start of every editing session, Ideal for Datacom makes a temporary copy of the component being edited. This
copy is used as the initial automatic checkpoint. A CHECKPOINT issued during an editing session replaces the existing
temporary copy of the entity with a copy that reflects any changes made to the entity during the editing session up to
the time the CHECKPOINT command is issued. This new copy is then the checkpoint. Only the CHECKPOINT and
ROLLBACK commands use the temporary copy. Editing activities affect the actual entity after you press the Enter key. At
the conclusion of the editing session, Ideal for Datacom deletes the temporary checkpoint copy.

When editing the working data, parameter data, and procedure of an Ideal for Datacom program definition, a
CHECKPOINT applies only to that component. For report and panel definitions, the entire definition is included in a
CHECKPOINT, regardless of the component being edited when the CHECKPOINT is issued.

CHECKPOINT merely establishes a backup copy. To access that copy after editing activity, you must use ROLLBACK.
You can use the DISPLAY ROLLBACK command at any time during an editing session to view the temporary checkpoint
copy.

This command has the following format:

CHECKPOINT
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COPY Command (for Editing)
The COPY command copies all or part of the working data, parameter data, or procedure of an Ideal for Datacom
program definition, or a member.

If you specify neither a program nor member name, data is copied from one specified destination in the current program or
member to another specified destination in the current program or member.

This command has the following format:

     [             [    {Pnnn}]         ]

     [PROGRAM name [VER {PROD}] [SYS id]] 

     [             [    {LAST}]         ]

COPY [                                  ][num-1 [num-2 ]] 

     [                                  ][TOP   [BOTTOM]] 

     [MEMBER name [USER {name}]         ]

     [            [     {id  }]         ]

     {num-3 }

     {TOP   }

     {BOTTOM}

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

PROGRAM name One- to eight-character name of the program definition from
which data is copied. The component of the program definition
from which data is copied corresponds to the component being
edited in the current program. For example, if you issue the COPY
command while the procedure of the current program is being
edited, the data is copied from the procedure of the program
definition named in the COPY command. This applies to the
working data and parameter data components too.

VERSION Version of the program definition from which data is copied.
nnn One- to eight-character number Ideal for Datacom assigned
when this version of the program was created.
PROD Production-status version.
LAST Latest version of the program created; for example, the
version with the highest version number.

SYS id System where the program resides. This is required when copying
from a different system.

MEMBER name One- to eight-character name of the member from which data is
copied.

USER name
USER id

The 1- to 15-character user name or the one- to three-character
ID of the user who owns the member. This clause is required if the
member does not belong to the current user.
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num-1
TOP

Line or the start of the range of lines to copy.
num-1 Sequence number of the line to copy or, if specified with
num-2 or BOTTOM, the first line of a range of lines to copy.
TOP Copies the first line in the program definition or member. If
specified with num-2 or BOTTOM, it indicates that the first line of a
range of lines to copy is the top line.
Note: If only one value is specified, it is the destination of the lines
to copy. If two values are specified, they are the line to copy and
the destination line.

num-2
BOTTOM

End of the range of lines to copy.
num-2 Sequence number of the line marking the end of the range
to copy.
BOTTOM Indicates that the last line in the program or member is
the end of the range of lines to copy.
Note: If only one value is specified, it is the destination of the lines
to copy. If two values are specified, they are the line to copy and
the destination line.

num-3
TOP

BOTTOM Destination of the lines to copy. The destination is
always in the component being edited in the current program or
the current member.
num-3 Sequence number of the line in the component of the
current program definition or the current member after which the
line or lines being copied are inserted.
TOP Indicates that the destination of the line or lines to copy is
the top of the component of the current program definition or the
current member.
BOTTOM Indicates that the destination of the line or lines to copy
is the bottom of the current program definition or member.
Note: If only one value is specified, it is the destination of the lines
to copy. If two values are specified, they are the line to copy and
the destination line.

Copy Line Command
The copy line commands insert the designated line or range of lines at a location marked as the destination of the copy
function and also retain the line or lines at the original location.

This command has the following format:

{C }

{CC}

    {A}

[n] {B} [n]

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

C Specifies a single line to copy. You must specify a destination
indicated by A or B with each C line command. The destination
can occur before or after the C line command.
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CC Used in pairs to indicate both the start and end of the range of
lines to copy. You must specify a destination indicated by the
line command A or B with each delimited range of lines. The
destination can occur before or after the range.
After specifying the start of a range with the CC line command,
you can scroll the region forward or backward and perform other
line commands.
A (After) Copies a line or a range of lines immediately after the
line containing the A line command.
B (Before) Copies a line or a range of lines immediately before the
line containing the B line command.
n (Optional) Specifies the number of times (from 1 through 100)
the line or range of lines is inserted at the specified location.

The SET EDIT MULTIPLIER command determines whether n is placed to the left or right. For example:

If multiplier is set with: then you specify:

SET EDIT MULTIPLIER RIGHT A7 or B7

SET EDIT MULTIPLIER LEFT 7A or 7B

You can mark only one destination (for a move or a copy) at any one time.

The inserted lines are assigned sequence numbers in increments of one, starting from the previous existing line. When
the number of inserted lines exceeds the number of integers between the sequence numbers of the existing lines, the
sequence numbers on the lines following the insertion are changed.

Example

The following example illustrates copying a range of lines, 200 to 900, to a new location before line 1500.

=>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM EMPLST (001) TEST            SYS: DEM  FILL-IN 

                                                                               

Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

====== ================================ T O P =================================

000100 SELECT                                                                  

CC0200 WHEN $ENTER-KEY                                                         

000300  FOR EMPLOYEE                                                           

000400  WHERE EMPLOYEE.NUMBER = DISPANEL.NUMBER                               

000500  MOVE DISPANEL TO EMPLOYEE BY NAME                                      

000600  WHEN NONE                                                              

000700  SET DISPANEL.MSG = 'EMPLOYEE DELETED'                                  

000800  SET ATTR HIGHLIGHT TEMP ON DISPANEL.NUMBER                             

CC0900  ENDFOR                                                                 

001000  SET NEXT_PANEL = 'DISPANEL'                                            

001100 WHEN $PF11                                                              

001200  SET NEXT_PANEL = 'EMPMENU'                                             

001300 WHEN $PF12                                                              

001400  DO TERMINATE_SES                                                   

B01500 WHEN OTHER                                                              

001600  SET DISPANEL.MSG = 'UNABLE TO INTERPRET KEY ENTERED'                   

001700  SET NEXT_PANEL = 'DISPANEL'                                            
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001800 ENDSEL                                                                 

The original lines retain their position while a copy of the lines is inserted before line 1500.

=>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM EMPLST (001) TEST            SYS: DEM  FILL-IN 

                                                                               

Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

====== ================================ T O P =================================

000100 SELECT                                                                  

000200 WHEN $ENTER-KEY                                                         

000300  FOR EMPLOYEE                                                           

000400  WHERE EMPLOYEE.NUMBER = DISPANEL.NUMBER                               

000500  MOVE DISPANEL TO EMPLOYEE BY NAME                                      

000600  WHEN NONE                                                              

000700  SET DISPANEL.MSG = 'EMPLOYEE DELETED'                                  

000800  SET ATTR HIGHLIGHT TEMP ON DISPANEL.NUMBER                             

000900  ENDFOR                                                                 

001000  SET NEXT_PANEL = 'DISPANEL'                                            

001100 WHEN $PF11                                                              

001200  SET NEXT_PANEL = 'EMPMENU'                                             

001300 WHEN $PF12                                                              

001400  DO TERMINATE_SES                                                   

001401 WHEN $ENTER-KEY                                                         

001402  FOR EMPLOYEE                                                           

001403  WHERE EMPLOYEE.NUMBER = DISPANEL.NUMBER                               

001404  MOVE DISPANEL TO EMPLOYEE BY NAME

001405  WHEN NONE

001406  SET DISPANEL.MSG = 'EMPLOYEE DELETED'

001407  SET ATTR HIGHLIGHT TEMP ON DISPANEL.NUMBER

001408  ENDFOR

001500 WHEN OTHER

001600  SET DISPANEL.MSG = 'UNABLE TO INTERPRET KEY ENTERED'

001700  SET NEXT_PANEL = 'DISPANEL'

001800 ENDSEL

DELETE Command (for Editing)
Learn how to use the DELETE editing command in Ideal for Datacom to delete a single line, a range of lines, or all of a
member. Find the command format and operand definitions.

The DELETE command deletes a single line, a range of lines, or all of a member.

You must specify a beginning line, an ending line, or both. If you specify only the beginning or ending line of a range, only
one line is deleted. If you specify only the ending line of a range, TOP is the default beginning line.

This command has the following format:

               [nnn   ] [nnn   ]

DELETE [LINES] [TOP   ] [BOT   ]
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Operand Definitions
nnn

Sequence number of the line where the delete begins or ends.
TOP

First line of the member.
BOT

Last line of the member. If only the start line of a range is specified, BOT is the default ending line.

Delete Line Command
In Ideal for Datacom, use the Delete Line command to delete a single line or a range of lines. Review command format:
[ D], [DT], [DB], and [DD]. Review operation definitions and examples.

The Delete Line command has the following format:

{ D}

{DT}

{DB}

{DD}

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

D Enter on a line of data to delete. You can specify several D line
commands on the same screen.

DT Indicates the end of a range of lines to delete, starting with the first
line of the member.

DB Indicates the start of a range of lines to delete, ending with the last
line of the member.

DD Used in pairs to indicate the start and end of a range of lines to
delete. The second occurrence of this command on the same or
subsequent screen is interpreted as the end of the range.
After specifying the start of a range with the DD line command,
you can scroll the region forward or backward and can perform
other line commands.
Until the end of the range that is started by a DD line command is
found, a PENDING message appears in the message line.
When the line commands that mark ranges of lines to delete
are interpreted, they are matched in pairs from the top down,
regardless of the order in which you entered the line commands.

The sequence numbers of deleted lines are also deleted (see the following example). To renumber the sequence numbers
and eliminate gaps in numbering caused by deletions, see the RENUMBER primary editing command.

Example

The following example illustrates deleting a single line, 000700, and a range of lines, 001200 through 001700.

=>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....
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IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM EMPLST (001) TEST            SYS: DEM  FILL-IN 

                                                                               

Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

====== ================================ T O P =================================

000100 SELECT                                                                  

000200 WHEN $ENTER-KEY                                                         

000300  FOR EMPLOYEE                                                           

000400  WHERE EMPLOYEE.NUMBER = DISPLANEL.NUMBER                               

000500  MOVE DISPANEL TO EMPLOYEE BY NAME                                      

000600  WHEN NONE                                                              

D00700  SET DISPANEL.MSG = 'EMPLOYEE DELETED'                                  

000800  SET ATTR HIGHLIGHT TEMP ON DISPANEL.NUMBER                             

000900  ENDFOR                                                                 

001000  SET NEXT_PANEL = 'DISPANEL'                                            

001100 WHEN $PF11                                                              

DD1200  SET NEXT_PANEL = 'EMPMENU'                                             

001300 WHEN $PF12                                                              

001400  DO TERMINATE_SES                                                   

001500 WHEN OTHER                                                              

001600  SET DISPANEL.MSG = 'UNABLE TO INTERPRET KEY ENTERED'                   

DD1700  SET NEXT_PANEL = 'DISPANEL'                                           

Once the data is applied, the designated lines are deleted. The sequence numbers on deleted lines are also deleted.

=>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM EMPLST (001) TEST            SYS: DEM  FILL-IN 

                                                                               

Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

====== ================================ T O P =================================

000100 SELECT                                                                  

000200 WHEN $ENTER-KEY                                                         

000300  FOR EMPLOYEE                                                           

000400  WHERE EMPLOYEE.NUMBER = DISPLANEL.NUMBER                               

000500  MOVE DISPANEL TO EMPLOYEE BY NAME                                      

000600  WHEN NONE                                                              

000800  SET ATTR HIGHLIGHT TEMP ON DISPANEL.NUMBER                             

000900  ENDFOR                                                                 

001000  SET NEXT_PANEL = 'DISPANEL'                                            

001100 WHEN $PF11

The following example illustrates deleting lines 000800 through 001400, using the DB command.

=>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM EMPLST (001) TEST            SYS: DEM  FILL-IN 

                                                                               

Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

====== ================================ T O P =================================

000100 SELECT                                                                  

000200 WHEN $ENTER-KEY                                                         

000300  FOR EMPLOYEE                                                           
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000400  WHERE EMPLOYEE.NUMBER = DISPLANEL.NUMBER                               

000500  MOVE DISPANEL TO EMPLOYEE BY NAME                                      

000600  WHEN NONE                                                              

000700  SET ATTR HIGHLIGHT TEMP ON DISPANEL.NUMBER                             

DB0800  ENDFOR                                                                 

000900  SET NEXT_PANEL = 'DISPANEL'                                            

001000 WHEN $PF11                                                              

001100 WHEN $PF12                                                              

001200  DO TERMINATE_SES                                                   

001300 WHEN OTHER                                                              

001400  SET DISPANEL.MSG = 'UNABLE TO INTERPRET KEY ENTERED'                  

Once the DB command is applied, the designated lines are deleted as shown in the following example.

=>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM EMPLST (001) TEST            SYS: DEM  FILL-IN 

                                                                               

Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

====== ================================ T O P =================================

000100 SELECT                                                                  

000200 WHEN $ENTER-KEY                                                         

000300  FOR EMPLOYEE                                                           

000400  WHERE EMPLOYEE.NUMBER = DISPLANEL.NUMBER                               

000500  MOVE DISPANEL TO EMPLOYEE BY NAME                                      

000600  WHEN NONE                                                              

000700  SET ATTR HIGHLIGHT TEMP ON DISPANEL.NUMBER                            

DISPLAY ROLLBACK Command
You can issue the DISPLAY ROLLBACK command at any time during an edit session to display the backup copy Ideal
for Datacom maintains for the current entity only. You cannot edit or switch to another component while in DISPLAY
ROLLBACK.

To return to your editing session, you can enter RETURN on the command line or press the Return PF key (PF2 or PF14).
The RETURN command returns you back to an editing session after a DISPLAY ROLLBACK.

When you sign on to Ideal for Datacom after a system failure, you are returned to the last edit session at the time of
the abend. At this point, you receive an error message. You can either view or edit the primary member or the backup
member by issuing DISPLAY ROLLBACK.

This command has the following format:

DISPLAY ROLLBACK

NOTE
For report, plan, dataview, and panel definitions, all components of a report are affected if an abend occurs.

EXCLUDE Command
The EXCLUDE command locates all lines that do not contain a string of characters and suppresses the display of those
lines in the display region.
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The EXCLUDE command applies to certain components (see Components Used with the EXCLUDE Command). When
editing a report definition, working data, or parameter definition, EXCLUDE applies only to the field name. You can use the
ERROR operand to exclude statements the compiler marked as errors in a procedure definition.

Use the COLUMNS operand or the SET EDIT BOUNDS command to restrict the search to an inclusive range of columns.
You can also limit the range of lines to search.

This command has the following format:

EXCLUDE [/string/] [LINE[S] start-line [end-line]] 

        [ERROR   ]

           [COLUMNS start-column  [MAX       ]] 

           [                      [end-column]] 

This page contains the following topics:

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

/ Character that delimits the search string. You must use the
same character consistently in a command. You can use any
special character except the currently defined command delimiter
(installed default is a semicolon (;)) or comment character
(installed default is a colon (:), an asterisk (*), an at sign (@), a
pound sign (#), or a dollar sign ($)).

string A character or string of characters used in the search. If you do
not specify a string, the string specified on the previous FIND,
INCLUDE, EXCLUDE, FIRST, NEXT, PREVIOUS, or LAST
command is used as a default value.
The string cannot include the string delimiter character or the
current command delimiter.

ERROR (Procedure definition only.) Excludes a line that the compiler
marked as an error (using the MEL=YES operand of the
COMPILE command and SET EDIT HIGHLIGHT ERRORS). You
cannot specify column ranges.

start-line Line where the search for string begins. You can specify it as:
num Sequence number of the start line. When you specify a single
line with a sequence number, the keyword LINE is required.
TOP Indicates the first line of the member. If you do not specify a
start line, TOP is the default.
CURSOR Indicates the position where the cursor is located.
offset A position relative to the top line displayed:
* Top line displayed.
*+ n Line n number of lines below the top line displayed.
*- n Line n number of lines before the top line displayed.
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end-line Line where the search for string ends. You can specify it as:
BOTTOM (Default.) Last line of the member.
num A sequence number.
CURSOR Indicates the position where the cursor is located.
offset A position relative to the top line displayed:
* Top line displayed.
*+ n Line n number of lines below the top line displayed.
*- n Line n number of lines before the top line displayed.

start-column Column where the search begins.

end-column Column where the search ends.

MAX Default. Furthest right-hand column.

 

Components Used with the EXCLUDE Command

The EXCLUDE command applies to the components listed below. Default column boundaries for each component are
also listed.

 Column Edited Column Boundaries

Member Data area 1-72

Report   

Detail Field name 1-25

Heading Field name 1-56

Column Field name 1-25

Program   

Procedure Data area 1-72

Parameter Field name 1-19

Working data Field name 1-32

Dataview   

Field Field name 1-19

Key (VSAM) Field name 1-32

Plan   

DBRM DBRM 1-8

Resource Program name 1-8

Specifying lines or columns are optional. You can specify line and column clauses in either order. For example,

EXCL /DISPANEL/ LINES 16500 17500 COLUMNS 10 40

or,

EXCL /DISPANEL/ COLUMNS 10 40 LINES 16500 17500

Example
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The EXCLUDE command in the following example searches for lines that do not contain the string FOR in columns 5
through 30.

 => EXCL /FOR/ COL 5 30                                                        

                                                                               

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CURRENT (001) TEST          SYS: DEM   FILL-IN   

                                                                               

Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

====== ================================ T O P =================================

000100         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                  

000200                WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                  

000300                AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                  

000400                FOR PAYROLL                  

000500                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                  

000600                    AND NUMBER > 100 AND < 150                  

000700                   SET SALARY = YTD_WAGES + YTD_COMMISSION - YTD_TAX       

000800                   SET STATE1 = 'CA'                  

000900                   SET STATE2 = 'IL'                  

001000                PRODUCE ADRM1                  

001100                ENDFOR                  

001200          ENDFOR                  

001300          FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                  

001400              ORDERED BY STATE_ADDRESS CITY_ADDRESS EMPLOYEE.NAME          

001500                WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'

All lines that exclude the string are found and displayed in the region.

=>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CURRENT (001) TEST          SYS: DEM   FILL-IN   

EXCL /FOR/                                                                     

Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

====== ================================ T O P =================================

000200                 WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                  

000300                 AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150

000500                     WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER

000600                     AND NUMBER > 100 AND < 150                  

000700                    SET SALARY = YTD_WAGES + YTD_COMMISSION - YTD_TAX    

000800                    SET STATE1 = 'CA'                  

000900                    SET STATE2 = 'IL'                  

001000                 PRODUCE ADRM1                  

001400              ORDERED BY STATE_ADDRESS CITY_ADDRESS EMPLOYEE.NAME          

001500                WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'

FIND Command
The FIND command searches for lines that either contains a string or for lines that do not contain a string. You can use
this command when displaying or editing certain components.

When editing a procedure definition, FIND can locate statements the compiler marked as errors. FIND applies only to the
field name when editing a report definition, working data, or parameter definition.
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You can direct FIND forward or backward. It can locate and display a specific number of lines. Use the COLUMNS
operand or the SET EDIT BOUNDS command to restrict the FIND to an inclusive range of columns.

Once you find a line, you can specify FIND without the search string to locate the next line. You can specify any of the
optional operands with subsequent FIND commands without specifying the search string. If you do not specify any
optional operands with subsequent FIND commands, the operands specified on the previous FIND is used as default
values.

This command has the following format:

     [1  ] [INCLUDE] [FORWARD ] [/string/]

FIND [n  ] [EXCLUDE] [BACKWARD] [ERROR   ]

     [ALL]                               

     [LINE[S] start-line [end-line]] 

     [COLUMNS start-column [MAX       ]] 

     [                     [end-column]] 

This page contains the following topics:

Operand Definitions

 Operand  Description 

1
n
ALL

Specifies the maximum number of lines to find. The default is 1.
Specifying 1 positions the first line at the top of the region with
subsequent lines filling the region. Specify ALL to locate all lines.
If you specify ALL or any value greater than 1, only the lines
containing the string display. Use scrolling commands or function
keys to view all occurrences if the display exceeds the size of the
region.

INCLUDE Default. Searches for lines that contain the specified string.

EXCLUDE Searches for lines that do not contain the specified string.

FORWARD Default. Searches beginning with the first line and processing
through subsequent lines.

BACKWARD Searches beginning with the last line and processing backward.

/ Character that delimits the search string. You must use the
same character consistently in a command. You can use any
special character except the currently defined command delimiter
(installed default is a semicolon (;)) or comment character
(installed default is a colon (:)), an asterisk (*), an at sign (@), a
pound sign (#), or a dollar sign ($).

 string A character or string of characters used in the search. If you use
the INCLUDE option, FIND searches for lines that contain this
string. If you use the EXCLUDE operand, the command locates
lines that do not contain this string. If you do not specify a string,
the string specified on the previous FIND, INCLUDE, EXCLUDE,
FIRST, NEXT, LAST, or PREVIOUS command is used as a default
value.
The string cannot include the string delimiter character or the
current command delimiter.
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ERROR (Procedure definition only.) Finds a line that the compiler marked
as an error (using the MEL=YES operand of the COMPILE
command and SET EDIT HIGHLIGHT ERRORS). You cannot
specify column ranges.

 start-line Line where the search for string-a begins. You can specify it as:
num Sequence number of the start line. When you specify a single
line with a sequence number, the keyword LINE is required.
TOP Indicates the first line of the member. If you do not specify a
start line, TOP is the default.
CURSOR Indicates the position where the cursor is located.
 offset Position relative to the top line displayed:
* Top line displayed.
*+ n Line n number of lines below the top line displayed.
*- n Line n number of lines before the top line displayed.

 end-line Line where the search for string-a ends. You can specify it as:
 BOTTOM Default. Last line of the member.
 num Sequence number.
 CURSOR Indicates the position where the cursor is located.
 offset Position relative to the top line displayed:
* Top line displayed.
*+ n Line n number of lines below the top line displayed.
 *- n Line n number of lines before the top line displayed.

 start-column Column where the search begins.

 end-column Column where the search ends.

 MAX Default. Farthest right-hand column.

 

Components Used with the FIND Command

The FIND command applies to the components listed below. Default column boundaries for each component are also
listed.

  Column Edited  Column Boundaries 

 Member Data area 1-72

 Report   

Detail Field name 1-25

Heading Field name 1-56

Column Field name 1-56

 Program   

Procedure Data area 1-72

Parameter Field name 1-19

Working data Field name 1-19

 Dataview   

Field Field name 1-19

Key (VSAM) Field name 1-32
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 Plan   

DBRM DBRM 1-8

Resource Program name 1-8

Specifying lines or columns are optional. You can specify line and column clauses in either order. For example,

FIND /DISPANEL/ LINES 16500 17500 COLUMNS 10 40

or,

FIND /DISPANEL/ COLUMNS 10 40 LINES 16500 17500

If you use the n operand to search for all occurrences or any number of occurrences greater than 1, FIND displays only
those lines containing the string. You can use the following commands with this display:

FIND, FIRST, NEXT, LAST, or PREVIOUS (where n > 1)

IGNORE

SCROLL

The use of any command other than those listed above replaces this display with a display showing the lines of the data in
sequence.

 Example 

The FIND command in this example is looking for the string DISPANEL.NUMBER in a specific range.

 => FIND /DISPANEL.NUMBER/ LINES 16800 17500

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CURRENT (001) TEST          SYS: DEM   FILL-IN    

 

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..Command

==================================== T O P ============================ =======

<<PROCESS_PANEL>> PROC                                                  016500

 TRANSMIT DISPANEL                                                      016600

    SELECT                                                              016700

    WHEN $ENTER-KEY                                                     016800

        FOR EMPLOYEE                                                    016900

        WHERE EMPLOYEE.NUMBER = DISPANEL.NUMBER                         017000

        MOVE DISPANEL TO EMPLOYEE BY NAME                               017100

        WHEN NONE                                                       017200

        SET DISPANEL.MSG = 'EMPLOYEE DELETED'                           017300

        SET ATTR HIGHLIGHT TEMP ON DISPANEL.NUMBER                      017400

        ENDFOR                                                          017500

The line with the string is found and positioned at the top of the region, as shown below, with subsequent lines filling the
region. The find operation is then continued by specifying the command FIND with no string or by pressing F9/21 (FIND
while in editing mode). The same LINE and COLUMN range is also assumed.

 =>FIND

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CURRENT (001) TEST          SYS: DEM   FILL-IN 

 

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..Command

====================================== T O P ========================== =======

        WHERE EMPLOYEE.NUMBER = DISPANEL.NUMBER                         017000

        MOVE DISPANEL TO EMPLOYEE BY NAME                               017100

        WHEN NONE                                                       017200
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        SET DISPANEL.MSG = 'EMPLOYEE DELETED'                           017300

        SET ATTR HIGHLIGHT TEMP ON DISPANEL.NUMBER                      017400

        ENDFOR                                                          017500

The find operation continues and the line containing the next occurrence of the string originally specified in the FIND
command is positioned to the top of the region.

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CURRENT (001) TEST          SYS: DEM   FILL-IN 

 

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..Command

====================================== T O P ========================== =======

        SET ATTR HIGHLIGHT TEMP ON DISPANEL.NUMBER                      017400

        ENDFOR                                                          017500

The FIND command in the following example uses the operands ALL and EXCLUDE to search for all lines that do not
contain the string EMPLOYEE.

 => FIND ALL EXCLUDE /EMPLOYEE/                                                 

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST  (001) TEST          SYS: DEM   FILL-IN 

 

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..Command

 ================================ T O P ================================= ======

 SELECT                                                                   000100

 WHEN $ENTER-KEY                                                          000200

  FOR EMPLOYEE                                                            000300

  WHERE EMPLOYEE.NUMBER = DISPLANEL.NUMBER                                000400

  MOVE DISPANEL TO EMPLOYEE BY NAME                                       000500

  WHEN NONE                                                               000600

  SET DISPANEL.MSG = 'EMPLOYEE DELETED'                                   000700

  SET ATTR HIGHLIGHT TEMP ON DISPANEL.NUMBER                              000800

  ENDFOR                                                                  000900

  SET NEXT_PANEL = 'DISPANEL'                                             001000

 WHEN $PF11                                                               001100

  SET NEXT_PANEL = 'EMPMENU'                                              001200

 WHEN $PF12                                                               001300

  DO TERMINATE_SES                                                        001400

 WHEN $ENTER-KEY                                                          001500

  FOR EMPLOYEE                                                            001600

  WHERE EMPLOYEE.NUMBER = DISPLANEL.NUMBER                                001700

FIND displays all lines that do not contain the string. The status line shows the compare rule EXCL and the search string /
EMPLOYEE/.

=>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN

 EXCL /EMPLOYEE/                                                                 

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..Command

 SELECT                                                                   000100

 WHEN $ENTER-KEY                                                          000200

  WHEN NONE                                                               000600

  SET ATTR HIGHLIGHT TEMP ON DISPANEL.NUMBER                              000800

  ENDFOR                                                                  000900
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  SET NEXT_PANEL = 'DISPANEL'                                             001000

 WHEN $PF11                                                               001100

  SET NEXT_PANEL = 'EMPMENU'                                              001200

 WHEN $PF12                                                               001300

  DO TERMINATE_SES                                                        001400

 WHEN $ENTER-KEY                                                          001500

FIRST Command
The FIRST command locates the first occurrence of a string of characters. The search begins with the first line and
processes forward through the last line.

You can use this command with certain components (see Notes). FIRST can locate statements the compiler marked as
errors in a procedure definition. When editing a report definition, working data, or parameter definition, FIRST applies only
to the field name.

Use the COLUMNS operand or the SET EDIT BOUNDS command to restrict the search to an inclusive range of columns.
You can use FIRST to locate a specific number of occurrences.

This command has the following format:

      [1  ] [/string/]

FIRST [n  ] [ERROR   ]

      [ALL]        

       [COLUMNS start-column [MAX       ]] 

       [                     [end-column]] 

This page contains the following topics:

Operand Definitions

Operand Description

1
n
ALL

Specifies the maximum number of occurrences of the string to
find. The default is 1. Specifying 1 position the first line containing
the string to the top of the region with subsequent lines filling
the region. Use ALL to locate all occurrences of the string. If you
specify ALL or any value greater than 1, only the lines containing
the string display. Use scrolling commands or function keys to
view all occurrences if the display exceeds the size of the region.

/ Character that delimits the search string. You must use the
same character consistently in a command. You can use any
special character except the currently defined command delimiter
(installed default is a semicolon (;)) or comment character
(installed default is a colon (:)), an asterisk (*), an at sign (@), a
pound sign (#), or a dollar sign ($).

string Character or string of characters to find. If you do not specify
a string, the string specified on the previous FIND, INCLUDE,
EXCLUDE, FIRST, NEXT, PREVIOUS, or LAST command is used
as a default value.
The string cannot include the string delimiter character or the
current command delimiter.
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ERROR (Procedure definition only.) Locates a line that the compiler
marked as an error (using the MEL=YES operand of the
COMPILE command and SET EDIT HIGHLIGHT ERRORS). You
cannot specify column ranges.

start-column Column where the search for the string begins.

end-column Column where the search for the string ends.

MAX Default. Farthest right-hand column.

 

Components Used with the FIRST Command

The FIRST command applies to the following components. Default column boundaries for each component are also listed.

 Column Edited Column Boundaries

Member Data area 1-72

Report   

Detail Field name 1-25

Heading Field name 1-56

Column Field name 1-25

Program   

Procedure Data area 1-72

Parameter Field name 1-19

Working data Field name 1-19

Dataview   

Field Field name 1-19

Key (VSAM) Field name 1-32

Plan   

DBRM DBRM 1-8

Resource Program name 1-8

If you use the n operand to search for all occurrences or any number of occurrences greater than 1, FIRST displays only
those lines containing the string. You can use the following commands without changing this display.

FIND, FIRST, NEXT, LAST, PREVIOUS (where n > 1)

IGNORE

SCROLL

The use of any command other than those listed above replaces this display with a display showing the lines of data in
sequence.

Example

The FIRST command searches for the first three occurrences of the string NUMBER.

 => FIRST 3 /NUMBER/                                                            
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 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN 

                                                                                

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..Command

 ================================ T O P ================================= ======

 SELECT                                                                   000100

 WHEN $ENTER-KEY                                                          000200

  FOR EMPLOYEE                                                            000300

  WHERE EMPLOYEE.NUMBER = DISPLANEL.NUMBER                                000400

  MOVE DISPANEL TO EMPLOYEE BY NAME                                       000500

  WHEN NONE                                                               000600

  SET DISPANEL.MSG = 'EMPLOYEE DELETED'                                   000700

  SET ATTR HIGHLIGHT TEMP ON DISPANEL.NUMBER                              000800

  ENDFOR                                                                  000900

  SET NEXT_PANEL = 'DISPANEL'                                             001000

 WHEN $PF11                                                               001100

  SET NEXT_PANEL = 'EMPMENU'                                              001200

 WHEN $PF12                                                               001300

  DO TERMINATE_SES                                                    001400

 WHEN $ENTER-KEY                                                          001500

  FOR EMPLOYEE                                                            001600

  WHERE EMPLOYEE.NUMBER = DISPLANEL.NUMBER                                001700

The lines that contain the string are displayed.

 =>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN 

INCL /NUMBER/                                                                   

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..Command

 ================================ T O P ================================= ======

  WHERE EMPLOYEE.NUMBER = DISPLANEL.NUMBER                                000400

  SET ATTR HIGHLIGHT TEMP ON DISPANEL.NUMBER                              000800

  WHERE EMPLOYEE.NUMBER = DISPLANEL.NUMBER                                001700

IGNORE Line Command
The IGNORE line command refreshes only the line containing it. The contents of the line are restored as they were at the
start of the current transaction. Any change made to the data on that line is not applied.

This command has the following format:

IGNORE

Example

In the following example, changes are made to the data in the region in the form of comments being added. The IGNORE
line command is then entered on a line where a comment was typed.

=>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN
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 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..Command

 ================================ T O P ================================= ======

 SELECT              :INCLUDE ADDITIONAL PF KEY                            000100

 WHEN $ENTER-KEY     :SELECTIONS                                          000200

  FOR EMPLOYEE       :AND THE CLEAR KEY                                   IGNORE

  WHERE EMPLOYEE.NUMBER = DISPLANEL.NUMBER                                000400

  MOVE DISPANEL TO EMPLOYEE BY NAME                                       000500

  WHEN NONE                                                               000600

  SET DISPANEL.MSG = 'EMPLOYEE DELETED'                                   000700

  SET ATTR HIGHLIGHT TEMP ON DISPANEL.NUMBER                              000800

  ENDFOR                                                                  000900

The following example shows that the comment entered on the line containing the IGNORE line command was not
applied.

 =>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN

                                                                                

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..Command

 ================================ T O P ================================= ======

 SELECT              :INCLUDE ADDITIONAL PF KEY                            000100

 WHEN $ENTER-KEY     :SELECTIONS                                          000200

  FOR EMPLOYEE                                                            000300

  WHERE EMPLOYEE.NUMBER = DISPLANEL.NUMBER                                000400

  MOVE DISPANEL TO EMPLOYEE BY NAME                                       000500

  WHEN NONE                                                               000600

  SET DISPANEL.MSG = 'EMPLOYEE DELETED'                                   000700

  SET ATTR HIGHLIGHT TEMP ON DISPANEL.NUMBER                              000800

  ENDFOR                                                                  000900

INCLUDE Command
The INCLUDE command locates all lines that contain a string of characters and places those lines in the display region.
The command applies to certain components (see Notes). When editing a report definition, working data, or parameter
definition, INCLUDE applies only to the field name. You can use INCLUDE to locate statements the compiler marked as
errors in a procedure definition.

Use the COLUMNS operand or the SET EDIT BOUNDS command to restrict the search to an inclusive range of columns.
You can also limit the range of lines to search.

This command has the following format:

INCLUDE [/string/] [LINE[S] start-line [end-line]] 

        [ERROR   ]                             

        [COLUMNS start-column [MAX       ]] 

        [                     [end-column]] 
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Operand Definitions

Operand Description

/ The character that delimits the search string. You must use the
same character consistently in a command. You can use any
special character except the currently defined command delimiter
(installed default is a semicolon (;)) or comment character
(installed default is a colon (:)), an asterisk (*), an at sign (@), a
pound sign (#), or a dollar sign ($).

string Character or string of characters to find. If you do not specify
a string, the string specified on the previous FIND, INCLUDE,
EXCLUDE, FIRST, NEXT, PREVIOUS, or LAST command is used
as a default value.
The string cannot include the string delimiter character or the
current command delimiter.

ERROR (Procedure definition only.) Locates a line that the compiler marked as an error (using the MEL=YES operand of
the COMPILE command and SET EDIT HIGHLIGHT ERRORS). You cannot specify column ranges.

start-line Line where the search for string begins. You can specify it as:

num
Sequence number of the start line. When you specify a single line with a sequence number, the keyword LINE is
required.

TOP
Indicates the first line of the member. If you do not specify a start line, TOP is the default.

CURSOR
Indicates the position where the cursor is located.

offset
Position relative to the top line displayed:

• * Top line displayed.
• *+n Line n number of lines below the top line displayed.
• *-n Line n number of lines before the top line displayed.

end-line Line where the search for string ends. You can specify it as:

BOTTOM
Default. The last line of the member.

num
Sequence number.

CURSOR
Indicates the position where the cursor is located.

offset
Position relative to the top line displayed:

• * Top line displayed.
• *+n Line n number of lines below the top line displayed.
• *-n Line n number of lines before the top line displayed.

start-column Column where the search for the string begins.

end-column Column where the search for the string ends.
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MAX Default. Farthest right-hand column.

The INCLUDE command applies to the components listed next. Default column boundaries for each component are also
shown.

 Column Edited Column Boundaries

Member Data area 1-72

Report   

Detail Field name 1-25

Heading Field name 1-56

Column Field name 1-25

Program   

Procedure Data area 1-72

Parameter Field name 1-19

Working data Field name 1-19

Dataview   

Field Field name 1-19

Key (VSAM) Field name 1-32

Plan   

DBRM DBRM 1-8

Resource Program name 1-8

Specifying lines or columns is optional. You can specify line and column clauses in either order. For example,

INCL /DISPANEL/ LINES 16500 17500 COLUMNS 10 40

or,

INCL /DISPANEL/ COLUMNS 10 40 LINES 16500 17500

Example

In the following example, INCLUDE searches for the string NUMBER, from the cursor position (line 300) through the last
line of the member.

 => INCL /NUMBER/ CURSOR BOTTOM                                                 

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN 

                                                                                

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 ====== ================================ T O P =================================

 000100         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 000200                WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                       

 000300_               AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                               

 000400                FOR PAYROLL                                              

 000500                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                       

 000600                    AND NUMBER > 100 AND < 150                           
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 000700                   SET SALARY = YTD_WAGES + YTD_COMMISSION - YTD_TAX     

 000800                   SET STATE1 = 'CA'                                     

 000900                   SET STATE2 = 'IL'                                     

 001000                PRODUCE CARM1                                            

 001100                ENDFOR                                                   

 001200         ENDFOR                                                          

 001300         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 001400             ORDERED BY STATE_ADDRESS CITY_ADDRESS EMPLOYEE.NAME         

 001500               WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                        

 001600               AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150

INCLUDE displays all lines in this range containing the string.

 =>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN 

 INCL /NUMBER/                                                                

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 000300                AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                               

 000500                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                       

 000600                    AND NUMBER > 100 AND < 150                           

 001600               AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150

INPUT Command
The Ideal for Datacom command inserts null lines in the data based on the cursor position. The format includes
CONTEXT (number of lines that are retained on the screen for reference) and WINDOW (number of null lines to insert).

This command has the following format:

      [[CONTEXT] n]

INPUT [WINDOW m   ]

[CONTEXT] n
Indicates the number of required context lines (lines that are retained on the screen for reference). If the cursor
remains in the command area, n lines display at the bottom of the screen. If the cursor is placed in the region, n 
lines appear at the top and bottom of the screen. The rest of the screen is opened for input.
You can set the default number of context lines with the SET EDIT CONTEXT command.

WINDOW m
Indicates the number of null lines to insert. If the cursor remains in the command area, the window is opened at
the top of the screen. If the cursor is placed in the region, the window opens after the line with the cursor.
When possible, Ideal for Datacom scrolls the window forward or backward to center the window in the region.      
       .

Example

In the following example, a window 5 lines long is requested in the region starting below the line with the cursor (900).

 => INPUT WINDOW 5                                                              

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN 

                                                                                

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..
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 ====== ================================ T O P ================================

 000100         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 000200                WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                       

 000300                AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                               

 000400                FOR PAYROLL                                              

 000500                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                       

 000600                    AND NUMBER > 100 AND < 150                           

 000700                   SET SALARY = YTD_WAGES + YTD_COMMISSION - YTD_TAX     

 000800                   SET STATE1 = 'CA'                                     

 000900_                  SET STATE2 = 'IL'                                     

 001000                PRODUCE CARM1                                            

 001100                ENDFOR                                                   

 001200         ENDFOR                                                          

 001300         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 001400             ORDERED BY STATE_ADDRESS CITY_ADDRESS EMPLOYEE.NAME         

 001500               WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                        

 001600               AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150

After the data are applied, five null lines are inserted:

 =>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN 

                                                                                

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 ====== ================================ T O P ================================

 000100         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 000200                WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                       

 000300                AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                               

 000400                FOR PAYROLL                                              

 000500                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                       

 000600                    AND NUMBER > 100 AND < 150                           

 000700                   SET SALARY = YTD_WAGES + YTD_COMMISSION - YTD_TAX     

 000800                   SET STATE1 = 'CA'                                     

 000900                   SET STATE2 = 'IL'                                     

 ......                                                                         

 ......                                                                         

 ......                                                                         

 ......                                                                         

 ......                                                                         

 001000                PRODUCE CARM1                                            

 001100                ENDFOR                                                   

 001200         ENDFOR                                                         

Input Line Command
The input line command opens a window of null lines for insertion of data. You can specify how many lines to insert.

This command has the following format:

[n]I[n]

[n]IB[n]
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The SET EDIT MULTIPLIER command determines whether n is placed on the left or right.

I Specified on the line after which null lines are inserted.

IB Specified on the line before which null lines are inserted.

n Optional. The number of null lines (1 through 100) to insert. If you do not specify n, one null line is inserted.

If the value of n exceeds the number of lines remaining in the region, the maximum number of lines that can fit are
inserted.

Any unused null lines are removed when the data is applied (when you press the Enter key or any function key).

Sequence numbers do not appear on blank lines inserted in a window until data is applied. The inserted lines are
assigned sequence numbers in increments of one starting from the previous existing line. When the number of inserted
lines exceeds the number of integers between the sequence numbers of the existing lines, the sequence numbers on the
lines following the insertion are changed.

To renumber sequence numbers refer to the RENUMBER primary editing command.

Example

The following examples illustrate the use of the input line command and the numbering of inserted lines.

In the following example, the input line command, 5I, is entered in line 800.

 =>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN 

                                                                                

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 ====== ================================ T O P =================================

 000100         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 000200                WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                       

 000300                AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                               

 000400                FOR PAYROLL                                              

 000500                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                       

 000600                    AND NUMBER > 100 AND < 150                           

 000700                   SET SALARY = YTD_WAGES + YTD_COMMISSION - YTD_TAX     

 5I0800                   SET STATE1 = 'CA'                                     

 000900                   SET STATE2 = 'IL'                                     

 001000                PRODUCE CARM1                                            

 001100                ENDFOR                                                   

 001200         ENDFOR

After you press the Enter key, five null lines are inserted as shown in the next example. Neither the null lines nor the newly
added lines have sequence numbers.

 =>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN 

                                                                                

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 ====== ================================ T O P =================================

 000100         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 000200                WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                       

 000300                AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                               
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 000400                FOR PAYROLL                                              

 000500                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                       

 000600                    AND NUMBER > 100 AND < 150                           

 000700                   SET SALARY = YTD_WAGES + YTD_COMMISSION - YTD_TAX     

 000800                   SET STATE1 = 'CA'                                     

 ......                   SET STATE3 = 'VT'                                     

 ......                   SET STATE4 = 'ME'                                     

 ......                                                                         

 ......                                                                         

 ......                                                                         

 000900                   SET STATE2 = 'IL'                                     

 001000                PRODUCE CARM1                                            

 001100                ENDFOR                                                   

 001200         ENDFOR

After pressing the Enter key, the unused null lines are removed and the new lines are inserted with sequence numbers.

 =>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN 

                                                                                

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 ====== ================================ T O P =================================

 000100         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 000200                WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                       

 000300                AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                               

 000400                FOR PAYROLL                                              

 000500                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                       

 000600                    AND NUMBER > 100 AND < 150                           

 000700                   SET SALARY = YTD_WAGES + YTD_COMMISSION - YTD_TAX     

 000800                   SET STATE1 = 'CA'                                     

 000801                   SET STATE3 = 'VT'                                     

 000802                   SET STATE4 = 'ME'                                     

 000900                   SET STATE2 = 'IL'                                     

 001000                PRODUCE CARM1                                            

 001100                ENDFOR                                                   

 001200         ENDFOR

In the following example, the input-before line command, IB2, is entered in line 1300.

 =>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM NEWTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN 

                                                                                

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 ====== ================================ T O P =================================

 000100         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 000200                WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                       

 000300                AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                               

 000400                FOR PAYROLL                                              

 000500                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                       

 000600                    AND NUMBER > 100 AND < 150                           
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 000700                   SET SALARY = YTD_WAGES + YTD_COMMISSION - YTD_TAX     

 000800                   SET STATE1 = 'CA'                                     

 000801                   SET STATE3 = 'MO'                                     

 000900                   SET STATE2 = 'IL'                                     

 001000                PRODUCE CARM1                                            

 001100                ENDFOR                                                   

 001200         ENDFOR                                                          

 IB2300         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 001400             ORDERED BY STATE_ADDRESS CITY_ADDRESS EMPLOYEE.NAME         

 001500               WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                        

 001600               AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                               

After you press the Enter key, two null lines are inserted as shown in the next example. The newly added lines do not
have sequence numbers.

 =>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM NEWTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN 

                                                                                

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 ====== ================================ T O P =================================

 000100         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 000200                WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                       

 000300                AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                               

 000400                FOR PAYROLL                                              

 000500                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                       

 000600                    AND NUMBER > 100 AND < 150                           

 000700                   SET SALARY = YTD_WAGES + YTD_COMMISSION - YTD_TAX     

 000800                   SET STATE1 = 'CA'                                     

 000801                   SET STATE3 = 'MO'                                     

 000900                   SET STATE2 = 'IL'                                     

 001000                PRODUCE CARM1                                            

 001100                ENDFOR                                                   

 001200         ENDFOR                                                          

 ......         WHEN $PF11

 ......             SET NEXT_PANEL = 'EMPMENU'

 001300        FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 001400             ORDERED BY STATE_ADDRESS CITY_ADDRESS EMPLOYEE.NAME         

 001500               WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                        

 001600               AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                               

After pressing the Enter key, the new lines are inserted with sequence numbers.

 =>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM NEWTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN 

                                                                                

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 ====== ================================ T O P =================================

 000100         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 000200                WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                       

 000300                AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                               
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 000400                FOR PAYROLL                                              

 000500                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                       

 000600                    AND NUMBER > 100 AND < 150                           

 000700                   SET SALARY = YTD_WAGES + YTD_COMMISSION - YTD_TAX     

 000800                   SET STATE1 = 'CA'                                     

 000801                   SET STATE3 = 'MO'                                     

 000900                   SET STATE2 = 'IL'                                     

 001000                PRODUCE CARM1                                            

 001100                ENDFOR                                                   

 001200         ENDFOR                                                          

 001201         WHEN $PF11

 001202             SET NEXT_PANEL = 'EMPMENU'

 001300        FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 001400             ORDERED BY STATE_ADDRESS CITY_ADDRESS EMPLOYEE.NAME         

 001500               WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                        

 001600               AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                               

LAST Command
The LAST command locates the last occurrence of a string of characters. The search begins with the last line and
processes backward. The LAST command applies to certain components (see Notes). When editing a report definition,
working data, or parameter definition, LAST applies only to the field name.

Use the COLUMNS operand or the SET EDIT BOUNDS command to restrict the search to an inclusive range of columns.
LAST can also locate a specific number of occurrences. You can use the ERROR operand to locate statements marked
as errors by the compiler in a procedure definition.

This command has the following format:

     [1  ] [/string/]

LAST [n  ] [ERROR   ]

     [ALL]        

     [COLUMNS start-column [MAX       ]] 

     [                     [end-column]] 

1| n| ALL
The maximum number of occurrences of the string to find. The default is 1. Specifying 1 positions the last line
containing the string at the top of the region with subsequent lines filling the region. Specify ALL to locate all
occurrences of the string. If you specify ALL or any value greater than 1, only the lines containing the string
display. Use scrolling commands or function keys to view all occurrences if the display exceeds the size of the
region.

/
The character that delimits the search string. You must use the same character consistently in a command. You
can use any special character except the currently defined command delimiter (installed default is a semicolon (;))
or comment character (installed default is a colon (:)), an asterisk (*), an at sign (@), a pound sign (#), or a dollar
sign ($).

string
A character or string of characters to find. If you do not specify a string, the string specified on the previous FIND,
INCLUDE, EXCLUDE, FIRST, NEXT, PREVIOUS, or LAST command is used as a default value.
The string cannot include the string delimiter character or the current command delimiter.
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ERROR (Procedure definition only)
Locates a line that the compiler marked as an error (using the MEL=YES operand of the COMPILE command and
SET EDIT HIGHLIGHT ERRORS). You cannot specify column ranges.

start-column
The column where the search for the string begins.

end-column
The column where the search for the string ends.

MAX
Default. The furthest right-hand column.

NOTE
The LAST command applies to the components listed below. Default column boundaries for each
component are also listed.

Column Edited Column Boundaries
Member Data area 1-72
Report
Detail Field name 1-25
Heading Field name 1-56
Column Field name 1-25
Program
Procedure Data area 1-72
Parameter Field name 1-19
Working data Field name 1-19
Dataview
Field Field name 1-19
Key (VSAM) Field name 1-32
Plan
DBRM DBRM 1-8
Resource Program name 1-8

If you use the n operand to search for all occurrences or any number of occurrences greater than 1, LAST displays only
those lines containing the string. You can use the following commands without changing this display:

FIND, FIRST, LAST, NEXT, or PREVIOUS (where n > 1) 

IGNORE

SCROLL

The use of any command other than those listed above replaces this display with a display showing the lines of data in
sequence.

MOVE Command
The MOVE command inserts the designated line or range of lines at a location marked as the destination of the move and
deletes the line or lines at the original location. You can use the MOVE command with an Ideal for Datacom member or a
program's working data, parameter data, or procedure.

This command has the following format:
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MOVE [LINES] start-line [end-line] target-line

start-line
The line where the move begins. You can specify it as:
nnn The sequence number of the start line.
TOP Indicates the first line of the entity. If you do not specify a start line, TOP is the default.
offset A position relative to the top line displayed:
* The top line displayed.
*+n The line n number of lines below the top line displayed.
*-n The line n number of lines before the top line displayed.

end-line
The line where the move ends. You can specify it as:
nnn Sequence number of the end line.
BOT Indicates the last line of the entity. If you do not specify an end line, BOTTOM is the default.
offset Position relative to the top line displayed:
* Top line displayed.
*+n Line n number of lines below the top line displayed.
*-n Line n number of lines before the top line displayed.

target-line
Line after which the moved lines are inserted. You can specify it as:
nnn Sequence number of the line.
TOP Indicates the first line of the entity.
BOT Indicates the last line of the entity.
offset Position relative to the top line displayed:
* The top line displayed.
*+n The line n number of lines below the top line displayed.
*-n The line n number of lines before the top line displayed.

NOTE
After the MOVE, new sequence numbers are assigned to the new locations. The command MOVE LINES TOP
BOTTOM is prohibited.

Move Line Command
The move line command inserts the designated line or range of lines at a location marked as the destination of the move
and deletes the line or lines at the original location. This line command also repeats the line or range of lines moved a
specified number of times.

This command has the following format:

{M }

{MM}

   {A}

[n]{B}[n]

M
Specifies a single line to move. You must specify a destination, indicated by A or B, with each M line command.
The destination can occur before or after the M line command.

MM
Used in pairs to indicate both the start and end of the range of lines to move. You must specify a destination,
indicated by the line command A or B, with each delimited range of lines. The destination can occur before or
after the range. After specifying the start of a range with the MM line command, you can scroll the region forward
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or backward and perform other line commands except that you cannot specify other moves or copies while a
move is pending..

A
Indicates that the destination for a line or a range of lines being moved is immediately after the line containing the
A line command.

B
Indicates that the destination for a line or a range of lines being moved is immediately before the line containing
the B line command.

n
Optionally, specifies the number of times (between 1 and 100) the line or range of lines is inserted at the specified
destination. The SET EDIT MULTIPLIER command determines whether n is placed on the left or right. For
example,

If multiplier is set with: then you specify:
SET EDIT MULTIPLIER RIGHT A7 or B7
SET EDIT MULTIPLIER LEFT 7A or 7B

You can mark only one destination (for a move or a copy) at any one time.

The inserted lines are assigned sequence numbers in increments of one starting from the previous existing line. When
the number of inserted lines exceeds the number of integers between the sequence numbers of the existing lines, the
sequence numbers on the lines following the insertion are changed. The following example illustrates moving a range of
lines, 100 through 1601, before line 1606. Notice the PENDING message caused by scrolling the region forward after the
start of the range is marked.

=>  SCROLL FORWARD                                                              

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN 

                                                                                

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 ====== ================================ T O P =================================

 MM0100         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 000200                WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                       

 000300                AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                               

 000400                FOR PAYROLL                                              

 000500                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                       

 000600                    AND NUMBER > 100 AND < 150                           

 000700                   SET SALARY = YTD_WAGES + YTD_COMMISSION - YTD_TAX     

 000800                   SET STATE1 = 'CA'                                     

 000801                   SET STATE3 = 'MO'                                     

 000900                   SET STATE2 = 'IL'                                     

 001000                PRODUCE CARM1                                            

 001100                ENDFOR                                                   

 001200         ENDFOR                                                          

 001201         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 001300         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 001400             ORDERED BY STATE_ADDRESS CITY_ADDRESS EMPLOYEE.NAME         

 001500               WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'
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=>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN 

 PENDING: MM(100)                                                               

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 001500               WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                        

 001600               AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                                

 MM1601        WHEN $PF11                                                       

 001602            SET NEXT_PANEL = 'EMPMENU'                                   

 001603        WHEN $PF12                                                       

 001604            DO TERMINATE_SES                                         

 001605        WHEN OTHER                                                       

 B01606            SET DISPANEL.MSG = 'UNABLE TO INTERPRET KEY ENTERED'         

 001607            SET NEXT_PANEL = 'DISPANEL'                                  

 001608        ENDSEL

After the data is applied, the original sequence numbers of the lines being moved are deleted and the lines are inserted in
the new location with NEW sequence numbers.

 =>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN 

                                                                                

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 ====== ================================ T O P =================================

 001602            SET NEXT_PANEL = 'EMPMENU'                                   

 001603        WHEN $PF12                                                       

 001604            DO TERMINATE_SES                                         

 001605        WHEN OTHER                                                       

 001606         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 001607                WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                       

 001608                AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                               

 001609                FOR PAYROLL                                              

 001610                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                       

 001611                    AND NUMBER > 100 AND < 150                           

 001612                   SET SALARY = YTD_WAGES + YTD_COMMISSION - YTD_TAX     

 001613                   SET STATE1 = 'CA'                                     

 001614                   SET STATE3 = 'MO'                                     

 001615                   SET STATE2 = 'IL'                                     

 001616                PRODUCE CARM1                                            

 001617                ENDFOR                                                   

 001618         ENDFOR                                                         

NEXT Command
The NEXT command locates the next occurrence of a string of characters. The search begins with the second line of the
display and processes forward.

The NEXT command applies to certain components (see Notes). When editing a report definition, working data, or
parameter definition, NEXT applies only to the field name. You can use the ERROR operand to locate statements the
compiler marked as errors in a procedure definition.
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Use the COLUMNS operand or the SET EDIT BOUNDS command to restrict the search to an inclusive range of columns.
NEXT can also locate a specific number of occurrences.

This command has the following format:

     [1  ] [/string/]

NEXT [n  ] [ERROR   ]

     [ALL]          

     [COLUMNS start-column [MAX       ]] 

     [                     [end-column]] 

1| n| ALL
The maximum number of occurrences of the string to find. The default is 1. Specifying 1 positions the next line
containing the string at the top of the region with subsequent lines filling the region. Specify ALL to locate all
occurrences of the string. If you specify ALL or any value greater than 1, only the lines containing the string
displays. Use scrolling commands or function keys to view all occurrences if the display exceeds the size of the
region.

/
The character that delimits the search string. You must use the same character consistently in a command. You
can use any special character except the currently defined command delimiter (installed default is a semicolon (;))
or comment character (installed default is a colon (:)), an asterisk (*), an at sign (@), a pound sign (#), or a dollar
sign ($).

string
A character or string of characters to find. If you do not specify a string, the string specified on the previous FIND,
INCLUDE, EXCLUDE, FIRST, NEXT, PREVIOUS, or LAST command is used as a default value.
The string cannot include the string delimiter character or the current command delimiter.

ERROR (Procedure definition only)
Locates a line that the compiler marked as an error (using the MEL=YES operand of the COMPILE command and
SET EDIT HIGHLIGHT ERRORS). You cannot specify column ranges.

start-column
The column where the search for the string begins.

end-column
The column where the search for the string ends.

MAX
Default. The furthest right-hand column.

The NEXT command applies to the components listed below. Default column boundaries for each component are also
listed.

Column Edited Column Boundaries
Member Data area 1-72
Report
Detail Field name 1-25
Heading Field name 1-56
Column Field name 1-25
Program
Procedure Data area 1-72
Parameter Field name 1-19
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Working data Field name 1-19
Dataview
Field Field name 1-19
Key (VSAM) Field name 1-32
Plan
DBRM DBRM 1-8
Resource Program name 1-8

If you specify the n operand as ALL or any value greater than 1, only the lines that contain the string display. You can use
the following commands on this display:

FIND, FIRST, NEXT, PREVIOUS or LAST (where n > 1)

IGNORE

SCROLL

The use of any command other than those listed above replaces this display with a display showing the lines of data in
sequence.

POSITION Command
The POSITION command in Ideal for Datacom positions a specific line at the top of the region. Review command format
and use, and an example.

The POSITION command has the following format:

POSITION n

n
For programs, members, and report definitions, n is the sequence number of the line to position at the top of the
region.
For outputs and panel layouts, n is the absolute line number in that component. (1 is the first line, 2 is the second
line, and so on).
For the panel field summary table, n is the field number; for example, POSITION 7 brings the row for field 7 to the
top of the region in the layout portion and the entry for field 7 to the top of the table portion of the region.

Example

The following example positions line 1612 at the top of the region.

  => POSITION 1612                                                               

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN 

                                                                                

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 ====== ================================ T O P =================================

 001602            SET NEXT_PANEL = 'EMPMENU'                                   

 001603        WHEN $PF12                                                       

 001604            DO TERMINATE_SES                                         

 001605        WHEN OTHER                                                       

 001606         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 001607                WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                       

 001608                AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                               
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 001609                FOR PAYROLL                                              

 001610                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                       

 001611                    AND NUMBER > 100 AND < 150                           

 001612                   SET SALARY = YTD_WAGES + YTD_COMMISSION - YTD_TAX     

 001613                   SET STATE1 = 'CA'                                     

 001614                   SET STATE3 = 'MO'                                     

 001615                   SET STATE2 = 'IL'                                     

 001616                PRODUCE CARM1                                            

 001617                ENDFOR                                                   

 001618         ENDFOR

Line 1612 is now at the top of the region with subsequent lines filling the region.

 =>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN 

                                                                                

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7.. 001612                   SET

 SALARY = YTD_WAGES + YTD_COMMISSION - YTD_TAX     

 001613                   SET STATE1 = 'CA'                                     

 001614                   SET STATE3 = 'MO'                                     

 001615                   SET STATE2 = 'IL'                                     

 001616                PRODUCE CARM1                                            

 001617                ENDFOR                                                   

 001618         ENDFOR                                                          

 001619         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 001620         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 001621             ORDERED BY STATE_ADDRESS CITY_ADDRESS EMPLOYEE.NAME         

 001622               WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                        

 001623               AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                                

 001624        WHEN $PF11                                                       

 001625            SET DISPANEL.MSG = 'UNABLE TO INTERPRET KEY ENTERED'         

 001626            SET NEXT_PANEL = 'DISPANEL'                                  

 001627        ENDSEL

PREVIOUS Command
The PREVIOUS command locates the previous occurrence of a string of characters. The search begins with the line
before the current top line of the display region and processes backward.

The PREVIOUS command applies to certain components (see Notes). When editing a report definition, working data, or
parameter definition, PREVIOUS applies only to the field name. You can use the ERROR operand to locate statements
the compiler marked as an error in the procedure definition.

Use the COLUMNS operand or the SET EDIT BOUNDS command to restrict the search to an inclusive range of columns.
You can also locate a specific number of occurrences.

This command has the following format:

PREVIOUS [1  ] [/string/]

         [n  ] [ERROR   ]

         [ALL]         
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         [COLUMNS start-column [MAX       ]] 

         [                     [end-column]] 

1| n| ALL
The maximum number of occurrences of the string to find. The default is 1. Specifying 1 positions the previous
occurrence of the string at the top of the region with subsequent lines filling the region. Specify ALL to locate
all occurrences of the string. If you specify ALL or any value greater than 1, only the lines containing the string
display. Use scrolling commands or function keys to view all occurrences if the display exceeds the size of the
region.

/
The character that delimits the search string. You must use the same character consistently in a command. You
can use any special character except the currently defined command delimiter (installed default is a semicolon (;))
or comment character (installed default is a colon (:)), an asterisk (*), an at sign (@), a pound sign (#), or a dollar
sign ($).

string
A character or string of characters to find. If you do not specify a string, the string specified on the previous FIND,
INCLUDE, EXCLUDE, FIRST, NEXT, PREVIOUS, or LAST command is used as a default value.
The string cannot include the string delimiter character or the current command delimiter.

ERROR (Procedure definition only)
Locates a line that the compiler marked as an error (using the MEL=YES operand of the COMPILE command and
SET EDIT HIGHLIGHT ERRORS). You cannot specify column ranges.

start-column
The column where the search for the string begins.

end-column
The column where the search for the string ends.

MAX
Default. The furthest right-hand column.
The PREVIOUS command applies to the components listed below. Default column boundaries for each
component are also listed.

Column Edited Column Boundaries
Member Data area 1-72
Report
Detail Field name 1-25
Heading Field name 1-56
Column Field name 1-25
Program
Procedure Data area 1-72
Parameter Field name 1-19
Working data Field name 1-19
Dataview
Field Field name 1-19
Key (VSAM) Field name 1-32
Plan
DBRM DBRM 1-8
Resource Program name 1-8
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If you use the n operand and specify ALL or any value greater than 1, only the lines that contain the string display. You
can use the following commands without changing this display:

FIND, FIRST, NEXT, PREVIOUS, or LAST (where n > 1)

IGNORE

SCROLL

The use of any command other than those listed above replaces this display with a display showing the lines of data in
sequence.

RENUMBER Command
The RENUMBER command renumbers the sequence numbers of the current entity and sets the increment the sequence
numbers use.

This command has the following format:

RENUMBER [[BY] n]

[BY] n
Specifies the increment used in the sequence numbers. The value of n can be any integer (that completely
renumbers the entity). If no increment is specified, a default of 100 is used. However, if RENUMBER BY 10 is
issued, then subsequent renumber commands, without specifying an increment, still use 10.

Example

The following example illustrates the RENUMBER command. First, a move is specified.

 =>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN 

                                                                                

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 ====== ================================ T O P =================================

 001602            SET NEXT_PANEL = 'EMPMENU'                                   

 001603        WHEN $PF12                                                       

 001604            DO TERMINATE_SES                                         

 001605        WHEN OTHER                                                       

 001606         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 MM1607                WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                       

 001608                AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                               

 001609                FOR PAYROLL                                              

 001610                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                       

 001611                    AND NUMBER > 100 AND < 150                           

 MM1612                   SET SALARY = YTD_WAGES + YTD_COMMISSION - YTD_TAX     

 001613                   SET STATE1 = 'CA'                                     

 001614                   SET STATE3 = 'MO'                                                    

 001615                   SET STATE2 = 'IL'                                     

 B01616                PRODUCE CARM1                                            

 001617                ENDFOR                                                   

 001618         ENDFOR

After the move, new sequence numbers are assigned to the new locations. The RENUMBER command is entered.
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 => RENUMBER BY 100                                                             

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN 

                                                                                

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 ====== ================================ T O P =================================

 001602            SET NEXT_PANEL = 'EMPMENU'                                   

 001603        WHEN $PF12                                                       

 001604            DO TERMINATE_SES                                         

 001605        WHEN OTHER                                                       

 001606         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 001613                   SET STATE1 = 'CA'                                     

 001614                   SET STATE3 = 'MO'                                     

 001615                   SET STATE2 = 'IL'                                     

 001616                WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                       

 001617                AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                               

 001618                FOR PAYROLL                                              

 001619                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                       

 001620                    AND NUMBER > 100 AND < 150                           

 001621                   SET SALARY = YTD_WAGES + YTD_COMMISSION - YTD_TAX     

 001622                PRODUCE CARM1                                            

 001623                ENDFOR                                                   

 001624         ENDFOR

The following example illustrates the renumbered sequence numbers.

 =>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN 

                                                                                

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 ====== ================================ T O P =================================

 000100            SET NEXT_PANEL = 'EMPMENU'                                   

 000200        WHEN $PF12                                                       

 000300            DO TERMINATE_SES                                         

 000400        WHEN OTHER                                                       

 000500         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 000600                   SET STATE1 = 'CA'                                     

 000700                   SET STATE3 = 'MO'                                     

 000800                   SET STATE2 = 'IL'                                     

 000900                WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                       

 001000                AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                               

 001100                FOR PAYROLL                                              

 001200                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                       

 001300                    AND NUMBER > 100 AND < 150                           

 001400                   SET SALARY = YTD_WAGES + YTD_COMMISSION - YTD_TAX     

 001500                PRODUCE CARM1                                            

 001600                ENDFOR                                                   

 001700         ENDFOR                                                         
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Repeat Line Command
The repeat line command duplicates a line or range of lines. Lines duplicated with the repeat line commands are inserted
immediately after the line containing the repeat line command (R) or the ending repeat range line command (RR).

This command has the following format:

   {R }   

[n]{RR}[n]

R
Specified on the line to repeat.

RR
Used in pairs to indicate the start and end of a range of lines to repeat. The second occurrence of this command
on the same or subsequent screen is interpreted as the end of the range.
After specifying the start of a range with the RR line command, you can scroll the region forward or backward and
perform other line commands. Until the end of the range started by an RR line command is found, the PENDING
message appears in the message line.

n
Optionally specifies the number of times (between 1 and 100) the line or range of lines is repeated. If you do not
specify n, the line is repeated once. The SET EDIT MULTIPLIER command determines whether n is placed on the
left or right. For example,

If multiplier is set with: then you specify:
SET EDIT MULTIPLIER RIGHT R7
SET EDIT MULTIPLIER LEFT 7R

When interpreting line commands that mark ranges of lines to repeat, the commands are matched into pairs from the top
down, regardless of the order in which you entered the line commands.

The inserted lines are assigned sequence numbers in increments of one, starting from the previous existing line. When
the number of inserted lines exceeds the number of integers between the sequence numbers of the existing lines, the
sequence numbers on the lines following the insertion are changed. (See the following example.) To renumber the
sequence numbers, refer to the RENUMBER primary editing command.

Example

The following example shows the use of the repeat line command. Line 100 contains a line command that repeats a line
twice.

 =>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN

                                                                               

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 ====== ================================ T O P ================================

 2R0100            SET NEXT_PANEL = 'EMPMENU'                                  

 000200        WHEN $PF12                                                      

 000300            DO TERMINATE_SES                                        

 000400        WHEN OTHER                                                      

 000500         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                              

 000600                   SET STATE1 = 'CA'                                    

 000700                   SET STATE3 = 'MO'                                    
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 000800                   SET STATE2 = 'IL'                                    

 000900                WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                      

 001000                AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                              

 001100                FOR PAYROLL                                             

 001200                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                      

 001300                    AND NUMBER > 100 AND < 150                          

 001400                   SET SALARY = YTD_WAGES + YTD_COMMISSION - YTD_TAX    

 001500                PRODUCE CARM1                                           

 001600                ENDFOR                                                  

 001700         ENDFOR

The following example shows the repeated lines with sequence numbers assigned (101 and 102).

 =>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN

                                                                               

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 ====== ================================ T O P ================================

 000100            SET NEXT_PANEL = 'EMPMENU'                                  

 000101            SET NEXT_PANEL = 'EMPMENU'                                  

 000102            SET NEXT_PANEL = 'EMPMENU'                                  

 000200        WHEN $PF12                                                      

 000300            DO TERMINATE_SES                                        

 000400        WHEN OTHER                                                      

 000500         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                              

 000600                   SET STATE1 = 'CA'                                    

 000700                   SET STATE3 = 'MO'                                    

 000800                   SET STATE2 = 'IL'                                    

 000900                WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                      

 001000                AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                              

 001100                FOR PAYROLL                                             

 001200                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                      

 001300                    AND NUMBER > 100 AND < 150                          

 001400                   SET SALARY = YTD_WAGES + YTD_COMMISSION - YTD_TAX    

 001500                PRODUCE CARM1                                           

 001600                ENDFOR

In the following example, lines 1000 and 1400 contain line commands that repeat a range of lines.

 =>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN

                                                                               

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 ====== ================================ T O P ================================

 000100            SET NEXT_PANEL = 'EMPMENU'                                  

 000101            SET NEXT_PANEL = 'EMPMENU'                                  

 000200        WHEN $PF12                                                      

 000300            DO TERMINATE_SES                                        

 000400        WHEN OTHER                                                      

 000500         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                              
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 000600                   SET STATE1 = 'CA'                                    

 000700                   SET STATE3 = 'MO'                                    

 000800                   SET STATE2 = 'IL'                                    

 000900                WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                      

 RR1000                AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                              

 001100                FOR PAYROLL                                             

 001200                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                      

 001300                    AND NUMBER > 100 AND < 150                          

 RR1400                   SET SALARY = YTD_WAGES + YTD_COMMISSION - YTD_TAX    

 001500                PRODUCE CARM1                                           

 001600                ENDFOR                                                  

The following example shows the repeated lines inserted after line 1400 with sequence numbers assigned (1401 through
1405).

 =>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN

                                                                               

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 ====== ================================ T O P ===============================

 000100            SET NEXT_PANEL = 'EMPMENU'                                  

 000101            SET NEXT_PANEL = 'EMPMENU'                                  

 000200        WHEN $PF12                                                      

 000300            DO TERMINATE_SES                                        

 000400        WHEN OTHER                                                      

 000500         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                              

 000600                   SET STATE1 = 'CA'                                    

 000700                   SET STATE3 = 'MO'                                    

 000800                   SET STATE2 = 'IL'                                    

 000900                WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                      

 001000                AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                              

 001100                FOR PAYROLL                                             

 001200                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                      

 001300                    AND NUMBER > 100 AND < 150                          

 001400                   SET SALARY = YTD_WAGES + YTD_COMMISSION - YTD_TAX    

 001401                AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                              

 001402                FOR PAYROLL                                             

 001403                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                      

 001404                    AND NUMBER > 100 AND < 150                          

 001405                   SET SALARY = YTD_WAGES + YTD_COMMISSION - YTD_TAX    

 001500                PRODUCE CARM1                                           

 001600                ENDFOR

RESET Command (for Editing)
The RESET command resets any pending M, MM, C, CC, DD, RR, A, or B line commands and errors. This primary
command, issued in the command area, performs the same function as the RESET line command.

This command has the following format:

RESET
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RESET Line Command
In an editing session in Ideal for Datacom, the RESET line command resets any pending M, MM, C, CC, RR, A, or B line
commands and errors. Find the command format, an explanation, and examples.

The RESET command has the following format:

RESET

You can enter the RESET line command on any line. It applies to all pending line commands.

Example
The following example illustrates how you enter the RESET line command in the sequence number and
command field. A move is pending on lines 500 through 700.

 =>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN  PENDING: MM(500)

 MM(700)                                                         

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 001402                FOR PAYROLL                                              

 001403                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                       

 001404                    AND NUMBER > 100 AND < 150                           

 001405                   SET SALARY = YTD_WAGES + YTD_COMMISSION - YTD_TAX     

 001500                PRODUCE CARM1                                            

 001600                ENDFOR                                                   

 001700         ENDFOR                                                           RESET0         FOR

 EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 001900         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 002000             ORDERED BY STATE_ADDRESS CITY_ADDRESS EMPLOYEE.NAME         

 002100               WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                        

 002200               AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                                

 002300        WHEN $PF11                                                       

 002400            SET DISPANEL.MSG = 'UNABLE TO INTERPRET KEY ENTERED'         

 002500            SET NEXT_PANEL = 'DISPANEL'                                  

 002600        ENDSEL                                                           

 ====== ============================= B O T T O M ============================

After the data is applied, the pending move command is deleted and the PENDING message ends.

 =>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN 

                                                                                

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 001402                FOR PAYROLL                                              

 001403                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                       

 001404                    AND NUMBER > 100 AND < 150                           

 001405                   SET SALARY = YTD_WAGES + YTD_COMMISSION - YTD_TAX     

 001500                PRODUCE CARM1                                            

 001600                ENDFOR                                                   

 001700         ENDFOR                                                          

 001800         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               
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 001900         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 002000             ORDERED BY STATE_ADDRESS CITY_ADDRESS EMPLOYEE.NAME         

 002100               WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                        

 002200               AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                                

 002300        WHEN $PF11                                                       

 002400            SET DISPANEL.MSG = 'UNABLE TO INTERPRET KEY ENTERED'         

 002500            SET NEXT_PANEL = 'DISPANEL'                                  

 002600        ENDSEL                                                           

 ====== ============================= B O T T O M ============================

RESHOW Line Command
The RESHOW line command refreshes the region (that is, <<PROCESS-PANEL>> PROC) with the data as it originally
appeared before data was entered for the current transaction. Changes made to the data on the screen during the current
transaction are not applied. You can specify the RESHOW line command on any line in the region. It applies to the entire
region.

This command has the following format:

RESHOW

Example

The following example illustrates changes made to data in the region and the restoration of the data in the region without
the changes being applied. The current transaction begins with the following data in the region.

 =>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRPNL (001) TEST            SYS: $ID  FILL-IN

                                                                                

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 ====== ================================ T O P ===============================

 000001 <<PROCESS_PANEL>> PROC                                                  

 000002     TRANSMIT DISPANEL                                                   

 000003     SELECT                                                              

 000004     WHEN $PF11                                                          

 000005         SET NEXT_PANEL = 'EMPMENU'                                      

 000006     WHEN $PF12                                                          

 000007         DO TERMINATE_SES                                            

 000008     WHEN OTHER                                                          

 000009         SET DISPANEL.MSG = 'UNABLE TO INTERPRET KEY ENTERED'            

 000010         SET NEXT_PANEL = 'DISPANEL'                                     

 000011     ENDSEL                                                              

 ====== ============================= B O T T O M ============================

The data is then changed on the screen (line 7) and delete line commands are specified. The RESHOW line command is
then entered on line 1 (although you can specify the RESHOW command anywhere in the region).

 =>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRPNL (001) TEST            SYS: $ID  FILL-IN
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 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 ====== ================================ T O P =============================== RESHOW <<PROCESS_PANEL>> PROC                                                  

 000002     TRANSMIT DISPANEL                                                   

 000003     SELECT                                                              

 D00004     WHEN $PF11                                                          

 D00005         SET NEXT_PANEL = 'EMPMENU'                                      

 000006     WHEN $PF12                                                          

 000007         DO CANCEL-SESSION                                               

 000008     WHEN OTHER                                                          

 000009         SET DISPANEL.MSG = 'UNABLE TO INTERPRET KEY ENTERED'            

 000010         SET NEXT_PANEL = 'DISPANEL'                                     

 000011     ENDSEL                                                              

 ====== ============================= B O T T O M=============================

The result is the data as it appeared at the start of the current transaction with no changes applied to the data and no lines
deleted.

=>

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRPNL (001) TEST            SYS: $ID  FILL-IN

                                                                                

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 ====== ================================ T O P ===============================

 000001 <<PROCESS_PANEL>> PROC                                                  

 000002     TRANSMIT DISPANEL                                                   

 000003     SELECT                                                              

 000004     WHEN $PF11                                                          

 000005         SET NEXT_PANEL = 'EMPMENU'                                      

 000006     WHEN $PF12                                                          

 000007         DO TERMINATE_SES                                            

 000008     WHEN OTHER                                                          

 000009         SET DISPANEL.MSG = 'UNABLE TO INTERPRET KEY ENTERED'            

 000010         SET NEXT_PANEL = 'DISPANEL'                                     

 000011     ENDSEL                                                              

 ====== ============================= B O T T O M ============================

ROLLBACK Command
The ROLLBACK command restores the contents of the component as of the last CHECKPOINT or as of the beginning of
the edit session (the automatic checkpoint).

This command has the following format:

ROLLBACK

When you issue the ROLLBACK command while editing the working data, parameter data, or procedure of a program
definition, only that component is restored. When issued while editing a report or panel definition, the entire definition is
restored.
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SCROLL Command
The SCROLL command lets you view and edit data outside the screen presentation area. You can scroll vertically or
horizontally.

This topic contains the following information:

Vertical Scrolling

The following form of the SCROLL command moves the window overlooking data forward or backward, according to the
cursor or frame position, or by number of pages or lines. You can also move the window to the top or bottom of the data.

This command has the following format:

          {{FORWARD } [  CURSOR    ]}

         {{BACKWARD} [  FRAME     ]}

         {{+       } [n {PAGES}   ]}

         {{-       } [  {LINES}   ]}

[SCROLL] {                         }

         {{TOP     }               }

         {{BOTTOM  }               }

 

The keyword SCROLL is optional.

FORWARD
Scrolls forward either one frame (when used with the FRAME option) or until the line containing the cursor is
positioned at the top of the region (when used with the CURSOR option).

BACKWARD
Scrolls backward either one frame (when used with the FRAME option) or until the line containing the cursor is
positioned at the top of the region (when used with the CURSOR option).
+ equivalent to FORWARD.
- equivalent to BACKWARD.

CURSOR
Scrolls forward or backward until the line containing the cursor is at the bottom or top of the region, respectively. If
SET SCROLL CURSOR is in effect, CURSOR is the default.

FRAME
Scrolls forward or backward by an entire frame, but repeats one context line at the top of the next frame from the
current frame. If SET SCROLL FRAME is in effect, FRAME is the default.

n PAGES (For outputs in the output library only)
Scrolls forward or backward the specified number of report pages.

n LINES
Scrolls forward or backward the specified number of lines.

TOP
Positions the window so that the first line of data is at the top of the region.

BOTTOM
Positions the window so that the last line of the data is at the bottom of the region.

To use a + as SCROLL FORWARD or - as SCROLL BACKWARD, you must define other characters as the current
defaults for the REPEAT and RESHOW commands.

If you specify TOP or BOTTOM, you cannot include any other option.

Example
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 SCROLL +

 +

 SCROLL -

 -

 SCROLL FOR CUR

 SCR FOR 12 LINES

 SCR BAC 7 PAGES

 SCROLL TOP

 TOP

 SCROLL BOTTOM

 BOTTOM

 

Horizontal Scrolling

The following SCROLL command scrolls the window overlooking an output in the output library or a panel layout in a
horizontal direction. You cannot use options with column numbers with output members.

This command has the following format:

          [      [CURSOR       ]] 

         [RIGHT [FRAME        ]] 

[SCROLL] [LEFT  [MAX          ]] 

         [      [nnn [COLUMNS]] ]

         [COLUMN nnn           ]

 

The keyword SCROLL is optional if you specify at least one other argument.

LEFT (Default)
Scrolls the window to the left (by cursor, frame, or column, or until the left margin).

RIGHT
Scrolls the window to the right (by cursor, frame, or column, or until the right margin).

CURSOR
Scrolls left or right until the column containing the cursor is at the left or right of the region, respectively. If SET
SCROLL CURSOR is in effect, CURSOR is the default.

FRAME
Scrolls left or right by an entire frame, but repeats one context column at the left or right of the next frame. If SET
SCROLL FRAME is in effect, FRAME is the default.

MAX
Specifies the left or right scroll as to the left or right edge of the defined panel.

nnn COLUMNS
Specifies the number of columns, nnn, to scroll to the left or right from the current position.

COLUMN nnn
Specifies the absolute column nnn as the left margin. LEFT and RIGHT are optional with SCROLL COLUMN.

Scroll Line Command
The scroll line command scrolls a specific line to the top of the region with subsequent lines filling the region.

This command has the following format:
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 [+n]

*[-n]

* Positions the line to the top of the region.

+n The line n number of lines after the line containing the command.

-n The line n number of lines before the line containing the command. The value of n can be any number from 1 to 100.

Example

The following example shows the use of the scroll line command, an asterisk (*) in line 1100, to position line 1100 to the
top of the region.

 =>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN 

                                                                                

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 ====== ================================ T O P ===============================

 000100            SET NEXT_PANEL = 'EMPMENU'                                   

 000200            SET NEXT_PANEL = 'EMPMENU'                                   

 000300        WHEN $PF12                                                       

 000400            DO TERMINATE_SES                                        

 000500        WHEN OTHER                                                       

 000600         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 000700                   SET STATE1 = 'CA'                                     

 000800                   SET STATE3 = 'MO'                                     

 000900                   SET STATE2 = 'IL'                                     

 001000                WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                       

 *01100                AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                               

 001200                FOR PAYROLL                                              

 001300                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                       

 001400                    AND NUMBER > 100 AND < 150                           

 001500                   SET SALARY = YTD_WAGES + YTD_COMMISSION - YTD_TAX     

 001600                AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                               

 001700                FOR PAYROLL

Line 1100 is now at the top of the region with subsequent lines filling the region. To position line 200 to the top of the
region, you can use the command *-9.

=>

....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN 

                                                                                

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 *-9100                AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                               

 001200                FOR PAYROLL                                              

 001300                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                       

 001400                    AND NUMBER > 100 AND < 150                           

 001500                   SET SALARY = YTD_WAGES + YTD_COMMISSION - YTD_TAX     

 001600                AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                               

 001700                FOR PAYROLL                                              

 001800                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                       
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 001900                    AND NUMBER > 100 AND < 150                           

 002000                   SET SALARY = YTD_WAGES + YTD_COMMISSION - YTD_TAX     

 002100                PRODUCE CARM1                                            

 002200                ENDFOR                                                   

 002300         ENDFOR                                                          

 002400         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 002500         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 002600             ORDERED BY STATE_ADDRESS CITY_ADDRESS EMPLOYEE.NAME         

 002700               WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                        

 002800               AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150

Line 200 is now at the top of the region with subsequent lines filling the region.

=>

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+....

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM CRTEST (001) TEST           SYS: $ID  FILL-IN 

                                                                                

 Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

 000200            SET NEXT_PANEL = 'EMPMENU'                                   

 000300        WHEN $PF12                                                       

 000400            DO TERMINATE_SES                                         

 000500        WHEN OTHER                                                       

 000600         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

 000700                   SET STATE1 = 'CA'                                     

 000800                   SET STATE3 = 'MO'                                     

 000900                   SET STATE2 = 'IL'                                     

 001000                WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                       

 001100                AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                               

 001200                FOR PAYROLL                                              

 001300                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                       

 001400                    AND NUMBER > 100 AND < 150                           

 001500                   SET SALARY = YTD_WAGES + YTD_COMMISSION - YTD_TAX     

 001600                AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                               

 001700                FOR PAYROLL                                              

 001800                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                       

 001900                    AND NUMBER > 100 AND < 150

SHIFT Command
The SHIFT command shifts a line or range of lines by one or more columns to the right or to the left. The SHIFT command
only applies to programs (procedure definition) and data members. You can restrict SHIFT to an inclusive range of lines
and columns using the format below or using the SET EDIT BOUNDS command.

This command has the following format:

      {RIGHT}

SHIFT {LEFT } nnn [LINE[S] start-line [end-line]] 

    [COLUMNS start-column [MAX       ]] 

    [                     [end-column]] 

Line and column ranges specified in a SHIFT command only apply to the current command. Specifying lines or columns is
optional.
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nnn
Number of columns to shift the data.

start-line
Line where the shift begins. You can specify it as:
num Sequence number of the start line.
TOP Indicates the first line of the member. If you do not specify a start line, TOP is the default.
CURSOR Indicates the position where the cursor is located.

offset
A position relative to the top line displayed:
* Top line displayed.
*+n Line n number of lines below the top line displayed.
*-n Line n number of lines before the top line displayed.

NOTE
You can omit the keyword LINE when you specify TOP, BOTTOM, or an offset.

end-line
Line where the shift ends. You can specify it as:
BOTTOM Default. Last line of the member.
num Sequence number.
CURSOR Indicates the position where the cursor is located.
offset Position relative to the top line displayed:
* Top line displayed.
*+n Line n number of lines below the top line displayed.
*-n Line n number of lines before the top line displayed.

start-column
Column where the shift begins.

end-column
Column where the shift ends.

MAX
Default. Farthest right-hand column.

Using SET EDIT TRUNCATION Y, you can shift data past the end of the column range (with truncation). Using SET EDIT
TRUNCATION N, data that would be truncated is instead positioned at the margin, and the SHIFT proceeds to other lines
in the range. This lets you left- or right-align data. This differs from the CHANGE command.

Shift Line Command
The shift line command shifts a line or range of lines by one or more columns to the right or to the left. The shift line
command only applies to programs (procedure definition) and data members. You can restrict shift to an inclusive range of
lines using the formats below or using the SET EDIT BOUNDS command).

This command has two formats:

(  )     

((  ))

and

<  > 

<<  >>
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The first format ( ) unconditionally shifts data in the column range of 1 to 72. If the shift moves the data out of the edit
window, the data is truncated. The second format of the shift line command < > only affects leading or trailing blanks in the
column range of 1 to 72.

) or > Shifts a single line to the right.

)) or >> Shifts a block of lines to the right. You must enter )) or >> on the first and last lines of the block to shift.

)B or >B Lines shifted to the right include this line through the last line.

)T or >T Lines shifted to the right include the first line through this line.

( or < Shift single line to the left.

(( or << Shifts a block of lines left. You must enter (( or << on the first and last lines of the block to shift.

(B or <B Lines to shift left include this line through the last line.

(T or <T Lines to shift left include the first line through this line.

NOTE
You can limit the shift to part of a line or range of lines by placing the cursor on the line being shifted or in the
range of lines at the first column you want shifted. Columns to the left of the cursor are not affected.

You can also specify how many columns to shift the data by including a multiplier before or after the command (depending
on whether the SET EDIT MULTIPLIER is left or right). With a block shift -- ((, )), <<, or >> -- the multiplier is specified at
the start of the block.

The range of lines to shift does not need to be on the display screen.

Scrolling and SET EDIT TRUNCATION do not affect the margin command.

You cannot use the shift command in sequential dataviews, reports, and data entities.

UPPERCASE and LOWERCASE Command
The UPPERCASE or LOWERCASE command translates a line or range of lines to upper or lower case characters.
The UPPERCASE and LOWERCASE commands only apply to programs (procedure definition) and data members. It
is possible to restrict them to an inclusive range of lines and columns using the following format or using the SET EDIT
COL[UMNS] or SET EDIT BOU[NDS] command.

NOTE
UCASE and UPCASE are aliases for UPPERCASE. LCASE and LOWCASE are aliases for LOWERCASE.

This command has the following format:

[  UPPERCASE  ]

[ LOWERCASE   ]      [LINE[S] start-line [end-line]

                     [COL[UMNS] start-column      [ MAX           ] ]

                     [                            [ end-column      ] ]

Line and column ranges that are specified in a command only apply to the current command. Specifying lines or columns
is optional.

start-line
Specifies the line where the shift begins. You can specify it as one of the following:
num

Indicates the sequence number of the start line.
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TOP
Indicates the first line of the member. If you do not specify a start line, TOP is the default.
CUR[SOR]

Indicates the position where the cursor is located.
offset

Indicates a position relative to the top line displayed:
* Top line displayed.
*+n Line n number of lines below the top line displayed.
*-n Line n number of lines before the top line displayed.

NOTE
You can omit the keyword LINE when you specify TOP, BOTTOM, or an offset.

end-line
Indicates the line where the shift ends. You can specify it as:

• num
Indicates the sequence number of the end line.

• BOT[TOM]
Indicates the last line of the member. If you do not specify an end line, BOTTOM is the default.

• CUR[SOR]
Indicates the position where the cursor is located.

• offset
Indicates a position relative to the top line displayed:

• * Top line displayed.
• *+n Line n number of lines below the top line displayed.
• *-n Line n number of lines before the top line displayed.

start-column
Specifies the column where the translation begins.

end-column
Specifies the column where the translation ends.
MAX

Specifies the farthest right-hand column. It is the default for end-column.

UC and LC Line Commands
The line command translates a line or range of lines to upper or lower case characters. The UPPERCASE and
LOWERCASE line commands only apply to programs (procedure definition) and data members. It is possible to restrict
them to an inclusive range of lines using the following formats or columns using the SET EDIT COL[UMNS] or SET EDIT
BOU[NDS] command.

This command has the following format:

UC or LC
Translates a single line to upper or lower case characters.

UCB or LCB
Translates a block of lines to upper or lower case characters. The block includes this line through the last line.

UCT or LCT
Translates a block of lines to upper or lower case characters. The block includes the first line through this line.
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NOTE
Limit the shift to part of a line or range of lines by placing the cursor on the line being shifted or in the range of
lines at the first column you want shifted. Columns to the left of the cursor are not affected.

[n]UC[n] or [n]LC[n]

n

Specifies the range of lines from 1 through 100 to translate. The SET EDIT MUL[TIPLIER] command determines whether
n is placed on the left or right. For example,

If multiplier is set with: then you specify:

SET EDIT MULTIPLIER RIGHT R7

SET EDIT MULTIPLIER LEFT 7R

UCC or LCC

Indicates the start and end of a range of lines to translate and is used in pairs. The second occurrence of this command
on the same or subsequent screen is interpreted as the end of the range.

After specifying one of a range with the line command, scroll the region forward or backward and perform other line
commands. Until the second margin of the range is found, the PENDING message appears in the message line.

UUC

Specifies an alias for the UCC line command. You can combine the UCC and UUC arbitrarily.

LLC

Specifies an alias for the LCC line command. You can combine the LCC and LLC arbitrarily.

Examples

The following example shows the use of the primary command UCASE. A missing end-line parameter causes translation
from line 500 to the end of file.

=> UCASE LINE 500                                                              

=>                                                                             

=>                                                                             

                                                                               

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM TRA (001) TEST              SYS: TST   FILL-IN

                                                                               

Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

====== ================================ T O P =================================

000100            set next_panel = 'empmenu'                                   

000200        when $pf12                                                       

000300            do terminate_ses                                             

000400        when other                                                       

000500         for each employee                                               

000600                   set state1 = 'ca'                                     

000700                   set state3 = 'mo'                                     

000800                   set state2 = 'il'                                     

000900                where state_address = 'ca' or 'il'                       

001000                and number > 125 and < 150                               

001100                for payroll                                              

001200                    where number = employee.number                       

====== ============================= B O T T O M ==============================
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=>                                                                             

=>                                                                             

=>                                                                             

                                                                               

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM TRA (001) TEST              SYS: TST   FILL-IN

                                                                               

Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

====== ================================ T O P =================================

000100            set next_panel = 'empmenu'                                   

000200        when $pf12                                                       

000300            do terminate_ses                                             

000400        when other                                                       

000500         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

000600                   SET STATE1 = 'CA'                                     

000700                   SET STATE3 = 'MO'                                     

000800                   SET STATE2 = 'IL'                                     

000900                WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                       

001000                AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                               

001100                FOR PAYROLL                                              

001200                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                       

====== ============================= B O T T O M ==============================

The following example shows the use of various line commands. As seen in this example, the LLC and LCC commands
can be used in one block definition.

=>                                                                             

=>                                                                             

=>                                                                             

                                                                               

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM TRA (001) TEST              SYS: TST   FILL-IN

                                                                               

Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

====== ================================ T O P =================================

000100            set next_panel = 'empmenu'                                   

000200        when $pf12                                                       

000300            do terminate_ses                                             

UC0400        when other                                                       

00LC00         FOR EACH EMPLOYEE                                               

000600                   SET STATE1 = 'CA'                                     

000700                   SET STATE3 = 'MO'                                     

000800                   SET STATE2 = 'IL'                                     

000900                WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                       

LLC000                AND NUMBER > 125 AND < 150                               

001100                FOR PAYROLL                                              

0LCC00                    WHERE NUMBER = EMPLOYEE.NUMBER                       

====== ============================= B O T T O M ==============================
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=>                                                                             

=>                                                                             

=>                                                                             

                                                                               

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM TRA (001) TEST              SYS: TST   FILL-IN

                                                                               

Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

====== ================================ T O P =================================

000100            set next_panel = 'empmenu'                                   

000200        when $pf12                                                       

000300            do terminate_ses                                             

000400        WHEN OTHER                                                       

000500         for each employee                                               

000600                   SET STATE1 = 'CA'                                     

000700                   SET STATE3 = 'MO'                                     

000800                   SET STATE2 = 'IL'                                     

000900                WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                       

001000                and number > 125 and < 150                               

001100                for payroll                                              

001200                    where number = employee.number                       

====== ============================= B O T T O M ==============================

The following example shows the use of the primary command LCASE with LINE and COLUMN parameters. Only
columns 19 - 28 in lines 600 - 800 are translated to lower case.

=> LCASE LINE 600 800 COL 19 28                                                

=>                                                                             

=>                                                                             

                                                                               

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM TRA (001) TEST              SYS: TST   FILL-IN

                                                                               

Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

====== ================================ T O P =================================

000100            set next_panel = 'empmenu'                                   

000200        when $pf12                                                       

000300            do terminate_ses                                             

000400        WHEN OTHER                                                       

000500         for each employee                                               

000600                   SET STATE1 = 'CA'                                     

000700                   SET STATE3 = 'MO'                                     

000800                   SET STATE2 = 'IL'                                     

000900                WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                       

001000                and number > 125 and < 150                               

001100                for payroll                                              

001200                    where number = employee.number                       

====== ============================= B O T T O M ==============================
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=>                                                                             

=>                                                                             

=>                                                                             

                                                                               

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM TRA (001) TEST              SYS: TST   FILL-IN

                                                                               

Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

====== ================================ T O P =================================

000100            set next_panel = 'empmenu'                                   

000200        when $pf12                                                       

000300            do terminate_ses                                             

000400        WHEN OTHER                                                       

000500         for each employee                                               

000600                   set state1 = 'CA'                                     

000700                   set state3 = 'MO'                                     

000800                   set state2 = 'IL'                                     

000900                WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                       

001000                and number > 125 and < 150                               

001100                for payroll                                              

001200                    where number = employee.number                       

====== ============================= B O T T O M ==============================

The following example shows the use of the line command LC after the SET EDIT COL 16 34 command. Only columns
16-34 are translated.

=>                                                                             

=>                                                                             

=>                                                                             

                                                                               

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM TRA (001) TEST              SYS: TST   FILL-IN

                                                                               

Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

====== ================================ T O P =================================

000100            set next_panel = 'empmenu'                                   

000200        when $pf12                                                       

000300            do terminate_ses                                             

000400        WHEN OTHER                                                       

000500         for each employee                                               

000600                   set state1 = 'CA'                                     

000700                   set state3 = 'MO'                                     

000800                   set state2 = 'IL'                                     

LC0900                WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'CA' OR 'IL'                       

001000                and number > 125 and < 150                               

001100                for payroll                                              

001200                    where number = employee.number                       

====== ============================= B O T T O M ==============================

 

=>                                                                             
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=>                                                                             

=>                                                                             

                                                                               

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM TRA (001) TEST              SYS: TST   FILL-IN

                                                                               

Command....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

====== ================================ T O P =================================

000100            set next_panel = 'empmenu'                                   

000200        when $pf12                                                       

000300            do terminate_ses                                             

000400        WHEN OTHER                                                       

000500         for each employee                                               

000600                   set state1 = 'CA'                                     

000700                   set state3 = 'MO'                                     

000800                   set state2 = 'IL'                                     

000900                where state_address = 'CA' OR 'IL'                       

001000                and number > 125 and < 150                               

001100                for payroll                                              

001200                    where number = employee.number                       

====== ============================= B O T T O M ==============================

Templates
This section describes those line commands that display templates of PDL and SQL constructs into the procedure of a
program definition. A template contains the key words of a construct with space provided for user supplied information and
an indication of what that information is. For example, the following is a template for the IF construct:

IF condition

  :statements

ELSE

  :statements

ENDIF

The user then supplies the condition and the statements in this construct.

Indentation assists you in following standard indentation practices. Each logical level in the program is indented three
columns.

This command has the following format:

[n]xx[n]

n
Optionally, you can specify the number of statement lines to generate in a template wherever you can insert
statements. The SET EDIT MULTIPLIER command determines whether n is placed to the left or right.
For example, specifying 3IF results in the following IF template:
IF condition

  :statements

  :statements

  :statements

ELSE

  :statements
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  :statements

  :statements

ENDIF

xx
Specifies the construct whose template is entered in the procedure. You can specify the following commands:
Line Command    PDL Construct

CL              CALL USING         

ER              ERROR PROCEDURE    

FE              FOR EACH           

FF              FOR THE FIRST      

FN              FOR NEW            

IF              IF                 

LO              LOOP               

PR              PROCEDURE          

QCC             EXEC SQL CLOSE

QCM             EXEC SQL COMMIT

QDC             EXEC SQL DECLARE CURSOR

QDL             EXEC SQL DELETE

QES             EXEC SQL SELECT...INTO...

QFC             EXEC SQL FETCH

QIN             EXEC SQL INSERT

QLK             EXEC SQL LOCK TABLE

QOC             EXEC SQL OPEN

QRL             EXEC SQL ROLLBACK

QSQ             EXEC SQL SELECT...GROUP BY...

QUN             EXEC SQL UNION

QUP             EXEC SQL UPDATE

QWH             EXEC SQL WHENEVER

QXI             EXEC SQL EXECUTE IMMEDIATE

SA              SET ATTRIBUTE      

SE              SELECT EVERY ACTION

SF              SELECT FIRST ACTION

SL              SELECT identifier

Creating Programs
This section introduces you to the Ideal for Datacom program definition facility, integrating all aspects of creating a
program in Ideal for Datacom. It is organized according to functionality, presenting explanations of both the fill-in screens
and the Procedure Definition Language (PDL) necessary to create the various parts of a program. You can learn how to
create a program in Ideal for Datacom. Once you learn the basics, you can use Using Procedure Definition Language as a
reference to the PDL programming language.

Programs that Ideal for Datacom uses can be either Ideal for Datacom programs or programs written in the COBOL, PL/
I, or Assembler language. Ideal for Datacom defines and maintains Ideal for Datacom programs. The Ideal for Datacom
programs are the ideal subprograms. The components of an Ideal for Datacom program definition are explained in the
following sections.

COBOL, PL/I, and Assembler programs are written and maintained outside of Ideal for Datacom. You can use these non-
Ideal programs only as subprograms of Ideal for Datacom programs. Non-Ideal subprograms must be made known to
Ideal for Datacom by defining the program identification and parameter definition components in Ideal for Datacom.

This page contains the following topics:
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Components of a Program Definition Under Ideal for Datacom

An Ideal for Datacom program definition uses the following components:

• A program identification fill-in creates a program definition and provides descriptive information about it.
• A program resources fill-in specifies the dataviews to use, panels to transmit, reports and documents to generate, and

any subprograms called or initiated by this program.
• A working data definition fill-in that is used as a temporary “scratch pad” for local data.
• A parameter definition fill-in describes data that is passed to this program from a calling program.
• An environment definition fill-in specifies access plan (SQL precompile) options that are required for programs that use

SQL to access Datacom/DB.
• A procedure definition fill-in enters the PDL statements to express the logic, computations, report and document

production, panel processing, database retrieval, or database maintenance procedures that make up the Ideal for
Datacom program. For information on PDL statements, see Procedure Definition Language Statements Reference.

A COBOL, PL/I, or Assembler program definition uses only two components-the program identification and the parameter
definition.

Accessing Program Definition Functions

The functions that Ideal for Datacom provides define and maintain program definitions as presented in the Program
Maintenance menu. To access this menu, select option 1 from the Main Menu.

  =>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: PROGRAM MAINTENANCE   (001) TEST                         SYS: DOC  MENU 

 

 Enter desired option number ===>         There are    7 options in this menu: 

 

 1.  EDIT/DISPLAY         - Edit or display a program                           

 2.  CREATE               - Create a program                                    

 3.  PRINT                - Print a program                                   

 4.  DELETE               - Delete a program                                   

 5.  MARK STATUS          - Mark program status to production or history      

 6.  DUPLICATE            - Duplicate program to new name                       

 7.  DISPLAY INDEX        - Display index of program names in a system         

 

 

When a fill-in is complete, press the Enter key or a function key to apply the modified data. Pressing the Enter key applies
the data, but leaves the current fill-in displayed. To continue, enter the appropriate command or press the appropriate
function key. Pressing the PF2 (RETURN) key returns the session to the Ideal for Datacom Main Menu without applying
the modified data (except in certain cases with RUN). Pressing the PA1 or PA2 key also ignores modified data. The PA1
key redisplays the panel with all fields blanked out (RESHOW). The PA2 key displays current function key assignments.

Program Function Key Assignments

The following functions are assigned to the PF keys in the Program Definition Facility. Commands shown below are
assignments consistent throughout all Ideal for Datacom facilities.

HELP (PF1)
Displays a panel or series of panels that contains information explaining how to complete the current function.

RETURN (PF2)
Returns from a help panel to the program component display or from the program to the menu that selects the
program.
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PRINT SCREEN (PF3)
Generates a printout of the current screen contents.

PROCEDURE (PF4)
Positions to the program procedure.

WORK (PF5)
Positions to the program's working data fill-in.

PARAMETER (PF6)
Positions to the program's parameter data fill-in.

SCROLL BACKWARD (PF7)
Displays the previous frame in the current component.

SCROLL FORWARD (PF8)
Displays the next frame in the current component.

FIND (PF9)
Finds the next occurrence of an alphanumeric literal previously specified in a full FIND command.

SCROLL TOP (PF10)
Positions to the first line of the component.

SCROLL BOTTOM (PF11)
Positions to the bottom of the component.

INPUT (PF12)
Opens a window of null lines preceding the first line of the component or at the current cursor position. Unused
null lines in the window are deleted when you press the Enter key after INPUT.

Creating a New Program Definition
To create a new program definition in Ideal for Datacom, enter the CREATE PROGRAM command and complete the
required program definition panels to specify the program definition components. Follow the links provided.

To create a program definition, enter the CREATE PROGRAM command and complete the required program definition
panels to define the components of the program definition. When you enter a name for the program on the command line
or on the identification fill-in, an entity-occurrence is added to the dictionary for the new program. You can then define the
remaining components later.

The CREATE PROGRAM command and identification fill-in also identify a subprogram to Ideal for Datacom.

The system's protection against editing Ideal for Datacom production status programs does not apply to non-Ideal
programs, since they are not maintained in Ideal for Datacom.

The following links lead to descriptions of how to define each component, whether the program is written in Ideal for
Datacom or in COBOL, PL/I, or Assembler:

• Ideal: Identify the Program
• Ideal: Define Program Resources
• Ideal: Define Working Data
• Ideal: Define Parameters Used as Input
• Ideal: Maintain Programs
• – Display and Edit a Program

– Duplicate a Program to a New Name
– Delete a Program
– Print a Program
– List an Index of Defined Programs
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Ideal: Identify the Program

In Ideal for Datacom, use the CREATE PROGRAM command to begin program creation. Review the steps to create a
program definition: verion number assignment and program identification fill-in fields.

The CREATE PROGRAM command in Ideal for Datacom initiates the program creation process. After the CREATE
command is executed, the program identification fill-in is presented, and a program name is entered, the new program
definition becomes the current definition.

Version Number

CREATE PROGRAM creates the first version of a program definition. Ideal for Datacom assigns a version number of 1 to
a newly created program definition. This version of the definition is in TEST status. You can edit it as long as it remains in
TEST status. After it is marked to PROD (production) status, you cannot edit it.

To mark a program to PROD status, enter the MARK STATUS command or select option 5 from the Program Maintenance
Menu.

NOTE
The program must be successfully compiled before you can mark it to production status.

Program Identification Fill-in

The program identification fill-in enters descriptive information about the program when the program definition is created
or modified. All information that is entered in the program identification fill-in is stored in the Datacom Datadictionary. The
following screen shows a completed fill-in.

When creating a program definition, the Identification fill-in automatically displays first. When editing an existing program
definition, you must issue the IDENTIFICATION (IDE) command to display the Identification fill-in.

 =>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: PGM IDENTIFICATION    PGM ADRMRPT   (001) TEST      SYS: DOC  FILL-IN

PROGRAM ADRMRPT

 Created          12/14/94                 By JAEGER

 Last Modified    12/14/94 at 16:56        By JAEGER

 Last Compiled    12/18/94 at 16:50

 Run Status:         Private

 Short Description:  Pgm for IDEAL reports

 Language:  IDEAL    Target Date __ __ __ Actual Date __ __ __  

 Description:

      ________________________________________________________________

Complete the following fields on the program identification fill-in:

PROGRAM
Displays the one- to eight-character name assigned to the program definition. Ideal for Datacom initializes the
program name to the name entered in the CREATE command or prompter if a name is supplied.

Created... By
Identifies the initial creation date of the program definition and the user ID of the creator. This information appears
only after the program name was entered and accepted. Ideal for Datacom maintains this date.
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Last Modified ...at ...By
Identifies the date, time, and user ID of the last edit access. The field is blank until the program definition or
an EDIT PGM command accesses it. The information appears only after the program name was entered and
accepted. Ideal for Datacom maintains this data.

Last Compiled at
Identifies the date and time of the last program compilation.

Run Status
For an Ideal for Datacom program only, an indication of how the program is retained in memory while it is running.
Possible values are SHARED, PRIVATE, or RESIDENT. The Ideal for Datacom administrator determines the
Run Status of a program. The default for newly created programs is PRIVATE. This line is omitted for non-Ideal
programs. This does not apply to programs in load module format.

Short Description (Optional)
Displays a brief description of the program definition the user entered. This description is always in mixed case,
regardless of the SET EDIT case specification.

New Copy on Call? (Non-Ideal subprograms only)
Indicates whether to release the subprogram and load a new copy each time the subprogram is called in batch.
When a new copy is loaded, the local data is reset to initial values on each call.
Enter Y for a new copy or N for no new copy. The default is N (do not release the program after each call). If you
change this option, you must recompile all calling programs before they can run. This line is omitted for Ideal for
Datacom programs.

Amode (Non-Ideal subprograms only)
Indicates whether the subprogram runs in 24-bit mode or 31-bit mode. For a program running in 24-bit mode or of
unknown mode, the parameter data is copied below the line to make it accessible. Declaring that a program runs
in 31-bit mode avoids that overhead, where applicable, and also reduces 24-bit storage requirements.

Update DB|Access DB2 (Non-Ideal subprograms only)
Indicates whether the subprogram performs database additions, changes, or deletions for Datacom/DB or any
SQL access for DB2. Enter Y or N.
Ideal for Datacom uses this information for CHECKPOINT/ROLLBACK processing and, for DB2, for dynamic plan
allocation processing.

Language
Displays the language that is used in the program.
Ideal for Datacom is the default that is used when the program is written in Ideal for Datacom/PDL. The following
designations are used:
ASM

Specifies Assembler programs.
PLI

Specifies PL/1 programs.
COBOL

Specifies COBOL programs.
You must identify a non-Ideal program to Ideal for Datacom with an Ideal for Datacom fill-in. If it is intended
to receive parameters, it must have an Ideal for Datacom parameter definition. However, all other coding and
maintenance of a non-Ideal program must be performed outside of Ideal for Datacom.

Target Date
Displays the date that is planned for the application to complete.

Actual Date
Displays the date when the application is completed.
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Description
(Optional) Displays full description of the program definition, up to five lines long.

Ideal: Define Program Resources

The Ideal for Datacom program resources fill-in specifies the resources that the application uses. These resources can
include dataviews, panels, reports, documents, and subprograms.

When an Ideal for Datacom user enters the Resource Editor, the related entities from Datacom Datadictionary are copied
into a VLS member. At the end of the edit, Datacom Datadictionary is updated and the VLS member is deleted.

If there are errors, the Ideal for Datacom user is notified and cannot leave edit mode until they fix the errors or press
theClear key to abandon the change.

To access the resources fill-in for the current program definition, issue the RESOURCES (RES) command.

After resources are specified, the next time the fill-in displays, the entries are ordered alphabetically by entity type. In each
entity type, the entries are ordered alphanumerically by name.

The information that identifies program resources is stored in the Datacom Datadictionary. Ideal for Datacom uses it for
reports and to ensure that the program uses only resources for which it is authorized.

The resources of a program do not have to exist when they are entered in the resource fill-in. When these resources are
created, they automatically are associated with all programs that name them as resources.

After the production version of an Ideal for Datacom subprogram is specified as a program resource, the program uses
the production version of that subprogram, even if a different version becomes the production version.

You can use a test version of a subprogram in place of a production subprogram when running a production application,
by using the ASSIGN PROGRAM VERSION command. For more information, see ASSIGN PROGRAM Command.

• The definition of a non-Ideal subprogram describes the number of parameters the Ideal for Datacom calling program
passes and their structure and data types. This information becomes bound in the Ideal for Datacom calling program
during a compilation. If a new version of the subprogram definition is marked to PROD, existing PROD Ideal for
Datacom programs are not affected. They still call the non-Ideal program with the old parameter list format. To change
an Ideal for Datacom program to use the new parameter list format, duplicate it to a new TEST version, change the
RESOURCE table to indicate the correct subprogram version, compile, and mark PROD.

• You can access additional lines for up to 99 entries for each type of resource by scrolling forward.
• You can use the CHECKPOINT and ROLLBACK commands during your editing session to set and return to a stable

point in the definition of the program resources.

Program Resources Fill-in Panel

The following screen shows the program resources fill-in. A completed fill-in follows the description of the individual fields.

 =>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: Resource Edit Panel   PGM TEST (001) TEST            SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

 Command Type    Name of DVW/PGM/PNL or RPT         Version  System  Qual?

 ======  ===     ========== T O P ===============     ====     ===     =

 ......

 ......

 ......

 ......

 ......

 ......
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 ......

 ......

 ======  ===     ======= B O T T O M ============     ====     ===     =

Review the components of the program resources fill-in:

Type
Displays the type of resource. Valid entries are DVW, DOC, PGM, and RPT.

Name
Displays the 1- to 32-character name of a dataview or the one- to eight-character name of a program, panel,
document, or report. If the resource is a dataview, you can specify the authorization ID with the object name; for
example, IDEALDS.CUSTOMER.

Version
Identifies the one- to four-character version of the resource. You can specify versions as follows:
PROD

Specifies the production version of the resource.
nnn

Specifies the version number that was assigned to the resource when it was defined
Tnnn

Specifies the test status version number that is assigned to the dataview in Datacom Datadictionary for
modeled dataviews in TEST status.

If a version is not specified for a dataview, the current setting of the SET DATAVIEW VERSION command
determines the version that is used when the program is compiled.

System
The one- to three-character system ID for the system where the panel, report, document, or program belongs. If
the system is not entered, the current system (the system of the program being defined) is used.

Qual (for SQL Dataviews)
Y

(Default) Qualify the SQL object name that is associated with this dataview using the authorization ID
specified in the Name field. The object name is qualified in:

• All SQL statements generated by FOR constructs for this dataview
• Embedded SQL statements specifying the object with an unqualified name

N
Generate the SQL object name without qualification. This option lets you access an SQL object other than
the one used to catalog the dataview by giving both objects the same table and view name, but different
qualifiers. The tables should have the same structure.

SQL objects can be explicitly qualified in embedded SQL. An explicit qualifier is used even if N is specified here.
An ASSIGN AUTHORIZATION command can override the authorization ID specified here.

  =>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: Resource Edit Panel   PGM TEST (001) TEST            SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

 Command Type    Name of DVW/PGM/PNL or RPT         Version  System  Qual?

 ======  ===     ========== T O P ===============     ====     ===     =

 ......  DVW     IDEALDS.CUSTOMER                                      Y

 ......  PNL     CUSTPNL                              001      CUS

 ......  PGM     STDERROR                             PROD     $ID

 ......  RPT     CUSTLIST                             002         

 ======  ===     ======= B O T T O M ============     ====     ===     =
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Display Program Resource Indexes

The DISPLAY INDEX PROGRAM command or equivalent DISPLAY INDEX prompter displays the names and statuses of
all occurrences of program definitions in the current system. To display an index of program resources, use the RELATED
TO clause of the DISPLAY INDEX command, as follows:

• To display the names and status of all program definitions that are related to a specified program, enter the command
DISPLAY INDEX PROGRAM name RELATED TO PROGRAM command. The resulting display shows all programs
that are called or initiated by the specified program and all programs that call the specified program.

• To display the names and status of all dataview definitions that are related to programs in the current system, enter the
DISPLAY INDEX DATAVIEW RELATED TO PROGRAM command.

• To display the names and status of all panel definitions related to programs in the current system, enter the DISPLAY
INDEX PANEL RELATED TO PROGRAM command.

• To display the names and status of all report definitions related to programs in the current system, enter the DISPLAY
INDEX REPORT RELATED TO PROGRAM command.

• To display the names and status of all document definitions related to programs in the current system, enter the
DISPLAY INDEX DOCUMENT RELATED TO PROGRAM command.

For the complete syntax, see DISPLAY INDEX Command.

Display the Procedure Definition Panel

The PROCEDURE command or equivalent PF key displays the program procedure for the current program definition. If
you enter this command before the procedure is defined, a blank screen appears that is ready for PDL statements. If you
enter this command after a procedure is defined, then as many lines of the procedure (from the top) as fit in the region
display.

Ideal: Define Working Data

In Ideal for Datacom, the working data definition fill-in names and describes data local to the application. Review the panel
fields, including valid values, and an example.

Working Data Definition Fill-in

The WORK command or equivalent function key displays the working data definition fill-in for the current program
definition.

=>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: WORKING DATA DEFN.    PGM ADRMRPT                  SYS: DOC     FILL

 Command Level Field Name          T I Ch/Dg Occur Value/Comments/Clauses

 ======  ===== ====== T O P ====== = = ===== ===== =============================

 ......                                                                         

......                                                                         

......                                                                         

......                                                                         

......                                                                         

......                                                                         

======  ===== === B O T T O M === = = ===== ===== =============================

Review the fields on the working data definition fill-in:

Command
Designates an area where you can specify line commands
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Level
Specifies the number that hierarchically ranks fields. Elementary field names must be unique to the highest level
(level-1) group name. Simple fields not in a group (level-1 names by themselves) must be unique to the program,
and do not require a level number.

Field Name
Contains one of the following options:

• A valid name for an elementary item (numeric field, date field, alphanumeric fixed or variable length field, or
flag) or for a group item (including a copied dataview or SQLCA). You can continue the field name on a second
line by including a semicolon (;) as the last character on the first line. You can break the field name at any
character. You can specify the level number and the attributes T, I, Ch/Dg, and Occur only on the first line.

• A condition name for a condition name definition. Conditions can be continued.
• A valid subscript of the form (n), (n,o), or (n,o,p) for an initial value of a specific occurring item
• A filler, an unnamed field of nulls, or blanks to reserve space. The other entries (for example, Level, Type, CH/

DG, and so on) are blank.

This entry is blank when the Value/Comments/Clauses column contains a continuation line or a comment or when
the rest of the line is blank.

T (Type)
Specifies the field type. Type defaults to N if the internal representation is specified. Type must be blank for a
group item, continuation lines, and subscript initial values. Any types that can hold null values must be defined as
nullable, which is identified with the keywords WITH IND in the Value/... column. Review the valid entries:
X

Specifies an alphanumeric field. The value of the field can be any alphabetic, numeric, special character,
or the null value.

V
Specifies a variable-length alphanumeric field. The value of the field can be any alphabetic, numeric,
special character, or the null value.

N
Specifies a signed numeric field. The value of the field can be 0-9, a minus sign, a decimal symbol, or the
null value.

U
Specifies an unsigned numeric field. The value of the field can be 0-9, a decimal symbol, or the null value.

D
Specifies a date field. This numeric field contains an integer number reflecting the number of days, plus or
minus, from December 31, 1900 (day zero), or the null value.

C
Specifies a condition name that is assigned to a specific value of a field.

F
Specifies a flag that signifies a condition. The only valid values for a flag are TRUE and FALSE.

I (Internal Representation)
Specifies the internal representation of numeric (signed and unsigned) and date type fields:
P

Specifies a packed decimal field.
Z

Specifies a zoned decimal field
B
Specifies a binary field
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NOTE
Internal representation must be blank unless the type is N, U, or D. P is the default.

Ch/Dg (Characters/Digits)
Specifies the length of the field value: either the number of alphanumeric characters or the number of integers,
a period, and the number of decimal places in a numeric or date field value. For a variable-length alphanumeric
field, specify the maximum number of alphanumeric characters. Date fields cannot have decimal places.
You must specify the characters and digits for all elementary field types except dates and flags. The default
for date fields is 7. The minimum length for date fields is 5. For numeric and date fields, the maximum is 31 for
packed and zoned, and 9 for binary.
A non-date entry with no type or length information is assumed to be a group name; it must be followed by
subordinate fields.
For example, in the following table, 42 in the Ch/Dg column for the first alphanumeric field (Type X) indicates a
length of 42 characters. The value 16 for the variable-length field indicates a maximum length of 16 characters.
A numeric field (Type N) with 7 specified in the Ch/Dg column indicates a seven-digit field with seven integer
positions. The next numeric field, with 10.3 specified in the Ch/Dg column, indicates a 13-digit field with 10 integer
positions and 3 decimal places. A date field (Type D) with 5 in the Ch/Dg column can hold an internal five-integer
date value of up to 273 years from the base year.

Type Ch/Dg

X 42

V 16

N 7

N 10.3

D 5

Occur (Number of Occurrences)
Specifies the number of times a group or field occurs.
When a group or field repeats a fixed number of times, enter the number of occurrences in this column.
Occurring fields (elementary items) can have initial values specified in the Value column. Enter these values on
each successive line in the Value column. Enter a valid subscript number (of the form (n), (n,o), or (n,o,p)) on the
corresponding line in the Field Name column.
You cannot specify initial values for repeating groups. However, specify initial values for individual occurrences by
placing the subscript in Field Name.
A group or field can also occur a variable number of times depending on the value of the Depending on field.
In this case, the Occur column contains the maximum number of occurrences. The Depending on field name is
specified in the Value/... column by using the phrase DEP ON field-name. Only one group or field is permitted in
any level-01 group. The group or field must be at the end of the level-01 group.

Value/Comments/Clauses
Specifies a value, keyword, clause, or comment:

• A value for the occurrence of the field
• A REDEFINITION or REDEF keyword
• A DEP ON clause
• A WITH INDICATOR or WITH IND clause
• a COPY DATAVIEW or COPY DVW clause
• a COPY SQLCA clause
• You can also specify a descriptive comment about the field alone or with any of the ot
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NOTE
For data entered in this column, Ideal for Datacom retains the case (upper or lower) based on the
default case setting or on a setting determined by a SET EDIT CASE command. Keywords and identifier
references must be in uppercase for compiling and editing.

Value
Assigns a value to an occurrence of a field:

• You can assign an elementary field a value in the Value/... column. This value can be a numeric or
alphanumeric literal, depending on the type of the elementary field.

• You must enclose alphanumeric literals in delimiters (“ or '). If an alphanumeric literal is longer than the
space provided, continue the alphanumeric literal on the next line of the same column, surrounded by
a new pair of delimiters. Leave all other columns on the continuation line blank. Two or more delimited
alphanumeric literals that are continued in this fashion are concatenated and treated as one.

• The default value of a nullable field defined as WITH IND is null, regardless of type. Otherwise, the
default value for a numeric field is zero. For a fixed alphanumeric field, it is spaces. For a variable
length alphanumeric field, it is the empty string of zero length.

• For an occurring field, the Value column is left blank on the line that contains the field name. The
following lines can contain occurrence subscripts.

• You can assign a variable length field with a value of an alphanumeric literal that is enclosed in
delimiters. The length of this literal is the initial length of the field. It must not exceed the maximum
length that is specified in the Ch/Dg column.

• A flag can have an initial value of either TRUE (or T) or FALSE (or F). The default is FALSE.
• You cannot assign an initial value to a date field. The initial value is always zero.
• If you omit the length for a character field, but you provide a literal value, Ideal for Datacom sets the

field length to the length of the literal.
• A value of CRLF (without quotes) represents the carriage return/line feed combination that is used in

HTML and XML documents.
• If you omit the length for a character field, but you provide a literal value, Ideal for Datacom sets the

field length to the length of the literal.

REDEF
The keyword REDEFINITION (or REDEF) in this column indicates that this working data item is another
view of the closest previously defined item at the same level, that is not itself a redefinition.

• This item cannot be larger than the item that defines it.
• The two items can be different types (such as alphanumeric and numeric), but neither item can be a

variable length field or a nullable field.
• Neither item can be a group containing a variable-length field or a nullable field.
• Ideal for Datacom determines the data type of the REDEF working data item by using the Type that is

specified for the item that it redefines.
• Types that are explicitly specified with the REDEF working data item are ignored.
• If the REDEF data item is a group, the data types in its subordinate field do not affect whether the

group is alpha or non-alpha. Rather, the item that it redefines determines whether it is an alpha or non-
alpha group.

• An item with a REDEF cannot have an initial value. If a group has a REDEF, none of its subordinate
fields can have initial values. However, the item that defines it can have an initial value.

DEP ON
Designates a field as a counter to limit the number of occurrences of a field that was defined as occurring
a variable number of times.
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• Field-name must be an elementary numeric field that appears previously in the same level-1 structure.
• The field must be defined with zero decimal places.
• The field cannot be specified with an Occur value.
• the field cannot be a date field.
• You can specify an initial value for the field.
• The keywords DEP and ON can be split over two consecutive lines without a continuation character.

To continue a field name onto a second line, specify a semicolon (;) as the last character of the first
line. You can break the field name at any character. Leading blanks on the continuation are stripped.

COPY DATAVIEW
Automatically copies the entire structure of a dataview into a working data definition.

• Enter a level-1 name in the Field Name column.
• Enter COPY DATAVIEW dvwname in the Value/Comments/Clauses column.
• The keywords COPY and DATAVIEW can be split from the dataview name over two consecutive lines

without a continuation character.

To continue a dataview name onto a second line, specify a semicolon (;) as the last character of the first
line. You can break the name at any character.
References to field names in a copied dataview must be qualified with the level-1 data name, even if they
are the only references to the names. This distinguishes the copied fields from the dataview fields.
Ideal for Datacom performs the copy when the program is compiled. To see the dataview structure, enter
the DISPLAY DATAVIEW command or turn on the EXD compiler option. The dataview structure is never
expanded in working data.

COPY SQLCA (SQL access only)
Automatically copies the entire structure of the SQLCA work area into a working data definition. The
SQLCA contains information about the last SQL statement that is processed by this program. COPY
SQLCA is not needed when using $SQL functions.

• Enter a level-1 data name in the Field Name column.
• Enter COPY SQLCA in the Value/Comments/Clauses column. You can split the keywords COPY and

SQLCA over consecutive lines without a continuation character.

You can define only one SQLCA group in working data for each database management system that can
be accessed using SQL. The level-1 data name cannot be DB-SQLCA, the name Ideal for Datacom uses.
The subordinate fields of each group are the SQLCA fields.
For a list of the SQLCA fields, see $SQL Functions (SQL Access Only) and the SQL reference
documentation for the appropriate database management system.
If the resource table includes an SQL dataview or the EXD compiler listing option is turned on, the
SQLCA structure is listed following the WOR/PAR sections in the compiler listing. Ideal for Datacom
performs the copy when the program is compiled. If you have both Datacom SQL and DB2 SQL:

• You can define two SQLCA groups, one for each type of database.
• You can specify which SQLCA to copy by indicating the type of database with the COPY clause:

      COPY DB SQLCA or COPY DB2 SQLCA

• If you do not specify a database type, the COPY defaults to the current primary database as defined in
the program environment fill-in.

WITH INDICATOR
Indicates (WITH INDICATOR or WITH IND, or IND) that this elementary field is nullable; it can receive null
values. Designates a field as a counter to limit the number of occurrences of a field that was defined as
occurring a variable number of times.
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NULL
You can specify a nullable field with an initial null value with the keyword NULL in this column. In this
case, WITH INDICATOR is optional.

Comments
Contains useful information about the field. A preceding colon (:) indicates a comment in this column.
For more information about how to specify and use comments, see Comment. To continue a comment
over multiple lines, start each line of the column with a colon. The other columns can be blank or the
continuation of a field name.

Example

The following example shows the various types of data structures that you can define using the working data definition fill-
in. The components of this example apply equally to the record structures of a Datacom/DB database as defined through
the dictionary. Dataview definitions from the dictionary, as the Ideal for Datacom user sees them, closely resemble the
PDL working data structure, as does the definition of parameter data.

The example uses a working data definition fill-in to show how numeric and alphanumeric fields, groups, alpha-groups,
and repeating groups are specified.

The following two screens show sample definitions of a flag, an alphanumeric group, and a non-alphanumeric group.
ADDRESS, in the second fill-in, is the name of a non-alpha group.

  =>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: WORKING DATA DEFN.    PGM JEPDX1  (001) TEST       SYS: DOC   DISPLAY

Command Level Field Name          T I Ch/Dg Occur Value/Comments/Clauses

 ------  ----- ------------------- - - ----- ----- -----------------------------

 ======  ===== ====== T O P ====== = = ===== ===== =============================

 000100  1     PART-NAME           X      16       'SAMPLE-PART-NAME' : DEFAULT

 000200                                            : PART NAME

 000300  1     PART-NUMBER         N       9       999999999 : DEFAULT PART NUM

 000400  1     IN-STOCK            F               FALSE : PART NOT FOUND

 ======  ===== === B O T T O M === = = ===== ===== =============================

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: WORKING DATA DEFN.    PGM JEPDX3  (001) TEST          SYS: DOC  DISPLAY

 Command Level Field Name          T I Ch/Dg Occur Value/Comments/Clauses

 ------  ----- ------------------- - - ----- ----- -----------------------------

 ======  ===== ====== T O P ====== = = ===== ==================================

 000100  1     EMPLOYEE-NAME                       : THIS GROUP NAME CAN BE USED

 000200                                            : WHEN FULL NAME IS NEEDED

 000300   2    LAST-NAME           X      15       : USE FOR LAST NAME ONLY

 000400   2    MIDDLE-INITIAL      X       1

 000500   2    FIRST-NAME          X      10       : USE FOR FIRST NAME ONLY

 000600                                            :

 000700  1     ADDRESS                             : THIS GROUP NAME CAN BE USED

 000800                                            : WHEN FULL ADDRESS IS NEEDED

 000900   2    STREET              X      20       : STREET NUMBER AND NAME

 001000   2    CITY                X      15

 001100   2    STATE               X       2       : 2-CHARACTER ABBREVIATION

 001200   2    ZIP-CODE            N       9       : SPACE FOR NEW 9-DIGIT CODE

 ======  ===== === B O T T O M === = = ===== ===== ============================
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The next screen shows an example of a repeating field with initial values in a table of months:

  =>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: WORKING DATA DEFN.    PGM JEPDX2  (001) TEST          SYS: DOC  DISPLAY

 Command Level Field Name          T I Ch/Dg Occur Value/Comments/Clauses

 ------  ----- ------------------- - - ----- ----- -----------------------------

 ======  ===== ====== T O P ====== = = ===== ===== ============================

 000100  1     MONTH-TABLE         X       9    12

 000200        (1)                                 'JANUARY'

 000300        (2)                                 'FEBRUARY'

 000400        (3)                                 'MARCH'

 000500        (4)                                 'APRIL'

 000600        (5)                                 'MAY'

 000700        (6)                                 'JUNE'

 000800        (7)                                 'JULY'

 000900        (8)                                 'AUGUST'

 001000        (9)                                 'SEPTEMBER'

 001100        (10)                                'OCTOBER'

 001200        (11)                                'NOVEMBER'

 001300        (12)                                'DECEMBER'

 ======  ===== === B O T T O M === = = ===== ==================================

The next screen shows how to define several data types:

• Alphanumeric (LAST-NAME, MIDDLE-INITIAL, and so on).
• Signed numeric in packed internal format (EMPLOYEE-NUMBER and #DEPENDENTS) and unsigned numeric in

zoned internal format (ZIP-CODE).
• Variable length (COM-ADDRESS) that holds a complete address.

Th screen also shows several types of data structures:

• A repeating group (DEPENDENT) that derives its number of occurrences from another field (#DEPENDENTS).
• A field (MARITAL-STATUS) for which a series of condition names was specified.
• Two examples of alpha groups (EMPLOYEE-NAME and FULL-NAME).
• A non-alpha group (ADDRESS). This group includes an alphanumeric field (ZIP-CODE-ALT) that redefines a numeric

field (ZIP-CODE). If the order of these two fields were reversed (if ZIP-CODE redefined ZIP-CODE-ALT), ADDRESS
would then be an alpha group, since the type of the field with the Redefines does not affect the group type.

  =>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: WORKING DATA DEFN.    PGM JEPDX4  (001) TEST          SYS: DOC  DISPLAY

Command Level Field Name          T I Ch/Dg Occur Value/Comments/Clauses

 ------  ----- ------------------- - - ----- ----- -----------------------------

 ======  ===== ====== T O P ====== = = ===== ===== ============================

 000100  1     EMPLOYEE-NAME

 000200

 000300   2    LAST-NAME           X      15

 000400   2    MIDDLE-INITIAL      X       1

 000500   2    FIRST-NAME          X      10

 000600

 000601  1     EMPLOYEE-NUMBER     N P     7

 000602
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 000700  1     ADDRESS

 000800

 000900   2    STREET              X     20

 001000   2    CITY                X     15

 001100   2    STATE               X      2

 001200   2    ZIP-CODE            U Z    9

 001201   2    ZIP-CODE-ALT        X      9        REDEF

 001202

 001203  1     COM-ADDRESS         V     46

 001300

 001400  1     MARITAL-STATUS      X      1

 001500        MARRIED             C               'M'

 001600        SINGLE              C               'S'

 001700        DIVORCED            C               'D'

 001800        WIDOWED             C               'W'

 001900        SEPARATED           C               'E'

 002000

 002100  1     DEPENDENTS

 002200   2    #DEPENDENTS         N P    2        : NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS

 002300   2    DEPENDENT                        12 DEP ON #DEPENDENTS

 002400    3   FULL-NAME 

 002500     4  GIVEN               X     10        : DEPENDENT'S FIRST NAME

 002600     4  MIDDLE              X      1

 002700     4  LAST                X     15        : IF DIFFERENT FROM EMPLOYEE

 002800    3   BIRTH-DATE          D      5

 ======  ===== === B O T T O M === = = ===== ===== ============================

The following screen defines a working data field that is used as a report summary line. The multiple consecutive lines of
values are concatenated into a single alphanumeric literal.

  =>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: WORKING DATA DEFN.    PGM JEPDX6  (001) TEST          SYS: DOC  DISPLAY

Command Level Field Name          T I Ch/Dg Occur Value/Comments/Clauses

 ------  ----- ------------------- - - ----- ----- -----------------------------

 ======  ===== ====== T O P ====== = = ===== ===== ============================

 000100  1     RPT-LITERAL         X      44       '**** This Is the Last Line '

 000200                                            'of the Report ****'

 ======  ===== === B O T T O M === = = ===== ===== ============================

The following screen shows the definition of a two-dimensional array (ROWS,RANKS) representing the squares on a
chess board. The initial values show the deployment of pieces at the start of a game.

  =>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: WORKING DATA DEFN.    PGM JEPDX5  (001) TEST          SYS: DOC  DISPLAY

Command Level Field Name          T I Ch/Dg Occur Value/Comments/Clauses

 ------  ----- ------------------- - - ----- ----- -----------------------------

 ======  ===== ====== T O P ====== = = ===== ===== ============================

 000100  1     CHESS-BOARD

 000200   2    ROW                               8

 000300    3   RANK                X       9     8
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 000400        (1,1)                               'WH-ROOK'

 000500        (1,2)                               'WH-KNIGHT'

 000600        (1,3)                               'WH-BISHOP'

 000700        (1,4)                               'WH-KING'

 000800        (1,5)                               'WH-QUEEN'

 000900        (1,6)                               'WH-BISHOP'

 001000        (1,7)                               'WH-KNIGHT'

 001100        (1,8)                               'WH-ROOK'

 001101        (2,1)                               'WH-PAWN'

 001102        (2,2)                               'WH-PAWN'

 001103        (2,3)                               'WH-PAWN'

 001104        (2,4)                               'WH-PAWN'

 001105        (2,5)                               'WH-PAWN'

 001106        (2,6)                               'WH-PAWN'

 001107        (2,7)                               'WH-PAWN'

 001108        (2,8)                               'WH-PAWN'

 001114        (7,1)                               'BL-PAWN'

 001115        (7,2)                               'BL-PAWN'

 001116        (7,3)                               'BL-PAWN'

 001117        (7,4)                               'BL-PAWN'

 001118        (7,5)                               'BL-PAWN'

 001119        (7,6)                               'BL-PAWN'

 001120        (7,7)                               'BL-PAWN'

 001121        (7,8)                               'BL-PAWN'

 001200        (8,1)                               'BL-ROOK'

 001300        (8,2)                               'BL-KNIGHT'

 001400        (8,3)                               'BL-BISHOP'

 001500        (8,4)                               'BL-KING'

 001600        (8,5)                               'BL-QUEEN'

 001700        (8,6)                               'BL-BISHOP'

 001800        (8,7)                               'BL-KNIGHT'

 001900        (8,8)                               'BL-ROOK'

 ======  ===== === B O T T O M === = = ===== ===== ============================

Ideal: Define Parameters Used as Input

Parameter data in an Ideal for Datacom program definition consists of the names and descriptions of data items to pass
to this program from a calling program or to this program using a RUN command. Review panels for parameter definition,
environment definition, procedure definition, and valid entries.

Parameter Definition Fill-in

Specify parameter data for the called subprogram on the parameter definition fill-in:

  =>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: PARAMETER DEFINITION  PGM ADRMRPT  (001) TEST         SYS: DOC  FILL-IN

 Command Level Field Name          T I Ch/Dg Occur  U M  Comments/Dep on/Copy

 ======  ===== ====== T O P ====== = = ===== =====  = = =======================

 ......                                                                         

......                                                                         

......                                                                         
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......

 ......                                                                         

......                                                                         

......                                                                         

======  ===== === B O T T O M === = = ===== ===== ============================

Parameter Data

Parameter data is specified similarly to working data. However, the specification of parameter data differs in several ways
from the definition of working data:

• Two columns on the parameter definition fill-in are not on the working data definition fill-in: U (update intent) and M
(matching).

• You do not need to specify all attributes for a parameter for a called Ideal for Datacom subprogram with dynamic
parameter matching.

Level
Specifies the number that hierarchically ranks fields. Elementary field names must be unique to the highest level
(level-1) group name. Elementary fields not in a group (level-1 names by themselves) must be unique to the
program. All level-1 names must be unique to the program.

Field Name
A valid field name for a parameter that corresponds to the data item in the CALL statement. This name in the
called program can be the same as or different from the name of the data item in the calling program.
You can continue the field name on a second line by including a semicolon (;) as the last character on the first
line. You can break the field name at any character. Leading blank characters on a continued line are stripped.
You can specify the level number and the attributes T, I, Ch/Dg, and Occur on the first line only:

• A condition name
• A filler: an unnamed field of nulls or blanks that reserves space. The other entries (for example; Level, Type,

CH/DG) are blank.
• Blanks when the Comment/Dep on/Copy column contains a continuation line or when the rest of the line is

blank.

T (Type)
Specifies the parameter type.

NOTE
For non-Ideal subprograms, specify type X, N, or U.

The following types are valid entries:
X

Specifies an alphanumeric field. The value of the field can be any alphabetic, numeric, or special
character, or the null value.

V
Specifies a variable length alphanumeric field. The value of the field can be any alphabetic, numeric, or
special character or the null value.

N
Specifies a signed numeric field. The value of the field can be 0-9, a minus sign, or decimal symbol, or the
null value.

U
Specifies an unsigned numeric field. The value of the field can be 0-9 or decimal symbol, or the null value.
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D
Specifies a date field. This type is a numeric field containing an integer number, reflecting the number of
days, plus or minus, from December 31, 1900 (day zero), or the null value.

C
Specifies a condition name that is assigned to a specific value of a field.

F
Specifies a flag that signifies a condition. The only valid values for a flag are TRUE and FALSE.

I (Internal Representation)
Specifies the internal representation of numeric (signed and unsigned) and date type fields:
P

Specifies a packed decimal field.
Z

Specifies a zoned decimal field.
B

Specifies a binary field.

NOTE
Internal representation must be blank unless the type is N, U, or D. P is the default.

For Ideal for Datacom subprograms, observe the following guidelines:

• With dynamic parameter matching, the internal representation must be blank.
• With identical parameter matching, the internal representation is required for D, N, and U type fields.

>For non-Ideal subprograms, the internal representation is required for N and U type fields.
Ch/Dg (Characters/Digits)

Specifies the length of the field value. Enter either the number of alphanumeric characters or the number of
integers, a period, and the number of decimal places in a numeric or date field value. For a variable-length
alphanumeric field, specifies the maximum number of alphanumeric characters. Date fields cannot have decimal
places.
You must specify the characters and digits for all elementary field types except dates and flags. The default
for date fields is 7. The minimum length for date fields is 5. For numeric and date fields, the maximum is 31 for
packed and zoned, and 9 for binary.
A non-date entry with no type or length information is assumed to be a group name that is followed by subordinate
fields.
For example, in the following table, 42 in the Ch/Dg column for the first alphanumeric field (Type X) indicates a
length of 42 characters. The value 16 for the variable length field indicates a maximum length of 16 characters. A
numeric field (Type N) with 7 specified in the Ch/Dg column indicates a seven-digit field with 7 integer positions.
The next numeric field, with 10.3 specified in the Ch/Dg column, indicates a 13-digit field with 10 integer positions
and 3 decimal places. A date field (Type D) with 5 in the Ch/Dg column can hold an internal five-integer date value
of up to 273 years from the base year.

Type Ch/Dg

X 42

V 16

N 7

N 10.3

D 5
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For Ideal for Datacom subprograms with dynamic parameter matching, this specification is required for type X and
V parameters, and optional for types N, U, and D.
For type X parameters and for type V parameters that are passed with dynamic parameter matching and Input
update intent, the length of the Characters/Digits of the subprogram parameter must be greater than or equal to
the Characters/Digits specified in the calling program.
For type V parameters passed with dynamic parameter matching and Update intent, the characters/digits must
match the specification in the calling program.
Numeric and date parameters do not require a characters/digits specification, because they are automatically
assigned the same logical attributes as the corresponding data item in the calling program.
If you specify characters/digits, it must match the characters/digits of the corresponding data item in the calling
program.
With identical parameter matching, the character/digits specification is required for all types. The characters/digits
must match the characters/digits of the corresponding data item in the calling program.
For non-Ideal subprograms, the characters/digits attribute is required for all types.
Also see the rules for calling subprograms described in Subprograms.

Occur (Number of Occurrences)
Specifies the number of times a group or field occurs (or the maximum for dynamic parameters).
When a group or field occurs a fixed number of times, the number of occurrences is entered in this column.
A group or field also occurs a variable number of times, depending on the count in the Depending on field. In this
case, the Occur column contains the maximum number of occurrences. The Depending on field name is specified
in the Comments/Dep on/Copy column by using the phrase DEP ON field name. Only one such variably repeating
group is permitted in any structure, and it must be at the end of the structure. For dynamic parameters, this is the
maximum number of occurrences that you can specify for the corresponding field in the calling program.

NOTE
You cannot specify initial values for repeating fields in parameter data. You cannot specify an Occur
value for a level-1 parameter.

U (Update Intent)
Specifies the kind of parameter. This attribute is specified only for a level-1 item, never for the subordinate fields
of a group.
U

Specifies an update parameter (a parameter that the program can modify).
I

Specifies an input parameter (a parameter that the program cannot modify).
M (Parameter Matching)

(For Ideal for Datacom subprograms only.) Specifies whether attributes are dynamically copied into the
parameter from the corresponding data item in the calling program and only match the general type, or must
be specific and exactly match the corresponding data item in the calling program. Specify this attribute only for
level-1 parameters. The attribute applies only to that field or group:
D (Default)

Specifies dynamic matching. Attributes for this data item are copied from the calling program.
I

Specifies identical matching. Attributes must be completely specified and match the attributes of the
calling program data item. Identical parameter matching generates more efficient code, since all attributes
are known at compile time.

Comments/Dep on/Copy (Comment, Redefinition, Depending on field name, COPY dataview or SQLCA, or
WITH INDICATOR)

Ideal for Datacom retains the case of the text that is entered in this column, as determined by default or specified
with a SET EDIT CASE command. You can specify a descriptive comment about the field alone or with any of the
other fields. Keywords and field names must be uppercase.
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Comments
Specifies useful information about the field. A comment is indicated in this column by a preceding colon
(:).
To continue a comment over multiple lines, start each line of the column with a colon. The other columns
can be blank or the continuation of a field name.

REDEF
Indicates with the keyword REDEFINITION (or REDEF) in this column that this parameter item is another
view of the closest defined item at the same level, that is not itself a redefinition.
This item cannot be larger than the item that defined it. The two items can be different types (such as
alphanumeric and numeric), but neither item can be a variable-length field or a nullable field. None of the
items can be a group containing a variable-length field or a nullable field.
If a parameter field with a REDEF is a subordinate field, its Type does not affect whether the group is
alpha or non-alpha, or the types of the subordinate fields in the group. Ideal for Datacom uses the type of
the item that defined it. Redefinitions are not allowed for level-1 parameters and are not allowed for non-
Ideal subprograms.

DEP ON
Specifies a DEP ON field-name clause. This clause designates a field as a counter to limit the number of
occurrences of a field that was defined as occurring a variable number of times. Field name must be an
elementary numeric field that appears previously in the same level-1 structure. The field-name field must
be defined with zero decimal places and cannot be specified with an Occur value. The field cannot be a
date field. You can specify an initial value for the field-name field.
You can split the keywords DEP and ON over two consecutive lines without a continuation character. To
continue a field name onto a second line, specify a semicolon (;) as the last character of the first line. You
can break the field name at any character. The other columns can be blank or the continuation of a field
name.

COPY DATAVIEW
Specifies to automatically copy the entire structure of a dataview into a parameter definition. To use this
clause:

• Enter a level-1 name in the Field Name column.
• Enter COPY DATAVIEW dvwname in the Comments/Dep On/Copy column.
• To continue a dataview name onto a second line, specify a semicolon (;) as the last character of the

first line. You can break the name at any character.

The dataview being copied must be a cataloged dataview and must be specified as a program resource.
Ideal for Datacom performs the copy when the program is compiled. To see the dataview structure, enter
the DISPLAY DATAVIEW command or turn on the EXDE compiler option. The structure is not shown in
the parameter data.
Note: You must include the dataview in the resources of the program, even though there might not be any
FOR construct in the procedure.

COPY SQLCA (SQL only)
Automatically copies the entire structure of the SQLCA work area into the parameter definition.
The SQLCA contains information about the last SQL statement this program processed. If you use
$SQL functions, COPY SQLCA is not neede . To use this clause:

• Enter a level-1 data name in the Field Name column.
• Enter COPY SQLCA in the Comments/Dep On/Copy column. You can split the keywords COPY and

SQLCA over consecutive lines without a continuation character.

You can define only one SQLCA group in parameter data for each database management system that
SQL can access. The level-1 data name cannot be DB-SQLCA, the name Ideal for Datacom uses. The
subordinate fields of each group are the SQLCA fields.
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For a list of the SQLCA fields, see $SQL Functions (SQL Access Only) and the SQL reference
documentation for the appropriate database management system.
If the resource table includes an SQL dataview, the SQLCA structure is listed following the WOR/PAR
sections in the compiler listing.
If the EXD compiler listing option is turned on, the SQLCA structure is listed following the WOR/PAR
sections.
Ideal for Datacom performs the copy when the program is compiled.
If you have both Datacom SQL and DB2 SQL, you can define two SQLCA groups, one for each type of
database.
You can specify which SQLCA to copy by indicating the type of database with the COPY clause: COPY
DB SQLCA or COPY DB2 SQLCA.
If you do not specify a database type, the COPY defaults to the current primary DBMS defined in the
program environment fill-in.

WITH INDICATOR
Specifies with the clause WITH INDICATOR (or WITH IND, or IND) in this column that this field is
nullable; it can receive null values. You can specify this clause with alphanumeric, variable length,
numeric, date fields, and with condition names.
You must define a parameter field as nullable if the corresponding field in the calling program is nullable,
regardless of its value or matching selection.

Parameter Definition Fill-in Screen

The following screen shows how you can use these parameters:

• A numeric field (YTD-WAGES) defined as updateable with dynamic parameter matching.
• A non-alpha group (ADDRESS) with identical parameter matching and all attributes specified. You can use this group

in group moves and all other non-alpha group capacities.
• An alphanumeric parameter (ZIP-ALPHA) in this group redefines an unsigned numeric field (ZIP). If the order of these

two fields is reversed (if ZIP redefined ZIP-ALPHA), ADDRESS is an alpha group, since the type of the field with the
Redefines does not affect the group type.

The following screen also shows forms of parameter definition:

• A date field (HIRE-DATE) with packed internal type
• A variable length field (NAME) with a maximum size of 20 characters, the update intent is input, and identical

parameter matching
• Two signed numeric fields with identical parameter matching:

– NUMBER with packed internal type
– WAGES with zoned internal type

  =>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: PARAMETER DEFINITION  PGM JEUPPER  (001) TEST         SYS: DOC  DISPLAY

Command Level Field Name          T I Ch/Dg Occur  U M  Comments/Dep on/Copy

 ------  ----- ------------------- - - ----- -----  - -  -----------------------

 ======  ===== ====== T O P ====== = = ===== =====  = =  =======================

 000100  1     HIRE-DATE           D P     6        I I

 000200  1     NAME                V      20        I I

 000300  1     NUMBER              N P     7        I I

 000400  1     WAGES               N Z  4.2         U I

 000500  1     YTD-WAGES           N                U D

 000600  1     ADDRESS                              I I

 000700   2    STREET              X      20
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 000800   2    CITY                X      20

 000900   2    STATE               X       2

 001000   2    ZIP                 U Z     9

 001100   2    ZIP-ALPHA           X       9             REDEF

 ======  ===== === B O T T O M === = = ===== =====  = =  =======================

In addition to the parameter definition fill-in, Ideal for Datacom subprograms permit dynamic and identical parameter
matching, while enforcing certain linkage conventions. See Calling a Subprogram section for an explanation of these
processes.

Defining the Environment for SQL Access

Environment options are needed for any program that accesses Datacom/DB using SQL. They include SQL access plan
options and the database for this program.

Datacom SQL Access Plan Options

Ideal for Datacom uses the Datacom SQL access plan options to build the Datacom/DB access plan for the program
during program compilation. These plan options are described in Datacom Core.

For mixed sites, the Datacom/DB access plan options do not affect DB2 application plans.

The plan options are specified on the environment definition fill-in. You can use the SET DBSQL command to specify
default values for the fill-in.

To display or edit the plan options, select option 1 from the Program Maintenance menu. Fill in field 1 and field 2 as
appropriate. Specify env for field 3 and press the Enter key. The plan options fill-in displays.

Primary Database

For sites using both Datacom SQL and DB2 SQL, the primary database is the database management system SQL
statements access, such as GRANT and REVOKE, which might apply to either database management system. These
SQL statements do not reference an object that is associated with a dataview.

SQL DML statements such as INSERT do not use the primary database. They must reference an object that is associated
with a dataview that specifies the database management system. You can have INSERTs against multiple SQL database
management systems in one program, but you cannot mix dataviews for different database systems in one statement.

The SQL statements COMMIT and ROLLBACK apply to all databases that the program accesses. The WHENEVER
statement applies to all SQL database management systems.

On the other hand, GRANT, REVOKE, and all similar SQL statements can access only one database management
system per program-the primary database.

The primary database is specified on the environment definition fill-in. Use the SET ENVIRONMENT SQL command to
specify a default value.

To access the environment definition fill-in, use the ENVIRONMENT option with the DISPLAY or EDIT command or, while
the program is displayed, use the ENVIRONMENT command.

  =>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: PGM ENVIRONMENT       PGM TEST (001) TEST             SYS: DOC   FILL-IN

 Primary SQL database:           DB        (DB or DB2)

 DB/SQL options

     Default Auth-id............ X
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     SQL Mode................... ANSI86   (ANSI86, DATACOM, or FIPS)

     Cursor Isolation Level..... C        (U=User, C=Cursor, R=Repeatable)

     Optimization Mode.......... M        (M=Manual,P=Preptime,E=Exectime)

     Date Format................ USA      (DB, ISO, USA, EUR, JIS)

     Time Format................ USA      (DB, ISO, USA, EUR, JIS)

     CBSIO...................... 524286   (0-524287)

     Priority................... 15       (1-15)

     Wait Time.................. 030      (1-120)

                                 S        (M=Minutes, S=Seconds)

     Preptime optimization msgs. N        (N=None,D=Detail,S=Summary)

     Exectime optimization msgs. N        (N=None,D=Detail,S=Summary)

     DB/SQL Workspace........... 0000     (0-128)

     Decimal Point.............. P        (P=Period, C=Comma)

     String Delimiter........... A        (A=Apostrophe, Q=Quote)

    

Primary SQL DBMS (Mixed SQL Sites Only)
For sites with both Datacom SQL and DB2 SQL, the database to access by SQL statements that does not
reference a dataview.
DB

Specifies the Datacom SQL.
DB2

Specifies the IBM DB2 SQL.
Default Auth-ID

Specifies the one- to eight-character authorization ID for the program's Datacom/DB plan.
SQL Mode

Specifies the mode in which Datacom/DB processes the program. The following entries are valid:

• ANSI86
• DATACOM
• FIPS

Cursor Isolation Level
Specifies the degree to which a unit of recovery is isolated from the updating operations of other units of recovery.
U

Specifies no locks are acquired.
C

Specifies cursor stability (required for updates, deletes, or inserts).
R

Specifies repeatable read.
Optimization Mode

Specifies the mode in which Datacom/DB optimizes table joins.
P

(Default) Specifies preptime: order joins during bind processing (Ideal for Datacom Compile).
M

Specifies manual: order joins as specified in FROM clauses.
E

Specifies exectime: order joins at execution time.
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Date Format
Specifies the display format for SQL date type items.
DB

Specifies to use the Datacom/DB default. In Datacom/DB, the date can be set to ISO, USA, EUR, or JIS
formats.

ISO
Specifies the International Standards Organization format: yyyy-mm-dd.

USA
Specifies the U.S. standard format: mm/dd/yyyy.

EUR
Specifies the European standard format: dd.mm.yyyy.

JIS9
Specifies the Japanese Industrial Standard format: yyyy-mm-dd.

Time Format
Specifies the display format for SQL time type items.
DB

Specifies to use the Datacom/DB default. In Datacom/DB, the date can be set to ISO, USA, EUR, or JIS
formats.

ISO
Specifies the International Standards Organization format: hh.mm.ss

USA
Specifies the U.S. standard format: hh:mm AM or PM

EUR
Specifies the European standard format: hh.mm.ss

JIS
Specifies the Japanese Industrial Standard format: hh:mm:ss

CBSIO
Specifies the I/O limit interrupt value for SQL statements that creates a set.

Priority
Specifies the priority of the SQL requests. The lowest priority is 1. The highest priority is 15.

Wait Time
Specifies the exclusive control wait limit. Enter a number from 1 through 120, then indicate on the next line the
unit of measure, for example, S for seconds or M for minutes.

Preptime Optimization Msgs
Specifies the type of optimization messages Datacom/DB produces during bind processing.
N

(Default) Specifies no messages.
D

Specifies detailed messages.
S

Specifies a summary of the messages.
Exectime Optimization Msgs

Specifies the type of optimization messages Datacom/DB produces at runtime.
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N
(Default) Specifies no messages.

D
Specifies detailed messages.

S
Specifies a summary of the messages.

DB/SQL Workspace
Specifies the amount of work space available at plan execution time that is used for error correction. Enter a
number from 0 through 1024.

Decimal Point
Specifies the character that is used as the decimal point when data displays. The display has no effect on how the
data is stored.
P

(Default) Specifies to use the period (.) as the decimal point. The comma (,) is used as the digit separator.
C

Specifies to use the comma (,) as the decimal point. The period (.) is used as the digit separator.
String Delimiter

Specifies the character that delimits string values in all SQL statements.
A

(Default) Specifies to use the apostrophe (') as the delimiter.
Q

Specifies to use the quotation mark (") as the delimiter.

Enter the Procedure Definition

The PROCEDURE command or equivalent function key displays the program procedure for the current program
definition. If you enter this command before you define the procedure, a blank screen appears, ready for PDL statements,
as shown in the following screen. If you enter this command after you define a procedure, then as many lines of the
procedure (from the top) as fit in the region are displayed.

  =>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: PROCEDURE DEFINITION  PGM ADRMRPT  (001) TEST         SYS: DOC  FILL-IN

                                                                                

 Command........1........2........3........4........5........6........7..

 ====== ================================ T O P =================================

  .

  .

  .

 ====== ============================= B O T T O M ==============================

The SET EDIT CASE command establishes the case of the text that is entered in the procedure fill-in. You must enter
reserved words and identifier references in uppercase.
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Ideal: Maintain Programs

In Ideal for Datacom, you can display, edit, duplicate, delete, or print programs, and display a list of defined programs.
Review command formats and options for command use.

Display and Edit a Program

There are three ways to display or edit program components. Use the display methods when you do not intend to make
changes to the program. Use the edit methods when you want to make changes.

• Enter the command on the command line:
– To display the component, enter the DISPLAY PROGRAM command:

DISPLAY PROGRAM program-name component-name

– To edit the component, enter the EDIT PROGRAM command:

EDIT PROGRAM program-name component-name

If you do not include a program name or component name, a prompter opens. Enter the missing program name or
component name on the prompter to complete the command.

• From the Program Maintenance menu, select option 1, DISPLAY/EDIT, which opens a prompter. Specify the program
name and component name, and whether you want to display or edit the component.

• From the DISPLAY INDEX PROGRAM line command field, enter the line command DIS next to the program you want
to display, or enter EDI next to the program you want to edit. The procedure component of the program is displayed. To
edit or display another component, such as RES, enter RES on the command line and then press Enter.

Duplicate a Program to a New Name

There are two ways to duplicate a program to a new name. When a program is duplicated, the entire program definition
with all of its components is duplicated to the new name or new version.

• Enter the DUPLICATE PROGRAM command on the command line:

DUPLICATE PROGRAM program-name TO NEWNAME new-program-name

If you do not include the originating program name or the new program name, a prompter displays. Enter the missing
program name on the prompter, to complete the command.

• From the Program Maintenance menu, select Option 6, DUPLICATE, which opens a prompter. Specify the originating
program name and new program name.

Delete a Program

There are three ways to delete a program. When a program is deleted, the entire program definition is deleted, with all of
its components.

• Enter the DELETE PROGRAM command on the command line:

DELETE PROGRAM program-name VERSION ver

If you do not include the program name and version, a prompter opens. Enter the missing program name on the
prompter, to complete the command.

• From the Program Maintenance menu, select Option 4, DELETE, which opens a prompter. Specify the program name.
• From the DISPLAY INDEX PROGRAM line command field, enter the line command DEL next to the program you want

to delete.
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Print a Program

The PRINT command or equivalent PRINT prompter prints a program definition. There are three ways to print a program.
When a program is printed, the entire program definition is printed, with all of its components.

• Enter the PRINT PROGRAM command on the command line:

PRINT PROGRAM program-name

If you do not include the program name, a prompter opens. Enter the missing program name on the prompter, to
complete the command.

• From the Program Maintenance menu, select Option 3, PRINT, which opens a prompter. Specify the program name.
• From the DISPLAY INDEX PROGRAM line command field, enter the line command PRI next to the program you want

to print.

Create an Index of Defined Programs

You can display or print an index of defined programs in an Ideal for Datacom system. The list includes the names of all
programs in the specified system, the language that is used to create each program, a short description of each program,
the date each program was created, and the date each program was last updated.

Display the Index

There are two ways to display the list of programs in a system:

• Enter the DISPLAY INDEX PROGRAM command on the command line to print the list of programs:

DISPLAY INDEX PROGRAM

• From the Program Maintenance menu, select option 7, DISPLAY INDEX, which opens a prompter. Type PGM in the
field labeled (1), to complete the command.

You can initiate activities against any of the programs that are listed on the display by entering line commands in the
Command field.

Print the Index

To print the list of programs in a system, enter the PRINT INDEX PROGRAM command on the command line:

PRINT INDEX PROGRAM

Reading and Writing Data
An Ideal for Datacom accesses the relational database of Datacom/DB. To understand how Ideal for Datacom handles the
access, a basic description of the database terminology is helpful.

This page contains the following topics:

Basic Database Structure

The data in the database is organized into a series of logical collections called tables. For example, all customer
information can be defined in a customer table; all order information in an order table; and so on. In each table, all of the
data associated with an individual occurrence is a row. For example, all information about a single customer comprises
one row.

The data in each table is further defined by type and function into columns. Each column is assigned a name and various
attributes. For example, the customer name is defined in the column named CUSTNAME and the ZIP code in the column
named ZIP. The data in the column CUSTNAME is alphanumeric and the data in ZIP is numeric.
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The power of a relational database lies in the fact that data can be accessed without first predetermining any access
paths. For example, it is very straightforward to ask for the set of customers whose last name was Brown and lived in
Ohio. No additional work other than describing the layout of the table is needed to access it.

Using Dataviews to Access the Database

In Ideal for Datacom, a dataview is a logical view of external data that lets you make requests independent of the external
storage mechanism. Dataviews can represent sequential files, VSAM files, Datacom/DB tables (for native command
access or SQL access), views, and synonyms (for SQL access or DB2 tables and views). Regardless of the underlying
table, file, or view, the programmer sees the definition presented in a consistent way and uses the same language
statements to access the data.

Before Ideal for Datacom can use a dataview, the table, view, or synonym must be defined in the database management
system. Then, in Ideal for Datacom, an authorized user must catalog  the dataview to Ideal for Datacom. The catalog
function locates the database management system's definition and makes it accessible to Ideal for Datacom. Any Ideal
for Datacom program can then access the dataview, provided that the program is in a system authorized to access the
dataview.

a Datacom/DB table is defined using the dictionary facilities of Datadictionary. After the required entries are processed,
the DBA (database administrator) creates a dataview entity occurrence in the Datadictionary and relates it to the
appropriate database elements. a Datacom/DB native access dataview can include any subset of fields in the database
record, including the entire record, but the fields can only be included from one record. SQL table or view is created with
an SQL CREATE statement in a program and supports joins and projections for views. No further action is required before
cataloging the table or view to Ideal for Datacom.

Dataviews for unmodeled sequential files and VSAM files are created in Ideal for Datacom and then cataloged.

When a dataview is included in the resource definition of an Ideal for Datacom program, it serves two functions:

• It documents the fact that this program uses this dataview.
• It records the relationship in the Datadictionary.
• The dataview serves as a copybook for the Ideal for Datacom program. Ideal for Datacom automatically generates a

list of host variables in the program, with names identical to the columns or fields in the original table or view. In this
sense, the dataview layout defines a buffer to contain the current row.

Using Multiple Dataviews for One Table

Multiple dataviews can be created for a single table to provide flexibility. A program can contain one or more of these
dataviews as needed.

In Datacom/DB, you can define native dataviews directly from the elements of the table. You can create one or more
dataviews to contain any combination of these elements.
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In SQL, you can define a dataview based on a table. This dataview contains all of the columns in the table. You can create
only one dataview directly from the table. You must use a view to define multiple dataviews for a single table. You can
specify the view to contain any of the columns in the table. In fact, views can contain columns from one or more tables.
You can use a dataview cataloged on a joined view for read-only purposes.

Additional Information

For more information about the creation and maintenance of dataviews, see Managing Dataviews. The following
sections focuse on using Ideal for Datacom to access and manipulate the data in the database. It is applicable to
databases for Datacom/DB and DB2 databases. The programs written based on this general information about the FOR
construct are portable between databases.

For information about accessing sequential and VSAM files, see FOR Constructs (Datacom/DB Native Access).

Accessing Data from a Table or File

An Ideal for Datacom PDL, Program Definition Language, provides the FOR construct to access the data in the database.
There are several variations of the FOR construct. With any variation, a dataview is named to specify which data to obtain.
An ENDFOR statement terminates the construct.

FOR ... dataview-name

   : statements

ENDFOR

This page contains the following topics:

Selecting and Processing Rows

Basically, the FOR statement selects the rows to process. Each row in the selected set is accessed individually and
processed according to the statements specified between the FOR and ENDFOR statements.

The simplest FOR construct, FOR EACH, accesses every row in the table based on the named dataview. For example,
the following FOR construct accesses all rows in the CUSTOMER table using the CUSTOMER dataview:

FOR EACH CUSTOMER             :select

   : statements               :process

ENDFOR                        :end^sprocess

Processing Rows with Implicit Iteration

The FOR EACH construct implicitly iterates. That is, it loops through the selected set, processing one row at a time. For
example, the FOR EACH construct can produce a list of customers from the CUSTOMER table, as follows:

FOR EACH CUSTOMER             :select

   LIST CUSTNAME              :list customer name

ENDFOR                        :end process

This produces:

custA

custB

custC
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. . .   and so on

To include a count with this list, the counter TX-COUNT is defined in working data and then incremented as each row is
accessed. The value of the counter is written, along with the customer name, using the LIST statement:

SET TX-COUNT = 0           

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

   ADD 1 TO TX-COUNT

   LIST TX-COUNT, CUSTNAME

   : statements   

ENDFOR

The counter TX-COUNT is defined in working data as a numeric variable. TX-COUNT is initialized to 0 before the FOR
construct. The FOR construct then accesses every row in the table. Each row is processed in turn by the statements in
the construct. After all of the rows are accessed and processed, the FOR construct terminates.

Using $COUNT To Obtain Total of Accessed Rows

Since the task of counting the number of accessed rows is so commonly performed, PDL provides a function, $COUNT, to
return the total number of rows:

<<CUST>>

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

   : statements

MOVE $COUNT(CUST) TO WCOUNT

LIST WCOUNT 'CUSTOMER RECORDS READ'

ENDFOR

 

Selecting Rows

Assume that all rows in the table are accessed and processed, but only certain rows are counted and listed based on
specific conditions. The conditions are defined in the FOR construct. For example, if a column named STATE is provided
in the CUSTOMER table, you can include an IF construct in the FOR construct to count only those customers in Texas,
while still processing all of the customers in the table:

SET TX-COUNT = 0

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

   IF STATE EQ 'TX'

      ADD 1 TO TX-COUNT

      LIST TX-COUNT, CUSTNAME

   ENDIF

   : statements

ENDFOR

The counter reflects only the number of customers in Texas.

Several sets of criteria can be evaluated in a single FOR construct by using the SELECT construct. For example, SELECT
can process the number of customers in each state. The entire table is accessed through a single execution of the FOR
construct, but the customer rows are processed based on the value in the STATE column. In this example, 50 counters
were defined in working data to contain the number of customers in each state. The counters were named using the two-
character state abbreviations.
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The code could be:

SET AL = 0          

SET AR = 0              

SET AZ = 0

. . .

SET WY = 0

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

    SELECT FIRST

       WHEN STATE EQ 'AL'

           ADD 1 TO AL

       WHEN STATE EQ 'AR'

           ADD 1 TO AR

       WHEN STATE EQ 'AZ'

           ADD 1 TO AZ

       . . .

       WHEN STATE EQ 'WY'

           ADD 1 TO WY

    ENDSEL

    : statements

ENDFOR

LIST AL AR AZ . . . WY

The processing initializes the counters, increments the appropriate state counter, performs the other statements, and,
after the ENDFOR, displays the values.

Selecting a Set of Rows

You can select a set of rows from the entire table by coding IF or SELECT in a FOR construct. In this way, you can apply
functions to specific rows in a table. This works well if it is necessary to access every row in the table. The selection
criteria are specified on the FOR construct using the WHERE clause to limit the number of rows that are accessed.

You should code a WHERE clause when a specific set of rows is processed. It provides clear information on the set
of rows being accessed. It is more efficient to have the database access only the rows, rather than access the entire
table and code the selection process in the FOR construct. Not only is the access faster, but it limits the possibility of
contention for data across applications. It is essential, when designing an application, to minimize the number of rows
being accessed at any one time and the length of time those rows are held.

For example, to process only the customers in Texas, you can specify a FOR EACH construct with a WHERE clause. This
code clearly reflects the function and the set of rows to access:

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

   WHERE STATE EQ 'TX'

       : statements

ENDFOR

Using Compound Selection Criteria

The WHERE clause can contain compound specifications. For example, to obtain only the rows of customers that are in
Texas and have an outstanding balance greater than $500, specify:

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

    WHERE STATE EQ 'TX'
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      AND OPEN$ GT 500

   : statements

ENDFOR

You can add further qualifications. Assume that CHECKDATE is a working data variable defined to contain a date value
specified at runtime.

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

    WHERE STATE EQ 'TX'

      AND OPEN$ GT 500

      AND ACTDT LT CHECKDATE

    : statements

ENDFOR

Datacom/DB and DB2 handle data types differently. 

Using a Variable as Selection Criteria

You can specify a variable, instead of a literal, as the selection criterion. The following example uses a variable for the
selection specification and maintains a single FOR EACH construct to obtain the rows. Since the program prompts for the
state and places the user response in a variable (working data or parameter data is valid) named STNAME, you can write
the FOR construct to access all customers in the specified state:

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

    WHERE STATE EQ STNAME

    : statements

ENDFOR

Relational Operators and Conditionals

The WHERE clause can be very powerful not only because it can contain compound specifications and variables to note
the selection criteria, but because a wide variety of relational operators are available. They include:

=          EQ          EQUAL

¬=         NE          NOT EQUAL          NOT=

           GT          GREATER [THAN]

>=         GE          NOT LESS           NOT<          ¬<

<          LT          LESS [THAN]

<=         LE          NOT GREATER        NOT>          ¬>

Valid conditionals include:

AND      &

OR       |

NOT      ¬

Note: Avoiding ambiguity caused by same names. Frequently, a column in one dataview has the same name as a column
in another dataview, field, or variable. To avoid any ambiguity, use the fully qualified name. For example, the CUSTOMER
dataview contains a column named STATE and the panel PROMPT contains a field named STATE:

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

   WHERE CUSTOMER.STATE EQ PROMPT.STATE
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   : statements

ENDFOR

NOTE
Index or key columns speed access. Columns specified with the WHERE clause, do not have to be key
columns. The program is usually faster and more efficient when the columns specified in the WHERE clause
are key columns. There are instances when it is not necessary. If the occurrence of a column is in a non-critical
program or the particular FOR construct is used infrequently, it might be preferable to retain that column as a
non-key column since each key does require storage resources and maintenance.

Sequencing the Set of Rows

Once a set of rows is obtained from the database, the sequence in which the rows are processed can be important. For
example, the sequence is important when displaying an alphabetical list of the customers in Texas. To retrieve the rows in
a specific sequence, use the ORDERED BY clause. If you omit the ORDER BY clause, the order is undefined and the row
sequence could vary over time due to either database design changes or changes in the data itself.

Ordering Based on One Column

Assuming that CUSTNAME is the column containing the customer name, you can use the ORDERED BY clause to order
all of the customers in Texas alphabetically by name:

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

    WHERE STATE EQ 'TX'

    ORDERED BY CUSTNAME

    : statements

ENDFOR

Ordering Based on Multiple Columns

You can include additional column names for a more specific sequence. You can code the FOR EACH construct to order
the customers in Texas by city and then by name in each city, as shown in the code below. List the column names in the
order of precedence. Above, the high-order column, CITY, is named first.

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

    WHERE STATE EQ 'TX'

    ORDERED BY CITY, CUSTNAME

    : statements

ENDFOR

Ordering in Ascending or Descending Sequence

You can order the rows in ascending or descending sequence. The default sequence is ascending order. You can specify
it as DESCENDING or, when you specify several columns, a combination of ASCENDING and DESCENDING. You can
modify the previous example to sort by activity date (ACTDT column) in descending sequence (oldest first, rather than
most recent first):

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

    WHERE STATE EQ 'TX'

    ORDERED BY DESCENDING ACTDT, ASCENDING CUSTNAME
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    : statements

ENDFOR

It is necessary to specify the keyword ASCENDING for the column CUSTNAME because it follows DESCENDING
ACTDT. If you did not specify ASCENDING here, CUSTNAME would be sorted in descending order.

NOTE
Indexes facilitate sequencing. As with the WHERE clause, it is usually fastest and most efficient to sequence
the rows based on key columns. After careful consideration, it might be necessary to request new keys to suit
program requirements. Since keys require storage and maintenance, you should probably not define columns
specified on infrequently used ORDERED BY clauses or in non-critical programs as keys. If a column specified
on the ORDERED BY clause is a component of more than one key, it might be more efficient to specify all of the
component columns of the key. In all cases, the database determines which key to use at runtime.

Limiting the Number of Rows

The FOR EACH statement accesses every row that satisfies the specified criteria. FOR FIRST accesses a specified
number of rows starting with the first one retrieved.

Obtaining a Specific Number of Rows

Since the FOR FIRST construct, like the FOR EACH construct, is a form of the FOR construct, the WHERE and
ORDERED BY clauses specify the selection criteria and the row sequencing. A simple example can demonstrate the
difference between FOR FIRST and FOR EACH. Rather than selecting every customer from Texas through FOR EACH,
you can use FOR FIRST to access only the first ten customers from Texas.

FOR EACH CUSTOMER            FOR FIRST 10 CUSTOMER

       WHERE STATE EQ 'TX'          WHERE STATE EQ 'TX'

    : statements                 : statements

ENDFOR                       ENDFOR     

Sequencing the Rows

The sequence in which the rows are accessed can be extremely important when selecting a limited number of rows.
A very different set of rows could be accessed from one execution to the next. The ORDERED BY clause ensures the
sequence. The ten rows are obtained from all customers in Texas based on the sequence specified in the ORDERED BY
clause. The resulting ten rows could, for example, contain the customers whose names start with A, then with B, and so
on until ten customers are obtained.

FOR FIRST 10 CUSTOMER

    WHERE STATE EQ 'TX'

    ORDERED BY CUSTNAME

    : statements

ENDFOR

You can specify any number of rows. If there are not a sufficient number of rows to satisfy the specified value, only the
available rows are accessed. No error occurs.

Using a Variable to Specify the Number of Rows

You can specify an operand to specify the number of rows as a numeric value or a valid numeric variable. By using a
variable to specify the number of rows, you can include the preceding example in a program that prompts for the number
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of rows to obtain. The returned value can be used as an operand instead of the numeric literal. Assume that NUMROWS
is defined as a working data numeric variable:

FOR FIRST NUMROWS CUSTOMER

    WHERE STATE EQ 'TX'

    ORDERED BY CUSTNAME

    : statements

ENDFOR   

Accessing One Row

Frequently, it is necessary to access a single row from the database. This is done so routinely that when a number of rows
is not specified on the FOR FIRST construct, 1 is assumed, as in the following, which accesses the first customer in Texas
alphabetically.

FOR FIRST CUSTOMER

    WHERE STATE EQ 'TX'

    ORDERED BY CUSTNAME

    : statements

ENDFOR   

The first customer can change from one execution to the next since new customers can be added.

Accessing One Unique Row

Usually a single specific row, in this case a unique customer, is accessed regardless of its relative position alphabetically
or otherwise in the table. This is accomplished by the selection conditions. In other words, if the CUSTNAME column was
defined to contain unique data for each row, specifying that column on the WHERE clause always retrieves the same row:

FOR FIRST CUSTOMER

    WHERE CUSTNAME EQ 'ANACONDA'

    : statements

ENDFOR

Since only one row can satisfy this WHERE criteria, an ORDERED BY clause is not included. The WHERE clause does
not need to specify any other criteria in this situation. Using the same WHERE clause, the FOR EACH construct retrieves
the same single row only because the column value is unique. But with the FOR FIRST construct, it is obvious that a
single row is accessed.

No Rows Satisfy Criteria

When coding a FOR construct, consider the possibility that a row is not located to satisfy the selection criteria. If a row
is not obtained, processing continues but, unless the program provides for this condition, the user is not notified. If
processing depends upon accessing data from the database, unexpected results can occur. The WHEN NONE clause
allows the program to handle this situation. For example, when attempting to obtain a single row, you can code the WHEN
NONE clause to generate a message if that row is not located:

FOR FIRST CUSTOMER

    WHERE CUSTNAME EQ 'ANACONDA'
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    : statements

WHEN NONE

    :issue message

    NOTIFY 'No customer named ANACONDA'

ENDFOR

Looping to Reprompt

Frequently a program has a FOR construct in a loop to reprompt the user for selection criteria and re-execute the
FOR construct. For example, the previous FOR construct could specify a variable rather than a literal and prompt for
the criteria. In the following example, the panel is named PROMPT. The panel fields, CUSTNAME and MSG, are fully
qualified to enhance readability:

LOOP

    DO GET-REQST

UNTIL FINISHED

    SET PROMPT.MSG = $SPACES

    FOR FIRST CUSTOMER

       WHERE CUSTOMER.CUSTNAME EQ PROMPT.CUSTNAME

       : statements

    WHEN NONE

       SET PROMPT.MSG = 'Customer not found'

    ENDFOR

ENDLOOP

This code segment demonstrates using WHEN NONE and reprompting. The variable named FINISHED is an example of
a flag to terminate the LOOP construct. The subprocedure, GET-REQST, controls the input and output functions.

Note: Include the WHEN NONE clause with every use of the FOR construct, even when it is highly unlikely that it will
execute (that is, no rows satisfy the selection criteria). A comment in the clause can note that the clause is currently not
required:

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

  : statements

WHEN NONE

  : currently not required

ENDFOR

If the criteria on the FOR construct ever change, the WHEN NONE clause can become important. If the clause is always
provided, it is more likely to be specified appropriately when the FOR construct is modified. The presence of the WHEN
NONE acts as a reminder to code it.

If the code in the WHEN NONE clause is designed to terminate the run, the program should provide a message to the end
user and perform cleanup to prevent confusion.

Handling Runtime Errors in Selection

The WHEN NONE clause only executes when there are no rows that satisfy the specified criteria. If, in fact, an error exists
in specifying the criteria such that the data type does not conform to the comparison column, a runtime error occurs. For
more information about dealing with runtime errors, see the "Error Handling" chapter.
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Accessing Rows from Multiple Tables

In a relational database, it is important to be able to access multiple tables simultaneously. You can nest FOR constructs
to do this as long as each FOR construct specifies a different cataloged dataview. You can nest any combination of FOR
EACH and FOR FIRST. You can also nest FOR NEW. For information about FOR NEW, see Adding Rows. In SQL,
dataviews can be defined to contain columns from more than one table. A dataview defined in this manner effectively joins
the tables. You can use these dataviews on a read-only basis.

Joining Based on Common Columns

Tables are joined based on common columns. For example, assume two tables exist, a CUSTOMER table and an
ORDER table. Each order is associated with a single customer. Each customer can have none, one, or more than one
order. The tables are constructed such that they are joined by a common column, CUSTID, containing the customer
identification number. This could be shown as:

CUSTID  CUSTNAME      |      CUSTID  ORDID

B1000   SMITH         |      B3000   X1234

B2000   JONES         |      B1000   X1222

B3000   GREEN         |      B3000   X1422

The previous example shows that customer B1000 has one order, customer B3000 has two orders, and customer B2000
does not have any orders.

To access every order of a specific customer as named in the variable PROMPT.CUSTNAME, specify:

FOR FIRST CUSTOMER

    WHERE CUSTOMER.CUSTNAME EQ PROMPT.CUSTNAME

    FOR EACH ORDER

        WHERE ORDER.CUSTID EQ CUSTOMER.CUSTID

        ORDERED BY ORDID

        : statements

    WHEN NONE

        NOTIFY 'Customer has no orders'

    ENDFOR

WHEN NONE

    NOTIFY 'No customer found'

ENDFOR

The WHERE clause on the inner FOR locates all of the orders for the customer. In this example, CUSTID is the column
that joins the tables. This one column is defined in both tables to contain the customer ID. The column names are qualified
to prevent any ambiguity.

Each FOR construct has its own WHERE clause and a WHEN NONE clause and ENDFOR statement to terminate the
construct. The inner construct terminates first. Indentation is especially important with nested FOR constructs. Without
it, the code becomes confusing. Indentation clarifies at a glance the boundaries of the FOR constructs and the relative
nested position of each construct.

Whenever coding nested FOR constructs, without a WHERE clause to limit the set selection of the inner FOR, all rows of
the table are read for each row in the outer FOR construct.

Note: Subprocedures promote modularity. To promote structured programming, you can code the FOR constructs
in subprocedures. This is especially useful when complex evaluation or multi-level nesting is required. The resulting
performance of this segment is the same as if coded in a linear manner:
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FOR FIRST CUSTOMER

   WHERE CUSTOMER.CUSTNAME EQ PROMPT.CUSTNAME

   DO GETORDS

   : statements

ENDFOR

. . .

<<GETORDS>> PROCEDURE

  FOR EACH ORDER

      WHERE ORDER.CUSTID EQ CUSTOMER.CUSTID

      DO GETDTLS

      : statements

  ENDFOR

ENDPROC

<<GETDTLS>> PROCEDURE

  FOR EACH DETAIL

      WHERE DETAIL.ORDID EQ ORDER.ORDID

      : statements

  ENDFOR

ENDPROC

Each subprocedure reflects a level of the FOR construct nesting. This code is generally easier to read and maintain. The
evaluations pertinent to each level of the nest are separated into their respective set of rows.

Accessing Multiple Rows from One Table

The dataviews must be unique when nesting FOR constructs, but you can define several dataviews to access the same
table. These dataviews can then be used in nested FOR constructs to access more than one row from a single table.

For example, while processing an order, it might be necessary to find out if another order exists for the customer.
The following code segment requires two dataviews, PROCORD and OTHERORD, for the same table, ORDER. The
dataviews need not specify the same columns or have the same attributes.

FOR FIRST PROCORD

   WHERE PROCORD.ORDID EQ PROMPT.ORDID

   FOR EACH OTHERORD

       WHERE OTHERORD.CUSTID EQ PROCORD.CUSTID

         AND OTHERORD.ORDID NE PROCORD.ORDID

       : statements

   WHEN NONE

       : statements

   ENDFOR

ENDFOR

The ORDID column retrieves the unique row in the FOR FIRST PROCORD construct and skips the unique row on the
FOR EACH OTHERORD construct. The additional qualification on the FOR EACH OTHERORD WHERE clause selects
only those orders associated with the customer identified for the unique order in PROCORD.CUSTID.
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Accessing Data from a Panel

Find Statements and Functions for accessing data from a panel in Ideal for Datacom.

Statements TRANSMIT
MOVE
REFRESH
RESET
SET ATTRIBUTE

Functions $CURSOR
$EMPTY
$KEY
$PANEL-ERROR
$PANEL-FIELD-ERROR
$PANEL-GROUP-OCCURS
$PF
$RECEIVED

Displaying Data from a Table or File

Once the set of rows is obtained, you can display the data on the screen. The NOTIFY statement, the LIST statement,
and the TRANSMIT statement provide the facilities for writing to the screen. This section does not describe how to define
panels, but rather how to display the panels that were defined.

 This page contains the following topics:

Using the Message Line

The NOTIFY statement is an easy way to display the value of a column at the screen. The data is written to the message
line. This provides a means of displaying messages at the screen during runtime without coding a message area in a
panel. It does, however, limit the total length of the message to 79 characters.

The NOTIFY text displays when a panel is transmitted or when a run is terminated. NOTIFY can be useful when testing
a program or when evaluating user input. For example, NOTIFY CUSTOMER.CUSTNAME displays the contents of the
column on the message line. You could use the following segment during testing to ensure that the requested row is
accessed:

FOR FIRST CUSTOMER

    WHERE CUSTOMER.CUSTNAME EQ PROMPT.CUSTNAME

    NOTIFY CUSTOMER.CUSTNAME ' found'

WHEN NONE

    NOTIFY PROMPT.CUSTNAME ' not found'

ENDFOR

Using an Output File

The LIST statement can write the contents of one or more columns to an output file. This file can then display online after
the program terminates. The following example writes the customer identification number and name to the output file.

FOR FIRST CUSTOMER

   WHERE CUSTOMER.CUSTNAME EQ PROMPT.CUSTNAME

   LIST CUSTOMER.CUSTID  CUSTOMER.CUSTNAME

WHEN NONE
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   NOTIFY PROMPT.CUSTNAME ' not found'

ENDFOR

LIST can also write the contents of a panel to an output file. In other words, you can assign the column values in a row
to the appropriate panel fields, and using LIST, write the entire panel contents to an output file. You can then view the file
online or print it.

In the following example, the FOR construct accesses each row of data from the CUSTOMER table. The row is moved to
the panel fields by the MOVE BY NAME statement. A panel, named CUSTPNL, was defined to contain the data:

FOR FIRST CUSTOMER

    WHERE CUSTOMER.CUSTNAME EQ PROMPT.CUSTNAME

    MOVE CUSTOMER TO CUSTPNL BY NAME

    LIST CUSTPNL

WHEN NONE

    NOTIFY PROMPT.CUSTNAME ' not found'

ENDFOR

For more information, see Generating Reports Using the LIST Statement.

Using a Panel for Display

Usually a panel is sent to the screen to display one or more rows of data in a preformatted manner and, optionally, to
return data the user typed.

The TRANSMIT statement sends or transmits the panel to the screen. It also pause program execution while waiting
for user input. Once the user signals an end to input by pressing a program function key or Enter, Ideal for Datacom
returns control to the program at the statement coded directly after TRANSMIT. Ideal for Datacom handles the transaction
boundary processing inherent in executing the TRANSMIT statement and restores all current program values. The user
input is available as data in panel fields or by evaluating the panel terminating key.

TRANSMIT is important in updating the database. It is explained in Updating a Table or File.

Displaying One Row at a Time

The following segment displays one row from the CUSTOMER table in a panel named CUSTPNL. The MOVE statement
is necessary to assign the column values to the panel fields before performing the TRANSMIT for the panel.

FOR FIRST CUSTOMER

    WHERE CUSTOMER.CUSTNAME EQ PROMPT.CUSTNAME

    MOVE CUSTOMER TO CUSTPNL BY NAME

WHEN NONE

    NOTIFY PROMPT.CUSTNAME ' not found'

ENDFOR

TRANSMIT CUSTPNL

Displaying Multiple Rows at a Time

To display multiple rows of data in a single panel, the panel is populated in the FOR construct and transmitted outside of
the FOR construct to ensure that the panel contains the data from all of the rows before the actual display.

In the following example, the panel CUSTPNL was defined to contain a repeating group, CUSTDATA. Each occurrence of
the group is assigned the values in one row accessed from the table. A variable, PNLINDX, was defined in working data to
act as an index to increment through the repeating group in the panel as the assignment proceeds row by row in the FOR
construct:
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SET PNLINDX = 0

FOR FIRST 10 CUSTOMER

   ORDERED BY CUSTNAME

   SET PNLINDX = PNLINDX  1

   MOVE CUSTOMER TO CUSTPNL.CUSTDATA(PNLINDX) BY NAME

  ENDFOR

  TRANSMIT CUSTPNL

This example assumes that the number of rows retrieved does not exceed the size of the panel.

Updating a Table or File

Data maintenance includes three basic functions: Modifying existing data, deleting data, and adding data. The
performance of these functions is linked to Ideal for Datacom transaction handling.

This page contains the following topics:

Modifying Rows

You can only modify existing rows explicitly; that is, by direct assignment. There are several statements that you can use.
The following are all valid:

SET ACTDT = $TODAY

MOVE PROMPT.CUSTNAME TO CUSTOMER.CUSTNAME

 

ADD 10 TO OPEN$

 

SUBTRACT 100 FROM OPEN$

You must make all modifications to the database in the scope of a FOR construct. Additionally, in Datacom/DB, the native
dataview must be defined as updateable.

To understand how the updates are made in the FOR construct, review the following example. All customers in Texas are
assigned to a new salesman. This example selects all customers in Texas as the set, accesses each row, one at a time,
and assigns the new salesman ID value to the column SALESMAN in each row. The ENDFOR statement denotes the end
of processing for the current row when the database is updated.

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

    WHERE CUSTOMER.STATE EQ 'TX'

    SET CUSTOMER.SALESMAN = NEWID

...

ENDFOR

Controlling Updates

You can code the FOR construct to contain the evaluation that limits which retrieved rows are updated. In the following
example, an IF construct is used. The update to the current row only occurs if the city is Amarillo.

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

    WHERE CUSTOMER.STATE EQ 'TX'

    IF CITY EQ 'AMARILLO'
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       SET CUSTOMER.SALESMAN = NEWID

    ENDIF

...

ENDFOR

Abandoning an Update

The modifications are applied to the database when the ENDFOR statement is reached. Before the ENDFOR is executed,
you can abandon changes by exiting or quitting the FOR construct.

When QUIT is coded in a FOR construct, the update to the current row and any subsequent rows does not occur. The
QUIT statement exits the FOR construct. Therefore, the ENDFOR statement is never reached to apply the changes to the
current row in the database and the subsequent rows are never processed. The database still contains the changes made
to previous rows processed before the QUIT statement executed.

You can also code a PROCESS NEXT statement in a FOR construct. This statement abandons the current update, but
processin continues with the next iteration of the FOR construct allowing subsequent updates to take place.

Abandoning Multiple Changes

You can also abandon changes to rows in nested FOR constructs. Notice the use of a label to identify which FOR
construct is the object of the QUIT.

<<CUST>>

  FOR FIRST CUSTOMER

    WHERE CUSTOMER.CUSTNAME EQ PROMPT.CUSTNAME

    : statements

    <<ORD>>

      FOR FIRST ORDER

      WHERE ORDER.CUSTID EQ CUSTOMER.CUSTID

      : statements

      IF condition1

         QUIT ORD

      ENDIF  

      IF condition2

         QUIT CUST

      ENDIF

   ENDFOR

   IF condition3

      QUIT CUST

   ENDIF

ENDFOR

In this example, the changes to the current ORDER row are bypassed if condition1 is true. Changes to the current
ORDER row and the CUSTOMER row are ignored if condition2 is true. Changes to the CUSTOMER row are aborted if
condition3 is true. A label is not required on the QUIT statement of the current FOR construct used in the IF construct for
condition1 and condition3; however, the program is clearer and easier to maintain if labels are specified.

Deleting Rows

Deleting rows from a table is an integral part of database maintenance. Unlike modifying the row, deleting the row takes
place immediately. The entire row is deleted, regardless of the columns specified in the dataview. In other words, when
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modifying the contents of a row, only the columns specified on the dataview are available. The system evaluates the
actual modifications and performs them at the ENDFOR. The DELETE statement is executed immediately, not at the
ENDFOR.

In the following example, the DELETE statement is used. Assume a specific row is deleted if the user presses F4.
Otherwise, the subprocedure EVALINP evaluates the row.

FOR FIRST CUSTOMER

   WHERE CUSTOMER.CUSTNAME EQ PROMPT.CUSTNAME

     MOVE CUSTOMER TO CUSTPNL BY NAME

     IF $PF4

         DELETE CUSTOMER

         NOTIFY 'DELETE successful'

     ELSE

         DO EVALINP

     ENDIF

WHEN NONE

    NOTIFY PROMPT.CUSTOMER 'not found'

ENDFOR  

Since DELETE is a destructive statement, code it carefully. For example, the previous example displays the row and
only executes the DELETE if you press a specific key. You can include a message to indicate that the function was
successfully performed.

Restoring a Deleted Row

The BACKOUT statement, since it restores the database to the previous CHECKPOINT or stable condition, restores the
deleted row if an intervening CHECKPOINT or TRANSMIT statement with implicit CHECKPOINT was not executed.

Adding Rows

The FOR NEW construct adds new rows to a table. Unlike the other FOR constructs, FOR NEW does not iterate. You can
code a FOR NEW construct in a LOOP construct to iterate adding rows to a table. Then evaluation is coded in the LOOP
to terminate it. For example, in the following code, a subprocedure GETDATA obtains the information for the row and
evaluates that information before executing FOR NEW. The subprocedure also sets the flag FINISHED to TRUE based on
user input (the user presses a function key) to terminate the loop.

LOOP

   DO GETDATA

UNTIL FINISHED

   FOR NEW CUSTOMER

      MOVE CUSTPNL TO CUSTOMER BY NAME

   ENDFOR

ENDLOOP

The new row is added to the database at the ENDFOR. Before the ENDFOR, you can make any modifications to the table
without directly impacting the database. Also, you can code QUIT to bypass adding the row.

Maintaining Unique Data

When the ENDFOR statement executes, the new row is evaluated and an attempt is made to insert it into the database.
If the database table was set up to not allow duplicates, a runtime error occurs if adding the row results in a duplicate. A
runtime error causes Ideal for Datacom to display a message on the message line and terminate the run. To avoid this,
the WHEN DUPLICATE clause allows the program to recover from the error. Although the error cannot be corrected in the
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program, the program does not terminate. For example, in the following code segment, a message displays. The LOOP
construct prompts the user to re-enter the information for the new row:

LOOP

   DO GETDATA

UNTIL FINISHED

   FOR NEW CUSTOMER

      MOVE CUSTPNL TO CUSTOMER BY NAME

   WHEN DUPLICATE

      NOTIFY 'Duplicate Row, Respecify'

   ENDFOR

ENDLOOP

Note: When using FOR NEW in a LOOP construct, you might want to keep track of the number of rows that are added.
You can include a counter in the FOR construct to perform this function. Assume that a variable named CTR was defined
in working data and is used in the following example to accumulate the number of new rows:

FOR NEW CUSTOMER

   MOVE CUSTPNL TO CUSTOMER BY NAME

   ADD 1 TO CTR

WHEN DUPLICATE

   NOTIFY 'Duplicate Value, Please Respecify'

   SUBTRACT 1 FROM CTR

ENDFOR

CTR is decremented if the WHEN DUPLICATE clause is executed. This is necessary. The value of the variable is
incremented in the FOR construct, regardless of whether the row is successfully added to the database. Since rows are
evaluated and added to the database at the end of the FOR construct, a duplicate row is not encountered before the
ENDFOR statement. If the row is a duplicate and not added to the database, the CTR must be decremented in the WHEN
DUPLICATE clause to maintain an accurate value in the counter.

Transmitting in FOR NEW

You can code TRANSMIT in the FOR NEW construct. Although a TRANSMIT performs a CHECKPOINT, the current new
row is not included since the new row is not written to the database until the ENDFOR. A TRANSMIT after the ENDFOR
commits the new row.

NOTE
When adding rows to the database, use a dataview containing all of the columns in the table. That way, the
columns are initialized either explicitly by the program or implicitly by the default values as specified for the
columns.

When default values are not specified for the columns included in the dataview, values are defined based on the data
type. Numeric data is set to zero and alphanumeric data is set to blank. Nullable columns are set to NULL. All time, date,
and timestamp columns are set to the respective current value at the time the row is added.

Any columns not included in the dataview must also be initialized when the row is added to the database, otherwise,
a runtime error can occur because Datacom/DB initializes the column to blank regardless of data type, unless
Datadictionary field attribute, DBEDITS, is specified as Y. To avoid initialization errors in Ideal for Datacom, use a dataview
that includes all of the columns in the row or specify Datadictionary field attribute DBEDITS=Y. 

Committing the Changes

You can modify and commit the changes to the database. The following section explains it in detail.
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Updating and Committing

You modify and formally commit the changes to the database in two separate steps. That is, changes to the database are
evaluated and applied to each row in the FOR construct when the ENDFOR statement is reached. You can include code
in the FOR construct to control the actual changes. This is distinct from committing the changes.

A checkpoint is required to commit the changes to the database. A checkpoint establishes the current stable state of the
database. Any changes to the database become permanent or a part of the current stable state. A checkpoint can occur
explicitly using the CHECKPOINT statement or implicitly using the TRANSMIT statement.

Before a checkpoint, either implicit or explicit, you can remove or back out the updates from the database through the
BACKOUT statement. As a safeguard, BACKOUT is automatically executed when a program abends. You can code it in a
program to ensure that changes are not committed for a set of rows when some function cannot complete.

Explicit CHECKPOINT

In the following example, the CHECKPOINT statement commits the changes to the database.

FOR FIRST CUSTOMER                 : access the row

    WHERE CUSTOMER.CUSTNAME EQ PROMPT.CUSTNAME

    : statements                   : modify the row

ENDFOR                             : apply the changes

                                   :   to the database

CHECKPOINT                         : changes committed

In this example, a single customer row is accessed and processed using the statements. The changes are made to the
database at the ENDFOR. The CHECKPOINT outside of the FOR construct formally commits those changes. Once
checkpointed, the changes cannot be lost or backed out of the database.

When a FOR EACH or FIRST construct accesses and modifies several rows, the CHECKPOINT commits the changes
made to all of those rows. For example, all of the customers in Texas are accessed and assigned to a new salesman.
Although each row is processed individually and the database updated one row at a time, the CHECKPOINT statement
outside of the construct commits all of the rows at the same time:

FOR EACH CUSTOMER                  : access the row

   SET CUSTOMER.SALESMAN = NEWID   : modify the row

ENDFOR                             : apply the change

                                   :    to the database

CHECKPOINT                         : all rows committed

Removing Changes from the Database

The BACKOUT statement removes all of the updates to the database that were made since the last CHECKPOINT.
BACKOUT returns the database to the most recent stable state. For example:

CHECKPOINT                         : changes committed

FOR EACH CUSTOMER                  : access the row

   SET CUSTOMER.SALESMAN = NEWID   : modify the row

ENDFOR                             : apply the changes

                                   :   to the database

BACKOUT                            : changes backed out

                                   :  to checkpoint
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In the previous example, modifications are made to the row in the FOR construct. The BACKOUT statement following the
FOR construct, however, removes those changes and returns the database to the previous CHECKPOINT state.

NOTE
You can specify CHECKPOINT or BACKOUT in the FOR construct. Be aware though, that CHECKPOINT in
the FOR construct does not include the current row. The modifications to the current row are not applied to the
database until the ENDFOR statement is executed. Similarly, BACKOUT does not affect the current row since
the changes are not yet in the database. A CHECKPOINT or BACKOUT statement following ENDFOR includes
the last accessed row.

CHECKPOINT and BACKOUT release exclusive control of the current row. For further information, see the Datacom/DB
documentation.

TRANSMIT with CHECKPOINT

When you use mainframe Ideal for Datacom in a CICS environment, executing a TRANSMIT statement always performs
a CHECKPOINT. This ends the current transaction and protects modifications against loss if the system abnormally
terminates during TRANSMIT.

The TRANSMIT statement causes a CHECKPOINT.

The following shows the sequence of events that occurs when the program is updating a row and TRANSMIT (with a
CHECKPOINT) is executed in the FOR construct:

FOR FIRST CUSTOMER                : access the row

   WHERE CUSTOMER.CUSTNAME EQ PROMPT.CUSTNAME

   : statements                   : modify the row

   TRANSMIT CUSTPNL               : commit previous row

ENDFOR                            : apply the changes

                                  :    to the database

The CHECKPOINT action of the TRANSMIT commits any changes made to the database before the current iteration of
the FOR construct. Any changes made to the current row are not applied to the database because ENDFOR was not
executed for the current row. A TRANSMIT or CHECKPOINT following ENDFOR commits the current modifications.

For online applications, terminal I/O causes a database checkpoint to occur. Because user input at the terminal can be
time-consuming and has the potential to obtain control of multiple rows for indefinite periods of time, the TRANSMIT
statement causes a CHECKPOINT.

In other words, with Datacom/DB, control is not maintained across CICS transaction boundaries. Each TRANSMIT is
considered a CICS transaction. With DB2 and DBSQL ANSI mode, the database cursor is released when any checkpoint
occurs.

Checkpointing while Updating

More than likely, an online application transmits a panel containing the data to update. Just as with display, the data is
moved to the panel fields before the TRANSMIT statement is executed. The user then modifies the data displayed on
the panel. When the user returns control to the program, the data in the panel fields must then be assigned or moved
to the dataview. The actual update to the dataview can be performed based on the evaluation of some condition before
executing the MOVE statement. For example, assume that if the user presses PF4, the changes are applied. You can
code the program as:

FOR FIRST CUSTOMER

   WHERE CUSTOMER.CUSTNAME EQ PROMPT.CUSTNAME

     MOVE CUSTOMER TO CUSTPNL BY NAME

     TRANSMIT CUSTPNL
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     IF $KEY EQ 'PF4'

        MOVE CUSTPNL TO CUSTOMER BY NAME

     ENDIF

ENDFOR

Ideal for Datacom ensures that the modified row has not changed from the initial access to the point of update. An error
condition occurs if an attempt is made to apply changes to a row that was modified between the time it was accessed and
the time of the actual update to the row. If the checkpoint occurs outside of the FOR construct, there should be no conflict.
Access is maintained for the update. However, if you code TRANSMIT in the FOR construct, it causes an automatic
checkpoint and the row is released. Another user can access and modify the row between the time of access and time of
actual update. If the row was changed from the original, control passes to the error procedure. You can design a program-
defined error procedure to handle this situation by re-accessing the row or bypassing the changes. For more information,
see Error Handling.

A CHECKPOINT is automatically issued when an application terminates successfully. A BACKOUT is issued when an
application terminates abnormally due to a system error. In all other cases, a BACKOUT is only issued if coded in the
program.

Multi-User Considerations

It is important to consider database access and row availability in a multi-user system. The row is not updated in the
database until the ENDFOR when accessing data from a Datacom/DB CBS database or a DB2 database. The control
of the row from retrieval to release is different in these databases. In either, a CHECKPOINT, TRANSMIT, or BACKOUT
releases the row.

Datacom/DB CBS
There are two levels of exclusive control: Primary and secondary. In the FOR construct, the row currently updated
is held with primary exclusive control. Once ENDFOR is reached, the updates are applied to the database and
the row is held with secondary exclusive control. Primary exclusive control indicates the current row, secondary
exclusive control indicates the updated rows that were not checkpointed. All control is released when a checkpoint
is performed. This is demonstrated by an example:
FOR ...                  : access with exclusive control

   SET or MOVE           : update dataview

ENDFOR                   : update database row and downgrade

                         : to secondary control

CHECKPOINT               : release all control

The program that controls the row can access any row, even those held with primary and secondary exclusive
control. Another user cannot update rows held under any level of control.

DB2
There is one level of access in a program. DB2 supports table level locking and page level locking for all releases.
With Release 4, DB2 also supports row level locking, if implemented, and the no lock isolation level. When a row
is locked with update intent, no other users can access that row until it is released. The updates are performed at
the ENDFOR. When page or table level locking is used, a CHECKPOINT is required to release the lock. When
row level locking is used, the lock is released when another row is read from the same set.
If the flag is on, the buffer image of the originally accessed row held in a dataview buffer is compared to the
dataview on the FOR construct. If these match, the data has not changed and no update is necessary. If they do
not match, an update is being performed. The exact image is then compared to the row currently in the database.
If these match, the row is accessed and updated. If they do not match, the row has been modified by another user
between the time of the original access and the attempt to apply the updates. An error condition occurs.
The error condition is identified by evaluating $ERROR-DVW-STATUS for 'I3' for Datacom/DB and $ERROR-
TYPE 'D72' for DB2. For more information about handling this error condition, see Error Handling.
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CHECKPOINT in FOR EACH

Thus far, the examples using TRANSMIT have modified a single row. When accessing a Datacom/DB native dataview,
you can issue TRANSMIT in the FOR EACH construct. Even though the accessed rows are released when a TRANSMIT
with implicit CHECKPOINT, CHECKPOINT, or BACKOUT statement is executed, the set definition and current position in
the set are not lost. This means that you can code these statements in any FOR construct.

The following example shows changes were not made to the current row. The TRANSMIT statement commits the
previous row. A CHECKPOINT or TRANSMIT statement outside of the FOR construct is needed to commit the last row
accessed.

FOR EACH CUSTOMER                    : access the row

   MOVE CUSTOMER TO CUSTPNL BY NAME  : fill panel

   TRANSMIT CUSTPNL                  : transmit panel

   MOVE CUSTPNL TO CUSTOMER BY NAME  : update row

ENDFOR                               : apply the change

                                     :  to the database

CHECKPOINT                           : commit last row

DB2 Considerations

In DB2, you cannot update multiple rows using TRANSMIT or CHECKPOINT in the FOR construct. The database cursor
is released along with the accessed rows when TRANSMIT, CHECKPOINT, or BACKOUT is executed. Ideal for Datacom
is only able to locate the current unique row and cannot locate the current row in a multi-row set. For that reason, you can
only specify TRANSMIT, CHECKPOINT, and BACKOUT in a FOR FIRST 1 construct that accesses a unique row.

Accessing Released Dataview Data

Once the dataview is released by a TRANSMIT with implicit CHECKPOINT, CHECKPOINT, or BACKOUT statement, the
dataview fields of the last accessed row are still accessible but not modifiable. For example, as part of an error processing
routine, BACKOUT can be followed by a LIST statement to output the dataview fields.

Additionally, the data in the last accessed dataview row is available outside of the FOR construct on a read-only basis.
Updates can only occur in the FOR construct.

Subprograms
Learn about using Ideal for Datacom and non-Ideal for Datacom subprograms. Find introductory information on calling a
subprogram, passing data to a subprogram, and executing a subprogram asynchronously. Requirements for subprograms
are also documented.

A subprogram is any program that another program calls. Ideal for Datacom can pass data between an Ideal for Datacom
calling program and a subprogram. The subprogram may be another Ideal for Datacom program or a non-Ideal program
written in COBOL, PL/I, or assembler.

Calling a Subprogram

A CALL statement passes control from an Ideal for Datacom program to a subprogram, and, optionally, passes data (in the
form of input or update data items) between the two. After the called program terminates, control is returned to the calling
program at the next sequential statement in the calling procedure.

In the following example, the MAINMENU panel is transmitted and then, depending on the selection entered, one of the
update programs is invoked. When the update program terminates, control returns to the NOTIFY statement in the calling
program.
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LOOP

    TRANSMIT MAINMENU

  UNTIL $PF3

    SELECT FIRST ACTION

       WHEN SELECTION='1'

          CALL CUSTUPDT

          NOTIFY 'Customer updates completed.  Press PF3 to quit.'

       WHEN SELECTION='2'

             CALL ORDUPDAT

          NOTIFY 'Order updates completed.  Press PF3 to quit.'

       WHEN SELECTION='3'

          CALL INVENUPD

          NOTIFY 'Inventory updates completed.  Press PF3 to quit.'

       WHEN OTHER

          NOTIFY 'Select option 1, 2, or 3, or press PF3 to quit.'

    ENDSEL

ENDLOOP

Passing Data to a Subprogram

Subprograms let Ideal for Datacom access external routines and share procedures among several applications. The
calling program references data items with a CALL statement. A data item can be the name of an elementary field, the
name of a group, or a literal. The subprogram includes parameter definitions that describe these data items. Ideal for
Datacom manages the logical connections between the two.

In the following example, the program CHK-BACK determines whether the item entered is back-ordered. The ITEM-ID
from the panel is passed to the CHK-BACK program as input. The working data field ANSWER receives the response
from the CHK-BACK program.

<<UPDATE-ITEM>> PROCEDURE

   FOR FIRST ITEM

     WHERE ITEM.ITMID EQ INCOMING.ITMID

        MOVE INCOMING TO ITEM BY NAME

        CALL CHK-BACK USING INPUT INCOMING.ITMID UPDATE ANSWER

        IF ANSWER = 'YES'

            NOTIFY 'Press PF5 for a report on back-ordered item.'

        ENDIF

     WHEN NONE

        DO ADD-ITEM

   ENDFOR

ENDPROC

You must define ITEM-ID and ANSWER as parameters for the CHK-BACK subprogram, although they need not have the
same names.

Executing a Subprogram Asynchronously

In the previous example, the user was notified to press PF5 for a report. Producing reports can be a time-consuming
task, and you might want to run the report program asynchronously. This way, the user can proceed to other tasks online
while the report is produced. To execute a subprogram asynchronously, use the INITIATE statement instead of the CALL
statement.

In the next example, the PF5 key prints the report of outstanding orders for a back-ordered product.
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<<PROCESS-INCOMNG>> PROCEDURE

  TRANSMIT INCOMING

  SELECT FIRST ACTION

    WHEN $PF3

      QUIT PROCEDURE

    WHEN $PF5

      INITIATE PRNT-ORD USING INPUT INCOMING.ITEM-ID

    WHEN $ENTER-KEY

      DO UPDATE-ITEM

    WHEN NONE

      DO BAD-KEY

  ENDSEL

ENDPROC

The PRNT-ORD program uses the ITEM-ID entered on the panel INCOMING to find the orders that could not be filled
because they included that item. Meanwhile, the user can continue with the next incoming item.

Requirements for Subprograms

Any subprogram called by an Ideal for Datacom program must follow certain conventions.

• You must define the subprogram to Ideal for Datacom using the program definition identification fill-in. For Ideal for
Datacom subprograms, any parameters passed to the subprogram from the calling program must be defined on the
program identification fill-in. For non-Ideal subprograms, any parameters passed to the subprogram from the calling
program must be defined in the program identification fill-in and the subprograms linkage section. When defining the
parameters, keep the following in mind:
– Include the descriptions of each data item expected from the calling program.
– Specify level-1 parameter definitions in the same order as the corresponding data items are specified in the

CALL statement of the calling program. Each data item in the CALL statement is matched, in order, with a level-1
parameter in the called program.

– The passed data item and the corresponding level-1 parameter can have subordinate fields. However, the data
types and structures of the passed data items must match that of the receiving data items.

– The names assigned to parameters in a subprogram need not be the same as the names of the data items
referenced in the CALL statement.

• The calling program must include the subprogram as a resource on the program resource fill-in.
• Make a distinction between programs run online or in batch. An Ideal for Datacom program run online can call an

Ideal for Datacom subprogram, a non-Ideal online subprogram or initiate an asynchronous run of an Ideal for Datacom
program. An Ideal for Datacom program run in batch can CALL any Ideal for Datacom subprogram that does not
contain a TRANSMIT or a non-Ideal batch subprogram.

Beyond these facts, there are a number of significant differences between the requirements for the design and use of
Ideal for Datacom subprograms and of non-Ideal subprograms. For example, when the subprogram is coded in COBOL,
PL/I, or Assembler, it is written and maintained outside of Ideal for Datacom. When the subprogram executes, Ideal for
Datacom relinquishes control to the subprogram.

You should be careful that the non-Ideal subprogram does not modify the Ideal for Datacom environment. When an Ideal
for Datacom subprogram executes, Ideal for Datacom maintains control of the environment. Due to this major difference,
instructions are provided for calling Ideal for Datacom subprograms and calling non-Ideal Subprograms.

NOTE
Ideal for Datacom programs cannot be called as subprograms by programs written in other languages when
executing in batch. Online, a CICS command level program can invoke an Ideal for Datacom session by using
the EXEC CICS START command to start an Ideal for Datacom transparent sign-on. For more information about
transparent sign-on, see Establishing Signon Processing.
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Parameter Matching for Ideal for Datacom Subprograms

Learn about how parameter matching is handled for Ideal for Datacom subprograms. The dynamic matching and identical
matching methods are described.

When an Ideal for Datacom program calls an Ideal for Datacom subprogram, Ideal for Datacom can make certain
assumptions and accommodate some differences in attributes that might exist at runtime. This is because Ideal for
Datacom controls the runtime environments of both programs.

Since Ideal for Datacom controls the runtime environment, you can define one of the two methods of parameter matching
—dynamic or identical—for each level-1 parameter.

Dynamic Matching

With dynamic matching, you must specify only the type and, for alphanumeric and variable length types, the length of
the parameter. Ideal for Datacom copies the remaining attributes from the corresponding item in the calling program. For
example, if the parameter is simply defined as signed numeric with dynamic matching, on one call, the parameter might
be packed; on the next call, it might be binary.

The rules for characters/digits specification for the parameter depend on the field type. For more information about
specifying parameters, see Reading and Writing Data.

The flexibility provided by dynamic matching carries a cost in overhead. It limits how you can use some kinds of
parameters. For this reason, you can define parameters with identical matching.

Identical Matching

With identical matching, you must specify the attributes needed to define the parameter (at least Type, Internal Type
for numeric and date, and Characters/Digits). Ideal for Datacom checks that the corresponding data item in the calling
program has the same attributes.

Identical matching allows Ideal for Datacom to generate more efficient code at compile time because the field attributes
are already known. In addition, you must define group parameters with identical matching to use in several Ideal for
Datacom contexts. See the MOVE and SET statements and conditional expressions.

Linkage Conventions for Ideal for Datacom Subprograms

Learn about linkage conventions for Ideal for Datacom subprograms. Find parameter rules for linkages.

Ideal for Datacom passes the address of each data item in the CALL statement. When the Ideal for Datacom subprogram
refers to a parameter, whether as a source or target, the subprogram is actually referring directly to the corresponding
data item in the calling program.

Since Ideal for Datacom controls the entire runtime environment, any attempt to modify the value of an update parameter
that corresponds to a data item that was named in the CALL statement as an input data item results in a runtime error.

Parameter Rules

The following rules apply to defining parameters in an Ideal for Datacom subprogram:

• You must specify a parameter in the subprogram for each data item to pass. The parameter definitions must match the
type of each data item.

• The following restrictions apply to specific attributes:
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alphanumeric
fixed length

If you are using dynamic matching, then the length must be equal to or greater than the actual passed
data item. The Characters attribute specifies the maximum length of the data item. If the item length is
less when passed, then the actual length is the length that is assigned to the parameter.
If you are using identical matching, the length must be the same.

variable length
If you are using dynamic matching with update intent, length must be equal to or greater than actual
passed data item.
If you are not using matching with update intent, whether dynamic or identical matching, length must be
the same.

Numeric
If dynamic matching, the internal type is taken from the data item in the calling program. Digit values, if specified,
for integer and decimal places on parameter must match data item. Otherwise, it is taken from data item.
If you are using identical matching, internal type and digits values must match.

date
Same as numeric.

flag
No restrictions.

group name
The structures must be compatible using the tests for the MOVE BY POSITION command.

condition name
Although a passed group field can contain a condition name, it cannot be passed as an elementary data item.

occur value with DEP ON clause
If dynamic matching, the object of the DEP ON clause must match. The object is the field that determines the
number of occurrences. If identical matching, the Occur and DEP ON clauses must match. The subscripted name
of an occurrence is treated as an elementary data item.

occur value without DEP ON clause
If dynamic matching, value must be equal to or greater than data item. If the value specifies the maximum number
occurrences, then the actual number passed is assigned to the parameter. If identical matching, the Occur and
DEP ON clauses must match. The subscripted name of an occurrence is treated as an elementary data item.

Redefines
If not defined on the parameter, it is ignored. If specified on the parameter but not on the data item, a runtime error
occurs.

Nullable fields (defined using WITH IND)
If passed by the calling program, it must be defined using WITH IND in the called subprogram.

• A panel passed as a group must be dynamic.
• An Ideal for Datacom program cannot be called recursively; that is, a program cannot call itself, nor can it call a

program that is already active in the current Ideal for Datacom run-unit.
• A runtime error occurs if a CALL statement passes more data items than the number of level-1 parameters that are

defined for the called subprogram. However, if a CALL statement passes fewer data items than the number of level-1
parameters that are defined for the called subprogram, no runtime error occurs unless the subprogram attempts to
reference a parameter for which no data item was passed. Since parameters are passed and referenced positionally,
you can omit parameters from the end of the CALL statement list without affecting the other parameters. You cannot
omit values from the list. The $RECEIVED function can determine which level-1 parameters were passed.
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Defining Non-Ideal Subprograms

Learn how to create, compile, and call non-Ideal subprograms. Find information about identical parameter matching for
non-Ideal subprograms.

To create, compile, and call a non-Ideal subprogram, complete the following steps:

1. On the Ideal for Datacom command line, issue a CREATE PGM command for the subprogram. Use the same name as
the subprogram.

2. On the IDENTIFICATION panel, change the language prompt from IDEAL to one of the following:
– COBOL
– PLI
– ASM

3. On the PARAMETER panel, fill in all parameters that are passed to and from the non-Ideal subprogram.
4. On the Ideal for Datacom command line, issue an EDIT PGM programname command, where programname is the

name of the calling program.
5. Define the subprogram as a RESOURCE of the calling program.
6. To call the subprogram, code an IDEAL CALL statement in the calling program. You can pass a maximum of 16

parameters.
7. Compile the main program.
8. Compile and link the subprogram. For instructions to compile, refer to the documentation for your compiler. For

instructions to link, see Linkage Conventions for Non-Ideal Subprograms.
9. Run the main program. When you run the calling program, Ideal for Datacom calls the subprogram and passes the

proper parameters to it. In addition, Ideal for Datacom automatically performs any internal data-type conversions.

Ideal for Datacom does not control the runtime environment of a non-Ideal subprogram; therefore, certain situations are
handled with less flexibility than when both programs are Ideal for Datacom.

Identical Parameter Matching

Non-Ideal subprograms always use identical parameter matching and must specify the Type, Internal Type for numeric
parameters, and characters/digits. You can specify only alphanumeric, numeric signed, and numeric unsigned types.

Linkage Conventions for Non-Ideal Subprograms

Learn about linkage conventions for non-Ideal subprograms. Find parameter definitions, and learn about passing
parameters to non-Ideal subprograms.

Each time a non-Ideal subprogram is called online, CICS determines whether the program is reloaded. CICS requires all
programs to be at least quasi-reentrant. You can, however, specify that non-Ideal subprograms that are called in batch,
which may be only reusable and not reentrant, remain in memory for the entire run or until they are explicitly released (by
a RELEASE PROGRAM statement). The New Copy on Call specification is part of the program identification for non-Ideal
subprograms.

If the Digits specification contains any decimal (fraction) places, Ideal for Datacom aligns the numeric value according to
the Digits specification. However, you must design the non-Ideal subprogram to account for the implied position of the
decimal point. For example, if the Digits specification is 3.2 and the value to pass is 123.45 in packed decimal format, the
internal value is X'12345C'. You must design the non-Ideal subprogram to expect the implied decimal point to be between
the third and fourth digits.

To be flexible with other language conventions, Ideal for Datacom does not align binary operands in non-Ideal subprogram
parameter definitions. For example, if the SYNC option is not used in COBOL, binary fields are not aligned. If Ideal for
Datacom always forced alignment, it might be impossible to pass a group data item that contained one or more binary
fields to a COBOL subprogram that does not use the SYNC option.
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If the COBOL subprogram does use the SYNC option or if the Assembler subprogram defines the binary fields with the
H (halfword) or F (fullword) attribute, the Ideal for Datacom programmer should insert the appropriate filler items in the
non-Ideal subprogram parameter definition. For example, if the COBOL description is:

001000 LINKAGE SECTION.

001010 01  GROUP-ITEM.

001020     02  ALPHA-1                PIC X(1).

001030*       NOTE: COBOL INSERTS A "SLACK" BYTE HERE

001040     02  BINARY-2               PIC S9(4) COMP SYNC.

It is equivalent to the Assembler description:

              DS                  0D

GROUPITM      DS                  0XL4

ALPHA1        DS                  CL1

NOTE: ASSEMBLER INSERTS A "SLACK" BYTE HERE

BINARY2       DS                  H

See the following of a non-Ideal subprogram parameter definition:

1 GROUP-ITEM

2 ALPHA-1                         X   1

2 SLACK-1                         X   1

2 BINARY-2                        B   4

Ideal for Datacom does not support binary numbers larger than nine decimal (base-10) digits. If it is necessary to pass
a larger number to a non-Ideal subprogram, pass it as a zoned decimal or packed decimal field. If the field passed is a
binary field larger than 4 bytes in a dataview, see the summary of storage requirements for each internal type.

To determine what specification for the Ideal for Datacom Characters/Digits column (number of decimal, or base-10,
digits) is needed for a given number of bytes of storage for a non-Ideal subprogram, see the summary of storage
requirements for each internal type.

Ideal for Datacom applications that access SQL databases might need to define fields that can receive null values. Every
parameter field declared as a nullable field (WITH IND) passed as a parameter to a non-Ideal subprogram generates
a two-byte NULL indicator field. For each parameter passed, the indicator fields follow all the fields in the actual data
structure that are passed to a non-Ideal subprogram. The location corresponds to the order in which the nullable
parameters in the parameter data definition panel are defined.

If a parameter field is the object of OCCURs, then as many indicator fields are generated as there are occurrences of the
parameter field. For example, given the following parameter data structure:

01  PARM-1  

  02     A  . . . WITH IND  

  02     B  . . . OCCUR 3   

    03  C   . . . WITH IND  

    03  D   . . . OCCUR 3 WITH IND  

The following null indicator fields are generated:

• One indicator for A
• Three indicators for C
• Nine indicators for D in the following order:

D(1,1), D(1,2), D(1,3) 

D(2,1), D(2,2), D(2,3) 
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D(3,1), D(3,2), D(3,3)

The COBOL description is:

01  PARM-1  

  02     A  .   . . 

  02     B      OCCURS 3 TIMES . . .    

    03  C       . . .   

    03  D       OCCURS 3 TIMES . . .    

  02     A-IND  PIC S9(4) COMP. 

  02     C-IND  OCCURS 3 TIMES  PIC S9(4) COMP. 

  02     D-IND  OCCURS 9 TIMES  PIC S9(4) COMP. 

Parameter Rules

The following rules apply when an Ideal for Datacom program calls a non-Ideal subprogram:

• The name of the called program must be in the resource table of the calling program and must conform to Ideal for
Datacom naming conventions, with the additional restriction that the name cannot contain hyphens (due to operating
system requirements).

• You must specify a parameter in the subprogram for each data item to pass. The parameter definitions must match the
type of each data item.
You can pass a maximum of 16 data items from an Ideal for Datacom program to a non-Ideal subprogram.
A compile-time error occurs if a CALL statement attempts to pass more data items than the number of level-1
parameters defined for the subprogram.
Unpredictable results occur when a subprogram references a parameter that corresponds to a data item that was not
passed.

• The following restrictions apply to specific attributes:
alphanumeric-

The corresponding parameter must be alphanumeric. When the program is called, a MOVE BY POSITION is
performed. When the length of the data item is not the same as the parameter, the data is padded or truncated as
required to fit.

numeric-
The corresponding parameter must be defined as a packed decimal, zoned decimal, or binary. When the program
is called, a MOVE BY POSITION is performed. The data item can be converted and decimal aligned.

date-
Same as numeric.

flag-
Not allowed.

group name-
The structures must be compatible using the tests for the MOVE BY POSITION command.

condition name-
Not allowed.

redefines-
Ignored.

• The parameter definitions of a non-Ideal subprogram actually become part of the calling program. Therefore, you must
define parameter data for the non-Ideal subprogram before the calling program is compiled. The calling program must
be recompiled if the subprogram's parameter data changes.

• The parameters for non-Ideal programs are linked as follows:
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– In batch (z/OS and VSE), standard linkage is used (R1 points to a parameter list)
– In CICS (z/OS and VSE), the address list for the parameters is stored in the beginning of the TWA (Transaction

Work Area).
• The designation of the parameters on the CALL statement should match the parameter definition. When the

designation of a data item as UPDATE or INPUT in the CALL statement does not match the parameter definition of U or
I for the called program, the following applies:
– If the parameter is defined as I-input and sent as U-update on the CALL statement, an error does not occur as

long as the called program only references the parameter. If the non-Ideal subprogram attempts to update the
parameter, the passed data item is not updated.

– If the parameter is defined as U-update and sent as I-input, a compile error occurs regardless of whether the
subprogram attempts to modify the data item.

Passing Parameters to Non-Ideal Subprograms

When calling non-Ideal subprograms, Ideal for Datacom does not have control over the entire runtime environment,
but only over the way the subprogram is called. For example, if the user coded the following and described an input (I)
parameter in the non-Ideal subprogram definition for the subprogram COBOL1 to correspond to the data item named
ALPHA, the COBOL subprogram could actually modify the contents of the data item outside the Ideal for Datacom
environment.

CALL COBOL1 USING INPUT ALPHA

To protect the integrity of the Ideal for Datacom environment, Ideal for Datacom uses the following technique: When
an Ideal for Datacom program calls a non-Ideal subprogram, the parameter definition for the non-Ideal subprogram
constructs an intermediate data storage area with the defined characteristics that are contained in the Ideal for Datacom
calling program. For this reason, the non-Ideal subprogram definition must actually exist when the calling program is
compiled.

Data items in the intermediate storage area are not aligned. Any alignment that is required for correct function of
the non-Ideal subprogram is the responsibility of the programmer. You can establish this alignment by inserting the
appropriate FILLER items in the non-Ideal subprogram parameter definition fill-in.

The field names in the non-Ideal subprogram parameter definition are internally prefixed with a percent sign (%) to avoid
duplicate naming problems between the main program and the called program. However, two non-Ideal subprograms that
are called by the same Ideal for Datacom calling program should not have duplicate parameter field names because at
compile time, if there is an error on one of the duplicate fields, you might not be able to tell which subprogram contains the
error.

When the calling program CALL statement executes, Ideal for Datacom moves the data from the data items that are
named in the USING clause to the intermediate data storage area, using the rules for MOVE BY POSITION, and carrying
out any necessary conversion. Ideal for Datacom internal numeric format is converted to zoned decimal, packed decimal,
or binary, depending on the non-Ideal subprogram parameter definition.

The addresses of the intermediate storage area data items are passed to the subprogram instead of the original CALL
statement data items. Any reference in the non-Ideal subprogram to a parameter is actually a reference to a data item in
the intermediate storage area.

When control returns from the called non-Ideal subprogram, Ideal for Datacom then moves only those data items that are
defined as UPDATE from the intermediate data storage area back to the original data items named in the USING clause.
In this way, Ideal for Datacom ensures that Ideal for Datacom rules for linkage are observed.

As a result, any data items that are described as INPUT in the CALL statement cannot be modified by the CALL to the
non-Ideal subprogram, even if the non-Ideal subprogram modified its copy of the data item. This also means that a called
subprogram cannot alter the address of any updateable intermediate storage area.
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The area containing the parameters is not necessarily at the same address each time the subprogram is called.
Subprograms should not store the address of any parameter data between calls, as these addresses will be invalid in
future calls. If a non-Ideal subprogram requires a workarea for re-entrancy, then fields within the workarea should be
addressed relative to the workarea address, storing offsets rather than addresses, or relocating any pointers on each call.

Calling Non-Ideal Subprograms that Access Datacom/DB

Find guidelines for batch and CICS non-Ideal subprograms. Learn how to use IDENTIFY in z/OS batch and how to link
programs with AMODE/RMODE.

Guidelines for Batch Programs

To indicate that the non-Ideal subprogram is mainline and Datacom/DB is a subroutine of the program, link edit the
non-Ideal subprogram with ENTRY pgm-name.

In the User Requirements Table (URT) for the non-Ideal subprogram, specify OPEN=USER in the DBURINF macro.

If you are not sharing the URT, include OPEN and CLOSE logic in the non-Ideal subprogram. Execute the OPEN and CLOSE
logic in the non-Ideal subprogram only once during the application run to reduce overhead. You can do this by including
a parameter on the CALL statement in the Ideal for Datacom program that invokes the non-Ideal subprogram. This
parameter indicates whether to open, close, or update the tables in the non-Ideal subprogram. The call using the OPEN
parameter is done at the beginning of the Ideal for Datacom program. The CALL using CLOSE executes upon ending the
Ideal for Datacom program.

This type of logic makes it easy to adapt existing COBOL programs to use with Ideal for Datacom, although it is only one
example of how you can control the OPEN and CLOSE logic.

Using IDENTIFY in z/OS Batch

An Ideal for Datacom batch job must specify PARM='IDENTIFY' for the non-Ideal program to use the same DB URT and
therefore a single DB task for the Ideal for Datacom batch job.

The non-Ideal subprogram must be linked AMODE(31) and must call DBNTRY dynamically (compile option DYNAM). The
Ideal for Datacom calling program must access at least one Datacom/DB dataview. The SET RUN URT statement for the
batch RUN must include the table to be accessed in the non-Ideal subprogram.

See the following sample JCL for the Ideal for Datacom batch execution:

//xxxx     JOB xxxxxx

//PROC JCLLIB  ORDER=xxxx.proclib

//xxxx     EXEC idlbatch,PARM='IDENTIFY'

//SYSIN DD *

SEL SYS xxx

SET RUN URT dburtxxx

RUN idlpgmx

NOTE
Non-Ideal subprograms can be linked AMODE=31,RMODE=ANY or AMODE=24,RMODE=24. See Linking
Application Programs and Creating a New Program Definition.

Guidelines for CICS Programs

Opening and closing any of the URTs in CICS programs is not necessary because Datacom/DB Option for CICS Services
takes care of this.
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Accessing Same Tables in Ideal for Datacom and Non-Ideal Programs

Accessing the same Datacom/DB table in a non-Ideal subprogram and the FOR construct in which the subprogram was
called can have serious consequences. If both the Ideal for Datacom calling program and the non-Ideal subprogram try to
read the same set of records for update, a "deadly embrace" occurs and the job must be purged.

To access the record, the subprogram must wait until the Ideal for Datacom calling program releases exclusive control
before it can access the same record with exclusive control. However, the Ideal for Datacom program does not release
exclusive control until the ENDFOR statement, which cannot execute until the call to the subprogram is complete and
control returns to Ideal for Datacom. The same situation online can result in the non-Ideal subprogram getting a Datacom/
DB return code 18-EXCLUSIVE CONTROL DUPLICATE.

As long as one of the programs, either the Ideal for Datacom calling program or the non-Ideal subprogram, is doing read-
only access or each program is accessing a different table, the call can be made successfully from the Ideal for Datacom
FOR construct.

Guidelines for Batch and Online Non-Ideal Subprograms

Since CICS linkage conventions differ from batch linkage conventions, an Ideal for Datacom program running in CICS
cannot call the same non-Ideal subprogram designed to run in batch. Likewise, an Ideal for Datacom program running in
batch cannot call a non-Ideal subprogram designed to run in CICS.

The following guidelines are separated into online and batch.

Online non-Ideal Subprograms

COBOL, PL/I, and Assembler subprograms called by an online Ideal for Datacom application must follow certain
guidelines.

The program must be assembled or compiled in accordance with the requirements of CICS.

• Define the program name in CICS.
• In z/OS, the load library where the subprogram is located must appear in one of the DFHRPL statements.
• In VSE, the name of the core image library where the subprogram is located must appear in one of the LIBDEF

PHASE,SEARCH= statements.

The following actions are prohibited:

• Terminal I/O.
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NOTE
Ideal for Datacom loses the last message on the message line at the top of the Ideal for Datacom screen
when control returns from the non-Ideal subprogram.

• Freeing, releasing, or modifying any resource, including temporary storage that Ideal for Datacom allocated.
• If the subprogram is called in the scope of an updated Ideal for Datacom FOR construct, the non-Ideal subprogram

cannot access the same set of Datacom/DB CBS, DB2, or VSAM records with update intent.
• Any scheduled abend.
• In z/OS: Any SPIE or (E)STAE macro.
• In VSE: Any STXIT macro.
• Enqueuing or dequeuing on an Ideal for Datacom internal (system) name. For information about Ideal for Datacom

internal names, see Determining Problems in Ideal for Datacom .
• In CICS, accessing a temporary storage area that has a name starting with X'5B'.
• In CICS, any return other than a normal EXEC CICS RETURN . COBOL programs cannot use STOP RUN, EXIT

PROGRAM, or GOBACK.
• When passing return codes back to the main Ideal for Datacom program, use the data area. If a non-Ideal subprogram

returns to Ideal for Datacom with Register 15 set to 1, 2, or 3, a runtime error with a misleading message occurs.

NOTE
Non-Ideal programs that are developed for CICS do not work in batch. Non-Ideal programs that are developed
for batch do not work in CICS.

In addition, see the sections on restrictions for COBOL and Assembler programs in the IBM CICS Application
Programmers Reference Manual for the appropriate environment.

Calling a CICS Subprogram

The following example illustrates how an Ideal for Datacom program passes parameters to a CICS non-Ideal subprogram
and how the subprogram, handles these parameters.

For example, an Ideal for Datacom program defines the following fields in working data:

• ALPHA (four-character alphanumeric)
• BETA (nine-digit numeric)

The program's procedure definition includes the following CALL statement:

CALL COBSUB USING ALPHA,BETA

The COBOL subprogram's program definition includes the following parameter definition.

=>
=>
=>
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
IDEAL: PARAMETER DEFINITION   PGM COBSUB (001) TEST         SYS: DOC   DISPLAY
Level Field Name                  T I Ch/Dg Occur  U   Comments/Dep on/Copy   Command
----- --------------------------- - - ----- -----  -   ----------------------- ------
===== ==============TOP========== = = ===== =====  =   ======================= ======
1     PAR-1                       X       4        U   :4 BYTES ALPHANUMERIC   000100
1     PAR-1                       U B     9        U   :BINARY FULLWORD        000200
      ===== =============BOTTOM ======= = = ===== =====  =   =======================
 ======
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CICS Subprogram

When calling a non-Ideal subprogram, Ideal for Datacom places the parameter list into the TWA before the call. To access
the parameters, you must establish addressability to the data with the COBOL subprogram.

The following command-level CICS COBOL II subprogram uses two parameters:

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

 PROGRAM-ID. COB2PGM.

 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

 CONFIGURATION SECTION.

 SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-370.

 OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-370.

 DATA DIVISION.

 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

 LINKAGE SECTION.

 01  TWA-LAYOUT.

    02  TWA-ADDR-1        USAGE IS POINTER.

    02  TWA-ADDR-2        USAGE IS POINTER.

 01  FIRST-PARM            PIC X(20).

 01  SECOND-PARM.

    02  ZONED-UNSIGNED    PIC 99.

    02  ZONED-SIGNED      PIC S99.

    02  PACKED-SIGNED     PIC S9(4) COMP-3.

    02  BINARY-SIGNED     PIC S9    COMP.

 PROCEDURE DIVISION.

 ADDRESS-TWA.

    EXEC CICS

        ADDRESS TWA(ADDRESS OF TWA-LAYOUT)

    END-EXEC.

    SET ADDRESS OF FIRST-PARM TO TWA-ADDR-1.

    SET ADDRESS OF SECOND-PARM TO TWA-ADDR-2.

 SET-PARM-VALUES.

    MOVE 'FROM COBOL II ' TO FIRST-PARM.

    MOVE 22 TO ZONED-UNSIGNED.

    MOVE 33 TO ZONED-SIGNED.

    MOVE 4444 TO PACKED-SIGNED.

    MOVE 1 TO BINARY-SIGNED.

 RETURN-TO-IDEAL.

    EXEC CICS

        RETURN

    END-EXEC.

The following illustration shows program parameter definitions for COBOL II subprogram:

IDEAL: PARAMETER DEFINITION  PGM COB2PGM (001) TEST
COMMAND LEVEL FIELD NAME          T I CH/DG OCCUR  U
------  ----- ------------------- - - ----- -----  -
======  ===== ======= TOP ======= = = ===== =====  =
000100  1     COB-PARM1           X      20        U
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000200  1     COB-PARM2                            U
000300   2    COB-ZONE-U          U Z     2
000400   2    COB-ZONE-SIGN       N Z     2
000500   2    COB-PACKED          N P     4
000600   2    COB-BINARY          N B     1
======  ===== ===== BOTTOM ====== = = ===== =====  =

The following illustration shows command-level CICS Assembler subprogram, two parameters:

SAMPASM  DFHEIENT CODEREG= (12),DATAREG=(13),EIBREG=(11)
         B   SAMPEP
         DC  AL1(*-SAMPEP)
         DC  CÆSAMPLE CMD LEVEL ASSEMBLERÆ
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
*  This is a sample assembler application that could be called from <i_dcm>.       *
*  It passes two 01 level parameters.  The first parameter contains two numeric    *
*  fields that will be added together and passed back in the second parameter.     *
*                                                                                  *
*    REGISTER USAGE:                                                               *
*       1 -  INCOMING PARAMETER LIST                                               *
*       5 -  BASE FOR FIRST PARAMETER                                              *
*       6 -  BASE FOR SECOND PARAMETER                                             *
*       12 - BASE FOR THIS CODE                                                    *
*       13 - CALLER'S SAVE AREA                                                    *
*       14 - RETURN ADDRESS                                                        *
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
SAMPEP  DS    OH
        EXEC  CICS ASSIGN TWALENG(TWALENG)
        CLC   TWALENG,=H'O'
        BE    RETURN
        EXEC  CICS ADDRESS TWA(1)
 *---------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
*  Two parameters passed, two addresses in the TWA                                 *
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
        LM    5,6,0(1)
        USING PARAM1,5       Establish addressability to parms
        USING PARAM2,6
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
*  The following code should be replaced with your own                             *
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
        ZAP   SUM,ADD1
        AP    SUM,ADD2
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
*  Return control to <i_dcm>                                                       *
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
RETURN  DS    OH
        EXEC  CICS RETURN
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
*  PARAMETER DSECTS                                                                *
*  The following DSECT maps the first parameter                                    *
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
PARAM1  DSECT
ADD1    DS    PL3
ADD2    DS    PL3
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
*  The following DSECT maps the second parameter                                   *
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
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PARAM2  DSECT
SUM     DS    PL4
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
*  The following DSECT is the program's local storage                              *
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
DFHEISTG DSECT
TWALENG  DS   H
         END

The following example shows a non-Ideal subprogram parameter definition:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
IDEAL: PARAMETER DEFINITION  PGM SAMPASM (001) TEST              SYS: $ID    DISPLAY
Level Field Name          T I Ch/Dg Occur  U      Comments/Dep on/Copy      Command
===== ======= TOP ======= = = ===== =====  =      ========================  =======
1     ADDENDS                                                                000100
 2    FIRST_ADDEND        N P    5                :DS PL3 ASSEMBLER          000200
 2    SECOND_ADDEND       N P    5                :DS PL3 ASSEMBLER          000300
1     RESULT              N P    6         U      :DS PL4 ASSEMBLER          000400
      ===== ===== BOTTOM ====== = = ===== =====  =      ====================      =======

Batch non-Ideal Subprograms

COBOL, PL/I, and Assembler subprograms that an Ideal for Datacom application running in batch calls must follow these
guidelines:

• z/OS: The load library where the subprogram is located must appear in one of the STEPLIB statements.
• COBOL: Specify the NOENDJOB compiler option.
• VSE: The name of the core image library where the subprogram is located must appear in one of the LIBDEF

PHASE,SEARCH= statements.

The following actions are prohibited:

• Terminal I/O.
• Freeing, releasing, or modifying any resource that Ideal for Datacom allocated.
• If the subprogram is called in the scope of an updated FOR construct, the non-Ideal subprogram cannot access the

same set of Datacom/DB CBS, DB2, or VSAM records with update intent.
• Enqueuing or dequeuing on an Ideal for Datacom internal system name. For more information about Ideal for Datacom

internal names, see Determining Problems in Ideal for Datacom .
• Any return other than a normal return. COBOL programs must use GOBACK. Assembler programs must branch to the

address contained in R14 at entry. In VSE, you cannot use the EOJ macro.
• In z/OS-Any SPIE or (E) STAE macro
• In VSE-Any STXIT macro.
• Any scheduled abend
• Attempting to read the primary input file:

– In z/OS, SYSIN
– In VSE, SYSIPT

Calling COBOL in z/OS Batch

Learn how to call COBOL subprograms in z/OS batch with Ideal for Datacom. Find sample z/OS Job Control Language
that improves COBOL II program performance and preserves working storage.
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The following sample z/OS JCL sets the COBOL II runtime option RTEREUS, which:

• Improves the performance of COBOL II programs that Ideal for Datacom batch calls and
• Preserves the working storage between calls of the COBOL II subprogram

//jobname JOB ....

//* -------------------------------------------------------- *

//* JCL TO ASSEMBLE THE COBOL II RUNTIME OPTION MODULE FOR   *

//* USE WITH IDEAL/COBOL II BATCH SUBPROGRAMS.               *

//* ---------------------------------------------------------*

//ASSEMBLE EXEC PGM=IFOX00,PARM='DECK',COND=(0,NE),

 //         REGION=1024K

//SYSLIB   DD  DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=MVSSYS.COB2.V1R4MO.COB2LSRC,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1   DD  DSN=&&SYSUT1,UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(1700,(600,100))

 //SYSUT2   DD  DSN=&&SYSUT2,UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(1700,(300,50))

 //SYSUT3   DD  DSN=&&SYSUT3,UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(1700,(300,50))

 //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*,DCB=BLKSIZE=1089

//SYSPUNCH DD  DSN=object.library.name(IGZEOPT),DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD *

      IGZOPT SYSTYPE=OS,RTEREUS=YES

      END

/*

//jobname JOB ...

//* -------------------------------------------------------- *

//* JCL TO COMPILE & LINK EDIT A COBOL II PROGRAM WHICH IS   *

//* TO BE CALLED BY A <I_DCM> BATCH PROGRAM.                 *

//* NOTE THE COBOL II AND LINK-EDIT PARAMETERS AND THE       *

//* LINK-EDIT INCLUDE STATEMENT FOR IGZEOPT (WHICH MUST      *

//* BE ASSEMBLED WITH RTEREUS=YES)                           *

//* -------------------------------------------------------- *

//COB     EXEC PGM=IGYCRCTL,

 //             PARM='APOST,NOOPT,RES,LIB,DATA(24),RENT'

//STEPLIB  DD  DSNAME=MVSSYS.COB2.V1R4M0.COB2COMP,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIB   DD  DSN=program.source.library,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIN   DD  DISP=(,PASS),

 //             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(5,5))

 //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,5))

 //SYSUT2   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,5))

 //SYSUT3   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,5))

 //SYSUT4   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,5))

 //SYSUT5   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,5))

 //SYSUT6   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,5))

 //SYSUT7   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,5))

 //COB.SYSIN DD *

INC cobol2pg

/*

//* -------------------------------------------------------- *

//LKED   EXEC  PGM=IEWL,
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 //             COND=(5,LT),

 //             PARM='AMODE(24) RMODE(24) MAP'

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSLIB   DD  DSN=MVSSYS.COB2.V1R4M0.COB2LIB,DISP=SHR

//OBJLIB   DD  DSN=object.library.name,DISP=SHR

//SYSLMOD  DD  DSN=target.library(cobol2pg),DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

 //SYSLIN   DD  DDNAME=SYSIN

//SYSIPT DD DSN=*.COB.SYSLIN,DISP=(OLD,PASS)

 //SYSIN DD *

       INCLUDE OBJLIB (IGZEOPT)

       INCLUDE SYSIPT

          NAME cobol2pg(R)

Calling COBOL in VSE Batch

Learn about calling COBOL programs in VSE batch with Ideal for Datacom. Find sample VSE Job Control Language that
improves COBOL II program performance and preserves working storage.

The following sample VSE JCL sets the COBOL II runtime option RTEREUS, which:

• Improves the performance of COBOL II programs that Ideal for Datacom batch calls, and
• Preserves the working storage between calls of the COBOL II subprogram

* $$ JOB JNM=IDLCOBII,CLASS=B,PRI=6,DISP=D

* $$ LST DISP=D,CLASS=L

// JOB    IDLCOBII

// OPTION CATAL

   PHASE  IDLCOBII,*

// EXEC   IGYCRCTL,SIZE=256K

 CBL LIB,RENT,RES,NODYNAM

.... COBOL II SOURCE GOES HERE.

/*

// EXEC   ASSEMBLY

         IGZOPTV RTEREUS=YES

         END

/*

// LIBDEF PHASE,CATALOG=CAI.USER

// EXEC LNKEDT

/&

* $$ EOJ

Make sure that the phase is available to your Ideal for Datacom batch JCL LIBDEF statement. You can now call the
program directly from an Ideal for Datacom batch program.

Calling a PL/I Subprogram

Learn about calling a P/LI program with Ideal for Datacom applications. Find examples of character string/structures and
numeric types.

A PL/I subprogram is called from an Assembler program so the normal parameter lists are not constructed. PL/I
subprograms that an Ideal for Datacom application calls must follow these guidelines:
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• You must identify PL/I non-Ideal subprograms with a language of PL/I, PLI, PL/1, or PL1 on the program IDEntification
screen.

• If you specify OPTIONS(MAIN), you must use entry point PLICALLA. If program is not MAIN, you must link edit to it
and call it from MAIN program.

• The parameters passed to the PL/I program from Ideal for Datacom follow assembler linkage, not PL/I. The PL/I
programs should code the parameters as follows. You can reference them. Arrays make no difference in the way that
the variables are coded.

Character String/Structures

The following coding allows access. You must refer to the structure as a based variable, but any data type is allowed in
the structure.

USERPGM:  PROCEDURE (P1,P2)REORDER;

DCL P1              FIXED BIN(31);

DCL P2              FIXED BIN(31);

DCL PTR1            PTR;

DCL PTR2            PTR;

     PTR1 = ADDR(P1);

     PTR2 = ADDR(P2);

DCL  PARM1          CHAR(xx) BASED(PTR1);   /* Character String */

DCL1 PARM2          BASED(PTR2),           /* Structure */

     3  NAME        CHAR(xx),

     3  SSN         FIXED DEC(x)

     3  EMPLOYE#    FIXED BIN(31);

Numeric

The following coding allows access for the numeric types of half and fullword binary, fixed decimal, and zoned decimal.

USERPGM: PROCEDURE (FIX_BIN,FIX_DEC,ZONED) REORDER;

DCL FIX_BIN     FIXED BIN(xx);   /* Half of Fullword Binary */

DCL FIX_DEC     FIXED DEC(x);    /* Fixed Decimal */

DCL ZONED       PIC '(x)9';      /* Zoned Decimal */

Performing Calculations

Introduction

For information about performing calculations on ADD, SUBTRACT, and SET statements, refer to the programming
reference documentation.

Statements Functions

ADD $ABS

SUBTRACT $NUMBER

SET $NUMERIC
$REMAINDER
$ROUND
$SQRT
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In addition, refer to the topics Condition and Arithmetic Expression in the programming reference documentation.

Optimizing Arithmetic in Ideal for Datacom

By far, the largest proportion of a typical business application is spent in database retrieval and formatting data for screens
and reports. However, if you are doing a great deal of computation in an application, you want to make sure that it is done
in the most efficient way possible.

Here are some things you can do to optimize arithmetic in Ideal for Datacom:

• Use packed decimal format. This is the Ideal for Datacom default and, as the test results show, the most efficient for
Ideal for Datacom computations.

• Where possible, make sure operands in complex and frequently used arithmetic expressions have the same decimal
alignment (the same number of decimal positions). Adding two numbers with Char/Digits of 5.2 is faster than adding a
number with 5.1 to a number with 5.2.

• When you use dataview fields (columns) repeatedly in calculations, move them to working data first and do the
computations from there. This is because Ideal for Datacom continually checks the dataview fields to ensure that they
are actually numeric (since the values are not guaranteed correct), whereas Ideal for Datacom knows that working
data fields are always valid and does not keep checking. When you move the dataview fields to working data, the
validity check is done just once, so it really does not save anything if you only reference a given dataview field once
per record.
You can use the COPY DATAVIEW clause in working data to define a structure that matches the dataview. Then use a
MOVE...BY NAME statement to move the dataview fields.

• If you use a subscripted field repeatedly in a calculation, move it to a separate non-occurring work field in working data
and use it in the computation. This is a standard source optimization technique. It applies to any language, not just to
Ideal for Datacom.

• Ensure that computations are not done superfluously in a loop. If a computation is in a loop, make sure that it really
needs to be there. Otherwise, move it outside the loop. Again, this is a standard optimization technique.

• If a parameter field is defined as dynamic and is used repeatedly in a computation, move it to working data first.
• If a field is redefined or is itself a redefinition and is used repeatedly in a computation, move it to a separate working

data field first. This is because REDEFINES means that the contents of either field-the REDEFINES subject or object-
can be made invalid by an operation on the other, so Ideal for Datacom always validates REDEFINES subjects and
objects before computations.

• In general, Ideal for Datacom arithmetic is most efficient when the fields are in working data, unsubscripted, not part
of a redefinition, are packed decimal format, and have identical decimal alignment. If a given field that is used more
than once in a computation fails one of these criteria, then moving it to a separate work field that does comply probably
improves efficiency. However, if the field is only used once, it is probably better to let Ideal for Datacom handle the
conversion internally.

• To the extent that you have the choice, external data (dataview fields) benefit from following these guidelines too-but
not at the expense of good database design.
For example, if you have a field that is a database key and you have to choose between the best format for database
retrieval or for internal computation, choose the best database retrieval format (although this might depend on the
specific case).

• In certain cases, where you have a really heavy-duty computation (for example, you are generating a mortgage
rate book and calculating monthly payment amount for each combination of sale price, interest rate, and number of
payments), you might consider calling a COBOL or Assembler subroutine to do the calculation. Carefully evaluate
the overhead since you must weigh the overhead of calling the subroutine against whatever arithmetic overhead you
would save.

A word, finally, about some additional features of arithmetic processing in Ideal for Datacom.
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• Ideal for Datacom ensures that abends do not occur. For example, a SOC7 abend cannot occur.
• Ideal for Datacom checks for overflow and subscript range automatically.
• Programming arithmetic computations using Ideal for Datacom saves debugging and dump reading time and the time

spent in programming and maintenance.

Using Functions
This section provides lists of available functions.

Date Functions

The following functions are date functions:

$DATE
$DAY
$INTERNAL-DATE
$MONTH
$TIME

$TODAY
$VERIFY-DATE
$WEEKDAY
$YEAR

 

Error Functions

The following functions are error functions:

$ERROR-CLASS
$ERROR-CONSTRAINT-NAME
$ERROR-DESCRIPTION
$ERROR-DVW-DBID
$ERROR-DVW-INTERNAL-STATUS
$ERROR-DVW-STATUS
$ERROR-NAME
$ERROR-PGM
$ERROR-PROC

$ERROR-STMT
$ERROR-SUBSCRIPT
$ERROR-TYPE
$ERROR-VALUE
$PANEL-ERROR
$PANEL-FIELD-ERROR
$RETURN CODE
$SUBSCRIPT-POSITION

 

Numeric Functions

The following functions are numeric functions:

$ABS
$NUMBER
$REMAINDER
$SQRT

$COUNT
$NUMERIC
$ROUND
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Panel Functions

The following functions are panel functions:

$CURSOR
$KEY
$PANEL-FIELD-ERROR
$PF

$EMPTY
$PANEL-ERROR
$PANEL-GROUP-OCCURS
$RECEIVED

 

String Functions

The following functions are string functions:

$ALPHABETIC
$EDIT
$FIXED-MASK
$HIGH
$LENGTH
$LOW
$SPACES
$SUBSTR
$TRIM

$CHAR-TO-HEX
$EMPTY
$HEX-TO-CHAR
$INDEX
$PAD
$STRING
$TRANSLATE
$VERIFY

 

System Functions

The following functions are system functions:

$ACCOUNT-ID
$ENTER-KEY
$FINAL-ID
$NETWORK-ID
$PLAN
$RECEIVED
$TERMINAL-ID
$USER-ID

$CURRENT-TRAN-ID
$ENVIRONMENT
$INIT-TRAN-ID
$OP-SYSTEM
$PACKAGESET
$SQL
$TRANSACTION-ID
$USER-NAME

Error Handling
Ideal for Datacom provides facilities for evaluating and resolving runtime errors. There are two main categories of errors:

• Errors due to code that does not process the data properly
• Errors caused by unpredictable conditions at runtime

Unpredictable errors cause an application to abend. This is somewhat different from logic errors that generally cause
unexpected results, although those results can lead to an abend. The following section assumes that logic errors are
handled by good design and adequate testing.
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This page contains the following topics:

Preventing Errors

Code all programs with careful consideration to potential runtime errors. The errors most frequently encountered involve
improper handling of data. These errors are attempts to assign a value that is of an inappropriate data type, format, or
size to a column or field. You can test the values thoroughly and manipulate them before making an assignment using the
comprehensive set of functions in the Ideal for Datacom Procedure Definition Language (PDL).

The following are simple examples of functions that ensure that the data assigned to a column conforms to the column
attributes:

The $ROUND function assigns a numeric value with two decimal positions to the field OPEN$:

SET OPEN$ = $ROUND(value,FACTOR = .01)

• The $SUBSTR function assigns a two-character fixed-length value to STATE:

SET STATE = $SUBSTR(value,START = 1,LENGTH = 2)

• The $VERIFY function tests a value to ensure that the value assigned to CUSTID is an alphanumeric value containing
only uppercase alphanumeric characters and all digits. In this code segment, the subprocedure BADVALUE executes
when another character is encountered.

IF $VERIFY(value,AGAINST = (UCALPHA,NUMERIC))

    SET CUSTID = value

ELSE

    DO BADVALUE

ENDIF

• The $DATE function formats the current date value contained in the $TODAY function to the format required for
ACTDT. The function $TODAY returns the current date as mmddyy, thus the $DATE function reformats the date value.

SET ACTDT = $DATE('YYMMDD',DATE = $TODAY)

Using $RC in Error Procedures

The Ideal for Datacom system does not set $RC for the current error. If you do not code an error procedure, the default
error procedure ensures that $RC is at least a value of 12. A user coded error procedure needs to set $RC to ensure a
non-zero return code upon completion of the RUN. Setting $RC is optional. Whether it is set in an error procedure or not,
the Ideal for Datacom system does not alter it.

$RC typically tests the completion status after a run. Therefore, it is most useful for batch jobs, where the execution of one
run depends on the successful execution of a previous one. For more information about using $RC to control batch runs,
see Running in a Batch Environment.

Handling Runtime Errors

You cannot prevent certain runtime error conditions, but you can detect them during execution. Ideal for Datacom provides
two facilities for handling runtime errors:
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• The error procedure executes automatically when an error is encountered. You can use the default error procedure
that Ideal for Datacom provides or you can code your own error procedure. However, you can include only one error
procedure in any program.

• The WHEN ERROR clause in the FOR construct executes automatically when a dataview error ($ERROR-CLASS of
DVW) is encountered while processing the FOR construct.

The $ERROR functions are only available in the scope of the error procedure or the WHEN ERROR clause.

Default Error Procedure

By default, Ideal for Datacom provides the following error procedure. It executes when a runtime error is encountered.
This procedure includes:

<<ERROR>> PROCEDURE

    IF $RC LT 12

        SET $RC EQ 12

    ENDIF

    LIST ERROR

    BACKOUT

    QUIT RUN

ENDPROC

In other words:

SET $RC EQ 12 Sets the return code to specify a fatal error.

LIST ERROR Transmits the type of error to output file.

BACKOUT Ensures that possibly incomplete updates due to the error are not applied.

QUIT RUN Terminates the application.

The LIST ERROR statement writes the values of the functions $ERROR-TYPE, $ERROR-CLASS, $ERROR-DVW-
STATUS, and $ERROR-DVW-INTERNAL-STATUS and the statement number to an external file. The various $ERROR
functions return the value to help to identify the specific error.

By default, a message displays at the screen when a run is terminated. This message states:

RUN completed, RC = nn

The value of nn specifies the return code value.

Coding an Error Procedure

Errors are not always fatal. They can provide information about the error. In certain instances, the program can recover
from the error and continue processing. To handle these situations, you can code an error procedure in the program.

You must name the coded error procedure ERROR. The DO statement can invoke it; however, it cannot be the object
of a QUIT or PROCESS NEXT statement. The coded error procedure automatically executes when an error occurs. If
the coded error procedure itself contains an error, the default error procedure executes. If a fatal error occurs, the coded
procedure is ignored and the default error procedure executes.

A coded error procedure can take advantage of PDL statements to inform you of an error and maintain control. The
NOTIFY statement can override the default termination message and provide a more informative message. The NOTIFY
message displays with the next panel that is transmitted or at the termination of the run. Rather than terminate an entire
run, the coded procedure can terminate just the current program.

For example, an error procedure can send an informative message to the screen and to the output file:
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<<ERROR>> PROCEDURE

     LIST ERROR

     BACKOUT

     SET $RC = 12

     SET WOR-NUM = $RC

     NOTIFY 'PROGRAM ABENDING - ' WOR-NUM

     QUIT PROGRAM

 ENDPROC

You can create a panel to provide more detailed error information. The panel can include explanatory text, remedial
information, and the $RC value.

When a user-defined error procedure is invoked, you can set the value of the return code in that error procedure. The
system does not reset the value.

At the end of the run, the value of $RC displays. This way, even a run that terminates normally can indicate an error
during processing.

Categorizing Errors

Functions are available to determine the category of the error that was encountered. For example, $ERROR-CLASS
returns the classification of the error, such as NUM for numeric, DVW for dataview, PGM for program, SYS for system,
and FTL for fatal. SYS (system) and FTL (fatal) errors always execute the default error procedure and terminate the run.

The following example tests $ERROR-CLASS for NUM. NUM is set when a numeric field contains an invalid numeric
value. If $ERROR-CLASS is NUM, the return code is set to 8. Since recovery is possible, the program continues with the
next iteration of a processing loop.

<<ERROR>> PROCEDURE

   SELECT $ERROR-CLASS

     WHEN 'NUM'

        SET $RC = 8

        PROCESS NEXT MAIN-LOOP

     WHEN OTHER

        SET $RC = 12

   ENDSELECT

   LIST ERROR

   BACKOUT

   QUIT RUN

ENDPROC

Common Error Subroutines

Most Ideal for Datacom programmers are familiar with the <<ERROR>> procedure as a means of producing information
for the end-user when a processing error occurs. A large number of sites have attempted to standardize this processing
by using a common subprogram to display and record the error information.

There are two problems that generally arise from the use of a common subprogram:

• First, by simply being a common subprogram, it participates in a very high number of PGM-PGM-CALL relationships
in (Datacom Datadictionary). Changes to the common program result in a very large number of dictionary calls when
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you issue an Ideal for Datacom DUPLICATE or MARK STATUS command. This can make it necessary to run overnight
batch jobs to do the DUPLICATE or MARK when you change the common subprogram.

• Second, the subprogram is usually called directly from the <<ERROR>> procedure, which can cause anomalies in its
processing. When the <<ERROR>> procedure is entered, Ideal for Datacom processes all subsequent statements
in an error mode until the QUIT or PROCESS NEXT that leaves the scope of the procedure. A DO or CALL to a
subordinate procedure or program is still in error mode. This prevents error recursion, where errors in the <<ERROR>>
procedure could make the application loop endlessly. The effects of being in this error mode are often subtle, but
an obvious one is that a called subprogram cannot handle errors in its own code. This means, for example, that a
common error subprogram that reads message text from a database table cannot handle database errors.

There is a single solution to both problems: A horizontal calling structure, where a dispatcher program calls all the
processing programs according to the value of a control variable. The same dispatcher can invoke the common error
subprogram with the following advantages:

• The <<ERROR>> procedure of the failing program sets return variables to describe the error and quits the program.
This leaves error mode and allows the error handler full recovery of its own errors.

• The error subprogram is called only by dispatcher programs, which are much fewer in number and eliminate the
overworking of the relationship file in the dictionary. The nesting depth of the application is reduced by one, which
saves storage and reduces the complexity of the calling structure.

Detecting the Severity of the Error Using $RC

In most cases, the execution of Ideal for Datacom commands sets $RC to a specific value. The Ideal for Datacom system
sets $RC, except when a RUN command is invoked. When the Ideal for Datacom system determines it, $RC reflects the
highest severity of errors in a session as follows:

Error Type Return Code Value
No error 0
Advisory or warning 4
Error 8
Fatal error 12 or more

The value of $RC is transmitted to the output file at the end of every run. You can evaluate this value to determine the
outcome of the run. The default error procedure sets the value of $RC to 12. A coded error procedure can set the value
of $RC as appropriate. To determine what value to assign to $RC, several functions are available. You can use these
functions to define category, type, and severity of the error.

During online execution, the value of $RC should be initialized to 0 when an application is invoked.

Using $RC in Batch

During online execution, the value of $RC should be initialized to 0 when an application is invoked. Batch execution is
different. Frequently, the execution of one program is based on the successful execution of another. In that case, the value
of $RC should be retained from one run to the next. The SET command controls whether the value of $RC is retained.
This command must execute before invoking the application.

SET RUN $RC ZERO   return code reset to 0 at start of a run

SET RUN $RC KEEP   return code retained

When executing batch programs, you can test the return code in the job stream using Ideal for Datacom IF, ELSE, and
ENDIF commands.
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Coding for Multiple Errors

Although you can code only one error procedure in the program, that single procedure can evaluate and handle several
types of errors. The following code segment uses a SELECT construct to distinguish error handling for several errors:

<<ERROR>> PROCEDURE

     SELECT $ERROR-CLASS

        WHEN 'DVW'

           SET $RC = 1660

           LIST $ERROR-DVW-DBID

           LIST $ERROR-DVW-STATUS

           LIST $ERROR-DVW-INTERNAL-STATUS

        WHEN 'NUM'

           SET $RC = 8

           PROCESS NEXT MAIN-LOOP

        WHEN OTHER

           SET $RC = 12

     ENDSELECT  

     SET WOR-NUM = $RC

     NOTIFY 'Program Abending - ' WOR-NUM

     LIST ERROR

     BACKOUT

     QUIT RUN

 ENDPROC

In this example, if $ERROR-CLASS is NUM, the program can recover; otherwise, the program terminates. The value
of the $RC is either 1660, indicating a dataview error, or 12, indicating some other error. By testing for other $ERROR-
CLASS values, you can set the $RC to reflect the error condition encountered.

Evaluating Specific Errors

You can evaluate errors even further. For example, $ERROR-CLASS of DVW results when a dataview access error
occurs. The $ERROR-TYPE function returns more specific information. For example, a $ERROR-TYPE value of DVW
reflects an error in accessing Datacom/DB.

The $ERROR-DVW-STATUS function returns a value only when the $ERROR-TYPE is DVW; offering more information
on the type of error in a Datacom/DB environment. For example, I3 indicates that a row integrity error occurred. Another
user modified the row being processed.

Coding for Dataview Errors

You can detect dataview errors and perform troubleshooting error procefures to detect it.

Handling Errors in the FOR Construct

You can detect dataview errors and perform error processing in the FOR construct by coding a WHEN ERROR clause.
Statements specified in the WHEN ERROR clause can access $ERROR functions and should resolve the error with a
PROCESS NEXT or DO ERROR statement. If processing falls through to the ENDFOR, the $ERROR functions are no
longer available.

In the following example, the WHEN ERROR statement evaluates the error condition when a dataview error occurs.

FOR FIRST CUSTOMER

  WHERE CUSTID = PNL-CUST
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    DELETE CUSTOMER

WHEN NONE

  NOTIFY 'NO CUSTOMERS FOUND'

WHEN ERROR

  SELECT FIRST ACTION

    WHEN $ERROR-DVW-STATUS = 94 AND

         $ERROR-INTERNAL DVW-STATUS = 31

       LIST 'Constraint Error: ' $ERROR-CONSTRAINT-NAME

       NOTIFY 'Customer ' CUSTID 'has open orders and cannot be deleted'

    WHEN $ERROR-DVW-STATUS = 36

        NOTIFY 'Contact Database Administrator with error information'

    WHEN OTHER

        DO ERROR

  ENDSEL

ENDFOR

The values of the $ERROR functions contain different values, depending on the type of error and the type of dataview. 

Handling Numeric Errors

PDL error handling functions return data identifying the cause of a runtime error in an error procedure. If you use an error
handling function other than in an error procedure, N/A is returned.

When an application moves non-numeric data into a numeric field, a numeric error occurs. $ERROR-CLASS and
$ERROR-TYPE return the value NUM. $ERROR-NAME returns the name of the sending field in the MOVE. There are
several ways to determine the value of the field.

$ERROR-VALUE returns a string showing the value of the field. A question mark (?) marks each byte containing non-
numeric data.

For example, if the string 12A45B was moved into a numeric field and the error procedure was invoked, then $ERROR-
VALUE contains 12?45?, indicating the positions of the letters A and B.

For a program to see what the actual data was, you can use the $CHAR-TO-HEX function on the sending field in error.
For example:

<<ERROR>> PROCEDURE

IF $ERROR-TYPE = 'NUM'

   SELECT $ERROR-NAME

        WHEN 'field-name-1'

                SET VAR1 = $CHAR-TO-HEX(field-name-1)

        WHEN 'field-name-2'

                SET VAR2 = $CHAR-TO-HEX(field-name-2)

   ENDSEL

ENDIF

ENDPROC

You must include a WHEN clause for every possible sending field. You can directly list the contents without using an
intermediate field, for example:

LIST $CHAR-TO-HEX(field-name-1)

You can also issue a LIST ERROR statement in the scope of the error procedure. The resulting listing displays the
contents of the field in error in hex, although the results are not of use in the error procedure.
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You can help prevent numeric runtime errors by using the $VERIFY function to make sure that each sending field is
numeric before doing a move.

Executing the Error Procedure for User-Determined Errors

You can execute the error procedure when program code determines that an error condition exists, even if the condition is
not one that would cause a fatal error. To execute the error procedure, enter the statement DO ERROR.

The following example shows an error procedure being invoked:

<<COLOR_CHECK>> PROCEDURE

   SELECT WOR-COLOR

   WHEN 'BLUE'

      DO PROCESS-BLUE

   WHEN 'RED'

      DO PROCESS-RED

   WHEN 'YELLOW'

      DO PROCESS-YELLOW

   WHEN OTHER

      DO ERROR

  ENDSEL

ENDPROC

Using SQLCA for SQL

When the FOR construct accesses SQL objects, the Ideal for Datacom error procedure processing is invoked. If the
$ERROR-TYPE value is DB2 or SQL, you can evaluate the SQLCODE from the SQLCA with the Ideal for Datacom error
procedure. For example, an error procedure for DB2 can contain:

SELECT $ERROR-TYPE

    WHEN 'DB2'

        SET $RC = $SQLCODE

        LIST ERROR

        LIST $SQL-LAST-STMT 

        BACKOUT

        QUIT RUN

    . . .

$SQL-LAST-STMT returns the statement number and program name of the last statement executed.

When using SQL to access the database, be aware that errors encountered in SQL do not invoke execution of the Ideal
for Datacom error procedures. Code the necessary SQL, as in:

EXEC SQL

   WHENEVER SQLERROR DO SQL-ERROR

END-EXEC

You can code the error procedure named SQL-ERROR as:

<<SQL-ERROR>> PROCEDURE

    SET $RC = $SQLCODE

    LIST $SQL-LAST-STMT 

    BACKOUT
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    QUIT RUN

ENDPROC

Locating the Error in the Code

The following $ERROR functions are particularly useful in an error procedure designed to process all of the errors in an
application. These $ERROR functions pinpoint the location of the error:

$ERROR-NAME
Name of error field

$ERROR-PGM
Name of program containing error

$ERROR-PROC
Name of procedure containing error

$ERROR-STMT
Sequence number of statement containing error

 

Processing Programs
Learn about the Process Program menu in Ideal for Datacom. The Process Program menu includes options for COMPILE,
RUN, DEBUG, SUBMIT, EXECUTE, and PRODUCE.

The PROCESS option of the Main Menu takes you directly to the Process Program menu. See the following example
screen.

 =>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: PROCESS PROGRAM  (001) TEST                       SYS: DOC  MENU 

                                                                                

 Enter desired option number ===>         There are    6  options in this menu:

                                                                                

 1.  COMPILE              - Compile a program                                   

 2.  RUN                  - Run a program online                                

 3.  DEBUG                - Debug a program online                             

 4.  SUBMIT               - Submit a member containing a batch jobstream        

 5.  EXECUTE              - Execute a member containing IDEAL commands          

 6.  PRODUCE              - Produce a report facsimile                         

Compiling a Program

Compiling a program results in a form of the program ready for execution (object form) and a compilation listing.

You can compile a program by issuing a COMPILE command in the command area during an online session or by
submitting a member containing a batch job stream. This job stream can contain a COMPILE command. You can submit it
during an online session.

You can direct the output of an online compilation, the compilation listing, to the output library for browsing online or to a
system printer. You can also direct an online compilation to a network printer.

NOTE
When you recompile a program, only the working data, parameters, and panels that were changed since the
program was last compiled are recompiled.
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Using the COMPILE Command

Use the Ideal for Datacom COMPILE command to compile a program. To access the COMPILE prompter, select option 1
on the Process Program menu or enter an incomplete COMPILE command. COMPILE * compiles the current program.

You can compile only test programs in the current system. If you enter the COMPILE command for a production program,
PROD status, the program is not recompiled, but a compilation listing is generated.

When you enter a COMPILE command from Ideal for Datacom, a message COMPILATION INITIATED appears. You
can proceed with other activities at the terminal while the program is compiling. Ideal for Datacom allows a maximum of
16 compilations to be in progress simultaneously for a user. For your system, an installation parameter determines the
number of compilations that can execute simultaneously. If the limit is reached, new compilation requests are entered into
a queue and then compiled.

Issuing a COMPILE Command in CICS

A compile initiated in CICS can produce a compilation listing directed to the output library or to a system or network
printer. The default destination for output from an online compilation is the output library, where you can browse the output
before you print it. Since online compilation of large applications (those with many report or panel definitions or a large
procedure) could tie up much of the available resources, consider submitting compilations in batch with the compilation
listing directed to the output library. For more information, see Batch Compilation.

One of the following messages informs you when compilation ends:

COMPILATION SUCCESSFUL

COMPILATION UNSUCCESSFUL, PROGRAM HAS ERRORS

COMPILE HAS FAILED

If the compilation was successful, the compilation produces a form of the program ready for execution, known as the
object program, and a compilation listing. At this point, the program can run. For more information, see Executing a
Program.

If the compilation is unsuccessful, you can display either the compilation errors listing, including the errors listed at the
end, or the procedure definition, with highlighted errors as an optional feature. Keep in mind, however, that there could
be errors in any component of an application program, not just in the procedure. It is also possible to view both the
compilation listing and the procedure definition by using a split screen. For more information on displaying output and
splitting the screen, see SPLIT Panel Mode.

Example

To compile program DEMO1, enter:

COMPILE DEMO1

Assume that the compilation was unsuccessful and the message indicating that the program has errors appears. You
can display the output and edit the corresponding section of the procedure definition by entering the following Ideal for
Datacom commands:

SPLIT

1 EDIT PROGRAM DEMO1 PROCEDURE

2 DISPLAY OUTPUT DEMO1

Then scroll to the errors given at the bottom of the compilation listing.

In the second region of the screen, the errors noted in the compilation listing are shown, while in the first region, the
corresponding procedure statements are shown. Splitting the screen this way lets you proceed with:
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1 EDIT *

.

.

.

1 COMPILE *

1 RUN *

Batch Compilation

In batch, compilation occurs when a COMPILE command is invoked. In Ideal for Datacom, job streams are stored. You
can submit them from a member containing the JCL for batch Ideal for Datacom. See Running in a Batch Environment for
more information. The procedure name IDBATCH can change from site to site. See your Ideal for Datacom administrator
for procedure names at your site.

The following are sample job streams for compiling a program in z/OS and VSE:

z/OS Job Stream

//COMP1 JOB . . .

//BATCH EXEC IDLBATCH,PARM='NOPRINT'

//IDEAL.COMPLIST DD SYSOUT=A

//IDEAL.SYSIN DD *

PERSON userid PASSWORD password

SELECT SYSTEM DOC

                                    {  LIB     }

COMPILE COMP1 VERSION 1 DESTINATION { SYS name }

                                    {          }

OFF

VSE Job Stream

* $$ JOB JNM=IDBATCH,PRI=n,USER='username',DISP=D

* $$ LST DISP=x,CLASS=x,LST=cuu...

// JOB IDBATCH

// OPTION LOG,NODUMP

// EXEC PROC=IDLPROC,PARM='NOPRINT'

*

// EXEC IDBATCH,SIZE=80K

PERSON userid PASSWORD password

SELECT SYSTEM DOC

                                    {  LIB     }

COMPILE COMP1 VERSION 1 DESTINATION { SYS name }

OFF                                 {          }

/*

// EXEC LISTLOG

/*

/&

* $$ EOJ

NOTE
JCL statements for work files and sort work files are necessary for compiles executed with the XREF=FULL or
SHORT options.
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In the job stream examples above, the DESTINATION clause of the COMPILE command is the output library or a system
printer. You can monitor the status of a compilation directed to the output library by displaying the output library. As soon
as the compile starts to execute, its status in the library is CRTIN. When the status is READY, the compile has finished
executing.

How to Read a Compilation Listing

The information in the compilation listing is output in the following sequence.

Compile Options in Effect
Displays available compile options for processing and listings. For each option, Yes signifies that the option is on,
No signifies that the option is off. For more information, see SET COMPILE Command.

Program Identification Display
Displays descriptive information about the creation, last edit access, and last compilation of the program. The run
status and a short description of the program also display. For more information, see Creating a New Program
Definition.

Resource Listing
Lists all external components accessed by the procedure, namely dataviews, panels, reports, documents, and
other called programs. For more information, see Defining Program Resources.

Dataview Listing
Displays the components of each dataview accessed by the procedure. For more information, see Managing
Dataviews.

Panel Identification
Displays descriptive information about the creation and last edit access of the panel. A short description of the
panel also displays. For more information, see Creating Panel Definitions.

Panel Layout
Displays a panel representation. For more information, see Creating Panel Definitions.

Panel Facsimile
Displays a panel as it appears when a program is run. The symbols that are described in Panel Layout do not
appear on this screen. For more information, see Creating Panel Definitions.

Field Summary Table
Displays a table that describes each field identified on the panel. For more information, see Creating Panel
Definitions.

Panel Parameters
Displays input and output fill characters, panels used as help, prefix or suffix panels, and other general options for
panel definition. For more information, see Creating Panel Definitions.

Input Rules
Displays a table that describes the input each field accepts. This information is also found in the Extended Field
Definition. For more information, see Creating Panel Definitions.

Output Rules
Displays a table that describes the output each field displays. This information is also found in the Extended Field
Definition. For more information, see Creating Panel Definitions.

Working Data
Displays data that is local to the program. For more information, see Defining Working Data.

Parameters
Displays a listing of names and descriptions of data items that are passed to the program from the calling
program. You can also define a parameter in a main (calling) program if it is issued in a RUN command for that
program. For more information, see Defining Parameters Used as Input.
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Report Identification
Displays descriptive information about the creation of the report and last edit access. A short description of the
report also displays. For more information, see Generating Reports.

Report Parameter
Displays report layout options such as:

• Length and width on a page
• Spacing between lines and columns
• Column headings and how they are highlighted
• Control breaks
• Group continuation indication
• Heading definitions
• Summary information
• Date and page specification

For more information, see Generating Reports.
Report Page Heading Definition

Displays the page heading that is used in the report. The position or location of the page heading is specified.
You can use field names, literals, functions, and arithmetic expressions as part of a page heading. For more
information, see Generating Reports.

Report Detail Definition
Displays the fields to appear in each detail line of the body of the report and specifies sorting, control breaks,
summary functions, and so on for these fields. For more information, see Generating Reports.

Document Identification
Displays descriptive information about the creation and last edit access of the document. A short description of
the document also displays. For more information, see Generating Documents.

Document Parameter
Displays document parameter options such as, batch output width, escaping content, and the format of empty
tags. For more information, see Generating Documents.

Document Header
Displays static data to be output at the beginning of a document. For more information, see Generating
Documents.

Document Elements
Displays document content elements. The names of the fields included in the document and the details of how
they are output such as nesting level, element or attribute format, and tag names. For more information, see
Generating Documents.

Procedure
Displays a listing of program logic for the application. For complete syntax of all the PDL statements, see Using
Procedure Definition Language.

SQL Generated Listing
Displays SQL generated to support FOR constructs for the current compile. For more information, see SET
COMPILE Command.

Cross Reference Listing (Batch)
Displays a listing in ascending sequence of the symbols from components the procedure accesses. This listing
appears when it is the site default or when the SET COMPILE REF command equals FULL (the default).
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Compile Cross Reference (Batch)

The compile cross reference listing displays the symbols accessed in the procedure. It is included in batch compilation
output when it is the site default or when the command SET COMPILE REF is FULL or SHORT.

The following information displays in the compile cross reference listing:

symbol
Any name that is identified in the procedure or resource fill-in of the program or defined in working data,
parameter data, or panels the program accesses.

For Datacom SQL access
, the name of a table or view. They can be used explicitly in embedded SQL or generated from a FOR construct.

For DB2 SQL access
, the name of a table, view, or column, or a correlation name. They can be used explicitly in embedded SQL or
generated from a FOR construct.

qualifier
Any group, panel, or dataview name that qualifies the symbol if there is a qualifier. This is left blank for level-1
items, report names, subprogram names, dataview names, document names, and panel names.
For DB2 columns, any table or view name that qualifies a column name. For DB2 correlation names, the DB2
qualification (auth-id.table-name).

(ENT) symbol entity
The entity type of a symbol. There are eight symbol entity types:
COR

SQL correlation name
DVW

Dataview
DOC

Document
PAR

Parameters
PGM

Program
PNL

Panel
PRC

Procedure
RPT

Report
WOR

Working data
The entity type PRC is always given to labels.

(T) Type
The data type of the symbol where applicable. Valid types are:
C

Condition
D

Date field
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F
Flag (T or F)

G
Group

L
Label or procedure name

N
Signed numeric

U
Unsigned numeric

V
Variable length field

X
Alphanumeric

This column is blank for subprogram names, report names, pseudo functions, and fields in error.
(I) Internal Representation

Valid internal numeric representation types are as follows:
Z

Zoned decimal
P

Packed decimal
B

Binary
This column contains a value only when type is N, U, or D. For non-numeric data types, this column is blank.

(CH/DG) Characters or Digits
The number of characters or digits that the symbol contains including decimal places. Digits are denoted in format
dd.nn, where dd shows the integer positions and nn shows the decimal positions.
This column is blank for subprogram names, report names, pseudo functions, and fields in error.

(DEFN) Definition
The sequence number of the line in working data or parameter data where the symbol name is defined. This
column is blank for program names, report names, literals, figurative constants, pseudo functions, and correlation
names.

References
The statement numbers in the PDL procedure or report where the symbol name is referenced. A -U appears after
the statement number if the symbol is updated in that statement. For example, the following statement number
means that the symbol is a sending field on line 200 and a receiving field on line 300:
200, 300-U

You can reference identifiers, literals, pseudo-functions, and figurative constants in reports and in the procedure.
You can reference condition names and labels only in procedures. Symbol names that are referenced in a report
have an indicator RPT in front of all references in that entity.
References in the procedure appear first, followed by references in a report. For example:

Symbol References
FIELDX 200 300-U 400 RPT RPTX 200

The value of FIELDX is referenced at statement numbers 200, 300, and 400 in the procedure. FIELDX is also referenced
at sequence number 200 in report RPTX.
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The program lists:

• For SQL tables and views, the statement number of each FOR construct and each SQL statement referenced.
• For DB2 columns, each explicit reference to the column name with the appropriate update indicator, and separately

after all other entity types correlation names.

Executing a Program

The RUN command initiates execution of a program by a user or by an application developer during the testing of an
application. A program cannot run after an EDIT change until it is successfully compiled. For more information, see
Compiling a Program.

You can run a program by issuing a RUN command in the command area during a session. See Running an Ideal for
Datacom Application Online. You can also submit a member containing a RUN command in a batch job stream. See the
Batch Ideal for Datacom and Running Batch Applications.

You can direct the output of a run-any generated reports-to the output library (for browsing online), to a system or network
printer, or to a eMail ID.

Determine the destination of a report in one of the following ways:

• Issue the RUN command without the destination clause. All output generated during the run are directed to the
destination determined by the default destination clause values for the current session.

• Use the destination clause of the RUN command to specify where all reports generated by the application are directed.
The destination clause information supplied in a RUN command overrides the default destination clause values for the
current session.

• The ASSIGN REPORT statement can change the destination of a report during a run.

Using the RUN Command

To execute a program, enter the RUN command or select option 2 from the Program Maintenance Menu. If you enter the
RUN command with no operands or select the RUN option from the menu, a prompter that provides the complete syntax
displays. Fill in the required values and press the Enter key to enter the RUN command.

RUN * executes the current program.

Passing DATA to Programs through a RUN Statement

A parameter string in the RUN command can supply data for the first level-1 data item of the program's parameter section.
For more information, see RUN Command.

Passing DATA to an Application through Transparent Signon

In a CICS environment, you can call a non-Ideal subprogram to read the terminal input/output area (TIOA). You can pass
the data entered on the screen after the Ideal for Datacom Transparent Signon transaction ID to the Ideal for Datacom
calling program before any TRANSMITs execute. For more information about how to define and use a transparent signon,
see Establishing Signon Processing.

Altering the Runtime Environment

Ideal for Datacom allows the resources an application uses to change based on the environment where the application
is run. You can set these changes to apply to all users and applications running at a particular site, for a particular user
for applications run during a session, or they can be determined dynamically by the application based on the environment
where the application runs. You can make these changes without changing the application, recompiling the program, or
changing the status of the application.

The modifications that you can make are:
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• You can run Datacom/DB native dataviews against different databases than those assigned when the dataviews were
cataloged.

• You can assign sequential dataviews in VSE a different device, block size, and file name.
• You can assign the reports an application generates to different printers than the printers established in the RUN

command or as the default session or site printers. You can also give reports a different page size.
• You can substitute subprograms in test status for production status subprograms without recompiling the calling

program.
• You can change the authorization ID for SQL objects a program accesses at runtime.

In most instances, you can accomplish these changes in three ways:

• The Ideal for Datacom administrator can modify the object code for the application to reflect the change. This is done
with ALTER commands that are described under Ideal™ for Datacom Commands.

• You can specify ASSIGN commands to modify the run environment for the current session. This section describes the
ASSIGN commands. You can display all ASSIGN commands in effect by issuing the DISPLAY SESSION OPTIONS
command.

• You can select some environment options dynamically using the PDL statements ASSIGN REPORT and ASSIGN
DATAVIEW. For full description of the PDL statements, see Using Procedure Definition Language.

Assigning Dataviews to a Different Database

Initially, a dataview acquires the DBID of the corresponding DATABASE entity occurrence (identified in the dataview
display as DBID nnn). A program using this dataview is then associated with the same database. Once a program is
compiled with a dataview specified as a resource, this association with a DBID becomes part of the object code for the
application.

An ASSIGN statement in PDL lets an application dynamically select a DBID for a specified dataview to run against. For
the description of ASSIGN statements, see Procedure Definition Language Statements Reference.

The ASSIGN command selects a DBID for a specified dataview for the current session. This lets the dataview run against
a different DBID than the one associated with the dataview when the application was compiled.

Specify this command before the application runs. It is in effect for the duration of a session. This affects all applications
using that dataview run during the session.

Use the RESET Command to revert a dataview back to the database it referenced when the application was compiled.

The ASSIGN DVW command takes precedence over the ASSIGN DBID command. The DBID is changed first, then the
dataview.

For example, if your application programs were compiled using a test database (DBID 024) for all dataviews and you want
to test those programs using a production database (DBID 025) for all dataviews except the PAYROLL dataview, you
could enter the following commands:

ASSIGN DVW PAYROLL DBID 024

ASSIGN DBID 024 DBID 025

If several ASSIGN commands are made for the same dataview, only the last command in the sequence is in effect. For
example:

ASSIGN DVW PAYROLL DBID 035

RUN PAY1

.

.

.

ASSIGN DVW PAYROLL DBID 036
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RUN PAY1

.

.

.

Assigning Dataviews to a Different Table Partition

An ASSIGN statement in PDL lets an application dynamically select ANY or an individual child table of a Datacom/DB
partitioned table. For the description of ASSIGN statements, see Procedure Definition Language Statements Reference.

The ASSIGN command selects ANY or an individual child table of a Datacom/DB partitioned table for a specified dataview
for the current session.

Specify this command before the application runs. It is in effect for the duration of a session. This affects all applications
using that dataview run during the session.

For more information about reverting a dataview back to the parent URT, see RESET Command.

Assigning a Global Substitute for a Database

Using the ASSIGN DBID command, you can substitute one database for another database during a session. This means
you can direct any dataviews cataloged to run against a specific database or assigned to run against a specific database
to a different database during the current session without making any changes to the dataviews.

This command remains in effect from the time you specify it until the end of a session or until a RESET command or
another ASSIGN command is issued. It affects all references to the specified database ID. Use the RESET Command to
revert a database back to the database originally referenced by the applications.

The ASSIGN DVW command takes precedence over the ASSIGN DBID command. Regardless of the order in which the
commands are entered, the DBID is changed first, then the dataview.

The ASSIGN command acts on the DBID identified in the program object code. Therefore, you cannot chain the
assignment of databases with multiple ASSIGN commands. For example, the following commands are not equal to the
command ASSIGN DBID 024 DBID 524, since only the DBID 024 is found in the program object code:

ASSIGN DBID 024 DBID 324

ASSIGN DBID 324 DBID 524

Substituting Subprograms for a Run

You can substitute a test version of an Ideal for Datacom subprogram for the production or another test-status version of
that program during a run using the ASSIGN PROGRAM command. This lets you test a subprogram with the production
version application without replacing the production version subprogram or creating a test version of the entire application.
This command only affects applications for the current Ideal for Datacom session.

Changing the Authorization ID for SQL Access

For programs that access SQL objects, you can change the authorization ID at runtime. Using the ASSIGN
AUTHORIZATION command, you can override the authorization ID specified in the plan or package resource table for a
DB2 object or in the environment fill-in of a program that accesses a Datacom SQL object.

For Datacom SQL access, the ASSIGN AUTHORIZATION command is entered before running a program to select an
alternate plan at runtime. As a result, the statements in the new plan execute instead of the statements in the default plan.

For DB2 access, the ASSIGN AUTHORIZATION command is entered before running a program in dynamic mode or
before generating the plan for a program that runs in static mode. This command changes the authorization ID that
qualifies the DB2 objects without changing the program.
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For more information, see ASSIGN AUTHORIZATION Command (SQL Access).

Directing the Outputs of a Run

You can specify the destination of each report with the ASSIGN REPORT command. This command is issued before a
run and is in effect for the duration of the current session. As many ASSIGN REPORT commands as there are reports
generated can be active, to a maximum of 20 per user during one run.

The parameters specified in the ASSIGN REPORT command override the corresponding parameters specified in the
RUN command. Parameters specified in an ASSIGN REPORT command override any corresponding parameters
specified in the previous ASSIGN REPORT command.

The following table shows the default destinations (the batch file names) for some of the standard reports:

Default Destination Report
AUXPRINT Reports that are not otherwise assigned to external files.
COMPLIST All batch compiler listings.
RUNLIST All LIST statements produced by an application RUN (including

LIST ERROR). You can only alter the RUNLIST destination.

For more information, see ASSIGN REPORT Command.

Resetting the Elements of a Run Environment

You can reset the assignment of a report, dataview, or program to the original or default assignment using the RESET
command. However, if the original assignment was changed with the ALTER command, the RESET command cannot
reset the assignment to the original or default assignment.

For more information, see RESET Command and RUN Command.

Running an Ideal for Datacom Application Online

You can run an application by issuing a RUN command in the command area during an online session or by submitting a
member that contains a batch job stream. This job stream can contain a RUN command and can be submitted during an
online session.

You must run applications that transmit panels online. You cannot run applications that contain sorted reports under CICS.
All other applications can run online or in batch. Applications that produce reports can direct the reports to the output
library, to a system printer, to a network printer (online only), or a eMail ID.

For more information about batch Ideal for Datacom and running a batch application, see Running in a Batch
Environment.

Terminating a RUN

The RUN command, issued online or in batch, terminates upon successful completion of the executed program, upon
encountering abnormal conditions, or by encountering online interruptions.

Successful completion of a run
A run terminates when program execution is successfully completed (when a QUIT RUN statement in any
program or subprogram or a QUIT PROGRAM statement in the main program is encountered, or when the main
program falls through to the end without an explicit QUIT RUN).

Abnormal termination of a run
A run terminates when Ideal for Datacom does not give control to the ERROR PROCEDURE, such as when an
environmental or system error occurs (for example, MAXLINES are exceeded). An error message is issued.
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A run terminates when an execution error occurs and there is no ERROR PROCEDURE in the program. A default
ERROR PROCEDURE that lists the error, performs a BACKOUT, issues a message, and quits the program is
used. See Error Procedure.

Online interruption of a run
A run terminates when a panel is on the screen and a command or function key initiates a new activity, such as
Clear, Return, Edit, Display, or Delete.

At the end of a run, the message RUN completed, RC=nn appears. The RC=nn is the value of the return code at the end
of the run. Each system message has a message level with an associated return code. The program can also explicitly set
the return code to any value.

When an internal system error is detected in the run, $RC is set to 12. See also $RETURN-CODE Function.

Message Level Return-Code
A - Advisory 4
C - Conditional 16
D - Disaster 16
E - Error 8
F - Fatal error 12 or greater
I - Information 0
T - Terminal 16
W - Warning 4

How to Debug a Program

The DEBUG command executes a program under the control of the debugger. You can interrupt program execution,
display data values, and modify data without altering the source program and without recompiling. Before you can
execute a program with the DEBUG command, it must be successfully compiled. If you edited the program since the last
successful compile, you must recompile the program before you can execute it with the DEBUG command.

To debug a program during an online session, you can issue a DEBUG command in the command area or select option
3 of the Process Program Menu. If you enter the DEBUG command with no operands or select option 3 from the Process
Program Menu, a prompter displays for the missing information. To debug a program in batch, you can submit a member
that contains a DEBUG command in a batch job stream.

You can direct reports generated during a debug run to the output library (for browsing online), to a system or network
printer, or to a eMail ID, just as they can during a normal run. The destination of a report is determined in the same way for
a debug run as for a normal run.

You can alter the destination of DBUGLIST, which is the file that contains the output from all LIST commands during a
debug session, in the same way as RUNLIST.

To terminate a debug session, you can allow the run to end in the same way that it normally ends or you can enter a QUIT
RUN debug command. The return code for the debug session is the same as it would be if you ran the program with a
RUN command.

For more information on debugging programs, see Symbolic Debugger and DEBUG Command.

Symbolic Debugger
Learn how the Ideal for Datacom Symbolic Debugger supports debugging separately from the source program. Review
debug concepts, breakpoints, commands, and components. Access links to detailed information and examples.
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Debug Concepts

The Ideal for Datacom Symbolic Debugger is a flexible tool for debugging programs. It lets you follow program logic and
display the values of data items at crucial locations in the program. You can specify debugging commands, like Ideal for
Datacom commands, online or in batch.

The traditional method for debugging programs requires changing source code and recompiling the program. The Ideal for
Datacom debugger lets you perform debugging tasks separately from the source program. This means you can interrupt
program execution, display data values, and modify data without altering the source program and without recompiling.

Breakpoints

A debug run is interrupted at breakpoints in the program where you can perform debugging tasks. There are four types of
breakpoints:

BREAK
Assigned by the user at a statement in the program

INIT
Assigned automatically at the start of the RUN

QUIT
Assigned automatically at the end of the RUN

ERROR
Assigned automatically when a fatal error occurs

Breakpoints always occur at the beginning and end of a run and when an error that the error procedure cannot correct
occurs. You can also set breakpoints at the beginning of as many program statements as required.

At a breakpoint, you can perform the following tasks:

• Display, print, or modify data
• Display the source program
• Add, display, disable, or enable breakpoints
• Attach debug commands to execute at breakpoints
• Resume or quit the debug session

Commands

The DEBUG command starts an Ideal for Datacom debug session:

 DEBUG program

The DEBUG command lets you specify the same options that run the program with a RUN command.

NOTE
You must have DEBUG-TEST authorization to start the debugger. When you use DEBUG on a production
program or subprogram, you must also have DEBUG-PROD authorization.

Online, you can issue DEBUG commands interactively or you can attach commands to breakpoints. When a breakpoint
is reached, the DEBUG commands that are associated with the breakpoint execute. For details, see Ideal Symbolic
Debugger: Attach Commands to a Breakpoint

In batch, all DEBUG commands that are typical for a batch environment are available.

You can issue the DEBUG commands that are listed in the following table at any breakpoint during a DEBUG run-unit.

Command Meaning

AT Specifies the location of a breakpoint.
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COMMANDS Switches to a fill-in screen containing the current debug
commands or the debug commands that are contained in a
specified member.

DATA Displays data for the current debug breakpoint.

DELETE Deletes breakpoints.

DISABLE Temporarily disables breakpoints.

DISPLAY Produces a formatted data display.

ECHO Controls whether to write debug commands, output from DISPLAY
and LIST commands, and breakpoint headers to the debug print
file.

ENABLE Enables breakpoints.

EQUATE Defines abbreviations for the names of groups, fields, or
parameters.

GO Resumes processing of an application after a breakpoint.

LIST Writes data displays to the debug print file.

MOVE Modifies data.

PROC Displays the procedure for a program.

QUIT Turns off debugging.

CAUTION
Use DEBUG commands only during a debugging session and only at breakpoints. Do not use DEBUG when
application panels are transmitted.

In addition, you can issue the following Ideal for Datacom commands at a breakpoint during a debug run.

• @I$TRACE
• END
• HELP/RETURN
• INCLUDE/EXCLUDE
• PRINT OUTPUT
• PRINT SCREEN
• SCROLL/POSITION
• FIND/RENUMBER/CHANGE/INPUT
• SET COMMAND
• SET EDIT
• SPLIT/OFF/COMBINE/REFORMAT

Ideal for Datacom saves debug commands in an Ideal for Datacom member. Online, this member is saved between
debug sessions and can be reused with another session. The default name for this member is uuu.DEBUG, where uuu
is your Ideal for Datacom user ID. In batch, a unique name is generated for each run. For information about members for
debugging batch programs, see Ideal Symbolic Debugger: Use Command Members.

Debug Components

A debug session is a controlled run of a program; that is, the entire run is under the control of the debugger. At each
breakpoint, you are shown one of the debug components:
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• The commands fill-in
• The data display
• The procedure display

The following table shows what you can do in each component, what command accesses the component, and what kind
of breakpoint automatically places you there.

Component Function Command When Accessed
Automatically

Commands Display/edit breakpoints CMD At INIT breakpoint and attached
commands

Data Display data values DATA At breakpoint with attached
commands

Procedure Display procedure and set
breakpoints

PROC At breakpoint with no attached
commands

You can perform the functions available in a component, issue commands to switch to another component, or resume or
quit the debug session. These components are illustrated in the following sample session.

Related Information

For detailed information about using the Ideal for Datacom Symbolic Debugger, access the following topics:

• Ideal Symbolic Debugger Example: Default Breakpoints
• Ideal Symbolic Debugger: Set Breakpoints
• Ideal Symbolic Debugger Example: Set a Breakpoint
• Ideal Symbolic Debugger: Examine Data Values
• Ideal Symbolic Debugger: Attach Commands to a Breakpoint
• Ideal Symbolic Debugger: Processing without Terminal Interaction
• Ideal Symbolic Debugger: Control Breakpoints
• Ideal Symbolic Debugger: Use Command Members
• Ideal Symbolic Debugger: Batch Considerations
• Ideal Symbolic Debugger: Debug with DB@, VSAM, or SQL

Ideal Symbolic Debugger Example (Default Breakpoints)

Review a sample debug session using the Ideal for Datacom Symbolic Debugger and default breakpoints.

Sample Debug Session

The following session uses the default breakpoints to find what is wrong with a sample program, DBSAMP. The session
uses the GO command to proceed from breakpoint to breakpoint, the PROC command to display the program procedure,
and the DISPLAY WORK command to display working data.

1. The DEBUG command starts an Ideal for Datacom debugging session. To debug DBSAMP, enter:
 DEBUG DBSAMP

2. Ideal for Datacom responds with the next display, the Initial breakpoint.
The Initial breakpoint shows the contents of the DEBUG command member. Since this is the first debug that is run in
the sample session, the command member is empty.
The session automatically provides at least one command line.
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 => GO

=>

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: Debugger INIT       At Pgm DOC.DBSAMP

IDSDBUGP53I - Type any Debugger command.  Use "GO" to start application.

 ===============================================================================

COMMAND Display for Current Debugger Commands in Member SFT.DEBUG

......

......

......

......

......

......

......

 ====== ============================= B O T T O M ==============================

You can customize a DEBUG command member by using the CMD operand of the DEBUG command. In the member
DBSAMP1, a previous DEBUG session's commands were saved at the end of the run. The following command lets
you begin editing commands that are saved from that session at the INIT breakpoint:
 DEBUG DBSAMP CMD DBSAMP1

When you complete your tasks at a breakpoint, type the GO command to proceed to the next breakpoint. You can
include GO as one of the commands saved in the DEBUG command member for any breakpoint except the INIT
breakpoint. There is no way to attach commands to the INIT breakpoint.

3. Because the program has an error, Ideal for Datacom initiates the ERROR breakpoint. This screen indicates that the
value of the subscript WT-LINE is incorrect. To determine which line of code caused the error, note the procedure
name and statement number that are provided on the status line in the following figure.
 =>  PROC

=>

=>

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: Debugger ERROR      At Pgm DOC.DBSAMP   Proc MAIN            Stmt 000800

DESCRIPTION:  1-IDAETERR13E - Invalid subscript

===============================================================================

IDSDBUGP59I - Additional Error Information follows:

 FATAL ERROR OCCURRED

CLASS=SUB   TYPE=SUB                              RETURN CODE=12

DESCRIPTION:  1-IDAETERR13E - Invalid subscript

NAME:          WT-WORK-TEXT-DATA.WT-LINE

VALUE:                                  TYPE=P, HEX=00000C

SUBSCRIPT           1

Level Field Name           Value                 (Offset) Typ,Len (Occ)

 ====== ============================= B O T T O M ==============================

You can display the source line that caused the error by issuing the PROC command. If the error occurred in a
subprogram, you must enter the following command:
 PROC pgmname VER version SYS sys

NOTE
You cannot edit the procedure during a debug run.
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4. The result is the Procedure screen that follows. To display the value of WT-LINE and other working data at the time of
the error, enter:
 => DISPLAY WOR

=>

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: Debugger ERROR      At Pgm DOC.DBSAMP   Proc MAIN            Stmt 000800

DESCRIPTION:  1-IDAETERR13E - Invalid subscript

===============================================================================

PROCEDURE Display for Program DOC.DBSAMP   Version 001

<<MAIN>>   PROCEDURE

 

<<TEXT_REC>>

      FOR   FIRST TXT-REC

            LOOP

            VARYING WT-LINE

                  FROM WT-MAX   BY WT-STEP   DOWN THRU WT-MIN

>ERROR                   IF    TEXT-LINE(WT-LINE) NOT EQ $SPACES

                        SET   NUM-LINE-IN-REC =

                              $EDIT (WT-LINE,PIC='99')

                        PROCESS NEXT TEXT_REC

                  ENDIF

            ENDLOOP

      ENDFOR

ENDPROC

5. The display of working data in the following screen shows that the value of WT-LINE is zero, which is invalid for a
subscript. End the error breakpoint with GO. This also terminates the DEBUG run-unit.
 =>  GO

=>

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: Debugger ERROR      At Pgm DOC.DBSAMP   Proc MAIN            Stmt 000800

DESCRIPTION:  1-IDAETERR13E - Invalid subscript

===============================================================================

=> DIS WOR

1     WT-WORK-TEXT-DATA

 2    WT-MAX               0                              NP,3

 2    WT-MIN               0                              NP,3

 2    WT-STEP              -1                             NP,1

 2    WT-LINE              0                              NP,5

====== ============================= B O T T O M ==============================

As shown in step 4, the value of WT-LINE is set by the LOOP varying statement using WT-MAX and WT-MIN as the
upper and lower bounds of the loop. The value of both WT-MAX and WT-MIN is zero. Either could cause WT-LINE to
contain an invalid value.

To investigate the cause of the incorrect WT-MAX and WT-MIN values further, you can display these values before the
error is detected and at the first iteration of the loop. Do this by inserting a breakpoint at line 800, the location in the
program where the error occurs.
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Ideal Symbolic Debugger: Set Breakpoints

To set breakpoints for use with the Ideal for Datacom Symbolic Debugger, specify breakpoints, identify subprograms,
associate labels, observe restrictions, and stop execution after a statement.

Set Breakpoints

From any Ideal for Datacom program, you can set breakpoints for that program or for any other Ideal for Datacom
program for which you have debug authority. By default, breakpoints are set for the current program or procedure, but you
can specify another procedure in the current program or another program. By setting breakpoints, you can interrupt the
debugging run at points other than the default breakpoints. You can specify a breakpoint at the statement number of any
executable statement or procedure header, and you can specify a breakpoint in an error procedure.

The breakpoint takes effect immediately before the statement executes. If there is more than one verb in the statement,
the breakpoint takes effect before the first verb executes.

Specify Breakpoints

To specify locations for breakpoints, use any of the following DEBUG commands:

• AT primary command (at any breakpoint)
• <label> line command (in PROC mode)
• AT line command (in PROC mode)

Use the AT primary command in the command area of any debug component or in the display area of the commands fill-
in.

Use the AT and <label> line commands in the sequence number field of the procedure display. This AT line command
specifies a break at line 300:

 000200                   ...  

 AT0300                   IF TEXT-LINE(WT-LINE) NOT EQ $SPACES

This provides a breakpoint that is labeled <$nn>.

Subprograms

To set a breakpoint in an Ideal for Datacom subprogram, use the procedures explained above, but specify the name of the
subprogram. For example, to set a breakpoint at statement 100 of the subprogram B in system DYB, enter the following
command while you are running the calling program in DEBUG mode:

 AT STMT 100 IN DYB.B

Another way to do this is to display the Procedure Section by issuing the following command from the calling program:

 PROC DYB.B

Then, when the Procedure Section of DYB.B is displayed, you can determine which statements require breakpoints.

NOTE
You cannot set a breakpoint for a non-Ideal subprogram.
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Labels

Each user-defined breakpoint has a label associated with it. The label identifies the breakpoint and lets you specify
commands to execute at the break. Each label in a run must be unique.

The format of a label is:

 <xyz>

The value of xyz is any set of one to three letters, numbers, or national characters, except ALL.

For example:

 <BK1>  <AA>  <$BK>  <$01>

You can specify labels when you set breakpoints, using meaningful tags and making certain that each label is unique. Or
you can leave it to Ideal for Datacom to assign a unique label to each breakpoint in the form <$01>, <$02>, <$03>, and so
on.

Restrictions

Breakpoints at the following points are ignored:

• Non-executable statements, such as a comment line or ENDPROC
• Non-existent statement numbers, such as 101, when statements are numbered 100, 200, and so on

Breakpoints at the following statements cause the following actions:

Statement Action

LOOP Stop execution only once at the start of the first iteration.

ENDLOOP Stop execution only once at the end of the last iteration.

WHILE or UNTIL Stop execution at each iteration when the respective test is made.

FOR Stop execution only once, at the start, before data is accessible.

ENDFOR Stop execution only once, at the end, after all rows and records
are processed. The last record is accessible, if any.

WHEN NONE Stop execution if the clause is executed (that is, now rows are
found).

IF Stop execution before the IF condition is evaluated.

ELSE Stop execution at the beginning of the ELSE path. The IF
condition is false.

ENDIF Stop execution at the end of the construct. The IF condition can be
true or false.
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WHEN Stop execution if the WHEN clause has an expression or a
condition that performs a test, and the test is performed. Thus, if
execution of a SELECT construct reaches a WHEN clause, the
breakpoint takes effect, whether the WHEN tests true or false.
For example, in the following SELECT FIRST construct, a
breakpoint at statement 30 stops execution when AMT equals
500, 1,500, or 2,000. It does not stop execution if AMT=1,000,
because after WHEN AMT=1000 control passes immediately to
WHEN ANY and ENDSEL during SELECT EVERY logic.
 10   SELECT FIRST ACTION

 20   WHEN AMT = 1000

 30   WHEN AMT = 2000 ...

If statement 10 is replaced by SELECT EVERY ACTION, a
breakpoint set at statement 30 stops in EVERY case.

WHEN NONE, WHEN ALL, WHEN ANY Stop execution only if the clause is executed. In the following
example, a breakpoint entered on the WHEN ANY stops execution
only if statement 20 or 30 is executed.
 10   SELECT FIRST ACTION

 20   WHEN AMT =1000

 30   WHEN AMT = 2000 ...

 40   WHEN ANY

Stopping After a Statement

Breakpoints stop execution immediately before the selected statement. To stop execution immediately after a statement
and before the next statement, you may need to introduce a dummy statement that has no effect on execution.

For example, a breakpoint at an ELSE stops execution at the beginning of the ELSE path. To stop execution immediately
before the ELSE, you can enter a statement before the ELSE and assign it a breakpoint. To stop execution after the
statement at line 20 in the following example, assign a breakpoint to the statement at line 30:

 10  IF A = B

 20      statement

 30      MOVE W TO W

 40  ELSE...

        

Ideal Symbolic Debugger Example (Set a Breakpoint)

Review a sample debug session using the Ideal for Datacom Symbolic Debugger and setting custom breakpoints.

Sample Session

This sample runs the Key definition for "idcm" not found in the DITA map. Symbolic Debugger with the sample program,
DBSAMP, setting a breakpoint.

1. Type the following command to debug the current program:
 ==> DEBUG *
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2. Ideal for Datacom displays the commands fill-in. You can also display the commands fill-in by entering COMMAND at
any breakpoint.
To create a breakpoint labeled <BR1> at line 800 in program DBSAMP, enter the following AT command in the
commands fill-in:
 <BR1> AT 800

The full range of editing commands, including scrolling commands, is available in the commands fill-in.
To see the breakpoint in a display of the program procedure, type the PROC command. For a program other than the
current program, type PROC program-name:
 => PROC

=>

=>

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: Debugger INIT       At Pgm DOC.DBSAMP

 IDSDBUGP53I - Type any Debugger command.  Use "GO" to start application.

 ===============================================================================

        COMMAND Display for Current Debugger Commands in Member SFT.DEBUG

 ...... <BR1> AT 800

 ......

 ......

 =================================== B O T T O M ==============================

3. In the program procedure in the following screen, note the breakpoint labeled <BR1>. If the AT command in the
previous step did not specify a label, Ideal for Datacom assigns the label <$01>.
You can edit the Procedure display using all editing commands available when you edit a program definition display.
To continue execution, issue the GO command.
 => GO

=>

=>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: Debugger INIT       At Pgm DOC.DBSAMP

 IDSDBUGP53I - Type any Debugger command.  Use "GO" to start application.

 ===============================================================================

        PROCEDURE Display for Program DOC.DBSAMP   Version 001

 000100 <<MAIN>>   PROCEDURE

 000200

 000300 <<TEXT_REC>>

 000400       FOR   FIRST TXT-REC

 000500             LOOP

 000600             VARYING WT-LINE

 000700                   FROM WT-MAX   BY WT-STEP   DOWN THRU WT-MIN

 <BR1>                    IF    TEXT-LINE(WT-LINE) NOT EQ $SPACES

 000900                         SET   NUM-LINE-IN-REC =

 001000                               $EDIT (WT-LINE,PIC='99')

 001100                         PROCESS NEXT TEXT_REC

 001200                   ENDIF

 001300             ENDLOOP

 001400       ENDFOR

 001500 ENDPROC

4. Execution stops at the breakpoint at line 800. To proceed, enter the GO command.
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 => GO

=>

=>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: Debugger BREAK      At Pgm DOC.DBSAMP   Proc MAIN            Stmt 000800

 IDSDBUGP54I - Breakpoint cmd = <BR1> AT STMT 000800 IN DOC.DBSAMP

 ===============================================================================

        PROCEDURE Display for Program DOC.DBSAMP   Version 001

 000100 <<MAIN>>   PROCEDURE

 000200

 000300 <<TEXT_REC>>

 000400       FOR   FIRST TXT-REC

 000500             LOOP

 000600             VARYING WT-LINE

 000700                   FROM WT-MAX   BY WT-STEP   DOWN THRU WT-MIN

 <BR1>                    IF    TEXT-LINE(WT-LINE) NOT EQ $SPACES

 000900                         SET   NUM-LINE-IN-REC =

 001000                               $EDIT (WT-LINE,PIC='99')

 001100                         PROCESS NEXT TEXT_REC

 001200                   ENDIF

 001300             ENDLOOP

 001400       ENDFOR

 001500 ENDPROC

Since the error was not corrected, the error breakpoint is displayed.
5. To end the session, enter QUIT DEBUG.

 => QUIT DEBUG

=>

=>

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: Debugger ERROR      At Pgm DOC.DBSAMP   Proc MAIN            Stmt 000800

 DESCRIPTION:  1-IDAETERR13E - Invalid subscript

 ===============================================================================

        IDSDBUGP59I - Additional Error Information follows:

 000001 FATAL ERROR OCCURRED

 000002 CLASS=SUB   TYPE=SUB                              RETURN CODE=12

 000003 DESCRIPTION:  1-IDAETERR13E - Invalid subscript

 000004 NAME:          WT-WORK-TEXT-DATA.WT-LINE

 000005 VALUE:                                  TYPE=P, HEX=00000C

 000006 SUBSCRIPT           1

 000007 Level Field Name           Value                 (Offset) Typ,Len (Occ)

 =================================== B O T T O M ==============================

It is important to know that a breakpoint issues a checkpoint. Do not place your breakpoints where you do not want a
checkpoint to be issued. A few general rules are:
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• If your program updates multiple DB records and you want all your changes to be backed out if an error occurs, do not
place your breakpoint in the FOR construct.

• Do not place breakpoints in DB2 FOR constructs. The transmit of the debug screen causes a checkpoint and drops the
DB2 cursor. A -501 results.

• Do not place a breakpoint between a Delete statement and an ENDFOR. An 'I3' error results.
• Do not code a breakpoint between two ESI calls.

Ideal Symbolic Debugger: Examine Data Values

In Ideal for Datacom Symbolic Debugger, use the DISPLAY, LIST, ECHO ON, and MOVE commands to review and assign
values at a breakpoint.

Examine Data Values

At any breakpoint, you can examine the values of data items that are defined in working data, parameter data, panels, or
dataviews that are defined in the current run-unit or that are resources of any program in the current run-unit.

To display values on the terminal, use DISPLAY. To list them in the debug print file, use LIST. In either case, the output is a
formatted display that includes the debug DISPLAY and LIST commands used.

Online, you can issue the DISPLAY and LIST commands at any breakpoint or specify that they execute at any
breakpoints.

Display

Online, a DISPLAY command produces a formatted display for the breakpoint. This screen shows when the DISPLAY is
issued. You can access it by typing DATA. You can scroll the display, but not modify it. A sample is included in later in this
chapter. The DISPLAY command causes a sync point online.

In batch, DISPLAY is treated as a LIST.

List

The LIST command produces a formatted display for the breakpoint in the report DBUGLIST. When Ideal for Datacom is
delivered, the destination for DBUGLIST is the output library. The output number displays when debug terminates. You
can display it by using the DIS OUT STATUS command. After debug terminates, use DISPLAY OUT or PRINT OUT to
look at listing output.

You can also use the Ideal for Datacom command ASSIGN REPORT DBUGLIST to assign the ddname or logical unit of a
printer to the output to print the list directly.

NOTE
DBUGLIST is subject to the restrictions imposed on print files, such as the limit of 16 simultaneous print files (15
unsorted reports and RUNLIST).

Echo

To list all debug commands that are issued and all breakpoints that are reached, and to display output in the list, issue the
ECHO ON command at a breakpoint. From that point until an ECHO OFF executes, Ideal for Datacom writes a complete
record of the session to the DBUGLIST print file.

Change Data Values

You can use the debug MOVE command to assign values to elementary data items during the debug session.
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Sample Session

This example runs the debugger with the sample program, DBSAMP. It initializes WT-MAX and WT-MIN and, at the first
break, displays the dataview TXT-REC and working data.

1. To debug the current program, type the following command:
 ==> DEBUG *

2. As the following commands fill-in shows, the debugger retains the breakpoint set in Ideal Symbolic Debugger
Example: Set a Breakpoint, which is saved in the member DEBUG. The DEBUG INIT breakpoint sets initial values for
WT-MAX and WT-MIN. The primary commands that are typed in this session are inserted at the bottom of the current
DEBUG command member.
  => MOVE 2 TO WT-MAX

 => MOVE 1 TO WT-MIN

 => GO

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: Debugger INIT       At Pgm DOC.DBSAMP

 IDSDBUGP53I - Type any Debugger command.  Use "GO" to start application.

 ===============================================================================

        COMMAND Display for Current Debugger Commands in Member SFT.DEBUG

 000100 <BR1> AT STMT 000800 IN DOC.DBSAMP

 ==================================== B O T T O M ==============================

3. Ideal for Datacom stops at breakpoint <BR1> and displays the program procedure. You can also display the procedure
by entering PROC at any breakpoint.
Enter the following debug command to display the values in the dataview TXT-REC:
 DISPLAY TXT-REC 

 => DISPLAY TXT-REC

=>

=>

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: Debugger BREAK      At Pgm DOC.DBSAMP   Proc MAIN            Stmt 000800

 IDSDBUGP54I - Breakpoint cmd = <BR1> AT STMT 000800 IN DOC.DBSAMP

 ===============================================================================

        PROCEDURE Display for Program DOC.DBSAMP   Version 001

 000100 <<MAIN>>   PROCEDURE

 000200

 000300 <<TEXT_REC>>

 000400       FOR   FIRST TXT-REC

 000500             LOOP

 000600             VARYING WT-LINE

 000700                   FROM WT-MAX   BY WT-STEP   DOWN THRU WT-MIN

 <BR1>                    IF    TEXT-LINE(WT-LINE) NOT EQ $SPACES

 000900                         SET   NUM-LINE-IN-REC =

 001000                               $EDIT (WT-LINE,PIC='99')

 001100                         PROCESS NEXT TEXT_REC

 001200                   ENDIF

 001300             ENDLOOP

 001400       ENDFOR

 001500 ENDPROC
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The command is logged in DBUGLIST and the dataview is displayed.
4. To verify that the values of WT-MAX and WT-MIN are correct, display the working data at the breakpoint by entering

the debug command DISPLAY WOR.
 => DISPLAY WOR

=>

=>

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: Debugger BREAK      At Pgm DOC.DBSAMP   Proc MAIN            Stmt 000800

 IDSDBUGP54I - Breakpoint cmd = <BR1> AT STMT 000800 IN DOC.DBSAMP

 ===============================================================================

        Level Field Name           Value                 (Offset) Typ,Len (Occ)

 000001 => DISPLAY TXT-REC

 000002 1     TXT-REC

 000003  2    USE-CODE             W                              X,1

 000004  2    WO-NUM

 000005   3   PRODUCT-CODE         E                              X,1

 000006   3   ORDER-CLASS          D                              X,1

 000007   3   META-NUM

 000008    4  META-YR              00                             X,2

 000009    4  META-NO              001                            X,3

 000010   3   ORD-SUB-CODE                                        X,1

 000011  2    REC-SEQ-NUM                                         X,3

 000012  2    NUM-LINE-IN-REC       3                             X,2

 000013  2    TEXT-LINE                                           X,72  (25)

 000014         (1)                This will allow the user to se

 000015  2    EXTRA-SPACE                                         X,30

This reaffirms that the WT-MAX and WT-MIN have correct initial values. You could also display individual fields or
parameter data with the DISPLAY command.

5. Complete the run with a QUIT RUN command.
 => QUIT RUN

=>

=>

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: Debugger BREAK      At Pgm DOC.DBSAMP   Proc MAIN            Stmt 000800

 IDSDBUGP54I - Breakpoint cmd = <BR1> AT STMT 000800 IN DOC.DBSAMP

 ===============================================================================

 0000016 => DISPLAY WOR

 000017 1     WT-WORK-TEXT-DATA

 000018  2    WT-MAX               2                              NP,3

 000019  2    WT-MIN               1                              NP,3

 000020  2    WT-STEP              -1                             NP,1

 000021  2    WT-LINE              2                              NP,5

 ============================= B O T T O M ====================================

Ideal Symbolic Debugger: Attach Commands to a Breakpoint

For using the Ideal for Datacom Symbolic Debugger, review the steps for attaching commands to a user-defined
breakpoint and an ERROR or QUIT breakpoint. Recognize the commands that you can use.
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Attach Commands to a Breakpoint

You must retype the debug commands that you enter interactively at a breakpoint each time that breakpoint occurs. To
display the same data values, for example, you must retype the same DISPLAY commands. This section describes how to
specify debug commands that execute automatically each time the program reaches a particular breakpoint.

Attach to a User-Defined Breakpoint

To specify a command to execute at a user-defined breakpoint, first define the breakpoint:

 ==>  <BK1> AT 800

Then you can attach debug commands to the breakpoint. There are two ways to do this.

• From the command line on any debug component, enter:

<label> command

<label> is the label of the breakpoint. For example, the following statements specify two commands for breakpoint
<BR1>:
 ==> <BR1> MOVE TRUE TO FLAG

 ==> <BR1> DISPLAY WOR

• In the commands fill-in, you can type the commands on the lines following the breakpoint assignment.
 <BR1> AT100

 MOVE TRUE TO FLAG

 DISPLAY WOR

Attach to ERROR or QUIT Breakpoint

To specify a command to execute at an ERROR or QUIT breakpoint, you must first associate a label with the breakpoint.
For example, the following statement specifies the label <QUI> for the QUIT breakpoint. You can you use any legal label;
QUI is simply an example.

 ==>  <QUI> AT QUIT

Then you can associate debug commands with the breakpoint label, as described above. For example:

 ==> <QUI> DIS WOR

        

Commands You Can Use

You cannot attach all debug commands to breakpoints. For example, you cannot set a breakpoint from another
breakpoint. You can specify the following commands:
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• DELETE
• DISABLE
• DISPLAY
• ENABLE
• GO
• LIST
• MOVE
• QUIT

Deleting, enabling, and disabling are described in Ideal Symbolic Debugger: Control Breakpoints.

Sample Session

The following sample debug session attaches commands to a previously set breakpoint and to a new breakpoint at the top
of the program.

1. the GO command
To debug the current program, type the DEBUG command:
 ==> DEBUG *

2. The commands fill-in at the Init breakpoint shows the <BR1> breakpoint from the sample session in Ideal Symbolic
Debugger: Examine Data Values. Edit the fill-in, inserting a DISPLAY WOR statement at <BR1> and new breakpoint
<BR0> at line 100 with attached commands:
 MOVE 1 TO WT-MIN

 MOVE 2 TO WT-MAX

Use the PROC command to see that these breakpoints were inserted where you intended:
 => PROC

=>

=>

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: Debugger INIT       At Pgm DOC.DBSAMP

 IDSDBUGP53I - Type any Debugger command.  Use "GO" to start application.

 ===============================================================================

        COMMAND Display for Current Debugger Commands in Member SFT.DEBUG

 000100 <BR1> AT STMT 000800 IN DOC.DBSAMP

 ...... DISPLAY WOR

 ...... <BR0> AT 100

 ...... MOVE 1 TO WT-MIN

 ...... MOVE 2 TO WT-MAX

 ==================================== B O T T O M ==============================

3. Proceed with the run by typing the GO command.
 => GO

=>

=>

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: Debugger INIT       At Pgm DOC.DBSAMP

 IDSDBUGP53I - Type any Debugger command.  Use "GO" to start application.

 ===============================================================================
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        PROCEDURE Display for Program DOC.DBSAMP   Version 001

 <BR0>  <<MAIN>>   PROCEDURE

 000200

 000300 <<TEXT_REC>>

 000400       FOR   FIRST TXT-REC

 000500             LOOP

 000600             VARYING WT-LINE

 000700                   FROM WT-MAX   BY WT-STEP   DOWN THRU WT-MIN

 <BR1>                    IF    TEXT-LINE(WT-LINE) NOT EQ $SPACES

 000900                         SET   NUM-LINE-IN-REC =

 001000                               $EDIT (WT-LINE,PIC='99')

 001100                         PROCESS NEXT TEXT_REC

 001200                   ENDIF

 001300             ENDLOOP

 001400       ENDFOR

 001500 ENDPRO

4. At the breakpoint <BR0>, the Data display shows the attached commands. Proceed with the run by typing the GO
command.
 => GO

=>

=>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: Debugger BREAK      At Pgm DOC.DBSAMP   Proc MAIN            Stmt 000100

 IDSDBUGP54I - Breakpoint cmd = <BR0> AT STMT 000100 IN DOC.DBSAMP

 ===============================================================================

        Level Field Name           Value                 (Offset) Typ,Len (Occ)

 000001 => MOVE 1 TO WT-MIN

 000002 => MOVE 2 TO WT-MAX

 ====== ============================= B O T T O M ==============================

5. At the breakpoint <BR1>, the Data display shows the working data fields. Proceed with the run by typing the GO
command.
  => GO

=>

=>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: Debugger BREAK      At Pgm DOC.DBSAMP   Proc MAIN            Stmt 000800

 IDSDBUGP54I - Breakpoint cmd = <BR1> AT STMT 000800 IN DOC.DBSAMP

 ===============================================================================

        Level Field Name           Value                 (Offset) Typ,Len (Occ)

 000001 => DISPLAY WOR

 000002 1     WT-WORK-TEXT-DATA

 000003  2    WT-MAX               2                              NP,3

 000004  2    WT-MIN               1                              NP,3

 000005  2    WT-STEP              -1                             NP,1

 000006  2    WT-LINE              2                              NP,5

 =================================== B O T T O M ==============================

6. Proceed with the run by typing the GO command. The run completes successfully without an ERROR stop. Make
appropriate changes to working data so the program proceeds properly under RUN instead of DEBUG.
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Ideal Symbolic Debugger: Processing without Terminal Interaction

When using the Ideal for Datacom Symbolic Debugger, to have debug commands execute at a breakpoint without
stopping for the terminal display, specify a GO command as the last command of the breakpoint.

The following sample session sets two breakpoints. At each breakpoint, any output data is listed to the print file without
stopping for terminal interaction.

The DEBUG session produces two outputs:

• The output of the DEBUG LIST commands, which is identified as DBUGLIST in the output library
• The output of the program's LIST statements, which is identified by the program name in the output library

1. Begin the debug run. Type:
 ==> DEBUG DBGDEMO2

2. At the Init breakpoint in the commands fill-in, enter the AT, LIST, and GO commands for each breakpoint. Proceed by
typing the GO command.                                                                                 
 => GO

=>

=>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: Debugger INIT       At Pgm DOC.DBGDEMO2

 IDSDBUGP53I - Type any Debugger command.  Use "GO" to start application.

 ===============================================================================

        COMMAND Display for Current Debugger Commands in Member TOI.DEMOLIST

 000100  <L2> AT STMT 000400 IN DOC.DBGDEMO2

 000200        LIST WORK

 000300        LIST LONG-NAME LONG

 000400        GO

 000500  <L1> AT STMT 000300 IN DOC.DBGDEMO2

 000600        LIST SHORT-NAME GOT-THERE

 000700        GO

 =================================== B O T T O M ==============================

3. At the Quit breakpoint, the procedure is displayed. End the session with a GO command.
 => GO

=>

=>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: Debugger QUIT       At Pgm DOC.DBGDEMO2

 IDSDBUGP55I - At normal end of application. Use "GO" to complete application.

 ===============================================================================

        PROCEDURE Display for Program DOC.DBGDEMO2 Version 001

 000100 <<MAIN>> PROCEDURE

 000200   SET SHORT-NAME = 'SHORT'

  <L1>    SET LONG-NAME = 'ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ0123456789'

  <L2>    SET SUM = 0

 000500   LOOP VARYING I FROM 1 THRU 3

 000600     ADD 1 TO SUM

 000700     IF  I EQ 2

 000800       SET GOT-THERE = TRUE

 000900     ENDIF

 001000   ENDLOOP
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 001100   LIST SUM GOT-THERE SHORT-NAME LONG-NAME

 001200 ENDPROC

 ==================================== B O T T O M =============================

4. At the end of the run, Ideal for Datacom displays a return code and the numbers of the outputs from the run: 499 (the
DBUGLIST) and 500 (the LIST statement output). To view a list, type the DISPLAY OUTPUT command.
 => DISPLAY OUTPUT 499

=>

=>

 

 1-IDADRUNP04I - Run completed, RC = 0, OUTPUT = 499,500

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: MAIN MENU             PGM DBGDEMO2 (001) TEST         SYS: DOC      MENU

  Enter desired option number ===>          There are  11 options in this menu:

  1. PROGRAM              Define and maintain programs

  2. DATAVIEW             Display dataview definitions

  3. PANEL                Panel Definition Facility

  4. REPORT               Report Definition Facility

  5. PLAN                 Application Plan Maintenance

  6. PROCESS              Compile, Run, Submit

  7. DISPLAY              Display Entities

  8. PRINT                Print Entities

  9. ADMINISTRATION       Administration functions

 10. HELP                 Overview of HELP facilities

 11. OFF                  End IDEAL Session

5. The following screen shows output 499, the DBUGLIST, which is the list that is produced by the debug LIST command
at each breakpoint. DBUGLIST contains a log of debugger activity since DEBUG was first issued. Each breakpoint is
labeled, and data LIST and DISPLAY images are recorded. DBUGLIST output is produced only in DEBUG.
 DIS OUT 500

=>

=>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- >>>

 IDEAL  DISPLAY OUTPUT         OUT DBUGLIST (00499)                      DISPLAY

 ================================ T O P =====================================

 IDEAL 11.0     DEBUGGER PRINTOUT                  March 1, 2006        11:32:11

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: Debugger BREAK      At Pgm DOC.DBGDEMO2 Proc MAIN            Stmt 000300

 IDSDBUGP54I - Breakpoint cmd =  <L1> AT STMT 000300 IN DOC.DBGDEMO2

 ===============================================================================

 Level Field Name           Value                 (Offset) Typ,Len (Occ)

 => LIST SHORT-NAME GOT-THERE

 1     SHORT-NAME           SHORT                          X,5

 1     GOT-THERE            F                              F

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 IDEAL: Debugger BREAK      At Pgm DOC.DBGDEMO2 Proc MAIN            Stmt 000400

 IDSDBUGP54I - Breakpoint cmd =  <L2> AT STMT 000400 IN DOC.DBGDEMO2

 ===============================================================================

 Level Field Name           Value                 (Offset) Typ,Len (Occ)

 => LIST WORK

 1     SUM                  0                              NP,1

 1     I                    0                              NP,1
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 1     GOT-THERE            F                              F

 1     LONG-NAME            ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ0123 X,36

 1     SHORT-NAME           SHORT                          X,5

 => LIST LONG-NAME LONG

 1     LONG-NAME            ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST  (0000)   X,36

                            UVWXYZ0123456789      (0020)

 ============================== B O T T O M ==================================

6. LIST PDS statements continue to generate RUNLIST output.
 =>  

=>

=>

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- >>>

 IDEAL  DISPLAY OUTPUT         OUT DBGDEMO2 (00500)                      DISPLAY

 ================================ T O P ======================================

  3 T SHORT ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ0123456789

 ============================== B O T T O M ==================================

Ideal Symbolic Debugger: Control Breakpoints

When using the Ideal for Datacom Symbolic Debugger, after defining breakpoints and attaching commands to them, you
can control which breakpoints are active during a run.

Temporarily Bypass Breakpoints

There are two ways to temporarily deactivate breakpoints.

• Use the debug DISABLE command to deactivate one or all breakpoints. DISABLE does not remove a breakpoint
from the final commands member. Use DELETE to remove breakpoints. Breakpoints that were disabled are left in the
procedure display and commands fill-in. They are marked with a not-sign (Ø). On some terminals, this is an up-arrow
^. For example, in the commands fill-in:
 ==>DISABLE <BR1>

The result is:
 <BR1>AT STMT 000800 IN DOC.DBSAMP

        DISPLAY WOR

 <BR0> AT STMT 000100 IN DOC.DBSAMP

        MOVE 1 TO WT-MIN

        MOVE 2 TO WT-MAX

• Enter a not-sign at the right of the breakpoint label in the procedure display or commands fill-in. When you disable a
breakpoint, any attached commands are also disabled.

You can use the ENABLE command to reactivate disabled breakpoints or delete the not-signs in the procedure display or
commands fill-in.

The DEBUG commands DISABLE and ENABLE are useful both online and in batch. These commands let you increase or
decrease the level of detail in the number of breakpoints and in the amount of information received.
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Bypassing All Breakpoints (QUIT DEBUG)

At any breakpoint, you can terminate the debug session while continuing program execution. The program no longer stops
at breakpoints or executes attached commands. Enter:

 ==>QUIT DEBUG

This disables all breakpoints, including ERROR and QUIT.

Deleting Breakpoints

There are several ways to permanently delete breakpoints.

• Issue the debug DELETE command from the command area at any breakpoint. This method is useful for deleting all
breakpoints in one command. For example:
 ==>DELETE ALL

• Attach DELETE to a breakpoint.
• Delete the appropriate labels in the procedure display or delete the appropriate lines in the Commands fill-in.
• Specify an empty command member (see Ideal Symbolic Debugger: Use Command Members) by deleting all

breakpoints previously entered.

Bypassing the Initial Breakpoint

At the Initial breakpoint, debug pauses to display the current command member. To bypass this breakpoint, issue the GO
command with the DEBUG command. For example:

 ==>DEBUG DEMO1;GO

The semicolon (;) is the command delimiter.

Ideal Symbolic Debugger: Use Command Members

Debug commands that are entered in one session are saved in an Ideal for Datacom member and can be used in
subsequent sessions. The commands fill-in shows the contents of this member.

You do not have to specify a member name. Online, the default member name is DEBUG, belonging to the current user.
In batch, a unique member name is generated for each session. In either case, unless you specify another member,
debug uses this member, applying the commands in the member to the session and updating the member during the
session.

In a debug session, the following commands are saved in the current command member:

• ECHO commands
• EQUATE commands
• AT commands
• Commands that are attached to breakpoints

Any other commands (such as DISPLAY, MOVE, and DELETE) are saved only if they are attached to a breakpoint.
Deleted commands are removed at the end of the run.

In a command member used with multiple programs, the breakpoints and any attached commands are associated with
their programs. EQUATE and ECHO commands affect all commands in the member.
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The DEBUG member is like any other Ideal for Datacom member; you can delete it, duplicate it, display it, and so on.
Ideal for Datacom creates it and updates it when you run debug, so you do not have to create or edit it, though you can.

Specifying a Command Member

You can specify separate command members for different programs by specifying the member name with the DEBUG
command. For example:

 ==>DEBUG DEMO1 COMMANDS DEMO1

This statement uses member DEMO1 or creates a new member if DEMO1 does not exist. Debug commands from the
current session are saved in DEMO1.

If you complete a debug run with the default member, you can save the settings in another member for another debug run
by duplicating the DEBUG member to another name. For example:

 ==>DUPLICATE MEMBER DEBUG NEWNAME DEMO1

You can then delete the default DEBUG member to start the next debug run fresh.

Later, to debug a program, specify the command member that is associated with the program. For example:

 DEBUG DEMO1 COMMANDS DEMO1

All breakpoints, attached commands, and so on, are in place.

You can also switch command members during a debug run using the debug command COMMANDS with a member
name. For example:

 ==> COMMANDS DEMO1

This command makes DEMO1 the current command member.

Edit a Command Member

You can edit a command member in an Ideal for Datacom edit session or in a debug session using the commands fill-in,
observing the following rules:

• Only AT, EQUATE, ECHO, and attached commands are allowed.
• The commands must be in the sequence: ECHO, EQUATEs, ATs.
• Labels are optional on AT commands.
• Attached commands follow their AT commands. The attached commands do not have labels.
• Not-signs (Ø) denote disabled AT commands and their attached commands.
• A single continuation line is permitted on an attached command or an EQUATE. A trailing semicolon (;) indicates that

the line is continued

NOTE
To use another user's command member requires EDIT-MEMBER-ACROSS-USER authorization. Specifying
another user's command member that does not exist requires CREATE-MEMBER-ACROSS-USER
authorization.
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Ideal Symbolic Debugger: Batch Considerations

When using the Ideal for Datacom Symbolic Debugger, in batch, you must enter any debug commands immediately
following the DEBUG command. The last command must be GO.

Batch Considerations

When a breakpoint occurs, any attached commands execute, and processing continues. Since there is no stop for
terminal interaction, you do not need to attach a GO to each breakpoint.

Output similar to the online debug screens is written to the print file.

In batch, a DISPLAY command is treated as a LIST.

Batch Example 1

This example sets two breakpoints. The first breakpoint, labeled <1>, displays the value of a counter I. The second
breakpoint, which has the default label <$01>, sets a breakpoint at line 800. The example also displays working data
when it reaches the ERROR or the QUIT breakpoint.

Batch Jobstream

 DEBUG DBGDEMO2 VER 1

 <1> AT 700

 <1> D I

 AT 800

 <QUI> AT QUIT

 <QUI> DISPLAY WOR

 <ERR> AT ERROR

 <ERR> DIS WOR

 GO

RUNLIST Output

 3 T SHORT ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ0123456789

DEBUGLIST Output

 IDEAL 11.0     DEBUGGER PRINTOUT                  March 1, 2006        12:53:26

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: Debugger INIT       At Pgm WET.DBGDEMO2

IDSDBUGP53I - Type any Debugger command.  Use "GO" to start application.

 ===============================================================================

=> <1> AT 700

=> <1> D I

=> AT 800

=> <QUI> AT QUIT

=> <QUI> DISPLAY WOR

=> <ERR> AT ERROR

=> <ERR> DIS WOR

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: Debugger BREAK      At Pgm WET.DBGDEMO2 Proc MAIN            Stmt 000700

IDSDBUGP54I - Breakpoint cmd =   <1> AT STMT 000700 IN WET.DBGDEMO2

===============================================================================

Level Field Name           Value                 (Offset) Typ,Len (Occ)
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 => D I

1     I                    1                              NP,1

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: Debugger BREAK      At Pgm WET.DBGDEMO2 Proc MAIN            Stmt 000700

IDSDBUGP54I - Breakpoint cmd =   <1> AT STMT 000700 IN WET.DBGDEMO2

===============================================================================

Level Field Name           Value                 (Offset) Typ,Len (Occ)

 => D I

1     I                    2                              NP,1

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: Debugger BREAK      At Pgm WET.DBGDEMO2 Proc MAIN            Stmt 000800

IDSDBUGP54I - Breakpoint cmd = <$01> AT STMT 000800 IN WET.DBGDEMO2

===============================================================================

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: Debugger BREAK      At Pgm WET.DBGDEMO2 Proc MAIN            Stmt 000700

IDSDBUGP54I - Breakpoint cmd =   <1> AT STMT 000700 IN WET.DBGDEMO2

===============================================================================

Level Field Name           Value                 (Offset) Typ,Len (Occ)

 => D I

1     I                    3                              NP,1

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: Debugger QUIT       At Pgm WET.DBGDEMO2

IDSDBUGP55I - At normal end of application. Use "GO" to complete application.

 ===============================================================================

Level Field Name           Value                 (Offset) Typ,Len (Occ)

 => DISPLAY WOR

1     SUM                  3                              NP,1

1     I                    4                              NP,1

1     GOT-THERE            T                              F

1     LONG-NAME            ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ0123 X,36

1     SHORT-NAME           SHORT                          X,5

        

Batch Example 2

The following example sets two breakpoints. The first breakpoint, labeled <1>, displays the value of a counter I. It is
immediately disabled and does not begin displaying the counter until control reaches the second breakpoint, which
enables breakpoint <1>. The example also displays working data when it reaches the ERR or the QUIT breakpoint.

Batch Jobstream

 DEBUG DBGDEMO2 VER 1

 <1> AT 700

 <1> D I

 DISABLE 1

 <ON> AT 800

 <ON> ENABLE 1

 <QUI> AT QUIT

 <QUI> DISPLAY WOR

 <ERR> AT ERROR

 <ERR> DIS WOR

 GO
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RUNLIST Output

 3 T SHORT ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ0123456789

DBUGLIST Output

 IDEAL 11.0     DEBUGGER PRINTOUT                   March 1, 2006       13:04:43

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: Debugger INIT       At Pgm WET.DBGDEMO2

IDSDBUGP53I - Type any Debugger command.  Use "GO" to start application.

 ===============================================================================

=> <1> AT 700

=> <1> D I

=> DISABLE 1

=> <ON> AT 800

=> <ON> ENABLE 1

=> <QUI> AT QUIT

=> <QUI> DISPLAY WOR

=> <ERR> AT ERROR

=> <ERR> DIS WOR

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: Debugger BREAK      At Pgm WET.DBGDEMO2 Proc MAIN            Stmt 000800

IDSDBUGP54I - Breakpoint cmd =  <ON> AT STMT 000800 IN WET.DBGDEMO2

===============================================================================

Level Field Name           Value                 (Offset) Typ,Len (Occ)

 => ENABLE 1

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: Debugger BREAK      At Pgm WET.DBGDEMO2 Proc MAIN            Stmt 000700

IDSDBUGP54I - Breakpoint cmd =   <1> AT STMT 000700 IN WET.DBGDEMO2

===============================================================================

Level Field Name           Value                 (Offset) Typ,Len (Occ)

 => D I

1     I                    3                              NP,1

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: Debugger QUIT       At Pgm WET.DBGDEMO2

IDSDBUGP55I - At normal end of application. Use "GO" to complete application.

 ===============================================================================

Level Field Name           Value                 (Offset) Typ,Len (Occ)

 => DISPLAY WOR

1     SUM                  3                              NP,1

1     I                    4                              NP,1

1     GOT-THERE            T                              F

1     LONG-NAME            ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ0123 X,36

1     SHORT-NAME           SHORT                          X,5

        

Ideal Symbolic Debugger: Debug with DB2, VSAM, or SQL

Review restrictions and considerations for using the Ideal for Datacom Symbolic Debugger to debug with dataviews: DB2,
VSAM, and SQL.
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Debug with DB2, VSAM, or SQL

You can adopt the following methods to debug with the dataviews.

Suppressing Terminal Interaction

Dataviews for SQL and VSAM SQL have restrictions on retaining sets or record positioning across transaction
boundaries. In the case of the debug session, this is when a run stops to interact with the terminal.

For SQL dataviews, this is equivalent to releasing a set.

For VSAM dataviews, this applies to the use of non-unique alternate indexes.

The problem does not arise if you suppress the interaction with the terminal by not attaching any DISPLAY commands,
and attaching a GO command to any breakpoints. Data can still be captured in the DBUGLIST print file using the LIST
command.

Updateable Dataviews

A debug MOVE command in a FOR construct for an updateable dataview can update fields in that dataview. However,
if a FOR construct for a DB2 dataview did not perform any updates when the program was compiled, a debug MOVE
command causes a runtime error.

Debugging Web Applications

Learn about debugging web applications in Ideal for Datacom. Learn about debugging web applications in ideal for
datacom. Identify web application similarities to batch. Learn how to use the debugging facility. Find a list of program
function key assignments.

Web applications are similar to batch:

• You cannot interrupt them to interact with the data content.
• You must confine yourself to displays that are triggered from the breakpoints.

The debugging commands are prepared in advance. The name of the member is provided when the web transaction is
run.

To use the debugger, you need a special version of the user replaceable module (sample provided as IDLWBAD3)
in the TCPIP Service definition in CICS. The special version of the module directs CICS to invoke SC00WBDD
(the debugging version of the driver) in place of SC00WBTD when the url has the following format http://
server.domain.hld:port/DEBG/member/txid?parms

This behaves as if the url had been http://server.domain.hld:port/txid?parms . However, the application runs
in debugging mode, using the commands in "member", and produces a DBUGLIST output belonging to the default user
that is specified in the online transaction management table or SCWBTRAN for txid.

Program Function Key Assignments

The following program function key assignments are in effect while using the debug facility.
PF1/13 HELP

Displays a panel or series of panels that contain information to explain how to complete the current
function.

PF2/14 RETURN

Returns from a help panel to the component display or from the function to the menu that selects the
function.
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PF3/15 PRINT SCREEN

Generates a hardcopy printout of the current screen contents.

PF4/16 PROCEDURE

Positions to the program procedure where the error occurred for an error breakpoint; otherwise, positions to
the main program.

PF5/17 DATA

Positions to the Debug Data display.

PF6/18 COMMANDS

Positions to the debug commands fill-in.

PF7/19 SCROLL BACKWARD

Displays the previous frame in the current component.

PF8/20 SCROLL FORWARD

Displays the next frame in the current component.

PF9/21 GO

Proceeds to the next breakpoint.

PF10/22 SCROLL TOP

Positions to the first line of the component.

PF11/23 SCROLL BOTTOM

Positions to the bottom of the component.

PF12/24 INPUT

Opens a window of null lines preceding the first line of the component or at the current cursor position.
Unused null lines in the window are deleted when you press the Enter key after INPUT.

Database Dependent Facilities
This section presents information about facilities that are database dependent. You can use several of these facilities in
a way that is acceptable to both Datacom/DB native access and SQL. You can use others only for a specific database
access.

This page contains the following topics:

Adaptable Facilities

To ensure maximum portability in adaptable facilities, you must satisfy the conventions for both environments. For
example, a convention in Ideal for Datacom for Datacom/DB native access requires that the left operand of the WHERE
clause specify a column in the dataview and the right operand represent a valid value for the data type. Ideal for Datacom
SQL access lets you specify the values on either side of the relational operator, but does require that column names be
qualified. If portability is important, always specify the fully qualified column name on the left, satisfying the requirements
of both databases.

Take care when specifying arithmetic functions on the WHERE clause since Datacom/DB native access and SQL evaluate
differently. Datacom/DB native access receives the value as Ideal for Datacom evaluates it. SQL performs the evaluation.
In some instances, the value Ideal for Datacom evaluated can be truncated during processing to conform to the format
Ideal for Datacom specifies.

Dates are handled differently. Datacom/DB native access stores dates as a numeric value, while SQL dates are defined
as alphanumeric.
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IS NULL evaluates whether a nullable column contains a value. If the column is null, the row is selected, as in:

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

   WHERE SALESMAN IS NULL

  . . .

This locates all customers that currently are not assigned to a salesman because the column contains null. IS NOT NULL
is true when the column does contain a value.

Specific Facilities

There are facilities specific to Datacom/DB native access and to SQL that you should use when a program is applied to a
specific database only. The following pages list those facilities.

Naming Conventions

Datacom/DB native access

The naming conventions allow the use of the hyphen as in:

act-dt and open-$

SQL

Naming conventions let you use the underscore as in:

act_dt and open_$

Comparing Multiple Values

Datacom/DB native access

Operands can be implied as in the following to access every customer in Texas, Louisiana, or New Mexico:

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

WHERE STATE EQ 'TX' OR 'LA' OR 'NM'

. . .

SQL

You can use IN to designate more than one valid value for a specific column as in the following to access every customer
in Texas, Louisiana, or New Mexico:

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

   WHERE STATE IN ('TX', 'LA', 'NM')

. . .

Comparing Masked Values

Datacom/DB native access

The CONTAINS/NOT CONTAINS relational operator is allowed for Datacom/DB native access requests as in the following
to access the customers in all states whose two-character code begins with an A:
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FOR EACH CUSTOMER

  WHERE STATE

     CONTAINS 'A*'

. . .

The asterisk represents any single character.

SQL

LIKE compares the alphanumeric value of a column with a string containing one or more mask characters as in the
following to locate the customers in all the states whose two-character code begins with A:

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

   WHERE STATE LIKE ('A_')

. . .

You can specify multiple characters as in the following to locate all customers whose name begins with A, contains B as
the third character, and Z as the last character:

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

   WHERE CUSTNAME

      LIKE   ('A_B%Z')

. . .

The underscore (_) represents any single character. The percent sign (%) represents zero or more characters.

WHERE Clause

Datacom/DB native access

Datacom/DB native access allows the right operand of the WHERE clause to be any valid expression. This includes using
Ideal for Datacom/PDL functions. For example, the following accesses the customers in the state indicated by the two
characters returned through the $SUBSTR function:

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

   WHERE STATE EQ

     $SUBSTR(variable,

     START=1,LENGTH=2)

. . .

Datacom/DB native access lets you specify subscripted alphanumeric columns in the WHERE clause. This is done when
an alphanumeric group is defined in the dataview. Since using group occurrences is not a recommended practice in a
relational database and reflects poor design, an example is not provided here.

SQL

You can use BETWEEN to specify a valid range for a specific column as in the following that accesses all customers with
an outstanding balance between $100 and $500, inclusive:

FOR EACH CUSTOMER

   WHERE OPEN$

      BETWEEN 100 AND 500

. . .
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FOR Construct

Datacom/DB native access

You can use the FOR ANY form of the FOR construct.

SQL

You can replace the FOR construct with SQL queries to the database. A single program can contain both FOR constructs
and SQL queries. You can nest constructs and queries interchangeably, but SQL subqueries are not permitted on a FOR
construct.

SQL Concepts and Language Elements
Ideal for Datacom supports SQL access to Datacom/DB and DB2 in PDL programs. This topic describes the SQL
statements and search conditions Ideal for Datacom supports.

You can code embedded SQL statements directly in an Ideal for Datacom program's procedure section. SQL statements
are delimited by the words EXEC SQL and END-EXEC. The features of SQL embedded in an Ideal for Datacom
application follow the rules and descriptions for embedded SQL in a COBOL environment, except where noted in this
section. The EXEC SQL statement is described in Ideal for Datacom BuiltIn Functions.

The Ideal for Datacom editor lets you enter template commands in the margin of the program procedure fill-in. SQL
template commands automatically generate syntactically correct SQL statements; see Templates

You can also use the FOR construct to access databases using SQL. When you use the FOR construct with a dataview
defined to access an SQL object, Ideal for Datacom automatically generates optimized SQL statements to perform the
same functions. For description of the FOR statement, see Ideal for Datacom BuiltIn Functions.

You can print the generated SQL on the compiler listing. For more information, see COMPILE Command.

This page contains the following topics:

SQL Dataviews

An Ideal for Datacom dataview corresponds to a complete SQL table, view, or synonym. To create and use an SQL
dataview, perform the following tasks:

1. Issue a CATALOG command with the name of the SQL object.
The catalog process retrieves the definition of the object from the database. It creates a dataview entity-occurrence for
the object in the dictionary facility and a dataview object module in the virtual library system.

2. Specify the dataview with the object's authorization ID in a program's resource fill-in.

Any embedded Data Manipulation Language (DML) statements or FOR constructs can access the cataloged object from
that program.

For more information about how to define SQL dataviews, see Managing Dataviews.

Datacom/DB Access Plans

Every program that accesses Datacom/DB using embedded SQL or FOR constructs must have an access plan that
is unique to that program. Ideal for Datacom builds the plan for the application and binds each SQL statement as part
of program compilation. The authorization ID and other plan options are taken from the program environment fill-in;
see Maintaining Plans for Datacom SQL Access.

You can change the plan options and rebind a plan without recompiling the program by using the ALTER PROGRAM
ENVIRONMENT command, followed by the REBIND command. You can also define alternate plans for a program and
select the appropriate plan at runtime.
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DB2 Application Plans and Packages

Application plans and packages for DB2 are created in Ideal for Datacom using the plan definition facility; see Defining
Application Plans. The binding of plans and packages is performed in batch Ideal for Datacom, using the GENERATE
PLAN and GENERATE PACKAGE commands.

You can execute programs against DB2 in dynamic or static mode, for both embedded and generated SQL, without any
changes to the source code. If you generate and use an application plan, the application runs in static mode. You can also
have the application switched back to dynamic mode automatically for quick maintenance.

SQL NULL Attribute

Ideal for Datacom supports the NULL concept in SQL. Fields in dataviews that are defined as null-eligible do not require
indicator variables. Rather, the programmer uses the keyword NULL, as in IF FIELD_X IS NULL. Ideal for Datacom also
handles the null attribute in conditional and arithmetic expressions and in working data, parameter data, and on panels
and reports.

Error Processing

An Ideal for Datacom program can access the SQL Communication Area (SQLCA) for the last SQL statement executed
in a program or run-unit. You can define the SQLCA work area in the program's working data or parameter data or code
$SQL functions in any program procedure or $ERROR functions in the Error procedure. The SQLCA is described further
in the SQLCA section in this chapter.

Ideal for Datacom also supports the SQL WHENEVER statement (described in the SQL Language Elements section in
this chapter).

Because SQL implementations can differ, the Ideal for Datacom compiler can issue warnings for possible semantic errors
in user-generated SQL. Such statements are passed to the database management system for final determination.

Active Dictionary Facility

Ideal for Datacom keeps track of the application model, which includes systems, programs, dataviews, panels, and
reports. The dictionary facility is automatically populated as Ideal for Datacom operates. Dictionary facility information
verifies the integrity of developer actions.

Mixed SQL Sites

A mixed SQL site can access multiple databases using SQL. A single program can access multiple databases, but each
dataview name (that is, each SQL object name) must be unique. Across an Ideal for Datacom system, each fully-qualified
object name must be unique.

With a mixed site, the database the SQL statements access depends on the type of statement:

• Each data manipulation (DML) statement, such as INSERT, requires a cataloged dataview for its object. The dataview
specifies which database contains the object and processes the statement.

• The COMMIT, ROLLBACK, and WHENEVER statements affect all databases the application accesses.
• Statements such as GRANT and EXECUTE IMMEDIATE that do not access objects defined as Ideal for Datacom

dataviews can access only one database from a program. This database is called the primary database. The primary
database processes supported SQL statements listed in the following two charts as no dataview required.

You can specify the primary database as a site or session default, and override it for individual programs. For more
information, see SET ENVIRONMENT Command and Creating Programs.
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SQLCA

The SQLCA is a work area that retrieves information about the last SQL statement processed, either embedded SQL or
SQL generated by a FOR construct. You can access SQLCA fields in Ideal for Datacom programs using the following
functions:

• A series of $SQL built-in functions. The $SQL built-in functions return information about the last SQL statement
processed in the application or run unit (that is, in the program and its subprograms). The data type the function
returns is the same as the type of the associated field. For more information about $SQL functions, see the "Symbolic
Debugger Commands" chapter.

• The $ERROR-DVW-STATUS function to return the SQLCODE. The $ERROR functions return information about the
last SQL statement generated by a FOR construct in an Error Procedure or WHEN ERROR clause.

• A copy of the SQLCA in working data or parameter data. You can have a copy for each database with SQL access.
Each consists of a single level-1 group item for the SQLCA and subordinate items for the individual SQLCA fields. The
SQLCA fields return information about the last SQL statement in the program (not subprograms) that the database
processed. For example, if you have SQLCAs for DB2 and Datacom SQL access, the DB2 SQLCA only returns
information about the last SQL statement DB2 processed. For more information, see the COPY SQLCA clause
in Creating Programs.

In a non-CICS environment, if a PDL CHECKPOINT or BACKOUT statement is executed and the database was
accessed, then Ideal for Datacom executes a SQL COMMIT or ROLLBACK, changing the contents of the SQLCA.

SQL Formatting Rules

An Ideal for Datacom program has only a few formatting rules. With the exception of the limitations outlined as follows,
you can embed SQL statements in free format. You can continue statements over lines without continuation characters,
statements can begin in any column, and there are no spacing rules.

Lexical Rules

SQL statements in an Ideal for Datacom PDL program are delimited by EXEC SQL and END-EXEC. See the EXEC SQL
statement.

The following are valid characters to use as delimiters for identifiers, reserved words, and numeric literals: space, comma,
left parenthesis (, right parenthesis ), less than <, greater than >, equals =, asterisk *, slash /, not Ø, ampersand &, vertical
bar |, and colon :.

The apostrophe or quotation mark delimits alphanumeric literals. Double apostrophes or double quotation marks indicate
a literal apostrophe or literal quotation mark.

Identifiers, literals, and reserved words can appear in the right-most and left-most columns of the source record.

Double hyphens are comment delimiters in embedded SQL. The colon is reserved for host-variable names in SQL. You
cannot use it as a comment delimiter. See comments.

You cannot break words over the ends of lines.

You can leave lines blank.

For more information about permitted use, see the definitions of names, identifiers, literals, functions, and so on earlier in
this chapter.

Comments

A comment is a character string that serves as documentation in a program. Comments are not executable. Any line in
embedded SQL can contain a comment. The format of a comment is as follows:

-- text of comment
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-- (double hyphens)  Treats all characters to the right as a comment.

A line that begins with a double hyphen (--) is treated as a comment. Because the comment ends at the end of the line, no
special character is required to terminate the comment.

Supported SQL Language Elements
Learn about SQL language elements that are supported in Ideal for Datacom. Learn about conditions, data types,
functions, host variables, indicator variables, identifiers, literals, and more.

This page contains the following information about the supported SQL language elements:

Condition

Ideal for Datacom supports SQL basic predicates and standard SQL relational operators in embedded SQL and FOR
constructs with SQL dataviews.

The following SQL relational predicates are supported:

• ALL
• ANY
• BETWEEN
• EXISTS
• IN
• LIKE
• NULL
• SOME

In addition, you can use the following PDL relational operators in embedded SQL predicates:

Relational Operators Symbol

EQUAL EQ

NOT EQUAL NE

GREATER THAN GT

NOT GREATER THAN LE

LESS THAN LT

NOT LESS THAN GE

The symbol ¬ can replace NOT. THAN is optional.

You can combine conditional expressions using AND and OR. You can use the characters & and | for AND and OR,
respectively.

PDL implied subjects and implied operators do not apply in embedded SQL conditions.

Data Types

Ideal for Datacom supports the following SQL data types:

Datacom SQL DB2

Character Fixed-length string

Variable length string Variable length string
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Datacom SQL DB2

Small integer Small integer

Large integer Large integer

Numeric

Decimal Decimal

Date Date

Time Time

Timestamp Timestamp

All data types include the null value.

Ideal for Datacom fields that correspond to SQL date and time type columns appear to PDL with the following attributes,
unless DB2 user exits override the defaults:

• Date Columns: X(10)
• Time Columns: X(8)
• Timestamp Columns: X(26)

For Datacom SQL access, variable length character strings are shown as type X, with the maximum length as the length.

Not Supported: Graphic string and any type of floating point are not supported.

Function

All SQL functions are supported in embedded SQL. You can use SQL functions in the search condition of a FOR construct
with an SQL dataview where the functions are allowed by SQL rules.

PDL functions are prohibited in embedded SQL and FOR constructs with SQL dataviews.

Host Variables

An Ideal for Datacom group, field, or parameter that is defined in a dataview, panel, working data, or parameter data, and
that is used in embedded SQL.

You can prefix a host variable in embedded SQL with a colon; that is:

:host-identifier

The identifier must immediately follow the leading colon.

For DB2: You can omit the colon from a host identifier when the host identifier is not a reserved word or when it meets
any of the shown in the list that follows.

For Datacom/DB: You can omit the colon from a host identifier when each host identifier that is used in a statement
meets the following conditions:

• It is qualified by a host structure (group) name that is not a reserved word.
For example, you can specify the subsidiary field SUR_NAME, which is part of group LONG_NAME, as :SUR_NAME,
as LONG_NAME.SUR_NAME, or as :LONG_NAME.SUR_NAME.

• It is referenced in a context where column names are illegal (that is, in an INTO or VALUE clause or in the LIKE or IN
predicates) and it is not an SQL reserved word or PDL verb.

You can use an SQL column name that is defined in an Ideal for Datacom dataview as a host variable, but only in the
logical scope of a FOR statement executed for the dataview. See the FOR Statement for SQL in The chapter Built-In
Functions for a description of embedded SQL and the FOR.
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An alpha group is treated as an elementary alpha field in embedded SQL except when it is used in an INTO or VALUE
clause with BY POSITION. In that case, each subfield in the group is treated as an elementary alpha field. You can use
a non-alpha group as a host variable only with BY POSITION. In that case, each sub-field in the group is treated as an
elementary field of the appropriate type.

You can use COPY DATAVIEW to automatically include an image of an SQL dataview in a working data or parameter data
group item.

Host variables that correspond to SQL date and time type columns can be alphanumeric fields that follow the default
formats (listed previously under data types) or that follow local date and time default formats specified in a DB2 user exit.
You can also use Ideal for Datacom date fields as host variables that correspond to SQL date type columns. You can use
an Ideal for Datacom date field anywhere an SQL date type column is acceptable, except as the target of a FETCH INTO
when a local default date exit is in effect.

Indicator Variables

You cannot specify explicit indicator variables. Ideal for Datacom manages a null value indicator to handle null eligible
host variables. To access a column that can have null values, use a host variable that is defined as null eligible (see SQL
NULLABLE Attribute). A non-ideal subprogram must provide explicit indicator variables if it is passed nullable fields.

You cannot assign a null value to a host variable that is not eligible to receive nulls because it results in a run-time error.

Qualified Host Variable Identifiers

A host variable identifier must be qualified by a group name if it is not unique in the program.

For Datacom/DB: You cannot use a SQL reserved word as a host identifier.

For DB2: You can use a SQL reserved word as a host variable name if it is qualified by a group name.

You can omit the leading colon from a qualified host identifier. If you omit the colon and the group-name qualifier is the
same as a table, view, or correlation name in the current SQL statement, the reference is assumed to be to a column, not
to a host variable.

Identifiers

The SQL ordinary identifier-a letter followed by 0 to 17 characters-is supported in embedded SQL.

Ideal for Datacom does not support delimited identifiers.

Literals

Ideal for Datacom supports the following types of SQL literals in embedded SQL. FOR construct search conditions follow
the rules for PDL literals.

• Integer constants (for example, +100, 64, -15)
• Decimal constants (for example, 25.4, -56.0, 99.0)
• Character strings, delimited by apostrophes (for example, 'literal') or quotation marks (for example, "literal").
• To embed an apostrophe (') in a character string, use quotation marks to delimit the character string (for example,

"literal's"). To embed quotation marks in a character string, use apostrophes to delimit the string.
In DB2: Hex literals, which are specified as X followed by a character string (for example, X'FFFF').

Name Conventions

The names of SQL objects and columns in embedded SQL follow the naming conventions of the appropriate database
management system. Ideal for Datacom supports the use of the tables, views, and synonyms in Datacom/DB and tables
and views in DB2.
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Every object included in an embedded DML statement or in a FOR construct must correspond to an Ideal for Datacom
dataview that is specified in the resource table of every program that uses that object.

Qualified Table and View Names

You can qualify the names of SQL objects with authorization IDs of up to eight characters. For example, you can qualify
the table PAYROLL with the authorization ID HOU:

HOU.PAYROLL

The dataviews corresponding to SQL objects must have authorization IDs. You can use the dataview authorization ID
to qualify the object name in the SQL presented to the database or you can code an authorization ID explicitly in the
embedded SQL. In each program resource table that includes a dataview for an SQL object, you must perform the
following tasks:

• Specify a dataview authorization ID. This authorization ID identifies the cataloged dataview corresponding to the
object.

• Set the Q (qualifier) column for the dataview to either Y or N. This tells Ideal for Datacom to use the dataview
authorization ID in the SQL when the object name is not qualified in the embedded SQL or allow the database to
supply its default authorization ID.

You have several options for qualifying an object name based on how its dataview is defined:

• You can always use the authorization ID specified in the program resource fill-in. Specify Y in the Q (Qualifier) column.
Qualifying the name in embedded SQL is allowed, but not necessary.

• You can have Datacom/DB supply its default authorization ID. Specify N in the Q (Qualifier) column and do not qualify
the name in embedded SQL.

• You can override the default for selected SQL statements by specifying N in the Q (Qualifier) column and, in those
statements, qualifying the object name with the authorization ID from the program resource fill-in.
This lets you access multiple objects with the same name but different authorization IDs using one Ideal for Datacom
dataview. Their structures must be compatible.

In the following example, the database qualifies the table name PAYROLL with an authorization ID. The program resource
table definition is as follows:

Dataview              Auth-id   Q?

 

EMPLOYEE              SBL       Y

PAYROLL               HOU       N

In the following example, both table names are qualified with the dataview authorization ID from the program resource fill-
in. The following embedded SQL statements are as follows:

EXEC SQL                            EXEC SQL

    SELECT                           SELECT ...

     FROM EMPLOYEE, PAYROLL            FROM SBL.EMPLOYEE, HOU.PAYROLL

END-EXEC                            END-EXEC

               EXEC SQL

                  INSERT INTO PAYROLL

                    (SELECT * FROM HOU.PAYROLL ...)

               END-EXEC

Ideal for Datacom generates the following clauses. Two tables, HOU.PAYROLL and xxx.PAYROLL (where xxx is the
Datacom/DB default authorization ID and is not HOU) are accessed using the one PAYROLL dataview that are specified
in the program resource fill-in.
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SELECT ...                          SELECT ...

  FROM SBL.EMPLOYEE, PAYROLL          FROM SBL.EMPLOYEE, HOU.PAYROLL

 

           INSERT ... INTO PAYROLL

                        (SELECT * FROM HOU.PAYROLL ...)

The ASSIGN AUTHORIZATION command lets you specify an authorization ID to use for all tables or views that are specified
as unqualified in the resource table.

For DB2: The ASSIGN AUTHORIZATION command also lets you replace the dataview authorization ID specified in the
resource table with a new authorization ID or generate an unqualified table or view name.

For Datacom SQL access: The ASSIGN AUTHORIZATION command lets you select an alternate access plan at runtime.

NOTE

• Creating Programs
• ASSIGN AUTHORIZATION Command (SQL Access)

Qualified Column Names

In embedded SQL, you can qualify a column name with the name of an SQL object. Ideal for Datacom supports up to two
levels of qualification. This means that you cannot qualify a column name with an object name that is itself qualified by an
authorization ID. For example, column name EMP_NAME can be qualified by the table name EMP_TABLE, but it cannot
be further qualified as in AUTHID.EMP_TABLE.EMP_NAME.

EMP_TABLE.EMP_NAME

You can achieve the same result by using correlation names or by letting Ideal for Datacom qualify the object name using
one of the methods described previously.

Ideal for Datacom validates column references. It checks that:

• The column name is defined in the specified dataview.
• Null eligible variables select NULL eligible columns.
• Host variables are of a compatible type for the columns that are selected or compared.

Reserved Words

For Datacom/DB native access, you cannot use an SQL reserved word as an identifier. For Db2, you can use a qualified
SQL reserved word as an identifier.

For Datacom/DB native access, you cannot use a SQL reserved word as an identifier. For DB2, you can use a qualified
SQL reserved word as an identifier.

For more information, seeSQL Reserved Words.

Supported SQL Statements
Ideal for Datacom PDL supports the SQL following statements. The Datacom SQL statements are listed first, followed by
the DB2 statements.

This page contains the following topics:
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Datacom/DB Database SQL Option Statements Supported in PDL:

Statement Type Statement Comments
DML
Dataview required in program resource fill-
in

CLOSE
DECLARE CURSOR
DELETE
FETCH
INSERT
LOCK TABLE
OPEN
SELECT
UPDATE

 

DML
No dataview required

COMMIT
ROLLBACK
WHENEVER

Operates like PDL CHECKPOINT.
Operates like PDL BACKOUT. See the
section titled WHENEVER Statement.

DCL
No dataview required

COMMENT ON
GRANT
REVOKE

 

DDL
No dataview required

CREATE SCHEMA
CREATE SYNONYM
CREATE TABLE
CREATE VIEW
DROP

 

DB2 SQL Statements Supported in PDL:

Statement Type Statement Comments
DML
Dataview required in program resource fill-
in

CLOSE
DECLARE CURSOR
DELETE
FETCH
INSERT
LOCK TABLE
OPEN
SELECT
UPDATE

FOR FETCH ONLY supported
OPTIMIZE FOR supported

DML
No dataview required

COMMIT
ROLLBACK
WHENEVER

Operates like PDL CHECKPOINT.
Operates like PDL BACKOUT.
See the section titled WHENEVER
Statement.

DDL
No dataview required

Dynamically, using
EXECUTE IMMEDIATE:
ALTER
COMMENT ON
CREATE
DROP
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DCL
No dataview required

Dynamically, using
EXECUTE IMMEDIATE:
EXPLAIN
GRANT
LABEL ON
REVOKE

 

WHENEVER Statement

The SQL WHENEVER statement embedded in a PDL program specifies the action to take when a specified condition
occurs during the execution of a subsequent embedded SQL statement. The action specified for a given condition applies
to all SQL statements that follow in listing sequence until another WHENEVER statement for that condition overrides it.

This statement has the following format:

                          [CONTINUE           ]

            {NOT FOUND }  [DO ERROR           ]

WHENEVER    {SQLERROR  }  [DO procedure       ]

            {SQLWARNING}  [PROCESS-NEXT-label ]

                          [QUIT-label         ]

NOT FOUND| SQLERROR| SQLWARNING
The type of SQL exception condition.

CONTINUE
Default: Specifies that execution continues with the next sequential statement in the program.

DO ERROR
Invokes the Ideal for Datacom error procedure (user-specified or default) from the embedded SQL statements.
$ERROR function values are available in the error procedure.

DO procedure
Executes the procedure identified by the specified procedure label and returns control to the statement following
the END-EXEC.

PROCESS-NEXT-label
A PROCESS NEXT statement specifying that the current iteration of the current LOOP or FOR EACH construct
terminates. See the PROCESS NEXT statement in the next chapter.

QUIT-label
A QUIT statement specifying execution of a PDL QUIT with the specified option. See the QUIT statement in the
next chapter.

If no WHENEVER statement is included in the program for a given condition, the default is CONTINUE.

The PDL $ERROR functions, error procedure, and the command LIST ERROR do not apply to errors encountered in
processing embedded SQL statements.

PDL FOR constructs, even though they generate SQL requests, are bound by PDL error handling rules, not WHENEVER
specifications.

For a mixed SQL site, the WHENEVER applies to SQL statements accessing any database. You can determine the
database management system accessed by the last SQL statement executed by using the $SQL-DBMS function.

Example

In this example, if the following conditions are encountered in any embedded SQL after the WHENEVER in listing
sequence, the indicated action occurs.
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EXEC SQL WHENEVER SQLERROR DO ERRPROC END-EXEC

EXEC SQL WHENEVER NOT FOUND PROCESS NEXT MAIN-LOOP END-EXEC

EXEC SQL WHENEVER SQLWARNING CONTINUE END-EXEC

Condition Action
SQLERROR The procedure ERRPROC is executed.
NOT FOUND The next iteration of MAIN-LOOP is processed.
SQLWARNING Processing continues with the statement following the statement

that caused the condition

Extension to INTO and VALUES Clauses

Ideal for Datacom PDL supports the following extension to the SQL INTO and VALUES clauses.

You can move data into PDL group data items using FETCH and SELECT statements and from PDL group data items to
tables or views using the INSERT statement through the BY POSITION option.

The extension has the following format:

INTO host-structure [BY POSITION]

VALUES host-structure [BY POSITION]

host
-structure
A PDL group identifier.
BY POSITION
Moves data between each elementary field in the PDL group and each column in the currently accessed row. The
structures must be compatible as defined for the BY POSITION option of the PDL MOVE statement. That is, you
cannot define a group referenced in an INTO clause with an OCCURs attribute, nor can you redefine any of its
subordinate fields. These groups can, however, contain subordinate groups. The data types must be compatible
and conform to SQL requirements.

If you do not specify BY POSITION, you cannot specify a non-alpha group. An alpha group is treated as an elementary
alpha field.

Also, you can use the COPY DATAVIEW clause with a Working Data fill-in to automatically create an image of an SQL
dataview in a group item.

DB2 SQL Not Supported

The Ideal for Datacom PDL does not support the following DB2 SQL statements and clauses.

• SQL clauses used exclusively to process SQL statements dynamically. They are the USING clause and prepared
statement-name reference.

• The SQL statements that serve as documentation and that support extended semantic checking by the IBM
precompiler. Their functions are already performed in Ideal for Datacom. These statements are:
– DECLARE TABLE
– DECLARE STATEMENT
The interactive SQL statements and most of the SQL statements that support dynamic SQL. These statements are:
– DESCRIBE
– EXECUTE
– PREPARE
– Interactive SELECT
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SQL Reserved Words
Find a list of SQL reserved words for Ideal for Datacom. Also find a list of IBM standard SQL reserved words.

For Datacom/DB native access, you cannot use an SQL reserved word as an identifier. For Db2, you can use a qualified
SQL reserved word as an identifier.

Ideal for Datacom SQL Reserved Words

ASC ASCENDING CONTAINS

DESC DESCENDING EQ

EQUAL EXEC GE

GREATER GT LE

LESS LT NE

ORDERED THAN

IBM Standard SQL Reserved Words

ADD ALL ALTER

AND ANY AS

AUDIT BETWEEN BUFFERPOOL

BY CLUSTER COLUMN

COUNT CURRENT CURSOR

DATABASE DELETE DESCRIPTOR

DISTINCT DROP EDITPROC

END-EXEC ERASE EXECUTE

EXISTS FIELDPROC FOR

FROM GO GOTO

GRANT GROUP HAVING

IMMEDIATE IN INDEX

INSERT INTO IS

KEY LIKE LOCKSIZE

NOT NULL NUMPARTS

OF ON OR

ORDER PART PLAN

PRIQTY PRIVILEGES SECQTY

SELECT SET SOME

STOGROUP SYNONYM TABLE

TABLESPACE TO UNION

UPDATE USER USING

VALIDPROC VALUES VCAT

VIEW VOLUMES WHERE
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WITH

Ideal for Datacom Built-In Functions
This section describes the Ideal for Datacom functions.

$ABS Function
Learn how to return the absolute value of a numeric expression using the Ideal for Datacom built-in function $ABS. Find
the function format and an example.

$ABS returns the absolute value of a numeric expression.

This function has the following format:

$ABS (numeric-expression)

The absolute value of the expression is returned. $ABS(X) is defined as follows:

If X<0, $ABS(X) is -X; else $ABS(X) is X.

Example

SET I = $ABS(J)     :If J is 6, I is 6.

                    :If J is -6, I is 6.

$ACCOUNT-ID Function
You can set $ACCOUNT-ID to any four-character transaction identification or to the name of a field that contains a
transaction ID.

• If you set $ACCOUNT-ID to an alphanumeric literal, the value must be surrounded by double or single quotes (' or ").

WARNING
You must first define any transaction ID set using the $ACCOUNT-ID in a SET statement in the CICS PCT. If the
transaction identification does not exist, Ideal for Datacom terminates and an error message from the TP monitor
displays.

$ALPHABETIC Function
$ALPHABETIC evaluates to a value of True if a specified alphanumeric item is alphabetic; for example, it consists solely
of the uppercase letters A through Z, lowercase letters a through z, and blanks. It evaluates to a value of False if the
alphanumeric item is not alphabetic. If the value of the alphanumeric item is null, the function evaluates to a value of
unknown.

This function has the following format:

$ALPHABETIC(x)

The identifier of an alphanumeric field or group.

Example
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IF $ALPHABETIC (ITEM-DESC) THEN

       DO PROC-ITEM-DESC    

     ELSE   

    DO ITEM-DESC-ERR    

   ENDIF  

If the identifier to test is nullable, test for null values (for example, IF identifier IS NULL ...) before testing with
$ALPHABETIC. The function evaluates to Unknown if the value of the identifier is null.

A field of all spaces is considered alphabetic.

The site administrator can change valid alphabetic characters for a site in the PMS table PMSTBLS.

$APPL-ID Function
The $APPL-ID function returns the VTAM application identifier of the current region under CICS. The primary purpose is to
identify the region for logging purposes.

The function returns an 8-byte character string, and is read-only.

This function has the following format:

$APPL-ID  

If used in batch, it will return the value N/A.

$CALC Function
You can only use $CALC in the headings sections of report definitions. Its primary purpose is to combine report functions
in report headings.

This function has the following format:

$CALC

You can calculate values in the control break and page footing specifications and the results included with the footing text.
The $CALC function performs the calculations.

For example, you can use two columns in the CUSTOMER table, OPEN$ and YRTODATE, to compute the difference
between the outstanding balance after processing the current orders and the previous outstanding balance. The
calculation is coded for the control break footing on the Heading fill-in. The value is printed when a level-1 control break,
based on state, occurs. The calculation is specified as:

$CALC ( $TOT(CUSTOMER.YRTODATE) - $TOT(CUSTOMER.OPEN$) )

When specifying $CALC, you can specify any valid arithmetic expression. The expression can include parenthesis,
operators, report functions, field names, and numeric values. All fields and functions must be numeric. Field names must
be unique names or labels defined in the primary detail group.

Valid operators include:

+   -   *   /   $SQRT

Example
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You can use $CALC to calculate the standard deviation. For example, to obtain the standard deviation for the value in
OPEN$, a field containing the outstanding amount owed for each customer, a labeled detail expression is specified on the
Detail fill-in as:

OPEN2 = OPEN$ ** 2

The calculation in the footing on the Heading fill-in is specified as:

$CALC ($SQRT($OCC(OPEN$) * $TOT(OPEN2) - $TOT(OPEN$) * TOT(OPEN$))

       / $OCC(OPEN$))

$CHAR-TO-HEX Function
$CHAR-TO-HEX is an alphanumeric function that displays non-printable fields. It returns the hexadecimal value of the
specified identifier or literal. If you are using the function to set or move values, the length of the receiving field should be
at least twice the size of the sending field to avoid truncation.

This function has the following format:

              {alpha-expression}

              {num-field       }

$CHAR-TO-HEX( {num-literal     } )

              {flag            }

alpha-expression
Defines an alphanumeric expression.

num-field
Specifies the numeric field.

num-literal
Specifies the numeric literal.

flag
Specifies a flag.

For more information about alphanumeric expressions, numeric fields, numeric literals, and flags, see the PDL Language
Concepts topic in the "Procedure Definition Language Concepts and Language Elements" chapter.

NOTE
Hexadecimal representation of fields on the PC can differ from hexadecimal representation on the mainframe.
For this reason, results from logical tests based on hexadecimal representation can differ between the PC and
the mainframe.

Example

Assume that B = 'ABCD' sets A to 'C1C2C3C4'. If B was defined in working data as a five-byte field, the value of A would
be 'C1C2C3C440'.

SET A = $CHAR-TO-HEX(B)

$COUNT Function
$COUNT returns the current number of iterations of the referenced FOR FIRST, FOR EACH, or LOOP construct.
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This function has the following format:

$COUNT(label)

label The 1- to 15-character label of a FOR EACH or LOOP construct.

• Before any execution of the referenced construct, 0 is returned. After the end of execution of such a construct, the final
total number of iterations is returned.

• PROCESS NEXT increments $COUNT and iterating the loop.
• QUIT does not increment $COUNT.
• A loop that terminates due to a VARYING clause increments $COUNT before testing whether the THRU limit was

exceeded.

Example

<<DEPT>>  FOR EACH WORKER

WHERE EMP-DEPT = 'J'

       : number and list the

       : names of all workers

       : in department 'J'

MOVE $COUNT(DEPT) TO WCOUNT

LIST WCOUNT, EMP-NAME

ENDFOR

$CURRENT-TRAN-ID Function
Learn how to return the ID of the current transaction with the $CURRENT-TRAN-ID built-in function in Ideal for Datacom.
Find the function format.

This function returns the four-character transaction ID currently in effect.

This function has the following format:

$CURRENT-TRAN-ID

In CICS, the $CURRENT-TRAN-ID function returns the current transaction ID.

$CURSOR Function
This function evaluates to a Boolean value of True or False, depending on whether the cursor is in the designated field or
row in a panel. A value of False is returned if the panel was not transmitted.

This function has the following format:

         {pnl-grp(pnl-row) }

$CURSOR ({field-identifier })

pnl-grp
Specifies the identifier of a repeating group field on a panel. You must define this field for the panel. It can be
nullable.

pnl-row
Specifies the name of a field or a literal that indexes the repetitions of the repeating group. You cannot specify a
nullable field as pnl-row. The value of $CURSOR is True if the cursor is in any field on the specified row.
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field-identifier
Specifies the identifier of an elementary field tested. You must define this field for the panel.

$DATE Function
$DATE returns an alphanumeric value of either the specified date or the current date in the specified format. See SET
COMMAND SESSION OPTIONS and SET COMMAND DATEFOR commands. The defaults are those defined at runtime.

This function has the following format:

$DATE [(['date-pattern'][,DATE=input-date])]

$DATE alone returns the current date in the default date format, which you can set in session or site options.

'date-pattern'
Displays the sequence of characters (maximum 30), in quotes, that represents the format in which components of
the date (day, month, and year) are returned. The default pattern is the format displayed in the current site option
fill-in. The notations that you can specify for each date component are shown in the following table.

Component Notation Meaning AssumingJanuary 10, 1993
YEAR Year in full 1993
YY Year without century 93
Y Year without decade 3
MONTH Month spelled out (uppercase) JANUARY
LCMONTH Month spelled out (initial letter uppercase) January
MON Month abbreviation (uppercase) JAN
LCMON Month abbreviation (initial letter uppercase) Jan
MM Month number, with leading zero if

necessary
01

M Month number with no leading zero 1
DD Day with leading zero if necessary 10
D Day with no leading zero 10
DDD Julian day, numeric day of the year (1-366) 010
WEEKDAY Day spelled out (uppercase) SUNDAY
LCWEEKDAY Day spelled out (initial letter uppercase) Sunday
DAY Day abbreviation SUN
LCDAY Day abbreviation (initial letter uppercase) Sun
ISOWEEK International Standards Organization date

format
1993-01

Any characters except uppercase alphabetics in the date pattern remain unchanged.
The site administrator for each site defines the actual text indicated by the keywords MONTH, LCMONTH, MON,
LCMON, WEEKDAY, LCWEEKDAY, DAY, and LCDAY in the PMS table PMSTBL.

input-date
Displays the date used as input to the function. The input-date can specify a literal, the name of a field containing
the date, or the current date (that is, the date at runtime). If no DATE= clause is specified, the default input-date is
the current date. The input-date must be between 2000 B.C. and 9999 A.D.
You can enclose the entire input-date in parentheses. The input-date is specified as follows:
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{$TODAY                                                   }

{date-field                                               }

{'literal'                                                }

{alpha-date [,TEMPLATE='alpha-input-pattern'] [,BASE=yyyy]}

{                                                         }

{num-date [,TEMPLATE='num-input-pattern'] [,BASE=yyyy]    }

{MONTH=month, DAY=day, YEAR=year [,BASE=yyyy]             }

$TODAY
Specifies a numeric function that returns the Ideal for Datacom internal integer date for the current date
(that is, the date at runtime). Each time $TODAY is encountered, it calls the operating system.

date-field
Specifies the name of a date field defined in working data or parameter data.

'literal'
Defines a six-character alphanumeric literal in the form 'yymmdd' (or in the format specified in a
TEMPLATE clause described in the TEMPLATE=topic). Trailing blanks are ignored.
The numbers represented can be from 000101 to 991231. In this range, yy can be from 00 to 99, mm can
be from 00 to 12, and dd can be from 01 to 31. The maximum value for dd depends on the value of mm
and yy. The day specified must exist.

alpha-date
Specifies an alphanumeric field containing a value in the default format yymmdd, or in the format
specified by the accompanying TEMPLATE clause. Trailing blanks are ignored.

TEMPLATE='alpha-input-pattern'
Defines the pattern of the date in the accompanying field or literal. The input pattern is built in much the
same way as the output date pattern. Up to 30 characters represent components and notation of the
date being read by the function. However, several keywords available in the output date-pattern are not
available here. The notations for specifying the format of each input date component are shown in the
following table.

Component Notation Meaning AssumingJanuary 10, 1993
YEAR Year in full 1993
YY Year without century 93
MONTH Month spelled out (uppercase) JANUARY
LCMONTH Month spelled out (initial letter uppercase) January
MON Month abbreviation (uppercase) JAN
LCMON Month abbreviation (initial letter uppercase) Jan
MM Month number, with leading zero if

necessary
01

M Month number with no leading zero 1
DD Day with leading zero if necessary 10
D Day with no leading zero 10
DDD Julian day, numeric day of the year (1-366) 010
* Mask character, meaning that any character

except a numeric digit may appear in this
position

 

blank Zero or more blanks may be entered in this
position
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M and D must be followed by an asterisk (*) or blank or used at the end of the pattern. The site
administrator for each site defines the actual text indicated by the keywords MONTH, LCMONTH, MON,
and LCMON in the PMS table PMSTBLS.

•num-date
A numeric field containing a numeric date. This value is converted to alphanumeric format and interpreted using
the default format yymmdd or the format specified by the accompanying TEMPLATE clause.

TEMPLATE='num-input-pattern'
Defines the pattern of the date in the accompanying numeric field. Up to 30 characters represent the formats of
the components of the date being read by the function. The input pattern is built in much the same way as the
date pattern, but only the keywords in the following table are available.

Component Notation Meaning AssumingJanuary 10, 1993

YEAR Year in full 1993

YY Year without century 93

MM Month number, with leading zero if
necessary

01

DD Day with leading zero if necessary 10

D Day with no leading zero 10

DDD Julian day, numeric day of the year (1-366) 010

•BASE=yyyy
Specifies a four-digit number as the base year from which the century of the input year is determined (the default
is 1900). The input date must include the year in the format yy (for example Mar 3, 84). If you include this clause,
the following algorithm defines the year's century:
If yy >= the last two digits of the base year

   use the first two digits of the base year as the century.

Else

• use the first two digits of the base year plus one as the century.
• Input-date Clause: DATE='010286',TEMPLATE='MMDDYY',BASE=1950 ...

Date Specified: January 2, 1986
• Input-date Clause: DATE='010201',TEMPLATE='MMDDYY',BASE=1950 ...

Date Specified: January 2, 2001
• Input-date Clause: DATE='010250',TEMPLATE='MMDDYY',BASE=1950 ...
• Date Specified: January 2, 1950

MONTH=month
DAY=day
YEAR=year-Specifies an input date when the month, day, and year are separate numeric literals or numeric
fields. Each operand can be a number or field. For example:

MONTH=12,DAY=7,YEAR=year-field

If you omit one or more, the input date is interpreted as explained in the first note below. If the year is a two-
digit value, you can specify a BASE= year for the century. If the year is a four-digit value, the BASE= year is
ignored. A three-digit day (DDD) is not valid.

If the century is required for the output format or for $INTERNAL-DATE format, the input date must be supplied
either by a 4 digit YEAR or 2 digit YY with a BASE year.
If you do not specify the month, day, or year of the input date, the component is interpreted as follows:
month=1 day=1 year=current
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Only the parts of the six-character input date that are actually required by the 'date-pattern' are edited for validity.
The remaining characters must be represented, but their values are not tested. For example, the following date
functions include an input date with a month of 23:
$DATE('YY',DATE='852307') is valid. 

$DATE('MM',DATE='852307') is in error.

Examples

The following example converts a Gregorian International date to a Julian date. W_JUL_DAT and W_GREG_DAT are
both type X fields.

SET W_JUL_DAT =$DATE('YYDDD',DATE=W_GREG_DAT, TEM ='YYMMDD')

Assume that it is January 10, 1993.

$DATE Example Specifics
$DATE ('MONTH DD, YEAR') JANUARY 10, 1993
$DATE ('M/DD/YY') 1/10/93
$DATE ('DD/MM/YY') 10/01/93
$DATE ('MON. DD, YEAR') JAN. 10, 1993
$DATE ('DD MON YEAR') 10 JAN 1993
$DATE ('MON. 12, 1988') JAN. 12, 1988
$DATE ('MON. DD, YY',DATE='880326') MAR. 26, 88
$DATE ('YEAR',DATE='85XXXX') 1985
$DATE ('DD', DATE='XXXX31') 31
$DATE ('MONTH',DATE='XX05XX') MAY

If you want a period after an abbreviation, you must include it as part of the literal. You must also enter spacing between
components.

$DAY Function
$DAY returns the numeric value for the day of the month (1-31), either for the current date or for the date in the specified
date field.

This function has the following format:

     [($TODAY)    ]

$DAY [(date-field)]

$DAY alone returns the day of the month for the current day ($TODAY).

For a complete explanation of date-fields, see PDL Language Elements.

Example

Assume W_DATE is a type D field. The following gives the value of the last day of the previous calendar month with
respect to W_DATE.

W_DATE - $DAY(W_DATE)
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$EDIT Function
$EDIT returns an alphanumeric value by editing the given field or literal according to the specified pattern.

This function has the following format:

       {num-literal}

$EDIT ({num-field } [,PIC='edit-pattern'])

       {alpha-field}

num-literal
Specifies the numeric literal to edit.

num-field
Specifies the numeric field to edit.

alpha-field
Specifies the alphanumeric field to edit.

PIC='edit-pattern'
Specifies the format of the field or literal. The format can be any valid pattern and must be enclosed by quotes. In
addition, an L in the first character of the edit-pattern left-justifies the result.
The maximum length of an edit pattern is 30 characters. Spaces found anywhere in the edit pattern are not
suppressed.
The PIC= clause is required for an alpha-field. If you do not specify a PIC= clause for a numeric field, the default
edit pattern is PIC 9(n), where n is the number of integer places. For example, for a numeric field NUM_FLD with
four integer and two decimal places, the function,
$EDIT(NUM_FLD)

is equivalent to,
$EDIT(NUM_FLD,PIC='9999')

If you assume that I is an unsigned numeric with three digits and two decimals, and J is a signed numeric field
with six digits, for
SET I = 34.5

$EDIT (I)

the result is '034', and for
SET J = -123

$EDIT (J)

the result is '123'.

Edit Pattern Rules

The following table shows the edit pattern rules. In this table,

•  Source means the data as it is contained in the dataview field, panel field, working data field, and so on, and whose
name is specified as the field to edit.

• Lowercase v represents the position of an assumed decimal point.
• Edit patterns can be condensed by using multipliers. For example, you can specify the expanded pattern,

ZZZ,ZZZ.99

in the edit pattern as:
Z(3),Z(3).9(2)

 Category and Meaning  Data in Source  Edit Pattern  Resulting Display 

 Pattern characters for alphanumeric data 

X Alphanumeric character STATE X(5) STATE
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 Any other character
represents itself

AB1234 XXX-XXX AB1-234

 Pattern characters for numeric data 

L Left-justify before output 123 LZ (3),ZZ9 123

9 Unsuppressed numeric
digit

123 999 123

Z Zero suppression v12 ZZZ.99 .12

* Asterisk replacement 1v23 ***9.99 ***1.23

, Comma 002234v56 ZZZ,ZZZ.99 2,234.56

/ Slash 123083 99/99/99 12/30/83

B Blank space 123083 99B99B99 12 30 83

0 Zero 123 99900 12300

. Decimal point 030v99 ZZZ.99 30.99

- Minus sign, fixed right -23v45
23v45

9 (2).99-
9 (2).99-

23.45-
23.45

- Minus sign, fixed left -23v45 -9 (2).99 -23.45

- Minus sign, floating -v23 - - .99 -.23

+ Plus sign, fixed right 67v89 9 (2).99+ 67.89+

+ Plus sign, fixed left 67v89 +9 (2).99 +67.89

+ Plus sign, floating 00v67 ++.99 +.67

CR Credit symbol, right -25v00
25v00

9 (2).99CR
9 (2).99CR

25.00CR
25.00

DB Debit symbol, right -13v00
13v00

9 (2).99DB
9 (2).99DB

13.00DB
13.00

$ Dollar sign, fixed 004v00 $z9.99 $ 4.00

$ Dollar sign, floating 001v23 $$$.99 $1.23

<> Enclosed negative
numbers in parentheses,
fixed

-23v45 <9,999.99> (0,023.45)

<> Enclosed negative
numbers in parentheses,
floating

-23v45 $<<<<.99> $ (23.45)

$EMPTY Function
This function evaluates to a Boolean value of True or False, depending on whether a panel field contains a value.

This function has the following format:

        {pnl-grp(pnl-row)       }

$EMPTY ({panel field-identifier })

pnl-grp
The identifier of a repeating group field on a panel. You must define this field for the panel. It can be nullable.
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pnl-row
The name of a field or a literal that indexes the repetitions of the repeating group. You cannot specify a nullable
field as pnl-row. If all fields in the row identified by this value are empty, $EMPTY returns a value of True.

panel field-identifier
The identifier of an elementary field tested. You must define this field for the panel. The field can be nullable.
$EMPTY tests True if the field or row had no initial value assigned at layout and any of the following occurred:

• The program or user did not modify the field or row.
• The user erased the field or row by pressing the EOF key.
• The field or row was cleared with a TRANSMIT panel-name CLEAR statement.
• A RESET statement cleared the field or row or the entire panel.
• The panel was cleared with a REFRESH panel-name statement.
• The field or row contains null values. (The function is equivalent to an IS NULL conditional expression.)

$EMPTY tests False if any of the following occurred:

• The field or row was laid out with an initial value and not modified.
• The program or the user entered a value into the field or row.
• The field or row was assigned an ensure received (E) attribute and then transmitted.

$ENTER-KEY Function
This function evaluates to a Boolean value of True or False, depending on whether you pressed the Enter key.

This function has the following format:

$ENTER-KEY [(panel-name)]

panel-name
When there is more than one currently active panel, you can specify a panel name. The default panel is the latest
panel received.

$ENVIRONMENT Function
This function returns a string value containing the type of environment the program is running in (batch or online).

This function has the following format:

$ENVIRONMENT

$ERROR-CLASS Function
This function returns a three-letter code that identifies the general category of the most recent error.

NOTE
$ERROR functions only return meaningful data in the error procedure or in a procedure or subprogram invoked
by the error procedure. In the case of a database error, $ERROR functions can also return meaningful data in
the scope of a WHEN ERROR clause. You do not have to pass the $ERROR functions as parameters.

This function has the following format:

$ERROR-CLASS

 Example 
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<<ERROR>> PROC

    SELECT $ERROR-CLASS

    WHEN 'DVW'

       DO DVW-ERROR

    WHEN  'PGM'

       DO PGM-ERROR

    WHEN OTHER

       DO OTHER-ERROR

    ENDSELECT

             PROCESS NEXT DVW

ENDPROC

$ERRORCLASS and $ERRORTYPE Codes

 CLASS  TYPE  DESCRIPTION 

 ARI   ARITHMETIC ERRORS 

 DVZ An operation resulted in an attempt to divide by zero.

 EXP An exponent violates the rules for exponents, for example, is not a
numeric integer value or exceeds 999.

 OFL An overflow condition occurred.

 SQR An attempt was made to find the square root of a negative value.

 UNS An attempt was made to assign a negative value to an unsigned
numeric field.

 DVW   DATAVIEW ERRORS 

 ARN There is an error in the assignment of a report or dataview (VSE
only).

 DB2 There is an error in a DB2 database access. (See $ERROR-DB2-
PLAN and $ERROR-DVW-STATUS.)

 DVW There is a Datacom/DB error in a Native Access, SQL access,
or sequential file access dataview, or there is an error in VSAM
access. (See also $ERROR-DVW-STATUS and $ERROR-DVW-
INTERNAL-STATUS.)

 D50 There is an error in the date conversion for Datacom/DB native or
SQL access.

 D71 The record is not found in the UPDATE clause of a WHERE
condition.

 D72 The record is not found in the DELETE clause of a WHERE
condition

 D73 The required row ID is missing

 D74 There is an invalid ODO (occurs depending on) item in the VSAM
file.

 D75 All 16 cursors are open.

 D76 The DB2 column is not in date format

 D77 The transaction ID is not in the RCT.

 D78 There is a date and time mismatch in SQL.
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 D80 The PLAN module is not found, DYNAMIC SQL=NO.

 D81 The program is not in the PLAN, DYNAMIC SQL=NO.

 D82 There is a compiled plan date error, DYNAMIC SQL=NO.

 D83 The PLAN module is not found, RUN SQL is static.

 D84 The program is not in the PLAN, RUN SQL is static.

 D85 There is a compiled plan date error, RUN SQL is static.

 D86 The RCT exit is not PLNPGME=@IADRCTX.

 Q17 There is a Datacom/DB database error with an SQL code of -117.

 Q18 There is a Datacom/DB dictionary error with an SQL code of -118.

 SQL There is an error in a Datacom SQL database access. See also
$ERROR-DVW-STATUS.

 VBO The VSAM base cluster or one of the alternate paths could not be
opened successfully during batch execution. See also $ERROR-
DVW-DBID.

 VBP An IBM VSAM error occurred. See also $ERROR-DVW-STATUS
and $ERROR-DVW-INTERNAL-STATUS.

 VCO There is no FCT entry open for this VSAM ddname.

 VCP An IBM VSAM error occurred while running in CICS. See also
$ERROR-DVW-STATUS and $ERROR-DVW-INTERNAL-
STATUS.

 VCV A VSAM dataview with variable-length records requires a variable-
length FCT entry in CICS.

 VRB  Ideal for Datacom cannot resume a browse when the access key
is not unique

 VRL The length of an individual VSAM record is not the expected
length.

 VRN An invalid number was used in a WHERE clause for a Relative
Record data set (RRDS).

 VVL The dataview definition compiled with the program does not agree
with the actual VSAM file opened by the program.

 FTL   FATAL ERRORS 

 D70 The index used as a row ID no longer exists or is no longer
unique.

 F60 An attempt was made to access a report facsimile that is not
defined in the program resources.

 F61 An attempt was made to run a program that was not compiled
since the last edit.

 F62 An attempt was made to access a facsimile that is not available.

 MIS   MISCELLANEOUS ERRORS 

 A34 An invalid value was assigned to a report date.

 A35 A value assigned to a report page number exceeds the maximum
number allowed.
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 A36 A value assigned to a report page size exceeds the maximum size
allowed.

 A37 SET $PLAN was issued in a logical unit of work.

 ARD An invalid disposition was specified for a report.

 ATM An attempt to access a panel that the user is not authorized to
access.

 ATP An attempt to access a program that the user is not authorized to
access.

 BPA An attempt to access a panel in a batch run is invalid.

 DBC A DBCS detach error occurred.

 D40 An invalid value was assigned as a HEX-TO-CHARACTER field.

 D41 The PAD length specified exceeds the internal limits.

 D42 The input date value is not a positive integer.

 D43 The date format contains invalid characters.

 D44 The date format exceeds the length limit.

 D45 The week value of the date is invalid.

 D46 The month value of the date is invalid.

 D47 The day value of the date is invalid.

 D48 The year value of the date is invalid.

 D49 The DATE value exceeds the
maximum length.

 D51 The PAD length is less than the original length.

 DTE An invalid value was specified for a $DATE or a $TIME function.

 SDV An attempt was made to read a sequential file dataview online.

 NUM   NUMERIC ERRORS 

 NUM A numeric field contains an invalid numeric value.

 PGM   PROGRAM ERRORS 

 IQP A QUIT or PROCESS NEXT was used incorrectly.

 NID An attempt was made to reference a non-ideal program that does
not exist in the load library.

 PGM An attempt was made to recursively enter an active program.

 PRO An attempt was made to recursively enter an active procedure.

 REF   REFERENCE ERRORS 

 NUL An attempt was made to reference a null field where null values
are not allowed.

 PAT An attribute of a parameter does not match the corresponding
attribute of the field where it is passed.

   Subtypes: 

  01 Run parameter longer than
specified
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  02 Copied panel (should never
occur)

  03 Occurs not matched

  04 Type not matched

  05 Subprogram parameter
redefined

  06 Parameter structures unequal

  07 Displacement not identical

  08 Numeric class, and so on, not
identical

  09 Numeric precision not identical

  10 Nullable not matched

  11 Variable not matched

  12 Alpha not matched

  13 Alpha exceeds the declared
length

  14 Occurs exceeds max

  15 Occurs not identical

  16 ODO displacement not equal

  17 ODO not matched

  18 Panel field not identical

 PIU An attempt was made to pass an INPUT parameter to a field
designed to receive an UPDATE parameter.

 PKY A parameter keyword does not match another parameter keyword.

 REF An attempt was made to reference a field that was never
accessed or is no longer available.

 UPD An attempt has been made to update a field that is not
updateable.

 V07 One of the VSAM dataview functions ($RRN, $RBA, or $REC-
LENGTH) was used when its value is not defined.

 SEQ   SEQUENCE ERRORS 

 ADB An attempt was made to ASSIGN a dataview that is active.

 ARS An attempt was made to ASSIGN a report that is active.

 DEL A DELETE was specified that is invalid, for example, was not
issued from a FOR FIRST or FOR EACH construct or was applied
to a dataview that is not updateable.

 FOR An attempt was made to nest a FOR on the same dataview.

 SUB   SUBSCRIPT ERRORS 

 GRP The number of OCCURs does not match between a sending and
receiving group.

 ODO An ODO (occurs depending on) value exceeds the maximum
allowed.
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 SST The start parameter of a substring is less than 1 or the length
parameter is less than 0.

 SUB The form of a subscript is invalid; that is, it is less than 1 or greater
than the number of occurrences.

 SYS   SYSTEM ERRORS 

 CVR A system error occurred.

 SYS A serious system error occurred.

 USR A user error specified in the DESCRIPTION field of a message.

 INT An internal error specified in the DESCRIPTION field of a
message.

 USR   USER REQUESTED ERRORS 

 USR The application invoked the DO ERROR statement.

$ERROR-CONSTRAINT-NAME Function
The Ideal for Datacom built-in function $ERROR-CONSTRAINT-NAME provides the constraint name when the error is a
referential integrity violation. The function is available with Datacom/DB native access and SQL access. Learn about the
function format.

$ERROR functions only return meaningful data in the error procedure or in a procedure or subprogram invoked by the error
procedure. In the case of a database error, $ERROR functions can also return meaningful data in the scope of a WHEN
ERROR clause. You do not have to pass the $ERROR functions as parameters.

For Datacom/DB native access, the $ERROR-CONSTRAINT-NAME function returns the constraint name for a database
return code of 94, with a subcode of 31, 34, or 35. For all other errors, this function returns a value of N/A.

For SQL access, the $ERROR-CONSTRAINT-NAME function returns the constraint name from the error message text for
SQL codes -175, -176, and -260.

This function has the following format:

$ERROR-CONSTRAINT-NAME

$ERROR-DB2-PLAN (DB2 Only)
This alphanumeric function returns the seven-character DB2 application plan in effect for the dataview in error. If the
dataview is not in error or if the dataview was a Datacom/DB or sequential dataview, the function returns N/A.

NOTE
$ERROR functions return meaningful data only in the error procedure or in a procedure or subprogram invoked
by the error procedure. In the case of a database error, $ERROR functions can also return meaningful data in
the scope of a WHEN ERROR clause. You do not have to pass the $ERROR functions as parameters.

$ERROR-DESCRIPTION Function
This function returns an alphanumeric message of up to 80 characters that describes the most recent error.

NOTE
$ERROR functions return meaningful data only in the error procedure or in a procedure or subprogram invoked
by the error procedure. In the case of a database error, $ERROR functions can also return meaningful data in
the scope of a WHEN ERROR clause. You do not have to pass the $ERROR functions as parameters.
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$ERROR-DVW-DBID Function
In Ideal for Datacom, the $ERROR-DVW-DBID function returns a database ID that identifies the most recent error. Review
descriptions for Datacom/DB Native Access and for VSAM Dataviews.

For Datacom/DB Native Access

This alphanumeric function returns the three-character database ID, with leading zeros, of the dataview in error. If the
dataview is not in error (or if it was a sequential or SQL dataview), the function returns N/A.

For VSAM Dataviews

This function returns the eight-character ddname of the path in error.

NOTE
$ERROR functions return meaningful data only in the error procedure or in a procedure or subprogram invoked
by the error procedure. In the case of a database error, $ERROR functions can also return meaningful data in
the scope of a WHEN ERROR clause. You do not have to pass the $ERROR functions as parameters.

$ERROR-DVW-INTERNAL-STATUS Function
In Ideal for Datacom, the $ERROR-DVW-INTERNAL-STATUS function returns a code that identifies the most recent error
for Datacom/DB Native Access and for VSAM Dataviews.

For Datacom/DB Native Access

This function returns the Datacom/DB internal return code. This code is returned only in the presence of a dataview error
and only for Datacom/DB Native Access dataviews.

For VSAM Dataviews

When $ERROR-CLASS returns a code of DVW and $ERROR-TYPE returns a code of VCP, the value of $ERROR-DVW-
INTERNAL-STATUS can be interpreted as follows:

This function has the following format:

ffff-xxxxxx

ffff
Specifies the four-character hexadecimal EIBFN function code.

xxxxxx
Specifies the six-character hexadecimal CICS EIBRCODE.
When $ERROR-CLASS returns a code of DVW and $ERROR-TYPE returns a code of VBP, the value of
$ERROR-DVW-INTERNAL-STATUS can be interpreted as follows:

This function has the following format:

iiff-xxccrr

ii
The Ideal for Datacom internal function code.

ff
The two-character VSAM function code that Ideal for Datacom assigns.
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xx
The two-character hexadecimal VSAM return code.

cc
The two-character hexadecimal VSAM component code.

rr
The two-character hexadecimal VSAM reason code.

NOTE
$ERROR functions return meaningful data only in the error procedure or in a procedure or subprogram invoked
by the error procedure. In the case of a database error, $ERROR functions can also return meaningful data in
the scope of a WHEN ERROR clause. You do not have to pass the $ERROR functions as parameters.

$ERROR-DVW-STATUS Function
This function returns a code that identifies the status of a dataview request (only when $ERROR-CLASS returns a code of
DVW).

$ERRORTYPE DVW

Datacom/DB Native Access Dataview or Sequential File Dataview:

Type Description

I1 End of volume reached (SEQ).

I2 Errors found in the data of this record (DB).

I3 Record integrity problem occurred because a user-modified a
record that another user was processing (DB, VSAM).

I4 More than 16 SEQUENTIAL files used (SEQ).

I5 z/OS: Missing DD statement for the SEQUENTIAL file (SEQ,
VSAM). VSE: Invalid ASSGN card (SEQ, VSAM).

I6 Actual record length in a sequential file greater than the record
length in the dataview (SEQ).

I7 BLOCKSIZE of the file defined in the VPE file table too small (VSE
SEQ).

I8 No entry defined for the file in the VPE file table (VSE SEQ).

I9 The length of the right-hand operand was greater than that of the
left-hand operand when a CONTAINS was applied (DB).

If a code does not start with an I, go to Messages and enter your message for an explanation of the condition that issued
the code. All codes are issued as a result of errors, but can instead be issued for exceptional conditions such as a record
interlock.

$ERRORTYPE SQL or DB2

For SQL Dataview:

The SQLCODE from the SQLCA is returned as a character string. The value can be between -999 and +999. Negative
numbers represent errors.
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$ERRORTYPE Vxx

For VSAM Dataviews:

• When $ERROR-TYPE returns a code of VVL, $ERROR-DVW-STATUS returns the 11-character validation error name
(DATASETTYPE, RECLENGTH, KEYLENGTH, or KEYOFFSET).

• When $ERROR-TYPE returns a code of VCP or VCV, $ERROR-DVW-STATUS returns the 11-character VSAM CICS
condition name.

• When $ERROR-TYPE returns a code of VBP or VBO, $ERROR-DVW-STATUS returns a code that can be interpreted
as follows:

This function has the following format:

mm-nnn

mm
Specifies the two-character VSAM return code in decimal digits.

nnn
Specifies the three-character VSAM reason code in decimal digits.

NOTE
$ERROR functions return meaningful data only in the error procedure or in a procedure or subprogram invoked
by the error procedure. In the case of a database error, $ERROR functions can also return meaningful data in
the scope of a WHEN ERROR clause. You do not have to pass the $ERROR functions as parameters.

$ERROR-NAME Function
This function returns the name of error field, subscript, dataview, procedure, or program that depends on $ERROR-TYPE.
The $ERROR-NAME value can be up to 65 characters in length.

NOTE
$ERROR functions return meaningful data only in the error procedure or in a procedure or subprogram invoked
by the error procedure. In the case of a database error, $ERROR functions can also return meaningful data in
the scope of a WHEN ERROR clause. You do not have to pass the $ERROR functions as parameters.

$ERROR-PGM Function
This function returns the name of the program that contains the most recent error. In a complex application, an error in
a subprogram can cause errors in calling programs. All errors are logged in the RUNLIST if LIST ERROR executes with
each Error procedure for the application's subprograms.

NOTE
$ERROR functions return meaningful data only in the error procedure or in a procedure or subprogram invoked
by the error procedure. In the case of a database error, $ERROR functions can also return meaningful data in
the scope of a WHEN ERROR clause. You do not have to pass the $ERROR functions as parameters.

$ERROR-PROC Function
This function returns the name of the procedure that contains the most recent error. Use this function with $ERROR-PGM
and $ERROR-STMT to identify the line number, procedure, and statement number where the error occurred.

NOTE
$ERROR functions return meaningful data only in the error procedure or in a procedure or subprogram invoked
by the error procedure. In the case of a database error, $ERROR functions can also return meaningful data in
the scope of a WHEN ERROR clause. You do not have to pass the $ERROR functions as parameters.
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$ERROR-STMT Function
In Ideal for Datacom, the $ERROR-STMT function returns the sequence number of the statement that contains the most
recent error. Review contexts in which $ERROR returns meaningful data.

$ERROR functions return meaningful data only in the error procedure or in a procedure or subprogram invoked by the
error procedure. In the case of a database error, $ERROR functions can also return meaningful data in the scope of a
WHEN ERROR clause. You do not have to pass the $ERROR functions as parameters.

$ERROR-SUBSCRIPT Function
This function returns the position of the subscript (1, 2, or 3) on a subscript error. Otherwise, N/A is returned.

NOTE
$ERROR functions return meaningful data only in the error procedure or in a procedure or subprogram invoked
by the error procedure. In the case of a database error, $ERROR functions can also return meaningful data in
the scope of a WHEN ERROR clause. You do not have to pass the $ERROR functions as parameters.

$ERROR-TYPE Function
This function returns a three-letter code that identifies the specific type of error. See $ERROR-CLASS for the type codes
associated with each class.

NOTE
$ERROR functions return meaningful data only in the error procedure or in a procedure or subprogram invoked
by the error procedure. In the case of a database error, $ERROR functions can also return meaningful data in
the scope of a WHEN ERROR clause. You do not have to pass the $ERROR functions as parameters.

$ERROR-VALUE Function
This function returns the value of a numeric field when non-numeric characters moved into the field result in a runtime
error. The $ERROR-VALUE value can be up to 30 characters in length.

When the ERROR PROCEDURE is invoked because a numeric field contains non-numeric data, you can use $ERROR-
VALUE to see which positions contain the non-numeric data. The resulting string of $ERROR-VALUE shows a ? where
non-numeric data was found. For example, if the string 12A45B was moved into a numeric field, the error procedure is
invoked and $ERROR-VALUE contains 12?45?. The question marks indicate the positions where non-numeric data was
found.

NOTE
$ERROR functions return meaningful data only in the error procedure or in a procedure or subprogram invoked
by the error procedure. In the case of a database error, $ERROR functions can also return meaningful data in
the scope of a WHEN ERROR clause. You do not have to pass the $ERROR functions as parameters.

$EXTRACT Function
The $EXTRACT function returns requested parts of a given URL address and can read a URL from a web interface. The
function only parses the given address.

NOTE
No validation tests are done. Use the function $VERIFY for URL address testing.

Valid input format for the parameter name is UPPERCASE only. For example, the valid abbreviations for SCHEME can be
SC, SCH, SCHE, and SCHEM.

This function has the following format:
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                     __________[,] _____    

                    |                   |   

$EXTRACT (  {alpha_exp [,]} V   V       [ SCheme ___|__]   |)   

        {   ,   }       [ USerinfo  ]   

                        [ HOst      ]   

                        [ POrt      ]   

                        [ PAth      ]   

                        [ QUery     ]   

                        [ FRagment  ]   

NOTE
The USERINFO and FRAGMENT parameters are not supported in a web environment.

alpha_exp
Defines an alphanumeric expression to use as the $EXTRACT source. The value of this expression should be in
the form of a URL address. The URL can be written in many forms and can have the following parts:
scheme://userinfo@hostaddr:port/path?query#fragment

If alpha_exp is omitted (only "," is coded), the web interface is used as a source. If such a program runs outside of
the web interface such as in batch or on a terminal, the result of the function is string "N/A".

SCHEME
Specifies the result of the function or its part is scheme.

USERINFO
Specifies the result of the function or its part is userinfo. This parameter is not allowed in the web environment.

HOST
Specifies the result of the function or its part is host address.

PORT
Specifies the result of the function or its part is port number.

PATH
Specifies the result of the function or its part is path.

QUERY
Specifies the result of the function or its part is query.

FRAGMENT
Specifies the result of the function or its part is fragment. This parameter is not allowed in a web environment.

If a requested part is missing in a given URL, an empty string is used instead of this part. If more than one part is
requested, a character string connects the output parts. The goal is to build a meaningful output string.

Examples

$EXTRACT(',HOST)                in WEB  

    result should be:   ca.com  

$EXTRACT(',HOST PATH)           in Batch or on terminal 

    result is:      'N/A'   

$EXTRACT('http://user:pass@ca.com:80/abcd.erty/xyz.asp?x=8;a=9',SCHEME)

    result is:      'http'  

$EXTRACT('http://user:pass@ca.com:80/abcd.erty/xyz.asp?x=8;a=9',

        PORT,PATH,USER,SCHE)    
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    result is:      'http://user:pass@:80/abcd.erty/xyz.asp'    

$EXTRACT('I://A.B.COM/XY%3FZ.HTML' QU,PA,SC)

    result is:      'I:/XY%3FZ.HTML'    

$EXTRACT('//ca.com:80/abcd.erty/xyz.asp?x=8;a=9',HOST) 

    result is:      'ca.com'    

$EXTRACT('//ca.com:80/abcd.erty/xyz.asp?x=8;a=9',SCH HOST)  

    result is:      'ca.com'    

$EXTRACT('http://useri@ca.com:80/abcd.ert/xyz.asp?x=8;a=9',PAT)

        result is:      '/abcd.ert/xyz.asp' 

$EXTRACT('http://useri@ca.com:80/abcd.ert/xyz.asp?x=8',PA HO SC)

    result is:      'http://ca.com/abcd.ert/xyz.asp'    

$EXTRACT($EXTRACT(                                         

    'HTTP://USER:PASS@A.B.com:88/XY%3fZ.HTML?X=3;Y=8#FRAgment?a'    

        PATH,HOST,USER,FRA,SCHEM) PATH FRA)                         

    result is:      '/XY%3fZ.HTML#FRAgment?a'   

$EXTRACT('//useri@ca.com:80/abcd.ert/xyz.asp',HOST)

    result is:      'ca.com'    

$EXTRACT('/useri@ca.com:80/abcd.ert/xyz.asp',HOST) 

    result is:      '' -    empty string 

$EXTRACT('/useri@ca.com:80/abcd.ert/xyz.asp',PATH) 

    result is:      '/useri@ca.com:80/abcd.ert/xyz.asp'     

$EXTRACT('useri@ca.com:80/abcd.ert/xyz.asp',PATH) 

    result is:      'useri@ca.com:80/abcd.ert/xyz.asp'  

$FINAL-ID Function
$FINAL-ID is used in a SET statement to dynamically assign a transaction identification to schedule when the Ideal for
Datacom session is terminated explicitly with an OFF command or implicitly when SET RUN QUITIDEAL is set to Y. You
can only use this function as the target of a SET or MOVE statement. You cannot interrogate it.

To transfer to a blank CICS screen at termination, set $FINAL-ID to NONE.

This function has the following format:

$FINAL-ID

Do not start transaction IDs $FINAL-ID uses with the CICS reserved character C.

You can set $FINAL-ID to a four-character transaction ID, to the name of a field that contains a transaction ID, or to the
reserved transaction identification NONE. Do not use transaction IDs used with $FINAL-ID with $ACCOUNT-ID. It should
be associated with the program SC00INIT in the PCT.

If $FINAL-ID is set to an alphanumeric literal or to NONE, the value must be surrounded by double or single quotes (' or ").

Example
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SET $FINAL-ID='PAYR'

$FIXED-MASK Function (Datacom/DB Native Access)
$FIXED-MASK (or $FIX-MASK) in a SET statement to assign a character to use as a mask character when a where-
condition in a FOR construct for a Datacom/DB native access dataview uses a CONTAINS or NOT CONTAINS operator.

A mask character blanks out one character in an expression. You can use the mask character any number of times in the
expression so that a search can be made for other characters in the expression, regardless of context.

This function has the following format:

$FIXED-MASK

or

$FIX-MASK 

• You can set $FIXED-MASK to any single non-blank character. The default mask character is the asterisk (*).
• The total of the number of mask characters and search characters must not exceed the total field length. If the total of

the number of mask characters and search characters is less than the total field length, then the search string can be
found anywhere in the expression.

• The default mask character is in effect until it is reset with $FIXED-MASK. Once the mask character is set (either
explicitly or by default), that character remains in effect for the entire run or until it is explicitly reset. Therefore, if a
calling program contains a where condition that uses a mask character and a subprogram resets the mask character
and then returns to the calling program, the mask character remains reset and applies to any CONTAINS clauses in
the calling program. This holds even if a different mask character was used in the calling program.

Examples

Assume a six-character alphanumeric field called FIELDA and a mask character that was allowed to default to * (asterisk).
A conditional expression that contains the following clause searches for values of field FIELDA that have an A in position
2 and a BC in positions 4 and 5 respectively, regardless of what characters are present in positions 1, 3, and 6:

WHERE FIELDA CONTAINS '*A*BC*'

Assume a six-character alphanumeric field called FIELDB and a mask character that was set to _ (underscore). A
conditional expression that contains the following clause searches for values of FIELDB that have AB in positions 2 and 3,
3 and 4, or 4 and 5:

WHERE FIELDB CONTAINS '_AB_'

Assume a five-character field called FIELDC with a value of ABCDE and a mask character set to #. For the following test,
the results are as shown in the following table:

WHERE FIELDC CONTAINS compare-string

Compare-string Result
'A#C#E' True
'#ABC#' False
'##BC#' False
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'CDE' True
'B#C' False
'#CD' True
'#AB' False
'DE#' False

$HEX-TO-CHAR Function
$HEX-TO-CHAR is an alphanumeric function that returns the display representation of the specified hexadecimal
expression.

This function has the following format:

$HEX-TO-CHAR(alpha-expression)

The alphanumeric input must have an even number of valid hexadecimal characters.

This function is the counterpart to $CHAR-TO-HEX.

Example

Assume that a one-byte hexadecimal field is coded in the database for each sales region. The following example sets a
one-character alphanumeric working data field SALES.REGION to the non-printing hexadecimal code.

<SET-PROC>

  SELECT

     WHEN PNL.REGION EQ 'EAST'

        SET SALES.REGION = $HEX-TO-CHAR('09')

     WHEN PNL.REGION EQ 'WEST'

        SET SALES.REGION = $HEX-TO-CHAR('0A')

  ENDSEL

$HIGH Function
The $HIGH built-in function in Ideal for Datacom returns the highest value in the alphanumeric collating sequence. Find
the function format and an example.

The $HIGH function returns the highest value in the alphanumeric collating sequence.

This function has the following format:

$HIGH 

$HIGH can be used as follows:

• You can use $HIGH as a source field in a MOVE or SET statement. $HIGH assumes the same length as its associated
target.

• You can use $HIGH in a conditional expression as the object of a comparison. $HIGH assumes the same length as the
value to which it is compared.

• $HIGH has a length of 1 when used as the argument of $STRING or in a LIST statement.
• You can use $HIGH as an alphanumeric expression in the WHEN clause of a SELECT construct. $HIGH assumes the

length of the SELECT subject.
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Example
Assume that A, B, and C are 16-character alphanumeric fields.

SET A = $HIGH       : returns 16 X'FF

    SET B = $LOW        : returns 16 X'00'  

    SET C = $SPACES     : returns 16 X'40'  

$HOST-ID Function
The $HOST-ID function returns the value of the user's identity as provided to the host environment (CICS or batch). It may
have a different value from that of $USER-ID or $USER-NAME according to the way sign-on was performed.

This function has the following format

$HOST-ID

The function returns an 8-byte character string, and is read-only.

$INDEX Function
$INDEX locates the left-most position in an alphanumeric expression where a search string can be found. $INDEX returns
0 if the search string is not found in the expression. It returns a value of NULL if the expression or the search string
evaluates to NULL.

This function has the following format:

$INDEX (alphanumeric-expression,SEARCH=substring)

alphanumeric-expression
Defines the string to scan for the first occurrence of the substring.

Substring
Specifies the alphanumeric identifier, literal, or alpha-group that is the substring to find. This expression must be
surrounded by delimiters if it is an alphanumeric literal. It can be a nullable field.

This function is especially useful for extracting a substring with the $SUBSTR function, as shown in the following example.

Example

Assume that A is a 17-character alphanumeric expression, B is a five-character alphanumeric expression, and I is a
numeric field.

SET A = 'THESE THREE WORDS'

    SET I = $INDEX (A,SEARCH='THREE')    :result is 7   

    SET B = $SUBSTR (A,START=I,LENGTH=5) :result is 'THREE' 

    SET B = $INDEX (A, SEARCH= 'TTT')    : result is 0  

$INIT-TRAN-ID Function
The $INIT-TRAN-ID Function returns the four-character transaction ID of the transaction that accesses Ideal for Datacom.

The $INIT-TRAN-ID Function has the following format:
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$INIT-TRAN-ID

$INTERNAL-DATE Function
This is a numeric function that returns the Ideal for Datacom internal integer date for the specified input date. The internal
date represents the number of days difference between the input date and December 31, 1900.

This function has the following format:

$INTERNAL-DATE(input-date)

input-date
Specifies the date used as input to the function. The input-date can specify a literal or the name of an
alphanumeric or numeric field containing the date. Specify the input-date as follows:
{date-field                                              }

{'literal'                                               }

{alpha-date [,TEMPLATE='alpha-input-pattern'][,BASE=yyyy]}

{                                                        }

{num-date [,TEMPLATE='num-input-pattern'] [,BASE=yyyy]   }

{MONTH=month, DAY=day, YEAR=year [,BASE=yyyy]            }

The input date is interpreted using the default format yymmdd and the BASE value or the format specified in the
TEMPLATE clause when it includes a 4 digit year. For explanations of the input date options, see the section on the
$DATE function in this chapter

Example

The following returns the internal integer format of the date stored in PAY_DATE in the format yymmd. If the year is less
than 50, then the century is 20. If the year is greater than 50, then the century is 19.

$INTERNAL-DATE(PAY_DATE,TEMPLATE='YYMMDD',BASE=1950)

The following function returns the internal integer format of the date literal 19940415 (April 15,1994), namely, 31151.

$INTERNAL-DATE('19940415',TEMPLATE='YEARMMDD') 

$KEY Function
An alphanumeric function that returns an indicator of the last key pressed for the last panel transmitted or the specified
panel.

This function has the following format:

$KEY [(panel-name)]

$KEY
Returns the name of the last key pressed for the specified panel. If no panel-name is specified, $KEY returns the
name of the last key pressed for the last panel transmitted.

panel-name
The name of the panel tested.

This function returns a variable-length indicator. The values returned are:

ENTER
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N/A (panel not transmitted)

PF01

PF02

.

.

.

PFnn

Example

The NOTIFY statement displays a message on the panel message line. The following statement checks that the last key
pressed was PF1-9 (for example, was not Enter, and that N/A was not returned). If not, it displays a message specifying
the invalid key typed by the user:

IF $KEY(PANEL-A) GE 'PF01' AND $KEY(PANEL-A) LE 'PF09'

  DO PROCESS-PANEL

ELSE

  NOTIFY $KEY ' IS NOT VALID FOR THIS TRANSACTION.

'ENDIF

$LENGTH Function
The Ideal for Datacom built-in function $LENGTH is a numeric function that returns the length of the specified
alphanumeric expression (identifier comprising alphanumeric fields, groups, and functions).

$LENGTH(alpha-expression)

alpha-expression An identifier comprising alphanumeric fields, groups, and functions. If you specify a variable length alpha
field, the current length (as opposed to the maximum defined length) is returned.

Example

Assume that PARM_A is a variable-length alphanumeric field that is defined in a calling program with current length 15
and a parameter in a subprogram that is defined with length 20. The following function in the called subprogram returns a
length of 15.

$LENGTH(PARM_A)

Assume VAR is a variable-length field that is defined with a maximum length of 11, and FIX is a fixed-length field, also of
11.

SET VAR = 'VAR'

SET N = $LENGTH(VAR)

LIST N

3 will be returned.

SET FIX = VAR

SET N = $LENGTH(FIX)

LIST N
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11 will be returned.

$LOW Function
The $LOW built-in function in Ideal for Datacom returns the lowest value in the alphanumeric collating sequence. Find the
function format and an example.

This function has the following format:

$LOW

$LOW can be used as follows:

• You can use $LOW as a source field in a MOVE or SET statement. $LOW assumes the same length as its associated
target.

• You can use $LOW in a conditional expression as the object of a comparison. $LOW assumes the same length as its
associated comparand.

• You can use $LOW as an implied comparand in a SELECT construct. $LOW assumes the length of its associated source
comparand.

• $LOW has a length of 1 when used as the argument of $STRING or in a LIST statement.

Example
Assume that A, B, and C are 16-character alphanumeric fields.

SET A = $HIGH       : returns 16 X'FF'

SET B = $LOW        : returns 16 X'00'

SET C = $SPACES     : returns 16 X'40'

$MONTH Function
$MONTH is a numeric function that returns the month number (1-12) either for the current date or for the date in the
specified date field.

This function has the following format:

       [($TODAY)    ]

$MONTH [(date-field)]

$MONTH alone returns the month for the current date ($TODAY).

$NETWORK-ID Function
The $NETWORK-ID built-in function for Ideal for Datacom on the mainframe returns the eight-character network node name.
Find the function format. Learn how the function performs in CICS and on VTAM and non-VTAM terminals.

The $NETWORK-ID function on the mainframe returns the eight-character network node name.

This function has the following format:

$NETWORK-ID

In CICS, the value this function returns depends on whether the terminal is in VTAM.
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• If the terminal is VTAM, the function returns the VTAM LU name.
• If the terminal is not VTAM but the terminal is MRO, the function returns the system ID and terminal ID of the Terminal

Owning Region (TOR).
• In all other circumstances, the function returns low values.

$NUMBER Function
The Ideal for Datacom $NUMBER function returns a numeric value by converting a given alphanumeric value. Review the
function format, definition, and examples.

$NUMBER has the following format:

$NUMBER(name)

name
An identifier of an alphanumeric field or group whose value must consist only of an optional sign (+ or -) followed
by numerals with one optional decimal point. Leading or trailing blanks are acceptable but are ignored in the input
value.

This function is not required since conversion to a numeric format is performed automatically when necessary. However,
for program clarity, use this function explicitly.

When numeric conversion is performed automatically, the compiler issues a message that an alphanumeric item is used in
a numeric context and that a number-compatible form is assumed.

Examples

SET X = '-234.56'

    SET J = $NUMBER (X)  :result is numeric form of -234.56 

    SET Y = '    -123.86    

    SET K = $NUMBER (Y)  :result is numeric form of -123.86 

$NUMERIC Function
$NUMERIC evaluates to a value of True if the value of the specified identifier can be used in Ideal for Datacom arithmetic.
It evaluates to a value of False if the use of the identifier causes an arithmetic or conversion error. It evaluates to a value
of Unknown if the value of the identifier is null.

This function has the following format:

$NUMERIC(name)

name
Specifies an identifier of a numeric or alphanumeric field or of an alpha group.
For $NUMERIC to return a value of True for an alphanumeric item, the item must consist only of an optional sign
(+ or -) followed by numerals with one optional decimal point. Leading or trailing blanks are permitted, but are
ignored in the alphanumeric input value.
For $NUMERIC to return a value of True for a numeric item, the item must have a valid numeric internal
representation. (An example of a numeric field that does not return True is a numeric packed or binary field that
redefines an alphanumeric field.)
You can only test 31 significant digits, exclusive of leading zeros.
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The $NUMERIC function tests whether a value can be converted to a numeric data type. It does not test whether
the value is actually numeric. Therefore, when testing a panel field for a numeric entry, use the function $PANEL-
FIELD-ERROR.
If the identifier to test is nullable, test for null values (for example, IF identifier IS NULL ...) before testing with
$NUMERIC. The function evaluates to Unknown if the value of the identifier is null.

Example

IF $NUMERIC (ORDER_FORM.QUANTITY) THEN

    SET EXTENSION = $NUMBER(ORDER_FORM.QUANTITY) * PRICE    

    ELSE    

    DO NON_NUM_QTY  

    ENDIF   

$OPSYSTEM Function
This function returns a string value containing the operating system the program is running under (MVS/XA or DOS).

This function has the following format:

$OPSYSTEM

NOTE
The compatibility with existing applications requires that these values do not change, so z/OS systems will return
a value of MVS/XA and VSE systems will return DOS.

$PACKAGESET Function
$PACKAGESET returns the value of the DB2 special register CURRENT PACKAGESET. The value of $PACKAGESET is
stored with $PLAN. You can use the SET $PACKAGESET statement to specify a logical identifier for the next package to
use. Unlike $PLAN, this is the actual package name.

This function has the following format:

$PACKAGESET

As the source of a SET statement or in a condition, $PACKAGESET returns the package name most recently set in an
Ideal for Datacom application.

As the target of a SET statement, you can use $PACKAGESET to select a package name that can instruct DB2 to change
to a new package. You can set $PACKAGESET to any one- to eight-character package identification or to the name of
a field that contains a package identification. If $PACKAGESET is set to an alphanumeric literal, you must surround the
value with double or single quotes (" or '). For example:

SET $PACKAGESET = 'PAYPKG' 

• $PACKAGESET can be interrogated or set when a program executes in dynamic mode, but the function only has an
affect on the application when it runs in static mode.

• You can set a session package name using a SET RUN PACKAGESET command. The SET $PACKAGESET
statement overrides this setting for the current application.

• If a package name was not set in the application, the function returns the name set for the session by SET RUN
PACKAGESET.
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• If a package name was not set in the application and a name was not set for the session, the function returns ID????
DV. For example, the following tests true if the name PAYPKG was selected in the most recent SET $PACKAGESET
statement or if a SET $PACKAGESET statement was not executed in a SET RUN PACKAGESET command.

IF $PACKAGESET = 'PAYPKG' ...

You can execute the SET $PACKAGESET statement only before the first SQL statement in a logical unit of work. That is,
executing SET $PACKAGESET at any point except before the first SQL statement at the beginning of a CICS transaction
or before the first SQL statement following a database Commit causes a runtime error.

The first SQL statement can be embedded SQL, SQL generated by a FOR construct for a DB2 dataview, or SQL in a non-
ideal subprogram. A Commit can be a PDL TRANSMIT, CHECKPOINT or BACKOUT statement, or an SQL COMMIT or
ROLLBACK statement.

If an application calls a non-ideal subprogram that executes SQL statements and if that SQL cam be the first in a logical
unit of work, then you must specify Y (yes) for the Access DB2 field on the non-ideal program IDE panel.

Changes made to the package name by a package name exit do not affect the value of $PACKAGESET. $PACKAGESET
reflects the value set by statements in the current application.

Examples

This code selects PAYPKG as the Ideal for Datacom application's package name for the embedded SQL that follows it.

CHECKPOINT

SET $PACKAGESET = 'PAYPKG'

EXEC SQL ...END-EXEC

...

The following procedure saves the package name that was selected in a previous procedure in a Working Data field
SAV-PKG. It sets GETPKG as the package name to use with the FOR construct that follows it, commits its database
modifications, and resets the package name before returning.

<<GET>> PROCEDURE

SET SAV-PKG = $PACKAGESET

SET $PACKAGESET = GETPKG

FOR EACH DB2-DVW

   ...

ENDFOR

CHECKPOINT

SET $PACKAGESET = SAV-PKG

ENDPROC

$PAD Function
$PAD is an alphanumeric function that returns the string that results from filling an alphanumeric expression with the
specified character on the left, right, or both ends, to the length specified.

This function has the following format:

                                     [RIGHT= {'a'     }]

$PAD(alpha-expression,LENGTH=num-exp,[CENTER={a-field }])

                                     [LEFT=            ]
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alpha-expression
Any alphanumeric expression.

num-exp
A numeric expression indicating the length of the string produced by adding fill characters to the expression. It
must be defined with integer digits only. If any other kind of numeric expression is specified or if the value is not a
whole number, the integer portion is used.

RIGHT|CENTER|LEFT
The RIGHT= clause adds the specified character to the right of the expression. The CENTER= clause adds the
specified character equally to the right and left. The LEFT= clause adds the specified character to the left of the
expression. You cannot specify more than one clause. If you do not specify a clause, the default is RIGHT=' ' (pad
with trailing blanks). If you specify a clause, its keyword can be abbreviated to the first three characters (RIG=,
LEF=, CEN=).

'a'
A single-character, alphanumeric literal used as the fill character.

a-field
A one-byte alphanumeric field containing the fill character. (This cannot be a variable length field.) You cannot use
$HIGH, $LOW, and $SPACE.

• The function does not change the alphanumeric expression. It uses it to build the expression that it returns.
Thus, a return value longer than the original expression is possible.

• If the length specified is less than or equal to the length of the alphanumeric expression, the expression is
returned unchanged.

• If you specify CENTER= and the specified length minus the length of the alphanumeric expression is an odd
number, then the extra byte is placed on the right.

Examples

Assume that IDENT is a four-byte alphanumeric field containing 'ABCD'. The following function results in a nine-byte result
containing 'ABCDbbbbb', where b is a blank.

$PAD(IDENT,LENGTH=9)

Using the same input field, IDENT,

$PAD(IDENT,LENGTH=4)

returns 'ABCD'.

The following example converts five-digit zip codes in DVW.ZIP.CODE to nine-digit zip codes by padding to the right with
zeros. ZIP_NINE is defined in working data as a nine-byte alphanumeric field.

SET ZIP_NINE = $PAD(DVW.ZIP.CODE,LENGTH=9,RIGHT='0')

The string returned by $PAD is an intermediate result. When the intermediate result is moved to a field, the final result
depends on the field type and length. For example, given the following fields:

• FIX_FLD-Type X, length 10, initial value 'ABC'
• VAR_FLD-Type V, length 10, initial value 'ABC'.

The following function returns the string 'ABC????bbb', where 'b' is a blank.

SET FIX_FLD = $PAD(VAR_FLD, LENGTH =7, RIGHT='?')
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The following statement sets FIX_FLD to 'ABCbbbbbbb'. Because the length specified (7) is less than the length of the
alphanumeric expression (FIX_FLD is 10 characters long), the expression is returned unchanged.

SET FIX_FLD = $PAD(FIX_FLD,LENGTH=7, RIGHT='?')

On the other hand, the following statement sets VAR_FLD to 'ABCbbbbbbb'.

SET VAR_FLD = $PAD(FIX_FLD, LENGTH=7, RIGHT='?')

The statement following sets VAR_FLD to 'ABC????'.

SET VAR_FLD = $PAD(VAR_FLD, LENGTH=7, RIGHT='?')

A nested example, such as that shown, sets FIX_FLD to 'ABC????bbb'.

SET FIX_FLD = $PAD($TRIM(FIX_FLD),LENGTH=7, RIGHT='?')

Intermediate results in a nested example are treated the same as variable length moves.

$PANEL-ERROR Function
$PANEL-ERROR is a Boolean function that evaluates to True when an input error is detected in an input field of a panel.
As long as one field contains erroneous data, $PANEL-ERROR is True. If more than one field is detected with erroneous
data, $PANEL-ERROR remains true until the user corrects all the fields in the panel or until the application modifies all of
the erroneous fields. You can modify fields with the following statements: MOVE, SET, RESET, REFRESH, or RELEASE.

$PANEL-ERROR is only meaningful when the panel parameter Edit-rule error procedure is set to A (application). If this
parameter is set to C (Clarify), the CLARIFY function prevents detectable errors before returning control to the application.
For more information, see Creating Panel Definitions.

This function has the following format:

$PANEL-ERROR[(panel-name)]

panel-name
Specifies the panel containing the fields to test for erroneous data. When you omit a panel name, the function
applies to the last panel transmitted.

Example

In this example, the panel is retransmitted until all the errors detected in the input panel fields are corrected.

LOOP    

TRANSMIT PANEL-A REINPUT

    WHILE $PANEL-ERROR

ENDLOOP

$PANEL-FIELD-ERROR Function
The Ideal for Datacom $PANEL-FIELD-ERROR Function returns a number indicating the error status of the specified
panel field. Review function format and use, field-name definition, return values, and examples.
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This function helps with error processing, but you can only use it if the edit-rule error procedure option of the panel
parameter fill-in is specified as A for application. For more information, see Creating Panel Definitions.

The $PANEL-FIELD-ERROR function has the following format:

$PANEL-FIELD-ERROR(field-name)

field-name
The field on the panel tested

The following chart lists the values that can be returned and explains what they mean.

Number Description

0 No error.
1 A required field is missing.
2 Non-numeric data is detected in a numeric field.
3 Field content is outside the range that is specified as the minimum

and maximum values that are allowed for the field
4 An invalid check digit was specified.
5 The field entry does not have the required number of decimal

places.
6 A field specified as must-fill was not filled.
99 Reserved for future use. If this code is returned, call Ideal for

Datacom Technical Support.

Examples

LOOP

   SET USER-ERROR = FALSE    :  Defined in working data

   TRANSMIT PANEL-A REINPUT

   SELECT   WHEN $PANEL-FIELD-ERROR(FIELD-1) = 3

      SET MESSAGE-FIELD = “FIELD-1 IS OUTSIDE OF RANGE”

   WHEN $PANEL-FIELD-ERROR(FIELD-99) = 1

      SET MESSAGE-FIELD = “REQUIRED FIELD IS MISSING”

   WHEN $PANEL-FIELD-ERROR(FIELD-2) = 1   :  Not received

      SET FIELD-2 = 'default-value'

   WHEN PNL-FDL1 NOT = PNL-FLD2 * 2

      SET MESSAGE-FIELD = “UNSUPPORTED FUNCTION”

      SET USER-ERROR = TRUE

   ENDSELECT

   WHILE $PANEL-ERROR(PANEL-A) OR USER-ERROR

     ENDLOOP

In this example, a panel is analyzed for field entries that violate the panel definition's validation rules or the application's
rules. The panel is retransmitted until all input errors are corrected. The $PANEL-ERROR function controls the exit from
the loop for panel definition rules, while USER-ERROR, defined in working data, controls the exit for application rules.
USER-ERROR is set to false before each TRANSMIT because the user can change field contents. USER-ERROR is re-
evaluated when the panel is processed.

If a value is not entered in Field-2, the application supplies a default value. If this was the last panel definition violation,
$PANEL-ERROR becomes false. The application handles a test that is not supported (PNL-FLD2 * 2) and, if it fails, sets
USER-ERROR to true, which requires the user to correct the entry.
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Example of Help Processing:

<<A-PNL>>

  LOOP                     : User help and error analysis

     SET USER-ERROR = FALSE: Defined in working data

     TRANSMIT PANEL-A REINPUT

     IF $PF1

       TRANSMIT A-HELP

       PROCESS NEXT A-PNL

     ENDIF

     SELECT

       . . .  (User error analysis)

     ENDSELECT

  WHILE $PANEL-ERROR(PANEL-A) OR USER-ERROR

ENDLOOP

In this example, the end user has the option of invoking a help facility (PF1). Again, $PANEL-ERROR and USER-ERROR
control the exit from the TRANSMIT loop. The REINPUT option is used with the TRANSMIT statement so that you do not
need to reenter required fields each time through the loop.

Example of User Escape:

<<MENU-SEL>> PROCEDURE

      LOOP

      TRANSMIT MENU

      SELECT MENU-OPTIONS

      WHEN “1”

         DO PROCESS-ORDER

      WHEN “2”

       . . .

    ENDLOOP

   <<PROCESS-ORDER>> PROCEDURE

      LOOP

      SET USER-ERROR = FALSE     : Defined in working data

      TRANSMIT ORDER-SC

      . . .  (User error analysis)

      IF $PF24

           RELEASE PANEL ORDER-SC

         QUIT PROCESS-ORDER

      ENDIF

       WHILE $PANEL-ERROR OR USER-ERROR

   ENDLOOP

   . . .  (Process order)

ENDPROC

In this example, the PROCESS-ORDER procedure provides PF24 as a way for the user to escape from the current panel
and go back to the MENU-SEL procedure. This helps prevent deadlock if incorrect data was entered and the user does
not know the correct data.
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$PANEL-GROUP-OCCURS Function
This function returns the number of occurrences of a repeating group in a panel. You can define panels with a variable
number of occurrences of a group of fields, the number of which is determined by the number of lines that remain in the
region of the screen during application execution. However, there can only be one repeating group per panel.

This function assists in error processing but can only be used if the edit-rule error procedure option of the panel parameter
fill-in was specified as A for application. For more information, see Creating Panel Definitions.

This function has the following format:

$PANEL-GROUP-OCCURS (panel-name)

panel-name
The name of the panel for which the number of occurrences is requested.

$PF Function
This function evaluates to a Boolean value of True or False, depending on whether a program function key was pressed.

This function has the following format:

 {$PF1 }

 {$PF2 }

 { .   } [(panel-name)]

 { .   }

 {$PFn }

panel-name
When there is more than one currently active panel, you can specify a panel name. The default panel is the latest
panel transmitted.

Example

TRANSMIT PANELX

SELECT

WHEN $PF1

   DO PROC-PF1

WHEN $PF2

   DO PROC-PF2

WHEN $ENTER-KEY

   DO PROC-ENTER

WHEN OTHER

   IF $RECEIVED(ORDER-NO)

      DO PROC-NORMAL-ORDER

   ELSE

      MOVE REPROMPT-MSG TO ORDER-FORM.MSG

      SET ATTRIBUTES HIGHLIGHT

         ON ORDER-FORM.MSG, ORDER-NO

   ENDIFENDSEL
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$PLAN Function
$PLAN returns the application plan name most recently set in an application. You can use the SET $PLAN statement to
specify a logical identifier for the next plan to use. This is a logical identifier, not necessarily the actual plan name. This
level of indirection lets you avoid hard coding actual plan names in your programs (which requires compilation for any
change to plan names).

This function has the following format:

$PLAN

As the source of a SET statement or in a condition, $PLAN returns the plan name most recently set in an Ideal for
Datacom application.

As the target of a SET statement, you can use $PLAN to select a plan name that can instruct DB2 to change to a new
plan. You can set $PLAN to any one- to eight-character plan identification or to the name of a field that contains a plan
identification.

If $PLAN is set to an alphanumeric literal, you must surround the value with double or single quotes (“ or '). For example:

SET $PLAN = 'PAYPLAN'

Online, Ideal for Datacom applications can switch plan names only if DB2 Version 2 is installed and the RCT entry for the
current transaction ID specifies PLNEXIT=YES and PLNPGME=@IADRCTX, the RCT exit Ideal for Datacom supplies.

In batch, Ideal for Datacom applications can switch plans under either release of DB2.

For more information about selecting plans in Ideal for Datacom and setting up the RCT, see the section Connecting Plans
to Applications.

• You can set a session plan name using a SET RUN PLAN command. The SET $PLAN statement overrides this setting
for the current application. If a plan name was not set in the application, the function returns the name set for the
session by SET RUN PLAN.

• If a plan name was not set in the application and a name was not set for the session, the function returns IDPLANDV.
For example, the following tests true if the name PAYPLAN was selected in the most recent SET $PLAN statement or if
a SET $PLAN statement was not executed in a SET RUN PLAN command.

    IF $PLAN = 'PAYPLAN' …  

• You can execute the SET $PLAN statement only before the first SQL statement in a logical unit of work. That is,
executing SET $PLAN at any point except before the first SQL statement at the beginning of a CICS transaction or
before the first SQL statement following a database commit causes a runtime error.

• The first SQL statement can be embedded SQL, SQL generated by a FOR construct for a DB2 dataview, or SQL in
a non-ideal subprogram. A commit can be a PDL TRANSMIT, CHECKPOINT or BACKOUT statement, or an SQL
COMMIT or ROLLBACK statement.

• If an application calls a non-ideal subprogram that executes SQL statements and if that SQL can be the first in a logical
unit of work, then you must specify Y (yes) for the Access DB2 field on the non-ideal program IDE panel.

• You can use the $ERROR-DB2-PLAN function in an error procedure to return the actual plan name currently in effect.
• Changes made to the plan name by a plan name exit do not affect the value of $PLAN. $PLAN reflects the value set

by statements in the current application.

Examples

This code selects PAYPLAN as the Ideal for Datacom application's plan name for the embedded SQL that follows it.
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CHECKPOINT

SET $PLAN = 'PAYPLAN'

EXEC SQL …END-EXEC

…

The following procedure saves the plan name that was selected in a previous procedure in a working data field SAV-
PLAN. It sets GETPLAN as the plan name used with the FOR construct that follows it, commits its database modifications,
and resets the plan name before returning.

<<GET>> PROCEDURE

SET SAV-PLAN = $PLAN

SET $PLAN = GETPLAN

FOR EACH DB2-DVW  

…ENDFOR

CHECKPOINT

SET $PLAN = SAV-PLAN

ENDPROC 

$PROGRAM Function
The $PROGRAM function returns the eight-character name of the current program. See also $SYSTEM and $VERSION.

This function has the following format:

$PROGRAM  

• You can use this function for security testing or accounting purposes.

$RBA Function
The $RBA function accesses ESDS VSAM files by the relative byte address. The function returns the current relative byte
address in numeric form. You can use the $RBA function in the WHERE clause of a FOR statement to select records, as
the source operand in SET statements, and in expressions.

This function has the following format:

$RBA[(dataview-name)]

dataview-name
The name of a VSAM dataview that defines an ESDS file. The dataview name is required for this function except
when it is used as the left-hand operand in a WHERE clause. You cannot specify the dataview name for this
function in the left-hand operand of the WHERE clause.

You cannot use the $RBA function as the target of a SET or MOVE statement.

The $RBA function is accessible only when the dataview fields are accessible. This means that you cannot use the
function before the execution of a FOR statement. If you try to reference this function before the FOR statement is
executed, a run-time error occurs.

The starting relative byte address must be exactly equal to the $RBA of a valid record.

You cannot use this function in a FOR NEW construct since a record does not have a relative byte address until it is
written.

The first record in an ESDS file has a relative byte address of 0.
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Examples

In the following example, the $RBA function is accessed after the FOR NEW processing is completed to determine the
relative byte address of the last record added.

FOR NEW PSS-MASTER

    statements

ENDFOR

SET NEW-ADDRESS = $RBA(PSS-MASTER)

In the next example, a table of relative byte addresses determines the starting address.

FOR FIRST PSS-MASTER

    WHERE $RBA = RBA-TABLE(REC-NO)

       statements

ENDFOR

$RECEIVED Function
This function evaluates to a Boolean value of True or False, depending on whether a value was received for the specified
field. You can issue the $RECEIVED function for panel fields or rows or for parameters passed from a RUN command or a
CALL statement.

This function has the following format:

           {pnl-grp(pnl-row) }

$RECEIVED ({field-identifier })

           {pnl-grp(pnl-row) }

pnl-grp
The identifier of a repeating group field defined for a panel.

pnl-row
The identifier of a field or a literal used to index the repeating group. If a value was received for any field on the
specified row, the $RECEIVED function returns a value of True.

field-identifier
The identifier of an elementary panel field or level-1 parameter field being tested. This field must be defined for
the panel or in the parameters.

For parameters, you can only test level-1 fields or groups. It is not possible to omit parameters at other levels.

$RECEIVED for fields passed from a RUN command or a CALL statement is set to True when the level-1 parameter
was provided. If a level-1 parameter value was not received, all level-1 parameters defined on subsequent lines of the
parameter section are also missing.

$RECEIVED for panel fields evaluates to the value True in three cases:

• The user actually modified the value of the specified field on the most recent TRANSMIT of the panel (including
retyping existing characters or pressing ERASE-EOF).

• The user modified the value of a specified field on a previous TRANSMIT and REINPUT was specified for each
subsequent TRANSMIT of the panel.

• The specified field was defined with an attribute of E (ensure received) in one of two ways:
– With a SET ATTR 'E' statement
– Defined as ensure received when the panel was specified
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The value of $RECEIVED is not reset as long as panel errors remain.

$REC-LENGTH Function
This function is used with VSAM records to determine the length of the current record. You can use the $REC-LENGTH
function as the source of data in any statement, provided that a record was read before the statement is encountered.

This function has the following format:

$REC-LENGTH(dataview-name)

dataview-name
The name of a VSAM dataview. The dataview name is required for this function.

In the scope of a FOR EACH or FOR FIRST statement, the value of the $REC-LENGTH function is the length of the
current record. If $REC-SEGMENT (see the $REC-SEGMENT function that follows) is reset in the FOR statement, the
value of $REC-LENGTH changes to the length of the record with the new variable segment. When used with an OCCURS
DEPENDING ON clause, the value of $REC-LENGTH actually changes after the ENDFOR when the record was written.

In the scope of a FOR NEW statement, the value of the $REC-LENGTH function is the maximum length of the record until
a new length is set by changing the value of the $REC-SEGMENT function or when the ENDFOR is reached.

You can only use the $REC-LENGTH function as the source of data in an Ideal for Datacom statement. You cannot use it
as the left operand in a WHERE clause of a FOR statement.

You can use the $REC-LENGTH function whenever the fields in a dataview can be used. The function has no value
before a record is read, after a record is deleted, and if a WHEN DUPLICATE or WHEN NONE condition is encountered.
An attempt to access the function in these circumstances causes a run-time error.

When updating an ESDS data set, you cannot actually change the length of an existing record; however, the $REC-
LENGTH function returns the value that is correct for the $REC-SEGMENT used to write the record. When the new length
is shorter than the original record length, the unused part of the record is filled with binary zeroes. If the new length is
longer than the original length, a run-time error occurs.

Example

The following example shows how you can use $REC-LENGTH to determine the record type of a variable-segment
ESDS record that does not include a fixed-length segment. A SELECT construct tests the length of each input record and
executes the appropriate procedure for that record type.

FOR EACH PSS-MASTER

    SELECT FIRST ACTION

      WHEN $REC-LENGTH(PSS-MASTER) = 110

        DO PROCESS-UPGRADE

      WHEN $REC-LENGTH(PSS-MASTER) = 72

        DO PROCESS-LOAN

      WHEN $REC-LENGTH(PSS-MASTER) = 95

        DO PROCESS-CHECK

      WHEN ANY

        DO PROCESS-SUMMARY

      WHEN NONE

        DO PROCESS-ERRORS

    ENDSELECT

ENDFOR
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$REC-SEGMENT Function
This function is used with variable-segment VSAM records to specify which record type (which variable segment) to write.
Although the function is primarily intended for use in the FOR NEW construct, you can also use it in a FOR EACH or FOR
FIRST construct to change a record to a new record type.

This function has the following format:

$REC-SEGMENT(dataview-name) 

dataview-name
The name of a KSDS or ESDS VSAM dataview. The dataview name is required for this function.

You can only use the $REC-SEGMENT function as the target of a SET statement, with the source (the value on the right
of the equal sign) being the name of a level-2 field that is one of the variable segments defined in the dataview. Since the
field name, not the field content, is the value set, the field name must be enclosed in single or double quotes (' or “).

• The $REC-SEGMENT function actually controls the record length, not the layout. You are responsible for using the
correct field names. When moving data to variable-segment records, specify the level-2 group name. Do not use
MOVE BY NAME.

• You cannot use the $REC-SEGMENT function in any statement other than the SET statement and not as the source of
data in the SET statement.

• This function is not accessible outside the scope of a FOR statement.
• If you are updating an ESDS data set, you cannot actually change the length of an existing record. However, you can

still specify the $REC-SEGMENT function to change the apparent length of the record. If the updated record is shorter
than the original record, the record is padded with binary zeros. If the record is longer than the original record, a run-
time error occurs.
When updating variable-segment records, you must determine which variable segment is included in the input record.
If the record is changed to require a different variable segment, you must set the $REC-SEGMENT function to write
the record correctly. Usually, the fixed segment of the record contains a field (frequently known as record type) that
indicates which type of variable segment the record has. You can test the value of that field to determine what type of
record was read.
When you write variable-segment records without setting the $REC-SEGMENT function, the following defaults apply:

• FOR NEW Uses the length of the first and largest variable segment.
• FOR EACH/FIRST Uses the length of the record that was just read.

Examples

The following statement causes Ideal for Datacom to write a record in the VSAM dataview named MASTER-SUMMARY
using the variable segment named TYPE1. TYPE1 is the name of a level-2 group field defined in the MASTER-
SUMMARY dataview. Another variable segment, named TYPE2, redefines the TYPE1 group field.

FOR NEW MASTER-SUMMARY

    …

    .

    .

    SET $REC-SEGMENT(MASTER-SUMMARY) = 'TYPE1'

ENDFOR

The next example shows how the $REC-SEGMENT function changes the record type in a FOR EACH statement.

FOR EACH MASTER-SUMMARY

   IF REC-TYPE = 1

     THEN
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       SET REC-TYPE = 2

       SET $REC-SEGMENT(MASTER-SUMMARY) = 'TYPE2'

       statements             statements changing the record

    ENDIF

ENDFOR

The field named REC-TYPE is tested first to determine which type of record was read. Then the record is changed, and
finally, the $REC-SEGMENT function changes the record type to the one that includes the variable segment named
TYPE2. When the record is written at the ENDFOR statement, the record type is changed from 1 to 2, and the variable
segment TYPE2 is written.

$REMAINDER Function
$REMAINDER returns the remainder after one numeric expression is divided by another. Mathematically, the remainder is
defined as

m - ([m|n] * n)

where [ ] means “the integer portion of.”

This function has the following format:

$REMAINDER(m,DIV=n)

m
The dividend. This must be a numeric expression.

DIV=n
The divisor. This must be a numeric expression.

Examples

SET I = 100

    SET J = 2567

    SET K = $REMAINDER (J,DIV=I) : remainder is 67

SET I = 100

    SET J = -2567

    SET K = $REMAINDER (J,DIV=I) : remainder is -67

$RETURN-CODE Function
$RETURN-CODE is a pseudo function that returns the highest return code caused by a system error or set by an Ideal for
Datacom program during an online run or batch session.

This function has the following format:

$RETURN-CODE

or

$RC
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When a system error is encountered, $RETURN-CODE is set to a value that depends on the severity level. Each system
message has a message level with an associated return code. The program can also explicitly set the return code to
any value. For commands other than RUN (which can set any value for $RC), the following table shows how $RETURN-
CODE values are associated with warning and error messages.

Message Level Return Code
I - Information 0
A - Advisory 4
W - Warning 4
E - Error 8
F - Fatal Error 12
C - Conditional 16
D - Disaster 16
T - Terminal 16

$RETURN-CODE is set to the returned value only if the current value of the function is lower than the returned value.

In a PDL procedure, you can use $RETURN-CODE as a sending field in any context where numeric fields can be used
(for example, in numeric expressions and conditional expressions). When used in a SET statement, $RETURN-CODE
can be a sending or a receiving field. The SET statement unconditionally changes the value of $RETURN- CODE. In a
MOVE statement, $RETURN-CODE can only be a sending field or part of a sending numeric expression.

Execution of a default error procedure sets the value of $RETURN-CODE to 12 when the value is less than 12.
Otherwise, the value remains unchanged. A user defined error procedure is not called on a system error, so it changes the
value of $RETURN-CODE only if explicitly coded to do so.

At the end of a run, the message 'RUN completed, RC=nn' appears. The RC=nn is the value of the return code at the end
of the run.

In a batch jobstream, you can use $RETURN-CODE with Ideal for Datacom's IF, ELSE, and ENDIF commands to
conditionally execute other Ideal for Datacom commands. You can also use return codes to ensure that programs in a
batch environment do not run unless the previous program executes successfully. The return code value is passed to the
operating system at the end of an Ideal for Datacom batch session.

Return code values set before a run by another RUN or an Ideal for Datacom command are retained at the start of a new
RUN when SET RUN $RC KEEP is in effect. SET RUN $RC ZERO resets the return code to zero at the start of a run.

NOTE
The LIST ERROR statement automatically displays the value of $RETURN-CODE.

Example

In the following example, the $RETURN-CODE is set to different codes, depending on which WHEN statement qualifies.
When the $ERROR-CLASS is DVW, the $RETURN-CODE is set to 1660 to indicate a DVW error. The LIST ERROR
codes, LIST ERROR, and QUIT RUN statements are performed.

When the ERROR-CLASS is NUM, the $RETURN-CODE is set to 8. The PROCESS NEXT MAIN-LOOP statement
returns the control to the main loop. The $RETURN-CODE prints as a warning at the end of the run unless higher
$RETURN-CODEs are incurred.

When the $ERROR-CLASS is any other value, the $RETURN-CODE is set to 12. This indicates that an unexpected error
was found and the procedure does a LIST ERROR and QUIT RUN.

<<ERROR>> PROCEDURE

    SELECT $ERROR-CLASS
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    WHEN 'DVW'

        SET $RETURN-CODE = 1660:Use a high number which

                               :you might choose

        LIST $ERROR-DVW-DBID   :to indicate a dvw error

        LIST $ERROR-DVW-STATUS

        LIST $ERROR-DVW-INTERNAL-STATUS

    WHEN 'NUM'

        SET $RETURN-CODE = 8

        PROCESS NEXT MAIN-LOOP

     WHEN OTHER

        SET $RETURN-CODE = 12

    ENDSEL

    LIST ERROR

    QUIT RUN

   ENDPROC

$ROUND Function
In Ideal for Datacom, the $ROUND function returns a value that is the input value rounded by the specified or implied
factor. Find the command format, explanations of format components, and examples.

This function has the following format:

                   {FACTOR=f }

$ROUND (expression,{ATTR=id  } )

expression
Defines a numeric expression.

FACTOR=f
Indicates that the value is obtained by rounding the numeric expression to the nearest value according to a
rounding factor.
f

A rounding factor. This factor is any numeric identifier or numeric literal with a positive value. If the factor
has a negative value, the sign is ignored and assumed to be positive. If the factor is 0, no rounding is
performed.
For example, if the rounding factor is 1, the numeric expression is rounded to the nearest integer (with
the rule that a value with a fractional part equal to or greater than .5 rounds to the next higher number). A
rounding factor of .1 rounds the numeric expression to the nearest tenth. A rounding factor of 25 rounds
the expression to the nearest multiple of 25, and so on.

ATTR=id
Indicates that the value is obtained by rounding to the nearest unit based on the attributes of the specified
identifier. For example, if the specified identifier has two decimal places, that is equivalent to a FACTOR of .01.
id

The identifier of a numeric field whose attributes designate the rounding factor. If the specified field is
subscripted, the subscript is not required as part of the identifier.

Examples

SET I = $ROUND (257.6,FACTOR=1)  : result is 258

SET I = $ROUND (257.2,FACTOR=1)  : result is 257

SET I = $ROUND (257.2,FACTOR=0)  : result is 257.2
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SET I = $ROUND (257,FACTOR=50)   : result is 250

SET I = $ROUND (285,FACTOR=50)   : result is 300

SET I = $ROUND (-285,FACTOR=50)  : result is -300

SET I = $ROUND (2.378,FACTOR=.01): result is 2.38

SET I = $ROUND (2.372,FACTOR=.01): result is 2.37

SET I = $ROUND (2.378,ATTR=K)    : assuming K has 2

                                 : decimal places,

                                 : result is 2.38

$RRN Function
The $RRN function is used with VSAM RRDS files to access a specific record or range of records. This function returns
the current relative record number at each iteration of the FOR construct. You can use the $RRN function in the WHERE
clause of a FOR statement, as the source operand in SET statements, and in expressions.

This function has the following format:

$RRN[(dataview-name)]

dataview-name
The name of a VSAM dataview that defines an RRDS file. The dataview name is required for this function, except
when the function is used in a WHERE clause. You cannot specify the dataview name for this function in the
WHERE clause.

You cannot set the value of the $RRN function , therefore, you cannot use the $RRN function as the target of a SET or
MOVE statement.

The $RRN function is accessible only when the dataview fields are accessible. You cannot use this function before the
execution of a FOR statement.

When adding records to an RRDS file, the WHERE clause is required and the $RRN function is used as the left operand
of the WHERE clause. The operator must be equal to (=) and the right operand can be an integer number, a numeric
expression, or a numeric data item or field.

The first record of an RRDS file has a relative record number of 1.

Examples

In the following example, the $RRN function is used in the WHERE clause in a FOR NEW statement to add records in
consecutive slots in an RRDS file named PAYROLL. To find the last record in the existing file, a FOR FIRST construct is
used with an ORDERED BY DESCENDING clause. The working data field NEXT-REC is set by adding 1 to the number
the $RRN function returns.

FOR FIRST PAYROLL

   ORDERED BY DESCENDING

        SET NEXT-REC = $RRN(PAYROLL) + 1

WHEN NONE

        SET NEXT-REC = 1

   ENDFOR

FOR NEW PAYROLL

    WHERE $RRN = NEXT-REC

        statements

        SET NEXT-REC = $RRN(PAYROLL) + 1

ENDFOR

In the next example, the $RRN function finds a specific record in the PAYROLL file.
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FOR FIRST PAYROLL

    WHERE $RRN = 6

        statements

ENDFOR

$SPACES Function
The Ideal for Datacom built-in function $SPACES returns a space or a blank. Learn about the $SPACES function format and
find an example.

This function has the following format:

$SPACES 

You can use $SPACES as follows:

• As a source field in a MOVE or SET statement. The $SPACES function assumes the same length as its associated target.
• In a conditional expression as the object of a comparison. The $SPACES function assumes the same length as its

associated comparand.
• As an implied comparand in a SELECT construct. The $SPACES function assumes the length of its associated source

comparand.

The $SPACES function has a length of 1 when used as the argument of $STRING or in a LIST statement.

Example
Assume A, B, and C are 16-character alphanumeric fields.

SET A = $HIGH       : returns 16 X'FF'

    SET B = $LOW        : returns 16 X'00'  

    SET C = $SPACES     : returns 16 X'40'  

$SQL Functions (SQL Access Only)
Ideal for Datacom built-in $SQL functions return information about the last SQL statement executed in the current run unit:
last SQL statement, last DBMS Accessed, for multiple types of SQLCA data.

Last SQL Statement

The following function identifies the last SQL statement executed. It returns the statement number and the program name
(in the form sys-id.program-name).

Function Data Type

$SQL-LAST-STMT V36

Last DBMS Accessed

The following function is used to display the last type of database accessed. It returns DBSQL or DB2.

Function Data Type

$SQL-DBMS X8
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SQLCA Data

Each of the following $SQL functions returns the value from an SQLCA field for the last SQL statement executed. The
data type of each function is the data type of the associated SQLCA field. The functions, their associated fields, and their
data types follow.

For Any SQL Access

The following functions display SQLCA data for both DB2 and Datacom/DB SQL access.

Function Synonym SQLCA Field Data Type

$SQLCAID $SQLCA-EYE-CATCH SQLCAID X8

$SQLCABC $SQLCA-LEN SQLCABC NB9

$SQLCODE SQLCODE NB9

$SQLERRM $SQLCA-ERROR-INFO SQLERRM V80

$SQLERRP $SQLCA-ERROR-PGM SQLERRP X8

$SQLWARN0 SQLWARN0 X1

$SQLWARN1 SQLWARN1 X1

$SQLWARN2 SQLWARN2 X1

$SQLWARN3 SQLWARN3 X1

$SQLWARN4 SQLWARN4 X1

$SQLWARN5 SQLWARN5 X1

$SQLWARN6 SQLWARN6 X1

$SQLWARN7 SQLWARN7 X1

$SQLSTATE SQLSTATE X5

SQLCA Data for DB2

The following functions display SQLCA data for DB2 SQL access only. (If the last SQL access was for Datacom/DB, these
functions return N/A.)

Function SQLCA Field Data Type

$SQLERRD1 SQLERRD1 NB9

$SQLERRD2 SQLERRD2 NB9

$SQLERRD3 SQLERRD3 NB9

$SQLERRD4 SQLERRD4 NB9

$SQLERRD5 SQLERRD5 NB9

$SQLERRD6 SQLERRD6 NB9

$SQLEXT SQLEXT X8

$SQLWARN8 SQLWARN8 X1

$SQLWARN9 SQLWARN9 X1

$SQLWARN10 SQLWARN10 X1
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SQLCA Data for DATACOM SQL

The following functions display SQLCA data for Datacom SQL access only. If the last database accessed was DB2, these
functions return N/A.

Function SQLCA Field Data Type

$SQLCA-DB-VRS SQLCA-DB-VRS X2

$SQLCA-DB-RLS SQLCA-DB-RLS X2

$SQLCA-LUWID SQLCA-LUWID X8

$SQLCA-DSFCODE SQLCA-DSFCODE X4

$SQLCA-INFCODE SQLCA-INFCODE NB9

$SQLCA-DBCODE-EXT SQLCA-DBCODE-EXT X2

$SQLCA-DBCODE-INT SQLCA-DBCODE-INT NB4

$SQLCA-PGM-NAME SQLCA-PGM-NAME X8

$SQLCA-AUTHID SQLCA-AUTHID X18

$SQLCA-PLAN-NAME SQLCA-PLAN-NAME X18

$SQRT Function
The $SQRT function in Ideal for Datacom returns the square root of a numeric expression. If the numeric expression is
negative, an error condition is raised. Review the function format and an example.

This function has the following format:

$SQRT (numeric-expression)

Example

SET I = $SQRT(J)         :If J is 36, I is 6.

$STRING Function
$STRING returns an alphanumeric value obtained from the series of parameters by concatenating the values obtained for
each parameter.

This function has the following format:

$STRING (parm-1,...,parm-n)

parm-1,...,parm-n
Defines the items to concatenate (after conversion to alphanumeric expressions, if necessary). An expression
must be one of those described follows. If any items contain null values, the concatenated string returns null
values. The actions of $STRING vary with the parameter type as follows:
alphanumeric-

field or literal No change.
flag-

Converted to a one-character value of T or F.
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group-
Converted to the concatenation of the result of $STRING on each of the fields in the group. If the group
contains an OCCURs, all occurrences are concatenated. Redefined items in the group are ignored.

numeric field-
Converted to alphanumeric representation as follows: if the number is negative, a minus sign is
generated, otherwise, no sign representation appears. The integer portion of the number is represented
with the display form of the numerals, with leading zeros according to the attributes of the field. The
leading zeros, including the units position, are converted to leading blanks.

NOTE
You can use the $EDIT function to edit a given field or literal according to a specified pattern.
For more information, see the $EDIT Function section.

If, in this interim result, leading blanks and a minus sign appears, the minus sign is floated to the position
adjacent to the first significant digit. If the field has one or more decimal positions, a decimal point is
generated, followed by the decimal part with trailing zeros according to the attributes of the field. A byte
must be allocated in the field size for an addition or minus sign or a decimal point.

date field-
Converted to the default SCF date pattern (for example, mm/dd/yy). The SET COMMAND SESSION
OPTIONS command displays the format.

numeric literal-
Each numeric digit is converted to the corresponding alphanumeric numeral; a plus sign is converted to a
blank; a minus sign is retained.

alphanumeric function-
You can nest alphanumeric functions used as parameters of $STRING to three levels. $SPACE, $HIGH,
and $LOW are each assumed to be one character long when used as parameters of $STRING.

NOTE
You must specify each occurrence of fields that are defined as repeating fields (defined with OCCURs) with a
subscript.

Examples

$STRING ('ABC', 'DEF')            : result is 'ABCDEF'

Assume G is a group that contains I, J, K.

Assume I is an unsigned numeric field with three digits and two decimal places.

Assume J is a signed numeric field with six digits.

Assume K is an alphanumeric elementary five-character item.

SET I = 34.5

SET J = -123

SET K = 'HELLO'

$STRING (I)      : result is '  34.50'

$STRING (J)      : result is '   -123'

$STRING (K)      : result is 'HELLO'

$STRING (I,J)    : result is '  34.50   -123'

$STRING (J,K)    : result is '   -123HELLO'

$STRING (G)      : result is '  34.50   -123HELLO'

$STRING (I,J,K)  : result is '  34.50   -123HELLO'
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$STRING(G) and $STRING(I,J,K) are equivalent.

$STRING ('*' $SUBSTR('ABCDE' START=2,LENGTH=3) $SPACE K '*')

                 : result is '*BCD HELLO*' 

$SUBSCRIPT-POSITION Function
This function returns the position of the subscript (1, 2, or 3). In error processing, use the $ERROR-SUBSCRIPT function
to determine the position of the subscript in error.

$SUBSTR Function
The Ideal for Datacom built-in function $SUBSTR returns an alphanumeric expression that is part (or all) of another
alphanumeric expression. See the format description and examples.

This function has the following format:

$SUBSTR (alpha-expression [,START=start][,LENGTH=len])

alpha-expression
Defines an alphanumeric expression.

start
Defines a numeric expression to be extracted whose value is the starting position of the alphanumeric expression.
It cannot be a nullable expression. If the start value exceeds the length of the alphanumeric expression, then
a null value is returned (a value of length 0). If assigned to an alphanumeric field, the field attains a value of all
spaces according to the usual padding rules for SET or MOVE. The default start position is 1. If the start value is
less than 1, 1 is assumed.

len
Identifies the number of characters to extract from the alphanumeric expression beginning at the start. You
must specify the length as a numeric expression. The length cannot be a nullable expression. If you omit len, all
characters from the start to the end of the alphanumeric expression are extracted. If the value of len exceeds the
remaining length of the alphanumeric expression, then the remaining length is used. If the len value is less than 1,
a null value is returned (see START).

The start and length parameters are optional. You can use them independently of each other. You can use them in either
order.

You must define a numeric field that is specified for the start or length parameter with integer digits only. When you specify
any other type of numeric expression, if the value is not a whole number, the integer portion is used.

Examples

Assume that A is a 16-character alphanumeric and B is a five-character alphanumeric.

SET A = 'THESE THREE WORDS'

SET B = $SUBSTR (A,START=7,LENGTH=5)  :result B='THREE'

$SYSTEM Function
The $SYSTEM function returns the three-character ID of the system containing the current program. It is always available,
unlike the corresponding $ERROR-SYSTEM variable.

This function has the following format:
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$SYSTEM  

• You can use this function for security testing or for accounting purposes.

$TERMINAL-ID Function
The $TERMINAL-ID function returns a four-character terminal identification in the form of an alphanumeric value.

This function has the following format:

$TERMINAL-ID  

• You can use this function for security testing or for accounting purposes.

$TIME Function
The Ideal for Datacom built-in $TIME function returns an alphanumeric value with the specified or current time in the
specified format. See the components of "time-specification' and time used in the function.

This function has the following format:

$TIME ('time-specification'[,TIME=time])

'time-specification'
A sequence of characters (maximum 30) that represent components and notation of the time, as follows:
Component                                                    Example (Assuming

Notation    Meaning                                          (:03:08 am)

H           Hour without leading zeros

              (24-hour clock)                               9

HH          Hour with leading zero                           09

PP          Hour with leading zero, (12-hour          

              clock with AM/PM indication)                   09 AM

P           Same but without leading zero                    9 AM

MM          Minutes with leading zero                        03

SS          Seconds with leading zero                        08

Any character in the format, except uppercase alphabetics, remains unchanged. You must explicitly specify
spacing and punctuation.

time
A six-character alphanumeric literal in the format of 'HHMMSS' or a six-character alphanumeric field with a value
in that format. If you do not specify the TIME operand, the current time is used.

• The TIME operand must contain six digits in alphanumeric format.
• The TIME operand must be in the format 'HHMMSS', where 'HHMMSS' can be from 000000 to 240000. In this

range, SS can be from 00 to 59, MM can be from 00 to 59, and HH can be from 00 to 23. The time is based
on a 24-hour clock that starts on 000000 (midnight), continues through 235959, and then resets to 000000.
240000 is also acceptable for midnight.

• If you omit the TIME operand, a call is generated to the operating system.

Examples
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Assume that it is 9:03:08 am and FIELD contains 121336.

$TIME Function Invocation Result

$TIME ('HH:MM:SS') 09:03:08
$TIME ('H:MM') 9:03
$TIME ('PP:MM') 09:03 AM
$TIME ('HH-MM-SS',TIME=FIELD) 12-13-36

$TODAY Function
$TODAY is a numeric function that returns the Ideal for Datacom internal integer date for the current date (that is, the date
at runtime).

This function has the following format:

$TODAY

$TRANSACTION-ID Function
Learn about the $TRANSACTION-ID built-in function in Ideal for Datacom. Find a description of the function and the
function format.

This function returns the four-character ID of the transaction that accesses Ideal for Datacom.

This function has the following format:

$TRANSACTION-ID

$TRANSLATE Function
The $TRANSLATE function returns an alphanumeric value that consists of the argument value with all occurrences
of specified characters that are translated to other specified characters. Valid input format for the parameter name is
UPPERCASE only. For example, the valid abbreviations for UNESC can be UNE, UNES, and UNESC.

This function has the following format:

$TRANSLATE (alpha_exp, [FROM=from_characters, TO=to_characters        ])

                       [TRTab=trans_table                             ]

                       [SEarch=old_str, REplace=new_str [,COunt=count]] 

                             [,TRTab=to-ascii   ]                     ]

                                     [ESC[,TRTab=trans-table]         ]

                             [,TRTab=to-ebcdic  ]                    ]

                       [UNEsc[,TRTab=trans-table]                     ]

alpha_exp
Defines an alphanumeric expression to change.

FROM= from_characters
Specifies the source characters for translation. This value can be an alphanumeric literal, the name of
an alphanumeric field, or an alpha-group. Each of the from-characters must be unique. The number of
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from_characters and to_characters are usually in a one-to-one correspondence. If not, the length of the shorter
character string is taken and the remainder of the longer string ignored.
If the lengths are not equal, a warning is issued during the compilation.
If from_characters is a literal and there is a duplication of one of the characters, a compile error is issued. If
from_characters is an identifier and there is a repetition of one of the characters, then the last occurrence is
assumed.

TO=to_characters
Specifies the target characters for translation. This value can be an alphanumeric literal, alphanumeric field, or
alpha-group.

TRTAB=trans_table
Specified as an alphanumeric literal, alphanumeric field, or alpha-group. The value has to be a valid name of 256-
bytes long translation table. The table is used as follows:

• In $TRANSLATE(alpha-exp,TRTAB=‘TABLE‘), all of the string is translated using this table
• In $TRANSLATE(alpha-exp,ESC,TRTAB=‘TABLE‘), only the "escaped" characters are translated and the rest

of the string is unchanged
• In $TRANSLATE(alpha-exp,UNESC,TRTAB=‘TABLE‘), only the "unescaped" characters are translated and the

rest of the string is unchanged

SEARCH=old_str
Specified as an alphanumeric literal, alphanumeric field, or alpha-group. Replace this string in the input string.

REPLACE=new_str
Specified as an alphanumeric literal, alphanumeric field, or alpha-group. The REPLACE=new_str replaces the
old_str.

COUNT=count
Identifies the count of changes to be done in the string. Specify the count as a numeric expression. Count cannot
be a nullable expression. If you omit count, all occurrences of old_str are changed. If the count value is less than
1, no changes are made.

ESC
Specifies that the input string is "escaped" which means that a non-standard character is translated as a string
of three characters - escape character "% - percent" followed by a hexadecimal representation of the original
character. The character is translated using trans_table before a hexadecimal representation is created. If TRTAB
is omitted, a standard table EBCDIC-TO-ASCII is used.

UNESC
Specifies that the input string is "unescaped". Three characters beginning with "% - percent" are replaced by one.
The percent sign (%) is skipped and the next two characters are considered to be a hexadecimal representation
of one character. This character is then translated using trans_table. If TRTAB is omitted, standard table, ASCII-
TO-EBCDIC, is used.

NOTE
All parameters can appear in either order.

Assume that A and B are 16-character alphanumeric fields.

SET A = 'ABC.DEF,GHI;JKL.'

SET B = $TRANSLATE (A, TO='/$', FROM='.,')

: convert periods to slashes and commas to dollar signs;

  result in B

: is 'ABC/DEF$GHI;JKL/'.  The result could have been

  assigned back

: to A.
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The following example illustrates how you can use $TRANSLATE to ensure that input that was entered in mixed case can
process as all uppercase.

SET UPPER FIELD = $TRANSLATE(SOURCE-FIELD,

FROM='abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz',

TO='ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ')

You could also use the $UPCASE function to do the same translation if your site translation table, PMSTRUC, matches
your requirements. $TRANSLATE is useful for situations where the translation to upper case also involves such things as
removing accents.

In the following example, when you use the FROM character more than once, the corresponding rightmost TO value is
used in the translation.

SET F1 = "111"

SET T1 = "ABC"

SET X1 = "1001"

SET X2 = $TRANSLATE(X1,FROM=F1,TO=T1)

Therefore, the value of X2 is C00C.

Examples

$TRANSLATE('ABCD',TRT='TOASCII')        ==> 4 chars X‘41424344‘ 

SET A = $HEX-TO-CHAR('31424334')

$TRANSLATE(A,TRT='TOEBCDIC')            ==> '1BC4'  

$TRANSLATE('1213ABC13DEF1348',SE='13',REP='-X+')

                            ==>   '12-X+ABC-X+DEF-X+48' 

$TRANSLATE('1213ABC13DEF1348',CO=2,SE='13',REP='-X+')

                            ==>   '12-X+ABC-X+DEF1348'  

$TRANSLATE('1213ABC13DEF1348',CO=0,SE='13',REP='-X+')

                            ==>   '1213ABC13DEF1348'    

SET B   = '>BCDSCXCBCDS<'                              

SET CN  = 1                                            

SET FR1 = 'BCD'                                        

SET TO1 = '987654321'                                  

$TRANSLATE(

$TRANSLATE(B,COU=(CN + 1),SE=FR1,REPLACE='1'),

                   SEARCH='1S',RE=TO1,CO=CN)    

                        ==> '>987654321CXC1S<'  

$TRANSLATE('HTTP://A.B/%3FI%3D8',UNE,TRT='TOEBCDIC')

or

$TRANSLATE('HTTP://A.B/%3FI%3D8',UNE)       ==> 'HTTP://A.B/?I=8'   

$TRANSLATE('HTTP://A.B/?I=8*24-7',ESC,TRT='TOASCII')

or

$TRANSLATE('HTTP://A.B/?I=8*24-7',ESC)   ==>    'HTTP://A.B/%3FI%3D8%2A24-7'    
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$TRIM Function
$TRIM is an alphanumeric function that returns the string resulting from the removal of leading or trailing characters from
an alphanumeric expression.

This function has the following format:

                       [, RIGHT= {'a'     }]

$TRIM(alpha-expression [, LEFT=  {a-field }].)

alpha-expression
Defines an alphanumeric expression.

RIGHT=|LEFT=
The RIGHT= clause trims from the right any trailing characters with the specified value. The LEFT= clause trims
from the left any leading characters with the specified value. You can specify either clause or both. If neither
clause is specified, the default is RIGHT=' ' (trim trailing blanks).

'a'
Specifies an alphanumeric literal indicating the character to trim.

a-field
Specifies an one-byte alphanumeric field containing the character to trim.

The function does not change the alphanumeric expression, but uses it to build the expression that is returned.

If the specified character is not found, the expression is returned unchanged.

Examples

The following example trims leading and trailing blanks from a dataview field and processes the resulting field if it is less
than or equal to eight characters long.

SET VAR-FLD = $TRIM(DVW.FIELD,LEFT=' ',RIGHT=' ')

    IF $LENGTH(VAR-FLD) LE 8

   DO MOVE-ROUTINE

ENDIF

Moving the expression $TRIM returns to a field can produce different results for fixed length fields and variable length
fields. For example, the fields used are defined as follows:

Field FIX-FLD:  Type X, length 10, initial value 'ABC

Field VAR-FLD:  Type V, length 10, initial value 'ABC'

The following statement sets FIX-FLD to 'ABCbbbbbbb', where b is a blank.

SET FIX-FLD = $TRIM(FIX-FLD, RIGHT=' ')

The function trims the trailing blanks from the original expression, but because the target field is fixed length, ten
characters long, the trailing blanks are added back when the string is moved.

On the other hand, the following statement sets VAR-FLD to ABC because you can trim the variable-length target field to
three characters.

SET VAR-FLD = $TRIM(FIX-FLD,RIGHT=' ')

See the $PAD function.
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$UPCASE Function
$UPCASE returns the upper-case equivalent of its operand, using the translation table PMSTRUC which is also used for
panel input. This ensures consistent translation throughout the application. (The $TRANSLATE function can also perform
upper-case translation, and allows the translation to be unique to the program by supplying the TO and FROM lists.)

This function has the following format:

$UPCASE(alpha-expression)

alpha-expression
Defines an alphanumeric expression.

Example

IF ( $UPCASE(PANEL-FLD-1) = $UPCASE(DB-FLD-1) )

Here the fields are being compared independent of case by converting each to the same (upper) case. This is especially
useful when older systems hold upper-case-only data, and newer ones use mixed case.

SET LOOKUP-KEY = $UPCASE(INPUT-PARM)

An incoming field may be uppercased directly on a panel, but sometimes it is desirable to be able to preserve the exact
data the user typed. When an uppercase equivalent is needed for database lookup, the translation can be performed
using this function.

$USER-ID Function
$USER-ID returns the three-character Ideal for Datacom user identification in the form of an alphanumeric value. You can
use this function for security testing or for accounting purposes.

This function has the following format:

$USER-ID

$USERNAME Function
$USER-NAME returns the 15-character Ideal for Datacom user name in the form of an alphanumeric value. You can use
this function for security testing or for accounting purposes.

This function has the following format:

$USER-NAME

NOTE
The $USER-ID and $USER-NAME functions return the Ideal for Datacom person name and user ID, not the
external security ID, when default users or aliases are implemented as signon methods. See also $HOST-ID.

$VERIFY Function
$VERIFY is a Boolean function that evaluates to a value of True if the given alphanumeric expression contains only the
characters included in the specification list. The specification list can include any of the following: numeric characters,
uppercase alphabetic characters, lowercase alphabetic characters, or characters listed in an alphanumeric expression.
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It evaluates to a value of False if the expression contains any other characters. It evaluates to a value of Unknown if the
expression contains the null value.

This function has the following formats:

                                {NUMeric    } [,NUMeric    ]

$VERIFY(alpha-exp,AGAinst=[(]   {UCAlpha    } [,UCAlpha    ]...[)])

                                {LCAlpha    } [,LCAlpha    ]

                                {char-list  } [,char-list  ]

alpha-exp
The identification of a field, group, function, or an alphanumeric literal to verify.

AGAINST=
Specifies one or more AGAINST options. Do not repeat AGAINST options. You can include only one char-list
in the AGAINST option. The parentheses around the AGAINST options are not required if you specify only one
option.

NUMERIC
Specifies the set of digits 0 through 9.

UCALPHA
Specifies the set of the uppercase letters A through Z and space.

LCALPHA
Specifies the set of the lowercase letters a through z and space.

char-list
Identifies a list of characters that you can include in the alpha-exp or the identifier of a field, group, or function that
contains such a list. An identifier used in an AGAINST clause cannot be nullable. You can specify only one char-
list.

The NUMERIC option tests only the digits 0-9. Use the $NUMERIC function that to test 0-9, decimal points, leading or
trailing blanks, and a leading + or -.

The site administrator can change the letters associated with LCALPHA and UCALPHA in the PMS table PMSTBLS.

Do not use $NUMERIC as an AGAINST option.

 Examples 

In the following example, if the alphanumeric field SOC-SEC-NUM contains only numeric digits, then the procedure
VALID-NUMBER is performed. If not, NUM-ERR is performed.

IF $VERIFY(SOC-SEC-NUM,AGAINST=NUMERIC)

   DO VALID-NUMBER

ELSE

   DO NUM-ERR

ENDIF

Assume that naming conventions allow only uppercase letters, spaces, and the characters $ and # in the dataview field
NAME. The following example tests for legal names.

IF $VERIFY(DVW.NAME,AGAINST=(UCALPHA,'$#'))

   DO ACCEPT-NAME

ELSE

   DO REJECT-NAME

ENDIF
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$VERIFY-DATE Function
This Boolean function evaluates to a value of True if the specified input-date is a valid date, a value of False if the date
is not valid. Invalid dates include non-numeric data where numerics are expected, a date that does not match the input-
pattern, and impossible dates such as a month of 13.

The input date is evaluated based on the specified TEMPLATE, which may have a variable length (for example, MONTH
is used for the unabbreviated word). Because the evaluation is controlled by the TEMPLATE, the input-date field should
always be large enough to hold the entire date.

This function has the following format:

$VERIFY-DATE(input-date)

input-date
The date used as input to the function. The input-date can specify a literal or the name of an alphanumeric or
numeric field containing the date. Specify the input-date as follows:
{date-field                                               }

{'literal'                                                }

{alpha-date [,TEMPLATE='alpha-input-pattern'] [,BASE=yyyy]}

{                                                         }

{num-date [,TEMPLATE='num-input-pattern'] [,BASE=yyyy]    }

{MONTH=month, DAY=day, YEAR=year [,BASE=yyyy]             }

The input date is interpreted using the default format yymmdd or the format specified in the TEMPLATE clause. For
explanations of the date options, see the section on the $DATE function in this chapter.

Example

An example of a variable TEMPLATE:

$VERIFY-DATE(WOR-INPUT-DATE,TEMPLATE='MONTH D YEAR')

The field WOR-INPUT-DATE must be large enough to hold 'SEPTEMBER 30 2000'.

In the previous code example, if WOR-INPUT-DATE contained the value of 'MAY 6, 20000, 2000', this would be evaluated
as TRUE since it matched the TEMPLATE='MONTH D, YEAR'. The rest of the WOR-INPUT-DATE field is ignored once
the TEMPLATE has been validated. The same would be true for $DATE and $INTERNAL-DATE input.

$VERSION Function
The $VERSION function returns the version number of the current program as a three-byte character string (not a numeric
variable). This will be the actual version, not "PRD", when used in a production program. It is available always, unlike the
$ERROR-VERSION variable, and refers to the program using it.

This function has the following format:

$VERSION  

• You can use this function for security testing or for accounting and auditing purposes.

$WEEKDAY Function
$WEEKDAY is a numeric function that returns the day number (Sunday=1, Monday=2, and so on) either for the current
date or for the date in the specified date field.

This function has the following format:
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         [($TODAY)    ]

$WEEKDAY [(date_field)]

$WEEKDAY alone returns the day of the week for the current day ($TODAY).

Example

Assume W_DATE is a Type D field.

W_DATE - $WEEKDAY(W_DATE)

Gives the value of the previous Saturday with respect to W_DATE.

W_DATE - $WEEKDAY(W_DATE) + 6

Gives the value of the next Friday after W_DATE.

$YEAR Function
$YEAR is a numeric function that returns the four-digit year either for the current date or for the date in the specified date
field.

This function has the following format:

      [($TODAY)    ]

$YEAR [(date_field)]

$YEAR alone returns the four-digit (yyyy) year for the current date ($TODAY).

Using Procedure Definition Language
This section describes the Procedure Definition Language (PDL) statements and functions, and symbolic debugger
commands. It includes the syntax and a description of each.

• Ideal for Datacom statements are entered in PDL programs and executed. Statements include FOR, LIST, MOVE, and
SELECT.

• Ideal for Datacom functions are also entered in PDL programs. All functions begin with a dollar sign character ($), for
example, $DATE, $EDIT, and $STRING.

Symbolic Debugger commands are entered after initiating a debug session. These commands can be entered
interactively from the command line or line command area or in a command member.

This page contains the following topics:

PDL Format Rules

There are very few rules for the formatting of an Ideal for Datacom program. With the exception of the limitations outlined
in Lexical Rules section, you can enter PDL programs in free format. You can continue statements over lines without the
use of continuation characters, statements can begin in any column, and there are no spacing rules.

Different rules apply to embedded SQL (see the Format Rules section in the chapter "Procedure Definition Language
Statements").
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Lexical Rules

The following are valid characters used as delimiters for identifiers, reserved words, and numeric literals: space, comma,
left parenthesis (, right parenthesis), less than <, greater than >, equals =, asterisk *, slash /, not ¬, ampersand &, vertical
bar |, and colon :.

You can use apostrophes (') and quotation marks (") interchangeably to delimit alphanumeric literals, but the leading and
final delimiter must match.

Identifiers, literals, labels, and reserved words can appear in the right-most and left-most columns of the source record.

Anything to the right of a colon (:) or double hyphens (--) is treated as a comment.

You cannot break words from one line to the next.

You can leave lines blank.

See the definitions of names, identifiers, literals, functions, and so on earlier in this chapter for further information about
permitted use.

Labels of procedures, FOR constructs, and loops take the form:

<<name>>

Comments

A comment is a character string that serves as documentation in a program. Comments are not executable. Any line in a
PDL program can contain a comment. If a line begins with : or --, the entire line is treated as a comment.

This statement has the following format:

:    text of PDL comment   outside EXEC SQL construct

--   text of comment       inside EXEC SQL construct

: (colon)-Treats all characters to the right as a comment. You cannot use the colon for comments in embedded SQL.

-- (double hyphens)-Treats all characters to the right as a comment.

Because the comment ends at the end of the line, no special character is required to terminate the comment. In
embedded SQL, the colon is reserved for host-variable names. You cannot use it as a comment delimiter.

Example

: this is regarded as a comment.

SET A = B + C  :  this is regarded as a comment,

SET D = A + 1  -- and this, too, but not the SETs

Converting Between Numeric and Alphanumeric

When you use a numeric field in an alphabetic context, it is converted to a display form. See $STRING, $EDIT, LIST,
MOVE, and SET.

When you use an alphanumeric field in a numeric context, it is converted to numeric form if possible before it is evaluated.
See the $NUMBER function.

If an alphanumeric value is converted to a numeric value, a compile-time warning message is issued and, if the source
does not contain a valid numeric value, a runtime error occurs.
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Data Definition Conventions

Ideal for Datacom application programs use data from a variety of sources. This data includes:

• Working data
• Parameter data
• The logical structures of a relational database as defined through dataview definitions
• The record structures of a sequential file as defined through dataview definitions
• The record structures of a VSAM file as defined through dataview definitions

When Ideal for Datacom uses any of this data, it is defined in similar ways.

Creating Programs explains how working data for Ideal for Datacom programs and parameter data for both Ideal for
Datacom and non-ideal subprograms is defined. The structures used in these explanations closely resemble the way in
which dataviews appear to Ideal for Datacom users.

For information about how Ideal for Datacom applications use dataviews, see the FOR Statement. For more information
about how Ideal for Datacom uses dataviews, see Managing Dataviews.

PDL Language Elements
Learn about the elements of Procedure Definition Language (PDL) and how to use PDL elements in Ideal for Datacom.

Find definitions and examples for Ideal for Datacom statements, functions, commands, and the elements of the Procedure
Definition Language (PDL).

Condition (PDL)

Learn about Procedure Definition Language (PDL) conditions, such as AND/OR conditions, implied subjects and relational
operators, Boolean functions, ConditionName flags, NOT conditions, null and relational expressions, and WHERE
conditions.

AND/OR Condition

You can combine conditional expressions using AND and OR as follows:

condition [{AND|OR} condition]…

See the following example:
IF A=B AND C<D AND E>1

IF FOUND AND NOT RED

IF NOT $NUMERIC (AMOUNT) OR LIMIT>100

You can mix NOT, AND, and OR with parentheses to indicate the order in which to apply them. If you do not use
parentheses, ANDs are evaluated before ORs. For example, the first expression is equivalent to the next expression,
IF (A=B AND C=D) OR E>F

IF A=B AND C=D OR E>F

And the following statement shows that the parentheses override the ¬, default of AND taking precedence over OR.
IF A=B AND (C=D OR E>F)

You can use the characters (¬), & and (|) interchangeably for NOT, AND, and OR, respectively. Therefore the first
expression is equivalent to the next expression,
IF A=B AND (C=D OR E>F)

IF A=B & (C=D | E>F)

Combinations of conditional expressions are evaluated according to the following truth tables.
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Table 1: AND Condition Truth Table

AND True False Unknown

True True False Unknown

False False False False

Unknown Unknown False Unknown

Thus:

• True and Unknown yield Unknown
• False and Unknown yield False
• Unknown and Unknown yield Unknown

Table 2: OR Condition Truth Table

OR True False Unknown

True True True True

False True False Unknown

Unknown True Unknown Unknown

Thus:

• True or Unknown yields True
• False or Unknown yields Unknown
• Unknown or Unknown yields Unknown

Implied Subjects and Relational Operators

Implied subjects and implied relational operators are also valid. In the following example, A is the implied subject following
the OR in the first expression:
A = 'B' OR > 'C' is equivalent to A = 'B' OR A > 'C'

In the following case, both the subject, A, and the relational-operator, =, are implied following the OR of the first
expression:
A = 'B' OR 'C' is equivalent to A = 'B' OR A = 'C'

You can use the IS NULL expression with an implied subject but cannot use it as an implied relational operator. Thus:

• A = 'B' OR IS NULL is allowed.
• A = 'B' OR IS NULL OR = 'C' is allowed.

The following is not allowed:
A IS NULL OR B

You cannot use an implied subject or implied relational operator in the search condition of a FOR construct against a
dataview for SQL access.

Boolean Function

A Boolean function can evaluate to a value of True, False, or Unknown. Boolean functions that can evaluate to Unknown
include $ALPHABETIC, $NUMERIC, $VERIFY, and $VERIFY-DATE.
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For example, the built-in function to determine if an alphanumeric field has valid numeric content, evaluates the Boolean
value to True if field1 has a valid numeric value, a value of False if it does not, and a value of Unknown if the value is null.
$NUMERIC(field1)

Therefore, the following conditional statement is satisfied if the function evaluates to True.
IF $NUMERIC(field1)

In the statement, the condition is satisfied if the value returned by the function is False.
IF NOT $NUMERIC(field2)

If field1 or field2 in the preceding statements is null, the function evaluates to Unknown and the condition is not
satisfied. The effect of Unknown conditions on IF, SELECT, and LOOP statements is described with each statement.

ConditionName Flag

The 1 to 32 character name of the condition that exists when a designated field has a given value. Condition names are
defined with a type of C.

You can define RED, YELLOW, and BLUE as condition names subordinate to W_HUE with values of R, Y, and B,
respectively. For example, consider the following working data definition:
1     W_HUE        X 1

        RED        C       'R'

        YELLOW     C       'Y'

        BLUE       C       'B'

RED is true when W_HUE='R', YELLOW is true when W_HUE='Y', and BLUE is true when W_HUE='B', as shown in the
following chart.

Values Condition Names

W_HUE RED BLUE YELLOW NOT RED NOT BLUE NOT YELLOW

'R' True False False False True True

'Y' False False True True True False

'B' False True False True False True

If W_HUE is defined as a nullable field, then you can define NO_HUE as a condition with the value NULL. For example,
consider the following working data definition.
1       W_HUE        X 1

          RED        C      'R'

          YELLOW     C      'Y'

          BLUE       C      'B'

        NO_HUE     C      NULL

NO_HUE is true if W_HUE is NULL. Otherwise, it is false. If RED is defined with the value 'R', RED is true when
W_HUE='R', unknown if W_HUE IS NULL, and false otherwise, as shown in the following chart.

Values Condition Names

W_HUE RED BLUE YELLOW NOT RED NOT BLUE NOT YELLOW NO_HUE

'R' True False False False True True False

'Y' False False True True True False False

'B' False True False True False True False
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Values Condition Names

W_HUE RED BLUE YELLOW NOT RED NOT BLUE NOT YELLOW NO_HUE

NULL Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown True

Condition names cannot be subordinate to date fields or flags. Like field and group names, they must be qualified if
they are not unique. If the field where a condition name is subordinate is subscripted, the condition name also must be
subscripted.

Flag

A field with type F can have only the value true or false. See the following example.
IF FOUND                              IF NOT FOUND

In the preceding statement, FOUND was defined as a flag that returns a value of true or false.

NOT Condition

The NOT condition negates a conditional expression. See the following example.
IF NOT (TYPE = 'A' AND COLOR = 'BLUE')

IF NOT (A = B)

The negation of an unknown condition yields an unknown result.

NULL Expression

A NULL expression is a conditional expression that tests for null values.

The expression has the following format:
operand [IS] NULL

The operand can be any of the following possibilities:

• A numeric field, date field, or alphanumeric field defined as nullable in Working Data, Parameter Data, or a dataview
definition.

• An arithmetic expression, numeric function, or alphanumeric function with a nullable operand. For example:
IF STATE IS NULL

The expression is True if the operand evaluates to the null value. Otherwise, the expression is False.

You can also specify "operand is NOT NULL". This expression is False if the operand evaluates to the null value.
Otherwise, the expression is True.

RelationalExpression

A relational expression is a condition where two operands are compared using a relational operator, yielding a value of
true, false, or unknown. A relational expression yields a value of unknown if the value of either operand is null.
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Operators

A relational operator can be any of those in the following table:

Logical Statement Syntax Options

Equals =
EQ
EQUAL

Does not equal ¬=
NE
NOT EQUAL
NOT=

Is greater than > 
GT
GREATER [THAN]

Is greater than or equal to >=
GE
NOT LESS
NOT<
¬<

Is less than <
LT
LESS [THAN]

Is less than or equal to <=
LE
NOT GREATER
NOT>
¬>

Contains CONTAINS

Does not contain NOT CONTAINS

Is like LIKE

Is not like NOT LIKE

Is in IN

Is not in NOT IN

Is between BETWEEN

Is not between NOT BETWEEN

For all of the relational operators, the symbol ¬ can replace NOT, = or EQ can replace EQUAL, > or GT can replace
GREATER, and you can use < or LT LESS. The reserved word THAN after GREATER or LESS is optional. You can add it
for clarity. You can add the reserved word IS before any operator for clarity.

You can only use the relational operators CONTAINS and NOT CONTAINS in FOR constructs for Datacom/DB native
access dataviews.

You can only use LIKE, IN, BETWEEN, and NOT LIKE, NOT IN, and NOT BETWEEN in the search conditions of FOR
constructs for SQL dataviews.
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Operands

An operand can be a numeric expression (numeric field, date field, arithmetic expression, numeric literal, numeric
function), an alphanumeric expression (alphanumeric field, alphanumeric function, alphanumeric literal, or an alpha
group), or a non-alpha group.

When two alphanumeric items (including variable length items) are compared, if they differ in length, the shorter item is
padded with spaces on the right.

You can compare an alphanumeric expression to a numeric expression; however, a warning is issued. A $NUMBER
function is automatically applied to the alphanumeric expression and a numeric comparison is done. If the alphanumeric
expression does not contain a valid numeric value, a runtime error occurs.

You can also use non-alpha groups (except restricted non-alpha groups) as operands in simple relations in conditional
expressions. The non-alpha group is treated as an alphanumeric field whose length is the size of the group. Subordinate
fields are not converted; the hexadecimal contents are compared.

Search Condition

A search condition is used in a FOR construct to access a database using SQL. A search condition conforms to the SQL
syntax with the exceptions described with the FOR statement for SQL.

Where Condition

A where condition is used in a FOR construct to determine which record or row to access. Qualifications on its use are
described with the FOR statement for each respective type of dataview.

Mask Character (PDL)

Learn about using mask characters in Ideal for Datacom Procedure Definition Language (PDL) to ignore specified
characters in a string comparison.

A mask character is used in a where condition CONTAINS clause (in a FOR statement for Datacom/DB native command
access only) to mark the position of a character to be ignored in the comparison of a character string. For example, if
an asterisk (*) is specified as a mask character, then *AB* represents "any character followed by AB followed by any
character". For more information about how to specify mask characters, see the description of the $FIXED-MASK function
in Symbolic Debugger Commands.

The default mask character is an asterisk (*).

Data Item (PDL)

Learn about data items in Ideal for Datacom Procedure Definition Language (PDL).

A data item is a field, group, or literal.

Data Types (PDL)

Learn about data types in Ideal for Datacom Procedure Definition Language (PDL).

Ideal for Datacom supports the following data types:
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• Alphanumeric (type X)
• Variable length alphanumeric (type V)
• Signed numeric (type N)
• Unsigned numeric (type U)
• Date (type D)
• Flag (type F)
• Condition (type C)

Internal Format of Data Items

For alphanumeric (type X) data items, field size is simply the number of characters. For variable length alphanumeric (type
V) data items, field size is the number of characters plus two. However, for numeric and date data items, the field size
depends on the internal type.

Generally, you do not need to know the internal representation of numeric data items. Ideal for Datacom handles all
storage and conversion operations automatically. (See the $STRING and $EDIT functions for details.) However, you might
need to know the internal representation of numeric items when using identical parameter matching or to reserve enough
space to pass numeric data to a non-Ideal subprogram. You might also need to know the internal format when copying a
non-alphanumeric group into an alphanumeric field or group by a SET or MOVE statement or a REDEFINITION.

For types N, U, and D, the Digits field indicates the number of digits (base-10) the field can contain. The total number of
digits is the sum of the integer places and the decimal (fraction) places.

For example, a digits specification of 7.2 means seven integer places and two decimal (fraction) places, for a total of nine
digits. Thus, for the Ideal for Datacom numeric fields that are described as follows:

=>
---------------------------------------- ----- 
IDEAL: PARAMETER DEFINITION  PGM DEMO$01 (001) TEST           SYS: DEM  FILL-IN
 
COMMAND LEVEL FIELD NAME          T I CH/DG OCCUR  U M  COMMENTS/DEP ON/COPY   
 ------  ----- ------------------- - - ----- -----
 ======  ===== ====== T O P ====== = = ===== =====  = =  =======================
 ......  1     IDEAL-SIGN-NUM      N   5            U D                         
 ......  1     IDEAL-UNSIGN-NU     U   5            U D                         
 ......  1     IDEAL-DATE-NUM      D   5            U D                        

IDEAL-SIGN-NUM can contain any five-digit number from -99,999 to +99,999.

IDEAL-UNSIGN-NUM can contain any five-digit number from 0 to 99,999.

IDEAL-DATE-NUM can contain any five-digit number from -99,999 to 99,999 (representing 273 years from the base year).

The Ideal for Datacom internal formats for numeric and date types follow:
Z

Zoned decimal
P

Packed decimal
B

Binary

For full descriptions, see IBM System/370 Principles of Operation.

For all three internal formats, Ideal for Datacom still uses the convention that indicates the number of decimal (base-10)
digits that can be contained in the item. If the digits specification contains any decimal (fraction) places, Ideal for Datacom
makes sure that the numeric value is aligned properly (according to the digits specification), but without the implied
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decimal point. For example, if the digits specification is 3.2 and the value is 123.45 in packed decimal format, the internal
value is X'12345C'.

For zoned decimal data items, the number of bytes needed for storing the item is exactly the same as the number of
decimal (base-10) digits. The sign is stored in the high-order four bits of the last byte. Thus, data item ZONED-4, defined
on the following sample panel, requires four bytes of storage.

=>
----------------------------------------  ----- 
IDEAL: PARAMETER DEFINITION  PGM DEMO$01 (001) TEST  SYS: DEM  FILL-IN
 
COMMAND LEVEL FIELD NAME          T I CH/DG OCCUR  U M  COMMENTS/DEP ON/COPY
------  ----- ------------------- - - ----- ----- 
======  ===== ====== T O P ====== = = ===== =====  = =  =======================
......  1     ZONED-4             N Z     4        U I  :COBOL: S9(4) DISPLAY   
......                                                  :  ASM: DS    ZL4       
......                                                  :Format: |Fd|Fd|Fd|sd|  
......                                                                          
......                                                  : d=digit (X'0'-X'9')   
......                                                  : s=SIGN  (X'A'-X'F')   
......                                                  : F=X'F'              

For packed decimal data items, the number of bytes needed for storing the item is half the number of decimal (base-10)
digits, except that one half-byte (the low-order 4 bits of the last byte) must be reserved for the sign. Thus, for the data item
that is defined as follows:

=>
----------------------------------------------
IDEAL: PARAMETER DEFINITION  PGM DEMO$01 (001) TEST           SYS: DEM  FILL-IN
 
COMMAND LEVEL FIELD NAME          T I CH/DG OCCUR  U M  COMMENTS/DEP ON/COPY
------  ----- ------------------- - - ----- -----
 ====== ===== ====== T O P ====== = = ===== =====  = =  =======================
000100  1     PACKED-5            N P     5        U I  :COBOL: S9(5) COMP-3    
000200                                                  :  ASM: DS    PL3       
000300                                                  :Format: |dd|dd|ds|     
000400                                                                          
000500  1     PACKED-4            N P     4        U I  :COBOL: S9(4) COMP-3    
000600                                                  :  ASM: DS    PL3       
000700                                                  :Format:  |0d|dd|ds|    
000800                                                                          
000900                                                  : d=digit (X'0'-X'9')   
001000                                                  : s=SIGN  (X'A'-X'F')   
001100                                                  : 0=X'0'              

The field that is named PACKED-5 requires 3 bytes for storage (five half-bytes-one for each digit, plus one half-byte
for the sign, equals six half-bytes or three bytes). The field that is named PACKED-4 also requires 3 bytes for storage
because: A four-digit packed numeric field actually can be contained in two and one-half bytes. Since fields are always
allocated in whole bytes, this value is rounded up to 3 bytes. This means that there is an unused half-byte (the high-order
4 bits of the first byte) that could contain a decimal digit. In fact, Ideal for Datacom returns a run-time error if this position
ever exceeds zero.

Binary fields present a special problem. Ideal for Datacom supports only two types of binary fields: Half word (2 bytes) and
full word (4 bytes). Ideal for Datacom (like COBOL) still uses the convention that the field size is represented in number of
decimal (base-10) digits. However, since binary numbers are base-2, there is no simple conversion from number of binary
bytes to number of decimal (base-10) digits.
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For example, the largest number that can be contained in a binary half word is 0111111111111111 (base-2), or 32,767
(base-10). All four-digit (base-10) numbers (up to 9,999) can thus be represented in a binary half word, but not all five-digit
(base-10) numbers can. Specifically, the five-digit (base-10) numbers 32,768 through 99,999 cannot be represented in a
binary half word.

Therefore, the algorithm for Ideal for Datacom (and for COBOL) reasons as follows: If you specify four decimal (base-10)
digits, a binary half word is sufficient, so 2 bytes (not aligned) are allocated. However, if you specify five decimal (base-10)
digits, a half word is not sufficient for all five-digit (base-10) numbers, so the next largest size (a full word) is required.
Therefore, 4 bytes (not aligned) are allocated.

Since the smallest machine format binary field size is a half word, 2 bytes (not aligned) are also allocated for fields that
are specified with decimal (base-10) digits of 1, 2, and 3. This reasoning leads to the following algorithm: 1 to 4 decimal
(base-10) digits require a binary half word (2 bytes) and five to nine decimal (base-10) digits require a binary full word (4
bytes). Thus, the data item definition follows:

=>
-----------------------------------------
IDEAL: PARAMETER DEFINITION  PGM DEMO$01 (001) TEST           SYS: DEM  FILL-IN
 
COMMAND LEVEL FIELD NAME          T I CH/DG OCCUR  U M  COMMENTS/DEP ON/COPY
 ------  ----- ------------------- - - ----- -----  - -  ---------------------- 
======  ===== ====== T O P ====== = = ===== =====  = =  ======================= 
000100  1     BINARY_1            N B     1        U I  :COBOL: S9(1) COMP      
000200                                                  :  ASM: DS    XL2       
000300                                                                          
000500  1     BINARY_4            N B     4        U I  :COBOL: S9(4) COMP      
000600                                                  :  ASM: DS    XL2       
000800                                                                          
000900  1     BINARY_5            N B     5        U I  :COBOL: S9(5) COMP      
001000                                                  :  ASM  DS    XL4       
001100                                                                          
......  1     BINARY_9            N B     9        U I  :COBOL: S9(9) COMP      
......                                                  :  ASM  DS    XL4     

The fields that are named BINARY_1 and BINARY_4 each are allocated 2 bytes (not aligned) and the fields that are
named BINARY_5 and BINARY_9 each are allocated 4 bytes (not aligned).

To be flexible with other language conventions, Ideal for Datacom does not align binary operands in data item definitions.

Ideal for Datacom does not support binary numbers larger than nine decimal (base-10) digits. If it is necessary to pass a
larger number to a non-ideal subprogram, it must be passed as a zoned decimal or packed decimal field.

Ideal for Datacom does not support binary fields other than half word (2 bytes) and full word (4 bytes). If such a non-
standard binary field is contained in a dataview that is created for a Datacom/DB table, Ideal for Datacom flags the field
with a warning message and treats the field as alphanumeric. This warning message allows the program to run and
compile. If it is necessary to pass a binary dataview field other than two or four bytes, the field must be passed as an
alphanumeric field and handled appropriately by the subprogram.

Equivalent specifications for the Ideal for Datacom digits column (number of decimal or base-10 digits) and number of
bytes of storage for each internal type are summarized in the following table.

Decimal Type or Binary DG Column in Ideal for Datacom
(Number of Decimal or Base-10 Digits) Number of Bytes Storage

Zoned decimal n n

Packed decimal n (n+1)/2 (round 0.5 up to next whole integer)
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Decimal Type or Binary DG Column in Ideal for Datacom
(Number of Decimal or Base-10 Digits) Number of Bytes Storage

Binary 1-4
5-9

2 bytes (not aligned)
4 bytes (not aligned)

At run time, unlike COBOL, Ideal for Datacom enforces the limit on the number of decimal digits that are specified in the
DG column, regardless of the number of bytes of storage.

Panel fields are zoned.

To calculate the internal storage required for nullable fields, add two to the number of digits.

Expressions

An expression is a set of one or more related items that can be reduced to a single value. Expressions can be
alphanumeric, arithmetic, or numeric.

Alphanumeric Expression

An expression consists of alphanumeric literal, elementary alphanumeric field, variable length field, alpha group, or
alphanumeric function.

Arithmetic Expression

An arithmetic expression is a series of arithmetic operands and operators that can be reduced to a single numeric value.
An operand can be any numeric expression. Arithmetic operators include plus (+), minus (-), times (*), divided by (/), and
exponentiation (**exponent).

The exponent is a single numeric field or literal with a positive integer value or an alphanumeric field that consists only of
numerals; an exponent cannot be an arithmetic expression; the maximum value for an exponent is 999.

An arithmetic expression that contains one or more null values results in a null value.

Parentheses specify the order of evaluation of an arithmetic expression. But if you omit parentheses, exponentiation is
performed first; multiplication and division are performed next; and addition and subtraction are performed last. When two
or more operators appear without parentheses and are at the same level, evaluation is from left to right. For example, if
numerals are assigned to the following field:
A = 7   C = 8

B = 3   D = 2

Then the following expression is equivalent to
A + B - C/D  equals  6

whereas the following expression with parentheses is equivalent to
(A + B - C)/D  equals  1

In an arithmetic expression, a "-" or "+" must be surrounded by blanks or parentheses as follows:
A + B*C - D

(A*B)-(C*D)

You cannot use non-alpha groups, condition names, flags, and alphanumeric literals in arithmetic expressions.

See the following examples of valid arithmetic expressions:
A + B

A*B

(A*B)/C

        (A + B**C)/D**E 
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Numeric Expression

A numeric expression is a numeric literal, numeric field, date field, numeric function, or arithmetic expression. You can
convert alphanumeric fields or alpha groups to numeric using the $NUMBER function in place of numeric expressions, but a
compile-time warning is issued.

Fields

A field is the smallest named unit of data that a program can access.

Alphanumeric Field

An alphanumeric field is a field with a data type of X. The maximum length is 32,000 characters.

Date Field

A field with a data type of D. The date field has a numeric value indicating an integer number of days from December 31,
1900 (day zero), plus or minus. You can use date fields anywhere numeric fields can be used, except where noted.

You cannot transmit date fields to a panel. To use a date field in a panel display, first use the $DATE or $STRING function to
convert the date field to an alphanumeric field, and then transmit it. To use a date with a positive value as a key, store it in
an unsigned numeric field.

Ideal for Datacom processes dates between 2000 BC and 9999 AD. Any other date causes a runtime error.

SQL DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP fields are supported for Datacom/DB native access; however, they are converted to
character (Type X) with the following lengths:
DATE  10

TIME  8

TIMESTAMP  26

These fields are stored as binary, unsigned, integer fields. Ideal for Datacom automatically handles conversion between
the storage format and the display format (character). In addition, when a record is added with a FOR NEW statement, any
DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP fields are initialized using the system date and time.

Flag

A field with a type of F has a value of TRUE or FALSE. You can use flags in SET or MOVE statements where they are
assigned the value TRUE or FALSE (see SET or MOVE Format 3 ) as all or part of a condition or in a LIST statement where
they appear as the values T or F (see LIST Statement). Flags take one byte of storage and contain a T or an F.

Group

Group is a named logical collection of one or more fields or groups, panels, and data views.

Alpha Group

An alpha group is a group in which all subordinate fields are either alphanumeric fields, redefinitions of alphanumeric
fields, or alpha groups. To qualify as an alpha group, the group must be in a dataview, in working data, or in an identical-
match parameter group.

For purposes of syntax, you can use an alpha group interchangeably with an alphanumeric field.

Non-Alpha Group

A non-alpha group is a group that is not of alpha mode. You can use all non-alpha groups in the following contexts:
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• In SET/MOVE … BY POSITION/NAME statements.
• As dynamic match parameters on CALL statements.
• As operands of some alphanumeric functions.

Restrictions on Non-Alpha Groups

The use of some non-alpha groups is restricted because they contain internal, non-displaying fields Ideal for Datacom
uses. The restricted groups are:

• Groups that were passed as dynamic parameters
• Groups containing subordinate variable length fields
• Groups containing subordinate nullable fields
• Panel groups
• Groups containing SQL DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP fields

You cannot use restricted groups in the following contexts, although other non-alpha groups can:

• As source operands in SET/MOVE statements that move a value to an elementary numeric or alphanumeric field.
• As operands in simple relations in conditional expressions.
• As identical match parameters on CALL statements.

When you use non-restricted groups in these contexts, the non-alpha group is treated as an alphanumeric field whose
length is the size of the group. Subordinate fields are not converted. The hexadecimal contents are moved or compared.

Nullable field

A nullable field is a field that is defined as eligible to receive null values. The initial value, if not specified, is the null value.
Fields in working data, parameter data, panels, and dataviews defined through SQL can be nullable.

The null value is an unknown value. Ideal for Datacom maintains a nullable field as a single field with a null value
indicator.

You can assign a null value only to a null-eligible field.

You cannot redefine nullable fields or groups that contain subordinate nullable fields. Groups that contain subordinate
nullable fields are restricted.

Null values display as question marks (?) in reports.

Panel fields with null values are treated as empty ($EMPTY is true). Null values display as question marks (?) in panels.

You can use nullable fields in built-in functions, except as the arguments for keyword parameters, such as "START=n" in
$SUBSTR.

Numeric field

A numeric field is a field with a type of N (numeric) or U (unsigned numeric) and a numeric value. The maximum length of
the value of a numeric field in Ideal for Datacom is 31 digits.

Subordinate field

A subordinate field is a field that is in a group or alpha group.

Variable length field

A variable length field is a field with a type of V. The size of the field depends on the value, up to the specified characters/
digits length. You can use variable length fields anywhere you can use alphanumeric fields, except as noted. The
maximum length of a variable length field is 32,000 characters.
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You cannot redefine variable length fields or groups containing subordinate variable length fields. Groups that contain
subordinate variable length fields are restricted non-alpha groups.

Functions (PDL)

Learn about numeric functions, alphanumeric functions, Boolean functions, and pseudofunctions in Ideal for Datacom
Procedure Definition Language (PDL).

Functions are requests that return values for various common services. PDL functions are documented in Symbolic
Debugger Commands.

All PDL function names start with a dollar sign, for example, $NUMBER. You invoke functions by coding the function
name at the point in the program where the value is needed. Any parameters that are required are enclosed in
parentheses.

The four types of built-in functions are numeric, alphanumeric, Boolean, and pseudo functions. Types of Operands for
PDL Functions contains a listing of the PDL built-in functions by type and shows what types of operands can be used with
each function.

Numeric Function

A numeric function is a function that returns a numeric value. An example of a numeric function is $COUNT. You can nest
numeric functions in other numeric functions to any level.

Alphanumeric Function

An alphanumeric function is a function that returns an alphanumeric value. An example of an alphanumeric function is
$STRING. You can nest alphanumeric functions in other alphanumeric functions to three levels. In the following example,
the number above each function represents the level of nesting:
           1       2                   3

        $STRING($SUBSTR($STRING('XXXXBEGIN',$SUBSTR(FLD,START=4))))

Boolean Function

A Boolean function is a function that evaluates to True, False, or Unknown. An example of a Boolean function is
$ALPHABETIC .

Pseudofunction

A pseudofunction is a request similar to a function that is used in SET statements to assign values to certain system
variables, for example, SET $FINAL-ID = 'PAY' .

Identifier (PDL)

Learn about Procedure Definition Language (PDL) identifiers in Ideal for Datacom, including information about restrictions
and examples of valid identifiers.

An identifier is the name of a group or field that is defined in working data or parameter data that, optionally, is qualified
and subscripted.

Restrictions

All level-1 identifiers (dataviews, panels, or the highest level (level-1) of working data or parameter data) must be unique
in each program.
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Identifiers must be unique in dataviews, panels, or the highest level (level-1) of working data or parameter data.

You can use reserved words as identifiers at level 2 or lower. They must be qualified regardless of whether they
appear more than once. For example, a field that is named with the reserved word NAME in a dataview that is named
EMPLOYEE must always be identified with the qualified name EMPLOYEE.NAME.

You can use SQL reserved words as identifiers in PDL (but not in embedded SQL). You can use PDL reserved words as
identifiers in SQL. However, neither of these uses are recommended.

Examples of Valid Identifiers

The following names are all valid identifiers. The second, third, and fourth names are qualified. The last two names are
subscripted.

PANEL1

PAYROLL.NAME

EMPLOYEE.ADDRESS

PAYROLL.ADDRESS MONTH(7)    

        DAY(COUNT+1)

Literal (PDL)

Learn about Procedure Definition Language (PDL) literal types numeric, alphanumeric, and Boolean in Ideal for Datacom.
Examples are provided.

A literal is a sequence of symbols whose value is implicit in the characters themselves. Every literal must be contained
entirely on one line. PDL uses the following types of literals:

Numeric Literal

A numeric literal is any series of one to 31 digits with one optional decimal point and no embedded blanks. The literal is
optionally preceded by a sign ("" or "-"). See the following examples of valid numeric literals:
5

22.3

-16

-17.3

+92

      1745375

Alphanumeric Literal

An alphanumeric literal is any series of characters including blanks that are surrounded with delimiters. The delimiters can
be double quotes (") or apostrophes ('). The starting and ending delimiter must be the same character. Some examples of
valid alphanumeric literals are:
"12345"

'CITY'

"REENTER CODE"

'STATE'

'COUNTY #124-A***'

"***ERROR***"

      "O'REILLY, SCHWARTZ, & SMITH ASSOCIATES"
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Boolean Literal

The value of a Boolean literal is TRUE or FALSE. Do not enclose Boolean literals in delimiters. They define the initial
value of flags and set the value of flags.

Name (PDL)

Learn about how Procedure Definition Language (PDL) in Ideal for Datacom uses names for dataviews, reports, panel,
programs, fields, and groups. Find rules for valid names, maximum name lengths, assignment restrictions, qualified and
superscripted names, and examples of valid names.

Every dataview definition, report definition, panel definition, and program definition Ideal for Datacom uses and every field
or group defined in working data or parameter data must have a name.

Rules for Valid Names

Must be an alphanumeric string.

• Begins with a letter (A through Z) or national character ($, @, #).
• Consists only of numerals, letters, national characters, embedded underlines or hyphens.
• The last character cannot be a hyphen or underline.

Maximum Name Lengths

The maximum name lengths are as follows:

Table 3: Maximum Name Lengths

View or Field Character Limit

Field or group 32 characters

Dataview definition for Datacom/DB native command access or
sequential file

18 characters

Dataview definition for SQL access 27 characters

Object name 18 characters

Period 1 character

Authorization (or creator) ID 8 characters

Program definition 8 characters

Panel definition 8 characters

Report definition 8 characters

Assignment Name Restrictions

The following restrictions are placed on the assignment of names:

• Dataview definition names must be unique across Ideal for Datacom.
For SQL dataviews, the fully qualified name (that is, auth_id.obj_name) must be unique across Ideal for Datacom. The
object name without qualification must be unique in each program.
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For example, the SQL dataviews ID.PAYROLL and SBL.PAYROLL can exist in separate program resource tables,
but not in the same program resource table. Similarly, you cannot specify the Datacom/DB native command access
dataview PAYROLL and the SQL dataview ID.PAYROLL in the same program resource table.

• Panel definition names, program definition names, and report definition names must be unique across Ideal for
Datacom systems.

• You can use reserved words as the names of fields or groups at level 2 or lower if they are qualified (see Qualified
Name).

Qualified Name

If a name appears in more than one dataview, panel, or level-1 working or parameter data item, it must be qualified.
Qualification ensures that a group or field is uniquely identified, even if the same name appears in another dataview,
panel, or level-1 data item. The same rule applies to data names put into working or parameter data using a COPY DVW
clause.

The name is qualified by prefixing it with the appropriate dataview name, panel name, working data level-1 name,
or parameter data level-1 name, and a period. For example, if fields named STATUS appear in both a dataview
named EMPLOYEE and a dataview named PAYROLL, the fields must be identified as EMPLOYEE.STATUS and
PAYROLL.STATUS.

Subscripted name

An identifier can include subscripts. You can include one to three subscripts after the field or group name, separated by
commas and enclosed in parentheses. If occurring items are nested in other occurring items, the number of subscripts
must equal the number of levels of nesting. The definition of the field or group in working data must include the number of
occurrences.

Thus, an identifier consists of a name, optionally preceded by a qualifier, and optionally followed by one to three
subscripts. The syntax for the identifier is as follows:
[dataview-name.]

[panel-name.   ] name [(sub[,sub]] )]

[level-1-name. ]

where
sub

A subscript of the form:
{name           } [ {+ } {name            }]

{numeric literal} [ {- } {numeric literal }]

name
The name of a numeric field containing a valid integer numeric value. The field cannot be null eligible. Names
used in subscripts can be qualified, but cannot be subscripted.

numeric literal
An integer numeric value with no decimal places.

NOTE
The value of a subscript must be an integer between one and the number of occurrences of the name being
subscripted.

Subscripts are defined in the program definition working data.

Examples of valid names

The following identifiers are valid names:
PANEL1              $156_@
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NEW_ENTRY           #12345

PAYROLL-PROC        X_627B

        PAYROLL-DVW         SQLID1.CUSTOMER

NOTE
You can reference panel names and dataview names as level-1 group names. Creating the panel or dataview
defines the name. You do not have to define it in working data.

Null (PDL)

Learn about how Procedure Definition Language in Ideal for Datacom uses null values.

The null value keyword NULL defines the initial values of null-eligible fields and sets null-eligible fields to this value. The
NULL keyword is also used in the null condition.

Parameter (PDL)

Learn about the parameter data item in Procedure Definition Language (PDL) for Ideal for Datacom.

A parameter is a data item that is used in a CALL statement or a RUN command.

Procedure (PDL)

Learn about the procedure element of Procedure Definition Language (PDL) in Ideal for Datacom.

A procedure is a named, functional collection of statements. You can use procedures to divide a program or subprogram
into logical subcomponents.

Reserved Word (PDL)

Learn about reserved words in Procedure Definition Language (PDL) for Ideal for Datacom.

A reserved word is a word with a special meaning to PDL. You can use reserved words as identifiers if they are qualified.
See PDL Reserved Words for a list of PDL reserved words. See SQL Reserved Words for a list of SQL reserved words.

Statements (PDL)

Learn about statements in Procedure Definition Language (PDL) for Ideal for Datacom.

In Procedure Definition Language, statements are

• Simple directives in the PDL language, like SET, MOVE, and TRANSMIT, or
• Constructs, such as the IF and FOR constructs

For purposes of syntax notation, the term statement also includes the absence of a PDL directive in a place where a
statement is an optional part of a construct.

For example, the following syntax statements could be satisfied by the IF….ELSEIF constructs:

IF condition

   statement-1

ELSE

   statement-2

ENDIF
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IF MORE_RECORDS

ELSE

   DO ERROR_EMPTY

ENDIF

In this case, statement-1 is not specified and statement-2 is DO ERROR_EMPTY.

Subprograms (PDL)

Learn about using subprograms in Procedure Definition Language (PDL) in Ideal for Datacom.

Subprograms are any program that is called by another program. You must specify a subprogram as a resource of a
calling program. For a description of how to specify program resources and an explanation of how subprograms are called
by Ideal for Datacom programs, see Creating Programs. See also Subprograms.

Procedure Definition Language Statements Reference
This section describes the Ideal for Datacom Procedure Definition Language statements in alphabetical order.

ADD Statement

The ADD statement increases the value of numeric fields. You can use ADD as an alternative to the SET statement.

This statement has the following format:

    {numeric field     }    {              }

ADD {numeric literal   } TO {numeric field }

    {alphanumeric field}    {date field    }

numeric field
Specifies a field with a type of N (numeric) or U (unsigned numeric) and a numeric value.
Limits: 31 digits

numeric literal
Specifies any series of 1 to 31 digits, with one optional decimal point and no embedded blanks, optionally
preceded by a sign (+ or -).

alphanumeric field
Specifies a field with a type of X.
Limits: 32,000 characters

date field
Specifies a field with a type of D. The date field has a numeric value indicating an integer number of days from
December 31, 1900 (day zero), plus or minus.

During execution both the source and the target fields must contain numeric values or a run-time error occurs.

ADD operands do not have to have the same decimal precision. When you add an expression with decimal places to a
field with an integer value, the addition is performed and an attempt is made to put the result into the receiving field. If the
value is too long, the decimal portion of the value is truncated. If the value that results from the truncation is still too long, a
runtime error occurs.

You do not have to define the operands of an ADD statement with the same number of digits. However, an error occurs if
the operation results in a value that has more significant digits than the second operand can contain.

Example
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ADD MONTH_SALES TO YEAR_SALES

ADD 200 TO NET_INCOME

ASSIGN DATAVIEW Statement (Datacom/DB Native Access)

Use the ASSIGN DATAVIEW statement during execution of a single program to associate a Datacom/DB native access
dataview with a database ID different from the DBID specified when the dataview was cataloged to Ideal for Datacom, or
to access a subset of a partitioned table.

DBID or TABLE assignments established through this statement do not apply to other programs executed in the same
run-unit. The ASSIGN DATAVIEW statement remains in effect for the program where it was issued throughout the run-unit
until a subsequent ASSIGN DATAVIEW statement is executed in the same program for the same dataview.

This statement has the following format:

ASSIGN DATAVIEW name [ DBID dbid | TABLE tbl ]

where
name

Specifies the name of the dataview to associate with the database. You cannot use the abbreviation of DATAVIEW
(DVW) in this statement.

dbid
A numeric literal or the identifier of a numeric or alphanumeric field that identifies the database with which the
dataview is associated. The value must consist of three digits or three characters.

tbl
The three-character identifier of the child partition, or ANY set, for the partitioned table.

ASSIGN DATAVIEW remains in effect only for the duration of the program execution or until a different ASSIGN is made
for the dataview. A dataview that a program uses is reassigned for an Ideal for Datacom session if you issued an ASSIGN
DATAVIEW command; however, the ASSIGN DATAVIEW statement overrides the ASSIGN DATAVIEW command.

You cannot issue an ASSIGN DATAVIEW statement in a FOR construct for that dataview.

An ASSIGN DATAVIEW statement applies only to the program that contains the statement, not to any calling or called
programs associated with that program.

Example

LOOP VARYING I FROM 1 THRU 10

     ASSIGN DATAVIEW CLIENT DBID DBID_TABLE(I)

     FOR EACH CLIENT

         WHERE . . .

     .

     .

     .

     ENDFOR

ENDLOOP

ASSIGN REPORT Statement

This statement overrides the RUN command defaults or any current settings and permits report outputs to be handled
individually.
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This statement has the following format:

ASSIGN REPORT name [TO altname]

 

[                  {LIBRARY                       } ]

[DESTINATION       { {SYSTEM 'name'  }            } ]

[                  { {NETWORK 'name' } [COPIES n] } ]

 

[DISPOSITION 'disp']

        

[MAXLINES m]

 

[DESCRIPTION 'string']

 

[DATE date_field]

 

[PAGE NUMBER page start]

 

[PAGE SIZE page-size]

 

name
The name of the report or the word RUNLIST for LIST statement output.

altname
An alphanumeric literal or the identifier of an alphanumeric field that specifies an alternate name for the report, as
a ddname (in z/OS) or as SYSnnn (in VSE).

'name'
An alphanumeric literal (enclosed in single or double quotes) or the identifier of an alphanumeric field that
specifies the name of a network or system printer destination.

NOTE
You cannot use a network printer destination in a batch run.

n
A numeric literal or the identifier of a numeric field that specifies the number of copies for a destination of system
or network in an online environment only.

NOTE
The COPIES option is ignored in batch.

disp
An alphanumeric literal (enclosed in single or double quotes) or an alphanumeric field with the value of KEEP,
HOLD, or RELEASE.

m
A numeric literal or the identifier of a numeric field that specifies the maximum number of lines of the report to
produce. This value applies only to reports that are directed to the output library online.

'string'
An alphanumeric literal that describes the report.

date-field
A type D field that contains the date to use on the report where the report parameter date or the $RPT-DATE
function is specified.
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page-start
A numeric field or literal that contains starting page number of the report. This is the page number that is printed
for report parameter page number or the $RPT-PAGE report function.

page-size
A numeric literal or the identifier of a numeric field representing the actual page size for the report. This value
overrides the parameter specified in the report definition.
Limits: Maximum page-size is 250 lines per page, including heading and detail lines.

You can only issue ASSIGN REPORT when the report is not active, that is, before the first PRODUCE or after a
RELEASE and before a subsequent PRODUCE.

BACKOUT Statement

The BACKOUT statement restores activity against tables and files accessed by the application to its most recent stable
state. If no PDL CHECKPOINT, BACKOUT, TRANSMIT, SQL COMMIT, or ROLLBACK statement was previously
executed, all updates in the run are removed.

BACKOUT applies to all Datacom/DB, DB2, and all recoverable VSAM files in CICS. (It does not apply to sequential files,
panels, non-CICS VSAM files, panels, working data, or parameter data.)

This statement has the following format:

BACKOUT

Executing a BACKOUT statement executes the following:

In a CICS environment the BACKOUT statement executes a CICS SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK.

In a non-CICS environment:

• For VSAM files, the BACKOUT statement is ignored.
• For DB2 objects, the BACKOUT statement executes a SQL ROLLBACK.
• For native Datacom/DB or SQL access, the BACKOUT statement executes a ROLBK or LOGTB.
• If more than one database management system is accessed in the same run, the backouts against them are issued

sequentially.

Execution of a BACKOUT statement has the same effect on a program as execution of an embedded SQL ROLLBACK
and reverse. See the SQL documentation for the particular database for more information.

If a non-ideal subprogram executes an SQL ROLLBACK (batch) or a CICS SYNCPOINT (online), execute an Ideal for
Datacom BACKOUT or SQL ROLLBACK on return to the Ideal for Datacom program.

For SQL Access in all Modes: After the execution of a BACKOUT statement in the logical scope of a FOR EACH or
FOR FIRST construct, the set of rows is lost. Therefore, continued iteration of that FOR construct cannot resume. For
more information, see FOR Statement (SQL Access).

For VSAM: In a CICS environment, only files defined to CICS as recoverable are backed out.

The execution of a FOR EACH or FOR FIRST statement accessing a VSAM file can resume after a BACKOUT statement
if the access uses at least one unique key. See FOR Statement (VSAM Files) for further information.

PDL statements can continue to reference the columns processed by the last FOR statement after the BACKOUT.

Example

The following example sets a checkpoint after a FOR NEW construct adds records to the database and conditionally
backs out the changes at the end of the procedure. Execution of the CHECKPOINT statement applies all modifications up
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to that point. A subsequent BACKOUT does not affect them. The BACKOUT only affects the FOR NEW insert. If you omit
the CHECKPOINT, the BACKOUT rolls back all changes made since the TRANSMIT.

TRANSMIT

FOR EACH x

    statements : update of x

ENDFOR

FOR FIRST y

    statements : update of y

ENDFOR

FOR NEW z

    statements : add new z

ENDFOR

CHECKPOINT   :all modifications up to this point are applied

             :and not affected by a subsequent BACKOUT

FOR NEW w

    statements : add new w

ENDFOR

IF condition

    THEN BACKOUT

    ELSE CHECKPOINT

ENDIF

CALL Statement

An Ideal for Datacom program can execute another Ideal for Datacom program or a COBOL, PLI, or Assembler program.
The program the first program executes is called a subprogram. A CALL statement passes control from an Ideal for
Datacom program to a subprogram and, optionally, passes data (in the form of input or update data items) between the
two. After the called program terminates, control is returned to the calling program at the next sequential statement in the
calling procedure.

Subprograms permit Ideal for Datacom to access external routines and share procedures among several applications.
The calling program references data items in the CALL statement. A data item can be the name of an elementary field,
the name of a group, or a literal. The subprogram includes parameter definitions that describe these data items. Ideal for
Datacom manages the logical connections between the two.

This statement has the following format:

CALL program_name [USING]  [INPUT data-item-1,…,data-item-n   ]…

                           [[UPDATE] data-item-1,…,data-item-n]

Program_name
Identifies the one- to eight-character user-defined name of the subprogram to invoke.

USING
An optional reserved word that you can add for readability.

INPUT
Indicates that the called program can reference, but not modify, the parameters that correspond to the data-items
in the CALL statement. If you omit both reserved words INPUT and UPDATE, UPDATE is assumed until INPUT is
specified for a subsequent parameter.
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UPDATE
Indicates that the called program is allowed to modify the parameters that correspond to the data items in the
CALL statement. If you omit the reserved word UPDATE, the default is UPDATE until INPUT is specified for a
subsequent parameter.

data-item-1,...,data-item-n
Defines the data items to pass to the called program. Data items for which INPUT was specified can be literals
or the identifiers of fields or groups (panels and dataviews are treated as groups). Data items for which UPDATE
was specified must be identifiers of fields or groups (panels and dataviews are viewed as groups). You cannot use
literals as UPDATE fields.

Examples

The following statement calls a program without passing data items.

CALL SUBPGM1

The following statement calls a program passing one UPDATE data item.

CALL SUBPGM2 A

The following statement calls a program passing one UPDATE data item.

CALL SUBPGM3 USING A

The following statement calls a program passing one UPDATE and two INPUT data items (both literals).

CALL SUBPGM4 A INPUT 'INIT', 23

The following statement calls a program passing one INPUT and one UPDATE data item.

CALL SUBPGM5 INPUT B UPDATE A

The following statement calls a program passing 5 UPDATE and 2 INPUT data items.

CALL SUBPGM6 A,B,C, INPUT D,E UPDATE F,G

For a detailed example that compares Ideal for Datacom subprograms and non-ideal subprograms, see Creating
Programs. For more examples of complete applications, review the sample applications and utility programs provided in
source form on the installation tape.

CHECKPOINT Statement

The CHECKPOINT statement commits all database activity, establishing the most recent stable state for tables and files
the application accesses. You can subsequently recover this state with a BACKOUT statement. In long running batch
jobs, perform periodic CHECKPOINTs.

A CHECKPOINT applies to all Datacom/DB tables, DB2 tables, and all recoverable VSAM files in CICS. It does not apply
to sequential files, non-CICS VSAM files, panels, working data, or parameter data.

This statement has the following format:

CHECKPOINT
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A TRANSMIT statement automatically causes a CHECKPOINT.

Executing a CHECKPOINT statement executes the following:

In a CICS environment the BACKOUT statement executes a CICS SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK.

In a non-CICS environment:

• For VSAM files, the CHECKPOINT statement executes a TCLOSE.
• For SQL objects, the CHECKPOINT statement causes the execution of an SQL COMMIT.
• For Datacom/DB access, the CHECKPOINT statement causes the execution of a COMIT or LOGCP.
• If more than one database is accessed in the same run, the checkpoints against them are issued sequentially.

An SQL COMMIT statement is equivalent to a CHECKPOINT statement.

• If an SQL COMMIT is executed, ALL databases in the application will be CHECKPOINTed.

If a non-ideal subprogram executes an SQL COMMIT (batch) or a CICS SYNCPOINT (online), execute an Ideal for
Datacom CHECKPOINT or SQL COMMIT on return to the Ideal for Datacom program.

Do not code a checkpoint statement in a FOR construct because the database update for each iteration of a FOR
statement takes place at the ENDFOR. Placing the CHECKPOINT in the FOR construct causes a checkpoint before the
database is updated, a subsequent BACKOUT would include only that record.

The CHECKPOINT statement executes a TCLOSE operation that flushes certain VSAM buffers if there was any VSAM
access before the CHECKPOINT.

The execution of a FOR EACH or FOR FIRST statement accessing a VSAM file can resume after a CHECKPOINT
statement only if the access uses at least one unique key. For more information, see FOR Statement (VSAM Files).

For Datacom SQL ANSI Mode and DB2: After the execution of a CHECKPOINT statement in the logical scope of a
FOR EACH or FOR FIRST construct, the set of rows is lost. Therefore, continued iteration of that FOR construct cannot
resume. For more information, see FOR EACH/FIRST Statement (SQL Access) in FOR Statement (SQL Access).

For VSAM: In a CICS environment, only files defined to CICS as recoverable will be affected.

In a non-CICS environment, the CHECKPOINT statement causes the execution of a TCLOSE operation, which flushes
certain VSAM buffers if there was any VSAM access prior to the CHECKPOINT.

The execution of a FOR EACH or FOR FIRST statement accessing a VSAM file can be resumed after a CHECKPOINT
statement only if the access uses at least one unique key. For more information, see the FOR EACH/FIRST Statement in
FOR Statement (VSAM Files).

Example

The following example commits the database after a FOR NEW construct adds records using dataview z.

FOR EACH x

   statements : update of x

ENDFOR

FOR FIRST y

   statements : update of y

ENDFOR

FOR NEW z

   statements : add new z

ENDFOR

CHECKPOINT

FOR NEW w

   statements : add new w

ENDFOR
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DELETE Statement

The DELETE statement deletes the entire current record or row that an updateable dataview references. This applies
only to SQL and Datacom/DB native access dataviews. You can use the DELETE statement only in a FOR FIRST, a FOR
EACH, or a FOR ANY construct.

This statement has the following format:

DELETE dataview_name

dataview_name
Identifies the dataview where the current record or row is deleted.

DELETE does not apply to sequential or VSAM EDS files.

A DELETE is immediate and is not canceled by a QUIT in a FOR construct that contains the DELETE.

The entire record or row is deleted even if the dataview references only a subset of the fields in the record or row.

After a DELETE, you cannot reference the deleted record or row.

Example

FOR FIRST INVEN

    WHERE ITEM_NO = DESIRED_ITEM_NO

        DELETE INVEN

WHEN NONE

        DO INVALID_DEL

ENDFOR

DO Statement

The DO statement invokes another named procedure in the same program. Control is transferred to the named procedure
and, when this procedure is completed, execution resumes with the statement that follows the DO statement in the
invoking procedure.

This statement has the following format:

DO  {ERROR           }

    {procedure_name  }

   

ERROR
Invokes the error procedure and makes the $ERROR functions available. You can code this statement anywhere
in the program procedure. You are responsible for resolving the error with a PROCESS NEXT or QUIT RUN
statement.

NOTE
For more information about restrictions that apply to the error procedure, see the Error Procedure topic
in this chapter.

procedure_name
The 1- to 15-character name of the invoked procedure.

Example
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This example illustrates how DO statements invoke named procedures from another procedure. Each of the named
procedures, ADD_REC, DEL_REC, and OTHER_PROC, is invoked when the select condition that precedes it is true.

<<MAIN>> PROCEDURE

      LOOP

         TRANSMIT MAINPNL

      UNTIL TRANSCODE = 'T'

         SET MAINPNL.MSG = ' '

         SELECT TRANS-CODE

         WHEN 'A'

           DO ADD_REC

         WHEN 'B'

           DO DEL_REC

         WHEN OTHER

           DO OTHER_PROC

         ENDSEL

      ENDLOOP

ENDPROC

<<ADD-REC>> PROCEDURE

      TRANSMIT ADDPNL CLEAR

      FOR NEW EMPLOYEE

        SET EMPLOYEE = ADDPNL BY NAME

        SET MAINPNL.MSG = 'EMPLOYEE ADDED'

WHEN DUPLICATE

        SET MAINPNL.MSG = 'RECORD ALREADY ON FILE'

      ENDFOR

ENDPROC

EJECT Statement

The EJECT statement causes the compilation listing to skip to the top of a page. The EJECT statement must be on a line
by itself. It does not appear in the compilation listing.

This statement has the following format:

EJECT

Error Procedure

The error procedure specifies a set of actions to invoke whenever an execution-time error occurs. The error procedure
also enables the program to provide for cases when certain conditions occur that could be handled and allow the program
run to continue to completion.

For example, the error procedure can process an invalid numeric value condition and then return control to the processing
procedure:

<<ERROR>> PROC

     IF $ERROR-CLASS = 'NUM'

        LIST ERROR

         PROCESS NEXT GET-NEXT-LOOP

     ELSE
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        LIST ERROR

        BACKOUT

        QUIT RUN

     ENDIF

ENDPROC

Coding an error procedure is optional. It lets you process abnormal errors explicitly by overriding the default error
procedure. The default error procedure does the following:

1. Issues a LIST ERROR statement that varies depending on the type of error.
2. Performs a BACKOUT.
3. Issues a standard message.
4. Performs a QUIT to end the run.

This statement has the following format:

<<ERROR>> PROCEDURE

     statements

 

 {ENDPROC    } 

 {ENDPROCEDURE } 

 

<<ERROR>>
A reserved label. Most statements that refer to labels cannot reference it; however, a DO statement can reference
it. For example, QUIT ERROR is an illegal statement, but DO ERROR is valid.

statements
The action that takes effect when an error occurs. The statements in the body of the error procedure can consist
of any PDL statements needed to process the error. The last statement is commonly a QUIT or PROCESS
NEXT statement. If neither of these statements is issued, the default error procedure runs after the coded error
procedure.

A program can contain only one error procedure. It can be anywhere in the program, but if it is the first procedure, the next
procedure becomes the main procedure. When a procedure other than the first procedure becomes the main procedure,
you must name the main procedure.

You can code $ERROR functions in the error procedure to return information about the last error. These functions only
return meaningful data in the error procedure or in a procedure or Ideal for Datacom subprogram invoked by the error
procedure. The $ERROR functions are available directly in an Ideal for Datacom subprogram called from the error
procedure-you do not have to pass them as parameters. For more information, see Error Handling.

A QUIT statement without a label and a QUIT PROCEDURE statement are invalid in the error procedure because they
imply a QUIT ERROR.

When an error with an $ERROR-CLASS of SYS occurs, your error procedure does not receive control and the default
error procedure is invoked.

A runtime error in the error procedure invokes the default error procedure.

Generally, the default error procedure sets the value of the $RETURN-CODE function to 12 (unless it is already 12 or
greater). The default error procedure runs after a coded error procedure that does not execute a QUIT RUN or PROCESS
NEXT.
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Notes for SQL Access

The error procedure is not invoked if the database management system detects errors in embedded SQL statements.
They are governed by the WHENEVER statement in SQL. However, you can include a DO ERROR statement in
embedded SQL to invoke the error procedure.

You can call the program @I$TIAR from the error procedure to format SQL codes into text messages. For more
information regarding non-Ideal utility programs, see Ideal for Datacom Utility Programs (Non-Ideal).

Example

Following is Ideal for Datacom default error processing:

<<ERROR>> PROCEDURE

       IF $RC LT 12

          SET $RC EQ 12

       ENDIF

       LIST ERROR

       BACKOUT

       QUIT RUN

       ENDPROC

This is an example of an error procedure that you can use in your Ideal for Datacom program:

<<ERROR>> PROCEDURE

        DO LOG-MSG

        PROCESS NEXT EMP-DVW

ENDPROC

EXEC SQL Statement (SQL Access)

The Ideal for Datacom PDL Language Statement EXEC SQL delimits an embedded SQL statement. The end of the SQL
statement is marked by END-EXEC. See also the "Procedure Definition Language Statements" chapter.

This statement has the following format:

EXEC SQL

       SQL-statement

END-EXEC

You can code the EXEC SQL statement, the SQL statement, and the END-EXEC on a single line or on multiple lines.
You can omit the END-EXEC if the SQL statement is immediately followed by another EXEC SQL statement. For more
information about embedded SQL, see the "Procedure Definition Language Statements" chapter.

Example

EXEC SQL

      UPDATE DELINQUENT_ACCT

        SET ACCT_NO = :PNL_ACCT_NO

        WHERE PAST_DUE GT 90

END-EXEC
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FOR Constructs (Datacom/DB Native Access)

The FOR statement is used for reading and updating the database. The FOR construct begins with a FOR statement and
ends with an ENDFOR statement.

To process data from the database, you must first define an Ideal for Datacom dataview for the data. The dataview defines
the fields that are available to the application. For a description of Ideal for Datacom dataviews, see Managing Dataviews.

This page contains the following topics:

Set Processing

The FOR EACH, FOR FIRST, and FOR ANY constructs retrieve and update a set of records. These constructs are
iterative. With each iteration, it returns the next record in the requested set. It is not necessary to create an image of the
record in working data since the dataview referenced in the FOR construct contains a data structure to hold the record
retrieved by each iteration of the FOR. PDL statements can use the fields in this structure. The database is automatically
updated at the ENDFOR for the current iteration.

Inserting Records

Use the FOR NEW statement to insert a new record into the database. The FOR NEW statement adds a single record
and is not iterative. To repeat processing of a FOR NEW statement, include it in a looping construct.

Exclusive Control

Exclusive control is an enqueuing mechanism Datacom/DB provides to protect database records against the following:

• Destructive simultaneous update by two more different tasks.
• This is governed by primary exclusive control.
• Two tasks consecutively update the same record, followed by an abend and transaction backout by one of those tasks.

Without exclusive control, the update by the unaffected task might be backed out without the task being aware of it.
• This control is provided by secondary exclusive control.

Exclusive control operates at the logical record level. If Task 1 attempts to read a record for update that is held under
either primary or secondary exclusive control by Task 2, it waits until Task 2 releases control of the record. Task 1 cannot
get update control of the record until one of the following occurs:

• Task 2 completes.
• Task 2 issues a CHECKPOINT, TRANSMIT or CICS SYNCPOINT command.
• Task 2 abends and transaction backout completes.

If Task 2 is a long running batch job that is updating many database records without issuing CHECKPOINT commands, all
online tasks that access those same records for update wait. This can degrade online response time.

Primary Exclusive Control

The dataview in the following example is an updateable dataview. (In all the examples that follow, 'FOR EACH DVW' can
be a full FOR statement including WHERE and ORDERED BY clauses).

Example

FOR EACH DVW

        SET...

        SET...

ENDFOR
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Each record is read and returned to the program one by one. Each record is read with primary exclusive control. At this
point, the record is updated. While it is held under primary exclusive control, another task cannot simultaneously read the
record with update intent.

Primary exclusive control is established when the record is selected as part of the set of requested records. Primary
exclusive control is maintained until after the last statement in the construct before the ENDFOR. The important points to
note in the above example are:

• The FOR statement is processing only one record of the set at any point in time.
• Only one record of the set that meets the FOR/WHERE/ORDERED BY criteria is under primary exclusive control at

any point in time.
• Primary exclusive control begins when the record is read at the FOR statement and ends when the update is done just

before the ENDFOR statement.
• Primary exclusive control also ends if a TRANSMIT or a CICS SYNCPOINT command is encountered.
• A record held under primary exclusive control by one task cannot by simultaneously read with update intent by another

task.

NOTE
This description does not apply to sequential batch processing.

Secondary Exclusive Control

Secondary exclusive control gives the application control over when the update of a group of dependent records is
committed.

For instance, you might need to update a master record with totals from three different detail records. The processing
requires that the three detail records and the master record either all be updated or all backed out. Data integrity is lost if
two of the detail records were updated and an error was discovered on the third detail record. In this case, the update of
the first two detail records should be backed out, an appropriate error message issued to the terminal operator, and the
master record update never attempted.

When the record is updated just before the ENDFOR, primary exclusive control ends and secondary exclusive control
begins. Thus, as each record is processed and updated, it is added to the group of records the task holds under
secondary exclusive control.

In the above example, if the URT specifies TXNUNDO=YES and the MUF master list specifies LOGGING=YES,
secondary exclusive control is in effect, in addition to primary exclusive control.

The important points to note about secondary exclusive control in the example are:

• A task can have many records under secondary exclusive control at one time.
• As the records that meet the FOR/WHERE/ORDERED BY criteria in the set are processed and updated, they are

added to the group of records held under secondary exclusive control. When the first record of the set is read with
primary exclusive control, no records of the set are held under secondary exclusive control. When the last record of
the set is updated, all the records of the set are held under secondary exclusive control. See the next point for an
exception.

• Secondary exclusive lasts until the task terminates, until a TRANSMIT is issued, until a CHECKPOINT is issued, or
until a CICS SYNCPOINT is issued.

• While a record is held under secondary exclusive control, no other task can read that record with update intent.
Therefore, another task cannot simultaneously delete or update the record.

• Generally, if a record is under primary exclusive control, it is not under secondary exclusive control. However, it is
possible for a task to hold the same record under both primary and secondary exclusive control.

This can occur if the task reads the record with update intent (through the Datacom/DB commands RDUKY, SELFR, or
SELNR), updates the record (UPDAT), and reads the record again with update intent (RDUKY, RDUID, SELSM, SELFR,
and so on). This occurs in Ideal for Datacom in the following situation:
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FOR DVW-UPDATE

             WHERE num-value = 'nnnnn'

             MOVE ...   to DVW-update-field

             MOVE ...   to DVW-update-field

ENDFOR

FOR DVW-UPDATE

        WHERE num-value = 'nnnnn'

             ...

ENDFOR

If the value for num-value were the same for both FOR statements, the record is read for update and updated by the
first FOR construct. It is then read again (using the SELFR DB command) for update. At this point, it is held under both
primary and secondary control.

FOR EACH DVW1

         FOR EACH DVW2

                  SET ...

                  SET ...

         ENDFOR

         SET ...

         SET ...

ENDFOR

In this example, the FOR statement for dataview DVW2 is nested in the boundaries of the FOR statement for dataview
DVW1. Once the FOR statement for DVW2 is encountered, two records are held under primary exclusive control at the
same time, one record from DVW1 and one record from DVW2. As the two sets of records are processed, records from
both sets are added to the records held under secondary exclusive control by this task.

FOR EACH DVW

         CHECKPOINT

         SET ...

         SET ...

ENDFOR

In this example, a CHECKPOINT is issued in the boundary of the FOR/ENDFOR construct. A CHECKPOINT applies to all
records held under secondary exclusive control.

This means that, because each record is held under primary exclusive control while it is being read, the CHECKPOINT
does not commit the record while it is read. Not until the next iteration of the FOR, when the next record is read, does the
previous record come under secondary exclusive control and become committed.

The important points to note here are:

• When the CHECKPOINT statement is encountered, all updated records currently under secondary exclusive control
are committed. That means that if the task abends, these updates are not backed out.

• As a result of the CHECKPOINT command, other tasks can update all records committed by the CHECKPOINT
statement.

• If there are multiple FOR statements preceding the CHECKPOINT command, the CHECKPOINT command releases
all records held under secondary exclusive control by those FOR statements.

FOR EACH DVW1

         CHECKPOINT
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         FOR EACH DVW2

                  SET ...

                  SET ...

         ENDFOR

         SET ...

         SET ...

ENDFOR

This FOR construct illustrates the example of the master record (dataview DVW1) and its corresponding detail records
(dataview DBW2) committed if all are successfully updated. If the update of the detail records proceeds normally and the
master record is also updated successfully, a CHECKPOINT command is issued to commit the successful updating of the
dependent records. The master and detail records are released from secondary exclusive control making them available
for updating by other tasks.

FOR EACH DVW

         SET ...

         SET ...

         TRANSMIT panel

         SET ...

         SET ...

ENDFOR

In this example, a TRANSMIT statement is issued in the scope of the FOR construct. The TRANSMIT releases both
primary and secondary exclusive control. If a record is held under secondary exclusive control, it is checkpointed. If a
record is held under primary exclusive control, it is released.

When the run continues normally, the update logic detects at the ENDFOR that the record was released due to a
TRANSMIT, rereads the record to re-establish primary exclusive control, and updates it. If another user task read and
updated the record between the TRANSMIT and the update of the record, an Ideal for Datacom run-time error with a
$ERROR-DVW-STATUS of I3 is issued. If another user task deleted the record between the TRANSMIT and the update of
the record, an Ideal for Datacom run-time error with a $ERROR-DVW-STATUS of I2 is issued.

If the task abends after the TRANSMIT, the records that were updated and held under secondary exclusive control are not
backed out because the TRANSMIT checkpoints them.

The important points to note here are:

• A TRANSMIT releases all records currently held under either primary or secondary exclusive control by the task.
• If the TRANSMIT is in the scope of a FOR construct, Ideal for Datacom ensures the integrity of data for records read

for update across transaction boundaries (that is, those that were held with primary exclusive control at the time of the
TRANSMIT).

Batch Processing

Two considerations for Batch processing are as follows:

• Restarting Programs
• Sequential Processing

Restarting Programs

An update to a Datacom/DB record places it under secondary exclusive control until a LOGCP request is issued. For
online users to wait for updates as little as possible, batch Ideal for Datacom programs should release control by issuing
CHECKPOINT statements as often as possible.
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This means that you must write batch programs doing database updates so that they are restartable at each
CHECKPOINT.

One of the easiest ways to do this is to first load the transaction records onto a Datacom/DB table. As each transaction
record is successfully processed, a record confirming the successful update is written to another table, the transaction
record is deleted, and a CHECKPOINT taken. Any transactions that fail are updated to show this or are transferred to a
reject table.

If there is a system failure, you can simply rerun the programs using whatever transaction records remain in the table.
These are all of the unprocessed transactions. You can back out any confirmation data from an incomplete update. Finally,
you can use the confirmation data to produce a report of the run. Once the report is complete, the table can be cleared.

This method produces the report of the run from a confirmation table after doing the updates. This lets you restart the
update without having to restart the report (a report is harder to restart because totals must be resumed, control breaks re-
established, and so on). It also lets you rerun the report, for example, if it is lost after production, without re-updating the
database.

Sequential Processing

Ideal for Datacom can do multi-block read-aheads of a Datacom/DB non-SQL table using the GETIT command if certain
conditions are met. For more information, see the Datacom Core documentation. In this case, exclusive control is
acquired for an entire block of records as it is read, even though the program might not be updating all records. If you also
use AUTODXC=NO, the exclusive control is maintained up to the next CHECKPOINT, if any.

There is no way to request a release of exclusive control for a record in that block, even if the application did not read it.
So do not use sequential processing if your program needs to have a QUIT in any FOR construct because you cannot
release exclusive control of records in the block that were not yet accessed by the FOR.

Even read-only applications can acquire exclusive control for a block of records. This is because such applications need
to run with UPDATE=YES so that Compound Boolean Selection access can update the database index for the table.
Again, do not use sequential processing if your program needs to have a QUIT in any FOR construct.

FOR EACH/FIRST/ANY Statement (Datacom/DB Native Access)

The FOR EACH, FOR FIRST, and FOR ANY statements process a set of records (or process a single record) from a
Datacom/DB table. All of the statements in the FOR construct apply to each record selected.

The FOR construct is iterative. With each iteration, it returns the next record in the requested set. FOR FIRST, FOR
EACH, and FOR ANY are the only constructs that update or delete a record.

To process data from the database, you must first define a dataview to Ideal for Datacom for the data. The dataview
defines the fields that are available to the application.

This statement has the following format:

[<<label>>]

    [EACH             ]

FOR [ALL              ] dataview_name[NO UPDATE]

    [[THE] FIRST [n]  ]

    [ANY n            ]

 

[WHERE where condition]

 

[                    [ASCENDING ]             ]

[ORDERED BY [UNIQUE] [DESCENDING] id [[,]id]… ]

[        [[ASCENDING ]                        ]
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[        [[DESCENDING] id [[,] id…]           ]

 

      statements

[WHEN NONE    ]

[   statements]

 

[WHEN ERROR    ]

[    statements]

 

ENDFOR

<<label>> (Optional)
Specifies 1- to 15-character name of the FOR construct. You can refer to the construct in QUIT and PROCESS
NEXT statements and as the operand of certain functions such as $COUNT.

EACH|ALL
Indicate that the statements in the FOR construct apply to every record that satisfies the where condition. You can
use the reserved words EACH and ALL interchangeably.

[THE] FIRST [n] (Default)
Specifies that the statements in the scope of the FOR construct apply to the first n records that satisfy the where
condition. The value specified for n can be an identifier of a numeric field or a numeric literal that specifies the
number of records to process. The default is FIRST 1. You can add the reserved word, THE, for readability.
When you use FOR FIRST n with a where condition and an ORDERED BY clause, all records that satisfy the
where condition are ordered and then the first n ordered records are selected. The difference between FOR
FIRST and FOR ANY is illustrated in the examples in this section.

ANY n
Specifies that the statements in the scope of the FOR construct apply to any n records that satisfy the where
condition. The value specified for n can be an identifier of a numeric field or a numeric literal that specifies the
number of records to process. The value of n is required for FOR ANY.
When you use FOR ANY n with a WHERE condition and an ORDERED BY clause, the first n records that satisfy
the WHERE condition are selected and then ordered. The difference between FOR FIRST and FOR ANY is
illustrated in the examples in this section.

dataview_name
The name of the dataview processed.

NO UPDATE (Optional)
Specifies that the records processed by this FOR construct are not updated and, therefore, are not held under
exclusive control. This applies even if the dataview is defined as updatable in Datacom Datadictionary. If used,
this clause must immediately follow the dataview name. You can use the SET RUN UPDATE command to
temporarily suppress updates; however, SET RUN UPDATE is primarily intended for testing purposes.

WHERE clause(Optional)
Specifies that the statements in the scope of the FOR construct apply to those records that satisfy the specified
condition.

where-condition
A condition, as defined in the PDL Language Elements with the following further qualifications:

• The left-hand operand of each relational-expression must be the identifier of a field or group in the dataview
being referenced.

• If the left-hand operand is an alphanumeric field, the right-hand operand must be an alphanumeric expression.
• If the left-hand operand is a numeric field, the right-hand operand can be a numeric expression, an

alphanumeric expression, or a non-alpha group that is not a panel group or dynamic matching parameter.
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When the right-hand operand is not a numeric expression, a warning is issued when the program is compiled
and, if the right-hand operand cannot be converted to numeric, a runtime error occurs.

• A field name used as the left-hand operand of a relational-expression in a where condition does not need to be
qualified with a dataview name since it refers implicitly to the dataview in the FOR clause. However, reserved
words used as operands must always be qualified.

The right-hand operand of a relational-expression can be any arithmetic or alphanumeric expression, but cannot
reference any fields in the dataview named in the FOR clause.
A where-condition is the only condition that can contain the special relational operators CONTAINS and NOT
CONTAINS.
If the condition is a condition name, it must be from the dataview being referenced. If the condition name is used
for more than one data structure, the condition name must be qualified.
Where-conditions cannot be Boolean functions or flags.
Any subscripts used in the where-condition must not be numeric fields in the dataview being referenced.

ORDERED BY clause (Optional)
Determines the logical order in which the records are processed. If this clause is omitted, the dataview records
are processed in an optimal order.

NOTE
This optimal order is determined dynamically at program execution time and can change based on the
contents of the database and by the release level of the DBMS.

UNIQUE (Optional)
Specifies that only one record with each unique value of the ORDERED BY identifiers is processed.

ASCENDING/DESCENDING id (Optional)
Specifies whether the identified fields are processed from low value to high value (ASCENDING) or high value to
low value (DESCENDING). ASCENDING is the default and applies to each identified field until DESCENDING is
specified. DESCENDING then remains in effect for each additional identified field until ASCENDING is specified
again.
The effect of ASCENDING/DESCENDING depends on the type of the identified field. Type X fields are ordered in
ascending or descending EBCDIC order. Type N and type D fields in ascending or descending numeric order.
id

The identifier of a numeric or alphanumeric field or alpha-group. Identifiers can be subscripted, but not by
fields in the dataview being referenced.

Statements
PDL statements. The statements in the logical scope of a FOR construct can reference any field in the record
most recently processed by the FOR.

WHEN NONE
An optional postscript that specifies that when none of the records meets the where condition, the statements
following the WHEN NONE are executed.

WHEN ERROR (Optional)
Specifies statements to execute when a dataview error is encountered in the scope of the FOR construct. If
WHEN ERROR is not specified, user-defined or default error procedures process the errors.
The statements specified following a WHEN ERROR clause can access $ERROR functions and should resolve
the error with either a PROCESS NEXT or DO ERROR statement. If processing falls through to the ENDFOR,
the $ERROR functions no longer are available. For more information about WHEN ERROR processing, see the
following examples in this section.

NOTE
Only the WHEN ERROR clauses handles dataview errors ($ERROR-CLASS=DVW). User-specified or
default error procedures handle system and internal errors.
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ENDFOR
A reserved word that marks the end of the FOR construct. If FOR statements are nested, the most recent
undelimited FOR construct is delimited by the first occurrence of ENDFOR. Each FOR in a nested FOR construct
must have a corresponding ENDFOR.
The actual update takes place at the ENDFOR for the current iteration for all changes except deletes.
Fields processed by each iteration of the FOR construct can be referenced in PDL statements. The identifier is
the name of the field defined in the dataview or the field name with the dataview name as qualifier. For example,
field ACCT_NO in dataview ACCT can be compared to the field ACCT_NO in panel PNL1:
IF ACCT.ACCT_NO EQ PNL1.ACCT_NO ...

You cannot make such references before the FOR is executed.

Sometimes it is convenient to first process a dataview record and then refer to its fields, rather than coding the actions in
the FOR. For example, you can delegate finding the appropriate record to a lower level procedure.

Statements outside the logical scope of the FOR construct can access but not update data in the dataview record. The
values of the fields processed by the most recent iteration of the FOR are still available after the ENDFOR (see examples
at the end of this section), except when the record was deleted or no records were found (WHEN NONE).

Data in the dataview record is available until another FOR accesses the same dataview record.

Updates (changes and deletes) must be done in the logical scope of the FOR. Any update of a dataview field in the logical
scope of a FOR virtually updates the database. For changes (but not for deletes), the actual update takes place at the
ENDFOR for the current iteration. Therefore, any QUIT or PROCESS NEXT executed in the scope of a FOR abandons
the update of the current record even for fields whose values already were changed with SET or MOVE statements and a
checkpoint in the logical scope of the FOR does not commit the current update because the update does not take place
until the ENDFOR.

If statements outside the logical scope of the FOR construct attempt to update the record (with a SET, MOVE, and so on),
an execution-time error results.

Ideal for Datacom suppresses database writes when it can determine that the data was not altered. If a call is made
to a non-ideal subprogram that updates the database, specify UPDATES DB or UPDATES DB2 on the subprogram
identification panel. This insures that Ideal for Datacom does not suppress CHECKPOINT, BACKOUT, ROLLBACK, or
SQL COMMIT statements in any transaction where the subprogram is called. If statements outside the logical scope of
the FOR construct attempt to update the record (with a SET, MOVE, and so on), an execution-time error results.

Changing the value of a field in the logical scope of a FOR construct has no impact on the selection of the next record
since selection is made at the time the FOR block is initially entered.

You can nest any of the FOR constructs as long as each FOR construct refers to a different dataview. You cannot nest a
FOR construct for a given dataview in another FOR construct for the same dataview.

If the dataview was defined as updateable, the logical scope of the FOR construct is implicitly the scope over which each
successive record is held exclusively. A transmit in the FOR construct releases exclusive control. After the transmit, Ideal
for Datacom ensures the integrity of the record by rereading it and causing an error if it was changed. A transmit in the
FOR construct releases exclusive control; after the transmit, Ideal for Datacom/PC ensures the integrity of the record by
rereading it and causing an error if it was changed.

When a QUIT is executed in the logical scope of a FOR, the next statement executed is the statement after the ENDFOR.
When FOR and LOOP constructs are nested, any construct can be abandoned by referencing the optional label in a QUIT
statement.

If more than one position (record) of a dataview is needed simultaneously, do one of the following:

• Use two dataviews for the same file.
• Save necessary information in working data.

You can use the WHERE and ORDERED BY clauses in either order.
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You can improve efficiency by using fields that are keys in WHERE clauses. ORDERED BY clauses are most efficient
when the sequence of the fields in the clause matches the sequence of the fields in a complete key.

Do not nest a FOR construct for a given dataview in another FOR construct for the same dataview. However, you can nest
a FOR NEW for the same dataview in the WHEN NONE of the outer FOR.

Example

FOR EACH DELINQUENT-ACCT

    WHERE BALANCE > 200

       DO CONTACT-COLLECTOR  :if qualification needed,

ENDFOR                       : use DELINQUENT-ACCT.field

Example

<<EMP-SEARCH>>

FOR EACH EMPLOYEE

    WHERE DEPT='D' AND JOB-CODE = 'J'

       DO CHECK-GOOD-EMP

        IF ENOUGH-GOOD-EMP

            QUIT EMP-SEARCH

       ENDIF

ENDFOR

Example

FOR FIRST INVENTORY-ITEM

    WHERE QOH > 50 AND PRICE < 500

        DO PROCESS-ITEM

ENDFOR

Example

FOR THE FIRST 5 INVEN

    WHERE PRICE < 100

        DO P-5-CHEAP-ITEMS

ENDFOR

Example

FOR EACH EMPLOYEE

    WHERE DEPT = 'D'

       FOR EACH PAY-REC

            WHERE PAY-REC.EMP-NO = EMPLOYEE.EMP-NO

                DO PROCESS-PAY

        ENDFOR

ENDFOR

Example

FOR FIRST ACCT

    WHERE PAST-DUE > 90
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    ORDERED BY ACCT-NO

    : you can refer to or update "ACCT.field" here

      WHEN NONE

    DO NO-DELINQ-ACCT

       ENDFOR

    : you can now refer to "ACCT.field" if present  

    : you cannot update "ACCT.field" here (unless this  

    : is a procedure performed by a DO from in the  

    : FOR)  

DO FIND-CUSTOMER

       IF CUST-FOUND

     : you can refer to "CUST.field" here

       ELSE

    DO CUST-NOT-FOUND

ENDIF

Example

<<FIND-CUSTOMER>> PROCEDURE

FOR THE CUST

    WHERE CUST-NO = TRANS-CUST-NO

        SET CUST-FOUND = TRUE

WHEN NONE

        SET CUST-FOUND = FALSE

ENDFOR

Example

FOR FIRST 20 ITEMS

    WHERE UNIT-PRICE > 10

    ORDERED BY SHORT-DESC

         LIST ITM-ID, SHORT-DESC, UNIT-PRICE

 WHEN NONE

    DO INCREASE-PRICE

ENDFOR

Returns...

A60009  ADAPTER    24.99

A70002  ANTENNA    19.99

A70003  ANTENNA    19.99

O10002  ARMCHAIR  304.00

H20000  BEDBOARD   54.99

H20002  BEDWEDGE   18.99

Example

FOR ANY 20 TIMES

    WHERE UNIT_PRICE > 10

    ORDERED BY SHORT_DESC

       LIST ITEM_ID, SHORT_DESC, UNIT_PRICE

WHEN NONE
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    DO INCREASE_PRICE

ENDFOR

Returns...

A30001  CADDY     89.99

A30000  CONSOLE   39.99

A40001  COVER     19.99

A40002  COVER    199.99

A40003  COVER    199.99

A50001  CUSHION   14.99

Example

FOR FIRST CUSTOMER

  WHERE CUSTID = PNL-CUST

    DELETE CUSTOMER

WHEN NONE

  NOTIFY 'NO CUSTOMERS FOUND'

WHEN ERROR

  SELECT FIRST ACTION

    WHEN $ERROR-DVW-STATUS = 94 AND

         $ERROR-INTERNAL DVW-STATUS = 31

      LIST 'Constraint Error: ' $ERROR-CONSTRAINT-NAME

      NOTIFY 'Customer ' CUSTID 'has open orders and cannot be deleted'

   WHEN $ERROR-DVW-STATUS = 36

        NOTIFY 'Contact Database Administrator with error information'

   WHEN OTHER

        DO ERROR

  ENDSEL

ENDFOR

FOR NEW Statement (Datacom/DB Native Access)

The FOR NEW statement can insert a new record into a Datacom/DB table. This statement uses a native command
dataview defined to access the table. The FOR NEW statement is not iterative; to repeat processing of a FOR NEW, you
must include it in a looping construct.

This statement has the following format:

<<label>>

     FOR [THE] NEW dataview_name

            statements

 

   [WHEN DUPLICATE ]

   [    statements ]

 

   [WHEN ERROR     ] 

   [    statements ]

  ENDFOR
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[<<label>>]
An optional 1- to 15-character name of the FOR NEW construct. You can use it to refer to the construct in a QUIT
statement.

FOR [THE] NEW
Specifies the action to take to insert or add each new record.
FOR NEW initializes the field values in the new record if the program does not initialize them. The column values
are initialized to:

• NULL for fields that can have the null value
• Zeros for numeric fields
• Zero length for variable-length fields
• Spaces for alphanumeric fields
• Current time for time fields
• Current date for date fields
• Current timestamp for timestamp fields

If initial values were specified for the field in the dictionary, they are used.

NOTE
Datacom/DB initializes fields to spaces in the underlying record that are not defined in the dataview
without regard to the intended data type of the field. Therefore, dataviews used in FOR NEW should
span the entire record.

You can add the reserved word, THE, for readability.
dataview-name

The name of the dataview that defines the new record inserted. The dataview must be updateable.
statements

PDL statements. Typically, the statements in the scope of the FOR NEW construct are those that place values
into the newly created record.

WHEN DUPLICATE (Optional)
The WHEN DUPLICATE clause contains statements that are executed when the key value of a record to add
matches the key value of a record existing in the database and when the database does not allow duplicate key
field values.
If the WHEN DUPLICATE clause is omitted and duplication is not allowed, control passes to the WHEN ERROR
statements when a duplicate record is found. If WHEN ERROR is not coded, control passes to the error
procedure.
If the WHEN DUPLICATE clause is included and duplication is allowed, the WHEN DUPLICATE clause is ignored.

NOTE
Although the file is not updated when a duplicate record is found (the duplicate record is not added),
the WHEN DUPLICATE clause does not affect the execution of the statements that precede it. The
statements in the WHEN DUPLICATE clause are executed when the duplication is detected at the
ENDFOR. At that point, all other statements in the scope of the FOR have already executed. If the FOR
construct includes statements that increment counters or set messages, you can correct those values in
the WHEN DUPLICATE processing. However, you cannot continue executing the FOR construct.

WHEN ERROR (Optional)
Specifies statements to execute when a dataview error is encountered in the scope of the FOR construct. If
WHEN ERROR is not specified, errors are processed by the user-defined or default error procedure.
The statements specified following a WHEN ERROR clause can access $ERROR functions and should resolve
the error with either a PROCESS NEXT or DO ERROR statement. If processing falls through to the ENDFOR, the
$ERROR functions are no longer available.
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NOTE
Only dataview errors ($ERROR-CLASS=DVW) are handled by the WHEN ERROR clause. System and
internal errors are handled by the user-specified or default error processing.

ENDFOR
A reserved word that terminates the FOR construct. If FOR constructs are nested, the most recent unterminated
FOR construct is terminated. You can reference any recently added field in the dataview record after ENDFOR
unless a QUIT statement is used.
A QUIT in the logical scope of a FOR NEW abandons the creation of the record. Further reference to fields in the
dataview outside of the FOR is invalid.
Insertion of a new record into the database occurs at the ENDFOR.
You cannot delete a record defined by the dataview specified in the FOR NEW construct in the logical scope of
the FOR NEW construct.
If inserting the new row causes a Datacom/DB abnormal error, the WHEN ERROR statements executed. If a
WHEN ERROR statement is not coded, the error procedure gets control at the ENDFOR.
You can nest FOR EACH in WHEN DUPLICATE.
If the record contains a SQL DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP field, the field is set to the system date, time, or
timestamp before it is converted and written to the database.

Example

In the following example, the FOR NEW construct is included in a LOOP construct to process multiple records. Notice that
a WHEN DUPLICATE clause is specified to correct the NEW_COUNT total when the duplicate record was not added.

    LOOP UNTIL TRANSCODE = 'Q'  

          TRANSMIT INVEN_PNL    

          FOR THE NEW INVEN_ITEM    

                MOVE INVEN_PNL TO INVEN_ITEM BY NAME    

                SET NEW_COUNT = NEW_COUNT + 1   

          WHEN DUPLICATE    

                SET NEW_COUNT = NEW_COUNT - 1   

          ENDFOR    

        ENDLOOP 

FOR Statement (SQL Access)

The FOR statement is used for reading and updating the database. It is an alternative to coding embedded SQL
statements. The FOR construct begins with a FOR and ends with an ENDFOR.

To process data from the database using a FOR construct, you must first define an Ideal for Datacom dataview that
identifies an SQL object (table, view, or synonym).

The FOR EACH and FOR FIRST constructs retrieve and update rows from the table or view. These constructs are
iterative. With each iteration, they return the next row in the requested set. If a row is updated in the logical scope of
the FOR (and updating is allowed), the database is automatically updated at the ENDFOR for the current iteration. SQL
UPDATE statements are not needed.

You can use the FOR NEW statement to insert a new row into the table.

An Ideal for Datacom data structure is automatically generated for the row that each iteration of the FOR retrieves. The
same data structure is used by any FOR accessing the same SQL object. The fields in this group are identified by the
names of columns processed. PDL statements can use them and embedded SQL statements use them as host variables.
Embedded SQL statements can also be used independently of a FOR construct to fetch data directly into host structures
in working data, parameter data, or panels and to update the database.

For more information about establishing and maintaining dataviews for SQL access, see Managing Dataviews.
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For more information about preparing and maintaining application plans and packages for DB2 access or access plans for
Datacom SQL access, see Preparing DB2 Application Plans.

For a description of SQL syntax and language elements, see Using Procedure Definition Language.

This page contains the following topics:

FOR EACH/FIRST Statement (SQL Access)

The FOR EACH/FIRST statement processes a set of rows (or process a single row) from an SQL object. All of the
statements in the logical scope of the FOR construct apply to each row selected. The FOR construct is iterative. With
each iteration, it returns the next row in the requested set.

To process data from the database, you must first define an Ideal for Datacom dataview for the data. The dataview
identifies the table, view, or synonym to Ideal for Datacom.

This statement has the following format:

[<<label>>]

    [EACH           ]

FOR [ALL            ] dataview_name [NO UPDATE]

    [[THE] FIRST [n]]

 

[WHERE search-condition]

 

[           [ASCENDING  ]  column [[,] column]...  ]

[ORDERED BY [DESCENDING ]                          ]

[                                                  ]

[[[ASCENDING    ]                      ]           ]

[[[DESCENDING   ] column [[,] column...] ]         ]

           statements

[WHEN NONE     ]

[    statements]

[WHEN ERROR    ]

[    statements]

 

ENDFOR

<<label>>
An optional 1- to 15-character name of the FOR construct. You can use this label to refer to the construct in QUIT
and PROCESS NEXT statements and as the operand of certain functions such as $COUNT.

EACH|ALL
Indicates that the statements in the scope of the FOR construct apply to every row that satisfies the search
condition. The reserved words EACH and ALL can be used interchangeably.

[THE] FIRST [n] (Default)
Specifies that the statements in the scope of the FOR construct apply to the first n rows that satisfy the search
condition. The value specified for n can be an identifier of a numeric field or a numeric literal that specifies the
number of rows to process. The default is FOR FIRST 1. You can add the reserved word THE for readability.
When you use FOR FIRST n with an ORDERED BY clause, the rows that satisfy the search condition are ordered
and then the first n ordered rows are selected.
FOR FIRST generates an OPTIMIZE FOR clause on the SQL SELECT statement. If you specify a literal for n,
the literal is used in the OPTIMIZE FOR clause. If you specify a host variable for n, the number generated for the
OPTIMIZE FOR clause depends on the defined size of the host variable:
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• If the host variable is defined as a single digit, the OPTIMIZE is set for 9 rows.
• If the host variable is defined as a two-digit number, the OPTIMIZE is set for 99 rows, and so on.

dataview_name
The name of the dataview defined for the table, view, or Datacom/DB synonym processed.

NOTE
Do not qualify the dataview name with an authorization ID.

NO UPDATE (Optional)
Specifies that the rows processed by this FOR construct are not updated. If NO UPDATE is specified in the FOR
construct, FOR FETCH ONLY is included in the generated SQL statements. If used, this clause must immediately
follow the dataview name. See also the SET RUN UPDATE command.

WHERE clause(Optional)
Specifies that the statements in the scope of the FOR construct apply to those rows that satisfy the search
condition.
search-condition

Specifies a condition that conforms to the SQL syntax for a search condition with the following
qualifications:
You can use SQL functions in a search condition where SQL rules allow the functions. You cannot use
PDL built-in functions in a search condition.
You can use the following predicates in a search condition: IN, BETWEEN, LIKE, NOT IN, NOT
BETWEEN, NOT LIKE, IS NULL, and IS NOT NULL. You cannot use the CONTAINS predicate in a
search condition.
The LIKE condition can include the ESCAPE option to change the mask character. This allows the default
SQL mask characters % and _ to be present in the data being searched.
You can use the keyword CONCAT in place of the concatenation operator, ||.
You cannot include SQL subqueries in a search condition. For this reason, you cannot use the EXISTS
predicate.
A search condition requires the Ideal for Datacom syntax for alphanumeric literals and comments rather
than the SQL syntax. Hexadecimal literals, for example X'FFFF' are not supported in search conditions.
Host variable names are specified without an initial colon in search conditions.
The search condition can include column names from the specified object and host variable names on
either the left or right side of the predicate.
Column names can only be qualified by table or view names to two levels (table_name.col_name) in the
search condition.
You cannot use implied predicate subjects and operators or subscripted identifiers in a search condition.
You cannot use numeric dynamic match parameters in a search condition unless a default precision was
specified.

ORDERED BY clause (Optional)
Determines the logical order in which the rows are processed. If this clause is omitted, the rows are processed in
an order the database management system chooses.

ASCENDING/DESCENDING (Optional)
Specifies the order, by column values, in which rows are processed: as low value to high value (ASCENDING)
or high value to low value (DESCENDING). ASCENDING is the default and applies until DESCENDING is
specified. DESCENDING then remains in effect until ASCENDING is specified again. The effect of ASCENDING/
DESCENDING depends on the type of the column value and the database management system.
column

An identifier of a column in the SQL object processed by the FOR. All column identifiers available in an
SQL ORDER BY clause are valid (except for the use of an integer representing a column position).
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A FOR with an ORDERED BY clause can update the database, unlike an SQL DECLARE CURSOR with an ORDER BY
clause. If a FOR with an ORDERED BY clause is needed to update the database, you must define the underlying SQL
table with at least one unique index.

You can use the WHERE and ORDERED BY clauses in either order.

• • statements
PDL statements or SQL statements. The group of statements in the logical scope of a FOR construct can reference
or update any column in the row retrieved by the current iteration of the FOR.
You can reference column values for a row only after that row was retrieved by the FOR. You can update column
values for a row only in the logical scope of an updateable FOR that processes the row.

• WHEN NONE
An optional postscript that specifies that when none of the rows meets the search condition, the statements
following the WHEN NONE execute.

• WHEN ERROR (Optional)
Specifies statements to execute when a dataview error is encountered in the scope of the FOR construct. If WHEN
ERROR is not specified, errors are processed by the user-defined or default error procedure.
The statements specified following a WHEN ERROR clause can access the SQLCA and $ERROR functions and
should resolve the error with either a PROCESS NEXT or DO ERROR statement. If processing falls through to
the ENDFOR, the $ERROR and SQLCA functions are no longer available. For an example of WHEN ERROR
processing, see the examples in this section.
Note: Only dataview errors ($ERROR-CLASS=DVW) are handled by the WHEN ERROR clause. System and
internal errors are handled by the user-specified or default error procedure.

• ENDFOR
A reserved word that marks the end of the FOR construct. If FOR statements are nested, the most recent
undelimited FOR construct is delimited by the first occurrence of ENDFOR. Each FOR in a nested FOR construct
must have a corresponding ENDFOR.
If a row is updated in the logical scope of the FOR construct, the database is updated at the ENDFOR of the current
iteration.#

Nesting FOR Constructs
You can nest any of the FOR constructs as long as each FOR construct refers to a different dataview. Do not nest
a FOR construct for a given dataview in the logical scope of another FOR construct for the same dataview.
When a QUIT is executed in the logical scope of a FOR, the next statement executed is the statement after the
ENDFOR. When FOR and LOOP constructs are nested, any construct can be abandoned by referencing the
optional label in a QUIT statement. See the QUIT statement in this chapter.

Data Names in FOR Constructs
Columns processed in the FOR construct can be referenced in PDL statements using the column name and, if
necessary, the dataview name as qualifier.
For example, column ACCT_NO in dataview ACCT can be compared to the field ACCT_NO in panel PNL1:
IF ACCT.ACCT_NO EQ PNL1.ACCT_NO ...

You can also use these data items, in addition to working data, parameter data, and panel fields as host variables
in embedded SQL. For example, you can use ACCT.ACCT_NO as a host variable in the WHERE clause of an
SQL statement.
You cannot make such references before the FOR is executed.

Accessing or Updating Column Values
Statements outside the logical scope of the FOR construct can access, but not update, data from the last row
processed for the dataview. The values of the columns processed by the most recent iteration of the FOR are still
available after the ENDFOR (see examples in this section), except when the row was deleted or no rows were
found (WHEN NONE). This data is available until another FOR accesses the same dataview record.
For example, it might be convenient to first find a row and then refer to its columns rather than nesting the actions
in the FOR. You can delegate finding the appropriate row to a lower level procedure.
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Updates (changes and deletes) in the logical scope of the FOR. Any update of a column value in the scope of
a FOR virtually updates the database. The actual update takes place at the ENDFOR for the current iteration:
Therefore, any QUIT or PROCESS NEXT executed in the scope of a FOR abandons the update of the current
row even for columns whose values already were changed. A checkpoint in the logical scope of the FOR does
not commit the current update because the update does not take place until the ENDFOR. Ideal for Datacom
suppresses database writes when it can determine that the database was not altered.
If statements outside the logical scope of the FOR construct attempt to update this data (with a SET, MOVE, and
so on), then an execution-time error results.
These rules apply equally to PDL statements and SQL statements. For example, an embedded SQL FETCH
statement can update a host variable referencing a column in the logical scope of a FOR construct. The FOR
construct must be updateable and access the table containing that column.
Changing the value of a column for the current row in the scope of a FOR construct has no impact on the
selection of the next row because selection is made at the time the FOR construct is initially entered.
You cannot use a FOR construct to update an SQL view defined by the database management system as read-
only.

Transmit, Checkpoint, or Backout in FOR Constructs (SQL Access)
This note applies to FOR constructs for SQL access that contain a TRANSMIT, CHECKPOINT, or BACKOUT
statement, an embedded SQL COMMIT or ROLLBACK statement, or a Debugger breakpoint.

Datacom/DB SQL ANSI Mode and DB2
Only a FOR FIRST 1 construct for SQL can contain a TRANSMIT, CHECKPOINT, or BACKOUT statement (or an
embedded SQL COMMIT or ROLLBACK statement). If the SQL object is updated, you must define the underlying
table with at least one non-nullable, unique index comprised of 64 columns or less.
If any other type of FOR construct for SQL access contains one of these statements, it must quit processing the
specified set of rows after the statement is executed because the set is lost at the commit point. For example, an
ERROR PROCEDURE invoked from in a FOR EACH can transmit a panel, but it must then QUIT the FOR.

Datacom SQL Datacom Mode
Only the BACKOUT statement requires that a QUIT be coded to exit the FOR construct.

Performance Implications
You can improve efficiency by using indexed columns in WHERE and ORDERED BY clauses.

• For DB2
As a rule, modify or access only the columns your application needs. Modifying an entire row that was retrieved by
a FOR can have significant performance implications. This can happen if you use
– CALL USING UPDATE dataview
– MOVE BY POSITION to the dataview
– MOVE BY NAME to the dataview
– MOVE to a dataview that is an alpha group
In these cases, Ideal for Datacom assumes that all columns are updated, including indexed columns. The database
cannot allow access using the index if the indexed column is going to be updated.

• SQL Errors

 

• • SQL errors and warnings resulting from the execution of either embedded SQL statements or the SQL that
<i_dcm> generated for a FOR construct are available in the SQL communications area, SQLCA. You can test
SQLCA fields for warnings or errors using:
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• • • A copy of the SQLCA defined in working data or parameter data
• $SQL functions
• $ERROR functions

• For more information about SQLCA, see the section $SQL Functions (SQL Access Only) in the "Symbolic
Debugger Commands" chapter.

 

• If the current iteration of a FOR construct causes an SQL error, control passes to the WHEN ERROR statement at the
point of the error. If no WHEN ERROR is coded, control passes to the error procedure.

• Listing Generated SQL
To include the SQL generated by the FOR construct in a compiler listing, use the LSQL option on the COMPILE or
SET COMPILE command.

• Coding for Read-Only Access
If a FOR EACH or FOR FIRST construct is determined to be read-only, regardless of whether NO UPDATE is coded,
the FOR FETCH ONLY clause is generated to ensure that the generated SQL performs read-only access.

Example

FOR EACH DELINQUENT_ACCT

     WHERE BALANCE > 200

         DO CONTACT_COLLECTOR    : if qualification needed,

ENDFOR                           : use DELINQUENT_ACCT.field

Example

<<EMP_SEARCH>>

     FOR EACH EMPLOYEE

    WHERE DEPT='D' AND JOB_CODE IN ('J','K','L')

      DO CHECK_GOOD_EMP

      IF ENOUGH_GOOD_EMP

           QUIT EMP_SEARCH

      ENDIF

     ENDFOR

Example

FOR FIRST INVENTORY_ITEM

     WHERE QOH > 50 AND PRICE BETWEEN 100 AND 500

         DO PROCESS_ITEM

       ENDFOR

FOR THE FIRST 5 INVEN

     WHERE PRICE < COST + 100

          DO P_5_CHEAP_ITEMS

       ENDFOR

Example

FOR EACH EMPLOYEE

    WHERE DEPT = 'D'

   FOR EACH PAY_REC

       WHERE PAY_REC.EMP_NO = EMPLOYEE.EMP_NO

          DO PROCESS_PAY
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   ENDFOR

ENDFOR

Example

FOR FIRST ACCT

    WHERE PAST_DUE > 90

   ORDERED BY ACCT_NO

        : you can refer to or update "ACCT.field" here

      WHEN NONE

    DO NO_DELINQ_ACCT

       ENDFOR

        : or you can now refer to "ACCT.field" if present

        : you cannot update "ACCT.field" here (unless this

        : is a procedure performed by a DO from in the

        : FOR)  

DO FIND_CUSTOMER

       IF CUST_FOUND

         : you can refer to "CUST.field" here

       ELSE

    DO CUST_NOT_FOUND

ENDIF

<<FIND_CUSTOMER>> PROCEDURE

FOR THE CUST

    WHERE CUST_NO = TRANS_CUST_NO

       SET CUST_FOUND = TRUE

WHEN NONE

       SET CUST_FOUND = FALSE

ENDFOR

ENDPROC

Example

For Datacom SQL access

FOR FIRST CUSTOMER

  WHERE CUSTID = PNL-CUST

    DELETE CUSTOMER

WHEN NONE

  NOTIFY 'NO CUSTOMERS FOUND IN' STATE

WHEN ERROR

  SELECT FIRST ACTION

    WHEN $ERROR-DVW-STATUS = -175

       LIST 'Referential Integrity Error: ' $ERROR-CONSTRAINT-NAME

       NOTIFY 'Customer ' CUSTID 'has open orders and cannot be deleted'

   WHEN OTHER

        DO ERROR

  ENDSEL

ENDFOR

For DB2

FOR FIRST CUSTOMER
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  WHERE CUSTID = PNL-CUST

    DELETE CUSTOMER

WHEN NONE

  NOTIFY 'NO CUSTOMERS FOUND IN ' STATE

WHEN ERROR

  SELECT FIRST ACTION

    WHEN $ERROR-DVW-STATUS = -530

       LIST 'Referential Integrity Error: ' $ERROR-CONSTRAINT-NAME

       NOTIFY 'Customer ' CUSTID 'has open orders and cannot be deleted'

   WHEN OTHER

        DO ERROR

  ENDSEL

ENDFOR

FOR NEW Statement (SQL Access)

The FOR NEW statement inserts new rows in an SQL object using a dataview defined for the object. The FOR NEW
statement is not iterative. To repeat processing of a FOR NEW, you must include it in a looping construct.

This statement has the following format:

<<label>>

     FOR [THE] NEW dataview_name

            statements

 

 [ WHEN DUPLICATE ]

 [     statements ]

 [ WHEN ERROR     ]

 [     statements ]

  ENDFOR

<<label>>
An optional 1- to 15-character name of the FOR NEW construct. You can use it to refer to the construct in the
QUIT statement.

FOR [THE] NEW
Inserts a new row. You can add the reserved word THE for readability.
FOR NEW initializes the column values in the new row if the program does not initialize them. The column values
are initialized to NULL for fields that can have the null value, or to:

• Zeros for numeric fields
• Zero length for variable-length fields
• Spaces for alphanumeric fields
• Current time for time fields
• Current date for date fields
• Current timestamp for timestamp fields

If initial values were specified in the dataview definition, these values initialize the field.
It is recommended that the views you use in FOR NEW include all columns in the underlying table that were
defined as NOT NULL. Otherwise, any insert using this view fails because the missing columns cannot be
supplied with initial values.

dataview_name
The name of the dataview for which a new row is inserted. The underlying SQL object must be insertable.
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Do not qualify the dataview name with an authorization ID.
WHEN DUPLICATE (Optional)

The WHEN DUPLICATE clause contains statements that are executed when the value of an index column to add
matches the value of an index existing in the database and when the database does not allow duplicate index
values. The criteria for invalid duplicates are defined by the site database administrator when the database is
defined.
If you omit the WHEN DUPLICATE clause and duplication is not allowed, control passes to the WHEN ERROR
statement if a duplicate is found. If the WHEN ERROR is not coded, control passes to the error procedure.
If duplication is allowed, the WHEN DUPLICATE clause is ignored.

NOTE
Although the file is not updated when a duplicate record is found (the duplicate record is not added),
the WHEN DUPLICATE clause does not affect the execution of the statements that precede it. The
statements in the WHEN DUPLICATE clause execute when the duplication is detected at the ENDFOR.
At that point, all other statements in the scope of the FOR were already executed. If the FOR construct
includes statements that increment counters or set messages, you can correct those values in the
WHEN DUPLICATE processing. However, you cannot continue executing the FOR construct.

WHEN ERROR (Optional)
Specifies statements to execute when a database error is encountered in the scope of the FOR construct. If the
WHEN ERROR is not specified, errors are processed by the user-defined or default error procedure.
The statements specified following a WHEN ERROR clause can access $ERROR and $SQL functions and
should resolve the error with either a PROCESS NEXT or DO ERROR statement. If processing falls through to
the ENDFOR, the $ERROR and $SQL functions are no longer available.

NOTE
Only database errors are handled by the WHEN ERROR clause. System and internal errors are handled
by the user-specified or default error procedure.

ENDFOR
A reserved word that terminates the FOR construct. If FOR constructs are nested, the most recent unterminated
FOR construct is terminated. You can reference any row added in the FOR NEW after ENDFOR unless a QUIT
statement is used.
You can reference columns processed in the FOR construct in PDL statements using the column name and, if
necessary, the dataview name as qualifier. Typically, the statements in the scope of the FOR NEW construct place
values into the newly created row (see list of examples in this section)
Insertion of a new row into the table or view occurs at the ENDFOR.
Any update of a column value in the scope of a FOR virtually updates the database. The update to the actual
table or view takes place at the ENDFOR for the current iteration. Therefore, any QUIT in the scope of a FOR
NEW abandons the insertion of the new row. Further reference to that row outside of the FOR is invalid.
You cannot delete a row in the logical scope of a FOR NEW construct.
You cannot reference column values for a row before the FOR is executed.
A FOR NEW construct can contain TRANSMIT, COMMIT, BACKOUT, and so on statements.
SQL errors and warnings, resulting from the execution of either embedded SQL statements or the SQL that Ideal
for Datacom generates for a FOR construct are available in the SQL communications area, SQLCA. SQLCA fields
can be tested for warnings or errors using:

• A copy of the SQLCA defined in working data or parameter data
• $SQL functions
• $ERROR functions

For more information about SQLCA, see the $SQL Functions (SQL Access Only) in the "Symbolic Debugger
Commands" chapter.
If inserting a new row causes the database management system to issue an abnormal error, the WHEN ERROR
statements execute. If no WHEN ERROR statement is coded, the error procedure gets control at ENDFOR.
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Examples

In this example, one row is added to the INVEN_ITEM table with column values of a numeric literal, an alphanumeric
literal, a working data item, and a panel field.

FOR THE NEW INVEN_ITEM

    MOVE 1915464 TO CODE

    MOVE 'WIDGETS' TO DESC

    MOVE WORK.COST TO INVEN_ITEM.COST

    MOVE PNL_ASK.QTY TO INVEN_ITEM.QTY

ENDFOR

In the following example, the FOR NEW construct is included in a LOOP construct to process multiple records. Notice that
a WHEN DUPLICATE clause is specified to correct the NEW_COUNT total when the duplicate record was not added.

LOOP UNTIL TRANSCODE = 'Q'

      TRANSMIT INVEN_PNL

      FOR THE NEW INVEN_ITEM

        MOVE INVEN_PNL TO INVEN_ITEM BY NAME

        SET NEW_COUNT = NEW_COUNT + 1

      WHEN DUPLICATE

        SET NEW_COUNT = NEW_COUNT - 1

      ENDFOR

ENDLOOP

FOR Statement (Sequential Files)

Learn about the FOR statement for sequential files in Ideal for Datacom. Find descriptions of the FOR EACH, FOR FIRST,
and FOR ANY statements; the FOR NEXT statement; and the FOR NEW statement.

The FOR statement is used for reading and updating sequential files. The FOR construct begins with a FOR clause and
ends with an ENDFOR clause.

To retrieve data from a file, you must first define an Ideal for Datacom dataview for the data. The dataview defines the
record available to the application.

You can use the following FOR statements for sequential files:

• The FOR EACH, FOR FIRST, and FOR ANY constructs retrieve records. These constructs are iterative. With each
iteration, they return the next record in the requested set.

• The FOR NEXT statement accesses a single record from the file.
• Records are added to the file using FOR NEW.

These statements are described in the next section. For more information about Ideal for Datacom dataviews, see
Managing Dataviews.

FOR EACH/FIRST/ANY Statement (Sequential Files)

The FOR EACH, FOR FIRST, and FOR ANY statements process a set of records (or process a single record) from a
sequential file. All statements in the logical scope of the FOR apply to each selected record from the sequential file that is
defined in the specified dataview.

This statement has the following format:
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[<<label>>]

    [EACH            ]

FOR [ALL             ] dataview_name

    [[THE] FIRST [n] ]

    [ANY n           ]

           [WHERE where condition]

                  statements

           [WHEN NONE     ]

           [    statements]

           [WHEN ERROR    ]

           [    statements]

ENDFOR

<<label>>
An optional 1-character to 15-character name of the FOR construct. This label refers to the construct in QUIT and
PROCESS NEXT statements and as the operand of certain functions such as $COUNT.

EACH|ALL
Indicate that the statements in the scope of the FOR construct apply to every record that satisfies the where
condition. You can use the reserved words EACH and ALL interchangeably.

[THE] FIRST [n]
Specifies that the statements in the scope of the FOR construct apply to the first n records that satisfy the where
condition. The value that is specified for n can be an identifier of a numeric field or a numeric literal that specifies
the number of records to process. The default is FIRST 1. You can add the reserved word THE for readability.

ANY n
Specifies that the statements in the scope of the FOR construct apply to any n records that satisfy the where
condition. The value that is specified for n can be an identifier of a numeric field or a numeric literal that specifies
the number of records to process. N is required for the FOR ANY clause.
For sequential dataviews, ANY n is equivalent to FIRST n.

dataview-name
The name of the dataview processed.

WHERE clause
(Optional)
Specifies that the statements in the scope of the FOR construct apply to those records that satisfy the condition.
where-condition

A condition with the following qualifications:

• If the condition is a condition name, it must be from the dataview referenced.
• The left-hand operand of each relational-expression must be the identifier of a field or alpha-group in

the dataview referenced.
• If the left-hand operand is an alphanumeric field, the right-hand operand must be an alphanumeric

expression.
• If the left-hand operand is a numeric field, the right-hand operand can be a numeric expression,

an alphanumeric expression, or a non-alpha group that is not a panel group or dynamic matching
parameter. When the right-hand operand is not a numeric expression, a warning is issued when
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the program is compiled. If the right-hand operand cannot be converted to numeric, a runtime error
occurs.

• The left-hand operand of a relational-expression in a where condition need not be qualified as to
dataview name since it refers implicitly to the dataview in the FOR clause. However, reserved words
that are used as operands must always be qualified.

• The right-hand operand of a relational-expression can be any arithmetic or alphanumeric expression,
but cannot reference any fields in the dataview that is named in the FOR clause.

• Simple conditions cannot be Boolean functions or flags.
• Any subscripts used in the where condition must not be numeric fields in the dataview referenced.

statements
PDL statements. The group of statements in the logical scope of a FOR construct can reference any field in the
record that is processed by the FOR.

WHEN NONE
An optional postscript that specifies that, when no records meet the where condition, the statements following the
WHEN NONE execute.

WHEN ERROR (Optional)
Specifies statements to be executed when a dataview error is encountered in the scope of the FOR construct. If
the WHEN ERROR is not specified, errors are processed by the user-defined or default error procedure.
The statements that are specified following a WHEN ERROR clause can access $ERROR functions and should
resolve the error with either a PROCESS NEXT or DO ERROR statement. If processing falls through to the
ENDFOR, the $ERROR functions are no longer available.

NOTE
Only dataview errors are handled by the WHEN ERROR clause. System and internal errors are handled
by the user-specified or default error procedure.

ENDFOR
A reserved word that marks the end of the FOR construct. If FOR statements are nested, the most recent
unterminated FOR construct is terminated by the first occurrence of ENDFOR. Each FOR in a nested FOR
construct must have a corresponding ENDFOR.
You cannot read sequential files online under CICS.
You cannot modify sequential files in the scope of a FOR EACH construct, even if the dataview is marked
updateable. Sequential files are updated by writing records to a new file.
The keyword QUIT in the logical scope of a FOR EACH abandons processing of the set of records. The next
statement that is executed is the statement after the ENDFOR. When FOR and LOOP constructs are nested, you
can abandon any construct by referencing the optional label in a QUIT statement.
You can reference fields that are processed by each iteration of the FOR construct in PDL statements. The
identifier is the name of the field that is defined in the dataview or the field name with the dataview name as
qualifier. For example, you can compare field ACCT_NO in dataview ACCT to the field ACCT_NO in panel PNL1:
IF ACCT.ACCT_NO EQ PNL1.ACCT_NO ...

You cannot make such references before the FOR executes.
Sometimes it is convenient to first process a dataview record and then refer to its fields rather than to code the
actions in the FOR. For example, you can delegate finding the appropriate record to a lower-level procedure.
You can nest any of the FOR constructs as long as each FOR construct refers to a different dataview. Do not nest
a FOR construct for a given dataview in another FOR construct for the same dataview.

FOR NEXT Statement (Sequential Files)

The FOR NEXT statement specifies a series of statements that apply only to the next record of a sequential file dataview.
If a previous FOR FIRST was executed for the same dataview, the next record in sequence is accessed. If no previous
FOR FIRST was executed, FOR NEXT accesses the first record.
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NOTE
This statement is not iterative. To repeat the execution of this statement, you must code it in a LOOP construct.

Under z/OS or VSE, this construct applies only to sequential file dataviews in applications that run in batch since
sequential files cannot be read online.

This statement has the following format:

<<label>>

     FOR [THE] NEXT dataview_name

            statements

 

   [ WHEN NONE      ]

   [     statements ]

 

   [ WHEN ERROR     ]

   [     statements ]

 

  ENDFOR

<<label>> (Optional)
Specifies a 1-charater to 15-character name of the FOR construct. You can use it to refer to the construct in a
QUIT statement.

FOR [THE] NEXT
Specifies that the action to take only applies to the next record of a sequential file dataview. You can add the
reserved word THE for readability.

dataview-name
Specifies the name of the dataview that defines each record to read.

WHEN NONE(Optional)
Reserved words that specify that when no next record exists (for example, there are no more records in the file),
the statements following the WHEN NONE execute.

WHEN ERROR(Optional)
Specifies statements to execute when a dataview error is encountered in the scope of the FOR construct. If
WHEN ERROR is not specified, errors are processed by the user-defined or default error procedure.
The statements that are specified following a WHEN ERROR clause can access $ERROR functions and should
resolve the error with either a PROCESS NEXT or DO ERROR statement. If processing falls through to the
ENDFOR, the $ERROR functions are no longer available.
Note: Only dataview errors are handled by the WHEN ERROR clause. System and internal errors are handled by
the user-specified or default error procedure.

ENDFOR
A reserved word that terminates the FOR construct. If FOR constructs are nested, the most recent unterminated
FOR construct is terminated by the first occurrence of ENDFOR. Each FOR must have a corresponding
ENDFOR.
The FOR EACH construct is used for most sequential processing. The FOR NEXT construct is used in situations
where only one record, following the current record, is required.
You can nest any of the FOR constructs as long as each FOR construct refers to a different dataview. Do not nest
a FOR construct for a given dataview in another FOR construct for the same dataview.

Example

FOR NEXT EMPLOYEE
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   IF STATUS = 'T'

     SET MSG = 'EMPLOYEE TERMINATED'

  ENDIF

ENDFOR

Example

<<MAIN>>PROCEDURE

<<LOAD>> LOOP

  FOR NEXT STUDENT_QSAM

    IF STUDENT_QSAM.CUM_GPA >= 3.5

       PRODUCE JEDEANS

    ENDIF

  WHEN NONE

    IF $COUNT (LOAD) = 0

        LIST 'NO RECORDS IN STUDENT_QSAM'

    ELSE

        SET RECORDS = $COUNT (LOAD)

       LIST RECORDS 'RECORDS PROCESSED ' SKIP

        LIST '***END OF FILE ***'

   ENDIF

    QUIT RUN

  ENDFOR

  FOR NEW STUDENT_LOAD

    MOVE STUDENT_QSAM TO STUDENT_LOAD BY NAME

  WHEN DUPLICATE

    LIST 'STUDENT #'

    STUDENT_QSAM.STUDENT.NR 'ALREADY EXISTS'

 ENDFOR

        ENDLOOP

FOR NEW Statement (Sequential Files)

The FOR NEW statement adds new records to the end of a sequential file using a dataview for that file. The FOR NEW
statement is not iterative. To repeat processing of a FOR NEW, you must include it in a looping construct.

This statement has the following format:

[<<label>>]

FOR [THE] NEW dataview-name

     statements

 

    [ WHEN ERROR     ]

    [     statements ]

ENFOR

<<label>>
An optional 1-character to 15-character name of the FOR NEW construct. You can use it to refer to the construct
in the QUIT statement.

FOR [THE] NEW
Specifies the action to take to add each new record.
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FOR NEW initializes the values in the record that is defined by the specified dataview. If initial values were
specified for the field in the dataview definition, they are used. Otherwise, the fields are initialized to zeros (for
numeric fields) and blanks (for alphanumeric fields).

NOTE
For DBAs: Fields in the underlying record that are not defined in the modeled dataview are initialized to
spaces, without regard to the intended data type of the field. Therefore, dataviews used in FOR NEW
should span the entire record. You can add the reserved word, THE, for readability.

dataview-name
The name of the dataview for which a new record is added. The dataview must be updateable.

statements
PDL statements. Typically, the statements in the scope of the FOR NEW construct are statements that place
values into the newly created record.

WHEN ERROR (Optional)
Specifies statements to execute when a dataview error is encountered in the scope of the FOR construct. If
WHEN ERROR is not specified, errors are processed by the user-defined or default error procedure.
The statements that are specified following a WHEN ERROR clause can access $ERROR functions and should
resolve the error with either a PROCESS NEXT or DO ERROR statement. If processing falls through to the
ENDFOR, the $ERROR functions are no longer available.

NOTE
Only dataview errors are handled by the WHEN ERROR clause. System and internal errors are handled
by the user-specified or default error procedure.

ENDFOR
A reserved word that terminates the FOR construct. If FOR constructs are nested, the most recent unterminated
FOR construct is terminated. You can reference any recently added field in the dataview record after ENDFOR
unless a QUIT statement is used.
The file is opened when the FOR NEW statement executes. The record is inserted at the ENDFOR.
A QUIT in the logical scope of a FOR NEW aborts the creation of the record, that is, creates an empty sequential
file.
PROCESS NEXT has no meaning in the FOR NEW.
Dataview fields cannot be referenced before execution of the FOR statement for the dataview.
The first time a FOR NEW is executed, the file is opened for output, and the disposition parameter takes control
to determine where the record is added. In a z/OS environment, DISP=MOD, the new record is added to the end
of the file. If DISP=OLD, the existing records are purged and the new record is added to the beginning of the file.
Subsequent records are added to the end of the file in both cases. See the following examples.
Online, if one or more users are writing to the file, new records are interleaved. If a sequential file is written online
under CICS, you cannot read it in batch until CICS closes it.

Example

FOR THE NEW INVEN_ITEM

      MOVE TRANS_INFO TO INVEN_ITEM BY NAME

ENDFOR

The following table illustrates the differences in the processing of a sequential file when the disposition parameter is set to
OLD or MOD in z/OS.

Statements Result DISP=OLD DISP=MOD

FOR EACH dvwname statements
ENDFOR

Reads existing records Reads existing records
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LOOP 3 TIMES FOR NEW dvwname
statements to add three new records
ENFOR
ENDLOOP

Purges existing records and adds three
new records to beginning of file

Peeps original records and adds three new
records to end of file

FOR EACH dvwname statements
ENDFOR

Reads three new records that are
newly added

Reads original records and three newly
added records

LOOP 2 TIMES FOR NEW dvwname
statements to add 2 new records
ENDFOR

Purges three newly added records and
adds two new records

Keeps original records and three added
records and adds two new records to the
end of the file

FOR EACH dvwname . . . Reads only the two most recently added
records

Reads original records plus five new
records

FOR Statement (VSAM Files)

Learn about the FOR statement for VSAM files in Ideal for Datacom. Find descriptions of the FOR EACH/FIRST
statement, the FOR NEW statement, and VSAM support backout and recovery.

The FOR statement is used for reading and updating files. The FOR construct begins with a FOR clause and ends with an
ENDFOR clause.

NOTE
To access VSAM files from Ideal for Datacom, your site must have the Ideal for Datacom VSAM support option
installed.

To process data from a VSAM file, you must first define the data in an Ideal for Datacom dataview and catalog it. The
dataview defines the field names that you can use in the Ideal for Datacom application. Ideal for Datacom supports
dataviews for all three types of VSAM files:

• KSDS-Key Sequenced Data Sets
• ESDS-Entry-Sequenced Data Sets
• RRDS-Relative Record Data Sets

The record length in a VSAM file can vary in two ways:

• Variable-occurrence records include a field or group of fields that repeats a specified number of times. These records
are defined using an OCCURS DEPENDING ON clause. The OCCURS DEPENDING ON clause indicates which field
controls the number of times the repeating field or group of fields occurs in the individual record.

• Variable-segment records include different fields based on a record type that is usually included in a fixed portion of the
record. The varying sets of fields (segments) are defined using the REDEFINES clause to establish different level-2
field descriptions that overlap each other. These varying segments can be different lengths, but the longest segment
must be the first variable segment defined.

ESDS files are not required to have a fixed-length segment. KSDS files require a fixed-length segment, since the keys
must always be in the same position in the record. For RRDS files, variable-occurrence records are not supported.
Variable-segment records are accommodated to allow the use of multiple record types. However, the actual records that
are written are padded with binary zeros, as required, to create fixed-length records.

The FOR EACH and FOR FIRST constructs retrieve and update one record at a time. These constructs are iterative; with
each iteration, they return the next requested record. Creating an image of the record in working data is not necessary.
Ideal for Datacom maintains a data structure that contains the record that is retrieved by each iteration of the FOR. PDL
statements can use the fields in this structure. If a record is updated in the scope of the FOR (and updating is allowed),
the data set is automatically updated at the ENDFOR for the current iteration.
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To insert a new record into the file, use the FOR NEW statement. The FOR NEW statement adds a single record that is
not iterative. To repeat processing of a FOR NEW statement, place the statement in a looping structure, such as a LOOP
construct.

These FOR statements are described in the next sections. For information on creating, cataloging, and displaying VSAM
dataviews, see Managing Dataviews.

FOR EACH/FIRST Statement (VSAM Files)

The FOR EACH and FOR FIRST statements process a set of records (or a single record) from a VSAM file. The FOR
construct is iterative. With each iteration, it returns the next record in the requested set. All statements in the scope of the
FOR apply to each record selected. FOR FIRST and FOR EACH are the only constructs that update or delete a record.

This statement has the following format:

<<label>>

    [EACH            ]

FOR [ALL             ]   dataview_name[NO UPDATE]

    [[THE] FIRST [n] ]

      [WHERE where-condition ]

      [ORDERED BY  [ASCENDING ] [FIELD-NAME ]] 

      [            [DESCENDING]              ]

  statements

        [WHEN NONE     ]

        [    statements]

        [WHEN ERROR     ]

        [     statements]

ENDFOR

<<label>>
An optional 1-character to 15-character name of the FOR construct. You can use this label to refer to the construct
in QUIT and PROCESS NEXT statements and as the operand of certain functions such as $COUNT.

EACH|ALL
Indicate that the statements in the scope of the FOR construct apply to every record that satisfies the where
condition. You can use the reserved words EACH and ALL interchangeably.

[THE] FIRST [n] (Default)
Specifies that the statements in the scope of the FOR construct apply to the first n records that satisfy the where
condition. The value that is specified for n can be a numeric literal or the name of a numeric field. The default is
FIRST 1. You can add the reserved word THE for readability. When you use FOR FIRST n with a where condition
and an ORDERED BY clause, all records that satisfy the where condition are ordered. Then the first n ordered
records are selected.

dataview-name
Specifies the name of the VSAM dataview.

NO UPDATE (Optional)
Specifies that the records processed by this FOR construct are not updated. This specification applies even if
the dataview is defined as updateable (Update Intent = Y in the parameter definition). If used, this clause must
immediately follow the dataview name. The use of this clause for browsing provides significant efficiency gains.

WHERE clause (Optional)
Specifies that the statements in the scope of the FOR construct apply to those records that satisfy the specified
condition. If the WHERE clause is omitted, all records in the data set are processed. The WHERE clause can also
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determine the index where the data set is accessed (see the description of the ORDERED BY clause for more
detailed information).
where-condition

A condition with the following further qualifications:

• The left-hand operand of each relational-expression must be
– The identifier of a field or group in the dataview that is referenced or
– The function $RBA (for an ESDS data set) or $RRN (for an RRDS data set)

• If the left-hand operand is an alphanumeric field, the right-hand operand must be an alphanumeric
expression.

• If the left-hand operand is a numeric field, the right-hand operand can be
– A numeric expression,
– An alphanumeric expression, or
– A non-alpha group that is not a panel group or dynamic matching parameter
When the right-hand operand is not a numeric expression, a warning is issued when the program is
compiled. If the right-hand operand cannot be converted to numeric, a run-time error occurs.

• If the left-hand operand is the function $RRN, the value of the right-hand operand must be greater
than or equal to one. If the left-hand operand is the function $RBA, the value of the right-hand operand
must be greater than or equal to zero.

• A field name that is used as the left-hand operand of a relational-expression in a where condition does
not need to be qualified with a dataview name. In this situation, the field name does not need to be
qualified with a dataview name because it refers implicitly to the dataview in the FOR clause. However,
reserved words that are used as operands must always be qualified. The $RBA and $RRN functions
must not include the dataview name.

• The right-hand operand of a relational-expression can be any arithmetic or alphanumeric expression,
but cannot reference any fields in the dataview that are named in the FOR clause. In particular,
subscripts that qualify dataview array elements cannot depend on data in the dataview.

• If the condition is a condition name (a type C field), it must be from the dataview being referenced.
• Simple conditions cannot be Boolean functions or flags.

ORDERED BY clause (Optional)
Identifies the index by which a KSDS data set is accessed and determines the logical order in which the records
in any VSAM file are processed. If this clause is omitted, the index is determined as follows:

• If a specified WHERE clause uses only one key (full or high-order partial), that key identifies the index to use.
• If neither an ORDERED BY nor a WHERE clause is specified, the primary key is used.

If the ORDERED BY clause is omitted and a WHERE clause is specified that uses more than one key, an error
message is issued when the program is compiled.

ASCENDING/ DESCENDING (Optional)
Specifies whether processing proceeds from low to high values (ASCENDING) or high to low values
(DESCENDING). ASCENDING is the default. The effect of ASCENDING/DESCENDING depends on the type of
the VSAM data set:

ESDS data set
Records are retrieved moving through the file in a forward (ASCENDING) or backward (DESCENDING) direction,
according to the relative byte address (RBA). You cannot specify a field-name to determine the order.

RRDS data set
Records are retrieved according to the relative record number, moving from the lowest number to the highest
(ASCENDING) or from the highest number to the lowest (DESCENDING). You cannot specify a field-name to
determine the order.
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KSDS data set
Records are retrieved according to ascending or descending values in the field that is specified as field-name.
Records are retrieved in a collating sequence. If the specified field-name identifies a signed numeric (type N) field,
the collating sequence cannot return the records in the expected algebraic order.
field-name

The name of a field or group of fields that are defined as a primary or alternate key. You can only
specify the field-name for a KSDS file. You can specify only one field-name. The field-name cannot be
subscripted.

statements
PDL statements. The statements in the logical scope of a FOR construct can reference any field in the record that
is most recently processed by the FOR. However, it is the responsibility of the programmer to check the record
type before referencing any fields in a variable-segment record.

WHEN NONE
An optional postscript that specifies that when none of the records meet the where condition, the statements
following the WHEN NONE execute.

WHEN ERROR(Optional)
Specifies statements to execute when a dataview error is encountered in the scope of the FOR construct. If
WHEN ERROR is not specified, errors are processed by the user-defined or default error procedure.
The statements that are specified following a WHEN ERROR clause can access $ERROR functions and should
resolve the error with either a PROCESS NEXT or DO ERROR statement. If processing falls through to the
ENDFOR, the $ERROR functions are no longer available.

NOTE
Only dataview errors are handled by the WHEN ERROR clause. System and internal errors are handled
by the user-specified or default error procedure.

ENDFOR
A reserved word that marks the end of the FOR construct. If FOR statements are nested, the most recent
undelimited FOR construct is delimited by the first occurrence of ENDFOR. Each FOR in a nested FOR construct
must have a corresponding ENDFOR.
Updates are written to the file at the ENDFOR of the current iteration of the FOR construct.
You can reference fields that are processed by each iteration of the FOR construct in PDL statements. The
identifier is the field name or the field name with the dataview name as qualifier. For example, the field ACCT-NO
in the ACCT dataview can be compared to the field ACCT-NO in the panel named PNL1:
IF ACCT.ACCT-NO EQ PNL1.ACCT-NO ...

You cannot make such references before the FOR executes.
Sometimes it is convenient to first process a dataview record and then refer to its fields rather than coding the
actions in the FOR. For example, you can delegate finding the appropriate record to a lower-level procedure, as
shown in following examples in this section.
Statements outside the logical scope of the FOR construct can access, but not update, data in the dataview
record. Data in the last record that is processed are available after the ENDFOR until another FOR accesses the
same dataview, except when the record was deleted or no records were found (WHEN NONE).
The access key used to retrieve records should not be updated in the scope of a FOR statement based on that
key. If the access key is the primary key, VSAM does not allow you to change it. If the access key is an alternate
key, you can update it in Ideal for Datacom; however the results can be unpredictable:

• If you update the alternate key and the index is in the upgrade set, the index changes dynamically while you
are scanning the file.

• If the index is not in the upgrade set, the changes do not reflect in the index. Whenever you use an index that
is not part of the upgrade set, results can be inaccurate.

You must make updates (changes and deletes) in the logical scope of the FOR. Any update of a dataview field in the
scope of a FOR logically updates the file. For changes (but not for deletes), the actual update takes place at the ENDFOR
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for the current iteration. Therefore, any QUIT or PROCESS NEXT executed in the scope of a FOR abandons the update
of the current record even for fields whose values already were changed. A checkpoint in the logical scope of the FOR
does not commit the current update, because the update does not take place until the ENDFOR.

VSAM records are updated only through the primary index. Before a record is updated, Ideal for Datacom rereads the
record with exclusive control, using the primary key. Ideal for Datacom can then verify that the record was not deleted or
changed since the original access before Ideal for Datacom updates or deletes the record.

During updates, Ideal for Datacom writes a record only when it can determine that the data was altered. Ideal for
Datacom always processes CHECKPOINT and BACKOUT requests, even if no actual changes were made to the file. In
a CICS environment, the CHECKPOINT and BACKOUT statements execute the CICS SYNCPOINT and SYNCPOINT
ROLLBACK commands. In non-CICS environments, the BACKOUT statement has no effect. The CHECKPOINT
statement performs a TCLOSE operation that flushes certain VSAM buffers if there was any VSAM access before the
CHECKPOINT.

If statements outside the logical scope of the FOR construct attempt to update the record (with a SET, MOVE, and so on),
a run-time error results.

• Access the file with a unique key when updating records since the execution of the FOR EACH or FOR FIRST n
statements cannot resume if the access key is non-unique and any of the following occurs in the scope of the FOR
statement:

• TRANSMIT
• Update of the data set named in the FOR statement
• CHECKPOINT
• BACKOUT
• Debugger breakpoint

Make sure that the above actions do not occur in procedures or subprograms that are called from within the FOR
construct.

In the scope of a FOR statement that accesses a VSAM data set, a non-ideal subprogram should not access that VSAM
data set or issue a CICS SYNCPOINT.

The FOR EACH and FOR FIRST statements read the set of records that satisfies the conditions that are specified in the
WHERE clause and then process those records according to the statements entered in the FOR construct. If the WHERE
clause is complex, the set of records to read is determined by establishing a search interval based on the conditions in the
WHERE clause.

Conditions that are connected by an OR can result in an overly large search interval. For example, if the WHERE clause
specifies the highest value of a key field and the lowest value of a key field, connected by an OR, the search interval
includes the entire file.

You can nest any of the FOR constructs as long as each FOR construct refers to a different dataview. Do not nest a FOR
construct for a given dataview in another FOR construct for the same dataview.

If more than one record in a file is needed simultaneously, either use two dataviews for the same file or save necessary
information in working data.

When a QUIT is executed in the logical scope of a FOR, the next statement that is executed is the statement after the
ENDFOR. When FOR and LOOP constructs are nested, any construct can be abandoned by referencing the optional
label in a QUIT statement.

You can use the WHERE and ORDERED BY clauses in either order.

You cannot delete records from an ESDS file; therefore, you cannot specify the DELETE statement in a FOR construct
that accesses an ESDS file.

When updating an ESDS data set, you cannot change the length of a record. With Ideal for Datacom, you can decrease
the logical length of a record (either by reducing the number of occurrences in a variable-occurrence record or by
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changing the record to a shorter variable-segment record with the SET $REC-SEGMENT command), but the remaining
length of the updated record is padded with binary zeros. Do not use this technique when record-types are identified by
record-length since the original length is retrieved when the record is read.

You can improve efficiency in the following ways:

• Use an ORDERED BY clause.
• Use a single, complete key as a group field in the WHERE clause.
• If both an ORDERED BY and a WHERE clause are present and reference key fields, use the same key in both

clauses.
• Do not use different keys or non-key fields in WHERE clause conditions that are connected by OR. Even using the

same key can read a significant number of extra records if the key values are widely divergent. In the latter case, you
can use multiple, unnested FOR constructs to retrieve only the appropriate records (see following examples in this
section).

• Use alphanumeric (type X) fields whenever possible as key fields.

Examples

In the following example, assume that the BALANCE field is defined as an alternate key for the DELINQUENT-ACCT
dataview. Since the BALANCE field is used in the WHERE clause and there is no ORDERED BY clause, the BALANCE
field is used as the access key.

FOR EACH DELINQUENT-ACCT   

    WHERE BALANCE > 200      

      DO CONTACT-COLLECTOR

ENDFOR

In the following example, the access key is determined by the ORDERED BY clause since neither the QOH nor the
PRICE field are key fields.

FOR FIRST INVENTORY-ITEM

    WHERE QOH > 50 AND PRICE < 500

    ORDERED BY ITEM-NAME

        DO PROCESS-ITEM

ENDFOR

For the INVEN dataview used in the following example, the PRICE field is defined as an alternate key and is used as the
access key, based on its use in the WHERE clause. Since PRICE is not a unique key, if the P-5-CHEAP-ITEMS procedure
includes an update or a TRANSMIT statement, processing cannot resume after the first iteration of the FOR and an error
occurs.

FOR THE FIRST 5 INVEN

    WHERE PRICE < 100

        DO P-5-CHEAP-ITEMS

ENDFOR

In the following example, the EMPLOYEE file is accessed using the unique key EMP-NO; however, each record in the file
is read in sequence to find the records that satisfy the WHERE clause, since the key field EMP-NO is not specified in the
WHERE clause. If EMP-NO in the PAY-REC dataview is also a key field, the PAY-REC dataview is accessed randomly
(only the record that matches the EMPLOYEE record is read).

FOR EACH EMPLOYEE

    ORDERED BY EMP-NO
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        WHERE DEPT = 'D'

            FOR EACH PAY-REC

                WHERE PAY-REC.EMP-NO = EMPLOYEE.EMP-NO

                   DO PROCESS-PAY

            ENDFOR

ENDFOR

The following example shows the use of the WHEN NONE clause and indicates when you can access and update
dataview fields.

FOR FIRST ACCT

   WHERE PAST-DUE > 90

      ORDERED BY ACCT-NO

                 : you can refer to or update ACCT.field here

         WHEN NONE

      DO NO-DELINQ-ACCT

       ENDFOR

    : you can now refer to ACCT.field if present

    : you cannot update ACCT.field here (unless this

    : is a procedure performed by a DO statement

    : in the FOR, but not in the WHEN NONE)

The following example shows the use of FOR statement is included in the procedure FIND-CUSTOMER. You cannot
update the record in the subsequent IF statement, although you can reference, display, or list the fields.

DO FIND-CUSTOMER

       IF CUST-FOUND

                    : you can refer to "CUST.field" here

ELSE

    DO CUST-NOT-FOUND

ENDIF

<<FIND-CUSTOMER>> PROCEDURE

   FOR THE FIRST CUST

      WHERE CUST-NO = TRANS-CUST-NO

         SET CUST-FOUND = TRUE

      WHEN NONE

         SET CUST-FOUND = FALSE   ENDFOR

In the following example, the PSS-MASTER dataview is accessed by relative byte address using the $RBA function to
determine the starting record. The dataview name is not specified for the function when it is used in the WHERE clause.

FOR FIRST 21 PSS-MASTER

    WHERE $RBA GE START-ADDRESS :function is not qualified  

        statements

ENDFOR

SET LAST-ADDRESS = $RBA(PSS-MASTER) :function is qualified  

In the following example, two FOR constructs were specified to retrieve the records that satisfy the condition EMP-ID <
101 OR EMP-ID > 846. In this example, the PSS-MASTER file is a KSDS file with the key field EMP-ID.

FOR EACH PSS-MASTER

   WHERE EMP-ID < 101
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       statements

ENDFOR

FOR EACH PSS-MASTER

   WHERE EMP-ID > 846

       statements

ENDFOR

With the FOR EACH statement, the results of the two FOR statements above are the same as that for a single FOR
EACH statement with the combined condition WHERE EMP-ID < 101 OR EMP-ID > 846. However, with a FOR FIRST
statement, the results might not be the same since, with the single construct, only the first record that satisfies the
combined condition is retrieved, but with a double construct, two records are retrieved.

In the following example, two FOR constructs access a weekly transaction file called TRAN-FILE. The FOR FIRST
construct loads an RBA table from the first record that contains the RBAs used for each day's transactions. The FOR
EACH construct retrieves Tuesday's records by comparing the $RBA function to the RBA table values for Tuesday and
Wednesday.

FOR FIRST TRAN-FILE

   SET W-RBA-TABLE = TRAN-FILE.TABLE-SEG BY NAME

ENDFOR

statements

FOR EACH TRAN-FILE

   WHERE $RBA GE W-RBA-TABLE.TUESDAY

      AND $RBA LT W-RBA-TABLE.WEDNESDAY + 1

          statements

        ENDFOR

FOR NEW Statement (VSAM Files)

The FOR NEW statement inserts a single record into a VSAM file using a dataview defined for the file. The FOR NEW
statement is not iterative. To repeat processing of a FOR NEW, you must include it in a looping construct.

This statement has the following format:

<<label>>

   FOR [THE] NEW dataview-name

       [WHERE $RRN = value]

           statements

       [WHEN DUPLICATE]

       [    statements]

       [WHEN ERROR    ]

       [    statements]

   ENDFOR

<<label>>
An optional 1- to 15-character name of the FOR NEW construct. You can use it to refer to the construct in a QUIT
statement.

FOR [THE] NEW
Specifies the action to take to insert or add each new record. You can add the reserved word, THE, for readability.
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FOR NEW initializes the field values in the new record if the program did not initialize them previously. If initial
values were specified for the field in the dataview definition, they are used. Otherwise the fields are initialized to
zeros (for numeric fields) and blanks (for alphanumeric fields).

dataview-name
The name of the dataview that defines the new record inserted. The dataview must be updateable.

WHERE $RRN = value
Specifies the relative record number of the new record in an RRDS VSAM data set. The operator must be the
equal sign (=). This statement is required for RRDS files, but cannot be used for ESDS files or KSDS files.

• value
– Can be an integer number, a numeric expression, or the name of a numeric field or data item. The value

must be greater than or equal to one.

statements
PDL statements. Typically, the statements in the scope of the FOR NEW construct are those that place values
into the newly created record.

WHEN DUPLICATE(Optional)
Used only for KSDS and RRDS data sets.) The WHEN DUPLICATE clause contains statements that execute
when any key value of a record to add matches the key value of a record existing in the file and the index is
defined as unique. For RRDS files, the record is a duplicate when the relative record number matches the relative
record number of a record in the file.
If the WHEN DUPLICATE clause is omitted and the index is defined as unique, a run-time error occurs and
control passes to the WHEN ERROR statement if a duplicate record is encountered. If the WHEN ERROR is not
coded, control passes to the error procedure.
If the WHEN DUPLICATE clause is included and the index is not defined as unique, the WHEN DUPLICATE
clause is ignored. The WHEN DUPLICATE clause is also ignored when it is specified for an ESDS file.

NOTE
Although the file is not updated when a duplicate record is found (the duplicate record is not added),
the WHEN DUPLICATE clause does not affect the execution of the statements that precede it. The
statements in the WHEN DUPLICATE clause execute when the duplication is detected at the ENDFOR.
At that point, all other statements in the scope of the FOR were already executed. If the FOR construct
includes statements that increment counters or set messages, you can correct those values in the
WHEN DUPLICATE processing. However, you cannot continue executing the FOR construct.

WHEN ERROR (Optional)
Specifies statements to execute when a dataview error is encountered in the scope of the FOR construct. If
WHEN ERROR is not specified, errors are processed by the user-defined or default error procedure.
The statements specified following a WHEN ERROR clause can access $ERROR functions and should resolve
the error with either a PROCESS NEXT or DO ERROR statement. If processing falls through to the ENDFOR, the
$ERROR functions are no longer available.

NOTE
Only dataview errors are handled by the WHEN ERROR clause. System and internal errors are handled
by the user-specified or default error procedure.

ENDFOR
A reserved word that terminates the FOR construct. If FOR constructs are nested, the most recent unterminated
FOR construct is terminated. You can reference any field in the dataview record just added after ENDFOR unless
a QUIT statement is used.
A QUIT or PROCESS NEXT in the logical scope of a FOR NEW abandons the creation of the record. Further
reference to fields in the dataview outside of the FOR is invalid.
Insertion of a new record into the file occurs at the ENDFOR.
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You cannot delete a record in the dataview specified in the FOR NEW construct in the logical scope of the FOR
NEW construct.

Examples

In this example, the FOR NEW construct is included in a LOOP construct to process multiple records. Notice that a WHEN
DUPLICATE clause is specified to correct the NEW-COUNT total when the duplicate record was not added.

LOOP UNTIL TRANSCODE = 'Q'

   TRANSMIT INVEN-PNL

   FOR THE NEW INVEN-ITEM

      MOVE INVEN-PNL TO INVEN-ITEM BY NAME

      SET NEW-COUNT = NEW-COUNT + 1

      WHEN DUPLICATE

         SET NEW-COUNT = NEW-COUNT - 1

   ENDFOR

ENDLOOP

In this example, the $RRN function determines the location of the new record. First, the file is read in descending order to
determine the relative record number of the last existing record. Then the new records are added, starting with the next
relative record number.

FOR FIRST PAYROLL ORDERED BY DESCENDING

    SET NEXT-REC = $RRN(PAYROLL) + 1

  WHEN NONE

    SET NEXT-REC = 1

ENDFOR

LOOP UNTIL DONE

   FOR NEW PAYROLL

       WHERE $RRN = NEXT-REC

          DO NEW-SETUP

          SET NEXT-REC = $RRN(PAYROLL) + 1

          MOVE NEW-PAY TO PAYROLL BY NAME

   ENDFOR

        ENDLOOP

VSAM Support Backout and Recovery

Ideal for Datacom supports VSAM file access through the FOR construct. As for any other data access method, you want
to ensure the integrity of VSAM files in the event of system failures, disk problems, and so on. Following is a description of
backout and recovery for VSAM files that Ideal for Datacom accesses.

In non-CICS environments, the Ideal for Datacom PDL CHECKPOINT statement results in a CLOSE (Type=T) operation
in z/OS and a TCLOSE operation in VSE. The ROLLBACK statement has no effect.

When VSAM is invoked under CICS, CICS command level functions are actually used to access VSAM files. CICS
provides the facilities that ensure the integrity of VSAM files. If these facilities are installed and enabled for VSAM files
accessed in an Ideal for Datacom program, the Procedure Definition statements CHECKPOINT and BACKOUT function
as expected for VSAM files: A CHECKPOINT results in a CICS SYNCPOINT and a BACKOUT statement results in a
SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK.

In addition, if CICS VSAM files are accessed along with Datacom/DB and DB2, the CICS SYNCPOINT and SYNCPOINT
ROLLBACK facilities help synchronize VSAM files with the other databases (each of which has its own recovery facilities).
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IF Statement

The IF statement chooses one of two alternative courses of action, depending on whether a condition is true, false, or
unknown.

This statement has the following format:

IF condition

[THEN         ]

[   statements]

[ELSE        ]

[   statement]

ENDIF

condition
A user-defined condition (see the definition of a condition in chapter one). Statements that immediately follow the
IF [THEN] condition are executed only if the condition is true.

THEN
A reserved word that you can add for readability.

ELSE
Marks the start of a set of statements to execute if the condition is False or Unknown. If you omit ELSE and the
condition is False or Unknown, the IF statement does not cause any action and the next statement after the
ENDIF executes.

ENDIF
Terminates the IF construct. When IF statements are nested, the most recent unterminated IF construct is
terminated by the first occurrence of ENDIF. Each IF in a nested IF construct must have a corresponding ENDIF.

Examples

IF QUANT_ON_HAND > QUANT_ORDERED

   SUBTRACT QUANT_ORDERED

     FROM QUANT_ON_HAND

ELSE

MOVE "OUT OF STOCK" TO MESSAGE

   PRODUCE EX_LINE

ENDIF

IF NOT SUFF_ON_HAND

    DO REORDER_ITEM

ENDIF

IF (EMP_DEPT = 'D' AND JOB_CODE = 'J')

   OR RECENTLY_HIRED

      DO PROCESS_JUNIOR

ENDIF

<<MAIN>> PROCEDURE

FOR EACH PAYROLL

   WHERE YTD_COMMISSION > 7500

      FOR EMPLOYEE

         WHERE NUMBER = PAYROLL.NUMBER

         SET W_YTD_NET = (YTD_WAGES + YTD_COMMISSION)

         IF ACTIVITY_CODE = 'A'                       :ACTIVE

            IF ACTIVITY_STATUS = 'S'                  :S=SALARIED

               SET W_TAG = 'SALARIED'
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            ELSE                                      :H=HOURLY

               SET W_TAG = 'HOURLY'

            ENDIF

         ELSE                                         :INACTIVE

            SET W_TAG = 'INACTIVE'

         ENDIF

      LIST EMPLOYEE.NUMBER EMPLOYEE.NAME

         W_YTD_NET  W_TAG

      WHEN NONE

      ENDFOR

ENDFOR

ENDPROC

INITIATE Statement

Learn how to use the INITIATE statement in Procedure Definition Language (PDL) to run an Ideal for Datacom program
asynchronously online. Find the statement format, parameters, and an example.

The INITIATE statement runs an Ideal for Datacom program asynchronously online.

This statement has the following format:

INITIATE pgm-name [USING INPUT parm]

pgm-name
The name of the Ideal for Datacom program to execute as an asynchronous task. The specified program must be
a valid resource of the program that contains this statement and must not contain a TRANSMIT statement. A non-
ideal subprogram cannot be invoked by INITIATE, although it can be CALLed by the Ideal for Datacom program
that was INITIATEd.

parm
The name of a field that contains data or a literal to pass as an input-only parameter to the program specified as
pgm-name. Only one parameter can be passed to pgm-name and that parameter cannot be a group field.

The asynchronous task uses the same selected system as the current run. Therefore, the initiated program must be in
the same system as the main program executed by the RUN command. When the asynchronous subprogram completes,
a message is sent to the initiating session indicating that the asynchronous task completed. You can use the SET
ASYNCMSG command to suppress this message.

Example
The following code is part of an inventory update procedure. On the INCOMING panel where the user enters
the data on the incoming shipments of stocked items (some of which were backordered), the PF5 key is
defined to print a report of all outstanding orders for a back-ordered product. With the INITIATE statement, you
can produce this report as an asynchronous task so you can proceed to other tasks online.

<<PROCESS-INCOMING>> PROCEDURE

   TRANSMIT INCOMING

   SELECT FIRST ACTION

      WHEN $PF3

         QUIT PROCEDURE

      WHEN $PF5

         DO UPDATE-ITEM

         INITIATE PRTORDER USING INPUT INCOMING.ITEM-ID

      WHEN $ENTER-KEY
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         DO UPDATE-ITEM

      WHEN NONE

         DO ERROR

   ENDSEL

ENDPROC

The PRTORDER program uses the ITEM-ID entered with the other inventory data on the panel INCOMING to
find the orders that included that item.

INVERT Statement

The INVERT statement reverses the order of characters in a given alphanumeric field or alphanumeric group.

This statement has the following format:

INVERT {alpha_field | alpha_group}

Example

The following example shows how you can use INVERT in text processing to find the start of the last word in a sentence.
W-WORK is defined as type V for a variable length field.

SET W_SENTENCE = 'THIS IS A SENTENCE

'SET W_WORK = $TRIM(W_SENTENCE,RIGHT=' ')

INVERT W_WORK

SET N = $INDEX(W_WORK,SEARCH= ' ')

SET W_LAST_WORD = $SUBSTR(W_WORK,LEN=(N - 1 ))

INVERT W_LAST_WORDSET W_SENTENCE = $SUBSTR(W_WORK,START=(N + 1))

INVERT W_SENTENCE

As a result of the example, W_LAST_WORD contains 'SENTENCE' and W_SENTENCE contains 'THIS IS A'.

LIST Statement

The LIST statement sends data to the RUNLIST output file. LIST is useful for displaying simple messages or for displaying
the contents of fields for debugging. The Report Definition Facility and the PRODUCE Statement provide more flexible
report specification.

The first format of the LIST statement sends variables or literals to the RUNLIST output file. In z/OS batch, this is the
file with the RUNLIST DD name. In VSE batch, this is SYSLIST. This is the file in the output library with an output name
identical to the main program. You can browse or print this output later.

This statement has the following format:

LIST [ERROR | list_specification]

list_specification
Specifies the data to list. The format is:
{numeric_field   }[     {numeric_field    }]

{date_field      }[     {date_field       }]

{alpha_expression}[ [,] {alpha_expression }] 

{flag            }[     {flag             }] ...

{SKIP            }[     {SKIP             }]

{PANEL panelname }[     {PANEL panelname  }]
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{NEWPAGE         }[     {NEWPAGE          }]

For more information about definitions of numeric_field, date_field, alpha_expression, and flag, see the section
PDL Language Elements.

SKIP
Causes the listing to skip to a new line.

PANEL panelname
Writes an image of the named panel with the current field values. A panel wider than 132 characters is truncated.

NEWPAGE
Causes the listing to skip to the top of the next page.

ERROR (Only in an error procedure or WHEN ERROR clause.)
Lists information about an error condition that terminated a run. LIST ERROR automatically displays the value
of the $RETURN-CODE function. For further information on error conditions, see the $ERROR functions, the
$RETURN-CODE Function, and Error Procedure.

On output, items on the same line are separated from each other by one blank.

If a numeric or date field is identified in a list_specification, the value of the field is first converted internally with $STRING
and the result is listed.

For a variable length field, the actual length is listed.

An item with a value of null is listed as a question mark (?) or by the character specified using the SET REPORT
NULLSYM command.

You can override the destination of the LIST output with an ASSIGN REPORT RUNLIST statement (or command). This
statement lets you assign a destination and a disposition to the RUNLIST output. For more information, see the ASSIGN
REPORT Command.

Example

LIST 'THE ANSWER IS' X, Y 'ON', Z

:  This results in the concatenation of the values

:  of the designated literals and identifiers

:  with one blank between each.

If X='PLACE', Y='HAT', and Z='TABLE' the output line is:

THE ANSWER IS PLACE HAT ON TABLE

LOOP Statement

The LOOP statement executes one or more statements repeatedly under the control of one or more conditions. You can
also perform looping implicitly with the FOR EACH statement. (See the description of the FOR EACH statement.)

This statement has the following format:

[<<label>>]

   LOOP

       statements

   [ {WHILE}           ]

   [ {UNTIL} condition ] ...

   [    statements     ]

   ENDLOOP
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[<<label>>]

   LOOP numeric_expression_1 TIMES

    statements

   [{WHILE}           ]

   [{UNTIL} condition ] ...

   [     statements   ]

   ENDLOOP

[<<label>>]

   LOOP VARYING identifier

       [FROM numeric_expression_2]

       [BY numeric_expression_3]

     [[UP  ]                          ]

     [[DOWN] THRU numeric_expression_4]

                 statements

[ {WHILE} condition ] ...

[ {UNTIL}           ]

[     statements    ]

   ENDLOOP

<<label>>
An optional 1- to 15-character label for a LOOP construct. The label on the LOOP identifies the LOOP construct.
You can use it to refer to the LOOP from other statements, such as the QUIT or PROCESS NEXT statements, or
as the operand of certain functions, such as $COUNT.

WHILE
A condition that indicates that the loop executes repeatedly as long as the condition remains true. If the condition
is false or unknown, the loop is terminated. You can use multiple WHILE clauses.

UNTIL
A condition that indicates that the loop executes repeatedly until the condition becomes true (as long as the
condition remains false or unknown). You can use multiple UNTIL clauses.

numeric_expression_1 TIMES
Specifies the maximum number of times the loop executes. If the value of this expression is less than or equal to
zero, no iterations are performed. If the TIMES clause results in a number that has decimal places, the number of
iterations is rounded to the next higher integer.

VARYING clause
Specifies the identifier of a numeric field whose value is varied each time through the loop. There can be only one
VARYING clause in a LOOP.
Identifier-

Specifies the identifier of the numeric field whose value is increased or decreased each time through the
loop. The value of the field is varied by the value of numeric_expression_3. This field must be modifiable.

FROM clause-
Specifies an initial value from which the number of repetitions of the LOOP is counted.

numeric_expression_2-
A numeric expression that sets the initial value from which the number of repetitions is counted. The
default is 1.

BY clause-
Specifies the value that increases or decreases the value of the identifier each time through the LOOP.
The BY value must be positive when varying UP and negative when varying DOWN.
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numeric_expression_3-
A numeric expression that specifies the value that increases or decreases the value of the identifier. The
default is 1 when you specify UP; -1 when you specify DOWN.

DIRECTION clause-
Specifies the direction of incrementing through the loop and a value to compare with the value of the
identifier. The direction clause has the following format:
[UP  ]

[DOWN] THRU numeric_expression_4

The loop is terminated when using UP and the value of the identifier exceeds this value or when using
DOWN and the value of the identifier falls below this value.

UP-
Specifies that the value of the identifier is increased by the value of numeric_expression_3. The LOOP
terminates when the value of the identifier exceeds the value of numeric_expression_4. The value of
numeric_expression_3 must be positive or the LOOP cannot terminate.

DOWN-
Specifies that the value of the identifier is decreased by the value of numeric_expression_3. The LOOP
terminates when the value of the identifier falls below the value of numeric_expression_4. The value of
numeric_expression_3 must be negative or the LOOP cannot terminate.

numeric_expression_4-
A numeric expression that sets the value that is compared to the value of the identifier.

ENDLOOP
A reserved word that designates the end of a LOOP construct.

The numeric expressions used as arguments in this statement are not nullable.

In PDL, WHILE and UNTIL indicate whether to continue or to quit if the condition is true. WHILE and UNTIL imply nothing
about testing before or after each iteration of the loop. The location of the tests in the loop is determined by the placement
of the WHILE and UNTIL statements, as shown in the examples.

Statements can appear before and after a WHILE or UNTIL clause. Placement of the statements in relation to the tests
affects whether the statements ever executes.

When a PROCESS NEXT statement is encountered in a loop, the current loop terminates execution and the loop is
reiterated.

When a QUIT statement is encountered in a loop, execution continues with the statement that follows ENDLOOP.

In the following loop, the test is made before any statements are processed. Therefore, the statements cannot execute at
all. When using UNTIL, no iterations of the loop are performed if the test is true. When using WHILE, no iterations of the
loop are performed if the test is false or unknown.

LOOP

UNTIL/WHILE condition

  statements

ENDLOOP

In the following loop, the test is first made after the statements were processed for the first time. Therefore, the statements
in the following LOOP execute at least once.

LOOP

  statements

UNTIL/WHILE condition

ENDLOOP
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In a loop of the following form, the test is first performed after the first set of statements processes and can exit the LOOP
before the second set of statements is processed.

LOOP

  statements_1

UNTIL/WHILE condition

  statements_2

ENDLOOP

In the following loop, the VARYING clause processes array items. This loop varies LOOP-INDEX in descending order,
beginning the process at 10 and continuing until 1 process. After the loop ends, LOOP-INDEX has a value of zero.

LOOP

VARYING LOOP-INDEX FROM 10 BY -1 DOWN THRU 1

    CALL CHECK USING A (LOOP-INDEX)

ENDLOOP

You can use FROM, BY, and THRU clauses in any order.

The following is an infinite loop.

LOOP

VARYING LOOP-INDEX FROM 100 BY 1 DOWN THRU 100

    statements

ENDLOOP

This loop repeatedly transmits a panel until you enter TRANSCODE T on the panel or press the PF3 key. If the
TRANSMIT does not present the application with terminating data, TRANSCODE determines further processing on each
subsequent LOOP iteration.

<<MAIN>> PROCEDURE

  LOOP

   TRANSMIT MAINPNL

  UNTIL $PF3

  UNTIL TRANSCODE = 'T'

  SET MAINPNL.MSG = ' '

  SELECT TRANSCODE

  WHEN 'A'

   DO ADD_REC

  WHEN 'B'

   DO DEL_REC

  WHEN OTHER

   DO OTHER_PROC

  ENDSEL

 ENDLOOP

ENDPROC

This loop processes a sequential file until the first header record (in a group of records with multiple types) is encountered.
If currently positioned at a non-header, records are read until a header is found.

<<POSITION-HDR>>

  LOOP
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     FOR NEXT MASTER-FILE

        : BYPASS

     WHEN NONE

         QUIT POSITION-HDR

     ENDFOR

  UNTIL MASTER-FILE.RECORD-TYPE = 'A'

  ENDLOOP

  DO PROCESS-A

Examples

The following are further examples that show various positions of the loop termination test and expressions used for the
VARYING clause.

LOOP

UNTIL BALANCE NOT > AMOUNT

   DO PRINT-BALANCE

   SUBTRACT AMOUNT FROM BALANCE

ENDLOOP

LOOP VARYING I FROM 1 BY 1 THRU N

   MOVE STATE(I) TO X-STATE

WHILE NOT ERROR-COND

   DO PROC-STATE

ENDLOOP

LOOP

   statements

WHILE condition-1

   statements

WHILE condition-2

   statements

ENDLOOP

LOOP VARYING I

      FROM X + 3

      BY 2

      THRU (A + B)/2

      statements

ENDLOOP

MOVE Statement

The MOVE statement transfers data from a source to a target. The MOVE statement does not modify the value of the
source and the original data remains in the source after it is moved to the target.

The statement MOVE TO Numeric Field has the following format:

MOVE {alphanumeric_expression| numeric_expression | NULL}  TO numeric_field ...

The statement MOVE TO Alpha Field has the following format:

MOVE {alphanumeric_expression| numeric_field | numeric_literal | group | NULL}  TO alphanumeric_field ...

The statement MOVE TO Group has the following format:
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MOVE group1 TO group2{BY NAME| POSITION} [USING {$EDIT| $STRING } [RULES]] 

MOVE (MOVE TO Numeric Field)
Moves a value to an elementary numeric field according to the following rules:
If both the source and target are numeric fields, the value is moved by alignment of an implicit decimal point, with
truncation of low-order decimal digits (when necessary). If high order significant digits are lost, an overflow error
condition is raised and the error procedure is executed (see the Error Procedure topic in this chapter.
If the target is a date field, then the source cannot be an alphanumeric
When a value from an alphanumeric source is moved to a non-date numeric target, the value of the alphanumeric
source is first converted to numeric by applying the $NUMBER function to the alphanumeric item (see the
$NUMBER function). If the source contains non-numeric characters, an execution-time error occurs.
If the source is the keyword NULL or evaluates to the null value, the target field must be nullable. It is set to the
null value.

MOVE (MOVE TO Alpha Field)
Moves a value to an elementary alphanumeric field according to the following rules:
If both the source and target are alphanumeric fields, the value is moved as follows:

• If both source and target are the same length, an exact copy is made.
• If the length of the value of the source is longer than the target, truncation occurs on the right.
• If the target is longer than the length of the value of the source, then the result is padded on the right with

blanks.
• If the target is a variable length field, then the length of the target becomes the length of the source, up to the

maximum length defined for the variable length field.
• If the source is a variable length field, then its length is the length of the current value. This length is compared

with the target as described above and is padded or truncated.
• If the source is a non-alpha group, it is treated as an alphanumeric field whose length is the same as the size

of the group. However, subordinate numeric fields are not converted. The hexadecimal values are simply
moved.

You cannot specify restricted groups.
PDF can convert low values moved to an alphanumeric field in a panel with the $LOW function (or by some other
means) to special characters. For a description of the Input Fill Character, see Creating Panel Definitions.
When low values are moved to an alphanumeric panel field, Ideal for Datacom considers the field EMPTY. The
next TRANSMIT fills this EMPTY field with the Output Fill Character when it is next displayed.
When a value from a non-date numeric source is moved to an alphanumeric target, the data in the numeric
source is first converted to alphanumeric by applying the $STRING function (see the section on the $STRING
function in "Symbolic Debugger commands" chapter). If you do not want to use the $STRING rules, you can
specify a $EDIT function in a numeric expression as the source. Use the default PIC or specify one of the other
edit patterns. See the section on $EDIT in the "Symbolic Debugger commands" chapter).
If the conversion results in a value that is longer than the target field after any leading blanks were removed, digits
are truncated from the right to fit. For example, if NUM is a three-digit numeric field and STR is a two-character
alphanumeric field, the expression results in STR having a value of '12' if NUM has a value of 123. If, however,
NUM has a value of 12 or 1, STR has a value of '12' or '1' respectively.
MOVE NUM TO STR

You cannot move an arithmetic expression or numeric function to an alphanumeric target without first moving it to
a numeric target.
You cannot move a value directly from a date type source to an alphanumeric target. Use the $DATE function as
an alphanumeric expression to convert the date field as part of the MOVE.
If the source is the keyword NULL or evaluates to the null value, the target field must be nullable. It is set to the
null value. If a null value expression is moved to a target that is not nullable, it causes a runtime error.
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MOVE (MOVE TO Group)

• Moves data from one group to another. The following rules apply:
• Both the source and the target must be groups.
• Moving a value from each field in the source group to a field in the

target group is subject to the rules for moving values described in the Move TO Alpha and Move TO Group
formats.

• When values are moved from a non-alpha group to an alpha target, the default is to convert numeric data to
alphanumeric by applying a STRING function. You can specify that a $EDIT function to use instead. See the
following options USING $EDIT RULES and USING $STRING RULES.

BY NAME
Moves the value from each field in the source group to an identically named field in the target group, if one exists.
OCCURs in the respective groups (if any) must be compatible. Only values from fields that have the same names
are subordinate to the respective groups and are elementary are moved. Redefinitions in the sending group
are not eligible sources; however, redefinitions in the receiving group are eligible targets. A compile-time error
message is issued if the number of occurrences does not match. A runtime error occurs if the number of occurs
depending on or parameter field occurrences does not match.
For example, if the source group is
Level          Field               Occur

1              A

  2             B                  2

  2             C                  2

and the target group is,
Level            Field               Occur

1                X

  2              Y                    2

    3              B 

    3              C

then the statement,
MOVE A TO X BY NAME

moves the values of the Bs and Cs in the source group to fields with corresponding names in the target group.
BY POSITION

Moves the value of the first elementary field in the source group item to the first elementary field in the target
group item, regardless of its name; the second to the second, and so on. The group structures must be
compatible as follows:
Structures must have the same number of elementary fields.
OCCURs values must be identical and at the same relative level.
Test structures for compatibility with the following steps:

1. Remove any OCCURs values from the high level group entries in both the source and target.
2. Remove any fields or groups with REDEFs in both the source and target. If a group is removed, all its

subordinate fields are also removed.
3. Remove each subordinate group entry except any that have OCCURs.
4. Renumber the levels for the fields that are left.

NOTE
No field values are moved unless the structures that remain after this test is applied are compatible.

USING $EDIT RULES
In a group move only, specifies to convert numeric fields to alphanumeric by applying a $EDIT function with
an edit pattern of PIC 9(n), where n is the number of integer places in the field. The default uses a $STRING
conversion.
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USING $STRING RULES (Default)
In a group move only, performs numeric conversion using the $STRING rules.

Examples

MOVE QUANTITY_ORDERED * UNIT_PRICE TO CHARGE

 

MOVE CURRENT_AMOUNT TO AMOUNT_RQRD

MOVE $NUMBER (PAY_AMT) TO PAY_AMT_NUMERIC

MOVE ((Y + Z)*W)/(A - B) TO Z

MOVE A + ($REMAINDER(M,N) - $ROUND(J,1))/3.6 TO L

MOVE $STRING (X,Y,Z) TO ALPHA

Examples: MOVE BY NAME

Structures:

    Level  Field   Type  Int   Chars   Occur   Value/Comments

1)   1      A      

     2      B                           3

     3      C      X           2        4

     3      D      X           2

     3      E      X           2

 

    Level  Field   Type  Int   Chars   Occur   Value/Comments

2)   1      X

     2      C       X           2       4

     2      D       X           2

Statement a:

MOVE B(1) TO X BY NAME

Result a:

The values of all occurrences of C(1,n) and D(1) in structure 1 are moved to C and D in structure 2 (B is a group).

Statement b:

MOVE A TO X BY NAME

Result b:

Invalid MOVE because structures 1 and 2 do not match. The number of subscripts for C in structure 1 is 2, and the
number for C in structure 2 is 1.

Example

Structures:

    Level  Field   Type  Int   Chars   Occur   Value/Comments

1)    1      A      

      2      B                           3

      3      C      X           2        5

      3      D      X           2
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      3      E      X           2

 

    Level  Field   Type  Int   Chars   Occur   Value/Comments

2)    1      X

      3     C       X           2       4

      3     D       X           2

Statement:

MOVE B(1) TO X BY NAME

Result:

Invalid MOVE because OCCUR of 5 for C in structure 1 and OCCUR of 4 for C in structure 2 cause the structures not to
match.

Example

Structures:

    Level  Field   Type  Int   Chars   Occur   Value/Comments

1)    1      A      

      2      B                           3

      3      C      X           1        4

      3      D      X           1

      3      E      X           1

 

    Level  Field   Type  Int   Chars   Occur   Value/Comments

2)   1      AA

     2      BB      X           1

     3      E       X           1       3

     4      C                           4

     2      D       X                   3

Statement a:

MOVE A TO BB BY NAME

Result a:

Moves only the values of all occurrences of C because it is the only elementary field that has the same name in both
structures. Although E is part of BB, it is not moved because it is a group.

Statement b:

MOVE A TO AA BY NAME

Result b:

Moves the values of all occurrences of C and D because both C and D are the only elementary fields that have the same
names in both structures.

Examples: MOVE BY POSITION

This first example of MOVE BY POSITION illustrates the rules by which data structures are tested for compatibility using
the rules outlined in the description of MOVE BY POSITION. Subsequent examples are simpler and their explanations
assume the reader understands the rules illustrated in this first detailed example.
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Structures:

    Level  Field   Type  Int   Chars   Occur   Value/Comments

1)  2      A                            2      REDEFINED Y

    3      B      X           5         5

    3      C      X           5

    3      D                                   REDEFINES C

    4      E      X           2

    4      F      X           3

    3      G      N           2

 

    Level  Field   Type  Int   Chars   Occur   Value/Comments

2)    2      M                          2      REDEFINES Q

      3      N

      4      O      X           5       5

      4      P      X           4              REDEFINES P

      4      Q      X           4       

      4      R      X           1

Statement:

MOVE A TO M BY POSITION

Result:

This is a valid move. The structures are tested for compatibility with the following steps:

Removes any OCCURs values from group entries in both the source and target. After applying 1., the OCCUR values 2 in
structure 1 and 2 in structure 2 are removed.

1. Removes any fields or groups with REDEFs in both the source and target. If a group is removed, all its subordinate
fields are also removed. After applying 2., the fields D, E and F in structure 1 and Q in structure 2 are removed.

2. Removes each subordinate group entry except any that has OCCURs. After applying 3., the field N in structure 2 is
removed.

3. Finally, the levels are renumbered for the remaining fields. After applying 4., the result is:

    Level  Field   Type  Int   Chars   Occur   Value/Comments

1)   1      A      

     2      B       X           5        5

     2       C      X           5

     2       G      N           2

 

    Level  Field   Type  Int   Chars   Occur   Value/Comments

2)   1      M

     2      O       X           5       5

     2      P       X           4

     2      R       X           1

The move is now formed as follows: The values of all occurrences of B are moved to O, the value of C is moved to P, the
value of G is moved to R.

If field O had an OCCURs of 4 instead of 5 after the test for compatibility, the structures would not match and the MOVE
statement would be invalid.

Example
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Structures:

    Level  Field   Type  Int   Chars   Occur   Value/Comments

1)   1      A      

     2      B       N           2

     2      C       X           3

     2      D       X           3

 

    Level  Field   Type  Int   Chars   Occur   Value/Comments

2)   1      E

     2      F       N           2

     2      G                   

     3      H      X           3

     3      I      X           3

Statement:

MOVE A TO E BY POSITION

Result:

Valid MOVE BY POSITION: The value of B moves to F, the value of C moves to H, the value of D moves to I (G is a
group).

Example(Invalid Move)

Structures:

    Level  Field   Type  Int   Chars   Occur   Value/Comments

1)   1      A      

     2      B       N           3

     2      C       X           2      2

     2      D       X           2      2

 

    Level  Field   Type  Int   Chars   Occur   Value/Comments

2)   1      E

     2      F       N           3

     2      G                           2

     3      H       X           2

     3      I       X           2

Statement:

MOVE A TO E BY POSITION

Result:

Invalid move because of different structure. Although there are the same number of elementary fields, the depth of the
structure in E is 3 and that of A is only 2. Altering structure E according to the rules does not alter the structure since G (a
lower-level group) has an OCCURs clause.

Example

    Level  Field   Type  Int   Chars   Occur   Value/Comments
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1)   1      A

     2      B        X          3

     2      C        X          3

2)   1      D 

     2      E                   2

      3     F        X          3

      3     G        X          3

Statement:

MOVE A TO E(1) BY POSITION

Result:

Valid MOVE statement: The value of B moves to F(1) and the value of C moves to G(1). Even though E is a repeating
group, the subscript indicates that only the value of the first occurrence of the group participates in the move. This, in
effect, makes the two structures compatible.

Non-Alpha to Alpha Group Move

The following examples show group moves of non-alpha groups to alphanumeric structures:

Structures:

    Level  Field      Type  Int   Chars   Occur   Value/Comments

1)   1     NUM_DATE

     2     NUM_YY      U     Z     2               86

     2     NUM_MM      U     Z     2               02

     2     NUM_DD      U     Z     2               09

     1     NUM_SSN                      

     2     SSN1        U     Z     3               36

     2     SSN2        U     Z     2               8

     2     SSN3        U     Z     4               22

 

    Level  Field      Type  Int   Chars   Occur   Value/Comments

2)   1     GROUP_DATE   

     2     ALPHA_YY    X           2

     2     ALPHA_MM    X           2

     2     ALPHA_DD    X           2

     1     ALPHA_DAT   X           6

     1     WORK_SSN

     2     SSN1        X           3

     2     SSN2        X           2

     2     SSN3        X           4

     1     ALPHA_SSN   X           11

Statements:

MOVE NUM_DATE TO GROUP_DATE BY POSITION USING $EDIT RULES

       :Result is 860209

MOVE NUM_DATE TO GROUP_DATE BY POSITION USING $STRING

       :Result is 86 2 9

MOVE NUM_DATE TO ALPHA_DAT

       :Result is 860209
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MOVE NUM_SSN TO WORK_SSN BY NAME USING $EDIT

       :Result is 036080022

MOVE $EDIT(WORK_SSN,PIC='XXX-XX-XXXX') TO ALPHA_SSN

       :Result is 036-08-0022 

NOTE
The numeric fields in the groups NUM_DATE and NUM_SSN are defined as unsigned, zoned decimals so that,
when their hexadecimal values are copied into the corresponding alpha fields, the results represent the original
values. This is not the case if the fields are signed numerics or are in binary or packed internal format.

NOTIFY Statement

The NOTIFY statement transmits data or a message to the message line in an online or batch environment. You can also
send the message to the operator console. NOTIFY is useful for displaying a message with information about errors,
instructions to continue, warnings, and so on, to the user's or operator's terminal.

This statement has the following format:

NOTIFY list_specification [TO CONSOLE]

list_specification
Specifies the data to transmit. The format is as follows:
{flag                   }[    flag                    ]

{numeric_field          }[    numeric_field           ]

{date_field             }[[,] date_field              ] ...

{alphanumeric_expression}[    alphanumeric_expression ]

For more information about flag fields, numeric fields, date fields, and alphanumeric expressions, see the PDL Language
concepts topic in the "Procedure Definition Language Concepts and Language Elements" chapter.

TO CONSOLE
The CONSOLE clause lets the application send a message to the operator console. The message is also sent to
the z/OS JESLOG or VSE POWER LOG in batch or to the CICS System Message Block online.
The NOTIFY message is sent from the program to the message line when the next TRANSMIT statement
executes. If there are multiple NOTIFY statements, only the last NOTIFY message before the TRANSMIT is sent.
The NOTIFY message is cleared from the message line when the next statement in the program executes after
the TRANSMIT. If no TRANSMIT occurs between NOTIFY and the end of a run, the message appears on the
next Ideal for Datacom system panel. In this instance, the NOTIFY message overrides the RUN COMPLETED
message.
If the TO CONSOLE clause is used, the message is sent to the operator's console when the NOTIFY statement is
executed.
The maximum length of a NOTIFY message is 79 characters. The maximum length of a NOTIFY message sent to
a console is 72 characters.

A nullable data item with a value of NULL is shown as a question mark (?) or the character specified using the SET
REPORT NULLSYM command.

Example

The following example transmits a user panel (USRPANEL) in a loop and performs a <<CHECK_ERRORS>> procedure
that verifies field information.

The PNL_SSN field is checked to allow only numeric characters. If an error is found, the ERRORS field is updated and the
NOTIFY statement holds this message to send with the next TRANSMIT statement.
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The EMP_NUM field is checked to allow only numeric characters. If an error is found, the ERRORS field is updated and
the NOTIFY statement holds this message to send with the next TRANSMIT statement.

Only the last NOTIFY message is sent for each TRANSMIT. In this example, NOTIFY eliminates the need for a separate
message field in USRPANEL.

<<NOTIFYEX>> PROC

      SET ERRORS EQ 1

      LOOP UNTIL ERRORS = 0

          TRANSMIT USRPANEL

          DO CHECK_ERRORS

      ENDLOOP

ENDPROC

<<CHECK_ERRORS>> PROC

      SELECT FIRST ACTION

      WHEN NOT $VERIFY(PNL_SSN, AGAINST = NUMERIC)

          SET ERRORS = ERRORS + 1

          NOTIFY $STRING(PNL_SSN, ' INVALID SSN')

      WHEN  NOT $VERIFY(PNL_EMP_NUM, AGAINST = NUMERIC)

          SET ERRORS = ERRORS + 1

          NOTIFY $STRING(PNL_EMP_NUM, ' INVALID EMP_NUM')

      WHEN OTHER

          SET ERRORS = 0

      ENDSELECT

ENDPROC

PARSE/ENDPARSE

Learn about the PARSE/ENDPARSE statement in Procedure Definition Language (PDL) for Ideal for Datacom. The
PARSE statement can parse an alphanumeric literal/variable INTO an alpha-group variable.

PARSE INTO an Alpha-group Variable

The statement PARSE has the following format when parsing an alphanumeric variable/alphanumeric literal INTO an
alpha-group variable:

 [<<LABEL>>]

    PARSE input_data INTO alpha_group_var AS input_data_forma   

        [WHEN OK]   

        [   statements] 

        [WHEN UNPARSED-DATA]    

        [   statements] 

        [WHEN OVERFLOW] 

        [   statements] 

        [WHEN ERROR]    

        [   statements] 

    ENDPARSE    

 

This statement parses an input alphanumeric variable or literal INTO a group variable. The parsing process depends on
the input data format specified by the “AS” keyword. The two data formats are:
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• Data delimited by a specific delimiter (… AS DELIMITED BY ‘delm’). This format is typically used to process the
content of the parameter string coming from a RUN command.

• Name/value pairs that are separated by ‘=’ and delimited by ‘&’ (…AS HTTP). This format is typically used to process
the results of $EXTRACT(,QUERY).

The latter one agrees with the HTTP name/value pair convention. The default behavior of PARSE input_data INTO
group_var would be PARSE input_data INTO group_var AS DELIMITED BY ‘ ‘ (space).

PARSE WHEN Unparsed Error Types

The WHEN UNPARSED-DATA error occurs when extra input data remains unparsed after the PARSE process. If there is
delimited data, this error happens with more data fields than a dedicated group variable can hold. For the HTTP variant,
it happens when some input name/value pair does not match with the group variable field name. The OVERFLOW error
occurs when the “receiving” group field does not have enough room for keeping input data. Such as when the WHEN
OVERFLOW clause is executed in the case of such an error type event.

Generally, when some other type of error event occurs, WHEN ERROR is executed. WHEN ERROR is also executed
immediately after WHEN OVERFLOW if such an error type was identified. If WHEN ERROR is not stated but an error
event occurs, the default ERROR routine is invoked and the terminated program runs.

Example
 : GROUP2 consists of NAM2_1 and NAM2_2

 PARSE ‘NAM2_1=VAL1&NAM2_2=VAL2’ INTO GROUP2 AS HTTP

    WHEN OK 

        LIST NAM2_1 

        LIST NAM2_2 

ENDPARSE

 

Results in:

 VAL1

 VAL2

        

Procedure

A procedure is a named, functional collection of statements. Procedures can divide a program or subprogram into logical
subcomponents.

This statement has the following format:

<<procedure_name>> {PROC      }

                   {PROCEDURE }

         statements

[ENDPROC     ]

[ENDPROCEDURE]

procedure_name
A 1- to 15-character user-defined label for the procedure. The chevrons (<< and >>) are required. The chevrons
are not included in the label length. Blanks are left- and right-justified. Internal blanks are not allowed.

PROC|PROCEDURE
A reserved word that designates the beginning of a new procedure. The procedure name and this reserved word
are optional for the first or main procedure of the program.
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ENDPROC|ENDPROCEDURE
A reserved word that designates the end of the procedure. This reserved word is optional and, when omitted, the
next procedure or the end of the program terminates the procedure.
You can omit the label and the reserved word PROC or PROCEDURE on the first (or main) procedure only.
Any statements occurring after an ENDPROCEDURE and before the next PROCEDURE are treated as errors.

You can use a procedure with the name <<ERROR>> in a program to handle execution time errors at runtime without
necessarily aborting the RUN or take action before quitting execution of the program. See the Error Procedure topic in this
chapter.

Example

This example illustrates two procedures, which are the main procedure and procedure ADD_REC. Two other procedures
referenced by the main procedure, DEL_REC and OTHER_PROC, are not shown.

<<MAIN>> PROCEDURE

  LOOP

   TRANSMIT MAINPNL

  UNTIL TRANSCODE = 'T'

    SET MAINPNL.MSG = ' '

    SELECT TRANS_CODE

    WHEN 'A'

        DO ADD_REC

   WHEN 'B'

        DO DEL_REC

   WHEN OTHER

        DO OTHER_PROC

   ENDSEL

  ENDLOOP

ENDPROC

<<ADD_REC>> PROCEDURE

    TRANSMIT ADDPNL CLEAR

    FOR NEW EMPLOYEE

        SET EMPLOYEE = ADDPNL BY NAME

        SET MAINPNL.MSG = 'EMPLOYEE ADDED'

    WHEN DUPLICATE

        SET MAINPNL.MSG = 'RECORD ALREADY ON FILE'

    ENDFOR

ENDPROC

PROCESS NEXT Statement

The PROCESS NEXT statement terminates the current iteration and initiates the next iteration of a repetitive construct
(LOOP, FOR EACH/FIRST n/ANY). If the current construct is a FOR, any data record acquired for update is released and
no updates take place. The process continues with the next record, if any.

This statement has the following format:

PROCESS NEXT [label]

PROCESS NEXT
Without a label, PROCESS NEXT must appear only in the lexical scope of a LOOP or FOR EACH construct. With
a label, PROCESS NEXT must appear in the logical scope of a LOOP or FOR EACH construct.
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When a PROCESS NEXT statement appears in the scope of a FOR EACH, any updates to the current dataview
record are abandoned, even for fields whose values already were changed.

label
The label of the LOOP or FOR construct for which the current iteration is terminated. The PROCESS NEXT
label statement must be in the logical scope of the construct identified by label, that is, PROCESS NEXT must
reference the current construct or one at a higher logical level.

When constructs are nested, for example, A invokes B (with a DO B statement), B invokes C, C invokes D, and so on,
all procedures in the series of invocations down to the most recently invoked procedure are active. In the above series
of invocations, a QUIT B issued from B, C, or D makes B, C, and D inactive and returns control to A. This also applies to
nested LOOP or FOR.

The PROCESS NEXT statement, without a label, must appear physically in the program text between FOR/ENDFOR or
LOOP/ENDLOOP construct where the statement applies. The FOR or LOOP construct so referenced need not have an
explicit label. PROCESS NEXT, without a label, should never appear in a WHEN NONE clause of a FOR construct.

You can always code the PROCESS NEXT statement with a label, regardless of where it appears.

When the PROCESS NEXT statement is executed, the construct where its label refers must be undergoing active
iteration. If more than one iterative process can execute a common procedure, take care when specifying PROCESS
NEXT to ensure that only the iterative process currently executing is processed.

When PROCESS NEXT executes, the ENDLOOP or ENDFOR statements are not executed.

A PROCESS NEXT in the scope of a FOR construct abandons any modifications to the file caused by the FOR construct,
since no modifications are applied until the ENDFOR, with one exception: A DELETE is performed immediately and is not
aborted by a PROCESS NEXT.

Example

<<EMP>>

    FOR EACH EMPLOYEE

      WHERE DEPT = 'D' AND JOB_CODE = 'J'

        DO NOTE_DJ_EMP

      <<DEP>>

          FOR EACH DEPENDENT

             DO NOTE_DEP

             IF DEP_AGE > 21

              DO TOO_OLD

              PROCESS NEXT DEP

             ENDIF

             DO ANAL_DEP

         ENDFOR

      IF FOUND_ENOUGH_EMP   QUIT EMP    

      ENDIF

ENDFOR

Example

<<MAIN>> PROCEDURE

    SET EMPLOYEE_CO = 0

    <<EMP>>

        FOR EACH EMPLOYEE

          SET FOURTH_QTR_SALES = SALES (10)

            + SALES (11) + SALES (12)
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          IF FOURTH_QTR_SALES < 1000

            PROCESS NEXT EMP

          ENDIF

          MOVE 0 TO TOTAL_SALES

          MOVE 1 TO LOW_SUB

          MOVE 1 TO HIGH_SUB

          LOOP VARYING SEARCH_SUB FROM 1 BY 1 THRU 12

            ADD SALES (SEARCH_SUB) TO TOTAL_SALES

            IF SALES (LOW_SUB) > SALES (SEARCH_SUB)

              MOVE SEARCH_SUB TO LOW_SUB

            ENDIF

            IF SALES (HIGH_SUB) < SALES (SEARCH_SUB)

              MOVE SEARCH_SUB TO HIGH_SUB

            ENDIF

          ENDLOOP

          LIST EMPLOYEE.NAME  SALES (LOW_SUB)

            SALES (HIGH_SUB)  TOTAL_SALES

          ADD 1 TO EMPLOYEE_COUNT

          IF EMPLOYEE_COUNT > 99 :illustration only,

             QUIT EMP             :could have been done

          ENDIF                  :with

       ENDFOR                    :FOR FIRST 99 EMPLOYEE

                                 :at beginning

                                  :of EMP PROCEDURE

ENDPROC

PRODUCE Statement

The PRODUCE statement generates a report or document that must be previously defined with the respective definition
facilities. The compiler recognizes whether the statement refers to a report or a document. It matches the operand name
to the one used in the resource section of the program.

Usually, the PRODUCE statement is contained in a FOR or LOOP structure. Each execution of the PRODUCE statement
generates one detail group comprising one or more physical lines. For more information, see Generating Reports and 
Generating Documents.

The PRODUCE REPORT command generates a report facsimile.

This statement has the following format:

PRODUCE resource_name[group_name]

resource_name
The one- to eight-character name of the report or document definition for which output is generated

group_name
For a report:

The three- to eight-character name of a group in the detail section of the report. If omitted, the primary
group is assumed

For a document:
The name of a group in the elements section of the document. Groups must be produced within the
parent groups that place them
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Report page breaks, control breaks, headings, summaries, and so on, are produced automatically according to the report
specification. For more information, see Generating Reports.

In batch, each eight-character report-name or document-name corresponds to the name of a DD statement. Therefore,
the name must be unique in the run. If the report-name contains hyphens (-) or underscores (_), use an ASSIGN
statement. This statement provides a legal DD name to the operating system.

All fields in the detail group must have values at the time the PRODUCE statement is issued or a runtime error is
produced.

A PRODUCE statement can reference only reports or documents that were specified in the resource table of the program.

A PRODUCE statement activates a report or document. It remains active until the application terminates or until the
program, document, or report is released. For more information, see RELEASE Statement.

A maximum of 15 reports can be active simultaneously.

Example

   FOR EACH EMPLOYEE

      WHERE STATE_ADDRESS = 'TX' AND CITY_ADDRESS = 'DALLAS'

      PRODUCE EMPRPT

   ENDFOR

QUIT Statement

The QUIT statement causes the flow of control to abandon one or more current constructs, procedures, or the current
program. Subsequent flow of control continues as if the affected constructs, procedures, or program were exited normally.

This statement has the following format:

     [label-of-FOR-or-LOOP                         ]

     [PROGRAM                                      ]

     [RUN                                          ]

QUIT [label-of-procedure                           ]

     [PROCEDURE                                    ]

    

QUIT
With no operands, terminates the current FOR or LOOP construct or procedure. The statement following the
ENDFOR, ENDLOOP, or ENDPROC executes next. When a QUIT statement applies to a FOR construct, no
updates to the current dataview record are applied.

label-of-FOR-or-LOOP
Terminates the label of the construct. The QUIT label-of-FOR-or-LOOP statement can only execute in the logical
scope of that labeled construct or in an ERROR PROCEDURE construct.

PROGRAM
A reserved word that terminates the current program or subprogram. QUIT PROGRAM is not required at the
normal end of a program since the end of the main procedure of a program implies a QUIT PROGRAM. The
abbreviation PGM cannot be used in this statement.

RUN
A reserved word that terminates the current program and all other programs currently active in the run-unit.
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label-of-procedure
The label of a procedure to terminate. This must be the current procedure or an active procedure that directly or
indirectly invoked the current procedure.

PROCEDURE
A reserved word that terminates the current procedure. Control returns to the invoking procedure. If a QUIT is
issued for the main procedure, QUIT PROCEDURE is the equivalent of QUIT PROGRAM.

Example

<<UP_DATE>> PROCEDURE

    <<FOR_1>>

         FOR NEW updatable_dvw_name

           MOVE 'X' TO dvw_field

           DO DETERMINE_CONT

           IF condition

              DO EXIT

           ENDIF

           DO REST_UPDATE

        ENDFOR

ENDPROC

<<EXIT>> PROCEDURE

      QUIT UP_DATE

ENDPROC

REFRESH Statement

The REFRESH statement resets all fields in the named panel to their initial values and attributes as defined in the panel
definition. The REFRESH statement ensures that a fresh copy of the panel is available.

Creating Panel Definitions describes how to define and maintain screen panels. Several statements and built-in functions
provide symbolic high-level panel processing (see the TRANSMIT, SET ATTRIBUTE and RESET statements).

This statement has the following format:

REFRESH panel_name

panel_name
The one- to eight-character name of the previously defined panel. You must define the panel-name in the
RESOURCE section of the program where the statement appears.

Fields with an initial value set in LAYOUT are refreshed with that value, whether their initial attribute is protected or
unprotected.

Fields that do not have an initial value set in LAYOUT (for example, spaces between start-field and end-field) are
initialized to input-fill characters. When TRANSMIT occurs, fields still set to input-fill are reset with output-fill.

REFRESH often restores a panel for a new set of data after an old set of data completes processing. You can perform
restoration of initial values and attributes here in a single operation rather than many RESET and SET ATTRIBUTE
statements.

If you only need to reinitialize a few fields, use RESET on individual fields with SET ATTRIBUTE as an alternative to
REFRESH. The REFRESH statement refreshes the panel object in memory with the panel object from the file; RESET
and SET ATTRIBUTE change the panel object in memory.

Repeated use of REFRESH can increase overhead if performed unnecessarily.
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RELEASE Statement

The RELEASE statement releases a document, panel, report, or subprogram after it is no longer needed as a resource
of a program. You can use the RELEASE PROGRAM statement with an Ideal for Datacom subprogram or a non-ideal
subprogram run in batch that is defined not to load a new copy on each call.

If a subprogram is not explicitly released, it remains on call, ready to be called again until the run is completed. In a batch
run or in an online run that does not cross transaction boundaries, the subprogram is held on call in virtual memory. In
an online run that does cross transaction boundaries, unreleased programs are swapped out to auxiliary storage on
TRANSMIT statements. In either case, releasing programs that are no longer needed frees machine resources, especially
with batch applications or online runs that do not cross transaction boundaries.

However, releasing programs that one or more programs in an application frequently use can add runtime overhead
by forcing them to be continually reloaded. For more information about RELEASE PROGRAM, see Session Storage
Cleanup.

This statement has the following format:

        {PANEL panel_name                }

RELEASE {REPORT rpt-name [[WITH] ABORT   }

        {DOCUMENT doc-name [[WITH] ABORT }

        {PROGRAM [subprogram]            }

panel_name
The name of the panel to release. You cannot use the abbreviation PNL in this statement.

doc-name
The name of the document to release. You cannot use the abbreviation DOC in this statement.

rpt_name
The name of the report to release or the word RUNLIST. You cannot use the abbreviation RPT in this statement.

WITH ABORT
Prints the data specifications on the lines following the <<ABORT>> group heading on the Heading fill-in before
releasing the report. This is useful for printing messages when a report is terminated abnormally.

subprogram
The name of the subprogram to release. You cannot use the abbreviation PGM in this statement. If you omit the
name, the RELEASE applies to the current program.
A maximum of 64 panels can be active simultaneously in all programs and subprograms in a run. In an application
that uses large numbers of panels, releasing panels that are no longer needed makes it less likely that this limit is
reached. It also reduces the amount of temporary storage each session that uses the panel needs.
There is a limit of 15 reports that can be simultaneously active. When a report of one of many used in
an application, it should be released when no longer needed to minimize the likelihood that the limit on
simultaneously active reports is reached during the run. (For more information, see Generating Reports.
If a released panel is referenced again (such as with a RESET or a TRANSMIT statement), a fresh copy is
reloaded from the library. If a panel is not released and the program where the panel is a resource is not released,
the panel maintains its values between calls to the program.
When a program that was released is called again, a new copy is loaded with a fresh copy of working data.
All unreleased panels and reports used in a run are released at the end of the run or when the program that
transmitted or produced them is released. All unreleased programs used in a run are released at the end of the
run.
If a panel is a resource in more than one program of a run unit, the panel is counted separately against the
maximum. For this reason, transmit a panel be in only one subprogram of an application.
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When a report is released, final control footings and summary lines are produced. If RELEASE REPORT is issued
and no data was printed, the data specifications on the lines following the <<EMPTY>> group heading are printed
when the report is released.
You can release a report for one of three reasons:

• Because a program finished with it and it is no longer needed as a program resource.
• So that a new report using the same report definition can be produced later in the same program. If the same

report were reinvoked with a PRODUCE statement without first being released, any new lines produced for
that report are added to the existing report rather than generated as a separate report.

• When a report is routed to a network printer. The RELEASE REPORT statement closes the report and
schedules it for printing. The printing process begins when the printer becomes available.

The RELEASE REPORT RUNLIST statement releases the output of a LIST statement. This keeps the outputs of a series
of LIST statements separate rather than accumulating them as a single RUNLIST output.

You can only use the RELEASE PROGRAM statement for Ideal for Datacom subprograms that do not load a new copy
each time they are called in batch.
You can issue the RELEASE PROGRAM statement from either the calling program or the called program. When
issued from the called program without specifying a program name, the statement implies a QUIT PROGRAM and the
RELEASE. This statement does not affect the logic of the calling program, only the performance.

You cannot RELEASE a program that directly or indirectly called the current program.
The released subprogram must be in the resource table of the releasing program or must be the releasing program.
All resources of the specified subprogram are released, except the subprograms that are themselves resources of this
subprogram.

RESET Statement

Learn about the RESET statement in Ideal for Datacom. Find a description, the statement format, and definitions of
statement parameters.

The RESET statement initializes a group field, a panel field, or an entire panel.

RESET sets panels to the input fill character. RESET does not change other terminal attributes, such as panel color,
protection, and highlight attributes.

Creating Panel Definitions describes how screen panels are defined and maintained. Several statements and built-in
functions provide symbolic high-level panel processing (see the REFRESH Statement and the TRANSMIT Statement).

RESET for group fields will clear the field based on the type of the field.

A single panel field (protected or unprotected) is reset when a panel field identifier is specified. All unprotected fields (and
only unprotected fields) in a panel are reset if a panel name is specified. Ideal for Datacom transforms any field that was
initialized to the input fill character with a RESET statement and was not modified by the program before TRANSMIT into
output-fill characters before presentation as panel-output.

This statement has the following format:

        [ group_name  ]

        [ panel_field ]

RESET   [ panel_name  ]

group_name
Specifies the group name to reset.
Sets the following values based on type:
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Nullable fields (defined as WITH IND)
Set to null, regardless of type

Numeric fields
Set to zero

Fixed alphanumeric field
Set as spaces

Variable length alphanumeric field
Set as the empty string of zero length

Flag
Set to FALSE

Date
Set to zero

panel_field
Specifies the identifier of a panel field to reset.

panel_name
Specifies the one-character to eight-character name of a previously defined panel.

SELECT Statement

The SELECT statement executes one or more of several courses of action based on one or more conditions. The
SELECT statement has three formats.

This statement has the following format:

The Format 1 of the SELECT statement selects the set of statements that follows the first WHEN value that matches the
value of the select-subject. Only the set of statements that follows the first matching value executes.

SELECT select_subject

         {numeric_expression } [   {numeric_expression} ]

    WHEN {alpha_expression   } [OR {alpha_expression  } ]...

         {NULL               } [   {NULL              ] ]

      statements

         {numeric_expression } [   {numeric_expression} ]

    WHEN {alpha_expression   } [OR {alpha_expression  } ]

 ...     {NULL               } [   {NULL              } ]

      statements

    .

    .

    .

   [     {NONE  } ]

   [WHEN {OTHER } ]

   [   statements ]

   [WHEN ANY     ]

   [   statements]

 {ENDSEL    }
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 {ENDSELECT }

select_subject
The identifier of a numeric or alphanumeric expression whose value determines the action selected.

WHEN clause
Specifies a possible value (or values). If the value specified in the WHEN clause matches the value of
select_subject, the statements that follow the WHEN clause execute. In Format 1, only the statements that follow
the first WHEN condition to test true execute, optionally followed by a WHEN ANY clause.
numeric_expression|alpha_expression|NULL

The value that compares select_subject. You can combine expressions, including NULL, using OR.
WHEN OTHER|NONE

An optional postscript that specifies that when none of the values listed matches the value of select_subject, the
statements following the WHEN OTHER or WHEN NONE execute. The reserved words OTHER and NONE are
interchangeable.

WHEN ANY
An optional postscript that specifies that when any WHEN value matches the value of select_subject, the
statements that follow the WHEN ANY execute in addition to the statements that follow the equal case.

ENDSEL|ENDSELECT
Reserved words that terminate the SELECT construct. If SELECT constructs are nested, the most recent
unterminated SELECT construct is terminated by the first occurrence of ENDSEL or ENDSELECT. Each SELECT
in a nested SELECT construct must have a corresponding ENDSEL or ENDSELECT.

NOTE
A select_subject that evaluates to the null value matches NULL in a WHEN clause. It does not match an
expression in a WHEN clause that also evaluates to the null value.

Example

    SELECT TRANS_CODE   

    WHEN 'A'    

       DO ADD_RECORD_PROC   

    WHEN 'D'    

       DO DEL_RECORD_PROC   

    WHEN 'P'    

       DO PURCHASE_PROC 

    WHEN 'R'    

       DO RECEIPT_PROC  

    WHEN ANY    

       DO LOG_TRANS 

    WHEN OTHER  

       DO INVALID_CODE  

    ENDSEL  

Format 2 of the SELECT statement selects the statements that follow the first true condition in a series of conditions. Only
the statements that follow the first true condition execute.

SELECT [FIRST [ACTION]] 

   WHEN condition

      statements

       [WHEN condition]
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       [statements    ] ...

   [     {NONE  }]

   [WHEN {OTHER }]

[  statements ]

   [WHEN ANY     ]

[  statements ]

   {ENDSEL    }

   {ENDSELECT }

FIRST [ACTION]
Optional reserved words that you can add for readability.

WHEN condition
Specifies a condition. (For an explanation of valid conditions, see the "Procedure Definition Language Concepts
and Language Elements" chapter.) If this is the first true condition in the SELECT, only the statements that
follow it execute, followed by a WHEN ANY clause if one is specified. If more than one condition is true, only the
statements associated with the first condition execute.

WHEN OTHER/NONE
An optional postscript that specifies that, when none of the previously specified WHEN conditions listed is true,
the statements that follow the WHEN OTHER or WHEN NONE execute. You can use the reserved words OTHER
and NONE interchangeably.

WHEN ANY
An optional postscript that specifies that, when any previously specified WHEN condition in the SELECT is true,
the statements that follow the WHEN ANY execute in addition to the statements that follow the first true condition.

ENDSEL|ENDSELECT
Reserved words that terminate the SELECT construct. If SELECT constructs are nested, the most recent
unterminated SELECT construct is terminated by the first occurrence of ENDSEL or ENDSELECT. Each SELECT
in a nested SELECT construct must have a corresponding ENDSEL or ENDSELECT.

NOTE
If the WHEN condition evaluates as unknown, the statements in the WHEN clause do not execute. The WHEN
NONE clause executes if all WHEN conditions are unknown or false.

Examples

SELECT FIRST ACTION

     WHEN TOTAL_CHARGE > 250.00 

         DO LARGE_PURCH 

     WHEN CUSTOMER_CODE = 'P'   

             DO PREFERRD_CUSTMR 

     WHEN TOTAL_CHARGE < 50.00  

             DO SMALL_PURCHASE  

 WHEN OTHER

             DO NO_DISCOUNT 

 ENDSEL

The following procedure is equivalent to the format 1 example.

SELECT FIRST

  WHEN TRANS_CODE = 'A'
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     DO ADD_RECORD_PROC

  WHEN TRANS_CODE = 'D'

     DO DEL_RECORD_PROC

  WHEN TRANS_CODE = 'P'

     DO PURCHASE_PROC

  WHEN TRANS_CODE = 'R'

     DO RECEIPT_PROC

  WHEN ANY

     DO LOG_TRANS

  WHEN OTHER

     DO INVALID_CODE

  ENDSEL

Format 3 of the SELECT statement selects one or more actions to take, based on all conditions found to be true. This
executes each set of statements that follows each true condition.

SELECT EVERY [ACTION]

   WHEN  condition

      statements

   [WHEN  condition]

   [   statements  ] ...

     [     {NONE  } ]  

     [WHEN {OTHER } ]

     [  statements  ]

   [WHEN ALL    ]

   [  statements]

   [WHEN ANY    ]

   [  statements]

 {ENDSEL   }

 {ENDSELECT}

[ACTION]
An optional reserved word that you can add for readability.

WHEN condition
Specifies a condition to test. For more information about valid conditions, see the "Procedure Definition Language
Concepts and Language Elements" chapter. For every true condition, the statements that follow execute.

WHEN OTHER|NONE
An optional postscript that specifies that, when none of the conditions listed is true, the statements that follow the
WHEN OTHER or WHEN NONE execute. The reserved words OTHER and NONE are interchangeable.

WHEN ALL
An optional postscript that specifies that, when all of the conditions are true, the statements that follow the WHEN
ALL clause execute in addition to the statements following each true condition.

WHEN ANY
An optional postscript that specifies that, when any one condition is true, the statements that follow the WHEN
ANY execute in addition to the statements that follow the true conditions.
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ENDSEL|ENDSELECT
Reserved words that terminate the SELECT construct. If SELECT constructs are nested, the most recent
unterminated SELECT construct is terminated by the first occurrence of ENDSEL or ENDSELECT. Each SELECT
in a nested SELECT construct must have a corresponding ENDSEL or ENDSELECT.
If the WHEN condition evaluates as unknown, the statements in the WHEN clause do not execute. The WHEN
NONE clause executes if all WHEN conditions are unknown or false.

Example

    SELECT EVERY ACTION 

     WHEN NOT ITEM_NUMBER < 499 

          DO ERROR_1    

     WHEN NOT (DISCOUNT_CODE = 1 OR 3)  

          DO ERROR_2 WHEN NOT ($NUMERIC(UNIT_PRICE) 

          AND UNIT_PRICE > 0)

         DO ERROR_3

     WHEN ANY   

          ADD 1 TO EDIT_FAILED  

     WHEN NONE  

      ADD 1 TO EDIT_PASSED

     WHEN ALL   

      DO ALL_ERRORS

     ENDSEL     

SET Statement

The SET statement transfers data from a source to a target. The SET statement does not modify the value of the source
and the original data remains in the source after it is used to set the target.

There are six formats that you can use for the SET statement, depending on the type of source value used.

The SET Numeric Field statement has the following format:

                    {alphanumeric_expression}

SET numeric_field = {numeric_expression     }

                    {NULL                   }

Moves a value to an elementary numeric field according to the following rules:

• If both the source and target are numeric fields, the value is moved by alignment of an implicit decimal point, with
truncation of low-order decimal digits (when necessary). If high order significant digits are lost, an overflow error
condition is raised, and the Error Procedure, if coded, executes.

• If the target is a date field, then the source cannot be an alphanumeric expression. However, you can set a date field
using $INTERNAL-DATE with an alphanumeric argument.

• When a value from an alphanumeric source is moved to a non-date numeric target, the value of the source is first
converted to numeric by applying the $NUMBER function (see Symbolic Debugger Commands). If the source contains
non-numeric characters, an execution-time error occurs.

• If the source is the keyword NULL or evaluates to the null value, the target field must be nullable. It is set to the null
value.

The SET Alpha Field statement has the following format:

                    {   alphanumeric_expression }
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                        {numeric_field           }

SET alphanumeric_field ={numeric_literal         }

                        {group                   }

                        {NULL                    }

Moves a value to an elementary alphanumeric field according to the following rules:

If both the source and target are alphanumeric fields, the value is moved as follows:

• If the source value is longer than the target, truncation occurs on the right.
• If the target is longer than the source value, the result is padded on the right with blanks.
• If the target is a variable length field, the length of the target becomes the length of the source, up to the maximum

length defined for the variable length field.
• If the source is a variable length field, then its length is the length of the current value. This length is compared with the

target as described above and is padded or truncated as required.
• If both source and target are the same length, an exact copy is made.

If the source is a non-alpha group, it is treated as an alphanumeric field whose length is the same as the size of the group.
However, subordinate numeric fields are not converted. The hexadecimal values are simply moved.

You cannot specify restricted groups. For more information about non-alpha groups, see PDL Language Elements.

PDF can convert low values moved to an alphanumeric panel field by using the $LOW function (or some other means)
to special characters. See Creating Panel Definitions for more information. Fields filled with low values are considered
empty. The next TRANSMIT fills this empty field with the output fill character when it is next displayed.

You cannot move a value directly from a date type source to an alphanumeric target. First, convert the date using an
explicit $DATE or $STRING function.

When a value from a non-date numeric source is moved to an alphanumeric target, the data in the numeric source is first
converted to alphanumeric by applying the $STRING function (see Symbolic Debugger Commands).

If you do not want to use the $STRING rules, you can specify a $EDIT function in a numeric expression as the source.
Use the default PIC or specify one of the other edit patterns (see Symbolic Debugger Commands).

If the conversion results in a value that is longer than the target field after any leading blanks were removed, digits are
truncated from the right to fit. For example, if NUM is a three-digit numeric field and STR is a two-character alphanumeric
field, the expression results in STR having a value of '12' if NUM has a value of 123. If, however, NUM has a value of 12
or 1, STR has a value of '12' or '1', respectively.

SET STR = NUM

You cannot move an arithmetic expression or numeric function to an alphanumeric target without first moving it to a
numeric target.

If the source is the keyword NULL or evaluates to the null value, the target field must be nullable. It is set to the null value.

The SET Group statement has the following format:

SET group1 = group2 {BY NAME    } [USING {$EDIT  } [RULES]

                    {BY POSITION} [      {$STRING}       ]

Moves data from one group to another. The following rules apply:

• Both the source and the target must be groups.
• Moving a value from each field in the source group to a field in the target group is subject to the rules for moving

values described in Formats 1 and 2.
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When values are moved from a non-alpha group to an alpha target, the default is to convert numeric data to alphanumeric
by applying a $STRING function. You can specify to use a $EDIT function instead. See the options USING $EDIT RULES
and USING $STRING RULES that follow.

BY NAME
Moves the value from each field in the source group to an identically named field in the target group if one exists.
OCCURs in the respective groups (if any) must be compatible. Only values from fields that have the same names
are subordinate to the respective groups and are elementary are moved. Redefinitions in the sending group
are not eligible sources; however, redefinitions in the receiving group are eligible targets. A compile-time error
message is issued if the number of occurrences does not match. A runtime error occurs if the number of occurs
depending on or parameter field occurrences does not match.
For example, if the source group is:
Level            Field               Occur  

 1                  A

 2                  B                  2

 2                  C                  2

and the target group is:
Level              Field               Occur

 1                   X

 2                   Y                  2

 3                   B

 3                   C

then the statement,
SET X = A BY NAME

moves the values of the Bs and Cs in the source group to fields with corresponding names in the target group.
BY POSITION

Moves the value of the first elementary field in the source group item to the first elementary field in the target
group item, regardless of its name; the second to the second, and so on. The group structures must be
compatible as follows:

• Structures must have the same number of elementary fields.
• OCCURs values must be identical and at the same relative level.

You can test structures for compatibility by using the following steps:

1. Remove any OCCUR values from the high level group entries in both the source and target.
2. Remove any fields or groups with REDEFs in both the source and target group. If a group is removed, all its

subordinate fields are also removed.
3. Remove each subordinate group entry except any that have OCCURs.
4. Renumber the levels for the fields that are left.

NOTE
No field values are moved unless the structures that remain after this test is applied are compatible.

USING $EDIT RULES
In a group move only, converts numeric fields to alphanumeric by applying a $EDIT function with an edit pattern of
PIC 9(n), where n is the number of integer places in the field. The default is to use a $STRING conversion.

USING $STRING RULES(Default)
In a group move only, performs numeric conversion using the $STRING rules.

The statement SET Flag has the following format:

    SET flag = {TRUE  } 

               {FALSE }
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The item on the left side of the equal sign is a flag. The value on the right side of the equal sign must be the reserved
word TRUE or FALSE.

The statement SET Condition has the following format:

SET condition_name = TRUE

Sets a condition name to the TRUE value.

The statement SET Function has the following format:

                      {numeric_expression  }

SET pseudo_function = {alphanumeric_literal}

                      {alphanumeric_field  }

You can only set the $RETURN-CODE function to a numeric_expression.

Examples

SET Numeric Field

SET CHARGE = QUANTITY_ORDERED * UNIT_PRICE

SET AMOUNT_RQRD = CURRENT_AMOUNT

SET PAY_AMT_NUMERIC = $NUMBER (PAY_AMT)

SET Z = ((Y + Z)*W)/(A - B)

SET L = A + ($REMAINDER(M,N) - $ROUND(J,1))/3.6

SET Alpha Field

SET ALPHA = $STRING (X,Y,Z)

SET Flag

SET EMP_NOT_VALID = FALSE

SET Condition

SET RED = TRUE

SET Function

SET $FIXED-MASK = '%'

Also see the MOVE statement examples in this chapter for examples that correspond to SET BY POSITION, SET BY
NAME, and alpha group moves.

SET ATTRIBUTE/COLOR/XHIGHLIGHT Statement

The SET ATTRIBUTE/COLOR/XHIGHLIGHT statement resets certain terminal display characteristics for panel fields.

This statement has the following format:

SET [{ATTRIBUTE[S]}{attribute ...}]   [COLOR {color}]
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    [{ATTR        }{'x ...'      }]   [      {'y'  }]

 

    [XHIGHLIGHT {xhighlight}]  [TEMP] ON fld_id [,fld_id]...

    [           {  'z'     }]

ATTRIBUTE
Specifies the general display characteristics of panel fields.

attribute
Specifies one or more of the following reserved words:

ALPHANUMERIC CURSOR
ENSURE RECEIVED HIGHLIGHT
INVISIBLE LOWLIGHT
NUMERIC PROTECTED
SKIP UNPROTECTED

x
An alphanumeric literal in quotes that consists of the abbreviations of one or more of the above attributes. The
abbreviation for each attribute is the first letter of the word or, for ENSURE RECEIVED, the first letter of the first
word. For example H for HIGHLIGHT, L for LOWLIGHT, or E for ENSURE RECEIVED. Specify more than one
attribute by concatenating the abbreviations as one quoted literal.
You can specify the attributes as follows:

• [UA ]
• [UN ] [H ]
• [PA ] [L ]
• [PS ] [I ] [C] [E]
• UA (A, U)

An unprotected field that can accept any characters. U, A, and UA are synonyms.
• UN (N)

An unprotected field that can accept only numeric characters (0-9, decimal point, or comma). N and UN are
synonyms.

• PA (P)
A protected field that is not skipped. You cannot modify or delete a protected field.

• PS (S, PN)
A protected field that the cursor skips over (cannot access). The cursor skips to the next unprotected field if the
previous field is defined as PS or has an end-of-field mark. PN, PS, and S are synonyms.

• H A field displayed with high intensity characters.
• L A field that displays with regular (low) intensity.
• I An invisible field (input or text) where the characters do not display.
• C The field to contain the cursor when the panel displays.
• E A field that is treated as if it were entered on the current transaction. If a field has an attribute of E, it is

assumed the user entered the value for that field, even if the value was entered on a previous transaction or
was not entered at all (a default value).

COLOR {color|Y}
Specifies the display color to use for the identified field.
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color
One of the following reserved words:

BLUE GREEN
NEUTRAL PINK
RED TURQUOISE
WHITE YELLOW

Y

Represents an alphanumeric literal surrounded by quotes that consists of the initial character of one of the color
specifications. That is, 'N' for NEUTRAL, 'B' for BLUE, and so on. You can only specify one color at a time.

XHIGHLIGHT

Specifies the type of extended highlighting used to display the identified field.

xhighlight
One of the following reserved words:

• BLINK
• NONE
• REVERSE
• UNDERSCORE

NOTE
If you specify UNDERSCORE, the field displays in reverse video.

Z
Represents an alphanumeric literal surrounded by quotes that consists of the initial character of one of the
extended highlighting options. For example, 'N' for NONE, 'B' for BLINK, and so on.

TEMP

Limits the reset of the display characteristics to the next execution of a TRANSMIT statement. After the execution of
the TRANSMIT statement, the value goes back to the setting defined for the field in the panel definition. The ENSURE
RECEIVED attribute is implicitly temporary. All other characteristics must be explicitly specified as TEMP to limit the
duration of the reset.

ON fld-id

Specifies the field or fields to receive the new characteristics, where fld-id is the identifier of the field to receive the
characteristics. When C (cursor) is one of the attributes, you can specify only one fld-id.

When a SET ATTRibute statement executes in a program, storage is allocated containing ALL the attributes for the
panel field. If the SET statement only specifies one attribute of a field, all the others assume the Ideal for Datacom SET
ATTRibute statement defaults, which are “UAL” and not the values of the original panel or any previous SET ATTRibute
statement. If the SET ATTRibute statement has the TEMP option, then at the next TRANSMIT, the attribute storage is
deleted and all attributes revert to the original panel field attribute values.

Ordinarily, a panel field is defined with a beginning field character and an end of field character, for example, a plus
(+) and a semicolon (;). The end of field character is recognized as the beginning of a new field with an attribute of
AUTOSKIP. If the layout of your panel definition includes the following characters, even though it looks like two fields with
null characters between and after them, Ideal for Datacom interprets it as four fields. The semicolon (end of field) says
“start a new dummy field” with an attribute of AUTOSKIP, and when the user fills the first field, skip to the next field.

    +                     ;  +    ;
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To define a stopper field (a protected field that is not skipped), do not end the affected field with an end of field symbol.
Code a one-byte field immediately following the affected field. Give this one-byte field an attribute of PAI.

The panel layout now looks like this:

    +                    + ; +    ;

Overtyping the first field stops the cursor in the one-byte field and locks the terminal. To get to the next field, use the tab
key.

If the ENSURED RECEIVED attribute is turned on in the panel field definition, you cannot turn it off with a SET
ATTRIBUTE statement in the program.

You can specify attributes, color, and extended highlighting in any order, but you can specify each one only once.

Examples

The following two statements are equivalent and set FIELD_A to protected and skipped.

SET ATTRIBUTES PROTECTED SKIP ON FIELD_A

SET ATTRIBUTES 'PS' ON FIELD_A

The following statement sets field AMOUNT to highlighted, red, and underscored.

SET ATTRIBUTE HIGHLIGHT COLOR 'R' XHIGHLIGHT 'U' ON AMOUNT

The following statement sets fields MSG1 and MSG2 to skipped and highlighted, blue, and blinking.

SET ATTR 'SH' COLOR BLUE XHIGHLIGHT BLINK ON MSG1, MSG2

SUBTRACT Statement

The SUBTRACT statement decreases the value of numeric fields. You can use SUBTRACT as an alternative to the SET
statement.

This statement has the following format:

         {numeric_field     }    

SUBTRACT {numeric_literal   } FROM {numeric_field}

         {alphanumeric_field}      {date_field   }

         {date_field        }

For more information about numeric_field,  numeric_literal,  alphanumeric_field, and date_field, see the PDL Language
Concepts topic in the "Procedure Definition Language Concepts and Language Elements" chapter.

During execution, both the source and the target fields must contain numeric values or a runtime error occurs.

SUBTRACT operands do not have to have the same decimal precision. When an expression with decimal places is
subtracted from a field with an integer value, the subtraction is performed and an attempt is made to put the result into the
receiving (FROM) field. If the value is too long, the decimal portion of the value is truncated. If the value that results from
the truncation is still too long, a runtime error occurs.

You do not have to define the operands of a SUBTRACT statement with the same number of digits. However, an error
occurs if the first operand is longer than the second operand or if the operation results in a value that is longer than the
second operand.
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Examples

SUBTRACT CHARGE FROM BALANCE

SUBTRACT 200 FROM NET_INCOME

TRANSMIT Statement

The TRANSMIT statement sends a previously defined screen and receives the data the user entered. When input is
received from the user, the TRANSMIT statement automatically validates and edits all the data according to editing rules
specified in the panel definition.

Several statements and built-in functions provide symbolic high-level panel processing. See the REFRESH and RESET
statements and the $PANEL functions.

This statement has the following format:

TRANSMIT panel_name [REINPUT] [CLEAR]

 

     [ CURSOR AT {HOME            }]

     [           {field_identifier}]

    

     [ALARM]

panel_name
The one- to eight-character name of a panel.

REINPUT
Specifies that all fields on the panel for which $RECEIVED is true are still $RECEIVED true after the current
TRANSMIT (when the panel is received again) regardless of whether you enter new values for those fields.
REINPUT is used in situations where you are prompted repetitively until values for all required input fields are
entered and validated. The entire panel is then processed in one action.

CLEAR
Resets all unprotected fields on the panel. All unprotected fields are sent with the output fill character and
received back with the input fill character, unless they were modified. The statement TRANSMIT panel CLEAR is
equivalent to the two statements:

• RESET panel
• TRANSMIT

CURSOR AT clause
Overrides the default position of the cursor when the panel is initially displayed.

NOTE
Positioning the cursor requires that the panel have at least one unprotected field.

HOME
Positions the cursor on the default field as defined. This option overrides a position set by a SET ATTRIBUTE
statement.
field

-identifier
The identifier of the field where the cursor is initially displayed.

• ALARM

Activates the bell (if you have one) on your terminal when the panel is sent to the screen.
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Data you enter is sent when you press the Enter key, when you press any PF key (except function keys assigned
for HELP or CLARIFY), and on a scroll if specified.
Execution of subsequent TRANSMIT statements for the same panel sends the values of all fields the program or
the user modified since the last TRANSMIT. For a fresh copy of the panel, use any of the following:

• REFRESH statement. All fields and their attributes are returned to their original values.
• RESET statement. All specified unprotected fields are reset to output fill characters.
• CLEAR option. All unprotected fields are reset to output fill characters.

You can initialize fields on a panel by moving values to those fields before the TRANSMIT statement is executed.
A TRANSMIT statement automatically causes a CHECKPOINT.
The BACKOUT statement can restore the state of the database to the most recent CHECKPOINT, BACKOUT, or
TRANSMIT statement, or SQL COMMIT or ROLLBACK statement.
The combination of the following circumstances enters the error procedure or invokes the WHEN ERROR clause
of the FOR construct if the following tasks are performed:

• A TRANSMIT statement executes in the scope of a FOR construct.
• A subsequent attempt is made to update the values of any fields for the same dataview record.
• Another task deleted a record or updated the values of any fields in that record between the TRANSMIT and

subsequent updates.

The combination of the above results in a $ERROR-CLASS='DVW' that can be handled in either an error
procedure or in the WHEN ERROR clause of the FOR construct.

For Datacom SQL ANSI Mode and DB2: If a TRANSMIT executes in the logical scope of a FOR construct for SQL
access, you must define the corresponding object (table or view) with at least one unique index to update it. See the FOR
EACH/FIRST statement (SQL Access) in this chapter.

Example

<<SEND_ADDPNL>> PROC

    TRANSMIT ADDPNLN

    statements :to process panel ADDPNL

    SET NEXT_PANEL = 'MAINPNL'

ENDPROC

PDL Reserved Words
Procedure Definition Language PDL in Ideal for Datacom uses reserved words, special characters, and alphabetic
characters. Review a list of reserved words, which begin with $. Review special characters and alphabetic characters.

$

Review the following list of reserved words:

$ABS $APPL-ID

$ACCOUNT-ID $ALPHABETIC $AVG

$CALC $CHAR-TO-HEX $COUNT

$CPU $CURRENT-TRAN-ID $CURSOR

$DATE $DAY $DBCS-ATTACH

$DBCS-DETACH $DBCS-TYPE $EDIT

$EMPTY $ENTER-KEY $ENVIRONMENT
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$ERROR-CLASS $ERROR-CONSTRAINT-NAME $ERROR-DB2-PLAN

$ERROR-DESCRIPTION $ERROR-DVW-DBID $ERROR-DVW-INTERNAL-STATUS

$ERROR-DVW-STATUS $ERROR-NAME $ERROR-PGM

$ERROR-PROC $ERROR-STMT $ERROR-SUBSCRIPT

$ERROR-TYPE $ERROR-VALUE $EXP

$EXTRACT $FILLER $FINAL-ID

$FIX-MASK $FIXED-MASK $HEX-TO-CHAR

$HIGH $HOST-ID

$INDEX $INIT-TRAN-ID $INT-DATE

$INTERNAL-DATE $KEY $LENGTH

$LOW $MAIN $MAX

$MIN $MONTH $NETWORK-ID

$NUMBER $NUMERIC $OCC

$OPSYSTEM $PAD $PANEL-ERROR

$PANEL-FIELD-ERROR $PANEL-GROUP-OCCURS $PF01

$PF02 $PF03 $PF04

$PF05 $PF06 $PF07

$PF08 $PF09 $PF1

$PF10 $PF11 $PF12

$PF13 $PF14 $PF15

$PF16 $PF17 $PF18

$PF19 $PF2 $PF20

$PF21 $PF22 $PF23

$PF24 $PF25 $PF26

$PF27 $PF28 $PF29

$PF3 $PF30 $PF31

$PF32 $PF33 $PF34

$PF35 $PF36 $PF37

$PF38 $PF39 $PF4

$PF40 $PF41 $PF42

$PF43 $PF44 $PF45

$PF46 $PF47 $PF48

$PF5 $PF6 $PF7

$PF8 $PF9 $PLAN

$PROGRAM

$RBA $RC $REC-LENGTH

$REC-SEGMENT $RECEIVED $REMAINDER

$RETURN-CODE $ROUND $RPT-DATE
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$RPT-PAGE $RRN $SPACE

$SPACES $SQL-LAST-STMT $SQLCA-AUTHID

$SQLCA-DB-RLS $SQLCA-DB-VRS $SQLCA-DBCODE-EXT

$SQLCA-DBCODE-INT $SQLCA-DBMS $SQLCA-DSFCODE

$SQLCA-ERROR-INFO $SQLCA-ERROR-PGM $SQLCA-EYE-CATCH

$SQLCA-INFCODE $SQLCA-LEN $SQLCA-LUWID

$SQLCA-MOD-NAME $SQLCA-PGM-NAME $SQLCA-PLAN-NAME

$SQLCABC $SQLSTATE $SQLWARN8

$SQLWARN9 $SQLWARN10 $SQLCAID

$SQLCODE $SQLERRD1 $SQLERRD2

$SQLERRD3 $SQLERRD4 $SQLERRD5

$SQLERRD6 $SQLERRM $SQLERRP

$SQLEXT $SQLWARN0 $SQLWARN1

$SQLWARN2 $SQLWARN3 $SQLWARN4

$SQLWARN5 $SQLWARN6 $SQLWARN7

$SQRT $STRING $SUBSCRIPT-POSITION

$SUBSTR $SYSTEM $TERMINAL-ID

$TIME $TODAY $TOT

$TRANSACTION-ID $TRANSLATE $TRIM

$USER-ID $USER-NAME $UPCASE

$VER-DATE $VERIFY $VERIFY-DATE

$VERSION $WEEKDAY $YEAR

Special Characters

Review the following list of special characters:

) ; ¬

¬ < ¬ > ¬ =

- / ,

> >= ?

:

@I$DIAL @I$HEX @I$NULL

@I$STMK
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Alphabetic

Review the following list of alphabetic characters:

ABORT ACTION ADD

ALARM ALL ALPHANUMERIC

AND ANY AS

ASC ASCENDING ASSIGN

AT ATTR ATTRIBUTE

ATTRIBUTES AUXLIST1 AUXLIST2

AUXLIST3 AUXLIST4 AUXLIST5

AUXLIST6 AUXLIST7 AUXLIST8

AUXLIST9 BACKOUT BETWEEN

BY CALL CHECKPOINT

CLEAR COLOR CONTAINS

COPIES CURSOR DATAVIEW

DATE DBID DELETE

DELIMITED DESC DESCENDING

DESCRIPTION DESTINATION DISPOSITION

DO DOCUMENT DOWN

DUPLICATE EACH EJECT

ELSE END-EXEC ENDFOR

ENDIF ENDLOOP ENDPARSE

ENDPROC ENDPROCEDURE ENDSEL

ENDSELECT ENSURE EQ

EQUAL ERROR EVERY

EXEC FALSE FIRST

FOR FROM GE

GREATER GROUP GT

HIGHLIGHT HOME HTTP

IF IN INITIATE

INPUT INVERT INVISIBLE

IS LE LESS

LIBRARY LIST LOOP

LOWLIGHT LT MAIL

MAXLINES MOVE NAME

NE NETWORK NEW

NEWPAGE NEXT NO

NONE NOT NOTIFY

NULL NUMERIC OK
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ON OR ORDER

ORDERED OTHER OVERFLOW

PAGE PANEL PARMS

PARSE PDL POSITION

PROC PROCEDURE PROCESS

PRODUCE PROGRAM PROTECTED

QUIT RECEIVED REFRESH

REINPUT RELEASE REPORT

RESET RESPONSE RUN

SELECT SET SKIP

SUBTRACT SYSTEM TABLE

TEMP THAN THE

THEN THRU TIMES

TO TRANSFER TRANSMIT

TRUE UNIQUE UNPARSED-DATA

UNPR UNPROTECTED UNTIL

UP UPDATE USING

VARYING WHEN WHERE

WHILE WITH XHIGHLIGHT

Types of Operands for PDL Functions
Learn about the types of operands for Procedure Definition Language functions in Ideal for Datacom. The types of
functions are numeric, alphanumeric, Boolean, and pseudo functions.

The following tables list the PDL functions arranged by the type of data returned:

• Numeric
• Alphanumeric
• Boolean
• Pseudo functions

For each function and for each clause, if the function has more than one, the table shows the type of operands permitted.
Codes (1-14) annotated above the table represent the operand type. For example, a numeric literal is represented by a 5;
a numeric literal, numeric field, or numeric function is represented by 5-7.

Alphanumeric Operands Numeric Other
(1) Literal (5) Literal (9) Date Field
(2) Field (6) Field (10) Flag
(3) Function (7) Function (11) Panel Name
(4) Alpha Group (8) Arithmetic Expression (12) $TODAY

(13) Panel Field ID
(14) Label
(15) Dataview Name
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Function/Clause

Numeric Functions Alphanumeric Operands Numeric Other

$ABS 5-8

$COUNT 14

$DAY 9,12

$INDEX 1-4 5-6 10

SEARCH= 1-2,4

$INTERNAL-DATE 1-2 6

MONTH/DAY/YEAR= 5-6

BASE= 5

TEMPLATE= 1

$PANEL-FIELD-ERROR 13

$LENGTH 1-4

$MONTH 9,12

$NUMBER 2,4

$PANEL-GROUP-OCCURS 11

$RBA 15

$REC-LENGTH 15

$REMAINDER 5-8

$ROUND 5-8

FACTOR= 5-6

ATTR= 5-6

$RRN 15

$SQRT 5-8

$UBSCRIPT-POSITION

$TODAY

$WEEKDAY 9,12

$YEAR 9,12

Alphanumeric Operands Numeric Other

(1) Literal (5) Literal (9) Date Field

(2) Field (6) Field (10) Flag

(3) Function (7) Function (11) Panel Name

(4) Alpha Group (8) Arithmetic Expression (12) $TODAY

(13) Panel Field ID

(14) Label
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(15) Dataview Name

Alpha Functions Alphanumeric Operands Numeric Other

$CHAR-TO-HEX 1-4 5-6 9,10

$DATE 1

DATE= 1-2 9,12

MONTH/DAY/YEAR= 5-6

BASE= 5

TEMPLATE= 1

$EDIT 2 5-6

PIC= 1

$ENVIRONMENT

$ERROR-CLASS

$ERROR-DB2-PLAN

$ERROR-DESCRIPTION

$ERROR-DVW-DBID

$ERROR-DVW-INTERNAL-ST
ATUS

$ERROR-DVW-STATUS

$ERROR-NAME

$ERROR-PGM

$ERROR-PROC

$ERROR-STMT

$ERROR-SUBSCRIPT

$ERROR-TYPE

$ERROR-VALUE

$HEX-TO-CHAR 1-4

$HIGH

$INIT-TRAN-ID

KEY 11

$LOW

$NETWORK-ID

$OPSYSTEM

$PAD 1-4

LENGTH= 5-8

RIGHT/LEFT/CEN= 1-2

$SPACES

$SQL
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$STRING 1-4 5-6 9-10

$SUBSTR

START/LENGTH= 2 5-8

$TERMINAL-ID

$TIME 1

TIME= 1,2

$TRANSACTION-ID

$TRANSLATE 1-4

FROM/TO= 1-3

$TRIM 1-4

RIGHT/LEFT= 1-2

$USER-ID

$USER-NAME

Alphanumeric Operands Numeric Other

(1) Literal (5) Literal (9) Date Field

(2) Field (6) Field (10) Flag

(3) Function (7) Function (11) Panel Name

(4) Alpha Group (8) Arithmetic Expression (12) $TODAY

(13) Panel Field ID

(14) Label

(15) Dataview Name

Boolean Functions Alphanumeric Operands Numeric Other

$ALPHABETIC 2,4

$CURSOR 13

$EMPTY 13

$ENTER-KEY 11

$NUMERIC 2-4 6

$PFn 11

$PANEL-ERROR 11

$RECEIVED 13

$VERIFY 1-4

AGAINST= 1-4

$VERIFY-DATE 1-2 6

MONTH/DAY/YEAR= 5-6

BASE= 5
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TEMPLATE= 1

Alphanumeric Operands Numeric Other

(1) Literal (5) Literal (9) Date Field

(2) Field (6) Field (10) Flag

(3) Function (7) Function (11) Panel Name

(4) Alpha Group (8) Arith. Express. (12) $TODAY

(13) Panel Field ID

(14) Label

(15) Dataview Name

Pseudo Functions Alphanumeric Operands Numeric Other

$ACCOUNT-ID

$CURRENT-TRAN-ID

$FINAL-ID

$FIXED-MASK

$PLAN

$REC-SEGMENT 15

$RETURN-CODE

Symbolic Debugger Commands
Ideal for Datacom symbolic debugger commands. See formats for AT, AT Line, COMMANDS, DATA, DELETE, DISABLE,
DISPLAY, ECHO, ENABLE, EQUATE, GO, Label Line, LIST, MOVE, PROC, QUIT.

This section describes the commands that are available only when running the Ideal for Datacom symbolic debugger.

This page contains the following topics:

AT Command

This command specifies the location of a breakpoint. A breakpoint writes data to the debug print file. Online, a breakpoint
allows interaction with the debugger. During a debug run, you can enter breakpoints from any Ideal for Datacom program
for any Ideal for Datacom program.

NOTE
You can only set breakpoints for Ideal for Datacom subprograms.

This command has the following format:

                         [   {  *                 }]}

             {[STMT] nnn [IN {[sss.]name          }]}

[<label>] AT {           [   {PGM name  [SYS sss] }]}   [EVERY n]
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             {                                      }

             {QUIT                                  }

             {ERROR }

<label>
Specifies the one- to three-character label for a breakpoint. The label can be any three alphabetics, numerics, or
national characters, except ALL. If you omit the label, a unique default label in the format <$nn> is automatically
generated.

NOTE
If you specify the label, you must enclose it in the <> delimiters.

STMT nnn
Specifies the statement number where the breakpoint is located. The line must contain an executable statement
or a procedure header. When there are multiple verbs in the line, the stop occurs at the first verb. (See the next
section, Rules for Placing Breakpoints.) You can specify a breakpoint in an Error procedure.

QUIT|ERROR
Specifies the label for an attachment. The stop at an implicit or explicit QUIT RUN or fatal error occurs
automatically.

IN
Specifies the program containing the statement where the breakpoint is located.
*

The current program.
sss

The one- to three-character ID of the system where the program resides. The default is the current
system.

name
The one- to eight-character name of the program. The default is the program that is specified with the
DEBUG command.

EVERY n
Specifies to activate the breakpoint every nth time, where n is a number from 1 to 99999. For example, EVERY 3
activates the breakpoint the 3rd, 6th, 9th, and so on, time it is encountered. The default activates the breakpoint
every time it is encountered.

Rules for Placing Breakpoints

Breakpoints that are entered at the following points are ignored:

• Non-executable statements such as at a comment line or ENDPROC.
• Non-existent statement numbers (such as 101, where statements are numbered 100, 200, and so on).

Breakpoints that are entered at the following points produce the following output:

LOOP statement stop only once at the start of the first iteration.

• ENDLOOP stop only once at the end of the last iteration.
• WHILE or UNTIL stop at each iteration when the respective test is made.
• FOR statement stop only once at the start.
• ENDFOR stop only once, at the end, after all rows and records are processed.
• WHEN NONE stop if the clause is executed (that is, no rows are found).
• IF statements stop before the IF condition is evaluated.
• ELSE stop at the beginning of the ELSE path. (The IF condition is False).
• ENDIF stop at the end of the construct. (The IF condition can be True or False.)
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Line with an expression or a condition, such as the following, stops, if the breakpoint has been applied.

SELECT FIRST ACTION

WHEN AMT = 1000...

Regardless of whether the statements in the WHEN clause are executed, if the SELECT reached that WHEN, the
breakpoint takes effect. Thus, in a SELECT FIRST construct, a breakpoint entered at statement 30 stops when statement
20 is False. In a SELECT EVERY construct, a breakpoint entered at a WHEN always stops.

10  SELECT FIRST ACTION

20  WHEN AMT = 1000...

30  WHEN AMT = 2000...

WHEN NONE, WHEN ALL, or WHEN ANY stops only if the clause is, in fact, executed. A breakpoint entered on the
WHEN ANY in the next example stops only if statement 20 or 30 is True.

10  SELECT FIRST ACTION

20  WHEN AMT = 1000...

30  WHEN AMT = 2000...

40  WHEN ANY

For more information about setting breakpoints, see Creating Programs.

AT Line Command

The AT line command inserts a breakpoint at the line where you enter the command. A label for the breakpoint, in the
format <$nn>, is automatically generated. Issue the AT line command from the procedure display during the Debug run.

This command has the following format:

AT

NOTE
You can set breakpoints for Ideal for Datacom subprograms. You cannot set breakpoints for non-ideal
subprograms.

COMMANDS Command

This command switches to a fill-in screen containing the current Debug commands or the Debug commands that are
contained in a specified member. In batch, this command is ignored.

This command has the following format:

COMMANDS [member[USER uuu]] 

member
Defines the name of the data member containing the Debug commands that are used for the Debug run. The
default is DEBUG. Only the breakpoints that are specified in the member are used. Any changes in the current
breakpoints change the member.

uuu
Defines the user ID of the data member. The default is the current user.
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NOTE
To use another user's command member requires EDIT-MEMBER-ACROSS-USER authorization. Specifying
another user's command member that does not exist requires CREATE-MEMBER-ACROSS-USER
authorization.

DATA Command

This command switches the screen to the data display for the current Debug breakpoint. In batch, this command is
ignored.

This command has the following format:

DATA

For more information, see Creating Programs.

DELETE Command

The DELETE command deletes the current breakpoint, a specific breakpoint, or all breakpoints. You can issue it as a
primary command or attach it to a breakpoint.

This command has the following format:

       {*     }

DELETE {label }

       {ALL   }

* Deletes the current breakpoint

label
Specifies the one- to three-character ID of the label for a breakpoint. the label can be any three alphabetics,
numerics, or national character, except ALL. Do not enclose the label in the <> delimiters.

ALL
Deletes all breakpoints in the current program.

DISABLE Command

The DISABLE command temporarily disables the current breakpoint, a specific breakpoint, or all breakpoints. You can
issue it as a primary command or attach it to a breakpoint.

This command does not delete the breakpoint, but ignores the breakpoint until it is enabled (using the ENABLE
command). When a breakpoint is disabled, it displays in the Procedure display or the Commands fill-in with a logical not
sign (Ø) following it.

This command has the following format:

        {*     }

DISABLE {label }

        {ALL   }

* Disables the current breakpoint.

label
Defines the one- to three-character ID of the label for a breakpoint. The label can be any three alphabetics,
numerics, or national characters, except for ALL. Do not enclose the label in the <> delimiters.
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ALL
Disables all breakpoints in the current program.

DISPLAY Command

This command produces a formatted data display. You can issue it as a primary command or attach it to a breakpoint.
You can display the values of data items in working data, parameter data, panels, and dataviews. When the data display
exceeds the screen size, scrolling is supported. Only data from the currently active programs (the current main program
and its subprograms) displays.

In batch, this command functions as a debug LIST command.

This command has the following format:

DISPLAY  [IN {[sss.]pgm-name        }]

         [   {PGM pgm-name[SYS sss] }]

         {WOR                                      }

         {PAR                      [SHORT ][FIRST ]}

         {[FLD ident [THRU ident]]  [LONG  ][ARRAY ]}

         {[FLD ident [HEX       ]]                  }

         ['comments']

IN
Specifies the program containing the data that displays.

sss
Identifies the system where the program resides. The default is the current system.

pgm-name
Defines the name of the program. The default is the current program. When an attached DISPLAY executes, the
default program is the current program.

WOR
Displays all working data fields for the program.

PAR
Displays all parameter fields for the program.

FLD clause
Displays the name field for the program. FLD is required only if the identifier for the field is a conflicting keyword.
ident

The name of an elementary group or field. The name can be qualified and subscripted.

NOTE
Subscripts must be integers.

THRU
Displays all fields from the first named field up to and including the following named field. The two fields
must be in order and both must be in working data, parameter data, a dataview, or a panel. Values display
from the beginning of the first named data item to the end of the last named data item. The named field
following the THRU does not inherit the qualification of the named field preceding the THRU.

HEX
Displays all bytes of the data item in hexadecimal format.

SHORT
Displays only as many bytes of the data item as fit on one line. This is the default.
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LONG
Displays all bytes of the data item. For numbers greater than 18 digits, use the HEX operand to display the full
value.

FIRST
Displays only the first occurrence of indexed items. This is the default.

ARRAY
Displays all occurrences of indexed items.

'comments'
A delimited string. The length of the string is limited to the number of characters that can fit on the line. However,
only the first 69 characters, including the DISPLAY command, print.

Examples

DISPLAY DAY (7)       displays element 7 of array DAY

DISPLAY A THRU B LONG displays all bytes of data items A through B

DISPLAY FLD A HEX     displays field A in hexadecimal

ECHO Command

The ECHO command controls data that is written to the Debug print file. This command is only valid online. In batch, the
output is printed to the DBUGLIST. The ddname and the command are ignored.

This command has the following format:

ECHO {ON  }

     {OFF }

ECHO ON
Specifies all Debug commands, display and list output, and all breakpoint headers to the Debug print file.

ECHO OFF
Specifies only LIST command output to the Debug print file. The initial setting is OFF.

ENABLE Command

The ENABLE command enables the current breakpoint, a specific breakpoint, or all breakpoints that were previously
disabled. You can issue it as a primary command or attach it to a breakpoint.

This command has the following format:

       {*    }

ENABLE {label}

       {ALL  }

* Enables the current breakpoint.

label
Defines the one- to three-character ID of the label for a breakpoint. The label can be any three alphabetics,
numerics, or national characters, except ALL. Do not enclose the label in the <> delimiters.

ALL
Enables all breakpoints in the current program.
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EQUATE Command

The EQUATE command defines an abbreviation for the name of a group, field, or parameter. It lets you avoid repeatedly
typing a long, fully qualified name. EQUATE takes effect when you enter it on the command line.

This command has the following format:

EQUATE short-name TO 'long-name'

short-name
The abbreviation identifies a group, field, or parameter. Specify up to 32 characters. The first character must be
alphabetic. Numerics and national characters are permitted.

'long-name'
The delimited name of an identifier for a group, field, or parameter. Keywords are not allowed. Subscripts must be
integers.

Examples

When this command is used: The command DISPLAY XX.Y displays:
EQUATE XX TO 'MYPANEL' MYPANEL.Y
EQUATE Y TO 'ROW(2)' XX.ROW(2)
EQUATE X TO 'XPANEL' XX.Y
EQUATE XX TO 'MYPANEL';
EQUATE Y TO 'ROW(3)' MYPANEL.ROW(3)

Invalid Examples

When this command is used: The command DISPLAY XX.Y displays:
EQUATE XX TO 'ROW(5)' invalid to DISPLAY ROW(5).Y
EQUATE XX.Y TO 'MYPANEL.ROW(4)' an invalid EQUATE

GO Command

The GO command resumes processing of the application after a breakpoint. You can issue it as a primary command or
attach it to a breakpoint. In an attachment, it is generally used following a LIST command to allow a breakpoint to list
data without stopping for user interaction. In batch, an attachment must end with GO. For more information, see Creating
Programs.

This command has the following format:

GO

NOTE
Use GO following a DEBUG command to bypass the INIT breakpoint.

Label Line Command

The Label line command inserts a breakpoint label on the line where you enter it. Issue this command from the procedure
display.

This command has the following format:
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<label>

<label>
The one- to three-character ID of the label for a breakpoint. The label can be any three alphabetics, numerics, or
national characters, except ALL. The label must be enclosed in the <> delimiters.

NOTE
Precede the label with a logical not sign (Ø) to disable it.

LIST Command

This command writes data displays to the Debug print file. You can issue it as a primary command or attach it to a
breakpoint. Values print in the same format as the runtime error display. Only data from the currently active programs
(the current main program and its subprograms) can print. The default program is determined when an attached LIST
executes.

In batch, the DISPLAY command and LIST command are the same.

This command has the following format:

LIST   [IN {  *                                     }]

       [   { [sss.]pgm-name                         }]

       [   {PGM pgm-name[SYS sss]                   }]

           {WOR                                     }

           {PAR                      [SHORT][FIRST ]}

           {[FLD ident [THRU ident]]  [LONG ][ARRAY ]}

           {[FLD ident [HEX       ]]                 }

           ['comments']

IN
Specifies the program containing data that is written to the Debug print file.
The current program.

sss
Specifies the system where the program resides.
Default: Current system.

pgm-name
Defines the name of the program.
Default: Current program.

WOR
Specifies a list of all working data fields for the program.

PAR
Specifies a list of all parameter fields for the program.

FLD
Specifies a list of the named field for the program. FLD is optional and is required only if the identifier for the field
is a conflicting keyword.
ident

The name of an elementary group field. The name can be qualified and subscripted.

NOTE
Subscripts must be integers.
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THRU
Lists all fields from the first named field up to and including the following named field. The two fields must
be in order and both must be in working data, parameter data, a dataview, or a panel. Values display
from the beginning of the first named data item to the end of the last named data item. The named field
following the THRU does not inherit the qualification of the named field preceding the THRU.

HEX
Lists all bytes of the data item in hexadecimal format.

SHORT
Lists only as many bytes of the data item as fit on one line. This is the default.

LONG
Lists all bytes of the data item.

FIRST
Lists only the first occurrence of indexed items. This is the default.

ARRAY
Lists all occurrences of indexed items.

'comments'
A delimited string. The length of the string is limited to the number of characters that can fit on the line. However,
only the first 69 characters, including the LIST command, print.

Examples

LIST DAY (7)          lists element 7 of array DAY

LIST A THRU B LONG    lists all bytes of data items A through B

LIST FLD A HEX        lists field A in hexadecimal

MOVE Command

The MOVE command modifies data. You can issue it as a primary command or attach it to a breakpoint. When moving
data into a panel field, no edit rule checking is performed, but Ideal for Datacom marks the panel as updated.

This command has the following format:

MOVE value TO elem-ident

value
A PDL literal. See the following table for allowable values.

elem-ident
The identifier of an elementary field.

The following table illustrates which types of values that you can move into each type of identifier:

Destination Values Allowed
Alpha NULL

delimited string
$SPACE(s)
$LOW
$HIGH

Numeric NULL
numeric literal
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Date NULL
delimited string

Flag NULL
TRUE
FALSE

The delimited string for dates must be in the form:

mm/dd/yyyy
If the default date format is A (American)

dd/mm/yyyy
If the default date format is E (European)

yyyy/mm/dd
If the default date format is I (International)

Examples of Valid Moves

MOVE NULL TO any nullable item

 

MOVE "ABC" TO alpha

MOVE /XYZ/ TO alpha

MOVE $SPACE TO alpha

MOVE $LOW TO alpha

MOVE 1.23 TO num

MOVE +567 TO num

MOVE -.0005 TO num

MOVE '12/31/1988' TO date    default A (American)

MOVE =02/23/2005= TO date

MOVE '31/12/1901' TO date    default E (European)

MOVE '1950/12/31' TO date    default I (International)

 

MOVE TRUE TO flag

MOVE FALSE TO flag

Examples of Invalid Moves

MOVE "ABC" TO group-item

MOVE NULL TO non-nullable item

MOVE XYZ TO alpha

MOVE 123 TO alpha

MOVE 'ABCD' TO alpha (defined as X3)

MOVE '123' TO num

MOVE 1234 TO num (defined as N3)

MOVE -567 TO unsigned num

Assume default A (American)

MOVE =31/12/2005= TO date   (month must be first in American)

MOVE =2/23/2005= TO date    (month must be 02)

MOVE '02/12/88' TO date     (year must be 1988)

MOVE 'TRUE' TO flag

MOVE F TO flag
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PROC Command

This command switches to a display containing the procedure for an Ideal for Datacom program or subprogram. You
cannot use it for non-ideal subprograms. Specifying PROC with no operands displays the procedure for the current
program. This is the default. This command is ignored in batch.

This command has the following format:

PROC [[sss.]pgm-name         ]   [VERSION version ]

     [PGM pgm-name [SYS sss] ]

sss
The three-character system ID for the program. The default is the current system.

pgm-name
The name of the Ideal for Datacom program or subprogram being debugged. The default is the program that is
named in the DEBUG command.

version
The version of the program being debugged.
nnn

The one- to three-digit version number assigned to the program.
PRODUCTION

The production-status version
LAST

The latest version of the program created; for example, the version with the highest version number.

QUIT Command

This command turns off debugging. You can issue it as a primary command or attach it to a breakpoint. QUIT DEBUG
turns off debugging and resumes execution of the Ideal for Datacom application. QUIT RUN terminates the RUN
immediately.

This command has the following format:

     {DEBUG }

QUIT {RUN   }

Ideal for Datacom Utility Programs (Non-Ideal)
The Ideal for Datacom utility programs are defined to Ideal for Datacom as non-Ideal subprograms and are called the
same way as non-Ideal subprograms. You do not have to create the non-Ideal subprogram load modules for the utility
programs because they are supplied as a part of the Ideal for Datacom product.

However, you must create the Ideal for Datacom program definitions for the non-Ideal subprograms. If you do not want to
create your own program definitions, you can import the program definitions for the subprograms and sample applications
that use the subprograms from the Broadcom Support website.

Utility Program Reference

The following list briefly describes the Ideal for Datacom utility programs.
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@ESIxxxx-Access  System Interface
Allows the Ideal for Datacom program to call the  System Facility Interface (ESI). Calling the  System Facility
Interface (ESI) can allow an Ideal for Datacom program to query the status of a user mailbox or retrieve mail that
is sent to users. All ESI functions are available.

@I$ABOVE - HTTP response >32K Bytes
Allows an Ideal for Datacom application to create response documents that exceed the 32K byte limit of the
normal response area.

@I$CURSR-Cursor Position Information
Returns either the name of the field that contains the cursor or the subscript of the repeating field that contains the
cursor.

@I$CALLR-Calling Program Information
Returns the identity of the program that called the program that invoked @I$CALLR.

@I$EXEC1-Executing Ideal for Datacom Commands From a Program
Lets you execute selected Ideal for Datacom commands in an Ideal for Datacom program. This program replaces
the program @I$SUBMT.

@I$INQU2-Detailed Information on Signed on Users
Returns detailed information on each user who is logged on to the Session Control Facility (SCF) environment to
the calling program.

@I$INQU3-Run Unit Information
Returns the names of the programs in a specified run unit to the calling program, if the user is running an Ideal for
Datacom program.

@I$IPOST-CGI POST Parameter Extraction
Extracts the variables for a CGI POST request from the incoming datastream. It also performs any url-unencoding
that is required.

@I$MEMBR-Read and Write to an Ideal for Datacom MEMBER Entity
Enables reading and writing to an Ideal for Datacom MEMBER entity from an Ideal for Datacom application
program. @I$RDMEM is replaced by @I$MEMBR, which allows both read and write access to VLS library IDDAT.

@I$PINFO-Panel Information
Returns the names and versions of the HELP, PREFIX, and SUFFIX panels for a specified panel.

@I$SRCRD-Read Program Procedure Source Code
Enables reading Ideal for Datacom PROGRAM source code. @I$SRCRD allows read access to VLS source
library PDL members, one record at a time.

@I$TIAR-Format DB2 Messages
Provides an interface to the IBM DSNTIAR subprogram for DB2. This subprogram formats message information
using the tokens in the SQLCA.

DDCALL-Access Datadictionary Service Facility
Allows the Ideal for Datacom program to call the Datadictionary Service Facility to retrieve and update information
in the Datadictionary.

General Use

The calling Ideal for Datacom program passes parameters to the called utility program; these parameters are used to pass
information to and from the utility program. If there are any problems, a return code is set. If the call is successful, the
return code is set to blanks. The return codes are documented in the parameter definition section for each utility program.

These programs must be called as non-Ideal subprograms. If they are called outside of the Ideal for Datacom
environment, they abend. The probable abend is an addressing exception. Some programs are not available in all
environments. The environments where the program runs are documented with each program.
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You cannot change the names of these programs. The names of user-written non-Ideal subprograms cannot be the same
as those subprograms listed previously. If you use these names, the parameter passed to these programs is not correct
and unpredictable results occur.

User Information Programs

NOTE
The need for user information programs has been superseded by the Ideal for Datacom command, DISPLAY
INDEX SESSION, so the source is no longer distributed.

The User Information Programs are programs @I$INQU2 and @I$INQU3. These programs are intended to help site
administrators monitor the use of their environment. They provide information to determine who is active in the Session
Control Facility (SCF) environment. Broadcom products that run in the SCF environment are Ideal for Datacom and
DDOL.

The Ideal for Datacom utility programs return a snapshot of the environment. Since they issue requests that might allow
CICS to give control to other tasks, the environment can change before the information is returned to the calling program.
Be aware of the volatility of the environment. The information that is returned is retrieved from control blocks kept in CICS
Auxiliary Temporary Storage records, which are updated at a transaction boundary. This implies that the information is not
current if the user is an active CICS task.

@I$ABOVE - Build HTTP response >32KB
This routine is intended for those situations where a large response document is the normal output, such as an XML reply
to another program on another platform. If it is known in advance that an Ideal/Web transaction's return data will exceed
the 32,000 bytes of the parameter area, @I$ABOVE can be used. @I$ABOVE allocates and fills a response area for a
web transaction, which can then be substituted for the CICS COMMAREA that was passed to SC00WBTD.

To signal that this action is required, the program must return a null
(zero-length) string.

This mechanism allows the application to handle an exception condition by returning an error page, and abandoning the
partly-built response.

This routine requires the use of the Broadcom-supplied converter routine IDLWCONV, which substitutes the address of
the new area for the original COMMAREA, and frees the latter. This converter in turn requires an amended version of
the analyzer User Replaceable Module, supplied as IDLWBAD2, to specify its use. The converter will switch return areas
according to whether @I$ABOVE has been used, so its use will not affect existing applications.

NOTE
@I$ABOVE is only applicable for a program running under SC00WBTD with the Ideal Web Interface.

Parameter Definition

Level Field Name          T I Ch/Dg Occur  U    Comments/Dep on/Copy   

----- ------------------- - - ----- -----  -    -----------------------

1     COMMAND             X       3        I    : INI or ADD           

1     LENGTH              N B     9        U    : with INI call        

1     STRING              V   32000        I    : with ADD             

1     RETURN              N B     4        U                          

command
INI command starts the interface by allocating the area.
ADD command appends the value of STRING to the area.
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length
For an INI call, provides the length of return area to acquire. This cannot be changed later. The maximum value
that can be requested is
(16MB-1GB).

string
On an ADD call, provides the string to append to the result area.

return
The following codes can be returned:

• 0-All OK
• 8-For ADD, the string would not fit in the remaining area
• 16-Error in acquiring or updating the area

NOTE
Since the application holds the original 32k COMMAREA (in DSA) plus the newly acquired area (in EDSA) until
the encode converter decides which is to be returned, storage constraints in DSA are not reduced.

For applications returning HTML to a browser, large page sizes are not
user-friendly and scrolling techniques, as illustrated by the WEBDEMO6 sample application, are preferable to sending all
the available data at once. In particular, the responsiveness of a Web application is reduced by retrieving too much data
from the database for each page.

This snippet of Ideal sample code illustrates how you might return from an application using @I$ABOVE.

In WORK:

Level Field Name          T I Ch/Dg Occur Comments/Dep on/Copy   

----- ------------------- - - ----- ----- -----------------------

1     NULL_STRING     V      1        : Initialized to zero 

                                          : length by Ideal

In PROC: 

IF SUCCESS

    SET COMMAREA = NULL_STRING  

ELSE

    SET COMMAREA = $STRING('HTTP/1.1 500 Server Error',CRLF,CRLF,   

                      '<html><head><title>Error</title></head>',CRLF,

                      '<body><h1>Database error</h1></body></html>') 

ENDIF

The error response shown here is HTML formatted, but it could equally have been XML, if that is what the caller expects.

@I$CALLR-Calling Program Information
In Ideal for Datacom, the non-Ideal utility program @I$CALLR returns the identity of the program that called the program
that invoked @I$CALLR. You can call @I$CALLR in all environments.

Parameter Definition

A single parameter structure is used, as shown in the following example:

 ----- -------------------  - - ----- 

LEVEL FIELD NAME           T I CH/DG OCCUR U COMMENTS/DEP ON/COPY 
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----- -------------------  - - ----- 

  1   CALLER-PARM                          U

  2   RETURN-CODE          N B     4

  2   CALLER-SYS           X       3

  2   CALLER-NAME          X       8

  2   CALLER-VER           X       3

 

RETURN-CODE
The following return codes can be returned to the calling program:
0-

Successful execution; the requested details are complete.
4-

The invoking program is the main program in the run.
CALLER-SYS

Defines the system that contains the calling program.
CALLER-NAME

Defines the name of the calling program.
CALLER-VER

Specifies the version of the calling program. This value can be a number or the characters PRD.

@I$CURSR-Cursor Position Information
@I$CURSR returns either the name of the field containing the cursor or its subscript. Since these two pieces of
information are in separate data structures, the calls are independent.

This topic contains the following topics:

Environment

You can call @I$CURSR in any environment, although in batch, the cursor is never in the panel.

Parameter Definition

A single parameter structure is used, as shown in the following example:

----- -------------------  - - ----- 

LEVEL FIELD NAME           T I CH/DG OCCUR U COMMENTS/DEP ON/COPY 

----- -------------------  - - ----- 

 1    CURSOR-PARM                          U

 2    CALL-TYPE     *      X       1

 2    RETURN-CODE          N B     4

 2    FIELD-NAME           X      32

 2    GROUP-OCCURS         N B     4

* Input supplied by calling program.

CALL-TYPE
N if the name of the field is returned. O if the occurrence of the field is required.

RETURN-CODE
The following return codes can be returned to the calling program:
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0-
Cursor in named field or occurring group

4-
Cursor not in named field or occurring group

8-
Cursor not in panel

12-
Invalid request; call-type not N or O

16-
Internal error

FIELD-NAME
Defines the name of the field that contains the cursor, as defined on the PDF Summary panel. If the cursor is not
in a named field, Field-name is blank.

GROUP-OCCURS
The subscript of the repeating field that contains the cursor. If the field is non-repeating or if the cursor is not in a
field, Group-occurs is zero.
If no parameter is passed, the routine cannot return a return-code. A runtime error of CLASS=SYS and
TYPE=SYS occurs, with the message No user parameter supplied.

@I$EXEC1-Execute Ideal for Datacom Command
The program @I$EXEC1 provides a method for executing selected Ideal for Datacom commands in an Ideal for
Datacom program. You can only execute one command each time @I$EXEC1 program is called. The commands that you
can execute include the following:

• COMPILE
• CREATE
• DELETE
• DUPLICATE
• MARK STATUS
• SELECT
• SUBMIT

In addition, the pseudo commands PSH and POP are required to ensure correct results. PSH is required before  any other
commands. PSH creates an environment for the commands, and POP removes it.

The SELECT command does not affect a user session, because doing so disrupts the run. Instead, the SELECT
command applies to any commands issued through @I$EXEC1 between it and the POP command. The POP command
should be placed after all other commands being executed in the system selected.

If no SELECT SYSTEM command is issued, the current system of the RUN (the system of the calling program) is used for
any commands that require a system.

If the commands affect the resources of the currently executing program, results are unpredictable.

This page contains the following topics:

Environment

You can call @I$EXEC1 program in all environments, with some exceptions in CICS. In batch, all the commands are
valid, but in CICS only SUBMIT and DELETE with limitations are valid. DELETE must be executed at the end of the
program execution and never before a TRANSMIT panel statement. 
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Parameters

A single parameter structure is used as shown in the following example.

----- -------------------  - - ----- ----- 

LEVEL FIELD NAME           T I CH/DG OCCUR U    COMMENT/REDEF/DEP ON/COPY

----- -------------------  - - --------- - 

 1    COMMAND-DATA                         U

 2    RETURN-CODE          N B     4

 2    COMMAND-STRING *     X      80            : also to return msg

 2    ERROR-MESSAGE        X      80            : Command Processor msg

* Input supplied by the calling program.

RETURN-CODE
The return code from the called program. The following return codes can be returned to the calling program:
0-

Command was successfully processed.
8-

Command validation failed. The field ERROR-MESSAGE contains details.
other-

Return codes from command execution are as documented for those commands. Their error messages
are placed in the COMMAND-STRING field.

COMMAND-STRING
On input, contains the command to execute. Enter one command each time @I$EXEC1 is called.Valid commands
are:
COMPILE         COM 

CREATE          CRE 

DELETE          DEL 

DUPLICATE           DUP 

MARK STATUS     MAR 

SELECT          SEL 

SUBMIT          SUB 

PSH

POP

The first command to execute must be PSH. The last command to execute must be POP. If there is a syntax error
for the command sent or any other problem in @I$EXEC1 code, the error message is returned in the COMMAND-
STRING parameter field.

ERROR-MESSAGE
Returns the error message when command execution fails.

Runtime Error

Runtime errors of CLASS=SYS and TYPE=SYS occur if any of the following occur:

• No parameter is supplied to the called program. The description is No user parameter supplied.
• An error occurred on an internal call. The description is FUNC = xxxx, RC = yyy. The function identifier xxxx is the

internal function that had the bad return code yyy. If this error is received, call Ideal for Datacom Technical Support,
http://ca.com/support, to determine the cause.
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@I$INQU2-Detailed Information About Signed On Users
Program @I$INQU2 returns detailed information about all users. For each user, the CICS ID, the short three-character
user ID, the full name of the user, the terminal ID, and the name of the product that is logged onto is returned.

If the terminal of the user is split into multiple regions, a set of information is returned for each region. If a user is running a
program in the Ideal for Datacom environment (which can only occur in region 1), the main program, system, version, and
the number of programs in the run unit are returned. You can only issue the RUN command in region one.

Environment

You can call @I$INQU2 only from the VSE and z/OS CICS environments.

Parameter Definition

This program allows an optional second parameter. The layout of both parameters is identical. The calling program must
fill in the Maximum Entries value on both parameters. @I$INQU2 fills the Number Returned on each parameter. The
Return Code value is only used on the first parameter.

----- -------------------  - - ----- -----

LEVEL FIELD NAME           T I CH/DG OCCUR U COMMENTS/DEP ON/COPY 

----- -------------------  - - ----- -----

  1    PARAMETER                            U

  2    RETURN-CODE         X       2

  2    MAXIMUM-ENTRIES *   N Z     4

  2    NUMBER-RETURNED     N Z     4

  2    USER-INFORMATION                 500     DEP ON MAXIMUM-

                                                ENTRIES

   3   CICS-ID             X       3

   3   SHORT-ID            X       3

   3   FULL-NAME           X      15

   3   TERMINAL-ID         X       4

   3   PRODUCT-ID          X       3

   3   MAIN-PROGRAM        X       8

   3   SYSTEM              X       3

   3   VERSION             X       3

   3   NUMBER-PROGRAMS     N Z     4

   3   TRANS-ID            X       4

   3   RESERVED            X      10

* Input is supplied by the calling program.

where
RETURN-CODE

Returns the code from the called program. If two parameters are specified, the return code value is filled in only
on the first parameter. The following return codes can be returned to the calling program: Return codes and
explanations follow.
E1-

Environment not supported. Program only runs in CICS.
I1-

Wrong version of SCF. Make sure that the correct version is installed.
M1-

More data available than entries specified in the parameters.
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P3-
Maximum Entries not numeric.

MAXIMUM-ENTRIES
The maximum number of occurrences that exist in the parameter that the calling program defines.

NOTE
The total size of the parameter passed to this program cannot exceed 32,000 bytes.

NUMBER-RETURNED
The number of entries that @I$INQU2 filled in.

CICS-ID
Specifies the one- to three-character CICS ID for the user who is logged on to the SCF environment. This ID is
the ID from the TCTTEOI (operator ID) field of the CICS TCTTE control block, if present.

SHORT-ID
Defines the one- to three-character ID assigned to the user in the Datadictionary.

FULL-NAME
Defines the name that is assigned to the user in the Datadictionary.

TERMINAL-ID
Specifies the ID of the terminal that the user is using.

PRODUCT-ID
The three-character ID of the product.
IDL-

Ideal for Datacom
DDO-

Datadictionary Online
DEI-

Data Entry II
IPC-

IPC Verification Transaction
MAIN-PROGRAM

If the first region is executing an Ideal for Datacom program, the name of the program that is specified in the RUN
command is returned. If the first region is in Ideal for Datacom but not executing a program, **NONE** is returned.

SYSTEM
If a program is run, the system where the main program resides.

VERSION
If a program is run, the version of the main program.

NUMBER-PROGRAMS
The number of programs in the run unit for the main program. The total is all the programs that are defined in the
resource section of all the programs that were called. If a program is released, the storage is released but the
program is still counted in the total.

TRANS-ID
Identifies the transaction identifier that initiates the user session with SCF.

If no parameter is supplied to the called program, a runtime error of CLASS=SYS and TYPE=SYS occurs. The message
is, "No user parameter supplied."
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Performance Considerations

As with any monitoring tool, these programs require the loading of control blocks and more storage for the parameters.
Take care to ensure that the programs do not interfere with the smooth running of your environment.

@I$INQU2 can return 1,000 entries. The entries are large and, if the maximum is specified for each parameter, the total
amount of storage that is used is 60,020 bytes. A minimum of one temporary storage I/O is done for each user that is
signed on. If the user is executing Ideal for Datacom in the first region, the second I/O is eliminated.

@I$INQU3-Run Unit Information
Program @I$INQU3 returns a list of all the programs that are used in the run unit with the system, version, type of
program, run status, and load status of each program. This program reports only those programs named in the resource
sections of programs that were entered. If the program was not used yet in the run unit, the run status is not returned. If a
non-Ideal subprogram is released, the program still shows as loaded.

This page contains the following topics:

Environment

You can only call @I$INQU3 in the VSE and z/OS CICS environments.

Parameter Definition

This program is shown in the following example:

----- -------------------  - - ----- -----

LEVEL FIELD NAME           T I CH/DG OCCUR U COMMENTS/DEP ON/COPY

----- -------------------  - - ----- -----

  1   PARAMETER                            U 

  2   RETURN-CODE          X       2

  2   MAXIMUM-ENTRIES *    N Z     4

  2   NUMBER-RETURNED      N Z     4

  2   CICS-ID *            X       3

  2   PROGRAM-INFO                 200       DEP ON MAXIMUM-ENTRIES

  3   PROGRAM-NAME         X       8

  3   SYSTEM               X       3

  3   VERSION              X       3

  3   TYPE                 X       3

  3   RUN-STATUS           X       3

  3   LOAD-STATUS          X       3

  1   TERM-ID         *    X       4

* Input supplied by calling program.

RETURN-CODE
Returns the code from the called program. The following return codes can be returned to the calling program:
E1-

Environment not supported. Program only runs in CICS.
I1-

Wrong version of SCF. Make sure the correct version is installed.
M1-

More data available than entries specified in the parameters.
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P3-
Maximum Entries not numeric.

R1-
User not running Ideal for Datacom program.

Note: The return code M1 is only a warning that the table of entries is full.
MAXIMUM-ENTRIES

Specifies the maximum number of occurrences that exist in the parameter defined by the calling program.

NOTE
The number of occurrences specified for program information in the parameter should match the value
specified in the maximum entries. If the number of occurrences is less than the maximum entries, a
CICS storage violation can occur.

NUMBER-RETURNED
Specifies the number of entries that @I$INQU3 filled in.

CICS-ID
Specifies the CICS ID for which the list of programs is returned. If op-IDs are not used, provide the alternative
parameter, TERM-ID.

PROGRAM-NAME
Defines the name of the program.

SYSTEM
Defines the system where the program resides.

VERSIONS
Specifies the version of the program. For production programs this is PRD. For test programs, it is the numeric
version number.

TYPE
This is the type of program. The values are:
RUN-

Main program
SUB-

Ideal for Datacom subprogram
NON-

non-Ideal subprogram
RUN-STATUS

This is the run status of the program. If the program was not executed yet in this run unit, the run status is blank.
The other values are:
PRI-

Private
SHA-

Shared
RES-

Resident
LOAD-STATUS

This is the load status of the program. This indicates whether the program is loaded for this run unit.
Note: For non-Ideal subprograms, even if they were released, they still show as loaded.
YES-

Loaded
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NO-
Not Loaded

TERM-ID (Optional)
If supplied, the user is determined based on terminal ID, not op ID.

A runtime error of CLASS=SYS and TYPE=SYS occurs if no parameter is supplied to the called program. The message is
No user parameter supplied.

Performance Considerations

As with any monitoring tool, these programs require the loading of control blocks and additional storage for the
parameters. Take care to ensure that the programs do not interfere with the smooth running of your environment.

Program @I$INQU3 uses a maximum 10,010 bytes for the parameter and does a maximum of one temporary storage
request.

@I$IPOST-CGI POST Parameter Extraction
@I$IPOST extracts the variables for a CGI POST request from the incoming datastream. It also performs any url-
unencoding required.

@I$IPOST is only applicable for a program running under SC00WBTD with the Ideal for Datacom Web interface.

 ----- -------------------  - - ----- -----

 LEVEL  FIELD NAME           T I CH/DG OCCUR U 

 ----- -------------------  - - ----- -----

 1      FUNCTION             X       4       U 

 1      PARM-NAME            V      20       U

 1      PARM-VALUE           V    2000       U

 1      RETCODE              N B     4       U

 1      STATE                X     100       U

FUNCTION
These are the following functions:
INIT

Starts the interface and checks that the request was indeed POST.
FIND

Locates a variable by name. If the same name is used multiple times, this function finds the first
occurrence only.

NEXT
With a non-null, non-blank name, returns the next occurrence of that name. With a null or-blank name,
returns the next variable.

TERM
Ends the process and cleans up.

parm-name
Defines the name of the variable to locate for a FIND or NEXT request. Alternatively, set to $SPACE or an empty
string to locate the next variable using NEXT.

parm-value
Returns value of the variable.
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retcode
The following codes can be returned.
0

-all OK
1

-invalid request
4

-for INIT, indicates a GET request, instead of POST. For FIND or NEXT, indicates that no variable was
found.

8
-for INIT, indicates that no variables were present.

12
-INIT request found neither GET nor POST request.

state
This variable is used by @I$IPOST to hold its state information between calls. The same area must be preserved
and passed on each call.

NOTE

The URDC call may be used without any prior INIT call. FIND or NEXT must be preceded by an INIT call to locate the
start of parameters in the request.

URDC will truncate the result string at an ampersand in the input, as this is the separator between input variables. You
should pass a copy of the input data to avoid losing any further parameters beyond any ampersand.

The code includes a translate table for the url-decoding process based on the standard US code-page. You may link-
edit an alternate translate table with this routine to accommodate a different code page. The user code page must be
assembled with an entry point of POSTXLAT. An alternate method allows the name of the code page to pass to @I
$IPOST as an input parameter in the PARM-NAME field on an INIT call. A full eight character literal or fixed-length
variable containing the code page name allows the code page to be dynamically loaded. For example, 'CODEPG7 ' in the
variable length parameter field PARM-NAME on an INIT function.

This example can be used as a basis for your custom table. The contents that are shown here are identical to the built-in
table, so you would typically be adding extra characters to it.

         ENTRY POSTXLAT

POSTXLAT DC    XL256'00'                      

         ORG   EBCDIC+X'20'                   

         DC    C' !"#$%&&''()*+,-./'

         DC    C'0123456789'                  

         DC    C':;<=>?@'                     

         DC    C'ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ'  

         DC    C'[\]^_`'                      

         DC    C'abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz'  

         DC    C'{|}~'                        

         ORG   EBCDIC+X'0D'                   

         DC    X'0D'                          

         ORG   EBCDIC+X'0A'                   

         DC    X'25'                          

         END

The ampersand and quote are doubled in the code above, because the assembler also requires certain characters to be
'escaped' to conform to its syntax rules.
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@I$MEMBR-Reading and Writing a MEMBER
The @I$MEMBR program provides the ability to both read and write to a MEMBER. This program replaces the program
@I$RDMEM.

With this program, you can sequentially read or write a JCL MEMBER to produce a tailored jobstream in a new MEMBER,
which you can then submit using the @I$EXEC1 program. You can keep the MEMBER as a record of the job or
subsequently edited.

This page contains the following topics:

Environment

You can call @I$MEMBR program in all environments.

Parameter Definition

There are two parameters, MEMBER-DATA and WORK-AREA. The calling program must not modify the WORK-AREA
parameter.

----- -------------------  - - ----- ----- 

LEVEL FIELD NAME           T I CH/DG OCCUR U    COMMENT/REDEF/DEP ON/COPY

----- -------------------  - - ----- ----- 

 1   MEMBER-DATA                           U

 2   RETURN-CODE           N B     4

 2   MEMBER-NAME *         X       8

 2   OWNING-USER *         X       3            : blank for current user

 2   FUNCTION    *         X       8

 2   DATA-RECORD        

 3   EDK-HEADER            X      10

 3   USER-TEXT   *         X      72            : or message

 3   RESERVED              X       8

 1   WORK-AREA             X     100        U   : MUST BE PRESERVED

* Input supplied by calling program.

RETURN-CODE
The following return codes can be returned to the calling program. Return codes and descriptions follow.
0-

Successful execution.
4-

For READ requests: End of MEMBER. For OPEN requests: MEMBER is already enqueued.
8-

Request failed. A message is returned in place of a record.
12-

Parameter error. The work area was not passed, or is invalid.
MEMBER-NAME

The name of the MEMBER to read or replace.
OWNING-USER

The three character short ID of the Ideal for Datacom user associated with the specified MEMBER. If a value is
not supplied for this field, the current user is assumed.
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FUNCTION
The action to perform against the specified MEMBER. Valid functions are:
OPENI-

Open the MEMBER for input. The MEMBER must exist.
OPENO-

Open the MEMBER for output. If the MEMBER does not exist, it is created. If it does exist, it is
overwritten.
This function should not be used within the scope of an existing OPENI function. If the OPENO function is
invoked within the scope of an existing OPENI, the function will complete and issue a RETURN CODE of
4. If this RETURN CODE is not considered, and an ADD function is subsequently performed against the
target MEMBER of the OPENO, the target MEMBER is subject to possible corruption.

READ-
Read a record from the MEMBER. An OPENI must precede this call.

ADD-
Write a record to the MEMBER. An OPENO must precede this call.

CLOSE-
Close the MEMBER.

RMP-
Read MEMBER parameters. The DATA-RECORD contains the description in the first 30 characters.

AMP-
Alter MEMBER parameters. Only the first 30 characters of the DATA-RECORD (the description) are
copied.

DATA-RECORD
The record that was read or the record to write. This field is divided into the following areas:
EDK

-HEADER-Contains the control information the called program supplies.
USER

-TEXT-Contains the data line read from the MEMBER or to add to the MEMBER.
WORK-AREA

Contains required system information, and must be preserved unchanged between calls. This field must not be
modified by the calling program.

NOTE
There is a one to one correlation between Work-Areas and members. Therefore, a separate Work-Area
must be defined for each member being accessed and all calls relating to a particular member must
pass in the same Work-Area.

Runtime Errors

Run-time errors of CLASS=SYS and TYPE=SYS occur if any of the following is met:

• No parameter is supplied to the called program. The description is No user parameter supplied.
• An error occurred on an internal call. The description is FUNC=xxxx, RC=yyy. The function identifier xxxx is the internal

function that had the bad return code yyy. If this error is received, call Ideal for Datacom support to determine the
cause.

@I$PINFO-Panel Information
@I$PINFO returns the names and versions of the Prefix, Suffix, and Help panels for a specified panel.
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This topic contains the following information:

Environment

You can call @I$PINFO in any environment.

Parameter Definition

All three parameters for this program must be specified in the following order in the call to @I$PINFO.

----- -------------------  - - ----- -----

LEVEL FIELD NAME           T I CH/DG OCCUR U COMMENTS/DEP ON/COPY 

----- -------------------  - - ----- -----

 1    PANEL-ID                             U 

 2    PANEL-SYSTEM *       X       3 

 2    PANEL-NAME *         X       6 

 2    PANEL-VERSION *      X       3 

 1    RELATED-PANELS                       U 

 2    HELP-NAME            X       8 

 2    HELP-VERSION         X       3 

 2    PREFIX-NAME          X       8 

 2    PREFIX-VERSION       X       3 

 2    SUFFIX-NAME          X       8 

 2    SUFFIX-VERSION       X       3 

 1    RETURN-STATUS                        U 

 2    RETURN-CODE          N B     5 

 2    RETURN-MESSAGE       X      80

* Input supplied by calling program.

PANEL-SYSTEM
Defines the system where panel-name resides.

PANEL-NAME
Defines the name of the panel for which the related panel information is requested.

PANEL-VERSION
Specifies the version of panel.

HELP-NAME
Defines the name of the help panel.

HELP-VERSION
Specifies the version of the help panel.

PREFIX-NAME
Defines the prefix of the panel.

PREFIX-VERSION
Specifies the prefix version of the panel.

SUFFIX-NAME
Defines the name of the suffix panel for panel-name.

SUFFIX-VERSION
Specifies the suffix version of the panel.

RETURN-CODE
The return code from @I$PINFO for the call. The following return codes can be returned to the calling program:
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0
-Successful execution

4
-Panel not found in VLS library for specified system

8
-Input parameter panel-name blank

8
-Input parameter panel-system blank

8
-Input parameter panel-version blank

8
-Input parameter panel-version not numeric

16
-Internal error in non-Ideal subprogram @I$PINFO

RETURN-MESSAGE
Returns an error message when the return code is non-zero.

A runtime error of CLASS=SYS and TYPE=SYS occurs if no parameter is supplied to the called program. The message
is, "No user parameter supplied."

@I$SRCRD-Read Program Procedure Source Code
@I$SCRD allows an Ideal for Datacom program to read a PDL member from the VLS source library one record at a time.
The Ideal for Datacom calling program passes the three-character system ID, eight-character program name, and three-
digit version number to retrieve the PDL source record of which columns 11 through 82 contain the Ideal for Datacom PDL
statements.

 ----- -------------------  - - ----- -----

 LEVEL FIELD NAME           T I CH/DG OCCUR U COMMENTS/DEP ON/COPY 

 ----- -------------------  - - ----- -----

 ===== =======TOP=========  = = ===== ===== = ==================== 

  1    CALL-PARMS                           U 

  2    RETURN-CODE          N B    4

  2    PGM-NAME      *      X      8

  2    PGM-SYS       *      X      3

  2    PGM-VER       *      X      3

  2    FUNCTION      *      X      8          : OPEN/READ/CLOSE

  2    PDL-RECORD           X    240          : BUFFER FOR RECORD

  1    WORK-AREA            X    100        U : DO NOT MODIFY 

 ===== =======BOTTOM======= = = ===== ===== = ==================== 

* Input supplied by calling program.

RETURN-CODE
The following return codes can be returned to the calling program:
0

-Successful execution
4

-For READ, end of source code for program specified
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8
-VLS PDL member not found for the program specified.

12
-Parameter error. The work area was not passed or is invalid.

PGM-NAME
Defines the eight-character Ideal for Datacom program name.

PGM-SYS
Specifies the three-character Ideal for Datacom system ID for the program.

PGM-VER
Specifies the three-digit version number of the Ideal for Datacom program.

FUNCTION
The first call to @I$SRCRD must be OPEN and the last one CLOSE. Use READ to access the PDL source
member for each program specified.

PDL-RECORD
The record containing the Ideal for Datacom program definition language (PDL) code. You can redefine the PDL-
RECORD in WORKING DATA of the calling program for simple access of source statement number and PDL
code:
2  PDL-RECORD                       X           240

   2  WOR-PDL                                                 REDEF

   3                 STATEMENT#        N B         9

   3                 INTERNAL-INFO#1   X           6

   3                 PDL-CODE          X           72

   3                 INTERNAL-INFO#2   X           158

WORK-AREA
Contains required system information and must be preserved unchanged between calls.

@I$TIAR-Format DB2 Messages
@I$TIAR interfaces to the IBM DSNTIAR subprogram for DB2. This subprogram formats message information using the
tokens in the SQLCA.

Environment

You can call @I$TIAR in any DB2 environment.

Parameter Definition

@I$TIAR returns a return code from DSNTIAR and the DB2 message text to the Ideal for Datacom calling program.

 ----- -------------------  - - ----- -----

LEVEL FIELD NAME           T I CH/DG OCCUR U COMMENTS/DEP ON/COPY

----- -------------------  - - ----- -----

 1    TIAR-PARMS                           U

 2    TIAR-RC              N B     4

 2    TIAR-MSG             V     800
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DDCALL-Access Datadictionary Service Facility
The non-Ideal subprogram DDCALL calls the Datadictionary Service Facility (DSF) from Ideal for Datacom applications to
retrieve information from the Datadictionary.

This is the only supported method for accessing information in the Datadictionary database from Ideal for Datacom.
Do not use Ideal for Datacom dataviews to access the Datadictionary entities. Directly using dataviews from Ideal for
Datacom does not shelter you from changes that might be made to the dictionary structure that could, without notice,
require that you recatalog all dataviews and recompile and possibly change programs.
A non-Ideal subprogram in an Ideal for Datacom application cannot call the DDCALL subprogram. Any attempt to do so
results in an abend because the Ideal for Datacom session is terminated upon returning from the non-Ideal subprogram
since DSF also uses VPE.

NOTE
Ideal programs that call DDCALL must not call non-Ideal (ASM, COBOL) subprograms that call DDCALL when
executed in batch. Nested DSF applications result in separate database rununits.

This page contains the following topics:

Environment

You can call DDCALL in all environments.

Parameter Definition

The parameters used for calls to DSF are documented in the Issue DSF Requests.

Return Codes

The return codes that DSF returns are documented in the Issue DSF Requests and the DSF Return Codes page.

Output Services
Output members from Ideal for Datacom are generated by a COMPILE, RUN, PRODUCE, or PRINT command (online or
batch). They contain output ID number, name/description, destination type/name, and disposition/retention period.

• A COMPILE command, issued by an application developer to compile an application program, results in a compile
listing as output.

• A RUN command, issued by an end user executing a production application or by an application developer during
testing, results in zero, one, or many application reports as output. Each report of the application is a separate output.
In addition, a program can also have the PDL statement LIST, which results in output.

• A PRODUCE command that is issued by an application developer during testing results in a single application report
facsimile as output.

• A PRINT command, issued by an application developer or administrator, is a request for a list of specific information
or an entity, such as a panel definition, program definition, report definition, dataview definition, system definition, user
definition, or member as output.

These commands can be issued online or in batch Ideal for Datacom.

Each output has the following characteristics (as a result of site defaults, SET commands, or clauses added to the
COMPILE, RUN, PRODUCE, or PRINT commands):

NUMBER
Identifies a unique one- to four-digit number that identifies the output.
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NAME
Defines a one- to eight-character tag that identifies the output. The first character must be alphabetic, number
sign (#), dollar sign ($), or commercial at sign (@).

DESTINATION TYPE
Identifies one of the following destinations:
LIBRARY

Designates the output library as the destination.
SYSTEM

Designates the system printer as the destination.
NETWORK

Designates a network printer as the destination (online under CICS).
DESTINATION NAME

Defines the name of the system printer, network printer, or  ID where the output is directed.
RETENTION PERIOD

Identifies the number of days an output is retained on the output library.
DESCRIPTION

Identifies a short description of the output.
DISPOSITION

Identifies the status of the output. See Output Disposition later in this chapter for complete information.

NOTE

• The output library consists of output members, each containing an output that was directed there. You can
browse output that is stored in the output library online or print it on a system or network printer later.

• For outputs whose destination is the output library or a network printer or for any outputs initiated from an
online session, there is a limit to the number of lines per output. The limit is set at installation. However,
outputs issued as a result of a batch request going to the system printer have only the line limit you establish
through standard batch JCL.

• In z/OS and KEYWORD VSE batch, the destination clause cannot specify a destination type of NETWORK.

This page contains the following topics:

Output Disposition

Output disposition determines the state of the output and how it is handled under requests issued either online or in batch.
The disposition options consist of RELEASE, HOLD, and KEEP, which are described in the following figure.

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  Print Request

 Issued - Online Print Request Issued -

 Batch ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 Destination

 Destination  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Output

 Output Sys/Net Printer Output Library System  Disposition

 Library  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Release       Output is         Output is placed in output   Output is placed   Output is

              placed in         library and batch job is     in output library  printed on

              output library    printed on a system or       for browsing at    the system

              for browsing at   network printer               the terminal      printer in

              the terminal                                                      batch    
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              Output is         No copy is retained in       Output is placed   No copy is

              placed in         output library               in output library  placed in

              output library                                 for browsing at    the output

              for browsing at                                the terminal       library  

              the terminal                                                               

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hold          Output is         Output is placed in output   Output is placed   Not      

              placed in         library and held until       in output library  applicable

              output library    released (using ALTER OUT    for browsing at             

              for browsing at   and PRINT OUT)               the terminal                

              the terminal                                                               

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Keep          .                 Output is placed in output .                    Not      

              .                 library and batch job is   .                    applicable

              .                 printed on a system or     .                             

              .                 network printer            .                             

              .                                            .                             

              .                 Copy is retained in        .                             

              .                 output library             .                             

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

NOTE

• An output is retained in the output library until it is deleted in one of the following ways:
– With the DELETE OUTPUT command.
– When the retention period expires. The default retention period is established using a SET OUTPUT fill-in. You can

modify the retention period of a user's output through the ALTER OUTPUT RETENTION command.
– When the disposition is RELEASE and the output is printed. You can change the disposition through the ALTER

OUTPUT DISPOSITION command.
– When the disposition is RELEASE and the output is viewed with a DISPLAY OUTPUT command (and a KEEP

OUTPUT command is not issued).
• The disposition parameter of an output in the output library is significant when the output is requested to print or after

displaying an output online.
• You can modify the disposition of the output on the display output status panel. The following available actions are

included on that display:
D-

Display output member. S can also be entered to display output.
Z-

Delete output member.
P-

Print output member. Valid only after ALTER OUT has modified the disposition of the member.
R-

Alter the disposition to ready.
H-

Alter the disposition to hold.
K/L-

Alter the disposition to keep.
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Specifying Output Destinations

You can specify the output destination, name, and disposition for a COMPILE, RUN, PRODUCE, or PRINT command by
appending a destination clause to the command.

You can also establish the destination by executing one of the following tasks:

• Including a SET OUTPUT command with a destination clause in a signon member to affect the defaults for subsequent
sessions, including batch Ideal for Datacom jobs.

• Executing a SET OUTPUT command with a destination clause during the current session or batch input stream to
affect subsequent COMPILE, RUN, PRODUCE, and PRINT commands only during the current session or batch job.

• Executing a SET OUTPUT SITE OPTIONS command to establish a site default.
• Executing an ALTER OUTPUT command to modify the destination clause.

Example

Assuming that the following SET OUTPUT commands are in the user's signon procedure:

SET OUTPUT DESTINATION LIBRARY

SET OUTPUT DISPOSITION HOLD

The shortened syntax is equivalent to,

COMPILE X

COMPILE X DESTINATION LIBRARY DISPOSITION HOLD

Output Commands

Use the following Ideal for Datacom commands for output services.

DISPLAY OUTPUT STATUS Command
Displays name and status of each output member for the current user.

PRINT OUTPUT STATUS Command
Prints the name and status of each output member for the current user.

DISPLAY OUTPUT Command
Displays an output that resides in the output library. Once this command displays the top of an output, you can
scroll and view the output using the browsing commands SCROLL, FIND, and POSITION, and the PF keys
described in the following section. After you end the browsing activity by initiating another activity, the output is
deleted (if the disposition is RELEASE). You can retain the output using the KEEP OUTPUT command.

PRINT OUTPUT command
Prints an output that resides in the output library.

KEEP OUTPUT Command
Valid only while an output is displayed. This command leaves the output in the output library after browsing.
(When the output disposition is RELEASE, it is deleted upon termination of the browsing activity.)

DELETE OUTPUT Command
Removes an output from the output library.

ALTER
Changes the disposition, the number of copies, or the retention period for outputs residing in the output library.

DISPLAY OUT DESTINATION
Produces a display of all valid output destinations as established by the Print Administrator.
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PRINT OUT DESTINATION
Prints all valid output destinations as established by the Print Administrator.

DISPLAY INDEX OUTPUT Command
Displays the name and status of each output member for the current user. Equivalent to DISPLAY OUTPUT
STATUS.

PRINT INDEX OUTPUT Command
Prints the name and status of each output member for the current user. Equivalent to PRINT OUTPUT STATUS.

PF/PA Key Assignments When Displaying Output

This section contains PF/PA key assignments when output is displayed. Commands in bold are assignments consistent
throughout all facilities of Ideal for Datacom.

Assignment PF Key

RESHOW (PA1)

DISPLAY PF/PA KEYS (PA2)

HELP (PF1/13)

RETURN (PF2/14)

PRINT PANEL (PF3/15)

SCROLL LEFT (PF4/16)

SCROLL RIGHT (PF5/17)

(PF6/18)

SCROLL BACKWARD (PF7/19)

SCROLL FORWARD (PF8/20)

(PF9/21)

SCROLL TOP (PF10/22)

SCROLL BOTTOM (PF11/23)

(PF12/24)

PA1 - RESHOW
Refreshes a panel with the data as it originally appeared before data was entered for the current transaction.
Changes made to the data on the panel during the current transaction are not applied.

PA2 - DISPLAY PF/PA KEY ASSIGNMENTS
Lists PF/PA key assignments. Any data that is entered on the last transaction is not applied. Before signon is
completed, you can use PA2 to end an Ideal for Datacom session.

PF1/13 - HELP
Presents help information that is associated with displaying outputs. Help services are described in the section
Getting Help in the chapter "Setting Defaults."

PF2/14 - RETURN
When in the help facility, returns to the original panel.

PF3/15 - PRINT PANEL
Generates an output of the current panel contents.

PF4/16 - SCROLL LEFT
Scrolls the window to the left by frame or cursor according to the current default.
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PF5/17 - SCROLL RIGHT
Scrolls the window to the right by frame or cursor according to the current default.

PF6/18
Ignored.

PF7/19 - SCROLL BACKWARD
Scrolls backward by frame or cursor position according to the current default.

PF8/20 - SCROLL FORWARD
Scrolls forward by frame or cursor position according to the current default.

PF9/21 - FIND
Searches for the next occurrence of a string previously specified in a FIND command.

PF10/22 - SCROLL TOP
Positions to the first line of the output.

PF11/23 - SCROLL BOTTOM
Positions to the last line of the output.

PF12/24
Ignored.

Print Menu

The Print Menu offers a selection of the major print facilities and functions available in Ideal for Datacom. Four options
are available on the Print Menu.

• Options 1 and 4, PRINT OCCURRENCE and PRINT INDEX, display prompters.
• Options 2 and 3, PRINT OPTIONS and PRINT DESTINATIONS, perform the command immediately upon selection

and do not display a prompter.

You can perform the same functions by entering the command in the command area as it is shown on the menu. For
example, entering the command PRINT INDEX in the command area provides the same prompter as selecting option 4
from the menu.

You access the Print Menu by selecting option 7 of the Main Menu or issuing the PRINT command.

=>

=>

=>

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

IDEAL: PRINT MENU                                     SYS: DOC       MENU

Enter desired option number ===>       There are  4 options in this menu:

1. PRINT OCCURRENCE     Print specific entity occurrences

2. PRINT OPTIONS        Print current session options

3. PRINT DESTINATIONS   Print current print destinations

4. PRINT INDEX          Print specific entity occurrences

Print Commands

Use the following Ideal for Datacom commands for printing.

PRINT Command
Prints a specific program, panel, dataview, document, report, system, user, plan, member definition, or output, or
the current entity.
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PRINT SESSION OPTIONS Command
Prints the current value of every option, including those options defined in the signon procedure. (See the chapter
“Setting Options,” for a complete description of session options.)

PRINT OUTPUT DESTINATION Command
Prints a copy of all valid output destinations.

PRINT INDEX Command
Lists the name and status of each occurrence of the specified entity-type. Optionally, the index can include
occurrences of entity-types that are related to a given entity-type or occurrence (for example, each panel related
to a given program). This display is based on Datacom Datadictionary relationships. In relating dataviews to
systems or relating programs to systems, proper authorization is required.

PRINT PANEL command
Generates an output of the current panel contents.

JOBCARD for System Prints from CICS

Under z/OS and VSE, system prints are performed by submitting a batch job. Maintain the jobcard used for system prints
using:

DISPLAY/EDIT JOBCARD

The first time you issue the EDIT JOBCARD command, a default jobcard is duplicated to become the PSS jobcard, which
you can modify.

For more information, see DISPLAY JOBCARD Command and EDIT JOBCARD Command.

Data Members
Data members are named collections of lines of text. Use them to prepare JCL, store information, as EXECUTE members
(for example, members containing Ideal for Datacom commands), or as Signon members.

This topic contains the following topics:

Commands Used with Members

Use the following Ideal for Datacom commands with data members.

CREATE MEMBER
Initiates creation of a member.

DISPLAY MEMBER/EDIT MEMBER
Displays/edits a member.

SUBMIT
Submits a data member containing a batch job stream or a series of data members that contain portions of a job
stream.

PRINT MEMBER
Generates an output of a member.

DELETE MEMBER
Deletes a member.

DUPLICATE MEMBER
Copies an entire existing member to a new member.
After successful completion of DUPLICATE, the new member is now the current member and you see the EDIT/
DISPLAY member fill-in. You can modify the new member at subsequent sessions.
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EXECUTE
Initiates the processing of Ideal for Datacom commands in a member.

Executing a Member

The EXECUTE command initiates the processing of Ideal for Datacom commands in a member. Each command stored in
the member is successively executed until either of the following conditions:

• The last line is processed, or
• A command causes an error. Subsequent commands in the member are not processed.

Storing commands in a member is useful when you use the same sequence of commands repetitively. For example, you
can store the following commands in a member and execute it to select the system PAY, set the runtime environment to
suppress the Run Completed message and signoff automatically at the end of the application, and execute the PAYROLL
application.

SELECT SYSTEM PAY

SET RUN QUITMSG NO

SET RUN QUITIDEAL YES

RUN PAYROLL

You can place a series of change commands in a member and reuse it in the PROCEDURE, WORKING DATA, and
PARAMETER definitions. For example,

CHANGE /ABC/DEF/

CHANGE /DVW-A/DVW-B/

Source Transport Utility--Transport Applications in Source Form
You can transport applications or individual parts of Ideal for Datacom applications in source form or object form. This
section describes how to transport applications in source form using the Source Transport Utility. For information on
transporting applications in object form, see the section IDUTOTRN Utility--Transport Applications in Object Form.

The Source Transport Utility (IDUTSTRN) lets you import and export Ideal for Datacom source code for the following
entities:

• Programs
• Panels
• Reports
• Documents
• Sequential file dataviews that are not modeled in Datadictionary
• VSAM file dataviews
• Members

It also lets you import HELP members.

The Source Transport Utility is a batch utility that you can use to:

• Extract source code from one installation and load it to another
• Unload source code to archive for backup and auditing purposes
• Restore source selectively from external source format
• Load source generated externally to Ideal for Datacom

The Source Transport Utility cannot import or export user definitions, system definitions, and dataviews for Datacom/DB or
DB2, or modeled sequential file dataviews.
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Using the Source Transport Utility
The Source Transport Utility uses EXPORT commands to export the source code of an existing Ideal for Datacom
definition.  IMPORT commands are used to import the source code into an Ideal for Datacom system.

The PRODUCE IMPORT COMMANDS command produces a machine-readable file of import commands corresponding
to a source file. The command also prints the directory for the source. You can use this command to check an exported
file before any IMPORT commands are executed to see what information the source contains. You can edit the output file
this command generates to delete any IMPORT commands that you do not want or to add SET commands.

A single batch run can perform either import or export operations, but not both. The first IMPORT, EXPORT, or PRODUCE
command in the job stream determines what the run does.

• Importing an entity always renumbers the sequence numbers, creates a Test status version, clears the time compiled,
and updates the time modified.

• Signon members are not executed for Source Transport runs.

This page contains the following topics:

Signing On

The first Ideal for Datacom command required in any batch job stream is the SIGNON command. Therefore, a SIGNON
statement is required in the JCL for any Source Transport Utility job stream in any operating system.

Setting Defaults

SET IMPORT or SET EXPORT commands set default values for the IMPORT or EXPORT commands that follow them.
You can use them several times in a command stream. SET IMPORT commands in an EXPORT run, or conversely, are
effectively ignored as there are no valid commands for them to affect.

The other SET commands, such as SET SOURCE LISTING, affect the whole run. You can only specify them once.

SET EXPORT Example

SET EXPORT or SET IMPORT commands apply until another SET command of the same type replaces the value with
a new one. In this example, the SET EXPORT SYSTEM command sets $ID as the default system for all entities. The
command SET EXPORT VERSION 002 specifies the version of the entities to export until the SET EXPORT VERSION
001 command changes that default. The summary report that follows shows the result.

SET EXPORT SYSTEM $ID   }

SET EXPORT VERSION 002  }

EXPORT PGM WHO          }

EXPORT PNL WHOPNL       }  select entities with ver 2  }

EXPORT PNL WHOPGM       }                              }

SET EXPORT VERSION 001  }                              } select entities 

EXPORT PGM @I$INQU1     }                              } with $ID

EXPORT PGM @I$INQU2     }  select entities with ver 1  }

Summary of EXPORT operations:

PROGRAM      WHO           SYSTEM $ID VERSION 002    Successfully EXPORTed

PANEL        WHOPNL        SYSTEM $ID VERSION 002    Successfully EXPORTed

PANEL        WHOPGM        SYSTEM $ID VERSION 002    Successfully EXPORTed

PROGRAM @I$INQU1           SYSTEM $ID VERSION 001    Successfully EXPORTed

PROGRAM @I$INQU2           SYSTEM $ID VERSION 001    Successfully EXPORTed
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SET IMPORT Example

This example imports the entities that are exported in the previous example. The SET IMPORT DUPLICATE command
specifies what action to take if a duplicate exists. SET IMPORT DUPLICATE NEXT applies to the three imports that follow.
SET IMPORT DUPLICATE REPLACE applies to the remaining imports. The summary report that follows the commands
shows the result.

SET IMPORT SYSTEM $ID

SET IMPORT VERSION ASIS

SET IMPORT NEW SYSTEM WWW

SET IMPORT NEW VERSION 001

SET IMPORT DUPLICATE NEXT    }

IMPORT PGM @I$INQU1          }                      }

IMPORT PGM @I$INQU2          } assign next version  }

IMPORT PGM WHO               } if duplicate         } select entities 

SET IMPORT DUPLICATE REPLACE } with $ID and

IMPORT PGM WHOPGM            }                      } any version

IMPORT PGM WHOPNL            } replace duplicates   }

                             }

Summary of IMPORT operations:

PROGRAM @I$INQU1 SYSTEM $ID  VERSION 001   Imported as the next version.  

NEW SYSTEM WWW NEW VERSION 002

PROGRAM @I$INQU2 SYSTEM $ID  VERSION 001   Imported as the next version.  

NEW SYSTEM WWW NEW VERSION 002

PROGRAM WHO SYSTEM $ID VERSION 002         Imported as the next version.  

NEW SYSTEM WWW NEW VERSION 002

PANEL WHOPGM SYSTEM $ID  VERSION 002       Imported new.  

NEW SYSTEM WWW NEW VERSION 001

PANEL WHOPNL SYSTEM $ID VERSION 002        Replaced an existing entity.  

NEW SYSTEM WWW NEW VERSION 001

NOTE

• The operand SYSTEM or VERSION with a command specifies default selection criteria for entities on the source file.
In this example, the SET IMPORT SYSTEM command specifies a selection criterion of system $ID as the default for
all IMPORT commands. The command SET IMPORT VERSION ASIS specifies to import entities using any version. It
typically overrides the effect of a previous SET command. In this case, it is unnecessary because ASIS is the default.

• The operand NEW SYSTEM or NEW VERSION with a command specifies defaults to use when source transport
creates imported entities. The SET IMPORT NEW commands specify as defaults system WWW and version 1 to
assign to all imported entities.

Overriding Source File Attributes

The SET SOURCE commands let you dynamically specify attributes for the source file. In the following examples, they
are the ddname of the z/OS file and the device, block size, and logical unit of a VSE file. If you specify more than one
attribute, only the last one encountered is used for the run.

SET SOURCE Example (z/OS)

SET SOURCE DDNAME EXTSRC

SET SOURCE Example (VSE)
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SET SOURCE DEVICE DISK

SET SOURCE BLKSIZE 80

SET SOURCE TO SYS007

Source Transport Process

The Source Transport Utility operates in two phases:

1. Read and validate control statements.
This phase enters the valid commands into a table for use in the second phase of execution. Generic version numbers
(such as LAST and PROD) in the EXPORT commands are resolved to specific version numbers at this stage by
looking up the entity occurrence in the dictionary. If two EXPORT commands refer to the same entity, as can happen
when a generic version and an explicit version number are both used, only entry is made in the table. IMPORT
commands are resolved in the second phase from the information in the external file.

2. Read or write the external source file.
The second phase of operation begins when the OFF command is processed. If one is not present in the input stream,
it is assumed at end of file.
For an EXPORT run, the entities (programs, panels, members, and so on) are processed in the same order as the
EXPORT commands were entered.
For an IMPORT or PRODUCE run, the external source determines the order of processing. Each entity found on
the source file is matched against the table that is built in the first phase to determine if it is to process. PRODUCE
matches everything, but IMPORT operations can specify a particular version, system, or user. If the entity is
processed, this is recorded in the table to avoid duplicate processing. Unmatched entities are counted for the final
summary report.

The process affects both the reports, described later, and the trace facility, described next.

Running Traces

You can use the Ideal for Datacom Trace Facility with the Source Transport Utility. Its use is affected by Source
Transport's two-phase processing. The @I$TRACE ON command turns on the trace. The SET @I$DIALMASK command
specifies the Dial codes to show in a Dial trace. For more information, see Determining Problems in Ideal™ for Datacom.

• To turn on the trace before the processing of the commands in the source transport's first phase, put an @I$TRACE
ON command before any source transport commands.

• To turn on the trace before the second phase, when the commands are processed, put the command just before OFF.
• To turn off the trace after the first phase, put an @I$TRACE OFF command or an @I$TRACE PRINT command just

before OFF .
• To trace the second phase, a second step in the job must print the trace because the @I$TRACE PRINT command

must be processed after the OFF command in the first step is executed.

Invoking the User Exit

The Source Transport Utility provides exit points to facilitate the handling of exported Ideal for Datacom source code by
external library management systems. You can insert or verify control statements (or any 80-column records) at these exit
points.

The content of these added records does not affect an export or import. These records are placed before or after Ideal for
Datacom programs, panels, documents, and reports on the external source file. You can use them for any purpose.

To activate these exit calls, enter one of the following commands anywhere in the command input stream:

SET EXIT LIBRARIAN

SET EXIT NAME load-module-name
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SET EXIT LIBRARIAN
Calls the Broadcom distributed load module @ISTEXIT. This module produces Librarian control statements. It
is also distributed in source form as member STEXIT. It is provided as a sample and you can modify it. See the
appropriate installation documentation for details on how to locate source members from Broadcom distribution
tapes.

SET EXIT NAME load-module-name
Specifies the site-written exit that is called at the exit points. SET EXIT LIBRARIAN is equivalent to SET EXIT
NAME @ISTEXIT. This exit must be linked Amode(31).

If you omit the command, no exit is called and no control statements are produced.

For the z/OS environment, the JCL EXEC PARM= string address is passed to the exit for its own use.

Export Exit

The export exit is called at the following times:

• First call of a run (for file headers)
• Beginning of each entity
• Ending of each entity
• Last call of a run (for file trailers)

Each is actually a series of calls under control of the exit. Each call can pass back an 80-byte statement image that the
Utility writes out to the external source file. Zero or more records can be written on the external file as determined by the
exit.

The data that is passed to the exit lets the exit map the Ideal for Datacom entity names into a user-defined naming
convention. This might be required when the same eight-character name is used for programs in different systems or is
used for related programs, panels, documents, or reports. This mapping is the responsibility of the exit.

The EXPORT exit can instruct the utility to do the following tasks:

• Place a record on the external source code file and call again.
• Proceed to export the entity.
• Skip the current entity without exporting it.
• Abort the remainder of the processing.

Import Exit

For IMPORT, the exit is called only when records are encountered between the end of one entity and the start of the next,
or at the start of the IMPORT file before the first entity.

The utility does not interpret these records. They are assumed to be control statements for a source code library facility or
site documentation. The exit is called to allow the utility to examine these records and return a message.

Each call can actually be a series of calls. The number of records that are found between entities determines the length
of a series. Each call to the exit can pass back a message that Ideal for Datacom lists to the SYSPRINT file and a return
code requesting an action.

The IMPORT exit can instruct the utility to:

• Place a message on the report file.
• Ignore further exit-records and proceed with import.
• Skip the current entity without importing it.
• Abort the remainder of the processing.
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EXPORT Command

Learn how to use the EXPORT command to write a specified entity to an external source file in the Ideal Source Transport
Utility. Find the command format and parameter descriptions.

The EXPORT command writes the specified entity to an external source file in the format acceptable to IMPORT.
Authorization is checked for each command. You can export only one copy of an entity in a run. Exporting the same entity
more than once to an external file results in a warning message.

This command has the following format:

       {{{ DOC }                                        }}

       {{{ DVW }      [        { nnn  } ]               }}

EXPORT {{{ PGM } name [VERSION { PROD } ] [SYSTEM sss]  }}

       {{{ PNL }      [        { LAST } ]               }}

       {{{ RPT }                                        }}

       MEM mem-name [USER uuu]

If not specified here, the version, system, and user are obtained from the appropriate SET EXPORT command. Specify
the version and system for programs, panels, documents, or reports if they are not specified on a SET EXPORT
command. When you do not specify a user on either command, the current user ID is used.

The entity statname
Defines the name of the unmodeled dataview, program, panel, document, or report to export.

VERSION
Identifies the version of the program, panel, document, dataview, or report.
nnn

The one-digit to three-digit version number assigned to the entity.
PROD

The production status version.
LAST

The latest version of the entity that was created, which has the highest version number.
sys

Identifies the name of the system from which the specified entity is exported. The SYSTEM is not specified for
dataviews.

mem-name
Identifies the name of the member to export.

uuu
Identifies the user ID associated with the member.us, date compiled, date modified, and sequence numbers are
written to the source file for documentation.

IMPORT Command

Learn how to use the IMPORT command in the Ideal for Datacom Source Transport Utility to create entities from external
source files. Find the command description and command formats.

The IMPORT command creates the specified entity from the external source file.

All entities are created in TEST status and resequenced. When the entity exists, the action that the SET IMPORT
DUPLICATE commands specify is taken (refer to the SET IMPORT DUPLICATE command in this section).
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Importing Program Resources

When an IMPORT command replaces an existing program, some relationships to other entity occurrences are affected.
Relationships where the imported program is the subject of the relationships are replaced by those specified in the
external source of the imported program.

That is, the resources that the DISPLAY PROGRAM RESOURCES command shows are replaced. Those relationships
where the imported program is the object of the relationship are not affected.

This command has the following formats:

Format 1:

 

IMPORT ALL [type] [new-clause]

Format 2:

 

       { DVW name [VERSION ver]                          }

       { HELP name                                       }

       {                                                 }

       { { { DOC }                        }              }

IMPORT { { { PGM } name-clause            } [new-clause] }

       { { { PNL }                        }              }

       { { { RPT }                        }              }

       { {          [       {ASIS    } ]  }              }

       { { MEM name [  USER {old-user} ]  }              }

                                                      

new-clause
Specifies the new version, system, or user for the entities the IMPORT command creates. The new-clause can
include any of the following phrases:
{nnn }

NEW VERSION {ASIS}

            {NEXT}

The value of nnn specifies the new version number to assign to the dataview, report, panel, document, or program
being created. ASIS specifies that the version number is the same for the new entity as it was for the source
entity. NEXT specifies that the version number is the next sequential number after the highest currently active
version number.
{ASIS}

NEW SYSTEM {sys }

The value of sys specifies the new system name to which the report, panel, document, or program is assigned.
ASIS specifies that the system name is the same for the new entity as it was for the source entity.
{ASIS}

NEW USER {uuu }

The value of uuu specifies the new user name to which the member is assigned. ASIS specifies that the user
name is the same for the new member as it was for the source member.
You can enter any of these phrases on the IMPORT command, but they only apply to those entities for which they
have meaning. You can specify the phrases in any order. If not specified on the IMPORT command, the version,
system, or user is obtained from the appropriate SET IMPORT command. If they are not specified with a SET
IMPORT command, you must enter any applicable phrases on the IMPORT command.
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DVW name [VERSION ver]
Specifies the unmodeled dataview to select from the source file. If you specify ver as nnn, only the version that is
identified by the number nnn is selected. If you specify ver as ASIS, any version of the dataview is selected. If you
do not specify the VERSION clause, the default version is selected.

HELP name
Specifies the HELP member to select from the source file.

{DOC|PGM|PNL|RPT} name clause
Specifies the programs, panels, documents, or reports to select from the source file. The name-clause identifies
the name, version, and system of the entity, in the following format:
[        {nnn }] [       {ASIS   }] 

name [VERSION {ASIS}] [SYSTEM {old-sys}]

name
The name of the program, panel, document, or report to select.

VERSION clause
With nnn, specify the version of the entity that is identified by the number nnn. With ASIS, specifies that
any version of the entity is selected.

SYSTEM clause
With ASIS, the named entity is selected using any system name. With old-sys, the named entity is
selected only from the system named old-sys.

MEM name
Identifies the member to select from the source file. You can further identify the member to select by specifying
the user who owns it.

USER {ASIS|user}
With ASIS, specifies that the member to select can belong to any user. With user, selects only the member that
belongs to the indicated user.

• You can select an entity in the input file only once. Therefore, IMPORT ALL allows no other IMPORT commands, and
IMPORT ALL PGM allows no other IMPORT PGM commands.

• If more than one entity in the input file satisfies the selection criteria, the first is imported and warnings are issued on
subsequent matches.

• The date-compiled field is cleared and the date-modified and time-imported fields are set to the current date and time.
The time-created field contains the time that you specified (if no time is specified, the current time is the default).

PRODUCE IMPORT COMMANDS Command

The PRODUCE IMPORT COMMANDS command produces a machine-readable file of import commands corresponding
to a source file. The command also prints the directory for the source.

The output from the PRODUCE IMPORT COMMANDS will be directed to the SYSPUNCH file.

SET I$DIALMASK Command

In Ideal for Datacom, the Source Transport Utility SET I$DIALMASK command turns on the DIAL debugging facility. Review
the command format. For more information, see I$DIALMASK--Initiate a DIAL Trace.

This command has the following format:

                {'string'}

SET @I$DIALMASK {ALL     }
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I$TRACE Command

The Ideal for Datacom Source Transport Utility command I$TRACE turns the tracing debugging facility on or off. For more
information about @I$TRACE, see I$TRACE--Execute a VPE Service Trace

This command has the following format:

         {ON }

@I$TRACE {OFF}

SET ERROR Command

Use the SET ERROR command in the Source Transport Utility in Ideal for Datacom to specify the action to take when an
error is detected. QUIT is the default. Find the command format.

This command has the following format:

          {CONTINUE}

SET ERROR {QUIT    }

SET EXIT Command

Use the SET EXIT command in the Source Transport Utility in Ideal for Datacom to specify the exit used for the insertion
of control statements in the source output. Find the command format and operand definitions.

This command has the following format:

         {NAME exit-name}

SET EXIT {LIBRARIAN     }

Where
exit-name

Identifies the eight-character name of an exit module.
LIBRARIAN

The Librarian exit distributed with source transport.

SET EXPORT RESOURCE HISTORY Command

Specifies whether duplicate resources are exported when multiple occurrences of a resource with the same name but
different version numbers are related to a program.

This command has the following format:

                                                  {NO }

SET EXPORT [PROGRAM] RESOURCE [DUPLICATE] HISTORY {YES}

NO
Suppresses exporting of duplicate resources with different version numbers. Only the highest numbered resource
is exported, regardless of its status. However, if the entity occurrence is in HISTORY status, a warning message is
included in the source listing and in the SYSPRINT listing since Ideal for Datacom cannot form a relationship with
a resource in HISTORY status.
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YES
Exports all resources of a program, including multiple occurrences with the same name but different version
numbers. This provides an audit trail when storing the entities. However, you must edit the resource table of the
program to remove the history resources before the program can be compiled.

SET EXPORT SYSTEM Command

Selects the default Ideal for Datacom system from which the entities are exported. No signon member is executed for a
Source Transport run. You cannot use the SELECT SYSTEM command.

This command has the following format:

SET EXPORT SYSTEM sys

SET EXPORT USER Command

In Ideal for Datacom, the Source Transport Utility SET EXPORT USER command selects the default user for the members to
export. Review the command format.

This command has the following format:

SET EXPORT USER uuu 

SET EXPORT VERSION Command

In Ideal for Datacom, the Source Transport Utility SET EXPORT VERSION command selects the default version for the
entities to export. Review the command format.

This command has the following format:

                   {nnn  }

SET EXPORT VERSION {PROD }

                   {LAST }

SET IMPORT DUPLICATE Command

Specifies the action to take when an imported entity already exists. If you do not enter this command, processing stops
when a duplicate entity is found (QUIT).

The command has the following format:

                     { REPLACE        }

                     { NEXT [VERSION] }

SET IMPORT DUPLICATE { SKIP           }

                     { QUIT           }

REPLACE
Overwrites the existing entity when status is TEST.

NEXT
Create an entity at the next available version without changing the existing entity.
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SKIP
Continue to process the source input without changing the existing entity or adding a new one.

QUIT
Quit processing the source input without changing the existing entity.

NOTE

• For dataviews and HELP members, the NEXT option is treated as SKIP because these entities do not have
version numbers.

• An import does not replace an existing dataview if a program in Production status is using it.

SET IMPORT RESOURCE Command

Specifies the version requirements for the relationships that are established in an imported program's resource table. If
you do not specify this command, the resources are imported with the version set in the export file.

This command has the following format:

SET IMPORT [PGM] RESOURCE [entity] version clause

entity
Identifies the entity for which the version clause is specified. The valid values are DOC, DVW, PGM, PNL, and
RPT. If you do not specify an entity, the version clause applies to all entity types.

version clause
Indicates the version of the specified entity that is related to the program in the resource table of the program. The
version clause has the following format:
{ ASIS }

      { PROD }

[VER] { nnn  }

      { Tnnn }

      { LAST }

ASIS
The resource table of the imported program uses the version that is set in the export file.

PROD
The resource table of the imported program uses the production version, regardless of the version that is shown
in the export file. If no PROD version of the entity exists, the relationship is not added and a warning message is
included on the source and SYSPRINT listings.

nnn
The resource table of the imported program uses the version number nnn, regardless of the version that is shown
in the export file.

Tnnn
The resource table of the imported program uses the version number Tnnn for Datacom/DB native access
dataviews, regardless of the version shown in the export file. This version can only be specified for Datacom/DB
native access dataviews (DVW).

LAST
The resource table of the imported program uses the most recently created version for the specified entity,
regardless of the version that is shown in the export file. You can only specify this version for unmodeled
dataviews, programs, panels, documents, and reports (DVW, PGM, PNL, DOC, and RPT).
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NOTE
Resources that are associated using this keyword must exist before the program is imported. If the resources
are imported from the same tape as the program and they were not exported in the correct sequence (resources
before program), import the application in two job steps: the first job imports the resources and the second
imports the program.

SET IMPORT NEW SYSTEM Command

Specifies a default system for the entities being created from the input source file. ASIS directs IMPORT to use the
system declared in the definition on the import source file. If this command is not issued, the default is ASIS.

This command has the following format:

                      {sys }

SET IMPORT NEW SYSTEM {ASIS}

SET IMPORT NEW USER Command

Specifies a default user for the members being created from the input source file. If this command is not issued, the
default is ASIS.

This command has the following format:

                    {uuu }

SET IMPORT NEW USER {ASIS}

SET IMPORT NEW VERSION Command

Specifies a default version for the entities being created from the input source file. If this command is not issued, the
default is ASIS.

This command has the following format:

                       { nnn  }

SET IMPORT NEW VERSION { ASIS }

                       { NEXT }

nnn
Specifies that the default version for imported entities is nnn.

ASIS
Specifies that the default version for imported entities is the version specified on the export file.

NEXT
Specifies that the default version for imported entities is the next sequential number after the highest currently
active version number for the imported entity occurrence.

SET IMPORT SYSTEM Command

In Ideal for Datacom, the Source Transport Utility SET IMPORT SYSTEM command elects the default system on the input
file for an entity to import. Review the command format.
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This command has the following format:

                  {sys }

SET IMPORT SYSTEM {ASIS}

SET IMPORT USER Command

In Ideal for Datacom, the Source Transport Utility SET IMPORT USER command selects the default user on the input file for
a member to import. Review the command format.

This command has the following format:

                {uuu }

SET IMPORT USER {ASIS}

SET IMPORT VERSION Command

The SET IMPORT VERSION Command in Ideal for Datacom selects the default version on the input file for an entity to
import.

This command has the following format:

                   { nnn }

SET IMPORT VERSION { ASIS}

                   { LAST}

SET OUTPUT Commands

For a brief description of the SET OUTPUT commands for the Print Subsystem (PSS), see the section Output
Services. For more information about syntax of the SET OUTPUT commands, see SET OUTPUT Command.

SET SOURCE BLKSIZE Command

Sets the source file block size for VSE and defaults to 4000. This block size must be a multiple of 80 and cannot exceed
that in the ROSFD macro installed at the site.

This command has the following format:

SET SOURCE BLKSIZE nnnn

SET SOURCE DDNAME Command

In Ideal for Datacom, the Source Transport Utility SET SOURCE DDNAME command specifies the z/OS DDNAME to use for
the source file. The default is EXTSRC. Review the command format.

This command has the following format:

SET SOURCE DDNAME xxxxxxxx 
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SET SOURCE DEVICE Command

Sets the source file DEVICE type for VSE. If you do not specify this command, the tape is assumed to have standard
labels.

This command has the following format:

SET SOURCE DEVICE "type"

type
Indicates one of the following tapes:
SLTAPE

Indicates the tape with Standard label.
NLTAPE

Indicates the tape with no label.
DISK

Indicates the disk.

SET SOURCE LISTING Command

Turns off the listing of the entire source as it is imported. The last source record read is always listed before printing any
error messages.

This command has the following format:

SET SOURCE LISTING OFF

SET SOURCE TO SYS Command

Sets the source file logical unit number for VSE. The default is the logical unit specified in the ROSFD macro installed at
the site.

This command has the following format:

SET SOURCE TO SYSnnn

SET TERMINAL Command

In Ideal for Datacom, the Source Transport Utility SET TERMINAL command allows the use of DBCS characters in the
source file. Review the file format.

This command has the following format:

SET TERMINAL 5550

External Source Format
This section describes the layout of the external form of an Ideal for Datacom program, panel, document, report,
unmodeled sequential file dataview, member, and HELP member. The EXPORT command automatically generates this
format (except for HELP members, which cannot be exported).
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Data is designed to fit in a 72-column format. The EXPORT command provides ascending sequence numbers in columns
73-80. Columns 74-79 contain the six-digit statement numbers that are used in compiler and runtime messages. You
can use them for reference, but the IMPORT command ignores them. The IMPORT command always renumbers the
sequence field of any source that is transported.

In each section, keywords are shown in uppercase, while variable operands are in lowercase. String operands are shown
surrounded by apostrophes. When the operand is shown without apostrophes, apostrophes and double-quotes are taken
as data. You can omit the optional keywords, but maintain the keyword order. Record breaks can occur only between
keywords and operands, not in them.

The only keywords that you can abbreviate are VERSION and SYSTEM. You can abbreviate VERSION as V or VER. You
can abbreviate SYSTEM as SYS. Spell out all other keywords as they appear in the following sections. Keywords that are
shown preceded by -> (hyphen sign followed with right carat sign) must begin in column 3. Columns 1 and 2 must contain
the hyphen and right carat characters (- and >). Data to transport must not have the characters, hyphen (-) and right carat
(>), in columns 1 and 2.

Variable-length operand strings are handled in the following manner. All variable-length strings are represented by one
or more delimited strings. Only apostrophes (') and double-quotes (") are used as delimiters. The next keyword signals
the end of the delimited strings. No strings can cross record boundaries. All such strings are concatenated to become the
source data string. For example:

1) DATA ' ABCDEFG'------> is ABCDEFG with one leading blank

2) DATA " ABCDEFG"------> also is ABCDEFG with one leading blank

3) DATA "A'B" '"C'------> is the 5 characters A'B"C

4) DATA "'" '"' "'"------> is the 3 characters '"'

This page contains the following topics:

DATAVIEW Format

An unmodeled (VSAM or sequential file) dataview, when exported or imported using the Source Transport Utility, has
the following format. For a description of the lowercase values, refer to the sections on defining sequential and VSAM
dataviews in Managing Dataviews.

->DATAVIEW dvw-name VERSION version STATUS stat

[IDEAL nn.nx]

            [MVS]

OPER-SYSTEM [VSE]

              {QSAM}

ACCESS-METHOD {VSAM}

                   

[DATE-CREATED yymmdd CREATED-BY user-name]

[DATE-MODIFIED yymmdd TIME-MODIFIED hhmm MODIFIED-BY user-name]

[DATE-CATALOGED yymmdd TIME-CATALOGED hhmm]

 

[SHORT-DESC  'short-description']

[ TEXT1 '1st line of long-description' ]

[[TEXT2 '2nd line of long-description']] 

[[TEXT3 '3rd line of long-description']] 

[[TEXT4 '4th line of long-description']] 

[[TEXT5 '5th line of long-description']] 
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[                  {KSDS} ]

[FILE-ORGANIZATION {ESDS} ]

[                  {RRDS} ]

                

UPDATE-INTENT {Y}

              {N}

[FILENAME filename]

 

[ [RECORD-LENGTH  nnn]        ]

[ [BLOCK-SIZE  nnn]           ]

[                             ]

[ [              {FBLK  }]    ]

[ [RECORD-FORMAT {FUNB  }]    ]

[ [              {      }]    ]

[ [DEVICE-TYPE  device]       ]

[                             ]

[ [            {YES} ]        ]

[ [TAPE-LABELS {NO } ]        ]

 

[ ->FIELD-DATA               ]

[[columnar format field data]] 

 

[PRIMARY-KEY fieldname    ]

[ALTERNATE-KEYS           ]

[ columnar format key data]

 

->END-DATAVIEW

Field Data Column Format-The following are the column positions for the fields located in the dataview:

Column Position Field
Col 2-6 Level number
Col 8-26 Field name
Col 28 Type
Col 30 Internal type
Col 32-36 CH/DG
Col 38-42 Occur
Col 44-72 Value/comments/and so on
Col 73 Fixed character '1'
Col 74-79 Sequence number
Col 80 Fixed character '0'

Key Data Column Format-
The following are the column positions for the key data:

Column Position Field
Col 3-10 Path name
Col 12-43 Key field name
Col 46 Unique key indicator (Y or N)
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Col 48 Upgrade set indicator (Y or N)

NOTE

• For dataviews created before Ideal for Datacom r 2.1, the ACCESS-METHOD can be QSAM or SAM.
• FILE-ORGANIZATION is included only for VSAM files.
• RECORD-LENGTH, BLOCK-SIZE, RECORD-FORMAT, DEVICE-TYPE, and TAPE-LABELS are included only for VSE

files.

HELP Format

HELP member formatting using the Source Transport Utility is as follows:

->HELP mem-name

 

[IDEAL nn.nx]

[DESC 'up-to-24-characters']

 

[->HELP-DATA                 ]

[[columnar format help data] ]

 

->END-HELP

The HELP data appears in columns 1 through 72.

MEMBER Format

an Ideal for Datacom member, when imported or exported using the Source Transport Utility, has the following format. The
column format is described as follows.

->MEMBER mem-name USER uuu

 

[DESC "up-to-24-characters"]

 

[->MEMBER-DATA                 ]

[[columnar format member data] ]

 

->END-MEMBER

Column Format

The following are the column positions for the member data.

Column Position Field
Col 1-72 Member source
Col 73 Fixed character '1'
Col 74-79 Sequence number
Col 80 Fixed character '0'
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PANEL Format

an Ideal for Datacom panel, when imported or exported using the Source Transport Utility, has the following format. The
section from FIELD to COMMENTS is repeated for every field, including group entries, on the panel. The FIELD entries
must be in the same order as they display on a PDF summary.

ROW and COLUMN options specify the respective value of the row or column on the layout panel, not the facsimile
panel. (These can differ for repeating groups.) For information on the description of the lowercase values, see Managing
Dataviews.

->PANEL pnl-name VERSION version SYSTEM system

[STATUS stat] [IDEAL nn.nx]

[DATE-CREATED  yymmdd             CREATED-BY user-name]

[DATE-MODIFIED yymmdd   TIME-MODIFIED hhmm MODIFIED-BY user-name]

[RUN-STATUS run-status]

 

[SHORT-DESC  'short-description']

 

[ TEXT1 '1st line of long-description' ]

[[TEXT2 '2nd line of long-description']] 

[[TEXT3 '3rd line of long-description']] 

[[TEXT4 '4th line of long-description']] 

[[TEXT5 '5th line of long-description']] 

 

[TERMINAL xxxx]

[STARTSYM 'x'] [ENDSYM 'x'] [NEWSYM 'x'] [REPSYM 'x'] [DELSYM 'x']

[MOVESYM 'x'] [COPYSYM 'x'] [DESTSYM 'x'] [WIDTH  nnn]

[INFILL   x]  [OUTFILL x] [NONDISPL x]  [ERRORFILL x] [CASETRAN x]

[REQUIRED  x] [ERRHANDL x] [PF1PF3  x] [PF781011 x]  [ALLOW-EOF x]

[EDIT-RULE-PROCESS x] [PROCESS-ON-SCROLL x] [HARDWARE-INSERT x]

 

[HELP-PANEL   pnl-name [VERSION version]] 

[PREFIX-PANEL pnl-name [VERSION version]] 

[SUFFIX-PANEL pnl-name [VERSION version]] 

 

->FIELD [NAME field-name]

TYPE x [LEVEL n] [ROW nnn] [COLUMN nnn] [LENGTH nnn]  [OCCUR xx]

[INITIAL-VALUE 'any-text']

[ATTRIBUTES xxxxxx]        [COLOR x]    [EXTENDED-HILITE x]

[INFILL x]   [OUTFILL x]   [CASETRAN x] [REQUIRED x]  [ERRHANDL x]

[JUSTIFY x] [MUSTFILL x] [NULLABLE x] [VAR-DELIM x] [NO-UC-TRAN x]

[MINIMUM-VALUE 'min-value']

[MAXIMUM-VALUE 'max-value']

[ALLOW-EOF x]  [HARDWARE-INSERT x]

[HELP-PANEL   pnl-name [VERSION version]] 

 

[IN.DP  nn.nn] [MIN-REQ-DECIMALS nn] [EDIT-PATTERN 'edit-pattern']

[DIGIT-SEP x] [MINUS-SIGN x] [CURRENCY x] [CHECK-DIGIT x]

 

[COMMENTS 'any-comments']

 

->END-PANEL
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Defaults for Optional Panel Entries

When the following entries are not specified for the panel, their values are taken from the site defaults for the SET PANEL
command.

STARTSYM            OUTFILL

ENDSYM              CASETRAN

NEWSYM              NONDISPL

REPSYM              PF1PF3

DELSYM              PF781011

MOVESYM             ERRORFILL

COPYSYM             REQUIRED

DESTSYM             ALLOW-EOF

WIDTH               HARDWARE-INSERT

INFILL

If the site defaults are acceptable, you need not specify these keywords.

Defaults for Optional FIELD Entries

The following FIELD entries default to the panel values.

INFILL

OUTFILL

CASETRAN

ERRHANDL

REQUIRED

ALLOW-EOF

HARDWARE-INSERT

The following defaults apply to other FIELD entries:

LENGTH
Defaults to the length of the INITIAL-VALUE. It is not necessary to specify the length of text data.

LEVEL
Defaults to 2 for the first field, to 3 for the first field after a TYPE G field, and to the LEVEL of the previous field for
all other fields. It is only necessary to specify LEVEL when a field follows a repeating group.

ROW
Defaults to 1 for the first field. Otherwise, ROW defaults to the ROW of the previous field. If that would cause an
error, the next ROW is used. Therefore, specifying COLUMN 1 and no ROW places the field on COLUMN 1 of the
next ROW. Also, the default ROW automatically steps to the next ROW for the first field in a group and the first
field after a group.

COLUMN
Defaults to the COLUMN immediately following the previous field. If that causes an error and ROW is also not
specified, COLUMN 1 on the next ROW is used. As long as the fields are on the ROW, it might be easiest to use
PDF LAYOUT to adjust them to the appropriate column.
When neither ROW nor COLUMN is specified, the field is placed in the first available location that does not cause
an error. (If the FIELD LENGTH is greater than the panel WIDTH minus one, there is no location that avoids an
error.)
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ATTRIBUTES
Defaults to the values specified in SET PANEL TFATTRIBUTE and IFATTRIBUTE commands. If neither
ATTRIBUTES nor INITIAL-VALUE is specified, IFATTRIBUTE is used. If ATTRIBUTES is not specified for a field
with an INITIAL-VALUE, TFATTRIBUTE is used.

NOTE
Some errors cannot be recognized until the next FIELD has begun. This is true for the error messages that
begin with STPCB. Specifying only ->FIELD on the first statement for each field makes it easier to interpret
these errors.

PROGRAM Format

An Ideal for Datacom program, when exported or imported using the Source Transport Utility, has the following format. For
more information about descriptions of the lowercase values, see Managing Dataviews.

->PROGRAM pgm-name VERSION version SYSTEM system

[STATUS stat] [IDEAL nn.nx]

[DATE-CREATED yymmdd CREATED-BY user-name]

[DATE-MODIFIED yymmdd TIME-MODIFIED hhmm MODIFIED-BY user-name]

[DATE-COMPILED yymmdd TIME-COMPILED hhmm]

[RUN-STATUS run-status]

[NEW-COPY-ON-CALL x] [AMODE nn] [UPDATE-DB x] [UPDATE-DB2 x]

[LANGUAGE lang] [TARGET-DATE yymmdd] [ACTUAL-DATE yymmdd]

 

[SHORT-DESC  'short-description']

[ TEXT1 '1st line of long-description' ]

[[TEXT2 '2nd line of long-description']] 

[[TEXT3 '3rd line of long-description']] 

[[TEXT4 '4th line of long-description']] 

[[TEXT5 '5th line of long-description']] 

 

[USES-DATAVIEW dvw-name [VERSION version]] 

[USES-DATAVIEW authid.db2-dvw-name QUALIFIED x]

[USES-PANEL    pnl-name [VERSION version] [SYSTEM sss]] 

[USES-REPORT   rpt-name [VERSION version] [SYSTEM sss]] 

[USES-DOCUMENT doc-name [VERSION version] [SYSTEM sss]] 

[USES-PROGRAM  pgm-name [VERSION version] [SYSTEM sss]] 

 

[ENVIRONMENT                     ]

[ SQL dbtype                     ]

[ AUTHORIZATION authid           ]

[ MODE sqlmode                   ]

[ ISOLATION-LEVEL isolevel       ]

[ OPTMODE optmode                ]

[ OPTMSGS-PREP msgopt            ]

[ OPTMSGS-EXEC msgopt            ]

[ DATEFORM form                  ]

[ TIMEFORM form                  ]

[             {SEC}              ]

[ WAITTIME nn {MIN}              ]

[                                ]

[ PRIORITY nn                    ]
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[ CBSIO nnnnnn                   ]

[ DECPOINT x                     ]

[ STRDELIM x                     ]

[ WORKSPACE nnnn                 ]

 

[ ->WORKING-DATA                 ]

[[columnar format working data]  ]

 

[ ->PARAMETER-DATA                ]

[[columnar format parameter data] ]

 

[ ->PROCEDURE-DATA                ]

[columnar format procedure data]  ]

 

->END-PROGRAM

NOTE

• The resource data (USES-xxxxxxx) is repeated for each dataview, panel, report, document, and subprogram.
• The environment data is included only if the exported program includes SQL precompile and bind options.

When a program is imported, the environment section is ignored if the target Ideal for Datacom is not capable of SQL
access. If the target Ideal for Datacom is capable of SQL access and the environment section is not present, default
values are used.

Column Format

The following are the column positions for the fields located in each program section.

Working Data

Column Position Field
Col 2-6 Level number
Col 8-26 Field name
Col 28 Type
Col 30 Internal type
Col 32-36 CH/DG
Col 38-42 Occur
Col 44-72 Value/comments/and so on
Col 73 Fixed character '1'
Col 74-79 Sequence number
Col 80 Fixed character '0'

Parameter Data

Column Position Field
Col 2-6 Level number
Col 8-26 Field name
Col 28 Type
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Col 30 Internal type
Col 32-36 CH/DG
Col 38-42 Occur
Col 44 Update
Col 46 Match
Col 48-70 Value/comments/and so on
Col 73 Fixed character '2'
Col 74-79 Sequence number
Col 80 Fixed character '0'

Procedure Data

Column Position Field
Col 1-72 PDL source
Col 73 Fixed character '3'
Col 74-79 Sequence number
Col 80 Fixed character '0'

Default Values (Environment Section)

If the environment section is not present when a program is imported to an SQL-capable site, the session defaults create
an environment section.

REPORT Format

An Ideal for Datacom report, when imported or exported using the Source Transport Utility, has the following format. Any
user-defined headings immediately follow their detail data in the column format report detail data. The column formats are
described following the format layout.

->REPORT rpt-name VERSION version SYSTEM system

 

[STATUS stat] [IDEAL nn.nx]

[DATE-CREATED yymmdd CREATED-BY user-name]

[DATE-MODIFIED yymmdd TIME-MODIFIED hhmm MODIFIED-BY user-name]

 

[SHORT-DESC  'short-description']   

 

[ TEXT1 '1st line of long-description' ]

[[TEXT2 '2nd line of long-description']] 

[[TEXT3 '3rd line of long-description']] 

[[TEXT4 '4th line of long-description']] 

[[TEXT5 '5th line of long-description']] 

 

[LINES nnn] [WIDTH nnn] [SPACING n] [GAP xx] [AFTER-HEAD n]

[SUMMARIES-ONLY x] [COLHEAD x] [COLHEAD-IND x] [CONTHEAD x]

[CONTFOOT x]
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[AUTO-SUMMARIES x]

[GROUP-CONTINUATION x] [ANNOTATED-COUNT x]

[FINAL-SUMMARY x] [SUMMARY-SPACE x]

[SUMMARY-TITLE 'any-text up to 42 characters']

[DATEPOS xx] [DATEFOR 'up-to-15-chars']

[PAGEPOS xx] [PAGEFMT x] [PAGEWORD 'page-word-text']

[HEADPOS x] [PAGEHEAD 'any text up to 42 characters']

 

[ ->HEADING-DATA                       ]

[[columnar format heading/footing data]] 

 

[ ->DETAIL-DATA                      ]

[[columnar format report detail data]] 

 

->END-REPORT

Column Format

The following are the column positions for the fields located in each report section.

Heading/Footing Data

Column Position Field
Col 2-49 Field name, literal, function, or arithmetic expression
Col 53-54 Column width
Col 56-58 Column tab
Col 60-72 Edit pattern
Col 73 Fixed character '1'
Col 74-79 Sequence number
Col 80 Fixed character '0'

Detail Data

Unless column 46 (column heading flag) of previous record = "U":

Column Position Field
Col 2-26 Field name, literal, function, or arithmetic expression
Col 28 Sort level
Col 30 Sort ascending/descending
Col 32 Break level
Col 34 Break skip
Col 36 Break indication
Col 38 Total function
Col 40 Maximum function
Col 42 Minimum function
Col 44 Average function
Col 46 Column heading flag
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Col 53-54 Column width
Col 56-58 Column tab
Col 60-72 Edit pattern
Col 73 Fixed character '2'
Col 74-79 Sequence number
Col 80 Fixed character '0'

If column 46 (column heading flag) of previous record = "U":

Column Position Field
Col 1 Fixed character "H"
Col 3-38 Column heading
Col 73 Fixed character '2'
Col 74-79 Sequence number
Col 80 Fixed character '1'

DOCUMENT Format

An Ideal for Datacom document when imported or exported using the Source Transport Utility, has the following format.

 >DOCUMENT doc name VERSION version SYSTEM system

 

[STATUS stat] [IDEAL nn.nx]

[DATE CREATED yymmdd CREATED BY user name]

[DATE MODIFIED yymmdd TIME MODIFIED hhmm MODIFIED BY user name]

 

[SHORT DESC  'short description']   

 

[ TEXT1 '1st line of long description' ]

[[TEXT2 '2nd line of long description']] 

[[TEXT3 '3rd line of long description']] 

[[TEXT4 '4th line of long description']] 

[[TEXT5 '5th line of long description']] 

 

[->OPTION-DATA]

[[WIDTH nnn]] 

[[SPACING nnn]] 

[[EMPTY-TAG Y|N]] 

[[DELIMITER ‘x’]] 

[[RAW Y|N]] 

[[ESCAPE Y|N]] 

[[KEEP-INCOMPLETE Y|N]] 

[[LOGIC Y|N]] 

 

[->HEADER-DATA]

[[header text]] 

 

[->ELEMENT-DATA]
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[[LEVEL n]] 

[[NAME ‘xxxxx’]] 

[[EOA Y|N]] 

[[CARDINALITY x]] 

[[OMITEND Y|N]] 

[[NEWLINE Y|N]] 

[[INDENT Y|N]] 

[[WHITESPACE Y|N]] 

[[TAGNAME ‘xxxxx’]] 

[[EDIT-PATTERN xxxxxx]] 

Reports
The Ideal for Datacom Source Transport Utility produces the IMPORT/EXPORT/PRODUCE Report and a Source Listing.
Find a definition of the report, a definition of the source listing, and a sample IMPORT report.

IMPORT/EXPORT/PRODUCE Report

Each execution for IMPORT, EXPORT, or PRODUCE commands generates a print file with a report showing:

• The commands entered in the first phase of the Source Transport process.
• The entities imported, exported, or produced for execution in the second phase of the Source Transport process.

For exports, the report is an audit trail that consists of a single line identifying each entity written to the source file. Any
errors detected as the source file is generated are written in this print file.

For IMPORTs or PRODUCEs, the report contains a single line identifying each entity on the source file. This line indicates
whether this entity was skipped or IMPORTed and whether errors were incurred. Errors for entities that were not found in
the input stream are listed at the end of the audit trail.

The report also includes a summary of the run and statistics showing the numbers of each entity type processed or left
unprocessed.

Source Listing

In addition, each batch execution for an IMPORT or PRODUCE command generates a source listing showing each entity
that was found on the source file. Any error messages detected in processing the external source are printed. The source
listing is generated automatically. You can limit the report to the diagnostics only using the SET SOURCE LISTING OFF
command anywhere in the batch stream.

Sample IMPORT Report

Sample reports for an IMPORT run follow. The sequence of the commands entered and summary sections differ from the
detail section. The detail section lists the actions taken by the source transport in the sequence in which each entity is
encountered in the source file. The commands entered and summary sections list the actions taken in the sequence in
which each command is encountered.

 Commands entered

 

       SET ERROR CONTINUE

 

       SET IMPORT SYSTEM $ID

 

       SET IMPORT VERSION ASIS
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       SET IMPORT NEW SYSTEM WWW

 

       SET IMPORT NEW VERSION 001

 

       SET IMPORT DUPLICATE NEXT

 

       IMPORT PGM @I$INQU1

 

       IMPORT PGM @I$INQU2

 

       IMPORT PGM @I$INQU3

 

       IMPORT PGM WHO

 

       SET IMPORT DUPLICATE REPLACE

 

       IMPORT PNL WHOMAIN

 

       IMPORT PNL WHOPGM

 

       IMPORT PNL WHOPNL

 

       IMPORT PNL WHOUSR

 

       OFF

 

 IMPORT operation detail report:

 

MEMBER   COMUSRIP USER    $ID

 

1-IDSTIMPD06I - Entity not requested for IMPORT

 

PROGRAM  WHO     SYSTEM $ID  VERSION 002   NEW SYSTEM WWW NEW VERSION 001

 

1-IDSTIMPD03I - IMPORT successful. Entity added as next version 002.

 

PANEL    WHOPNL   SYSTEM $ID VERSION 002   NEW SYSTEM WWW NEW VERSION 001

 

1-IDSTIMPD02I - IMPORT successful. Entity replaced.

 

PANEL   WHOUSR   SYSTEM $ID  VERSION 002  NEW SYSTEM WWW NEW VERSION 001

 

1-IDSTPNLI12E - Entity must be in test status to be REPLACED

 

1-IDSTIMPD10W - IMPORT failed

 

PANEL   WHOPGM  SYSTEM $ID VERSION 002  NEW SYSTEM WWW NEW VERSION 001

 

1-IDSTIMPD01I - IMPORT successful. New entity added.

 

PANEL    WHOMAIN  SYSTEM $ID  VERSION 002  NEW SYSTEM WWW NEW VERSION 001

 

1-IDSTIMPD01I - IMPORT successful. New entity added.
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PROGRAM @I$INQU1 SYSTEM $ID  VERSION 001  NEW SYSTEM WWW NEW VERSION 001

 

1-IDSTIMPD03I - IMPORT successful. Entity added as next version 002.

 

PROGRAM @I$INQU2 SYSTEM $ID VERSION 001  NEW SYSTEM WWW NEW VERSION 001

 

1-IDSTIMPD03I - IMPORT successful. Entity added as next version 002.

 

PROGRAM @I$INQU3 SYSTEM $ID VERSION 001   NEW SYSTEM WWW NEW VERSION 001

 

1-IDSTIMPD01I - IMPORT successful. New entity added.

 

End of IMPORT dataset

 

 Summary of IMPORT operations:

 

PROGRAM @I$INQU1 SYSTEM $ID VERSION 001  Imported as the next version.  NEW SYSTEM 

WWW NEW VERSION 002

 

PROGRAM @I$INQU2 SYSTEM $ID VERSION 001  Imported as the next version.  NEW SYSTEM 

WWW NEW VERSION 002

 

PROGRAM @$I$INQU3 SYSTEM $ID VERSION 001  Imported new.  NEW SYSTEM WWW NEW VERSION 

001

 

PROGRAM WHO      SYSTEM $ID VERSION 002  Imported as the next version.  NEW SYSTEM 

WWW NEW VERSION 002

 

PANEL   WHOMAIN  SYSTEM $ID VERSION 002  Imported new.  NEW SYSTEM WWW NEW VERSION 

001

 

PANEL   WHOPGM   SYSTEM $ID VERSION 002  Imported new.  NEW SYSTEM WWW NEW VERSION 

001

 

PANEL   WHOPNL   SYSTEM $ID VERSION 002  Replaced an existing entity.  NEW SYSTEM WWW 

NEW VERSION 001

 

PANEL   WHOUSR   SYSTEM $ID VERSION 002  Duplicates an existing entity.  NEW SYSTEM WWW NEW VERSION 001

 

Import operation statistics:

 

1-IDSTIMPD12I - 00004 PROGRAMs have been IMPORTed

1-IDSTIMPD13I - 00003 PANELs have been IMPORTed

1-IDSTIMPD17I - 00007 entities in total have been IMPORTed

1-IDSTIMPD18I - 00001 entities were not requested for IMPORT

1-IDSTIMPD20W - 00001 entities duplicate already existing ones

 

Import operation completion message:

 

1-IDSTIMPD33W - IMPORT operation completed.  Error(s) were skipped

 

End of IMPORT report
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Source Transport Files
The Ideal for Datacom Source Transport Utility uses source transport files and an import and export mechanism. IMPORT
and EXPORT are run in separate jobs. The utility produces an EXPORT/IMPORT/PRODUCE report for z/OS and VSE.

Use the Ideal for Datacom Source Transport Utility to export or import source code from/to an Ideal for Datacom system.

This topic contains the following information:

External Source File

The external source file is the sequential, statement-image copy of the Ideal for Datacom source being transported. You
can use only one external source file in any run. It is not possible to IMPORT and EXPORT in the same job step.

z/OS

DDNAME is EXTSRC, unless overridden by SET SOURCE DDNAME

RECFM=FB,LRECL=80

BLKSIZE is set by JCL DCB override, or from the DSCB of an existing file.

You must code the following JCL for this file to be SYSOUT:

DCB=(BLKSIZE=80,LRECL=80)

VSE

With VSE, there are three alternatives: disk, unlabeled tape, and labeled tape (the default). SET SOURCE DEVICE
determines which is used. File names are EXTSRC, NLTAPE1, and SLTAPE1 respectively.

The block size defaults to 4,000 bytes, but you can override it with SET SOURCE BLKSIZE.

SET SOURCE TO SYSnnn overrides the number that is given in the ROSFD macro in IDSYSFT for EXTSRC, INLTAPE1,
or ISLTAPE1.

Reports

Source Transport produces two reports. The first lists the input commands, the operations performed, and a summary of
the entities processed.

IMPORT or PRODUCE runs produce a second listing of the external source. You can reduce this listing to diagnostics
only with the SET SOURCE LISTING OFF command. The list cannot be suppressed entirely.

z/OS

SYSPRINT contains the EXPORT/IMPORT/PRODUCE report. SRCLIST is the external source listing and diagnostics.

VSE

SYSLST contains the EXPORT/IMPORT/PRODUCE report. SYS102 (unless changed in the ROSFD macro for
PSSPRT01) is the external source listing and diagnostics.

IMPORT Commands

The result of a PRODUCE IMPORT COMMANDS run is a statement-image file containing an IMPORT command for each
entity that is found on the external source file.

z/OS
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The statement-image import command file is written to SYSPUNCH as RECFM=FB,LRECL=80. The block size is taken
from the JCL or the file label.

You must code the following JCL for this file to be SYSOUT:

DCB=(BLKSIZE=80,LRECL=80)

VSE

The statement-image import command file is written to PUNCH1 as 80-byte records. See the ROSFD entry for IPUNCH1
in IDSYSFT.

Sample JCL and Return Codes
Find example Job Control Language for the Source Transport Facility in Ideal for Datacom. Example JCL is provided for z/
OS and VSE. Learn about Source Transport Utility return codes.

The following JCL samples for z/OS and VSE are described here.

z/OS
The following sample JCL for z/OS requires control statements that were described previously. All libraries
must be defined in the IDSYSFT.

//jobcard

//PROCLIB DD DSN=site.proclib,DISP=SHR

//step1name EXEC idlproc,PROG=IDUTSTRN

//SRCLIST DD SYSOUT=*          ... or DSN=...

//SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=*          ... or DSN=...

//SYSIN DD *

PERSON userid PASSWORD password

control statements

For IMPORT jobs, EXTSRC DD should be DISP=SHR. For EXPORT jobs, EXTSRC
DD should be DISP=SHR (if it exists), or DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=SYSDA,
DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=...),SPACE=(...).
VSE
The following sample JCL for VSE requires control statements that were described previously. All source
and panel libraries must be defined in the IDLPROC JCL procedure and in the IDSYSFT. IDUTSTRN uses
IDSYSFT entries IDISK1, ISLTAPE1, INLTAPE1, and SYSPUNCH.

* $$ JOB JNM=IDUTSTRN,CLASS=x

* $$ LST CLASS=x

// JOB      IDUTSTRN

// OPTION   LOG

// EXEC     PROC=libproc

// EXEC     PROC=IDLPROC

// ASSGN    SYS007,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

// DLBL     EXTSRC,'dataset.name',n,SD

// EXTENT   SYS007,vvvvvv,1,0,begtrk,ntrks

// EXEC     IDUTSTRN,SIZE=150K

SIGNON PERSON $IDEAL

SET SOURCE DEVICE DISK

control statements

/*
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/&

* $$ EOJ

EXTSRC is the external source file.

Return Codes

The Source Transport Utility returns the following return codes to the operating system to indicate the status of the job:

• No error or warning messages.
• Warning messages, but no error messages.
• Error messages, some entities not processed. You can use the source file for import, but some entities will be missing.
• Serious error-messages; source file not completely processed.

How URIMAP is Used
URIMAP is a Resource Definition Online (RDO) element in the CICS Transaction Server that determines which
transaction is asked to handle an incoming HTTP request. The analyzer user replaceable module previously performed
this function which may no longer be needed.

The majority of the parameters that are involved in the definition filter the details of the request by host, port, and partial
path. The other parameters of significance are the transaction ID and the program.

NOTE
Since the transaction runs the alias driver, it needs to know which program to call.

Format

The following is the format of an HTTP URI:

http://server.domain.hld:port/node1/node2/.../nodeN?parm1=value1&parm2=value2&...

◄────── scheme:host:port ──────►◄────── path ──────►◄────── query ───────►

The URIMAP definition selects the left-most portion of the URI and maps it to a transaction ID. The path rule can end in a
wildcard “/*” to encompass a generic set of paths. This makes the remaining nodes effectively positional parameters to the
transaction, with the query providing keyword parameters.

Example - WEBDEMO2

Invoke the sample IDEAL program WEBDEMO2 with a URIMAP that specifies PATH=/echo, TRANSACTION=IDW2,
PROGRAM=SC00WBTD, making the connection between transaction ID IDW2 and program WEBDEMO2 in the online
transaction table or the SCWBTRAN table. Because this sample needs no parameters, the path stops at “echo" as shown
in the following example:
http://server.domain.hld:port/echo

NOTE
Some unused lines are ommitted.

OBJECT CHARACTERISTICS                          CICS RELEASE = 0680

CEDA   View Urimap( ECHO       )

 Urimap          : ECHO

 Group           : IDLTEST
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 DEScription     :

 STatus          : Enabled          Enabled  |  Disabled

 USAge           : Server           Server  | Client  | Pipeline |

                                    Atom  | Jvmserver

UNIVERSAL  RESOURCE IDENTIFIER

 SCheme          : HTTP             HTTP  | HTTPS

 POrt            : No               No    | 1-65535

 HOST            : ca11.ca.com

 (Mixed Case)    :

 PAth            : /echo

 (Mixed Case)    :

OUTBOUND  CONNECTION POOLING

 SOcketclose     :                   0-240000 (HHMMSS)

ASSOCIATED CICS RESOURCES

 TCpipservice    :

 ANalyzer        : No                No | Yes

 COnverter       :

 TRansaction     : IDW2

 PRogram         : SC00WBTD

Example - WEBDEMO3

Invoke WEBDEMO3 (transaction IDW3) using path=/wwwpage/* and TRANSACTION=IDW3. The "*" allows the
transaction to process anything following /wwwpage/. In this case, we would parse out the “default.html” part and use it to
send the DEFAULT member with a content-type of text/html.

http://server.domain.hld:port/wwwpage/default.html

The sample as shipped looks for its own ID in the path and will not find it. The string “wwwpage” appears in its place which
requires a small change to the code. The application receives the whole request in its parameter variable. It can also
request the path alone using $EXTRACT. Use PARSE to split it into nodes for analysis (AS DELIMITED BY ‘/’). The same
could be done to separate the member from the type (AS DELIMITED BY “.”).

Example - Using PARSE as HTTP

Similarly, a transaction that has keyword parameters can extract the query string and use PARSE … AS HTTP to separate
the variables.

OBJECT CHARACTERISTICS                          CICS RELEASE = 0680

CEDA  View  Urimap( WWWPAGE )

 Urimap          : WWWPAGE

 Group           : IDLTEST

 DEScription     :

 STatus          : Enabled          Enabled | Disabled

 USAge           : Server           Server | Client | Pipeline |

                                    Atom | Jvmserver

UNIVERSAL RESOURCE IDENTIFIER

 SCheme          : HTTP             HTTP | HTTPS

 POrt            : No               No | 1-65535

 HOST            : ca11.ca.com

 (Mixed Case)    :

 PAth            : /wwwpage/*
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OUTBOUND CONNECTION POOLING

 SOcketclose     :                  0-240000 (HHMMSS)

 ASSOCIATED CICS RESOURCES

 TCpipservice    :

 ANalyzer        : No               No | Yes

 COnverter       :

 TRansaction     : IDW3

 PRogram         : SC00WBTD

Exceptions

There are some requests that you always want to reject, such as ones for favicon.ico or robots.txt, and possibly anything
in the cgi-bin directory. Define URIMAPs for these, and mark them as disabled. CTS returns a 503 rejection for you.

OBJECT CHARACTERISTICS                        CICS RELEASE = 0680

CEDA   View  Urimap( FAVICON )

Urimap            : FAVICON

Group             : IL14GRP

DEScription       : FAVICON HANDLER FOR IE

STatus            : Disabled           Enabled | Disabled

USAge             : Server             Server | Client | Pipeline |

                                       Atom | Jvmserver

UNIVERSAL RESOURCE IDENTIFIER

SCheme            : HTTP               HTTP | HTTPS

POrt              : No                 No | 1-65535

HOST              : ca11.ca.com

PAth              : /favicon.ico

OUTBOUND CONNECTION POOLING

SOcketclose       :                    0-240000 (HHMMSS)

ASSOCIATED CICS RESOURCES

TCpipservice      : IDLNSSL

ANalyzer          : No                 No | Yes

COnverter         :

TRansaction       :

PRogram           :

PIpeline          :

Webservice        :

ATomservice       :

SECURITY ATTRIBUTES

USErid            :

CIphers           :

CErtificate       :

AUthenticate      : No                 No | Basic

STATIC DOCUMENT PROPERTIES

Mediatype         : image/icon

CHARacterset      :

HOSTCodepage      :

        TEmplatename      : FAVICON
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Using REST

The rules for REST should be treated as something else in any system using a relational database. Because the URL
resources are not replaceable or deletable single objects, the PUT and DELETE operations make no sense. GET is
normally used for read-only access while POST is used to request (not perform) updates.

The majority of the principles do apply. GET requests should be handled easily by caching proxies if the state retrieved is
not volatile. POST requests need to be phrased as “change value from a to b” rather than “set value to b”. The server can
confirm the prerequisite state of the database, rather than being responsible for session management and row locking,
and so on. Statelessness is the key benefit of REST.

Another REST principle is that the resources exist as a tree of collections, similar to a file system. It was assumed that
they would actually be stored that way, so PUT could create a new folder at one level, or a leaf item at another. Depending
on the paths chosen for retrieval, a relational database can present data as a number of different trees. Therefore, such
operations have more complex interactions with the DBMS.

For example, adding a red Ford car to a database needs to include it in the “red cars” collection, and the “Ford cars”
collection, at the same time. REST advocates explain that you would request those as /cars?color=red or /cars?
make=Ford but it misses the point. An RDBMS can use anything as a collection and give you /cars/Ford and /trucks/Ford,
or /Ford/cars and /Ford/trucks depending on where you want to start. Ultimately, you may end up retrieving /vehicles?
vin=xxxxxxxxxxx for the details, which is divorced from the path that you used to find it. URIMAPs can probably only take
you as far as /vehicles, and the other “collections” have to be queries.

URIMAPs have one glaring omission for use with REST. The method is important for determining security. GET is read
only and POST updates transactions. Since URIMAPs force both to the same transaction, it is inconvenient. However, you
can add an analyzer to handle that part and override the transaction decision. A simple method is to upper-case update
(POST) transactions, and lower-case the read-only (GET).

IPC Reference
This section contains reference documentation for . Reference material includes descriptions of functions.

VLSUTIL Function Descriptions
For routine maintenance and system upgrade, only the LIBRARY, BACKUP, FORMAT, and RESTORE functions are
necessary. The other functions let you obtain information about your VLS libraries and help you diagnose problems.

NOTE

• You must recycle CICS every time you extend a VLS library.
• The system should be QUIESED (down) when library functions are performed. The library functions are

BACKUP, FORMAT, INIT, and RESTORE.

ADD Function
Lean how to use the ADD function to create a member that can only consist of 80-byte records. Find the function format
and parameter definitions.

WARNING
Do not use the ADD function unless directed by Broadcom Support.

►►─ ADD ─ memname ─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────┬─┬──────────┬───►◄

                   └ ,DLM= ─┬─ $$ ◄ ┬┘ └ ,CLEAR1 ┘ └ ,CLEAR73 ┘

                            └─ xx ──┘

where
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ADD
Specifies the ADD function.

memname
Name of the new member.

DLM=
Specifies a two-character string that marks the end of the input data for the ADD function. The default is $$.
If you are not going to include actual data records for the new member, do not specify the two-character delimiter
after the ADD statement.
The job statements for the new member memname are shown in the following example:

ADD PROGRAM1 DLM=##

Record 1

Record 2

Record 3

Record 4

##

CLEAR1
Specifies that columns 1 through 6 of the incoming data statements are cleared to blanks. Do not specify CLEAR1
unless you have incoming data statements.

CLEAR73
Specifies that columns 73 through 80 of the incoming data statements are cleared to blanks. Do not specify
CLEAR73 unless you have incoming data statements.

If you intend to include actual data records for the new member, place the data records immediately after the ADD
statement. Use the two-character delimiter that DLM= specifies to mark the end of input data. Enter this delimiter on its
own statement in the first two columns.

NOTE
To add new Ideal for Datacom MEMBERs (such as JOBCARD, SIGNON, or Startup) use the Ideal for Datacom
source Transport Utility. The 80-character member can be created outside of the Ideal for Datacom environment
and imported into Ideal for Datacom.

BACKUP Function
BACKUP creates a full backup of a VLS file. Use BACKUP to maintain a backup copy of a VLS file or as part of a
procedure to expand or shrink the size of a VLS file.

This procedure is described in How to Estimate Space Requirements for a VLS File . The system should be QUIESED
(down) when you execute a BACKUP. The BACKUP statement has the following format:

►►─ BACKUP ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

The backup file has a ddname of VLSBKUP. It is defined as a normal sequential file on tape or disk. If you use tape, you
must specify DEN. In all other cases, DCB parameters are not required. Use the following sample JCL to create a backup
VLS file:

//     JOBCARD

// EXEC PGM=VLSUTIL

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//STEPLIB DD DSN=LOAD,DISP=SHR

//        DD DSN=LOAD,DISP=SHR
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//        DD DSN=LOAD,DISP=SHR

//VLSBKUP DD DSN=dsname,UNIT=unit,DISP=(,KEEP),

            VOL=SER=volser,LABEL=(,SL),DCB=DEN=3

//VLSFILE DD DSN=dsname,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD *

BACKUP

/*

After a backup run, check the output listing in SYSPRINT for error messages. As it writes each member to the backup file,
the utility program performs logic checks on the member structure to try to identify damaged members and tags them. You
can selectively restore (SELREST) any flagged member to the library from an earlier backup file to correct the problem.

Although you can perform backups using standard backup utilities, VLSUTIL is highly recommended because it performs
extra file verification.

COPY and COPYR Function
COPY copies members from one VLS library to another. Only new members are copied. Members existing in the output
library are skipped.

COPYR is similar to the COPY function. The only difference is that members existing in the output library are replaced.
Therefore, all requested members are copied.

The COPY or COPYR statement has the following format:

►►─┬  COPY ──┬───┬───────────────────┬────────────────────────────►◄  

   └─ COPYR ─┘   ├─ * ◄──────────────┤

                 │ ┌──────────────┐  │

                 └─▼─ memname ────┴──┘

* (asterisk)
Specifies that all members are copied. When COPY or COPYR are used without parameters, it is the default.

member_x
Specifies the name of the library member to be copied. Use a comma (,) or a blank ( ) to separate members.

By default, members are copied from the library that is specified in the VLSFILE DD-statement into the library that is
specified in the VLSCOPY DD-statement. These DD-names can be changed using the DDNAMES command.

Examples

//STEP      EXEC PGM=VLSUTIL                               

//STEPLIB   DD ... 

//VLSFILE   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=vlslib_1                  

//VLSCOPY   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=vlslib_2              

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                    

//AUXPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                    

//SYSIN     DD *                                           

 COPY                                                     

All members from vlslib_1 are copied into vlslib_2. The existing members are skipped.

//STEP      EXEC PGM=VLSUTIL                               

//STEPLIB   DD ... 

//VLSFILE   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=vlslib_1                  
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//VLSCOPY   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=vlslib_2              

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                    

//AUXPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                    

//SYSIN     DD *                                           

 COPYR                                                      

All members from vlslib_1 are copied into vlslib_2. The existing members are replaced.

//STEP      EXEC PGM=VLSUTIL                               

//STEPLIB   DD ... 

//VLSFILE   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=vlslib_1                  

//VLSCOPY   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=vlslib_2              

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                    

//AUXPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                    

//SYSIN     DD *                                           

 COPY   MEMBER1 MEMBER2,MEMBER3

 COPYR  MEMBER4

Only MEMBER1, MEMBER2, MEMBER3, and MEMBER4 are copied. Existing members MEMBER1, MEMBER2,
MEMBER3 are skipped. Replace MEMBER4 if it exists in the output library.

//STEP      EXEC PGM=VLSUTIL                               

//STEPLIB   DD ... 

//INLIB     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=vlslib_1                  

//OUTLIB    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=vlslib_2              

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                    

//AUXPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                    

//SYSIN     DD *                                           

 DDNAMES    VLSCOPY=OUTLIB VLSFILE=INLIB    

 COPY      *                (1) 

 COPYR  MEMBER8             (2) 

(1) All members from vlslib_1 are copied into vlslib_2. The existing members are skipped.

(2) Replace MEMBER8 if it exists in the output library.

DD-names INLIB and OUTLIB are used instead of VLSFILE and VLSCOPY.

DDNAMES Function
Learn about the VLSUTIL built-in function DDNAMES in IPC. Use the function to change the standard DD-names used by
the utility. Find the command format, definitions of parameters, and an example.

The DDNAMES built-in function changes the standard DD-names used by the utility. The function has the following format:

               ┌─────────────────────────────┐

►►─ DDNAMES ───▼─┬─ VLSFILE= ─ vlsfile_dd ─┬─┴─────────────────────►◄  

                 └─ VLSCOPY= ─ vlsfile_dd ─┘ 

vlsfile_dd
Specifies the new dd name that is used in the following commands instead of VLSFILE.

vlscopy_dd
Specifies the new dd-name that is used in the following commands instead of VLSCOPY.
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If VLSFILE or VLSCOPY is used more than once in one DDNAMES command, the last value is used.

Example

//STEP      EXEC PGM=VLSUTIL                               

//STEPLIB   DD ... 

//VLSFILE   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=lib1                  

//VLSPNL    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=pnllib              

//VLSOUT    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=lib2                  

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                    

//AUXPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                    

//SYSIN     DD *                                           

 DDNAMES  VLSFILE=VLSOUT                            (1)       

 FORMAT   LIBFMT=H                                  (2)      

 DDNAMES  VLSCOPY=VLSOUT VLSFILE=VLSPNL             (3)       

 COPY                                               (4)       

 DDNAMES  VLSFILE=VLSFILE                           (5)       

 COPY     COLJOBCARD,EDEDMSGE                       (6)       

 DDNAMES  VLSFILE=VLSOUT                            (7)       

 LIBRARY                                            (8)       

 LIST COLJOBCARD                                    (9)       

 LIST EDEDMSGE                                      (9)    

(1) Sets VLSFILE = VLSOUT. (2) FORMAT works with the file lib2. (3) Sets VLSFILE = VLSPNL and
VLSCOPY = VLSOUT. (4) COPY copies all members from pnllib to lib2. (5) Sets VLSFILE = VLSFILE
(VLSCOPY is unchanged). (6) COPY copies two members COLJOBCARD and EDEDMSGE from lib1 to
lib2. (7) Sets VLSFILE = VLSOUT. (8) LIBRARY lists new library lib2. (9) LIST prints the member from
lib2.

DELETE Function
Learn about the DELETE function in IPC. The DELETE function is a VLSUTIL function. Find the command format,
description of parameters, and examples.

DELETE deletes a named member from a VLS file. The DELETE statement has the following format:

             ┌───────────┐

►►─ DELETE ──▼─ memname ─┴─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Where
DELETE

Specifies the DELETE function.
memname

Specifies the qualified name of the member to delete. For the instructions about how to format the member name,
see HEX Function.

Example
To delete version 3 of a report that is called DELETEX in the system $ID, specify:

HEX /

DELETE $IDDELETEX/4040404040404040/003R

or

DELETE '$IDDELETEX________003R'
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        8 blanks

DUMP Function
DUMP dumps the contents of a named VLS file member in the standard dump format (for example, hexadecimal), plus
EBCDIC translation.

The DUMP statement has the following format:

►►─ DUMP ─ memname ─┬───────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

                    ├─ ,n1 ─┬─────────┬─┘ 

                    │       ├─ ,n2 ───┤

                    │       ├─ ,LAST ─┤

                    │       └─ ,END ──┤

                    └─ CTRL ──────────┘

where
DUMP

Specifies the DUMP function.
memname

Specifies the qualified name of the member to dump. For the instructions about how to format the member name,
see HEX Function. To dump all the records in a member, specify  DUMP memname .

n1
Specifies either one record number or the first record number in a series of records. To dump one record, specify
DUMP memname,n1 .

n2
Specifies the final record number in a series of records. To dump a series of records, specify DUMP
memname,n1,n2 .

LAST
Specifies the last record in the member. To dump a series of records up to and including the last record in a
member, specify DUMP memname,n1,LAST .

END
Specifies the end record in the member. To dump a series of records up to and including the last record in a
member, specify DUMP memname,n1,END .

CTRL
Dumps the member control block. To dump all the records in a member and the member control block, specify
DUMP memname,CTRL .

If the records that you want to display are no more than 132 bytes long, use the LIST function or the DUMP function.
Always use the DUMP function for records that contain more than 132 bytes or for members that contain binary data.
Using the DUMP function is the only way to determine the actual size of a VLS member.

Example

To dump a program that is called DUMPEX in the system ABC in version 2, specify:

HEX /

DUMP ABCDUMPEX/404040404040404040/002L

Or
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DUMP 'ABDUMPEX_________022L'

              9 blanks

The output members on ADROUT are named with a binary output number as part of the member name which is normally
only accessible using the HEX command to format the name. Therefore, the DUMP statement has the following format
when dumping an output member from ADROUT:

HEX /

DUMP ssspppp/nnnnnnnn/

where
sss

System name
pppp

Prefix name
nnnnnnnn

Eight-digit output number in hex, preceded by zeros.

To dump output number 10 from the ADROUT library, enter:

HEX /

DUMP PSSPSS#/0000000A/

Where system = PSS and prefix = PSS#.

FORMAT Function
FORMAT formats a new VLS file or reformats an existing VLS file for processing. Any existing members in the file you
format are destroyed.

WARNING
Recycle CICS after you extend a VLS library. When changing the blocksize of a VLS library, change the CICS
FCT entry that accesses that VLS library. Failure to make this change can result in storage violations.

►►─ FORMAT ─┬──────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────┬──────►

            └ BLKSIZE= ─┬─ 4000 ◄ ┬┘ └ NAMELEN= ┬─ 27 ◄ ┬─┘

                        └─ bbbb ──┘             └─ nn ──┘ 

►───────┬─────────────────────┬─────────────►◄   

        └─ LIBFMT= ─┬─ H ◄ ─┬─┘ 

                    └─ F ───┘

FORMAT
Specifies the FORMAT function.

BLKSIZE=
Specifies the blocksize. Blocksize can range from 960 bytes through 32760 bytes. However, the blocksize cannot
be larger than the track size of your storage device. The default blocksize is 4000 bytes.
Because larger blocksizes bring an increased efficiency, specify a minimum value of 4000 bytes.
Only specify a blocksize smaller than 4000 bytes under two conditions:
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• If your VLS library contains many members that contain fewer than 100 records. In this case, a smaller
blocksize provides efficient use of space and reduced I/O time.

• If your VLS library is primarily used to hold block data members that have, on average, fewer than 960 bytes.
In this case, specify a blocksize of 960.

NAMELEN=
Specifies the number of characters in member names. All of the members in a VLS file must have unique names
of an equal length. The default name length is 27 characters.

LIBFMT=
Specifies the format of the VLS library file.

NOTE
Increase blocksize up to half-track size before going to LIBFMT=F.

H
(Half word) is the default internal library counter format and uses 2-byte block values. For the best
performance, all VLS files are less than 60,900 blocks.

F
(Full word) is the internal library counter format using 4-byte block values that are necessary for files
containing more than 60,900 blocks.

Example

To allocate and format a VLS file, use the following sample JCL, specify:

// JOB VLFRMT

//  EXEC       PGM=VLSUTIL

//STEPLIB DD DSN=LOAD,DISP=SHR

//        DD DSN=LOAD,DISP=SHR

//        DD DSN=LOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT     DD  SYSOUT=A

//VLSFILE      DD  DSN=dsname,DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=DISK,

//             VOL=SER=volser,DCB=DSORG=DA,

//             SPACE=(TRK,nn)

//SYSIN        DD *

FORMAT      [BLKSIZE=bbbb][,NAMELEN=nn][,LIBFMT=H]

/*

/&

The primary space allocation for the VLS library does not have to be contiguous. A secondary space allocation is not
allowed. If you specify a secondary space allocation, it is ignored. For more information, see How to Estimate Space
Requirements for a VLS File.

HEX Function
HEX specifies a special delimiter character that constructs member names with non-displayable characters or embedded
blanks.

►►─ HEX ─ x ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

HEX
Specifies the HEX function.
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x
Specifies a special delimiter character. For example, to specify the slash (/) character as the delimiter, enter
HEX / .

NOTE
The HEX delimiter can be any special character except the backslash character (\).

VLS supports member names with any hexadecimal configuration, including blanks. For example, many VLS member
names have a format similar to the following information:

SCPEXAMPLE        001L

....+....1....+....2....

The eight blanks are actually part of the member name. You could dump this member with these control statements:

HEX  /

DUMP SCPEXAMPLE/4040404040404040/001L

Use the delimiter, a slash in this case, to bracket the hexadecimal information. In this example, since a blank character
translates to X'40', one blank is specified by 40.

A defined special delimiter character remains in effect until the end of the run or until you use the HEX function to specify
a new special delimiter character.

LIBRARY or LIB Function
In Ideal for Datacom, the VLSUTIL LIBRARY function lists the index of a VLS library, space use statistics, and member
characteristics. Find the command format, including keyword and table name format. Find the explanation of B.D.

►►─┬ LIBRARY ┬─────┬────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►◄  

   └ LIB ─── ┘     │                        │

                   └ TRTAB=─┬──"default" ◄ ┬┘ 

                            └─ tablename ──┘

TRTAB=
Optional 8-byte keyword that specifies the name of a table that is used for the output character translation. If
not specified (default), the program searches for the table PMSTRDFT. If the PMSTRDFT table is not found,
it searches for the table PMSTRUC as supplied in the IPC installation. If not found, an internal table similar to
PMSTRUC is used.

tablename
Specifies the name of the translation table that is used for the output character conversion. If it is not used
(“default”), VLSUTIL searches for the table PMSTRDFT. If it is not found, it searches for the table PMSTRUC as
supplied on the IPC installation tape. If it is not found, the internal table is used.

NOTE
Create PMSTRDFT or modify PMSTRUC as instructed in How to Modify the PMS Conversion Tables.

The characters B.D. in the record count column mean that the member is a block data member. The column for member
names is 40 characters long, regardless of the NAMELEN= (name length) specification for the VLS file. Each unprintable
character, except for a blank, displays as a question mark character (?).
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LIST or PRINT Function
LIST displays a complete EBCDIC listing of the records in a named record member. However, LIST does not display more
than 132 bytes per record.

►►─┬ LIST ─┬ memname ─┬──────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └ PRINT ┘          └─ ,n1 ─┬────────┬─┘

                              ├─ ,n2 ──┤

                              ├─ ,LAST ┤

                              └─ ,END ─┘

LIST
Specifies the LIST function.

memname
Specifies the qualified name of the member to list. For the instructions about how to format the member name,
see HEX Function. To list all of the records in a member, specify LIST memname .

n1
Specifies either one record number or the first record number in a series of records. To list one record, specify
LIST memname,n1 .

n2
Specifies the final record number in a series of records. To list a series of records, specify LIST
memname,n1,n2 .

LAST
Specifies the last record in the member. To list a series of records up to and including the last record in a member,
specify LIST memname,n1,LAST .

END
Specifies the end record in the member. To list a series of records up to and including the end record in a
member, specify LIST memname,n1,END .

If any record you want to list contains more than 132 bytes, only the first 132-bytes display. Use the DUMP function for
records that contain more than 132 bytes, for block data members, or for members that contain binary data.

Example

To list a program that is called LISTEX in the system DEF in version 11, specify:

HEX /

LIST DEFLISTEX/404040404040404040/011L

Or

LIST 'DEFLISTEX_________011L'

               9 blanks

OPREPLY Function
OPREPLY is a VLSUTIL function in Datacom IPC that asks the operator if the operator wants to continue running the
FORMAT or RESTORE function. Find the syntax diagram for the OPREPLY function.

►►─ OPREPLY ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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PUNCH Function
Learn about the PUNCH function, which is a VLSUTIL function in IPC. Find the function syntax, definitions of parameters
and variables, and examples.

PUNCH writes all or part of a member to a punch file.

►►─ PUNCH ─ memname ─┬──────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

                     └─ ,n1 ─┬────────┬─┘

                             ├─ ,n2 ──┤

                             ├─ ,LAST ┤

                             └─ ,END ─┘

PUNCH
Specifies the PUNCH function.

memname
Specifies the qualified name of the member to punch. For the instructions about how to format the member name,
see HEX Function. To punch all records in a member, specify PUNCH memname .

n1
Specifies either one record number or the first record number in a series of records. To punch one record, specify
PUNCH memname,n1 .

n2
Specifies the final record number in a series of records. To punch a series of records, specify PUNCH
memname,n1,n2 .

LAST
Specifies the last record in the member. To punch a series of records up to and including the last record in a
member, specify PUNCH memname,n1,LAST .

END
Specifies the end record in the member. To punch a series of records up to and including the end record in a
member, specify PUNCH memname,n1,END .

Example
To punch a program that is called PUNCHEX in the system $ID in version 8, enter:

HEX /

PUNCH $IDPUNCHEX/4040404040404040/008L

Or

PUNCH '$IDPUNCHEX_________008L'

        9 blanks

RENAME Function
Learn about the RENAME function in IPC. The RENAME function is a VLSUTIL function. Find the command format,
description of parameters, and examples.

RENAME renames a member in the VLS library.

WARNING
Do not use the RENAME function unless directed by Broadcom Support.

►►─ RENAME ─ memname1 ── memname2 ─────────────────────────────────►◄
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RENAME
Specifies the RENAME function.

memname1
The current name of the member. For the instructions about how to format the member name, see HEX Function.

memname2
Specifies the new name of the member. This name must be unique. If a member with the new name exists in the
VLS library, the operation is suppressed and an error message is generated.

Using the RENAME function of VLSUTIL requires the use of two RENAME commands because the old and new member
names do not fit in the 80-character line limit. This problem is eliminated using names in "quotes".

Example

To rename the procedure (L), working data (W), and parameter (P) members of a program that is called ABCDEF in the
system $ID that is in version 17 to version 1, specify:

HEX /

RENAME $IDABCDEF/404040404040404040/017L,TEMP1

RENAME TEMP1, $IDABCDEF/404040404040404040/001L

RENAME $IDABCDEF/404040404040404040/017W,TEMP2

RENAME TEMP2, $IDABCDEF/404040404040404040/001W

RENAME $IDABCDEF/404040404040404040/017P,TEMP3

RENAME TEMP3, $IDABCDEF/404040404040404040/001P

Or in quotes:

RENAME '$IDABCDEF_________017L','$IDABCDEF_________001L'

                 9 blanks                 9 blanks

RENAME '$IDABCDEF_________017W','$IDABCDEF_________001W'

                 9 blanks                 9 blanks

RENAME '$IDABCDEF_________017P','$IDABCDEF_________001P'

        9 blanks                 9 blanks

RESTORE Function
RESTORE restores a VLS file from the backup (sequential) version you created with the BACKUP function. The backup
file has a ddname of VLSBKUP. The system should be QUIESED (down) when you execute a RESTORE.

►►─ RESTORE ─┬──────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

             ├─ NOCLEAR ────┤

             └─ NOCLEAR(R) ─┘

RESTORE
Specifies the RESTORE function. If you specify RESTORE alone, all the members in the VLS library are
destroyed before the backup file is loaded.

NOCLEAR
Combines the contents of two libraries. RESTORE NOCLEAR preserves the existing contents of the VLS library.
An error is generated if a member to load from the backup file has the same name as a member that is already in
the library.
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NOCLEAR(R)
Preserves the existing contents of the VLS library, but allows member replacement. If a member to load from
a backup file has the same name as a member in the library, the existing member is replaced and no error is
generated.

Example

Use the following sample JCL to restore a backup VLS file:

// EXEC PGM=VLSUTIL

//STEPLIB DD DSN=LOAD,DISP=SHR

//        DD DSN=LOAD,DISP=SHR

//        DD DSN=LOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//VLSBKUP DD DSN=dsname,DISP=OLD,(VLSBKUP name)

//VLSFILE DD DSN=dsname,DISP=SHR (VLS library)

//SYSIN DD *

[FORMAT [BLKSIZE=bbbb][,NAMELEN=nn]] 

RESTORE

/*

In this example, the FORMAT function is optional. The BLKSIZE value can be smaller or larger than the BLKSIZE value
of the original file. The NAMELEN value can be larger, but not smaller. If you do not intend to change either of these
values and if your VLS library control blocks are undamaged, omit the FORMAT function to save time. You must omit the
FORMAT function if you intend to specify RESTORE NOCLEAR or RESTORE NOCLEAR(R). For more information on
how to model your JCL, refer to descriptions of the BACKUP and FORMAT functions.

SCAN Function
SCAN searches for occurrences of 1 through 12 literal character strings. You can search for matching strings through all
of the members in a VLS library.

You can also search only through members that have names that begin with a three-character user ID. You can specify up
to 24 three-character user IDs on one SCAN statement.

The SCAN operation writes a listing to AUXPRINT, the auxiliary list file. This listing displays, by member, each line that
contains a match for the search string or strings.

NOTE
The VLSUTIL SCAN function scans the first 80 columns of a VLS member. Columns 1 through 10 contain
VLSUTIL control characters.

►►─ SCAN ───┬─ /ALL/ ────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

            └─ userlist ─┘

►►─ *string-1* ──┬───────────────────┬─┬──────────────────┬─┬───────┬──►◄

                 └─ ,BEG= ─┬─ 1 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,END= ─┬ 80 ◄ ─┬┘ └ ,DATE ┘

                           └─ n ───┘             └─ n ───┘

.

.

.

►►─ *string-2* ──┬─────────────────┬─┬──────────────────┬─┬────────┬───►◄

                 └─ ,BEG= ─┬─ 1 ◄ ┬┘ └─ ,END= ─┬─ 80 ◄ ┬┘ └ ,DATE ─┘
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                           └─ n ──┘            └─ n ───┘

►►─ END ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

SCAN
Specifies the SCAN function.

/ALL/
Searches all of the members in a VLS library.

userlist
Specifies a list of 1 through 24 three-character user IDs. Only the members with names that begin with a specified
user ID are searched. Separate one user ID from another with a comma (,).

*
The asterisks (*) are search string delimiters. This delimiter can be any special character that is not part of the
search string itself.

string-n
Specifies a 1- through 72-character search string. The SCAN operation searches for strings that match this
search string. You can specify up to 12 search strings.
If you intend to search through the modification date stamps in a VLS library, you must specify stringn as a date
in the mmddyy format, where:
mm

Month, from 01 through 12.
dd

Day, from 01 through 31.
yy

Year, from 00 through 99.
If you specify string-n as a date, use the DATE operand.

BEG=
Specifies the column where the search begins. The default is 1.

END=
Specifies the column where the search ends. The default is 80.

DATE
Specifies a search through the modification date stamps of a VLS library. If you specify DATE, specify the search
string as a date in the mmddyy format. Parameters BEG and END are ignored in that case, but they are not
treated as an error.

END
Marks the end of the SCAN function.

Examples

To produce a list of all the members of a VLS library that were updated on January 1, 2012, enter:

SCAN /ALL/

*010112*,DATE

END

To produce a list of all the members of a VLS library that belong to user ID ABC or DEF and contain the string TEST in
columns 10 through 20 (corresponding to columns 1 through 10 of the VLS entity), enter:
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SCAN ABC,DEF

*TEST*,BEG=10,END=20

        END

SELBKUP Function
SELBKUP is short for selective backup and creates a backup of one named member. To back up more than one member,
submit a series of control statements.

             ┌───────────┐

►►─ SELBKUP ─▼─ memname ─┴─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

SELBKUP
Specifies the SELBKUP function.

memname
Name of the member to back up. For the instructions about how to format the member name, see HEX Function.

Example

To selectively back up version 5 of a panel that is called SELBKEX in the system $ID, specify:

HEX /

SELBKUP $IDSELBKEX/4040404040404040/005U

Or

SELBKUP '$IDSELBKEX________005U'

                   8 blanks

Use the sample JCL displayed in the description of the BACKUP statement as a model. Create one SELBKUP statement
for each member to back up. Arrange the statements so that member names are in ascending alphabetic order. VLSUTIL
ignores any statement that is out of sequence. You can submit any number of statements. The backup file has a ddname
of VLSBKUP. Except perhaps for its size, there is no difference between the backup file that SELBKUP produces and the
backup file that BACKUP produces.

You can use this backup file as input to a RESTORE function. However, if you specify RESTORE without operands, the
VLS library contains only the members in the SELBKUP statements. To add the selected members and preserve the
existing contents of the library, use the RESTORE NOCLEAR function. To preserve the existing contents of the library and
add the selected members but replace members that have the same name, use the RESTORE NOCLEAR(R) function.

In most cases, the backup file that SELBKUP produces is used as input to a selective restore (SELREST). The SELREST
function preserves the existing contents of the library. Use SELREST with SELBKUP to move selected members from one
VLS library to another.

SELREST Function
SELREST is short for selective restore and restores one named member. To restore more than one member, you can
submit a series of control statements.

             ┌───────────┐

►►─ SELREST ─▼─ memname ─┴─────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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SELREST
Specifies the SELREST function.

memname
Name of the member to restore. For the instructions about how to format the member name, see HEX Function. If
this member has the same name as a member already in the VLS library, the existing member is replaced.

Use the description of the RESTORE function to find JCL for this function. As input, use the backup file that the BACKUP
or SELBKUP function created. The backup file has a ddname of VLSBKUP. Create one SELREST statement for each
member to restore. Arrange the statements so that member names are in ascending alphabetic order. VLSUTIL ignores
any statement that is out of sequence. You can submit any number of statements.

SELREST preserves the existing contents of the VLS library. However, if an existing member has the same name as a
member specified by SELREST, the existing member is replaced.

Using SELREST, you can place the restored files into different VLS libraries. You do not need to restore all the files to the
same directory.

Example

To selectively restore the version 11 procedure (L) and working data (W) members of a program that is called SELRESEX
in the system $ID, enter:

HEX /

SELREST $IDSELRESEX/40404040404040/011L

SELREST $IDSELRESEX/40404040404040/011W

Or

SELREST '$IDSELRESEX_______011L' '$IDSELRESEX_______011W'

                    7 blanks                 7 blanks

For more information about the SELREST function, see Restoring Deleted Entities.

SPACE Function
SPACE is a VLSUTIL function in Datacom IPC that calculates and prints the total allocated blocks and the total free blocks
for the library. Find here the syntax diagram for the SPACE function.

►►─ SPACE ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

WRITE Function
The WRITE function in IPC writes a member that can only consist of 80-byte records to a punch file. WRITE is a VLSUTIL
function. Find the function format and parameter definitions. Example code is included.

►►─ WRITE ─┬───────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄  

           │                   │

           └─ DLM= ─┬── $$ ◄ ─┬┘ 

                    └── xx ───┘

DLM=
Specifies a two-character string that marks the end of the input data for the WRITE function. The default is $$.
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If you intend to include actual data records for the new member, place the data records immediately after the xWRITE
statement. Use the two-character delimiter that DLM= specified to mark the end of input data. Enter this delimiter on its
own statement in the first two columns.

You can include (merge) a member from the VLS library into an input data stream by using the special statement -INC.
The format of this statement is  -INC memname .

Enter the characters -INC in the first four columns.

Example

 WRITE

Record 1

Record 2

-INC   'MEMBER 11'

Record 3

-INC   'MEMBER 22'

Record 4

        $$
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Messages
For information about the messages and codes generated by Datacom components, see the Datacom Messages
documentation.

Messages are generated to describe normal processing, warning situations, and error conditions that may occur. For
information about the messages and codes that are generated, see the Datacom Messages documentation.
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Troubleshooting
Find information about troubleshooting. Identify steps in the troubleshooting process, including verifying the problem,
collecting diagnostic data, interpreting diagnostic data, and accessing the online client support system.

Before you contact Broadcom Support, attempt to resolve the problem yourself using the procedures identified in the
following sections. If you have a problem with a Broadcom software product, use the following flowchart to guide you
through the procedures you should follow.
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Verify the Problem

Examine the procedure that you used and compare it to the documented procedure for performing the required activity.

If you find no discrepancies between your procedures and the documented procedures, then repeat the activity under
conditions similar to those conditions that existed when the problem first appeared. (If you no longer get unsatisfactory
results, an inadvertent error can have caused the problem.)

If the same error occurs when you repeat a given activity and you can find nothing in the documentation to suggest that
your procedure is flawed, then try to secure assistance in resolving the problem from others at your site.

Collect Diagnostic Data

This section identifies some potential problem areas and presents debugging suggestions. This section also lists the
documentation to have on hand when communicating with Support about each type of problem.

Interpret Diagnostic Data

When you have collected the specified diagnostic data, write down your answers to the following questions:

1. What was the sequence of events before the error condition?
2. What circumstances existed when the problem occurred and what action did you take?
3. Has this situation occurred before? What was different then?
4. Did the problem occur after a particular PTF was applied or after a new version of the software was installed?
5. Have you recently installed a new version of the operating system?
6. Has the hardware configuration changed?

From your responses to these questions and the diagnostic data, try to identify the cause and resolve the problem.

If you determine that the problem is a result of an error in a Broadcom software product, then use the online client support
system to see if a fix (APAR or PTF) or other solution has been published and call Support.

Access the Online Client Support System

The support online product support and service system contains an extensive Knowledge Base that allows you to retrieve
many types of product-related information with a single search.

The online support system includes the following benefits:

• Solution downloads
• Support issue management
• Product downloads
• Product documentation downloads
• License key downloads
• Virus signature downloads
• Product-specific FAQs
• Newsgroup open forums
• E-News newsletters

For full access to all the services related to your licensed products, you must log in. Many areas require that you are a
registered Support user. You can register here.

Licensing

Many Broadcom products use license keys or authorization codes to validate your hardware configuration. If you need
assistance obtaining a license key or authorization code, click the Licensing link on Support Online.
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Product-Problem Matrix
Before contacting Broadcom Support, attempt to define the product and, if applicable, the product component causing the
problem. The following chart lists the products and product components that can be used by a specific transaction that
can be the cause of problems with that transaction. If a component is not marked with an "X" for a specific transaction,
that component is not used by the transaction and cannot be the cause of problems with that transaction.

For example, the chart shows that if you issue a DBOC transaction, either the Datacom/DB or Datacom CICS Services
product can be the cause. The other components in the chart cannot be used by a DBOC transaction.

Also, if you have problems using an Ideal for Datacom (IDEA) transaction, try using DBAC. If you have problems using
DBAC, then Datacom/DB or Datacom CICS Services is likely to be causing the problem.

The codes used in the chart are as follows:

blank
Indicates that the product or component could not be used by the indicated transaction.

*
The IPCV and IPCX transactions will use Datacom/DB, Datacom CICS Services, and Datacom Datadictionary
DSF only if the DD option is added to the SC00TRAN.

X
Indicates that the product or component could be used by the indicated transaction.

S
(Subsequent) Indicates that the product or component could be used AFTER the indicated transaction is issued.

DB
Datacom/DB

DCS
Datacom CICS Services

DSF
Datacom/DBDatacom Datadictionary Service Facility

VPE
Virtual Processing Environment

VLS
Virtual Library System

SCF
Session Control Facility

PMS
Panel Management System

PSS
Print Sub-System

Transaction DB CSF DSF VPE VLS SCF PMS PSS
DBAC X X       
IPCV * * * X X X X X
IPCX * * * X X X X X
DQRY X X X X  X   
IDEA S S S X X X X X
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IDLX
(transparent)

X X X X X X X X

DDOL S S S X X X X  
DBOC X X       
DBSC X X X X X X X X
DBTS X X       

Fix Network Printer Problems
Review methods for troubleshooting network printing failures: check SC00TRAN release (CICS or IPC), CMSG, NETT
tasks or abends, network print table, security packages, ADROUT.

When network printouts are not printing, the following steps are recommended.

Check the Release of SC00TRAN

To check the SC00TRAN release, issue one of the following commands. If you are using Datacom CICS Services, you
can use the following command:

DBUT M=SC00TRAN +2A

If you are using IPC, you can use the following command:

@I$SCF PGM=SC00TRAN OFF=2A.

The resulting display should show NETT or your default network print transaction. If not, an old copy of SC00TRAN is
being picked up. Reassemble SC00TRAN and recycle.

Verify CICS Printers

If one or more printers are not working at all, verify that CICS can print to a specific printer. Issue the following command
in native CICS:

CMSG 'text here',R=ntid,SEND

Where ntid is the 4-character network printer ID. This transaction, which is distributed with CICS, prints the message that
you specify in quotes to the printer. The transaction does not control paging, so make sure that no one is printing when
you try this command.

Check NETT Tasks

Verify that the NETT transaction is enabled with the CEMT INQ TRAN(NETT) command. Check the MAX value for the
TRANCLASS with the CEMT INQ TCL command, if a TRANCLASS was specified for NETT. Use the CEMT INQ TASK
command to look for all NETT tasks. Some NETT tasks could be suspended due to TRANCLASS Max task limitation,
which can be a valid limitation in the CICS environment.

Check the Network Print Table (NPT)

The network print table (NPT) may not be built.

Make sure that the program SCPSPLTI is in the PLT startup. You should see the following message during CICS startup:
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ICPSPLTI01I - TASK NETT SUCCESSFULLY STARTED

If that message does not appear, issue the NETT transaction from native CICS to build the network print table. (You do
not get any message back from this transaction describing what it did). If this was the problem, things should start printing.
Each time CICS is brought up, your site must enter the NETT transaction from native CICS until the SCPSPLTI program is
added to the PLT.

Check Security Packages

Security packages could cause problems with network printing.

Check to see if the NETT transaction is secured by CICS or a security package, such as Top Secret, ACF2, or RACF.
NETT is an asynchronous transaction, so the user probably will not receive any message that is issued by the security
package. A CICS auxtrace may also help determine whether this is the problem.

Abends in NETT
Check the dump dataset for transaction abends in NETT. Because NETT is an asynchronous transaction, the user who
initiated the print request does not receive the ASRA at the terminal. If any abend is found in the dump dataset, follow
normal procedures for resolving abends.

Check ADROUT

ADROUT could be corrupted. If ADROUT is corrupted, it is unlikely that your only printer-related problem is the inability to
print to network printers. Verify the following issues:

• Ability to print to system printers
• Whether recovery seems to be working
• Result of issuing the commands DIS OUT STA, DIS OUT DEST, and similar commands

If ADROUT is corrupted, follow these steps:

1. Close the file.
2. Back it up using VLSUTIL and a straight dataset backup. (This step may be useful in determining what caused the

corruption.)
NOTE
Before performing the next steps, make sure you have an Ideal for Datacom member containing a DEFINE
OUTPUT DESTINATION command for each destination, because running these jobs deletes the Destination
Table.

3. Run VLSUTIL FORMAT function
4. Run SCPSUTIL INIT function
5. Recycle CICS.

If taking these steps resolves the problem, try to determine the cause of the problem. Look for storage violations, internal
errors, and abends that may have occurred around the time the problem with printing started. Were any utilities like
SCPSUTIL or VLSUTIL run that would have updated ADROUT in some fashion?

Resolving Problems in Datacom CICS Services
Datacom CICS Services provides utilities and tools for resolving problems,including the AUXTRACE utility, the auxiliary
trace facility, and the debugging facility. Learn about how Datacom CICS Services handles abends.

AUXTRACE Utility

The Datacom CICS Services AUXTRACE utility provides a means to print the auxiliary trace data sets (see Using the
AUXTRACE Utility). The batch AUXTRACE utility program uses a control statement to allow you to print ALL or selected
records in the auxiliary trace data sets.
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Auxiliary Trace Facility

The Datacom Trace Facility enables you to monitor all or selected events in your CICS Datacom environment (see
Auxiliary Trace Facility). The same type of information you can view by issuing a DBOC/DBIC TASK transaction is
collected in the Datacom/DB Trace Table. The DBOC/DBIC TASK transaction only displays the task or tasks that are
active at the moment you request the report.

Abend Handling

Datacom CICS Services handles all abend recovery for application tasks (see Abend Handling). Datacom CICS Services
supports abend handling through the standard rollback transaction (Datacom/DB ROLBK) and supports alternative
methods. Datacom CICS Services also supports CEMT Force-Purge Transactions and using CEMT to cancel an active
task.

Debugging Facility

When results indicate that a problem exists, use the Debugging Facility to examine the logic of programs you have
written (see Debugging Facility (DBUG)). The Debugging Facility allows you to test an application program without
any preparatory procedure. DBUG intercepts the execution of the program at every Datacom/DB request. DBUG also
displays, among other things, the commands as they are issued and shows the data that is read.

Using the AUXTRACE Utility
Learn how to print auxiliary data sets with the Datacom CICS Services AUXTRACE utility. Find the control card format, z/
OS and z/VSE Job Control Language (JCL) examples, an example report, and field descriptions.

The Datacom CICS Services AUXTRACE utility provides a means to print the auxiliary trace data sets.

AUXTRACE Utility Control Card

The batch AUXTRACE utility program uses a control statement to allow you to print ALL or selected records in the
auxiliary trace data sets. The format of the control card is as follows:

Position Data

1 -- 3 ALL Issues the instruction to print all records in
the file.

1 -- 4 Trans ID Place a transaction ID here if all records for
a specified ID are desired.

5 -- 8 Terminal ID Place a terminal ID here if all records for a
specific ID are desired.

9 -- 13 Task ID Place the six-digit CICS transaction ID
here if all records for a specified task are
desired.

14 -- 15 MUF ID Place the two-digit number of the MUF
here if all records for a specified MUF are
desired.

16 -- 23 SID name Place the eight-character SID name
associated with MUF here if all records for
a specified MUF by SID name are desired.
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z/OS JCL Example
In the following example, the data set names are samples only. Code your data set names according to the
standards at your site.
 //jobname  JOB    Job Statement Information

 //*-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 //*  PRINT DBC AUXILIARY TRACE FILE

 //*-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 //AUXP      EXEC PGM=DCTUPPR

 //STEPLIB   DD DSN=CAI.CHLQ.CUSLIB,DISP=SHR

 //          DD DSN=CAI.THLQ.CAB1LOAD.DISP=SHR

 //DCAUXTRC  DD DSN=CAI.CHLQ.DBAUXTA,DISP=SHR

 //SYSLST    DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=BLKSIZE=133

 //*-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 //*INPUT PARM FORMAT:

 //*CHAR 1-4, CHAR 5-8, CHAR 9-13, CHAR 14-15, CHAR 16-23

 //*ALL

 //*TRANSID   TERMID    TASKNO     MUFID       SIDNAME

 //*-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 //SYSIPT    DD *

 ALL

 //

• In the previous JCL example, the DCAUXTRC DD statement specifies the Datacom CICS Services
auxiliary trace data set to be printed. If the Auxiliary Trace Facility is used, a primary trace data set and a
secondary data set are defined at the installation time.

• Before using this utility to print the auxiliary trace data set, use DBOC AUX=SWI or CEMT to close the
current auxiliary trace data set. If the current auxiliary trace data set is not first closed, the utility program
receives a program check.

z/VSE JCL
In the following example, the data set names are samples only. Code your names according to the standard at
your site.
 * $$ JOB JNM=DCTUPPR,CLASS=n

 * $$ LST CLASS=x

 // JOB     DCTUPPR

 // DLBL    BASE,'customer.designated.DBC.install.library'

 // EXTENT  SYS009,vvvvvv

 // ASSGN   SYS009,DISK.,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

 // LIBDEF  *,SEARCH=BASE.DBC15

 // DLBL    AUXFILE,'customer.dbauxta.dbc15'

 // EXTENT  SYS050,vvvvvv

 // ASSGN   SYS050,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR

 // ASSGN   SYSLST,PRINTER

 // EXEC DCTUPPR

 ALL

 /*

 /&

 * $$ EOJ
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Example Report

DATE: 03/21/13     
 ********************************************************************************
        PAGE:      1
                    *                          CA Datacom CICS Services          
                  *                    
                    *                A U X I L I A R Y   T R A C E   R E P O R T 
                  *                    
                   
 ********************************************************************************
                    
               SEQ    TIME    TASK TERM TRAN PROGRAM  TCB   TCB COMMD TABLE  KEY 
 RETURN  URT DBID  MUF  SIDNAME  OPRID/
                NR  HH.MM.SS    ID   ID   ID NAME     NAME   ID        NAME NAME 
  CODE    ID        ID           USERID
              0001  13:01:24     6 ???? CPLT DCCO4PR  L8000 001 OPEN             
        0000        01  DBDVM5         
              0002  13:01:24     6 ???? CPLT DCCO4PR  L8000 002 INQIN            
        0000        01  DBDVM5         
              0003  13:01:24     6 ???? CPLT DCCO4PR  L8000 002 INQMU            
        0000        01  DBDVM5         
              0004  13:01:24     6 ???? CPLT DCCO4PR  L8000 002 LOGCI            
        0000        01  DBDVM5         
              0005  13:01:24     6 ???? CPLT DCCO4PR  L8000 001 OPEN             
        0002        01  DBDVM5         
              0006  13:01:26     6 ???? CPLT DCCO4PR  L8000 001 OPEN             
        0000        04  PRODMU2        
              0007  13:01:26     6 ???? CPLT DCCO4PR  L8000 002 INQIN            
        0000        04  PRODMU2        
              0008  13:01:26     6 ???? CPLT DCCO4PR  L8000 002 INQMU            
        0000        04  PRODMU2        
              0009  13:01:26     6 ???? CPLT DCCO4PR  L8000 002 LOGCI            
        0000        04  PRODMU2        
              0010  13:01:26     6 ???? CPLT DCCO4PR  L8000 001 OPEN             
        0102        04  PRODMU2        
              0011  13:01:27     6 ???? CPLT DCCO4PR  L8000 001 OPEN             
        0201        01  DBDVM5         
              0012  13:01:28     6 ???? CPLT DCCO4PR  L8000 001 OPEN             
        0340        01  DBDVM5         
              0013  13:01:28     6 ???? CPLT DCCO4PR  L8000 001 OPEN             
        0341        01  DBDVM5         
              0014  13:01:28     6 ???? CPLT DCCO4PR  L8000 001 OPEN             
        0000        05  DBDVMR         
              0015  13:01:28     6 ???? CPLT DCCO4PR  L8000 002 INQIN            
        0000        05  DBDVMR
              0016  13:01:28     6 ???? CPLT DCCO4PR  L8000 002 INQMU            
        0000        05  DBDVMR
              0017  13:01:28     6 ???? CPLT DCCO4PR  L8000 002 LOGCI            
        0000        05  DBDVMR
              0018  13:01:30     6 ???? CPLT DCCO4PR  L8000 001 OPEN             
        0351        05  DBDVMR
              0019  13:01:31     6 ???? CPLT DCCO4PR  L8000 001 OPEN             
        0354        04  PRODMU2
              0020  11:25:48   205 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L8001 003 RDUKY  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5
              0021  11:25:48   208 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L8002 005 RDUKY  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5
              0022  11:25:49   214 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L8005 007 RDUKY  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5
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              0023  11:25:49   208 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L8002 005 UPDAT  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5
              0024  11:25:49   215 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L8006 008 RDUKY  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5
              0025  11:25:49   213 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L8004 006 RDUKY  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5
              0026  11:25:48   209 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L8003 004 RDUKY  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5
              0027  11:25:49   218 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L8009 011 RDUKY  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5
              0028  11:25:49   214 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L8005 007 UPDAT  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5
              0029  11:25:50   223 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L800E 016 RDUKY  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5
              0030  11:25:49   220 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L800B 013 RDUKY  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5
              0031  11:25:50   228 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L800I 019 RDUKY  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5
              0032  11:25:50   206 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L800J 020 RDUKY  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5
              0033  11:25:49   222 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L800D 014 RDUKY  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5
              0034  11:25:49   219 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L800A 012 RDUKY  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5
              0035  11:25:50   225 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L800G 018 RDUKY  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5  
              0036  11:25:50   224 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L800F 017 RDUKY  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5  
              0037  11:25:49   216 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L8007 009 RDUKY  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5  
              0038  11:25:50   213 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L8004 006 UPDAT  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5  
              0039  11:25:50   209 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L8003 004 UPDAT  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5  
              0040  11:25:50   228 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L800I 019 UPDAT  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5  
              0041  11:25:50   223 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L800E 016 UPDAT  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5  
              0042  11:25:44   112 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L8000 002 RDUKY  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5  
              0043  11:25:49   217 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L8008 010 RDUKY  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5  
              0044  11:25:59   205 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L8001 003 UPDAT  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5  
              0045  11:25:50   208 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L8002 002 RDUKY  TEL SQ002 
 86.04  0354 00350  04  PRODMU2
              0046  11:25:49   221 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L800C 015 RDUKY  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5  
              0047  11:25:59   215 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L8006 008 UPDAT  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5  
              0048  11:25:59   218 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L8009 011 UPDAT  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5  
              0049  11:25:59   224 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L800F 017 UPDAT  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5  
              0050  11:25:59   225 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L800G 018 UPDAT  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5  
              0051  11:25:50   220 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L800B 013 UPDAT  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5  
              0052  11:25:50   223 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L800E 003 RDUKY  TEL SQ002 
 86.BA  0354 00350  04  PRODMU2
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              0053  11:25:50   228 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L800I 004 RDUKY  TEL SQ002 
 86.BA  0354 00350  04  PRODMU2
              0054  11:26:00   112 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L8000 002 UPDAT  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5  
              0055  11:25:59   216 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L8007 009 UPDAT  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5
              0056  11:25:59   206 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L800J 020 UPDAT  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5
              0057  11:25:59   219 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L800A 012 UPDAT  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5
              0058  11:25:59   222 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L800D 014 UPDAT  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5

Page 1,204

DATE: 03/21/13     
 ********************************************************************************
        PAGE:  1,204
                    *                          CA Datacom CICS Services          
                  *                    
                    *                A U X I L I A R Y   T R A C E   R E P O R T 
                  *                    
                   
 ********************************************************************************
                    
               SEQ    TIME    TASK TERM TRAN PROGRAM  TCB   TCB COMMD TABLE  KEY 
 RETURN  URT DBID  MUF  SIDNAME  OPRID/
                NR  HH.MM.SS    ID   ID   ID NAME     NAME   ID        NAME NAME 
  CODE    ID        ID           USERID
              9775  11:33:44  5058 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L803R 013 REDKY  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5         
              9776  11:33:44  5090 ???? NXXU          L8045 014 LOGPR  CIC       
        0000        01  DBDVM5         
              9777  11:33:44  5096 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L804U 010 RDUKY  BRN SQ001 
        0341 00350  01  DBDVM5         
              9778  11:33:44  5090 ???? NXXU          L8045 014 COMIT            
        0000        01  DBDVM5         
              9779  11:33:44  5096 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L804U 010 UPDAT  BRN SQ001 
        0341 00350  01  DBDVM5         
              9780  11:33:44  5058 ???? NXXU          L803R 005 LOGPR  CIC       
        0000        04  PRODMU2        
              9781  11:33:44  5096 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L804U 004 ADDIT  HST SQ005 
        0351 00350  05  DBDVMR         
              9782  11:33:44  5096 ???? NXXU B4XXNTVU L804U 010 REDKY  ACC SQ004 
        0340 00350  01  DBDVM5         
              9783  11:33:44  5090 ???? NXXU          L8045 009 COMIT            
        0000        04  PRODMU2        
              9784  11:33:44  5058 ???? NXXU          L803R 003 LOGPR  CIC       
        0000        05  DBDVMR         
              9785  11:33:44  5096 ???? NXXU          L804U 008 LOGPR  CIC       
        0000        04  PRODMU2        
              9786  11:33:44  5058 ???? NXXU          L803R 013 LOGPR  CIC       
        0000        01  DBDVM5         
              9787  11:33:44  5090 ???? NXXU          L8045 002 COMIT            
        0000        05  DBDVMR         
              9788  11:33:44  5058 ???? NXXU          L803R 013 COMIT            
        0000        01  DBDVM5         
              9789  11:33:44  5096 ???? NXXU          L804U 004 LOGPR  CIC       
        0000        05  DBDVMR         
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              9790  11:33:44  5096 ???? NXXU          L804U 010 LOGPR  CIC       
        0000        01  DBDVM5
              9791  11:33:44  5058 ???? NXXU          L803R 005 COMIT            
        0000        04  PRODMU2
              9792  11:33:44  5096 ???? NXXU          L804U 010 COMIT            
        0000        01  DBDVM5
              9793  11:33:44  5058 ???? NXXU          L803R 003 COMIT            
        0000        05  DBDVMR
              9794  11:33:44  5096 ???? NXXU          L804U 008 COMIT            
        0000        04  PRODMU2
              9795  11:33:44  5096 ???? NXXU          L804U 004 COMIT            
        0000        05  DBDVMR
*********         E N D   O F   A U X I L I A R Y   T R A C E       ***********

Field Descriptions
SEQ NR

The number of the trace entry within the trace table. SEQ NR indicates where within the trace table that the
display is positioned.

TIME
The time of day to the second at which each Datacom/DB request occurred.

TASK ID
The CICS task number.

TERM ID
The ID of the terminal that initiated the listed command, or, if no terminal was attached to the issue of the
command, "????" .

TRAN ID
The CICS transaction ID associated with the listed task.

PROGRAM NAME
The name of the program which issued the listed command.

TCB NAME
The Task Control Block name used by CICS to run the transaction. The values can be QR for Quasi Reentrant,
L8 or L9 for OTE TCBs (Open Transaction Environment). Where L8s are used in case the transaction is running
with EXEC Key of "CICS" and L9s, where transaction is running with EXEC Key of "application". The three digits
following the L8 or L9 are the Open TCB numbers within the L8 or L9 TCB type.

COMMD
The Datacom/DB command being traced.

TCB ID
The Task Control Block sequence number which identifies the thread being used by this request, if any, within a
given MUF.

TABLE NAME
Datacom/DB table being accessed by the current event, if any.

KEY NAME
The name of the key for the listed Datacom/DB table.

RETURN CODE
Interpret the return code xx.yy as follows:
xx

Datacom/DB external return code (decimal).
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yy
Datacom/DB internal return code (hexadecimal), 40 is a blank internal return code.

URT ID
The number of the User Requirements Table (URT) being accessed by the current event.

OPRID/USERID
The USERID of the user if USERID=YES was indicated in DBCVTPR. If USERID=NO was indicated in DBCVTPR,
this field is the ID of the operator (OPRID) initiating the current event, if any. If the data in this field is three
characters, it is the OPRID. If it is longer than three characters, usually eight characters, it is the USERID.

MUF ID
The identity by MUF ID nn (where nn can be 01 through 99) of the MUF on which the Datacom/DB request was
serviced.

SIDNAME
The sub-identifier ID used to identify the specific MUF on which the request was serviced.

DBID
The ID nnnnn (where nnnnn can be 00001 through 05000) of the database being referenced in the request.

Auxiliary Trace Facility
The Datacom Trace Facility enables you to monitor all or selected events in your CICS Datacom environment. The same
type of information you can view by issuing a DBOC/DBIC TASK transaction is collected in the Datacom/DB Trace Table.
The DBOC/DBIC TASK transaction only displays the task or tasks that are active at the moment you request the report.

The Trace Facility provides history data for the last specified number of events. The number of events for which the data
is maintained in the Datacom/DB Trace Table can be modified in the TRACE= parameter of the DBCVTPR macro.

The procedure for using the Trace Facility includes the following steps:

1. Display the current system generation options for the trace parameters using either a DBIC or DBOC transaction to
check the AUXTRACE= and the TRACE= parameters of the DBCVTPR macro. See INQ=GENOPTS: Displaying
System Generation Options and Specifying Generation Options (DBCVTPR).

2. See the sample installation JCL. If the Datacom/DB Trace Facility was not set up at Datacom CICS Services
installation, see the information about allocating DBOC Log Areas and Auxiliary Trace Data Sets.

3. Display a list of the current trace criteria using either a DBIC or DBOC transaction. See TRACE--Displaying Trace
Criteria List.

4. Establish or revise the trace criteria. See Adding/Deleting Trace Criteria.
5. Establish the trace list relationships with AND/OR Boolean qualifiers. See Establishing Trace Criteria Relationship.
6. If the Trace Facility is not automatically started at Datacom CICS Services startup, turn it on.
7. Display the Trace Table using either a DBIC or a DBOC transaction.
8. Turn the Trace Facility off.
9. Print the Trace Table. See the information about using the Using the AUXTRACE Utility.

Abend Handling
Learn about how Datacom CICS Services handles abends. Information includes standard and alternative abend handling
methods, using abend handlers, using a CEMT force-purge transaction, and using CEMT to cancel an active task.

Datacom CICS Services handles all abend recovery for application tasks.

Standard Method
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When a task that issued a Datacom/DB request terminates abnormally, standard Datacom CICS Services abend
processing issues a Datacom/DB ROLBK (Rollback Transaction) command. In this case, you are not required to code any
special abend handling function for your applications.

Alternative Methods

If the standard method does not meet your needs or a software application package uses an abend handler, observe the
following guidelines:

• Any Datacom/DB request that is issued by the abend handling routine should use a different Request Area for
debugging purposes.

WARNING
Warning A DC16 abend results if a Datacom/DB request is issued in an abend handling condition from a
force-purge of an active Datacom/DB request. We therefore do not recommend that abend handlers be
allowed to issue Datacom/DB requests.

• If the abend handler routine can correct the cause of the abend, the application can resume processing as if the abend
never occurred.

• Use the DBUTLTY COMM REQABORT option to cancel a task that is waiting for a response from Datacom/DB. This
utility function causes Datacom/DB to respond to the CICS task and place a return code of 45 in the Request Area.

Using an Abend Handler

Using an abend handling routine causes CICS to reset the abend condition and, at termination, Datacom CICS Services
does not use its special abend processing to issue a ROLBK command. If you want to use Datacom/DB's transaction
backout processing, your abend handling routine must issue one of the following items (shown in their preferred order):

• CICS SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK
• CICS ABEND
• Datacom/DB ROLBK command

CICS SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK and CICS ABEND allow Datacom CICS Services to handle the backout. However, any
allowable Datacom/DB command is honored.

When processing a Datacom/DB request from an abend handling routine, Datacom CICS Services treats it as a new
request and has no indication that it has been issued by an abend handler. Therefore, Datacom CICS Services processes
a request from an abend handler like any other Datacom/DB request:

1. Datacom CICS Services checks for the completion of any previous Datacom/DB request. If Datacom CICS Services
finds a previous request that has not been completed, Datacom CICS Services abends the transaction (active request)
with an abend code of DC16.

2. The DC16 abend causes abend processing to occur. Datacom CICS Services is called by CICS and:
a. Releases any attached facility (terminal).
b. Waits on the original request.
c. Is followed by a ROLBK (backout).

If the application and the abend handler have used different Request Areas, the results of both commands are available to
your application.

Using a CEMT Force-Purge Transaction

To avoid unpredictable results, use only the CEMT purge or CEMT force-purge transactions provided by IBM. The CICS
TS CEKL transaction from IBM produces unpredictable results when used on Datacom transactions.

1. If the task has exclusive control or the task has an open cursor, then Datacom CICS Services issues a ROLBK.
However, if the task did not hold exclusive control or did not have an open cursor, then a database request is not
required.

2. Returns to CICS.
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When Using an Abend Handler

When a CEMT force-purge transaction is issued on a task that is waiting for a response from Datacom/DB, the following
events occur:

1. The first CEMT issued causes your abend handler to be invoked. If the abend handling routine issues a Datacom/
DB request (such as ROLBK), Datacom CICS Services abends this transaction with an abend code of DC16. This
abend is first handled by a CICS Recovery Manager that next calls CICS SYNCPOINT processing. CICS SYNCPOINT
processing then calls Datacom CICS Services with a SYNCPOINT backout indication. At this point, processing follows
the situation that is discussed in Case 2. In such cases, there is an active request in Datacom/DB at the time of the
force-purge.

2. If the abend handler does not request an abend, one of the following items occurs:
– Either the abend handler does not issue any Datacom/DB request, or
– The abend handler issues Datacom/DB requests when no outstanding Datacom/DB request is active for this task.
Then normal transaction processing continues. Updated records are committed at SYNCPOINT processing time
(which probably occurs during the task termination). But if the abend handler issues an abend, the CICS SYNCPOINT
ROLLBACK is invoked and backout occurs.

NOTE
Even though an abend occurred, in this case the abend handler has the authority to create an abend or to
continue processing as if no abend occurred, regardless of transactional dynamic transaction backout (DTB)
settings. However, if the abend handler issues an abend, backout does occur.

The previous descriptions do not account for other resource managers that may be involved. Nor does those descriptions
account for their states at the time of the CEMT force-purge.

When Not Using an Abend Handler

When a CEMT is issued, the Datacom CICS Services abend processor gains control.

Case 1
If there is no active request in Datacom/DB at the time of the force-purge, the following steps are done in the
order shown:

1. The facility is freed (usually the terminal) if one exists.
2. If the task has exclusive control or the task has an open cursor, then Datacom CICS Services issues a

ROLBK. However, if the task did not hold exclusive control or did not have an open cursor, a database request
is not required.

3. Returns to CICS.

Case 2
If there is an active request in Datacom/DB at the time of the force-purge, the following steps are done in the
order shown:

1. The facility is freed (usually the terminal) if one exists.
2. The task waits on the original request until Datacom/DB has completed the request and CICS has dispatched

the task.

Using CEMT to Cancel an Active Task

The following procedure shows how CEMT is used to cancel an active task. An active task is one that is waiting for a
Datacom/DB MUF I/O request to finish.

1. Use DBOC to check the status of the DBOC TASK output to make certain that the task is waiting for a Datacom/DB
MUF to respond.

2. Use a CEMT purge transaction or a CEMT force-purge transaction to cancel the active task.
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3. Datacom CICS Services gains control during the cancel (if there is no abend handler) then releases the terminal from
the task and issues a wait on the Datacom/DB ECB of that task.

4. After the MUF finishes the I/O request, it posts the ECB.
5. Datacom CICS Services then issues a ROLBK to undo the updates.

Debugging Facility (DBUG)
When results indicate a problem exists, use the Debugging Facility to examine the logic of programs you have written.
The Debugging Facility allows you to test an application program without any preparatory procedure. DBUG intercepts
execution of the program at every Datacom/DB request. DBUG also displays, among other things, the commands as they
are issued and shows the data that is read.

The Datacom CICS Services Debugging Facility runs as a subprogram of the application program. DBUG can be used
with other diagnostic facilities, such as (InterTest) for CICS and the CICS online facility EDF. The DBUG transaction
controls the scheduling of intercepts, but the intercepted transaction controls the intercept process. The Debugging
Facility uses temporary storage and full function BMS (Basic Mapping Support). You can use the Debugging Facility
only from a 3270 type terminal that has 80 columns or more, and 24 lines or more. Security for the DBUG transaction is
established through standard CICS security features.

The Debugging Facility allows you to examine Datacom/DB requests from application programs written in Ideal,
DMS, Assembler, COBOL, or PL/I using command-level CICS. The application programs can reside above the 16 MB
(megabyte) line. The application can use Datacom Transparency products and the transparent request is intercepted.

NOTE
The only value supported by the DBUG transaction for ENTRY: is DBNTRY. Although Datacom CICS Services
r11 and higher still supports the DATACOM entry point, the DATACOM entry point is not supported by the DBUG
transaction. Normal execution occurs for DATACOM calls, but DBUG cannot be used to set up interception
points for those calls. For example, if a transaction executes three programs (A, B, and C), where A and B use
the DBNTRY entry point to call Datacom/DB but C uses DATACOM calls, if DBUG has been used to specify that
calls to Datacom/DB are intercepted, only calls from programs A and B are intercepted. Datacom/DB requests
from program C are executed normally but are not intercepted.

Functions of DBUG

The Debugging Facility (DBUG) enables you to accomplish the following tasks:

• Define the interception points for the Debugging Facility
– Intercept every request issued to Datacom/DB before or after execution or both.
– Limit interception to requests which match criteria you establish.
– Skip n number of requests.

• While the task is intercepted, you can examine the following:
– Values of the fields in the Datacom/DB Request Area.
– Program working storage in hexadecimal or character mode.
– User display associated with this task.
– Last ten debug panels associated with this task. These can be the last ten requests or other panels viewed and

remembered.
– Data at any address within the CICS region, above or below the line.
– Entries of the internal Datacom/DB trace table.
– Components of the URT associated with the intercepted task.

• Interact with the application in the following ways:
– Before execution, modify commands or data by replacing (typing over) data on the display. Suppress execution of a

command by changing it to a null operation or change Datacom/DB commands.
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NOTE
Use the correct case when replacing data on the display. Specifically, verify that a replaced DB command
is in uppercase. Otherwise, a return code of 05 results in a DC05 abend.

– After execution, change accessed data or return codes by replacing data on the display.
– Change program working storage.
– Switch off Debugging Facility and continue the task or abend the task.
– Change the interception specification or criteria.

Using the Debugging Facility
Learn how to use the debugging facility in Datacom CICS Services. Learn how to initiate the debugging facility, specify the
processing mode and interception points, examine data, and perform other debugging tasks.

Initiating the Debugging Facility

Initiate the Debugging Facility by entering the following transaction from a cleared screen and pressing Enter.

 ►►─ DBUG ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Datacom CICS Services responds with the Intercept Specifications Panel.

Specifying Processing Mode

The Debugging Facility supports three processing modes. The Terminal Control Table (TCT) must include the terminal ID
for any specified remote terminal. Local terminals and remote terminals must be in transceive status, that is to say able to
send and receive data.

NOTE
The DBUG local and remote modes described next apply only to the DBUG processing and have nothing to do
with CICS/MRO environments.

Local Mode
Local mode processing enables you to issue the DBUG transaction to intercept Datacom/DB requests from a
program. When DBUG intercepts a request, Datacom CICS Services DBUG display replaces the display of the
program on your terminal.

Remote Mode
Remote mode processing enables you to issue the DBUG transaction from one terminal to intercept Datacom/
DB requests from a program initiated at a specified remote terminal. This allows you to run an application on one
terminal while concurrently viewing Datacom CICS Services DBUG displays for that program on your terminal.
You can initiate DBUG before executing the program to intercept or at the end of any unit of work during its
execution.

Monitor Mode
Monitor mode processing allows the user to monitor who, when and what program is accessing which Datacom/
DB information. Monitor mode processing intercepts all Datacom/DB requests meeting specified criteria that any
program issues and routes these interceptions to your terminal.

• Only one dedicated terminal can be in monitor mode at a time. It should be a dedicated terminal assigned for
use of the DBUG monitor mode function.

• For a terminal that has initiated monitor mode, any subsequent transaction that is issued from that terminal
while monitor mode is still active is not debugged.
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For any terminal, a local DBUG interception or a single remote DBUG interception may be requested. A single
terminal cannot be intercepted by more than one terminal at a time. When monitor mode is active, no other
terminal can have a local or remote DBUG session active.
Only one terminal at a time can activate monitor mode. The authorization to request a monitor mode DBUG or a
remote mode DBUG is controlled by the values specified in the MSTOPR= parameter of the DBCVTPR macro. If
a list of master operators is specified, then only those operators may initiate a monitor mode or a remote mode
DBUG session. If *** is the value of MSTOPR=, any terminal can start monitor mode or remote mode DBUG.

WARNING
Exercise discretion when using the monitor mode. If the monitor mode terminal is to be left unattended, turn off
the monitor mode. A terminal that is intercepted by the monitor mode terminal receives an INTERCEPTED BY...
message and remains in a wait condition until the monitor mode operator presses Enter. While it is in monitor
mode, a terminal should not run any conversational tasks.

If in monitor mode or remote mode, Datacom CICS Services sends the following message to the intercepted terminal:

*** YOUR TRANSACTION IS INTERCEPTED BY TERMINAL - XXXX ***

Specifying Interception Points

Specify interception points as follows:

1. Specify whether the Primary Interception Panel is displayed for the intercepted request, before the interception, after
the interception, or both before and after.

2. If requesting monitor mode, or optionally, if requesting local or remote mode, specify criteria to limit the interception of
requests.

3. When you have specified the interception criteria, press Enter. If no errors are found the Debugging Facility returns the
message:
  ** REQUEST SERVICED **

 

4. If in local mode, clear the screen and enter the transaction ID of the program to debug and any input data required by
the program.

The program executes normally until it issues a request meeting the interception criteria. At this point, Datacom CICS
Services displays the DBUG Primary Interception Panel panel.

Examining Data of Interest

Datacom CICS Services stops the processing of the program being debugged while you are viewing the DBUG Intercept
panels.

During the interception of requests, you can examine any of the following by pressing a function key:

• Contents of the intercepted request, which Datacom CICS Services displays on the Primary Interception panel
• Registers
• Working storage
• User display
• Interception criteria
• Internal trace table entries for the current task
• Last 10 DBUG panels, which include the Primary Interception panel and other panels for which you specified

Remember.
• URT components
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Modifying Displayed Data

You can make the following modifications:

• When displaying a request intercepted before execution, you can modify the request or suppress its execution. If you
modify the DB command, verify that it is in uppercase to avoid a DB return code of 05 and resulting DC05 abend.

• When displaying data or a return code which is returned after execution of an intercepted request, you can modify what
is returned to your program.

• Change working storage.
• Terminate the task.

Releasing the Terminal

If the transaction being intercepted is complete, you should release your terminal from the Debugging Facility. If you do
not, the Debugging Facility remains active at your terminal and intercepts any application initiated there. Use the following
procedure to release the Debugging Facility:

1. If the Primary Interception Panel is not displayed, press PF12 to display it.
2. Either press PF3 or enter RELEASE in the DBUG CMD field.

Short-Cut DBUG

To initiate the Debugging Facility for your terminal for any request, use the following transaction:
 ►►─ DBUG ─┬─ BOTH ───┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

          ├─ AFTER ──┤

          └─ BEFORE ─┘

 

Datacom CICS Services responds with the message:
  ** REQUEST SERVICED **

 

or, the intercept specification if an error is found.

Begin your test by entering the test transaction on your terminal.

DBUG Panels
Learn how to use the DBUG panels in Datacom CICS Services for troubleshooting and debugging. Review general panel
format and field descriptions; access links to individual panel descriptions.

DBUG Panel Format

Each DBUG panel has three parts: header, body, and footer containing PF key assignments. If you enter data in a field on
this panel, do not use the ERASE EOF key to clear out any extraneous data, except in formatted numeric fields.

 DBUG 20           xxxxxxxxx<-     title    ->xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx       CA Datacom

 TRAN ID: XXXX    PROGRAM: XXXXXXXX +000000    TASK NR: 0000000     DISPLAY: XXX

 CALL: DBNTRY     TERM ID: XXXX        xxxxxxxxx<--  message line -->xxxxxxxxxxx

 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

 xx

 xx

 xx

 xx                               BODY

 xx
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 xx

 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

 PF1 :                    PF2 :                      PF3 :

 PF4 :                    PF5 :                      PF6 :

 PF7 :                    PF8 :                      PF9 :

 PF10:                    PF11:                      PF12:

Field Descriptions

(Header Field)

DBUG nn
Numeric identification of DBUG panel

title
Panel name

TRAN ID
Transaction ID

PROGRAM
Program that is associated with the transaction ID followed by a hexadecimal value indicating the offset in the
program where the Datacom/DB request was issued

TASK NR
CICS task identification number

DISPLAY
One of the following values:
CUR

The display is the current panel.
-nn

The display is a remembered panel, where nn indicates the panel that is held in memory before the
current interception; appears when the display is invoked with PF7.

CALL
Datacom/DB entry point in use

TERM ID
Terminal ID

message line
Error message or informational message

(Body Field)

varies
See the Field Description section for the panel of interest.

(Footer Field)

Function keys
Four lines of PF key assignments. See the Function Key Assignments section for the panel of interest.

DBUG Panel Descriptions

To access detailed information about a panel, click its link in the following list:
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• DBUG Interception Specifications Panel
• DBUG Primary Interception Panel
• DBUG Storage Panel
• Call RQA-Area Panel
• DBUG Request Area Formatted Panel
• DBUG Key Area Formatted Panel
• DBUG Review URT Panel
• DBUG Trace Entries Panel

DBUG Interception Specifications Panel

Use the Datacom CICS Services Debugging Facility DBUG Interception Specifications panel to specify when and under
what conditions an interception occurs, and its effect on a terminal screen. Review panel display, field descriptions,
formats, operators, keywords, and function keys.

Panel Display

DBUG                    INTERCEPTION SPECIFICATIONS                  CA DATACOM

 

                 THE INTERCEPT WILL APPEAR ON THIS TERMINAL

 

 

 WHEN    : BOTH   (BEFORE, AFTER OR BOTH)

 

 

 TERMID  : D009 (REMOTE TERMINAL ID OR **** FOR MONITOR MODE)

 

 OPTIONAL

 CRITERIA:

 

 

 

 

    (KEYWORDS= CMD  TBL  KYN  DBID  KYV  RC  INRC  WRK  TRN  ELM  PGM  MUF)

 

         REFRESH:

 

 PF1 :                    PF2 :                      PF3 : RELEASE

 PF4 :                    PF5 :                      PF6 :

 PF7 :                    PF8 :                      PF9 :

        PF10:                    PF11:                      PF12: RETURN TO PRIMARY
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Field Descriptions

Field Description

WHEN (Required) Specify when interception is to occur:

AFTER
Intercept every request for transaction that is
initiated at the specified terminal after execution.

BEFORE
Intercept every request for transaction that is
initiated at the specified terminal before execution.

BOTH
Intercept every request for transaction that is
initiated at the specified terminal before and after
execution.

TERMID (Optional) Specify the terminal from which application-generated
requests are to be intercepted:
• Accept the displayed default, which identifies the local terminal

that initiated the DBUG transaction.
• Enter the terminal ID of a remote terminal.
• Enter four asterisks (****) for monitor mode; the Debugging

Facility intercepts all Datacom/DB requests from all
applications that meet the specified criteria.

OPTIONAL CRITERI (Required for monitor mode, optional for remote and local modes.)
Limits the interception of requests to requests that meet the
conditions that are specified by a conditional expression. Use one
of the following forms:
• A simple logical expression
• Negation of a simple logical expression: an expression

preceded by NOT
• A compound expression made up of two simple logical

expressions (or their negations) connected by AND or OR
• A complex expression that is made up of three or more simple

logical expressions (or their negations) connected by AND
or OR, where the priority for evaluation is expressed with
parentheses

For format options and the components of each format option, see
Format Options for Criteria.

REFRESH (Optional) For a transaction that issues multiple WRITEs to the
terminal without an erase option, specify Y to cause the user's
data to be rewritten to the screen each time the DBUG information
is written to the screen, so that screen data is not overwritten. The
default is N (no refresh). If you use the REFRESH option from a
terminal that is operating with a multi-session manager product,
results may not be as expected.

Format Options for Criteria

If you request monitor mode or local or remote mode, limit the interception of requests by specifying criteria in one of the
following formats:
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• A simple logical expression consisting of a special Datacom CICS Services keyword, an optional offset, a relational
operator, and a comparison value

►►─ keyword ─┬──────┬─ operator ─ literal ────────────────────────────────────►◄

             └─ +n ─┘

• The negation of a simple logical expression consisting of a logical expression within parentheses, prefixed with NOT or
¬

►►─ NOT ─ (keyword ─┬──────┬─ operator ─ literal) ────────────────────────────►◄

                    └─ +n ─┘

• Compound or complex logical expressions consisting of one or more simple logical expressions (including the negated
form), separated by the logical operator AND or OR

►►─ keyword ─┬──────┬─ operator ─ literal ─┬─ AND ─┬─ keyword ─┬──────┬───────►

             └─ +n ─┘                      └─ OR ──┘           └─ +n ─┘

 ►─ operator ─ literal ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Expression Components

NOT
(Optional) Specifies that interception is to exclude matches to the logical expression that follows. The logical
expression that follows must be enclosed in parentheses. Both NOT and its symbol, ¬, are valid. (If the negation
is omitted, the interception includes rather than excludes matches to the logical expression.)

keyword
(Required) One of the following keywords listed by type, where C means character and B means unsigned binary:

Keyword Type Length Derivation for Literal

CMD C 5 Command Code in Request
Area

ELM C Up to 480 Element List specifying the
data elements to be retrieved,
updated, or added.

KYN C 5 Key Name in Request Area

KYV C 1-360 Key Value in Request Area

PGM C 8 Application program name

RC C 2 Return Code in Request Area

TBL C 3 Table Name in Request Area

TRN C 4 CICS transaction ID

WRK C Up to 4096 Work Area used to send and
receive elements

INRC B 1 Internal Return Code in Request
Area

DBID B 5 Database ID in Request Area

MUF C 1-99 Number of the MUF on which
the request is processed
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+n
(Optional) The integer offset within the intercepted entity at which the comparison to the specified literal begins. (If
omitted, comparison begins at the initial character.)

operator (relational)
(Required) Use one of the following relational operators to specify the nature of the comparison between the
keyword and the literal:

Relational Operators Meaning

EQ, = Equal to

NE, ¬=, =¬, <> Not equal to

GT, > Greater than

GE, =>, >=, ¬<, <¬ Greater than or equal to

LT, < Less than

LE, <=, =<, ¬>, >¬ Less than or equal to

literal
(Required) Literals in the logical expression must represent valid values for the specified keyword, such as DBOC
for the TRN keyword, or 014 for DBID. Syntax varies by type of comparison value; depending on whether a
literal is a string, an integer value, or a hexadecimal value. Valid comparison types vary by keyword type. Use
the following syntax when expressing literals to be compared with keywords of type C (character string) and B
(unsigned binary):

Keyword Type Syntax for Literal

C Either of the following options:

'string'
Character string in single quotes. String
literals can include from one character to the
number of characters associated with the
keyword, where the physical length of the
string determines the number of characters
that are evaluated during the comparison.

"hexadecimal"
Hexadecimal value in double quotes, with a
length up to the maximum length associated
with the keyword specified in the DBUG
Interception Specifications panel

B Either of the following options:

integer value
Integer value with no leading zeros, where
no punctuation is expected

"hexadecimal"
Hexadecimal value in double quotes, where
you must specify the full length
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operator (logical)
(Optional) Specifies that multiple logical expressions are to be evaluated, where pairs of expressions are
connected with one of the following logical operators:

Logical Operators Meaning

AND, & logical connective (both)

OR, | logical inclusive (either or both)

Optional Criteria Examples

• To limit interception to requests meeting a single criterion, specify a simple conditional with a complete value. For
example, the maximum length of a character string for the keyword CMD, is 5. The following expression limits the
interception to the single command, CNTKR. In the first example, the criterion is expressed as a string; in the second,
it is expressed as a hexadecimal value.

CMD='CNTKR'

CMD="C3D5E3D2D9"

• The following expression specifies interception of requests with a Work Area containing a 4-byte packed field at
position one.

WRK="0001234C"

• To request the interception of requests meeting criteria that are expressed as a partial value beginning with the first
character, specify a simple conditional with a partial value. The following expression specifies interception of requests
that include any command having CNT as the first three characters; for example, CNTKR, CNTKY, or CNTTB.

CMD='CNT'

• The following simple logical expression specifies that the third position of the intercepted command be compared with
the literal U to determine whether it matches. In this example, RDUBR, RDUID, RDUKG, RDUKL, RDUKR, RDUKX,
RDUKY, RDULE, RDUNE, RDUNK, RDUNR, and RDUNX qualify.

CMD+2='U'

• The following simple negated logical expression specifies that interception is to exclude any requests that resulted in a
Datacom/DB return code of 6 (table not open for update); this specification is equivalent to RC¬='06'.

NOT (RC EQ '06')

• The following compound expression specifies that the interception is to include any request where the third letter of the
command is a U, unless that request results in a return code of 6. RC and INRC are appropriate only for interceptions
invoked AFTER the request has been processed.

CMD+2='U' AND NOT (RC = '06')

• The following complex expression specifies that the interception is to include any request to database 35 where
the command is UPDAT or where the third letter of the command is a U. (The parentheses indicate the part of the
expression to be evaluated as a unit.)

DBID=035 AND (CMD+2='U' OR CMD='UPDAT')
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Function Key Assignments

Key Function

PF3 RELEASE Releases the program being intercepted

PF12 RETURN Returns to the Primary Interception Panel, which
displays for update the interception criteria currently in use

Clear Clears the screen and terminates the maintenance of the
interception specifications without any changes

Enter Edits the entered data. If any entry contains an error, returns
an error message; otherwise, accepts the entered data and
redisplays the modified panel.

DBUG Primary Interception Panel

Use the Datacom CICS Services Debugging Facility DBUG Primary Interception panel to specify detailed characteristics
of interceptions. Review panel display, field descriptions, and function keys.

Panel Display

DBUG 20                     PRIMARY INTERCEPTION                     CA Datacom

TRAN ID: DBAC    PROGRAM: DCCACPR  +00A0      TASK NR: 0000064     DISPLAY: CUR

CALL: DBNTRY     TERM ID: U047        INTERCEPTED BEFORE EXECUTION             

                                                                               

CMD: LOCKY TBL: PMF DBID: 00001 KEYNAME: STZIP URT:      MUF:    REC LEN:      

                                SIDNAME:          MUFN/SUB:          SIO:      

UID AREA : DCCACPR DB/CICS 14.0 SAMPLE    .......................   AT 386FD428

                                                                               

REQ AREA : LOCKYPMFSTZIP.. ..                                       AT 379106AF

                                                                               

KEY VALUE: TX00000...............................................   AT 379106FB

                                                                               

WORK AREA: ......................................................   AT 00000000

                                                                               

ELEMENTS :                                                          AT 00000000

                                                                               

RQA AREA : ......................................................   AT 00000000

                                                                               

                  RETURN CODE:    INTERNAL CODE:                               

DBUG CMD: BOTH           REFRESH:                   NR OF CALLS TO SKIP: 000   

PF1 :                    PF2 : SWITCH HEX/CHAR      PF3 : END DBUG SESSION     

PF4 :                    PF5 : STORAGE AREAS        PF6 : USERS DISPLAY        

PF7 :                    PF8 :                      PF9 : INTERCEPT CRITERIA   

PF10:                    PF11: REVIEW TRACE         PF12: ABEND USER TASK 

DBUG 20                     PRIMARY INTERCEPTION                     CA Datacom

TRAN ID: DBAC    PROGRAM: DCCACPR  +00C8      TASK NR: 0000104     DISPLAY: CUR

CALL: DBNTRY     TERM ID: U047        INTERCEPTED AFTER EXECUTION              

                                                                               

CMD: LOCKY TBL: PMF DBID: 00001 KEYNAME: STZIP URT: 0001 MUF: 01 REC LEN: 00000

                                SIDNAME: DBDVM5   MUFN/SUB: DBDVMUF5 SIO:  0000

UID AREA : DCCACPR DB/CICS 14.0 SAMPLE    .......................   AT 386FD428
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REQ AREA : LOCKYPMFSTZIP   .........A.......H......         .  ..   AT 379106AF

                                                                               

KEY VALUE: TX75243...............................................   AT 379106FB

                                                                               

WORK AREA: ......................................................   AT 00000000

                                                                               

ELEMENTS :                                                          AT 00000000

                                                                               

RQA AREA : ......................................................   AT 00000000

                                                                               

                  RETURN CODE:    INTERNAL CODE:                               

DBUG CMD: BOTH           REFRESH:                   NR OF CALLS TO SKIP: 000   

PF1 :                    PF2 : SWITCH HEX/CHAR      PF3 : END DBUG SESSION     

PF4 :                    PF5 : STORAGE AREAS        PF6 : USERS DISPLAY        

PF7 : PREVIOUS DISPLAY   PF8 :                      PF9 : INTERCEPT CRITERIA   

PF10: REVIEW URT         PF11: REVIEW TRACE         PF12: ABEND USER TASK

Field Descriptions

This section describes each field on the Primary Intercept Panel. If you enter any data in a field on this panel, do not use
the ERASE EOF key to clear out any extraneous data.

NOTE
All changes are case-sensitive. Use the proper case when entering data.

CMD
Datacom/DB command at the time of the intercept

TBL
Name of the table in the Request Area at the time of the intercept

DBID
Datacom/DB database ID in the Request Area at the time of the intercept

KEYNAME
Datacom/DB key name in the Request Area at the time of the intercept

URT
The URT number that is associated with the request being executed

MUF
The relative number of the DBCSID macro that is appended to the DBCVTPR (or 01 in a single MUF
environment) that defines the connection to the MUF. For a non-global URT, this number defaults to 1. For a
global URT, it is the number of the MUF defined with the matching SID module.

REC LEN
Record length returned after the request is executed. If zeros, the address is unavailable.

SIDNAME
Value specified in the relative DBCSID macro (of the DBCVTPR generation) for the name of the DBSIDPR macro-
generated module that is loaded and used for this MUF

MUFN/SUB
MUF name if the SIDNAME module is assembled with the MUFNAME= MUF name that matches the MUF name
that is specified in the MUF startup option MUF. Otherwise, the number of the SVC and SVC sub-ID associated
with this MUF, as defined in the SIDNAME module.
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SIO
Number of physical I/O events required to satisfy the request. Returned only after the request is executed.

UID AREA
The first parameter of the Datacom/DB request is a 32-byte User Information Block. The trailing field, which is
preceded by AT, is the address of the UID.

REQ AREA
First 54 bytes of the Request Area. The trailing field, which is preceded by AT, is the address of the Request Area.

KEY VALUE
First 54 bytes of the 360-byte Key Value field of the Request Area. The trailing field, which is preceded by AT, is
the address of the key value area.

WORK AREA
Area that is provided by the program being intercepted, to receive data accessed from Datacom/DB. The trailing
field, which is preceded by AT, is the address of the Work Area.

ELEMENTS
List of element names provided by the application. The trailing field, which is preceded by AT, is the address of the
Element List.

RQA AREA
Request Qualification Area, if any. The trailing field, which is preceded by AT, is the address of the RQA.

RETURN CODE
Two-byte return code that is returned after a Datacom/DB access

INTERNAL CODE
Three-byte decimal representation of the 1-byte binary Internal Return Code, which is associated with the
displayed Return Code

DBUG CMD
Displays current DBUG intercept:
AFTER

Intercept after the request has executed
BEFORE

Intercept before the request has executed
BOTH

Intercept before and after request execution
RELEASE

Release terminal from the Debugging Facility
NR OF CALLS TO SKIP

Three-byte number: count of DBUG interceptions to be skipped before an intercept screen is displayed

Function Keys

Key Function

PF2 SWITCH HEX/CHAR: Switches display from hexadecimal to
character or from character to hexadecimal

PF3 END DBUG SESSION: Terminates the interception of requests for
any transaction on this terminal. Applications continue executing
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Key Function

PF5 STORAGE AREAS: If the cursor is on one of five Request Areas,
invokes Storage panel starting at the address of indicated area.
Otherwise, displays application Request Area working storage.

PF6 USER DISPLAY: Displays full-screen containing the last user
entry

PF7 PREVIOUS DISPLAY: Displays up to ten previous panels

PF9 INTERCEPT CRITERIA: Displays the Intercept Specifications
panel

PF10 REVIEW URT: Displays the URT nnnn Being Used panel, if it is
invoked after the first intercept; otherwise, N/A

PF11 REVIEW TRACE: Displays the Trace Entries panel, listing all
traced Datacom/DB requests associated with this task

PF12 ABEND USER TASK: With no message: Redisplays current panel
with the following message:
    ENTER ABEND CODE: ____ AND PRESS PF12
After making an entry in this four-position field with your choice
of code: abnormally ends the task with the specified abend code
and terminates the Debugging Facility for any transaction on this
terminal.

Enter Edits the entered data. If any entry contains an error, returns an
error message; otherwise, accepts the entered data and returns to
the intercepted program.

DBUG Storage Panel

Use the Datacom CICS Services Debugging Facility DBUG Storage panel to access, view, and change additional panels
(storage areas). Review panel display, field descriptions, and function keys.

Panel Display

The Debugging Facility displays the Storage panel when you press the PF5 key on the Request Intercept panel.

 DBUG 3x         XXXXXXXXXXXXXX title XXXXXXXXXXXXXX                  CA Datacom

 TRAN ID: XXXX    PROGRAM: XXXXXXXX +000000    TASK NR: 0000000     DISPLAY:  XX

 CALL: DBNTRY     TERM ID: XXXX        xxxxxxxxxxx message line xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

 00000000  +0000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  * ................ *

 00000000  +0000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  * ................ *

 00000000  +0000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  * ................ *

 00000000  +0000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  * ................ *

 00000000  +0000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  * ................ *

 00000000  +0000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  * ................ *

 00000000  +0000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  * ................ *

 00000000  +0000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  * ................ *

 00000000  +0000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  * ................ *

 00000000  +0000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  * ................ *

 00000000  +0000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  * ................ *

 00000000  +0000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  * ................ *

 00000000  +0000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  * ................ *
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 00000000  +0000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  * ................ *

 00000000  +0000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  * ................ *

 PF1 :                     PF2 : REMEMBER             PF3 : FORMATTED

 PF4 : CALL-UID AREA       PF5 : CALL-REQUEST AREA    PF6 : CALL-KEY AREA

 PF7 : BACKWARD            PF8 : FORWARD              PF9 : CALL-WORK AREA

      PF10: CALL-ELEMENT AREA   PF11: CALL-RQA AREA        PF12: RETURN TO PRIMARY

Field Descriptions

Each line in the panel display contains four fields that appear as all zeros in the sample panel display above:

address
Address of the data shown on each line

offset
Hexadecimal offset for each line from initial address

hexadecimal
Four four-byte fields (hexadecimal form) of data at the address for each line. Changes that are made in these
fields override changes that are made in the character field.

character
Sixteen-byte field in character format of data at the address for each line. Changes that are made in these
fields are ignored when changes are made in the hexadecimal fields. Periods are used to show non-displayable
characters; any change in the character field on a period is ignored.

Function Keys

Use multiple PF keys on this panel to navigate among different storage areas (panels).

Key Function

PF2 REMEMBER: Saves the displayed panel for a later review from
the Primary Interception panel through PF7 (Previous Display)

PF3 FORMATTED: Displays the formatted panel for Request Area,
key value, or Request Qualification Area corresponding to the
displayed storage.

PF4 CALL-UID AREA: Displays the scrollable Storage panel starting
at the address of the User Identification Area

PF5 CALL-REQUEST AREA: Displays the scrollable Storage panel
starting at the address of the Request Area

PF6 CALL-KEY AREA: Displays the scrollable Storage panel starting
at the address of the Request Key Value Area

PF7 BACKWARD: Decrements the first address by 256 and displays
the storage at the calculated address

PF8 FORWARD: Increments the first address by 256 and displays the
storage at the calculated address

PF9 CALL-WORK AREA: Displays the scrollable Storage panel
starting at the address of the Request Work Area

PF10 CALL-ELEMENT AREA: Displays the scrollable Storage panel
starting at the address of the Request Element Area
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Key Function

PF11 CALL-RQA AREA: Displays the Call RQA Area Panel (scrollable
Storage panel starting at the address of the Request RQA Area)

PF12 RETURN TO PRIMARY: Returns to the Primary Interception panel

Enter Edits the entered data. If any entry contains an error, redisplays
the panel with an error message; otherwise, accepts the entered
data.

Call RQA-Area Panel

Use the Datacom CICS Services Debugging Facility DBUG Call-RQA Area panel to view and change the RQA-Area
(Request Area) storage of the call. Review the panel display, field descriptions, and function keys.

Panel Display

The Debugging Facility displays the Call RQA-Area Storage panel when you press the PF11 key from the DBUG Storage
panel. This panel lets you view and change the RQA-Area storage of the call.

DBUG 40                     CALL-RQA AREA                            CA Datacom

 TRAN ID: DQIN    PROGRAM: VPEHJE41 +00000     TASK NR: 0000178     DISPLAY:  08

 CALL: DBNTRY     TERM ID: P087

 

 00B02B00 +0000   F0F0F7F2 F0F0F0F1 D7F0F0F4 F0F0F0F1   * 00720001P0040001 *

 00B02B10 +0010   F3404040 C9C9D6F0 F9F9F9F9 F9404040   * 3   IIO099999    *

 00B02B20 +0020   40C9D5D6 F0F9F9F9 F9F94040 4040C2C4   *  INO099999    BD *

 00B02B30 +0030   E5C64040 40404040 404040D5 E6C14040   * VF         NWA   *

 00B02B40 +0040   40404040 40404040 C2F0F0F0 F0F1F7F8   *         B0000178 *

 00B02B50 +0050   00000000 00000000 C2F0F0F0 F0F1F7F8   * ........B0000178 *

 00B02B60 +0060   C2F0F0F0 F0F1F7F8 008C0000 00000000   * B0000178........ *

 00B02B70 +0070   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   * ................ *

 00B02B80 +0080   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   * ................ *

 00B02B90 +0090   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   * ................ *

 00B02BA0 +00A0   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   * ................ *

 00B02BB0 +00B0   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   * ................ *

 00B02BC0 +00C0   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   * ................ *

 00B02BD0 +00D0   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   * ................ *

 00B02BE0 +00E0   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   * ................ *

 00B02BF0 +00F0   00000000 D5C4E4E2 C2F0F0F0 F0F1F7F8   * ....NDUSB0000178 *

 PF1 :                    PF2 : REMEMBER             PF3 : FORMATTED

 PF4 : CALL-UID AREA      PF5 : CALL-REQUEST AREA    PF6 : CALL-KEY AREA

 PF7 : BACKWARD           PF8 : FORWARD              PF9 : CALL-WORK AREA

        PF10: CALL-ELEMENT AREA  PF11: WORKING STORAGE      PF12: RETURN TO PRIMARY

Field Descriptions

Each line on the panel contains data in four alphanumeric fields:

address
Address of the data that is shown on each line
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offset
Hexadecimal offset for each line from the initial address

hexadecimal
Displays four four-byte fields (hexadecimal form) of the data at the address for each line. Changes that are made
in these fields override the changes that are made in the character field.

character
Displays a 16-byte field in character format of data at the address for each line. Changes that are made in these
fields are ignored when changes are made in the hexadecimal fields. Periods are used to show nondisplayable
characters; any change in the character field on a period is ignored.

Function Keys

Key Function

PF2 REMEMBER: Saves displayed panel for a later review from the
Primary Interception panel through PF7 (Previous Display)

PF3 FORMATTED: Displays the formatted panel for RQA Selection
Section corresponding to the displayed storage

PF4 CALL-UID AREA: Displays the scrollable Storage panel starting
at the address of the User Identification Area

PF5 CALL-REQUEST AREA: Displays the scrollable Storage panel
starting at the address of the Request Area

PF6 CALL-KEY AREA: Displays the scrollable Storage panel starting
at the address of the Request Key Value Area

PF7 BACKWARD: Decrements the first address by 256 and displays
the storage at the calculated address

PF FORWARD: Increments the first address by 256 and displays the
storage at the calculated address

PF9 CALL-WORK AREA: Displays the scrollable Storage panel
starting at the address of the Request Work Area

PF10 CALL-ELEMENT AREA: Displays the scrollable Storage panel
starting at the address of the Request Element Area

PF11 STORAGE AREAS: If the cursor is in one of the five Request
Areas, invokes the Storage panel starting at the address of the
indicated area; otherwise, displays application Request Area
working storage

PF12 RETURN TO PRIMARY: Returns the Primary Interception panel

Enter Edits the entered data. If any entry contains an error, redisplays
the panel with an error message; otherwise, accepts the entered
data.

DBUG Request Area Formatted Panel

Use the Datacom CICS Services Debugging Facility DBUG Request Area Formatted panel to modify request count data
in the RQA-Area (Request Area) storage for the call. Review the panel display, field descriptions, and function keys.
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Panel Display

The Request Area Formatted panel is an exploded view of the Request Area. Modify request count data by making
hexadecimal entries in five numeric fields:

• SKP CNT
• I/O CNT
• MAX CNT
• SET NUMBER
• SET REC CNT

The RTN CDE, INTRNL, and DBID can also be changed on this screen to modify the Request Area.

DBUG 34                     REQUEST AREA FORMATTED                   CA Datacom

 TRAN ID: DBAC    PROGRAM: DCCACPR  +0012A     TASK NR: 0000290     DISPLAY:

 CALL: DBNTRY     TERM ID: D107        INTERCEPTED AFTER EXECUTION

 

 DB CMD                    RQA FEEDBK

 |    TABLE   RTN CDE      |                                  BLK

 |    |  KEYN | INTRNL     SECTION                            |

 |    |  |    | |DBID 0001 |ENTRY                             | SKP CNT 016448

 |    |  |    | ||         |                                  |         |

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 REDLEPMFSTZIP   .........C.......H......         .  ....... ....         ...

 DCCDCDDCEEECD444000000000C0000000C010200444444444444000400040000444444444000

 9543574623997000010200090300050008575317000000000800010B00000002000000000702

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

                |  | |   |               |   |     | |

                |  | BLK RECD            |   |     | I/O CNT 00001

                |  TID                   |   |     MAX CNT

                |  RECID..               |   SET NUMBER 000164480

                UPDATE INTENT            SET REC CNT

 

 PF1 :                    PF2 : REMEMBER             PF3 :

 PF4 : CALL-UID AREA      PF5 : CALL-REQUEST AREA    PF6 : CALL-KEY AREA

 PF7 :                    PF8 :                      PF9 : CALL-WORK AREA

        PF10: CALL-ELEMENT AREA  PF11:                      PF12: RETURN TO PRIMARY

Field Descriptions

The following Request Area panel fields correspond to Primary Interception panel fields:

Request Area panel field Primary Interception field

DB CMD CMD

TABLE TBL

KEYN KEYNAME

RTN CDE RETURN CODE

INTRNL INTERNAL CODE

DBID DBID

Review the following explanations of these fields:
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DB CMD
Datacom/DB command at the time of the intercept

TABLE
Name of the table in the Request Area at the time of the intercept

KEYN
Datacom/DB key name in the Request Area at the time of the intercept

RTN CDE
Two-byte return code after a Datacom/DB access

INTRNL
Three-byte decimal representation of the 1-byte binary internal return code

DBID
Datacom/DB database ID in the Request Area at the time of the intercept.

Request data that you can enter, view, or modify on this panel are entered and displayed here in alphanumeric format.

If you enter data in a field on this panel. If you use the space bar to blank out a field, use the ERASE EOF key to clear out
extraneous data.Datacom CICS Services reads blanks (hexadecimal '40').

NOTE
Changes are case-sensitive. Use the proper case when entering data.

UPDATE INTENT
Displays application program redefinition of UPD parameter specification that is used by SELSM to specify that
records should be returned for update.

RECID
After the request executes, displays the 7-byte record ID of the located record as:

• TID: Table ID
• BLK: Block number within Area or URI
• RECD: Record number within Block

RQA FEEDBK
After the request executes, for errors in Compound Boolean Selection commands, displays:

• SECTION: Section type (S, K, or P)
• ENTRY: Entry number in error

SET REC CNT
After the request executes, if a temporary set is created or if a count is requested with the CNT parameter,
displays the number of records that are selected for a set

SET NUMBER
After the request executes, displays the ID number that is assigned to the current set by Datacom/DB

MAX CNT
Displays maximum records to count the data that is established in the Request Area of an application program for
current CNTKR or CNTKY command, if any.

I/O CNT
Before the request executes, displays the value for the IIO parameter if it is specified.
After the request executes, displays the number of start I/O operations that were issued to satisfy the current
request. If selection was interrupted because the IIO parameter specification was reached, displays the number of
start I/O operations that were issued before selection was interrupted.

BLK
Block number in URI area.
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SKP CNT
Displays the application program specification for the number of records to skip before returning the first record
when using the SELNR command.

Function Keys

Key Function

PF2 REMEMBER: Saves the panel for a later review from the Primary
Interception panel.

PF4 CALL-UID AREA: Displays the scrollable Storage panel starting
at the address of the User Identification Area.

PF5 CALL-REQUEST AREA: Displays the scrollable Storage panel
starting at the address of the Request Area.

PF6 CALL-KEY AREA: Displays the scrollable Storage panel starting
at the address of the Request Key Value Area.

PF9 CALL-WORK AREA: Displays the scrollable Storage panel
starting at the address of the Request Work Area.

PF10 CALL-ELEMENT AREA: Displays the scrollable Storage panel
starting at the address of the Request Element Area.

PF12 RETURN TO PRIMARY: Returns to the Primary Interception
panel.

Enter Edits the entered data. If any entry contains an error, returns
an error message; otherwise, accepts the entered data and
redisplays the modified panel.

DBUG Key Area Formatted Panel

Use the Datacom CICS Services Debugging Facility DBUG Key Area Formatted panel to change the complete key value
in the Key Area storage for the request. Review the panel display and the function keys.

Panel Display

The Key Area Formatted panel is an exploded view of Key Area storage that displays the key value, up to 360 bytes.

If the program allocated fewer than 360 bytes, any changes beyond that length may change data that is not associated
with the key.

 DBUG 36                    KEY AREA FORMATTED                        CA Datacom

 TRAN ID: XXXX    PROGRAM: XXXXXXXX +000000    TASK NR: 0000000     DISPLAY: CUR

 CALL: DBNTRY     TERM ID: XXXX       $xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

 

  KEY VALUE ONE   ............................................................

                  1...+....10...+....20...+....30...+....40...+....50...+....60

                  ............................................................

                  61..+....70...+....800..+....90...+....100..+....110..+....120

                  ............................................................

                  121.+....130..+....140..+....150..+....160..+....170..+....180
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  KEY VALUE TWO   ............................................................

                  1...+....10...+....20...+....30...+....40...+....50...+....60

                  ............................................................

                  61..+....70...+....800..+....90...+....100..+....110..+....120

                  ............................................................

                  121.+....130..+....140..+....150..+....160..+....170..+....180

 

 

 PF1 :                     PF2 : REMEMBER             PF3 :

 PF4 : CALL-UID AREA       PF5 : CALL-REQUEST AREA    PF6 : CALL-KEY AREA

 PF7 :                     PF8 :                      PF9 : CALL-WORK AREA

      PF10: CALL-ELEMENT AREA   PF11: SWITCH HEX/CHAR      PF12: RETURN TO PRIMARY

The key value is displayed in two areas of the panel:

• The first 180 bytes of the key value are in KEY VALUE ONE.
• The second 180 bytes are in KEY VALUE TWO.

NOTE
Commands that test a specified key range, such as CNTKR, LOCKR, LOCNR, REDNR, and REDKR, require
the second key value area.

If the data to be changed is a data type other than packed decimal or binary, enter up to 180 bytes in the character portion
of the display. Do not overtype a displayed period. Datacom CICS Services ignores any change to a column containing a
period.

If the data to be changed is in packed decimal or binary format and is within the first 90 bytes of the key value, press PF11
and make the changes in hexadecimal mode. If the data to be changed is beyond the first 90 bytes displayable on this
panel, press PF6 and make the changes in the corresponding storage panel.

As you enter data in this panel for changes, each character is compared internally, and changes are made a character at
a time. Therefore, if you use ERASE EOF or space bar, those characters are changed.

NOTE
All changes are case-sensitive. Use the proper case when entering data.

Function Keys

Key Function

PF2 REMEMBER: Saves the panel for review from the Primary
Interception panel

PF4 CALL-UID AREA: Displays the scrollable Storage panel starting
at the address of the User Identification Area

PF5 CALL-REQUEST AREA: Displays the scrollable Storage panel
starting at the address of the Request Area

PF6 CALL-KEY AREA: Displays the scrollable Storage panel starting
at the address of the Request Key Value Area

PF9 CALL-WORK AREA: Displays the scrollable Storage panel
starting at the address of the Request Work Area

PF10 CALL-ELEMENT AREA: Displays the scrollable Storage panel
starting at the address of the Request Element Area
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Key Function

PF11 SWITCH HEX/CHAR: Switches the display from hexadecimal to
character or from character to hexadecimal. The full 180 bytes
are displayable in character format, but only the first 90 bytes are
displayable in hexadecimal representation.

PF12 RETURN TO PRIMARY: Returns the Primary Interception panel

Enter Edits the entered data. If any entry contains an error, returns
an error message; otherwise, accepts the entered data and
redisplays the modified panel.

DBUG Review URT Panel

Use the Datacom CICS Services Debugging Facility DBUG Review URT panel to review a synopsis of the contents of the
URT used to fulfill the application Datacom/DB request. Review panel display, field descriptions, and function keys.

Panel Display

The body of DBUG Review URT panel has three parts:

• The first line displays how the URT is defined to Datacom CICS Services.
• The second line displays the DBURSTR parameter values that define the URT identified in the heading.
• The remaining lines display the DBURTBL parameter values that define the tables that are referenced in the URT.

DBUG 52                     URT 0001 BEING USED                      CA Datacom

TRAN ID: DBAC    PROGRAM: DCCACPR  +0200      TASK NR: 0000099     DISPLAY:  01

CALL: DBNTRY     TERM ID: U003        INTERCEPTED AFTER EXECUTION              

                                                                               

TYPE: STD WHEN TO OPEN: AUTO  STATUS: OPEN     MUF: 01                         

ABEND= NO    CBSIO= 000000   PRTY= 07  TXUNDO= YES  TIMEMIN= 000  TIMESEC= 000 

USRINFO= DBSAMPLE-ONL-URT    AUTHID= xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx                        

                                                                               

    TABLE      DBID       SYNONYM     BYPOPEN     UPDATE    AUTODXC   MDBID    

     PAY      00001         YES         NO           YES       NO              

     PMF      00001         YES         NO           YES       NO              

     POH      00001         YES         NO           YES       NO              

     POL      00001         YES         NO           YES       NO              

     PNC      00001         YES         NO           YES       NO              

     PNM      00001         YES         NO           YES       NO              

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

PF1 :                    PF2 : REMEMBER             PF3 :                      

PF4 :                    PF5 : STORAGE AREAS        PF6 : USERS DISPLAY        

PF7 : BACKWARD           PF8 : FORWARD              PF9 :                      

      PF10:                    PF11: REVIEW TRACE         PF12: RETURN TO PRIMARY
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Field Descriptions
TYPE

Displays a code for the type of URT:
STD

URT you defined for applications issuing Datacom/DB commands DBSQL=NO in the DBUREND macro
of the URT definition

SQL
URT you defined for applications issuing SQL statements; DBSQL=YES in the DBUREND macro of the
URT definition

DYN
URT dynamically built by another Broadcom product

WHEN TO OPEN
Time the URT is opened:
PLT

Datacom CICS Services opens the URT at startup time.
AUTO

URT is opened automatically by Datacom CICS Services when an application program request needs it.
DEFER

URT can be opened only with an explicit DBEC or DBOC command.
STATUS

Status of the URT:
UNOPENED

Not yet opened by a program call or a DBOC or DBEC transaction
CLOSED

Explicitly closed with a DBEC or DBOC CLOSE=
CLOSING

Close pending completion of a read in progress or a transaction having exclusive control.
OPEN

Opened by Datacom CICS Services
OPENING

Open requested but not yet open, possibly pending connection to MUF
MUF

Relative number of the DBCSID macro that is appended to the DBCVTPR (or 01 in a single MUF environment)
that defines the connection to the MUF. For a non-global URT, this value defaults to 1. For a global URT, it is the
number of the MUF defined with the matching SID module.

ABEND
This value is ignored in a URT assembly and is therefore obsolete.

CBSIO
Value that is specified in URT generation for I/O limit interrupt for all SELxx commands except SELPR

PRTY
Value that is specified in URT generation for the priority level within the MUF using this URT, where 1 is the lowest
priority and 15 is the highest priority

TXUNDO
The transaction backout option is in effect for all update transactions that are using this URT.
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TIMEMIN
TIMEMIN value in URT generation that defines the exclusive control wait time limit in minutes

TIMESEC
TIMESEC value in URT generation that defines the exclusive control wait time limit in seconds. If no value is
displayed in MIN or SEC field, there is no limit on the time a task can hold a record under exclusive control.

USRINFO
USRINFO value that is specified in the URT generation macro

AUTHID
AUTHID that is specified in the URT generation macro or that was specified in Services using the DBCVTPR
macro or dynamic plan switching

TABLE
Name of the Datacom/DB table in the URT

DBID
ID of the database where the corresponding table resides

SYNONYM
One of the following values:
YES

SYNONYM=YES is specified in the DBURTBL macro for this URT.
NO

SYNONYM=NO is specified in the DBURTBL macro for this URT.
BYPOPEN

One of the following values:
YES

When the URT is opened, the designated table is bypassed from the opening. Any attempt to access this
table, using this URT, results in a Datacom/DB return code of 05.

NO
When the URT is opened, the designated table is opened during the opening.

UPDATE
One of the following values:
YES

This URT permits applications to update the named table.
NO

Updates on the named table are not permitted using this URT.
AUTODXC

One of the following values:
NO

Datacom/DB does not automatically drop exclusive control for this table when a second command is
issued from the same Request Area.

YES
Datacom/DB automatically drops exclusive control for this table when a second command is issued from
the same Request Area.

MDBID
Blank for a non-global URT. For a global URT using DBID remapping, it is the DBID that is remapped from the
request and passed to the MUF.
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Function Keys

Key Function

PF2 REMEMBER: Saves the panel for review from the Primary
Interception panel

PF5 STORAGE AREAS: Displays application Request Area working
storage

PF6 USERS DISPLAY: Displays full screen containing the last user
entry

PF7 BACKWARD: Scrolls backward through the trace table

PF8 FORWARD: Scrolls forward through the trace table

PF11 REVIEW TRACE: Displays the Trace Entries panel, listing all
traced Datacom/DB requests associated with this task

PF12 RETURN TO PRIMARY: Returns the Primary Interception panel

Enter No function

DBUG Trace Entries Panel

Use the Datacom CICS Services Debugging Facility DBUG Trace Entries panel to review the internal Datacom/DB trace
table that is associated with the current intercepted task. Review panel display, field descriptions, and function keys.

Panel Display

DBUG 54                     TRACE ENTRIES                            CA Datacom

 TRAN ID: DBAC    PROGRAM: DCCACPR  +0298      TASK NR: 0000288     DISPLAY:  04

 CALL: DBNTRY     TERM ID: D107        INTERCEPTED AFTER EXECUTION

 

 SEQ   TIME    TASK TERM TRAN PROGRAM  TCB CMMD TBL KEY   RTN  MUF URT DBID 

 NR  HH:MM:SS    ID   ID   ID NAME      ID          NAME  CODE ID   ID      

 089  1:10:22   288 D107 DBAC DCCACPR  001 REDKYPAYEMPNO       01 0001 00001

 090  1:10:22   288 D107 DBAC DCCACPR  001 REDNXPMFSTZIP       01 0001 00001

 091  1:10:22   288 D107 DBAC DCCACPR  001 REDKYPAYEMPNO       01 0001 00001

 092  1:10:22   288 D107 DBAC DCCACPR  001 REDNXPMFSTZIP       01 0001 00001

 093  1:10:22   288 D107 DBAC DCCACPR  001 REDKYPAYEMPNO       01 0001 00001

 094  1:10:72   288 D107 DBAC DCCACPR  001 REDNXPMFSTZIP       01 0001 00001

 095  1:10:72   288 D107 DBAC DCCACPR  001 REDKYPAYEMPNO       01 0001 00001

 096  1:10:72   288 D107 DBAC DCCACPR  001 REDNXPMFSTZIP       01 0001 00001

 097  1:10:72   288 D107 DBAC DCCACPR  001 REDKYPAYEMPNO       01 0001 00001

 098  1:10:72   288 D107 DBAC DCCACPR  001 REDNXPMFSTZIP       01 0001 00001

 099  1:10:72   288 D107 DBAC DCCACPR  001 REDKYPAYEMPNO       01 0001 00001

 100  1:10:72   288 D107 DBAC DCCACPR  001 REDNXPMFSTZIP       01 0001 00001

 101  1:10:73   288 D107 DBAC DCCACPR  001 REDKYPAYEMPNO       01 0001 00001

 

 PF1 :                    PF2 : REMEMBER             PF3 :

 PF4 :                    PF5 : STORAGE AREAS        PF6 : USERS DISPLAY

 PF7 : BACKWARD           PF8 : FORWARD              PF9 :

      PF10: REVIEW URT         PF11: REVIEW TRACE         PF12: RETURN TO PRIMARY
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Field Descriptions
SEQ NR

Number of the trace entry in the trace table: indicates where in the trace table the display is positioned
TIME HH:MM:SS

Time of day, to the second, at which each event occurred
TASK ID

CICS task number
TERM ID

ID of the terminal that initiated the listed command or ???? if no terminal was attached to the issuance of the
command

TRAN ID
CICS transaction ID associated with the listed task

PROGRAM NAME
Name of the program that issued the listed command

TCB ID
Task Control Block sequence number that identifies the thread being used by the current event

CMMD
Datacom/DB command that is being traced

TBL
Name of the Datacom/DB table, if any, that is being accessed by the current event

KEY NAME
Name of the key for the listed Datacom/DB table

RTN CODE
Interpret the return code xx.yy as follows:
xx

Datacom/DB external return code (decimal)
yy

Datacom/DB internal return code (hexadecimal), '40' is a blank internal return code.
MUF ID

Number of the MUF that is accessed by the current event
URT ID

Number of the URT that is accessed by the current event
DBID

Database ID of the database in the MUF that is accessed by the current event

Function Keys

Key Function

PF2 REMEMBER: Saves the panel for review from the Primary
Interception panel

PF5 STORAGE AREAS: Displays the application Request Area
working storage

PF6 USERS DISPLAY: Displays full screen containing the last user
entry
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Key Function

PF7 BACKWARD: Scrolls backward through the trace table

PF8 FORWARD: Scrolls forward through the trace table.

PF10 REVIEW URT: Displays the URT nnnn Being Used panel, if
invoked after the first intercept; otherwise, N/A

PF11 REVIEW TRACE: Displays the Trace Entries panel, listing all
traced Datacom/DB requests associated with this task

PF12 RETURN TO PRIMARY: Returns the Primary Interception panel

Enter No function

DBUG Example - Reviewing an Online Application
Use the Datacom CICS Services Debugging Facility (DBUG) to review an online application. An example demonstrates
the seventeen-step debugging process, during which DBUG is specified to intercept a transaction both before and after a
request.

In the following example, the Debugging Facility (DBUG) is used to review an online application.

Step 1

Initiate the Debugging Facility by clearing the screen on terminal D028 and entering the DBUG transaction ID. The
Debugging Facility acknowledges this transaction with the Interception Specifications panel, where the intercept is
specified to occur both before and after every Datacom/DB request. Specify a different terminal ID, D107.

DBUG                    INTERCEPTION SPECIFICATIONS                  CA DATACOM

 

                 THE INTERCEPT WILL APPEAR ON THIS TERMINAL

 

 

 WHEN    : both   (BEFORE, AFTER OR BOTH)

 

 

 TERMID  : D107 (REMOTE TERMINAL ID OR **** FOR MONITOR MODE)

The Debugging Facility acknowledges this input with the following message:

 DC03027I - REQUEST SERVICED

Step 2

On terminal D107, enter the transaction ID for the application to be debugged. The Debugging Facility acknowledges that
the transaction is being intercepted and displays the message:

 dbac***YOUR TRANSACTION IS INTERCEPTED BY TERMINAL - D028

Step 3

Since the Debugging Facility was initiated specifying BOTH, the Debugging Facility intercepts the transaction before it
accesses Datacom/DB, and presents the following screen on terminal D028.

DBUG 20                     PRIMARY INTERCEPTION                     CA Datacom
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TRAN ID: DBAC    PROGRAM: DCCACPR  +00C8      TASK NR: 0000299     DISPLAY: CUR

CALL: DBNTRY     TERM ID: D107        INTERCEPTED BEFORE EXECUTION             

                                                                               

CMD: LOCKY TBL: PMF DBID: 00001 KEYNAME: STZIP URT:      MUF:    REC LEN:      

                                SIDNAME:          MUFN/SUB:          SIO:      

UID AREA : DCCACPR DB/CICS 14.0 SAMPLE    .......................   AT 386FD428

                                                                               

REQ AREA : LOCKYPMFSTZIP.. ..                                       AT 379106AF

                                                                               

KEY VALUE: TX00000...............................................   AT 379106FB

                                                                               

WORK AREA: ......................................................   AT 00000000

                                                                               

ELEMENTS :                                                          AT 00000000

                                                                               

RQA AREA : ......................................................   AT 00000000

                                                                               

                  RETURN CODE:    INTERNAL CODE:                               

DBUG CMD: BOTH           REFRESH:                   NR OF CALLS TO SKIP: 000   

PF1 :                    PF2 : SWITCH HEX/CHAR      PF3 : END DBUG SESSION     

PF4 :                    PF5 : STORAGE AREAS        PF6 : USERS DISPLAY        

PF7 :                    PF8 :                      PF9 : INTERCEPT CRITERIA   

PF10:                    PF11: REVIEW TRACE         PF12: ABEND USER TASK

Step 4

Press PF2  to change the display to hexadecimal mode, and the Debugging Facility responds with the following display:

DBUG 20                     PRIMARY INTERCEPTION                     CA Datacom

 TRAN ID: DBAC    PROGRAM: DCCACPR  +00A0      TASK NR: 0000299     DISPLAY: CUR

 CALL: DBNTRY     TERM ID: D107        INTERCEPTED BEFORE EXECUTION

 

 CMD: LOCKY TBL: PMF DBID: 00001 KEYNAME: STZIP URT:      MUF:    REC LEN:

                                 SIDNAME:          MUFN/SUB:          SIO:      

 UID AREA : C4C2C3C1D4D7D940C4C261C3C9C3E240F24BF24BF040E2C1D4D7D3   AT 21D61A28

 

 REQ AREA : D3D6C3D2E8D7D4C6E2E3E9C9D7F3F6400001404040404040404040   AT 2130067F

 

 KEY VALUE: E3E7F0F0F0F0F00000000000000000000000000000000000000000   AT 213006CB

 

 WORK AREA: ......................................................   AT 00000000

 

 ELEMENTS :                                                          AT 00000000

 

 RQA AREA : ......................................................   AT 00000000

 

                   RETURN CODE:    INTERNAL CODE:

 DBUG CMD: BOTH           REFRESH:                   NR OF CALLS TO SKIP: 000

 PF1 :                    PF2 : SWITCH HEX/CHAR      PF3 : END DBUG SESSION

 PF4 :                    PF5 : STORAGE AREAS        PF6 : USERS DISPLAY

 PF7 :                    PF8 :                      PF9 : INTERCEPT CRITERIA

 PF10:                    PF11: REVIEW TRACE         PF12: ABEND USER TASK
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Step 5

Press PF2, then Enter; the Debugging Facility allows the transaction to continue with its Datacom/DB access. After the
transaction has accessed Datacom/DB, the Debugging Facility intercepts it and presents the following display:

DBUG 20                     PRIMARY INTERCEPTION                     CA Datacom

TRAN ID: DBAC    PROGRAM: DCCACPR  +00C8      TASK NR: 0000299     DISPLAY: CUR

CALL: DBNTRY     TERM ID: D107        INTERCEPTED AFTER EXECUTION              

                                                                               

CMD: LOCKY TBL: PMF DBID: 00001 KEYNAME: STZIP URT: 0001 MUF: 01 REC LEN: 00000

                                SIDNAME: DBDVM5   MUFN/SUB: DBDVMUF5 SIO:  0000

UID AREA : DCCACPR DB/CICS 14.0 SAMPLE    .......................   AT 386FD428

                                                                               

REQ AREA : LOCKYPMFSTZIP   .........A.......H......         .  ..   AT 379106AF

                                                                               

KEY VALUE: TX75243...............................................   AT 379106FB

                                                                               

WORK AREA: ......................................................   AT 00000000

                                                                               

ELEMENTS :                                                          AT 00000000

                                                                               

RQA AREA : ......................................................   AT 00000000

                                                                               

                  RETURN CODE:    INTERNAL CODE:                               

DBUG CMD: BOTH           REFRESH:                   NR OF CALLS TO SKIP: 000   

PF1 :                    PF2 : SWITCH HEX/CHAR      PF3 : END DBUG SESSION     

PF4 :                    PF5 : STORAGE AREAS        PF6 : USERS DISPLAY        

PF7 : PREVIOUS DISPLAY   PF8 :                      PF9 : INTERCEPT CRITERIA   

PF10: REVIEW URT         PF11: REVIEW TRACE         PF12: ABEND USER TASK

Step 6

At this point, it is decided that the data needs to be examined only after Datacom/DB access. Therefore, AFTER is
entered in the DBUG CMD field.

                   RETURN CODE: __  INTERNAL CODE: ___

 DBUG CMD: AFTER                           NR OF CALLS TO SKIP  ___

 PF1 :                    PF2 : SWITCH HEX/CHAR      PF3 : END DBUG SESSION

 PF4 : REGISTERS          PF5 : WORKING STORAGE      PF6 : USERS DISPLAY

 PF7 : PREVIOUS DISPLAY   PF8 :                      PF9 : INTERCEPT CRITERIA

 PF10: REVIEW URT         PF11: TRACE ENTRIES        PF12: ABEND PROGRAM

Step 7

The Debugging Facility accepts this request with another primary intercept, as follows:

DBUG 20                     PRIMARY INTERCEPTION                     CA Datacom

 TRAN ID: DBAC    PROGRAM: DCCACPR  +012A      TASK NR: 0000299     DISPLAY: CUR

 CALL: DBNTRY     TERM ID: D107        INTERCEPTED AFTER EXECUTION

 

 CMD: REDLE TBL: PMF DBID: 00001 KEYNAME: STZIP URT: 0001 MUF: 01 REC LEN: 00075

                                 SIDNAME: DBSIDPR  MUFN/SUB: DBDVMUF5 SIO:  0000
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Step 8

Place the cursor in the Request Area and press PF5 to take a closer look at the Request Area. In response, the
Debugging Facility presents the following display:

DBUG 33                     CALL-REQUEST AREA                        CA Datacom

 TRAN ID: DBAC    PROGRAM: DCCACPR  +0012A     TASK NR: 0000299     DISPLAY:  03

 CALL: DBNTRY     TERM ID: D107

 

 2130067F +0000   D9C5C4D3 C5D7D4C6 E2E3E9C9 D7404040   * REDLEPMFSTZIP    *

 2130068F +0010   00010002 00000009 00C30000 00050000   * .........C...... *

 2130069F +0020   00C80517 05230107 40404040 40404040   * .H......         *

 213006AF +0030   40484040 0000004B 00000040 00000002   *  .  ....... .... *

 213006BF +0040   40404040 40404040 40070002 E3E7F7F5   *          ...TX75 *

 213006CF +0050   F2F4F3F0 F0F0F0F9 D3E4E3C8 C5D940C7   * 24300009LUTHER G *

 213006DF +0060   C1D9E840 40404040 40404040 40404040   * ARY              *

 213006EF +0070   F1F3F4F1 F040D6D5 E8E74040 40404040   * 13410 ONYX       *

 213006FF +0080   40404040 40404040 C4C1D3D3 C1E24040   *         DALLAS   *

 2130070F +0090   40404040 404040E3 E7F7F5F2 F4F30040   *        TX75243.  *

 2130071F +00A0   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040   *                  *

 2130072F +00B0   40404040 404040C5 D4D7D3D6 E8C5C5E2   *        EMPLOYEES *

 2130073F +00C0   40C9D540 E3C8C540 E2E3C1E3 C540D6C6   *  IN THE STATE OF *

 2130074F +00D0   40E3C5E7 C1E24040 40404040 40404040   *  TEXAS           *

 2130075F +00E0   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404000   *                . *

 2130076F +00F0   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   * ................ *

 PF1 :                    PF2 : REMEMBER             PF3 : FORMATTED

 PF4 : CALL-UID AREA      PF5 : WORKING STORAGE      PF6 : CALL-KEY AREA

 PF7 : BACKWARD           PF8 : FORWARD              PF9 : CALL-WORK AREA

 PF10: CALL-ELEMENT AREA  PF11:                      PF12: RETURN TO PRIMARY

Step 9

From this panel, you can see storage that is used by the Request Area, but individual fields are hard to determine. Press
PF3 to get a formatted Request Area. In response, the Debugging Facility presents the following display:

DBUG 34                     REQUEST AREA FORMATTED                   CA Datacom

 TRAN ID: DBAC    PROGRAM: DCCACPR  +0012A     TASK NR: 0000299     DISPLAY:

 CALL: DBNTRY     TERM ID: D107        INTERCEPTED AFTER EXECUTION

 

 DB CMD                    RQA FEEDBK

 |    TABLE   RTN CDE      |                                  BLK

 |    |  KEYN | INTRNL     SECTION                            |

 |    |  |    | |DBID 0001 |ENTRY                             | SKP CNT 016448

 |    |  |    | ||         |                                  |         |

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 REDLEPMFSTZIP   .........C.......H......         .  ....... ....         ...

 DCCDCDDCEEECD444000000000C0000000C010200444444444444000400040000444444444000

 9543574623997000010200090300050008575317000000000800000B00000002000000000702

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

                |  | |   |               |   |     | |

                |  | BLK RECD            |   |     | I/O CNT 00000

                |  TID                   |   |     MAX CNT

                |  RECID..               |   SET NUMBER 000164480
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                UPDATE INTENT            SET REC CNT

 

 PF1 :                    PF2 : REMEMBER             PF3 :

 PF4 : CALL-UID AREA      PF5 : CALL-REQUEST AREA    PF6 : CALL-KEY AREA

 PF7 :                    PF8 :                      PF9 : CALL-WORK AREA

 PF10: CALL-ELEMENT AREA  PF11:                      PF12: RETURN TO PRIMARY

Step 10

Since no problems are seen in the Request Qualification Area, press PF6 to examine the call key area. The Debugging
Facility responds with the following display.

 DBUG 35 CALL-KEY AREA Datacom TRAN ID: DBAC PROGRAM: DCCACPR +00152 TASK NR: 0000299 DISPLAY: 03 CALL:

 DBNTRY TERM ID: D107    379206FB +0000 E3E7F7F5 F2F4F3F0 F0F0F0F9 D3E4E3C8 * TX7524300009LUTH *  3792070B

 +0010 C5D940C7 C1D9E840 40404040 40404040 * ER GARY *  3792071B +0020 40404040 F1F3F4F1 F040D6D5 E8E74040 *

 13410 ONYX *  3792072B +0030 40404040 40404040 40404040 C4C1D3D3 * DALL *  3792073B +0040 C1E24040 40404040

 404040E3 E7F7F5F2 * AS TX752 *  3792074B +0050 F4F30040 40404040 40404040 40404040 * 43. *  3792075B

 +0060 40404040 40404040 404040C5 D4D7D3D6 * EMPLO *  3792076B +0070 E8C5C5E2 40C9D540 E3C8C540 E2E3C1E3

 * YEES IN THE STAT *  3792077B +0080 C540D6C6 40E3C5E7 C1E24040 40404040 * E OF TEXAS *  3792078B +0090

 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 * *  3792079B +00A0 40404000 00000000 00000000 00000000 * .............

 *  379207AB +00B0 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 * ................ *  379207BB +00C0 00000000 00000000

 00000000 00000000 * ................ *  379207CB +00D0 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 * ................

 *  379207DB +00E0 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 * ................ *  379207EB +00F0 000000C3 C9E3E840

 40404040 40404040 * ...CITY *  PF1 : PF2 : REMEMBER PF3 : FORMATTED  PF4 : CALL-UID AREA PF5 : CALL-REQUEST

 AREA PF6 : WORKING STORAGE  PF7 : BACKWARD PF8 : FORWARD PF9 : CALL-WORK AREA  PF10: CALL-ELEMENT AREA PF11:

 PF12: RETURN TO PRIMARY 

Step 11

Since no problems are seen in the Request Qualification Area, press PF6 to examine the formatted key area. The
Debugging Facility responds with the following display:

DBUG 36                     KEY AREA FORMATTED                       CA Datacom

 TRAN ID: DBAC    PROGRAM: DCCACPR  +0012A     TASK NR: 0000299     DISPLAY:

 CALL: DBNTRY     TERM ID: D107        INTERCEPTED AFTER EXECUTION

 

  KEY VALUE ONE   TX7524300009LUTHER GARY             13410 ONYX

                  1...+....10...+....20...+....30...+....40...+....50...+....60

                  DALLAS         TX75243.                        EMPLOYEES IN

                  61..+....70...+....80...+....90...+....100..+....110..+....120

                  THE STATE OF TEXAS                         .................

                  121.+....130..+....140..+....150..+....160..+....170..+....180

Step 12

Review the Formatted Key Area and press PF12 to return to the primary intercept panel:

DBUG 20                     PRIMARY INTERCEPTION                     CA Datacom

 TRAN ID: DBAC    PROGRAM: DCCACPR  +012A      TASK NR: 0000299     DISPLAY: CUR

 CALL: DBNTRY     TERM ID: D107        INTERCEPTED AFTER EXECUTION

 

 CMD: REDLE TBL: PMF DBID: 00001 KEYNAME: STZIP URT: 0001 MUF: 01 REC LEN: 00075

                                 SIDNAME: DBSIDPR  MUFN/SUB: DBDVMUF5 SIO:  0000
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Step 13

Press PF10 to review the specifications in the URT, and the Debugging Facility responds with:

DBUG 52                     URT 0001 BEING USED                      CA Datacom

TRAN ID: DBAC    PROGRAM: DCCACPR  +0338      TASK NR: 0000299     DISPLAY:  03

CALL: DBNTRY     TERM ID: D107        INTERCEPTED AFTER EXECUTION              

                                                                               

TYPE: STD WHEN TO OPEN: AUTO  STATUS: OPEN     MUF: 01                         

ABEND= NO    CBSIO= 000000   PRTY= 07  TXUNDO= YES  TIMEMIN= 000  TIMESEC= 000 

USRINFO= DBSAMPLE-ONL-URT    AUTHID= AB                                        

                                                                               

    TABLE      DBID       SYNONYM     BYPOPEN     UPDATE    AUTODXC   MDBID    

     PAY      00001         YES         NO           YES       NO              

     PMF      00001         YES         NO           YES       NO              

     POH      00001         YES         NO           YES       NO              

     POL      00001         YES         NO           YES       NO              

     PNC      00001         YES         NO           YES       NO              

     PNM      00001         YES         NO           YES       NO              

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

PF1 :                    PF2 : REMEMBER             PF3 :                      

PF4 :                    PF5 : STORAGE AREAS        PF6 : USERS DISPLAY        

PF7 : BACKWARD           PF8 : FORWARD              PF9 :                      

PF10:                    PF11: REVIEW TRACE         PF12: RETURN TO PRIMARY

Step 14

Press PF11 to review the internal Datacom/DB trace table to see what commands this task has performed and the
Debugging Facility responds with:

DBUG 54                     TRACE ENTRIES                            CA DATACOM

 TRAN ID: DBAC    PROGRAM: DCCACPR  +0298      TASK NR: 0000299     DISPLAY:  03

 CALL: DBNTRY     TERM ID: D107        INTERCEPTED AFTER EXECUTION

 

 SEQ   TIME    TASK TERM TRAN PROGRAM  TCB CMMD TBL KEY   RTN  MUF URT DBID  OPR

 NR  HH:MM:SS    ID   ID   ID NAME      ID          NAME  CODE ID    ID       ID

 001  1:42:60   299 D107 DBAC DCCACPR  001 LOCKYPMFSTZIP       01  0001 00001
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 PF1 :                    PF2 : REMEMBER             PF3 :

 PF4 :                    PF5 : STORAGE AREAS        PF6 : USERS DISPLAY

 PF7 : BACKWARD           PF8 : FORWARD              PF9 :

 PF10: REVIEW URT         PF11: REVIEW TRACE         PF12: RETURN TO PRIMARY

Step 15

When PF6 is pressed to review the user's display showing on remote terminal D107, the Debugging Facility responds
with:

 DBAC

Step 16

Press any key to return to the previous DBUG display, which is the Trace Table, or in this case, press PF12 to go back to
the primary intercept panel.

DBUG 20                     PRIMARY INTERCEPTION                     CA DATACOM

 TRAN ID: DBAC    PROGRAM: DCCACPR  +012A      TASK NR: 0000299     DISPLAY: CUR

 CALL: DBNTRY     TERM ID: D107        INTERCEPTED AFTER EXECUTION

 

 CMD: REDLE TBL: PMF DBID: 00001 KEYNAME: STZIP URT: 0001 MUF: 01 REC LEN: 00075

                                 SIDNAME: DBSIDPR  MUFN/SUB: DBDVMUF5 SIO:  0000

Step 17

Press PF3 to terminate the Debugging Facility intercept for terminal D107. The Debugging Facility returns control to the
application, which finishes the task with the following display on terminal D028.

                        EMPLOYEES IN THE STATE OF TEXAS

 

CITY               NAME                            TOTAL COMP             TAXES

 

DALLAS             LUTHER GARY                      10,392.00            700.00

DALLAS             PATTERSON AL                     11,400.00            850.00

DALLAS             EVERS DANNY                      34,350.00          5,500.00

DALLAS             SEAGRAVES ROBERT                 28,100.00          5,300.00

DALLAS             MOORE VICTOR                     21,590.00          4,650.00

DALLAS             HAWKINS ANDREW                   19,540.00          2,650.00

DALLAS             KELLY EUGENE                     10,860.00          1,000.00

DALLAS             WHITE PAUL                       19,070.00          2,500.00

DALLAS             ERWIN ROY                        17,690.00          2,200.00

DALLAS             HOYLE RUTH                       18,340.00          2,400.00

DALLAS             ROCKWELL SUSAN                   16,410.00          1,900.00

DALLAS             FLYNN GARY                       16,920.00          2,000.00

DALLAS             WEIR HARVEY                      10,600.00            800.00

DALLAS             BEACH MARCUS                     10,704.00            800.00

DALLAS             LONG ROY                         13,460.00          1,150.00

DALLAS             FIELDS BEN                       13,210.00          1,200.00

DALLAS             BICKMAN FRANK                    12,880.00          1,000.00

DALLAS             EVERTS PRICE                     12,460.00          1,000.00

DALLAS             GRIER BRAD                       12,040.00            950.00
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Determining Problems in Ideal for Datacom
This section describes tools and procedures that you can use to define, clarify, document, and solve problems arising from
Ideal for Datacom applications before (or without) calling Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

Site Administrators and systems programmers who are knowledgeable in Datacom/DB, teleprocessing monitor systems,
and Ideal for Datacom use and general architecture should review this information.

This section introduces concepts and descriptions that are essential to effective problem solving. It includes an overview
of the Ideal for Datacom software environment, descriptions of the basic classes of problems, the format of Ideal for
Datacom error messages, and references to non-ideal problem solving tools.

For a complete overview of the Ideal for Datacom software environment, see Utilizing Ideal for Datacom.

This page contains the following topics:

Categories of Problems

This section describes the basic categories of problems that you can encounter while in Ideal for Datacom. Understanding
these categories is useful in identifying problems and in communicating them to Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

CICS or Operating System Crash

A crash is an abnormal end that brings down CICS or the operating system, including Ideal for Datacom and any other
transactions currently active. You can produce CICS or system dumps in various formats.

Transaction Abend/Batch Abend

A transaction or batch abend is an abnormal end by CICS or the operating system that affects only an Ideal for Datacom
transaction.

VPE intercepts a CICS transaction abend encountered while Ideal for Datacom is executing and returns control to CICS.
CICS produces a dump and CICS statistics are produced at shut down.

A batch transaction abend returns control to the operating system and displays a z/OS or VSE error message.

Common abends are as follows:

CICS Abend Code z/OS Batch Abend Code VSE Batch Msg. No. Cause
ATNI, ATCH S222, S122 N/A Program canceled by operator

console, master terminal, or
DFHNEP.

AICA S322, S522 N/A Runaway task due to:
A) Exceeding time limit
parameter ICVR in SIT table
(DFHSIT);
B) Program loop;
C) Exceeding system default for
CPU use.
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APCT S806 OSO5I Program not found due to:
A) Program not in PPT;
B) Program not in the load
library;
C) Program disabled.
Causes include a user
subprogram call with the
subprogram not found in the
STEPLIB/LIBDEF, DFHPPT, or
DFHRPL.

ASRA SOC1...SOCF OSO3I Most other abends. Causes
include misapplied zaps,
a problem with a call to a
subprogram, or storage
violation. A S0C3 results from
executing an Ideal for Datacom
load module.

For more information about abend codes due to unrecoverable errors, access the Messages page. 

Internal Error

An internal error is an unexpected result produced by an Ideal for Datacom or IPC process. Most internal error messages
contain the identifier INTERR. Ideal for Datacom or the IPC keeps control and produces an ADRLOG entry. Online,
ADRLOG prints when the teleprocessing monitor comes down. You can display a panel containing information about the
error using the Ideal for Datacom command DISPLAY ERROR. For more information, see Internal Error Facility in the
“Diagnostic Tools” chapter. In batch, ADRLOG prints when the batch job ends.

Compiler Abort

A compiler abort is a system-related error encountered during a compile that terminates the compile. Ideal for Datacom
retains control. An error message displays. Online, further information is listed in the output member indicated on the
screen. Use a DISPLAY OUTPUT command to view this data. In batch, further information is listed in the compile listing.
This information identifies the error as an abort and lists any internal errors that caused the abort. Causes include trying to
access a VLS library that is full or that cannot be accessed.

Compiler Fatal Error

A compiler fatal error is a program-related error encountered during a compile. It is the same as a compiler abort, except
that it is generally caused by a problem with the program itself, as opposed to a condition in the Ideal for Datacom system.
For example, it can be due to not finding the PDL source specified in the compile or trying to access a program that is
already in use. The error message and the indicated output member, online, or the compile listing, in batch, identifies the
type of problem.

Compiler Error

A compiler error is a programming error (such as a syntax error) encountered during a compile. The error does not
terminate the compile, but it does prevent the object from being created. The error is recorded in the compile listing. It
is highlighted in the source if SET EDIT HIGHLIGHT ERROR is in effect and you specified the MEL (Mark Error Lines)
compile option.

Runtime Error

A run-time error is an error encountered during execution of an Ideal for Datacom program, either:
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• A system error, for example, a Class SYS, Type SYS internal error. A system error always invokes the default Ideal for
Datacom Error Procedure. This terminates the run and lists the error either in the output library (online, use DISPLAY
OUT) or in the current RUNLIST DD/DLBL.

• Any other internal error, DVW type error, or illogical program condition. Such errors pass control to the current user
<<ERROR>> Procedure, if one is defined, or invoke the default Ideal for Datacom <<ERROR>> Procedure. For more
information, see the “PDL ERROR Procedure” chapter.

Ideal for Datacom Error Messages

Ideal for Datacom produces messages to assist you. Some of these messages are issued when you make an error, some
are produced when Ideal for Datacom requires some response from you, and some messages simply provide information
about the activity you performed.

Ideal for Datacom messages can be issued in a variety of places. Many messages appear on the message line of the
terminal screen. However, messages can appear in other places too. If an error occurs during sign on, a message
appears in the top line of the signon screen. Messages also are recorded in ADRLOG, and can be viewed as the result of
a DISPLAY ERROR command or in the CICS job output. Finally, messages can appear in a compilation listing or at the
bottom of the display that results from a CATALOG, DISPLAY, or PRINT DATAVIEW command.

Error Message Format

The numbers that identify Ideal for Datacom error messages display in the following format:

#t-r-ppxxxxxxxxs - text

#t
For messages generated by an asynchronous task only (asynchronous compile or network print), the
asynchronous task number.
Note: For all other types of messages, these positions are omitted.

r
Displays the region number (on the display screen) to which the message applies.

pp
Displays the product code. This is either ID for Ideal for Datacom, or SC for SCF (Session Control Facility).

xxxxxxxx
Identifies the error message. This information is extremely important because it uniquely identifies the error
message. Several messages can be issued with similar text and are distinguishable only by their identification.

s
Displays the severity code of the message. The list is as follows:
E

(ERROR)-An error that does not terminate processing occurred.
F

(FATAL)-An error that terminates processing occurred.
I

(INFORMATION)-Informational message only-no action is required.
W

(WARNING)-A condition has been detected which may lead to incorrect or unexpected results.
Each severity code has an associated numeric code that can conditionally execute batch job steps and can be
returned by the function $RETURN-CODE in an Ideal for Datacom batch job stream or in PDL.

text
Displays the description of the message.
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Example

In the following error message,

#0-2-IDCMASYD10I - Compile for PGM PROG1 successful;...

#0 indicates that the message was generated from asynchronous task number 0. 2 indicates display region number 2
on the terminal. ID indicates that Ideal for Datacom is the product in control. CMASYD10 is the message identification. I
(INFORMATION) is the severity level.

NOTE
If the text of an error message includes the keyword "INTERR" (internal error), this indicates an internal system
error, and Ideal for Datacom takes additional diagnostic actions.

For complete descriptions of all Ideal for Datacom error messages, access the Messages page.

How Ideal for Datacom Uses IPC
The Inter-Product Components (IPC) provide common functions to Ideal for Datacom and an interface between Ideal for
Datacom and the external environment. These programs let Ideal for Datacom process user requests and provide the
services requested while remaining independent of the operating system and teleprocessing monitor.

VPE (Virtual Processing Environment)
Acts as a software interface between Ideal for Datacom and the teleprocessing monitor, operating system, and
database. All external services Ideal for Datacom requires are invoked through VPE. Other IPCs also use VPE for
their external services.
VPE handles requests for services such as memory management, program management, resource management,
I/O services, enqueue and dequeue, dynamic batch job submission, and database accesses. It handles these
requests for service through macro calls and performs the functions according to the rules and syntax of the host
environment.

PDF (Panel Definition Facility)
Processes the Ideal for Datacom commands that define, paint, and test panels interactively.

PSS (Print Subsystem)
Processes, routes, and manages print requests. PSS handles Ideal for Datacom commands for maintaining the
output library, browsing output, and performing other print services.

PMS (Panel Management Services)
Set up run-time services for acquiring, sending, receiving, and managing 327x-type terminal messages. PMS
validates date and time stamps and checks input fields for violations of panel edit rules. PMS supports both Ideal
for Datacom product panels and application panels developed using PDF.

SCF (Session Control Facility)
Handle user requests from an online terminal session and an Ideal for Datacom batch session. SCF provides
Ideal for Datacom sign-on processing, handles asynchronous compiles and network printing, and processes
commands such as DISPLAY ERROR; SPLIT and COMBINE; SCROLL; and HELP, RETURN, and CLARIFY.
SCF also acts as a command dispatcher, managing Ideal for Datacom menus, commands, and PF and PA keys;
separating commands; and passing commands to the appropriate Ideal for Datacom module for further analysis.
In batch, SCF prints commands as though they were entered in an online environment.

VLS (Virtual Library System)
Uses the basic I/O services of VPE to store, retrieve, and modify data in both online and batch environments.
There are two types of VLS library members. Record members store source data in source libraries and output in
the output library. Block data members store variable-length data in panel libraries or object libraries.
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• Any number of VLS libraries can exist, but they cannot be concatenated. Ideal for Datacom requires at least
eight VLS libraries:

• ADRLIB-Ideal for Datacom control information, master JOBCARD, user JOBCARDS, and system messages.
• ADRPNL-Ideal for Datacom and IPC product panels and session options.
• ADROUT-Output library and printer destinations.
• IDDAT-Data member library.
• IDDVW-Dataview object library. For a DB2 site, you can include plan definitions here or in a separate plan

library.
• User source, object, and panel libraries. Defaults are as follows:

– In z/OS-ID$IDSRC, ID$IDOBJ, and ID$IDPNL
– In VSE-IDL$IDS, IDL$IDO, IDL$IDP

A site can define additional source, object, and panel libraries.
VLS has a batch utility for library maintenance (VLSUTIL). For more information about its usage, see the section
VLS Utility (VLSUTIL).

EDK (Editor Kernel)
Maps fill-in panels to VLS members providing editing commands and checkpoint and rollback functions.

Ideal for Datacom Security
Security for Ideal for Datacom access consists of both external and internal facilities. You can use Ideal for Datacom
internal security to control access to Ideal for Datacom. Sites can also use the Standard Security Facility (CAISSF) to
interface with external security systems, such as Top Secret, ACF2, or IBM's RACF. The SSF interface lets you use any of
these security products in both online and batch environments.

During sign-on, Ideal for Datacom internal security checks to make sure that the user is authorized to access Ideal for
Datacom. If external security is used, users must sign onto the security system before signing onto Ideal for Datacom. You
can use any Ideal for Datacom sign-on transaction (standard, express, or transparent) with external security.

For more information about internal and external security, see the section How to Sign On and Off.

How Ideal for Datacom Application Components Are Stored
This section outlines the Ideal for Datacom internal modules and describes how components of Ideal for Datacom
applications are stored.

Ideal for Datacom is comprised of a number of Assembler modules, falling into the following categories:

Compiler
-Ideal for Datacom has its own compiler used online and in batch to build object modules of programs, panels,
and reports.

Executor
-Control the Ideal for Datacom run-time environment.

Online Services
-These panels and processors create and maintain user and system definitions and process commands such
as DISPLAY INDEX, CREATE, DELETE, DUPLICATE, MARK, PRINT, DISPLAY, CATALOG DATAVIEW, and
SUBMIT.

Editors
-A separate editor or processor is available in Ideal for Datacom for each Ideal for Datacom application
component. For more information, see the next section, Application Components, VLS, and the Datadictionary.

Batch Utilities
-Used for site administration functions.
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For a list of individual Ideal for Datacom internal modules as they relate to the Ideal for Datacom Trace Facility, see Dial
Trace Codes.

This page contains the following topics:

Application Components, VLS, and the Datadictionary

The following table shows how Ideal for Datacom application components (systems, users, dataviews, data members,
panels, reports, programs, and plans) are recorded in the Datadictionary, stored on a VLS library, or both.

VLS Libraries
Component Dictionary Source Object Panel *IDDVW IDDAT
SYSTEM x
USER X
DATAVIEW X X
MEMBER X
PANEL IDENT X
LAY/SUM/EXD,
etc.

X X

REPORT IDENT X
PAR/HEA/DET/C
OL

X

PROGRAM
IDENT

X

RESOURCE X
PARAMETER X X X
WORKING DATA X X
PROCEDURE X X X
*PLAN X X

* A DB2 site can define a separate plan library.

Storing Application Components

Entries in the Datadictionary and VLS members for Ideal for Datacom components are created at various times during the
application development process.

The first Ideal for Datacom entity-occurrences are stored in the Datadictionary when Ideal for Datacom is installed. At
that time, the first Ideal for Datacom system and user are created, the appropriate entity-occurrences are added to the
Datadictionary, the VLS source library, object library, and panel libraries are specified, and the appropriate relationships
are created on the Datadictionary.

When additional users and systems are defined, Ideal for Datacom adds other entries to the Datadictionary.

The Database Administrator defines modeled dataviews in the dictionary. In Ideal for Datacom, the CATALOG DVW
command reads the dictionary tables and creates an object module in the IDDVW VLS library.

Unmodeled Dataviews
Defines in Ideal for Datacom and added to the dataview source library and the Datadictionary. The CATALOG
DVW command accesses the source library and the dictionary tables and creates an object module in the IDDVW
VLS library. You can create unmodeled dataviews for sequential files and VSAM files.
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Ideal for Datacom data members are stored in the VLS library IDDAT. They are not modeled in the Datadictionary.
Panels and Reports

Are modeled in the Datadictionary and stored as VLS members. A dictionary entity-occurrence is created
when the panel or report identification is entered. A single VLS member is added to the source library when the
report parameter, header, detail, and column sections are created. This member contains all of these report
components. A VLS member is added to the panel library for the panel layout, summary data, extended field
definitions, input edit and validation rules, output edit rules, and facsimile. This member contains all of these panel
components.

Programs
Are modeled in the Datadictionary and an entity-occurrence is created in the dictionary when the program
identification is entered. Relationship occurrences are added when the program resource table is entered.
Separate VLS members are added to the source library for each program component. That is, members
are added for the program parameter data, working data, and procedure. Each member is added when the
corresponding component is first edited.

Compilation and VLS Object Modules

The first time an Ideal for Datacom application is compiled:

• The program working data, parameter data, and the attributes of each panel are compiled into separate object
modules, which are not deleted after compilation.

• These objects, along with any cataloged dataviews, are merged into composite object modules.
• The program procedure and report definitions are compiled and merged with the composite object module into an

executable object.

The program symbol table is also built at compile time.

Each time a program is recompiled the program procedure is recompiled into the executable object module. Other parts of
the program are only recompiled if they were changed since the last compile.

Ideal for Datacom VLS Operations

This section describes how various Ideal for Datacom commands affect VLS members.

CREATE

DVW

Creates an unmodeled dataview that is a single member in the IDDVW library (type K).

MEM

Creates a single member in the IDDAT library (type Z).

PGM

CREATE PGM does not create any VLS members. See EDIT.

PNL

Creates a single member in the PANEL library (type U). This member contains all the components of the panel
(parameters, layout, summary, field, and facsimile).

RPT

Creates a single member in the SOURCE library (type R). This member contains all the components of the report
(parameters, heading, detail, and column).
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EDIT

DVW

For an unmodeled dataview, a copy of the member on IDDVW is made with an edit-indicator of E. At normal end of EDIT,
the E member is deleted.

MEM
Makes a copy of the data member on the IDDAT library with an edit-indicator of E. At normal end of EDIT, the E
member is deleted.

PGM
A single program can result in up to three separate source members on the source library: Procedure (type
L), working data (type W), and parameter data (type P). Each member is first created when the corresponding
component is first edited. In addition, any time an EDIT is issued for a given component (including when it
is first created), a copy of the member is made on the SOURCE library with an edit-indicator of E. When the
RESOURCE definition is edited, a temporary member (type E) is created in IDDAT, as well as a copy of the
member with an edit-indicator of E. At normal end of EDIT, the E members are deleted.

PNL
Defines a copy of the panel member on the panel library with an edit-indicator of E. At normal end of EDIT, the E
member is deleted.

RPT
Defines a copy of the report member on the source library with an edit-indicator of E. At normal end of EDIT, the E
member is deleted.

Note: If E members are left on the source or IDDAT libraries due to edit sessions being abnormally terminated, VLSUTIL
DELETE may be used to remove old E members.

DUPLICATE

DVW

For an unmodeled dataview, a copy of the IDDVW member is made with the NEWNAME or NEXT version. The DUP
command internally invokes the EDIT command for the new dataview.

MEM

Defines a copy of the data member with the new name. For a different user, the user ID is changed to the new user ID. In
addition, the DUP command internally invokes an EDIT command for the new member.

PGM

Defines a copy of any of the three possible program members that exist (work, parameter, procedure) with the new
name. For the NEXT option, the version number is changed to one higher than the highest next version number. For the
NEWNAME option, the program name is changed to the new name, and the version is changed to 001. In addition, the
DUP command internally invokes an EDIT command for the new program.

PNL

Defines a copy of the panel member with the new name. For the NEXT option, the version number is changed to one
higher than the highest version number. For the NEWNAME option, the panel name is changed to the new name, and the
version is changed to 001. In addition, the DUP command internally invokes an EDIT command for the new panel.

RPT

Defines a copy of the report member with the new name: For the NEXT option, the version number is changed to one
higher than the highest version number. For the NEWNAME option, the report name is changed to the new report name,
and the version is changed to 001. In addition, the DUP command internally invokes an EDIT command for the new
report.
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MARK STATUS

PGM

The only VLS members affected by the MARK STATUS command are program object members. For the program
executable object (type T) and symbol table (type J), the members are renamed so that the version number is changed to
PRD. In addition, if there is a previous PRD version of the same program, the associated members are renamed so that
the PRD is changed back to the original numeric version number.

NOTE
This description of the MARK STATUS process is only valid within the Ideal environment. The VLS members are
not affected by STATUS changes made only in the Datadictionary environment to the dictionary ENTITY.

This lets the run-time executor locate the appropriate members in a system that was the target of the Transport Utility,
when no Datadictionary entity-occurrence exists. This is necessary to support the command RUN xxxxxxxx VER PROD,
since otherwise Ideal for Datacom has no means of determining which of the multiple possible versions of the object
members were the production versions.

Example

Suppose that in SYS ACC, PGM UPDATE VER 005 is currently in PROD status. VER 006 and 007 are in TEST and VER
006 is to become the new PROD version. Before the MARK STATUS command, the following members exist in the object
library. If you run a VLSUTIL LIBRARY listing, the member names are shown in strict collating sequence order instead of
the order shown:

ACCUPDATE            PRDJA

ACCUPDATE            PRDTA

ACCUPDATE            PRDTB

ACCUPDATE            005VA

ACCUPDATE            006JA

ACCUPDATE            006TA

ACCUPDATE            006TB

ACCUPDATE            006VA

ACCUPDATE            007JA

ACCUPDATE            007TA

ACCUPDATE            007TB

ACCUPDATE            007VA

This program contains working data but no parameter data. We can determine this because there is a type V member
(working data object) but no type Q member (parameter object). Also, the original MARK command for VER 005 changed
only the names of the type J (symbol table) and T (executable object) members to reflect PRD instead of 005: The type V
member was never changed. A type Q member would not change either.

In this example, only two members are shown for each executable object module: A and B. There can be more members
(C, D, E, and so forth), but two is the minimum.

The following is now executed:

MARK STATUS PGM UPDATE VER 6 TO PROD

Ideal for Datacom determines that there is an existing previous PROD version of the program by accessing the
Datadictionary. After the above command is executed, the following members exist on the object library (if you run a
VLSUTIL LIBRARY listing, the member names are shown in strict collating sequence order, instead of the order shown
here):

ACCUPDATE       PRDJA

ACCUPDATE       PRDTA

ACCUPDATE       PRDTB

ACCUPDATE       006VA
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ACCUPDATE       007JA

ACCUPDATE       007TA

ACCUPDATE       007TB

ACCUPDATE       007VA

All members for the old PROD version 005 were deleted (since Ideal for Datacom could determine from the Datadictionary
that version 5 was the previous PROD version). The former 006 members were renamed to PRD since the command
directed Ideal for Datacom to mark version 6 to PROD status. Also, neither of the type V members (working data object)
was affected by the MARK STATUS command. These members are used only at compilation time.

For all other entities, MARK STATUS only affects the Datadictionary definition. The corresponding VLS members are not
updated.

DELETE

DVW-The IDDVW members, both K and D types, are deleted.

MEM-
The data member is deleted.

PGM-
All program source and object members are deleted.

PNL-
The panel source and object members are deleted.

RPT-
The report source member is deleted.

The DELETE command deletes all appropriate VLS members, even if the Datadictionary entity-occurrence, or one or
more of the VLS members themselves, are missing.

CATALOG

DVW Creates or replaces the dataview object member (type D) in the IDDVW library.

Processing the Field Attribute and Symbol Tables

The maximum number of symbols-such as names and identifiers-in an Ideal for Datacom application depends greatly on
the amount of storage Ideal for Datacom has available for the Field Attribute Table and the Symbol Table.

The Field Attribute Table, referred to here as the FAT, contains an entry for each dataview, dataview field, panel, panel
field, working data field, literal, and FOR construct. Each entry is 20 bytes long and contains information such as the
length, type, displacement, and the offset into the Symbol Table.

The Symbol Table contains an entry for each dataview name, dataview field name, panel name, panel field name, working
data field name, report name, procedure name, and label name. The length of these entries varies according to the length
of the symbol. Each entry contains information, such as the length of the symbol and the address of the symbol in the FAT,
and the literal that identifies the symbol.

During compilation, Ideal for Datacom creates a variety of blocks. None of these blocks can exceed 32KB. The FAT and
Symbol Tables can span multiple blocks. A single data entity occurrence, which means a 01 level data item, dataview, or
panel, cannot exceed the 32KB limit. This means that no 01 level can have more than 1,600 fields or it exceeds the FAT
table limit. A 01 level can have between 800 and 1,600 fields (depending on the size of the symbols) or it exceeds the
Symbol Table limit.

The following graphic shows the compilation process in Ideal for Datacom application:
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Application Load Modules (Phases)

You can convert Ideal for Datacom application programs and panels in Production status from VLS members to z/OS load
modules or to VSE phases. If a program is converted to load module format, load modules are created for the executable
object and the symbol table.

NOTE
For the sake of convenience, load module to both load modules and phases.

For each program, separate load modules are created for the reentrant and non-reentrant data, respectively, and for
the symbol table. If a panel is converted to load module format, a single load module is created. The panel load module
contains the panel member from the panel library, comprising both reentrant and non-reentrant data.

Even when VLS members are converted to load modules, the original object members are retained and can be used
again. MODULE entity occurrences in the Datadictionary record which programs or panels were converted to load
modules and which were deleted as load modules. If an entity accessed from Ideal for Datacom is not recorded as a load
module, Ideal for Datacom retrieves it from the VLS library.
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Execution of Ideal for Datacom Applications in a CICS Environment

At run time for a single program, there are always at least three independent VLS object members (or load modules): one
reentrant, one non-reentrant, and one for the symbol table. There can be more, depending on the size of the program.

The executable object is loaded from the VLS object library or load library and executed. The reentrant portion (the
program procedure and report) can be shared among users. The non-reentrant portion (program parameter data, working
data, and dataview buffers) is not shared, and each user gets a copy.

When a panel is accessed, the panel definition (as opposed to the panel object) is retrieved from the panel library or load
library.

The panel member and module is also grouped into reentrant and non-reentrant parts. The reentrant part (the panel
definition) can be loaded into global storage and shared among users. The non-reentrant part (the panel data) is not
shared and each user gets a copy.

The distinction between reentrant and non-reentrant is significant because the execution of Ideal for Datacom applications
online takes place in pseudo-conversational mode. At the end of each CICS transaction, some or all of the in-core
resources are written to CICS auxiliary temporary storage and CICS ESDSA.

If programs and panels were converted to load modules, they are controlled by CICS, and the Ideal for Datacom run
status has no effect.

The program symbol table is loaded only when a run-time error occurs.

In a DB2 environment, execution of programs containing SQL in static mode requires an application plan.

In Datacom/DB, SQL access plans are built at compile time.

Datacom Tools Debugging Aid
Review the use of aids to diagnosing application performance in the Datacom environment: Datacom/DB return codes,
Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) Report, and Datacom CICS Services.

Several types of aids help diagnose application performance in the Datacom environment.

Datacom/DB Return Codes

You can use Ideal for Datacom built-in functions in <<ERROR>> Procedures to identify errors. These include several
codes Datacom/DB returns due to errors encountered handling dataviews.

The $ERROR-TYPE function with a value of DVW indicates such errors. You can find additional information about
such errors using the functions $ERROR-DVW-STATUS and $ERROR-DVW-INTERNAL-STATUS. A value returned by
$ERROR-DVW-STATUS that starts with I (for example, I9) indicates an Ideal for Datacom error.

A two-digit dataview status (for example, 05) indicates a DB return code (for an 05, URT could not be opened). In this
case, the value that is returned by $ERROR-DVW-INTERNAL-STATUS can be the DB subcode, where applicable. If the
DB return code received does not have any subcodes, ignore this value. For more information about Messages and return
codes, go to the Messages page.

For an SQL dataview, $ERROR-DVW-STATUS returns the SQLCODE from the SQLCA: a character string with a value
in the range -999 to +999. A negative value indicates an error. If a value of -117 or -118 is detected, Ideal for Datacom
replaces this value with the Datacom return code.

Ideal for Datacom $ERROR error functions are available only in the logical scope of <<ERROR>> procedures. For
complete descriptions, see Ideal for Datacom BuiltIn Functions.

Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) Report

This report is a formatted dump of the Datacom/DB diagnostics area available for use in debugging.
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Ideal for Datacom users can trace the results of FOR statements in CBS by running the target program and printing the
PXX report. The command SET RUN CBSTRACE ON lets you trace the results of FOR statements in CBS during your
Ideal for Datacom session.

For more information about this report, see the Datacom Core documentation.

CICS Service

CICS transactions available through the CICS Service Facility provide operational commands for inquiry of the Datacom/
DB environment. For more information about CICS Service, see Working With Datacom CICS Services.

Datacom/DB Accounting Facility

This facility accumulates statistics for programs running under the Multi-User Facility, to be used for tuning and problem
determination.

For more information, see the Datacom Core documentation.

DB2 Return Codes
You can use Ideal for Datacom built-in functions in <<ERROR>> Procedures to identify error codes DB2 returns due to
errors encountered handling dataviews or embedded SQL.

The $ERRORTYPE function with a value of D71-D85 or DB2 indicates DB2 dataview errors. For a DB2 ERROR-TYPE,
the function $ERRORDVWSTATUS returns the SQLCODE from the SQLCA.

A number of $SQL functions return the current values of fields in the SQLCA for the last SQL statement executed. One
identifies the last SQL statement executed.

Ideal for Datacom $ERROR error functions are available only in the logical scope of <<ERROR>> procedures. See Ideal
for Datacom BuiltIn Functions.

The subprogram, @I$TIAR, is available to format DB2 error messages. For more information about this utility program,
see I$TIAR-Format DB2 Messages.

VSAM Return Codes

You can use Ideal for Datacom error functions in <<ERROR>> Procedures to identify error codes VSAM returns.

A value beginning with V from the $ERROR-TYPE function indicates a VSAM error. For a complete explanation of these
functions, see the $ERRORDVWSTATUS and $ERRORDVWINTERNALSTATUS functions.

Ideal for Datacom $ERROR error functions are available only in the logical scope of <<ERROR>> procedures.

CICS Debugging Aids
CICS can experience two types of abnormal ends-abends that affect one-transaction and abends that affect CICS itself.

CICS transaction and system dumps should be produced for use in the debugging process. The CSMT Log, produced
when CICS is brought down, can also be useful.

The CICS Statistics Report is produced when CICS is brought down. Statistics shown include task control, storage,
transactions, programs, dumps, and temporary storage. This report can be valuable in identifying what happened to CICS
when a problem was encountered.

For more information, see the IBM documentation for CICS Transaction Server.

If you are serious about improving the performance of your CICS production environments, you should be running your
Ideal for Datacom programs in load module format.
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Load modules provide performance benefits and an additional means of monitoring and tuning your environment. Using
load modules can also reduce the impact on your system of migrating production applications.

This page contains the following topics:

Monitoring

With load modules, there are many tools to aid you in gathering statistics on the performance of individual modules.

Sites which see excessive use of the U suffixed load module can identify overuse of the RELEASE command in Ideal for
Datacom. Sites can identify which modules are highly used and loaded and should possibly be made resident.

It is also important when running load modules exclusively to check your CICS statistics. You should see no I/O to the
user panel or object libraries. If you do, VLS is active. You might think you are using 100 percent load modules online
when you are actually running some programs in VLS format. Somehow these programs missed the conversion to load
modules after they were object transported.

If this situation occurs, you can run a Datadictionary alias report. User entity type MODULE,$IP* gets a listing of all the
programs and MODULE,$IM* gets a listing of all panels. These listings can be compared against a VLS library listing for
missing modules.

An application load module cannot execute outside of the Ideal for Datacom environment. For a complete description of
Ideal for Datacom load modules, see Application Migration Considerations.

DISPLAY PCT Command

Displays the CICS Program Table entries Ideal for Datacom uses. Enter this command in the following format:

DISPLAY PCT

The following is an example of the report this command displays:

TRAN  INITIAL   TYPE OF     TWA    PRD                                

 ID   PROGRAM   ENTRY       SIZE                                      

                                                                      

scfd  SC00DISP  ACCOUNT-ID   64                                       

ASYN  SC00NATD  ASYNC        64         WWW.ASYNC   (0001)            

CWBA  DFHWBA    WEB INTF.     0         Transaction not in SCWBTRAN   

DDOL  SC00INIT               12    DDO                                

DDOX  SC00INIT               12    DDO                                

DEBB  SC00INIT               64         Transaction not in SC00TRAN   

DEBG  DFHWBA    WEB INTF.    64         Transaction not in SCWBTRAN   

DIAL  DFHWBA    WEB INTF.    64         Transaction not in SCWBTRAN   

EMPL  SC00NATD  ASYNC        64         Transaction not in SCASTRAN   

HBRX  DFHWBA    WEB INTF.     0         Transaction not in SCWBTRAN   

HBR1  SC00INIT  FINAL-ID     64    IDL  $ID.HBR1  

HTTU  DFHWBA    WEB INTF.     0         Transaction not in SCWBTRAN 

HWBA  DFHWBA    WEB INTF.     0         Transaction not in SCWBTRAN 

IBIN  DFHWBA    WEB INTF.    64         WWW.WEBIMAGE(001)           

IDBA  DFHWBA    WEB INTF.    64         WWW.BBSDEMOA(001)

IDEA  SC00INIT               64    IDL                       

IDLX  SC00INIT  FINAL-ID     64    IDL                       

IPCV  SC00INIT               64    IPC                              

IPCX  SC00INIT               64    IPC                              

JULC  SC00NATD  ASYNC        60         Transaction not in SCASTRAN 
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SAST  SC00SAST  COMP/PRINT   64                                     

SCFD  SC00DISP  ACCOUNT-ID   64                                     

S318  SC00NATD  ASYNC        64         Transaction not in SCASTRAN           

Display LMT Command

This command can display different results from the DISPLAY INDEX ALL MODULE command, which reflects only the
Datadictionary MODULE entities.
The DISPLAY LMT command displays the content of the Load Module Table, which may be a composite of entries loaded
from Application Module Tables, and entries retrieved from the dictionary. For more information about load module format,
see Module Format for Programs and Panels.

The following is an example of the report this command displays:

PGM  $ID  CICSWEB   (PRD)  IS MODULE  CICSWEB                          

PGM  CTH  A8842296  (PRD)  IS MODULE  ADAM1                            

PGM  CTH  B8842296  (PRD)  IS MODULE  ADAM2                            

PGM  CTH  A7698144  (PRD)  IS MODULE  A769814                          

PGM  CTH  B7698144  (PRD)  IS MODULE  B769814                          

PGM  CTH  C1198608  (PRD)  IS MODULE  CM98608                          

PGM  QAT  CUST      (PRD)  IS MODULE  CUST                             

PGM  CTH  C9370687  (PRD)  IS MODULE  C937068                          

PGM  CHE  DATE      (PRD)  IS MODULE  D1                               

PGM  SOL  ID#2192   (PRD)  IS MODULE  ID#2192                          

PGM  SOL  ID#2773   (PRD)  IS MODULE  ID#2773                          

PGM  SOL  ID#2818   (PRD)  IS MODULE  ID#2818                          

PGM  SOL  ID#2854   (PRD)  IS MODULE  ID#2854    

Application Debugging Tools
To debug Procedure Definition Language (PDL) applications in Ideal for Datacom, use commands: DEBUG, COMPILE,
COMPILE with I$SYNC; statements: LIST, NOTIFY; functions: $CHARTOHEX, $HEXTOCHAR.

DEBUG Command

DEBUG initiates the debugging of a program. When you issue the DEBUG command, an initialization breakpoint appears
on the screen to let you specify (or alter) DEBUG commands. When a breakpoint is encountered, application processing
stops, any commands that are attached to the breakpoint execute, and the Debug screen displays at the terminal.

In batch, follow the DEBUG command with DEBUG commands for the session and end with a GO command. When the
GO command is encountered, program execution begins. When a breakpoint is encountered, any attached commands
execute and application processing resumes. Output is written to the Debug print file.

Issuing the DEBUG command alone invokes the DEBUG prompter. DEBUG * debugs the current program.

DEBUG has the following format:

       {*                         }

 DEBUG {pgm-name [VERSION version]}

       {                          }

  

       [UPDATE [DB] {Y}]

       [            {N}]

  

       [{PARAMETER} 'string']
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      [{MCPARM}        ]        

  

       [            {LIB                  }]

       [DESTINATION {SYS name             }]

       [            {NET name [COPIES num]}]

  

       [            {KEEP   }]

       [DISPOSITION {RELEASE}]

       [            {HOLD   }]

  

       [MAXLINES n]

  

       [DESCRIPTION 'string']

  

       [         [{*                }]] 

       [COMMANDS [{member [USER uuu]}]] 

       [         [{                 }]] 

DEBUG *
Debugs the current program

pgm-name
Name of the program being debugged

Version
Version of the program being debugged
nnn-

One- to three-digit version number that is assigned to the program
PRODUCTION-

Production-status version
LAST-

Latest version of the program created; that is, the version with the highest version number
UPDATE

Updates or bypasses updating the database
Y-

Updates the database
N-

Does not update the database
PARAMETER or MCPARM 'string'

Define this parameter in the parameter definition fill-in for the program being debugged as one alphanumeric (type
X) character string defined for input only. (It cannot be a group item.) A single string is passed to the program.
The length of the string is limited to the space available in the prompter. When you issue the DEBUG command in
the command area, the command with parameter string is limited to one command line.

DESTINATION
Applies to all reports generated by this program unless this destination information is overridden for one or more
reports with the ASSIGN REPORT command. This clause differs from the more typical DESTINATION-clause in
that NAME name is excluded. The one- to eight-character report name becomes the output name. Select from the
following destinations:
LIBRARY-

Output library
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SYSTEM name-
System printer name

NET name-
Network printer name (not available in batch)

COPIES num
Number of copies a system or network printer in an online environment is to print
Limits: Cannot exceed site maximum.

NOTE
This clause is ignored in batch.

DISPOSITION
Select the disposition clause:

• KEEP
• RELEASE
• HOLD

MAXLINES n
Maximum number of lines that a program can produce for a single report. The upper limit for MAXLINES is
established at Ideal for Datacom installation or by a SET OUTPUT SITE OPTIONS fill-in, and applies only to
reports going to the output library. Any report reaching this maximum stops the run. This entry does not affect
reports that are produced and printed in batch.

DESCRIPTION 'string'
1- to 32-character description displayed as part of the output status (described in Working in the Environment).
If the user does not provide a description in the DEBUG command, the default description DEBUGGER OUT
applies.

COMMANDS
Name of the data member to use for debugging commands:

• * Current member from the status line
• Member Name of the data member to use for the debugging commands. The default is DEBUG.
• uuu User ID of the data member. The default is the current user.

When specified, the operands of the command act as follows:

• Online: If no member name is specified, member DEBUG is used. If member DEBUG exists, the contents of
the member are saved.

• Batch: If no member name is specified, a member unique to this run is used.

In both online and batch, if a member name is specified, it is created if it does not exist. If this member exists, the content
of the member is saved.

NOTE

• DEBUG Command
• Using the Debugging Facility

LIST Statement

The Ideal for Datacom/PDL LIST statement writes data to the output file without a report definition. For debugging, LIST is
useful for:
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• Displaying informative messages or the contents of fields at selected points during program execution.
• During debugging, you can insert LIST statements in your program showing the contents of significant fields or

indicating which procedures executed, and remove them after any errors are corrected. For example, you could list the
records that are retrieved by FOR statements or list the current values of variables and could issue a QUIT RUN.

• Listing errors in an <<ERROR>> Procedure.

LIST has the following format:

 LIST {list-specification}

      {ERROR             }

LIST writes to the Ideal for Datacom output file. In a batch z/OS environment, this is the file with the RUNLIST DD name.
In batch VSE, it is SYSLIST. Online, it is an output with an output name identical to the main program. You can browse this
output or print it later.

list-specification
Specifies data to the list

ERROR
Lists information about an error condition that occurs during a run. LIST ERROR is automatically used in
the default error procedure. You can also use it in an application to handle its own error recovery. For more
information, see the PDL <<ERROR>> procedure in “Error Recovery Tools.”

Example

The following example lists records retrieved each time through a FOR construct.

 FOR THE FIRST 5 EMPLOYEE

    WHERE NUMBER GE RLSASK.NUMBER

   .

   .

   .

   :TEST RECORDS RETRIEVED

 LIST 'EMP#= ',EMPLOYEE.NUMBER,SKIP,

     'EMP NAME= ',EMPLOYEE.NAME,SKIP 

 ENDFOR

NOTE

• LIST Statement

NOTIFY Statement

The NOTIFY statement transmits data or a message to the message line of an application panel or system panel in an
online or batch environment. The message can also be sent to the operator console. The NOTIFY statement is useful for
displaying a message with information about errors, instructions to continue, warnings, and so on, to the user or operator
terminal.

NOTIFY has the following format:

 NOTIFY list-specification [TO CONSOLE]

The NOTIFY message is sent from the program to the message line when the next TRANSMIT statement executes.
The NOTIFY message is cleared from the message line when the next statement in the program executes after the
TRANSMIT.
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The TO CONSOLE clause lets the application send a message to the operator console. The message is also sent to the
z/OS JESLOG or VSE POWER LOG in batch or to the CICS System Message Block online.

NOTE
The maximum length of a NOTIFY message is 79 characters. The maximum length of a NOTIFY message sent
to a console is 72 characters.

NOTE

• NOTIFY Statement

$CHARTOHEX Function

The $CHAR-TO-HEX PDL function can display non-printable fields. It returns the hexadecimal value of the specified field
contents as an alphanumeric string. The length of the receiving field should be at least twice the size of the sending field
to avoid truncation.

This function has the following format:

                {alpha-expression}

 $CHAR TO HEX ( {num-field       } )

                {num-literal     }

                {flag            }

alpha-expression
Alphanumeric expression

num-field
Numeric field name

num-literal
Numeric literal

flag
Flag

Example

Assume that FLD-1 is an alphanumeric field equal to 'ABCD'.

 LIST $CHAR-TO-HEX(FLD-1)

Lists 'C1C2C3C4' to the output destination. If FLD-1 is defined in working data as a five-byte field, the value that is listed is
'C1C2C3C440'.

NOTE

• $CHARTOHEX Function

$HEXTOCHAR Function

$HEX-TO-CHAR is an alphanumeric function that returns the display representation of the specified hexadecimal
expression.

This function has the following format:

 $HEX-TO-CHAR(alpha-expression)

The alphanumeric input must have an even number of valid hexadecimal characters.
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Example

Assume that a one-byte hexadecimal field is coded in the data base for each sales region. The following example sets a
one-character alphanumeric working data field SALES.REGION to the non-printing hexadecimal code.

 <SET-PROC>

 SELECT

    WHEN PNL.REGION EQ 'EAST'

       SET SALES.REGION = $HEX-TO-CHAR('09')

    WHEN PNL.REGION EQ 'WEST'

       SET SALES.REGION = $HEX-TO-CHAR('0A')

 ENDSEL

NOTE

• $HEXTOCHAR Function

Compile Debugging

Based on your site and session output settings and on your use of the DESTINATION clause with Ideal for Datacom
output commands, you can direct the output of an online or a batch compilation (the compilation list) to the output library
(for browsing online) or to a system printer. You can also direct an online compilation to a network printer.

You can use several options of the COMPILE command or the equivalent COMPILE prompter to help in compile
debugging.

Select from among the following compilation options:

• IDE
YES-

Includes identification information, program resources, and environment sections in the compilation listing
NO-

Does not include this information
• EXD
YES-

Includes external data (dataview definitions, panel definitions, report definitions, and copied SQLCAs) in the
compilation listing

NO-
Does not include this data

• BOD
YES-

Includes the body of the program (working data, parameter data, and procedure definition) in the compilation
listing

NO-
Does not include this information

• ADV
YES-

Includes advisory messages in the compilation listing.
NO-

Does not include these messages
• MEL
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YES-
Marks error lines in the original procedure definition. If SET EDIT HIGHLIGHT ERRORS is in effect, they are
highlighted. They can also be found using FIND/INCL ERROR. This option does not see the compilation listing, as
do the other options.

NO-
Does not mark errors

• LSQL
YES-

Lists SQL generated from any FOR constructs
NO-

Does not list generated SQL
• REF
FULL-

Generates a cross reference listing
SHORT-

Suppresses symbol names that are defined but not referenced
NO-

Does not generate a cross reference listing

NOTE
You can specify this option for any batch compiles. No cross-reference listing is generated in CICS.

• PANEL
FULL-

Includes all panel components in the listing
SHORT-

Includes only the Identification, Summary, and Facsimile
NO-

Does not include any panel components in the compilation listing

NOTE
This option applies only if EXD is YES.

Select all of these options if you are going to communicate with Ideal for Datacom Technical Support. However, these
options do incur some overhead. Use only options that are necessary (for example, ADV and MEL) in a normal testing
environment.

Example

 COMPILE PGM 1 VER 2 IDE Y EXD Y BOD Y ADV Y MEL Y

To determine which options are on, use the DISPLAY SESSION COMPILE command. You can select any of the options
above for a single compile, for a session, or for the site for:

• Each compile, using the COMPILE command.
• The current session, using SET COMPILE commands issued during the current session, or SET COMPILE commands

executed in an Ideal for Datacom data member.
• The site, using SET SITE commands.
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I$SYNC Compile Debugging

The @I$SYNC keyword with the COMPILE command causes an Ideal for Datacom compile to run as a foreground task
(synchronous) rather than as a background task (asynchronous). You can use it to compile a program in synchronous
mode when an asynchronous compile fails.

This keyword has the following format:

 COMPILE name [version] [options] @I$SYNC

When an asynchronous compile fails, use the DISPLAY ERROR command to view the last internal error. If this does not
identify the problem, re-issue the COMPILE with @I$SYNC and apply the Ideal for Datacom Trace Facility locally to the
compile. If the compile is asynchronous, a global trace is necessary.

A synchronous compile is not recommended for normal use, because it locks up the terminal during the compile,
bypasses the installation and systems programming controls on asynchronous tasks, and can seriously degrade system
performance.

Example

 COMPILE DEMO1 @I$SYNC

NOTE

• COMPILE Command

Ideal for Datacom Trace Facility
The Ideal for Datacom Trace Facility is a debugging aid that traces the Ideal for Datacom and IPC components executed
when any command is executed in Ideal for Datacom.

Under certain circumstances, Ideal for Datacom Technical Support requests that you run an Ideal for Datacom Trace.
Broadcom Support uses the trace output to identify the internal processes that precede or accompany an abend, internal
errors, or unexpected results from an Ideal for Datacom program.

This page contains the following topics:

Trace Facility Functionality

The Ideal for Datacom Trace Facility provides the following functions:

VPE service trace (@I$TRACE).
This function records all Ideal for Datacom service routines called and IPC service macros invoked during a
specified part of an Ideal for Datacom session. It generates entries for all Ideal for Datacom online and batch
services requested (except those that invoke asynchronous tasks online). It includes a facility to extract and print
selected entries.

DIAL trace (@I$DIALMASK).
DIAL stands for Debugging Interface for Assembly Language. This facility records internal diagnostics Ideal for
Datacom modules executed as a result of a RUN, COMPILE, or CATALOG command or the Source Transport
Utility produce.

Object Module List command (@I$CALL ADPOBJ)
This function provides dumps of VLS object modules.

The Object Module List is described later in this chapter. The VPE and DIAL traces are described as follows.

The following graphics illustrate the data flow of the VPE and DIAL traces under z/OS and VSE. There are significant
differences between the way the traces work online and in batch. These differences are described afterward.
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z/OS trace facility flow is as follows:

VPE              VPE Trace                  (Online)  Output

Trace  -------->   File  --------->  Extract   ------->  Member

                  ADRTRC              Data               OUTTRACE

                    |                   |

                    |  (Online/         |  (Batch)

                    |   Batch)          |

DIAL   -------->    |                   |

Trace               |  (Batch)          |

                 DIAL-Only File       Print File

                   SYSDIAL             AUXPRINT

VSE trace facility flow is as follows:

VPE              VPE Trace                  

Trace  -------->   File  --------->  Extract   

                  ADRTRC              Data     

                    |                   |

                    |  (Online/         |  (Batch Only)

                    |   Batch)          |

DIAL   -------->    |                   |

Trace               |  (Batch)          |

                 DIAL-Only File       System

                   SYSLST             Printer

Batch Traces

In batch, the Ideal for Datacom traces work as follows:

• The VPE service trace writes entries to the VPE trace file (installed as ADRTRC) as the batch program makes
requests. Information can then be extracted from the VPE trace file selectively (for example, by the function or by the
time an error occurred).
Under z/OS, the extracted information goes to a file (installed as AUXPRINT), which you can then print or display (as
any SYSOUT file) using standard operating system spooling or print facilities.
Under VSE, the extracted information goes to the current system printer (specified in the site-assembled Ideal for
Datacom Batch File Table (IDSYSFT) PSSPRTnn entries).

• The DIAL trace writes entries for specific Ideal for Datacom internal tasks or functions to either of two places:
– To the same trace file as the VPE trace, along with the VPE trace entries. Entries can then be extracted for printing

as with the VPE trace. In this case, the VPE trace must be activated first.
– In batch only, directly to a separate file without any VPE entries (regardless of whether the VPE trace is activated).

Under z/OS, output goes to a sequential file (installed as SYSDIAL). Under VSE, output goes to a sequential file
(installed as SYSLST).

Online Traces

In an online environment, the Ideal for Datacom traces work as follows:

• Both traces are available online. However, online, the separate DIAL-only trace output file is not supported. All
information goes to the VPE trace file. The VPE trace must always be activated first.
Online, there is only one VPE trace file for all Ideal for Datacom users. A trace can be local to a single user or globally
include all users, but all traces using a given CICS region share the same file. As in batch, information can be
extracted from the VPE trace file selectively (for example, by the function or by the time an error occurred).

• Under z/OS you can print or display extracted information online using the Ideal for Datacom output processor. Under
VSE, the trace can be activated online, but trace information can be extracted only in batch.
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To minimize the degradation of the online system by traces, run them in batch whenever possible.

Trace Examples

The following examples illustrate how to run VPE service traces and DIAL traces under z/OS and VSE, in both batch and
online environments. For a description of the JCL required, see the section titled JCL Requirements later in this section.

 z/OS 

 Batch  Online 

 DIAL Trace of a RUN
(To DIAL-Only File) 
PERSON uuu PSW ppp
SEL SYS sss
SET RUN FILETABLE DBFLTnnn
SET RUN @I$DIALMASK 'ONLYALL'
RUN pgmname
OFF

 DIAL Trace of a RUN
(To VPE Trace File) 
SEL SYS sss
@I$TRACE ON LOCAL
SET RUN @I$DIALMASK 'ALL'
RUN pgmname
@I$TRACE OFF LOCAL
@I$TRACE PRINT FUNC DIL
PRINT OUT OUTTRACE DEST SYS   xxx 

 DIAL Trace of a CATALOG
(To VPE Trace File) 
PERSON uuu PSW ppp
SEL SYS sss
@I$TRACE ON LOCAL
SET COMPILE @I$DIALMASK 'F'
CATALOG DVW name VER nnn
@I$TRACE PRINT FUNC DIL
OFF

 DIAL Trace of a CATALOG
(To VPE Trace File) 
@I$TRACE ON LOCAL
SET COMPILE @I$DIALMASK 'F'
CATALOG DATAVIEW name VER nnn
@I$TRACE OFF LOCAL
@I$TRACE PRINT FUNC DIL
PRINT OUT OUTTRACE DEST SYS xxx 

 VPE Service Trace
(To VPE Trace File) 

PERSON uuu PSW ppp
SEL SYS sss
@I$TRACE ON LOCAL
...
one or more Ideal for Datacom commands
...
SCF/VPE
@I$TRACE PRINT FUNC SCF/VPE
OFF

 VPE Service Trace
(To VPE Trace File) 

@I$TRACE ON LOCAL
...
one or more Ideal for Datacom commands
...
@I$TRACE OFF LOCAL

@I$TRACE PRINT USER uuu FUNC
PRINT OUT OUTTRACE DEST SYS xxx 

 VSE 

 Batch  Online 

 DIAL Trace of a RUN
(To DIAL-Only File) 
PERSON uuu PSW ppp
SEL SYS sss
SET RUN FILETABLE DBFLTnnn
SET RUN @I$DIALMASK 'ONLYALL'
RUN pgmname
OFF

 DIAL Trace of a RUN
(To VPE Trace File) 
SEL SYS sss
@I$TRACE ON LOCAL
SET RUN @I$DIALMASK 'ALL'
RUN pgmname
@I$TRACE OFF LOCAL
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 DIAL Trace of a CATALOG 
(To VPE Trace File) 
PERSON uuu PSW ppp
SEL SYS sss
@I$TRACE ON LOCAL
SET COMPILE @I$DIALMASK 'F'
CATALOG DVW name VER nnn
@I$TRACE OFF LOCAL
@I$TRACE PRINT FUNC DIL
OFF

 DIAL Trace of a CATALOG 
(To VPE Trace File) 
@I$TRACE ON LOCAL
SET COMPILE @I$DIALMASK 'F'
CATALOG DATAVIEW name VER nnn
@I$TRACE OFF LOCAL

 VPE Service Trace 
(To VPE Trace File) 

PERSON uuu PSW ppp
SEL SYS sss
@I$TRACE ON LOCAL
...
one or more Ideal for Datacom commands
...
@I$TRACE OFF
@I$TRACE PRINT FUNC SCF/VPE
OFF

 VPE Service Trace 
(To VPE Trace File) 

@I$TRACE ON LOCAL
...
one or more Ideal for Datacom commands
...
@I$TRACE OFF LOCAL

 Print VPE Trace File 
(From Online Trace) 
PERSON uuu PSW ppp
@I$TRACE PRINT
OFF

@I$TRACE--Execute a VPE Service Trace
The VPE service traces log requests for Ideal for Datacom online and batch services (both Ideal for Datacom services and
IPC services). The @I$TRACE options to activate or deactivate a VPE service trace, to extract and print data from the
VPE trace file, and to reset the VPE trace file are described in the following sections.

This trace has the following format:

         { {ON } [LOCAL ]  }

         { {OFF} [GLOBAL]  }

@I$TRACE {                 }

         { PRINT option    }

         { RESET           }

Activating or Deactivating a VPE Service Trace

The VPE service trace must be activated before any logging occurs. The service trace can be activated for an entire
session or any part of a session. Entries are logged until an @I$TRACE OFF or @I$TRACE PRINT command is issued.

A DIAL trace with output directed to the VPE trace file (described in the next section) must also activate the VPE service
trace first.

The following command activates or deactivates a VPE service trace.

This command has the following format:

         {ON } [LOCAL ]
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@I$TRACE {OFF} [GLOBAL]

ON
Activates the VPE trace and begins logging entries to a sequential file (installed as ADRTRC).

OFF
Terminates a VPE trace.

LOCAL (Default)
Logs only those entries for the Ideal for Datacom user requesting the trace. The user is identified with a particular
terminal online or with a particular batch job.

GLOBAL
Online, logs entries for all users. Use caution with GLOBAL because the trace file can quickly reach its capacity.
In batch, this option has the same effect as Local.

Online asynchronous tasks (network prints and compiles) require a global trace. Compiles can be traced locally if they are
run synchronously or in batch. For more information, see Application Debugging Tools.

Example

@I$TRACE ON

Activates a VPE trace for the current user only.

@I$TRACE ON GLOBAL

Online only, activates a VPE trace for all users.

@I$TRACE OFF

Deactivates a VPE trace for the current user.

@I$TRACE OFF GLOBAL

Deactivates a VPE trace for all users.

@I$TRACE PRINT--Extract Data from the VPE Trace File
The following command extracts entries from the VPE trace file with options to limit the information extracted. The
command can also extract DIAL trace entries written to the VPE trace file (either with the VPE trace entries or alone). See
the section on FUNC DIL that follows. The DIAL trace is described in the next section.

In a VSE environment, @I$TRACE PRINT command can only be issued in batch (even if the trace was run online).

This command has the following format:

               [USER uuu            ]

               [TIME hhmm[/hhmm]    ]

               [DATE mmdd           ]

@I$TRACE PRINT [FUNC aaa[/aaa]...   ]

               [BLOCK nnnnn[/nnnnn] ]

               [NAME output-name    ]

               [FILE file-name      ]

               [STATISTICS          ]
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@I$TRACE PRINT command alone extracts all entries on the VPE trace file.

USER uuu
Limits the selection of entries in the trace file to those generated by the specified user. The value of uuu is the
three-character short user ID of the user. If other users wrote to the trace file, this option lets you extract only your
own entries. For example, the following selects entries for user GBS only.
@I$TRACE PRINT USER GBS

TIME hhmm[/hhmm]
Limits the selection of entries made in the trace file to those generated during the specified time range. The value
of hhmm is the beginning of the time range. The range ends with another hhmm, if specified, or when the end of
the trace file is reached. Time is in 24-hour format.
For example, the following selects all records entered in the trace file from 12:01 p.m. until the end of the trace file
is reached:
@I$TRACE PRINT TIME 1201

The following, however, selects all records entered in the trace file between 1:15 am and 1:24 p.m.
@I$TRACE PRINT TIME 0115/1324

DATE mmdd
Limits the selection to entries made in the trace file on a specific day. The value of mmdd is a numeric value that
specifies the date. If your CICS region or partition is not recycled daily (so that the trace file is not re-initialized
daily), this option ensures that you select the entries for the specified day only. For example, the following selects
all entries made in the trace file on April 27.
@I$TRACE PRINT DATE 0427

FUNC aaa[/aaa]...
Limits the selection to entries in the trace file resulting from service aaa. You can specify up to six of the following
services. If you specify no function, all are selected.
ALL

All functions (default)
VPE

Virtual Processing Environment services
CMD

All commands (internal and external)
DIL

DIAL trace entries
DSF

Dictionary services
EDK

Editor Kernel services
ENQ

Enqueue and Dequeue requests
LOG

All LOG requests (for the Ideal for Datacom error log)
PGM

All calls to system level subprograms
PMS

Panel Management System services
PSS

Print Sub-System services
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SCF
Session Control Facility services

SVC
Ideal for Datacom internal services

VLS
Virtual Library System services

For example, the following selects only VPE services.

@I$TRACE PRINT FUNC VPE

The following selects SCF, PSS, and PMS services.

@I$TRACE PRINT FUNC SCF/PSS/PMS

The following selects all functions.

@I$TRACE PRINT

You can also limit selection to all entries except those resulting from
specified services. Use a not sign (¬) prefix.

For example, the following selects all entries except those from VPE.

@I$TRACE PRINT FUNC ¬VPE

The following selects all entries made in the trace file except those from SCF or PSS.

@I$TRACE PRINT FUNC ¬SCF/¬PSS

BLOCK nnnnn [/nnnnn]
Limits the selection of entries in the trace file to those in the specified range of data blocks. The value of nnnnn
specifies the starting block from which entries are selected. The range ends with another nnnnn or when the end
of the trace file is reached. Leading zeros are required. Data blocks on the trace file are numbered sequentially.
You can find the block numbers on the Trace Listing. For example, the following selects all entries on the Trace
file from block 100 to the end of the trace file.
@I$TRACE PRINT BLOCK 00100

The following selects all entries from block 5 to block 96.
@I$TRACE PRINT BLOCK 00005/00096

NAME output-name
Changes the name of the output member in the online output library. The default name is OUTTRACE. The
output-name can be any alphanumeric name up to eight characters.
For example, the following defines MYOUTPUT as the name of the output member.
@I$TRACE PRINT NAME MYOUTPUT

FILE file-name (Batch Only)
Changes the name of the VPE trace file (used as input to @I$TRACE PRINT). The file-name is any valid DD or
DLBL name up to eight characters in z/OS and up to seven characters in VSE. @I$TRACE PRINT first closes
the default input trace file and then opens the file with the name specified in this parameter. The default trace file
name is ADRTRC.
In VSE, you must update the IDSYSFT to include an entry for the new file name with the same format as the
ADRT entry.
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For example, the following changes the input VPE trace file name to MYDTF.
@I$TRACE PRINT FILE MYDTF

STATISTICS
Prints only the statistics accumulated for the sections of the trace file analyzed.
This option suppresses the printing of detailed trace entries. Instead, it summarizes the services requested and
resources used during the activity that was traced. If you also use the FUNC option, only statistics that apply to
the specified functions are generated. Otherwise, statistics are generated for all entries in the trace file. Other
options besides FUNC are ignored. For example, the following generates statistics for the entire VPE trace file.
@I$TRACE PRINT STATISTICS

The following generates statistics for VLS entries only.
@I$TRACE PRINT FUNC VLS STATISTICS

NOTE
You can use any combination of these options in any order. For example, the following extracts all DIAL
trace entries for user XYZ written on the 15th of January.

@I$TRACE PRINT USER XYZ DATE 0115 FUNC DIL

As stated above, however, if you specify STATISTICS, all other options except FUNC are ignored.

Resetting the Online CICS VPE Trace File

The following command erases the data in the online VPE trace file and starts writing at the beginning of the file. Use it
when the VPE trace file fills up (an ASRB abend occurs). In batch, if the trace file fills up, you can rerun the job with a
larger trace file.

This command has the following format:

@I$TRACE RESET

You must use the following procedure with this command.

1. If you are still in Ideal for Datacom, sign off from Ideal for Datacom, but not off from CICS.
2. From CICS, close and reopen the VPE trace file using the CEMT CICS Operator command against the DCT. That is:

CEMT S TDQ(ADRT) CLOSE

CEMT S TDQ(ADRT) OPEN

3. Sign back on to Ideal for Datacom.
4. From Ideal for Datacom, issue @I$TRACE RESET.

@I$DIALMASK--Initiate a DIAL Trace
The following command produces internal diagnostics for a COMPILE of an Ideal for Datacom program, a CATALOG
of an Ideal for Datacom dataview, or a RUN of an Ideal for Datacom program. It also specifies which Ideal for Datacom
internal tasks or functions are logged. The command lets you log DIAL trace entries either to the VPE trace file or to a
separate DIAL-only trace file. The previous section described how to extract entries from the VPE trace file. The next
section describes how to print trace information.

This command has the following format:

                            {'codes'    }

SET [COMPILE] @I$DIALMASK   {'ALL'      }

    [RUN    ]               {'ONLYcodes'}

                            {'ONLYALL'  }
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Source Transport can also process this command, but do not specify COMPILE or RUN.

You can get a DIAL trace for a web transaction by using the IDLWBAD3 analyzer which invokes the SC00WBDD
debugging driver. Inserting "/DIAL/mask" before the transaction ID in the URL produces an online trace.

COMPILE
Produces internal diagnostics for a COMPILE or CATALOG.
Since an online compile is normally an asynchronous task and online asynchronous tasks cannot be traced,
produce the DIAL trace diagnostics for a compile in batch. If a batch compile is impossible, use one of the
following methods to trace the compilation:

• Issue the COMPILE command with @I$SYNC. For more information about @I$SYNC, see Application
Debugging Tools.

• Turn on the global trace (@I$TRACE ON GLOBAL) and then COMPILE the program. This can quickly fill up
your trace file.

Remember that both of these methods can affect system performance during the trace.
RUN

Produces internal diagnostics for a RUN. You can also trace the CREATE MODULE and GENERATE PLAN or
PACKAGE using the RUN option.

codes
The DIAL trace codes for the Ideal for Datacom tasks or functions to log. Entries are logged with the VPE trace
entries to the ADRTRC file. Commonly used codes are listed on the next page. You can find a complete list
in DIAL Trace Codes.
You can concatenate any combination of codes. For example:
SET RUN @I$DIALMASK 'RSTV'

SET COMPILE @I$DIALMASK 'BLF'

Activate a VPE service trace (@I$TRACE ON) before using this command with this option. For more information,
see @I$TRACE-Executing a VPE Service Trace.

ALL
Logs all codes. For example:
SET RUN @I$DIALMASK 'ALL'

Activate a VPE service trace (@I$TRACE ON) before using this command with this option. For more information,
see @I$TRACE-Executing a VPE Service Trace.

ONLYcodes
The DIAL trace codes for the Ideal for Datacom tasks or functions to log. In batch, these entries are always
logged, without VPE trace entries, to SYSDIAL in z/OS or SYSLST in VSE. Commonly used codes are listed on
the next page. You can find a complete list in DIAL Trace Codes.
You can concatenate any combination of codes. For example:
SET RUN @I$DIALMASK 'ONLYRSP'

ONLYALL
Logs all codes. In batch, these entries are always logged without VPE trace entries to SYSDIAL in z/OS or
SYSLST in VSE. For example:
SET RUN @I$DIALMASK 'ONLYALL'

Online, ONLY has no effect. DIAL trace entries are always logged to the VPE trace file, which must first be
opened with an @I$TRACE ON command.
To trace the Source Transport Utility execution, use the following command syntax, omitting both the RUN and
COMPILE options:
SET @I$DIALMASK 'ONLYcodes'

or
SET @I$DIALMASK 'ONLYALL'
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Common DIAL Trace Codes

This section contains DIAL trace codes for the Run, Compile, Catalog, and Source Transport commands.

Run Codes

Initialization

Panel TCODES or program loads

ASSIGN and SET ($ACCOUNT-ID/$FINAL-ID)

Ideal for Datacom Report Writer (PRODUCE)

Program Symbol Table Loads

Internal TCODES executed

FOR constructs

Errors or, with LIST, hex value of field

Compile Codes

Conditional processing

Lexical analysis

Data Entity Compiler

Others

Ideal for Datacom Report Writer (PRODUCE)

Group and string functions

Catalog Codes

Field attribute processing

Source Transport Codes

Command Dispatch from command table

Export; translate to external form

Import; translate to internal form

Listing services

I/O services

Parse/verify/build command table

Sign-on and initialization

Tokenizing services

Printing Trace Files
This section summarizes the information presented on outputting the results of Ideal for Datacom traces. It describes the
data flow when you print:
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• VPE trace file in batch.
• Dial-only file in batch.
• VPE trace file online.

Installed default names are used here. You can change them. See JCL Requirements for Ideal for Datacom Trace Facility.

This page contains the following topics:

Printing the VPE Trace File in Batch

In a batch environment, the @I$TRACE ON command writes VPE trace records and, if requested, DIAL trace records to
the VPE trace file with the following DD/DLBL name:

ADRTRC

Under z/OS, the @I$TRACE PRINT command reads the ADRTRC file and routes the output to the file with the DD or
FILEDEF name:

AUXPRINT

You can then print or display this output using a standard operating system spooling queue or printing facility.

Under VSE, the @I$TRACE PRINT command reads the ADRTRC file and routes the output to the system printer; that is,
to the device address specified in the first available PSSPRTnn entry in the IDSYSFT.

Printing the DIALOnly Trace File in Batch

In a batch environment, when only the DIAL trace records are written, they go directly to one of the following files.

Under z/OS, to the DD name is as follows:

SYSDIAL

Under VSE, to the DLBL name is as follows:

SYSLST

You can then print or display this output using a standard operating system spooling queue or printing facility.

Printing a Source Transport Trace in Batch

Execution of the Source Transport Utility takes place in two phases: Command interpretation and import and export. To
print the trace of the command processing only:

1. Turn on the trace.
2. Specify the commands.
3. Turn off the trace.
4. Print the trace in one batch job step.

However, to include the actual import and export:

1. Turn on the trace.
2. Specify the commands in one job step.
3. In a separate job step, print the trace.

The separate step can be either source transport or batch Ideal for Datacom.
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The DD or DLBL for ADRTRC must point to the same data set for both job steps.

Printing the VPE Trace File Online z/OS Only

Online, the VPE trace and the DIAL trace both write entries to a data set with the DD name:

ADRTRC

To support online printing of the trace in an z/OS CICS environment, the @I$TRACE PRINT command reads the trace
records from the same data set that the ddname ADRTRC points to, but using the DD name:

ADRINT

For Ideal for Datacom running under z/OS, ADRTRC and ADRINT should be defined to your system as provided in the
installation copybooks SI11FCT and SI11CSD. The z/OS installation process is described in the IPC r11 z/OS installation
and maintenance documentation. The ADRTRC and ADRINT files should not be defined as temporary datasets.

The @I$TRACE PRINT command writes the output to a member in the Ideal for Datacom online output library with the
name:

OUTTRACE

You can then print or display this output using the standard Ideal for Datacom OUTPUT commands.

In a VSE environment, although the trace can be run online, it can only be extracted using batch Ideal for Datacom. To do
so, there must be a DLBL in the batch JCL that points to the same data set that the DLBL for ADRTRC points to in your
online CICS start-up JCL. See JCL Requirements for Ideal for Datacom Trace Facility.

Reading Trace Output
This section describes the VPE trace output generated by the @I$TRACE PRINT command. The output has three parts:

NOTE
The Trace Listing is not printed if the STATISTICS option is used with @I$TRACE PRINT.

Each page of the listing has a heading showing the following system information:

• ADPLOG program (@I$TRACE PRINT Command) version number
• Ideal for Datacom version number
• Date and time of the printout
• User name

The heading also shows the following selection criteria:

• Date selected (mmdd if none)
• Time selected (hhmm/hhmm if none)
• User selected (xxx if none)
• Functions selected/rejected (ALL/xxx/xxx if none)
• Blocks selected (nnnnn/nnnnn if none)

Environment Section

The environment page is always first. It shows the following information:
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• The @I$TRACE PRINT command (generated by the ADPLOG program) as entered, including the requested options
• A description of the trace print (ADPLOG) options
• The monitor name and operating system
• The version of each major software component

An environment page sample trace is shown as follows:

ADPLOG   Ver: 11.0   IDEAL 11.0 print trace facility.  Date: 04/12/06 Time: 11:

 Selection criteria:  Date mmdd   Time hhmm/hhmm   User xxx   Func  ALL/ xxx/ xx

Command entered : @I$TRACE PRINT                                               

The primary function of this module is to print IDEAL trace.                   

This program provides a group of commands designed to select                   

information from the trace file.                                               

The commands are as follows:                                                   

- DATE  mmdd         to select a specific day in the month                     

- TIME  hhmm         to select from a given time                               

- TIME  hhmm/hhmm    to select a range of time                                 

- BLOCK nnnnn        to select from a specific block                           

- BLOCK nnnnn/nnnnn  to select a range of blocks                               

- USER  uuu          to select a specific user-id                              

- FUNC  fff/fff/...  to select up to six functions                             

- FUNC  ^fff/^fff/.. to exclude up to six functions                            

- FILE  iiiiiiii     to change the name of the input file                      

- NAME  oooooooo     to change the name of the print file                      

- STATISTICS         to print only the statistics                              

The values for "fff" are the following:                                        

- VPE, VLS, PMS, PSS, SCF, DIL, LOG,                                           

- CMD, SVC, DSF, ENQ, PGM, EDK, BAS, SQI                                       

The following software was used:                                               

Monitor=CICS      Opsys=MVS/JES2                                               

VPE(11.0) SCF(1100) PSS(1100) PMS(110 ) EDK(110 ) PDF(110 ) DSF(11.0) IDL(110 )

 ADPLOG   Ver: 11.0   IDEAL 11.0 print trace facility.  Date: 04/12/06 Time: 11:

Trace Listing

DIAL trace entries can be interspersed with VPE trace entries in the trace listing or they can be separated. DIAL entries
are free format. VPE trace entries display the following columns of information:

Time...usr r trace-entry......cmp function...rc..aux-data...

time
Time the entry was logged

usr
Three-character short user ID

r
Region number (1, 2, or 3) or *0 for asynchronous task

trace-entry
VPE trace entry in hex format

cmp
Component name
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function
Function name

rc
Component return code

aux-data
Auxiliary information

For each entry, the hex trace data, time, user, and region come from the VPE trace file. @I$TRACE PRINT extracts the
component, function, return code, and auxiliary data in symbolic form from the hex trace entry.

The beginning of each data block in the trace file is marked on the trace listing with a row of asterisks, with the block
number, date, and time of the entry shown as follows:

ADPLOG   Ver: 11.0   IDEAL 11.0 print trace facility.  Date: 04/12/06 Time: 12:07:54 User: WESJO01                   

Selection criteria:  Date mmdd   Time hhmm/

hhmm   User xxx   Func  ALL/ xxx/ xxx/ xxx/ xxx/ xxx   Blocks nnnnn/nnnnn 

time.... usr r trace-entry 1st 16 bytes........ cmp function rc.... aux-data.....................

 ******************************************************************* block=0000001  Date=04/11/06 Time=15:49:06       

15:49:06 WJW 1 06000000000A984E0000000000000000 VPE $EXT-

n   00     pgmn=@IADTRCE                                    

15:49:06 WJW 1 06000000000A984E0000000000000000 VPE $EXT-

n   00     pgmn=@IADCMD2                                    

15:49:06 WJW 1 06000000000A984E0000000000000000 VPE $EXT-

n   00     pgmn=@IADCMDP                                    

15:49:06 WJW 1 020000000018E1100000000000109C50 VPE $CSP-

n   00     pgmn=@IADCMDP  parm=00109C50                     

15:49:06 WJW 1 AA0000000005C3000000001700109B19 IDL CMD-

C    00     CAT DVW SYSADM.DIR_AREA                          

15:49:06 WJW 1 020000000019056C000000000010A4E8 VPE $CSP-

n   00     pgmn=SC00EACP  parm=0010A4E8                     

15:49:06 WJW 1 06000000000A984E0000000000000000 VPE $EXT-

n   00     pgmn=SC00EACP                                    

15:49:06 WJW 1 0200000000190714000000000010A4E8 VPE $CSP-

n   00     pgmn=@IADENDP  parm=0010A4E8                     

15:49:06 WJW 1 AA000000000200000000000E0016B258 IDL entered  00     pgmn=ADSVCS                                      

15:49:06 WJW 1 501068900001E201D30000340010930C SCF CVT-

loc  00     CB name=ADMAINCB                                 

15:49:06 WJW 1 AA1ADB6A00000000D3D6C3C30010E4E4 SVC LOCC     00     ADMAINCB                                         

15:49:06 WJW 1 AA000000000200000000000D0016B5C8 IDL exited   00     pgmn=ADSVCS                                      

15:49:06 WJW 1 02000000001AD8A2000000000010E5C0 VPE $CSP-

a   00     pgma=00000000  parm=0010E5C0                    

Statistics

The last two pages contain statistics summarizing the contents of the trace file. If only statistics were requested, these are
the only pages printed. See the section titled @I$TRACE PRINT Function Statistics earlier in this chapter. The statistics
section is divided into two parts and is shown as follows:

• The Service Requests Summary shows the number of entries for major components accessed by the traced activity.
• The Resource Utilization Summary shows the number of entries for major resources used by the traced activity,

including:
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– File tables used (Filetab).
– VLS file I/O (File ID) and sequential file I/O (where the file ID is the CICS DCT name, for example, ADRL for the

Ideal for Datacom error log, DD/DLBL name of ADRLOG).
– VPE control blocks (VCB) used.
– Program loads and releases ($LDM and $RLM).
– Subroutine calls ($CSP-n and $CSP-a) and program branches (Branch).

  SERVICE REQUEST SUMMARY                                                         

VPE-total..0003099  $AGS.......0000001  $APS.......0000004  $CSP-a.....0000086  

                    $DEQ.......0000017  $DT........0000052  $ENQ.......0000018  

                    $FPS.......0000004  $FS........0000174  $GS........0000157  

                    $LDM.......0000094  $LGS.......0000187  $LPS.......0000087  

                    $WBL.......0000031  $GSS.......0000006  $LSS.......0000009  

VLS-total..0000092  ADD........0000020  AMP........0000002  BDREAD.....0000008  

                    DELMEM.....0000010  INIT.......0000010  OPEN.......0000004  

                    RMP........0000004                                          

SCF-total..0000026  CVT-add....0000001  ENDTRAN....0000001  CVT-loc....0000018  

IDL-total..0000277  DSF........0000127  Entered....0000134  Exited.....0000132  

ADSVCS.....0000046  ALCC.......0000001  ATZ........0000001  CLVB.......0000001  

                    INIT.......0000001  LOCC.......0000008  OPVB.......0000001  

                    WTVB.......0000026                                          

PMS-total..0000007  SPA........0000001  ICP........0000001  DCP........0000001  

PSS-total..0000001  unknown....0000001                                          

EDK-total..0000022  1#OPEN  ...0000002  1#FILBUF...0000002  1#LOCBUF...0000004  

                    5#BUFILL...0000002  7#INILIB...0000002  7#OPNMEM...0000002  

ADPLOG   Ver: 11.0   IDEAL 11.0 print trace facility.  Date: 04/12/06 Time: 12:0

Selection criteria:  Date mmdd   Time hhmm/hhmm   User xxx   Func  ALL/ xxx/ xxx

RESOURCE UTILIZATION SUMMARY                                                    

Filetab             DDURT002...0000306                                          

Fileid              ADRPNL.....0000002  IDDVW......0000066  IDDAT......0000020  

VCB                 00.........0000010  02.........0000080  01.........0000002  

$LDM                DDSRTLM....0000080  @IADLBUN...0000004  @IADDDSR...0000001  

                    VTPM9891...0000004  @IADOMSF...0000001  @IADDVWB...0000001  

$RLM                @IADDBQI...0000001  @IADOMSF...0000001  @IADDDSR...0000001  

$CSP-n              @IADCMDP...0000004  SC00EACP...0000003  @IADENDP...0000001  

                    @IADDDGT...0000033  DDOLIUSP...0000040  DDSPMLM....0000092  

                    DDRTVLM....0000038  DDCDBLM....0000131  DDCAMLM....0000040  

                    DDUPNLM....0000007  DDRLTLM....0000001  @ICMODEO...0000001  

                    DDRARLM....0000010  @ICMCDEC...0000001  @IADOMSV...0000001  

                    DDENTLM....0000001  @IADDDSP...0000001  @IADOMLD...0000001  

                    EDEDITOR...0000004  EDEDMEMB...0000001  EDED$VLS...0000004  

                    @IADGTCP...0000001  PMSRGS1....0000001  @IADTREN...0000001  

                    @IADPLOG...0000001                                          

$CSP-a              00000000...0000086                                          

Branch              ADSVCS.....0000046  ADDDSR.....0000022  ADDBQI.....0000006  

                    ADTREN.....0000001  ADTRIN.....0000001  

@I$CALL ADPOBJ--Print an Object Module
The @I$CALL ADPOBJ command prints the contents of a VLS object module, formatted or unformatted, in batch.

This command has the following format:
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@I$CALL ADPOBJ entity-type entity-name VER nnn [DUMP  ]

                                               [DELETE]

                                               [HDR   ]

entity-type
Valid entity types are as follows:
DVW-

Cataloged dataview
PNL-

Panel (that is a resource of a compiled program). This is the panel object, not the member in the panel
library

PGM-
Object module (of a compiled program)

PAR-
Parameter definition (of a compiled program)

WOR-
Working definition (of a compiled program)

SYM-
Symbol table (of a compiled program). You must specify DUMP.

NOTE
This command recognizes only these spellings.

entity-name
Specifies the name of the entity occurrence.

VER nnn
Version number of the entity occurrence. PROD is only a valid version for PGM and SYM. You must specify the
actual version number for all other entity types.

DUMP
Prints an unformatted hex dump of the object module. The default is a formatted dump.

DELETE
Deletes the incremental VLS object module created by data entity compiler for entity types DVW, PNL, PAR, and
WOR.

HDR
Prints only the formatted object module heading.

This command generates output in a manner similar to the DIAL trace. That is, it writes to a separate output file in batch or
to the VPE trace file online.

This page contains the following topics:

Batch JCL Statements

@I$CALL ADPOBJ command generates output to one of the following files:

• SYSDIAL—Target DD or FILEDEF name under z/OS.
• SYSLST—Target DLBL name under VSE.

You can print or display these files using standard system facilities.

Example in z/OS batch
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Output to SYSDIAL

PERSON uuu PSW ppp

SEL SYS sss

@I$CALL ADPOBJ PGM DEMO VER 1

OFF

Example in VSE batch

Output to SYSLST

PERSON uuu PSW ppp

SEL SYS sss

@I$CALL ADPOBJ PGM DEMO VER 1

OFF

Program and Panel Object Output

The formatted object module printout displays the logical blocks that comprise an object module. Ideal for Datacom
Technical Support can use this information in the debugging process.

The formatted object printout for an Ideal for Datacom panel object also displays information such as the panel name,
date and time last edited, and run status.

The formatted object module printout for an Ideal for Datacom program displays data that can also aid Ideal for Datacom
users. You can find this information in the printout header and in the Dataview Control Block (DVC) entries shown as
follows:

   F O R M A T T E D     O B J E C T      M O D U L E     P R I N T O U T     

    = = = = = = = = =     = = = = = =      = = = = = =     = = = = = = = =    

                                                                              

                                                                              

    PROGRAM: DEMOPGM2     VERSION: 001    SYSTEM: $ID                         

                                                                              

    RUN-STATUS: SHARED   DBCS OPTION: N                                      

                                                                              

    DATE/TIME  LAST COMPILED : 07/23/94 16:14:52 COMPILED UNDER IDEAL 02.1    

    # OF MEMBERS ASSOCD WITH MODULE : 02                                      

    # OF READ-ONLY MEMBERS ASSOCD WITH MODULE : 01                           

    # OF BLOCKS CONTAINED IN MODULE : 0027                                   

The printout heading contains the following information about the program:
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• Program name
• Program version
• Ideal for Datacom system name
• Program Run-Status-private, shared, or resident
• Double-Byte Character Set Option (Y or N). This option supports alternate languages such as Kanji
• Date and time when the object module was last compiled
• Ideal for Datacom release under which the module was last compiled (blank if pre-1.2)
• Total number of members (physical blocks) associated with the module
• Number of read-only members associated with the module
• Number of logical blocks displayed, in decimal (blocks are numbered in hex in the listing)

The following graphic shows Dataview Control Block (DVC) entry for the dataview in the resource table:

===> DVC HEADER   BLK  #  =  0013 (HEX)

         D8D8D8C4E5C30710005A001300000000

===> DVC CONTRL BLK

         DATAVIEW NAME= EMPLOYEE             DVW VER # = 001       DVW TYPE=  D

         DATABASE ID  = 001                  DB FILE NAME =  PMF

         INIT-AREA OFF= 0000                 INIT-AREA LEN= 0000   DVW STATUS= 0000

         DVW FLAG= C (C-CLOSED,O-OPEN_OUT)   DVW POSITION= X

         ELEMENT LIST :

           ELM NAME - EMDTA    ELM SC - 00

         FILE AREA :

 03533C   004E0000 00000000 00D7D4C6 00000000    00000000 0001             * +      PMF

The printout contains one Dataview Control Block (DVC) entry for each dataview in the program's resource table. The
following data, found in each entry, is often useful.

• Dataview name
• Dataview version number
• Dataview type, either D (Datacom/DB) or S (sequential file)
• Database ID and file name associated with the dataview
• Element list comprising the dataview

JCL Requirements for Ideal for Datacom Trace Facility
This section shows the JCL, IDSYSFT, and CICS table entries that the Ideal for Datacom trace facility requires. All of the
statements and entries required to run the traces are provided as part of the installation process. You can modify them,
but if you change them, they must still include all required entries.

This page contains the following topics:

z/OS Batch Job Stream

A z/OS job stream to trace a program includes:

//jobname JOB acctinfo,'username',MSGLEVEL=1

//    EXEC IDBATCH  

//SYSIN DD *

 .  .  .

<i_dcm> trace commands and <i_dcm> commands

 .  .  .
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//jobname JOB
A standard JOB card containing information about the job for the operating system.

// EXEC IDBATCH
Identifies a JCL procedure containing the Ideal for Datacom JCL procedure and the dataview records necessary
for a batch session. IDLBTCH is the name of the PROC as installed. See your Ideal for Datacom Administrator for
a possible different name.

//SYSIN DD *
Indicates that the Ideal for Datacom commands to executed follow. The Ideal for Datacom commands are entered
in a sequence that simulates an online session (for example, a SIGNON command is the initial command that
simulates the signon screen and OFF is the final command).

VSE Batch Job Stream

The following standard JCL records are used in a VSE environment to execute Ideal for Datacom traces in batch.

* $$ JOB JNM=IDBATCH,PRI=n,USER='username',DISP=D

* $$ LST DISP=D,CLASS=L

// JOB IDBATCH IDEAL

// OPTION LOG,NODUMP

// EXEC PROC=IDLPROC

// EXEC IDBATCH,SIZE=15K

.  .  .

<i_dcm> trace commands and <i_dcm> commands here

.  .  .

/*

// EXEC LISTLOG

/*

/&

* $$ EOJ

$$ JOB JNM=IDBATCH, PRI=n,USER='username', class="c",DISP=D
Identifies job and user, and sets the job's priority, class, and disposition.

JNM=IDBATCH
This jobstream is identified to POWER as 'IDBATCH'

PRI=n
Specifies the dispatching priority of this job is n.

USER='username'
Specifies the following the user name for accounting purposes:
CLASS=c

Defines which VSE partition this jobstream can execute in.
DISP=D

Defines the disposition in the reader spool for the jobstream. D indicates that the jobstream should be
submitted for execution immediately and not be retained in the reader queue (spool) after execution.

$$ LST DISP=D,CLASS=L
Defines the output parameters for the VSE system log file.
DISP=D

Defines the disposition of the output in the POWER list queue. As in the DISP option for the JOB
command, D indicates that the jobstream should be released immediately and not retained in the queue.
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CLASS=L
Organizes the LIST queue. It is used with subsequent * $$ LST cards to logically separate the various
Ideal for Datacom outputs.

// JOB IDBATCH IDEAL
This is the first VSE job control command of the jobstream. The jobstream is identified as IDBATCH. All
references to the JOB on the operator's console are to IDBATCH (not the POWER jobname).

// EXEC PROC=IDLPROC
This statement copies a JCL procedure into the jobstream. IDLPROC is an installed procedure to define all Ideal
for Datacom and user system files for batch.

// EXEC IDBATCH,SIZE=15K
IDBATCH is the Ideal for Datacom batch processing program. The size parameter sets the amount of storage
allocated to the program for execution. The rest of the partition is used for processing other Ideal for Datacom
routines. The statements that follow are Ideal for Datacom commands, including trace commands. They are
entered in a sequence that simulates an online session (for example, a SIGNON command is the initial command
that simulates the signon screen and OFF is the final command).
/* JOB
Step delimiter.

// EXEC LISTLOG
LISTLOG is a VSE utility that adds all operator console messages associated with the jobstream to the end of the
output for the jobstream.

/&
VSE job delimiter.

$$ EOJ
POWER job delimiter.

z/OS Batch Procedure

The following DD statements, installed in the IDLBATCH procedure, are required to run the traces in batch.

//ADRTRC DD DSN=&&ADRTRC,DISP=(MOD,PASS),

//    UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(15,15)),

//    DCB=BLKSIZE=2000

//SYSDIAL DD SYSOUT=*   For DIAL-Only and ADPOBJ output.

//AUXPRINT DD SYSOUT=*  For VPE Trace file output

Defining ADRTRC as a temporary data set is suggested. If, however, the trace runs online but prints with Ideal for
Datacom Batch, the ADRTRC DD name must point to the same DSN as in the CICS start-up JCL. Do not change the
block size for the ADRTRC file.

The following ROSFD entries, installed in the IDSYSFT (Ideal for Datacom System File Table) are required to run traces in
batch.

SYSDIAL  ROSFD DDNAME=SYSDIAL,ACCMETH=SEQ,RECFM=FBA,                   X

       LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=1330,PRODUCT=IGN

AUXPRINT ROSFD DDNAME=AUXPRINT,ACCMETH=SEQ,RECFM=FBM,                  X

       LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=1330,PRODUCT=IGN

ADRT     ROSFD DDNAME=ADRTRC,ACCMETH=SEQ,RECFM=FB,                     X

       LRECL=2000,BLKSIZE=2000,PRODUCT=IGN

NOTE
The IDSYSFT must be reassembled if any entries are added or changed.
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VSE Batch Procedure

The following JCL, installed in the IDLPROC procedure, is required to run the traces in batch.

// DLBL ADRTRC,'file-id'

// EXTENT SYSnnn,VOLID,,,beg-track,#-of-tracks

// ASSGN SYSnnn, DISK,VOL=xxxxxx,SHR

// ASSGN SYSLST,PRINTER   For DIAL-Only and ADPOBJ output

// ASSGN SYSaaa,PRINTER <i_dcm> REPORT FORM #01

// ASSGN SYSbbb,PRINTER <i_dcm> REPORT FORM #02

// ASSGN SYSccc,PRINTER <i_dcm> REPORT FORM #03

// ASSGN SYSddd,PRINTER <i_dcm> REPORT FORM #04

// ASSGN SYSeee,PRINTER <i_dcm> REPORT FORM #05

SYSLST is used for DIAL-Only and ADPOBJ output.

The SYS numbers assigned to the printers (SYSaaa-eee) depend on the values assigned by the site at installation.
System printers are used for VPE trace file output. Output goes to the device specified by the first available
PSSPRTnn entry encountered in the IDSYSFT.

The following ROSFD entries installed in the IDSYSFT (Ideal for Datacom System File Table) are required to run traces in
batch:

SYSDIAL             ROSFD ACCMETH=SEQ,DTFTYPE=DTFPR,                 X

                    DEVADDR=SYSLST,DEVICE=1403,                      X

                    CTLCHR=ASA,RECFM=F,                              X

                    BLKSIZE=133,OPSYS=DOS

ADRT                ROSFD ACCMETH=SEQ,DTFTYPE=DTFSD,                 X

                    DEVADDR=SYSnnn,DEVICE=3340,                      X

                    DTFNAME=ADRTRC,RECFM=FB,                         X

                    IBLKSZ=2000,OBLKSZ=2008,                         X

                    LRECL=2000,OPSYS=DOS

PSSPRT01            ROSFD ACCMETH=SEQ,DTFTYPE=DTFPR,                 X

                    DEVADDR=SYSaaa,DEVICE=1403,                      X

                    CTLCHR=YES,RECFM=F,                              X

                    BLKSIZE=133,OPSYS=DOS

PSSPRT02            ROSFD ACCMETH=SEQ,DTFTYPE=DTFPR,                 X

                    DEVADDR=SYSbbb,DEVICE=1403,                      X

                    CTLCHR=YES,RECFM=F,                              X

                    BLKSIZE=133,OPSYS=DOS

PSSPRT03            ROSFD ACCMETH=SEQ,DTFTYPE=DTFPR,                 X

                    DEVADDR=SYSccc,DEVICE=1403,                      X

                    CTLCHR=YES,RECFM=F,                              X

                    BLKSIZE=133,OPSYS=DOS

PSSPRT04            ROSFD ACCMETH=SEQ,DTFTYPE=DTFPR,                 X

                    DEVADDR=SYSddd,DEVICE=1403,                      X

                    CTLCHR=YES,RECFM=F,                              X

                    BLKSIZE=133,OPSYS=DOS

PSSPRT05            ROSFD ACCMETH=SEQ,DTFTYPE=DTFPR,                 X

                    DEVADDR=SYSeee,DEVICE=1403,                      X

                    CTLCHR=YES,RECFM=F,                              X

                    BLKSIZE=133,OPSYS=DOS
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Do not change the block size for the ADRTRC file. The IDSYSFT must be updated and reassembled if any entries are
added or changed.

z/OS CICS

The following DD statements are required as part of the CICS start-up JCL to run Ideal for Datacom traces online.

//ADRTRC DD DSN=index.Ideal.TRACE,DISP=SHR                For Writing

//ADRINT DD DSN=index.Ideal.TRACE,DISP=SHR                For Reading

The following CICS DFHFCT entry is required:

DFHFCT TYPE=DATASET,            X

     DATASET=ADRINT,            X

     ACCMETH=BDAM,              X

     SERVREQ=GET,               X

     RELTYPE=BLK,               X

     LRECL=2000,                X

     BLKSIZE=2000,              X

     RECFORM=(FIXED,UNBLOCKED), X

     OPEN=INITIAL

NOTE
An FCT entry is not needed for ADRTRC.

The TDQueue ADRT must be defined.

CEDA  View TDqueue( ADRT )                                      

TDqueue        : ADRT                                          

 Group          : SIB0GRP                                       

 DEscription    : VPE TRACE                                     

 TYPE           : Extra              Extra | INTra | INDirect   

EXTRA PARTITION PARAMETERS                                      

 DAtabuffers    : 001                1-255                      

 DDname         : ADRTRC                                        

 DSname         :                                               

Sysoutclass    :                                               

Erroroption    : Ignore             Ignore | Skip              

 Opentime       : Initial            Initial | Deferred         

 REWind         :                    Leave | Reread             

 TYPEFile       : Output             Input | Output | Rdback    

 RECORDSize     : 02000              0-32767                    

 BLOCKSize      :                    0-32767                    

 RECORDFormat   : Fixed              Fixed | Variable           

 BLOCKFormat    : Unblocked          Blocked | Unblocked        

 Printcontrol   :                    A | M                     

 DIsposition    : Shr                Shr | Old | Mod           

INTRA PARTITION PARAMETERS                                     

 Atifacility    :                    Terminal | File | System  

 RECOVstatus    :                    No | Physical | Logical   

 Facilityid     :                                              

TRAnsid        :                                              

TRIggerlevel   :                    0-32767                   
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 Userid         :                                              

INDOUBT ATTRIBUTES                                             

 WAIT           :                    No | Yes                  

 WAITAction     :                    Queue | Reject            

INDIRECT PARAMETERS                                            

 Indirectname   :                                              

REMOTE PARAMETERS                                              

 REMOTEName     :                                              

REMOTESystem   :      

REMOTELength   :                    0-32767 

NOTE
A TDQueue definition is not needed for ADRINT. Do not change the block size for the ADRTRC file.

VSE CICS

In the VSE environment, the VPE trace file that CICS online uses can remain closed even after CICS is brought up. In this
case, it must be explicitly opened and enabled with the CICS Master Terminal Operator command:

CEMT SET QUEUE(ADRT) OPEN ENABLE

Although you can create a trace online, it can be extracted using Batch Ideal for Datacom only. Online, the DLBL file name
must be ADRTRC. The file ID, EXTENT, and ASSGN must match the corresponding entries for the batch DLBL definition
of ADRTRC. That is:

// DLBL ADRTRC,'file-id'

// EXTENT SYSnnn,VOLID,,,beg-track,#-of-tracks

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=xxxxxx,SHR

The TDqueue definition for VSE is the same as that for z/OS mentioned in the previous section.

Diagnostic Tools
This section describes facilities available for accessing Ideal for Datacom system information about internal errors,
installed modules and solutions, VLS library indexes, and the output library.

This topic contains the following information:

Internal Error Facility

Ideal for Datacom provides an internal error logging and reporting facility. This facility traps internal system errors, not
necessarily user errors. Any time an illogical or unexpected return code is received from an internal service in Ideal for
Datacom, the Internal Error Facility automatically gets control.

For example, if you try to delete a VLS member that does not exist, a return code indicating the problem is a reasonable
condition and a simple message is issued. However, if the return code indicates “library cannot be accessed,” this is an
unexpected condition, probably due to an error in generating or restoring the Ideal for Datacom system. In the second
case, an internal error message is issued.

Such internal error messages begin with the keyword INTERR.

If the message contains the keyword INTERR, the Internal Error Facility performed two actions: It wrote a hardcopy record
of the internal error to the ADRLOG Log File (printed when the teleprocessing monitor is shut down or when a batch job
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ends) and, for an online session, it saved information about the error that you can display on the terminal by entering the
following command.

This facility has the following format:

DISPLAY ERROR

The minimum abbreviation is D ERR.

If you plan to call (Broadcom Support) about the error, copy the information from your terminal, from a PRINT SCREEN
printout, or from ADRLOG. Save the PRINT SCREEN or ADRLOG printout in case you are requested to send it to
Broadcom.

NOTE
Online, you can enter the DISPLAY ERROR command at any time. Information about the most recent internal
error (if any) displays.

The following is an example of DISPLAY ERROR information.

1-IDADERRP18E - INTERR: LIB cannot be accessed, LIB=ID$IDOBJ          

                                                                      

SRVC=VLS FUNC=INIT     RC=008    PGM=ADOMLD  11.0 -0E7C               

CALPGM=                   CURACT=AE ACTTYP=U USER=COL ERRID=AELPGM-L20

SYS=$ID ENTTYP=PGM ENTNAM=SCROLL             ENTVER=001  ENTSTAT=TEST 

LIB=ID$IDOBJ MEM=          

Following is a description of the various fields that you can display on Internal Error panels. The Internal Error key consists
of the Service (SRVC) detecting the error, the internal function (FUNC) performed by that service, and the return code
(RC). Only relevant fields display on a given Internal Error panel.

SRVC
Internal service detecting the error. Currently, the internal services are:
VPE

Virtual Processing Environment
CMP

Compiler
DSF

Dictionary service facility
LBN

Linked Bundle (Storage Management)
LOG

General Log Message
PMS

Panel Management Service
PSS

Print Subsystem
SCF

Session Control Facility
VLS

Virtual Library System
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FUNC
Specific function performed by the service. For example, VLS services include INIT (initialize), READ, WRITE,
and so on.

RC
Return code from the service.

PGM
Identifier of the internal program in control when the error was detected. This includes the six-character program
name, the Ideal for Datacom version when the program was last compiled, the offset of the instruction detecting
the error, and the date and time when the program was last compiled.

CALPGM
Identifier of the calling program, in cases where the program actually detecting the error is a general subroutine
called from several other places. This includes the calling program name, the Ideal for Datacom version, and the
offset of the call instruction.

CURRACT
Current activity. Codes are as follows:
AD

General service commands
AE

Application execution
AP

Application Plans Editor
CM

Compiler
DE

Working-data/parameter editing
DV

Unmodeled sequential file dataview
ED

General editing
PD

Panel Definition Facility
PM

Panel Management Services
PS

Print subsystem
RP

Report editing
SC

Session control
ST

Source transport
ACTTYP

Type or mode of activity. Possible codes are D (display), E (edit), and U (utility).
USER

Three-character user ID.
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ERRID
One- to ten-character string that the program returned detecting the error to aid in problem determination (for
example, this can be the sequence number of an iterated call to the service). This field can be blank.

DSFCMND
Command issued to the dictionary service facility that resulted in the specified return code.

QUALIFIER
Dictionary service facility User Request Area qualifier field passed to the dictionary service facility.

SYS
Three- character short system ID currently selected.

ENTTYP
Current entity type of the Datadictionary component of Datacom/DB.

ENTNAM
Current Datadictionary entity name.

ENTVER
Current Datadictionary entity version.

ENTSTAT
Current Datadictionary entity status.

PANEL-NAME
Current panel name.

VER
Current panel version.

SUB-SYS
Current panel subsystem (PDF only).

LIB
Seven- or eight-character VLS library identifier (corresponds to the DD/DLBL name for the indicated VLS file).

MEM
An 11-to-24-character VLS member name, possibly with embedded spaces.

LOGMSG
Optional message written to ADRLOG by the program detecting the error. It can be in any format.

@I$INTERNAL STATUS

The following command displays the release levels of the major Ideal for Datacom, IPC, and Datacom components and
the maintenance applied to this Ideal for Datacom release.

This command has the following format:

@I$INTERNAL STATUS

The first part of the display shows release levels for Ideal for Datacom, VPE, PMS, SCF, PSS, and Datacom/DB. The
second part of the display shows the current maintenance level for Ideal for Datacom.

Run this command, online or in batch, before and after applying each maintenance tape and before contacting Ideal for
Datacom Technical Support with a problem. Ideal for Datacom Release Levels and Maintenance Level are also shown on
the Ideal for Datacom Trace Facility printout, as part of the environment page.

Example

Output (Mixed Environment)
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When this command is issued in a mixed (Datacom/DB and DB2) environment, the following output results:

IDEAL 14.0  RELEASE  LEVELS                                  IDEAL OPTIONS  

  VPE VERSION:  14.0  SCF VERSION:  11.0                                     

  PMS VERSION:  14.0  PSS VERSION:  11.0                       DB:    Y      

  D-D VERSION:  14.0  D-B VERSION:  11.0                       DBSQL: DATACOM

                                                               DB2:   Y      

DB2/CICS ATTACH:  I710                                       VSAM:  Y      

  CICS APPLID:  A11IC9P3  DB2 SUBSYS :  D71C                                 

                                                                             

Maintenance:         

The section on Ideal for Datacom options indicates the following:

DB: Y-
Datacom/DB is used in Datacom mode

DBSQL: DATACOM-
Datacom SQL used

DB2: Y-
DB2 used

VSAM: Y-
Ideal for Datacom VSAM is available

Display VLS Library Index

VLS libraries are maintained with the installed utility VLSUTIL. The VLSUTIL LIBRARY function lets you list the indexes of
the current Ideal for Datacom system's VLS libraries (source, object, or panel) and the space use statistics. The following
command accesses the LIBRARY function online, directly from Ideal for Datacom.

This function has the following format:

                              {@I$SRC   }

{DISPLAY} INDEX MEMBER USER   {@I$OBJ   }

{PRINT  }                     {@I$PNL   }

                              {@I$DVW   }

                              {@I$DAT   }

                              {@I$PLAN  }

                              {@I$ADRLIB}

@I$SRC
Displays or prints the index of the source library.

@I$OBJ
Displays or prints the index of the object library (including compiled panels).

@I$PNL
Displays or prints the index of the panel library.

@I$DVW
Displays or prints the index of the dataview object library (IDDVW).

@I$DAT
Displays or prints the index of the member library (IDDAT).
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@I$PLAN
Displays or prints the index of the plan library (IDDVW or a site-defined plan library).

@I$ADRLIB
Displays or prints the index of the library containing users' job statements, product messages, and help members,
both user-defined and product-defined.

You can use this command to display the index when you suspect that a library is full, when the index was corrupted, or
when the library appears to be out-of-sync with the dictionary facility.

NOTE
This command does not produce exactly the same space information as VLSUTIL.

Example

Input

DISPLAY INDEX MEMBER USER @I$SRC

Output

The following illustration is the resulting output:

 IDEAL: DISPLAY INDEX MEM     MEM                             SYS: $ID   DISPLAY

 NAME ....1....+....2.... RECS  DESCRIPTION              CREATED  UPDATED COMMAND

 ================================ T O P =========================================

 $ID@I$CURSR       001P       5 PARAMETER DATA SOURCE    09/05/04 09/05/04 000001

 $IDCHECK          001L       4 PDL SOURCE               09/26/04 09/26/04 000002

 $IDEMPLOYEE       001L       0 PDL SOURCE               09/20/04 09/20/04 000003

 $IDJUNK           001L       4 PDL SOURCE               09/31/04 09/31/04 000004

 $IDSCRLLSUB       001L       1 PDL SOURCE               09/05/04 09/20/04 000005

 $IDSCRLLSUB       001L E     1 PDL SOURCE               09/05/04 09/20/04 000006

 $IDSCRLLSUB       001P       1 PARAMETER DATA SOURCE    09/05/04 09/05/04 000007

 $IDSCROLLER       003L     553 PDL SOURCE               09/05/04 09/05/04 000008

 $IDSCROLLER       003P       1 PARAMETER DATA SOURCE    09/05/04 09/05/04 000009

 $IDSCROLLER       003W      31 WORKING DATA SOURCE      09/05/04 09/05/04 000010

 $IDTST            001L       4 PDL SOURCE               09/25/04 09/26/04 000011

 IPBIPBLOAD        001L     321 PDL SOURCE               09/06/04 09/06/04 000012

 IPBIPBLOAD        001W       9 WORKING DATA SOURCE      09/06/04 09/06/04 000013

 IPBIPB031IS       001L      41 PDL SOURCE               09/06/04 09/06/04 000014

 IPBIPB031IS       001W       4 WORKING DATA SOURCE      09/06/03 09/06/03 000015

 IPBIPB031SR       001L      38 PDL SOURCE               09/06/04 09/06/04 000016

 IPBIPB031SR       001W       4 WORKING DATA SOURCE      09/06/04 09/06/04 000017

 IPBIPB041         001R      20 REPORT SOURCE MEMBER     09/06/04 09/06/04 000018

 IPBIPB041IS       001L      13 PDL SOURCE               09/06/04 09/06/04 000019

 IPBIPB041IS       001W       1 WORKING DATA SOURCE      09/06/04 09/06/04 000020

 IPBIPB051IS       001L     121 PDL SOURCE               09/06/04 09/06/04 000021

 IPBIPB051IS       001W       1 WORKING DATA SOURCE      09/06/04 09/06/04 000022

 IPBIPB071IS       001L      65 PDL SOURCE               09/06/04 09/06/04 000023

 IPBIPB071IS       001W       2 WORKING DATA SOURCE      09/06/04 09/06/04 000024

 IPBIPB072IS       001L     215 PDL SOURCE               09/06/04 09/06/04 000025

 IPBIPB072IS       001W      10 WORKING DATA SOURCE      09/06/04 09/06/04 000026

 IPBIPB081IS       001L      28 PDL SOURCE               09/06/04 09/06/04 000027
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 IPBIPB081IS       001R      47 REPORT SOURCE MEMBER     09/06/04 07/06/94 000028

Display SCF Environment (CICS Only)

The DISPLAY INDEX SESSION command, issued from Ideal for Datacom, lists the name and status of each current user
operating under the Session Control Facility (SCF) environment. This command is available only under CICS (z/OS or
VSE).

Input Example

DISPLAY INDEX SESSION

Output Example

The following illustration is the resulting output:

 DISPLAY INDEX         SES                             SYS: DMP   DISPLAY

 

 User  OPID  Reg  User Name       Term  Product  Sys  Main PGM  Ver Sub

 ================================ T O P =================================

  BRR   BRR    1   BURROWS         Z000    IDEAL  WOR  WORUN     PRD 0005

  MTA   MTA    1   METELITSA       Z001    IDEAL  WOR  WORUN     PRD 0003

  AGI   AGI    1   AGIN            Z002    DDOL

  EMY   EMY    1   DEWITT          Z005    IDEAL  DEM  EDUC00    003 0002

  PRY   PRY    1   PERRY           Z006    IDEAL       **NONE**      0000

  RON   SSN    1   SANDERSON       Z008    DDOL

  ELM   ELM    1   ELMER           Z011    IDEAL  Q80  FORSQL    001 0001

  ELM   ELM    2   ELMER           Z011    IDEAL

  ELM   ELM    3   ELMER           Z011    IDEAL

  SAS   SSS    1   DSASSER         Z017    IDEAL  SAS  OEDRVR    PRD 0012

  $ID   $ID    1   $IDEAL          Z019    IDEAL       **NONE**      0000

@I$UTIL PSS Online Debugging

PSS provides several online commands for maintaining the output library (ADROUT). They let you obtain information on
the current status of the output library and obtain an index of all members in the output library.

Display the Current Status of the Output Library

The following command displays or prints the current status of the output library.

This command has the following format:

@I$UTIL OUT STATUS [print-name {SYSTEM } name]

                   [           {NETWORK}     ]

print-name
Contains the name identifying this display or print.

name
Contains the destination ID of the system printer or network printer.

The command provides the following information:
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• Date and time of last initialization.
• Date and time of last clean-up maintenance.
• User ID of person submitting the clean-up request.
• Use of library space, including total blocks on library, number of free blocks, percent occupied, and maximum number

of members the library can accommodate.

Example

The command @I$UTIL OUT STATUS alone displays status information online at your terminal.

The following submits the output to print on network printer HR86 with the identifier MYLIB:

Input

@I$UTIL OUT STATUS MYLIB NETWORK HR86

Output

STATUS OF THE LIBRARY "ADROUT  "

LAST INITIALIZATION:   04/09/04  11:05

LAST RECOVERY:         06/28/04  10:15:56   PSS

SPACE:    1002 BLOCKS     FREE:    682    OCCUPANCY:  32%

NUMBER OF PRINT MEMBERS:     505

The output shows the information for the current PSS output directory in ADROUT. There might be more than one output
directory. The output directory was built by using SCPSUTIL.

Display All Members in the VLS Library

The following command displays or prints the names of all members in the specified VLS library.

This statement has the following format:

@I$UTIL OUT INDEX [ADROUT  {SYSTEM } name]

                  [file-id {NETWORK}     ]

ADROUT
The output library.

file-id
The DD/DLBL name of a VLS library.

name
Destination ID of the system or network printer.

The command provides the following information:

• Description of each member.
• Total records per member.
• Number of blocks occupied by the member.
• Date created.
• Date updated.
• Length of each record.

Example
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Input

@I$UTIL OUT INDEX

Output

The following illustration is the resulting output:

IDEAL  DISPLAY OUTPUT       OUT INDEX             DISPLAY

P.S.S. - ONLINE  UTILITY  STATUS OF THE LIBRARY ADROUT   DATE 09/30/04  TIME 11.59.56

MEMBER NAME                MEMBER DESCRIPTION            NREC NBLK ADDED UPDATED RLEN

=====================================================================================

PSS$PSSDIR$                *** PSS SPOOL DIRECTORY ***   0250 0014 070690 073199 0179

PSS$PSSDST@                PSS - DESTINATION TABLE       0012 0002 071190 071903 0024

PSSSCF#0052                COMPILE LISTING               0021 0002 071904 071904 0133

PSSSCF#0053                COMPILE LISTING               0133 0004 071904 071904 0133

PSSSCF#0054                COMPILE LISTING               0109 0004 071904 071904 0133

PSSSCF#0056                COMPILE LISTING               0350 0006 071904 071904 0133

PSSSCF#0057                DISPLAY INTERR:               0009 0002 071904 071904 0133

PSSSCF#0071                COMPILE LISTING               0118 0004 071904 071904 0133

The output directory in this example is the member PSS$PSSDIR$, which contains a system name of PSS and a directory
name of $PSSDIR$. You can set both system name and directory name with the command SET OUTPUT OPTIONS.

Error Recovery Tools
This section describes Ideal for Datacom features that you can use after an error occurs. It includes a description of
<<ERROR PROCEDURES>> and the DEQUEUE command (including the format of enqueue names).

This page contains the following topics:

PDL <<ERROR>> Procedure

The <<ERROR>> procedure specifies a set of actions to invoke when a run-time error occurs. The <<ERROR>>
procedure can provide additional information for debugging (such as return codes) or override the default procedure and
continue processing following an error.

The <<ERROR>> procedure overrides the Ideal for Datacom default error procedure. The default procedure issues a
LIST ERROR statement, performs a BACKOUT, issues a standard message, and QUITs the RUN. You can write your own
<<ERROR>> procedure, for example, to display other information and to execute a PROCESS NEXT statement.

This procedure has the following format:

<<ERROR>> PROCEDURE

     statements

[ENDPROC     ]

[ENDPROCEDURE]

<<ERROR>> PROCEDURE The statements in the body of the <<ERROR>> procedure can consist of any Ideal for
Datacom/PDL statements and functions needed to process the error. If the last statement is not a QUIT RUN, QUIT
statement, or PROCESS NEXT statement, then the default error procedure runs (following the <<ERROR>> procedure).
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A program can contain only one error procedure.

For the PDL internal functions used in error handling, see Using Procedure Definition Language. These functions return
meaningful information about Ideal for Datacom errors only in the <<ERROR>> procedure.

Example

The following illustration describes the usage of <<Error>> procedure:

<<ERROR>> PROCEDURE

:---------------------------------------------------------------------

:  The following <<ERROR>> PROC uses a PDL function $ERROR-CLASS to

:  trap dataview errors, arithmetic errors and reference errors.

:  When the $ERROR-CLASS is 'DVW', the PDL functions $ERROR-TYPE and

:  $ERROR-DVW-STATUS further qualify the error.

:

:  The PROCESS NEXT statement is used for recoverable errors; fatal

:  errors result in the termination of the program.

:---------------------------------------------------------------------

  SELECT FIRST ACTION

  WHEN $ERROR-CLASS = 'DVW'

       SELECT FIRST ACTION

       WHEN $ERROR-TYPE = 'D71'

            NOTIFY 'Record changed; retry'

            PROCESS NEXT TRANS-LOOP

       WHEN $ERROR-TYPE = 'D72'

            NOTIFY 'Record deleted; retry'

            PROCESS NEXT TRANS-LOOP

       WHEN $ERROR-TYPE = 'DB2'

            NOTIFY 'DB2 problem:  Run Terminated'

            SET $RC = $SQLCODE

       WHEN $ERROR-TYPE = 'SQL'

            NOTIFY 'DATACOM SQL problem:  Run Terminated'

            SET $RC = $SQLCODE

       WHEN $ERROR-TYPE = 'DVW'

            SELECT FIRST ACTION

            WHEN $ERROR-DVW-STATUS = 'I3'

                 NOTIFY 'Record changed; retry'

                 PROCESS NEXT TRANS-LOOP

            WHEN $ERROR-DVW-STATUS = '16'

                 NOTIFY 'Record in use; retry'

                 PROCESS NEXT TRANS-LOOP

            WHEN OTHER

                 NOTIFY 'DATACOM CBS problem:  Run Terminated'

                 SET $RC = '66'

            ENDSEL

       ENDSEL

  WHEN $ERROR-CLASS = 'ARI'

       DO ARITHMETIC-ERR

       PROCESS NEXT MAIN-LOOP

  WHEN $ERROR-CLASS = 'REF'

       DO REFERENCE-ERR

       PROCESS NEXT MAIN-LOOP

  WHEN OTHER   : Non-recoverable errors
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       NOTIFY 'System error:  Run Terminated'

       SET $RC = 12

  ENDSEL

  LIST ERROR

  BACKOUT

  QUIT RUN

ENDPROC

DEQUEUE Command

Ideal for Datacom uses enqueues to protect components including programs, panels, reports, and members, and so on.
Ideal for Datacom components are protected from simultaneous update, even by another CICS region or a batch job. This
protection is at the individual component level (program, panel, report, and so on) rather than at the data set level.

Online, when a transaction abends, the program being edited might remain enqueued. When you sign on again, an
attempt to re-edit the program results in the “resource busy” message. This can also happen when a system failure occurs
while displaying an index, output, or jobcard. You cannot dequeue the program from another region because the operating
system keeps track of where the enqueue came from. This problem does not occur for a batch job, however, because,
when any batch job ends (including CICS), the operating system automatically cleans up all enqueues left outstanding by
that job.

The site Ideal for Datacom Administrator has the responsibility to DEQUEUE entities. The site administrator should always
determine that the outstanding enqueue is a result of a transaction abnormal termination before issuing the DEQUEUE. 
For example, if one programmer is editing a panel and a second programmer tries to edit the same panel, the second
programmer gets the same “resource busy” message. If the administrator issued a DEQUEUE in this situation and
allowed the second programmer to begin editing the panel, serious library corruption could result.

For more information, see DEQUEUE Command. For information about enqueueing, see Establishing Multiple
Environments.

Do not try and relate Ideal for Datacom entities enqueued and dequeued to system data sets or other system objects.
Ideal for Datacom generates a unique internal enqueue name for each object. This internal enqueue name does not
correspond to any object known to the operating system.

The format for an Ideal for Datacom enqueue name is:

10     20       

+----+----+----+----

$Itsssxxxxxxxxebbbbbbvvv    For PGM, PDL, WDT, PRM,RPT, PGMOBJ,     and PNL names.  

$Itbbbyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyvvv    For PER, SYS, PLA, DVW names.   

$Ituuuzzzzzzzzbbbbbbbbbb    For MEM names.  

T
Type code are defined as follows:

B
Plan

D
Dataview

K
Sequential dataview

L
Program procedure source
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P
Program parameter data

R
Report

S
Program DD entity

T
Program object data

U
Panel

W
Program working data

X'BB'
Person entity (user)

X'CE'
System entity

Z
Data member

sss
System ID.

x..x
Program, panel, or report name.

y..
Person, system, or dataview Datadictionary name.

vvv
Version number.

e
Optional enqueue code to uniquely identify names across systems. Blank if not used.

b..b
Spaces.

uuu
User ID.

z..z
Member name.

For z/OS the major or queue name, ADRPRDCT, is used with the minor or resource name. These names are compressed
for VSE to a 12-byte format. The resulting name might not be printable.

Example

DEQUEUE PGM DEMO1 VER 1 SYS DOC

Dequeues program DEMO1 in system DOC.

DEQUEUE LIBRARY $IDLIB

Dequeues VLS dataview library $IDLIB.
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I$UTIL PSS Online Dequeue

The following command dequeues a print file, the display status member, or the PSS directory if the resource is caught in
an enqueue due to a system failure, an Ideal for Datacom/IPC failure, or another failure level.

This command has the following format:

                    [print-number]

@I$UTIL OUT DEQUEUE [STATUS      ]

                    [DIRECT      ]

print-number
Identifies a print file.

STATUS
Displays the status member.

DIRECT
Displays the output directory.

WARNING
Before using this command, be certain that the resource is locked due to an error condition and not due to a
legitimate enqueue.

Using DEQUEUE

Some situations in Ideal for Datacom require the use of the DEQUEUE command. However, issuing the DEQUEUE
command in the wrong place or at the wrong time can cause library corruption and system abends. Here are some tips on
when to use DEQUEUE.

Case 1 Program in Use

One of the most common situations where a dequeue might seem appropriate is when you try to edit a program and
receive the message:

IDADPSEP03-PGM xxxxxxxx is in use, please try later.

The fact is, the dequeue is appropriate only under a small set of circumstances if you receive this error. You need to ask
yourself the following set of questions.

• Is someone in this Ideal for Datacom environment editing this program?
If you have a monitoring package such as SYSVIEW, you CAN see the outstanding enqueues by checking the major
enqueue name "ADRPDCT".
If you do not have a monitoring package, then there is no easy and automated way to tell if an enqueue exists for that
program. However, there is a good way to find out who might be using that program. The command DISPLAY INDEX
SESSION tells you who is on the system and who is running programs.
From this, you can determine who is in Ideal for Datacom but not currently running programs. Check whether any of
these people are editing the program.
You can also check whether the program's identification component shows that it was recently updated. The indicated
person might still be editing the program.
If your answer to this question is yes, then the message you are receiving is valid and you should not dequeue.
If your answer to this question is no, then continue to the next question.

• Is this program currently being compiled?
You should be able to tell if an asynchronous online compile is currently being done through one of the following:
– A DISPLAY OUTPUT ALL STATUS command.
– The CEMT Inquire Task command.
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If there is a task with the SAST transaction, check the terminal ID. Find out who is at that terminal and see if they are
compiling that program. Also check whether any batch compiles for this program are being done.
If your answer to this question is yes, then the message you are receiving is valid and you should not dequeue.
If your answer to this question is no, then continue to the next question.

• Does a program of the same name exist in another Ideal for Datacom environment?
First, find out if this Ideal for Datacom environment has its own MUF (Multi-User Facility) and its own set of VLS
libraries.
If multiple Ideal for Datacom environments are sharing MUF and VLS libraries, then this question is not an issue and
you can continue to the next question.
If your Ideal for Datacom environments are completely separate and a program of the same name (in the same
system) does exist in another Ideal for Datacom environment, then check your enqueue characters (QCODE). The
QCODE is what makes your enqueue names unique between Ideal for Datacom environments.
Since enqueues are done at the operating system level, identical QCODES in multiple regions enqueue programs with
the same name (in the same system) in all regions where the QCODE is the same. To check your QCODES, issue the
following command in Ideal for Datacom:

@I$SCF PGM=SC00OPTS OFF=8

Offset 8 in the program SC00OPTS tells you what your QCODE is for this environment. Issue the same command
in all your Ideal for Datacom environments and note the QCODE. If your environments are completely separate, you
need to make the QCODE unique among all your Ideal for Datacom environments.
If your answer to this question is yes, then check your QCODEs. Do not issue the DEQUEUE command.
If your answer to this question is no, then continue to the next question.

• Was there a system abend while someone was editing or compiling this program?
Once again, make sure that nobody is currently editing or compiling this program.
If your answer to this question is no, then call Ideal for Datacom Technical Support for further assistance.
If your answer to this question is yes, then you are safe to dequeue the program. Issue the following command:

DEQUEUE PROGRAM xxxxxxxx VERSION nnn SYSTEM sys

Notes on Enqueues During Edit Sessions

If you find the answer to the last question above to be yes and nobody is trying to edit the program, consider the following.
If the abend occurred while someone was actually editing the program, then the program is the only thing that must be
dequeued. If by chance the abend occurred while you were writing to the library, (the user made changes to the program
and pressed the Enter key), then there is an enqueue on the library. Users probably get a VLS internal error with a return
code = 4-52 when they try to access any program in that library. You can dequeue the library by issuing the command:

DEQUEUE LIBRARY library-name

Enqueues are also done on panels and reports. If an enqueue is left on these entities, you get an error message similar to
the ones mentioned above. Follow the same steps as you would for a program.

Case 2 Production Program in Use

Another situation where a DEQUEUE command might seem appropriate is when you try to mark a program to Production
status and receive the message:

IDADXSSP24E - Prod program in use, please try later.

Do not issue a dequeue command when you get this error.

Check the following things.
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• Is someone in this region currently running the Production version of this program?
You can use the DISPLAY INDEX SESSION command to determine if anyone is running the Production version of the
program. You also need to find out if anyone is running the program in batch.
If your answer to this question is yes, then the error message you received is valid. You should disable the application,
then mark the new version of the program to Production. Remember, the disable only takes effect at a transaction
boundary. If the user left his terminal with the program running, the application is not truly disabled until that user
presses the Enter key. For more information, see DISABLE Command.
If your answer to this question is no, then continue to the next question.

• Does a program of the same name exist in another Ideal for Datacom environment and, if so, is someone running the
Production version of this program?
See the third question in the previous section for information on QCODE. Follow the same instructions.
If your answer to this question is no, call Ideal for Datacom Technical Support for further assistance. Do not attempt to
dequeue the program.
If your answer to this question is yes, check your QCODEs for all of your Ideal for Datacom environments (as
described earlier). If the QCODEs are unique and the error persists, call Ideal for Datacom Technical Support.

Notes on Enqueues during a MARK STATUS Command

You can receive similar error messages when marking panels and reports to Production status as when marking
programs. Follow the same steps as you would for programs.

Enqueues are also done on user definitions. If you try to mark a user definition to Production status while the user is
already signed on, you receive the message:

IDADUEDS02-User Definition In Use, Please Try Later

Check if that user is active online or in batch. If so, have the user sign off. Do not issue the DEQUEUE command.

The same is true with system definitions. If a user selected a system, you receive the message:

IDADDSEDP02-System Definition In Use, Please Try Later

Check if anyone is in that system, running a program from the system or editing and displaying entities in that system. If
so, have them select another system definition. Do not issue the DEQUEUE command.

 

Dial Trace Codes
For troubleshooting Ideal for Datacom, review trace codes set by the SET RUN @I$DIAMASK session command: Run
and Debug DIAL command codes, Compile and Catalog DIAL command codes, Source Transport DIAL codes.

Run and Debug Codes

The following table shows Run and Debug DIAL command codes (set by SET RUN @I$DIAMASK session command).

Code Module Description

Dial-A AECOLL
AEPROM
AESTAT

AEF Statistical collector
Print a formatted object module.
Object module statistical collector

Dial-B AETINT AEF maint-code executor
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Code Module Description

Dial-C AETPGM
ADRUNP
ADRUPP

AEF program control
AEF driver module
Run post processor.

Dial-D AEPLIP
AETRUN

PL/I batch interface
AEF T-code interface: Run control

Dial-E AEDB2D
AEFUNC

AEF Dynamic DB2 SQL I/O mod
AEF String functions

Dial-G AELPGM AEF LOAD/LOCATE PGM

Dial-I ADMODP
ADPLAG
AEINIT
AERCBP
AESTAT
ADRESR

CRE/DEL/IDE MODULE commands
GENERATE PLAN processor
AEF Run-time initializer
AEF dynamic RCB processor
Object module statistical collector
DB2 APRES retriever

Dail-J AETSQL
AEDB2P
ADDBQI
ADSQLE

SQL logic module
AEF DB2 SQL T-code
DB Q-COMMAND INTERFACE PGM
BATCH DBSQLE

Dial-K SDBUGP
SDTREN

Symbolic debug dispatcher
SYMBOLIC DEBUG TRANSACTION END

Dial-L SDIDEN
SDOUTP
SDBUGP
SDEDKP
SDGDAT
SDXTAB

Debug: look up identifier.
SYMBOLIC DEBUG OUTPUT
PROCESSOR
Symbolic debug dispatcher
DEBUGGER EDK SERVICE PROC
Debugger generator data display member.
DEBUGGER EXTERNAL BREAKPT MGR

Dial-M AETMAP AEF panel T-code processor

Dial-P AEAUXP
AEPSS

AEF ASSIGN commands
AEF PSS driver

Dial-R AERWDR
RWEXEC
RWEX20

AEF Report Writer driver
RW: Execution control
RW: Execution control

Dial-S AELSYM AEF load and locate symbol table.

Dial-T AELMAP AEF LOAD/LOCATE PANEL

Dial-V AETDVV
AETDVW

Extension of AETDVW
AEF T-code for dataview I/O

Dial-W AETDVW AEF T-code for dataview I/O

Dial-X AERLSE AEF cleanup processor

Dial-Z AETERR
SDRTAB

AEF error handler
DEBUGGER RUN-TIME STOP TBL BLD
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Compile and Catalog Codes

The following table shows Compile and Catalog DIAL command codes (set by SET COM @I$DIAMASK session
command).

Code Module Description

Dial-A CMAEXP
CMPDEO
CMCDEI
CMFATL

Compiler arithmetic expression parser
Prt data-entry object: debugging
Compile data-entity initializer.
Compiler fatal error processor

Dial-B CMCEXP
CMBCBS
CMBCTR
CMNORM

Condition analyzer main mod
Build CBS work area.
COND ANAL TO BUILD COND TREE
NORMALIZE A CONDITION TREE

Dial-C CMCTRL
CMFINL

Compiler control module
Compiler release resources mod

Dial-E CMERR Compiler error msg processor

Dial-F CMCDET
CMCDEP
CMCDEC
CMODEO
CMASST
CMAS
CMASMR
CMASMX
ADDCMP

Compile data-entity terminate.
Compile data-entity process.
Compile data-entity create.
Obtain data-entity object.
Compiler attribute services - stow.
Attribute Services
Compiler attribute services: merge
Comp attribute services: Auxiliary merge
Catalog dataview processor

Dial-I CMINIT Compiler initialization pgm

Dial-J ADSQLE
ADDBQI

BATCH DBSQLE
DB Q-COMMAND INTERFACE PGM

Dial-L CMLX
CMLXSX
CMLXSL

Compiler lexical analyzer
Lexical select error message processor
Compiler lexical select

Dial-P CMLOOP
CMLIST
CMMAPP
CMGENP
CMGENX
CMAUXP
CMADSB
CMCALP
CMDVWS
CMFORE
CMFORN
CMFORW
CMPRDC
CMSELX

Compiler loop stmt parser
List statement parser
Compiler panel stmt parser
Compiler parser control module
Compiler-generate final blocks.
ASS/RES/SET-ID STMT PARSER
Compiler add/sub stmt parser
CALL Statement Parser
Delete, checkpoint, backout statement
For each p-code generator
For next p-code generator
P-code generator of “for new”
Compiler “produce” statement module.
Compiler select parser.
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Code Module Description

Dial-Q CMTGEN
CMPREP
CMSCOP
CM2GEN
CMDBQP
CMGENQ
CM2PAR

Compiler t-code generator
Compiler SQL prepass pgm
Compiler scope analysis
SQL string generator
DB SQL Parser
SQL PASS DRIVER
DB2 SQL Parser

Dial-R RWAEXP
RWANAL
RWCF
RWCOL
RWDET
RWPH
RWTGEN
RWUTIL
CMRWDR
CMRWER

RW: Arithmetic expression analyzer
RW: analyze detail
RW: control footing
RW: column analysis
RW: detail
RW: page heading
RW: t-code generator top level
RW: compiler utility
RW: Compiler driver
COMPILER: RW ERROR HANDLER

Dial-S CMTPAD
CMTRAN
CMSEXP
CMSSTR
CMGPMV
CMNFNC
CMGSTR
CMINDX
CMEDIT
CM$$DT
CM$GSF
CM$STR

Compile Trim-Pad function.
$translate function parser.
Compiler string expression parser
$substract function parser
COMPILE GROUP MOVE
Compile numeric function.
Compile group string.
$index function parser.
$edit function parser.
$date, $time parser
Compile General string function.
Compiler $string function parser.

Dial-T CMTGEN Compiler t-code generator

Dial-U ADDB2R DB2 catalog traverse

Dial-Z CMPRTP
CMPREF

Compiler print processor
Print cross reference list program
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Source Transport Codes

The following table shows Source Transport DIAL codes that can be set by the command SET @I$IDIALMASK in the
Source Transport job.

Code Module Description

Dial-D STEXPD
STIMPD
STPRDD
STTABP

Export dispatcher
Import dispatcher
PRODUCE IMPORT COMMANDS
dispatcher
Table processor

Dial-E STPNLE
STRPTE
STDVWE
STMEME
STPGME

Panel export module
Report export module
Sequential DVW export
Member export module
Program export module

Dial-I STMEMI
STHLPI
STDVWI
STRPTI
STPGMI
STPNLI

Member import module
Import user HELP
Sequential DVW import
Report import module
Program import module
Panel export module

Dial-L STLIST Transport report module

Dial-O STIOST I/O module

Dial-P STIMPP
STEXPP
STOFFP
STCMDP
STDSPP
STPRDP
STSETP

IMPORT command processor
EXPORT command processor
OFF command processor
Source transport parser
Source transport dispatcher parser
PRODUCE command processor
Source transport SET processor

Dial-Q STDSPP Source transport dispatcher parser

Dial-T STTOKN Tokenizer
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Additional Resources
Includes educational resources, product references, and support information.

This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about this product:

• Mainframe Education
• Mainframe Blogs
• Datacom Video and Recorded Webcast Index
• Broadcom Educate YouTube Channel (requires a Google account)

Product Support

Use the following resources to obtain more product support:

• Digital Badge Program
• Vitality Program
• Broadcom Support Portal

To view product details, go to Broadcom Support, under Software select Mainframe Software, All Products, search
by product name, and select Product Details.

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain more product maintenance:

• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
• Broadcom Recommended Service (CARS) for z/OS
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities.

• Broadcom Mainframe Community
• Datacom CADRE - User Community

Social Media

Follow us on social media:

• LinkedIn
• Twitter
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Documentation Legal Notice
Information about the documentation legal notice.

This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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